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THE LAST MESSAGE.
TO .

11 Enow yon what it inwhen Anguish,with apoealyptic nitie,
To a Pythian Leight flHatea yoa, and despair suDliincs to power V*

The struggle’s o’er ; the coward fear is past I

Even Wrong and Pain must now their prey forego;

And the worn heart may lift its voice at last,

Strong in the majesty of cureless woe !

The iron chain so long in silence borne,

Falls riven from the bosom rof the slave :

And I to thee, who jgav’st the meed of scorn,

Must speak ongejnore, ere silent in the grave.

Yet what recVst thou, that words all idly spoken

Have made a life-long grief another’s part?

While thou, to point a jest, hast wounded, broken,

That wronged and fearful thing,—a human heart ?

Conld the cold sBeer, the laugh of thoughtless glee,

Which others—thee, how far beneath !—might share,

Reward thee, then, for all it heaped on me,

The wordless agony—the long despair ?

How had I sinned ? Was it not pare from stain

—

That guileless offering at a noble shrine ?

Did e’er a thought of ill the soul profane,

That in its child-like worship knelt to thine ?

Or if I erred perchance—Oh, human bAher !

Deserved my fault the cruej,penauce given ?

Or say if thou hast meted to another

The gentle mercy all must ask c£ heaven

!

Hear now the message I—so proud iff sorrow— ^
Speed to thy presence with my latest sigh

:

I—for whose sight may dawn no coming morrow,

Know bat one wish—to bless th%e ere I die 1

May all Heaven’s richest gifts be showered upon thee,

Mfiy grief ne’er harbor in that manly breast

;

May Joy and Peace, white-winged, with rapture crown thee,

And keep thee ever iu their golden rest !

Yet, oh ! by all the tears mine eyes have shed,

I pray thee—shield me from unworthy blame !

Embalm my memory with the sacred dead :

Unto the cold and stern breathe not my name!

Like some faint, fading vision of the past,

L^t n$y veiled image in remembrance dwell

;

In mercy, be no added shadow cast

On this, my long, and sad, and latt farewell

!

C. MANTLET.

TRUE LOVE IS NEVER FORGETFUL-

TO ANNA.—BY THE EDITOR.

0, ne’er can I forget tbee, Love!

Though far from thee I roam,

Nor cease to hear that voice, my Love

!

Which -charmed roe when at home;

For, as old Time goes and returns,

The more intense my passion burns

;

Nor can tho world, by whatever art,

Remove thy image from my heart.

Where *er I walk by grove or hill.

Thy queenly form is with me still

;

Each leaf, that rustles iu the shade,

Reminds me of thy fairy tread ;

The zephyr, from the blooming heathy

Seems kindred to thy balmy breath

;

Iu tints vermillion of the morn,

I see thy modest blush re-born

;

From what is brightest, best, most fair

;

On earth below, in heaven above,

A voice like thine, I seem to hear,

Discoursing of thy changeless love

!

How then can I forget thee Love

!

When all things mirror thee,

Or cease to prize that heart, my Love

!

Which beats so faithfully !
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THE G OLDEN RULE.

ft'cro Original Bomanct.

-wYlfbbd montressorT
OR,

THE SECRET ORDER OF THE SEVEN.

A BOMANOE OF MYSTERY AND CHIME.

BV tub MtM OF « FLOREM» SB Uffll. OR THE COQUETTE,” ETC

CHAPTER I.

THE MAN OF THIRTY-FIVE AND THE

GEORGIAN.

ie abodes of opulence in the com-
(

f
inerciul metropolis of the Union i

mul the palaces of London in richness of
i

furniture and splendor of decoration.

It was a fine afternoon in the early part

of the month of June.

Softly beamed the rays of the setting

sun through the windows of a spacious
j

apartment on the first flopr of a private

mansion iu A street. The curtains
|

. of flowered silk, depending gracefully

SD frt.m 6upporters, ol earn ed wood, richly

gilded, impaired, but did not wholly sub-

due, the lustre of the gulden light. -
.. .

The large saloon was pervaded with calm, tranqml, delicious

beauty. Exotic flowere, iu oriental vases of alabaster, slig y

'•££££a ».«a a-rt-
*»

leaves and flowers of gold, and silver embroidery, ter me a man

of medium stature, spare, yet sinewy in his person and “

striking physioguomy. The flush of early man oo- a P

from his cheeks, and a few deep dues of care or thought were

visible on his lofty brow. His dark eyebrows, exquisitely carv-

ed, projected unusually.and invested the upper portion of his

feature, with an expression of di guity and paw.er. H» nose was

Grecian; his mouth small with regular teeth, and l.ps slightly

yet voluptuously rounded. The chin and lower part of the face

were covered with a thick glossy beard of a color somewhat

darker than his hair. There was a mysterious fascination m the

steady glance of the large lustrous eyes that beamed beneath the

projecting eyebrows. Changing from a deep blue to a dark

chestnut with the changing shadows of light; brilliant, penetrat-

ing powerful, they rend the thought, of others and revealed no-

thin'’ in return save the existence of a proud, indomitable spirit-

• Calm self-possession, coufid eut self-reliance, without pretence

without ostentation—these were the prominent ideas suggested

by that man’s countenance.
_

He was dressed in pantaloons of black casimir, an embroider-

ed Marseilles vest, and a brocade dressing gown of a fanciful pat-

tern. A large diamond breast-pin sparkled in his bosom «and re-

lieved the snowy white ness of his linen. On his feet he wore

Turkish slippers of rose- colored morocco.

He was recliuing iu an attitude of careless ease apparently ab-

sorbed in thought.

At his side, sitting on a low footstool, was the Georgian.

The pure blood of the race of Mount Caucasus, whence have

sprung the Grecian, the Roman, and the Teuton, was perceptible

in every limb and feature of the handsome youth.

Arrayed in the splendid costume of a royal page in an oriental

court an embroidered frock coat extending to the knees, fasten-

ed by loops and a sash tied gracefully around the waist; a rich

Cashmere shawl, flowing silk trowsers, Persian sandals and a

Turkish cap, of crimson velvet, with tassels of gold—the Georgian

inclined gently toward the thoughtful occupant of the sofa.

The page was a woman in disgnise !

The Cashmere shawl had fallen negligently from the shoulders,

a ad the loops of the embroidered coat were unfastened in the

neck. The bosom was partially exposed. Beneath a waistcoat,

trimmed with the finest lace of Ispahan, rose in undulating curves

the voluptuous contour of a bust of exquisite symmetry and pro-

portion.
,

The unstudied negligence and grace of the Georgian produced

the effect of the most refined coquetry.

But for this, notwithstanding the beauty of her features and the

faultless symmetry of her person, the di»g™se would have been

i complete. The feminine softness of her complexion, and the ex-

treme delicacy of the mingled shades of red and white that play-

ed upon her cheeks, were relieved by the majesty of a brow of

lazzling whiteness, and of eyes beaming with passionate emotion

and masculine energy of will. Even the curling ringlets of light

brown hair that escaped the luxurious embrace of the Turkish

cap of crimson velvet, and hung profusely over her small delicate

?ars and around her graceful neck, scarcely extended to the em-

broidered collar turned back upon her rounded shouldere.

Three years previously, she had traversed many leagues of ter-

ritory iu Central Asia with a single attendant, a young boy of her

own count* and lineage, to throw herself into the arms of the

man by whoso side she was then sitting. -The costume m which

she was arrayed had disguised her sex during many days of anx-

iety and fatigue. ... „

The Georgian woman gazed with untiling interest upon the

countenanceofhercompanion.Hewas buried inaprofound
rovery

From an impulse of tenderness, rather than a desire to disturb

his train of reflection, she gently raised his hand to her lips and

covered it with caresses. . . -
•

The traveller started from his revery and glanced inquiringly

upon her.
, _ . . . ,

« My lord is thoughtful t*day,” said the Georgian, slowly and .

hesitatingly. She spoke with a foreign accent, but the tones ol

her voice were full of melody.

“ It is my birth-day, Zorah.”

The features of the woman brightened with joy,

“ To-dav, Zorah, I am thirty-five yearn of age.”

Zorah gazed tenderly in the face of the speaker and with grave

solemnity replied : . , .

<< May the Great Bung whomade the sun and the stars bestow

length of days and treasures of delight upon my lord.”

“ Life is a thing to endure, rather thau to enjoy.”

The Georgian shook her head and exclaimed eagerly,

“ Since the hour when I first looked upon the face of my lord,

life has been full of enjoyment to me.”
, f

“ You are very beautiful, Zerah, and you deserve to be happy;

said the other, gently clasping the soft tapering finger# of the

white haud that reposed in his.

At this moment the speaker surveyed the costume of the

Georgian. -
,

“ The Oriental costume becomes you, greatly
:
you were thus

arrayed when I encountered you at Damascus.”

“ My lord remembersit.”

“ Perfectly, Zorah. Yet, to-day, when I requested you to array

yourself in the dress of an Eastern page, I did not think of these

rich habiliments.”
‘

“ My lord is not displeased with me.”

“ No, Zorah. Thudf attired, you are fairand lovely as the Gre-

cian Adonis.” With a gentle smile, the speaker continued:

“ Thus attired, Zorab, you might steal the hearts of a thousand

maidens.”
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3

“ I love only my lord.’
1

“ You love me truly.” said tlje man seriously, even sadly.

—

Alas ! for you and for me, that I have no heart to bestow in

return.”
u My lord permits me to love him,” said the Georgian, with a

glance of tenderness.
** You are dear to me, Zorah.”

The lightning does not follow the thunderbolt with more sur-

prising swiftness, in the tenqpests of the tropical isles, than did

the wild flush of joyous ecstasy on the cheeks, brow, and neck

of the Georgian woman, at these simple .words of tenderness.

8he covered the speaker’s hand once more with fond caresses

incited her head gracefully, as if fearful of losing the slight-

est intonation of hrs voice.

u But an affection like yours—so constant, so tender, so de-

moted,-1—deserves a higher reward. You are a daughter of the

nanny valley of Khasreman, where dwells the spirit of beauty

and of love. Its crystal waters, its sublimated air, its glorious

snnsbine, have stamped their impress on your person and your

soul. Pure, sparkling, fervid, you are capable of loving with the

most exquisite tenderness, the most engaging vivacity, the most

passionate adoration.”
41 1 love my lord.”

And if I were to die, Zorah ?”

The Georgian bowed her head for an instant. When she turn-

ed her face again to her companion her eyes were suffused with

teare. She replied not, however, but thrusting her hand deep-

ly in the folds of her dress she drew forth a Turkish poignnrd.

—

The hilt sparkled with pearls and diamonds, and the blade of

polished steel was sharp and pointed. With a significant gesture,

she placed the point of the dagger against her bosom.

The expression of her countenance, the gesture, were not un-

noticed by the traveler; but repeating the^urds, “ If I were to

die, Zorah,” he added, “ you would logp a™fter.”

The Georgian started to her feet with an exclamation of min-

gled grief, astonishment, and horror. Her slight form rose to its

full height, her cheek crimsoned, her nostrils were tremnlonsly

dilated, her eyes flashed with emotions of wounded pride and

tenderness.

The paroxysm of excited feeling passed away, and she said,

ery sorrowfully,
4t My lord believes that I am unworthy.”

The sympathy of the man was awakened by the deep emotion
of the woman, and extending his hand to her, he replied:

“ You mistake, Zorah ; I di I but try you.”

The Georgian sank upon the footstool, and reclined her face

upon the bosom of her companion. Her tears flowed freely
;
yet

in the midst of her depression she caressed the hand which she

had grasped with hopeful eagerness.

With an ineffable expression of truth and love she raised her
head, and rivetted the searching glance of her soft blue eyes

upon the impassive countenance of the traveler.

The calmness of conscious power was rivalled, if not surpassed,

by the earnestness of true, unwavering affection.

Her glanco was averted for an instant ; then placing her hand
over her heart, she said with a slight intonation of scorn:

“ Zorah cannot love another.”

The occupant of the sofa rose from his reclining posture, and
gently caressed the brow of the youthful page.

Without perceptible emotion, he said to her

—

“ Therefore you will understand me, Zorah, when I have re-

vealed the cause of my appirent coldness to you. Long before

I knew you, I loved truly and ardently one of the daughters of

my people.”
“ Months ago' my heart whispered to me the secret of my

lord,” replied the Georgian, sadly. Then, under the influence

of a strange curiosity, she asked : “ And the love of my lord

—

was she beautiful?”

“ Almost as lovely as yourself, in the early prime ofyour maid-

enhood.”
“ And she still lives?”

“ She still live*.’*

Zorah clasped her hands together in silent agony, and fixed

her eyes despairingly on the speaker.

“ But she is dead to me.”

In speechless wonder, Zorah listened, and all unconsciously

her faco brightened.

“She is married—she is the wife of another.”
“ And my lord loves her no longer ?”

“ No longer, Zorah.”

The Georgian could not restrain an exclamatian ofjoy, and a
celestial splendor diffused itself over her countenance. Yet, sud-

denly, she checked her manifestations of delight. True affection

is ever thoughtful, ever regardless of self;—and the reflection

occurred to her that she might be rejoicing in the miseiy of

others,—perhaps in the hidden sorrow of the man she loved.

W'ith the most touching expression ofsympathy and compassion

in her features, she rose from the footstool on which she was sit-

i
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4 THE GOLDEN RULE.
ting. She approached her companion, placed one arm upon, hie

shoulder and pressed her cheek tenderly to his ; then she kissed
his eyes, his eye-brows, his forehead, and standing upright before
him, said in a tone of inquiry

:

“ A»d my lord sorrows for the lost love of the daughter of his

people?”
u Listen to me, Zorah.”

The Georgian crouched at the feet of the traveler. Her cheek
of velvety softness reposing on his knee, her eyes upturned to his

countenance, she awaited his recital. Her features betrayed the
intense interest of her soul.

CHAPTER IL—th* narrative—hamkt.

am a native of this land, Zorah—of this

queenly city. Here were passed the days

of my boyhood and my early youth.

—

Afterward, in the seminaries of my own
land aud in the universities of Europe, I

studied science and art, and became
versed in the lore of the ancients and the

moderns. When I was yet a child my
mother became an angel. My father died

during my residence at the University of Gottingen and left me
the sole heir of an immense fortune.

“I was young, ardent, and curious. After completing my term

of study, I travelled through nearly all the countries of Europe.

I traversed mountains and rivers ; I visited ruins and battlefields

;

I mingled in the society and amusements of the capitals.

44 For a time I yielded to the dominion of the passions. Fol-

lies attracted and absorbed me : I learned wisdom by experience.

The knowledge of men was forced upon me by the exigencies

ofmy position.
41

Still young, I returned to my native city. I passed my time

in the routine of society, the delights of literature, the care and

management of my large estate. I had abandoned my early fol-

lies ; leisure and wealth had not corrupted me ; time passed on,

and my heart was still untouched by the master passion.
44 Six years ago, on my birth-day, I saw, for the first time, Mary

Cameron.
44 1 loved her, Zorah.
44 Surpassingly strange was it that I who had looked unmoved

on the proudest beauties of the European courts, should have

been captivated, at sight,- by a young, timid, inexperienced

maiden.
44 Such was Mary Cameron when I first beheld her. Though

not resembling you, gazelle of the sunny vale, she was very

beautiful. Her form was graceful, and her expressive features

beamed with apparent artlessness and truth. 1 did not distrust

her, Zorah
;
yet I descended to a slight artifice. I concealed

from her the knowledge of my wealth, even my real name. I

wished to be loved for myself alone. She lived in retirement,

with her widowed mother, and my artifice was not detected. I

'passed for a student who gained a precarious livelihood by the

profession of literature.

“I prospered in my suit; the deliciaus consciousness of pos-

sessing the heart of the woman I adored, dawned upon my soul.

I revelled day and night in the dreams of passionate love. The
hours flew on, winged with joy. I never wearjed in the society

of my beloved one. Her cheerful pleasantry was inexhaustible,

her intellect was improved by the studies we pursued together,

and her tenderness daily grew more confiding and unreserved
44 My birth-day was approaching, the thirtieth of my life.

Then I resolve?! that I would reveal to her my name, my position

;

that I would ask her to be mine.
44 Ou the morning of my birth-day I received a note from Mary

Cameron. I broke the seal joyously. The note informed me that

the writer was on the eve of contracting a nuptial engagement

with a retired merchant of the city, and that she wished me to

discontinue my visits to her.

“ The hand-writing was hors I was stupified, horror-struck

Under an uncontrollable impulse, I flew to her residence to de-

mand an explanation. I was refused admittance. Two days

afterwards the journals atwouoc ed the maniage of Owen Tracey
•to Mary Cameron.

44
1 suffered horribly.

- I learned that Owen Tracey was a man of fifty yean of age,,
violent in bis temper, and miserly in his babits. He bad amasaed
a competent fortune in the India trade, and bad retired from
active business. The desire of accumulation, however, remained
undiminished.

44 And that maiden so young, seemingly so true, so chaste, so
tender, had yielded to the base love of gold* Alas! it was too
true.

44 From that hour I was calm, fearfully calm. The trust, tho
hope of life, was gone. An ardent, passiqQpte man, 1 sank into
a lethargy of feeling. I blamed no one ; I bad deceived myaelft.
Yet I felt bitterly that the illusion of my dream of love had
passed away forever, and that henceforth my heart would be
desolate.

* 4
1 traveled.

44
1 have wandered among the isles of the Southern Ocean;,

amid African deserts; even through the distant regions of
Central Asia.

44
1 have returned hither.

44 That woman and her husband are still living in this cfty.”
The speaker paused. The Georgian woman changed not her

position, but with a steady, earnest gaze, she strove to penetrate
the depths of his spiritual being.

44 1 cannot forget that I have loved, Zorah, but I sorrow no.
longer for the false heart that deceived apd betrayed me.”
The traveler spoke with a measured intonation of voice which

indicated the total absence ofpassion or emotion. He was grave,,
dignified, and impassive. The memories of the past awakened
neither sighs nor tears, for the fountains were dried up.
The Georgian rose from her humble posture, and with a

gesture of determination, grasped the diamond-hilted poignard.
44
1 will avenge my lord on the false woman.”

44 No, Zorah, I am avenged.”

The woman looked inquiringly.
44 The consciousness of ill desert is the scorpion of the soul.

It stings perpetually. It is hell
!”

44 My lord speaks truly.”
44 Yet I have no desire of vengeance. The passions are

dead within me. In the great highway of life, in which I am
pliiDged, I may soon meet, or overtake her. My soul is evenly
balanced. I have neither scorn nor compassion, pride nor sym-
pathy, for the woman whose slightest glance erewhile flushed

my cheek and thrilled my heart. I remember that sqph thing*

were, with strange inexplicable doubts of my personal identity.

”

44 My lord is unhappy,” said the Georgian, sadly.

44 The will controls the feelings. The man of thirty-fivo

endures the present and defies the future. The will hath power,
Zorah : wondrous power.”

44
1 bow to the will of my lord.”

44 You are gentle, loving, obedient. For your sake, and for

mine, I would that I could utterly forget the past. It cannot be.
Yet you shall ever remain near me, Zorah. Deeply as my trust

in human nature has been shaken, I do not doubt your fidelity,

and 1 will never spurn from my side the being who clings to me
even with the certainty of unrequited tenderness.”

A radiant expression of joy beamed on the features of the
Georgian. f

44 In the presence of my lord,” said Zorah, with a proud, tender

glance, 44
1, too, will defy the future ; for Love hath greater power

than the Will.”
44 In woman,” was the calm reply.
44 My lord knows all things.”

The man of thirty-five smiled Upon the Georgian; his smile

was bewitchingiy jg^ractive. After a moment's pause, he spoke
gently

:

44 Hereafter, Zorah, you will address me by my name.”

The suddea change of the conversation startled the Georgian

woman. She looked at the speaker with emotions of suiprise.
44 When wo were sailing hitherward on the great waters, I

taught you the name by which 1 am known among my people.

You have forgotten it, perhaps?”
44

1 remember what my lord taught me.”
44 Repeat, it Zorah.”
" My lord taught me to say, 4 Wilfred,’ ” she hesitated an in-

stant, aud continued, ‘‘‘Wilfred Montressor.’

”
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THE GOLDEN RULE.
•“Hereafter, then, you will call me Wilfred, jwhen you*speak

to me.”
“ Prince Wilfred ?” said the Georgian.
“ No, Zorah. In this land of the West there are neither lords

nor princes* Every man is free on<] independent; every man has

equal rights, and equal dominion. The women are not the

slaves of the men, as in the empires of Asia, bnt their companions

and equals.”

The Georgian’s eyes sparkled with wonder and delight.

“In this cold clime you will sigh, perhaps, for the sunny

valley oLKhasreman.”
“ It is Wilfred’s country, and mine,” said Zdrah, submissively.

The shadows of evening were fast gathering around Montressor

and the Georgian.

The door of the apartment opened noiselessly, and a youth,

not exceeding the age of fifteen, entered, bearing in bis hands a

large oval salver of burnished gold, of exquisite workmanship.

Upon the salver were Chinese cups and saucers of a curious

antique shape, spotlessly white, except the rims, which were of

a deep orange color. The cups were filled with coffee of Mocha,
newly prepared, in the manner of the Oriental cities. The
fragrance of the exhilarating beverage, at once delicate and
powerful, penetrated instantly to the remotest part of the saloon.

Vessels of silver, richly chased,containing sugar and cream, were
placed upon the salver in the midst of the small cups glowing

with the dark purple fluid:

The youth advanced slowly towards the man of thirty-five and
•the Georgian. He paused before them, sank gracefully u pon one

knee, and resting the salver lightly upon the other, inquired re

spectfully

:

“ Will my lord and my mistress take coffee ?
n

The features of the youth were of the Oriental cast, resembling

»

in some degree, those of the woman before whom he was kneel
*

ing. llis eyes, covered with long dark eye-lashes, were 6inull,

sparkling and vivacious. The general expression of his counte-

nance was that of intelligence, activity and cunniug.

His dress was simple, yet rich and tasteful. A coatee of in-

visible-green cloth, with broad, short flaps, lined with dark
maroon colored silk, buttoned closely around the waist; panta-
loous of black casimir with wide crimson stripes on the sides,

passing down to the ankles, and boots of French calfskin, highly
polished, constituted his principal attire. His person, though
not yet fully developed, was displayed to great advantage by his

apparel.

The Georgian woman took a cnp of the fragrant Mocha from .

the salver, and presented it to Montressor. Then adding some
[

sugar and a few drops of cream to another cup, she commenced
sipping the coffee with a small golden spoon.

“ If “ delicious, Hamet
; it is perfect,” said Zorab, with a smile,

looking at the youth.

It was touching to see the expression of respect, of devotion
of gratitude, that beamed on the face of the boy, Hamet.
The love of his mistress, the desire of ministering to her com-

fort, her happiness, and her safety, were the moving impulses of
his existence. Therefore, he had accompanied her in her peril-

oua flight to Damascus
; therefore, he had followed her from

country to country in his pilgrimage of love. To live for her,

perchance to die for her, from the pure attachment of kindred
blood and country, was the purpose of his soul. The slightest

mark of approbation from his mistress sent a thrill of joy to

his heart.

“We have tasted none better than this at Mecca, or at Alex-
andria,” said Zorah, turning to her companion, Wilfred Mon-
tressor.

The eyes of the youth followed those of the Georgian woman.
“ None, Zorah.” #
When the twain had finished Bipping their coffee, and had re-

placed the empty cups and saucers upon the salver, the boy,

Hamet, rose to retire.

“ One word, Hamet,” said Montressor.

The youth stood in silence, gazing at the master of the house.
“ The Octagon chamber, Hamet. Are all things prepared as I

commanded you?”
“ I have done as the master commanded.”
“ And the dresses in the ante-room ?”

“ They are ready.**

“ And the bandages of silk for the eyes of the strangers ?”

"
I have procured them.”

“ It is well,” said the man of thirty-five.

As the youth reached the door of the saloon, he added

:

“ Bring lights, Hqpiet, and then repair to the station assigned

you.”

In a few moments a dozen wax candles, placed in two massive

sliver candelabra, illuminated the magnificent apartment. The
lofty ceiling, with its projecting borders of acanthus leaves, re-

flected a pleasing lustre.

Upon the walla were suspended chefd'auvrct of Titian, Rem-
brandt and Salvator Rosa. The furniture was gorgeous and
costly. The floor was covered with a Persian carpet of the

richest dyes. On a ground-work of purple and violet were
wrought fantastic figures, in colors of crimson, orange, blue, and
silver.

The grassy turf on the banks of a mountain rivulet give a
louder echo to the light tread of the fawn, than did the' soft,

yielding, elastic tissue of Persepolis to the retiriug footsteps of
Hamet, the Georgiau youth.

Friendship.—When I see leaves drop from the trees in the

,

begining of autumn, just such, think 1, is the friendship of the
world. While the sap of the maintenance lasts, my frieuds

swarm in abundance ; but in the winter of need, they leave me
naked. He is a happy man who hath a true friend at his need;
but he is more iruly happy that hath no need of friends.

For the Ladies.—A new way to make merinoes wash well:

Infuse three gills of salt to four quarts of boiling water, and put

the calicoes in while hot, and leave it till cold. In this way the

colors are rendered permanent, and will not fade by subsequent

washing. So says a lady who made the experiment herselfi
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A DREAM OF THE PAST.

BY J. L. FORREST, ESQ.

There’s a joy for the young,

There’s a dream for the old,

Far brighter than sunlight

Can ever unfold.

There’s a bloom in the heart,

Where bright hopes are amass-
As it rebels in joy

.
[ed

O’er a Dream of the Past

!

There’s a vision that lights

On the mind’s inward sight,

As moonbeams fall gently
When gathers the night

;

And its radiance, like starlight,

Though the sky be o’ercast,

Is the light ol th^soul
When it dreams on the Past

!

There is hope for the mourner,
As life wears away,

For the scenes of the Past
May be present to-day.

Though the heartmay be seared
By Adversity’s blast,

Yet there’s joy in the soul

As it dreams tof the Past

!

For oft when the coldness

Of friendship we mourn,
To the friend of our youth
We all trustfully turn ;

When the smile on our soul.

Though too fleeting to last,

[s a smile of our youth

—

’Tis a Dream of the Past

!

Youth points to the Future,

,

And Hope cheers him noW^
For the Rainbow of Promise

Encircles his brow.
Age turns to the dial,

As Time fleeteth fast,

But he points with a smile

As he dreams of the Past !

The Poet regards not
The Present’s acclaim i

He looks to the Future
For praise and for fame

;

Yet his heart, while it throbs,

And hopes on the last,

Is cheer’d by one thought— *

*Tis the Dream of the Past

!

[Ainsworth’s Magazine, for June.

AN UNKNOWN LANGUAGE.
from Lamartine’s poetic harmonies.

There is an unknown language spoken
By the loud winds that sweep the sky;

By the dark storm-clouds, thunder-broken,
And waves on rocks that dash and die ;

By the lone star, whose beams wax pale,

The moonlight sleeping on the vale,

The mariner’s sweet distant hymn,
The horizon that before us flies,

The crystal firmament that lies

In the smooth sea reflected dim.

’Tis breathed by the cool streams at morning,
The sunset on the mountain’s shades,

The snow that daybreak is adorning,
And eve that on the turret fades;

The city’s sounds that rise and sink,

The fair swan on the river’s brink,

The quivering cypress’ murmured sighs,

The ancient temple on the hill,

The solemn silence, deep and still,

Within the forest’s mysteries.

Of Thee, oh God ! this voice is telling,

Thou who art truth, life hope, and love

;

On whom night calls from her dark dwelling.

To whom bright morning looks above

;

Of Thee—proclaimed by every sound,
Whom natare’s all-mysterious round

Declares, yet not defines Thy light;

Of Thee—the abyss and source, whence all

Our souls proceed, in which they fall,

Who hast but one name—

I

nfinite.

All men on earth may hear and treasure

This voice, resounding from all time;

Each one, according to his measure,
Interpreting its sense sublime.

Bat ah i.the more our spirits weak
Within its holy depths would seek,

The more this vain world’s pleasures cloy

;

A weight too great for earthly mind,
O’erwnelms its powers, until we find

In solitude our only joy.

So when the feeble eyte-ball fixes

Its sight upon the glorious sun.

Whose gold-emblazoned chariot mixes
With rosy clouds that towards it run ;

The dazzled gaze all powerless sinks,

Blind with the radiance which it drinks,

And sees but gloomy specks float by

;

And darkness indistiuct o'ershade

Wood, meadow, hill, and pleasant glade,

And the clear bosom of the sky.

€jcfta(ts from Nero lDorks.

TERRIFIC WOLF CHASE.

We are sure oar readers will peruse the following exciting

extract from a new volume, just reprinted by the Harpers, en-

titled “ Livonian Tales.” The chase—the attack of the hungry
pack—the combat—the death-struggle—the rescue—form alto-

gether one of the most thrilling scenes imaginable.

“ One evening his way home led through a desolate morasay
wood, which stretched for ten wersts on one side of his little

farm, and where the track, deep between accumulations of high
snow, gave only just sufficient width for the little horse and
sledge. Mart’s eyes were closed and his senses heavy with
weariness, nevertheless he soon began to be aware that the
animal was quickening its pace unwont^dly; again it jerked for-

ward—quicker still—and a low neighing sound of terror effectu-

ally rouud the drowsy man. He looked in front; all was as
usual—a wide scanty forest, standing knee-deep in a bed of snow
—the .narrow trough of a track winding through it—here and
there pyramids of snow which showed tne huge ant-hills of the
country—the heavens bright—the earth white—not a living

object bat the horse before him. He looked behind—the scene
was just the same— white snow, and leafless trees, and a wind-
ing track ; but close to the sledge were three dark gaunt animals,

heavily galloping, and another was fast gaining behind. The
jaws of the foremoBt, with the lowness of the sledge, were within

the reach of Mart’s shoulder. He cared not for that—he knew
that it was his horse they wanted first; and saw in an instant

that all depended on the animal’s courage more than on his Own.
If the frightened creature could have the nerve to keep steady

in the track, the chances were much in its favor, for the moment
the wolves turned off in order to pass and get ahead of it, the

depth of the snow diminished their speed ; but should the horse, .

in its terror, plunge aside and flounder in the snow. Mart knew
that it would be lost. He leaned forward, called the animal
cheerfully by its name, and laid his band on its back as he was
often wont to do, in times of fatigue or difficulty—the poor beast

knew the kind, voice and hand—raised its ears, which were laid

flat back with terror, and fell into an evener pace.

“ Mart shouted violently—but the wolves were either too keen
or too many—it made no impression. It was an awfnl tins©

both for master and horse. Mart kept his hand on the animal,

while his eye watched the ferocious brutes, who were often

within arm’s length. He had a hatchet, which he always carried

on these occasions, to chop the frozen fish ; he felt for it and

grasped it in his hand, but forbore to use it, for the closer the

wolves kept at the back of the sledge, the less were they seen

by the horse. Every minute, however, mie or more of them
bioke out of the track in the attempt to pass; and although they

instantly lost footing in the snow, yet the unblinkered eyes of the

little animal had caught sight of the dreaded foe, and a plunge

forward made Mart turn his eyes with anxiety to see that it kept

straight in the narrow track.

“ One of the wolves was more than usually huge and long-

limbed, and more than once it had contrived, in spite of the deep

snow, to advance nearer abreast of the sledge than any of its

companions. Upon this grim creature Mart more especially kept

his watch, and caught the green light which played from its eye-

balls. It turned on again—the snow laid fleeter for a space

—

the wolf kept its footing—it gained—for their pace is enormous

—the little horse’s eye glared round at it. Mart withdrew his

hand, wet with the animal’s perspiration; the wolf was just

beyond arm’s reach, but he kept his hatchet in readiness. The
horse was now in desperate gallom and the wolf just abreast—

it suddenly turned sharp towards it—now was Mart’s time. He
dealt a tremendous blow—the wolf avoided it, but stumbled in

the snow, and in a few moments was yards behind.

« The distance from home was now quickly shortening beneath

the horse’s hoofs which continued to carry the sledge at full

gallop, till the fear of an overturn became the source of fresh

anxiety. Mart was quite aware by this time that these were no

common lazy wolves had to deal with, but sharp-set deter-

mined brutes, to whom man or beast would be alike welcome.

These were not the animals to be deterred by the sight of man’s

dwelling, as is usually the case, and there was an ugly werst of

wide open space between the outskirts of the forest and his

house, which he looked to with real apprehension.
** They were now at the very edge of the wood—the road

became opener—the wolves gained on every side—the horse

bounded furiously lorward, caught the sledge against the stump

of a tree—it overturned—was swep\away at a tremendous pace,

and Mart was left alone in the snow. Iu a moment a heavy-

claw had slit the throat and down the front of his sheepskin—it

was well Anno’s wrappers lay so thick beneath. He threw off

the brute and rose—his hatchet had been jerked out of his hand

in the fall—be cast a desperate glance around, but saw it not

e
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5
he horse was now almost out of sight, two o^-the wolves were
ose to the defenceless man, and the two others, deserting the

animal, were bounding back to him. Mart faced the foremost,

lie could do no more, and in an instant was surrounded.
" Here we muBt leave him, however cruel it may seem.

Meanwhile the two women were as usual expecting him anx-

iously at home—for Mart was late. Anno was silting beneath

the pinewood candle at the spinning*wheel. Liao nad risen

from bet’s and gone into the smaller chamber, especially devoted

to her. Old Kama Pois was lying before the stove fast asleep.

Of a sudden the dog pricked his ears, listened, rose— ran to the

door and whined—then, returning to Anno, wagged his tail, ran

back, and, whining again, scratched at the door. Karria Pois

Usually gave signal of Mart’s approach, though not in so urgent

a way, and Anno opened the door expecting to see her husband.

The dog dashed furiously out, but no sign of Mart appeared.

The young wife went out into the piercing air—saw ana heard

nothing, and was slowly turning in, when a sound caught her

ear—it was the sound of hoofs strikiag full and sharp Upon the

ground. So had Mart never approached before. But there was
no time for wonder, for the next moment the horse galloped up
to the door and stopped. Anno saw instantly that something
bad happened—the animal was dripping with foam and trembling

all over—the sledge was reversed, and, above all, Mart was not
there.

44 Anno was but the girl still; she called quick to her grand-

mother—the old woman did not answer—she flew into the inner

room ; Liso was standing motionless with her face turned from

the door. There was no light, save from the little snowed-up
window ; but Anno saw enough to know that she stood in prayer.
4 Oh ! Jummal7* (God) said the poor girl to herself, 4 hear her!’

and leaving her undisturbed, she ran again out of the house, gave

one look at die trembling horse, and tnep, all trembling herself,

began to retrace the jagged track in which it had come.
44 We must now return to Mart, whom we have left in a

frightful position. He knew what it was to put forth his strength

in games and wrestling matches, and it was such as, shoulder to

shoulder and muscle to muscle, few could withstand. But it

was as nothing now against the heavy weight—the vice-like

teeth—the rending grasp that held him down on every side.

For a few seconds the desperate violence of a man to whom life

is sweet, and such a death most horrible, shook of the pitiless

assailants ; but his own blood had dyed the snow, and the sight

of it seemed to turn ferocity iuto fury. The blood hounds closed

again upon him—they pulled him down!
44 People say there is no time to think in sudden dangers :

—

they have never known one. There are more thoughts struck

from the mind in one moment’s collision with sadden and despe-

rate peril than in days of fearless security. The sweets of this

earth—the home that lay so near—the mystery of Heaven, swept
over poor Mart’s mind;, day, even particulars found time to

intrude. He thought how Anno and Liso would watch through
the night—how his maugled remains would tell all in the morn-
ing—Anno’s despair—the village lament ; be thought of all this,

and more, and anew himself in the jaws of hungry wolves

!

Then those foul lurid eves glared over him ;
the tightening of

the throat followed, and tbioking was over. Still be struggled

to i^ease hj| arms—the grasp ou the throat was suffocating

him—his senses reeled—when on a sudden—dash came another
animal hard-breathing along; threw itself into the midst with one
sharp howl, and fastened upon the chief assailant. The wolves
relaxed their fury for an instant ; Mart reeled giddily to his feet,

and recognized his brave dog. For a second he stood stunned
and bewildered ; when he saw one wolf retreating, and all three

attacking the dauntless Karria Pois. He turned to help him,

and a bnght object caught his eye; it was his hatchet lying on
the snow within arm’s length of bis last struggle. Mart snatched

it up, and was now himself again. Blood was dripping from
him, but his limbs were uninjured, and furious were the strokes

he dealt.
44 One wolf soon lay dead at his feet; the other cowed, aud

retreated, spilling its blood as it went, and held off, skulking

round ; and now Mart poured his ’whole fury ou the great

monster, which held Karria Pois in as stiffing a grasp as he had
done his master. It was no easy task to release the dog. The
hatchet rung on the wolfs skull, rattled on his ribs, aud laid

bare the gaunt back-bone ; but the dog’s own body interrupted

any mortal wound, and the wolf seemed to feel no other, roor
Karria Pois’s case was desperate; his legs were all drawn to-

gether, protecting the very parts he sought to wound, when
suddenly he stretched himself out with some fresh agony, and
the hatchet was buried deep iu the wolfs throat. Many more
fierce strokes were needed before life is extinct; and, as Mart
rose, a hand on his shoulder startled him, and his wife fell into

kb bosom.”
14 Am I not a little pale ?” inquired a lady who was rather short

and corpulent, of a crusty old bachelor. 44 You look more like

a big tub !” was the blunt rejoinder.

Cljoite 01 Ifcturns

“THE HALLS OF THE MONTEZUMAS.”

So much has been said of these airy castles, and ’the papers
have been so particular in giving the distances from everywhere
to them, that it may not be amiss to give those who have made
up their minds to 44 revel” there, some idea of the accommoda-
tions they would have met with had they gone there three cen-
turies ago, compared to what they may expect now.
The last of the Montezumas, Azetes Montezumas II. ascended

the Aztecan throne in 1502, at the age of 23, before Mexico had
been discovered by Europeans. Not content with the 44 balls”

of hisrfather, Montezuma I. he erected others much more magni-
ficent—fronting the Plaza Mayor of the present city of Mexico.
So vast was this great structure, that, as one ofthe historiansinform
us, the space covered by its terraced roof might have afforded

ample space for thirty knights to run their courses in a regular

tourney. His father’s palace, although not so high, was so exten-

sive that the visitors were too much fatigued in wandering
through the apartments, ever to see the whole of it. The palaces

were built of red stone, ornamented with marUfe. Crystal foun-

tains, fed by great reservoirs on the neighboring hills, played in

the vast halls aud gardens, and supplied waters to hundreds of

marble baths in the interior of the palaces. Crowds of nobles

and tributary chieftains were continually sauntering through the

halls, or loitering away their hours, iu attendance on the court.

Rich carvings iu wood adorned the ceilings, beautiful mats of

palm leaf covered the floor. The walls were h**ng with cotton,

richly stained, the skins of wild animals, or gorgeous draperies, of

feather work, wrought in imitation of birds, insects and flowers,

in glowing radiance of colors. Clouds of incense from golden

censors, diffused intoxicating odors through splendid apartment

occupied by the nine hundred and eighty wives, and five thousand

slaves of Montezuma.
But we must do him the credit to say, that he encouraged sci-

ence and learning, and he also established public schools inrough-

out the greater part of his empire, that would have done credit to

more modern times. The present city of Mexico, then Tenocht-

itlan, numbered twice as many inhabitants as at present, and
one thousand inhabitants were daily employed in watering

and sweeping its streets, keeping them so clean that a man
could traverse the whole city with as little danger of soilirg

his feet as his hands. [This fact, we trust, both the authorities

of Brooklyn aud New York will do well to note, for on some of

the streets of both cities the mud is so deep that a man is just

about as certain ofsoiling bis hands as his feet.j A careful police

guarded the city. There were no stool pigeons there, although

there were aviaries for the most beautiful birds, menageries and

houses for reptiles and serpents. Extensive arsenals, granaries,

fish ponds, museums, public libraries, all on the most extensive

scale, added their attractions to the great city of the Aztecs.

That is the bright side of the picture—now we come to the dark.

There were gorgeous temples, in which human victims were

sacrificed, and their blood baked in bread, or their bodies dressed

for food to be devoured by the people at religious festivals—

rearing their pyramidal altars for above the highest edifices.

Thousands of ineir brother men were thus sacrificed annually.

The temple of Maxtili, their war God, was so constructed thatits

alarm gong, sounding to battle, roused the valley for three leagues

around, and called three hundred thousand armed Aztecs to the

immediate relief of their monarch. So vast was the collection of

birds of prey, in a buiUiug devoted to them, that 500 turkeys,

the cheapest meat in Mexico, were allowed for their daily con-

Q

7%noch!itlan, or the city of Mexico, was founded in 1325 by the

kztecs, who emigrated from Aztlan in 1178, aod was a rich, npur-

ihing, populous city, the seat of government, and ('such as it was)

eligion. At the time of the arrival of the Spaniards in 1519, the

kZtecs had attained such a degree of civilization that the right of

ublic property was understood, professions and distinctions of

ank existed, aud the arts were cultivated with considerable

access. Cortez, when he landed, fouuded the city of Vera Cruz,

nd then penetrated into the country of Anahual, and informed

le Eirperor that he was about to visit him in his capital. Mon-

3zuma sent him a rich prefont and forbade his farther advance,

lortez heeded not this prohibition. His despotic government

aving made him many enemies, who willingly joined Cortez

nd assisted him in his progress to Mexico, he was obliged

i consent to the advance of the Spaniards, to whom be ass-

igned quarters iu the town of Cholula, where he plotted

aeir destruction. His plot being discovered, a dreadful massa-

re of Cholulans followed, and Cortez advanced -to the gates oi

lie capital and kept up a Beige of 75 days and then entered tne

ity. The beseigers razed the buildings as they advan »

rder to approach the principal quarter with more safety. Cortez

sized Montezuma in the heart of his capital and kept him as *
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hostage in the Spanish quarters. But he was there continually

planning how to deliver himself and his countrymen. In an at-

tempt to rise upon the invaders, he received wounds of which he

died shortly afterwards. This wa9 in 1520. He was the last of

the Montezumas who governed that country, with him also

perished thq “ halls” in which the Montezumas had revelled, for

the whole city was nearly destroyed by .the Spaniards, and

natural decay and a waning population now mark the seat of the

power of the great Montezumas. S 3 that the “halls” of which
so much is said, exist only iu the imagination. They are ‘ castles

in the air.*

Moral Courage.—Have the courage to discharge a debt while

you have the money in your pocket. To do without that which
you do not need, however much you may admire it. To speak

your mind when it is necessary that you should do so, and to hold

yqpr tongue when it is better that you should be silent. To
apeak to a poor friend in a threadbare coat, even in the street,

and when a rich one is nigh. The effort is less than many take

k to be, and the act is worthy a king. To face a difficulty, lest

it kick you harder thauyou bargain for. Difficulties, like thieves,

often disappear at a glance. To leave a convivial party at a

proper hour for so doing, however great the sacrifice ; aud to

stay away from «e, upon the slightest grounds for objection,

however great the temptation to go. To dance with ugly peo-

ple, if you dance at all
;
and to decline dancing, if you dislike

the performance, or cannot accomplish it to your satisfaction.

—

To tell a man why you will not lend him your money
; he will re-

spect you more than ifyou tell him you cannot. To cut the most
agreeable acquaintance y.pu possess, when lie convinces you that

he lacks principle. “A friend should bear with a friend’s infir-

mities,” not his vices. To wear your old garments till you can
pay for new ones. To pass the bottle without filling your glass,

when you have reasons for so doing; and to laugh at those who
urge you to the coutrary. To wear thick boots in winter, aud
to insist upon your wife and daughters doing the like. To de-

cline playing at cards for money, when “ money is an object,” or

to cease playing, when your losses amount to as much as you can
afford to lose. Lastly, have the courage to prefer propriety to

fashion ; one is but the abuse of the other.

United States and Mexico.—War is, at length, declared by
the United States against Mexico. President Polk has issued a
proclamation and addressed a message to Congress, in which he
declares, of course, that the aggression is on the other side, and
that he has done all he cau to secure peace. The old fable of
the Wolfand the Lamb is, perhaps, the best commentary on such
a pretence. Congress, however, has voted a supply of 10,000,000
dollars, a regular army of 15,000 men, and a volunteer one of
50,000, which the President declares to be the very best force
which, in such circumstances, the States can desire to bring into
the field. It is a lesson to our rulers, that a republic should have
so noble a means of defence. We may differ as to the cause of
war, but that 50,000 citizens should be ready at once to advance
to the frontier at the peril of life, and to the abandment of all

other occupation, in a cause which they, at all event?, hold to be
just, is a proof of the tremendous strength and value of popular
institutions, and an obvious example for the right means of pre-
serving a national security. The number of volunteers was ex-

pected far to exceed the limit voted. Mexico will ultimately be
no match for’its foe, either by sea or land, and it is, therefore,

consolatory that President Polk shotdd declare that he will always
be ready to offer or to accept terms of peace. The character of
America and of Republicanism is at stake in the justice with
which the United States may treat with Mexico. It will be the
proof of the problem, whether the will of absolute freedom and
self-government can be kept from aggressive violence, and be
endurable in foreign relations. We would implore the Ameri-
cans not to disgrace themselves and us, who hope and feel with
them. There Is no axiom derived from history more certain
than the one that no nation ever commits an injustice that does
not recoil upon itself.—[London Weekly Dispatch.

Old Age.—The nightingale sings the sweetest in the evening

;

the woods assume their gayest ana most cheerful aspect in the
autumn of the year: the sun is brightest when it is about to dis-

appear beneath the horizon ; it cannot, therefore, be contrary to

the analogy of nature, that the sunsed of life should be even more
cheerful and joyous than its meridian. Every body believes
senility to be on evil, because he has heard it a thousand times,
but how many have found that “ the fear of ill exceeds the ill

we fear,” and that the enjoyment of life suffers no diminution
from the increase of years. When Fcntinelle, in extreme old
age, was asked what inconvenience he experienced, he replied

:

“ None, but that of existence.” Confessing that he had no real
subject, of complaint, he must needs urge a fictitious oue, by
taking it for granted that great age must of itself be a great evil.
What would Methuselah have said to these grumbling boy-grey-
beards.

<£l)e iam'tlg Circle.

THE WIFE.
BY MBS. ELLIS.

And after all, what is it that man seeks in the companionship
of a woman ? An iufiuence like the gentle dew, aud the cheer-
ing light, more felt throughout the whole of his existence, in its

softening, healing, harmonizing power than can be acknowledged
by a single act, or recognized by any certain rule. It is in fact

a being to come home to, iq the happiest sense of that expression.
Poetic lays of ancient times were wont to tell how the bold war-
rior, returning from the fight, would doff his plumed helmet, and
reposing from his toils, lay bare his weary limbs that woman's
hand might pour into their wounds the healing balm.

Bat never wearied knight nor warrior covered with the dust
of the battle-field, was more in need of woman's soothing power,
than those care-worn sons of tb« soil, who straggle for the bread
of life, in our more peaceful and enlightened days. And Still,

though the romance of the castle, the helmet, the waving plume,
and the

“ CUrion wild and high.”

may all have vanished from the scene, the charm of woman’s in-

fluence lives as brightly in the picture of domestic joy, as when
she placed the wreath of victory on the hero’s brow. Nay, more
so, for there are deeper sensibilities at work, thoughts more pro-
found and passions more intense, in our great theatre of intellec-

tual and moral strife, than where the contest for martial fame,
and force to arms procured for each competitor his share of glory

or of wealth.

Among all the changes which have taken place in the condi-

tion of mankind, it is then not the least of woman's privileges,

that she can still be all to man which his necessities require ; that

he can retire from the tumult of the world, and seek her society

with a zest which nothing can impair, so long as she receives

him with a faithful heart—true to the best and kindest impulses

of which her nature is capable ; and sacred to the faithful trust

committed to her care.

Aud that it js so, bow many a home can witness—how many
a fireside welcome—how many a happy meeting after absence
painfully prolonged. Yes, there are scenes within the sacred

precincts of the household hearth, which not the less because no
stranger’s eye beholds them, repay, and richly too, days of weary
conflict, and long nights of anxious care. But who shall paint

them? Are they not graven on the hearts of wives? and those

who hold the picture there in all its beauty, vividness and trnth,

would scarcely wish to draw aside the veil, which screens it

from the world.

Moral Arithmetic.—One enemy may do us more injury than
twenty friends can repair. It is politic, therefore, to overlook

a score of offences before you make a single foe. Moral arith-

metic is sometimes very different from Cocker’s. Thus, by im-
parting our griefs we halve them ; by communicating our joys
we double them. When a piarried couple are one, their success

is pretty sure to be tcon too ; when they are two^tbe chances
are two to one that their affairs will be all at sixes and sevens.

The money-scraping miser, who is always thinking of number
one, and looking out for safe investments, forgets that the only
money we can never lose is that which we give away ; and that

the worst of all wants is the want of what we have. In the

cyphering of the heart, division is multiplication, and subtraction

is addition.
I

Mothers—Napoleon, after having observed to Madame Cam-
pan that the old system of children’s education was bad, inquired

what she considered wanting to muke it good. “Mothers;”
was the reply. As women are the first, ana perhaps the most
influential teachers, we must have good mothers, if we would
secure good teachers. With them rests the tuition of the heart,

so much more important than that of the head. Sentiment pre-

cedes intelligence ; and it has been well observed by the autnor-

ess of a deservedly popular work, that the earliest smile which
responds to the maternal caress, is the first lesson in the affections.

Mothers were meant by nature to inspire virtue, even when they

do not directly seek to teach it, and they will rarely go wrong
when they follow their parental impulses.

Envt and Egotism.—Jealousy is sometimes so much stronger

than self-love, that men would rather hear themselves abused,

than their rivals eulogised. Egotism often wears the mask of

humility, and fiuds more pleasure in talking of its own follies,

and even vices, than in not talking of itself. May not this be the

secret charm of auricular confession? They who acknowledge
their sins with this vain candor, little suspect that their very
candor may be a sin.
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* Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye eren so to them.”

REV. A. C. L. ARNOLD, P.H.P., EDITOR.

iNRW-fc uRA, SATURDAY, JULY 4, 1846.

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR.

Syracuse, N. Y.
;
June 2S, 1846.

Dear Golden Rule:

Behold us now, in Syracuse, the most beautiful and
thrifly of all the western towns, reposing ourselves, and
-enjoying the serene and holy Sabbath evening, after a week
of fatiguing rambles over the hills and valleys of this vast

and variegated country. We have not yet seen enough of

Syracuse to have any very just notions of its extent, its

business, or of the moral and intellectual character of the

inhabitants. There are plenty of churches and salt-works.

Our observations, as yet, have extended no further.

On leaving Little falls, where we last had the pleasure of

holding communion with you, we proceeded to Utica, and
taking rooms at Baggs’ Hotel, prepared to explore the city,

and see whhtever it could offer, of interest to the traveler.

Our examination was not very satisfactory. Utica has very

little of that beauty and elegance which distinguish so many
of our western cities. It has, however, an appearance of

solidity. Although a place of considerable age, it seems to

be still buried in the dust and mire of the industrial epoch.

It is plain that the useful is reverenced more than the

beautiful, the material more than the spiritual, the body
more than the soul

; and that earth is thought of, far more
than heaven, and that golden crowns are valued far more
highly than the diadem of eternal glory. The buildings,

the streets, the tout ememble of the place, look as if the

citizens meant to say : “We will get what we can, and keep
what we get.” The public buildings are wretchedly poor,

and the churches, which should always be majestic, elegant,

and awe-striking, are plain and unsightly, and do not speak
much for the piety, devotion, and Christian zeal of the

people.

The inhabitants, however, are full of enterprise, activity,

and energy, and if they do sometimes forget the soul and
its mighty interests, it is clear that they do not forget the

body, and the substantial enjoyments of the flesh.

There are four Lodges of Odd Fellows located in this

place, all of which appear to be prosperous, and working
with commendable zeal. The netf Lodge room, now nearly
completed, is very creditable to the taste and enterprise of
the brethren. Its walls and ceiling are painted, and deco-
rated with the emblems of the two branches of the Order

;

the outer rooms are numerous and well arranged, and every
thing appears to have been constructed and disposed with
a view to both beauty and convenience. The brethren will,

no doubt, enjoy themselves in their new quarters.

The Hotels of Utica are of a superior character
; Bagg’s,

especially, is a large and elegant house, where the traveler

will always find an abundance of the good things of life.

The Franklin House, by Bro. Alexander, is also a convenient
and desirable place of repose.

In Koine, a flourishing town, about fifteen miles west
from Utica, we found more to interest us. The village is

situated on the rail-road, and not far from the banks of the
Mohawk. The citizens arc intelligent, and in energy and
resolution they seem to be Romans indeed. The only weak-
ness we discovered among them, was a strange desire for the
great and imperial. Although their village lies on a perfect
plain, they have given it the name of the seven-hilled, or
seven-headed city, the proud mistress of the nations. But
the “citizens of Rome ’’ are not alone in this weakness; all

of western New York is afflicted with the same disease.
In the journal of a tourist through these regions, the same
names of towns and cities figure, as in the journal of
a traveller in Southern Europe. Our country is rich
enough, and can furnish a sutheient number of appropriate
names for all the cities or towns we may build. There is no
necessity for this extensive importation of names.
The Odd Fellows of Rome are an estimable class of men,

and do honor to the cause. There are several Lodges in

the vicinity. Those at Lowell, Vernon, New London, and
Holland Patent, are doing a great business. Lowell, per-

haps, should be excepted from this statement. It is scarcely

large enough to sustain a Lodge
; and it would be better if

the Lodge were removed to Rome.
From Rome we made several brief excursions into the

surrounding country, which presents a great variety of
features; cultivated fields, sweet meadows, fertile hills,

covered with barley, rye, and wheat, some of which are
already yellowing for the harvest

; and dismal swamps, and
vast wildernesses, where wild Nature yet holds her empire.

The country is rich in rivers and lakes, and the people are

hardy, industrious, and, we should judge, far more temper-

ate than the same classes in the southern and eastern

portions of the State.

On one of our excursions we turned aside, to taste the

mineral waters of Verona. Ever sinee our visit to Saratoga,

one of us—not the editor, for he detests medicated drinks

of all sorts, whether Salts or Senna—but * the Captain,’

that is to say, the publisher, has allowed the love of medi-

cated waters to carry him to most intemperate excesses.

The love of strong drink became a perfect mania
; so we

could do no less than to go and pay our respects to this re-

markable fountain. Now, dear Golden Rule, let me give

your readers a clear idea of this “delightful water,” as some
call it. Take one pint of putrid water, and be careful that

it is richly fragrant, with every possible variety of “villain-

ous smells ;” then add equal parts of sulphur and salt-petre,

and stir well together. This composition resembles, as

nearly as one thing can resemble another, this “ water of

Verona.” We are happy to say that one draught of this

“nectar,” was enough for ‘the Captain.’ It will be a long

time, we think, before he will make another pilgrimage to

the Springs of Verona, to taste his “delightful nectar!”

The traveling conveniences in this part of the country,

are exceedingly miserable. The rail-road is the poorest in

the world, imperfectly constructed, and badly conducted

;

and the horses will never be immortalized, in song, by either

their beauty or fleetness. Some of the Hotels, too, are worse

than the caravanseras of Asia. In our journeyings, hereto-

fore, we have at times been obliged to make our toilet over

a basin of water, for want of a mirror
; but even this privi-

lege, we are now sometimes denied ; and quite recently, we

were very much puzzled to know bow we should occupy tt

most fantastic looking bed. The question was, how to get

between the sheets

!

“ A most simple question,” you say,
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10 THE GOLDEN RULE.
“and easily resolved, without the aid of geometry.*' Mot

00 easy, we would inform you ; for it was beyond the reach

of all science ; it was a most perplexing case, as you will

allow, when you learn, that there was but one sheet on the

bed!

Our sheet, dear Golden Rule, is now full ; and, again,

we must bid you adieu. We wish, through you, to express

our gratitude to all the friends whom we have met in our

journey, and from whom we have received favors. Brothers

Fox and Heart, of Holland Patent ; Hayden and Pollard, of

Rome; Wylie and Clark, of Lowell and Vernon; and

Barber and Weller, of New London, have laid us under

many obligations. Once more, adieu.

WANTS OF THE ORDER.

Li a previous article, given week before last, we made
mention, that there were some things wanting among us, of

which it might be well to sp£ak, provided it were done in a

right spirit. In that article we had room to make only one

specification, which having been disposed of, leaves the way
open for further particulars. And we may say, therefore,

II. We want more caution in the proposition and reception

of new members.

There is great danger to be apprehended from this

quarter; and, in the present state of our progress, there is

scarcely any point on which we need to be more guarded.

Lodges are springing up in every direction all over the face

of the land; too rapidly, we fear, for their own, or the

general welfare of the Order. Our real strength, our real

progress, does not consist so much in the number of Lodges,

or in the increase of our numbers, as in some other particu-

lars, of far more importance.

At the same time, the public attention is drawn towards

the Institution, with constantly increasing favor. It is be-

ginning to be more and more understood, and its advantages

appreciated; especially, as they affect the individual, per-

haps, somewhat, to the exclusion of the higher view of the

Order noticed in our former article. Hence, on all sides

there is a disposition to unite with the Institution, and in

many cases, perhaps, not always from the most worthy
motives.

Here, then, on the se two points, lies our danger. There
is a constant increase of Lodges

; more than the real wants
of society, more than the true interests of Odd Fellowship,

require. Many reasons might be assigned for this, but the

limits to which we wish to confine these articles, will not
permit us to enter into details at any great length. But the

careful observer of human nature will not be at a loss to

discover most of them.

We are all, mere or less, moved by impulse. We are

affected by the actions and feelings of those about us ; and
always at the first blush we are ready to go with the multi-

tude. When every thing is moving on prosperously, and
all is enthusiasm and excitement, we are apt, even the most
judicious of us, to throw ourselves into the crowd, join in

the hurra, and rush forward with the rest. Well, no one
will deny that Odd Fellowship has been for the last three

years, and is now, going forward prosperously, with un-
paralelled rapidity, and that there is no small measure of

enthusiasm in its behalf. Its followers are filled with delight

at the wonderful progress; and in the excitement of the

scene, seem anxious to hurry it onward still more rapidly.

Hence come new Lodges, when it were better that new
members should unite with those already in existence.

But it sounds louder, and makes more impression, to have a

new Lodge ; so the Charter is applied for, and is granted,

perhaps, without a sufficiently careful inquiry into the real

wants of the location.

Then, another cause sometimes comes in to help the in-

crease of Lodges, when not absolutely needed ; nay, when
perhaps prejudicial to the welfare of the old ones. There
are always ambitious individuals to be found everywhere,
in all societies and institutions. The weakness of vanity is

incident to human nature, even in its best estate. These
persons, not rising in 'office and influence, as fast as they
desire, and their vanity prompts them to believe they de-
serve, must remedy the evil by taking up their cards, and,
with others influenced by like causes it may be, starting a
new Lodge.

Of course, under these circumstances, they are anxious to

increase their numbers, and present a broad front in proof

of their popularity and zeal. A sort of rivalry is thus ex-

cited between Lodges in the same town or location. Then,

as a matter of course, initiations are multiplied, without that

careful investigation of all those particulars which are so

necessary to the harmony and real prosperity of a Lodge f

and so important to the preservation of the high moral tone

which the Order ought now and always to preserve, as the

very essence of its life and usefulness

And not only is this care wanting in cases where propo-

sitions come without being sought
; but in some instances,

where the population does not justify the increase of Lodges,

strenuous efforts have been made to bring in new members.

They have been urged to unite with the Order, and not

always in the most judicious manner. Of course, under

such circumstances, there would, very likely, be still less

caution in regard to the matters to which we have alluded.

So much for the danger that comes from this source, ly-

ing within the Order. And now a word in regard to the

other of which mention was made, and which comes from
without. I mean the very popularity which we enjoy

; and,

as observed, the increasing favor with which the world is

beginning to look toward Odd Fellowship. If we are not

very careful this state of things will briug us into trouble,

by bringing in among us those who are not worthy ; and

who join only from selfish motives, or from a desire to be

popular and go with the multitude.

Prosperity is oftentimes more dangerous than adversity.

The victory which Hannibal won on the bloody field ofCan-
nae, though it was his crowning triumph, was nevertheless

his ruin. So with our Order— it is more likely to suffer in

its highest life by prosperity, than by adversity. When in

its humble estate, and looked upon with suspicion and often

accused, the selfish and ambitious had no motive for casting

in their lot with us, having nothing to gain thereby. But
now, when we have become a host, and still increasing, and

the praises of the world are beginning be showered upon us,

they find it for their advantage to join us, and are ready to

come in to share the honors of the Institution, though they

were by no means willing to share in the reproach cast up-

on it.

We speak advisedly on this point. Only a few days since

a young man, with whose purity of heart and thought, and

perfect integrity and moral worth, we have been long ac-

quainted, assured the writer that he and some five or six

others, whose minds were made up to join the Lodge where

they reside, were prevented by the admission of one or two

persons with whom, for reasons given, they could not con-

sent to strike hands. Here then for the want of due care

in the proposition and reception of candidates, an absolute

loss was experienced of an important character. The neg-

lect operated to the prejudice of the Lodge in two ways

—

first

:

the admission of members whose worthiness was at

least questionable, and the introduction therefore of dis-

cordant elements—second: the loss of twice or thrice the

number of such as would have been really worthy members,

beside the effect it may have in the future in the same way.

But we must draw this article to a close. We have spoken
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planly, bat in the spirit of Friendship, Love and Truth.

—

We believe it is always best to look the truth in the face ;

to know our real position and wants, that we may be pre-

- paredthe more speedily toremedywhatever evil may beset us.

Let every brother feel, then, that the strength and effi-

ciency of the Order should be his* special care
;
and that

these depend not so much on the number of its Lodges and

members, aa on their character. Strength, so far as Odd
Fellowship is concerned, lies not in figures or in funds mere-

ly, but in purity and moral influence. These wanting, and

we are weak as a rope of sand, though our numbers be as

the stars of heaven, or as the leaves of the forest. To this

the world will look, and on this point it will hold us to a

strict account.

Let every member of the Order, therefore, feel a special

responsibility in this respect, both as regards his own con-

duct, and the proposition of candidates. Let no unworthy
person find entrance into our Lodges—let no such one, on

any consideration, be proposed for admission. Let com-

mittees of investigation faithfully attend their duty, and

suffer no personal considerations to prevent their making

such report as the good of the Order may require. The
spirit of the law is to be observed, and the purpose of the

appointment. It is always better and easier to avoid a mis-

take, than having made it, to correct it again. And let it

ever be remembered that the loss of one good and true man,

of one whose weight of moral influence and integrity of

character are acknowledged of all, can never be balanced

by any possible increase of mere numbers. t. b. t.

A SHORT CHAPTER ON CIVILITY.

It has been remarked that there is a great difference in the at-

tention which different Lodges observe towards strangers and in-

vited visitors. This is not owing to any want of good feeling,

but to a want of knowledge as to what is due, and what ought to

be the practice. We cannot see into the hearts of men and know
what are their feelings, and hence the only index of those feel-

ings is the conduct. This, though not an unerring test, because,

like roses over the grave, smiles may conceal an evil heart
:
yet

it is all that we can safely be governed by. If we are neglected

by one, while another is watchful for our comfort, and mindful of

the means to secure it, the latter awakens our gratitude, while

the former is forgotten. Now, without accusing the officers or

committees of any Lodge with intentional disrespect, we have

from time to time heard accounts of their treatment towards in-

vited guests, which to say the least, may justly be termed uncivil,

and contrasts strangely with the extreme watchfulness of com-

fort shown by others. We are led to these reflections by the re-

marks of a friend at oar elbow, of the civilities manifested at a

recent celebration, towards an invited speaker. Our friend was

in company with the speaker on his journey, who was stating in

rapturous terms the attention he had received a few days previ-

ous at another celebration. He said : “ I arrived at the place

at 3 o’clock in the morning. I found an Odd Fellow on the

wharf enquiring for me. He took me in his carriage to his resi-

dence a few miles off, where I breakfasted, and after being

shown around the farm, and partaking of such frnit as was ripe,

I was again taken in the carriage, and was shown all the promi-

nent scenes and dwellings in the neighborhood. 1 was then ta-

ken into town and delivered over to the care of another brother,

a clergyman, and carried to his house, where refreshments were
provided. As 1 was to speak at 2 o'clock, I was offered the use

of a room for preparation. Feeling fatigued from the travel, 1

preferred a few hours sleep, and was immediately furnished

with a bed, and told to have no care, as I would be awakened
in time. I 'accordingly slept soundly until called to dinner.

After dinuer I went to the Lodge and was received with full

honors, and escorted to the church where the address was de.

livered. Afterwards, finding that a boat would soon pass on its

way to the city, I concluded to return in it. As the brothers had

provided for my entertainment for the night, they desired me to

stay, but yielded to my wish to depart, and escorted me back
again to the Lodge, where, after the interchange of nsual civili-

ties, the Lodge formed in procession and escorted me to the

boat. 1 left fully satisfied that they could not have done more if

they bad tried their best."

Our friend gives the following account of his treatment on the*

last occasion. He arrived at the place of the celebration ; no
one enquired at the landing for him. A few marshals on horse-

back were busy forming the procession, and soon it moved, leav-

ing the speaker on the wharf. A brother who was in company
with him, spoke to one of the marshals, informing him that the*

speaker was left alone, and could not be expected to walk a mile*

in the hot snn, and afterwards deliver an address ; the marshal

drove off without knowing exactly what to do. Another marshal*

was spoken to, and he directed the speaker to get into a carriage,,

where the back seats were occupied by strangers. No Odd Fel-

low accompanied him, and in this way he was carried to the*

place for the exercises, rather the worse in health and feelings

from riding backwards and being so neglected. Though indis-

posed, he managed to go through with his address, and was then
directed to march on foot through the hot sun, nearly a mile, to*

dinner. He arrived there overheated, and was placed at the*

public table, with no committee man or officer near him. He*
ate his his meal alone, and whon finished, he met the landlord at

the door ready to receive pay from each guest for bis dinner. He
looked around for the committee, but saw none—went to the

boat and returned to the city, sick from over fatigue, and mor-

tified at the neglect

We give these two accounts as being founded on very recent

events. In the one case the speaker was entertained as he should

have been ; in the other, his treatment was unworthy of Odd
Fellowship, and shows a gross neglect on the part of those who
had the management of affairs. If Lodges invite strangers from
a distance to travel miles to address them, the least they can do
is to see that they are well taken care of. In celebrations, every

branch should be provided for, beforehand ; otherwise, great

neglect and mismanagement will ensue, as what is everybody’s*

business is nobody’s.

|

That we received no invitation, ourselves, to this last celebra-

tion, after our aid had been solicited and rendered in giving pub-

licity to it, we care nothing for ; though it stands out in singular

contrast to the many warm and pressing invitations we have had

extended to us from other quarters. We hear, also, from the

Editor and Publisher, that in their progress through the country,

every possible courtesy and attention is shown them, and they

are not allowed to be at scarcely a shilling’s expense. We hope

these matters will not be overlooked by those who have charge

of public celebrations.

Th i Spirit of Odd Fellowship—Awful Shipwreck.—The
Brig Sutledge, Capt. Graham, from Picton, N. S., for Fall River,

with 56 passengers, men, women, and children, besides the crew,,

was wrecked on a ledge of rocks, in Martha’s Vineyard, on the

night of the 26th ult., and went down in ten fathoms’ water.

Thirty lives were lost. The crew and 28 passengers were picked

np by the brig’s boat, and the schooner Dusky Sally, which

brought the surviven and sixteen dead bodies to Newport, R. I.

The passengers were mostly Scotch, on their way to Pennsyl-

vania, to find employment in the coal mines.

Immediately on the intelligence becoming known, extra meet-

ings were called of Ocean Lodge No. 5, and Rhode Island Lodge*

No. 12, of the I. O. of O. F., Newport, and the sum of fifty

dollars voted by each for the relief of the unfortunate sufferers,

who were entirely destitute. Thus it is that the noble institution

of Odd Fellowship fulfils its high mission, of relief to the dis-

tressed
;
and shows to the world that its charities are not con-

fined to its own members, but that it is ever ready and prompt^

whenever there is occasion for its ministrations of mercy.

The funeral of these unfortunate passengers took place last

Sunday, attended by a vast concourse of people. They were

buried in three large graves, and as coffin after coffin was passed

from the hearse to its last dark place of abode, the agonizing

moans of the survivors were heart-renderiog in the extreme,

collection was taken up in all the churches for the survivors*

amounting to $637.29.
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Jtftros from tlje Cobgts.

NEW TORE.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE GRAND LODGE—SPECIAL SESSION-

The R. W. Grand Lodge of the State of New York, held a spe-

cial session on Monday evening, the 29th inst., 1846, at the Room,
National Hall, Canal street. D. G. Master Joseph R. Taylor pre-

siding.

Two charters for Subordinate Lodges were granted, viz

:

Lodge No. 239, to be located at the village of Westchester,

•county ofWestchester. The petitioners selected the name of“Knight

Templars,” which the Grand Lodge refused to grant, and directed

them to select a new one not already in use, to be approved of by

the D. Grand Master.

Waterville Lodge No. 240, to be located at the village of Water-
ville, Oneida county.

Permission was granted the following named Lodges to appear in

public on the 4th of July proximo, and to invite the Lodges in this

immediate neighborhood to unite with them

:

Farmers* Lodge No. 200, Holland Patent, Oneida county.

Syracuse Lodge No. 109, Syracuse, Onondaga county.

Koinonikos Lodge No. 224, Fulton, Oswego county.

Madison Lodge No. 142 has been iemoved from Oneida Depot
to Canistota, Madison county, to which place all communications
for the Lodge should be addressed. Meets on Saturday evenings.

CONNECTICUT.'
Norwalk, June 26, 1846.

Mr. Editor,—Herewith I send you a list of officers of Our
Brothers Lodge No. 10, 1. O. O. F., located in this place, for the

current term : E. S. Quintard, N. G.; Thos. B. Butler, V”. G.; S. E.
Olmstead, Sec.; J. F. Bennett, Assis. Sec.; Levi Clark, Treas.

The Golden Rule is received as a welcome visiter by its sub-

scribers here, and I think it is considered as a valuable auxiliary in

the cause of Odd Fellowship, not only by us but by the Order at

large.

I have been frequently surprised at the scarcity of your corres-

pondence concerning the Order in this State, contained in the de-

partment of the Golden Rule headed “ News from the Lodges.”—
It seems to me that there is a remissness somewhere

; and in order

to fill up this void in a measure, I have ventured to send you some
account of the I. O. O. F. in this county.

We now number six Lodges in old Fairfield
; three of them have

sprung np within the last nine months, and all are prospering fine-

ly. Olive Branch No. 34, located at Reading, 12 miles north, had
« public procession and address on the 23d inst. It was well attend-

ed by the Fraternity from this and other Lodges, and, on the whole,
passed off well, and will no doubt have a good impression upon the

minds of the people in that neighborhood, who are a good deal pre-

judiced against the Order. The address was delivered by Bro. P.G.
Asa Hill, of Our Brothers Lodge, and is spoken highly of by all who
heard him. Olive Branch Lodge will, undoubtedly, reap solid ad-

vantages from this celebration. They are but little over two months
old and number thirty zealous members.

Rippowam Lodge No. 24, located at Stamford, was instituted last

October, and now numbers some seventy membere, all good men
and true, so that she is already firmly established ; and when the

Brethren get into their new Room, which they intend to do by fall,

they will be well prepared to give practical demonstrations of the

blessings of Odd Fellowship.

Our Brothers Lodge No. 10 is on the high road to prosperity,—

a

long roll of members,—a comfortable room to meet in,—consider-
able surplus funds, and efficient officers, and mors than all, a desire

on the part of the members to do their duty as Odd Fellows, and
thus circumstanced, the old man’s bundle of sticks is a fit illustration

.of our condition.

On the whole, the I. O. O. F. in this county and State, has as-

sumed a character which will withstand all the efforts of prejudiced

and evil-minded men to injure it, (and they have not been few ;)

and the good people of the State will, no doubt, soon learn to ap-

preciate the benefit of having such an Order,—secret though it is

termed,—located in their midst. So may it be, is the wish of yours
in F. L. andT., Veritas.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Ashuelot Lodge No. 19 was instituted at Winchester, on the 17th

ult., by G. Master S. H. Parker, assisted by G. Sec. Silsbee, and
others. following officers were installed : Rev. J. W. Ford,
N. Gv; Dr. Hosea Pierce, V. G.; Roswell Weeks, Secretary; Edwin
Pearce, Treas. Sixteen candidates were initiated, and one admit-
ted by card, making the whole number of members 32. So says the
Odd Fellow.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Montrose, June 22, 1846.

Dear Sir and Bro.—By request, I send for your excellent paper
a brief statement of the condition, Arc., of Montrose Lodge No. 151#

I. O. of O. F. of Pennsylvania. This Lodge, an offshoot from Wy-
oming Lodge, was instituted on the 14th of March last, and has
proved itself worthy of its sturdy parent. It is out of debt and num-
bers some 60 members by initiation, brethren all of the mystic word
and grip, and adhering strictly to those principles of F. L and T.
which are the foundation stones of our beautiful Order,

i At the election, which has just been held, E. Patrick, jr., was
chosen N. G.; Wm. J. Mulford, V. G.; T. P. St. John, Sec.; R. J.

Niven, Assis. Sec. and M. C. Tyler, Treas., all of whom were duly

installed into their respective offices by P. G. St. John.

The sentiments of this community, with regard to Odd Fellow-
ship, has almost entirely changed. The ladies are our friends to a
man. Yours truly, S. B. Mulford.

A new Lodge, styled “ Kishacoquillis Lodge No. 184,” was open-
ed in Lewistewu on the 11th inst., by D. D. G. M. John Hamilton,
and the following officers elected: J. R. McDowell, N. G ; A. G.
Harvey, V. G.; H. J. Walters, S.; Wm. P. Milliken, A. S.; S. S.
Cummings, T.

,

OHIO.
Celebration at Hillsborough.—Lafayette Lodge No. 25 had a

very pleasant Celebration, on the 3d June. Lodges were in attend-

ance from Chilicothe and New Lexington ; and the services were
witnessed by a large concourse of ladies and citizens with the great-

est satisfaction. The Oration was by Rev. Brd. A. B. Wombaugh,
of Columbus, and was listened to with deep interest. The festivi-

ties were wound up with an elegant supper, given to the ladies and
gentlemen of the choir, in the Lodge-room, on the evening of the

5th, at which the beauty and accomplishments of the former made
great havoc among the hearts of the Odd Fellows, and we shall con-

sequently look for many initiations into Hymen’s ancient and hon-

orable fraternity.

MISSISSIPPI.
We have received a printed copy of the proceedings of tht Grand

Lodge of this State at its April communication. From a letter,

however, in the July No. of the Covenant, from the Grand Secre-

tary, John B. Dicks, we make the following extract, comprising

the latest intelligence of the progress and state of the Order in Mis-

sissippi :

“ On the 7th day of February, 1837, the first Lodge, Mississippi,

No. 1, was organized in this city. During the fpllowing year two
other subordinates were instituted, one in this city and one in the

city of Vicksburg, and a Grand Lodge organized. The present

strength consists of the Grand Lodge, three Encampments and four-

teen subordinate Lodges, and in location embracing the two ex-

tremes of the State, north and south. Our other Encampment No.
4, now chartered and to be located at Woodville,|Wilkinson county,

the location of one of our most flourishing Lodges, from unavoidable
contingencies, has not yet been organized, also, there are in the
hands of the Grand Master applications for charters for two other

Lodges. Dispensations will be granted for the institution of Robert
Neilson Lodge No. 18, to be located at Fort Adams, and Stockman
Lodge No. 19, at Macon, Noxubee county, the last named in honor
of our present worthy Grand Master, both of which will go into

operation before the annual meeting of the Grand Lodge in July
next. The last named Encampment will in all probability be insti-

tuted in all of next month. At a quarterly meeting of the Grand
Lodge, convened in this city, on tne 20th ult., the Lodges having
all reported but one, the following abstract from the reports of the
several Lodges, show actual contributing members 566. Past Grand
Masters 6. Past Grand Members 150. Revenue for past quarter

£2,094.45. Amonnt of relief for the same period £292.88. Initia-

tions for the past quarter 69. The meeting was well attended and
the Lodges within this jurisdiction represented to be in a flourishing

condition, harmony prevailing with all.”

tIbxas.
The Independant Odd Fellow for June, contains the Annual Re-

port of the Grand Master of Texas, L. P. Sundberg, from which
we gather the following information of the condition of the Order

in this young State. There are now three woiking Lodges in the

State—Galveston Lodge No. 3, at Galveston ; Ridgely Lodge No. 4,

at Houston ; and a new Lodge in Galveston, called Herman’s Lodge
No. 5, which is increasing rapidly in numbers, and will, in a short

time, vie with any other in strength and standing, as well as in

numbers. A dispensation had been granted to open a Lodge at

Corpus Christi ;
but was afterwards revoked, for reasons given to

the Grand Master. The G. M. recommends to the Grand Lodge,

the establishment of a widows* and orphans* fund; also, the pur-

chase of a suitable lot in Galveston, on which to erect an Odd
Fellows Hal). The unsettled condition of the country, growing out
of the War of Independence, and the difficulties incident to a new
government, has retarded the growth of Odd Fellowship ; but all

obstacles are rapidly diminishing, and prosperity and useiulness is

dawning upon the Order in that distant field.
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BU8IWE88 NOTICES.
t^T" We print extra copies of this number; but the regular edition of the

half-yearly volume will be strictly limited
;
and brothers who wish to hare their

files oomplete,had better send in their names to the office as regular subscribers.

We shall not be able to supply complete sets of this volumes for more than two
or three months to come. Send early.

CSr Brothers whose term of subscription expired with the last number are

requested to renew the same without delay. Those who desire to discontinue

(we hope they are but few) will plev* to notify us immediately, by return of

Outnumber.

fty* NEW YORK AND BROOKLYN.—Subscribers in this dtyand Brook*
}yn, who prefer to pay m advance at the Office, receive the Golden Rule at

their residences for $2,50 a year. When taken of the carrier the terms are 6jtf

oents, payable weekly.

CKf*BACK NUMBERS.—We have full sets of the lastvolume, which we can
aupply to all new subscribers who wish them. Odd numbers, to complete vol-

umes, will be supplied gratis, if the request is made free of postage.

ttT* PHILADELPHIA.—Our subscribers and the Order in this city are in-

formed that we have appointed Bro. Wji. Curtis, G. S. of the G. L. of Pa. and
Bro. Daniel Norcross, sole Agents for the city and county

;
to whom all pay-

ments are hereafter to be made. The Golden Rule will be served to all sub-
saribert at their residences by leaving their names at the Office of the Agents,
ew Odd Fellows Hall in Sixth street Brothers wishing to subscribe will

please hand in their names. Several good canvassers wanted as above.

D53* DIRECTORY.—We Intend to issue a complete Directory of Lodges and
Encampments under the jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge of the U. S. early in

the month of August, and we wish all Secretaries, Scribes and others, to send
us retnrns, giving the following particulars: 1. Name and numberof the Lodge
or Encampment. 2. Location. 3. Time of meeting. 4. Number of members.
6. N^nes of Officers. These returns must be received before the 1st of August,
in order to be of service. We trust there will be a full compliance with this re-

quest.

BY-LAW8, BLANKS, ODE8, REGALIA, AC.
Lodges and Encampments are informed that we are prepared to print By-

Laws, and furnish all Blanks used in the Order at short notice. Also, Orders
lbr Regalia, for Lodges, or individual members—or for any articles necessary to
Lodge or Encampment work, will be promptly attended to at manufccturers
prices.

ory Being members of the R. P. D. we can answer any inquiries in reference
to matters of the Order, and shall always be happy to give every assistance to
committees.

ANOTHER GREAT QUESTION SETTLED.

In our last number we had the pleasure of announcing to our
readers the settlement of the Oregon question. With equal sat-

isfaction we now announce the definitive settlement of the great
Templeton Black Mail controversy.

We gave some account of the early stages of this controversy,
some time since, and then recommended the parties interested to

drop the matter where it was, because it was a very pretty quar-
rel as it stood, and also because it was not likely that the parties

to it would be much benefitted by farther developments. We
knew that only the tail of the cat was then out of the bag, so as

to be visible \o the uninitiated, and as we then anticipated they
would do, the parties have since been silly enough to let out the

entire animal.

Although the facts in the case were developed tail foremost,

—

that is—beginning at the end and proceeding to the beginning,

we propose briefly to recapitulate them in chronological order.

About five years ago, this Mr. Templeton was smitten with the
desire to visit Yankeedom in the capacity of vocalist He em-
ployed Mr. Clirehugb, of this city, to procure him an engage-
ment at some one of our principal theatres. Clirehugh endea-
vored to do so, but found no manager silly enough to offer him
any certain salary—partly because they knew he could not ting,

and partly because they feared he would not draw . This nego-
tiation lasted something more than a year.

Failing in his attempts upon the pockets of the managers he
determined to try the gullibility of the people. He therefore

employed Clirehugh to get up the proper quantity of humbug
and prepare the way for a successful predatory excursion among
the innocent Yankees. Clirehugh knew how to do this thing,

and did it. It took him nearly three years, it is true, to complete
the arrangements, but then we must, in justice to him, admit

that he had a most unpromising subject to make a “ great Eng-
lish tenor’' of, and a man of less genius and perseverance would
have given it up as a desperate undertaking. But stimulated by
the prospect and promise of a reasonable share of the spoils, in
case of success, he went on without flinching. The meaps em-

,

ployed we need not recapitulate, as the parties have taken suffi-

cient trouble to parade them in the newspapers. Disgraceful as
those means were and humiliating as it is to acknowledge it,'we-

must admit that Clirehugh did get up, with and for Templeton,
the most completely successful, unmitigated and unadulterated
humbug that ever was brought forth iu this country.

But Templeton, with unapproachable meahness and incompre-
hensible folly, elated with success and inflated with vanity, re-

fused to compensate Clirehugb, refused to pay the newspaper
reporters. Jewed his accompanyist, and set up on his own hook,,

in defiance of the wrath of those who made for him all the repu-
tation he ever had.

Well—Clirehugh, the most practical and honest of the loV
sued him to recover compensation for services and expenses, and
the reporters set about pulling down the tinsel structure offiopu-
larity they had labored so hard to erect.

Poor deluded Templeton ! He found the popular favor capri-
cious and deceptive. The underpinning of his popularity began
to tremble. His footing became uncertain. Instead of taking
the back track and trying to repair. the damages his reputation
had sustained, he got angry, took bad counsel, published private
confidential letters, called the demands of his creditors attempt*
to levy bldck mail, and pushed forward toward the end to which
such a course could not fail to lead him. His whole Southern
tour was a series of disappointments. He returned to New York
bursting with rage and disappointment, and sought, by maligning
his own countrymen, to curry favor with Americans. Poor de-
luded Templeton ! . If this was your own idea, you are more ig>-

norant and more malignant than we supposed. If anybody ad-
vised you to this course, be assured that the adviser meant to ruin

you by his counsel.

After thus attempting to regain popular favor, he advertised a
concert. But the manifestations of indignation and contempt
were too palpable to be mistaken. He feared he should be ig-

nominiously driven from the face of a New York audience. - Ho
never dreamed he was sunk so low that even his enemies despised

him too much to wish to injure him, and had too much self-re-

spect to be guilty of a breach of the peace in order to manifest

their contempt. He therefore engaged a strong police force to

protect him, and still fearing he would not be safe, he employed
Captain Rynders with a band of bullies to assist the police in

keeping the peace ! ! The evening arrived—the doors were
opened,—but lo ! the people did’nt come. A few boys and idlers,

led thither by the hope of witnessing a row, the police force,

with the Empire Club, constituted the entire audience. To them
the “ great English tenor” made his bow, flourished his kids, and

squeaked his falsetto. By them was the “ accomplished artist

and finished gentlemen” crowned with wreaths ! Here wfts the

beginning of the end.

A second concert was announced. But the empty benches of

the grave Tabernacle were quiet and silent. In short, it was no

go. The receipts could not pay one-balf the expenses, even sup-

posing he did not pay the Empire Club anything for their attend-

ance. The “ Achilles of song” was wounded in the only vulner-

able spot. The pocket nerve was struck. Here was the end.—
Twice had be essayed to attract a house, and twice be had mis-

erably failed, and he gave it up.

The great Black Mail controversy was settled upon a firm basis.

All parties ought to be satisfied. Foreign charlatan’s have re-

ceived a wholesome lesson. Templeton has got bis deserts. But

neither Clirehugh nor the reporters have got their money. The
only persons to be pitied, however, are those who crowded his

first concerts and made themselves ridiculous to all sensible peo-

ple, by their irrepressible admiration of the feeblest and worst

vocalist, and the most vulgar actor that has ever appeared

among us.

Village Hotel, Ballston Spa.—We forgot to speak 0
riill|

8

House, in our notice of Ballston, a few wseks since.

the proprietor, is a gentlemanly man, courteous, and ob ig »

those visiting Ballston will do well to call and see him.
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Montgomery Lodge No. 164 —This Lodge is located in the

pleasant village of Fort Plain, and prospers exceedingly. Bro. Lind-
say, S. D. D. G. M., writes : “lam happy iu being able to add that

this Lodge is in a prosperous and flourishing condition. We are

initiating some of the best men in the place. Number of contribut-

ing members 61.”

Schoharie Lodge No. 179.—Extract from a letter to the Editor

:

** Our Lodge was instituted last October, since which time the Or-
der has steadily advanced. In fact, from the size of the place and
the prejudices existing against Odd Fellowship here, we have pro-
gressed almost unprecedently ; and now that the Order begins to be
more understood and appreciated, we look forward with bright an-
ticipations to see a large brotherhood of genuine Odd Fellows.”

ILLINOIS.
Neilson Encampment No. 4, was instituted at Belleville, on

the 2nd of June last, by D. G. S. Allen, of St. Louis. The follow-

ing officers were elected and installed : C. G. Y. Taylor, C. P.; W.
<1. Gaforth, H. P.; Geo. W. Hook, S. W.; Thompson Williams,
-J. W.j Wm. M. Parker, Scribe; James Gibbons, Treasurer. The
Order is thriving well in the congenial and fertile soil of the Great
West, and harmony and zeal prevail among the brotherhood.

CONNECTICUT.
Odd Fellows’ Celebration.—The Odd Fellows of Middletown,

Oonn., celebrated their third anniversary on the 12th inBt. Some
4hree or four hundred, including invited guests of other Lodges,
formed in procession and marched to the Methodist Church, where
they listened to a plea in behalf of Odd Fellowship from a member

^e New Yoik Bar, D. P. Barnard, who is said to have executed
ilis task to the satisfaction of his hearers.—[New London Democrat.

~ MAINE.
Odd Fellows’ Hall, Gardiner, Me

;

—The brothers of Natah-
Lodge No. — have completed a Hail in which to hold their

meetings hereafter. The following is from the Yankee Blade, one
of the sharpest wits of the press in all Yankee-land

:

“ We were invited a few evenings ago to take a peep into the
room, and were equally surprised and delighted at the richness,
-costliness and splendor of all the appointments. The Hall itself is
very large and spacious, occupying nearly one-half the entire length
pt a large block of stores, and being handsomely arched at the ceil-
ang; and as regards the furniture, trimmings, &c. f they can hardly
De equalled, certainly are not surpassed, in elegance and beauty, by
anything similar in New England, or perhaps in the United States.
I he carpet, chairs, trimmings about the chief officers’ thrones, are

u j i®
m
L
°8t expensive kind, and to crown the whole, a gorgeous

chandelier hangs from the ceiling in the centre of the hall, shedding
a Hood of soft and mellow radiance on all quarters of the room. We
doubt not the Odd Fellows of Gardiner will now feel prouder than
ever of their noble Institution, and it will be with a feeling akin to
exultation that thdy will henceforth see brothers from distant towns
and cities enter their Lodge-room.”

THE GOLDEN RTTT. E

KT Subscribers In Auburn, who desire it, will receive their papers at the
bookstore of Alden A Markham, free of postage. Those who wish their neoer
chmaged from the post-office win leave word with Bro. Markham, 74* Genesee

Utica subscribers will hereafter find their papers at the Great Western
Depot of Cheap publications, of Bro. G. N. Beeseley, who has kindly undertaken
to reoeire and deliver them from his store. Some poetage will be saved in this
way.

-Gl*i* Cora Pavilion.”—Fajhionxiil* Watering Place*.—
Bro. Wm. M. Week* ba* recently made veiy eztenaire atten-
tion* and addition* to hi* iplendid Hotel and Boarding
and is now prepared to entertain any number of vimiter*. The
Pavilion i* beantifnlly litoated on the margin of Long Idani
Sound, of which it command* an extensive view, beautiful land-
scape scenery surround* the place, and those fond of sporting
will find fish aDd game in abundance. Taken altogether, it isjut
•uch a spot u we would wish to escape to, were we not one of
the doomed to swelter in this oven-like city.

When we state that the “ Pavilion” is under the direction of
Bro. Edwaru A. Wilson, it is a sore guarantee that every thing
is comme ilfmU. Families who may desire retirement, and pre-
fer a rural retreat to the “ Pavilion,” will be accommodated at
the “ Branch” of the Pavilion, at Red Spring, a perfect love of a
place, which is situated on the Sound, about half a mile from
Glen Cove, and is peculiarly adapted for pleasure and health.
The steamboat Croton stops at Glen Cove daily.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

NEW JERSEY.
Odd Fkllow8* Hall at Trenton.—A very handsome building

is about to be erected in Trenton, by the several Lodges, for which
we understand the sum of about $14,000 has already been subscrib-
ed. The following is a description of the “ Hall,” copied from a
Trenton paper

:

“ The building will present one front on Hanoverstreet of 92 feet,
Rnd ano.ther on Green street of50 feet. It will be three stories high*
4he first built of granite—the remainder of brick. An elegant balus^
trade will surround the building on the roof. The first story will be
divided off into splendid stores—to the number of five on Hanover
and three on Green street. The second story will be devoted to a
magnificent saloon, 46 by 70 feet in the clear, and 20 feet ceiling—
elegantly ornamented with beautiful cornices and rich stucco work.A music gallery will also be constructed in the saloon.
The third story will be divided off into large rooms, 22 by 60 feet

and finished in a style of classic elegance.
'

The basement, occupying the whole length and breadth of the
buildmg, can also be used as a refectory, or for any like purpose.
The architect, Wm. Johnson, Esq., of Philadelphia, has mani-

fested great taste and skill in the whole design.”

City op New York, July 13th, 1846. )
Greenwich Lodge No. 40, 1. O. of O. F. j

Toths Officer* and Brethren of ail Lodget of O. F. throughout the U.S.in
F. L. and T. Greeting :

You are hereby warned against receiving two Visiting Cards, emanating
from this Lodge, bearing date of March 9th 1846, one for two, the other for three
months, regularly signed by the officers of the Lodge at that time, vis : JosephA Hoyt, N. G., H. L. Hewitt, V. G., S. J. Smith, Secy, now in the possession ofEDMUND MOSHER, as they were obtained by false representations, and have
been used for improper purposes, for which the said Mosher has been expelled
from this Lodge. By Order W. PERRY N G

Andrew B. Trotter, Seoy.
8. J. SMITH, V. G.

?~r
The Gat#,

»
Symbol, and other papers of the Order will oonfer a favor by

noticing the above.

THE CONNECTION OF THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES. By Mar*
Somerville. Harper and Brothers, pp. 460.

J

Those who know any thing of Mrs. Somerville, will require no
commendatory notice of this work, to induce them to read it. The
author is one of the most remarkable women of the present age
and has abundantly shown that the field of science may be trodden
as successfully by woman as by man. Her attainments in the
highest branches of mathematical studies, are worthy of a Hewson
or a La Place. Aud, by the way, one of the neatest compliments,
ever paid man or woman, was unconsciously bestowed on her by
this latter author. Mrs. Somerville had distinguished herself before
her marriage with Mr. Somerville; and was known under her
maiden name of Miss Adams, we think, for her contributions to
science. When La Place published his great work, “ The Mechan-
ism of the Heavens,” embracing the highest developments ofmathe-
matical astronomy, he remarked to a friend, that there were only
two women in the world who would read his books. “ Who are
they 1” asked his friend. “Miss Adams, and Mrs. Somerville”
If the reader would gather some idea of this extraordinary woman,
and be at the same time delighted and instructed, let him obtain
“ The Connection of the Physical Sciences.” The title indicates
that the field occupied is large, and the perusal will show that it
is well cultivated. The price is only 66 cents.

THE GUIDE TO CAMP AND GARRISON DUTIES, REGULATIONS
Slo. Compiled and arranged for a Regiment of Artillery or Infantry ByAugustine Kimball, Adjutant 2d Foot Artillary, N. Y. S. For safest aU

LZ ri YZ ^ ULAHON S.
Slo. Compiled and arranged for a Regiment of Artillery or Infantry ByAugustine Kimball, Adjutant 2d Foot Artillary, N. Y. S **- * - -
the Book stores.

Here is a neat pocket manual, giving a complete view of the
various duties devolving upon the soldier, in a clear and compre-
hensive style. We should think it indispensable to every one con-
nected with the military service ; and we perceive it has met the
approval of Col. Bankhead, and other officers. Speaking of this
little work, Col. Page, of Philadelphia, says • “ I regard your book,
therefore, a necessary and valuable acquisition. Its details are
simple and concise, and touch a part of the duties of the service, in
regard to which but little is known out of the regular army. It
ought to be in the hands of every volunteer.” We recommend it

to all who need the information it embodies.

Tire Devotional Family Bible No. 27 has been sent us by the
publisher. The great feature of this edition is its superb engravings*
on steel, themselves worth the price of the work. The text is clear
and beautiful. Geo. Virtue, 26 John st.

Tire Iris obmes to us weekly, and is always opened with satis-
faction. It is conducted with great spirit, and is doing good service
to the cause of Odd Fellowship.

MARRIAGE 8.

July 5, st Staten Island, by Rev. Mr. Winslow. Bro. ABM. BROWN, Jr. of
Mutual Lodge No. 57, to Miss LAVINA STILLWELL, daughter of Bro James
Stillwell, of Staten. Island.

^
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Carpetliiff <Ml CUthjk dec*

•vro. 64 EAST BROADWAY, *nd
J.1 71 Divisiqp street—W. H. GUION, would in-

vite the at *s«|ion of those families intending to pur-

chase CAKFCT1NG, or any article in the line dur-

ing the present spring, to his very extensive assort-

mentof English. Brussels, three-ply and Ingrain Car-

peting. Also. Oil Cloths for Halls, offices, ship and
j

steamboat cabins, together with every article con-

nected with the business.

The subscriber takes this opportunity to inform
his Mends and patrons, thpt he has, during the win-

ter, entered into arrangements with the most exten-

sive manufacturers of this country and Europe, for

an early supply of all the latest patterns, upon such
terms as will enable those about to furnish, to make
satisfactory selections at prices lower than at any
othey store in the city. ap2S:tf

George Smith,

PRACTICAL UPHOLSTERER,
449 Pearl-st., has on hand a general assortment

of Upholstery and Bedding, Rich Gilt Wood and
Metal Window Cornices, Satin and Worsted De
Lanes, Gimps, Galoons, Cords, Tassels, Window

G. S. will give his attention to all kinds of Uphol-
steryjobblng Work in person. ar8-r>:tf

fffartol DelHanny dcl'a*
A RTISTS IN GENERAL, No. 7,

Jl\. Spruce street, N. Y. Manufacturers and Im-
porters of Transparent Window Shades. Signs,

Banners, and Interior Decorations. ap2o:5m

of Church and ParlorOrgans, and also his celebrated

instruments with Barrel Attachments, which are so

admirably adapted for country Churches, Lodge
Booms, etc. He has latelv supplied Oriental, Mag-
nolia, Montague, Knickerbocker, and other Lodges,
with these organs, containing the music of the re-

vised work on the barrels. And he will be happv to

answer communications, and to receive orders from
ether Lodges. mar7

Philip Garhardt*Draper and tailor, No. 74,

West Broadway. A large and Fashionable as-

sortment of Cloths, Casslmeres and Vesting*, con-

stantly on hand. ap26:ly

HI* Rice,
-phRAPF.R AND TAILOR, 57 Ca-
JL * nal street. ml&4m

Lewis Child*MERCHANT TAILOR, (Successor
to I. Townsend A Co.) No. 132 Bowery, be-

tween Grand and Broome streets, N. Y. A full as-

sortment of oloths, Casslmeres, Vestings, Ac. m2;if

Wedding Cards.
DDIN G, INVITATION, AND

V V VISITING CARDS. The subscriber exe-
cutes in a superior style at short notice and on
-reasonable terms,SILVER BOORAND NUMBER
PLATES, of sterling silver of extra thickness, and
warranted.
ARMS, CRESTS, AND CIPHERS on seals, on

atone, brass, and silver.

COUNTING HOUSE, Conrular, Notaries, Se-
eietj, and LODGE SEALS engraved in a superior
manner, at moderate prices.

CARDS printed from plates already engraved, on
extra porcelain oards.both surfhees highly enameled,
at short notice, by BOLEN. Engraver and Printer.

104 Broadway between wall and Pine sts. N. Y.
Card Cams, Envelopes, Note Paper, and fine Cut-

Isry, Ao janiOtf

Mrs* E. Hoyt*

PIE AND CAKE BAKERY, No.
249 Grand street, New York.

JP. S.— Wediing* and Partis* supplied at the
horteet notice, with all kinds of C AKE. ap4

The Cheap Hat and CapManufactory removed to 72*
BOWERY; HENRY SHAW havi* re-

moved from his old stand to 72)4 Bbwery, between
Walker and Hester streets, is no# ready to serve

all who may want a good and oheap Hat or
Hawing on hand an entire new stock of HatsVn
Cape of his own manohoture, he is determined te

sell them at a very small profit Silk Hats, of thd
lateet ihshlons, of superior quality, from 92,00 to

3J50 ;
and For Hats from 2*60 to 6,00i Children's

Hate of all kinds, and the latest patterns. Hats
made to order at the shortest netice. Don’t forget

the number, 72)4 Bowery, New-York, sign ef the

BIO HAT. apll

The Mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
-Li Office No. 11 Wall street. This Institution is

distinguished from all other*, at home or abroad, by
all, or moat, of the following peculiarities:

1. Where the premiums are orer $50, it requires
only one auurter part in Cash, instead ofthe whole.

2. It allows the Assured to pay yearly, quarterly
,

monthly, or weekly.
3. No part of the profits are withheld—or diverted

from the Assured, either in charity, or otherwi*e.

4. It has no loan, either nominal or realsto pay
interest for; having a a sufficient capital funded,
from premiums received.

5. The Assured can withdraw his profits, or leave
them to accumulate, year by year, at hi* option.

6. It assures to the age of 67, instead or stopping
at 60.

7. It declares the profits vearlu. Instead of once in
five, or seven years, and issues scrip yearly to the
Assured, for the estimated profits, bearing 6 per cent

[

interest

—

which ecnpi* redeemed m cash chen the

profit* amount to $200,00C, or ». allowed accumu-
late, at the option ofthe Assured.

8. It enables a man to provide for bis wife and
children, in such a way, that although he may lose

every thing, they are safe; and all persons, whether
married or unmarried, to provide for Old Age, Sick-
ness, and Want, as well as for Death.

9. The Assured can surrender the policy at anv
time after the first year, and receive it* equitable

value.

|

> 10. At any time after the first year, the Assured
can borrow, on the scrip issued, two-thirds of its

amount, so that he has nothing to fear from a
ehange of droumstanoes, or inability topay the pre-
mium.

11. Directors and officers are chosen yearly; and
the Assured votes according to his interest.

12. The funds are all invested in United States,
New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts stocks,
and in real estate in New York and New Jersey,
wholly unincumbered

,
and efdouble the value loan-

ed; or leaned to the Assured as above.
13. It pays no Directors, no Auditors,no Solicitors.

It lend* money to neither.

14. It does net reckon the Assured a year older
than he Is—bat from nx month* lew to six months
more, so as to equalise the estimates between all

parties.

15. The rates are lower, the expenses less, and the
profits larger than with Foreign Offices; invest-

ments here yielding from 6 to 7 per cent—abroad
only 3 per cent—to say nothing of 33)4 P*r cent re-

aerred ; nor of interest allowed to those who furnish
a “guaranty capital,” at the rate of 5 per oent on
every hnndred pounds subscribed, for every ten
pound* paid in !

16. Instead of encouraging, every precaution is

taken te prevent a forfeiture of the policy.

17. The liability of the Assured is limited by law
,

to the amount of his premium note. mfttf

JAMES S. MAGNUS, 104 Fulton
street, N. Y., takes this opportunity to ae-

qnaint brothers, and Lodges in general, that he
manufactures and keeps on hand Fringes, Tassels,

j

Cord, and every article appertaining to regalias of
Lodges, in the best manner and style, and on the
owest terms. Regalias of every description made
to order on the shortest notice. ap4

1846.—Buffalo and Chicago.
w, re m THE new, fast and cora-

modioos Steamboat OREGO If,^ Capt. Cotton, will run be-
tween Buffalo and Chicago, daring the season of 1846

Report of the
lVfUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
1VA COMPANY of New-Yerk, Now 56 Wall-et*
at the eleee of the third year, ending Slat Jan. 1840

:

Number of policies Issued 2133.

Amount of Receipts 1000,782^9

as follows : m 16:6m
Leave* Buffalo. Leave* Chicago.

Wednesday, May, 6 Thursday, May 14
Thursday, “ 21 Friday, “ 29
Friday, June, 6 Saturday, June 13
Saturday, “ 20 Monday, “ 28
Monday, July, 6 Tuesday, July 14
Thursday, u 21 Wednesday, " 29
Wednesday, Aug. 5 Thursday, Aug. 13
Thursday, " 20 Friday, “ 28

i

Friday, Sept. 4 Saturday, Sept. 12
' Saturday, “ 19 Monday, « 28
Monday, Oct 4 Tuesday, Oct. 13
Tuesday, “ 20 Wednesday, “ 28

Important to TravelersandHouse-
keepers*

gSSfita. LIFE AND PROPER-
TY PRESERVERS. P»t«ntTh>^ Rr H Self-Cocking Revolving pistols,

tmprovemata ^0 Manufactured, wholesale and
J. G. BOLEN, 104 Broadway,

Between Wall and Pine sts -New Yorli

Losses and expenses 66,210,91—216,57108
Of policies issued 1823 were tor whole lift; 601 hr
seven years; and 249 far different periods

; of which.
246 were to merchants: 211 to mechanics; 133 to
lawyers; 170 to clerks

;
64 to clergymen; 74 to phy-

sicians: 16 to druggists; 67 to ladies; 18 gentlemen:
25 cashiers of banka: 71 brokers: 36 booksellers; 69
manufacturers ; 10 professors in colleges; 30 teach-
ers

;
10 sear’s of companies

;
10 to engravers

;
33 to

agents
;
6 to editor ; 5 cartmen

; 6 presidents efcom-
panies; 33studei s; 14 hotel keepers: 61 tamers;
45 officers of U. S. Army and Navy; 12 ship carpen-
ters: 7 laborers: 9 millers: 8 hank tellers ; 66 other
pursuits. TRUSTEES:
M. Robinson, Z. Cook, jr., J. C. Thatohsr,
W. Barnwell, R. B. Mintura, Robert Sohnyfea
Stacey B.Corlins,J. S. Wadsworth ,T. Sedgwick.
Gouv. W. Wilks,Charles Ely. D. C. Golden,
B. D. Sllliman, Jon. Miller, R. L. Lord.
J H Swift, C. W. Faber, A. S. Perry.
J. V. Frayn, H. W. HubbelL Joseph Blunt,
W. Moore, J. C. Cruger, L G. Pearson,
R. H. McCimly, Fitig’en Halleck,W. S. Wetmor*,
J. B. Collins, Mor. Liringston Jos. Tuckermaa.
T. W. Olcott, Alfred Pell. W. J. Bunker
Gideon Hawley, MORRIS ROBINSON, Prefl.

Samubl H a nn

a

v. See.

MnmmH Pmt, HLD. Physician to the Company
604 Broadway. marflS ly

I* O* U* f* nreustplns, Jewelry t dec*

G A. BRETT, has removed from
• No. 103 Pearl street, to the new store, Ne.

46 Liberty street, opposite the Post Office, (up stairs)

where he respectfally invites the attention of Mer-
chants (about laying in their Spring stocks,) to his
extensive and handsome assortment ef French.Eng-
lish and German Fancy Goods : Pooket and Table
Cutlery

;
Razors

;
Scissors: Needles;, Thimbles:

Percussion Cape
;
German Silver ware*; Plated and

Gilt ware: Fine gold and silver Duplex, Lever, Le-

6
intend Verge Watches; Jewelry; Odd F.ellow*»

Ireast-pins : gold, silver, plated and German Sil-

ver Pencil Cases, with and without pens; Steel
Pens

;
gilt, plated, lasting, twist, brocade, jet, Japan-

ed, horn, bone, and other Buttons: shell, ivory, horn,
wood and metal Combs: dressing and traveling
Cases

;
portable Writing Desks

;
Fans

;
hair, doth,

shoe, nail, tooth, shaving and other Brushes
;
Sus-

penders ; spool and skein Cotton: linen Thread:
sewing Silk

;
Hooks and Eyes

;
Perfumery of all

kinds
;

Toilet Soaps ;
hand Mirrors and Looking-

glasses
;
Beads

;
Head Ornaments

;
and a great

variety of other goods, especially adapted to the
Spring trade, all of which he offers to the trade at
moderate prices. mar28«f

Mechanics9 Tools,
A A FULTON STREET. The snb-
ii scriber keeps constantly receiving large addi-

tions to his assortment of Mechanics’ Tools, and
genera] Hardware, and respectfully Informs all

wishing to purchase, that he has as good an assort-

ment of goods os any house in the trade, particu-

larly of the best quality of goods, which he offers at

such prioes as he hopes will be satisfactory to all.

Mechanics of all kinds can be supplied with a full

assortment of Goods, most er which abb war-
ranted. A full assortment of Coopers’ Tools,

which are all warranted, as are also his best quali-

ties ef Planes, Saws, Files, Chisels, Braces, Bits, eta.

Agent for the sale of McLaughlin’s Patent Mortis-

ing Machines: also many other articles not gene-

rally kept in Hardware or Tool stores. A large as-

sortment of patterns of the celebrated “ Tally Be?
Razors, with a printed and certified guaranty ac-

companying each, an important thing to those who
wish a really good Razor,as the price will be returned
If the razors are not good. Tool Chests furnished
with Tools from eight dollars to one hnndred—al-
ways kept on hand suitable for mechanics and ama-
teurs. Cut nails and general Hardware at the
lowest market price. HENRY F. FAIRBANK,
apll 44 Fnlton at. (between Pearl and Clifl,)N. Y.

~ F* W* Be-ll,

_
13LANK BOOK MANUFACTU-
13 RER, Printer and Stationer, 27 Ann and I

South-William streets, keeps on hand a large and
general assortment of the best of Blank Books,
suitable for all business purposes, bound in every
style; Paper, Business Blanks, and all kinds of

foreign and domeetio Stationery, which he offers tor

sale at the very lowest rates. Blank Books ruled

and bound to order; Circulars, Cards, Bill Heads;

etc., printed with neatness and dispatch.

N. B.—F. W. B. is constantly supplied with
Lithographic Articles, such as Lithographic Rollers,

(nk, Crayons, eto., of his own importation, direct

from Paris ; also all kinds and sizes of Lithographic

msm SHE
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Johnson Sc Co*

TMPORTERS, Wholesale Dealers,
JL mad Maunfaoturers of PERFUMERY of every

description Manufacturers Agent* of a puperior

quolity of Hair Brashes. No. 35 Cedar-street, up
stairs. Jy25:3m

Odd Fellows’ Depot*

THE subscribers respectfully inform
the Brothers of the Order, that they have taken

a store in the new Odd Fellows’ Hall, North Sixth

street below Raoe street, where they intend to keep
on hand all the principal Odd Fellows’ Publications,

Proposition Books, Report Books, Order Books,

Blank Books, and all such other Books as are used

by the Order, together with Regalia, and all other

articles used in furnishing Lodges.
They also intend keeping on hand a general as-

sortment of Books, Stationery, St c.

WM. CURTIS.
D. NORCROSS.

The office of the “ Golden Rule” is at the above

store.

JT. C. Booth Sc Co*

CASH DRAPERS and TAILORS,
187 Broadway, have received an additional sup

e
y of ohoioe Cassimeres Linen Drills and Vestings,

which they would invite particular attention. Our
stock now oomprises the richest assortment of goods
ever before offered in this city, and having great fa-

cilities in baying, both here and in foreign markets,

we are enabled to offer them at prioes much lower
than the asual rates.

There are seme who imagine that goods in Broad-
way must be dear, bat we weald assure such persons
that our prices (at all times low) were never so low
ae at the present: and that since our removal, by our
mnch increased business, we have been enabled to

rednoe oar rates, while at the same time, the style
and workmanship of oar garments have been very
mnch improved. We would invite all these persons
to give ns a oaR, and be disabused at once of all such
erroneous impresskmr.
The Catting Department is under the supervision

of Mr J. LEE, whose name is a sufficient guarantee
of its being properly and efficiently conducted. je!3tf

Coffee and Dining Rooms*
XTOTICE.—E. J. MERCER, respect
i- v fully informs his friends and the public, that

having purchased from bis partner, J. F. Green, his

entire interest in the Coffee and Dining Rooms, cor-

ner of Nassau and Ann streets, trusts the estab-

lishment will continue to receive not only the sup-
port of his friends, but also be recommended to the
patronage of his friends’ friends, as he assures them
all his energies will be devoted on his part to make
his Dining Rooms seoond to none other in the city.

N. B. The Ladles’ Coffee and Refreshment Rooms
will still be continued as heretofore, under the espe-

cial charge of Mrs. Mercer. Private entrance, 21
Ann street. augi:tf

John Osborne*
AfANUFACTURER of REGALIA
•iYL No. 99 Madison *t, N. Y., would state that
he manufactures every description of Regalia for
Lodges and Encampments, and will be happy to re-

ceive orders from the Brotherhood, for furnishing
all articles required by the Revised Work.

Dr* James Ashleyv %

•PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Office Hours— 9 A.

dl3 ly

X No. 40 HUDSON street.

M. and 6 P M.

Joseph Davis?

Manufacturer op masonic
and ODD FELLOWS’ REGALIA and BAN-

NERS, No. 160 South Seoond street. 4th door above
Spruce street, Philadelphia. Regalia and Banners
or every description, either plain, painted, or em-
broidered in gold or silver. Samples may be seen as
above. Je6:tf

Philadelphia Hat Sc Cap Store*

THE subscriber respectfully informs
his friends, end the public in general, that he

has opened the New Cheap Hat A Cap Store, No.
106, N. 6th-st. 2 doors above the “Odd Fellows” new
Hall, where may be bad all kinds of Hats Caps Ac.
wholesale and retail, cheap for cash. Merchants and
other are requested to call and examine Itefore pur-
chasing elsewhere. (m23:tf) F. W. CORINTH.

Livingston K. Iflllle

A TTORNEY AT LAW,
rston K* I’ll llcr,

AND SO
jCX LICITOR IN CHANCERY, No. 20 Nassau
street N. Y. Collecting(and otherbusiness) prompt-
ly attended to. Refer to Benj. F. Butler, Jno P.
Crosby and Cbas. Butler, Esqrt., and Doreinus A
Nixon, Merchants. m 16:6m*

Chs* F* A* Hinrlchs?
A T 150 Broadway, and 75 Liberty

street—Successor to M. Werckmeiater—Im-
porters of German, French and English FANCY
GOODS. AU kinds of Toys, Fancy Articles, Ger-
man Glassware, French China Yeses, Musical In-
struments. Masks of all kinds, Dominoes, Backgam-
mon, and every thing that can be desired in the line
of Fancy Goods. m23;tf

Wm. Worts?
IL^NGRAVER and Plate Printer
X-rf Book Plate, Commercial Blanks, Labels, Watch
Papers, Hot Tips, Cords, Lodge and Encnmpxneut
Seals. Engraved and Printed at short notice. N. B.
Members of the I. O. of O. F. wanting Plate Printing
done, will do well to call at hie Office, 104 Beekman-
street, oonfor of Peart. opl8tf

F
Classen’s

ASHIONABLE VISITING
OARD ESTABLISHMENT. 25 per cent be-

low his usual prices. A Place and 60 Cards printed
forf 1,50; the best Enamelled Cards printed from
Engraved Plates at 60 cents per peck. A SILVER
DOOR PLATE furnished aad beautifully engraved
for S3. Engraving for the ,Trade equally low. at
CLLASSEN’S old stand. No. 1 Mumy-street, cor-
ner of Broadway. m30.1y

JOHN McNICOL, Stereotyper and
Printer, No. 11 Spruce stmt, 4th etory.

Samuel Hammond Sc Co**
TMPORTERS OF FINE WATCH-
A ES, No. 44 Merchants’ Exchange, 1st door in
William street. Have constantly on hand a Urge
and valuable assortment of FINE WATCHES of
their own importation, which they are now selling at
lower prices (when quality is compared,) than can be
purchased of any dealer la New York. A written
warrantee, in all cases, will be given to the pufehaser.

S. Hammond having attended solely to the repair-
ing of Chronometer, Duplex, and other fine Watches,
in the Ute firm of Benedict Sc Hammond, will con-
tinue to give his undivided attention to that branch
of the business, In connection with his present part-
ner, whose reputation has long been established,
having worked for the lost ten years for the trade in
this city. m23gkf

DdMNK’S’CWPlI®
P>r the cure of COUGHS, COLDS,

CONSUMPTION. BRONCHITIS, SPIT-
TING OF BLOOD, and all diseases of the
Lungs and their appendages, U the most wonderful
remedy ever compounded for giving speedy reliefin
these most distressing oomplaints.
Let no one hesitate to make trial of these Pills,

under the idea that they are but one of the many
quack medicines which are sounded in the public
ear. DR. LAENNEC, the inventor, is one of the
most eminent physicians of France, who has devoted
more time to and written more largely upon diseases
of the Langs, than any medical man in modem
times.

Most of the boasted medicines for the care of
Consumption which have been ushered into exist-
ence within the last few years, have, after a brief
duration, fallen into utter insignificance, and been
forgotten, having entirely failed in fulflling the ob-
jectoftheir design. Thereason is perfectly obvious;
for the fact has long since been established by medi-
oal men, thA'acute and chronic diseases, and even
the same disease in its different stages, cannot be
cured by the same means. The proprietors of the
various syrups, balsams and balms, recommend them
to care ail diseases, no matter whether they are acute
or chronic, which hare their seat iu the chest or ab-
domen

;
which shows conclusively that their invent-

ors must either be ignorant of the first principles of
mediclne^or have great fiiith in the gullibility of the
public. Not so with Laenneo. He does not recom-
mend his medicines to cure everything, but has di
vided diseases of the Lungs and their appendages
into twp general classes : acute, or inaammatort,
and chronic; and prepared the appropriate reme-
dies f reach. To this has been owing* their great
success and popularity—a popularity soTinexampled,
that all France has been filled with winder and ad-
miration at their astonishing effects. Medical men
have been paralysed with amaxementfto see patients
who had been abandoned by them, or pronounced be-
yond the reach of the bealingart, restored to perfect
health by these medicines. Tfep use of a single dose
cannot fail to satisfy the skeptical of their extraor-
dinary power.

A FEW PILLS ONLY
Will cure the most obstinate recent ©old, no matter
how severe. The action of this medicine !* so speedy
—so perfectly magical, that onb doss will satisfy
any one of its magical power.
The agent has used these Pills himself, and in his

own fhmily, and therefore knows their effect In
a case of severe cough from a recent heavy oold, a
single pill, taken at night, relieved the cough and
tickling in the throat, and gave a night’s rest with-
out ant return op the oouoh whatever, and
by taking two or three he was entirely cured in two
days—and, in fact, was well after the first night
The same relief was given in the ease of a child only
16 months old, to whom a quarter of a pill was ad-
ministered.

Cy Price §1 per box, with full directions. Sold
by J. WINCHESTER, 3TI Ai.n-street N. Y.
In Brooklyn, at Mrs. COOLEY’S, 176 Fulton-street
andS. P. LEEDS, eor. of Court and Atlantic streets.

Pr. LAEN NEC’S FAMILY PILLS, a mild, safe
and effective purgative, are recommended to all wh»
are troubled with Dyspepsy or Indigestion. Price
26 eents a box. 4

mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
Aj No. 1 1 Wall st. It is now a year since this In-
stitution commenced the business of Life lnsurmnoe
on the liberal plan then first announced in its pro-
spectus. That the principals therein contained have
met with the approbation of those who have sought
the advantages which such an Institution affords in
making provision for a family needs no other proof
than the statement of the fact that 1701 Policies
have been issued, and that premiums to the amount
of $154^69 25 have been reoeived during
period.

The amount of funds received for premiums has
already established a large capital, which must
rapidly increase by the paymenu of the second
yea^s premiums, the securing interest and the cur-
rent receipts for new Policies. The accumulation
from these souroes enables the Directors to fulfil)
their promise to lay up a reserve fund to meet the
increasing ages insured—equal to reinsuring every
life—pay all demands for losses, and to divide large
profits among the insured. m9*f
STATEMENT OP POLICIES ISStTB r IN APRIL, 1848.

To Merch’ts <fc Traders.95 To Sea Captains end
Manufacturers . . . . 16)

Mechanics 27
Clergymen . . \0{

Physicians 13
Lawyers 6i

Professors
Teachers 7j

Editors & Printers. 5
Public Officers 4
Officers of Navy. .. 7

Innkeepers 3|

Total

Mariners 2
Farmers St, Planters 3
Engineers. 3
Cashiers 4
Accountants. 7
Clerks 10
StudenU 3
Ladles 28
Gentlemen 5
Servants.. 5

272
Policies issued from 1st May, 1846, to 31st
March, 18)6—11 months 1429

Whole number of Policies first year 1701
Whole amount of Premiums first year. . .$164^64 25
207 new Policies issued in May.
This oompony hasmet with buttwo losses,amount-
in to SEVEN THOUSAND DOLLARS.

ROBT. L. PATTERSON, President
BENJ. C. MILLER, Secretary.

Jos L. Lord, Agent.
James Stewart, M. D.. (No. % Bond street,)

Medical Examiner. je Gtf

To Odd Fellows*
CUBSCRIBERS of HARPERS BI-

BLE. The subscriber respectfully informs his
brethren that he has made such arrangements as
will secure to them a substantial Binding, with the
Emblems of the Order beoutifullr stamped on the

‘
~
!*. Specimens can be seen at No. 270 Delonety
set, or No. 116 Nassau street, N.tlf

Jy4:4t GEORGE WTO. WHITING.

Stephen it* Ginther*Historical, portrait and
LANDSCAPE ENGRAVER. No. 30 Abing-

don Square, Eighth Avenue. New York. Designs
for Certificates, Lodge and Encampment Seals clas-
sically done to the rules of the Order. Letters from
the brotherhood in the States m ust be post-paid, all

uOdd-Fellows9 Offering*”for 1 847*
DITED byPASCHALDONALD-x-J SON.—The Fifth Volume of this popular

f
ublication is so far advonoed as to warrant tbs
'ublishers in announcing that it will bo issued as

early as the first day of August, 1846.
In order to make the Offeringone ofthe best Ame-

rican Annuals, the Publishers hafe determined to
embellish it with TEN SUPERB ENGRAVINGS*
mostly descriptive of subjects appropriate to Odd*
Fellowship, the designs for which are frooieminent
Artists, ana entirely original. jt

They have atpnnpte arrangements to mat It In
type smeller thatfgjg^ nSed for the lad *>lume,
which will grcatl^Kease the amount of reading
matter. ' -

Also, in every other rtlpect the book win be im-
proved It will be issued at the lowpriee of the Of-
fering of last year.
The Brotherhood will, no doubt, obeeiffe. that as

the work will be published at a much greater ex-
pense than the one for 1846, it will be important that
a greater number be eeld, in order to remunerate
thoee concerned in its publication. r

The Offering bos been acknowledged a desirable
and usefbl book. It bos proved valuable tathe F n-
ternity as well as interesting to the publie

; andfe is
therefore hoped that the enterprise of the Publish-
ers in presenting a volume creditable to the Inde- a
pendent Onler of Odd Follows will be appreciate!
and meet with a corresponding response.
Orders for the Offering mastM tllranod &*• . * .

t. v% an. y. uu.,a . oo

116 vision-street*ESPLC TFULLY informs her
friend* and the public generally, in the city and’

rfeinity, that she has opened her stock of SPRING
BON N ETS, consisting of Straw, chirred and Plain
Silk Hats, mode of rich material*, all uf which will
t>e sold at the lowest prioes. ladies own materials
uuule to order. Dress-making iq ail its branches.

udktf
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WILFRED MONTRESSOR;
OH,

THE 8ECRET ORDER OF THE 8EVSp.
A ROMANCE OF MYSTERY AND CHIME.

BY THE AUTHOR OF

*

FLORENCE DE LACEY, OR THE COQUETTE,”

i

the^3even\pe

CHAPTER IX*

—

A BREAKFAST SCENE. 0

1

in action. Two dujB

have elapsed sincq the

death of Zorah. 4

A deed of brutal

violence has been
accomplished ; the

corpse of tho vic-

tim has been de-

posited, ;with ap-

propriate ceremo-

nies, in the tomb;

and tears of bitter

agony have been

shed by the mtrar-
r ners. In the great

city, there has

been no celSH^Kthg ordinary routu^^f traffic and amuse-

ment. The intwBHw Sabbath has scarcely lessened the din of

the crowded streets, or sobered ihe brisk activity and gaiety of

the people.

Yet there are many housesv^mvisited by the voice of cheerful

kindness. Go where we will, among rich or poor, learned or

ignorant, the sad experience of the world convinces us how
seldom the presence of Love can be distinguished among the,

household gods.

The mansion of Oweb -Tracey was a brick building in Third

street, three stories in hight, respectable ia its external appear-

auce, containing ten or twelve apartments of different sizes,

suitably, and even elegantly furnished. In a pleasant dining

saloon, communicating with the hall, three persons were seated

at the breakfast table. These were Owen Tracey, his wife, and
brother.

The master of the house was attired in a slovenly morning
gown, coarse linen pantaloons, and slippers. His attention was
principally occupied by the New York Herald, which was lying

before him on the table.

“ Will you take coffee, Mr. Tracey,” said Mrs. Tracey, timidly

extending a cup of the beverage toward her husband.
44 Ofi^pursd

v
I trill, madam,” he replied, gruffly, raising his

eyes from the newspaper. 44 Don’t I always take coffee at

breakfast 1” ^
14 Yes,” said Mrs. Tracey, still bolding the cup toward him.

^
44 Then what the deuce is the reason that you ask me such a

question 7 I hate to be pestered with useless questions. There,

don’t spill the coffee over my dressing gown.*;
44 It was not ray fault.”
44 Certainly not, madam. I am always to blame, whatever

may happen. You are an immaculate personage, my love;”

6aid the elder Tracey, with a sarcastic sneer.
44

1 am at least to be treated with respect,” st\ifl tho lady, with

an undefinable dignity of expression.
44 Who wishes to treat you with disrespect 7” said the husband;

44 but don’t pother me when I am reading the newspaper—I hate

to be interrupted.”

Mrs. Tracey turned to Alfred Tracey, and silently dispensed

the hospitalities of the table. The young man received her at-

tentions with a mixture of deference and regard^ which she

could not fail to observe# He gradually diverted her mind from

its depression by a conversation upon general topics. Hie voice

was subdued and low, his manner kind and gentle ; and she was

insensibly beguiled into a frank expression of her opinions.

44 By the by,” said the young man, 44 we had a pleasant party

at the Willoughbys the other evening.”
• 4

1 do not estimate the pleasures of large assemblies very

highly,” said Mrs. Tracey* with a sigh.

44 Nor I ; but the Willoughbys belong to the ton, and one is

always sure of meeting the best society in the city at their

soirees.”

Mrs. Tracey assented, and the young man continued :
44 Tho

lion of the evening was Mr. Montressor, the rich traveler, whose
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82 THE GOLDEN RULE.
singular rccoguttiou of you excited my surprise. Ho seems to

have been an old acquaintance of yours?”

“ i knew him previous to his departure to the East,” said the

lady, reservedly.

“ His riches, or his eccentricities, have excited some interest

in the fashionable circles,” said Alfred Tracey, keenly scruti

niziog the countenance of the person whom be was addressing.

“ His name has been connected also with a nice bit of scandal.

It is said tha! he bas had a beautiful Georgian woman under his

protection, and that bis residence, in A street, where ho

has been living en garcon, is fitted op in a style of oriental niag-

nificence. All the young fellows about town have been crazy

to see her, but in vain. Fred. Willoughby told me, last evening,

that she had been taken ill suddenly, on Friday night, during

the absence of Mr. Mootrcssor, and died a few hours afterwards.

He added that Montressor had refused to see his friends, and

was in a state of mind bordering on distraction.”

These sentences, slowly and distinctly uttered, were listened

to by Mrs. Tracey without interruption. The unembarrassed

countenance of the listener defied the penetrating gaze of the

young man. If any suspicions iu relation to tho former acquaint-

ance of Mrs, Tracey and Wilfred Montressor had gained access

to his bosom, they were at least, for the time, completely de-

stroyed. Her reply was calm and collected.

“ I pay little attention to scandal, Alfred. Wo cannot judge

of a man like Mr. Moutressor by the ordinary rules of human

conduct. The qualities of his mind and heart, at the time I knew
him, were such as to excite universal esteem.”

“Of whom are you speaking ?” asked Owen Tracey, turning

abruptly from the newspaper.
“ Mr. Montressor.”

“ Ah t the proud upstart we met at Mrs. Willoughby’s the

other evening. Pray, modern, where did you become acquainted

with him?”
“ He visited af my mother’s, occasionally.”

“And yon met him in society?”

“ No, sir.”

* “Ah! you did not go much into society at that time, I be-

lieve:”

“ No, sir.”

“ Money makes the mare go. You are rich now, madam

;

that is, your husband is rich, and you visit where you please.

That was before you had the happiness of becoming my wife?”

“Yes, sir.” • •

“*No, sir/ and ‘yea, sir/ You are devilish short this morn-

ing,” said the elder Tracey, with the glance of a demon. He
slowly folded up the journal he had been perusing; and throw it

carelessly upon a sofa behiud him.

At this moment a domestic entered the apartment and handed
]

a card to the master of the bouse.

Owen Tracey glanced at the inscription, and audibly pronoun-

ced the name “Francis Mortimer.”

“The gentleman is waiting.” said tbe servant.

“8how him into my sitting room,” said Mr. Tracey; “I wrff‘

be there in a fey minutes ”

The domestic retired, and the elder Tracey commenced sip-

ping his coffee.

“It is cold,” said he, returning the cap to Mrs., Tracey;

“another cup, madam.”
He sipped the smoking beverage, then glancing toward his

wife, he inquired:

“ Who made this coffee?”

“ I made it.”

“ You ! so I supposed : and why, in the name of common sense,

did you not suffer Margaret to make it—she is hired for such

purposes ?”

“ Margaret prepared the coffee yesterday morning, and yon
did not like it.”

“ You have improved on it with a vengeanoe. It is devilish

poor stuff, madam; devilish poor stuff.”

“ Brother!” interposed Alfred Tracey.

“Well, sir?”

“You are unreasonably harsh this morning.”

The retired merchant, musingly iuquirt’d of tho young man :

” When did this lady, my wile, constitute you her champion?”

“ Brother, you forget yourself strangely. I constitute myself

the champion of any lady who is grossly iusulted iu my pre-

sence.”

“ Stop, Alfred, for Heaven’s sake !” cried Mrs. Tracey.

The eyes of Owen Tracey glowed with the ferocity of a tiger.

With his hands placed upon his knees, he bent forward on the

table, and iu a harsh, grating voice, muttered distinctly:

“It is you, Alfred, who forgot yourself. I received you into my
house to save yea from want, uot to endure your impertinence.”

A cold, glittering smile, played upon the features of the

young man ;
but he did not reply, and the next moment Owen

Tracey left tbe apartment.

Mrs. Tracey burst into tears.

“ This brother of mine is a heartless scoundrel/' said the

young man.

The lady instantly checked her tears, and turning to Alfred

observed, gravely

:

“The man of whom you are speaking is my^lmsband.”
“ And my brother.”

“ Say no more, Alfred ; my feelings have been sorely tried,

and triumphed for the moment over, the necessities of my po-

sition. Do not aggravate the sufferings which you cannot relieve.

And remember, also, that a wife who respects herself, and who
desires the respect of others, ertnnot listen to remarks derogatory

to her husband from any quarter.”

The young man was about to reply, but Mrs. Tracey con-

tinued, -imploringly:

“ Spare me, Alfred.”

“Iam silent on the forbidden topic. Yet surely you will

permit me to regard you as a dear sister, and to evince my desire

for your happiness, and my sympathy for your sufferings.”

Mrs. Tracey listened, not without surprise, to the young man’s

appeal. Her judgment of his disposition and character was in-

sensiby shaken by the apparent openness and earnestness of his

language.

“ I am not ungrateful for the kiud wishes of those who take

an interest in me,” she said, tremulously ; and then added, with

a faint smile—“ but not a word of sympathy.”

‘M ou will accept my friendship ?” said Alfred Tracey, eagerly.1

1H1 will be my friend?”

/• Ifoomdeserve it,” replied the lady, seriously.

“I comprehend you. Mrs. Tracey. I have heretofore sum

pectejkthat you had formed an unfavorable opinion of me—
periling not without reason. I plead guilty to many of the

follieJTftud some of tbe vices, of youth. The restraints of
pareumi vffnderness, and the benefits of ir regular system of
mental training, have been wanting to me: and I have grown op
to miinhuAl uuder $e influence of associations which have not
jeuded/R) instruct o? elevate me. I cannot padiate my faults,

but I sincerely regret them.”

-“You have talents, Alfred—good feelings.”

“I know what you would say. Do not seek to flatter mo
into a more reputable coone of action. What k need, princi-

pally, is a friend to whom I can freely qpburden myself, who
will be interested in my progress, and ^will reciprocate my
esteem. Jt*Seems to me that the existence of such a tie would
add new charms to life, and render the World a theatre of honor-

able exertion.”

It would be difficult to analyze the precise effect which the

language of the yonng man produced upon Mrs* Tracey. Her
thoughts had beeu agitated by the vulgar coarseness of her
husband, and tbe iutvlfranee of Alfred Thicey had excited a
sense of mingled- sorrow und displeasure. She had been accus-

tomed to regard the latter as a young man, not destitute of
intellect or acquirements, whose time was devoted to frivolous,

perhaps profligute. pursuits. But the display of manly feelings

and honorable intentions, which be had just made, disarmed her
prejudices and tier suspicions.

“ You do uot answer me, my sister,” continued tlie young
man, in n tone of enftvaty.

“ My friendship can avail you little,” said Mrs. Tracey, sadly.

•* I live atnoug my books, and have accustomed myself to their

society
”

“ It is thither, chiefly—to your pleasant library and its silent

guests—that 1 desire to be admitted*”

»
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84 THE GOLDEN RULE
•• You can go over it carefully at your leisure. You will perceive

that we have extricated ourselves from a hazardous speculation,

not only without loss, but with a clear profit of one thousand dol-

lars. Ecce signum /”

The broker again resorted to bis wallet, and taking therefrom

a roll of bank notes, he counted out five bills, of the denomina-

tion of one hundred dollars, and placed them on the desk of the

old merchant. A gleam of pleasure played upon the counte-

nance of Owen Tracey, as be glanced alternately from his visitor

to the bank notes.

“The golden days' are not yet over,” continued Mortimer,

with a ringing, musical laugh, that echoed the miserly delight of

the other.

“You have done well, very well indeed,” replied the mer-

chant; “I bad made up my mind to a loss on the Hallowell.”

“ Fifteen per cent in twenty-four hours, is a great rise, Mr.

Tracey. There has been some tight cornering in tbe Hailowell

stock which has not leaked out as yet.”

" Might we not have done betterstill, by holding on a few days?”
“ A great risk, my dear sir—a great risk. I should not be sur-

prised if the Hallowed stock were to-day as flat as a pan-cake.”

“ Indeed ! wed you know best.” The speaker laid his hand

upon the bank notes and continued : “ A bird in the hand is

worth two in the bush.”
44 Not always, not always, Mr. Tracey. You have embarked

with me several times, not unsuccessfully, in hazardous specula-

tions. Now if you are disposed to venture a grand bit, I feel con-

fident that I call pfopose a scheme to you by which we can

pocket twenty thousand dollars a piece in thirty days.”

“ Twenty thousand dollars !” said Owen Tracey, elevating his

oice.
“ Not a cent less, at the most^moderate calculation of success.

It may be swelled to a much larger amount.”

The merchwt rubbed his hands briskly together.

“ Explain yourself, Mr. Mortimer.”

“ The nature of my occupation,” said the broker, with the

xnoat unpretending suavity of manner, 44 enables me to acquire,

oftentimes, an intimate acquaintance with the position of a par-

ticular stock. The communication which I am about to make to

you wdl be considered strictly confidential.”

« Certainly, sir,” replied Mr. Tracey, nervously. 14 Proceed at

once.”

Mortimer glanced at the merchant with a keen, yet iurtive,

look of inquiry. Then taking a memorandum book from his

pocket, he carelessly turned over the leaves until he arrived at

the page whioh be sought. *

“ Ah ! here it is. Tie-main facts to which I ask your attention

are these : The stock of the Wexford Rail Road Company has

been selling very low in the market on account of reported losses.

On Friday last it was quoted At 29. I have ascertained from the

moat reliable sources that the whole stock ol the compauy, with

the exception of about fifty thousand dollars, has been recently

transferred to a wealthy gentleman of this city^ I do not know

whether you are acquainted with the individual to whom I al-

lo4e, Wilfred Montressor, Esq?”
11 Yes—yes—I have Beeh him.”

»We%my dear sir, this gentleman is immensely rich and some-

what eocentric, withal. He has investigated the alleged losses

of the Wexford Rail Road Company, and is so well satisfied

with the result of the examination that he has determined to re-

gard his stock as a permanent investment. He is confident that

it will UHoine/ln a few years, a good seven per cent stock.”

•* But 1 do not see the exact bearing of ail this, Mr. Mortimer.”

n No T” said the broker, with a tone of surprise. 44 Permit me

to exhibit the foundation of a most beauiiful, most striking, ope-

ration. By no possibility can there be over one thousand shares

of this stock in the market. The original shares were fifty dol-

lars. We will go into the street tm our joint account and buy all

that is offered at market prices, and on time, my dear Mr. Tracey,

on time, at thirty or xty days, without limit. In a few days

we shall hold bona fide the greater .portion of the above named

one thousand shares. At the end of the thirty orsixty days where

will the sellers on time be? nicely cornered, my drar sir; in the

trap, Mr. Tracey, to the snug euni of cent per cent.”

“ But are there no obstacles T”

“ None, whatever. Of course there will be a necessity for

cash funds to a reasonable amount. Our daily operations will

probably be attended with a daily rise in tbe stock, but holding

the game in our own hands we can afford to play the cards bold-

ly. We must not hesitate until we have rendered every thing

positively certain.”

“ The scheme appears to be framed with your usualjudgment,”

said tbe retired merchant, coolly, yet with a twinkle of satisfac-

tion in his dull grey eyes.

“ Aud you will participate with me in the hazard and success

of the operation ?”

44 It is indeed very tempting : but the ready money. My funds

on deposit won’t exceed ten thousand dollars at tbe utmost.”
44 Modest—exceedingly modest—upon my word,” said the

broker, with a low silvery laugh. You forget that I am a deni-

zen of Wall street, where the signature of Owen Tracey to any
amount for which it can be obtained is as good as that of the

greatest operator on ’Change.”

A feeling of pride involuntarily flushed the merchant’s cheek.

As was his custom when greatly pleased, he rubbed his hands

brirkly together, and observed : “ It looks well, Mr. Mortimer v

it looks well.”
14 Now is the time to strike, my dear sir. Will you consent to

join me, and go at once into the field ?”

44 A little time for reflection,” replied Mr. Traoey :
44 a few

hours, only, and I will inform you of my determination.”
44 Be it so, then,” rejoined the broker, rising. 44 Everything

depends upon you ; for the operation sot only requires more
funds than I have at disposal, but the agency of two persons ap-

parently unconnected with each other.”
44 Yes, yes,—I understand. You shall hear from me soon, Mr.

Mortimer.”

The broker, with a low bow and a mellifluous 44 good morn-
ing,” took his departure. ^
The old merchant, absorbed in his reflections, did not hear

the slight tap upon tbe door of his apartment, which preceded,

the entrance of another visiter. But the sound of approaching

footsteps arrested his attention, and as be became sensible of the

jftesence of Alfred Tracey, a frown, black as a thunder-cloud,

gathered upon his countenance.
u Keep cool, brother,” said the young man, with a smile ;

44 keep
cool, and hear me. I owe you an apology. I confess that I waa
a fool to interfere with your family discipline, this morning.”

44 Your insolence—” f

44 No hard words, Owen. They lead to quarrels, and I have
no leisure for a quarrel at this moment. Besides, I come to ask
a favor of you.” He glanced at the bank notes, which were ly-

ing upon the merchant’s writing ctesk, and continued :
44 1 want

the loan of a hundred dollars for a few days.”

Owen Tracey clutched the bank notes in his grasp, and re-

plied, in a coarse, husky voice :

44 Your insolence and your extravagance are intolerable.”
44As for my insolence, as you call it, I have made an ample

apology, and there is nothing more to be said ; but as for extrava-

gance, I defy ”

44 What have you done with the fifty dollars which I gave yo«
three days ago.”

44 Loaned me, Owen ; not gave me.”
44 Loaned you,” said the merchant, with a sneer. 44 What se-

curity for repayment have l from a penniless vagabond, who
squanders every dollar he can obtain in riot and debauchery ?”

44 Upon my word, you are complimentary,” said Alfred Tracey-,

laughing; “you are the best judge of tbe security of your loans;

but pray, what, is fifty dollars to a young man in New York ?”
44 When I was at your time of life^ my board and lodging, and

fifty dollars, was the reward of a year’s hard service.”

14 A merchant’s clerk !”

44 What are you?” demanded the elder brother, angrily.
44 A gentleman,” replied the younger Tracey, tapping the heed

of his boot, repeatedly, with a small whalebone cane.
44 A gentleman vagabond.”
44 Do you really intend to insult me 7” said the young man,

with a singular glance, half ironical, half in earnest.

“ A man who has not pride euough to maintain himself inde-

pendently, has not euough to feel or resent an insult.”

w
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“ A sententious maxim, Owen ; bat not true, I assure you.

However, an indispensable engagement binders me from indulg-
ing in the luxury of a quarrel this morning. I am out of money
entirely, and I have occasion for one of those bits of paper that
you grasp so tightly.”

u Not a cent-—not a cent more, to uphold you in your present
-vicious courses.”

“ Nonsense
;
you don’t mean it. With your hundreds and thou-

sands in actual possession, you will not refuse me this trifling ac-

commodation 7”

11 But I will, though,” exclaimed Owen Tracey. “ Every dol-
lar given to yon is thrown away

:
yes, worse than thrown away.

I am resolved that no more of my money Bhall be scattered
among yonr vile associates.”

(i My associates are gentlemen.”
" You may hoodwink others, Alfred ; but I am too well in-

formed of your habits to be deceived by you. You are a dis-

grace to my name and house.”
“ Complimentary, again,” said the younger Tracey, laughing.

41 After expending so many fine words upon me you cannot do
less than grant me the loan I solicit. I am confident you will
oblige me/'

4i I will not,** said the merchant, doggedly.
4t You will, Owen.” The features of the young man were il-

lumined by the cold, glittering, fiendish smile, we have attempt-
ed to describe. “ You are rich, my dear brother, and I am poor.
Fortune plays strange freaks in this world. You were once as
poor as I. On the other band, I might have been as rich as you.”
Owen Tracey turned, inquiringly, towards the speaker.
“ Richer, perhaps, if—if—”
“If what, Alfred?”

11 Jj I hadforged a mil /**

These words fell upon tlie ears of the merchant with crushing

power. He started from his seat convulsively, and glared wild-

ly in the face of his brother. The cold, sneering smile which
met his gaze seemed to freeze his vitals, and be sank back upon
the chair. His head rested languidly upon the table near him,

and the bank notes which he ha<| clutched so determinedly fell

from his relaxed fingers.
M Aha ! my dear brother,” said Alfred Tracey, approaching the

table and taking up one of the notes, which he folded carelessly

and thrust iuto his vest pocket. “ You have cbauged your mind,
as I predicted. I understand your temper better than you do
yourself. You are not, after all, the miserly old curmudgeon that

people call you, and I am deeply grateful for this act of generosi-

ty. You have my free permission to scold or beat your w ife as

ranch as you pleaso ; only, if you love me, do it iu my absence.”

A deep groan burst from the stunned and bewildered mer-
chant.

There was a strange sense of relief to his oppressed faculties

as he heard the door of the apartment, and the outer door of the

mansion, open and close in rapid succession.

It was needful for him to be alone and to reflect.

»
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A MORNING DREAM~
“Mepuoe, pares O!”

44 The curfew tolls the knell of parting day,

The lowing herds wind slowly o’er the lea,”

The village children gape, and leave their play,

To see a load consign’d to Ass & Bray
Of Gas and Moonshine.

“ What beck’ning ghost, along the moonlight shade,
Invite6 my step, and points to yonder glade,”
As heavy laden through the lane I go,

With freight, consign’d to Sexton, Spade & Co.
Of Ready made Coffins.

u There’s mist on the mountain, and mist on the ground,
There’s mist on the waters, and mist all around,”

And the cows are rejoicing to see the mist flow
From a barrel I’m taking to Sky-blue & Co.

Of Hot Barley Swill.

“ The clock strikes one

;

we take no note of time,

But by its loss !” still duty bids me go
With speed to overhaul that load below
Of Bells, consign’d to Berrien & Co.

For Trinity Chimes.

“ How happy could I be with either,

Were th’ other dear charmer away,”

But now by the looks of the weather,

My cargo will no longer stay

Of Mottos and Kisses.

“ Fare-thee-well; and if for ever

!

Still for ever, fare-thee-well

A something strikes me, and I never,

Try’d to hear that Breakfast Bell

For Tea and Toast.

Brooklyn, 1846. Wide awake, 7 A M. G.

©riginal 0ketcl)ts.

REMINISICENCES OF COLLEGE LIFE.
“ In the morning of life when its cares are nnknown,
And its pleasures in all their new lustre begin;
When we lire in a bright beaming world of our own,
And the light, that surrounds os, is all from within

:

Of oar smiles, of oar hopes, His the gay sunny prime.—[T. Moons.’ 1

Or all the beauties of the mind, there is none, the exercise of

which is capable of affording to man a purer source of enjoy-

ment than memory.
It may with propriety be called the link that binds, in indis-

soluble connection, the past to the present; and without this

link, the soul of man would be but a poor, destitute, naked
being, with an everlasting blank spread over it, except the fleet-

ing ideas of the present moment.
When, at times, man yields to the pressure of untoward events

from without, and naught but disaster appears to await upon his

every present adventure ; while, in the sullen aspect of the

future, no beam of hope breaks upon the view ; at such times of

despondency, memory, like an angel of mercy, offers a solace to

assuage the keenest sorrow. By swallowing up the present in

the past, the burden of existing trials and afflictions gives way
to the recollections of “ Auld Lang Syne,” with its cheering as-

sociations, in contemplation of which the eye beams with re-

animated hope, and the countenance becomes radiant with

new kindled joy.

Tliere is something peculiarly attractive about a College life,

and the recollections of it are always sure to inspire the mind

with agreeable and inspiriting influences. The similarity and

nature of the pursuits which engage the attention ofyoung men,

brought together from different sections of the country, who

occupy common walls, naturally creates a kind of clannish feel-

ing, which, in a measure, sets them apart and distinguishes them
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from the world without. There is, too, among college students

generally an “ esprit da corps,' which is an ennobling character-

istic, and is seldom f>uud except where cultivated intellect is

associated with the nicest sense of honor.

Byron has somewhere said, that it was one of the saddest

feelings of his life, to think that he was no longer a boy ; and a

kindred sentiment might be feelingly uttered by one who,

having passed through the prescribed course of studies, finds

himself arrived at the period when bo is called upon to bid

adieu to the halls of his “ Alma Mater,” around which cluster so

many pleasing recollections, and to be ushered upon “ the world’s

wide platform.”

It is sometimes an employment franght with interest and

pleasure to retrace the years, and running back through the

vista of time, to allow the mind to dwell upon this halcyon

period of life. Memory performs for the mind, what the retina

does for the eye ; the images h paints, however, it preserves,

while with the natural eye the object and the image vanish co-

incidently. When we thus revisit the scenes to which we allude,

the college buildings, the balls, the recitation rooms, the chapel,

and the countenances of remembered associates, and even the

incidents which transpired, assume all the magical vividness of

the reality. We recall to mind the words of wisdom and admi-

ration, as they fell from the lips of learned instructors, with all

their original impressions, while the memory of hours spent over

the love of Ancient Greece and Rome, and the indefatigable

mental toil in the solution of intricate mathematical problems, is

not forgotten.

Of those that now remain, of those who were the co-partners

with us in the pursuit of knowledge, there is one who occupies

the foremost place in the mind’s eye, and is especially remem-
bered as thej| fellow occupant of room No. — : we mean our

chum. There are few of the uninitiated who can adequately

appreciate the true import and significance of this ironysyllabic

term. A chum, in college, is, aside from your own blood re-

latious, the nearest and dearest friend you possess in the world,

and as such, you are bound, at least by college jurisprudence,

to regard his reputation as your own, to vindicate his character

from the aspersions of malice or jealousy, and should occasion

t
require, you are not to avoid even personal altercation, if neces-

sary to defend his character or his person from injury. The
individual who sustained to us the relation, the import of which
we have endeavored to explain, had been endowed by nature

with great powers of mind, which had been farther enriched

by study and cultivation ; upon his countenance there usually

beamed an air of satisfaction, and apparent cheerfulness: nor did

the external indications belie his natural disposition. He never

gave loose rein to anger, resentment, or any kindred passion.

But, withal, he was a great lover of mischief, and, in whatever

circle he was found, an effervescence of some kind was the

never failing accompaniment. \Ye have now in mind an inci-

dent in which he was the main actor.

It was a oold and bleak night in the month of January, 182-,

the wind whistled around the corners and through every chink

and crevice of the building. Its dirge-like and planitive music
was well designed to inspire the mind with melancholy and
gloom, while the cloads of snow which were driven furiously by
the wind, added to a keen frosty air, rendered the night a severe

and tempestuous one. It so happened that at the period referred

to, the morning recitation was held at some considerable distance
from the place of study, so that the prospect of sating an early
morning walk, through an untrodden path, and a piercing air,

might have had its influence in prompting to the following ad-
venture :

My chum had been seated for some time apparently deeply en-
gaged in his studies, when, rising abruptly from his seat, he threw
aside his Xenophon and Lexicon, aud addressing me with a sig-
nificant gesture, left the room. Not caring to trouble myself
with his plans, the tenor of which I had, from long intimacy,
grown familiar with, I continued engaged with my studies, and
while thus occupied, I was, after the expiration of about one
hour, slightly startled at bearing footsteps, apparently with mea-
aured tread, stealthily approach the door. What was my surprise
at soon seeing the door open slowly, and a person of ebouy hue,
moBl fantastically accoutred, enter ! I was at first disposed to dis-

pute the eutrauce of the uukhown person, when, closely survey-

ing the intruder, I succeeded, despite the application of burnt

cork and disguised apparel, in recognizing the well kngwn phy-

siognomy of my room mate.
“ Why,” I exclaimed, “ P

,
you look like an imp of Vul-

caos, just escaped ftom the forge.” He made no reply, but di-

vesting himself of his cuter garment, he proceeded to deposit at

my feet the spoils of his evening’s expedition, which proved to

be a ponderous piece of iron, about three feet in ltngtb.

After I bad examined it, he proceeded to find a place in which
to Becrete it, which having accomplished, be divested himself of

bis disguises, and committed himself to the armsof the “ dreamy
god.”

Ou the ensuing morning the bellman discovered his task to be
one of much difficulty, for by dint of great laboring and palling

at the rope not the faintest echo of sound could be obtained.

—

Surprise and astonishment, however, reashed its culminating

point, when it was ascertained that the bell had been sacrilegious-

ly robbed of its clapper. Morning recitations were, therefore,

necessarily omitted, and my chum was among the first to express

his surprise and chagrin that the bell bad not, as usual, aroused

him from his morning slumbers.

This is but one of the many exhibitions of youthful insubor-

dination to the severe disciplinary regulations of the faculty of

the institution.

Ou another occasion on an intensely cold night in the month
of February the bell had been placed in an inverted positic n, and
thus filled with water, which freezing, rendered it entirely unfit

for any of the purposes for which it was intended. And not

long after this last event transpired, the bellman, in the perform-

ance of his morning duty, could find no trace of the rope which

furnished the connecting link between himself and the morning

alarm. His duty was, therefore, as on a former occasion, omitted.

How far my chum was implicated in these last mentioned ex-

ploits, I am unable and unwilling to say; but regard for veracity

compels me to state, that on each of the nights preceding these

occurrences, his bed, at the “ n6on of night,” was without an
occupant.

But, anon, the buoyant period of youth, teeming with its inci-

dents of mirth and frivolity, passes away. A sober judgment and

purer reason, chastened by the experience of years, asserts su-

premacy in the mind.

It need not, therefore, surprise any one to be iuformed that the

hero of the belfry and steeple is now a respected clergymanr hav-

ing charge of a large and wealthy parish, and himself enjoying a

wide spread and well earned reputation for talent and ability of

the first order, as rector of a Protestant Kpiscppal Church, located

in one of the first cities of the Union.

The time passed in college may be said to embrace the poetic

period of existence
; it is spent devoid of care, and is generally

a period of unsullied enjoyment.

The youthful imagination at this time invests life with all the
enchantment of romance. Time and experience often disclose

the delusion, and, like the gems which glisten on the dew-djup,

which swiftly vanish before the morning sun, the visions of hap-

piness and ambition, so common in youth, are dissipated by the

stern realities of life. Some, indeed, attain the goal of their am-
bition ; but with the great majority, the best years of life are spent,

while wealth, distinction, and happiness, prove to be airy phan-
toms which pass away “ like the baseless fabric of a vision.”

Canandaigua, N. Y. j. u. s.

The Public Lands.—The nett proceeds of the sales of the pub-
lic lands fof the last fiscal year were $2,077,022—oraboutone mil-
lion five hundred and sixty-seven thousand acres; and from the lest

sales in 1787 up to the end of the last fiscal year, $118,607,835w
The average annual sales have been below two millions of acres;

yet the aggregate sales in 1834-5-6-7, were a fraction over fifty-

one aud a quarter millions. In consequence of the speculation
mania of that period, the sales of a single year amounted to aboat
fifteen millions, and formed one of the principal items in the vast
increase of the public revenue. In 1837 they were suddenly re-

duced to about the usual amount.—[Jour, of Com.

Movement op the Atmosphere.—It has been found by long-
continued anemometric observation, that the atmosphere in oar
latitude is moving constantly northward at the rate of about tan
miles an hour.—[Mechanics’ Magazine.
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Cijotce BtUttions.

MY HEART IS LIKE THE BEK
BY E. E. B. MAOLELLAN.

On ! my Heart it like the Bee

—

For it danceth up and down

O’er each happy thing it sees,

In the country, in the town.

Oh ! my Heart ia like the Bee

—

For ’tie ever murmuring

A low tune of quiet joy

O’er each fair and lovely thing.

Oh ! my Heart it like the Bee—
Fear from every thing it meete,

Be it ffcir, or be it foul,

It tacks nothing hat the eweete.

Oh 1 my Heart le like the Bee—
For from every lowly flower

It doth bring a solace home
For the cold and wintry hoar.

Oh ! my Heart is like the Be<^
For all gently it shall creep,

At the even-song of life,

To its uest, and go to sleep.

But my Heart ’s.notf like the Bee—
It shall wake again, and fly

Where the sweet things never wither,
And the bright things never die.

And my Heart ’s not like the Bee—
’Twill he then a bliss to know,

That ’twas a wise and fhitfcfel heart,

To SXH NOUOHT BVT OOOO MLOW?

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF VAN DIE-
MEN'S LAND-

Amongst the feathered tribe we have emus, black swan, wild
fowl, eagle haws, cockatoos, crows, parrots, &c.; we have a few
.swallows; they are smaller than those at home. The finny
tribe are barracoota, native salmon, flat-head, rock cod, trum-
peter, crawfish, rock oysters, muscles, cockles, Szc. I have stood
cm the wharf and seen boys dip their hats in the water and
catch fish by hatsful. The animals are the forester, wallaby L

and bantecoot, qllof the kangaroo species; opossums; the last

ran about the trees like monkeys, at night; I have been out two
or three times, on moonlight nights, shooting them ; native dog,
native devil, wombat, musk rat, &c. There are no wild black
natives in the Colony, owing to there having been several
bloody encounters between them and the settlers; all the blacks
were caught and sent to Flanders’ Island, where they are main-
tained at the expense of Government. Of the venomous reptiles,
the most numerous are the black, the diamood, and the whip-
«nake, tbe deaf adder, guanas, and the blood-suckers ; the snakes
are all deadly ; a person bitten by the deaf adder survives only
^five minutes; if by the others perhaps an hour or two, and others
till son-set. A poor boy, the other week, pot his hand into a rab-
bit hole, was bitten by a snake and died that night; his father
went and dug a snake out five feet long ; some measure ten and
twelve feet. A man was bit on the finger, and instantly cat it

off; a few days after he went to show it to another man, who
took np the finger, smelt of it, and such was the noxious state of
the poisoned finger that be dropped dead. The only cure is by
instantly cutting out the part bitten, or sacking, or getting sucked
oat, the poison. The blacks have saved many lives by the last

method. A young lady, in the bash, was bitten on the leg; a
Crown prisoner sucked out the poisou, and saved her life, for
which Government gave him his pardon. A favorite terrier
bitch, belonging to eur people, was with me in the bush one
day ; she made a rush at something at my feet— I instantly saw
a snake, a twenty-minute gentleman— 1 knocked her on odo
ride and killed it myself. Shortly afterwards, I gave the bitch
to Mr. Young, of the Grange farm ; she seized a large diamond
snake near his house—her temerity cost her her life—she was
bitten and died in an hour.

Of the venomous insects, the chief arc the scorpion, which
stings with its tail, the centipede, as fatal as the snake, and the
tarantula, whose bite, it is said, is cured only by music. The
principal timber trees are the gum, peppermint, sassafras, she-
oak, Hoon pine (equal to maple), and Miniosa, or black wattle

;

the* bark of the latter is sent to England for tanning. All vege-
tables and fruits, common to Eogmnd, thrive here, but do not
attain that perfection. The stone fruit is more abundant, with-
out tbe flavor. No frost nips the bud or blights the blossom.
Peaches and apricots are very plentiful, haira-quartern being
•old for one penny, a quart of green gages for a penny, and
other kinds oi fruit equally chearT The fig, date, orange, lemon,
pomegranate, and almond, also flourish here

;
grapes delicious

—

at this time you can have a ponud fur a penny ; the peach and
apricot trees are not trained on the wall, bat grow in gardens
like apple trees ; the passion-flower grows and runs up the fronts
of houses; geraniums reach an amazing height, and are twined
into hedge-rows; fuchsias prosper well; I have seen tall and
elegant bushes of the latter, a beautiful sight; I have also seen a
cactus, in the front of a gentleman’s house, twenty feet high

;

American aloes are very common, and very soon attain an im-
mense size ; all the flowers and plants I have mentioned are
planted garden, and remain there throughout the winter,

and flourish most luxuriantly ; any thing you like to stick m the
ground appears to grow. From these facts you will infer that it
is a fine climate ; I can assure you it is ; very healthy, though
very changeable—the sky generally clear, unclouded and bnl-
liant

; very little troubled with rain in the summer ; when it does
come, we have it for a day or two in torrents ; one day will be
almost insupportably hot, and perhaps the next very cold—or
the morning will be extremely hot, and about 4 o’clock, p. m.,
a sea breeze will set in, and the afternoon and evening will then
be very cold 1 1 may he that tin • injurious effects of tbfcae sudden
changes are counterbalanced by the salubrity of the sea breeze

;

at the time i write, the weather is positively enchanting, neither
hot nor cold, beautifully warm, satiny days. .Owing to fbe diy-
ness of the weather, and the great heat of the sun in summer,
the eye cannot detect, in the landscape, that luxuriant aspect
which decks the fertile plains of Old England. We have hot
winds, and I have seen the leaves of hawthorn hedges, and of
fruit trees completely withered by them. The month of March
was considered hotter than any summer I ever experienced in
England. Our Alpine kind of scenery is every where wild,
romantic, and picturesque. It would be presumptuous and
futile in me to attempt to depict or delineate the n&ttmlheanties
of the colony

;
picture to yourself glens, della, gullies, caves,

ravines, and Indian 'jangles, and you have it.-n-[ Van Diemen’s
Land as it is.

Strange Medical Anecdote.—A man was pressed on board
one of his Majesty’s ships early in the late revolutionary war.
While on board this vessel in the Mediterranean be received a
fall from the yard-arm, and when he was picked up be was found
to be insensible. The vessel soon after making Giberaltar, he
was deposited in sn hospital in that place, where be remained
for some months, still insensible ; ana some time after he was
brought from thence to a depot for sailors at Deptford. While
he was at Deptford, the surgeon, under whose care be was, was
visited by Mr. Davy* who was then an apprentice at this hos-
pital; the surgeon said to Mr. Davy, "1 Jwve a ease which I

think you would like to see. It is a man who has been insen-
sible for many mouths: he lies on his back with very few signs
of life; he breathes, indeed, has a pulse, and some motion in his
fingers : but in all other respects he is apparently deprived of all

powers of mind, volition, or sensation.’* Mr.- Davy went to see
the case, and on examining the patient found a slightdepression
on one part of the head. Being informed of the accident which
had occasioned this depression, he recommended the man to be
sent to St. Thomas’s Hospital. He was placed under the care
of Mr. Cline; and when he was first admitted into the hospital,

I saw him lying on his back, breathing without any great diffi-

culty, his pulse regular, his arms extended, and ms fingers
moving to and fro to the motion of his heart, so that yon could
count his poise by tbit motion of his fingers. If he wanted food
he had the power of moving his lips and tongue ; and this action
was the signal to his attendants for supplying this want. Mr.
Cline, on examining his head, found an obvioas depression ; and
thirteen months after the accident he was carried into the ope-
rating theatre, and there trephined. The depressed portion of
the bone was elevated from the skull. While he -was lying on
the table the motion of bis fingers went on daring the operation,
but do sooner was the portion of bone raised than it ceased.
The operation was performed at one o’clock in -the afternoon

;

and at four o’clock, as I was walking through the wards, I went
op to the man’s bedside, and was surprised to see him sitting up
in his bed. He had raised himself on bis pillow. I asked nim
if he felt any pain, and he immediately put his hand to bis head.
This showed that volition and sensation were returning. In four
days from that time the mao was able to get out or bed and
began to converse ; and in a few days more he was able to tell

us where he came from. He recollected the Circumstance of
his having been pressed, and carried down to Plymhnth or Fal-

mouth ; but from that moment up to the time the operation was
performed (that is, for a period of thirteen months and some
days), his mind had remained in a perfect state of oblivion. He
He had drunk, as it were, the cup of Lethe; he has suffered a
complete death, as far as regarded his mental and almost his

bodily powers; but by removing a small poriion of bone with
the saw, he was at ouce restored to all the functions of his mind,

and almost all the powers of his body.—[8ir Astley Cooper.

The Eneroetic Spirit or Americans.—The Hon. John
Wentworth, of Illinois, himself an emigrant to that State from
New Hampshire, in a late speech thus happily hits off the emi-

grating spirit of Americans:

—

44 He had a friend in Obio, as long

ago as it was on the frontier. He had been moving and moving
away from the inroads of society, until he had reached the banks

ofthe Mississippi, and was about to move again. He asked him
his reason. He said it was the dying advice of his father 4 to

keep twenty miles beyond law and calomel As a doctor and

lawyer were now within fifteen miles, ho thought it time to puli

up stakes and move.”
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Military Politeness.—The Most striking instance of mili-

tary politeness on record, is probablty an occurrence at the

famous battle of Fontenoy, as related by Voltaire in his * Siecle

de Louis XV.' They (tne English) were now about fifty yards

distant. A regiment of English guards, those of Campbell, and
the royal Scots, were the first ; Sir James Campbell was their

lieutenant-general, and Mr. Churchill, the natural grandchild of

the great Duke of Marlborough, their brigadier. The English

officers saluted the French by pulling off their hats. The Count
of Chabanoe and the Duke de Birou, who were advancod, and
all the officers of the French guards, returned them the salute.

Lord Charles Hay, captain of the English guards, cried, * Gentle-
men of the French guards, fire !* The Count d’Auteroche, at

that time lieutenant of the grenadiers, and afterwards captain,

replied in a loud voice, * Gentlemen, we never fire first—fire

yourselves !’ The English then gave them a running fire ; that

is to say, they fired in divisions, Nineteen officers of the guards
fell by this single discharge; fifty-eight other officers, and 775
soldiers, killed or wounded : in fact ‘ the whole of the first rank
were swept off. .... The English advanced slowly, as if per-

forming their exercise, ihe majors with their canes levelling the

soldiers' guns to make them fire low aud straight !’ One is at a

loss which to admire most—tho politeness and urbanity of the

bequened, bepowdered, belaced, and beruffled officers on both
sides, on the instant of destroying each other wholesale—the

coolness of the men—or the impurturbable sang froid of the
majors, who * with their canes were levelling their soldiers’ gans
to make them fire low.* The whole, however, presents a

picture of the glories of war—the ultima ratio regum, to which
it would be difficult, in tbe whole range of history, to produce
a parallel. It would almost compel our acquiescence with the

assertion of a certain philosopher, that ‘ man is by natare a
fighting animal.'—[Hood's Magazine.

. THE BALM OF SPEECH.

The hum of insects, as they throng
The rammer sunbeam's glorious way ;

, Tbe soaring sky-lark’s early song

;

The nightingale’s mellifluous lay ;

—

Tbe murmur of the peaceful wave ;

The valley-breezes gently sighing

;

’ The wind’s wild voice in mountain cave ;

And Echo from her cell replying ;

—

The soft AFolian lyre, whose notes
Upon the lonely muter rise

;

The church-bells’ hallow'd tone, that floats

. Like music from the distant skies ;

—

' Could never make my spirit feel

So rapt above this lower sphere,

As when affection’s accents steal,

All musical, upon mine ear.

The harmonies of mortal art,

And e’en of nature’s varied strain.

Ne’er touch, as when another’s heart
. Reveals in words our own again.

Oh ! may the melody of speech
Sing to me, while on earth I rove

;

And may the last faint tones that reach
My dying ear be those of love !

A Mesmeric Phenomenon.—With the blanket covering her
head, her face being turned to the wall, Sophia Jones has not un-
frequently described the dress of persons, both male and female,
who have entered the room, even au hour after Bhe has been
lying down in the position stated—her back being towards the
parties. If, under these circumstances, I threw some, sparks at
her, she spoke of their influence being very agreeable, and was
delighted in describing their colors, so brilliant and yellow aud
blue. Sometimes she has spoken of occurrences in the streets

;

then she would revert to me, aud if I went into the dining-room
to breakfast, she would describe to persons remaining in the li-

brary, occurrences taking place in the room in which I happened
to be. She has gone to sleep at eight in the morning in the li-

brary, the servant has taken up the breakfast things at nine into
the dining-room, she has described to me what he has been do-
ing, the color and the pattern of tho plates, the urn, the tea pot,
the nattern of the damask table-cloth. One morning she was
puzzled about the contents of an oval dish, which she described
venr accurately as being placed on a side table, with a knife
in front of it,—the gilt rim of the dish and a colored landscape in
its centre. 8he could not make out the remains of a ham, which
she spoke of rs having four large red knobs. I went into the
room, ami found a large ham bone, which she had very accurately
described. There was very little meat upon it, and when I re-

tained and told her what it was, she apprehended at once tho
real thing, andlobserved that it shonld^not appear there again, for

it was to shaoby to put upon table. It must be remembered,
that she was on the floor, her head and body covered with a
blanket, and a bookcase full of books, besides a wall, interpoeed
between her and the objects which she beheld and clearly de-
scribed. Here was another instance of transmission of light

through opaque masses of matter from or to her cerebral organs.
Critic.

Merit and its Rewards.— Tbe newspapers announce that

Jenny Lind, a singer, is going to St. Petersburg, on promise of a
salary of fifty thousand francs (£2000) per montn. Thomas
Carlyle, who writes books that set mankind a-thinking, lives in

an obscure house at Chelse, not realising perhaps £500 a-year by
his writings. Fanny Ellsler, R dancer, p few weeks ago con-
cluded an engagement at Venice amid a shower of Jldwcrs and
jewels, and then had a Cleopatra-like sail on the Grand Canal,
with twenty bargefuls of nobility after her, while “ Long live

Fanny, the divine artist!” was shouted from the multitude. At
the same time Mr. Wilderspin, who has conferred inestimable
benefits on mankind by tbe establishment of infant school^, is

announced as sinking into poverty, and in need of a subscription

for his relief. A child, called General Tom Thumb, passed
through England atad other countries of western Europe in 1844
’45, realising large sums for bis exhibition as a dwarf; the re-

ceipts in Eainburgh were, if we recollect rightly, £400 in one
day. At the same time Father Mathew, who has produced, by
the labor of a great and good mind, a moral reform unexamplea
in our age, languished in debt incurred through the exertions,

and was only saved from immediate difficulty (not, as we under-
stand, placed in permanent safety) by a collection, bard-wrung,
as snch collections usually are, from a limited number of persons
endowed with an extra share of benevolence, the mass of the

nblic as usual looking calmly on, with their hands in thek
reeches-pockcts.

Canine Jealousy.—Mr. Charles Davis, huntsman of her Ma-
jesty’s stag hounds, informed me that “ a friend of his had a New-
foundland dog, who was a great favorite with the family. While
this dog was confined in the yard, a pet lamb was given to one
of tbe children, and which the former soon discovered to be shar-

ing a portion of those caresses which he had been in tbe habit
of receiving. This circumstance produced so great an effect up-
on tbe poor animal that he fretted, and became extremely un-
well, and refused to eat. Thinking that exercise might be of use
to him be was let loose. No sooner was this done, than tbe dog
watched his opportunity, and seized the lamb in his month. He
was seen conveying it down a lane, about a quarter ofa mile from
his roaster’s bouse, at the bottom of wbich the river Thames flow-
ed. On arriving at it, be held the lamb under water till it was
drowned, and thus effectually got rid of his rival. On examining
the lamb it did not appear to have been bitten or otherwise in-

jured, and it might almost be supposed that the dog had chosen
the easiest death in removing the~object of his dislike.

(Jesse’s Anecdotes of Dogs.

S ymdols.—An Indian of the interior of North America, igno-
rant of the use of letters, supplies the defect by figures of plants
aud animals drawn rudely on rocks, stones, aud trees. These,
from use, are readily understood by the persons of his tribe, bo
that the European regards with wonder the extent and accuracy
of the communication effected by such simple means. The like
necessity of the use of similar, figures must have obliged Adam,
aud tbe patriarchs of the early antediluvian world to have re-
course to the same practice, and to signify acts of every kind by
the figures of plants and animals: the personification of the evil
spirit m the history of the full, proves that they did so : and th^s
tne figurative or symbolical use of plants and animals may be
said to huye been nearly coeval, if not with the creation of man,
at least with his fall : it was intimately connected with religion in
every way : the institutions of the Mosaic Law show that the use
of symbols has been ever sanctioned by the Deity.—[Dudley’s
Naology.

A New Kind or Potato.—John Digbv, a cottager of Buxton,
in Norfolk, and the grower of four crops of potatoes in one year,
in a letter to the Norfolk Chronicle, says : I have discovered a
berry which I will gather from the banks or hedges, and which
will produce the finest potato or potatoes in quality that ever
w'ere growm. One quart of these berries will produce as much
as one bushel of our common potato. These berries are of a
small substance, and are to be planted whole. They must go
through a regular process in the course of the winter, which is

scarcely any trouble, and of no expense. I now have in my pos-
session a quantity of potatoes raised from these berries last year;
and it is my intention to grow crop after crop this year, until the
fourth crop. The size of the potatoes raised from the berries the
first year is about that of a duck’s egg. The berries are so nu-
merous that ail England can be supplied.”
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* Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye eren so to them.”

REV. A. O. L. ARNOLD, P.H.P., EDITOR.

NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, AUGUST 8, 1846.

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR-NO. VII.

Steamboat Oregon, Lake Michigan, July 23, 1S16-

Dear Golden Rule:

From Alexander, N. Y., where we wrote our communi-
cation, we proceeded to Buffalo, to await the sailing of the

boat which was to take us over the lakes, into that far-off

land which has been so often glorified by golden dreams.

We had two entire days in Buffalo, but a temporary illness,

of some severity, prevented our employing them advan-

tageously, in acquiring a knowledge of the resources, life,

«nd character of the city. We hope to have better oppor-

tunities of observation on our return. We sojourned,

while there, at the Mansion House, called one of the first

hotels of the West. There is much room for improvement

in many respects, and especially in its cmsinery. The table

is rather indifferent. Buffalo has, however, some finely kept

hotels.

At a quarter before seven, on Tuesday evening, 21st inst.,

we found ourselves comfortably seated in the large and

elegant saloon of the steamer Oregon ; and at a quarter

after seven we were en route for Chicago.

These lake boats, if all of them resemble the Oregon, are

very unlike any thing we have ever seen. They have all

the strength and firmness of our European steamers, but

are more elegafit and commodious. They seem to combine,

in a measure, the strength and durability of those, with the

beauty and grace of the North River boats. The Oregon

has three deck*, upon the second of which are the saloon,

and state-rooms, &c., for the cabin passengers. As the

engine works horizontally, all the machinery is below, and

the saloon, in consequence^ extends nearly through the

whole length of the boat. The state-rooms, too, for the

same reason, are more convenient than they otherwise could

be. The have, each, two doors, one opening into the saloon,

and one opening upon the promenade deck. A free circu-.

lation of air through them is thus secured. The Oregon,

taken as a whole, is a splendid vessel. She spreads a table

equal to our first class hotels, luxurious, and various enough

to satisfy the most exquisite epicure. Captain Cotton, and

his associate officers, are intelligent and skillful in their pro-

fession, and the gentleman who has charge of the domestic

arrangements, the maxtre d'hotel, or Steward, is literally and

constantly, everywhere, “going about doing good,” minis-

tering to the comfort of the passengers. Should circum-

stances require us to make this tour again; we should

mourn much if we could not find Captain Cotton and the

Oregon.

Oar exauraion, thus far, has been one of exceeding

pleasantness. It is impossible to describe the delicious,

pure, and invigorating atmosphere which breathes over

these lakes. Upon the salt water, the air being strongly

impregnated with saline particles, is rough, oppressive, and

to most persons in general, and ourselves in particular, 16

disagreeable in the extreme. But the balmy, soft, and

animating breeze, which whispers around us, to-day, is as

sweet as the zephyrs of Temptf. The waters of the lakes

have a transparent brilliancy, which is really remarkable

—

the clean bottom being easily discerned where they are

many fathoms deep
;
and, seen, as they have been for these

few days, so calm, so gentle, scarcely raising a murmur
upon their silvery shores, one might suppose that they were
always thus calm. But it is said that fiercer, and often

more destructive, storms rage here than upon the ocean.

We should be very glad to see a specimen of a lake storm

;

but the ladies and children, of whom there is an abundance

on board, would not thank us for expressing any such wish.

Some of the passengers employ their time in reading,

others in playing, and other? in conversation, and in the

discussion of various grave topics, social, religious, and

political.. We, however, give our attention to the ladies,

and aid them in the care of their children
;
and some of

these little ones have become so attached to us, that we
believe they would actually leave their mothers, and travel

with us to the ends of the earth.

It was a morning of almost pearly softness, when we
entered the river St. Clair, one of the three connecting links

between Lake Erie, and the beautiful Lake Huron. As
the boat stopped two or three hours at an obscure place on

the Canada shore, to take in wood, the passengers had au

opportunity to march into her Majesty’s dominions, and
“ spy out the land.” Few discoveries, however, were made.

The soil is fertile, and the forests luxuriant and grand; but

as yet all is desolate and solitary. We found there, only

three log huts, a regiment of black stumps, and four pigs,

that wore their tails after a most mysterious fashion.

Lake Huron is a most enchanting sheet of water, and we
regretted very much that we had no opportunities of ex-

amining the country, on either of its shores. At Mackinaw,

where one might have spent -a day very profitably, the boat

did not stop above thirty minutes. There are many objects

of interest there, which it would have been agreeable to

visit. Yesterday, at twelve o’clock, we passed through the

Strait of Mackinaw into Lake Michigan. This great inland

sea, which washes the shores of Michigan and Wisconsin, is

destined to be, in a few years, as populous with shipping of

various descriptions as our Atlantic bays
;

it will be the

thoroughfare of a commerce, the immensity of which can-

not now be conceived. The vast territories which, from its

western shore, stretch far away beyond the Mississippi, are

rapidly filling up with and enterprising and energetic people.

Prairie and forest give evidence of their advances. These

people seem to possess the miracle-working lamp of

Aladdin, so wondrous is their progress, and so fast is the

growth of their cities and towns.
# Most of the productions

of this great country must be transported by the lakes to a

market. What will that country be twenty years hence?

And what an animated scene will this lake present

!

At the Manitou Islands, the boat stopped to get a new

supply of wood. As this operation consumes some two or

three hours, most of the passengers disembarked, and were

soon scattered in all directions, along the shore and in the

forest. Some sought for flowers, others for raspberries, and

others hunted for agates and cornelians on the beach. We
penetrated some distance into the wood, but discovered

nothing very interesting or peculiar. Of flowers we saw

only two species; one, a mere weed, tall, red, and graceless;

the other, not much better, resembled the Balsamina Ln-
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patiens. These, with a sprig of tlwari jew, and a rod ol

moose-wood, were the only trophies we brought away with

vm. We saw no wild animals or birds, large or small, and

•heard no sound, save the eternal song of the trees, which

the Indians imagined to be the voice of Manitou, the Great

[Spirit, whom they supposed to reside in these islands.

We witnessed, this evening, one of the most beautiful

eon-sets mortal eyes have ever been permitted to look upon.

The sun, when about an hour high, disappeared behind

some broken clouds, which had been floating sometime over

the forests of Wisconsin, while he still continued to shoot

forth his beams, like arrows of fire, in all directions. A
beautiful veil of the most transparent amber, now gradually

spread itself over all the west. The clouds, radiant with

laaomerable dyes, were piled one above another, their

scolloped edges trimmed with bands of most brilliant gold.

Melting rapidly one into the other, they assumed every

moment a new form, reflected a different color, and re-

pealed a new splendor. The vapors and clouds, which are

the necessary conditions of a superb sun-set, are ever

.changing, and it would be strange, if they did not often

assume singular forms. Constantine the Great, we are told,

saw in a sun-set the glorious Sign of Christianity. Well,

«nr Wisconsin sun-set presented a spectacle more wonder-

ful than the Cross of Constantine. A cloud of considerable

extent, parted horizontally, leaving an open space in the sky

mtapparently some two or three feet in width. On thegolden

vim of the lower cloud appeared the exact resemblance of a

cgradle, containing a sleeping infant. Then, from the edge

of the over-hangipg cloud, a most perfect human counte-

nance gradually developed itself, nearly as brilliant as the

iron himself, It descended slowly until it reached the

phantom cradle; and then, in a few second:, a new combi-

nation of clouds changed the scene. A few ages back,

Christian piety would have said that this singular spectacle

was the Madonna saluting the infant Christ. Pagan poetry

would have said that it was the Father of Day, bidding his

non good-night. We say it was a fortuitous and fantastic

combination ofclouds and sun-shine ! Adieu.

HEALTH INSURANCE—

O

DD FELLOWSHIP.

We see by the papers that an association, under the name
of the “New England Health Insurance Company,” has re-

cently gone into operation with a capital of $200,000. It

reoeived its act of incorporation from the Connecticut Legis-

lature sometime in May last. The charter provides that by

the annual payment offoe dollars the insured is entitled to

Jour dollars a week whenever he is sick, or rendered by ac-

cident incapable of attending to his usual business or occu-

pation. And after the stockholders have their dividend of

six per cent, one-half the surplus, if there be any, is to be

divided among the stockholders and the insured, in the ratio

of stock and the sum paid for insurance. Such are the

..provisions of the “ New England Health Insurance Com-
pany,’* and the benefits it secures to the insured.

We rejoice in the establishment of such an association

;

for we doubt not it will be the means of preventing much
suffering among those who are most exposed to it. We are

jglad to hear of any new organization which has as its object

the alleviation or prevention of poverty and distress ;
which

aims to remove the evils that,. from accident or disease, fall

npon those least able to bear them. Sincerely do we greet

any man, or body of men, who have for their mission the

amelioration of the condition of any portion of our race

;

who seek in any lawful way to lessen the ills and sorrows

which the sick and the poor have to struggle against.

And we cannot but think how much good our favorite

iaetitution has accomplished in this respect. The world is

more indebted to Odd Fellowship, both directly and indi-

rectly, than it imagines, for the relief of suffering, and the

gradual putting away of the evils consequent on want and

sickness. We have noticed, within a few months, repeated

instances of the formation of societies having these ob'ects

in view
;
and one, we recollect, in direct opposition to Odd

Fellowship, an express stipulation of its articles being, that

no person should enjoy its benefits who was a member of a

secret society !

Well, if good is done in this way, we are not of those who
would get into a fret, and rail against the society because

of its idle fling at us. We remember the utterance of a

brave true soul, some eighteen centuries ago :—“ Some in-

deed preach Christ even ofenvy and strife—what then ? not-

withstanding, every way, whether in pretence, or in truth,

Christ is preached ;
and I therein do rejoice, yea, and will

rejoice.*’ So say we ; if the needy are relieved, if the sick and

dying are comforted, we are content, even though it be done

in strife and contention against our beloved Order. Ifgood

is done, we care not how ocjn what name, we rejoice, yea,

and will rejoice.

Odd Fellowship is not narrow, nor selfish. It looks higher

than mere names ; and if another performs the noble work

which it seeks to accomplish, it will not call down fire from

heaven upon him, nor hinder bis work with idle questionings,

or bitter jibes and dark suspicions. It Relieves its own way
the best, but if others believe another way better, it wiH not

quarrel with them, but cheerfully acknowledge whatever

good has been wrought out.

We believe the Health Insurance Institution named above

will be useful in this way, and that many will have cause to

rejoice in the aid it will afford in time of need. It has taken

its leading feature from Odd Fellowship, and so far as it

follows that it will doubtless succeed, if the additional ele-

ments do not work unfavorably. We wish it had copied

other features from our Order. As we looked over its pro-

visions, we could not but feel that the insured would want
for many things which Odd Fellowship secures to its mem-
bers.

It is true the person insured receives his four dollars a

week while sick or disabled ; but the fraternal element is

wanting ! There is no love here ; no kind attentions at the

sick bed ; no patient watching through the long and weary
night

; no friendly visits, no pleasant words of sympathy
from those who are bound to him by the ties of a noble

brotherhood. And if he dies, there end the obligations of

the Insurance Company. There is no burial of the dead iis

enjoined by our Order ; no care of the desolate widow, andi

helpless orphans ;
none of those delicate attentions, of that

tender sympathy and love, which constitute the most in-

viting features of Odd Fellowship, and make it beautiful as

heaven.

All these are wanting in the Health Insurance Company.
It is a mere business affair; so many dollars paid for so much
received ;

and thus it seems to us, contrasted with our in-

stitution, to be shorn of more than half its worth, and all

j

its glory. The very benefits coming in this shape, are cold

and chilling, and are not worth what a tithe of them would

be coming from the hand of a brother, warm with the pulse

of a loving heart. And O how much to know, too, that,

should disease do its fatal work, in every member of the

Lodge the lonely widow will find a brother, and the orphan

babes a father ! What a joy this thought brings to the poor

sufferer, and how is death robbed thus of one of its keenest

stings ! Ah, give me Odd Fellowship, after all ; before every

other plan thus for devised. It has within it a truthfulness,

a love, a beauty which as yet I have not seen elsewhere.

—

God bless Odd Fellowship. t. b. t.
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Our Washington Correspondence.—The readers of the

Golden Rule have not failed to relish the valuab'e and in-

teresting letters from our worthy and esteemed brother, P. G.

M. Samuel Yorke AtLee, Esq., which have enriched the

columns of our journal during the past year. Though engaged

in the arduous duties of a responsible station in the Treasury

Department, Bro. AtLee, in his great desire to serve us aud

benefit the glorious cause of Odd Fellowship, for which his zeal

ie unbounded, commenced a correspondence which he has con-

tinued for nearly a year, “ without money aud without price”

—

the free-will offering of a generous heart. For this kindness of

Bro. AtLee, as well as for that of our numeroas correspondents

throughout the Union, we feel under the deepest obligations,

and tender them, one and all, gnr sincerest thanks.

Bro. AtLee having alluded, in his letter of this week, to the

(droumetancee connected with a certain “ cane,” cut near the

grave of Washington, We are compelled to state in explanation,

that we ** took the responsibility” of returning the cane, properly

mounted, without charge, to Bro. AtLee-r-being glad of an op-

portunity of showing, in so slight a manner, our estimation of

his gratuitous services in behalf of the Golden Rule.

Celebration at Pennington, N. J.—Pennington Lodge No.

31, is to have a celebration on Saturday, the 22d inst., to which
tbe brotherhood of the State, and all others who can make it

convenient, are invited to be present. Addresses are to be de-

livered by Rev. Bro. T. B. Thayer, of Brooklyn, N. Y., and

Bro. Potts, of Trenton. The services will, uo doubt, be ex-

tremely interesting, and cannot fail to result in much good to the

cause of Odd Fellowship there.

Chemung Lodge No. 127, at Elmira, had a celebration yester-

day. The invitation to the Editor, mailed at Rochester, on the

20th ult, was mis-sent to Poughkeepsie, and did not reach us

until the moment of going to press with the present issne.

PROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS.
Washin«ton-C»ty, August 3, 1846.

Dear Sir and Bro.—“When it rains it pours.” This adage quite

in. season lately, barometrically speaking, has been remarkably ger-

main to the avocatfdns of your “ correspondent” for the past, two
weeks. The Grand Encampment and the Grand Lodge, together

with the subordinate Lodge and Camp all requiring attendance in

the same week engrossed Rll my evenings. These meetings, com-;

bined with such extra diligence iu business, during the days, as

would justify a brief absence from town, effectually precluded all

letter writing.

Tbe hurry, toil and trouble is at Inst over; and I resume, with
pleasure, the routine of my voluntary labors for the Golden Rule.

You have been already furnished, through the politeness of the

Grand Scribe and Grand Master, with the list of officera installed

for the current term, and I notice in the last number that our Right
Worthy brother Donn has supplied you with the statistics ol Odd
Fellowship generally in the District of Columbia. Something new,
however, occurring since, offers an untouched topic for my pen.

Several brethren of good standing drew their cards some two or

three weeks ago, and subscribing a petition, in due form, sent the

some, accompanied by their cards and the necessary fee, to our
Right Worthy Grand Lodge, respectfully asking a charter to open
a new Lodge, to be hailed as Oriental Lodge No. 19. The said

peaidion was duly referred to a special Grand Committee of five,

whieh reported unanimoosly in favor of granting the desired char-

set. The question of concurring in the recommendation of the

.Committee being in due course taken, resulted disastrously for the

petitioners ; for the negative voices seemed to be loudest if not

atiroegest. A division was called, and finally, the yeas and nays
were demanded ; and the consequence was that, by an excess of
eome eight or nine nays, the petitioners were denied a charter, and
found themselves, like the poet’s fancies, withont a local habitation

or a name. Beacon Lodge, however, on the same evening, receiv-

ed them into her bosom ; and they again became part and parcel of
tbe aid family circle. The Grand Lodge, in the meantime, ad-

journed for two weeks.
During the interval of repose the Orientalists were not sleeping,

or ifw, they were sleep-walking, and the denouement showed that

they understood the science of somnambulism.
When the G. L., in pursuance of the vote of adjournment, were

again assembled on Monday, the 27th ult., a petition was, in due !

mhr of proceedings, laid before them, signed by ten brethren in
|

good stand mg, accompanied by card* and the nec seary tee, asking
a charter to open a Lodge, to be hailed as Oriental No. 19. This
was a remarkable coincidence, so remarkable indeed as to indued
several to consider it one and the self same. But it appearing that

the cards of ihe petitioners bore a date subsequent to the late com-
munication of the G. L., and that it was bona fide not identical, the

M. W. Grand Master decided it to be an application ab initio,

Which decision being sustained by the G. L., the petition was re-

ferred to a special Grand Committee of five, who reported favorably

thereon, and the question recurred on issuing a charter for Oriental

Lodge No. 19 ! The same kind of discrepancy of opinion appearing

to exist on this occasion, recourse was had to the yeas and nays;

and the consequence was that, by an excess of some eight or nine

yeas, the petitioners were granted a charter! Here was another

remarkable coincidence, and to carry out the evenness of resem-
blance, the G. L. adjourned until to-night, Monday, 3d of August.

On Thursday night, the 30ih ultimo, Oriental Lodge No. 19, waa
instituted in umple form. The M. W. G. M., delivered a very im-

pressive and appropriate address to the members of the new Lodge,,

on presenting them the charter, and the solemnity oi Installation

was never witnessed with more respectful attention. The R. W.
D. G. Master, and every Grand Officer, save the G. T., were iu

their proper stations, and discharged their several duties with

dignity and ease.

The officers installed for the current term are : ,

Samuel L. Harris, N. G. ; Alexander V. Fraser, Y. G. ; John
Thaw, Secretary; George Lumpkin, Per. Sec.; James A. Mc-
Laughlin, Treasurer.

The Lodge will hold its regular meetings on Thursday evenings.

Contrary to custom, no “ work” was done by Oriental Lodge on
the night of Institution, although many sought admittance. It was-

deemed best to devote the occasion to the establishment of its in-

ternal economy. I counted about 14 or 15 resolutions, making pro-

vision for every contingency likely to arise in tho affairs of a new
Lodge. Committees on Constitution and By-Laws, Regalia, &c.

&c., were all appointed; and, when this stage of the proceedings

closed, I could not detect the omission of any thing necessary for

the complete and harmonious administration of a Lodge. The
whole business was most admirably arranged. The N. G. was
cool, self-possessed, and ready ; and, by his strict order and method,

lost no lime in parliamentary blunders. Nothing remains for tbe

Lodge in its future meetings but to hear reports of committees, and
act on applications for membership.

But my pea is rapidly approaching the end of its hebdomadal

career, and I must occupy the remaining space by an incident, not

of much import to the Order in general, but very gratifying to mer

and honorable to some friend of mine in New York.

On the 6th of May last, Bro. Fraser, Capt. in the U. 3. Rev. Ma-
rine, while on a visit to Mount Vernon, ent a stout hickory stick,

near the grave of < Washington, and presented it to me. 1 trans-

mitted the relic to Bro. Robert Rait the jeweller in Broadway, au
fait in such: matters, with instructions to mount it neatly in gold,,

the only appropriate metal. Some persons, it appears, took umbrage
at my orders, and assumed the responsibility of amending the “ in-

structions,” and the express of the 29th ultimo, brought me the

Hickory most splendidly finished, and decorated with a head o£

gold most richly and elaborately chased, the cost of all, as per the

receipted bill accompanying the same, being $18.

Can you explain this mystery 1 I apply to you, because, on the

reverse of the card exhibiting my address, I discover the name of

Jonas Winchester. If you fiud out the liberal donor, thank him
most heartily in my behalf, and assure him that I earnestly desire

his avowal of the courteous deed ; for 1 should rejoice in associ-

ating his name with the precious reminiscences which consecrate'

the staff. Yours, in F. L. and T. s. t. a. l.

New Haven, August 4, 1816.

Sir,—I very cheerfully comply with your request, to communi-
cate to you the result of the election in the R. W. G. Lodge of this

State, at its recent Session.

Before giving which, however, allow me to indulge a just pride in

the rapid advancement of the Order in this State. The number of

Lodges has more than doubled within the short space of two years.

We now have thirty-three Lodges, all in a prosperous and healthy

condition, both as it respects the character and standing of the mem-
bers in the community, and the amount of funds they possess. Har-

mony and brotherly love seem to pervade the entire fraternity, and

the only strife to be witnessed is in the effort to exceed each other

in promoting the greatest good of our beloved Order. We congratu-

late ourselves on the fact, that while the great mass of our brothers

in this State would not suffer in comparison with any other mass of

Odd Fellows, we number in our ranks those that would reflect honor

on any institution to which they might be attached, in any state or

city in the Union, or in the world. The precise number of Odd
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fellows io tbU Stale is not known at this moment ; but it would
be safe to any that they embrace as large a proportion of the whole
population as those of any State in the Union ; especially when we
take into the calculation the length of time since which Odd Fellow-

ship was first introduced here.

The rapidity with which new Lodges are springing into existence

within our narrow geographies! limits, and sparse population, is a

good indication of the estimation in which the principles of F. L.

and T. are held in the land of steady habits.

LIST OF THE OFFICERS OF GRAND LODGE.
Prelate Demlck, G.M. John Greenwood, jr., R.W.D.G.M.
Her. Junius M. Willey, R.W.G.W. Lucius G. Peck, R.W.G.S.

•Samuel Bishop, R.W.G.T. Philo M Judson, R.W.G. Rep. G.L.U.S.

Rev. Townsend P. Abell, W.G'C. P.G.M. H. S. Miller, do. do.

Newel C. Hall, W.G.M. Cholwell J. Gruman, W.G.C.
Edmond Fessenden, WX3.G.

I also enclose to you the printed proceedings of the R. W. G. En-
campment of this State, at its last Session, from which you may
learn the names of its officers, &c.
When I inform you that only about half an hour ha6 been allow-

me, to dot this down, before the closing of the mail, I trust you will

excuse the want of order and neatness so glaring. I beg you to make
any necessary correction, which the want of time prevents me from
detecting and making.

In F. L. and T. I remain yours, &c., P. Demicx. .

Mount Vsrnon, July 25, 1846.

Dear Sir and Bro.— I am requested by Marion Ledge No. 18,

I. O. O. F., to forward the annexed preamble and resolutions to

you for publication.

Believing that you have the good of the Order at heart, and that

their publication will benefit the Order, by preventing imposition,

I have consented to do so. Hamilton drew his card from this

Lodge before the circumstances of the case (which was seduction

of a Brother's daughter) were known. And our Lodge has deemed
it incumbent on them to prevent his card from benefiting him in

any way. Yours, in F. L. and T. John W. Grbatham, D D.G.M.

Whereas, Bro. Hamilton drew his card from Marion Lodge,
I. O. O. F., a short time since, and a charge of grossly immoral
conduct having been since brought against him ; we, your com-
mitttee, appointed to examine into the matter, would 'respectfully

recommend the adoption of the following resolutions, viz:

1st. Resolved, That these resolutions, accompanied by a full

statement of the case, be sent to the Grand Lodge of this State, at

their next communication.
2d. Resolved, That the G. L. be requested to expel Andrew

Hamilton from the OrdeT, or take such other action on his case, as
they in their wisdom may deem most for the interest of the Order.

8d. Resolved, That these proceedings, signed by the N. G., V. G.
and Sec. of this Lodge, with the seal attached, be sent to the Ark,
Covenant, and Golden Rule, for publication, with a request to all

papere devoted to Odd Fellowship to copy.
P. G. N. R. CASEY,

)

GEO. BALTZELL, > Committee.
H. B. NEWBY, Jr. )

The above preamble and resolutions were unanimously adopted.
JAMES TOLLE, N. G.

THOMAS METZLOR, V. G.
W. J. RISLEY, Secretary.

The Golden Rule.—This highly-popular paper has recently com-
menced the publication of a new Original Romance, of thrilling in-
terest, called ‘‘ Wilfred Montressor; or, the Secret Order of the
Seven,” embellished with numerous fine engravings. There is not
one of our exchanges that we open with more pleasure than the“ Golden Rule.” Independent of the intelligence which it contains
upon matters connected with Odd Fellowship, which renders it in-
valuable to members of the Order, it is constantly filled with origi-
nal and selected literary matter, of the mo9t interesting character.
Its extensive circulation deserves to be greatly increased.

[Reading (Pa.) Gazette.

Deserved Tribute.—The Odd Fellows of Ocean and Rhode Is-

land Lodges, in Newport, R. I., won golden opinions from the citi-

zens and press of St. John’s (N. F.,) for their generous conduct to-
wards the shipwrecked passengers of the Sutlej. Great praise is
also bestowed upon the inhabitants generally, of the good old town
of Newport, for their humane and very charitable acts to the survi-
vors of that melancholy disaster. Such compliments, and from such
a source, are far more desirable than the greenest laurels ever won
by successful conquest on the battle field.—[Symbol.

Marine Lodge. Provincetown.—We learn by Captain Josiah
Sturgis, P. G. of Marine Lodge, that the brethren of that Lodge,
which consists of but fifty-five members, have contributed and sent
to the Nantucket sufferers, three hundred doUan /—[Symbol.

* The Lincoln Lodge of Odd Fellows, in Bath, has contributed
for the relief of the Nantucket sufferers.

Ntn>0 from tljc ftftgeo.

NEW YORK.
ANNUAL SESSION OF THE R. W. GRAND LODGE.

The R. W. Grand Lodge of this State, held its annual session on
Wednesday, 5th inst., present M. W. G. M. Smith, presiding, and
all the Grand officers. A large number of new members were
qualified. The polls were opened at 8 o’clock, P. M., and con-

tinued open until 10 P. M. On counting the ballots, theYesoit of

the election was found to be as follows: Elected,
JOSEPH R. TAYLOR, Grand Master.

JAMES BATCHELLOK, Deputy Grand Master.

JOHN G. TREADWELL, Grand Secretary.

MATTHEW BIRD, Grand Treasurer.

JOHN O. SPERLING, Grand Chaplain.

DAYID D. EGAN, G. Rep., No. 1.

The election was closely contested. We are confident that many
members suffered from the excessive heat, and we were, yester-

day, more than ever convinced of the necessity of«uch a chaoge in

the Constitution, os would enable the election for Grand Officers to

be held in Districts. We see no reason why members should be
compelled to endanger their health, by being crowded in a heated

room in the intolerably warm weather generally found in the month
of August, nor do we see the necessity for so much time being lost

in this matter of^lecrion, when it can be accomplished without it.

We trust thar this subject will engage the early attention of the

G. L. of this State.

There was also elected a Trustee for the Grand Lodge stcck in

the Odd Fellows Ifall Association—P. G. John Green.

Also, a Trustee for the Grand Lodge was elected—Wm. Ifardon.

There was no choice for the office of Grand Warden and Grind
Representative, No. 2.

The R. W. Grand Lodge of the State of New York held a Spe-
cial Session, on Wednesday evening, the 29th July, 1846, and grant-

ed four charters for subordinate Lodges, viz: Gansevoort Lodge No.

242, to be located at Rome, Oneida county; PilgTim Lodge No. 248,
to be located at the city of New York ; Auburn Lodge No. 244, to

be located at Auburn, Cayuga county; Golden Rule Lodge No. 245,

to be located at Phoenix village, Oswego county.

The Grand Encampment meets in Annual Session, for the elec-

tion of officers for the ensuing year, and for the transaction of other

business, on Mouday evening, 10th inst., at 8 o’clock, P. M.

Pilgrim Lodge No. 243 was instituted on Friday evening of last

week, at the corner of Broome and Forsyth streets. The following

are the officers elected and installed* Wm. Phelon, N. G.; Charles

S. Miller, V. G.; L. Hassert, Sec.; J. R. Kelly, Per. Sec.; J. Mul-
holland, Treas. The Lodge meets on Monday evenings.

CONNECTICUT.
Grand Encampment of Connecticut.—Through the kindness of

Bro. Demick, M. W. G. M. of the State, and Scribe of the G. E.,
we have been put in possession of the proceedings of this body at

its Annual Session, on the 9th of July fast.

A charter was granted foi Charity Encampment No. 10, at Mystic,
New London county.

The following are the Grand Officers elect for the ensuing year

:

WILLIAM L. BREWER, of No. 3, M. W. Grand Patriarch.

MUNSON A. SHEPARD, of No. 5, M. E. G. High Priest.

JOHN W. JOHNSON, of No. 7, R. W. G. S. Warden.

PRELATE DEMIGK, of No. 1, R. W. G. Scribe.

SAMUEL BISHOP, of No. 1, R. W. G. Treasurer.

JUNIUS M. WILLEY, of No. 2, R. W. G. J. Warden.

JOHN GREENWOOD, JR., of No. 5, R. W. G. Representor*

After the ceremony of the installation of the Grand Officers had
been completed, the Grand Patriarch made the following appoint-

ments : II. Hobert Roath, of No. 8, G. Sentinel; James S. Par-
melee, of No. 6, Deputy G. Sentinel. Also, the following D. G.
Patriarchs : Sassacus, No. 1—Newel C. Hall ; Oriental, No. 2—
Thomas C. Bordman ; Palmyra, No. 3—Theodore Raymond ; Uni-
ty, No. 4—Charles E. Hewit ;

Devotion, No. 5—James R. Green-
wood ; Sowheag, No. 6—Thomas C. Simpson ; Midian, No. 7

—

Aaron Morley ; Mount Herroon, No. 8—George S. Sanford; Ka-
baosa. No. 9—Peter L. Cunningham.
The petition, (continued from last session,) of Patriarchs residing

in New London, for a new Subordinate Encampment, to be located
there, was by vote taken up, and leave granted the petitioners to
withdraw the same.

On a call of the Grand Encampment, the Grand Representative

to the Grand Lodge of the United States, proceeded to instruct the
members in the work of the Patriarchal Branch of the Order.

No further business offering, the Grand Encampment was cloned
in ample form, according to the ancient ceremonials of the Order.
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PBNNSnrANI A.

Pittsburgh.—The “Ark” for August has a letter from the Iron

City, from which we make the following extract :
“ The Order is

progressing finely here, and has never been so prosperous in our

community; comprising a great many of the most respectable, hon-

est and industrious citizens. Although we had nlready four well

supported Lodges in our city, another has been regularly opened.”

Iron City Lodge No. 182 was instituted on the 6th July.

OHIO.
gep* Our Worthy Brother Alex. E. Glenn, publisher of 44 The

Ark,” at Columbus, has been elected a Representative to the Grand

Lodge of the United States. The Grand Master is also a Repre-

sentative, making a full delegation, this year, from Ohio.

fry- Central Lodge No. 28, of Columbus, has resolved to have a

public procession and address, on the 10th of September. The
address is to be delivered by Bro. Nelson Doolittle, and an invita-

tion has been given to the brotherhood throughout the State to be

present on the occasion.

Chandler Encampment, No. 16, was instituted at Springfield,

Ohio, on the 16th of July, by Grand Patriarch Hefley. The fol-

lowing are the officers: Jacob M. Kills, C. P.; Charles Apthony,
H. P.; Wm. A. Kills, S. W. ; Andrew M- Taylor, J. W ; Joseph
E. Anthony, Scribe ; John S. Harrison, Treasurer. Meets on the
first and third Saturdays in each month. There is excellent material
at Springfield for an Encampment, and we entertain no doubt but
they wifi raise up one creditable to the Order and to the members.
The character and standing of the officers, speak well for the be-
ginning.—[The Ark.

THE GOLDEN RULE.
NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, AUGUST 8, 1646.

TO ADVERTISERS—We announce to our advertising friends that a few
vacancies have occurred in our columns, which will enable us to accommodate
asmall numberof business cards, fee., “ First come,” fcc.

CAUTION.
We caution the Order against the impositions of a young man, by the name

ofJAMES T. GOODW ILL, of Alexander, N. Y., who represents himself as a
member of Tehoeexoron Lodge No. 48, of Buffalo. This young man, under a
plea of distress, passed a draft of $25 on a brother of this city, drawn on his

unole, T. G. Goodwill, Esq., of Alexander, who states that it was entirely un-

authorised. His friends having exhausted every effort to save him from dissi-

pation, seem to bare abandoned him
;
and it is with great regret that we pub-

lish ibis notice that the Order may be protected from imposition.

BRO. MO8E8 MORRIS.
Several weeks ago we were compelled to rbvokb, by a circular to Lodges, the

commission of Bro. Morris, as Agent for the Golden Rule, for weighty and suffi-

cient reasons. This revocation reached him at Cincinnati; and he not having re-

turned to explain thecharges against him, we very reluctantly issue this notice.

Brothers wh j have subscribed to Morris, and have not received the paper, are

requested to enclose their receipts to this Office. Information is solicited of his

whereabouts. He hdds a visiting Card from Friendship Lodge No. 11, of the

State of New Jersey.

COVE, L I.

This interesting, intellectual, and gastronomicfile, came off on

the 31st nit. Early in the morning of that day, we found our-

selves on board the elegant steamboat “ Excelsior” which was
comfortably filled with ladies and gentlemen; who, although

we would not hazard the charge, that 4 * their souls were in arms,”

yet, if we are a judge of pbysioguomy, we can safely aver that

all were “ eager for the fray.” A splendid brass and cotillon

baud accompanied the party, and dancing was the order of the

day all the passage np, while the bands discoursed sweet music.

The passage up was one of the pleasantest we ever had ; the

scenery on the river and Sonnd, although it cannot compare with

that of the Hudson as to grandeur, yet it rivals it in beauty of a

more delicate and pleasing natnre. The elegant country-seats

and villas peeping out here and there from either side, the

richly undulating farms now and then met with, the bold bluffs,

the modest inlets and their picturesque scenery, the broad,

mirror-like surface of the 8ound dotted here aod there with

little fairy-lookiog islands—oasis' on the desert of ocean— all

combine to render a passage up the East River and Souud, one of

the most delightfal in the world. The—but our speculations are

leading us from the 44 bake.”

We arrived at Glen Cove about eleven o'clock, and were re-

ceived on the dock by a gentleman whom we were iuformed

was the President of the Committee on Clams—the identical

committee that won such laurels at the previous bake—and by
whom we were escorted to one of the prettiest little groves in

the world for s picnic. Here we found a number of “beds” of

clams, of assorted sizes, ready for the fire. Many were the tears

shed for the untimely fate of the sweet, tender young things,

and consoling was the sympathy expressed for them ; but we
are sorry to say that a some few of gentlemen were so lost to the

commonest feelings of humanity, and were actuated by such

cannibal-like appetites, that they tore the unoffending olams

from their innocent beds, and actually eat them alive! We
turned away in disgust.

However, the fire was soon applied, and as the savory smell

was wafted through the grove, the company began to exhibit

signs of preparation. “ Committee on Clams , 'tend to biznisV*

exclaimed a huge darkey who superintended the fires, and wha
sported an enormous imperial, moustache, whiskers, and a broad-

rimmed straw hat profusely bedecked with red ribbon, and then

commenced the work in earnest—and didn’t the people eat l

The motto seemed to be,
u Let him now eat who never eat before,

AM those who’ve always sat, now eat the more.”

And the company did justice to the motto. What, with the sail

np the river, the sea-breeze, and the fresh country air, oar appe-

tites were all well braced ; bat as there must be an end to

every thing, so there was to our appetites. Then came the ex-

hibition of Dr. Valentine and Sig. Blitz, and Mods. Mbysten's

comic medlies, and then the dance on the green. The utmost

hilarity and good feeling prevailed ; the party embarked at five

o'clok for the city, and reached home early in the evening. If

Bro. Weeks gets np many more such 44 bakes,” we hear it mys-

teriously whispered, that the clams in Hempstead Harbor Bay
will openly rebel.

We did not return to the city with the party, but spent a few
days with Bros. Weeks and Wilson, at the Pavilion; and we
know from actual experience, tbat instead of doing justice to the

house, our previous notice of the Pavilion did not. We wer*
prepared for something nice, but were surprised to find the

Pavilion fit for a dwelling-place of princes and kings. Such

admirable management and arrangements, such accommodations,

such superb tables as were set, such facilities for sailing, fishing,

shooting, riding, &c., such, good attendance, and so agreeable

!

a company, we never witnessed or enjoyed before at any

watering-place or hotel we ever visited. We know'that this will

be considered, by some, to be high praise ; bat it is just. Should

any of our friends wish to spend a few days in the country, and

enjoy themselves, we would recommend the Pavilion at Glen

Cove, as being one of the very best hotels in the country.

VIEW OF BROOKLYN, 1. 1.

We hare before us a large aud beautiful picture of one of the

most beautiful cities of the Union, drawn on stone by E. White-

field, and priuted iu tints, giving it a rich and life-like appear-

ance. The view is about 16 by 36 inches, taken from the top

of the United States Hotel, (late Holt’s,) near the Fulton Ferry,

and exhibits every point of the city from the Navy Yard to the

Atlantic Dock, a frontage on the East River of nearly two miles.

The Heights, the shipping, the churches, the hiUs beyond the

city, every thing, are faithfully depicted—presenting at one view
a panorama of the most pleasing description.

The city of Brooklyn, since we have resided in it, has increas-

ed from a village of 10,000 inhabitants to its present compass of

between 60 and 70,000, ranking as second in the State, and, wa
think, the sixth city of the Union. We have visited most of the

large cities and towns of the United States; and while we have

been charmed with the situation of many of them in respect to

location and surroanding scenery, we mast be allowed to ex-

press oar preference for Brooklyn, as a place of residence, over

any other in the country. Its quiet and beautiful streets, em-

bjwered amid every variety of forest and ornamental trees ; the

neatness and taste displayed iu its dwellings and public edifices;

its airy situation upon high ground, backed by a country of sur-

passing fertility ; its magnificent prospect over the city aod bay

of New York; its proximity to the Capital city of the Union-
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mGarfelWiOll OlMki« Arc.
•~> 64 EAST BROADWAY, and

J Tl Division street—W. H. GUION. would In-

vite the at tonvlon of those families intending to par-

chase CARPETING, or any article in the line dur-

ing the present spring, to his very extensive assort*

mentsf English, Brussels, three-ply and Ingrain Car-

peting. Also, Oil Cloths for Hails, offices, ship and
steamboat cabins, together with every article con-

nected with the business.

The
s
subscriber takes this opportunity to inform

his friends and patrons, that he has, during the win-

ter, entered into arrangements with the most exten-

sive manufacturers of this country and Europe, for

an early supply of all the latest patterns, upon such
terms as will enable those about to furnish, to make
satisfactory selections at prices lower than at any
other store in the city. ap2T>:tf

Gewrge Smith*

PRACTICAL UPHOLSTERER,
449 Pearl-st., ban on hand a general assortment

of Upholstery and Bedding, Rich Gilt Wood and
Metal Window Cornices. Satin and Worsted De
Lanes, Gimps, Gcdoons, Cords, Tassels, Window
Shades, White Shade Linen, I.ace and Muslin, Rich
Embroidered Curtains, Paper Hangings, Fire Board
Prints, Live Geese Feathers, Curled H;ur, Mas, &o.

G. S. will give his attention to all kinds of Uphol-
stery Jobbing Work in person .

ftartol* Ueliluiiiiy «V Co,
A RTISTS IN GENERAL, No. 7,A Spruce street, N. Y. Manufacturers and Im-

porters of Transparent Window Shades Signs,

Banners, and Interior Decorations. ap25:5in

Organ Manufactory,
OQ ANTHONY STREET, N. YorkOO GEORGE JARDINE manufactures all kinds
of Church and Parlor Organs, and also his celebrated

instruments with Barrel Attachments, which are so

admirably adapted for country Churches, Lodge
Rooms, etc. He has lately supplied Oriental, Mag-
nolia, Montague, Knickerbocker, and other Lodges,
with these organh, containing the music of the re-

visedwork on the barrels. And he will be happy to

answer communications, And to receive orders from
ether Lodges. mar7

Philip Garhardf*

DRAPER a*d TAILOR, No. 74,
West Broadway. A large and Fashionables*

•ortment of Cloths, Casaimeres and Yestings, con-

stantly on hand. ap27kly

Mm Klee*
RAPF.R AND TAILOR, 67 Ca-
nal street. m 16dmD

Lewis Child*Merchant tailor, (Succewor
to L Townsend a Co.) No. 133 Bowery, be-

tween Grand and Broome streets, N. Y. A full ae-

|Aortmsnt of etotbe, Cassimeres, Vestings, Jto. mffitf

Weddinar Cards*
TTtrEDDING, INVITATION, AND

v VISITING CARDS. The subscriber exe-
cutes in a superior stylo si short notice and on
reus—Me terms,SILVER DOOR AND NUMBER
PLATES, of sterling silver of extra thickness, and

ARMS, CRESTS, AND CIPHERS on seals, on
Atoms, brass, and silver.

COUNTING- HOUSE, Consular, Notaries, So-
ciety, and LODGE SEALS engraved in a superior
inmnner, at moderate prices.

CARDS printed from plates already engraved , on
fxtra-poreelain cards.hoth surface* highly enameled,
At abort notice, by BOLEN. Engraver mad Printer.

104 Broadway between Wall and Pine sts. N Y.
Card Cases, Envelopes, Note Paper, and fine Cut-

lery ,
Ao. janlfttf

Wire. E. Hoyt*

PIE AND CAKE BAKERY, No.
949 Grand street, New York.

P. S.— Wed ling* and Parties railed at the
hottest notice, with all kinds < ap4

The Chomp Hal and CapManufactory removed to 72$
BOWERY. HENRY SHAW having re-

naoved from his old stand to 72)4 Bowery, between
Wmlker and Hester streets, is sow ready to serve

all who may want a guod and cheap Hat or Cap.
Having on hand an entire new stook of Hats and
Cape of his own manufacture, he is determined ts

•ell them at a very small profit. Silk Hats, of the
latest fashions, of superior quality, from £2,00 to

3_5to; and Fur Hats from yiO to 5,00. Children’s
Rats of all kinds, and the latent patterns. Hats

to order at the shortest uwtic*. Don’t forget

the number. 72)4 Bowery, New-York, sign of the
BIO HAT. apll

Johnson Ac Co*

IMPORTERS. Wholesale Dealers,
and Manufacturer* of PERFUMERY of every

de-oriptlnu Manufacturer* Agents of a puperior
qnol ity of Jhir Brushes. No. 33 Cedar-stree t^ up

The Mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Lj Ofiloe No. It Wall street. This institution 1

distinguished from all other*, at home or abroad, b\
all, or most, of the following peculiarities:

1. Where the premiums are over $50, it require*

only one quarter part in Cush, instead ofthe xohole
2. It allows the Assured to pay yearly, quarterly

monthly, or weekly.
3. No part of the profits are withheld—or diverted

from the Assured, either in charity, dr otherwise.
4. It has no loan, either nominal or real, to pa'

interest for; having a a sufficient capital funded
from premiums received.

5. The Assured can withdraw his profits, or leave

them to accumulate, year by year, at his option.
ft, It assures to the age of 67, instead of stopping

at 60.
I

7.

It deolares the profits yearly, Instead of once it

five, or seven years, and issues scrip yearly to th<
:

Assured, for the estimated profits, bearing 6 per cem
interest—which >crvp i* redeemed m cadi, when tin

Soft* amount to $‘200,000, or is allowed to accumu
lie. at the option ofthe Assured.

8.

It enables a man to provide far his wife and
children, in snch a way, that although he may los«

every thing, they ate safe; and all persons, whethei
married <>t unmarried, to provide for Old Age, Sick
ne-‘, and Want , as well as for Death

9.

The Assured can surrender the policy at am
time after the first year, and receive its cquitabh
value

lu. At any time after the first year, the Assured
can borrow, on the scrip issued, twodhirds of it-,

amount, so that he has nothing to fear from a

change of circumstances, or inability to pay the pre-

mium.
11. Directors and officers are chosen yearly; and

the Assured votes according to his intere- 1.

12. The funds are all inreded in United States,
New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts stocks,

and In real estate in New York and New Jersey

.

wholly unincumbered, and ef double the value loan-

ed; or leaned to the Assured as above.

13 It pays no Directors, no Auditors, no Solicitors.

It lend* money to neither. ,

14 U does net reckon the Assured a year older 1

than he is—but from six month* less to tix month
more, eo as to equalise the estimates between all

parties.

15.

The rates are lower) the expenses le**,and the
profits larger, than with Foreign Offices;- invest-

ment* here yielding from 6 to 7 per cent—abroad
only 3 per cent—to say nothing of 33)4 per cent re-

served; nor of interest allowed to those who furnish
v

a “guaranty capitul at the rate of 6 per cent on
every hundred pounds subscribed, for every ten
pounds paid in l

16.

Instead of encouraging, every precaution is.

taken to prevent a forfeiture of the policy.

17.

The liability of tho Assured is limited by law,
to the amount of hi* premium note. n»9:tf

1846.—Buffalo and Chicago.
THE new, fast and com-
modious Steamboat OREGON,
Capt. L. H. Cotton, will run be-

tween Buffalo and Chicago,during the season of 1846

as follows

:

Leaves Buffalo.
Wednesday, May,
Thursday, “

Friday, Jane,
Saturday, w

Monday, July,
Thursday, 44

Wednesday, Aug.
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Monday, Oct.
Tuesday, *

ml 6.-6m
Leaves Chicago.

Thursday. May”
Friday, 44

Saturday, June
Monday, 14

Tuesday, July
Wednesday, “

Thursday, Aug.
Friday, «

fe2&; **
Tuesday, Oct.
Wednesday, 44

porttmt toTravelersandHouse*
keepers*

LIFE AND PROPER-
TY PRESERVERS. Patent
Self-Cocking Revolving pistols.

_ Manufactured, wholesale and
retail, J. G. BOLEN, HU Bnurtway,

janlOtf Between W*J 1 and Pine sts .hem York

J. W. <fc N.ORR,

ENGRAVERS
ON WOOD.

ayOFFICE, 7 6 Naa-
saa*Ktrect,

mar 1 4 tf NEW YORK

L«lvinf?*ton K. 31 filer*

Attorney at raw. and so
UCITOR IN CHANCF.K Y. No. 20 Nunn

street N. Y. CoHecilng(iind other business) prom pi -

ly attended to. Refer t<» Benj. F. Butler, Jon P.

< 'rnsby and Chas. Butler, Esqr*., and Duremus a

Nixon, Merchants. m1636m*

Report off the
TlfUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE1H COMPANY of New-Yerk, No. 66 Wattot-
at the cloee of the third year, ending 31st Jan. 1840:
Number of policies Issued 2133
Amount of Receipts 3290,782^9
Losses and expenses 66,210,91—215,57Lit

Of policies issued 1823 were for whole life; fiutlhr
seven years

;
and 249 far different periods

;
.of which

245 were to merchants: 21 i to mechanics; 133 t#
lawyers; 170 to olerks; 64 to clergymen; 74 to phy*
sieians : 16 to druggists

;
67 to ladies

; 18 gentle—;
25 cashiers ofbanks

;
71 brokers; 35 bookseller*;m

manufacturers; 10 professors in colleges; 30 tench
era

;
10 seer's of com—ies; 10 to engravers

; 33 to
agents

;
6 toeditora

;
5 cartmen

; 6 presidents offocas*
ponies; 33 students; 14 hotel keepers: 51 farmers;
45 officers of U. S. Army and Navy; 12 ship mrp—
ten; 7 laborers; 9 millers: 8 bank tellers-; 65 ethet

R
ursuits. TRUSTEES:
1. Robinson, Z. Cook, jr.

y
J. C. Thatcher.

W. Barnwell. R. B. Minturn, Robert Schuy'

'

Stacey B.Corlins,J . S. Wadsworth,T. Sedgwick*
Gouv. W. Wilks,Charles Ely. D. cTCoidenl
B. D. Sllllman, Jon. Miller, R. L. Lord.
J. H. Swift, C. W. Faber, A. S. Perry.
J. V. Pruyn, H. W. HubbeU, Joeeph Bluik,
W. Moore. J. C. Cruger, l. G. Peareoa
R. H. McCurdy, Fitig’en Halleek,W. S. Wetmera,
J. B. Collins, Mor. LivingstoaJoe. Tuekenaaa
T. W. Oloott, Alfred PelL W. J. Bvnkcct
Gideon Hawley, MORRIS ROBINSON, Free.

Samuel Hannat, Sea
Mintuen Post, M.D. Physician to the Comsaay
604 Broadway. mar98 ly

• • w. w. c, » reM»tpiua* Jc-vrciry* ate*
A. BRETT, has removed from

VT • No. 103 Pearl street, to the new store,. Nta
(5 Liberty street, opposite the Post Offloe, (up stain)
where he respectfully invites the attention of Mer-
chants (about laving in their Spring stoOke,> to hit
extensive and hahdaela) aeii itntntwf FranehjEam*
H*h and German Fancy Qoods: Pocket and Table
Cutlery ^ Raqoce; Smsaen: Needles; Thimbles:
Percussion Cups; German Silver wares; Plated and
Gilt ware: Pine gold and silver Duplex, Lever, Le-
•tiueand verge Watches; Jewelry; Odd F.sllsw**
Breast-pins - gold, silver, plated and Gerasaa Sil-

ver Pencil Cases, with and without pens; Steel
Pens; gilt, plated, lasting, twist, brocade, Jet,Japan-
e*1

., horn, bone,and other Buttons: shell,ivory, hern,
wood and metal Combs : dressing and traveling
Cases

;
portable Writing Desks

;
Fans ; hair, doth*

•thoe, nail, tooth, shaving and other Brushes; Sue-
itenders ; spool and skein Cotton : linen Thread:
sewing Silk

;
Hooks and Eyes

;
Perfumery of all

kinds
;

Toilet Soaps
; hand Mirrors and Looking-

glasses
;
Beads

;
Head Ornaments

;
and a great

variety of other goods, especially adapted to the
Spring trade, all of which he offers to the trade at
moderate prices. mar96tf

mechanics' Tools*
A A FULTON STREET. The enb-
"Tt seriber keeps oonstantlv receiving large addi-
tions to his assortment of Mechanics’ Tools, and
genera] kWdwure, and respectfully Informs all

wishing to purchase, that he has as good an assort-

ment of goods as any hense in the trade, particu-

larly of the best quality of goods, which he offers at
such prices as he hopes will be satisfactory to alL
Mechanics of all kinds can be supplied with a full

assortment©? Goods, most or which aeb was-
ranted. A full assortment of Coopers’ Toole,
which are all warranted, as are also his best quali-

ties of Planes, Saws, Files. Chisels, Braoea, Bits, eta
Agent for the sole of McLaughlin’s Patent Mortin>
ing Machines: also many other artides not gene-
rally kept In Hardware or Tool stores. A large as-

sortment of patterns of the celebrated 44 Tally Ho*
Rasors. with a printed and certified guaranty ac-

companying each, an important thing to thoee whe
wish a really good Rasor,as the price will be returned

if the rasors are not good. Tool Chests furnished
with Tools from eight dollars to one hundred—al-
ways kept on hand suitable for mechanics and area*

terira. Cat nails and general Hardware at the
lowest market priee. HENRY F. FAIRBANK,
apl I 44 Ftiltou st. (between Pear) and CliffJN. Y.

F. W B«*ll*

Blank book manufactu-
rer, Printer and SUti-ner, 27 Ann and I

South- Willfcuii streets, keeps o hand a largo aad
general assortment of the beet of Blank Books,

suitable for all business purposes, bound in tvery
style; Paper, Busiucss Blanks, and all kinds of

foreign and domestic Stationery which he afters far

sale at the very lowest rates. Blank Books ruled

and txrund to order; Circula*s, Cards, Bill Head-%
etc., primed with nestness and dis^iateh.

N. B.—F. W. B. is constant*,y supplied with
Lit burnt) hie Articles, sneb »m UthtgnqJiic Rollers,

Ink, Crayons, eto., of bis own ini|N>rtati>«, direoO

from faris ; also all kinds and siaenof Lithograph!*
Stones. apll

J* F. Green and £• J* lflerccr’e

1 1- 1- K a *n I ) DIMM v- 1^( H)MS»
1 rionicr of Ann and Nassau -treots.

^
Every

tiixiiry served during its season la the host style

and at moderate charges. J**
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96 THE GOLDEN RULE.
Coffee and Dining Rooms.

XfOTICE.—E. J. MERCER, respect-

ll faliy informs his friends and the public, that

haying purchased from his partner, J. F. Green, his

entire Interest in the Coffee and Dining Rooms, cor-

ner of Nassau and Ann streets, trusts the estab-

lishment will continue to receive not only the sup-

port of his friends, but also be recommended to the

patronage of his friends’ friends, as he assures them

all his energies will be devoted on his part to make

his Dining Rooms second to none other in the city.

N. B. The Ladies’ Coffee and Refreshment Rooms

will still be continued as heretofore, under the espe-

cial charge of Mrs. Mercer. Private entrance, 21

Ann street

jratt IsMMiiPrlee 86 Cent*.
|

PART TWENTY-EIGHT of VIR-
TUE’S DEVOTIONAL FAMILY BIBLE, con-

taining,an engraving of Kaffaal D’Urbino’s cele-

brated painting the “Madonna and Child.” Geo.

Virtue, late R. Martin & Co. 26 John-st. aug8:lt*

State op New York. Secretary’s Office, >

Albany, July 24, 1816. \

TO THE SHERIFF OF THE
CITY ANJ) COUNTY OF NEW YORK

:

Sir—Notice is hereby given, that at the next Gene-

ral Election, to be held on the Tuesday succeeding

the first Monday of November next, the following

officers are to be elected, to wit: A Governor and

Lieutenant Governor of this State. Two Canal

Commissioners, to supply the places of Jonas Earll,

junior, and Stephen Clark, whose terms of service

tUI expire on the last day of December next. A
Senator for the First Senatorial District, to aupp|y l^e manufactures every description of Regalia for

the vacancy which will accrue by the expiration of
j
lxKjg€8 ^4 Encampments, and will be happy to re-

the term of service of John: A. Lott on _th$ Last day
ortjerB from the Brotherhood, for furnishing

of December next. A Representative inthe 30th
] ^ required by the Revised Work.

Congress of the United States, for the Third Con- * —
gresslonal District, consisting of the 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th,

nd 6th Wards of the City of New York. Also, a

Representative in the said Congress for the Fourth

Congressional District, consisting of the 6th. 7th,

10th and ldth Waxris of said City. Also a Repre-

sentative in the said Congress for the Fifth Con-

gressional DietrMt, oenistifig Ofthe 8th, 9th and 14th

Waids ofaid CtyT J** who * Representative in

the said Ctagvcal Dfwke
" 1— 1

John Osborns,
ANUFACTURER of REGALIA,

iYL No. 99 Madison st, N. Y., wonld state that

Fixth Congressional Dis-

trict, ooasfetiog of the Uth, 12th, 16th, 16th, 17th

and 18th Wards of said City.

Also the following officers for the said County, to

wit : 16 Members of Assembly, a Sheriff in the place

of William Jones, whose term of servioe will expire

on the last day of December next A County Clerk

in the place of James Connor, whose term of service

will expire on the last day of December next ; and a

Coroner in the place of Edmund G. Rawson, whoee

term of servioe will expire on the last day of De-

cember next. Yours, respectfully,

N. S. BENTON, Secretary of State.

Sheriffs Office, New York, August 3d, 1846.

The above Is published pursuant to the notice of

the Secretary of State and the requirements of the

statute in such case made and provided for.

WM. JONES
Sheriffof the City and County of New York.

027“ AH the public newspapers in the County will

publish the above once in each week until election,

and then hand in their bills for advertising the

same, so that they may be laid before the Board of

Supervisors, and passed for payment
See Revised Statutes, yoL 1, chap, vi., title 3d

article3d—part 1st, page 140. an8
,

Samuel Hammond & Co.,

TMPORTERS OF FINE WATCH-
X ES, No. 41 Merchants’ Exchange, 1st door in

William street Have constantly onhand a large

and valuable assortment of FINE WATCHES ef

their own importation, which they are now selling at

lower prioes (when quality is compared,) than can be

purchased of any dealer in New York. A written

warrantee, in all cases, will be given to the purchaser.

S. Hammond having attended solely to the repair-

ing of Chronometer, Duplex, and other fine Watches,

in the late firm of Benedict & Hammond, will con-

tinue to give his undivided attention to that branch

of the business, in connection with his present part-

ner, whose reputation has long been established,

having worked for the last ten yean for the trade in

this city. m23:tf

Odd Fellows’ Repot.
'T'HE subscribers respectfully inform
JL the Brothers of the Order, that they have taken

a store in the new Odd Fellows’ Hall, North Sixth

street below Race street, where they intend to keep
on hand all the principal Odd Fellows’ Publications,

Proposition Books, Report Books, Order Books,

Blank Books, and all such other Books as are need

by the Order, together with Regalia, and all other

articles used in furnishing Lodges.

They also intend keeping on hand a general as-

sortment of Books, Stationery, &c.
WM. CXJRTIS,
D. NORCROSS.

The office of the “ Golden Rule” is at the above

store.

J. C# Booth Sc Co.

CASH DRAPERS and TAILORS,
187 Broadway, have reoeived an additional sup-

ply of choice Cassimeres Linen Drills and Vestings,

to which they would invite particular attention. Our

stock now comprises the richest assortment of goods

ever before offered in this city, and having great fa-

cilities in buying, both here and in foreign markets,

we are enabled to offer them at prioes much lower

than the usual rates,

There are some who imagine that goods in Broad-

way must be dear, but we would assure such persons

that our prices (at all times low) were never so low

as at the present; and that since our removal, by our

much increased business, we have been enabled to

reduce our rates, while at the same time, the style

uid workmanship of our garments have been very

much improved. We would invite all these persons

to give us a call, and be disabused at once of all such
erroneous impressions.

The Catting Department is under the supervision

ofMr J. LEE, whose name is a sufficient guarantee

of its being property and efficiently conducted. je!3tf

Joseph Davis,
TiTANUFACTURER of MASONIC
ITl and ODD FELLOWS’ REGALIA and BAN-
NERS, No. 159 South Second street, 4th door above
Spruce street, Philadelphia. Regalia and Banners
of every description, either plain, painted, or em-
broidered in gold or silver. Samples may be seen as

above. Je6:tf

Clii. F. A. Hlnrlchs,
A T 150 Broadway, and 75 Liberty
XSk street—Sueoessor to M. Werckmciscer—Im-
porters of German, French and English FANCY
WOODS. All kinds of Toys, Fancy Articles, Ger-

* man Glassware, French China Vases, Musical In-

struments, Masks of all kinds, Dominoes, Backgam-
mon, and every thing that can be desired in the line

of Fancy Goods. m23.tf

Wi Worts,
and Plate Printbe.T?NGRAVER

Hi Book Plate, Commercial Blanks. Labels, Watch
Papers, Hat Tips, Cards, Lodge *nd Encampment
Seals, Engraved and Printed at short, notice. N. B.

Members of the 1. 0. of O. F. wanting Plate Printing
done, will do well to call at his Office, 101 Boekman-
street, corner of Pearl. aplStf

Classen9*

Fashionable visiting
CARD ESTABLISHMENT. 26 per cent be-

low his usual prioes. A Plate and 50 Cards printed

for f 1,50; the beat Enamelled Cards piloted frutt.

Engraved Plates at 50 cents per pack. A SILVER
DOOR PLATE tarnished aud beuutitally engraven
for $3. Engraving for the ,Trade equally low, ai

CLLASSEN’S old stand, No. 1 Murrey-street, cor-

ner of Broadway. mdOtly

Dr. James Ashley,
T>HYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
XT No. 40 HUDSON street. Office Hours- 9 A.

M. and 5 PM- d!31y

JOHN McNICOL, Stereotyper and
Printer, No. ll Spruce street, 4th story.

DnlMNK’S’COUGH- PILLS
Thousands Die Annually

KY CONSUMPTION, induced by
slight eolds, thought too trifling to require at-

tention. The ravages of this insidious disease among
the flair and the beautiful of our land, carries wo and
desolation into many happy families, where oilier

wise joy might shed her glorious effulgence around.

DR. LAENNEC'S COUGH PILL8
Is one of the most sure and admirable specifics for the

cure of Consumption. Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, and
all afleotions of the Lungs, that has ever yet been

devised by science or skill. It is the invention of the

greatest physician of France,and their extraordinary

sffects has filled all Europe with wonder ani aston

ishment.
A common oold can be cured in a day by two or

three doses only. Put up in two boxes, numbered 1,

and 2, adapted to the various stages of the discase

DT- Price $1 per box, with full directions. Sold
by J. WINCHESTER, 30 Ami-street N. Y.
(n Brooklyn, at Mrs. HAYS, 139 Fulton-street,

and S. P. LEEDS, ©or. ofCourt and Atlantic streets.

Dr. LAENNEC’S FAMILY PILLS, & mild, safe

and effective purgative, are recommended to all who
are Uoubled with Dyspepsy or Indigestion. Price
25 cents a box.

The Fair Isabel;

OR, THE FANATICS OF THE
CEVENNES: By EUGENE SUE. Trans-

lated hy Hbnrv W. Hbrbeut, Esq. with Original

Illustrations, will be speedily issued complete in one

volume. Price 50 cent®.

UMIyi&I Bemelit
T rt* INSURANCE COMPANY,
JLj No. 1 1 Wall st. It is now a year since this In-

stitution commenced the business of Life Insurance
on the liberal plan then first announced in its pro-

spectus. TTiat the principals therein contained have
met with the approbation of those who have sought
the advantages which snch an Institution affords in

making provision for a family needs no other proof
than the statement of the fact that 1701 Policies

have been issued, and that premiums to the amount
of $154,269 25 have been received during that

period.

The amount of tands received for premiums has
already established a large capital, which must
rapidly increase by the payments of the second
year’s premiums, the securing interest and the cur-

rent receipts for new Policies. The accumulation
from these sources enables the Directors to fulfill

their promise to lay up a reserve fund to meet the

increasing ages insured—equal to reinsuring every
life—pay all demands for losses, and to divide large

profits among the insured. m9:tf

STATEMENT OF POLICIES ISSUE TIN APRIL, 1646.

To Merch’tsA Traders.96 To Sea Captains and
• Manufacturers .... 16 Mariners 2

Mechanics 27 - Farmers Sc Planter* 3
Clergymen 10 Engineers... 3
Physicians 13 Cashiers 4
Lawyers 6 Accountants. 7
Professors 1 Clerks 40
Teachers . 7 Students 3
Editors & Printers. 5 ' Ladies. . 26
Publis Officers ... . 4 Gentlemen 5
Officers of Navy. . . 7 Servants. 5
Innkeepers 31

Total*. 272
Policies issued from 1st May, 1845, to 3lst

March, 1846—11 months. 1429

.Whole number ofPolicies first year. 1701

Whole amount ef Premiums first year. . .$154,264 25
207 new Policies issued in May.
This company has met with but two losses,amount-
in tO 8EVBN THOUSAND DOLLARS.

ROBT. L. PATTERSON, President.
BENJ. C. MILLER, Secretary.

Jos L. Lord, Agent.
Jambs Stbwart, M. D., (No. 2, Bond street,)

Medical Examiner. je 6tf

Stephen XV. Climber,

Historical, portrait and
LANDSCAPE ENGRAVER. No. 30 Abing-

don Square, Eighth Avenurn New York. Designs
for Certificates, Lodge and Encampment Seals clas-

sically done to the rules of the Order. Letters from
the brotherhood in the States m ust be post-paid, all

mOd&»FeIlows* Offering*”for 1 847*

T7DITKD byPASCHALDONALD-
JGJ SON.—The Fifth Volumb of this popular

publication is so for advanced as to warrant the

Publishers in announcing that it will be issued eg.

early as the first day of August, 1846.

In order to make the Offeringone ofthe best Ame-
rican Annuals, the Publishers have determined to
embellish it with TEN SUPERB ENGRAVINGS,
mostly descriptive of subjects appropriate to Odq
Fellowship, the designs for which are from eminent
Artists, and entirely original.

They have also made arrangements to print It ixt

type smaller than that used for the last volume,
which will greatly increase the amount of reading

Also, in every other respect the book will be im-
proved It will be issued at the low price of the Of-
fering of last year.

The Brotherhood will, no doubt, observe thee an
the work will be published at a much greater ex-
pense than the one for 1846, it will be important that
a greater number be sold, in order to remunerate
those oonoerned in its publication.

The Offering has been acknowledged a desirable

and useful book. It has proved valuable to the tra-
teroity asweU as interesting to the public ; and it Is

therefore hoped that the enterprise of the Publish-
ere in presenting a volume creditable to the Inde-
pendent Order of Odd Fellows will be appreciated^

and meet with a corresponding response.

Orders for the Offering must be addressed to
H\r*Au \\ tLLi u. . wo uaiuiy-sK

Ulrs. Brady, 115 Division^street,

R espectfully informs her
’friends and the public generally, in the city and

vicinity, that she has opened her stock of SPRINGS
BONN ETS, consisting of Straw, Shirred and Plain
Silk Hats, made of rich materials, all of whioh will
be sold at the lowest prices. Ladies own material* .

made to order. Dress-making in all its branobes.
m9:tf

Philadelphia Hat Sc Cap Store.

THE subscriber respectfully informs*
his friends, and the public in general, that ho

has opened the New Cheap Hat & Cap Store, No.
106, N. 6th-st. 2 doors above the “Odd Fellows”new
Hall, where may be had all kinds of Hats Caps A* c.

wholesale and retail, cheap fur cash. Merohonts and
other are requested to call and examine leforo

chusing elsewhere. (m23:tfj F. W. CORINTH.
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New ©rigtnal Romance.

WILFRED MONTRESSOR;
°R> * %

THE SECRET ORDER OF THt SEVEN.
A ROMANOB OF MYSTERY AND ORIMB. T

BY THE AUTHOR OF “ FLORENCE DE LACEY, OR THE COQUETTE,” ETC-

CHAPTER XI.

—

THE AU C PIONEER AND THE PAWNBROKER.

lfred Tracey descended the

steps of the entrance to his

brother’s residence, with a

smile of triumph. As Ste

reached the pavement he

was jostled by a man,\^iQse

rapid movements anefr self-

satisfied expression of coun-

tenance involuntarily excited

his attention.

‘•Beg yonr pardon, sir;

in a great hurry, sir;” ex-

claimed the stranger, turn-

ing abruptly toward Alfred

Tracey. He did cot wait to

ascertain the effect of his

blunt apology, bat hurridd

on at his usual rapid pace

—

now to the right, now to the

left, now through the midi£

of the passers-by—
oy Tl

went, with the practised

dexterity ofa city pedestrian.

Leaving Alfred Tracey to pursue his amusements, or fulfil his

engagements, we shall follow the movements of our new ac-

quaintance.

He was a ehort^ender man, of two or three-and-thirty years

of age, witteafaff^omplexion, sandy hair, aud whiskers of the

same color, extending to the angle of the lower jaw. His head

was of a conical shape, the forehead narrow, retreating, yet lofty

and regulariy oval ; the eyes quick, restless, and penetrating.

The other Sutures of his couutenance were by no means strik-

ing. He was dressed somewhat jauntily, in pantaloons of linen

drilling, a fancy vest, a green hunting coat, and a low crowned,

broad brimmed, palmetto hat.

h'requ0$£ly, as he made his way through the crowd, he re-

cognized an acquaintance or a friend by a nod or a brief salu-

tation. Frequently, upon reaching the grateful shade of a row

?

ofLstately buildings, he placed his hat under his arm, and wiped
th^perspiration from his heated brow with a red silk handker-

cbie%vbicli he drew from his bosom.

The sun Ihone brightly upon the paved thoroughfares, and the

edi$ces of brick, and the shop windows, filled with articles of

comfort, taste, aud luxury. But these accustomed objects were
scarcely noticed by the pedestrian. He threaded street after

street with the careless security ot a man who knows every inch

of his ground, until he arrived at the corner of Grand street and

the Bowery. There he paused for a moment, as if reflecting

upon his future movements.

As he was on the point of turning down the Bowery, a young
man came running towards him, and extending his hand ex-

claimed :

" Ah! Pettigrew, how are you ? It is a long time since I have

seen you, bo&re.”

The person who was thus familiarly accosted, glanced quickly

at the spokesman, and replied, in a tone half of inquiry and half

of recognition

:

“ Tim Hardmannt”
“ Yes, Billy Pettigrew

;
I see yon know me.”

“ As much as ever,” said Pettigrew, shaking bauds with the

young man. “ Why, Tim, you are as fat as an alderman, and

your round fleshy cheeks would do for any porter bouse keepet

in the city.”

“ Freslabatchei’s meat and good porter have done it. I was
as lean as a shad iu March, when you and I were fellow clerks

together at Edsall & Brown’s.”
* That was sc V5ii years ago, or more. Btess me, how time

flies.”

Like a rocket, Billy. But you seem the same old customer

yef. What are you at now ?”

“ I am an auctioi.eer.”
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98 THE GOLDEN RULE.
“ An auctioneer? You are always at something new. Where

is your establishment—your shop ?”

“I have no auction store, Tim; but I sell goods at auction

whenever I am called upon by my patrons. I collect bills, rents,

&c., for several pretty heavy concerns ; and my thorough know-

ledge of the city often throws a nice job into my hands.”

“ You have a sharp eye and a quick wit in managing an nflair,

as I have reason to know, Pettigrew; I suppose you are getting

rich ?
M

*< Not a bit of it,” replied Pettigrew ;
“ and it really seems

strange to me, for I have dipped into almost every thing. Since

I left Ed sail & Brown’s, six years ago and upwards, I have been

a merchant, a newspaper editor, a speculator in lands and stocks,

a hotel keeper, a play writer and actor, a custom house officer,

a steamboat proprietor, and an auctioneer. I have worked

early and late, at all sorts of schemes aud operations, and I am

actually worse off to-day than when I abandoned my clerkship.”

You are like me, I fancy,” said Tim Hardmaun, with a laugh.

*• You belong to the make-much and spend-more school.”

“ No : I am as close as a cork-screw ;
but loss upon loss.”

“Ah! Pettigrew,” said Tim Hardmann, with a knowing wiuk,

“ you were always a sly one.”

“Excuse me, Tim” said the auctioneer, suddenly breaking

off the conversation, “ I am on a wild goose chase this morning,

and I shall have to scour the whole city, perhaps, before I run

down the game.”

The auctioneer caught scarcely a word of the invitation which

Tim Hardmann extended to him.

“Pettigrew,” he bawled after him, “ if you want to see some

fun, come up to Bill Smith’s porter house this evening, aud

join Jack Highflyer’s squad. Ah ! the old fellow’s off.”

William Pettigrew had employed the moments consumed in

the conversation with Tim Hardmann, in arranging the details of

his future operations to his own satisfaction. His mind partook

of the extraordinary activity of his body. He could pursue a

regular train of thought upon any subject within the limit of his

capacity, while apparently absorbed in the jollity or ousiness of

others.

At the distance of two or three squares from the spot where

he had encountered his fellow clerk of the olden time, he pounced

suddenly through the opeu door of a jeweller’s shop. j,Ie_ad^
j

dressed several questions to a young man standing behind the

counter. The replies were in the negative, and the auctioneer,

with a quick, sharp glance at the cases of jewelry, left the pi

mises. He resumed his walk along the Bowery, but the in

ruptions to his progress became frequent, and of varied durajjon.

He visited the pawn-brokers’ shops on his route, thfc stores of

jewelry and fancy articles, the shops for the purchase and sale

of second-hand clothing and articles of value. He dipped iuto

cellars and other nondescript places, many of whose owners and

occupants had obtained a degree of public notoriety by their

criminal delinquencies. Nor did he confine his visits to the

broad avenue of the Bowery. Upon arriving at the embouchure of

a narrow, filthy street, whose buildings and gutters were alike un-

prepossessing, it was not uncommon to see Pettigrew traverse it

with a rapid, jerking walk, stopping at two or three places to

pursue his inquiries, and returning ever to the point of departure

from the wide street which seemed to be the centre ol his ope-

rations.

It was nearly two o’clock in the afternoon that the auctioneer,

having approached the lower end of Chatham street, entered a

pawn-broker’s shop in that region of the city. Half a dozen men

and women were standing near the counter with bundles of

clothjng and other articles, waiting their turn to be served. In

the stalls farther on, the doors partially closed, were several tem-

porary occupants, whom pride, or the fear of observation, ren-

dered desirous of concealment. Hardly noticing the customers

or the clerks of the establishment, William Pettigrew hastened

towards a small room in the rear of the building. A heavy, thick

set man, with sharp features and a dark sallow complex iou, stood

before a mahogany desk writing in a large folio volume.

The lower part of the writing-desk contaiued anutaber of draw-

ers with locks and brass kuobs.

“ No time for ceremony this morning, Mr. Hoskens,” said the

auctioneer, interrupting the man of business.

Mr. Hoskens turned towards the speaker with a surly expres-

sion of countenance, hut on recognizing him a grim smile stole

!

over his visage.

“ Good day, Mr. Pettigrew.”
“ Warm, warm, Benjamin; but 1 have business.”

The pawn-broker became attentive immediately.

“ Have you received any articles of jewelry in pledge since

last Saturday morning?”
Hoskens looked inquiringly at the questioner.

“ It is all right, Benjamin. The parties are rich and will in-

demnify you against loss.”

Hoskens opened his desk and took therefrom a large blank

book, in which the entries of pledged articles were made.

“ Jewelry—what kind of
j
eWelry 7” he asked, addressing the

auctioneer.

“A gold ^tch and some valuable trinkets,” replied Pettigrew,

fumblingjn hie vest pocket for a memorandum.
“ Saturday-^hefe it is,” said the pawn-broker, opening the

blank book ;
and then commenced running over the items in a

f audible voice. “ Clothing—clothing—sword cane—cloth-

;—gold pencil—gold snuff box—clothing—diamond cross
—

”

What is that ?” said Pettierew, with a gesture of impatience

—looking at the memorandum which had been furnished to him.
“ A diamond cross.**

“A gold cross, richly chased, set with brilliants,” continued the

auctioueer, reading from the paper.

“ The next item,” said Hoskens, “ is a gold Lepine watch.**

Produce it, Mr. Hoskens,” said Pettigrew, quickly.

The pawn-broker unlocked one of the small drawers in the

loweg part of the writing-desk, and after a moment’s search die*

coferejl the package which corresponded with the entry in the

blauk book.
* The name of the maker and the number,” asked Pettigrew.

Hoskens untied the package, and carefully removing the en-

velop, exhibited to his visiter a small diamond cross and a*gold

watch of exquisite workmanship.

The auctioneer snatched the watch from the hands of the

pawn-broker, opened the case aud read hastily, V Bonnard, Paris,

6876 ;” then referring to the memorandum, he exclaimed:
“ Right, Hoskens, by the powers. A gold Lepine watch, No.

6876, Bonnard, maker.”
*“ And the cross, Mr. Pettigrew,” said the pawn-broker, placing

it Jjefore him.

“ These are the articles, Benjamin,” said Pettigrew ;
“ no donbt

ofeiU There are other thiugs enumerated in the memorandum

—

s£vtfr4 l^pgs.”

“ I see uo item of that description among the entries,” replied

Benjamin Hoskens.
“ Enough, enough/’ said the auctioneer, wiping the perspira-

tion from his brow, and flxiag his eyes stedfastly upon the pawn-
broker. “ Now, Benjamia, by whom were these articles pledge

ed ? We want the man more than the trinko^even.”
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THE GOLDEN RULE. 99

His name is on the label—Thomas Smith ; resides 4G Thames
street.”

“ An alias, of course. One question, Benjamin ; is he an old

customer !” mj~ ^
“ I do not know,” Yejflied Hoskens, with an unembarrassed

«ir ;
“ but I will inquire ofthe boys. Aarpn ! Aaron !”

The second summons had scarcely passed his lips ere a young
man of seventeen or eighteen years of age made his appearance.
“ Have you seenAis gold watch and diamond cross before

now 7” said the pami-broker, addressing his clerk.
“ Yes, sir. They^vere offered on Saturday morning.”
“ By whom 7”

“A stranger, Mr. Hoskens ; a man with coarse, heavy features,

pretty well dressed.”

“ His size, his dress, his appearance—all the particulars,”

exclaimed Pettigrew, abruptly.

“ I did not notice him, particularly,” said the clerk ; then turn-

ing to his employer he continued, “ Levi atteuded^fe the busi-

ness,*fcir.”
^

“ Tell him to come hither, immediately.”

“He has gone into the country for a day or two, with yonr
permission.”

“Ah 1 I had forgotten.”

“ Would you recognize the person that offered these articles,

if you were to ?IPe him again 1” inquired Pettigrew.
“ I do not think that I should be able to do so,” said the young

man : “I did not observe him clos^fy.”

The clerk retired.

“ We have a clue, Mr. Hoskens,” continued the auctioneer,
** which must be followed up. I will satisfy you- hereafter that

this is stolen property, and the owner will gladly indemnify you
to the amount of your loan upon it.” 1

The pawn-broker bov^pd and Pettigrew rose to depart.
He paused, as he reached the door of the^apartment, and in-

quired:
“ When.will Levi return ?” * E

see him on

“ To-morrow evening.”

“ His information may be very important—*1 will

“Wednesday morning.”

William Pettigrew left the ^awn-broker’s shop aud ^hurried

down Chatham street to the Park, which he crossed. He began
to foel the cravings of a vigorous appetite. After a moment’s re-

flection at the Park gate, he traversed Broadway and descended

the steps of Florence’s saloon. A dish of turtle soup, a beefsteak

smothered, in onions, with the et ceteris, a desert of strawberry

pudding, and a bottle of fine Scotch ale soon restored the phy-

sical equilibrium of the auctioneer. In less than half an hour he
emerged from the saloon, and directed his coarse up Broadway.

The success of his morning’s exertions and a good dinner had

rendered his countenance the index of a mind filled with satis-

faction and- fti—aph. *

He walked on, gazing continually about him, yet really ab-

sorbed in serious reflection, until he arrived at the corner of

Prince street. Then turning the corner he proceeded a short

distance, rerhaps two hundred yards, ere he stopped at the en
trance ofBrick house of^respectable exterior.

He mounted the steps and rang the bell ; an interval of a few

seconds transpired, and the door was opened by a tidy chamber -

maid.

CHAPTER XII.

—

Caroline perct.

ith the unceremo-

nious ease of ac-

customed famili-

arity, William Pet-

tigrew advanced

through the hall

to the door of the

front parlor, open-

ed it and entered

the apartment. A
lady rose to meet

him, but upon
glancing at the

person of her vis-

iter, a slight ex-

pression of disap

_____ pointment flitted

f^¥vTW''/lt Llily over bet

L V Immk itzSBBm countenance.

“ Have you

"dropped down
from the clouds so suddenly, William,” she inquired, a little

pettishly.
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100 THE GOLDEN RULE
•* No, Caro ; it would bo a dangerous experiment without

wings, and I have not even the wings of a butterfly

This allusion to her apparel did not seem to please the lady,

for she drew up her slight fragile form to its utmcst height, and

tossing her head with an air of affected dignity, she exclaimed :

44 A butterfly ! Caroline Percy a butterfly !”

Then she smiled, and in that smile disclosed the dimples of

her rosy cheeks, the fullness and glowing vermilion of her lips,

and a set of small regular teeth, whiter than the purest ivory.

There was a roguish twinkle in her dark liazel eyes which be-

spoke a love of mirth and gayely. H6r hair was parted from her

clear translucent brow, and gathered in braids on the back of

her head.

Her dress was rich and elaborately tasteful ; but the profusion

of ornaments indicated a love of finery and display.

“ Yes, Caro, a butterfly—a fashionable butterfly.”

“ You would gratify me, William, if you paid a little more at-

tention to fashion. It is shameful, I protest, that you do not dress

more like a gentleman.”
il I am dressed for business,” replied Pettigrew, 44 not for plea-

sure.
“ Why, then, have you called upon me,” said Miss Percy, tart

]y ; “I am no woman of business.”

44 Just for one kiss, Caro,” said the auctioneer, approaching

her,
“ Bah ! don’t come near me,” exclaimed the lady, starting sud

denly from him ;
44 you have been eating onions.”

“ One kiss,” said Pettigrew, still advancing.

« No, I tell you—no :” said Mies Percy, stamping her little foot

angrily on the floor, “ you are perfectly odious.”

“ Good bye, then ; I can’t parley about it. I hope you will

be in a better humqrf
this evening.”

His hand was upon the knob of the door—a gentle word re-

called him. - w
“ William.”
44 Well, Caro?”
41 1 want a trifle of money this afternoon : twenty-or thirty

dollars.”
44 1 have not got it”

44 Nonsense.”
44 What has become ”

41 All gone.”
44 You are an extravagant creature ; but I can’t tdfcto you now,

for I have really very important business on my hands.”

Miss Percy watched the retiring figure of the auctioneer with

a slight curl of the lip.

44 Ho is a mean, pitiful fellow,” she said, half audi^p; 44 and

I am glad he has gone. Let me see ^

She remained standing in the ceuire of the apartment, in an

attitude of reflection, with the thumb and fore-finger of her right

hand pressed lightly against her chin.

The bell rung ; Miss Percy flew *o the centre table, took there-

from a volume of an elegant pocket edition of Shakspeare, and

threw herself into a fauteuil.

A moment afterwards the door opened and a young gentleman

was ushered int^ihe apartment by the servant. Miss Percy rose,

with an' appearance of languor, advanced one or two steps, and

extended, her hand to him. It was a small white hand, glitter-

ing with gems.
4
* Mr. Willoughby, I believe,” said the lady, with some hesi-

tation of manner.
44 Yes, Miss Percy ; I have taken the liberty of calling to in-

quire after your health.”

4 » I am much better to-day—quite well, indeed.”

44 Your indisposition was 6udden and rather alarmiug.”

44 1 do not know what affected *ne so strangely. Aunt Percy

and I had been at church and were returning very leisurely.

The beat of the weather, or—or— I am not skilful in assigning

causes” said Miss Percy, smiling; ‘ r but I felt a very peculiar

faintness and dizziness.”

44 You clung almost convulsively to your aunt.”

“I am deeply indebted to yon, Mr< Willoughby,” said Miss

Percy, with an excessive glance, ^for the polite attentions

which you lavished ftpon my aunt aud myself.”

44 Do not speak of them, Miss Percy,” said the young man ;

44
I

am happy to have had it in my power to render you any ser-

vice.”

“ Aunt Percy is desirous of expressing her gratitude to you

;

but she has gone out shopping this afternoon.”

“And left yon to amuse yourself with your books,” said Frede-

rick Willoughby, glancing at the volume which Miss Percy still

held in her hand.
44 I do not know whether the works of Shakspeare are an

amusement, or a study, to me,” replied the lady.
44 His representations of human life, and his delineations of

character, are replete with truthful meaning.”
44 And the passions, the emotions, of the soul—he paints them

with the skill of a master. I had just commenced the perusal,

for the thousandth time, of {he scene between Borneo and Juliet,

in the play of that name.”
44 Will you favor me by reading it aloud,” said Willoughby,

persuasively.

Miss Percy hesitated an instant, then apologizing for the fee-

bleness of her voice, she opened the volume and commenced
with the line

:

“ 4 Oh ! Romeo, Romeo—wherefore art thou Romeo !”

The tones of her voice, so clear, so flexible, so richly modula-

ted, fell like the witchery of music upon the ears of Frederick

Willoughby. A sense of delight and fascination stole over him..

Caroline Percy continued to read, apparently unconscious of the

effect Bbe was producing, or of her own kindling enthusiasm.

Her intonation increased in strength and compass, and the ex-

pression of her countenance varied surprisingly with every burst

of impassioned sentiment. Willoughby gazed at the features of

the fair reader with intense admiration.

She closed the volume, but several moments elapsed ere the

young man collected himself sufficiently to say

—

44 You read de-

lightfully, Miss Percy. Those passages never seemed to me so

surpassingly beautiful. I never understood them till I heard

them from your lips.”

An arch smile and a merry glance of the eyes illumined the

face of the lady. i
41 You are a flatterer, Mr. Willoughby, jpfcq au the rest of your

sex
44 No, Miss Percy : indeed you read extremely well—with in-

spiration, if I may so express myself.”
44 The poet bestows the inspiration by the beauty of hts lan-

guage and sentiments. As I have remarked this ;s one of my
favorite scenes ; the leaves are well worn, jou perceive—and

yet I have always had some doubts in regard to its naturalness.”
44 In what respect ?”

11 The celerity with which Juliet loves, and the wonderful

f-ak netF of her spirit, are hostile to the privileges of her sex,”

said Miss Percy, with a smile.

41 Do you not believe in love at first sight?” asked Frederick

Willoughby, with emphasis.

Miss Percjjplushed slightly, and stammered out, “ I—there

are cases perhaps—I ”

“ You will not deny the possibility of such love,” said the

young man, with a degree of assurance.

44 No, Mr. Willoughby :
yet the pride of the sex revolts at the

idea of being the first to acknowledge it- existence. The female

heart pants for sincere affection, but it desires to be won by

words of tenderness and acts ol devotion.

44 As it ought to be,” added Willoughby, gallantly.

14
1 remember some verses of a quaint old ballad,” said Miss

I

Percy, rising and advancing toward a piano which stood in one

corner of the apartment, 44 that illustrates the subject in a com-

morvplace manner.”
44 Sing it, I entreat you.”

Miss Percy seated herself at the piano and ran over tho keys

with a light, delicate touch, which indicated great skill in exe-

cution. With a slight inclination of the head and a si _ nificant

glance at Willoughby, she warbled, in bird-like tones to an old

Irish melbdy, the following verses :

SONG.
44 4 Young knight—Sir Dennis O’Brady :

Is it you would gain the prize 1

You must plead with oatls and sighs,

• And the language of the eyes,

All for the love of a lady.
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SOUTHERN BOUNDARY OF TEXAS.

As this question is exciting a good deal of attention, we have

thought proper to give the following article or the subject, which

shows the grounds on which our government claim the Rio Grande

as the true boundary of Texas

:

By the organic law of 1836, the Republic of Texas fixed her
boundary at the Rio Del Norte, and with this boundary her inde-

pendence was recognised by the United States, and by England,
France and Holland. After the battle of San Jacinto, the Mexi-
cans retired beyond the Del Norte, and have never reoccupied the

country between the river and the Nueces. It was organized

into a county of Texas, running from the Nueces to the Del Norte,

and has been constantly represented in the Congress of Texas, in

their convention, and now in the Congress of the United States.

A port of delivery west of the Nueces was authorized by a law of
our Congress, unanimously passed in December last, and our reve-

nue laws are now in full operation there. The lower Del Norte
was always the boundary of ancient Texas, as a part of Louisiana
ceded to us bv the treaty of 1803. Such has been the opinion of
our distinguished statesmen and Presidents, ever since 1803. Mr.
Jefferson distinctly announced in repeated communications, and
especially on the 8th July, 1804, his fixed opposition to the “re-
linquishment of any, territory whatever eastward of the Rio
Bravo.”

Mr. Madison, in his letter of the 31st March, 1804, says, our
boundary “extended wcstwardly to the Rio Bravo;” and he de-

clares that the French commissioner delivered us the possession of
Texas with the “ Del Norte as its true boundary.” On the 8th No-
vember, 1803, James Monroe declared that “ incontestably” the
boundary of Louisiana is “the Rio Bravo to the west;” and Mr.
Pinkney united in the declaration. Mr. Monroe, in bis letter of
19th January, 1816, and June 10, 1816, says, none could dispute
“ our title to Texas;” and he adds, “ that our title to the Del Norte
was as clear as to the island of New Orleans.” In his letter of

the 12th March, 1818, John Quincy Adams proves our title to

Texas,' and says, “ well might Messrs. Pinkney and Monroe write

to Mr. Cevallos, in 1805, that the claim of the United States to the

boundary ofthe Rio Bravo was as clear as their right to the Island

of New Orleans.” Mr. Henry Clay, in his speech of 1820, in

Congress, quotes and repeats the same opinion ; and in his celebrated

anti-Texas letter of the 17th April, 1844, Mr. Clay says—“The
United Strte* acquired a title to Texas, extending as I believe, to

the Rio Del Norte by the treaty of Louisiana;” and the distinguised

senator from Misouri, Col. Benton, in one of his able letters on
this subject, republished by himself in the Globe of the 4th May,
1844, says

—

“ The best and most numerous harbors on the continental coast

of the Gulf of Mexico lie between the Sabine and the mouth of
the Rio Del Norte. As a naval and commercial power, owning the

great river which carries the commerce of an empire into the Gulf,

we had the greatest need for these harbors. Bv the acquisition of

Louisiana we obtined them ; by the new boundary established on
our southwest frontier in 1 8 19 we gave them away.” before the

establishment of this boundary all the Country to the west of the

lower Mi8si8ippi quite to the Rio Del Norte was ours.”

That Texas was ours bv the treaty of 1803, and that its bound-
ary extended to the Del Norte, is proved by the concurrent au-

thority of Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, Adams, Pinkney, Benton,
and Clay. It was the boundary fixed by Texas in her organic law
of 1836, and beyond which the Mexicans were then driven. And
if Texas had no other claim to the country between the Nueces
and the Del Narte, that by conquest and occupation would be
complete.

Harmony or Principle and Harmony op action.

—

Our Order
is founded on great and harmoneous principles. The wants of
man requires its continuance, and it subsists by a regular and
practical observance of the principles in which it is based. It,

therefore, requires its members to restrain their passions and to

be subservient to the dictates of enlightened reason. The
pleasures arising from a pure fHendskip tend to harmonize our
minds and banish from them all malice, rancor and ill-will.

United then as we. are in the bond of Friendship
, Love and

Truth, we ought to live like brethren bound by the same tie,

always cultivating fraternal affection aod practising those duties
which are the basis ou which the moral character we would
maintain most be supported.
By improving our minds in the principles of our Institution,

we enlarge our understanding and improve our heart and more
effectually answer the great ends of our existence. Useful
knowledge should be one great object of our desire and pursuit.

The ways of wisdom are beautiful and lead to pleasure. We
should study to impart, as well as to receive knowledge and let

our Lodge room be a place of instruction to the initiate and
ourselves. Knowledge mast be attained by degrees and useful
knowledge is not every where learned. Wisdom seeks the
secret shade, the silent temple designed for meditation, there

,

enthroned she sits, delivering her oracles. There at the altars
of Odd Fellowship may we seek and find her. If the passage
through which we pass appear narrow and difficult, the further
we travel the more easy and agreeable it will become. As we
find it so in the advancement from one degree to another, so
shall we find it as we make any considerable progress in the
practice of Odd Fellowship, in the exemplification of its princi-
ples. Go on then brethren, and os ye advance in a knowledge
of the teachings of our Institution, let the influence of its princi-
ples be seen in your conduct, be Odd Fellows indeed, and you
can be so only by being honest, kind, and honorable men. That
will be a glorious day for us, and for the world, when the same
harmony that exists between the principles of Odd Fellowship,
shall exist among all who bow at our altars. Then will the
world without see the power ofOdd Fellowship and be brought
under its benign influence. Then will Friendship, Love, and
Truth prevail, and the day-star of the Millenium will have
dawned.—[Covenant.

FRIENDSHIP, LOVE AND TRUTH.
BY UBS. M. H. SALTMAB8H.

Friendship, Love and Truth,
Glorious words are these,

Spread them where the earth extends,
Bear them o’er the seas,

When thej are heard on every shore,
Sin’s dominions shall be o’er.

“ In our God we trust.”

Ye have chosen well,

Each frail spirit stayed on him
Shall in safety Dwell

—

Peace your hearths and homes shall bless,
God your refuge in distress.

Friendship—angel guest,

Who but owns thy worth,
Healing with a gentle hand
Many a wound of earth ;

Through all lauds thy praises ring,
* Angel of the healing wing.

Love

—

what gifts are thine,

Of immortal birth,

"

Dweller in the princely hall,

Guarding cottage hearth

—

Bearing rest to crownld head.
Watcher by the lowliest bed.

Joyful with the yonng, 9
Stay when youth has fled,

Welcoming to life the babe,
Mourner for the dead.

Royal guests where kings abide
Inmates where the sinful hide.

Truth—triumphant power,
Attribute divine.

Spark of deity, whose light

Must still brighter shine

;

’Till sin’s dark devices fail,

“ a ruth is great and shall prevail.”

Words of wondrous power,
Be their import known

;

Brighter dajr shall dawn for earth.

When their sway we own.
Friendship, Love and Truth shall be
Pilots for eternity. [Covenant.

Mutton Mill.—The following is a description given, some
time since, of a mill, established On queer mechanical principles,

in one of the upper counties of this state:

A gentleman traveling in that section of the country overtook
a farmer dragging a lean, wretchcd-lookiqg horned sheep along
the road.

“ Where are you going with that miserable animal?” askea the
traveler.

“ I’m taking him to the mutton mil], to have him ground over,”
said the farmer.

“ The mutton mill

!

I never heard of each a thing; I will go
with you and witness the process.”

They arrived at the mill; the sheep was thrown alivo into the
hopper* and almost immediately disappeared. They then de-
scended to a lower apartment, and, in a few moments, there was
ejected from a spout in the ceiling, four quarters of excellent

mutton, two sides ofmorocco leather, a wool hat ofthe first quality,

a sheep's head (handsomely dressed), and two elegantly carved
powder horns.

Were it not for the fact that the above i^“in the papers,” we
should feel disposed to dispute it. «

9
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THE BLIND GIRL'S LAMENT.

By CAMILLA TOULMIN.

It is not that I cannot see

The birds and flowers of spring,

’Tis not that beauty seems to me
A dreamy unknown thing

:

It is not that I cannot mark
The blue and sparkling sky,

Nor ocean’s foam, nor mountain’s peak.
That e’er I weep or sigh.

They tell me that the birds, whose notes

Kail rich, and sweet, and full,

—

That these I listen to and love

Are not all beautiful

!

They tell me that the gayest flowers

Which sunshine ever brings

Are not the ones I know so well,

But strange and scentlesss things!

My little brother leads me forth

To where the violets grow
;

His gentle, light, yet careful step,

And tiny haud I know.
My mother’s voice is soft and sweet

Like music on my ear

;

The very atmosphere seerns love,

When these to me are near.

My father twines his arms around,
And draws me to his breast,

To kiss the poor blind helpless girl

He says he loves the best.

’Tis then I ponder unknown things,

It may be—weep or sigh,

And think how glorious it must be
To meet affection’s eye ?

Music.—Few will deny the potency of music over the human
heart ! Man ! that creature of a thousand impulses—how, when
some responsive chord is touched within, may every energy be
quickened, and move him to good or evil ! Music floats upon
his ear ! It leads him on to danger, and he smiles. It cheers
him into the very mtflefe of death ; and he exults. It gloddens
the lone hours of his captivity: other sounds than the clanking
chain seem to echo along the impenetrable walks. It assuages
the longings of the weary exile ; for the song of his childhood
restores, for awhile, the well-beloved land. It has touched, how
often, the flinty heart, and unlocked the long imprisoned remorse.

It has rifled the secret of the devoted one. It has softened the

anguish of the sorrowing. Who, then, shall deny that a sound
may seem to us as the lending to earth of a celestial language.

It is to no purpose, that a man strives to cajole a reproving
conscience, or coax it into approbation of au evil deed. No ef-

fort—no bribe—no sophistry’, can silence the inward tongue,
which makes itself heard amidst the din and clamor of a vicious
world, or in the remotest retreat from it.

We are accustomed to hear it said that external circumstances
have little influence over the happiness of a faithful, loving heart.

True, it matters not to such a heart, whether its dwelling be in

& lofty palace, or a lowly cottage; its nightly slumbers on a couch
of down, or a pallet of straw—but let the palace or the cottage,

the down couch or the straw pallet, bear the visible impress of

affection—let us read in their arrangements the tender thoughis
towards us of some other heart, and their influence on our hap-
piness is no longer little, for materiul things become thus the
conductors from heart to heart of that moral electricity which
we term sympathy.

I’oetry in all Things.—To the mere prose-thinking mind, a
beautiful tree is a certain well-contrived ornament, or perhaps a
very useful and ornamental production, showing a perfect skill
in the adaption of means to a given end. But to the poet it is

all this, and far more than this : it is a living companion. That
unconscious tree has for him a thousand sympathies, ever speak-
ing to his heart. Will it be said that this is all “ imagination”

—

a beautiful Action ? that poetry is but a comely garment, hiding,
rather than revealing, the truth of nature ? Away with the god-
less thought 7 Are we then to believe that creation is but a dumb
show, a mere mechanical contrivance, and that all the beautiful
and soul-thrilling poetry that has so often kindled and delighted
the world is really an invention of man’s? Do we generally And
more to admire, more to awaken our sympathies with truth, in

proportion as we depart from nature, or os we unfold her hidden
loveliness ? Truly the greatest poet is he who sees the deepest
beneath the surface of things, and who feels the truth of what ho
thus discovers. Poetry, then, may be deAned to be truth in-

spired by feeling, and breathed into forms of beanty or sublimity.
This definition seems to express the essential characteristics of
poetry, in all its manifestations; whether the inspired thought
be developed iu painting, in sculpture, in architecture, in music,
in language, or in action : they all range themselves under the
same formula ; for they are but various modes of expressing the
same divine principle. The truest poet is not creative, as some
have imagined ; he merely sees and feels more deeply than oth-

ers. He looks around upon the wonders of the universe ; he
penetrates the recesses of the. human heart ; and every good
thing speaks to him of a wondrous lutelligeuce and an exhaust-
less Love. The true poet has not been inaptly described as one
who is ever striving after the pure and perfect

; and what can be
purer than InAnite Love, or what more perfect than InAnite Wis-
dom ? This is the “ divine idea” of all true philosophy ; God in

all things : not as a vague abstraction ; but as the creator and
upholder of the universe.

• Earlier Maturity of Women.—With women I do not hesi-

tate to affirm that intellect, strong will, and extraordinary powers
of perspicacity and Atness, are of no particular age. Watch au
intelligent girl us she passes from childhood into youth, and ray

argument will be at once borne out. I am hazarding no rash
opinion. The assertion is founded npon extensive experience.
Generally speaking, the youth at sixteen is still a boy, absorbed
by his lexicon, his boat and his poney ; but the girl who, at six-

teen, is not a woman, alike iu intellect and heart, bids fair to die

a child or a simpleton, at the close of a long life. Children,

particularly those who are banished to the nursery, and consigned
to the companionship of hirelings, necessarily hear many things

which they are not supposed to remark, far less to understand

;

but the young are peculiarly susceptible to all that is passing

about them, and nothing falls to the ground unheeded which is

brought under their observation. In comparative infancy, boys
experience this external influence far less than their sisters.

Their habits, at once boisterous and active, afford to them fewer
opportunities of hearing discussions and arguments, and infer-

ences relating to socialities and social usages. The sedentary

amusements of girls ieud themselves, on the contrary, not only

to momentary attention, but to after speculation.—[Miss Pardoe.

Hints to Young Ladies.—If young women waste their time
in trivial amusements, iu the prime season for enjoyment, which
is between the ages of sixteen and twenty, they will hereafter

regret bitterly the loss, when they come to feel themselves in-

ferior in knowledge to almost every one they converse with

;

and, above all, if they should ever be mothers, when they feel

their inability to direct and assist the pursuits of their children,

they will then And ignorauce a severe mortiAcation and a real

evil. Let it animate their industry, and let not a modest opinion

of their capacities be a discouragement to their endeavors after

knowledge. A moderate understanding, with diligent and well

directed application, will go much farther tbau a more lively

genius, if attended with that impatience and inattention which
too often attend quick parts. It is not for want of capacity that

so many women are such trifling and insipid comphuions, so ill-

qualifled for the friendship and conversation of a sensible man,

or fur the task of instructing or governing a family; it is often

the neglect of exercising the taleuts they really have, and from

omitting to cultivate a taste for intellectual improvement. By
this neglect, they lose the sincerest of pleasures, which would

remain when almost every other forsook them, of which neither

fortune nor age could deprive them, and which would be a com-

fort and resource iu almost every possible situation in life.

To Restore Flowers.—Most flowers begin to droop and fade

after being kept twenty four hours in the water. Place the

steins in scalding water, deep euough to cover about one third

of the length of the stem ; by the ume the water ha* become

cold, the flowers will have become erect and fresh ; cut oil tno

ends aud put them into cold water.
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« WhtUMTer je would that men should do to 70a, do je even to to them.”

RBV. A. 0. L. ARNOLD, P.B.P., EDITOR.

NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, AUGUST 15, 1846.

LETTERS FROM THE EDITOR.-NO. YUI.

Southport, Wiskonsan Ter., Aag. 1, 1846.

Dear Golden Rule:

We have, at length, reached the “ Ultima Thule*’ of our

journey westward, and, in a day or two, shall set out on

our homeward pilgrimage. On the 26th, ultimo, we landed

at Chicago, 111., and, in the meanwhile, have visited several

of the moat important towns |n Wiskonsan. At first,

we were disappointed in all oua expectations. The low,

monotonous, wet prairie land, 4rhich stretches for miles

around the city of Chicago, an4 from which incessantly

arises a scorching steam, that penetrates to one’s very mar-

row, and consumes away his strength, and paralyzes his

spirit with a remarkable weariness, seemed to us to re-

semble far more those low and wondrous countries visited

by Dante, on his journey through the infernal regions, than

that Paradise, that land of rainbows and flowers, which

had~so often been described in our hearing. But, on going

down the shore of the lake, some fifty or sixty miles, and

penetrating a little way into the Country, we found that the

“glorious West” was not altogether an ideal land, but a

splendid verity. It is impossible to describe either the

grace and enchanting beauty of this country, or those mys-

terious emotions of delight one experiences when survey-

ing it.

The prairies are of two kinds, the low prairie
, which is

usually wet, and not very agreeable, either to look at or

dwell on, and the rolling prairie, which is the admiration of

all travelers. To one who has always associated with the

idea of a new country, extended and unbroken forests of

heavy timber which yield slowly and reluctantly to the

power of industry and art, the first view of this country

must be peculiarly striking. Go into the interior of Wis-

konsan, where civilization has not yet struck the first blow,

and you can scarcely prevent yourself from thinking that

you are surveying a land which has been cultivated for

centuries. * The groves of locust trees, and burr-oaks, which

appear here and there upon the prairies, have a most poeti-

cal and picturesque aspect, and resemble very carefully

preserved parks, or, seen at a distance, look like luxuriant

orchards of apple and pear trees. So perfect is the illusion

that one expects to see the white walls of palaces, or cot-

tages, or farm-houses, peeping out through the green
branches, and groups of happy children sporting upon the

lawn ! And yet no dwellings were ever reared there, save

the wigwams of the savage, and no feet ever sported on

those smooth and beautiful meadows, save those of the sons

of the wilderness.

Notwithstanding the lateness of the season, the prairies

are still gorgeous with innumerable varieties of flowers

among which we wandered with inexpressible delight, and

should have made quite a large collection of them, had we
not been in constant fear of the venomous serpents which

are said to be very plenty here. The bare thought of a

snake always fills us with a mortal fear, and, consequently,

it may be supposed that we did not venture far into the

prairies upon our feet. This, of course, detracted a little

from our enjoyment, although, the charm of the flowers

often overcame the fear of the reptiles.

We never before could understand why so many persons,

and especially farmers, have for years looked towards this

western country with so much longing, as towards a new
Canaan, a new “Fortunate Isle.” Now it is perfectly com-

prehensible. Generally, in a new country, the laborer

must fight a battle of forty years, with rude and untamed

Nature; but here no such conflict is required. Nature is

already tamed, or lather, she has subdued herself. No
ugly stumps and troublesome roots fill up the soil,, and

render it unfit for tillage until time shall have consumed

them, or expense, which few can bear, has removed them.

There is wood enough, but there are no forests to be re-

moved. The fields are all as clear, as arable, as smooth, as

ready for the plough, as those farms which have been tho-

roughly and skillfully worked for a hundred years. All

that one has to do here is to build his house and stable.

The soil is already subdued.

A country so admirable as this, must of course be filled

up speedily, with an enterprising population. Every week
adds thousands to the population of Wiskonsan, and not a

few to Illinois and Iowa. Chicago, in North Illinois, has

fourteen thousand inhabitants, fine streets, good churches,

neat and tasteful houses, and every requisite for a large,

beautiful and flourishing city. The boa and vessels of

various descriptions in the harbor, and the large ware-

houses, indicate a considerable and rapidly increasing com-

merce. If the anticipations of the citizens are realized,

Chicago will be the chief of the cities of the West. It must

be, in any case, the most important point, and a large and

powerful town. Although a new place, it has a solid and

comfortable appearance.

There are two Lodges and one Encampment of our

Order located in Chicago, the members of which are an in-

telligent and influential class of citizens. We were much
gratified with their appearance, their zeal and proficiency

in the science of the Order. They cannot but have an ele-

vating influence on the morality of the town.

Milwaukie, the most important town in Wiskonsan, lies

about one hundred miles north from Chicago, and is also

situated upon the shore of Lake Michigan. This contains

at present, about ten thousand inhabitants. Its position is

both beautiful and advantageous. The ground is high,

offering a pleasant variety of hill and valley, and the soil in

the adjacent country is exceedingly fertile. It possesses

immense water power, which will enable it to enter largely

into manufacturing enterprises. Although it has some ad-

vantages above Chicago, it can never over-shadow it ; for

the latter, being at the termination of the great thorough-

fare of the lakes, must always maintain its superiority, and

be the chief point of attraction. But Milwaukie is also

destined to be a great place. It will be the Lowell, while

Chicago will be the Boston, of the West. On the whole,

we were much delighted with Milwaukie, and particularly

pleased with its Odd-Fellowship. We are under heavy

obligations to the brethren for their attention and courtesy.

Especially are we indebted to D. D. Grand Sire W. D*
Wilson, and Bros. Metcalf, Currier, and Ripley.
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Eacine and Southport, situated upon the lake shore,

between Milwaukie and Chicago, are two most beautiful

and thrifty little towns, containing, each, about twenty-five

hundred inhabitants. They resemble strongly some of the

•old Massachusetts villages. At these places there are ex-

cellent Lodges, composed of most estimable men.

Odd Fellowship is peculiarly adapted to the wants and

circumstances of western society. The country is new, and

of course the inhabitants are all new comers. They have

been brought here from all quarters by motives of interest.

They have come here seeking, some individual benefit, some

particular and personal good. They have come here stran-

gers to each other. There were no social bonds, the growth

of ages, to bind them together. There were no common
ties of religion or interest to unite them. Individualism

was the dominant sentiment, and individualism treads

closely on the heels of selfishness. Ordinarily, long years

must pass before the social elements become well deposited,

and these strangers learn to ki*ow, and trust, and love each

other as friends and brethren. But Odd Fellowship ac-

complishes aU this in a day ! In all these western towns it

has had a marked influence. It overcomes these selfish

tendencies. It takes these strangers by the hand, and says

:

44 You have separated yourselves from your kindred, you

are isolated, and solitary, and weak, but you are men.

Love each other, aid each other, trust each other, respect

each other. Be friends ! be brothers !” Odd Fellowship

achieves a most important work iu this way, and is destined

to exercise a very beneficent influence upon the whole

moral life of the West.

We do not see but the western people are all as well in-

structed, all as refined, as the citizens of the Eastern States.

They evidently read more, and generally have more correct

views of things. And should the west one day become so

powerful as to control the action of our Government, we
have no fear that it would not be administered as wisely

and as justly as at the present. For ourselves, we shall

never again distrust the western people. Adieu.

THE MORALITY OF ODD FELLOWSHIP.

If there is one feature in Odd Fellowship which is more grati-

fying to us than another ; one which indicates a more hopeful

and encouraging moral tone, it is the disposition, which is every-

where being developed, to purge itself of all wrong, and to throw

its influence against all the vices and evils of society.

We have recently noticed several examples a? illustrious of this

tendency upward. And in the present number of the Rule, we
have given the action of the Grand Lodge of Louisiana iu refer-

ence to duelling, declaring its utter antagonism to the great prin-

ciples of onr fraternal institution. This is as it should be ; and

this is the only position on which Odd Fellowship can take its

atand with the hope of a permanent, active, and useful existence.

If through any cowardice, or mistaken notions of policy, it tarn*

pers with wrong or sin ; if it fears to speak out bravely and man-

fully against whatsoever is wrong ; then, like all other institu-

tionswhich are not adapted to the wants and demands of the

age, it will pass away and perish. The pressure of wrong will

crash it in upon itself, like a globe of glass, and leave it in frag-

ments, which, though they may glitter, are worthless and dan-

gerous.

The true course of Odd Fellowship in regard to all the great

evils of the day, is to reduce its principles to practice ; to set its

face like flint against all wrong, against every injurious social in-

fluence. Nothing that is prejudicial to the interests of man must

be allowed to come within its borders ; nothing that will lead

away from the high profession of principles with which it sets

oat. There must be a perfect harmony between its words and
deeds. It must live what it teaches. It must obey its own
charges and lectures. This done, and its course with regard to

all evil practices, with regard to whatsoever is immoral, unjust

or oppressive, will be ever worthy of its character, ever onward
and heavenward. This done, and though the vicious and loose

iu principle mqy turn from it, it will be more and more honored
and supported by the wise and good, and be crowned with the

blessing of God. t. b. t.

THE CONVENTION FOR AMENDING THE CONSTITUTION

OF THE G. L. OF THIS STATE.

Among tbe proceedings of this R. W. body, at its late session,

we notice the passage of this important amendment We say

important, because we think that, had not the prudent wisdom
and foresight of the Grand Lodge of this State adopted some plan

by which to reduce representation, and concott such laws as are

absolutely needed for the proper government of the Order, we
should have found ourselves in a dilemma, before the expiration

of a twelve-month, from which it would have been no easy mat-

ter to have extricated ourselves.

But the most important action is yet to be had—-and that is the

choice of proper delegates to this Convention. We have men in

every district in this State who are well qualified to discharge

the duties of members of this Convention—men of sterling talent,

tact, discrimination and sound judgment—and those we would
desire to see sent. We hope those of tbe very highest qualifica-

tions will be chosen, and no petty feeling or interest be allowed

to stand in the way of a good selection. Members should bear

in mind that this movement' is for the benefit and welfare of the

whole ; and each district should emulate the other as to which

should send the most talented members to this Convention. If

this is carried oat, we have the confidence to believe that such

a Constitution will be presented to the Subordinates for their

concurrence, as will meet with universal approbation.

DISTRICT GRIEVANCE COMMITTEES.

W* very much like the plan of one of the amendments which

was offered for consideration at the Annual session of the Grand

Lodge of this State, but which necessarily fell to the ground on

the adoption of the amendment providing for a Convention to

revise the whole of the law. We refer to that suggesting the

establishing of District Grievance Committees, which shall be

clothed with the same powers as that of the Grand Lodge itself

at the present time. Tbe advantages of such a committee would

be many and obvious ; among which we might mention that,

constituted as the Grievance Committee now is, nearly the

whole of its business must be transacted by a few individuals

;

and the great mass of business which is necessarily and con-

stantly coming before it, will hardly permit of it to give some

cases that care and attention which is necessary, selely from a

sheer want of time. By the appointment or election of District

Grievance Committees, this, as well as a great many other neces-

sary evils, would be avoided. Instead of tbe whole business

being transacted by one committee, the labor would be divided

;

members would not be compelled, as they have been in some

instances, to travel several hundred miles to give evidence and

produce documents ; much valuable time and labor would be

saved, as well as much of the time usually spent in tbe Grand

Lodge in discussing the decision of the Grievance Committees.

Not that we would wish to find fault either with the Grand

Lodge or the Grievance Committee, but because we do not be-

lieve in the principle of “ riding a willing horse to the death.*'

We hope that this suggestion may meet with some attention

from the Convention that is to be. We shall recur to this sub-

ject again.

Elections—We hope the four day's contest we have just had

for officers of the Grand Lodge, will convince the many who

have hitherto remained skeptical on the subject, that our mode

of election is not the best that could be devised. We are con-

fident some better plan could be proposed, and we think it will

be by the Convention. We cannot see the reason why no more

than one balloting can be bad in a single day; neither do we

understand the justice of compelling members from remote parts

of the State to remain three or four days for the purpose of de-

positing their votes on each ballot, or be compelled to lose them*
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ODD FELLOWSHIP AND THE CHURCH.

It is iometimes objected to Odd Fellowship that it is unne-

cessary, because the Church is the proper organization for doing

the work which our Institution undertakes to do. There is no

need of going out of the bosem of the church, and forming dis-

tinct, separate societies for relieving the distressed, visiting the

sick, protecting the widow and her orphans, &c. This is the

business of the Church, and Odd Fellowship is usurping the

peculiar work of the body of Christ. The objection is peculiarly

weak, and is well answered in the following extract from an

oration by Rev. Bro. G. B. Jocelyn, delivered before Wabash

Lodge No. 20, in Vincennes, la.

“ Any company of men under their great charter—the Bible—
have the right to associate themselves together, for their moral

and mental improvement, and to devise means by which they

may alleviate the miseries to which they, and their families, and
fellow-men are subject. Taking the laws of the Bible for their

code of morals, and its lessons tor their monitor, they can insti-

tute a society, independent of church organization, and with an

immediate different object in view, and be in perfect accordance

with the word of God. The peculiar object of the church is to

save souls, and apy moral or benevolent institution that does not

infringe upon its privileges is indisputably correct. True,

Christianity demands that its votaries shall feed the hungry,

olothe the naked, and perform various other acts of kindness.

Religion also demands that all men should be temperate, that

they should “ touch not, taste not, handle not,” and yet the

temperance cause languished—drunkards increased, until out of

the church, men rose, and based upon this one principle of

Christianity—temperance—a moral revolution whose influence

has been felt to earth's remotest quarters. Christianity demands
that the young shall be educated; How long, if none but the

professing Christian would act in this matter, would it be ere the

world be enlightened? How long would it be before the

prophecy would be fulfilled, which says “ then shall every man
teach no more his neighbor, but all shall know the Lord from
the least unto the greatest.” We have our common schools,

colleges, Sunday schools—educational societies—tract societies,

all as auxiliaries in the great work; employing men who know
not God in the pardon of their sins. Christianity demands that

the Bible shall be sent to heathen lands, and yet how little was
accomplished, until societies were founded for this especial

object, and now the Bible has exerted its saving power in almost
every part of the world. The Church—the Bible—cover all of
these societies, and they, some of them at least, are organized
entirely independent of the church. These societies perform
some of the legitimate duties of Christianity, and no honest man
will hazard his reputation iu saying that they have not been
blessed of God in accomplishing a vast amount of good.”

SHORT SESSIONS.

Complaints are frequently made to us of the protracted sessions

of the Grand Lodge—oftentimes until twelve, one—and occa-

sionally until two o'clock in the morning. And when it is con-

sidered that the present Grand Lodge room is low, close, and

badly ventilated—a worse could not possibly be found—besides

being entirely too small, it will be seen how prejudicial to the

health of members are these late hours, to say nothing of the

unfavorable impressions which are likely to be created at home.

This ought not to be. If at any time there shonld be a large mass
of business to transact, it could be far better done, and with
infinitely more ease, by continuing the session a few hours each

evening till completed. No matter how apparently praiseworthy
the object, the keeping of late hours is a very bad habit to con-

tract. But there is no real necessity of continuing the sessions

later than 11 o'clock, if members would not waste the hours by
another habit, much too prevalent, of 44 talking against time,”—
thus forcing members to remain until the 44 wee sma’ hours” of

the morning to do that which might otherwise have been got

through with in decent season. Brothers, there is need of

reform here.

BT We have received a number of the Vincennes Gazette,

containing an Oration delivered before the Wabash Lodge in

that city, by Rev. Bro. Jocelyn. We have read it with a great

deal of satisfaction. It is a plain and manly defence of the Insti-

tution, and a happy reply to the objections brought against it.

We have given an extract in another column. There are some
truly eloquent passages in it. With Buch advocates the Order
will not suffer in Indiana.

ODD FELLOWSHIP w. DUELLING.

We have seen it stated in several of oar newspapers that the

Grand Lodge of Lonisiana, at its session in April last, passed a

resolution against duelling. The substance of the resolntion is

this—that any member who shall be engaged in a duel, as prin-

cipal or assistant, with a citizen of that State, or any State in the

Union, shall be expelled from the Order, as unworthy to bear

the name of an Odd Fellow. This is taking a noble stand in a

region which is the very focus of duelliug ; and we do most

heartily offer our tribute of praise and honor of the Grand Lodge

of Louisiana for the moral courage which they have shown in

thh matter. We hope their example will be followed by other

and all Lodges established in those portions of our land where
duelling is recognized as part of the code of honor, falsely so

called.

We hare before us a beautiful and touching letter from

Bro. G. G. Hutchison, of Georgetown, D. C., giving a history of

the severe afflictions which have befallen him daring the past

year, in his wanderings through Maryland aud Virginia in search

of employment. He desires us .to express his warmest thanks

to P. G. Sire Wildey, and other brethren at Baltimore, and the

true-hearted brothers at Harper’s Ferry, for their kindness to him,

and the relief afforded in his illness. It is truly delightful to hesr

of these noble, self-devoted acts of sincere friendship ; and sure

are we, that in the practice of the benign principles of our Institn

tiou will be found an abundant and rich reward.

The pressure upon our columns, this week, of important

proceedings of the Grand Lodge and Grand Encampment, with

the results of the recent elections in the Order; interesting com-

munications from our correspondents; news from other States,

Sue. &c., has precluded the full measure of miscellaneous read-

ing. Our readers will find no fault with this, however, for we
are sure that we could not have given them a richer bill of fare

than that now spread before them.

The letter from the Editor is lively and refreshing. In those

of our correspondents will be found matter for grave con-

sideration. The story of the “Secret Order of the 8even''.is

deepening in interest ; and will rank among the most finished

productions of romance. The scene is laid in this city, and the

pictures of life in all its phases—in its extremes of wealth and

poverty, with which this great metropolis abounds,—will not

fail to excite the deepest and most absorbing interest. It will

be a powerful deliueation of the mysteries which are hourly

enacted aronnd us.

Address of P. G. M. Samuel Yorke AtLkb, at Charlestown,
Va.—On the evening of the day on which the new Odd Fellows*

Hall was dedicated at Harper's Ferry, Bro. AtLee was invited by
Wildey Lodge, at Charlestown, to give a public Address in the

Presbyterian church of that place, on the principles of the Order.

Without previous preparation on the part of Bro AtLee, he cheer-

fnlly complied with the invitation. As the address is one of the

best expositions of the leading features of our Order that we have

seen, given in a small compass, we cannot refrain from transferring

it to the columns of the Golden Rule, as we find it in the Charles-

town papers. It will be given in our next number.

Odd Fellows’ Pic-Nic.—We understand that it is in contem-

plation to get up a recherche pic-nic for Odd Fellows and their

families, and we hope to see the affair carried out in a spirited

manner. The delightful situation of Glen Cove, L. I., we are in-

formed, has been pitched upon as the place ; and, certainly, one

more apropos
,
and combining all the necessary attractions for

such a party, could not well be found. It is one of the most

beautiful places we ever visited ; and abounds in delightful lo-

cust groves, near the landing, which are peculiarly adapted for

excursions of this kind. We have frequently wondered why
Odd Fellows and their families did not oftener have these re-

unions, as they must prove a source of much good and pleasure.

To Correspondents.—“ The Bashful Man” is received, and

will make his appearance next week. Short Tales, of a domes-

tic, or amusing nature, are always welcome.
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PROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS.

Washington City, August 10, 1846.

Dear Sir and Bro—A very interesting question wa9 decided, at
its late communication, by the Grand Lodge of this District.

Grand Master Jones, during the ceremony of installation of the
N. G., in one of the Lodges in this jurisdiction, put the usual ques-
tion, whether the Brethren were content with election of the officer

presented for investiture, but received a negative response.
He therefore ordered a new election ; which was forthwith had.

and resulted in the selection of a different individual, whom the
Grand Master installed. His action being brought, by protest and
appeal, before the Grand Lodge, a very interesting discussion took
place; and the course of the Grand master was finally sustained by
a decided vote. It was held that he had done no more than he was
authorized to do. His duties of Installation are strictly prescribed,
and the contingency which occurred, on this occasion, is specially
provided for in the Form established by the G. L. U. S., and must
be obeyed.

As this was the first instance of the kind occurring within my
observation, and as the decision of the Grand Ijodge would estab-
lish a precedent, I felt some anxiety in the premises, and was
heartily glad when the vote, sustaining the Grand Master, was an-
nounced.

I do not consider It necessary to speak of the merit

s

of this case,
but I may be allowed to say that, in the discussion thereof, the im-
propriety of proceeding to the election, without previous nomination
in open Lodge, was strikingly displayed. The choice of officers
cannot be made well in the dark. The candidates ought to be
nominated at least two weeks before the night of election, so that
ample time be afTorded for comparing their respective qualifications.
Unless such a coarse be adopted, the members of a Lodge are left

without any fair opportunities to interchange views afad exercise
their faculties of discrimination.

It is apt, too, to incite cliqueism and secret manoeuvring, and
sometimes, by adroit management and concert of two or three
leaders, an individual may receive a majority of votes which never
would have been cast in bis favor, had he been “regularly nomi-
nated” beforehand. I do not mean, expre9sedly or impliedly, to
apply these remarks to the case adjudicated by the Grand Lodge of
this District. I speak altogether in a general sense. It is a laudable
ambition to seek office. The greater power a good man can gain,
the more good he can accomplish. It is his duty, too, to obtain it

by all honorable means ; for, if merit be so modest as to fly from
the field of political strife, there is no just cause for mourning when
bad men are exalted. No government can exist without officers
for administering its affairs. These officers must be periodically
chosen ; and it is rather too much to he expected, that much time
can be spent in hunting up the modest men whose sensitiveness has
driven them into secret places, while a “ numerous assortment” of
candidates quite as honest, but not quite so nervous, are on theground
and anxious for employment. “ There is a great deal of cant,” quoth
Tristram, " in this canting world,” and there is certainly no cant 60
anti-patriotic as the cant of eschewing the honors of this world. It
may suit to fill monasteries with a set of jolly fat friars and lazy de-
votees, but does not properly belong to this republic. Here every man
is of the reigning family, and he should mingle freely and actively
amongst his fellows, and learn the art of government. "We are all
individually heirs presumptive to the throne, and in the vicissitudes
of years, we know not who may be called to administer the laws
and direct the national destiny. One of the chief excellencies of
our Fraternity is, that it teaches men their civil responsibilities.
No Odd Fellow, who punctually and diligently participates in Lodge
business, can be ignorant of his political duties. He becomes
practically conversant with the Legislative manna), and, as he
passes the various stations or chairs assigned to him, begins to
understand his own capabilities. How many men, now prominent
in public affairs, I have seen “ brought out” in a Lodge, how many
fine talents developed in our HaHs which now flourish usefully in
the public service.

Yours, in F. L and T. S. Y. A L.

DEGREE LODGES.
New York, July 29, 1846.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE GOLDEN RULE

:

Sir and Bro.—I see by the G. R. that you inserted my commu-
nication, which I trust will awaken an inquiry among the numer-
ous readers of your paper, on the subjects therein discussed

; yet as
more than half of the members of the Order at this time in the State
ofNew York have joined since Degree Lodges have been establish-
ed, they necessarily do not really understand the system that pre-
vailed previous to their introduction.
Perhaps it would be well for the Older if this subject was more

generally understood, and the effects more closely watched The
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practice which prevails in the city Degree lodges of prevailing on
all recipients of the degrees to become members of the Degree
Lodge, and this, too, without any definite motive beyond a vague
surmise that some advantage may accrue, and the extremely small
amount demanded for the privilege, can only be regarded as a part

*

of a system of error which has no foundation in law or usage. The
plea that the degrees are better conferred, is not always true, yet I
must admit that some few brothers have made themselves remark-
able for this proficiency, and have consequently excluded others
from the same advantages by winning the partiality of the members
to re-elect them from time to time to this important office ; but I am
fearful that the Order has suffered more by the monopoly system than
they have gained by the efficiency of manner in conferring degrees
and the accumulation of a gorgeous. set of emblems. In fact, a few
Lodges of doubtful legality have usurped the perogatives of all sub-
ordinate Lodges, at least in this city and Brooklyn.
Your editorial, on a similar subject a week or two since, without

any communication between us, I regard as a sigu and token of
awaking up to a discussion of this subject among the brethren ia
all its varied positions.

The injury which the system engenders is more apparent in the
country, and is likely to be more sensibly felt. The Grand Lodge
of the State, in sanct ioning and encouraging the system, have not
looked far enough from home in adopting it ; and in consequence
of the high authority of its origin, members out of the city are not
prepared to take a proper position. Lodges in the country, estab-
lished within a few yeats, do not know how to act. Many of them
know of no alternative but the one spurious and illegitimate

, and as
they must have degrees conferred on their worthy members they
fall into th is great error. I trust the extended circulation of your
paper will induce country members to inquire, in, the first place,
whether this system is to them the most convenient and profitable;
and in the second place, by what authority has the Grand Lodge of
New York adopted it.

There can be no harm done by a thorough investigation of these
points, and 1 trust the brethren will give them that attention their
importance demands.
Among some of the most prominent evils attending the system,!

regard the fashion which has grown up of giving the degrees not
only to initiates while too youag in the Order, but in too rapid suc-
cession, and too many on the same evening ; the effect, as I stated
before, is to reduce the value of the degrees, lead to confusion, and
render their acquisition too easy.

If every Lodge conferred its own degrees, or if the scarlet mem-
bers of each subordinate, constituted a Degree Lodge, and if they
should confer the degrees every night they were required, after the
ordinary business was got through with, I can clearly see many ad-
vantages to be derived. The members would not protract the regu-
lar business in idle discussion of some unimportant question, mere-
ly to spend the evening and have a little fun. They would not,
without a late sitting, be able to give more than one or two degrees
on the same evening, and this, I apprehend, would be, in every
view, decidedly advantageous. The members who had attained the
degrees, would keep themselves more -perfect, in consequence of
being present and assisting in the conferring of the same. There
would be no necessity to extort an additional tax from recipients,
and our Lodge-rooms would more generally contain the emblems of
our Order, and the symbolical purposes of the same would be more
generally understood.

It is not my design to .elicit an angry discussion on this question,
but rather to awaken a spirit of inquiry, believing that good must
ever result from the development of Truth ; and I do sincerely hope,
should any brother feel aggrieved by the suggestions I have advanc-
ed, that he will carefully view the question in every position, and
above all, investigate the point most important, namely, that of It-

gality; and I do hope the question will be brought up at Baltimore
in September next.

I remain yours, fraternally, in F. L. and T. SELMA.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE GOLDEN RULE

:

Sir,—The election and its consequent bustle being now over, I
take the liberty of replying to some of your own remarks, and those
of your correspondent, Selma, on Degree Lodges. You find fault

with the candidates rushing forward to receive the degrees, and the
Degree Lodges giving all five at one sitting. Your statement is true,

and pity *tis *tis true; but that is not the fault of the Degree Lodges.
They cannot refuse the candidates when they present themselves,
nor yet can they refuse the five at one sitting, since it is yery fre-

quently backed by dispensations, and when not so backed, grum-
blings and mutterings, deep, though not loud, mark the disappoint-

ment. Thus the fault, if any, rests in that faulty institution, the G.
Lodge of the State of New York, who suffers no one to escape de-

gree law. You seem to insinuate some doubts of the legality of De-

gree Lodges. On that head I cannot answer by card, but I never
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heard of its being doubted except by yourself. In fact, who would
dare doubt the legislation of that tremendous body, whose name is

legion, and who now counts its members by thousands, and will

soon count them by tens of thousands. Why man, she doth bestride

the narrow way, like a huge Colossus, leaving us poor small subor-

dinates to peep about and wonder what the mammoth would be at.

IShakspeare—new reading !] But to return to Degree Lodges. You
complain of their being too numerous, and so slenderly suppoited

that some of them talk of giving up their charters. Why, even so;

let them; they must find their level like all sublunary things, that

are not got up or managed withjudgment and discretion; and, indeed,

it*s not many brothers that are blessed with memory, talent and ad-

dress, to make good Degree Masters. I have had some experience

in that way, and never met with more than half a dozen. You or

your correspondent seem to regret that the privilege has been taken

from the subordinate Lodges, and suggest that things might be bet-

ter if restored to them. O, my dear brothers, you know not what
you ask for. When X think of those times 1 feel ashamed at the re-

collection of the irreverent and garbled manner in which the de-

grees were gabbled over, sometimes at midnight, at other times on
Sunday morning. Imagine to yourselves a large Lodge, with its

multiplicity of business and lengthy debates, which is too often car-

ried on until a late hour. Everybody, tired out, rushes to go home.
A demand is made for degrees— nobody left in the Lodge-room but

the officers—the case is pressing—poor fellows, they go to work ;

may be but recently elected. Think what wild work they made of

it. The whole Order was shocked and clamored for some altera-

tion. At first three or four Lodges clubbed together to give de-

grees, which was an improvement. At last the present system was
introduced, borrowed, I believe, from the State of Maryland, and
though it may have its faults, especially in the country, yet every-

body hails it as a vast improvement ; and its best feature is, that

though the candidate's memory may feel overburthened, yet the

Degree Lodges are open to him, at a trifling expense, and with not

much trouble, he can refresh that memory and improve his acquaint-

ance with the degrees to any extent be may desire. I think that your
objections are the first that have been raised for some years. I

think, in candor and fairness, you will give this answer publicity.

AN ANCIENT O. F.

Grand Lodge of New Jersey—Election of Officers—General Busi-

ness, Ice. Ac.

EDITOR OF THE GOLDEN RULE:
Trxntoh, Aug. 7, 1846w

I hasten to inform you that the R. W. Grand Lodge of New
Jersey held their annual communication in this city yesterday and
to-day, commencing at 9 o'clock, A. M., on Thursday the 6th, and
finally adjourned at o’clock, P. M., this afternoon.

The number of P. G.’s in attendance was greater than at any
previous meeting of that body. The election of officers resulted in

the elevation of P. G. D. G. Fitch to the G. Master’s chair, and I

anticipate he will make an efficient officer. P. G. Joseph Clowes

of No. 14 was elected D. G. Master; P. G. Abm. Miller of No. 3,

R. W. G. Warden ; P. G. Eli Morris of No. 4, R. W. G. Sec.; and
P. G. Thos. Ashmore was unanimously re-elected R. W. G. Treas.;

P. G. M. Edward D. Weld and P. G. John L. Page, G. Represent-

atives; P. G. Phillips of No. — , was appointed G. Marshal; P. G.

A. W. Coffin of No. 42, Grand Conductor ; and P. G. ,
Grand

Guardian.
The amendment to the Constitution, making the meetings semi-

annual instead of quarterly, was adopted, also to reduce per centage

from 10 to 5.

A committee also was appointed to inquire into and report the

expediency of removing the G. Lodge from Trenton to some other

and more eligible point.

Several resolutions, having for their object the reduction of ex-

penses, were offered and passed. During the recess of the Grand
Lodge the R. W. G. Chaplain was removed from us by the hand
of death, and the report of a committee appointed to offer suitable

resolutions on the subject, reported a most appropriate and touching

preamble and resolutions, which do great credit to the writer—we
suspect, however, it was not from the pen of the chairman of the

committee.

Much business was done at this session ; it was emphatically a

working session , the members were determined to do up the whole
business and not allow resident P. G.’b to tire them out by frivolity

or windy nonsense.
The several Lodges opened during the recess, by dispensation,

were all confirmed ; the application for a Lodge at Eaton Town
was denied—the committee reported adverse to the same. The
application for a Degree Dodge at Jersey City was denied, which
shows that your correspondent Selma is not alone in his views.
What effect the appointing the committee to report on the expe-

diency of removing the seat of the G. L. will have upon the resident

P. G.s, particularly those of No. 3, commonly known as the c< Old

Hunkers,” time will 6how. Another display of the Hunker spirit*

like that of this d*y, will remove the glory from them forever.

I remain, sincerely yours, in F. L. and T. ARATA
P. S. The Grand Encampment of New Jersey meets at Newark

on Thursday ; if I should be there I will trouble you with an abstract

of their doings.

Nett)0 from ti)e £oi>gcs.

NEW YORK.
ANNUAL SESSION OF THE R. W. GRAND LODGE.

The R. W. Grand Lodge of this State, commenced its annual ses-

sion on Wednesday morning, the 5ih of August,1846, at 10 o’clock,

and remained in session until Saturday, the 8th.

The following is a synopsis of its proceedings, viz

:

The following Grand Officers were elected and installed for the

curreht year, viz

:

JOSEPH R. TAYLOR, of No. 158, M. W. G. Master.

JAMES BATCHELLER, of No. 92, R. W. D. G. Master.

JAMES B. DEVOE. of No. 85, R. W. G. Warden.
JOHN G. TREADWELL, of No. 22, R. W. G. Secretary.

MATTHEW BIRD, of No. 22, R. W. G. Treasurer.

JOHN G. SPERLING, of No. 11, R. W. G. Chaplain.

DAVID D. EGAN, of No. 12. R. W. G. Rep. No. 1.

RODNEY N. BALDWIN, of No. 86, R. W. G. Rep. No. 2.

The following are the appointed officers, viz

:

EDWARD Y. PRIME, of No. 60, W. G. Marshal
I. G. REED, of No. 166, W. G. Conductor.

M. T. SCHAFFNER, of No. 62, W. G. Guardian.

Charters for Subordinate Lodges were granted for the following,

viz:

Prattsville Lodge No. 246, to be located at Prattsville, Greene
county.

Tryon Lodge No. 247, to be located at Canajoharie, county of

Montgomery.
Brook-Haven Lodge No. 248, to be located at Patchogue, county

of Suffolk.

Clinton Lodge No 7, at Albany, was revived by OTder of the G.

Lodge, on the application of John O. Cole, and five others, mem-
bers of said Lodge at the time of the surrender of the charter of said

Lodge.
Permission was granted to Lodges Nos. 60, 94 and 166 to have a

public celebration, on the occasion of dedicating their lots of ground
in the Greenwood Cemetery, some time in the months ofAugust or

September, 1846.

Permission was granted to the following Lodges to have public

celebrations, &c. &c., viz:

Neptune Lodge No. 152, on the occasion of dedicating theirnew
Hall, about ihe 15ih of next month ; LeRoy Lodge No. 119, at any
time within six months; Schoharie Lodge No. 179, at any time

within six months ; Cataract Lodge No. 121, on or before the 6th

of September next ; Owasco Lodge No. Ill, to have four public

Lectures within one year.

Several appeals were presented, and referred to the Committee of

Grievance of Lodges.

Grand Master William L. G. Smith presented his quarterly re-

port, which was referred to ihe usual committee.
The usual Standing Committees were appointed by tbe Grand

Master, and were confirmed by the Grand Lodge.

A number of bills were presented, and referred to the Committee
of Finance.

The Constitution and By-laws of several Lodges were presented,

and referred to the Committee on Laws of Subordinates, for exami-
nation.

An amendment to the Constitution of the Grand Lodge was adopt-

ed, providing for the revision of said Constitution by a Convention.
The Grand Lodge adjourned to meet on Tuesday evening, the

Sth of September, 1846.

ANNUAL SESSION OF THE R. W. GRAND ENCAMPMENT.
The annual session of ths Grand Encampment took place on Mon-

day evening, 10th inst. Grand Patriarch, John Green, in the chair.

After the introduction of new members, the Grand Encampment
proceeded to tbe election of officers for the ensuing year, when the
following was the result

:

D. P. BARNARD, of No. 32, M. W. Grand Patriarch.

THADDEUS DAVIDS, of No. 3, M. E. Grand High Priest

GEO. W. GILLETT, of No. 9, R. W. G. Senior Warden.
J. J. HALEY, of No. 9, R. W. G. Scribe.

RICHARD SHARPE, of No. 7, R. W. G. Treasnrer.

SAMUEL FOSTER, of No. 6, R. W. G. Junior Warden.
F. W. GILLEY of No. 6, Grand Representative, No. 1, G. L U. S.

JOS. D. STEWART, of No. 3 do. No. 2 do.

The result being declared, the Grand Patriarch then roseandnude
the following
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REPORT:
The term of office of the Grand Patriarch, to which I have been

exalted by the confidence and esteem of this R. Worthy body, be-

ing brought to a close, the Grand Patriarch feels called upon to pre-

sent to the Grand Encampment a report of the state of the Patri-

archal branch of our Order within this jurisdiction.

By reference to the returns, you will perceive a large increase in

the Patriarchal branch of our Order. Since the commencement of

the present session six subordinate Encampments have been char-

tered and instituted, viz : Egyptian No. 36, in the city of New York;

Zenobia No. 36, at Palmyra, Wayne county ; Mamre No. 37, in the

city of New York ; Oxford No. 38, located at Oxford, Chenango
county ; Montour No. 39, located at Painted Post, Steuben county,

and Eden No. 40, located at Penn Yan, Yates county.

The officers of the several Encampments under this jurisdiction,

for the term commencing July 1, were duly installed by the Grand
Patriarch, or by proper Patriarchs deputed for that purpose.

In accordance with a resolution adopted by this R. W. Grand
body, the Grand Patriarch has visited nearly all the Encampments
under this jurisdiction, and, to the best of his abilities, instructed

them in the new work of the Patriarchal branch of the Order ; and
it is with pleasure and gratification that he reports the various En-
eampments to be in a healthy and prosperous condition, and that,

during hi9 official tour, he was received by the various Encamp-
ments with the greatest kindness and affection. The information

he communicated was not- only received readily, but was eagerly

sought after,—and he has good reason to believe it will be acted

upon. At this time the subordinate Encampments are uniform in

the work of this branch of the Order.

Being now about to retire from this chair to a private station

among yon, the Grand Patriarch wonld return his hearty and sin-

cere thanks to the Patriarchs and members of this R. W body for

the kindness, assistance and forbearance which they have shown
him throughout the past year—hopiog that unanimity and concord
may ever be our motto, and that the present prosperous condition of
the Patriarchal branch may continue.

Respectfully submitted, JOHN GREEN, Grand Patriarch.

A charter was granted for Samaritan Encampment No. 41, to be

located in the city of New York.
After the transaction of considerable other business, the Grand

Encampment took a recess till Tuesday evening, at which time the

Grand Officers elect were duly installed.

After the installation of the Grand Officers, Tuesday evening, the

Grand Encampment proceeded to consider the report of the Com-
mittee appointed to revise the Constitution of that R. W. body.—
The several articles and sections were severally taken up, consider-

ed, amended, and finally passed.

The most important alterations from the former constitution con-
sist i the following points

:

1. The State is to be divided into districts, each county in which
one or more subordinate Encampments are in operation to form a

district, and D. D. G. Patriarchs appointed to each. 2. Elegibility

to office in the Grand Encampment is now confined to those mem-
bers who have passed the chairs of H. P. and C. P. 3. Nominations
for Grand Officers are required to be made during the semi-annual
session, previous to the 1st of June, preceding the annual session;
and the names of all candidates in nomination are to be transmitted
by the G. Scribe to each subordinate Encampment immediately
thereafter. 4. In the city of New York and county of Kings no
charter will be granted for a subordinate unless twtnty-one R. P. D.
Patriarchs petition for the same, instead of *et>en, as heretofore.

—

5. Tne per centage paid to the Grand Encampment is to be hereaf-

ter upon the minimum rates of initiation and dues, instead of upon
the total amount of receipts.

These embrace the principal features wherein the new Constitu-
tion differs from the old.

MASSACHUSETTS.
The Grand Lodge met in annual session, at Boston, on the 6th

inst. The following are the names of the Grand Officers elect

:

REV £. M. P. WELLS, M. W. Grand Master.
J. M. USHER, R. W. D. G. Master.
SAMUEL WELLS1

,
R. W. G. Warden.

W. H. JONES, R. W. G. Secretary.

H. PRINCE, R. W. G. Treasurer.

WM. E. PARMENTER, R. W. G. Rep. No. 1, G. L. U. 8.

J. L. DREW, ^do. No. 2 **

The ouly appointed officer, aimounced, is E. Francis, R. W. G.
Conductor. There have been lorty-three new Lodges chartered du-

ring the past year, and one revived. Revenue for the year 3100,-
127 76; relief of sickness, burying the dead, & c. 33^,850.83.

A charter was granted for Marble Lodge No. 117, to be located
at West Stockbridge. We hope next week to be able to give some
additional statistics of the Order in this State.

The Grand Encampment met in Annual Session, at Boston, on
Wednesday, 6th inst. The following Grand Officers were duly
elected

:

J. W. BEARD. M. W. Grand Patriarch.

B. H. DAVIS, M. E. Grand High Priest.

SAMUEL WELLS, R W. G. Senior Warden.
WM. H. JONES, R. W. Grand Scribe.

JOSEPH NEWMARCH, R. W. Grand Treasurer.

GEORGE NORTON, R. W. G. Junior Warden.
WM. H. ELLISON, R. W. Grand Representative G. L. U. S.

N. A. THOMPSON, do. do. do.

Charters were granted for eight subordinate Encampments, to be
located in Lowell, Cambridgeport, Nantucket, Hingham, Milford,
Attleboro*, Chelsea and Pittsfield. Neither the names or numbers
of these Encampments are given by the Odd Fellow, from which we
gather the above particulars. We trust, soon, to be in possession of
more complete intelligence to place before our readers.

The Grand Encampment adjourned to the fourth Wednesday in
September, at 9 o’clock, A. M.

VERMONT.
Brattleboro’,—A new Lodge, the fifth in the State, (name not

given) was instituted at Brattleboro’, on the 3d inst. by Albert Case,
D. Grand Sire of the G. L. U. S. The following are the officers

installed : John H. Willis, N. G.; T. C. Lord, V. G.; Horace D.
Brackett, Sec.; Frederick Flanks, Treas. The Odd Fellow, from
which we obtain the above, says:
“ The Lodge was instituted at one o’clock, P. M. At three, the

Hall was thrown open, and immediately filled with ladies and gen-
tlemen anxious to wituess the dedicatory services of the Hall, which
were performed by the D. G. Sire, assisted by D. D. G. M. Davis,
of Greenfield, Mass., and brethren from Massachusetts and New
Hampshire.
“ Twelve gentlemen were initiated on Monday night, and receiv-

ed all the degrees. About fifty brothers were present from Green-
field, Colerain and Winchester. The new Lodge is fairly under
way—it is composed of good brothers, and will go on well/'

Winooski Encampment No. 1 was instituted at Montpelier, on
the 14th ult., by D. D. G. Sire, Benjamin C. True, of Albany, as-

sisted by Patriarch O. C. Burroughs, of Horicon Encampment,
Whitehall, and Patriarch S. S. Jones, D. G. M. of the State of Il-

linois, who was on a visit to that place. The following officers-

were elected and installed : Geo. W. Reed, C. P.; John S. Town,
H. P.; W. T. Burnham, S. W.; A. A. Cross, Scribe ; J. T. Thurs-
ton, Treas.; C. H. Chamberlin, J. W.
From the letter oi Bro. True, in the last Gavel, we make the fol-

lowing remarks respecting the state of the Order in Vermont:
“ In the evening 1 attended Green Mountain Lodge, Burlington,

and found their room well filled with intelligent and earnest bro-
thers. They have excellent officers, and do tbeir work in good or-
der. This is the Pioneer Lodge in the State, and if the Order does
not degenerate from the standing and character which they give it,

the Slate of Vermont will, ere long, be regarded as the pattern Slat©
for excellence in Odd Fellowship.
“From Burlington I went to Montpelier, 38 miles, by stage, up

the valley of the Winooski. Montpelier is a beautiful village,
nestling m among the bills, as ouiet and happy as beautiful. Here
I attended Vermont Lodge No. 2, and found it a thriving and good
working Lodge. The brethren, intelligently imbued with the prin-
ciples of Odd Fellowship, seem determined to perform their work
to the letter of the law, and to de- serve the approbation of the public
and applause of their brethren. Here* as at Burlington, I found the
Lodges provided with beautiful regalia, fine rooms, and every com-
fort necessary to the happiness and good work of a brotherhood of
love, founded in friendship, and consecrated to truth.”

VIRGINIA.
Dedication at Harper's Ferry.—The new Hall erected at Har-

per's Ferry, was.dedicated by appropriate ceremonies, on Saturday,
25th ult. The members of the Order, numbering over two hundred,
assembled in the Methodist Protestant Church, and after being form-
ed in the order of procession, repaired to the Hall, above, where
the dedicatory exercises took place—J. Harrison Kelly, Grand
Master of Virginia, presiding, supported on the right by L. Jones,
Grand Master of the District of Columbia, and on the left by Sam-
uel Shewbridge, N. G. of Virginia Lodge—P. G. Jas. A. Fitz-
simmons officiating as Master of Ceremonies.
The services were of an impressive character, and produced a

marked effect on those in attendance, they being public ; over one
hundred ladies were in the Hall, and witnessed the dedication.

After the dedication services, the procession again proceeded to
lhe Church, where the Address was delivered by P G. M. Samvel
Yobke AtLee. which was replete with sound argument and cogent
reasoning on the subject of Odd Fellowship. As the AddresB was
originally designed to have been delivered on the 4th of July, a por-

tion of it embraced the subject of American Independence, and a
happy allusion and merited tribute was paid lo lhe soldiers engaged
on the fields of lhe Kesaca de la Palma and the Palo Alio. Mr. A.
in his Address, strongly defended the plan of forniinf a Nutional
Odd Fellows’ Institute, and complimented the author of the scheme,
James L. Ridgley, Esq. The practicability of the measure was
howu in a clear and lucid manner,' and has awakened quite an in-

terest among the Order.—[Charlestown Whig.
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ftarirfies.

LATE foreign news.

The Caledonia arrived at Boston on Tuesday, P. M. bringing Liverpool dates

to 4tk Hut. <* *“*>* W* *'*“ the fbUl>wl,« ftom tt*

sl*bMp«M »gwj—^-u^aKrs:
fe*M«saiSa»“
*°iS*S"S?S?Lth. Soom Datleo oocapled two d»j», tod the Gorereroent

266 K V tU toon.. Thi. reeott

^•£5X2225?£1STSSe on the life of the King of the French. While

aJEfltl JdndoSr in the Palaonofthe Tnilleries te listen toa concert perform-

STbTtheNaSonja Guardsjonfce 30th nit., a man in the crowd drew a pistol,

£j&* itwJshots at the iting. He missed him, of ta

Se vicinity—andwas immediately arrested. His name was J oseph Henri.

One of the satirical newspapers has the foUowin«, the truth of which, of

eourse is not implicitly to be relied upon :
*• The Mexican Charge d>Affaire*

m^SIrnlv in awlltical salon, an American Diplomatist The conversation

thi
,W^»d tho Waiioon, oft.r Kprcoohlo* the Yoakee, odd«l,

‘StiseridentTMr.—,
that you have been guilty of a most cuipabie action—

ftfhaTimr debauched our daughter^ ‘lam sorry,’ replied the American,

^it1ou oomP?in^urthe truth is that your daughter threw herself intour

nrms. ^However, for the wrong we did we have now made reparation—we have

^^Thedif^rencea between France and the Government of Haytl have been

satisfactorily arranged. The latter pays an indemnity, invites the Consul of

France bv letter to resume his functions, Mid receives nim with all honors on

lmding.
J
lt is stoted that the English agent* have contributed greatly to

tiring about this satisfactory result.

The Potatoe Rot.—The Albany Argus says : Every where

in this vicinity we hear of the progress of this disease in the po-

tatoe The new crop, it is feared, will encoanter even a worse

fate than the crop offee last year. An exchange paper states an

important fact, if it is to be relied upon. It states that A. R. Law-

rence Esq., of Long Island, recently cut some of the diseased

potatoe stalks from his farm, and on opening them, discovered

€> worm nearly an inch long, in the centre of each, which had com*

t only

varmint is short.”
'

The Hutchinsons.—Some people seem to have a very plea-

sant time through life ;
they go through singing as merrily as a

lark and grow rich and fat all the time. So it seems with the

Hutchinsons. It is said that during the year’s residence of that

Family in England, they cleared the pretty little sum of $30,000,

after paving all their expenses. The Manchester American says,

they are now at their mountain home in Milford, some 15 miles

Aom Manchester, enjoying the pleasures of rural life, and the

cordial greetings of their friends. The family now own three

large and beautiful farms, and are about to purchase another,

which is valued at $10,000.—QOlive Branch.

Two stately and gorgeous Flamingoes have been placed

in the Bowling Green to cool themselves in the spray of the

Fountain. The plumage of these birds is seen to full advantage

only when they extend and flap their wings, fading from the

siost beautiful and intense scarlet through every shade of red to

white. Their height—when the head is elevated, extending to

nearly fourfeet—long and slender legs,jointed midway, not larger

roona than a man’s finger, and uniform in size from the body

down, their long neck and large booked bill, and finally their

dignified and stately tread—all prominently distinguish them.

From an official report of Gen. Talcott, submitted to Congres

in 1845, the number of men in the United States, from 18 to 45

years of age, fit to do military duty, and fully armed and equip

ped, was 1,778,333, exclusive of uniform companies, fire compa-

nies, aud citizens not enrolled, (about 1,500,000) making an

available force of 3,250,000, which conld be called into service,

in case of an emergency, in a very short period.

Saratoga Springs.—The whole number of arrivals at Saratoga

by rail road, from the 5th to the 18th inst., both inclusive, waa2241
The Daily Republican of the 14th says: “The whole number of

strangers now in town cannot be less than 4000. The weather ie re-

markably fine, and the tide of fashion is now setting in from ell di-

rections. The month of August bids fair to be the gayest and most

delightful we have witnessed for many years.”

For England.—The Hibernia left Boston on Sunday afternooa

for Liverpool, with 41 passengers to Liverpool, and 11 to Halifax.

Among them were Messrs. Harding and Healy, artists, and Colonels

Feathetstonhaugh and Estcourt; of the British Boundary Com-
mission.

0O* Governor Henderson, of Texas, died in the camp at Meu*
moros, of tfie prevailing disease. It is supposed that Gen. L*azmi

will succeed him in the command of the Texan volunteers.

Judge of the Supreme Court.—Hon; Robt. C. Grier, of Pitts-

burgh, has been appointed to fill the vacancy in the bench of the

Supreme Court, occasioned by the death of Judge Baldwin of Pa.

County op Richmond, N. Y. I

Richmond County Lodge, No. 88, L O. of O. F. f

To the Officers and Brothers of all Lodges qf O. F. throughout the United

States, in F. L and T. greeting:

You are hereby warned against receiving a Visiting Card eminating fkeaa tt*

Lodge, bearing date April 1st, for six months, regularly signed by the OBeen

of this Lodge at that time, via : John Wilde, N. G., E. Jones, Secretary, newts

possession of Ira K Ball; and the said Ira K Ball, for improper conduct, bn

been expelled from this Lodgl. John Steers, N. G.

Ed. Jones, Secretary. John L. Richards, V. G.

Papers of the Order, particularly west and south, will oonfer a favor by no-

ticing the above.

Blackberry Stbup.—The following is the receipt for making

the famous Blackberry Syrup. No family should be without it;

all who try it, will find it a sovereign remedy for bowel com-

plaint:

“To two quarts of blackberry juice, add half an ounce each

ofpowdered nutmeg, cinamou and alspice, and a quarter of an

ounce of powdered cloves. Boil these together to get the strength

of the spices,and to preserve the berry juice. While hot add a

pint of fourth proof pure French brandy, and sweeten with loaf

sugar. Give a child two teaspoonsful three times a day, and if

the disorder is net checked, add to the quantity.”

Pennsylvania Interest.—AH demands for the August inter-

est have been promptly paid up, leaving a balance in the Trea-

sury. The Treasurer of the city and county of Philadelphia paid

into the State Treasury between July and August $207,000 in

current funds.

Coral 3 . ©. flXjf. JDirotorg.

Cityof New York.
The Grand Lodob meets at National Hall, Canal stmt, quarterly, on the

first Wednesdays of August, November, February, and May : John G. Tread-

well, G. S. Office 68 Barclay street. _
The Grand Encammibnt meets at National Hall, semi-annually, on the

Mondays following the first Wednesdays of February and August. Wm. h

Lewis, G. Scribe. Office 187 Chatham street, corner of Oliver.

Odd Fellows’ Library, National Hall—open every day and evening.

ational Hall, Canal at.

Lodges.

14 Teutonia Mo
23 Mariner’s • .do

43 LaConoorde Tu
11 Getty’s do

12 Washington do

161 City Mon
49 Hancock do

10 New York do

1 Columbia ThrJ

33 Metropolitan do

68 Oriental de

13 Germania Fri

Degree Lodge,

1 New York Fri
Encampments.

18 Damascus...2 4 Wed
12 MlHoreb,trer24 Th
3 Mount Sinai. . 1 3 Fri

2 Mt. Hebron. ..24 Fri

Clinton Hall.

30 Nation^. Mo
67 Commercial Tn
150 Merchants’ Wed
235 Templar Thu
126 Exoelsior *ri

No. 411 Broadway,
Lodges.

107 Hinmaa Me
177 Eureka. -Tu
31 Olive Branch. ..Wed
87 Fidelity Thr
233 Sincerite. Fri

1

Encampment.
9 Palestine 2 4 Sat

No. 71 Division atrect.

Lodges.

64 Empire Mo
67 MutuaL -do 1

47 Mercantile

62 United Brothers...do

60 Howard Wed
117 Continental ..do

22 Knickerbocker ..Thr

34 Marion. -do

73 Mount Vernon..,. Fri

Degree Lodge.

6 Clinton Sat]

Encampments.

.33 Egyptian 13 Fri

19 Lebanon. 1 3 Sat
No. 132 Bowary.

Lodges.
178 Oregon Mo
165 Hermitage Tu
168 Independence. . .Wed 1

183 Alleghania Thr
228 Beacon Fri

No. 187 Bowery.
Lodges.

140 Diamond. Mo
82 German Oak Tu
78 Croton Wed
36 Covenant Thr

Degree Lodge. i

6 United Bio’s.. 1 3 Th
Hndaon-at. cor. Grove.
40 Greenwich ...... .Mo 1

9 Tompkins. Tu
42 Meridian Wed
58 Greve Thr

Degree Lodge.
udson .Sat4 Hu<
Encampment,

28 Jerusalem Fri

Clinton-st. cor. Grand.
Lodges.

20 Manhattan. Mo
36 Enterprise Tu
28 Ark Wed
44 Harmony Thr|

Encampments.
6 Moeaic 18 Fri

37 Mamre 24Fri
Forayth cor. Broome.
129 Schiller -Tu
243 Pilgrim Mon

No. 327 Bowery,
Lodge*.

46 Jefferson Tu
237 Acorn Wed]
Av. C. cor. Third-at.

Lodges.

113 Mechanics’ Mo|
231 Eokford

Degree Ledge.

2 Manhattan. Thr
Encampment.

10 Mount Olivet.2 4 Fri

35th-st. eor. 9th Av.

Lodge.
182 Blooming Grove. Thr
No. 71 Weal 17th-at
84 Chelsea Wei
210 Siloam Tee

Encampment.
31 Mount Zion. . 1 3 Fri

CityatBrooklyi.
Fulton cor. Orapbany.

Lodges.
68 Atlantic Me
26 Brooklyn Tt
66 Fulton Wed
39 Nassau Thr

Degree Lodge.
13 Franklin 1 3 Fr 24 Se

Encampment.
7 Salem 2 4 Fri

Montague ©or. Oowt-ft.
Lodge*.

190 Stirling Ml
163 Montague Tt
133 Steuben . Wed

Encampment.
25 Miapeh. I 3 Fri

Hemy-at. cor. Atlantic,
Lodges.

94 Eagle Me
166 Magnolia. Tl

Encampment.
32 Bethlehem.. . .2 4 Fri

— Myrtle Avenue.
Lodges.

63 Long Island...... Tt
194 Myrtle, Thr

Williamebarf*
61 Crusaders The
45 Kings County.. Wed

Degree Lodge.
14 Washington... 13Tt
RichmondCo.

Castleton House Casttf*
88 Riehmond Co. . . .W«d
MasonicHall Tompkins1e

152 Neptune Thr

Queens county*
So Pacific, Flushing. M«
81 Jamaica, Jamaica.Tt
141 Hempstead.HemWed
144 Protecti<m,KoalynSai

241 Pemhrooke,GlenCFr
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Carpeting*, Oil Cloths, &c.
1\TO. 64 EAST BROADWAY, and
-Lx 71 Derision street.—W. H. GUION, would in-
rite the attenfton of those families intending to pur-
chase CARPETING, or any article in the line dur-
ing the present spring, to his very extensive assort-
ment of English, Brussels, three-ply and Ingrain Car-
peting. Also, Oil Cloths for Halls, offices, ship and
steamboat cabins, together with every article con-
nected with the business.
The subscriber takes this opportunity to inform

his friends and patrons, that he has, during the win-
ter, entered into arrangements with the most, exten-
sive manufacturers of this country and Europe, for
an early supply of all the latest patterns, upon such
terms as will enable those about to furnish, to make
satisfactory selections at prices lower than at any
other store in the city. ap25:tf

P
George Smitli,

RACTICAL UPHOLSTERER,
449 Pearl-st., has on hand a general assortment

of Upholstery and Bedding, Rich Gilt Wood and
Metal Window Cornices, Satin and Worsted De
Lanes, Gimps, Galoons, Cords, Tassels, Window
Shades. White Shade Linen, Lace and Muslin, Rich
Embroidered Curtains, Paper Hangings, Fire Board
Prints. Live Geese Feathers, Curled Hair, Moss, &c.
Or. S. will give his attention to all kinds of Uphol-
gtery Jobbing Work in person. ap25:tf i

A RTISTS IX GENERAL, No. 7,
Spruce street, N. Y. Manufacturers and Im-

B
arters of Transparent Window Shades. Signs,
anners, and Interior Decorations. ap25u3m

Organ Man n factor v,O O ANTIION Y STREET, N. York.
GEORGE JARDINE manufactures all kinds

of Church and Parlor Organs, and also his celebrated
astrumen t < with Barrel Attachments, which are <o
admirably adapted fur country Churches, Lodge
Rooms, etc. He has lately supplied Oriental, Mag-
nolia, Montague, Knickerbocker, and other Lodges
with these organs, containing the music of the re-
vised work on the barrels. And he will be happy to
answer communications, and to receive orders from
other Lodges. mar7

D

Philip Garhard t,RAPER and TAILOR, No. 74,
West Broadway. A large and Fashionable as-

sortment of Cloths, Cassimeres and Vestings, con-
stantly on hand. ap25:ly

Ml, Hire,
RAPER AND TAILOR, 57 Ca-
nal stree t. ' m i6:4m~ ~ Lewis Child,

\TERCHANT TAILOR, (Successor
-iMA to I. Townsend & Co.) No. 132 Bowery, be-
tween Grand and Broome streets N. Y. A full as-
sortment of cloths, Cassimeres, Vestings, &c. m2:tf

. \\n3DD^^j^iTAT*ION, AND
7 VISITING CARDS. The subscriber exe-

cutes in a superior style at short notice and on
reasonable terms, SILVER DOOR AND NUMBER
PLATES, of sterling silver of extra thickness, and
warranted.
ARMS, CRESTS, AND CIPHERS on seals, on

stone, brass, and silver.

COUNTING HOUSE, Consular, Notaries, So-
eiety, and LODGE SEALS engraved in a superior
manner, at moderate prices. •

^
CARDS printed from plates already engraved, on

extra porceJain cards, both surfaces highly enameled,
at short nonce, by BOLEN. Engraver and Printer,

104 Broadway between Wall and Pine sts. N. Y
Laa6a

’
EnTcU>Pe8 i Note Paper, and fine Cut-

janlOtf

72 *1YJ
“^?0WEHY* NENRY SHAW having re“moved from his old stand to 72* Bowery, between

Walker and Hester streets, is now ready t« serve
all who may want a good and cheap Hat or Cap.
Having on hand an entire new stock of Hats and
^aps ofhis own manufacture, he is determined to
•ell them at a very small profit. Silk Hats, of the
latASt fScRirtna rxf «n r .

Xhe Mutual Eb nefit
r IFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Offlo
f
No. II Wall street Tl ,«

distinguished from all others, at home or abroad by
all, or most, of the following peculiarities: m
V
Where the premiums are over $50, it requires

only one (marter part in Cash, instead ofthe whole.
2. It allows the Assured to pay yearly, quarterly

monthly
,
or weekly.

3. No part of the profits are withheld—or diverted
frem the Assured, either in charity, or otherwise.

4. It has no loan, either nominal or real, to pay
interest for; having a a sufficient capital funded
from premiums received.

5. The Assured can withdraw his profits, or leave
them to accumulate, year by year, at his option.

at 60
U MSUreS ^ of 67

>
inst€ad or stopping

7. It declares the profits yearly, instead of once in
five, or seven years, and issues scrip yearly to the
Assured, for the estimated profits, bearing 6 per cent
interest—which scrip is redeemed in cash, when the
profit* amount to $‘200,000, or is allowed to accumu-
late, at the option ofthe Assured.

8. It enables a man to provide for his wife and
children, in such a way, that although he may lose
every thing, they are safe; and all person^, whether
married or unmarried, to provide for Old Age Sick-
ness, and Want

,
as well as for Death.

1

9. The Assured can surrender the policy at anv
time after the first year, and receive Us equitable
value.

10. At any time after the first year, the Assured
can borrow, on the scrip issued, two-thirds of its
amount, so that he has nothing to fear from a
Change of circumstances, or inability to pay the vre-
r/aum r

11. Directors and officers are chosen yearlv; and
the Assured votes according to Ms interest.

l2
- are «// invested in United States,New \ ork, New Jersey, and Massachusetts stocks,

and in real estate in New York and New Jersey
wholly unincumbered, and ofdouble the value loan-
ed ; or loaned to the A -sured a.s above.
ia It pays no Directors, no Auditors, no Solicitors.

It lends moiiey to neither. .

reckon the Assured a year older/
than he is—bnt from sue months less to six months
more, so as to equalize the estimates between all
parties.

i5 The rates are lower, the expenses less, and the
profits larger than with Foreign Offices: invest-
ments here yielding from 6 to 7 per cent—abroad
only 3 per cent—to say nothing of 33* per cent re-
served; nor of interest allowed to those whofurnish
a guaranty cupUul” at the rate of 5 per cent on
every hnndred pounds subscribed, for every ten
pounds paid in l

*

16. Instead of encouraging, every precaution is
taken to prerent a forfeiture of the policy.

17. The liability of the Assured is limited by law.
to the amount of his premium note. m9:tf

1 84G.—Buffalo and Chicago.
to THE new, fast and com-

CT_ 5?odious Steamboat OREGON.
n

Cap** Cotton, will run be-
tween Buffalo and Chicago, during the season of 1846AH Vitllnwa • . _ _as follows .

Leaves Buffalo.
Wednesday, May,
Thursday, “

Friday, June,
Saturday, “

Monday, July,
Thursday, “

Wednesday, Aug.
Thursday, “

Friday, Sept.
Saturday, **

Monday,
Tuesday,

Oct.

m 16:6m
Leaves Chicago.— - “ 5

14

29
13

28
14

29
13

28
12
28
13
28

6 Thursday,' May
21 Friday, “

6 | Saturday* June
20

|

Monday, «

6i Tuesday, July
21 Wednesday, u

20
4
19
4
20

[Friday,

j

Saturday,
Monday,
‘Tuesday, Oct.
Wednesday,

Se
?

t.

ATUTUAL "flFE* INSURANCE7“ COMPANY of New-Yerk, No. 50 Wall -it.,
at the close of the third year, ending 31st Jan. 1846
Number of policies issued 2133.
Amount of Receipts $290,782^59
Losses and expenses 652210,91 215.571 JW

Of policies issued 1823 were for whole life: 601 for
seven years

; and 249 fer different periods
; of whieh

24n were to merchants: 211 to mechanics: 133 to
lawyers

i J
70 to clerks

; 64 to clergymen
; 74 to phy-

siciaas: 16 to druggists; 87 to ladies; 18 gentlemen;
25 cashiers of banks; 71 brokers; 35 booksellers - «J
manufacturers; 10 professors in colleges; 30 teach-
ers

;
10 seer’s of companies

;
10 to engravers

; 33 to
•grafts

;
6to editors; 5 cartmen; 6 presidents ofoom-

pames; 33 students; 14 hotel keepers
; 61 fhnAn*

45 officers of U. S. Army and Navy
;

12 ship carpen-
ters

;
7 laborers

;
9 millers

;
8 bank tellers : 65 other

pursuits. TRUSTEES:
M. Robinson, Z. Cook, jr., J. C ThatcherW. Barnwell. R. B. Minturn, Robert Scbujder.
Stacey B.Coriins,J. S. Wadsworth,T. Sedg^ckf

‘

Gouv. W. Wilks,Charles Ely, D. cTColden,
B. D. SiUiman, Jon. Millerj R. L. Lord,
J. H. Swift, C. W. Faber, A. S. Perry,

7- Pruyn, H. W. Hubbell, Joseph Blunt,

D . {:
Crn0p*» I» G. Pearson,

K. H. McCurdy, J itzg’en Ralleek,W. S. Wetmere,
i; Livingston,Jos. Tuekeman,
1 W. Olcott, Alfred Pell W. J. Bunker,
Gideon Hawley, MORRIS ROBINSON. Pr*i

SaMURLHaNNAY.Sw.
Mintutin Post, M.D. Physioian to the Company
604 Broadway. mar28 ly

LO. O. F. RreaNtpioM. Jewelry, Ac.
A. BRETT, has removed from

VJ1 e No. 103 Pearl street, to the new store, No.
4o Liberty street, opposite the Post Office, (up stairs)
where he respectfully invites the attention of Mer-
chants (about laying in their Spring stocks,) to his
extensive and handsome assortment sf French.Eng
lish and German Fancy Goods : Pocket and Table
Cutlery; Razors; Scissors: Needles; Thimbles;
Percussion Caps

;
German Silver wares

;
Plated and

Gilt ware ; Fine gold and silver Duplex, Lever, Le-

B
lne and Verge Watches^ Jewelry

;
Odd F.ellows’

reast-plns : gold, silver, plated and German Sil
ver Pencil Cases, with and without pens; Steel
Pens; gilt, plated, lusting, twist, brocade, jet, japan
ed, horn, bone, and other Buttons: shell, ivory, horn,
wood and metal Combs; dressing and traveling
Cases; portable Writing Desks

;
Fans

;
hair, cloth,

shoe, nail, tooth, shaving and other Brushes
;
Sus-

penders
j

spool and skein Cotton : linen Thread
sewing Silk.; Hooks and Eyes; Perfumery of all
kinds

;
Toilet Soans

;
hand Mirrors and Looking-

glasses
;
Beads

;
Head Ornaments

;
and a great

variety of other goods, especially adapted to the
Spring trade, all of which he offers to the trade at
moderate prices. mar2Stf

Important to TravelersandHouse-
Keepers.

LITE AND PROPER-
TY PRESERVERS. Patent

I

*>®lf-Cooking Revolving pistols.
-Manufactured, wholesale and

BOLEN, 104 Broadway,
York

The Last

Improvement,
retail, by

janlOtf Between Wall and Pine sts .New

made to order at the shortest notice. Don’ t forget

m®r
Du^er’

72* B#werJi New-York, sign of themv* HAT. apU

RBr?* y J ltivision-street,ESPEC IFULL Y informs her
friends and the public generally, in the city and

8he has °p«ne<* her stock of SPRING
tTS, consisting of Straw, Shirred and Plain

•'fllk Hats, made of rich materials, all of which will
we sold at the lowest prices. Ladies own materials
oaue to order. Dress-making in all its branches.

w9:tf

J.W.&N.ORR,

ENGRAVERS
ON WOOD.

OyOFFICE, 75 Nas-
suu-Street,

mar 14 tf NEW YORK

fOHN McNICOL, Stereotyper and^ Printer, No. 11 Spruce street, 4th story.

. m Livinarston K. VlilKr,
A TTORNEY AT LAW, and SO
-t^-LICITOR IN CHANCERY, No. 20 Nassau
street N. V . Collecting (and other business) prompt-
ly attended to. Refer to Benj. F. Butler, Jno P

l v?*
b7 £nd u

Chas * ButIer
'
Es^ra > Boremus &

1 Nixon, Merchants. ml6-6m*

hanks' Tools.
A A FULTON STREET. The sub-
f^ seriber keeps constantly receiving large addi
lions to his assortment of Mechanics’ Tools, and
general hardware, and respectfully informs all
wishing to purchase, that he has as good an assort-
ment of goods as any house in the trade, particu-
larly of the best quality of goods, which he offers at
such prices as he hopes will be 'satisfactory to all.

Mechanics of all kinds can be supplied with & full
assortment of Goods, most of which ark war
ranted. A full assortment of Coopers’ Tools
which are all warranted, as are also his best quali
ties of Planes, Saws, Files, Chisels, Braces, Bits, etc
Agent for the sale of McLaughlin’s Patent Mortis-
ing Machines: also many other articles not gene
rally kept in Hardware er Tool stores. A large as-
sortment of patterns of the celebrated “ Tolly Ho>
Razors, with a printed and certified guaranty ac-
companying each, an important thing to those who
wish a really good Razor, as the price mil be returned
if the razors are not good. Tool Chests furnished
with Tools from eight dollars to one hundred—al-
ways kept en hand suitable for mechanics and ama-
teurs. Cut nails and general Hardware at the
lowest market price. HENRY F. FA1RBANK,
apll 44 Fulton st. (between Pearl and Cliff,)N. Y.

F. W, Bell,
T3LANK BOOK MANUFACTU--U REB, Printer and Stationer, 27 Ann and 1
South-William streets, keeps on band a large and
general assortment of the best of Blank Books,
suitable for all business purposes, bound in every
style; Paper, Business Blanks, and all kinds of
foreign and domestic Stationery, whieh he offers for
sale at the very lowest rates. Blank Books ruled
and bound to order

;
Circulars, Cards, Bill Heads,

etc., printed with neatness and dispatch.
N. B.—F. W. B. is constantly supplied with

Lithographic Articles, such as Lithographic Rollers.
Ink, Crayons, etc., of his own importation, direct
from Paris ; also all kinds and sizes of Lithographic
Stenes. apll

Mrs. E, Hoyt,

PIE AND CAKE BAKERY, No.
249 Grand street, New York.

P. S.— Wed-lings and Parties supplied at the
hottest notice, with all kinds of CAKE. an4
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Life insurance company,
No. 1 1 Wall st. Issued during the month of

July 146 new Policies, vix: _
To Merch’ ts <fc Traders.54 To Farmers A: Planters 7

Manufacturers 7

Mechanics 18

Clergymen 8
Physicians 4

Lawyers 12

Professors 3

Ladies 1

Students 3

Clerks 9

Cashiers 1

Memberof Congress 6

Sec’y Ins. Co 1

Agents. ..
.’ 7* Other occupations...

6
j

Total 146
,

New policies issued in the New policies issued in the

tot quarter of the year, first quarter of the year,

3k Vis: 1846, vis:

May 58 May 207*

June 54 June 181

July 77 July 146

Whole number of Policies first year 1701

Total policies in 45 months •-•••• *2235

ROBT. L. PATTERSON, President.

BEN J. C. MILLER, Secretary.

Jos L. Lord, Agent. _
Jambs Stewart, M. D.. (No. 621 Broadway,)

Medical Examiner. aug!5:tf

Or. Townsend’s Compound

Extract sarsaparilla.—
This Extract is put up in quart bottles—it is

six times cheaper, pleasanter, and warranted supe-

rior to any sold. It cures diseases without vomit-

Ing, purging, sickening or debilitating the patient-

The great beauty and superiority of this Sarsaparil-

la over all ether remedies is, while it eradicates die

eases, it invigorates to body. It is used shcoessftilly

in the removal and Permanent cure of all Diseases

arising from an impure state of the blood, or habit

of the System
OPINIONS OF PHYSICIANS.

Dr. Townsend is almost daily receiving orders from

Physicians in different parts of the Union.

This is to certify that we, the undersigned, Phy-

nioiana of the city of Albany, have In numerous oases

prescribed Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla, and believe

it to be one ef the most valuable preparations of the

Sarsaparilla In the market.
H.P. PULING, M. B.,

J. WILSON. M. D.,

R. B. BRIGGS, M.D.,*
P. E. ELMENDORF, M. D.

Albany, April 1. 1845.

Dr. Seymour, the writer of the following, is one of

the oldest and most respectable Physicians in Con-

Bectlcut
Hartford, Ct

,
May 21, 1846.

Dr. Townsend—Dear Sir: “Townsend’B Sarsapa-

rilla” finds a ready sale in Hartford—is highly es-

teemed by ail who have made use of it, and we have

!

reason to believe its good qualities will be duly ap-

preciated by a discerning public. I have daily calls

for it, and hope you will be fully remunerated for

your exertions to render service to the afflicted.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

HARVEY SEYMOUR, M. D.

GREAT MEDICINE FOR FEMALES.
Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla is a sovereign and

speedy cure for incipient consumption, barrenness,

leuoorrhoe, or whites, obstructed or difficult men-
struation, incontinuance of urine, or involuntary dis-

charge thereof, and for the general prostration of the

system, no matter whether the result of inherent

cause, or causes produced by irregularity, illness or

accident.

fty Nothing can be more surprising than its in-

vigorating effects on the human frame. Persons all

weakness and lassitude before taking it. at once be-

come robust and fall of energy under its influence.

It immediately counteracts the nervelessness of the

female frame which is the great cause of barren-

ness.

It will notbe expected of ns in oases of so delicate a

nature toexhibit certificates ofcures performed, but

we can assure the afflicted, that hundreds of cases

have been reported to ns.

Principal Office 1*6 Fulton street, N. Y. and 105

South Pearl street, Albany, and by Druggists gen-
erally. nngl5

Thompson’s Premium Truss,
Improved by J. R. Benja-

min, 13 Beckman street, is universally
approved of by the Medical Faculty

and all who use them, as the pressure can be gradu-

ated from one to fifty pounds on the rupture without

abaok pad, which does so much injury to the spine,

causingweaknessand pain in the back and sides, and
often permanent spinal disease. Six days trial

given, and if not perfectly satisfactory, money re-

turned. Those sending for this Truss need only
mention the side ruptured, and the distance round
the hips. aug15:3m

Johnson A Co.
TMPORTERS, Wholesale Dealers,
X. and Manufacturers of PERFUMERY of every
description Manufacturers Agents of a puperior
quality of Hair Brushes. No. 35 Cedar-street, up
stairs. jy*5:3m

Coffee and Dining Rooms.
\TO€TCE.—E. J. MERCER, respect-
11 fully informs his friends and the public, that

! having purchased from his partner, J. F. Green, his

entire interest in the Coffee and Dining Rooms, cor-

Iner of Nassau and Ann streets, trusts the estab-

lishment will continue to receive not only the sup-

i port of his friends, but also be recommended to the

patronage of his friends’ friends, as he assures them

;

all his energies will be devoted on his part to make
Ms Dining Rooms second to none other in the city,

i N. B. The Ladies’ Coffee and Refreshment Rooms

I
will still be continued as heretofore, under the espe-

cial charge of Mrs. Mercer. Private entrance, 21

Ann street. AugUtf

John Osborne.
ANUFACTURER of REGALIA;

IvA No. 99 Madison st, N. Y., would state that

he manufactures every description of* Regalia for

Lodges and Encampments, and will be happy to re-

ceive orders from the Brotherhood, for furnishing

all articles required by the Revised Work.

Samuel Hammond Sc Co.,

I
MPORTERS OF FINE WATCH-
ES, No. 44 Merchants’ Exchange, 1st door in

William street. Have constantly on hand a large

and valuable assortment of FINE WATCHES of

Just Issued, Price 25 Cents.

PART TWENTY-NINTH of VIR-
TUE’S ILLUSTRATED FAMILY BIBLE.—

This part is embellished with a highly finished steel
engraving of the “ Pool of Siloam/’ by W. H. Bart-
lett, Esq., which has been considered superior toany
that have preceded it for beauty of design and rich-
ness of execution. Geo. Virtuej late R. Martin Sc
Co. 26 John-st aug22:lt*

State of New York. Secretary’s Office, >lk. Secretary’s Office, >

Albany, July 24, 1846. %

HTO THE SHERIFF OF THEA CITY AND COUNTY OF NEW YORK:
Sir—Notice is hereby given, that at the next Gene-
ral Election, to be held on the Tuesday succeedin

;

the first Monday of November next, tne following
officers are to be elected, to wit: A Governor and
Lieutenant Governor of this State. Two Canal
Commissioners, to supply the places of Jonas Emil,
junior, and Stephen Clark, whose terms of servioe
will expire on the last day of December next. A
Senator for the First Senatorial District, to supply
the vacancy which will accrue by the expiration of
the term of service of John A. Lott on the last day

and valuable assortment of FIN
their own importation, which they

WATCHES of
i now selling at

lower prices (when quality is compared,) than can be

purchased of any dealer in New York. A written

warrantee, in all cases, will be given to the purchaser.

S. Hammond having attended solely to the repair-

ing of Chronometer, Duplex, and other fine Watches,
In the late firm of Benedict & Hammond, will con-

tinue to give his undivided attention to that branch

of the business, in connection with his present part-

ner, whoee reputation has long been established,

having worked for the last ten^yeara for the tradedn
this city. m23:tf

J. 0«,fBMth St Co.
pASH DRAPERS ahd TAILORS,

187 Broadway, have received an additional sup-

ply of choice Cassimeres Linen Drills and Vestings,

to which they would invite particular attention. Our
stock now comprises the richest assortment of goods

ever before offered in this city, and having great fa-

cilities in buying, both here and in foreign markets,

we are enabled to offer them at prices much lower

than the nsual rates,

There are Borne who Imagine that goods in Broad-
way must be dear, but we would assure such persons

that our prices (at all times low) were never so low
as at the present

;
and that sindfe our removal, by our

much increased business, we have been enabled to

reduce our rates, while at the same time, the style

and workmanship of our garments have been very

j

much improved. We would invite all these persons

to give us a call, and be disabused at once of all such
erroneous Impressions.
The Catting Department is under the supervision

of Mr J. LEE, whose name is a sufficient guarantee
of its being properly and efficiently conducted. jel3tf

Dr. James Ashley?

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
No. 40 HUDSON street. Office Hours— 9 A.

M. and 5 P M. d!3 ly

4 Joseph Davis,

MANUFACTURER or MASONIC
and ODD FELLOWS’ REGALIA and BAN-

NERS, No. 150 South Second street. 4th door above
Spruce street, Philadelphia. Regalia and Banners
or every description, either plain, painted, or em-
broidered in gold or silver. Samples may be seen as

above. Je6:tf

Chs. F. A. Hinrictin,
AT 150 Broadway,. and 75 Liberty
il street—Successor to M. Werckmelster—Im-
porters of German, Frenoh and English FANCY
GOODS. All kinds of Toys, Fancy Articles, Ger-
man Glassware. French China Veses, Musical In-

struments. Masks of all kinds, Dominoes, Backgam-
mon, and every thing that can be desired In the line

of Fancy Goods. m23:tf

Classen’s
T7ASHIONABLE VISITING
A? CARD ESTABLISkMENT. 25 per cent be-

low his usual prices. A Plate and 50 Cards printed
for $1,50; the best Enamelled Cards printed from
Engraved Plates at 50 cents per pack. A SILVER
DOOR PLATE furnished and beautifully engraved
for $3. Engraving for the ,Trade equally Tow, at
CLLASSEN’e* old stand, No. 1 Marray-street, cor-

ner of Broadway. • m30:ly

Philadelphia. Hat St Cap Store.

THE subscriber respectfully informs
his friends, and the public in general, that be

has opened the New Cheap Hat &. Cap Store, No.

106, N. Gth-st. 2 doors above the “Odd Fellows” new
Hall, where may be had all kinds of Hats Caps A c.

wholesale and retail
,
oheap fur cash. Merchants and

other are requested to call and examine before pur-

chasing elsewhere. Cm23:tf) F. W. CORINTH.

the term of service of John A. JLott on the last day
of December next. A Representative in the 30th
Congress of the United States, fo^the Third Con-
gressional District, consisting of till 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th,
and 5th Wards of the City of New York. Also, a
Representative in the said Congress for the Fourth
Congressional District, consisting of the 6th. 7th,
10th and 13th Wards of said City. Also a Repre-
sentative in the said Congress for the FiMi Con-
gressional District, consisting ofthe 8th, 9th and 14th
Wards of said City. And also a Representative in
the said Congress for the Sixth Congressional Dis-
trict, consisting of the llth, 12th, 15th, 16th, 17th
and 18th Wards of said City.

Also the following officers for the said County, to

wit : 16 Members of Assembly, a Sheriff in the place
of William Jones, whose term of service will expire
on the last day of December next. A County Clerk
in the place of James Connor, whfise term of service
will expire on the last day of December next

;
and a

Coroner in the place of Edmnnd G. Rawson, whose
term of servioe will expire on the last day of De-
cember next. Yours, respectfully.

N. S. BENTON, Secretary of State. J

Sheriff’s Offloe, New York, Anguat 3d, 1846. 4

The above is published pursuant to the notice of
the Secretary of State and the requirements of the
statute in suoh case made and provided for.

WM. JONES.
Sheriffof the City and County of Ng|r York.

K7* All the public newspapers in the County will
publish the above once in each week until election,

and then hand in their bills for advertising the
same, so that they may be laid before the Board of
Supervisors, and passed for payment.

See Revised Statutes, voL 1, chap. vL, title 3dr
article3d—part 1st, page 140. au8

Odd Fellows’ Depot.
”

THE subscribers respectfully inform
the Brothers of the Order, that they have taken

a store in the new Odd Fellows’ Hall, North Sixth
street below Race street, where they intend to keep
on hand all the principal Odd Fellows’ Publications,

Proposition Books, Report Bdoks, Order Books,
Blank Books, and all suoh other Books as are used
by the Order, together with Regalia, and all other
articles used in furnishing Lodges.
They also intend keeping on hand a general as-

sortment of Books, Stationery, & 0.

WM. CURTIS,
D. NORCROSS.

The offloe of the “ Golden Rule” is at the abore
8tore.

Stephen H. Glmber,

Historical, portrait and
LANDSCAPE ENGRAVER, No. 30 Abing-

don Square, Eighth Avenue. New York. Designs
for Certificates, Lodge and Encampment Seals clas-

sically done to the rules of the Order. Letters from
the brotherhood in the States must be post-paid, al I

DtlME’S’COUGH’PJUS
Thousands Die Annually

Kr CONSUMPTION, induced by
slight oolds, thsught too trifling to require at-

tention. The ravages of this insidious disease am—g
the fhir and the beautiful of our land, carries wo and

.

desolation into many happy families, where other-
wise joy might shed her glorious effulgence around.

DR. LAENNEC’8 COUGH PILLS-
Is one of the most sure and admirable specifics for the
cure of Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, and
all affections of the Lungs, that has ever yet Wa
devised by aclenee or skill. It ia.the invention ofthe
greatest physician of France,and their extraordinary
affects has filled all Europe with wonder and aston-
ishment.
A common cold can be cured in a day by two or

three doses only. Put ap in two boxes, numbered 1,

and 2, adapted to the various stages of the disease,

DCf Price $1 per box, with full directions. Sol
by J. WINCHESTER, 30 Aim-street N. Y.
In Brooklyn, at Mrs. HAYS, 139 Fulton-sferee
and S. P. LEEDS, eor. ofCourt and Atlantic streets
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WILFRED MONTRESSORi
OR,

THE SECRET ORDER OF THE SEVEN.
A ROMANOS OF MYSTERY AND CEfME.

AY THE AUTHOR OP “ FLORENCE DK LACEY, OR THE COQUETTE,” ETC

• -

CHAPTER XV.—THE PORTER HOUSE—JA'CK HIGHFLYER.

t a later hour of the evening the

porter house of Bill Smith, in the

upper part of the Bowery, was filled

with loungers, mostly young men
‘ ; from eighteen to three or four and

n twenty years of age. Several were
leaning against the counter, smoi-

& J
.

ing and talking : others were seated
; V

Y around a table, looking over the
}'-*WV . •'"'Y'?. files of newspapers that lay upon

H§/1 y it. At another table, on the oppo-

site side of the room, were four

BBSS—_ persons playing dominoes, and a

group of half a dozen spectators

stood around them, silently observing the game.^

The room itself presented few objects of altraotion. The

ceiling was low, and literally darkened with swarm^ of flies.

The chairs, tables, and other furniture, were of cheap* materials

mnP inferior worlynu^ap. Behind the counter stood a Tialf score

of casks supplied *0f9ftjdittania faucets. On the shelves, above

these casks, Were mpged a number of decanters filled with a

variety of liquors, interspersed with empty tumblers and wine-

glasses. Two camphine lamps, suspended from the ceiling, and

several side lamps fixed to the walls, gave an abundance of light

to the apartment. The doors which opened into the ptreet were

widely extended, but a large wooden screen of a dark bluspotor,

newly painted, at the distance of four or five feet from the

entrance, protected the visitors from the scrutiny of the passers

by.

The proprietor of the establishment, Mr. William Smith, was
indubitably a patron of the fine arts. The shades to the windows
were curiosities in the way of drawing, perspective, and color.

The walls were adorned with a melange of prints and carica-

tures, in black wooden frames, whose merits cannot be ade-

quately described. In close proximity, were to he seen 44 Na-

poleon crossing the Alps;” ‘ 4 Fanny Ellsler in the Gvpsey’s

Dream “ Boston 44 John Bull and Brother Jonathan dividing

Oregon 44 The Lover’s Return;” “ Black Hawk, in Indian cos-

tume ;” 44 Hamblin, as Rollo;” 44 The Battle of Banker’s Hill,;”

“One of the B’hoys driviug on the Avenue;’* “General Wash-

ington 44 Lord Nelson ;” et cetera.

The mautel-piece was decorated by a Chinese Mandarin and

his wife, two porcelain figures, whose heads, delicately poised

upon the shoulders by a mechanical contrivance, were bobbing

up and down with restless activity. A backwoodsman from the

Far West, who had strayed into the porterhouse, waa inspecting

tho movements of the figures with curious attention.

At length one of the smokers that stood leaning against the

railing of the counter, tossed the remnant of a principd carelessly

upon the floor, cocked his hat jauntily, and addressed bis nearest

companion with affected pomposity of manner:
44 Tim, will you imbibe?”

Thq^iersou to whom he spoke was no other than Tim Hard-

mann, me* butcher. After puffiug a volume of smoke from his

mouth ami nostrils, Tim replied, with a prolonged biasing sound

upou the first sytlable:
44 C-e-r-taiuly.”

44 What shall it be 7”

41 Bran* water.”
44 The same. Pete Fox, H^rry Wilson, will yon join us?”

continued the first speaker.
44

v> e wou’t do nothin’ else,” replied Harry Wilson, a young

j

man of twenty-two years of age, dressed in corduroy toreeches

and | fus’iaii roundabout, without vest or neck-cloth. 44 A little

!

fhiut. Bill.”

(

14 You can always depend upon me, Tom,” said the other—the

I

clerk of a tobacconist in the neighborhood—with a peculiar

uasal drawl. *• I’ll measure my owu liquor, 8mith,” he added,

pouring out half a gill of old Coguiac into a tumbler; 44 this is

what I call graduating at the bar.”
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mv bov. to repeat it quite so often.

„

« y0u ought to bar it then, 8mith i
you keep the bar.

Theyoung men nodded a. each othertmc.remon.ou.ly and
took

a. be placed hi. empty tumbler upon the counter.

“ The lad i. missing, yet,” replied Smith.

rerhap8 hi. maternal parent will not permit him to leave hi.

domicil," mid the yo-uig man at whose expense the party a jus

^N^Tom Gaffney; yon are oat now, whether your mother

kuow.’it or not. I saw Jack in the street fifteen m.nute. ago,

^K;.
tt

lr.r
r

hUphia, if that he the case,” said Harry

Wilson.

,» Hi. fists. Harry,” interposed Fox.

“ I had rather see ’em than feel em, replied the other.

.< jack is a good fellow,” said the butcher, “ the life and »ou

'‘U'SSLi beard -» •* -
room, exclaiming

:

- r
eroup moved confusedly toward the bar. A medley of . range

^icf. catli^ for liquor, and the clatter of decanter, and glasses,

qU
'.°Who is the h-unfortnnate h-individual 1” inquired Peter Fox,

the tongue of the company. .

.. Your uncle, as usual,” replied a young man with a downcast

Ph
.Tar^k of the walk, Pete,” mid Luke Fordham, a jour-

neyman tailor, flashily dressed in check trowsers, a vert and neck

handkerchief of gaudy colors, and a blue coat with pla‘edb -

tons. “ I’ll play any man in the room a draw game ^nd bet li-

quors for the company.” „
.

44 H-a h-extraordinary h-offer,” drawled Peter Fox.

“ Aud it’s what may your name be,” hummed a voice in the

crowd to a popular negro melody.

“ And it’s who do you belong to,” chimed in another.

I am a saucy nigger-yah !
yah ! yah !” said the tailor. “ X

runs with thirty-seven.”

«< It is wonderful, then,” said Hardmann, “ to find you hejre alive

and kicking. Thirty-seven was most beautifully washed at the

Grand street fire the other night—toil*/ drowned out.”

“ You lie
—

” , , , , ,

The countenance of the butcher grew black as a thunder cloud.

“ Under a mistake,” continued Fordham, after a second s pause-

“ Ned Clisby told me so.”

44 He lies—and no mistake.” „ .,

« You seem to be electioneering for u fight this e
^
en'n8- 8a’d

Tim Hardmann, advancing a step or two toward Luke Fordham.

•• Don’t try to bully me, Tim,” replied the tailor; “bigger

men than you have come off second best at that business** Last

summer, when I was travelling west, I got into a dispute at

Louisville with six .tall, strapping Kentnckians.- I stood up lor

tny rights and told them to go to hell, individually and collective-

ly They looked as savage as a meat axe—no offence Tim—

just a. if they were going to eat-me up, without sail or pepper

Hard word, passed between us. and finally one of them told me

that I must apologise or be whipped. * Apologize hell • “"j *’

< J am one of the b'hoys, and if yon will agree to a fair fiBht, with-

out eoujring, I’ll take you, one after another, till you or I get

enough If i«-but as for apologizing, I’ll see you “ away down

below," and then I won’t.’ My blood was up a feet, and I was.

determined stand to the rack, fodder or no fodder. They con-

seated to my proposals, and I took my position. ig wo

Xws they were, and .hey came up to me, one after another,

full of pluck and hot lor fight. X gave them the fancy, touches

over the left ear, a^Tlaid them out as cold as iron. In less then

ten minutes there were six of the most beautiful lovely corpses

that you can imagine reposing upon the soil of Kentucky."

A loud explosion of laughter, in which Tim Hardmann joined

heartily, followed the conclusion of Luke Fordham’s tragical nar-

"''’The attention of the spectators was immediately drawn to the

stranger who had been investigating the mysterious movement*

of the Chinese manduriu’s head. He was a stout, athletic map,

of a dark complexion, and a serious matter-of-fact expression of

countenance-arrayed in a new suit of clothes recently purchas-

ed at an establishment in Chatham street. He approached Luke

Fordham with a deliberate step, and when he had arrived direct-

ly in front of him he remarked ; .
44 1 am a Kentuckian, young man ; I have listened to your story,

and I do not believe it to be trae
”

A roar of laughter ensued, and the Kentuckian began to ex-

hibit a slight degree of irritation. Fordham squared off*and said

with a smile :

“ 111 argue the paint with you, stran-ger
”

“Well, sir?” ,

44
I lie, do I ?” Quick as a flash after the utterance of these

words Luke F<frdham dealt a blow with his fist upon the left

temple of the stranger. He fell heavily upon th^sanded floor,

44 A powerful argument, Luke,” said Peter Fox ;
“ that is what

I call flooring an antagonist.”

The Kentuckian soon recovered from the stunning blow. He

leaped to his feet, glared fiercely at Luke Fordham, and pulling

a large bowie kuife from his bosom, rushed towards him.

44 No fighting in my bouse, gentlemen,” exclaimed pill Smith,

loudly.
'

At this critical instanWa slender stripling glided dexterously

through the crowd between the combatants and diverted the

glittering point of the bowie knife from its intended aim with a

small whalebone cane which he held in his hand.

44 Pat up your knife, stranger,” said the stripling, calmly: then

turning toward Luke Fordham he added, inquiringly:

44 A quarrel, Luke ?”

The tone of calmness and even of authority in which theae

words were spoken, arrested momentarily the attention of the

backwoodsman

.

The speakerVas a young man not exceeding twenty-one years

of age, with a fresh, open countenance, and a frank, easy de-

meanor. His voice charmed the ear even in its loudest notes by

its fascinating sweetness of expression. His complexion was fair

—the features small, regular, and as yet destitute of the lines

which dissipation, care and time, stamp upon the human face.

The chin and the angle of the lower jaw were covered with a

light downy beard, which had never been submitted to the edge

of a razor. Still his high, arching forehead, his Grecian nose, and

bis dark blue eyes, glowing with the perpetual fire of a daring

spirit, redeemed his countenance from effeminacy or boyishness.

His person was slender and graceful, about five feet seven in-

ches in height, with a muscular development whiph betokened

activity if not strength. His hands were small, white, and beau-

tifully formed.
. , , ,

. -

He wore a claret-colored frock coat, light blue pantaloons of

French casimir, with silver stripes at the sides, a Marseilles vest,

and a check shirt of blue and white, tied in the neck with a broad

black ribbon. Upon liis bead was a white beaver hat with a

broad brim turned up slightly, and a low crown, concave on its

superior surface.

After a cursory inspection of his person the Kentuckian ex-

claimed, still highly excited :
“ Are you a police officer, sir 1”

44 Not exactly a police officer, my friend, but I hold some au-

thority here. Put up your knife.”

The Kentuckian hesitated.

44 Show him your metal, boys,” said the youn£ man, turning to

the group of spectators. »

In an instant a score ofsharp-pointed blades and daggers gleam-

ed in the eyes of the stranger.

41 One, or a hundred !” said the Kentuckian, retreating a step

or two ;
“ it’s all the same to me.”

•« If you had drawn a single drop of blood, you would have

been^jit into mince meat in a minute.”
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\ THE FIGHT BETWEEN LUKE FORDHAM AND THE KENTUCKIAN.

BOWERY,
TH EATRE

CHATHAM THEATI

MR BOOTH

W1ATTESOM 1)Tl!

tl I drew my knife upon that chap yonder, who assaulted me
without provocation.’

*

" How is that, Luke?”

“ Ie was all in joke.”

“A rough joke—he knocked me down, sir, with a sledge ham-

mer.”
u Why you see, Jack Highflyer,” said the journeyman tailor,

4t I had been tellipg the boys one of my western yarn's and this

stran-gercomes up to me and as much as doubts ray word. Didn’t

he, boys?”
Yes—yes—Luke.”

*l So I knocked him down once, to convince him of the truth

of my story. And the only sledge hammer I used was this bunch

of fingers doubled up tightly.”

44 If you will do it again,” said the Kentuckian, replacing his

bowie knife in his bosom, and advancing toward Fordham in an

attitude of defence, 44 I will forgive you freely, and believe your

story to boot.”

The words were scarcely out of his mouth ere he fell like a log

upon the floor.

•* Here she goes and there she goes !” said Peter Fox, swinging

his left hand backwards and forwards in imitation of a pendulum.
*• Luke, you did it up brown, that time,” said Tim Hardmann,

the butcher.

The Kentuckian rose slowly, rubbed his eyes and looked

around him. At length he said, good naturedly

:

“ When I get home to old Kaintuck, I shall keep dark about

the\>oys in York. You have got a monstrous bard fist, my lad,

and I believe that ’ere story of your’n. I bear no grudge for a

little brush, and if yon and your friends will driuk with me, I’ll

stand the treat, by jingo.”

41 Yon are a devilish good fellow, stran-ger,” said Jack High-

flyer, slapping him familiarly on the shoulder. Yoa shall drink

with us, my old boy, and if you have a fancy to see a little of the

town to-night we’ll show you some things that will astonish you.

Smith, a round ofammunition for the b’hoys.”

44 Yes sir-ee.”

Charge, fire, and fall back,” shouted Hardmann.

The shuffling of feet and the hubbub of voices and glasses last-

ed several minutes, during which Jack Highflyer and the Ken-

tuckian engaged freely in conversation.

“ 8egars, 8mith.”

“ It is yet early,” continued Jack Highflyer, addressing his

comrades, 41 and before we start out on a cruise 1*11 give you a

new song of mine to an old tune.”
4 4

. Silence ! silence !’,*

BONG.
Air— Croosketn Lawn.

“ Let the sons of Neptune, brave,

All the dangers of the wave.

And the soldier bleed to win Fame's toy;

Oh
!
give me the jolly life,

^ Full of bustle, fuu and strife,

Of a gay and fearless Bowery b'hoy, b’hoy, b’hoy,

Of a gay and fearless Bowery b'hoy.

44 Let the miser, wan and old,

Count his silver and his gold, .

And the gallant seek bis mistress, coy

;

Tell me, how can these compare,

With the pleasures, rich and rare,

Of a gay and fearless Bowery b’hoy, b’hoy, b’hoy

Of a gay and fearless Bowery b’hoy.

I( Here he goes and there be goes,

Drinks with friends and fights with foes,

Rollicks, frolics, shouts and sings, with joy :

1

Oh
!
give me the merry life,

Full of bustle, fun and strife,

Of a gay and fearless Bowery b’hoy, b’hoy, b’hoy,
Of a gay and fearless Bowery b’hoy.”

44 Bravo ! Jack—bravo ! bravo !”

44 Now fellows,” said Jack Highflyer, 41 1 am going to take our

friend here,” pointing to the Kentuckian, 44 to see the monkeys.

There is some rare sport down town to-night. We will separate

at the door into little squads of two or three, and meet in fifteen

minutes on the corner of Centre and Anthony streets. Be quiet

out of doors or we may lose our chance. The watch word is

4 Oregon.’
”

Amid confused cries cf 44 Oregon,” 4 * The wholefror none,”
44 Phifty-phoar-phorty, or phight,” the motley assemblage poured

out of Bill Smith’s porter bouse into the Bowery, and dividing

into small parties, pursued their way by different routes to the

appointed place of rendezvous.
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Jack Highflyer, joining hw

comrades at the place of

rendezvous. “ The night

is as black as Erebus.”

“ I have been all through

the* southern country,”

Luke Fordham remarked

to one of his companions,

“ and I never heard that

^ •• -* »~
«... her* I" »<l«ir«l .h. le^er ol lb. «,urA

“ Take a census of the nasal protuberances, Jack, said Tom

^•Nchnonsense, Tom. We must move cautiously and quietly,

or we shall find it difficult to obtaiu admittance at Charley Swan*

to-night, and I have particular reasons for wishing to

k
“H’aTpHy, Jack,” exclaimed Harry Wilson; “ of all things ou

earth I love to see,
n t . „

‘“Four-and- twenty Bowery boys slllnarow.

«rU go ahead.” continued Jack Highflyer, wi

maun and the stran-ger. and the rest of you w.U **•*££•
At the distance of 6fty yards from the place of rendezvous Jack

Highflyer stopped to reconnoitre an old tenement, whose ron

dimly illuminated by a lamp on the opposite side of the

atreet. The exterior presented no certain indications by whtc

an observer could determine whether the building ™taadweh

ling or a workshop. There were two windows m the second

story, and an entrance beneath, through largedouble doors, which

™d directly upon the paved tide-walk. The young man ap-

proached the enuL.ce and tried the latch. The door, were bolt-

ed and barred. •

He knocked gently. “Who’s
Presently the sound of footsteps was distinctly

there V 1 inquired a coarse, guttural voice.

ed by a single lamp, and entirely destitute of other fern,tu^. On

the side toward the north a quantity of dried hickory wood,

sawed and split, was piled against the wall.

Jack Highflyer and his companions proceeded along the wide

naaLge-wfy until they arrived at n descending fl.ght of steps,

down which shone the flickering rays of the lamp.

« Amnse yourselves as yon please until I give the *>6™ f°r

retreat,” said Jack Highflyer, as he descended the steps. At the

bottom of the stairs was a door which he threw w.dely open A

singular scene presented itself to the astonished vision of the

‘Thf first apartment wa» the Befreahment Saloon-perhaps

twenty-five feet in width, and twice or thnee the distance in

lenath The bar was neatly fitted up, with plates of looking-

fflass behind the decanters and tumblers, and a pine counter

with a turned cherry railing aupi-orted by iron projections in

fmnt of the bar-tender. Two oyster stands, one on each aide of

the bar, and a heavy pine table aurronnded by benches, extended

along the room. Spirituon. liquor, of various kinds oyster.,

cake., tans, fruits, and aegars, were temptingly exposed for sale.

The wall, were yellow and amokey, and the floor uncarpeted.

Two or three wooden settees, the worse for wear, and a dozen

rush-bottomed chairs, were ranged against the walls for the con-

venience oftbe guests.

At the extremity of the saloon were two narrow doors, about

fifteen feet asunder, leading into the Ball Room. This apart-

ment was forty by sixty feet in dimensions, and was ventilated

tolerably by a single row of windows opened into a walled area.

Long pine benches, without cushions or backs, were placed

against the walls on three sides of the room. Between the doors

was a raised platform provided with half a dozen cane-bottomed

chairs for the accomodation of the musicians. Both apartment*

were supplied with light by lamps of various patterns,-suspended

from the ceiling. Many of the shades were covered with lamp

black, and the blazing ill-trimmed wicks threw up, above their

darkened surfaces, sluggish columns of flame and smoke.

The ball room was thronged with visitors of both sexes and.

of every variety of color. Negroes, mulattoes, and whites,

walked and danced together in total disregard of the prejudices

of their respective castes. The women were thieves and prosti-

tutes of the lowest description-some flaunting in tawdry finery,

others dressed in ragged filthy garments, which outraged com.

mon decency. There were old hags with bloated faces and dull

heavy eyes, and young girls already hopelessly depraved, leering

shamelessly into the countenances of their male companions*

The men were mostly thieves, pick-pockets, debauchees, and

drunken rowdies—the dregs of the population of a great city-

Others, however, of a better class, had been induced to visit

these rooms by curiosity, or a love of adventure ; or, perhaps, a

disposition to participate in scenes of debasing profligacy.

Jack Highflyer’s squad were not unused to the amusements

and vices of low life, and they did not hesitate to join the besotted .

revellers in their wild reckless jollity. They drank as deeply

and laughed as loudly, and talked as obscenely, and blasphemed

as fearlessl v, as the most confirmed votaries of lewdness and m
temperance. But their leader, although mingling freely with

the motley throng, did not seem disposed to become an actor in

the evening’s entertainments. With a light careless step, and a

keen observing glance, he moved through the crowd; pausing,

occasionally, during the intervals of dancing, to exchange a few

words with the Kentuckian.
. .

Having passed nearly an hour in this manner, as the musicians

commenced a prelude to a set of cotillons, be advanced toward

a young, pretty looking girl, who was sitting alone near the end

of one of the benches:

“ Will you dance with me, beauty?” he inquired.

The girl threw back her head, shaking her brown ringlets a

little coquettishly, and asked boldly

:

“ Who are you V*

“Dandy Jack.”
, 4 „

“ Well, daudy Jack, I have a partner for this set

“ Ts he handsomer than I ?”

« No,” replied the girl, with a lond laugh. “ He’s as ugly a»

ain, but he treats like a prince.”
,r

“ The dancers are taking their placea-stand up with me,

said Jack Highflyer, tossing a half eagle into the girl’s lap.

“ A gold piece,” said she, examining the coin. • 1 11 do it,

dandy Jack, partner or no partner. But he will give yon . devil

of a thrashing, and me too, perhaps.’’

“ I’ll protect you, beauty.”

.. You—you 7" exclaimed the girl, laughing. Tom Thumb

"^he cotillon bad just commenced, as a heavy, ill-favored per-

sonage presented himself. It was Hugh Simonson, the thief.

“ You are too late,” said the girl; “lam dancing with tin.

^Tberuffian surveyed the young man with a furious expression

of countenance, and then retired, mutteriDg oaths and threats.

After the dancing, Jack Highflyer sauntered into the refre.h-

ment saloon, aud called for a segar. Half a dozen of hia com-

rades gathered around him in the course of a few minutes.

While he was engaged in conversation with them, Hugh Simon-

I entered the sLon and approached him closely, saying, m a

harsh, angry voice:
rr

“ You stole my partner from me, villain.
_ „ A

Jack Highflyer took hia segar from his mouth, nod puffed a

volume ./tobacco smoke full in the face of the speaker.

“ Did I ?” he inquired, superciliously.

‘XU I am , ihi.r. I tojipoW

.. Hug.
*»

violent passion.
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“ You think yourself safe/’ he vociferated, “ with your gang

of rowdies and cut-throats about you ; but I’ll teach you and

them not to interfere with ire.”

44 Stand back boys/’ said Jack Highflyer, addressing his com-

rades; 44 the fellow shows fight.”

The young men fell back on either 6ide, leaving a space of

some eight or ten feet entirely clear.

44 Now, Simonson,” Continued the leader of the squad, throw-

ing away his segar, and assuming the attitude of a boxer, “you
are a regular bully at street rows aud elections, aud pretend to

have science. I staffed here alone, and defy you.” *

A savage grin of mingled hatred and contempt played upon

the features of ruffian, as he advanced towards the stripling

In his fury he pressed on with little attention to the rules of de-

fence, and delivered blow after blow with vindictive energy of

purpose.' The young man preserved the utmost coolness—he

dexterously avoided some blows and panned others, retreating a

step or two, occasionally. At length Simonson began to exhibit

tokens of exhaustion, and Jack Highflyer assumed the offensive.

He made two or three rapid feints, which distracted the attention

of his antagonist, and then succeeded in reaching his left temple

with stunning effect. He pursued this advantage by a tremen

dous blow over the right eye, that sent the robber reeliug and
staggering to the floor.

“ It’s all in ray eye,” hummed Tim Hardmann.
44 Jack is one of ’em, isn’t her” said Tom Gaffney, taking a

chew of tobacco.

The noise of scuffling and hard blows had attracted a number
of spectators from the ball room, among whom was the Ken-
tuckian with a mulatto girl, tawdrily dressed, leaning upon his

arm.

Hugh Simuuseu rose, foaming with rage ; but by a strong

^effort he subdued the outward manifestation of his feelings.

“ This devilish heavy coat hampered my arms,” he muttered

audibly, at thdlwme time stripping off both coat and vest by a

quick jerking motion.

“Jim Fogle—where are you?” he asked aloud, looking to-

ward the spectators.

41 Here, Hugh,” said Fogle, approaching him.

“Hold my coat and vest a few minutes, till I fix this young-

ster’s flint for him. ’

*At the urgent solicitations of two or three of his comrades,

Jack Highflyer had relieved himself of his frock coat, and now
stood awaiting bis opponent. The robber advanced more
cautiously, seemingly aware that he must be on the alert. The
sparring commenced and was continued for several minutes

without any decisive result. It was truly a wonderful exhi-

bition of skill, for both of the men were thoroughly trained

boxers, and the preponderance of strength on the one side, and

activity on the other, rendered the contest less unequal than the

age of the parties might havs indicated. The superior coolness

of Jack Highflyer again triumphed. Hugh Simonson became

irritated at the long resistance of a mere stripling, and endea-

vored to bear him down by a succession of vigorous blows. In

.so doing he exposed himself completely to a keea watchful

adversary. His advance was suddenly checked by a severe

blow just beneath the angle of the jaw. This was rapidty fol-

lowed by others, which he vainly attempted to parr}*, and at

length a heavy hit between the eyes, burled him from his bal-

ance. As he fell his head struck violently against the sharp

projecting comer of an oyster stand. He remained on the floor,

motionless, and insensible, the blood flowing profusely from a

cut in the scalp.

4
? You have killed him,” exclaimed a tall mulatto, rushing to

the spot where Simonson was lying.

Jack Highflyer approached the fallen man, and shook him
until he opened his eyes partially.

44 He will do well enough with a little nursing, Charley Swan,”

the young man coolly remarked ;

44 but the fight is over, I reckon

—and now, fellows we’ll take a drink.”

44 Dang it,” said the Kentuckian to his companion, 44 the boys

in York beat snakes.”
u The gals ain't ' slow, either, stranger,” replied the mulatto,

with a coquettish leer.

Jack Highflyer’s comrades flocked around him with their con-

gratulations. Charley Swan, with one of bis assistants, dragged
the wounded man across the room, and placing a bundle under
his bead, left him to recover his senses at his leisure. The throng

of spectators returned to the ball room aud resumed dancing.

During the progress of this scene James Fogle slipped out of

the crowd with Simouson’s coat and vest hanging upon bis arm,

and passed through the entrance of the refreshment saloon into

the wide hall or passage-way which has been described. A man,
muffled in a large cloth cloak, had preceded him, and was wait-

ing for him.
44 Well, Fogle ?”

44 Here are bis coat and vest, Mr. Masters
;
you can examine

them.”

jg^The disguised police officer searched the podkets of the rob-

ber’s garments carefully. In the breast pocket of the coat he
found a large leathern pocket hook containing some money and

a number of papers. Ho scrutinized them, one by one, by the

light of the dim lamp in the passage-way. Finally he discovered

a piece of thick yellow paper folded up, which he opened and

read.
44 1 have it,” he muttered in a low tone; 44 a pawn-broker’s

tickeF-a gold Lepine vyatch and a diamond cross. Simonson is

the man!”
The ball at Charley Swan’s continued until a late hour of the

night, but we shall pursue its details no further.
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©rtgtnal JJortrn,

THE SYREN.
BT G. P. QUAOKENBOS.

When, sweet as memories of joy,

The voice of Pleasure soundeth near,

Like Syren of the midnight sea,

To charm the wond’ring listener’s ear

;

When luringly, from golden harp,

Her rotes roll o’er the sleeping tide

—

Turn not tliy bark, O mariner,

Nor guide it to her 6ide !

There’s guile upon those silver notes,

And poison on that fragrant breath;

And they who listen learn too late

That Pleasure is the bride of Death f

They near the rock from which she sings

—

The eddying waters drink them in;

They find a deep, unfathomed, grave,

Beneath the waves of sin.

As free and changeful as the wind,

Anon she steals, at midnight hour,

Unto the silent sleeper’s bed,

Of dreams to weave her spell of power.

She seeks, with winning smile, alike

The old, and young, and fair, aud brave;

She softly tempts them to her arms,

—

They open to the grave.

There is a snake in Eastern climes.

That charms the passer with his eye.

And with his cold, deep, piercing, gaze,

Deprives him of the power to fly :

Then glides unto his Bpell-bound prey,

And blights him with envenomed breath

—

So Pleasure charms Ihe yielding soul,

So dooms it unto death.

Then, when her whisper to thine ear

Is borne upon the plaintive breeze,

Or when her song thou hearest, caught

And echoed, by the lofty trees

;

Then closed be thy willing ear,

Then from The Syren music fly

;

A tempter woos thee to her arms,

And Death beams from her eye.

Leroy-st N.Y.July, 1846.

(Original Sketches.

A RETURN TO THE PAST.

BY MRS. O. M. KIRKLAND.

No less a person than the grave John Foster seriously thought

once of chasing a butterfly, for the sake of calling back a youth-

ful feeling, so delightful is any reminiscence of those days of

careless enjoyment. With something of the same longing, and

an object not very dissimilar, I lately made a trip in a sloop

—

yes, an old-fashioned sloop—such as we used to go to New Haven

and Albany and New Brunswick in, carrying a basket of pro-

visionsand books, and work, to pass away the time. My recol-

lections of sloop-days are very agreeable ; they include many a

quiet hour of novel reading, when the soft illusions of the story

were aided by the gentle ripple and the balmy breeze ; many a

game of lack-gammon, played on deck—the board resting on a

coil of rope, or the square-topped trunk of some passenger. Once,

in particular, I remember playing for a whole summer’s after-

noon with the celebrated Luther Martin—he an old lawyer, and

I a girl of fifteen and a stranger. The relation of fellow-passen-

ger was something, in those days ! now, it is etiquette to pretend

not to see or recognize the existence of any other human being

besides yourself, until you have been introduced . For my part,

never having thought of the necessity of being introduced to my

brothers aud sisters, I seldom wait for the ceremony before I con-

fess my relationship to the other members of ihe great human

family, when circumstances throw us together where communi-

cation seems desirable. I do not believe human happiness is

increased or human virtue promoted by this cold exclusiveness

Certain precautions are necessary, undoubtedly, in order to avoid

improper acquaintances or those who might be troublesome, but

the extent to which this reserve is carried is a great evil. It

fosters pride, discourages humble-minded excellence, chills th®

natural, impulsive, benevolence of the heart, and makes poor frail

man forget bis dependence upon his brothel man and his obliga-

tion to do good everywhere and to everybody according as ho

may find opportunity.

But to the sloop. I was about to return to the city after a

short absence, and as there was a sloop which made a weekly

trip from the little bay where I had been sojourning, I thought I

would try whether some youthful feelings could be cheated back

again by the sight of the old familiar objects which a trip in th®

old-fashioned mode present. To tell the truth, I was afraid lest

even sloop-travelling had caught the infection of the age, and bean

improved till it was good for nothing. But my apprehensions

lasted no longer than till I bad ret foot upon the < rowded deck.

There were the identical captain and three or four half-grown

boys, handling ropes ; the same hold lined with large open bas-

tets of apples and pears, potatoes, beets and onions; the sanro

tmicken baatiles with nets for roofs, that used to characterize the

sloops of old. The master shouted and the boys answered, in

the well-remembered tones of yore.

In the cabin, my heart leapt up to see an old lady knittiog a

thick cotton stocking for a very portly person; it seemed as if

she had been sitting there ever since 1 was a girl. Then there

was her daughter, with a little chubby girl, dressed all in her

Sunday clothes, and so fine ! and the cabin was just such a little-

square well, like the picture in the old Bible of the pool of Be-

thesda. The looking glass had a twirl in its face,m usual. On th®

table lay a weekly paper, dated some time last month, full of

pictures of great men, romantic scenery, and people about to be

hung, and by its side a well-worn Bible. All was so natural.

The old ladjfefo^ler satisfying herself on the subject ofmy af-

fairs, kuit awjjjA industriously until her eye-lids began to

droop a little, iSSBen, taking a brown pillow from among the

berths, slipped her spectacles to the top of her cap, and prepared

for a nap on one of the lockers which served as seats. Leaving

her there, let us step upon deck.

There the first object is the skipper himaelf. See his face,

drawn into a thousand wrinkles, and his mouth into a grin of

perplexity at the difficulties incident to beating out of a narrow

bay, full of shoals and surrounded by hills which made the wind

so light and baffling that it could not be depended on for a mo-

ment. Now it would swell the sails beautifully, and the vessel

would obey the helm at a touch ;
now, in spite of captain and

hands all swearing at once, the saifs would shiver into wrinkles,

and flap back and forth, making the rudder useless, for lack of

motive power. Then Jerry was a new hand, and did not “ tend

jib” well ;
and Dick hurt bis hand getting out the boat to go

ashore for a bushel of apples, for the sake of which a man made

a signal for the sloop to put back. As she wai a “ market” sloop,,

and depended upon the patronage of the farmers, there was no

saying nay, and here was half an hour lost, and an incredible

amount of bad words sent to swell the breeze, for a freight worth

perhaps one shilling.

However, people do not choose sloops for speed, so half an

hour is not much ; and the passengers, not being expected* to

“ tend jib,” had leisure to admire the woody hills in the soft light

and shade of a delicious morning; the quick glancing water on

which the sunshine played a thousand freaks ; the nooks and

dells and picturesque cottages out of which issued figures no less

picturesque, in pursuit of their morning business—women in

short-gowns and Dutch sun-bonnets, and men and boys in red

shirts and wide brimmed hats, or no hats at all. Some of the

latter went patting about on the wet shoals, seeking shell fish,

and among these might be observed no small proportion of ebony

faces, illuminated by shining white teeth. Huge willows over-

hung the banks here and there, serving as convenient mooring-

place lor boats, which boats answered the excellent purpose of
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uuiBoricB ior chiidreo. Oh I how chihlrtm lovo boats and wagoiia

even when at rest and immoveable ! In and out, and round and

round will they go, hour after hour ; busy imagination at work

’’supplying all that is wanted ; the crack of the whip making up

for horses, the grinding of the oar in the row-lock filling the lit-

tle brain with the whole delightful picture of the swift-gliding

beat and the foaming waters. Children accustomed to this sort

of play become almost amphibious. A little fishing boat passing

us with two or three little urchins peeping up from the round

hole in the middle, some one expressed an anxiety lest such

children should be drowned, attempting to navigate a mere

cockle-shell in the sound. “ Drowned !” said our captain, 41 you

couldn’t drown such little rats if you were to try and I dare

say he was right.

Fairly out dfcour harbor, the bright, beautiful sound seemed to

be covered, as far as eye could reach, with craft of every size

and description ; from the clumsy propeller, gliding along like a

mammoth duck, to the little sail-boat, not larger, apparently, than

one of Mother Carey’s chickens. Here the splendid Oregon, one-

sixteenth of a mile long, dashing forward at the rate of fifteen or

twenty miles to the hour. There a flotilla of schooners, every

rag of canvass set to catch a side breeze, looking as oue of the

gliding, graceful dances of old times might, if performed by a

flock of magnificent swans. Here were sloops, loaded with tim-

ber, from the rushing rivers of Maine; there, steamers swarming

with passengers, from Newport and New Haven. A large sloop

deep loaded with lumber made so little headway with oar breeze,

that we passed her; and all viewed her with the interest which
belongs to such things, when the captain, pointing out her new
bow-sprit and other repairs, told how she not long ago ran into

another vessel in the night, and sunk her so suddenly that not a

cry escaped to tell the survivors how many human creatures went
down into the yawning waters without an instant’s notice.

Then we were shown one of the many places where Captain

ftobert Kidd,
“ As he sail’d, as he sail’d,”

has been supposed to have buried chests of gold and jewels, and

where, sad to say, some of our countrymen will still employ

spades and pick-axe9 that might be used to so much better

purpose. This brought stories, of course, for every man on board

had some legend of Kidd’s money. Then there was the Fort at

Tbrog’s Point, and sundry criticisms touching its situation, cost,

probable use, fullness, &c.; and the private histories of some of

the gentlemen who built, or who now own, the splendid resi-

dences every where observable on the shores of this part of the

Sound. Hurl Gate came next, and the old lady, who had by

this time finished her nap and resumed her knitting, expressed

great anxiety on the score of the Hog’s-back and Grid-iron.

Though assured that at high tide no vestige of these formidable

obstacles was observable, she rolled up her eyes, crossed her

bands devoutly, and, calling up all her philosophy, observed that,

after all, she dnrdd say we were as safe in one place as another,

since Providence was over all. Good old lady ! that Bpirit will

carry thee through worse places than Hurl Gate.

Randall’s Island came next as an object of interest
; and hero

we were treated with a circumstantial account of the burning of

the new poor bouse by the Democratic party. “ No doubt about

it, at all .' They did it to spite the Natives.” “ How wduld it

spite them, to burn down a poor house after they had gone out

of office f
” " Oh ! it was party spirit, yon know and with this

luminous exposition we were constrained to content ourselves.

One of the passengers—the father of the little girl—catechised

another as to his opinions on various subjects, and wound up

with asking “ Arn’t you an Odd Fellow yet ?” 44 No.” “ Why
not?” “Oh, I don’t know ; I never felt any desire to be one.”
44 Oh ! you’d ought to ! it’s such first-rate fun !”

44 Spirit of Odd Fellowship 1” thought I, “ is that the mode in

which thou wouldst wish to be commended to the notice of the

world ?”

The new Lunatic Asylum on Blackwell’s Island, a splendid

building, now loomed up grandly as we passed, and some of the

more imaginative passengers thought they could hear the shouts

of the unhappy inmates, I observed, however, that this did not

occur until after they had inquired the use of the building.

The stranger, passing this island, and learning the purpose to

which all these edifices are devoted, would be struck with the
excellence of the position—surrounded as it is on every side

with the beauties of nature and art; isolated, yet not distant;

and affording every thing that could bo desired for taking care

of the most unhappy class of our citizens.

But the citizen of New York, who is personally acquainted
with the internal management of this dreadful lazar-honse of

crime and wretchedness, is fain to blush and hang his bead, that

the vile influence of politics is allowed to creep in even here,

making this great establishment, which ought to be a nursery of

industry and virtue, a fruitful hot-bed of evils, doomed to increase

in a dreadful ratio, until an entire new system is adopted. I

could not help fancying to myself an addition to the buildings

already erected—a large and handsome establishment for a
Governor of the Institution, a man chSsen from among the first

and best of those who have won the esteem of their fellow-

citizens, for ability and benevolence— possessing all the qualifi-

cations which would be considered desirable for a Judge of the

Supreme Court, and placed in a position as good as any in the

State, as to honor and emolument. Such a man, so placid, with

ample powers, and not liable to dismission except upon im-

peachment, would soon make the establishment what such an

institution should be, and this great city would, in less than five

years, feel his influence in every street, lane and alley, of her

ever increasing bounds.

But we hqum passed u the Island,*'— name of wo !—and are

approaching Bellevue. And here again we might pause, and

lament, and. hope; but we fear it will be long before ours will

be a model Alms-House.
The House of Refuge shows its modest head immediately

after, and in passing that building, we feel proud. Would that

the preventive principle were carried out, in all oar attempts at

the melioration of the condition of the poorer clarses! When
we are showing visitors the city, we should never forget to take
them, if they are intelligent gnd benevolent, to the House of
Refuge.
The opposite side of the river has a good deal of interest, too,

but we must not allow memory and fancy to lead so far from
our sloop. There is the Navy-Yard with its thousand devices
fer annoying and destroying our fellow creatures—the. great
North Carolina, bristling with cannon, and manned by human
automata, learning to kill for so much a month ; taught to merge
a freeman’s thoughts, words, and actions, in the absolute will of

a “ superior ;” hopeless of any rise in the scale of being, not
through any natural incapacity, but because this republican
country has provided no step by which the wide gulph that

separates the condition of the officer from that of him who un-
dergoes the labor, and shares the dangers which win fame, rank,

and fortune, for men bom under luckier stars, may be overleaped.

Such sights we love not.

But our city ! We are ready to exclaim,

“Goodliest of all

That gem the earth, or crowd the ocean’s brim.”

But we must not be extravagant^ But is she not a beauty, as

she sits on her Island throne, drawing to her, aa with might ir-

resistible, the wealth of nations? Does she not look worthy to

be called the queen of all cities? Look at her two noble rivers,

her bay, studded with islands; New Jersey and Long Island, her
tributary gardens ; all the neighboring shores covered with the

villas of our opulent citizens. Count her domes and spires;

number the ships which crowd her wharves, and those still on
the stocks, preparing to swell their ranks. See Brooklyn, rising

in graceful emulation, and looking, as yon approach her from
the east, like a city of palaces. See the steamers flitting in

every direction, crowded with busy human beings. Listen to

the ceaseless roar of commerce “ thundering load, with her ten

thousand wheels,” the click of hammers, and the shouts of in-

numerable seamen; and thou art no true son of New York if

thou .

But mercy? what a shock ! I had forgotten our sloop in my
enthusiasm, and was hovering in imagination over my dear

native town, calling down all sorts of blessings on her venerable

head, when we came in contact with a steamboat which lay at

the wharf, and all my visions took flight. We had fouud no
little difficulty in steering clear of the crowd of vessels and our

tired seamen had been obliged to ply the sweeps incessantly for

some time, when we found ourselves unexpectedly at our jour-

ney’s end, nnd were bundled out quite unceremoniously, to

pick our way across the steamer, and over the thronged wharf

as we best might. I look back with pleasure, however, upon

my trip iu the sloop ;
for none of the fashionable modes of con-

veyance would have allowed me a moment’s time to see
*j
ie®e

Various objects of interest, and then I should not have had the

pleasure of the reader’s company.
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Choice Selections.

the Language of song.

BY I. B. CARPENTER.

Oh! joy has a voice, and the rapture it yields

Is echoed abroad in the woods and the fields

;

When the hedgerows are green, and the nightingale sings,

And the lark upward soars on his sun-tinted wings;

And grief has a tone that endureth for years,

And sorrow a voice in those eloquent tears;

But naught can surpass the sweet tones that belong

To the heart, when it speaks in the language of song!

» 11.

Oh ! the language of song, when its accents we hear

From lips that we prize, or from friends who are dear,

The spirit of music is heard in each strain,

For the heart never speaks that its tones are in vain

!

Thus while genius and love may in harmony blend,

And the sweet notes, like incense, to heaven may ascend,

No sound can compare to those strains that belong

To the heart, when it speaks in the language of soag.

Oliver Goldsmith.—A singular anecdote is related of Gold-

smith’s last journey to Edgeworth’s town, previously to his

entrance at College. Having left home on horseback, he reached

Ardah, where it was necessary for him to sleep, at night-full.

He had a guinea in his pocket, and was determined to enjoy

himself, lie asked for the best house in the place, and from a

piece of Irish literal comprehension, or waggery, was directed

to a private house instead of an inn. Goldsmith had no thought

of a mistake, and, being readily admitted by the servants, who,
from his confidence concluded that ho was some well-known
friend and invited guest of their master, he gave directions con-

cerning his horse, and being shown into the parlor, found there

the owner of the mansion at his fireside—a Mr. Featherstone, a

gentleman of fortune, and somewhat of a wit. Oliver began to

call about him with authority, as one entitled to attention
;
and

his host having soon detected the youth’s error, and being wil-

ling to enjoy an
1

evening’s amusement, humored his guest, caused

wine, and whatever else Oliver chose to order, to be brought

him; accepted, with his wife and daughters, an invitation to

supper at his own table, and received with becoming attention

strict injunctions to have a hot cake ready for breakfast on the

following morning. It was not till he called for his bill before

quitting the house, that the abashed school-lad discovered his

blunder, and learned that he had been entertained at the resi-

dence of an old acquaintance of his father. The adventure was
subsequently made to furnish the main incident in the comedy
of “ She Stoops to Conquer.”

Anecdote.—The favorite of a Sultan threw a stone at a poor
Dervise, who had requested alms. The insulted Santon dared
not to complain, but carefully searched for and preserved the

pebble, promising himself he should find an opportunity, sooner

or later, to throw it in bis turn, at this imperious and pitiless

wretch. Some time after, he was told, the favorite was disgraced,

and, by order of the Sultan, led through the streets on a camel,

exposed to the insults of the populace. On hearing this, the Der-

vise ran to fetch his pebble ; but, after a moment’s reflection,

cast it into a well. “ I now perceive,” said he, “ that we ought
never to seek revenge when our enemy is powerful, for then it

is imprudent
; nor when he is involved in calamnity, for then it

is mean and cruel.”

Law.—We shall not attempt to describe what Law is, for we
are afraid it would beggar description, as it beggars many of those
who get involved in it. A law, in the strict sense, is said to be
the command ofone intelligent being to another intelligent being

;

butjthis can hardly be said ofo thing that is of ten utterly, unintelli-

gible, not only to those who are to obey the law, but even to

those who have a share in making it. Law is sometimes called
Positive Law, a great part of which is often most superlative
nonsense. The proper end of positive law is said to be the pro-
motion of happiness. Every one is. no doubt, happy to see the
end of law ; but when once he goes into law, it is quite impossi-
ble to see the end of it.

—

Punch.

“ Death Loves a Shining Mark.”—This was the reason a
very red headed man gave a recruiting officer lately for not en-
listing for the Mexican campaign. If death really loved that sort
of target, he said, bis head would be the very first that would
get popped over.

There are some men so rascally that it is only the fear of
showing them our pockets that prevents us turning our backs
upon them.

A MOTHER’S LAMENT OVER HER DEAD INFANT.

How can I weep ? the tear of pain

Thy tranquil beauty would profane,

Darken thy cheek’s unsullied snow,
And wet the white rose on thy brow.

How can I sigh ? the breathingdeep,
My baby, might disturb thy sleep,

And thoupwith that unclouded smile,

Would’st seem rebuking me the while.

, How can I grieve, while, all around,
I hear a low unearthly sound,
The waving of my cherub’s wings,
The hymn my iniaut-angel sings ?

Yet, lovely as in death thou art,

It kern’d so cruel to depart.

To close on me thy laughing eye,

Unclasp thy little arms and—die !

Love for Children.—

T

o the reflecting mind, there is no claim
so strong as that which a child has upon us, for unremitting, de-
voted, affectionate cherisding. It is there because we have been
happy. That happiuess we sought, careless, utterly thoughtless
of it. Exclusively seeking our own gratification, we have forced
it to encounter this rough world and all its trials. The voiceless
baby speaks to our conscience

:
you who have subjected my

helplessness to all these wishes and wants, how deeply botina
you are to provide! And this unconscious plea is urged with %

smiles so sweet, and glances so bright, as could well fascinate of
themselves. Every day develops some new charm. The baby
learns to smile recognition, and then to creep to its mother ; an
arch expression li^ngles with the smile of the child, aud elevates
it to the rank of intelligent beings ; and as it nears the extreme
verge of childhood, intervals of tempered seriousness descend
upon its eyes and brow, foreshadowiugs of the deep and awful
emotions of maturity. Drop by drop water wears holes in the
solid rock

; day after day, with smile and arch look, and grave
questioning, the child penetrates into the hearts. If there be a
love that is undying, it is that of the parent for the child. If
there be love in which lurks no alloy of selfi^ness, it is that of
the parent for the child. The love of man and woman is a beau-
tiful and terrible emotion, strong beyond expression, triumphing
over terror aud death ; and yet the best security for the perma-
nence and happiness of wedded life, is to be found in that seem-
ingly fragile chain which is knit by children’s hands.

Matched.—A wedding lately took place in Attakapas, La.,

both old folks, the groom 92 and the bride 101 years of age.

They had been engaged for the last 65 years, ana now in the
winter of life have set out to seek for the flowers and posies that

are said to bloom so abuudantly in the garden of Matrimony.
Let no one despair alter this. Truly has the poet written

“ There swims no goose so gray, but soon, or late,

Will find some honest gander for her mate.”

Pleasures of Active Life.—None so litle who enjoy life, and
are such burdens to themselves, as those who have nothiiigto do.
The active only have the true relish of life. He who knows not
what it is to labor, kuows not what to enioy. Recreation is not
only valuable as it unbends us; the idle know nothing of iL It

is exertion that renders r^st delightful, and sleep sweet and un-
disturbed. That the happiness oflife depends on the regular
prosecution of some laudable purpose, or lawful calling, which
engages, helps, ane enliven all our powers, let these bear wit-
ness who, after spending years in active usefulness, retire to en-
joy themselves—they are a burden to themselves.—[Joy.

Devoted Affection.—“I loved my wife,” said a wag, “at
first, as much as ever anybody did love a wife. For the first two
months, I actually wanted to eat her up, and ever since then I’ve
been sorry I didu’t.”
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Whatsoever ye would that men should do to yon, do ye even «o to them.”

REV. A. 0. L. ARNOLD, P.H.P., EDITOR.

NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, AUGUST 29, 184G.

LETTERS FROM THE EDITOR.-NO. IX.

Detroit, Mich., Aug. 17, 1846.

Dear Golden Bulk:

At Southport, Wiskonsan, where we last enlightened our

friends with regard to our proceedings, wo embarked on the

steamboat Nile, a beautiful and splendidly furnished vessel,

commanded by Capt Allen, a careful and intelligent officer, and
untiring in bis efforts to please those who take passage with

him. Early on Sunday morning we were again in Chicago ; and,

after conducting the services of the Altar, aud taking leave of our

friends and brothers, we set out in the evening, at ten o’clock,

on our return voyage.

Nothing can surpass the pleasantness of this excursion across

Lake Michigan, from Chicago to St. Joseph—to say nothing of

the comfortableness of the steamboat Champion, nor of the kind-

ness, attention, and urbanity of the commander, Bro. Clement,

and of the clerk, Bro. Long—all which richly deserve commen-
dation—-the passage was peculiarly delightful. The burning

day had given place to a serene and beautiful Sabbath evening.

The very spirit of summer seemed to repose in starry brightness,

upon the undulating bosom of the lake; whose surface was only

sufficiently ruffled by the soft breeze which fanned it, to multi-

ply to infinity the glorious reflections of the stars and moon-

beams. It was a season, and a condition, where one loves to

meditate in silence and solitude ; and as the promenade deck

was deserted, we ascended, and enjoyed its undisturbed posses-

sion, until becoming wearied, like the others, we also sought

our place of repose, and gave ourself up ^o pleasant dreams.

Dreaming is second nature with us ; for our time is so precious,

we can permit only the body to slumber. Wondrous and beauti-

ful were the creations with which the spirit was garnishing the

world of dreams, and delightfully were we engaged in the con

templation thereof, when our arrival at St. Joseph disturbed the

train of oar pleasant fancies, and the rising of the morniug sun

called us back to the more prosaic realities of Life.

St. Joseph is a lonely, desolate aud uuioterestiug town, where,

if we may believe the reports of those who reside there, nothing

flourishes save disease and death. It is said to be the most un-

healthy place in the Western country. At the time we were

there, it was little better than a vast hospital, so great was the

number of the Bick. In the hotel where we breakfasted, one

—

a little girl, six or deven years old—was dying. This circum-

stance affected us deeply. Our love for children rises almost to

adoration, and never, with composure, can we look upon the

spectacle of their sufferings. On the contrary, when man, in the

full maturity of his powers and experience, engages in the

terrible conflict with disease and death, the struggle appears to

be more equal, and we can witness it with calmness, especially,

if he be sustained in it by a rational Christian Hope. But when
pitiless disease spreads tortures through the tender frame of a

child—tortures, perhaps, which it cannot express, but by its

moans—or when the dark angel of death, touches with his rude

EN RULE. T
hand, the shrjuking beart-.styihfiJBttfhe young, the innocent, the

lovely, the conflict seems tq bd ijjSfegusely unequal, and the

sight of it always crushes ns with an (W&fcgS^elming grief. In

this instance our trouble was increased indisposition,

and physical weakness. We had scarcely strength enough to

enter the coach in which we were to proceed, and it may easily

be supposed, that the proximity of so much disease and death,

would not be likely to have a very beneficial influence upon our

spirjf*
.

The distance from St. Joseph to Niles, which place we wished

to visit, is twenty-five miles ; and such a read! our boues ofhe,

and crack, and rattle, to-day, at the bare remembrance of it!

W hen it was necessary to descend a hill the driver requested us

to alight for,” said he, “such a pressure behind, will cause

the hurses to run away with the coach.” And when a hill was

to be ascended, we were also requested to alight, that the car-

|

riage, so heavily ladened, might not run away with the horses !

As this precious variety of up and down hill, extended through

the whole distance, we had plenty of exercise. It was the

veritable “Pilgrim’s Progress;” for we were several times

seized by the “ giant Despair;” several times did we tread on

the shores of the “ Slough of Despondency.” and a hundred times

did the “Hill of Difficulty” rise before us! Among our com-

pagnons de voyage
,
was an itinerant son of Esculapius, who pro-

posed to cure all manner of diseases, with 6ome little pills made

of pulverived lobster claws ! “ You are very pale, young mau,”

said he, “it’s a terrible disease—you have all the symptoms of

it. /understand it—always carry my ammunition;” at the same

time he exhibited a leather case, containing, as we suppose, his

infallible medicaments. We were not, however, much inclined

to place ourself under the care of the good doctor, having more

faith in a cup of tea and a good bed, in the comfortable hotel

of Bro. Chester, at Niles, where we at length arrived, than in

the doctor’s skill.

Although Niles is in the remotest corner of Michigan, it is

really one of the most pleasant and important towns in the State.

Its business is considerable, aud its population enterprising. An

excellent Lodge of Odd Fellows is located there, and also a

flourishing Encampment. The brethren are a very estimable

body of men. A. J. Clark, one of the most indefatigable Odd

Fellows in the world, resides there, and is the D. D. G. Master

of the district.

From Niles we made a short excursion into Indiana, but dis-

covered nothing particularly worthy of record. The Hoosiers

look like other folks. The country, as yet, is rather wild and

uncultivated, but, withal, pleasant and abundantly fruitful.

South Bend is a thriving town, upon the river St. Joseph, and

bids fair, at no distant period, to be an important place. The

Odd Fellows there are an active people, and are doing much for

the Order.

Mishawaka, also upon the rjver St. Joseph, is already well

known by its extensive iron manufactories. Its water-power,

and other business facilities, together with the energy and intel-

ligence of the people, cannot fail to make it the principal town

in the northern part of the State. There is one part relating to

the moral and intellectual condition of the people, which de-

serves to be noticed. It is said, and we believe, with truth, that

no town in the United States of the same size, receives so many

periodicals and literary journals

!

The journey from Mishawaka to Kalamazoo, the terminus of

Central Rail Road, was enough fatiguing and disagreeable, al-

though the country through which we passed is tolerably plea-

sant. Prairie Ronde, especially, in the centre of which is the

village of Schoolcraft, is a real paradise.

Kalamazoo is a very busy and active place, and many portions

of it exceedingly beautiful. Odd Fellowship has taken deep root

there. The Lodge and Encampment are in a prosperous state,

and the brethren know how to practice what they profess. We
advise all our friends, who may visit Kalamazoo, to stop with

Bro. Sherman, of the Kalamazoo Exchange. The other hotels

are indifferent euough.

At Marshall and Jackson we also found much to interest us,

and met with many worm friends and brethren. Each of those

places has a Lodge and Encampment, and a large V?”

terest is felt in every thing pertaining to the Or er. o
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lages are Heat, and pleasantly situated, and every thing indicates

an industrious and well-informed people.

Ann Arbor, situated also on the rail road, about forty miles

west from Detroit, is considered the handsomest town in Michi-

gan. Without fully endorsing this opinion, we are ready to ad-

mit that is a very pretty place, and that its ladies are the most

beautiful specimens of the sex the western country can bring

forward. We cannct call them sylphs, nor fairies, but noble wo-

men, distinguished for majesty of form, beauty of feature and

complexion, and grace of movement. The very name of the

town has a soft, feminine, and poetical sound, and no doubt per-

petuates the fame of some ancient beauty of that region.

The University of Michigan is at Ann Arbor. It is now in its

infancy, but promises well. The annual commencement took

place on the 5th inst. The graduating class consisted of seven-

teen, $nd the exercises are said to have been very respectable.

The Order of Odd Fellows is steadily advancing in the good

opinion of the citizens. The brethren are eminent for their in-

telligence and devotion to the principles of Odd Fellowship.

We had the pleasure, also, of spending a few hours with our

friends at Ypsilauti. They have a most comfortable Hall and all

of its appointments are appropriate and in good taste. We were
exceedingly gratified with what we sew of their work, and man-
ner of transacting business. They have laid us under many ob-

ligations by their attention and hospitality.

Our proceedings and observations at Detroi|ynd other places

in Michigan will form the subject of our nexl communication.

We do not feel at liberty to close this letter, without expressing

the grateful sense we entertain of the courtesies, attentions and
numerous kindnesses received from the brethren of Michigan.

They have great and deep hearts, which are filled, to overflow-

ing, with sentiments of benevolence and truth. Adieu.

PENNINGTON CELEBRATION.

We made a trip to Pennington, N. J., last week to attend the

celebration of the Lodge in that place. We went by boat to New-
ark, by cars to Trenton, and by carriage to Pennington, about

eight miles from Trenton.

We have seldom had a more agreeable excursion than this.

At Trenton we were met by Bros. Potts and Scattergood, and

conducted to a place of rest, greatly needed.

On the morning Bro. J. C. Potts called, and took us to a pleasant

ramble through the city, pointing out all the localities connected

with the Battle of Trenton. We had never before so clear an

idea of the conflict, and of the admirable manner in which the

attack was planned and executed. We saw the house where
the brave and amiable Rahl, the commander of the Hessians,

died of his wounds, about two hours after the battle. A square

of glass is still in one of the windows, through which a musket

ball passed, and is patched up, and preserved as a sacred relic. It

was observed by Bro. Potts that we ought to have a painting

representing Washington at the bed-side of Rahl, giving him a

parting grasp of the hand. This is certainly true ; for, as he te-

marked, we have had Washington in battle, Washington crossing

the Delaware, &c. &c.,—a grander exhibition of the noble char-

acter of the man would be Washington at the death-bed of his

vanquished foe, grasping his band, and speaking kind words to

soothe him in his last hours. But we must hasten—we are great-

ly indebted to Bro. Potts for his politeness and friendly courtesy,

as also to Bro. Scattergood.

Arrived at Pennington Saturday, 22d, we were refreshed at

the house of our excellent Bro. Phillips, and then joined the pro-

cession, which proceeded to a beautiful grove where the exer-

cises were entered upon. Prayer by the Grand Chaplain
;
music

by the band ;
Address by Bro. T. B. Thayer ; music ; Address

by Bro. J. C. Potts; music, and Benediction. Everything went
off pleasantly, and the exercises were listened to by a very large

and attentive audience; and we trust will be productive of good.

The Pennington Lodge is one of the best in the State. It has

fifty-four members, which is a large number, when it is known
that the population of the village is only about two hundred. The
brethren might have increased their numbers, but they have re-

solved to have none but worthy members, none but such as will

be a credit to the Order. This is the right spirit, and we honor

the Pennington brothers for the course they have taken ; and we
hope their exampte will be followed by all our Lodges, especially

where there is a thirst for mere numbers. It is always easier to

keep out unworthy persons, than to get them out when once in.

We understand many more valuable citizens are about uniting

with the Lodge.

Pennington is a very retired, but somewhat pleasant place. It

is remarkably favored with schools. The Methodists have a fine

boarding school foryoung ladies ; and an academy for young men,

with a large and commodious building. The Presbyterians also

have a male and female school in the south part of the town. Al-

together it is quite a stirring and lively village, and just the place

to spend a few days agreeably. A true Odd Fellow will be sure

to find a hearty welcome, and a first rate Lodge—a Lodge that

is a model for the prompt and general attendance of its members
through hot and cold, storin and sunshine. T. b. t.

- THE CONVENTION

Our brethren will bear in mind that the election for delegates

to the Convention takes place iu a short time—the first meeting

in October, on installation night. The period draws near, and
but little time is left for preparation. As we have before stated,

we desire to 6ee the very best talent in our Order, in this Con-

vention ; and for the accomplishment of this desirable ond, it is

necessary that our brethren should be on the qui vive in time,

and have matters understood with the candidates they are going

to run. We would recommend that the D. D. Grand Masters o

the several districts should call a meeting of all the Past Grand*

under their jurisdiction, and let them canvass the capabilities of

the proposed nominees, and then nominate several candidates to

be voted for by the Lodges. If this course is pursued, a great

deal of unnecessary trouble and blind voting will be avoided.

We hope this matter will be attended to, at once, by the proper

authorities.

Huntington Lodge, No. 155.—We were a visiter to this ex-

cellent Lodge a few days since, on the occasion of the Institution

of “ Brook Haven Lodge No. 248,” and, we must say, were

agreeably surprised to find one of the neatest country Lodge

rooms we ever entered. It is fitted up with exceedingly good

taste, and is but a type of the admirable working of its members

—correct and perfect in all its details. It now numbers about

seventy members, who are all of the best material, and possess

the right kind of energy and tact to make their Lodge one ef

the brightest luminaries in the Lodge constellation of Suffolk

county.

We desire here to express our thanks for the very elegant,

though silent, compliment paid to the title page of our fonrth

volume. Some brother has mounted the number belonging to

bis set, in a very naat frame, and hung it in his Lodge as an

ornament. We were examining the various decorations of the

room, and our attention was attracted from a distance to this

picture, from its unique appearance ; at first we did not ac

tually know ourselves, so finely were we decorated. If the

brother who paid us this compliment, will inform us where to-

send him another copy of the engraving, we will do so with the

greatest pleasure.

Proxy Representatives in the G. L.—All Lodges, at any

considerable distance from the city, should have a proxy repre-

sentative residing in or near the city. Questions may frequently

come before the Grand Lodge affecting the interests of some one

of them, and they should have a member there to look after and

take care of those interests. The election of a proxy will not affect

the rights of a regular or additional representative when present,

as the vote of the proxy is rendered inoperative thereby. We
will give such information in relation to this matter, as may bo
desired of us by any country Lodge._ —
New Lodge.—We learn that preparations are being made for

the establishment of a subordinate Lodge, in Delhi, Delaware

county. This delightful village is an excellent situation for &

Lodge, and the number and character of its inhabitants is a.

guarantee that it will be such an one as will be a credit to the

Order.
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Growth of the order in this state.

We have now in actual operation in this State about two hun
dred and forty Lodges, the great mass of which have been char*

tered within the past two or three years. We must confess that

we have, at times, felt misgivings as to what would be the final

result of this very hasty growth of the Order, and the readiness
with which charters have been granted to applicants. But when
we see suck results as are placed before us in the last printed
quarterly report of the Lodges in this State,—aod reports were
received but from about |pro hundred Lodges—we can doubt no
more. New York is the “Empire State,” in point of territory,

in point ofpopulation, (aod we were about to say, intelligence

;

hut we won’t;) “ Empire” in regard to trade, commerce, inter-

nal improvements, and the arts ; we are the “ Empire” in the
number of Lodges, number of members, and amount of iao^y
paid out by our Order for benevolent and charitable purposes,
and God grant we always may remain so. Our aim will ever
bo “ Excelsior /” The following is a synopsis of the report
Number of members, 20,566; amount of receipts, $56,677.60
number of initiations, 2,560; number of degrees granted, 9,925.
The mortality is very small, when we take into consideration

the vast number in the Order. There have been in the whole
State but 45 deaths during one quarter.

The following lines have been suggested by the death of Bro.
Henry W. Thomes, of Washington.Lodge No. 12, a nephew of
P. G. M. Joseph D. Stewart;

our brother sleepeth.
BY MISS E. O. HURLEY.

He sleeps ! and we behold that dawn
Which will unfold a cloudless morn.

Tefimlng with never-ending light,

Without a shadow, or a blight.

Spring giveth place to summer,
Antomn to winters’ gloom;

We hail with joy the birth of each

—

Mourn, not their early doom.

The -wounded heart reviveth,

When sweet spring flowers return;

Thus the Almighty will renew,

The loved for whom we yearn.

They who in faith are sleeping,

Repose, hut never die,

The Lord of love, of light, and life,

The mourners’ tears can dry.

Faith is the only cordial

For the afflicted heart,

And firm reliance on that Love,
Will stireat balm impart.

Death !—’tis by death man livetb

:

The grave!—’tis but the way,
That opes to realms of peace and love,
And leads to endless day.

Hope is the widow’s portion,

Her loss a brother’s gain

—

[

The lodge that opens in the skies
Is never closed again.

She in the balm of gilead

A soothing draught has found,

|

A consolation for her woe,
A cure for every wound.

The widow and the fatherless,

Are God’s especial care,

Take but their anguish to His feet

And joy will meet them there.

Tost Office. We have not, heretofore, had much occa-
sion to complain of the irregularities of tb^Post Office Depart-
ment—but within the last three months we have had letters from
every portion of the Union, near and remote, stating that the
Golden Rule either failed to reach its subscribers entirely, or
came with the rntst annoying irregularity. The following ex-
tract from a letter just received from the P. M. at Imlaystown
N. J., is given as a specimen

:

“ There is great complaint about your paper coming so irregularly. Some-
times we get two numbers a week, and then we will not get them until they
are a week or two old.”

The Golden Rule is carefully and punctually mailed on Thurs-
day and Friday of each week, and unless it is laid over in the
New York Post Office, should reach its subscribers with perfect
regularity. No precaution, at least, is wanting on our part to
ensure the punctual delivery of the paper at the most distant
points.

We will supply all missing or lost numbers, so far as we
are able, if requested to do so free of postage.

——.
The Annual Session of the Grand Lodge of the United

States will be held in the city of Baltimore, on the second Wed-
nesday of September. There is every prospect of a full attend-
ance of Representatives from the State Grand Lodges and Grand
Encampments

; and business of vast importance to the “ good
and welfare” of the Order will come up for actioB. Early and
full reports of the proceedings will be given in the Golden Rule.

LETTER FROM AN EDITORIAL FRIEND.

Valley of the Delaware, August 12, 1645.
“ Dear Golden Rule —Well, here I am at last, iu this valley

of vallies, locked in all around by the most beautiful mountains
in the world. I embarked from New York on Tuesday evening
in the elegant steamer “ Santa Claus,” Capt. Overbaugh, and
had a most delightful passage up to Catskill, at which place we
arrived at about 1 o’clock, A. M. I met on board, P. G. Benson
J. Lossing, with whom I spent a most agreeable evening, until

we were forced to separate, by bis arriving at his place of desti-
nation.

Kaatskill ! What reminiscences does not that good, substantial
Dutch name awaken ?—the old “ King George Tavern," the
seven years sleeper, Rip Van Winkle, and hosts of Revolutionary
incidents, which my circumscribed sheet compels me to pass
over with the mere reference to them. “ Hendrick Hudson
Lodge No. 189,” is situated in this delightful village, and already
numbers some one hundred and twenty members. However,.
I am wandering from my journey. On the dock we found
stages in waiting to convey us op to the village, which is nearly
a mile from the landing. After being dumped, bag and baggage,
in front of one of the hotels iu the place, the passengers were
forced to stand about in the street for nearly half an hour, before
a lazy bar-keeper could be roused up. But he did get up at

last, and we then found shelter for our ladies. We inquired of
the bar-keeper where the stage office was, and were informed
it was “ up street.” With this most satisfactory direction, we
posted off “ np street,” and found the office, in which was one
of the mofet sleepy looking, pudding-headed clerks, it was ever
our misfortune to meet with. To our inquiries, he replied with
gapes, and yawns, and stretchings that would have rivalled the

veritable “ sleepy Joe” himself ; and when he was made to com-
prehend what we wanted, it took him at least ten minutes to

take our fare, enter our names ou the way-bill and give us a
ticket. Thfe passengers were thus kept waiting nearly an hour.
This may all be very *ell; but such conduct on the part of hie

employees, should come to the ears of Mr. Beach, the proprietor

ofthe stages, and he would remedy the etil at once.

Finally we were “ shipped” on board the stage, and off we
started, with a crack, snap, and whirl. It was so dark, that I

could not see the faces of either of my companions; and none of

them being in a talkative mood, I followed the example set me
by the lady who rode by my side, and composed myself for sleep.

I had forgotten to state that there were eleven persons inside,

(when the vehicle was calculated for but nine,) and I don’t know
how many outside ; but we had the consolation for being crowd-
ed nearly to death, of the agent’s informing us “ if there had been
two more passengers, he would have sent out an extra stage f

9

but “ they must all go, somehow or 'nuther, in this stage.” At
about half-past four o’clock, A. M., we arrived at Cairo, a neat
little village situated at the foot of the Catskill mountains ; here
we took breakfast at an excellent hotel kept by Bro. Joel Wicks,
and then commenced ascending the mountain. The journey up
the mountain is very tedious ; but if it should be made on a clear

day, the view had from the summit, compensates for all the in-

convenience. Three counties, with all their diversity of country

and scenery, their hills and valleys, woods and fields; fields teem-
ing with grain, and green pastures filled with cattle ; the rude
log cabin, and the handsome farm house peeping out, here and
there, lie spread out before you, as it were on an ample sheet
forming one of the grandest and most interesting sights we ever
beheld. We now had an opportunity of surveying our fellow-

passengers ; one we found to be an old friend, four ladies, and
the remainder gentlemen. One gentleman in particular attract-

ed my attention from his singular and unique appearance. I was
introduced to him by my friend ; his name was H*#

g ; and I

found from subsequent conversation that he was one of the gennine
Vermont school-masters—a sort ofCaleb Quotem—school-master,

phrenologist, cow-doctor, lecturer, singing and dancing master,

and

—

editor! “No, he was not exactly an editor, nuther,” ho
said, upon my questioning him closer, “ but he bad written ever

so many pieces for the Freeholder

,

and if I had no objection, he

would read some of ’em to me ;” with that he pulled out a roll

of slips of paper, about as large as one’s wrist, and proceeded to
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enlighten us. My sheet being full, as people very often write, I

am compelled to close ; but will give you full particulars in my
next. Yours truly, d.

LETTERS FROM AN ITINERANT-NO. I.

Schoharie, August 23, 1846.

Dear Winchester :—When I left you, I promised to give you

the result of my dottings down on my journey, aud here is the

first of them. I arrived in Cohoes last Wednesday, and found it

all my fancy had pictured it. Two years since the place had

but about two thousand inhabitants, and it has now nearly four

thousand. This sudden increase, I think may be partly account-

ed for, from the fact of so many manufactories of different kinds

having been established here lately ; and they, necessarily re-

quiring a large number of workmen, have been the chief means
of bringing many here from other places. A company from Bos-

ton have recently erected two cotton mills for the manufactory

of sheetings aud shirtings, and 1500 spindles are calculated to be

used. There are now in operation here five cotton mills, two

netting mills, three axe factories aud one axe-helve factory; the

machinery of these factories is all worked by water power, and-

the water used is brought from the Mohawk river, nearly the

distance of two miles, by means of a canal. I had nearly for-

gotten to state that Bro. Burtron has a very fine establishment

in operation here for manufacturing veneering—he showed me
some of the handsomest specimens I ever saw. The Lodge in

this place is in a highly prosperous condition, and the members
in good working order. I left Cohoes highly delighted with my
visit, and arrived in good time in Schenectady, and put up at the

City Hotel, kept by Bro. Bertram, which is decidedly one of the

best ordered establishments of the kind in this country. After

stopping there a short time, I thought 1 would take a trip to

Schoharie ; so, off I started, and here I am in good health and

spirits. Schoharie is a very romantic little village, encompassed

by mountains of a moderate higbt, and surrounded by scenery

extremely picturesque. This place is jot very remarkable for

anything but its neat appearance, save two forts that were used

during the revolutionary war—the fort at the lower end of die

village is now used for a meeting-house, and that in the centre,

as a dwelling-house ; the indentations made by bullets being

fired against the walls, are plainly discernible, even to this late

day. There is said to be two remarkable caves, one three, and
the other about five miles from this place ; and I have been
shown quite a collection of petrifactions which were taken from

them. When I get a little rested from the fatigues of my jour-

ney, I intend to explore them, and may give you the result of

my examination, if it is worth publishing. In the meantime, I

have the honor to subscribe myself, Yours fraternally. V.

FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS.

Louisville, Kvn August 19, 1846.

Dear Winchester,—It affords me pleasure to inform you that our
Order continues to prosper in Kentucky. Phoenix Lodge No. 28 was
instituted at Frankfort, on the 11th day of August. The prospects of
this Lodge are excellent.

Marshall Lodge No. 29 was instituted in this city, on the 7th day
of August. Some eight or ten propositions for membership were
made, and the prospects ofsuccess are very fine. This Lodge was
named in honor of our Grand Master, Di. A. K. Marshall, who is a
man of my choice. The Patriarchal branch continues to increase

and success will surely crown our efforts. Our Hall is nearly done
and is now being fitted up. I will write you again in a few days
upon the subject of education, as an overture has been made to the

Grand Lodge to transfer to it the University of Louisville, being es-

timated at about $83,000.

Yours, truly, In F. L. and T. Tal. P. Shappnir.

Philadelphia, August 25, 1S46.

Dear Sir and Bro.—We are moving along steadily in the matter
of furnishing our new Hall, and I have no doubt but all the arrange-
ments will be completed previous to the 17th inst., at which time
we have the assurance that a large number of the Brotherhood will
be with us. We have committees appointed here who are making
arrangements with the various Steamboat and Kail Road Companies
to bring the Brethren here as cheap as possible. They have secur-

ed the services of Bro. James McCabe, Grand Chaplain of the G.

L. U. S., to deliver the Dedicatory Address on that occasion. Our
Grand Encampment met last evening and granted charters for

— Encampment No. 43, at Reading.

United Encampment No. 44, at Williamsport
Ashland Encampment No. 45, at Philadelphia.

Encampment No. 46, at Milton.

Making forty-six Encampments in our 8tate.

I am yours, in haste.

Stanhope, N. J., August, 1846.

Dear Sir and Bro.—The Lodge ia this place is hailed and known
as “ Union, No.^41,*’ instead of 36, as you have published it. It

will gratify us to be reported correctly in your forthcoming directory.

Your pap?r, the Golden R ule, comes to us, as I dare say it does to

thousands of others, a most welcome visitor. The information which
it contains is sought after with more avidity by the Brotherhood
here, than all the news of all the ‘secular journals put together : and
I can attest to the fact, that where it attains a free circulation in

families, prejudices vanish away, and clamors about secret societies

are no longer heard.

Union Lodge was instituted May 7, 1846, 'by virtue of a charter

duly granted and formally presented by the. G.X. of New Jersey.

The report, made July 1, 1846, of the work of the Lodge up to that

time, being eight weeks, shows 33 members, with a fund amounting
to $222,80. The Lodge room, which is 36 by 18 feet, besides the

ante-room, is already fitted up in elegant style, and with the Union
and Harmony existing—union, not only in name, but in feeling,

thought, and action—we may reasonably expect this Lodge to be
one of the most flourishing Lodges of Odd Fellows New Jersey

affords. Three Counties, Sussex on the North and West, Morris
on the East, and Warren on the South, unite at this place, separated

only by the waters of the Musconelcong, which takes its rise from
Hopatcong Lake, the highest navigable water in New Jersey. The
immense water powerat this place, has induced enterprise, activity,

and thrift ; and Stanhope must, at no distant day, become one of

the greatest manufacturing villages in the State. c. e. s.

EXTRACT FROM A LETTER TO THE EDITOR, DATED
Winchester, Va., August 21, 1846.

By your request, I shall now proceed to give you such informa-

tion, with regard to the Order here, as may, in my humble opinion,

be worthy of note, and from which you probably can find sufficient

to indite a paragraph.

Odd Fellowship was introduced at this place in the year 1837,

by the opening of Madison Lodge No. 6. Since which time it has

moved steadily onward, diffusing abroad the spirit of “Friendship,

Love, and Truth,” and winning its way to the hearts of our citizens,

by the exemplary conduct of its members, and by those heaven-bom
charities which fall, like the “ dew of even,” upon the famished and
oppressed. Although we cannot boast of having escaped entirely,

the opposition of the intolerant and prejudiced part of community,

yet we can say this much for Winchester, that there is no town of

the same size in the Union, whose citizens look with a more lenient

eye upon secret societies than those with whom my lot has been
cast. To prove this fact,, I need only to state, that the most influ-

ential and wealthy of our inhabitants are Odd FeUowsf

In establishing Winchester Lodge No. 25, in November last, an
impulse was given to Odd Fellowship in Western Virginia, unparal-

leled in the history of the Order. Madison Lodge No. 6, (our

worthy and respected mother) has since that period more than

doubled her membership, while our own infant institution, sparred

on by the desire to emulate our sister Lodge, numbers the largest

contributing list this side of the Blue Ridge. This, when we take

into consideration the eparseness of our population, (numbering

about 2500 whites, and the larger part of these “go/#” and sucking

“6a6ie#,”) is what Sam Slick would say “driving a pretty brisk

trade,” and may be esteemed as an omen of what Virginians can
do when they “put their shoulders to the wheels.”

We have also an Encampment, Instituted in 1838, which bids

fair to be a very strong fraternity. This is composed principally of

the members of the two Lodges above named, and numbers some
fifty contributors. The Hall in which Widows* Friend Encamp-
ment meets, adjoining that of Winchester Lodge, is spacious, and
neatly fitted up for the purpose, and serves as one of the most
pleasant resorts to which its members can visit, after the toil and
fatigues of the day. There is no doubt but this will prove the

largest Encampment in the State in a few years.

What, is most gratifying to us all, and in which the hand of

Providence has so signally blessed us, we have not, since the

origin of the Order in (his place, loBt a brother by sickness, or had
occasion to draw much from our treasury for the relief of our own
membership. God grant that disease and death may not hover in

our midst, arid that the day may be far distant, when one of the

brotherhood shall feel the necessity of claiming our aid or sympathy.
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I ebould here draw my communication to a close, as the chim-

ing of our “ town regulator” warns me of the wane of night; but
having sat down to give you an account of the progreFs of Odd
Fellowship in Western Virginia, I am determined to finish my
sketch, Bhould I even have to prop my eye-lids to keep my “ peep-
ers** *• sot” upon the paper.

The first Lodge established in this State, is located at Harper’s
Ferry, about thirty miles distant from Winchester. This is called
Virginia Lodge No. 1 ; and a right venerable and respected Lodge
she is, ever proviug that her enterprize and charity walk hand in
hand, and that her sons are worthy to be associated with the be-
nevolent of any country. At what period Viigrnia Lodge was
instituted I have no true data to be governed by; but since she first

unfolded the broad banner of “Faith, Hope, and Charity,” she has
seen many scions grow up around her, and many more ready to
“burst their shell.” We have now 17 Lodges west of the Blue
Ridge, eleven of which, (including the two in Winchester) are
within thirty miles of this place, all in a prosperous condition. We
have also four eucampments, and charters granted to open three
more, which will give you a small inkling of the “ Signs of the
Times” in Virginia. In fact we are alt alive to Odd Fellowship,
and shall keep our fl^g waving for recruits, until we get all of the
“ proper sort” to join “the army.” Yours fraternally, j. r. b.

Nttna from the Coftges.

NEW YORK.
Brookhaven Lodge No. 248 was instituted at Huntington, L I

or Wednesday, Aug. 19th, by G. Marshal, Edward Y. Prime, assist-
ed by G. Warden, James B. Devoe, and Past Grands Mead, Wal-
ters, Lockwood and Brush, ol Huntington Lodge No. 155. Several
brothers were elected and initiated on the evening of institution, by
special permission

; some of them coming between twenty and thir-
ty miles for the purpose. With such evidence of perseverance be-
fore us, we 'think we are safe in predicting that, in a short time
Brookhaven Lodge will, at least, be not far behind her sister Lodges
in the county.

Attica, Wyoking Co., N. Y., August 21, 1816.
Bear Sir and Brother—By prder of Wyoming Lodge, No. 100,

I. O. of O. F., given at a regular meeting, held Friday evening,
Ang. 21, 1 was directed to beg your attention to the following state-
ment, and to request an insertion in your paper, with a desire for
all papers devoted to the principles of Odd Fellowship to copy.

TO WYOMING LODGE, No. 100, I. O. O. F.
Your committee, to whom was referred the duty of inquiring into the truth

of the report in circulation against Bro. L. K. Williams, whe received a card of
clearance from this Lodge, dated May 1st. 1846, Signed I. S. Partridge, Sec.
Would respectfully report, that they have found indisputable evidence that

the said Williams has been traveling about the country, passing himself off for
» deaf mute, and exhibiting a printed certificate, that Moses French (for whom
he passed) had been four years under the Care of A. N. Peet, E. C. Smith
Teachers, and H. P. Peet, Principal, of the N. Y. Asylum, and that he was’
without friends or parents, and was soliciting the benevolenoe of the public to
enable him to finish his edueation, and dated Jan. 21st, 1846, and to which Is
attached the names ofa large number of individuals, with the amount given by
each to said Williams, alias Moses French : and that said Williams was de-
tected collecting subscriptions with the aforesaid paper, by respectable citizens of
this village who knew the said Williams too well to be mistaken, and compelled
him to acknowledge that he was imposing upon the people ; and that he offered a
bribe to such pereons, not to acquaint the citizens of Attica of the faot. Your
committee are in possession of the petition used by Williams—and part of the
hand-writing, on which, acknowledging the receipt of sixteen dollars in the
town of Bane, Orleans oo.—is recognised to be sakl Williams's (alias Moses
French.)

Your committee would therefore recommend the following resolution, viz:
That the Secretary be directed to forward, under the seal of this Lodge, a

itatement of the above facts, with a description of the person of said Williams,
toall the Lodges in this vicinity, also to the editor of the Golden Rule, request-
ing him to insert a notice ef said Williams in hit paper, and also for other
papers devoted to the interest of our Order to cepy.

.

Signed by L S. Hasbroudk, A. P. Curtis, H. L. Smith.
Which resolution was unanimously adopted.
In compliance with this Resolve, I beg, lor the good of our be-

loved Institution, and for the protection of ourselves and the public
at large, that you will insert in your wide spread Journal, such a no-
tice of this “ mauvaise sujet,” as will protect them and us from his
wicked i nripositions; and to wash our hands from him entirely.
Said Williams is about 26 years of age—is a tailor by trade—dark

complexion has a quick manner of speaking, with a very slight
llnpediment, and is ol small stature.
Deeply regretting that any member of our Lodge should have given

occasion for such a notice, and that so painful a duty should have
made it necessary for me to trouble you,

I «m, dear sir and brother, yours in F. L. an£ T.* Alfred J. Groom,
Sec. pro. tern.

VIRGINIA.
Hedgesville.—At this hole village of some 300 inhabitants, situ-

ated on the road leading from Martinsburg, the country seat of
Berkeley, to Bath, (warm springs) Morgan county, eight miles from
the former place, in a gap of the mountains, is located Gratitude
Lodge No. 24, numbering about thirty members.
A celebration was held at this place on the 8th inst., attended by

J. Harrison Kelly, Esq., G. M., and members from the neighboring
Lodges, and from five to eight hundred ladies and gentlemen of
Berkeley county. The Oration was delivered in a grove near the
village, by Bro. M. T. Evans, of Cumberland. The “ Harmoneons,”
enlivened the ceremonies of the day by giving some of their most
beautiful songs.

Morgan Lodge No. 34, at Bath, in the adjoining county, has been
recently instituted, and the Order in that part of Virginia appears to
be gaining ground rapidly.

'Warrenton.—Extract of a letter to the Editor, dated Aug. 19.—
“Our Lodge, (Charily No. 27) I am happy to inform you is in a
prosperous condition. Our members are intelligent and virtuous
men, who feel a deep interest in the stability of the Order, and ar«S
solicittous for the extension and application of its benevolent prin-
ciples. The Order is increasing rapidly in thisseciion of our State.
It is rising high in popular estimation, for the effective philanthrophy
which it extends wins for it the love, confidence and support of the
community. We number 47 coi tributing members.”

NORTH CAROLINA.
Newbsrn.—Extract from a letter to the editor, from I. Dibosway,

Esq Grand Master of N. C., dated Aug. 20.—“The Order in the
old North State i9 in a flourishing condition. The Lodges already
instituted are doing well, and I have received, within a few days,
an application for a Dispensation to open a Lodge in Charlotte.
The brethren are also getting in readiness to open one in Washing-
ton. Application has lately been made for a Dispensation for an
Encampment at Raleigh. There are at present eight Lodges and
five Encampments in the State.”

PENNSYLVANIA.
Dedication of the New Odd Fellows’ Hall, Sixth Street.—

This grand affair, which is expected to be the largest turn-out of the
Order which has ever heretofore taken place in the Union, exceed-
ing-trot at Bpston in June of last year, is fixed to “ come off” on
the 17th of September. The preparations for the reception of the
Brothel hood are on the largest scale,—and all who can be there
will find the “ latch-strings on the outside.” It it expected that
trip tickets will be had, by arrangement with the Rail Road Co. for
$4, good for the week. Everybody will be in Philadelphia on this
occasion.

Crystal Fount Lodge No. 110. I. O. of O. F. >

Philadelphia, Avgust 10, 1846. i

TO EDITORS GOLDEN RULE:
Sirs and Brothers,—At a Stored Meeting of Crystal Fount Lodge No. 110,

of the L O. of O. F., held Saturday evening, 8th Inst., RUSSEL J. WHITMAN
was Expbllbd, “for conduct unbecoming an Odd Fellow ”

Yoars, in Friendship, Love and Troth. George Crosby, Secretary.

Erie.—We learn from our correspondent at Conneautville, that
Heneom Adelphon Encampment, No. 42, was instituted at Erie, on
the 7th inst. They have 12 members, and a number of applications
to be d isposed of. The names of the officers installed are not given,
which we regret.

OHIO.
Ravenna, Portage Co.—Extract from a letter dated Aug. 20.—

“ Our Lodge [Ravenna, No. 65] was instituted on the 27th of May
last, by D. D. G M. Downs, of Cleveland. Our progress, thus far,

has not been very rapid, but it has been, on the whole, satisfactory.
We aim to take a high stand ; so far, we have not admitted a man
against whom aught can be said. We have been under the necessity
of rejecting a few petitions, but, in general, do not intend to
recommend a man unless we are pretty 6ure that be will be re-

ceived.

“The Bre hren in Hudson, Summit Co., have lately hadagbarter
granted, though it has not yet been received. They intend to open
as soon as they finish their room.”

MICHIGAN.
QCJ- We have received, from W. J. Baxter, Esq. G. S. the pro-

ceedings ol the Annual Session of the Grand Lodge. The number
ol members is about 1000 ;

revenue for the year, $7622.24 ;
amount

paid for relief, $1027.77. There were but four deaths. The initia-

tions were 423. The Order in Michigan is in a most prosperous

condition.
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REMITTANCES.—Sabwriptien moneys roaybeeent by mall it onrriak.

The expenses Incurred by us In illustrations for the original romance of

^'Wilfred Mostressor,” can only be satisfactorily met by promptitude on

the part of our brothers, together with their best efforts to add to our list of

subscribers Every Odd Fellow should take a periodical of the Order, and

all can, who wish, enjoy the luxury of a weekly sheet, richly freighted witn

intelligence from all portions of the wide field of Odd Fellowship. It ia im-

possible, otherwise, for a brother to keep bright his interest and seal in the

canse of Friendship, Lovs and Truth.

Now is the time to send in new names, so as to be entitled to a copy of our

forthcoming Magnificent Steel Engraved *• Certificate of Membership,”

at hal' price. This beautiiul picture is in rapid progress, and will be the

finest thing ever issued. We have back numbers of the present volume for all

who subscribe immediately.

ORIGINAL RECIPES.

Valuable Recipe for Dysentery.—The following recipe for

this distressing and dongerous disease, we believe has never

before been made public. The manner of discovery is as

singular as its curative properties are certain A frieud of ours,

a physician, traveling in a country where this disease prevailed,

was informed by a Roman Catholic that he had a piece of an

image of a saint, that had been blessed by his priest, wdich,

prepared iu a peculiar manner, was never known to have failed

in effecting a cure. Our friend asked to see the piece of the

image, aud found it to be nothing more than the common, raw

Plaster of Paris, from which images are sculptured, (uot east.)

He obtained some and made experiments, and the result was a

cure in every case.

Recipe.—Take about a teasjoonful of raw Plaster of Paris,

pulverized ; one pint of milk, and place it iu a vessel over the

fire, and just previously to its boiling, put in the Plaster of Paris.

The acid contained iu the Plaster will curdle the milk, aud form

curd and whey. The curd is to be eaten and the whey to be

drank if the patient desire it, he may take crackers, or some

other light food with it. This portion is to be taken by an#d^t

three or four times a day—for children, a quantity in proportion,

according to age. There need be no fear of giving too much, as

it will produce no bad effect, if taken in larger quantities thau is

named above.

Cure for Diarrh<ea.— At this season of the year, hundreds

are suffering with Diarrbrea, when the remedy for it is within

the reach of nearly every one. The small plant, commonly

known by the name Rupturewort
, made into tea, and drank fre-

quently, is a sure cure for ibis disease. Rupturewort grows, at

this season, in nearly every open lot, and all aloug the roads.

It is a small plant, throwing out a number of shoots io a hori-

zontal direction, and lying close to the ground, something similar

to the manner of the Pusleyweed, and bears a small dark-green

leaf, with an oblong purple spot in the centre. When the stem

is broken, a white, milky substance will ooze from the wound.

It is very* palaleable, aud infants take it as readily as any drink.

This is'ail old Indian cure, and may be relied on. We believe

it has never before been made public. The botanical name of

this plant is Euphorbia Maculata.

Vaucanson*s Duck.—This is one of the most perfect and as-

tonishing pieces of mechanism we ever saw. The machinery is

so constructed that the duck performs the peculiar motions of

that bird when eating and driukiug, pluming its features, stretch-

ing its wiugs and folding thum again, waggiug its tail and cock-

ing up its head aud winking its eye in a very knowiug manner,

after baring been apparently choked in the effort to swallow

some part of its food, so truthful and life-like, that one is even-

tually carried away with the idea that it can bo nothing but a

living bird. At the conclusion of its performances, it makes two

genteel bows, (for a duck) and lakes its leave of the audience,

with a very un-medical shake of the head, as much as to say,—
41 It is true that 1 am, to all appearances, a quack} but I have at

least as much foundation for my scientific acquirements , as those

who make a great deal more preteusiou aud noise iu the medical

world.”

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

LIFE PICTURES; OR, RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS OF AN OLD
DOCTOR. Edited by T. S. Arthur.

This i 9 from the publishing house of Taylor & Co. One thing

may be counted on with regard to any thing coming from T. S. Ar-

thur—that it is oi a moral and healthful tone. We have no doobt

this work will be found interesting and instructive. The title re-

commends it. Who sees more, and can tell more, of the strange

passages and pictures of life than the Doctor. And an old Doctor!

ah, we shall surely hear him tell his stones.

THE EXPEDITION TO BORNEO OF H. M. S. DIDO FOR THE SUP-
PRESSION Of PIRACY: With extracts from the Journal of James Brooke,

Esq., Sec. Harpers, pp. 413.

This is No. 18 of the New Miscellany, and makes one of the most

interesting of the series. The extracts from the Journal of Mr.

Brooke are among the best portions of the volume, and contains a

Urge amount of information in regard to the region in question, not

t^be obtained from any other quarter. And what makes it better,

and increases the satisfaction of the reader, it is all the result ofper-

sonal observation and action. Mr. Brooke is one of those remark-

able men who are not afraid to enter on untried scenes, and who
seem to be ready for all emergencies, and sure to cut their way

through every difficulty and discouragement, to complete success.

The cruise of rht Dido, and her dealings with the natives, are des-

cribed in a pleasant way, and are full of wild adventure.

MARTIN; OR, THE FOUNDLING. By Eugene Sue.

The Harpers have issued the first number of this great work of

Sue. The name of the author is enough to warrant interest—ofwhtt

sort we know not. The numbers contain 32 pages double columns

at six pence.

Illuminated Shakspeark.—The Harpers have issued Nos. 101 to

104 of this work, sufficiently well known without any description

from us.

Pictorial History of England.—No. 6 of this noble and beau-

tifully printed work is out from the Harpers* press. We love to no-

tice such a publication as this ; because we can speak without fear

of saying too much. There is not a work in course of issue from

the American press more entirely deservifig the most liberal patron

.

age of the public than this. The present number is opcupied with

the civil and military transactions. ^
Fearful Warning !—An Alabama paper gives the following

opinion as to the ultimate fate of all delinquent newspaper sub-

scribers. Beware

!

“ In our opinion, one of the punishments that some people will

find prepared for them in Tartarus, will be to be chased round

its gloomy circumference by the ghosts of printers ! Imagine,

reader, how you would feel ‘ going it* in the marshes of Styx, at

your extremest pace, followed by the shadow of a defrauded

publisher, with a 4 sharp stick* in one hand, and a bundle of un-

receipted accounts in the other! Remember, too, this will be

no single dash of one mile , but it will be continued until your ex-

ecutors or heirs balance the books on earth !”

A Cement or Glue.—Dissolve five or six bits of mastic in as

much spirits of wine as will make them liquid. In an other ves-

sel dissolve as much isinglass (previously soaked in water till

softened) in rum or brandy as will make 2 ounces by measure of

strong glue ; add two bits of gum galbanum or ammoniacum,

which must be rubbed or ground till dissolved. Mix the whole

with a sufficient heat, and keep the composition in a bottle well

corked. When to be used, set the bottle iu hot water. An ex-

cellent cement.— [Gardeners’ Chronicle.

A loafer tumbled into the dry dock the other day, and got a

terrible sousing. He said he could not see what made the peo-

ple lie so. “ Dry dock be ! I’m wetter than a week’s east

wind, squeezed out, cuss it
!”—[Noah.

Grief.—They tell a story about a Yankee toilor dunning a

mau for the amouut of his bill. The man said he was sornr,very

sorry indeed, but b6 couldn’t pay it. “ Well, said the tailor, ”1

took you for a man that would be sorry, but if you are sorrier

thau I am, I’ll quit.**

. •MARRIAGES.
August 17 in Vienna, by the Rev. Mr. Kirk. Bro. JOHN GRIFFITHS, of

Lodge No.
1

70, Utica, to Miss MARY JANE GRIFFIN, of the former

^August 17, in Utica, by the Rev. Mr. Sheperd. Bro. WM. D. FREDERICK,

of Oneida ftdge No 70, Utica, to Miss HARRIETT F. BARNES, of the same

P
Aucrust 11, in Barrington, by the Rev. N. Fellavrs.Bra DE WITT C. WAD

LIN<?, of the Sagayewatha Lodge No. 232, Oneida,^. Y., to Miss HARRIET
LONGCOK, of the former plariT
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* This Extract is put up in quart bottles—it is
nix times cheaper, pleasanter, and warranted supe-
rior to any sold, it cures diseases without vomit-
ing purging, sickening or debilitating the patient.
The great beauty and superiority of this Sarsaparil-
la over all other remedies is, while it eradicates die
ea«esrit invigorates to body. It is used successfully
in the removal and Permanent cure of all Diseases
ariaing from au impure state of the blood, or habit
of the System ,

OPINIONS OF PHYSICIANS
Or. Townsend is almost daily receivirg orders from

Physicians in different parts of the Union.

.
This is to certify that we, the undersigned, Phy-

sicians of the city of Albany, have in numerous cases
prescribed Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla, and believe
it to be one of the most valuable preparations of the
Sarsaparilla in the market.

H. P. PULING M. D.,
J. WILSON. M. D..

R-B. BRIGGS, M. D.,

A P. E. ELMENDORF, M. D.
Albany, April 1,1845.

’

Dr. Seymour, the writer of the following, is one of
the oldest and most respectable Physicians in Con
necticut

rn , „ Hartford, Ct
,
May 2T . 1846.

Townsend—Dear Sir: “Townsend’s 8arsapa-
rilU” finds a ready sale in HAttfbrd—Is highly es-
teemed by all who have made nseof it, and we have
reason to believe its good qualities will be duly ap-
preciated by a discerning public. I have daily calls
jot it, and hope yon will be fully remunerated for
your exertions to render service to the afHicted.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
HARVEY SEYMOUR, M. D.

GREAT MEDICINE FOR FEMALES.
Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla is a sovereign and

speedy cure for incipient consumption, barrenness
leucorrhce, or whites, obstructed or difficult men-
struation, incontinuance of urine, or involuntary dis-
charge thereof, and for the general prostration of the
system, no matter whether the result of inhereut
cause, or causes produced by irregularity, illness or
accident.

Nothing can be more surprising than its in-
vigorating effects on the human frame. Persons all
weakness and lassitude before taking it, at once be-
come robust and full of energy under its influence
It immediately counteracts the nerveleasnws of the
female frame which is the great cause of barren-
ness.

It will not be expected of us in cases ofso delioate a
nature to exhibit certificates of cures performed, but
we can assure the afflicted, that hundreds of cases
have been reported t« us.

Principal Office l»i Fnlton street, N. Y. and 105
South Pearl street, Albany, and by Druggists gen-
erallr- auglS

<^»rpeting, Oil Cloths. Arc.
XTO. 64 EAST BROADWAY, and

71 Division street.—W. H. GUION, would in-
vite the at teniion of those families intending to pur-
chase CARPETING, or any article in the line dur-
ing the present spring, to his very extensive assort-
ment of English, Brussels, three-ply and Ingrain Car-
peting. Also, Oil Cloths for Halls, offices, ship and
steamboat cabins, together with every article con-
nected with the business.
The subscriber takes this opportunity to inform

his friends and patrons, that he has, during the win-
ter, entered into arrangements with the most exten-
sive manufacturers of this oountry and Europe, fur
an early supply of all the latest patterns, upon such
terms as will enable those about to furnish, to make
satisfactory selections at prices lower than at any
other store in the city. ap25-tf

The IWutual BenefitT IFE INSURANCE COMPANY
8trcet 71118 invitation is

distinguished from all other*, at home or abroad, by
all, or most, of the following peculiarities:

l. Where the premiums are over $50, il requires
only one quarter part in Cash, instead ofthe whole.

*°W y^J^rierly,
3. No part of the profits are withheld—or diverted

from the Assured, either in charity, or otherwise.
4. It has no loan, either nominal or real, to pay

interest for; having a a sufficient capital funded,
from premiums received.

5. The Assured can withdraw his profits, or leave
them to accumulate, year by year, at his option.

atV
aMUre8 10 thC °f 67> iMtead of 8topping

7. It declares the profits yearly, instead of once in
five, or seven years, and issues scrip yearly to the
Assured, for the estimated profits, bearing 6 per cent
interest

—

winch tcrip is redeemed m cash, when the
profits amount to $200 ,

000
,
or is allowed to accumu-

late, at the option ofthe Assured.
8. It enables a man to provide for his wife and

children, in such a way, that although he may lose
everything, they ate safe; and all persons, whether
married or unmarried, to provide for OldAee, Sick-
ness, and Want, as well as for Death.

1

9. The Assured cam surrender the policy at any
time after the first year, and receive its equitable
value. ^

10. At any time after the first year, the Assured
-I* borrow, on the scrip issued, two-thirds of its
amount, so that he has nothing to fear from a

circumstances, or inability topay thepre-

11. Directors and officers are chosen yearly: and
the Assured votes according to his interest.

12. The funds are all invested in United States,New \ ork, New Jersey, and Massachusetts stocks
and in real estate in New York and New Jersey
wholly unincumbered, and ofdouble the value loan-
ed ; or loaned to the Assured as above.
ia It pays no Directors, no Auditors, no Solic I tors.

It lends money to neither. ,

14 It does net reckon the Assured a year older(
than he is—but from six months less to six months
more, so as to equalise the estimates between all
parties.

15. The rates are lower, the expenses less, and the
profits larger, than with Foreign Offices

; invest-
ment^ here yielding from 6 to 7 per cent—abroad
only 3 per oent-to say nothing of A3* per cent re-
served; nor of interest allowed to those whofurnish
a guaranty capital," at the rate of 5 per cent on
every hundred pounds subscribed, for every ten
pound* paid in! .

16. Instead of encouraging, fery precaution Js
taken to prevent a forfeiture of the policy.

17. The liability of the Assured is limited by law
to the amount of his premium note. m9:tf

'

Number of polioies issued 2133.
Amount of Receipts $280,782,59
Losses and expenses 65,210.91 215 ktijm

Of policies issued 1823 were for Whole life; 601 Ueseven years
; and 249 fer different periods

; of whieh
V5 Wer® ,!* mQrchanta: 211 to mechanics: 133 tolawyers ,170 to olerks

; to clergymen
; 74 to phy-

sicians: 16 to druggists; 07 to ladies; 18 gentlemen:
^cashiers of banks; 71 brokers; 35boo£eUere7«||
manufacturers

; 10 professors in colleges: 30 teach-
ers; 10 seer’s of companies; 10 to engravers S3 ta
agents

;
6 to editors

;
6 cartmen

; 6 presidents ofoom?
panies; 33 students; 14 hotel keepers: 51 fannerT
45 officers of U. 8. Army and Navy; lb ship oarpen-
ters

; 7 laborers
;
9 millers

; 8 bank tellers ; 66 other
pursuits. TRUSTEES :

’

M. Robinson, Z. Cook, jr., J. C. Thatcher.W. Barnwell. R. B. Minturn, Robert Schuyler,
Stacey B.Lorlins,J . S. Wadsworth,T. Sedgwick.
fcW. Wilks,Charles Ely, D. cTcolden!

S' J<®- Miller, R. L. Lord.
J. H. Swift, L. W Faber, A. S. Perry,
J. V Prayn, H. W Hubbell, Joseph BiJit,

j *B‘c
I
m

urdy
’

Gideon Hawley, MORRlS ROBINSON, Free.
__ ^SAMUBLHANNAY.SeO.

P#9T
» m-d - Physician to the Comnamr

604 Broadway. mar28 ly

of"a-bkisnsss'fi103 Eearl street, to the new store, No.
45 Liberty street, opposite the Post Office, (up stairs)
where he respectfully invites the attention of Mer-
chants (about laying in their Spring stocks,) to his
ex^nsive and handsome assortment of French^Eng-~ ~ ‘

‘ Table

p R actYcaE*uphoLsterer,
449 Pearl-st., has on hand a general assortment

of Upholstery and Bedding. Rich Gilt Wood and
Metal Window Cornices, Satin and Worsted De
Unes, Gimps, Galoons, Cords, Tassels, Window

G. S. Will give his attention to all kinds of Uphol
•tery Jobbing Work in person; ap25:tf

1846.—Buffalo and Chicago.
1

THE new, fast and cora-
rnoctos Steamboat OREGON,

* D - , _
Cap^ffi* H. Cotton

,
will run be-

tween Buffalo and Chicago, during the season of 1846
lift fnllnwd • _

ml6.*6m
Leaves Chicago.

as follows

:

Leaves Buffalo.
Wednesday, May,
Thursday, “

Friday, June,
Saturday, u

Monday, July,
Thursday, “

Wednesday, Aug.
Thursday, “

Friday, Sept.
Saturday, “

Monday, Oct.
Tuesday,

Thursday, May~
Friday, “

Saturday, June
Monday, 11

Tuesday. July
Wednesday, “

Thursday, Aug.
Friday, “

Saturday, Sept.
Monday, “

Tuesday, Oct.
Wednesday,

. Delffanny A Co.
A RTISTS IN GENERAL, No* 7,

Spruce street, N. Y. Manufacturers and Im-
porters of Transparent Window Shades. Signs
Banners, and Interior Decorations. ap26:5m

Premium Truss,
v Improved by J. R. Benja
^mln, 13 Beekman street, is universalljH

- .
*PPW>^ed of by the Medical Faculty

1

suh
U8e 98 the P««*»tire cau be gradu-

from one to fifty pounds on the rupture without» oack pad, which does so much ipjury to the spine,causingweakness and pain in the back and s desjanJ
8P1?*1 <*»««««• Six days rial

not P°rfoctlJ satisfactory, money re-
|

f

fce»>ding for this Truss need enlJ
the 8lde ruPtured, and the distance xwund

1

&ugl5:3m

Importantto TravelersandHouse-
keepers.

LIFE AND PROPER-
TY PRESERVERS. Patent
ielf-Locking Revolving pistols.

r.Manuftctured, wholesale and
.

J.G. BOLEN, 104 Broadway
JaniOtf Between Wall and Pine sts .New York

The Last

uuriu<.ui«ui,
retail, by

I I V T, “»“«ouure ttmuno
ish and German Fancv Goods : Pocket and ‘table
Lotlery; Razors

;
Scissors: Needles; Thimbles;

Percussion Caps; German Silver wares
; Plated ami

Gilt ware- Fine gold and silver Duplex, Lever, Le-pme and Verge Watches; Jewelry; Odd F.eUows»
breast-pins

: gold, silver, plated and German Sil-
ver Pencil Cases, with and without pens; Steel
Pens; gilt, plated, lasting, fwist, brocade, jet, japan-
e^, horn, bone, and other Buttons; shell, ivory, horn,
wood and metal Combs: dressing and traveling
Cases

;
portable Writing Desks

;
Fans

; hair, cloth,
shoe, nail, tooth, shaving and other Brushes; Sua-
penders • spool and skein Cotton

;
linen Thread :

sewing Silk
;
Hooks and Eyes

;
Perfumery of all

kinds
;
Toilet Soaps

; hand Mirrors and Looking-
i

;
Beads

;
Head Ornaments

; and a great
variety of other goods, especially adapted to the
opring trade, all of which he offers to the trade at
moderate prices. mar28tf

Mechanics’ Tools.

44 FULTON STREET. The sub-
7T scriber keeps constantly receiving large addi-

I

tions to his assortment of Mechanics’ Tools, and
generel Hardware, and respectfully informs all
wishing to purchase, that he has as good an assort-
ment of goods as any house in the trade, particu-
larly of the best quality of goods, which he offers at
such prices as he hopes will be satisfactory to all.
Mechanics of all kinds can bo supplied with a full
assortment of Goods, most op which abb war-
ranted. A full assortment of Coopers’ Tools,
which are all warranted, as are also his best quali-
ties of Plane8,Saw8, Files, Chisels, Braces, Bits, etc.
Agent for the sale of McLaughlin’s Patent Mortis-
ing Machines

;
also many other articles not gene-

rally kept in Hardware er Tool stores. A large as-
sortment of patterns of the celebrated “ Tully Ho>
Razors, with a printed and certified guaranty ac-
companying each, an important thing to those who
wish a really good Razor,as the price will be returned

. v
8X8 not good- Tool Chests furnished

with Tools from eight dollars to one hundred—Al-
ways kept en hand suitable for mechanics and anuk*
tours. Cut nails and general Hardware at JmI
lowest market price. HENRY F. FAlRBANffiT
ap 1 1 44 Fulton at. (between Pearl and Clifl^)N. 5

J.W.&N.ORR,

ENGRAVERS
ON WOOD.

OST’OFFICE, 75 Has-
•au-Street,

marl4tf NEW YORK

, mmL |vin«ton K. ItTfller,
at law

’ SO
. *M,CwT0Jf IN .CHANCERY, No. 20 Nassau

street N. Y. Collecting (and other business) prompt
? “wnded to. Refer to Beitf. F. Botler, Joo P.

M
nd

,

Ch^' BoU«r
i
E»qr»., and Doremm &Nixon, Merchants. a!6;6in+

sa—«i-

m.
)N.Y.

,
~ The theap Hat and Cap

“

1VTANUFACTORY removed to 72JiTA BOWERY. HENRY SHAW having re-uAxmi ona tv having re-
moved from his old stand to 72)4 Bowery, bettreem
Walker and Hester streets, Is now ready to serve
all who may want a good and oheap Hat or Cap.
Having on hand an entire new stock of Hats and
Laps of his own manufacture, he Is determined tc
sell them at a very small profit. SUuHHMl
latest fashions, of superior quality, nemfEfiTte
3,59; and Fur Hats from 2.50 to 5,00. OldhffSh’s
Hats of all kinds, and the latest patterns. Iwiti
made to order at the shortest notice. Don’t forget

72* Bowery, New-York, sign of the
BIG HAT. apll

Dr. James Ashley,
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
~ No. 40 HUDSON street. Office Hours-9 A.
VI. and 5 P M. dl3Jy

OHN McNICOL, Stereotyper and
Printer, No. 11 Spruce street, 4th story.

ij
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THE GOLDEN RULE14k

galia,Bffaterlal for
mH£ largest stock and best assortment of mtterial

i for Regalia in the United States, can be found at

F. W. & W. F. Q I L LEY’S
.DRY GOODS ESTABLISHMENT,

430 GRAND STREET, NEW YORK.
Senrlct, Green, Blue. Pink, White, Royal Purple,

Gold, and Black, Silk Velvet*, Cashmeres, Merinoe*,

Moreens, Satins and Silks of every quality. Also,

all numbers of Satin and Lustring Ribbons, and
Bindings. N. B.—Manufacturers and Merchants
supplied. aug29

Bnglith and Classical Institute,
HENRY-street. adjoining Market-st. Church.

01 G. P. QUACKENBOS, A. M. Principal Class
Dep., V. Drew, Principal Eng. Dep. A new term
of this Institution will commence on Tuesday, Sept.

1. Pupils are received at all ages, and fitted for a

counting-room, or any collegiate class. The Clas-

sics are thoroughly taught, and, with a view to

placing their advantages within the reach of every
scholar, no charge is made for Latin and Greek
during the first three quarters. The Primary De-
partment', and Modern Languages, are entrusted
only to the most competent hands. The location ef

this Institute is unsurpassed, and its patrons are

among the most respectable inhabitants of the vi-

cinity. The rooms are large, and well ventilated.

A fine gymnasium has been erected in the yard, for

amusement and exercise during hours of intermis-
sion, to which all are admitted without charge.

Circulars may be obtained at Saxton & Miles,
Broadway, 54 Henry-st. ( or at the school.

j

References.—A few well known names have
been selected from a long list of patrons. Rev. Isaac '

Ferris, D. D., 167 East Broadway; Joseph Hoxie,
205 Madison-st.

;
John Harper, 82 Clitf-st.; Hiram

Eetchuin, Esq. 10 Rutgers-st. Mr. Quackenbos,
Principal of the Class. Dep., refe* s, by permission,
to N. F. Moore, LL. D., Pres. Columbia College;
Prof. Charles Anthon; James Renwiok, LL. D., 2
College Green; Taylor Lewis, Prof. Greek, N. Y.
University; Rev. J. McYickar D. D. Prof. Moral
Philos. Col. Coll.; Rev. J. M. Forbes; Rev. R. C.

,

Sbimeall, 90 Fourth-st.; Rev. N. J. Mareelus D. D.;

Walter Chisholm, Esq., Principal Brooklyn Gram-
mar School; A. D. Paterson, Esq. Editor of the An-
glo American. aug29:2t:*

j

I>r. Laennec’s Family Pills.
|

fpHESE Pills have justly gained a oelebrity alto-

A gether unexampled in the history of medicine.
They have permanently oured cases of many years
stauding in which all others had failed-to afford even ,

temporary relief. They are exceedingly mild in

their operation, powerful in their effeot, and so safe

that they can be taken at all times without regard i

to weather or diet. In short, they are unsurpassed
as a general family pill by any which genius and
skill have ever produced. They will carry off all

,

the vitiated and irritating secretions from the ali-

mentary canal, and remove any inflammation or or-

changes which may have been induced—equal-
ise the circulation, restore a healthy action to all the
excretory organs, and promote a more vigorous per-
formance of the organic functions. They have a
specific action upon the capillary system, a system
in which the vital functions of secretion, nutrition,
exhalation and animal heat are going forward; in
whioh the phenomena of inflammation more immedi-
ately reside, in which the earliest and most important
deviations from health leading to every species of
morbid action may be traced. They have received
the flattering npprov&l of many distinguished mem-
bers of the medical profession, and stood the test of
public opinion for over half a century. They are a
sovereign remedy for dyspepsia or indigestion— nd
all billions and liver complaints—erysipelas, and all

cutaneous diseases, piles, nausea, dizziness, pleurisy,
|

Skit rheum, scald head, palpitation of the heart, in-
j

flamation of the bowels, liver, kidneys, Ac
,
asthma, •

r
pains in the side or heart, scrofula. They may be
~'-L

iinialered with the most perfect safety to small

,
being utterly free from any deleterious

Wedding Cards.
AXTEDDING, INVITATION, AND
V VISITING CARDS. The subscriber exe-

cutes In a superior style at short notice and on
reasonable terms, SILVER DOOR AND NUMBER
PLATES, of sterling silver of extra thickness, and
warranted.
ARMS, CRESTS, AND CIPHERS on seals, on

stone, brass, and silver.

COUNTING HOUSE’ Consular, Notaries, So-

ciety, and LODGE SEALS engraved in a superior

,
manner, at moderate prices.

CARDS printed from plates already engraved, on
extra porcelain cards, both surfaces highly enameled,
at short notice, by BOLEN, Engraver and Printer.

104 Broadway between Wall and Pine sts. N . Y.
Card Cases, Envelopes, Note Paper, and fine Cut-

lery, &c. janlO tf

Odd Fellow*’ Depot.
i 'T'HE subscribers respectfully inform
|
A the Brothers of the Order, that they have taken
a store in the new Odd Fellows’ Hell, North Sixth
street below Race street, where they intend to keep
on hand all the principal Odd Fellows’ Publications,

Proposition Books, Report Books, Order Books,
Blank Books, and all such other Books as are nsed
by the Order, together with Regalia, and all other
articles used in furnishing Lodges.
They also intend keeping on hand a general as-

sortment of Books, Stationery, Ac.
WM. CURTIS,
D. NORCROSS. w

The office of the “ Golden Rule” is at the above
store.

J. C. tSootla Sc C'o.

pASH DRAPERS and TAILORS,
187^Broadway, have received an additional sup-

ply of choice Cassimeres Linen Drills and Vestings,
to which they would invite particular attention. Our
stock now oomprises the richest assortment of goods
ever before offered in this city, and having great fa-

cilities in buying, both here and in foreign markets,
we are enabled to offer them at prioes much lower
than the usnal rates,

There are seme who imagine that goods in Broad-
way Must be dear, bat we would assure such persons
that our prices (at all times low) were never so low
as at the present; and that since our removal, by our
much Increased business, we have been enabled to

reduce our rates, while at the same time, the style
and workmanship of our garments have been very
much improved. We would invite all these persons
to give ns a call, and be disabused at once of all such
erroneous impressions.
The Cutting Department is under the supervision

of Mr J. LEE, whoariname is a sufficient guarantee
of Its being properly and efficiently conducted. jcl3tf

Joseph DaMANUFACTURER
and ODD FELLOWS’ R

h Davis,
of MASONIC

REGALIA and BAN-
NERS, No. 150 South .-eoond street, 4th door above
Spruce street, Philadelphia. Regalia and Banners
of every description, either fSain, painted, or em-
broidered in gold or silver. Samples may be seen as
above. Je6:tf

Chs. F. A. Hinrlchs,

A T 150 Broadway, and 75 Liberty
street—Successor to M. Wcrckmeiater—Im-

porters of German, French and English FANCY
GOODS. All kinas of Toys, Fancy Articles, Ger-
man Glassware. French China Veses, Musioal In-

struments. Masks of all kinds, Dominoes, Backgam-
mon, and every thing that can be desired in the line
of Fancy Goods. m23:tf

. .
-wo or three doses will convince the afflicted, of

their salutary effects. The stomach will speedily
regain its strength

; a healthy action of the liver,
to"*}* andkldneys, will rapidly take place

;
and in-

sttnd of listlessness, heat, pains, and jaundiced ap-
pearance, strength, activity and renewed health, ex-
tending to a good old age, will be the result of taking
this medicine, according to the directions aecorapa-
ntag each box. Try them onoe, and yon will use no
aSim.

im rwt 26 cents per box, with frill Jlrections.
Sold by J. WINCHESTER, 30 Ann-street N. Y.

Brooklyn, Mrs. HAYS, 139 Fulton-street,
and S. P. LEEDS, cor. ofCesrt and Atlantic streets.

HI. Rice,
T)RAPER AND TAILOR, 57 Ca-
J-^nal street

Mrs, £, HovuTHE AND CAKE BAKERY, No.
-A 349 Grand street, New York.

,
p

\
s~ Wedlingn and Parties supplied at the

hortest notice, with ail kinds ef i AKK. ap4

Classen’s

Fashionable visiting
CARD ESTABLISHMENT. 2S per cent be-

low his usual prices. A Plate and 50 Cards printed
for 81,50; the best Enamelled Cards printed from
Engraved Plates at 50 cents per pacta A SILVER
DOOR PLATE furnished aud beautifully engraved
for S3- Engraving for the ,Trade equally low, at
CLLASSEN’S old stand, No. 1 Murray-street, cor-

ner of Broadway. m30:ly

Philadelphia Hat Sc Cap Store.

THE subscriber respectfully informs
his friends, snd the public in general, that he

has opened the New Cheap Hat A Cap Store, No.
106, N. 6th-st. 2 doors above the u Odd Fellows’’ new
Hall, where may be had all kinds of Hats Caps Ac.
wholesale and retail, cheap for cash. Merchants and
other are requested to oall and examine before pur-
chasing elsewhere. (m23:tf) F. W. CORINTH.

Johnson Sc Co.
TMPORTERS, Wholesale Dealers,A and Manufacturers of PERFUMERY of every
description Manufacturers Agents of a pnperior
qnolity of Hair Brushes. No. 35 Cedar-street, up
stairs. Jy25An

Philip Gorhardu
[DRAPER and TAILOR, No. 74,
A-/ West Broadway. A large and Fashionable as-
sortment of Cloths, Cassimeres and Vestings, con-
stantly on hand. ap25:ly

-
1

- ==gggg^ta„.
Stats of New York. SbckEtert^e 1

Albany, July 24.mr i

TO THE SHERIFF OF THL
CITY AND COUNTY OF NEW YORK: ,

Sir—Notice is hereby given, that at the next Gene-
ral Election, to be held on the Tuesday succeedin r
the first Monday of November next, the following
officers are to be elected, to wit : A Governor and
Lieutenant Governor of this State. Two
Commissioners, to supply the places of Jonas E&rll,
junior, and Stephen Clark, whose terms of service
will expire on the' last day of December next A
Senator for the First Senatorial District, to supply
the vacancy Which will accrue by the expiration of
the term of service of John A. Lott op the last day
of December next A Representative in the 30th
Congress of the United States, for the Third Con-
gressional District, consisting of the 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th,
snd 5th Wards of the City of New York. Also, a
Representative in the said Congress for the Fourth
Congressional District, consisting of the 6tb, 7th,
10th and 13th Wards of said City. Also a Repre-
sentative in the said Congress for the Fifth Con-
gressional District, consisting of the 8th, 9th and 14th
Wards of said City. And also a Representative in
the said Congress for the Sixth Congressional Dis-
trict, consisting of the 11th, 12th, 15th, 16th*i7th
and 18th Wards Sf sai-i City.

Also the following officers for the said County, to
wit: 16 Members of Assembly, a Sheriff in the
of William Jones, whose term of service will expire
on the last day of December next. A County Clerk
in the place of James Connor, whose term of service
will expire on the last day of December next

; and a
Coroner in the place of Edmund G. Rawson, whose
term of service win expire on ihq last day of De-
cember next. Yours, respectfully,

N. S. BENTON, Secretary of State. ,

Sheriff’s Office, New York, Angnst 3d, 1946.
The above is published pursuant to the notice of

the Secretary of State and the requirements of the
statute in such case made and provided for.

WM. JONES.
Sheriffof the City and County of New York,

fty All the public newspapers in the County will
publish the above once in each week until election,
and then hand in thqir bills for advertising the
same, so that they may be laid before the Board of
Supervisors, and passed for payment
See Revised Statutes, toi. 1, chap. yi., title 3d,

article 3d—part 1st, page 140. auS

Mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY",
JLj No. 11 Wall st. Issued during the month, ef
July 146 new Policies, vis

:

To Merch’tsA Traders.54 To Farmers Sc Planters T
Manufacturers,... 7!

Mechanics 18
Clergymen 8
Physicians 4
Lawyers 12
Professors 3
Agents 7*

Ladies I

Students 3
Clerks 9
Cashiers, 1

Memberof Congress 5>

Sec’y Ins. Co 1

Other occupations. .. 6

Total ..146
NeW policies iss .ied In the
first quarter of the year,

1845, viz

:

May 58
June 54
July ..,.77

New policies issued in the
first quarter of the year,
1846, viz:

May 207
June 181
July 146

Whole number of Policies first year 1701

Total policies in 15 months 2235
ROBT. L. PATTERSON. President.
BENJ. C. MILLER, Secretary.

Jos L. Lord, Agent.
Jambs Stbwart, M. D.. (No. 621 Broadway,

>

Medical Examiner. aogI5:tr

Samuel Hammond Sc Go*y
TMPORTERS OF FINE WATCH-
A ES, No. 44 Merchants’ Exchange, 1st door In
William street. Have constantly on hand a large
and valuable assortment of FINE WATCHES ef
their own importation, which they are now selling at
lower prices (when quality is compared,) than can be
purchased of any dealer in New York. A written
warrantee, in all cases, will be given tothe purchaser.

S. Hammond having attended solely to the repair-
ing of Chronometer, Duplex, and other fine Watches*
in th»|pte firm of Benedict & Hammond, will con-
tinue to give his undivided attention to that brand*
of the business, in connection with his present part-
ner, whose reputation has long been established,
having worked for the last ten years for the trade ia
this city. m23*.if

John Osbori&fMANUFACTURER of REGALIA,
JYA No. 99 Madison st., N. Y., would state that
he manufactures every description of Regalia for
Lodges and Encampments, and will be happy to re-
ceive orders from the Brotherhood, for furnishing
all articles required by the Revised Work.

Lewis Child,

MERCHANT TAILOR, (Successor
to I. Townsend Sc Co.) No. 132 Bowery, be-

tween*Grand and Broome streets, N. Y. A full as-
sortment of oloths, Cassimeres, Vestings, Ac. ni2:tf
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BY E. WINCHESTER.

Voi— V. No. 10.

OFFICE 10 ANN-STREET.

NEW-YORK, SEPT. 5
, 1846.

TWO DOLLARS A-YEAR.

Whole No. 114.

Nt» Original Romance.

WILFRED MONTRESSOR;
OH,

THE SECRET ORDER OF THE 8E VEN.
A ROMANCE OF MYSTERY AND CRIME.

BT THE AUTHOR. OF 44 FLORENCE DE LACEY, OR THE COQUETTE,” ETC

CHAPTER XVII.

—

owin tracby—the interview.

mmm

ujjing the'space of

lialf an hour after

the departure of

Alfred Tracey,

the retired mer-

chant sal leading

upon his writing-

desk, iu a state of

unconsciousness.

A bewildered

fearful glance

around the apart-

ment, was the

symptom of the

returning vigor of his

faculties. The cer-

tainty of being alone

was attended with a

sensation of relief. He
pressed the open palms

of his hands forcibly

against his cheeks, and

his forehead, and surveyed more critically the objects that sur-

rounded him.
•* Thank God-^he has gone !” burst vehemently from his lips.

By degrees the nervous agitation which had manifested itself

*o powerfully disappeared almost entirely. His countenance*

however, still bore the traces of the mental torture which he

had undergone. The emotions of a brief half hour had per-

ceptibly increased the ravages of approaching age.

He rose from his chair and traversed the apartment with un-

equal strides. At intervals, his thoughts and feelings were
audibly expressed in detached sentences.

“Alfred is a villain—a consummate villain. His profligate

life, his detestablo ingratitude to me, combine to prove it. Bat

what ami?
44 By what chance has he discovered my fatal secret—the

secret which has soared my temper, poisoned the springe of life,

and rendered the very wealth I have hoarded positively distaste-

ful to me ? I would to God that I were a poor man. Every

dollar that I possess is tainted with pollution.

“ It is said that the disinherited daughter of Charles Monntjoy,

my early partner in business, resides in this city. I will seek

her out and beg her to receive the money that came to me by
her father's will. The capital acquired by that bequest was the

the foundation of ray prosperity as a merchant.
14 The restitution of this money will require a sum of twenty-

five thousand dollars. Twenty-five thousand dollars!—a total

loss of so much of my private fortune. I have it. I will embark
in Mortimer's stock speculation, and if successful, then we shall

see.

44 One—two—three—four hundred dollars,” continued OtJin

Tracey, more composedly, reserving his seat, and coanting the

bank notes that Francis Mortimer, the stock broker, had placed

iu his hands. 44 There was auothei^Ah ! I have a faint recol-

lection that Alfred the merchant started from his seat with

an outbreak of temper. “ Whatever may be 'the consequence, I

will not submit to his insolent extortion.”

The old merchant remained standing for several minutes in an

attitude of reflection
;
then placing the notes in one of the drawers,

be carefully locked the writing desk, and concealed the key in

a small recess partially filled with papers. He rang the bell

violently, and upon the appearance of a domestic, he gave a

number of unimportant directions in regard to the affairs of the

household.
14 And you may tell your mistress,” be^emarked, ns the servant

was leaving the apartment, 44 that I shall probably be absent to

day, at dinner.”

Soon afterwards, having made some important changes in his

toilette, he sallied forth into the street. The fresh air and the
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WUTtf the city served to operate beneficially, in restoring his

physical vigor, and in removing the. temporary depression of

soirita which bad affected him.
. mjr . . w ,,P

His first visit was at the office of Francis Mortimer, in Wall

Street The broker was alone. He was seated near a circular

table, which was literally covered with books and pai-cr. and

was busily engaged in the calculation of a perplexed stock ac-

count. Dpon the entrance of his visiter, however, he pushed

SE hb balance sheet and rose to meet him, with hi. usual

^Owei^Tracey^mmedbtely broached the subject of the pro-

nosed'speculation in the stock of the Wexford Rail Road Com-

nany The position of the stock, and the details of the pan

which he had projected to control its price in the market, were

fully explained by Francis Mortimer. H is statements were con-

firmed by some written documents in bis possession, and the

arguments by which he sustained the feasibility of the icheme

were at onoe ingenious and plausible. The merchant finally

consented to embark in the speculation, and also to raise, upon

his personal security, a large amount of specie funds. A long

consultation ensued, in which the course of action to be adopted

by each of the confederates was definitely arranged.
y
it was understood between the parties that negotiations for

the purchase of the floating stock of the Wexford Company

should be commenced immediately by Mr. Tracey. The "am“

of the holders, with the number or shares held by them, re-

'snectively, had been ascertained with tolerable accuracy. The

^ merchant was actively employed during the greater portion

of the day in preliminary inquiries, which were indispensable

to the successful discharge of bb functions. ...
His time and attention was not wholly engrossed by these

inquiries. He was also engaged in the transaction of important

business of a mare private nature.

It was already nightfall when Owen Tracey returned to his

residence. He was fatigued and exhausted. After refreshing

himself with two or three cups of black tea, he retired to his

sitting apartment The evening was spent in the examination

of the contents of an old trank which he drew from a recess

underneath the wri-

ting deak.There were

numerous packages

of letters and papers

tied with red tape,

and labelled on the

outside wrapper with

a general description

oftheir contents. The

merchant examined

the packages care-

fully, sorted them,

and replaced them in

the trunk. At inter-

valshe separated from

the package he was

scrutinizing, a folded

letter or other docu-

ment and deposited

it in his desk.

As the hour of ten

was proclaimed by a

brass clock that stood

upon the mairtle-

piece, Owen Tracoy

closed the lid of the

old leathern trunk,

and discontinued the

investigation of its

contents. He left his

writing * desk and

flung himself, over-

come with weariness,

into a large arm chair.

There he sat in a sul-

len revery, the elbow

of his right arm restihg upon the back of the chair, and his cheek

reposing on the open palm of his hand.

The clock struck eleven—twelve—one—two.

At a quarter past two o’clock the turning of a key was dis-

tinctly heard, and, almost immediately, the opening of the outer

door and the sound of footsteps in the hall. The merchant rose

quickly—took a portable lamp from his writing desk, advanced

and opened the door of his apartment. The rays of the lamp

shone brightly upon the flushed countenance of the {younger

Tracey. _ . _ . .

“ Come in, Alfred,” said Owen Tracey. “ I have been waiting

for you.”

The young man hesitated an instant, and then entered the

apartment with an air of wonder and surprise.

«* You are keeping late hours for a man of your age.

The elder brother frowned.

“The devil, Owen; don’t get in a passion at this time of

night:” the younger Tracey fumbled in his vest pocket and

drew forth a small package of bank notes, out of which he

selected one aud exteuded it toward the merchant. “There is

your hundred dollar note. I made a neBt egg of it and hatched

a nice little brood of chickens. It was, I admit, a forced loan,

but rather a good joke.”

“And your language to me—was that a joke, too?” inquired

Owen Tracey, coldly.

“Ha! I touched you then. You did not imagine I was ac-

quainted with that little pecadillo of yours.” ^
“Scoundrel!” vociferated the elder brother, his assumed

calmness and self-possession vanishing before the malignant

sarcasm of the younger.

“ Your vocabulary abounds too much in coarse, vulgar epi-

thets, my dear brother.”

« Allred—hear me !” said Owen Tracey, with a terrific ex-

pression ofcountenance. “ I have waited for you to-night, be-

cause I could nut. would not, sleep, until I had informed you of

my serious determination. Your conduct to-day has convicted

you of the most despicable meanness, the most shameful ingrati-

tude. No man, unless his soul had been sunk in the lowest

depths of perdition,

THE INTERVIEW BETWEEN OWEN TRACEY AND HIP BROTHER.

could have ehown
such cool malignity. I

look upon you with

utter loathing.”

“ This is Satan re-

buking sin, with a

vengeance,” replied

Alfred Tracey, with

assumed levity of

manner; hut he evi-

dently winced be-

neath the stern, caus-

tic language of his’

brother.

“I care not what

you think, what you

suspect, what you

know,” said the elder

Tracey,with a steady,

unflinching gaze.

—

“ You have been in-

solent, and ungratefal

—impudently so. For

months I have fed

you, and clothed you,

and supplied you

with the means of in-

dulging your deprav-

ed tastes. I will do it

no longer. You must

leave my house.”

“ Must ? Do you

know whom y°tt

threaten ?”

“ Alfred, do
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JIM FOGLE’S REVENGE UPON CAPTAIN HARCOURT.

provoke me/' said the old merchant, trembling with emo-

tion. ** I am not unmindful of the blood which rnns in your

veins, and I will prove to yon that I do not desire yonr world-

ly ruin. This very day I have made an arrangement with

Messrs. Barstow and Rodman, by which you may receive the

appointment of supercargo to Canton, under my guarantee.

If you choose to accept this

upon the merchant's countenance—“ as a portion of the hush
money I expect from yon."

Owen Tracey advanced a step or two with clenched fists, his
teeth grating with violent passion. By a strong effort, however,
he restrained himself, and said in a low tone

:

“ Leave me !"

“ This interview is not of my seeking, and I have no wish to

prolong it. Good night, and pleasant dreams."

As the young man ascended the stairs toward his bed chamber,
he repeated several times :

“ I will be even with him yet !"

CHAPTER XVIII.—the liararit.

The vessel will sail in ten days,

appointment, you can remain here until the departure of the

vessel, and I will provide you a suitable outfiit"

" You wish to get rid of me —to get me out of the city," replied

the young man suspiciously.

“Ido."
A smile of malicious triumph was visible in Alfred Tracey's

countenance.
“ But not from fear, Alfred—from disgust and abhorrence."
4t And suppose that I should refuse to go, knowing my advan-

tage over you in the matter of the will—knowing further

Owen approached the young man, and said in a low hissing

whisper : “ If yon refuse to go, I will ring for my servant*, and

order them to thrust you out of the house to-night—this night !"

at You dare not!” replied Allred Tracey, with a glance of con-

temptuous defiance.

The merchant laid his hand upon the bell handle.
“ Well, well, Owen," said the young man, with a langh, “I

perceive that you dare do any thing when your blood is up.

Don't Ting, my dear .brother ; I accept your liberal afifer. In

truth, you are playing unawares into my hands, for there are

special reasons which render (he prospect of a sea voyage at this

time by no means disagreeable."
** I shall keep my promise, notwithstanding your unprincipled

and heartless conduct."
*

44 No preaching, for God's sake. We understand each other,

at last. Von attempted to tyranize over me, as you do over

others ;
you employed bitter and insulting language! you refused

me a trifling loan of money, coarsely, harshly, vituperatively. I

resisted, and retorted upon you. The die is cast between us,

Owen—we are foes!"

“ Foes, Alfred?—true, true."
44 On second thoughts, I will keep this note,” said the younger

Tracey, returning the bill to his vest pocket, and gazing intently

THE DETECTED GAMBLERS.
hen Alfred Tracy entered

t th o breakfast saloon, on the

succeeding morning, he

found only a domestic in

attendance.

“Quite late, Margy, am
I not?" be remarked.

“ Breakfast is waiting

.for you, Mr. Alfred," re-

plied Margaret, a stou£,

healthy country girl, em-
ployed as a cook in the

family. “ Mr. and Mrs.

Tracey left the table half

an hour ago; but I have
kept a dish of hot coffee

for you, and some nice bat-

tered toast."

“ Thank you, Margy."
The yoang man took a

seat at the breakfast table.

He ate, sparingly, an egg
or two and a bit of toast,

and leisurely sipped his

coffee. He was reserved

and thoughtful. The expression of his features was indicative

of mental uneasiness and distress.
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148 THE GOLDEN RULE.
Notwithstanding the gloomy aspect of the weather ont of doors

his toilet manifested the utmost care and attention.

From the breakfast saloon Alfred Tracey proceeded to the door

of an apartment in the second story. He tapped lightly at the

door and was instantly admitted. Mrs. Tracey was sitting near

a small table, the surface of which was covered with books and

portfolios of prints and engravings. The apartment was small,

having two sides occupied with shelves and a choice collection

of standard works in the modern languages, and containing, be-

aides, a carpet, a table, several chairs, and a number of choice

engravings, elegantly framed, banging from the walls.

44 Good morning, Mrs. Tracey,” said the young man. 44 This

damp, drizzling day must be my excuse for late rising, and for

intruding upon you.”
41 You are welcome to my sanctum, Alfred,” replied Mrs. Tra-

cey, with a serene expression of countenance. 44 As regards

your late rising, you have, perhaps, a better excuse than the

weather.”
44

t
My entrance disturbed you last night?” said Alfred Tracey,

inquiringly.
44 1 heard loud voices in Mr. Tracey’s apartment at a late hour

of the night,” observed the lady, gravely. 44 Was there an alter-

cation between your brother and yourself?”
44 There were some sharp words, certainly.”
44 Do not quarrel with your brother, Alfred. He is hasty and

violent in his temper, but you are the younger and should not

retort with bitterness. I am deeply interested in ascertaining if

the altercation was on my behalf.

The young man hesitated to reply.
44 It is as 1 feared,” continued Mrs. Tracey, with increasing

gravity. 14 The past cannot be recalled, whatever may be the

extent ofmy pain and mortification. But if you really value my
friendship you will abstain hereafter from the indelicacy of any

interference between my husband and myself. I act on fixed

principles, in all my relations to others, which I cannot suffer to

be infringed by mistaken zeal or kindness. Excuse me, Alfred,

for this necessary freedom.”
44 You need not fear any repetition of my quarrel with Owen,”

said the younger Tracey, humbly

—

44 especially arl am so soon

to leave New York on a perilous voyage.”
44 A voyage, Alfred 7”

44 Yes,” replied the young man. 44 1 am weary of idling about

New York, and I have accepted the post of supercargo to Can-

ton.”
44 It affords me sincere pleasure to hear that you have obtained

active employment, even at a distance from your home and

friends. At your time of life every man should be engaged in

some useful and profitable occupation.”

« I sail in ten days.”

“ So early!” exclaimed Mrs Tracey, in a tone of surprise.

44 My departure is indeed sudden and unexpected. The inter-

ruption of our friendly intercouse, and the destruction of my
dream of intellectual enjoyment in this pleasant library, are occa-

sional sources of regret.”
44 You will soon overcome these feelings. Your nature is ar-

dent and enterprising, and will assert itself in a career of honor-

able exertion if you acquire the mastery of your inclinations and

passions.”
44 A difficult task.”
44 Difficult, but not impossible. Self-control, the first requisite

of greatness. To him who has conquered his own spirit, all other

triumphs are easy.”
44

1 perceive, my dear sister, from the tone of your remarks*

that you have some distrust of me. This distrust is founded up-

on a just appreciation of my mental qualities. I am rash, im-

petuous, excitable.”
44 The knowledge of you* faults will the better enable you to

correct them.”
44 You puzzle me greatly,” said Alfred Tracey, with a peculiar

smile.
44 You are free from concealment and hypocrisy, and yet

I am not deceived by your apparent coldness of manner. Sen-

timent—enthusiasm—passion—all are yours.”
44 They exist, perhaps, in every human soul,” observed Mrs.

Tracey, slightly confused.
44 In mine,” replied the young man, 44 they have inspired a rest-

less craving for excitement which has at times driven me into

follies and vices.”
44

It is wrong, Alfred.”
44 My judgment does not yield implicitly to yours. The hope

of happiness is the source of human exertion.”
44 The life of a true man, or a true woman, is a continued strug-

gle between reason and passion. Happiness does not springfrom

indulgence*”
44 But there are natures whose impulses are irresistible. In

mine, among other powerful desires, is an insatiable thirst for af-

fection and tenderness. Will it condemn me in your eyes if I

confess that the hope of quenching this thirst has tempted me
even into the haunts of profligacy and vice?”

44
It is not for me to condemn you,” replied Mrs. Tracey, se-

riously ;
44 but you will find it impossible to derive the gratifica-

tions of such feelings from the society Of unworthy objects.”
41 1 know it,” replied the young man, eagerly

;

44 yet bow can

I hope to meet with a being whose sympathies will entirely cor-

respond with mine ?”

Mrs. Tracey remarked, with a pleasant smile, 44 You are yet

young, Alfred.”
44 Ah ! do not mock me,” exclaimed Alfred Tracey, with a

Hushed countenance, and a rapid, impressive articulation. 44 1

have never found a human being to whom I dared confide the

most sacred emotions of my heart. Such a being I should love,

cherish, idolize. And yet my love would be controlling, exact-

ing, merciless. I should demand every pulsation of the heart,

every thought of the soul. I should be jealous of tbe beauty and
majesty of nature, of tbe ceremony and kindly intercourse of so-

ciety ; for I should pant to exist perpetually in the atmosphere
J

of love, and to revel in the sunshine of tenderness. This has

been my dream ofdelight, even when I have seemed most wild
and reckless.”

44 Why not seek to realise it?” said Mrs, Tracey, in reply.
44 How ? whem> t”
41 There are thousands of persons in the world whose desires

are as ardent, whose souls are as exacting as yours.”
44 You comprehend me, then 7” said the young man, with a

beaming countenance. 44 You have dreamed, like me, of a life

which should be love. Ah ! pardon me,” he continued, aa Mrs.

Tracey withdrew her eyes from his fiery glance, a*id turned her

face aside covered with blushes

—

44 pardon me, if I have torn

away the veil from your heart.”

Mrs. Tracey recovered herself instantly, and replied with calm-

ness :

44 The question is not of me, or of my feelings.”

At that moment the door of the
f
library was opened by a ser-

servant.
“ Well, Thomas?”
44 A gentleman at the door wishes to see Mr. Alfred

Tracey.”
44 Fred Willoughby, for a pound,” said the young man, rising

and Addressing Mrs. Tracey. 44 Last evening I made a partial

engagement to spend the morning with him, but I did not expect

him in such disagreeable weather.”

Alfred Tracey bowed, respectfully, and withdrew to join his

visiter in the ball.

44 So Willoughby, after a night’s sleep, you are still determined

to seek revenge on our southern friends.”

44 Yon make shrewd guesses, Alfred,” replied Frederick Wil-

loughby.
44 The announcement of your name recalled at once the chal-

lenge of Captain Harcourt. Though bat little of a Yankee, I

guessed, instantly, that you had armed yourself for the contest

like a knight of true yrflor.”

44 You are right,” said Willoughby, laughing

;

44 and now to the

field.”

The young men left Owen Tracey’s residence, arm in arm.

Their promenade was by no means agreeable. A chilly, north-

east wind had commenced blowing during the night, and the air

was filled with a thick, drizzling mist that defied the proleetion

of umbrellas. The pavements were wet and muddy. Every

thing looked uncomfortable—tbe streets, the shops, the straggling

pedestrians ;
the cabs and omnibuses with their lean, plodding

horses and sulky drivers : even the gilt-lettered sign-boards, and
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the magnificent plate-glass windows, had a dull, heavy, unattrac-

tive appearance.

At the distance of about a quarter of a mile from the corner of

Third street and Broadway stands a handsome three story brick

building devoted to the mysterious rites of the sporting gentry.

Alfred Tracey and hiscompanion entered the club-house without

ringing, and passed up stairs to a large room in the second story.

The apartment was richly furnished. The floor was covered

with a three-ply Brussels carpet of an elegant pattern. Half a

dozen large mirrors, with carved gilt frames, and as many fine

oil paintings by celebrated masters, were suspended from the

walls. The chairs and sofas were of mahogany, stuffed withu*

mohair. Beneath a parting of the Graces, by an Italian master,

stood a magnificent sideboard, nine or ten feet in length.

Upon this sideboard an excellent lunch was hospitably provided

for morning visi,(ers. There were several dishes of meat and
poultry, pineapple cheese, Bologna sausages, soda crackers, fresh

rolls, and two or three varieties of fruit Decanters of brandy,

gin and other liquors ; bottles of Sherry and Madeira
;
pitchers

of iced water and empty glasses, were ranged behind the more
solid refreshments.

Tracey and his companion partook slightly of the lunch and

then advanced toward a small group at the upper end of the room.

Eight or ten well-dressed persons, of gentlemanly appearance,

were assembled round a Faro table and were betting heavily

against the bank. The table itself was constructed of mahogany,

in a finished style of workmanship. All its appurtenances were

elegant and costly. The counters were of ivory, beautifully co-

lored and stamped with figures to determine their representative

value.

Their appearance was greeted with a slight nod of recognition

by several of the players. Chairs were offered them, but they

remained standing in the vicinity of the table. While thus en-

gaged in watching the events of the game a small spare man in

the dress of a waiter approached them. He wore green goggles,

and spoke with a peculiar, indescribable drawl

:

44 Colonel Harcourt and Mr. Orme are playing at cribbage in

the card room.” *

“ We’ll join them, at once,” said Alfred Tracey, turning to his

companion.

The young men left the apartment and proceeded up another

flight of stairs to a room in the third story. Upon entering the

door they beheld two persons seated on opposite sides of a ma-

hogany card table, with a cribbage board lying between them.

The players threw down their cards as the young men appeared,

•and rose to exchange salutations.
44 Upon toy word, I am glad yon have come,” said one of the

players, a tall, gentlemanly personage, with prepossessing fea-

tures, black glossy whiskers, and a long curling moustache. 44
1

am no match for Harry, this morning, at cribbage.”
44 Your favorite, fortune, has jilted you, Captaio,” replied Hen-

ry Orme, with a low chuckle. The speaker was a short, thick-

set man, with an ill-favored countenance and a decided squint

of the eyes.
44 Not a biUof it, Harry ; only a little caprice of her’s,” rejoin-

ed the Captain : “ but I’ll give up the game to you. What a

deuced disagreeable day,” he continued, addressing Alfred Tra-

cey.
44 Yes,” said the young man, promenade in Broadway, at

present, is as bad as a run of ill-luck.”

41 Do you thihk so ?” remarked
j
the Captain, with a keen,

searching glance; 44 we’ll test your philosophy this morning.

Waiter!”

The man who had accosted Tracey and Willoughby,- in the

lower apartment, presented himself.
44 Ha ! a new face,” continued Colonel Harcourt. 44 What is

youf name, waiter ?”

44 Jatoes, sir.”

44 Well, James; arrange the table properly, and bring new
cards.”

The waiter obeyed the orders of the Captain promptly and
quietly.

The gentlemen seated themselves around the table, and Henry
Orme commenced shuffling the cards.

44 Now, James—a thimbleful of brandy and water to stiffen my

nerves,” said Captain Harcourt. “Tracey—Willoughby—I would
recommend it to you, as a specific against cold and rheumatism.
Deal, Harry. They tell me the racing was splendid, yesterday,

on the island. I promised Colonel Johnson, positively, that I

would be there ; but I was obliged to disappoint him. He will

lecture me with a vengeance, for he always keeps an engagement
himself, and he expects it in others. He is a devilish good fel-

low,' Harry.”
44 The best man south of Mason and Dixon’s,” replied Henry

Orme.

Captain Harcourt’s loquacity soon gave way before the inter-

est excited by the events of the game. There was little conver-

sation between the parties except in the technical language of

play. At regular intervals of about half an hour, the waiter en-

tered the apartment to ascertain if his services were required.

Although seeming to take no interest whatever in the game, he
sometimes lingered near the players, fascinated, as it were, by
the heaps of gold and bank notes lying before them.

During an hour or two the scales of fortuue were almost even-

ly balanced ; but, at length, Frederick Willoughby began to lose

heavily. His prudence deserted him amid his reverses. As he
continued to lbse, he bet more and more freely.

It happened at length that a spiritecf contest arose between

Captain Harcourt and Willoughb/. The amount of money upon
the table was already considerable when Willoughby threw down
a bank note, remarking quietly

: ^
“ Oue hundred more.”
44 Two hundred better,” was the response of Captain Harcourt.

The young man looked hastily at his cards and laying them

upon the table, with the pictures ddWnward, drew a small wal •

let from his coat pocket. He took out several bank notes and

flung them carelessly upon the pile in the centre of the table.
' 44 Five hundred more.”

44 You bet largely upon three lings, Mr. Willoughby,” inter-

posed the waiter, with his peculiar drawl.

The players turned their faces toward the speaker in wonder
and astonishment, and Wjtfoughby exclaimed, somewhat angrily

:

44 What does this -menu ?” • <

44 It means, sir,” said the man, respectfully, 44 that you might

lay your cards with the pictures up with as much propriety as to

spread them before you iu thatvnanner. You are playing with

advantage cards.”

44 Advantage cards ?” said Willoughby, inquiringly.

44 Certainly, sir,” replied the waiter, with a quick motion, seiz-

ing the pack of cards, opon the table, and running them off r ap

idly, with the faces downward. 44 Turn the cards after me, Mr.

Willoughby : six of hearts—queen of diamonds—four of clubs—

nine of clubs—ace of spades.”

Thus be run through the pack, Frederick Willonghby follow-

ing his movements with awakened curiosity and kindling sus-

picious. The countenances of the other players revealed the

most contradictory emotions.
44 Why have you furnished a party of gentlemen with such

cards as these V* demanded Willoughby, with dignity.

44
1 did not furnish ihem.”

44 Who then ?” * %
44 Perhaps Captain Harcourt can -explain,” said the man, with

an emphatic drawl.
*• Liar and puppy !” shouted Captain Harcourt, his eyes flash-

ing angrily :
44 where is your master, fellow ?”

The waiter quietly removed the green goggles from his eyes,

and gazed npon the speaker with an expression of hatred and

contempt.
44 Jim Fogle !” muttered Captain Harcourt.

The man smiled,, and turning to Frederick Willonghby and

Alfred Tracey, remarked: 44 Young gentlemen, you have been

deceived in yonr associates
;
permit me to introduce to you Cap*

tain Harcourt, alias John Harker, alias Black Jack, and Mr.

Henry Orme, abas squint-eyed Harry—gentlemen well known

to our fraternity.”

Willoughby started to his feet, with a sense of. inexpreaable

contempt and abhorrence. 44 Let U6 be gone Tracey, we are

among cheats.”

The other players rose likewise from the table. The detected

swindlers vainly strove to brave the ’exposure.
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“The man is a liar,” Captain Harcourt attempted to say.

“Captain—Harry—give it up,” said Jim Fogle, quietly. 44
It’s

no go. Did I not promise you, last December, when you served

me that shabby trick with Sam Stevens, that I would be even

with you? Noise and bluster is useless, here. Don't I know

that you are a couple of as arrant cowards as draw breath in the

oity ! I have had my revenge, and am willing to say quits :

—

quits shall it be ?” inquired Fogle, with a sneer.

Either from policy or fear, the men made no reply.

In the meantime, Frederick Willoughby 'was moving toward

the door followed by his companion Tracey, who was earnestly

remonstrating with him.

“I will go, Alfred,” said Willoughby, with determination.

“ Not till they have disgorged.”
44 They are cheats, common swindlers,” said the other ;

44 I will

have nothing to do with
1

them.”
44 Go, then,” exclaimed Alfred Tracey, 44 and leave me to deal

with them. They shall disgorge the money they have won
from us, and account for their letters of introduction to me, or I

will hand them over to (he police.”

44 As you please, Tracey”
Frederick Willoughby left the bouse with a firm resolution

never to expose himself a second time to so mortifying an ad-

venture. His feelings toward Alfred Tracey were inseosibly

Effected by the scene which had occurred. Through his agency,

however innocent he might be, he,bad consorted, during a portion

of two days, with swindlers and cheats.

The drizzling rain had entirely ceased, though the sky was
still dark and cloudy. TheJoung man did not proceed directly

homeward. In the coarse of a somewbaj; circuitous walk he at

length discovered that he was traversing Orange street. Glan-

cing at the stoop of an old w<rtden building, which he was ap-

proaching, he perceived in thexfooj-way the person of Mr. Joshua
Grayson, a respectable and wealthy resident of his own neigh-

borhood. % m

Willoughby bowed, and passqd on.
'

®namal><trB.
^

MY CHILDHOOD’S HOME.
,

IT{Mi birth-place, I greet thee ! Thy rocks and thy. wildwood,
Thy hills .and thy vallies, and silvery streams

;

The groves and the meadows, where oft in my childhood,

I rambled in play, and still wander in dreams.

The place where that charm , the loved name of 44 my’ mother,”
First raptured my soul, and still binds with its spell

;

Though, steeping >n dust, the wide world has no other,

Which shields from the wiles of the Tempter so well.

Where first with my satchel £nd books, I tripped lightly

To school—though I sometimes a truaot^vopld roam, *

Half the day on the banks of jhe brook, Which so brightly

Flowed murmuring on 'twjn the school-house and home.

On thy banks, purling stream, bloomed a lovely wild-flower, -

More radiant than Love on the bosom of Truth

;

Whose beauty I worshipped full many an hour,

Nor dreamed aught so heavenly could fade iu its youth.

On those banks I’ve sat down, sad, silent and lonely,

As the son’s setting rays faintly fell on the stream
;

And wept for the absent and dead, and could only

In agony wish it were all but a dream.

Flow on, gentle stream, to yon beautiful river,

And thou, Old Potomac, roll on to the sea;

But changes of time, nor of place can e’er sever,

These joys which my childhood has woven with thee.

Aye, I love thee, blest spot, thou art dearer that ever.

For the joys ofmy youth, for my sorrows more dear;

And whpre’er be my home, I will part from thee never,

Without heaving a sigh, without shedding a tear.

Georgetown, D. C., August 1846. LUOF.

THE UNFAITHFUL
BY MBS. M. L. GABDINEB.

Hk stood beside the altar,

A bold and manly one

;

And said, with voice unwavering
“ I’m thine, and thine alone

;

Thine, in the hour of sunshine,

Thine, in the stormy day,

Nor all of earth shall tempt me
From thy bosom, love, away.”

Awhile he gax’d with rapture,

And drank each winning smile,

No other for a moment,

Had power to beguile.

Swiftly the rapid hours,

Whirl by on meteor wings

;

Bright bloom the blushing flowers,

The pet-bird sweetly sings.

All, all around is joyous*

His happy soul is fuU,

As to his beating bosom,

He clasps the beautifuL

Dark, dark, is now the mansion

Where erst was mirth and song;

Where music held its orgies

And roU’d its notes along.

But darker is the bosom

Of that young laughlDg one,

Who at the lighted altar,

He fondly called liis own.

Sag Harbor, L. I., 1846.

Rent is her heart with sighing,

Her bosom fill’d with griaf,

Her pulses daily dying ;

For her, there’s no relief.

No pleasure in the sun-shine,

Nor in the landscape green,

When shades of evening lingering

Give rapture ts the scene.

Another—oh—another

—

His heart has lured away

!

The wine cup? No. A deadlier-

Earth’sfiercest bird of prey.

Woman
,
with artful treachery,

His heart has drawn aside,

And triumph’d in her infamy

O’er his young trusting bride.

He bows unto another,

E’en to a wanton’s charms;

The accursed of all others,

Has wooed him to her arms!

Accursed? Yes. Accursed!

If heaven has in store,

One punishment above the rest,.

One pang of horror more,

Sure it must fall upon him,

A virtuous wife, who leaves;

And tenfold on the Demon,

Who lures, and then deceives.

Varieties.

“ Sam, I’se been a wictim of youthful indiscretion
;
and been

treated wid coutemptible meanness.”
“ What you mean by ‘ contemptible meanness ?’ ’Splain, nig-

ger
;
you’s too larued, dare, for dia child.”

“ Well, dis is what / call ‘ contemptible meanness.’ S’pose I

lent you twenty dolljirs
”

“ Well.”
44 And you was to invite me to ependtwo or tree days wid you

on a friendly visit
”

44 Yes.”
44 And den when I axed you to fork ober de money I lent

you ”

“ Well, go on, ifyou please.”
44 You’d send me in a bill for board, for ’most twice as much an

I lent you, to get clear of paying it
”

*
44 Zactly.”
44 Den dat is what I means when I says 4 contemptible mean-

ness ;’ for de nigger dat would do dat Bame ting, am toerry con-
temptible, and ain’t fit to associate wid decent niggers.”

Glen Cove.

Precocity.—A gentleman, a friend of ours, blessed with a
44 forward child,” was heeding the command of Solomon, the
other day, by applying the rod to the lad’s legs quite smartly,

In the midst of the switching, the little fellow looked into his

chastiser’s face and said, in a firm tone :

44 Father, you’ve licked me enough !”

44 Not quite, 1 guess. Will you ao ao^ gain ?” said the dutiful

parent, plying the birch till the youinBed lustily.
44 No,” said the boy, pulling up bis wowsers and looking at hie

tingling legs ;

44 but if you’ve 0ft through licking, though, just

fetch on some rags.”—[Oasis.

Newspapers.—A newspaper taken in a family seems to shed

a^leam of intelligence around. It gives the children a taste for

reading; it communicates all the important events in the busy
world ; it is a never failing source ot amusement, and furnishes

a fund of instruction which will never be exhausted. ,Every
family, however poor, if they wish to hold a {>lace in the rant

of intelligent beings, should take at least one newspaper. And
tbe man who, possessed of property sufficient to make himself

easy for life, surrounded by children eager for knowledge, is

instigated by the vile spirit of cupidity, ana neglects to subscribe

to a newspaper, is deficient in the duties of a parent or a good

citizen, and is deserving of tbe censure of his intelligent neigh-

bors.

A preacher being requested to perform the last sad office for a

young woman at the point of death, pressed her to believe that

flesh and blood could not enter the kingdom of heaven. a<
l am

safe,” said she, 44
I am nothing but skin and bone.”
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Choice Btlettiona.

THE GOLDEN AGE IS COMING YET.

Bards in praise of Golden Ages

Long hare rang in lofty rhyme^

Bat, except in their own pages,

Never was there sach a time:

The fera they so much regret,

The Golden Age is coming yet

!

Iron, iron, iron only,

All the ages ttet have been,

Barren were they, bleak, and lonely,

Here and there a flower between—
With blood and tears they all were wet,

The Golden Age is ooming yet,

By the lofty aims we cherish,

By the hope that never dies,

Error’s legions soon shall perish,

Liberty and Truth arise

—

A pair on earth that never met,

The Golden Age is coming yet.

Up then, brothers, and be doing,

Ev’ry effort brings it on,

And the humblest—truth pursuing

—

From its pathway lifts a stone.

Love then, and labor, do not fret

;

The Golden Age is coming yet.

tJcrrold’s Mag. for Aug.

A GHOST STORY.
The following, from Ainsworth’s Magazine for July, 1846, is

a passage in ghost-ology which rather puzzles our poor brain.

—

We do not readily see how it is to be explained, on philosophical

grounds, so as to dispose of the dog, and account for the extreme

terror with which he was affected. The fact that the apparition

was seen by the dog as well as the master, is pretty good proof

that it was not an optical illusion, or the effect of a diseased or

excited imagination. There was manifestly some sort of “ visi-

bility and the supposition that it was inflammable gas or vapor,

does not seem to meet the case

:

In the year 1817, a young woman, named Shepherd, was one
evening returning from the little market-town of Mansfield, situ-

ated in the heart of the ancient boundary of Sherwood forest,

when, having arrived at a lonely part of the road, near a place
called Rainworth-water, she was overtaken by a trapping sci6-

Bors-maker from Sheffield, named Rotherham, who beat out her
brains with a hedge-stake, and robbed her corpse of everything
he thought worth carrying away. He was subsequently execu-

ted at Nottingham for the murder; but during his confinement
he stated that the intention to kill her rushed into his mind in-

stantaneously : he had never thought of either murder or robbery
before, and he felt as an irresistible impulse that he must put her
to death, whatever might be the consequences. The case of the

poor girl, however, excited much commiseration ; and, accord-

ing to the taste of the times, a stone monument, with au iron

plate attached, stating the circumstances of her death, was erected

oy the road-side, upon the spot where the mnrder took place.

It might be four or five years after this horrible event, that one
night a few respectable gentlemen of Mansfield were seated in

the parlor of one of the principal inns of that town, aud between
the hours of nine and ten o’clock. Suddenly, an acquaintance,
who hqd been to Nottingham on horseback that day, and had
jnst returned, entered the room in a somewhat hurried manner,
and requested two of the individuals present to retire with him
for a few minutes into another room. When there, he told them
a somewhat strange thing had happened to him on his way
home from Nottingham, and he wished to acquaint them with it

;

though he did not choose to do so before a miscellaneous com-
pany, lest the story should subject him to ridicule and contempt.

“ The fact is,” said he, “ some people in my place would have
said they bad seen a ghost ; but for myself I do not believe in

anything of the kind, though I feel most completely at a loss to

make out or even conjecture what it was 1 did see. The worst^
of it is, however, that I am afraid I have lost my dog, for he was
so dreadfully frightened that he turned again and ran back to-

wards Nottingham as hard as he could put feet to the ground.”
This last circumstance was tl^nore surprising to the narra-

tor’s two hearers, as the dog iu question, which was of the thor-

ough English bull breed, was literally notorious for his amazing
fearlessness and determined courage. He would, on being told,

actually potter a fire out of a grate with his paws, nor cease
while a rod live cinder remained. When tied up to his kennel,
he has been kritan in play to commence rolling about on the
ground a coram<^Hugyn pipkin which held water, until he gra-
dually grew sa>ffl|Kver his amusement, and ended by biting it

to pieoes, and chewing the fragments into mere dust, while he
would also refuse to walk out of the horseway, if he chanced to

be there, even when any vehicle threatened to run over him

;

but instead, the moment a hra^jtopdkdd him he flew straight at

bis nose, and in that manuer^Knned ” the poor animal to the
spot. -

The narrator was aecordingly pressed to detail the circum-
stance at once, which he did as follows

:

" It was rather deep in the dusk of the evening when I was

descending at a leisurely pace the hill on the other side of Rain-
worth-water. Nobody was on the road but myself and a man,
as I took him to be, driving some sheep or cattle, for they looked
whitish at a distance, down the opposite hill, and* meeting me.
As we approached each other, however, I remarked that there
was no n,oise of sheep or cattle, no voicCof a drover, no bal king
of a doe, no sound of feet upon the road, nor any dost blovtn up
from the undisturbed earth. The object, too, which I had mis-
taken for animals of some kind, although much nearer, appeared
quite without definite form—alight, shapeless something, sweep-
ing evenly and silently along the surface of the road, like a little

cloud. The idea of its being anything supernatural did not even
enter my mind ; my first impression being, at the time, that the
whole was a trick got up by some person or other to frighten the
first traveller who. might happen to pass that way ; consequently
I did not change my course up the road, but met and passed close

by the apparition in question. It had the appearance, as nearly
as a comparison may be made, of a sheet spread out on the air

with a light under if. The motion was as even as though it had
been floating on the surface of a river, and clearly enough there
could not be any living creature beneath it. My eyes followed
after it had passed, ana then it was that I saw my dog scouring
away back at the utmost of his speed. I whistled and halloed
to no purpose—he never even turned his head. Meantime the
appearance which had so alarmed him pursued its course stead-

ily down the descent of the road, gradually turned off towards
Shepherd’s Monument, where it stopped, seemed to me as though
it folded itself around the stone as one might have gathered
about a blanket, and in that manner disappeared. I felt no alarm
at the time' of the occurrence, but the more I have reflected

upon all the attendant circumstances, the greater becomes my
embarrassment.”
One of the gentleman present here suggested a walk as far as

the house of the Mansfield carrier, for the purpose of ascertaining

whether, on his return from Nottingham, that same evening, he
had seen anything of the dog. The carrier had just arrived as

the three reached his bouse. He had met the dog about a mile
beyond the spot where this curious circumstance took place, and
had tried to stop him, though idbffectually ; as holf inclined to

imagine, from his wild speed and manner, that be might be in a

rabid state.

Several hours afterwards, or in the course of the night, he re-

turned home of his own accord, but in a state of exhaustion
scarcely to be imagined, as well as otherwise affected, io a man-
ner which clearly proved the extremity of the terror to which
he bad been subjected. The dog recovered, but his courage had
forever fled. Not the least singular point in this story was, that

the horse which the gentleman rode did not at any moment ap-

pear to see anything whatever,
The suggestion has been thrown out that this appearance was

nothing but a common “ wiil-o’-th’-wisp.” ifso, it appeared in a
very uncommon situation, as the forest land is high, sandy, and
dry; though the insurmountable objection to such an interpreta-

tion exists in the fact of no deviation from a steady and solemn
course having taken place in the appearance, from the time of its

being first seen until it became no longer visible ; a thing impos-
sible in the case of a mere inflammable vapor, which the least

current of air will agitate and turn aside ; whereas, in the pres-

ent instance, a horseman rides close past without producing any
other effect than could have been produced upon aaolid body iu

the same situation. Thus, philosophy is again brought to a stand-

still, and the only alternative presents itself either of ground-
lessly objecting to the whole story as fabulous, or of admitting
that the mind does occasionally receive impressions apparently

through the senses, and from external objects, for which human
investigation fails to account.

EXTRAORDINARY ICE CAVERN.
The “ Cave of Yeermallik,” a remarkable natural curiosity, in

Turkistan, has recently been visited and described by Capt.

Rollo Burslem, attached to the British army in Afighanistan, who
made a trip to Khullem and Goree, an amount of which has just

been published in London.
4
‘ Icy caves,” strictly so speaking, are known to phyaicial geo-

graphers as by no means of common occurrence, and the cave in

question is a remarkable specimen of this phenomenon. It is at

the same not less remarkable for its magnitude ; while it becomes
still more curious from accsdeutal and mysterious facts conman,
which accompany abundaut actual relics of humanity and which
we can only compare to the footsteps of tortoises, birds, and other

animals, that have so often been astonished geologists by their

perfection and curious preservation.

Our travellers (Captain Burslem and Lieutenant Stuart of the

Bengal Engineers), were first inrormed of the existence of this

cave by an old mullah, and Shah Pursund Khan, Chief of the

Doaub, did everything in his power to dissu&de them from visit-

ing it. That the cave was the domicile of the evil one, and that
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no one ever returned from it, were the chief arguments used, but

which it may be easily supposed, only served to whet cariosity.

The cave was situated half-way up the mountain-side. The outer

aperture was small and uninteresting. The Uzbegs, however, lit

their torches, and led the way through a narrow passage which

had heen artificially blocked up by enormous stones. Beyond
this first group of skeletons prevented itself. Tradition attributes

the shutting inof those who suffered so miserable a death, to the

followers of Ghenghis Khan, the Tartar Attila, and they were said

to have been seven hundred in number, men, women, aud chil-

dren, of the Huzareh tribe, so that the Dahra massacre lias a pre-

cedent in the heart of Turkistan. A sloping shaft led to a fearful

precipice, down which the descent was effected' upon narrow
ledges by ropes made of turban tied together, and thus ultimately

a vast chamber of unknowu dimensions was reached. Hero
hundreds of human skeletons were strewed aroundr one with
two infants still clasped in its bony arms. Astonishment was,

however, still further increasad by finding the priut of a human
naked foot, and beside it the distinct mark of the pointed heel

of the Affghan boot? Beyond this the party visited au ice cave,

of a magnitude and maguificeuce which surpasses any thing that

has been hitherto described, and in this instdnoe the description

of the iaterior of this wonderful congelation or store of ice, far

below the line of perpetual snow, is materially assisted by an ef-

fective drawing. While examining a variety of other caverns
and galleries which appear to have been numberless, the atten-

tion of the party was was again arrested by the reappearance of

the mysterious naked foot-prints, which had been first seen in

the chamber of skeletons. Captain Burslem took a torch and
determined to trace them as far as he could. The even temper-
ature and stillness of the atmosphere, had left to these tracks a
sharpness of outline which led the gallant captain to imagine that

they were recent impressions, wbeu they might have been eight
hundred years old, or remnants of the time of Ghengis ! At
length the pursuit of the evil one’s footsteps, for that they were
such, the Uzbegs never entertained a doubt, was brought to a
close, by a stone giving way and the captain bein'? tumbled down
a chasm at tbeimmiuent risk of his life. The effect was instan-

taneous, the guides fled sboutirur out “ Shaitau !” aud had it not
been for Sturt’s presence of minU the results must have been fa-

tal. At length, however, the captain was rescued from his peril-

ous position, and the guides were collected together, but the
road back to the ice cave was with difficulty found. The fact of

the existence ef this impression of a foot in the cave was known
to Shah Pnrsund Khan, who had visited it twelve years before,
which rather adds to, than detracts from, the curiosity of the
thing.

The Censorship—Police Outwitted.—There appeared re-
cently a work on Austrian finance, written by one well instruct-
ed in the matter, and whom the government shrewdly suspected
te reside in Prague. As the revelations were very offensive, the
government ordered Herr Mubdt, the head of the police at Prague,
to discover, if possible, the author. All search was vain. He
then received instructions to set out himself for Hamburgh, where
the work was published, and endeavor to wheedle the secret
from Campe, the publisher. Muhdtsetoff: but someone had
been before him, and had warned Campe of his purpose. Campe,
who is a very knowing fellow, played his part to perfection ; suf-

fered himself to be cqjoled, aud at last invited Muhdt to tea, half
promising to tell him the author’s name, under a condition of se-
cresy. At tea, Muhdt was very pressing

; and Campe, at length,
begging him to make po use or his knowledge, confidentially
whispered, “ The author is’Herr Muhdt, the head of the police
in Prague.” Conceive the start and the changing color of Herr
Muhdt! Alarmed lest, perhaps, the author of the work might
have maliciously taken his name—for he had no suspicions of.

Campe,—he earnestly declared himself to be the head of the po
lice. Campe affected astonishment. Muhdt then asked him if

he had many copies of the work on hand ; and on being told there
were still two hundred and fifty, he bought them all. The next
day, Campe called at bis hotel, to ask him whether he would like
any more copies of the work. 44 More !” exclaimed the aston-
ished Muhdt, 44 more! why I thought you told me I bad got them
all ?” 41 Sehr richtig !” .replied Campe, 44

all of the Jirst edition;
but a second is in the press ; of which I cau lot you have as many
copies as you please.”—[For. Quar. Review.

Good Sense or the Italians.—In Italy no game of violeuce is
ever practised; the animated Italian regards a blow, even in
play, as rough and brntal, and, moreover, unwise, seeing that it
inspires ill-will and revenge. Children here are, ana always
have been, educated without blows ; they are, on the contrary,
early taught to regard blows os unworthy of Christians either to
give or receive. In Venice, blows are jestingly styled Oozo te *

detco
t German barley, and the habit of giving aud taking blows

is one of those which have mainly contributed to lower the Ger-
man to the estimation ofslaves in the eyes pf the Romans.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.
Beautiful Flowers! your bloom is bright,

Wherever ye leaf in your own pure light

;

Ye robe the desert, ye deck the glade.

Ye smile in the sunbeam, and purple the shade

;

Ye please the savage, attract the sage,

Shed your sweets o’er youth, and your charms ofcr age

;

Ye are loved by all, yet ye will not stay;

Wherefore so soon do ye perish away ?

Beautiful Flowers! O, tell me now !

Under the leaves of the mulberry bough';

w Or, if not there, let an answer come
With the plundering bee as he hasteth home ;

*•

Or, whisper a word to the fragrant gale,

As it kisses your lip for a balmy tale

;

Hark ! I hear from the roseate bowers,
The honied voice of the queen of flowers.

“Mine is the realm of tho fair and free,

Fragrance aud beauty were made for me;
But light-heeled nymphs have usurp’d my right.

And busied themselves in my bower of light,

And fairies rifle my sweetest flowers,

Of their mellowest hues and their ripest powers ;

And thus, thro’ the wanton wreck they’ve made,
’Tis the brightest of blossoms that soonest fade !”

A Wash for the Teeth.—Chloride of lime, half au ounce;
water, 2 ounces ; agitate well together in a phial for halfan hoar,
filter, and add spirits, 2 ounces, rose or orange-flower water, 1

ounce. This preparation is used deluted with water, by smokexv
and persous having a foul breath. Dr. W. Scott has made public
the remarks which follow; they deserve the particular attention
of the reader. “The best time for cleaning tbe teeth is before
breakfast. The first thing every morning, is to rinse the month
out with cold water ; then gently to pass over the gums (inwardly
aud outwardly) a fine piece of sponge fastened to an ivory handle,
moistened with an equal quantity of tincture of myrrh and rose-
water

;
after which, rub the surface of the teeth with a similar

piece of sponge, moistened with the diluted tincture of myrrh,
as above, with the surface covered with finely-levigated charcoal
of the areca-nut. Then fiuish, by rinsing tbe mouth out again
with cold water. A brush is sufficient for removing any morbid
secretion of the gums that may oollect on the inside and between
the teeth. If this simple treatment be adopted, the person may
be assured that he shall remain free from any frc»h disease of
tbe teeth, and that the carious teeth which mav have existed at

the present time, will be rendered sweet, and the progress of
the disease effectually suspended.”
A person cleaning his teeth with a coarse tooth powder and a

hard brush, does considerable violence to the gums, especially
the edges

; indeed, so much so, that it is very common to rupture
small blood-vessels; in consequence of which, a considerable ir-

ritation is produced, and kept up by the daily use of the brush.
The edges of the gums inflame and tumefy, aud the whole gum
becomes spongy ; and the hair of the brush spreading in different
directions, the gum is separated from the teeth; and thus the
source of nourishment to the teeth, and particularly the external
part (the enamel), is nearly ifnot entirely cutoff ; in consequence
of which the teeth become loose, and in time fall out, ifdisease
do not take place iu their substauce.

Signor Blitz.—The Hartford Times tells us the following

good story of the Signor, which displays his dexterity and good
humor in the most inimitable light. Blitz’sjokes are as harmless
as they are good, and we dare say the clergyman alluded to was
doubtless tiie first to laugh at the one under notice :

—

A clergyman came into the public house where he was stop-

ping, and without knowing the Signor was present, commenced
talking pretty severely against^e trickery. The Signor bore it

very good naturedly, and, stepping up to the clergyman, ex-

pressed his opinion that such language came with an ill grace

from one who Had a pack of cards in a is pocket; and who had
probably come there for the purpose of gambling ! This charge
was received with great surprise by the gentlemen preaeut

;

and the parson was in a towering passion at the insinuation.

The Signor reiterated his charge, ana agreed to prove it The cler-

gyman defied his examination, but lo and behold 4—he pretended
to take from the parson’s bosom, a pack of cards ! another pack
was found in his hat and a box of dice in his coat pocket! If

he had been caught with a sheep in his pocket, he could not

have been more surprised ; aud joining in the general laugh, he
evinced a determination to be out of the Signor's company as

soon as possible.

44 A man can’t help what is done behind his hack,” as the loafer

said when he was kicked out ofdoors.
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tit ©ffc§i® ruae,
K Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them.”

REV. A. O. L. ARNOLD, P.H.P., EDITOR.

NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, SEPT. 5, 1846.

LETTERS FROM THE EDIT0R.-N0. X.

^ ^ „ Clsveland, Ohio, Aug. 29, 1W6.
0X4& Goldin Ruli:

Oar last communicatioiF left as in Detroit, the pleasant and
handsome capital of Michigan, where the ladies are so celebrated
for their beauty and distinguished manners, and the gentlemen
for their qnterprize, intelligence, and elegant deportment.

Detroit is a place of some considerable age, and, therefore,

pleased us much more than many of those newer towns, where
society is a chaos, *• without form and void.’* It is not, however,
a great city—it contains, indeed, but a few thousand people

—

yet its influence is considerable, and makes itself felt iu all the
western country. The solid and extensive ware-houses, receiv-

ing, holding, or discharging their treasures, indicate thriftiness,

and a taste and capacity for business; and*the numerous and ex-
tensive churches, and beautiful gardens, and elegant private

dwellings, show that the citizens are disposed to blend religion

and poetry with the more material pursuits of life. The people
of Detroit are enthusiastic, capable of feeling profoundly, and of
acting energetically and sublimely. They are also a positive

people, and constitutionally secure from the vice of scepticism

;

for their faith in the invisible is prodigiously intense, as is

singularly evinced by their speculations in copper stock ! At
this time they are remarkably excited on this topic. Little else

is thought of. We were shown some very fine specimens of
the ore, brought from Lake Superior, and have no donbt all that
region is rich in the metal.

Odd Fellowship in Detroit is in the hands, and under the con-
trol of those who know how to make it respected. The mem-
bers of the Order are amcng the first citizens of the town, and
never do things by halves. In any enterprise, they work with
energy and ardor. We were happy of the opportunity to make
their acquaintance, and to create bonds of communion between
ns, which will not soon be broken. But there is a kind of Odd
Fellowship which prevails extensively

#in Detroit, that does not
please us, and the ladies, especially, so well. P. G. Master
Kellogg, G. Sec. Baxter, David Smart, and Gordon Williams,
Esqs., and a host of other gootemd worthy Odd Fellows, are,
we are sorry to say, bachelors

!

jRiis vice should never be en-
couraged by us, but as it is beyond our jurisdiction, we can only
prefer the charges, and then turn them over to the ladies for
trial, conviction, and punishment ! The new Hall is going to
make a fine show, and be a Temple of which the Order may be
proud.

Pontiac, twenty-five miles north from Detroit, is one of the
pleasantest towns in Michigan. It has between two and three
thousand inhabitants, and is a place of considerable business.
The people are energetic and active. Their enterprize is seen
«n every thing they touch—in Odd Fellowship, as in all else.
Pontiac has one of the finest Lodges in the State. The brethren
Ve a jioble company of men.

The surrounding country is delightful, and affords many beau-

tiful drives—one of tEem, to tfie Orchard Lake, is most cha
On the bosom of this lake is a sweet little island, which, if we
were obliged to live in Michigan, we would choose for a home.
It is an enchanting spot, a place for fairies to dwell in, as no
doubt they do, at times. For ‘t&K pleasure of seeing Orchard
Lake, we are indebted to O. A. flmitbf Esq., to whom we are
under obligations also for other favors.

We also made a flying visit to Adrian. This town lies in the
southern portion of the State, and is a very interesting place. It

is pleasantly situated, and is rapidly growing. In point of busi-

ness, it is already, it is said, second only to Detroit. We noticed
Bome very elegant private residences, and very good public
buildings.

Odd Fellowship in Adrian, as every where else in Michigan,
is in tbe hands of the most reputable part of community. There
is a large and flourishing Lodge, which is not behind any in the

world. Unfortunately there are many restless, suspicious people,

and some disappointed politicians in and around Adrian, who
pretend to oppose the Order on political grounds. They have
already organized Anti-Odd Fellow societies, for political pur*
poses, but they will find that their efforts will be fruitless. The
brethren pursue a very judicious course ; they do and say nothing.

At tbe approaching Stale election no Odd Fellow will allow

himself to be a candidate for any office, and, of course, the fire

having no fuel, will cease, to burn.

From Detroit we went to Toledo, where wa enjoyed the

privilege, for -the first time,- of treading upon the soil of Ohio.

Toledo is not a very beautiful place ; to us it seemed rather deso-

late. It is said to be unhealthy. It caunot fail, however, to be-

come a great and important city. It is situated not many miles

from the mouth of the Maumee, and with its two canals which,

like two enormous armer spread cut over Ohio and Indiana, it

draws to its store bouses half the produce of these States. It

mast prosper.

We met there a large number of brethren, with whom we
spent several pleasant boars. The Lodge is flourishing, and the

members are all gentlemen of the highest respectability. We
wanted to spend more time with them ; but as our health was
already much impaired, and Toledo bad the reputation of being

sickly, we resolved to embrace the first opportunity to escape.

Consequently we embarked on the De Witt Clinton, the first

boat that offered, and the poorest, with the exception of the

Cleveland, perhaps—that can be found on the lakes. We touched,

at Sandusky City, bat did not remain long enough to see much
of the place. A Lodge of Odd Fellows has just been instituted

there, which promises to do well.

On Thursday evening, 20th inst., arrived at Cleveland, and took

rooms at the Franklin House, which has excellent accommoda-
tions for travellers. Of all the cities, towns and villages, we have

seen at the West, this is decidedly one of the handsomest. Some
of the avenues and streets, those especially which open upon the

lake, are exceedingly beantiful. It has from ten to twelve thou-

sand inhabitants, and business in proportion. Take it all in all,

we do not know where to find a much more pleasant place than

Cleveland. It has good churches, good schools, good society,

and all that is requisite to make life beautiful and happy. We
find here many friends and Odd Fellows.

On Monday the 24th, we took a seat in the stage, and rode

down into the interior of Ohio as far as Akron, and returned to

this city again on Thursday. The road, although uneven, was
not disagreeably so, and most of tbe country through which we
passed, seemed to be productive to an extraordinary degree.

Fruits we saw of almost every variety, aitd in great abundance.

Of peaches, melons, plupas, and apples, there appeared to be

an inexhaustible supply. Akron is a large and prosperous town,

aud tbe village, like Rome, reposes upon seven hills. Middle-

bury and Cuyahoga Falls are also pleasant villages, and each of

these three places has a fiue Lodge-room and an excellent Lodge.

We spent a few days with them very agreeably.

We shall leave to-day for Buffalo, and soon will have com-
pleted tbe circle of our pilgrimage, a pilgrimage which has

afforded us much enjoyment and pleasure.

As this is the last of the series of letters from tbe West, we
embrace this opportunity, dear Golden Rule, to tender through

you, our unfeigned aud heartfelt thanks to the kind friends we
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154 THE GOLDEN RULE.
have met in our progress, aud who have afforded us instruction

and pleasure, and sometimes efficient service. Bear to them our

affectionate regards, and our fraternal benediction. Adieu.

ODD THOUGHTS AT ODD MOMENTS—NO. IV.

BT MBS. E. M. SEYMOUH.

44 We command you to visit the Sick ; Bury the Dead
;
Relieve the Dis-

tressed, and educate the Orphan.”

I commenced, a long time ago, dear reader, to note down, at

odd momenta, a few thoughts upon the above admirable com-
mand, and it has not been because my theme or ideas were ex-

hausted, that I have not continued them. My theme is an inex-

haustible one, and my ideas, though rather “ odd” at times, must

be meagre and stinted indeed if on such a subject they were so

soon to find a limit. Nor hast thou t^en forgotten ; but new
thoughts and associations have so engrossed my mind, that thou

hast been neglected.

' To the green hills, and sweet villages of loved New England,

I have bidden adieu. To the dear friends of my childhood and

youth 1 have said farewell, but not to the thousand fond remem-
brances that cling around my heart. Enshrined within its inner

sanctuary, fed by the flame of undying thought, burns the memo-

17 and the love of those who, with me, formed that joyous circle

where care was ever a stranger, and joy triumphed in every

heart. Happy childhood ! it knows not its destiny or its doom.

That band is broken ; one by one have its links been severed,

and we would not, if we could, again unite them here, but would
listen to the calls of angel forms above to meet them in a purer,

brighter world, where friendship and love will be eternal.

A new home, new friends with their kind and endearing words,

new interests and associations, have divided my time with

thoughts of the past, and given me but little leisure to devote to

a subject which should lay claim to higher talent and choicer

thought than is mine to give.

A noble band, bound together by ties enduring as the undying

spirit, bearing upon their standard the words of the Blessed Sa-

viour—with the All-seeing Eye resting upon them, the ark of

the covenaut in their midst, and followed by the blessings and

smiles of an innumerable multitude whose tears they have dried,

and whose hearts they have cheered—needs no champion to de-

fend their principles, or assert their claims ; still less, one whose

voice can be but an unheard whisper among the plaudits of those

whose names are sealed with remembrance, and whose words

burn upon the living page.

A stranger to their mystic symbols, and shut out from their in-

ner temple, I have yet seen the light which illumines them,

stream forth amid surrounding darkness, and diffuse itself amid

a suffering world. I have seen them come forth laden with the

rich offerings of love and charity, and I could not withhold my
humble meed of praise to thosh who, down-troddeu and perse-

cuted, have still increased, and will increase, until their number
shall be greater than their enendes, and they shall inherit the

earth.

You have been with me, dear reader, and seen them 44 visit the

lek,” and have felt when you saw the grateful glance of the suf-

ferer turned upon those who thus sacrificed their own comfort,

to minister to that of others, that this alone should redeem them
from the voice of calumny

; and when patient watching and
ceaseless care had done all for the sufferer now called home, you
have seen them 44 bury the dead” in a spirit of kindness and sym-
pathy that was heart-cheering to the surviving friends. But their

mission was not yet ended ; from the grave of the husband and
father, comes the wail of the widow, and the cry of her helpless

orphans
; and their cry enters not unheeded the ear of those who

are ever ready to 44 relieve the distressed,” and 44 educate the or-

phan.”

There is so much that is beautiful in the world
; so much of

joy and gladness ; so much to dazzle the eyes and blind the heart,

that those who have not themselves tasted the cup of affliction,

or been necessary witnesses to the woes of others, are apt to for-

get that there is so much of suffering, and agony, and woe.

They forget that the same air which wafts to them nought but

delicious sweets, is burdened with the sighs aud sobs of the 6or~

row-stricken, the houseless, homeless, friendless cfnes.

They to whom God has given and continued happy homes,
kind friends, and all tho comforts and endearments of life, too

often forget that the poor children of want and misery, upon
whom they cast the glance of pride, and the look of cold, wither*

ing contempt, are formed in the same image as themselves, sub*

ject to the same feelings and desires, and as much under the eye
and guidance of their Heavenly Father who placed them here,

perchance, to 6ave the world from that utter desolation which
would come upon it, if there were nought to redeem the heart

from perfect selfishness by moving it to gentle pity and sweet

charity.

Who can measure the blessed influences of the many benevo-
lent and charitable institutions, upon the heart of man, aye, upon
the heart of the world ; they are the life-preservers of both, and
that heart which steels itseli against the cries of the unfortunate

and distressed, will become an Iceland of frosts and desolation.

Let no one think that he enriches himself by withholding from
the needy ; he not only impoverished! his own purse, bat filches

from bis own heart, a mine richer than of gold and silver.

44 Relieve the distressed,”—that is the grand feature of Odd
Fellowship, this its object and its aim; it is this feature which
commends the institution to the heart of benevolence and phi-

lanthropy, and it is the strict falfilln^nt of this duty which will

perpetuate it in its purity. Noble Brotherhood! let not tho
brightrsunshiue that is now beaming upon you make you forget

your duty, or your vows. Better that the dark cloud should

still enwrap you, and you light your own pathway by your deeds
of love ; for as surely as thou lettest a needy brother go uucared

for, or hearkenest not to the cry of suffering, or wipest not th&
falling tear, or heedest not the cry of the fatherless, so surely,

shall the lamp of thy prosperity be taken from thee, and thou,

sbalt become a.derision to them that look upon thee.

The principles of Odd Fellowship are eternal, and if every

member of this institution would prove true to them, what a
vast amount of good might be accomplished by its rapidly in-

creasing numbers, and while your Suty calls you first to relievo

your own brethren, a duty which should never be neglected,

let no feeling of selfishness or contracted benevolence, induce

you to neglect those who are perhaps, necessarily, without the

pale of your institution; nor call those only needy, who are sick,

or suffering from absolute want. There are thousands of men
in the world, and in your very midst, generous, self-sacrificing

spirits, struggling with poverty and adverse circumstances, who
would give their last penny for the relief of others, yet whose

natural delicacy and independent spirit shrinks from relating

their own trials and necessities. If there is on earth an object

worthy of esteem and assistance, (I will not call it charity,) it i*

a man or woman struggling with a noble spirit against poverty,

misfortune, and every untoward circumstance, to maintain them-

selves and their families in a respectable position in society, or

to save a brother or friend from the cold charity of an unfeeling

world ;
and yet these persons pass on, unnoticed, and unheeded

by the world, save by 44 the spurns which patient merit of the

unworthy takes.” There are many such men among you, and

they are often your most efficient members in devising plana for

the relief of others, and*for the prosperity of your institution.

Look them up, encourage them, shed the light of happiness

around their homes, and the st^hine of love into their hearts.

Show yourselves 44 brothers’indeed; 44 not after the world’s

fashion, but brothers of the heart.”

There is a manner , too, of giving assistance, which renders

the aid doubly valuable and acceptable ; the manner in which,

charity is sometimes bestowed, is an insult to the feelings,,

harder to bear than poverty itself. Seek uot the praise of men^
nor publish your own deeds ; is not the consciousness that you
have relieved a suffering brother a sufficient reward ? is not the

blessing which flows back upon your own soul, a sufficient

recompense ?

44 Protect the Orphan.” Follow tho example of him who said

*
4 Suffer little children to come unto me, and forbid them not, for

0/ such is the kingdom of Heaven;” take them to your hearts

and bless them. The innocence aud helplessness of childhood

appeal to the warmest feelings of our nature.
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The noble design suggested by one of your members, to estab-

lish an institution for the education of orphans, is worthy a noble

mind and heart. Whether this plan be practicable or not, surely

each Lodge might easily educate its own destitute orphans; and

surely there could be no better investment of funds, nor no

better way to perpetuate your noble institution. Its principles

would then be engraven on immortal mind; its light would

shine out from the glorious intellect ; its truth would be stamped

upon a living soul.

It is no unworthy object, to take’ your helpless orphans by the

hand, to watch over them with parental care ; to keep them

from the thousand snares of youth, and the alluring temptations

which ruin so many souls ; to lead them in the paths of virtue

;

to instil into their hearts the divine principles of the Bible ; to

open to them the gates of knowledge, and give them a pass-port

to its inner temple : to make them men worthy their name and

your principles.

Let riot the shame of violating your principles and your obli-

gations ever come upon you ; let a noble and heart-renewing

influence emenate from your institution that shall be felt through

the world ; let no sable thread blend with its golden frame-work

;

let corruption find no resting place for her foot, and ruin and

decay forbear to sully its immaculate purity
; let your Golden

Motto be stamped upon every heart, and shine out in every

action: then there will be^o need to command you to 44 visit

the sick, bury the dead, relieve the distressed, and educate the

orphan,” for Friendship shall then unite all hearts, Love shall

strengthen the chain, and Truth shall bind them in au eternal

Brotherhood.

Stbacusb, August, 1846.

A WARNING DREAM.
’Tia now 44 high twelve.” For three long hours my taper has

been wasting its mellow light upon the whitened ceiling of my
chamber ; and I have watched and nodded o’er i ts flickering

blaze, as stupidly as though 'twould last forever. But, gentle

reader, hold
!
perhaps, meanwhile, I have been dreaming. *

* # * * # Somewhere I’ve

wandered in this sublunary sphere, peopled with souls formed

in their Maker’s image, and viewed a superstructure vast in de-

sign, and elegant as vast ; its corners resting seemingly as firm

upon its base of Friendship, Love and Truth, as though an archi-

tect Divine bad reared the fabric.

Upon a proud pre-eminence it stood. Without its portals, Vir-

tue, attired in robes of spotless white, had placed herself as if to

guard the entrance, while on a banner, o’er her, this inscription

floated in the breeze

:

44 None but my votaries can enter here.”

The angel-form of Goodness, also near, held, outstretched, this

device

:

44 IN GOD WE TRUST.”

Sweet Charity was there with countenance benign ; and as

the busy, care-worn multitude passed by, she, ever and anon,

with accent sweet, in their behalf, this prayer would utter

:

44 Teach me to feel another’s woe,

To hide the (halts I see

;

That merojr I to others shjw,

That mercy show to me.”

Within the confines of this superstructure I at length sought

ingress. By Virtue’s countersign$nd pass the bolted doors were

opened, and guided by a friendly hand I trod its spacious halls.

Sweet Harmony was there, and as a band of brothers came to

welcome me, the vaulted arches rang melodious as they sang

:

14 Hail ! Stranger, hail ! as Brothers we meet ye,

And welcome ye here, in Friendship and Love ;
-

Let Truth be your guide,—as friends we will greet ye,

Until we are summoned to mansions above.”

As the last echo ceased upon my ear, I saw a group, prostrate

on humble couches, o'er whom the God-like form of pure Be-

nevolence was ministering with tenderest care. The heavy

groan, the heaving sigh, the death-like paleness, marked that

disease had fastened there.

Death frequent came, and as the hell toll’d forth its solemn

knell, the mournful train followed each friend and brother to the

last abode of man—the lonely tomb. And as the earth closed up

the restiug place of those loved ones, the tears of bitterest sor-

row moistened every clod.

I turned, and near me stood the widow and the fatherless. The
weeds of mourning crowned their saddened brows, bat yet Be-

nevolence was there to feed the hungry, the naked clothe, and

educate the orphan. # * # # #

Time roll’d apace. Years flitted by, and then within this no-

ble structure stalked the giarit form of Avarice, disguised. Then
staggering came a frightful demon, just from the gutter’s filth,

but covered o’er with silken robes to hide pollution ’nealh the

folds. Next came the impious fiend Blasphemy, whose very

breath gave forth an odor, foul as the air that floats through

blackest depths in regions of despair. With fiercer stride, lastly,

the monster Discord came, to kindle into flame the jealousies al-

ready formed among that goodly band, and rend the ties that

bound them.

Confusion then began. The votaries of good, in contest fierce,

grappled wjlh fiendish foes, the mastery to maintain. The vault-

ed arches rang with clamorous tumult as the battle furious raged

;

and as the contest heightened, the fabric trembled ; hell triumph-

ed, and it fell ; aid
FRIENDSHIP, LOVE AND TRUTH

lay crushed beneath its cumbrous ruins

!

#*#*##*
Is this a dream ?

Heaven grant the finale may be a dream ! Omedd.
Orange, N. J. August 21, 1848. .

Brooklyn Celebration,—On Wednesday next, the 9th inst..

Lodges No. 50, 66, 94 and 166, in Brooklyn, intend to celebrate

the dedication of their Burial Lots in Greenwood Cemetery with

a public procession, in full regalia, and with appropriate exerci-

ses. Bro. T. B. Thayer will deliver the oration, and D. P. Bar-

nard will deliver the dedicatory address. Several other Lodges
in Brooklyn and New-York will be present on the occasion. The
members of the Lodges will meet at their respective Lodge
rooms at 9 o’clock, A. M. The procession will form at the cor-

ner of Henry and Cranberry streets, Brooklyn, at 10 o’clock, A.

M., and proceed to the Cemetery. Should the weather prove

unfavorable, the exercises will be postponed.

Neptune Lodge, No. 152, at Tompkinsville, Staten Island.

—We havD been shown the plans of a most beautiful Hall

which has recently been erected for the use of this Lodge, and

adapted also to other purposes. Tho building is about 32 by 80

feet, three stories in height, having a large concert or public

room in the second story, and also a room for the Library and

Cabinet of Mineralogy, &c., owned by the 44 Lyceum,” under the

charter of which the building is put up ; also a large and beauti-

ful Lodge-room in the third story, ventilated in an admirable

manner. The building is erected at a cost of $5,000, subscribed

by members of the Lodge, mostly and will be finished by the

first of October. It will be dedicated, with appropriate services,

on or about the 10th of October, for which permission has been

obtained of the Grand Lodge. The brethren at Tompkinsville

are making preparations for a fine celebration, and invitation*

will be given to all neighboring Lodges to join in the ceremo-

nies. The proximity to the city will insure a very large attend-

ance of the Brothers, and a delightful time may be expected.

Grand Lodge op the U. S.—We were in error last week, in

stating that the Annual Session of this R. W. Body was to

be holden on the second Wednesday of the present month.

—

The session convenes on the third Monday. The business of the

G. L. U. S. is transacted in the R. P. D., and any member of the

Order of that degree, who is alse a member of a State Grand

Lodge, and in possession of the Past Official Degrees, may be a

visitor, and witness its proceedings.

The Grand I*odgb meets in adjourned Session, on Tuesday even-

ing, the 8th inst., at the Rooms, National Hall, for the transaction

of business. “

The Grand Encampment meets on Monday evening, 7th inst., la

which time the Annual Session was adjourned.
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LETTER FROM AN EDITORIAL FRIEND.-NO. II.

Valley op thb Delaware, August 13, 1846.

“Dear Golden Rule:”—At the conclusion of my preceding

letter, I had just introduced to you our friend, the Vermont

schoolmaster. After taking off his hat, brushing with his hand

the hair that hung over his forehead, to an almost painful per*

pendicularity, evidently with -the intent of giving dignity and

force to his reading of the astonishingly acute lucubrations of his

brain which be was about to enlighten us with, and turning up the

cuffs of his coat, and stretching out his arms several times, to

ascertain the degree of their suppleness and calculate the space

he might be permitted to occupy in gesticulation, he proceeded

carefully to unfold his roll of slips, and having straightened them

out upon his knees, commenced. The 44 pieces” of our friend

were mainly composed of what somebody had said and done, or

what somebody had heard that what’s-his-name told Brown that

he heard that Jones had said so-and-so, interspersed plentifully

with oaths to strengthen his argument; and all this (gestures in-

cluded) went to prove that nobody had the right to hold certain

lands, and that, therefore, those who were in possession of them

had the best right! We were amused in this manner, for some
time ; and the subject, being of a wonderful sameness in each
44 piece,” we ‘were at last tired of it, and endeavored in vain to

change the subject. But he had mounted bis hobby and we
were compelled to permit him to ride it home ; which he did, at

last. He very much put me in mind of an account I have read

somewhere, of a person who had been unexpectedly elevated

from the beer vat to the dignity of member of Parliament,

who managed to collect together a tissue of the most difficult

words he could find in the dictionary, occupying some two
hundred closely written pages of foolscap, and which he verily

believed was the greatest literary production ever achieved by
mortal man ; this he intended to be his maiden speech in Parlia-

ment, and was confident of astonishing the world by the bril-

liancy and magnitude of his all-grasping, gigantic mind. And in

order that he might, in a small way, observe the probable as-

tounding effect it would have upon the world at large, when
delivered, he would frequently call all his workmen and servants

about him, mount a chair, and compel them to listen to his three

hours’ speech ; and when they evinced fatigue, disgust, or any

painful emotion, the poor fellow foolishly attributed the effect

of it to his speech.

44 Phrenology,” said he, 44
is a mighty science ; it is an all-

powerful help to me in teachin’ school. For instance: I bad

two gals come to me once, sisters, and one of them had calcu-

lation very big, and the other bad none at all; well, I didn’t

trouble myself much about the fust one, for she larnt fast enough
herself; but the other I stuck right down to cyphering, above

every thing else, and she didn’t even then come out as good as

the one whose bump of calculation was big.” He was then

asked if he could give the prominent characteristics of any one

of us; he replied he could, and all the gentlemen were sub-

mitted to his examination. To do the fellow justice, he did

know something of phrenology, and gave very good descriptions

of character. 44 Why,” said he, 44 1 can tell which of these ladies

is the best housekeeper; and who’s got the best temper.” The
ladies having been made aware of the futility of resisting him,

at once good-naturedly doffed their bonnets, and submitted to

have their hair put in admirable confusion by him, while pur-

suing 44 the greatest science ever thought of.” He finally gave

his decision in favor of a lady who Bat opposite to me ; and who
by the way, possessed an elegant face^on which was stamped
the nobility of the mind and intelligence of its possessor, in un-

mistakeable characters. This decision, of course, must have
lowered him in the estimation of the other three ladies—for, say
what you will, the fair sex do love flattery—and he was, conse-

quently, treated coolly by them the rest of the passage. At
about six o'clock, we arrived at Bloomville, Delaware county

f

and here my friend, the Mailre d'Ecole
,
was compelled to sepa-

rate from us, to go to Bovina, which laid in an angular direction

from the course we were to take. We all regretted losing him

;

for be was an excellent traveling companion, full of fun and con-

versation, and is, on the whole, I believe, a down right honest,

good-natured, whole-souled fellow
; but like a great many other

people in the world, a little
44 loose in his brain,” and whose

greatest fault is, that he is not quite so great a man as he thinks

himself to be.

We arrived in Delhi, the county seat of Delaware, about seven

o’clock. Delhi is one of the neatest villages I ever saw in my
life. It is situated in a lovely valley, from which rise abruptly,

on either side, mountains of beautiful form. The village, which
is about one mile in length, is composed principally of two-and-

a-half story buildings, all painted white, or a delicate light

yellow. The houses are nearly all built on one street, which
extends the whole length of the village, and before the door of

nearly every house is a neat wicket fence, painted white ; the

street is profusely ornamented with that most beautiful of shade

trees, the Mountain Ash ; ,
and the effect of the whole of which,

to a stranger, on entering the village, is extremely pleasing.

The Episcopal, Presbyterian, and Methodist churches, are hand-

some structures, and are a credit to Delhi. They have at this

place, as well as we, their fountain and park ; the water for the

fountain is brought in pipes, from the mountain directly back of

the public square. The village is supplied with hydrants, the

value qf which was made apparent on the occasion of a fire that

occurred there recently. The veteran politician, Gen. Erastus
Root, lives here. I saw the old gentleman a few moments
since ; his bodily powers are now beginning to fail him, and
that noble and robust form we were once wont to admire, has

now become^bent with age ; but theftoice and mind still retain

their usual vigor. Considerable manufacturing is carried on
here : one woolen factory employs nearly six hundred spindles,

and manufactures several hundred yards of cloths and cassimeres,

weekly. Water power is plentiful and easy of access. They
have three newspapers in Delhi—Democratic, Whig, and Anti-

Rent ; but they are all miserably supported. Yours truly, d.

FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS.
Troy, N. Y., Aug. 29, 1846.

Bro. Winchester.—I did not realise, to its fall extent, the

great value of the 44 Golden Rule,” until removed from the mul-

tiplied Odd Fellowship facilities an<? advantages afforded by the

daily operations of the Order in New-York city. The arrival of

your weekly is to me an era in this comparatively quiet place. I

have been so closely confined to my new business, since my arri-

val, that I have had no opportunity to inquire into the particular

state of our glorious institution here. I need scarcely say to you

that there are indications, even to my now necessarily unobserv-

ant eye, that it is here, as almost everywhere, very flourishing.

I shall improve the first opportunity to visit the lodges, and, of

course, report to you whatever may deserve noting. I believe

the * 4 Rule,” in an especial manner, inculcates the great doctrine

of universal brotherhood, overstepping the narrow idea of na-

tional, or sectional, or other boundaries, and eschewing all the

incentives to inhumanity, war, violence and bloodshed which

even yet find place, to some extent, in several publications pro-

fessedly devoted to the propagation of Christian morals. Do I

err in saying that Odd Fellowship is not a mere fancy-begotten

institution—that it necessarily sprung from a feeling well nigh

universal—a sentiment inherent in the human heart—a longing

for a more sympathising and brotherly social state—a state which

thus far the Church, or Churches, With all their teachings and

labors, undoubtedly have failed to produce T Inefficient as must

our efforts all be in the present social discordancy, the effects of

the work of the Order begin to be felt in a manner not to be

gainsayed, almost the world over ;
combining in associated might

moral elements which have hitherto remained disunited in spite

of the persevering attempts of all the past. 1 would that I had

time to dilate upon this theme. Inexhaustible in material and

interest, it may well challenge great ability for a faithful exhibi-

tion of its multiplied learnings. I could only hope that seal

would, to a limited extept, supply the place of adequate talents.

That the 44 Rule” may go on to the accomplishment of its mis-

sion, is the wish of every O. Fellow.

Correction.—The Ark for September states that the name of

the new Encampment at Springfield is
44 Mad River” and not

Chandler, as published by it and copied by ns.
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The Philadelphia Celebration—This great affair comes off

ou the 17th inst. Invitations have been sent to all the Lodges
in this and the adjoining States to attend, and their presence is

particularly desired on that occasion. It is possible that some of

the invitations for city Lodges have not reached their destina-

tion, owing to the sending of them through the Post Office. Ar-

rangements will be made, probably, for conveying Lodges to and
from this city at a reduced fare.

Nfroa from ti)t Cotrgea.

NEW TORE.
Samaria Encampment, No. 41, was instituted at No. 411 Broad

way, on Saturday evening, 29th inst., by Grand Patriarch, Daniel
P. Barnard, assisted by P. G. P. John Green, and P. C. Patriarchs,
W. H. Dikeman, G. D. Smith, R. G. Millard, J. J. Haley and A.
Kimball. The following are (he officers elected and installed: J.

H. Hackman, C. P.j W. B. Worrall, H. P.; J. L. Van Boskerck,
S. W.; W. W. Stillman, Scribe ; M.D. Chariot, Treasurer, and W.
Mowbray, J. W. This Encampment goes into operation with un-

usually good prospects ; twenty-six propositions for membership were
received on the first evening.

After the ceremonies of the institution were closed, the members
of Samaria bestowed their attentions upon the weary pilgrims, al-

though not wounded by the way-side, which gave their brethren

reason to remember them as “ Good Samaritans”—worthy of the

name they carry—-for the supper capped the climax, and gave a taste-

ful finish to the whole affair.

Fort Plain, August 29, 1866.

Bro. Winchester,—Tryon Lodge No. 247 was instituted at the

village of Canajoharie, Montgomery county, on the 27th inst., by
D. D. G. M. E. Lindsay, assisted by P. G. Babcock, and members
of No. 164. The officers elected and installed are, W. S. Davis,
N. G-; C. C. Barret, V. G.; A. M. Tymesen, Sec.; and F. M. Bur-
ton, Treas. Seven brothers were elected and initiated, and several

propositions for membership received.

This Lodge stands under very favorable circumstances. The ap-

plications received, as well as those admitted, and who constitute

their number at present, are composed of the best inhabitants of the

village. Fraternally yours, E. Lindsay.

Clinton Lodge No. 7, Albany.—The charter of this Lodge was
surrendered to the Grand Lodge of this State on June 4th, 1830, and
on the application of six of its original members, the Grand Lodge
restored to them the charter, August 6tb, 1846. On Wednesday,
the 26th of August, 1846, Grand Master, Joseph R. Taylor, Grand
Secretary, John G. Treadwell, and P. G. Theodore A. Ward, of

Hinman Lodge No. 107, visited Albany, for the purpose of re-organ-

izing the Lodge agreeably to the requirements of the Grand Lodge.
The Lodge being properly organized, the Grand Marshal present-

ed the petitions, and the Grand Master restored to them the charter,

in form and manner as prescribed by the regulations of the Grand
Lodge of the United States, and proclaimed them a regularly con-
stituted Lodge.
Fourteen persons were then proposed for membership by deposit

of card, who were balloted for and elected. This is in accordance
with the usages of the Order on the first meeting of a newly organ-

ized Lodge.
The following officers were then elected and installed: John O.

Cole, Nt G.; Eli Perry, V. G.; John R. Taylor, Sec., and John
Goesberk, Treas.

The appointed officers were then announced by the N. G., and
installed.

Several propositions for membership were received and referred

to the usual Committees.

The Lodge-room was crowded with visiting brethren, and all ap-

peared gratified with the retnrn of one of our oldest Lodges to the

field of usefulness.

After the organization of the Lodge, the Grand Master delivered
an Address, appropriate to the occasion, which, no doubt, will be
remembered by the brothers of the Lodge, who, if they follow the
suggestions that were made, will derive much benefit to themselves,
and be of great utility to the Order at large.

We understand the Grand Officers were highly gratified with their
visit, and with their reception by the brethren of Albany.

WISKONSAN.
# #

Southport, August 25, 1846.

Dear Sir and Bro.-»—Since your visit to this western world there
have been three new Lodges instituted, viz: “ E-ne-we-shin-e-quas”
Lodge No 16, at Beloit, instituted August 11 ; Olive Branch Lodge
No. 9, at Delavan, instituted August 12 ; and Burlington Lodge No.

11, at Burlington, Racine county, instituted August 13. The follow-

ing are the names of the officers elect of Olive Branch Lodge No. 9:
Isaac Valentine, N. G.; W. W. Clark, V. G.j Thos. A. McHugh,
Sec.; Alfred Stewart, Treas. This Lcfdge meets on Monday even-
ings, and has fifteen members. The names of the officers installed

in the other Lodges I will forward you in a few days.
Your valuable publication has arrived for the subscribers, and all

the brothers I have seen are very much pleased with the numbers
received. Wishing you God-speed in your useful publication,

I remain, respectfully, youn in F. L. and T. Edward H. Rudd.

PENNSYLVANIA.
PUILADBLPHIA, August 31, 1846.

Dear Sir and Bro.—I have observed in your valuable paper, oc-

casional communications from Covenant Lodge No. 114, whose
sudden rise and rapid growth has been a source of pride to hermem-
bers, as well as of gratification to the friends of our Order generally.

And though but little more than a twelvemonth has elapsed since

she first took her position in the ranks of the fraternity, I write to

inform you that she already rejoices in having given birth to off-

spring which gives fair promise to equal, at least, if not to surpass

its parent in the rapidity of its growth and onward career of pros-

perity. Pacific Lodge No. 200, composed principally of brothers

from Covenant, was instituted on Saturday, August 22d, and already

numbers about fifty, with large Secessions at each meeting.

The number of the new Lodge affords most gratifying proof, if in-

deed any proof of 60 palpable a fact is necessary, that the Order in

this State, in spite of all ebstacles, is sweeping forward in the full

tide of unexampled success, and spreading its fraternizing influence

over the length and breadth of our country. We are looking for-

ward with much interest to the approaching ceremonies of the l^th,

when we hope to see our brothers from your city here, to receive

the hearty welcome of an Odd Fellow. But I am already extending

too far these remarks, which were intended only to give you in-

formation of the institution of Pacific Lodge, a list of the officers of
which you find subjoined. Yours in F. L. and T. p. s. s.

OFFICERS OF PACIFIC LODGE NO. 200:

Horace C. Peck, N. G.; George W. Gorton, V. G.; E. V. Ma-
chette, A. S.; Wm. H. Witte, T.

RHODE ISLAND.
The Grand Lodge met in Annual Session, at Providence, on the

3d of August. We have a copy of the printed report of proceedings,

transmitted us by the Grand Secretary, from Which we make the

following extracts:

After the transaction of considerable local business, and the re-

ception of the reports from the Lodges, the G. Lodge proceeded to

the election of officers for the ensuing year, when the following

brothers were elected

:

ROBERT H. BARTON, M. W. Grand Master.

DANIEL T. SWINEBURNE, R. W. D. Grand Master.

CHARLES E. RICHARDS, R. W. Grand Warden.
MARK GRAVES, R. W. Grand Secretary.

WILLIAM HICKS, R. W. Grand Treasurer.

P. G. Master, James Wood, and White were elected Rep-
resentatives to the Grand Lodge U. S. The Grand Master made the

following appointments : Simons, R . W. G. Marshal ;
- — —

Whelden, R. W. G. Conductor; — Hubbard, R. W. G. Guar-
dian. The Grand Lodge passed the following Resolutions

:

Resolved, That the G. Representatives of this Lodge to the R.
W. G. L. of the U. S.. be, and are hereby instructed to endeavor to
procure the passage of a law by that body, forbidding the issue of
circulars for relief by the subordinate Lodges, unless authorized by
the G. Lodge of the State in which such Lodge is situated.

Resolved, That our Grand Representatives to the v^rand Lodge
oftbe United States, be instructed to vote against the plan of Grand
Secretary Ridgely, relating to an Odd Fellows College, should the
subject come before the Grand Lodge of the United States at its next
annual session.

The report of the work of the year, from July 1, 1846, to July 6,

1846, shows :—Initiations 769; admitted by card 126; withdrawn by
card 138; expulsions 6; deaths 10; whole number of contributing

members 1674. The total revenue was $14,077.82; number of bro-

thers relieved 279 ; amount paid for relief of brothers $3129.68 ; do.

of widowed families $71.62; do. for burying the dead $466; total

relief $3656.30.

A resolution was passed, that in future no Lodge shall be organ-

ized unless by charter or dispensation emenetipg directly from the

Grand Lodge.
_

NEW JERSEY.
Plainfield Lodge No. 44 was instituted in the village of Plain-

field, on the 20tfi of August. The following are the officers elected

and installed : Clark fohnson, N. G.; Tunis C. Tunieon, V. G.;

John Marsh, Sec.; Elias Kirkpatrick, Treasurer. Three candidates

were introduced and initiated. The Lodge meets on Wednesday

evenings.
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“ The Schoolmaster Abroad.”—We have seen this quotation

applied to almost all kinds of the genus homo ,
but never an in-

stance in which it could, with more justice, be used against some

members of the editorial profession, than in a case that has re-

cently come to our notice. There is a class of men, who are

scattered broad-cast over the Union, who possess about as much

literary ability of even the most ordinary character, as brains

;

about the same quantity of reason, common sense, and intelli-

gence as a bat ; and are as well calculated to preside over that

engine which has been dubbed the 44 bulwark of liberty, as is

one of the most innocent ofthe assinine species ; and yet this class

of men is entrusted with the moulding of the opinions and guard-

ing the morals of the up-springing generation, and enlightening

mankind upon the leading measures of the government, and mat-

ters in general ! They are dignified, too, with the title of Edi-

tors t (heaven save the mark 1) and have an “ E-s-q ’ affixed to one

ond of their patronymics, which seems to be the height of their

ambition ; and they recline with much assumed dignity under

the lion’s skin, which but too often slips on one side, and exposes

' to the admiring world the length of ears appended to the real

animal itself. The case we cite below has many parallels in this

Union ;
but in bringing it before the public, we wish to declare,

distinctly, that we entertain all possible personal respect for the

Editor of the sheet, and have not the remotest wish to lacerate

his feelings in the least degree.

The last Indiana Globe, (August 15th,) published at Bowling

Green, (la.) comes to us with the following article first under the

.editorial head, and is supposed tube the leader. The italics are

ear own

:

***Pkis paper will not be printed no more until the 29 of this

month (August.) Except on the 22d there will be a slip issued
”

How any man, blessed with even the smallest possible portion

of intelligence and common sense, could thus successfully com-

mit so diabolical and bloody a murder upon the English language,

and rest quietly iu his bed after it, we are at a loss to imagine.

And then the coolness with which he announces his intention to

deprive his patrons of two weeks’ papers, that 44 won’t be pub-

lished not no more until the 29 !” His subscribers must be a

very kind* hearted, good, easy'set of. souls. But we don’t blame

him ; for we suppose it’s the fashion in 44 them there diggins.”

The same paper contains the following announcement, ver-

batim :

“ White river Association of Universalist, We have been re-

quested to say, that this body will convene in Gosport, lud., on

Friday, August 21st, and continue in session till the evening of the

following Sunday

The annexed advertisement we also find in the Indiana Globe:

44 Notice is hereby given to the Militia composed of the county

pf Clay,
Indiana, that there will be an election held at Bowling

Green, on Saturday the 5th day of Sept., 1846, for the purpose of

electing one Lieutenant Colonel,” &c.

We never before heard of militia composed of any thing but

men ; however, we suppose we are behind the age, and will bow

to the superior information of our talented western neighbor.

The Problem Solved at Last !—A large amount of money

has been left by some one, to be given to the lucky person who

might be fortunate enough to 41 square the circle.” Huudreds

have in vain tried to solve this question, but have failed. The

most satisfactory evidence of the feasibility of this project how-

ever, was unconsciously given to a friend of ours, who was

recently invited to deliver a lecture iu a place not over a hundred

miles from this city. The town contained but a small numbej*

of inhabitants, and he expected but a small audience, but was

Agreeably surprised to find from 1200 to 1500 persons assembled

in a grove to listen to him. On expressing his wonder to one of

the residents of the place, to see so many assembled from a town

containing so few inhabitants, 41 Ob,” says he, 44 that’s easily

accounted for ; they have come from a circle of fifteen miles

square/”

44 Morris’s National Press.”—This excellent weekly always

meets with a hearty welcome at our editorial table. We esteem

it as tbe pattern sheet of this country, both in literary ability and
beauty of typographical execution. The last number, in the

quality and diversity of matter, is a vast improvement upon many
of iu predecessors. The gallant Brigadier has our beat wishes

for complete success
;
(for he deserves it,) and both to him and

his paper we only hope that 44 their shadows may never be

less.”

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

MESMERISM RESEMBLING SORCERY. By tbs Author of “Mesmerists
Repudiated,” “ Mesmerism ; What Is It?” &c. Nev York : J. S. UsaflsM,

Clinton Hall. 1846.

This is the title of a pamphlet of eight pages, just laid on our ta-

ble. The author of this production is most ignorantly or wilfully

blind to the truth of the science that he so veryunably and disjoint-

edly labors to prove to be sorcery

!

In support of the fallacies of his

position, he gives in his own words the substance of portions ofthe
Bible, and therefrom argues such stupid reasons, as we are constrain-

ed to believe no man, possessing the least common sense, would ever

venture to make public. To show the unpardonable stupidity of the

author as v&ell as his pitiful ignorance, we venture to append one of

his arguments

:

Resemblance 1. In ancient sorcery there was a customary invo-
cation ot supernatural or invisible helpj as the

44 prophets of Baal
called on their god from morning tilt mid-day” to bring down the

fire, <5cc. (1 Kl 18S6-29,) though it was a failure on that occasion ;

others of such characters consulted' familiar spirits, (Deut. 18:11} for

invisible help ; and Naaman the Assyrian 44 thought* ’.that Elisha
would 44 call upon his God” to do a miracle, as though it had been
customary for the Assyrian prophets or sorcerere to call upon their

gods in doing their wonders. (2 Ki. 5:11.)

So in modern Mesmerism, very generally there is something pre-

cisely like invoking invisible help, and though it is not acknow-
ledged by the performers to be prayer to evil spirits, it is called by

them, 44 willing” the wonder to be done. This is surely the same
as desiring it to be done by that invisible agent or power whatever

it be, which can do it ; while if that power is Satanic, this desiring

is indirectly invoking or praying Satan to do the wonders in view,
as in case of Baal’s prophets for the fire to come down.

fye think any argument from us, on this subject, at the present

time, would be out of place, and be entirely thrown away upon the

*• author” of Mesmerism. He announces, in an introductory article,

taken from a newspaper, that be has a series of articles in course of

publication in the National Press. We have seen but one of them,

and that was published several weeks since ; and a more nonsensi-

cal mess of twaitle, we do not recollect ever having been inflicted

with before. How the editor of the 44 Press” was induced to admit

it into his columns, we are at a loss to determine : but as none have

appeared since, we presume it must have got in through mistake,

and without his knowledge ; for we are confident his well-kuown

good taste would have rejected it at once, had* he examined it

The public have long enough been inflicted with the miserable twat-

tle thrown off by a class of men, who fancy themselves authors, arid

it is high time for the press to speak out, and administer merited aod

withering rebukes to authors of the kidney of him on 44 Mesmer-

ism,” and consign them at once to the station they should occupy.

Those who soar like Icarus, must expect a like fate to his.

Wie should not have been induced to notice this pamphlet at all,

did it not bear the imprint of one of our most respectable and enter-

prising publishing houses.

1 TEXT-BOOK ON CHEMISTRY—For tbe um of Colleges and Schools—

By William Draper, M. D.. Professor of Chemistry in the Universities of

N. Y. &c. Harper & Brothers, 1846.

This work is destined to become popular as a text book iu our

schools and colleges. The arrangement and division of the subjects

)f study are the result of years of experience in teaching, and pre-

*ent the particulars of investigation in aft inviting form, and with

iteps of such easy progress, as to win the attention and insure the

perseverance of the student. To add to the value of the work, the

subjects discussed are illustrated by some three hundred engravings,

which make intelligible, and doubly interesting, what would other-

wise be dry and difficult of apprehension.

MARRIAGES.
July 23d, at Ann Arbor, Mich., by the Rev. Charles C. Taylor, Bro. MANLY

D. HOWARD, of the firm of Dawson A Howard, of Detroit, and SARAH S.

BARDWELL, of the former piaoe. „ *
,, _ _

Ou Friday evening. 7th inst., at the residence of Samuel Pitts. Esq., by the

Rev. Dr. Duffleld, Bro. CHARLES D. FARLIN, of Detroit, to Miss SARAH
MOUN TFORT, youngest daughter of the late Major Thomas Pitts, of Boston,

M
On ThursAy, 3d inst.. at Thompson, Sullivan oo., N. Y.. by the Rev. Mr.

Adams, Bro. L . W. P1ERCY, V. G. of Middletown Lodge No. 112, of Soulk

Middletown, to Miss EMELINE D. NOKTHAM, of the former place.

On the 2d inst., at New Burgh, by the Rev. John Johnson, P. G. WILLIAM
HAXBY, of Orange County Lodge No. 74, to JANE McCORD, of New Burgh
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Dr* Townsend9* Compound
T7XTRACT SARSAPARILLA.

—

Hd This Extract is put up in quart battles—it is

six times cheaper, pleasanter, and warranted supe-

rior to -any sold. it oures diseases without vomit-
ing, purging, sickening or debilitating the patient.

The great beauty and superiority of this Sarsaparil-

la over all ether remedies is, while it eradicates dis

eases, it invigorates to body. It is used successfully

in die removal and Permanent cure of all Diseases

arising from an impure state of the blood, orhabit
of the System

OPINIONS OF PHYSICIANS.
Dr. Townsend is almost daily receiving orders from

Physicians in different parts of the Union.
This is to certify that we, the undersigned, Phy-

sicians of tbs citv of Albany.have in numerous oases
prescribed Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla, and believe
It to be one of the most valuable preparations of the
Sarsaparilla in the market.

H. P. PUTTING, M. D.,

J. WILSON. M. D.,

R.B. BRIGGS, M. D.,

P. E. ELMENDORF, M. D.
Albany, April l, 1845.

Dr. Seymour, the writer of the following, is one of
the oldest and most respectable Physicians in Con-
necticut.

Hartford-Ct
,
May 21, 1846.

Dr. Townsend—Dear Sir: “Townsend's Sarsapa-
rilla” finds a ready sale in Hartford—is highly es-

teemed by all who have made uee of it, and we have
Meson to believe its good qualities will be duly ap-
preciated by a discerning public. I have daily calls

for it, and hope you will be fully remunerated for

your exertions to render service to the afflicted.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
HARVEY SEYMOUR, M. D.

GREAT MEDICINE FOR FEMALES.
Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla is a sovereign and

speedy cure for incipient consumption, barrenness,
kacorrhoe, or whites, obstructed or difficult men-
struation, inoontinuance of urine, or involuntiry dis-

charge thereof, and for the general prostration of the
system, no matter whether the result of inherent
cause, or oaoses produced by irregularity, illness or
accident.

0 Nothing oan be more surprising than its in-
vigorating effeots on the human frame. Persons all

weakness and lassitude before taking it, at once be-
come robust and full of energy under its influence.
It immediately counteracts the nervelessnees of the
female frame which is the great cause of barren-
ness.

k will notbe expected of ns in cases ofso delicate a
nature toexhibit certificates of cures performed, but
we can assure the afflicted, that hundreds of oases
have been reported to us.

Principal Office 126 Fulton street, N. Y. and 105
South Pearl street, Albany, and by Druggists gen-
erally. auglC

CarpetiBgi Oil Cloths* Ac.
\TO. 64 EAST BROADWAY, and
Aw 71 Division street.—W. H. GUION, would in-
vite the at hsnffion of those families intending to pur-
chase CARPETING, or any article in the line dur-
ing the present raring, to his very extensive esaort-
nwntefEnglish. Brussels, three-ply and Ingrain Car-
peting. Also. Oil Cloths for Hails, offices, shin and
steamboat cabins, together with every article con-
nected with the business.
The subscriber takes this opportunity to inform

his friends and patrons, that he has, during the win-
ter, entered into arrangements with the most exten-
sive manufacturers of this country and Europe, for
•n early supply of all the latest patterns, upon such
terms as will enable thoee about to famish, to make
satisfactory selections at prices lower at any
ether store in the city. ap25:tf

_ Ceffee and Dining Room*
ATOTICE.—E. J. MERCER, respect-
Aw faUy informs his friends and the publio, that
having purchased from his partner, J. F. Green, his
entire interest in the Coffee and Dining Rooms, oor-
ner of Nassau and Ann streets, trusts the estab-
lishment will continue to receive not only the sup-
port of his friends, but also be reoemmended to the
patronage of his friends’ friends, ss he assures them
all his energies will be devoted on his part to make
his Dining Rooms second to none other in the city.
N. B. The Ladies’ Coffee and Refreshment Rooms

will still be continued as heretofore, under the espe-
cial charge of Mrs. Mercer. Private entrance, 21
Ann street augLtf

Thenapson’a Premium Truss,
Improved by J. R. Benja-

f min, 13 Beekman street. Is universally

_ approved of by the Medical Faculty
and all who use them, as the pressure can be gradu-
ated from one to fifty pounds on the rupture without
aback pad, which does so much injury to the spine,
basingweakness and*pain in the back and a des,and

permanent spinal disease. Six days trial
given, and if not perfectly satisfactory, money re-
turned. Thoee sending for this Trms need only
Mention the side ruptured, and the distance round
the hip*. auglo:3m

w-n. »> ML* Rice,
T^RAPER AND TAILOR, 57 Ca-

nal street mi6«4m

The Mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
JLi Office No. 11 Wall street. This institution is

distinguished from all others, at home or abroad, by
ail, or most, of the following peculiarities:

1. Where the premiums are over $50, it requires
only one ouarter part in Cask, instead of the whole.

2. It allows the Assured to pay yearly
,
quarterly

,

monthly, or weekly.
3. No part of the profits are withheld—or diverted

from the Assured, either in charity
,
or otherwise.

4. It has no loan, either nominal or real
,
to pay

Interest for; having a a sufficient capital funded,
from premiums received.

5. The Assured can withdraw his profits, or leave
them to accumulate, year by year, at his option.

6. It assures to the age of 67, instead of stopping
at 6a

7. It declares the profits yearly, instead of once in

five, or seven years, and issues scrip yearly to the
Assured, for the estimated profits, bearing 6 per cent
interest—which scripts redeemed in cash, when the

profits amount to $200,000, or is allowed to accumu-
late

,
at the option ofthe Assured.

8. It enables a man to provide for his wife and
children, in such a vray, that although be may lose

every thing, they are safe ; and all persons, whether
married or unmarried, to provide for Old Age, Sick
nest

,
and Want, as well as for Death.

9. The Assured can surrender the policy at any
time after the first year, and receive its equitable
value.

10. At any time after the first year, the Assured
can borrow, on the scrip issued, two-thirds of its

amount, so that he has nothing to fear from a
Change of circumstances, or inability to pay the pre-

11. Directors and officers afre chosen yearly; and
the Assured rotes according to his interest.

12. The funds are all invested in United States,
New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts stocks,
and in real estate in New York and New Jersey,
wholly unincumbered

,
and ofdouble the value loan-'

ed: or leaned to the Assured as above.
13. It pays no Directors, no Auditors, no Solicitors.

R lends money to neither.

14. It does net reckon the Assured a year older',

than he is—but from six months less to six months
snore, so as to equalise the estimates between all

parties.

15. The rates are lower, the expenses leas, and the
profits larger than with Foreign Offices

;
invest-

ments here yielding from 6 to 7 per cent—abroad
only 3 per oent—to say nothing of 33# per cent re-

served ; nor of interest allowed to those whofamish
a “guaranty capital,” at the rate of 6 per oent on
every hnndred pounds subscribed, for every ten
pounds paid ini

16. Instead of encouraging, every precaution is

taken to prevent a forfeiture of the policy.

17. The liability of the Assured is limited by law,
to the amount of his premium note. m&tf

1846.—Bnffale and Chicago.
THE new, fast and com-

=• modious Steamboat OREGON,
Capt L. H. Cotton, will run be-

tween Buffalo and Chicago, during the season of 1846
as follows

:

Leaves Buffalo.
Wednesday, May,
Thursday, «

Friday, June,
Saturday, “

&X. '5*
Wednesday, Aug.
Thursday, “

Friday, Sept.
Saturday, “

Monday, Oct
Tuesday, M

ml&6m
Leaves Chicago.

Thursday, May**
Friday, “

Saturday, June
Monday, “

Tuesday, July
Wednesday, “

Thursday, Aug.
Friday, “

Saturday, Sept.
Monday, “

Tuesday, Oct
Wednesday, “

ImportanttoTravelersandHouse-
keepers*

LIFE AND PROPER-
TY PRESERVERS. Patent
Self-Cocking Revolving pistols.

Manufactured, wholesale and

The Lasta

Improvement
retail, by J. G. BOLEN, 104 Broadway,

janlOtf Between Wall and Pine sts .New York

J.W.&N.ORR,

ENGRAVERS
ON WOOD.

(KTOFFICE, T5 Nas-
sau-Street9

marl4tf NEW Y.ORK

Livingston K* Miller*
A TTORNEY AT LAW, and SO
TTL LICITOR IN CHANCERY, No. 20 Nassau
street N. Y. Collecting (and other business) prompt
ly attended to. Refer to Beiy. F. Butler, Juo P
Craby and Chas. Butler, Esqrs., and Doremus A
Nixon, Merchants. m16:6m*

Report off the
IVfUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE1U COMPANY of New-Yerk, No. 56 WMl-et-
at the close of the third year, ending 31st Jan. 1816:
Number of poUeies issued 2133.
Amount of Receipts 8280.782A0
Losses and expenses 66£1C(91—S16£71jB8

Of polioies issued 1823 were for whole lift; b01 for
seven years

;
and 249 for different periods

;
nfwbiiih

245 were to merchants: 211 to mechanics; Wl to
lawyers; 170 to clerks

;
64 to clergymen; 74 to phy-

sicians; 16 to druggists; 67toladlM; 18 gentlemen;
25 cashiers of banks; 71 broken; 35 booksellers; 68
manufacturers; 10 profosson in colleges; 30 teach-
ers; 10 seer’s of companies; 10 to engraven

; 83 to
agents

;
6 to editors; 6 cartmen; 6 presidents efcom-

panies
;
33 students; 14 hotel keepers : 51 farmers;

45 offioen of U. S. Army and Navy;. 12 ship carpen-
ters; 7 laborers

; 9 millers
;
8 banktellan; 66 other

pursuits. TRUSTEES:
M. Robinson, Z. Cook, Jr., J. C. 1

W. Barnwell. R.B. Minton, Robert Sehuylert
Staoey HCorlinsJ . S. Wadsworth,T. SedgwiekT
Gouv. W. Wilks,Charles Ely, D. cTOoUm,
B. D. SilUman, Jon. Miller, R. L. Lord.
J. H. Swift, C. W. Faber, A. S. Perry,
J. V. Frayn, a W. Hubbell, Joseph Blunt,
W. Moore. J. C. Cruger, I. G. Pearson,
R. H. McCurdy, Fitsg’en Halleek,W. S. Wetmere,
J. B. Collins, Mor. LivingstonJes. Tuokermaa*
T. W. Oloott, Alfred PelL W. J. UunkerT
Gideon Hawley, MORRIS ROBINSON, Pres.

Samvbl Rannat. Sec.

Mintuun Post, M.D. Physician to the Company
604 Broadway. marflBly

‘

l.o.o. t. breastpins. Jewelry, Ac.

G A. BRETT, has removed from
• No. 103 Pearl street, to the new store. No.

45 Liberty street, opposite the Post Offloe.(up stain)
where he respectfully invites the attention of Mer-
chants (about laying In their Spring stocks,) to his
extensive and handsome assortment of FrenohJBng-
lish and German Fancy. Goods : Pooket and Table
Cutlery; Rason

;
Scissors: Needles; Thimbles:

Percussion Caps; German Silver wares; Plated and
Gilt ware; Fine gold and silver Duplex, Lever, Le-

B
ineand verge Watches; Jewelry; Odd F.elmws1

Ireast-pins
;
gold, silver, plated and German Sil-

ver Pencil Cases, with and without pens; Steel
Pens; gilt, plated, fasting; twist, brocade, jet, japan-
ei, horn, bone,and other Buttons: shell, ivory, hern,
wood and metal Combs: dressing and traveling
Cases

;
portable Writing Desks

;
Fans

; hair, doth,
shoe, nail, tooth, shaving and other Brushes

;
Sus-

penders: spool and skein Cotton: linen Thread:
sewing Silk

; Hooks and Eyes
;
Perfumery of all

kinds
;

Toilet Soaps
;
hand Mirrors and Looking-

glasses
;
Beads; Head Ornaments; and a great

variety of other goods, especially adapted to the
8pring trade, all of which he offers to the trade at
moderate prices. mar26tf

Mechanics9 Tools,
A A FULTON STREET. The aub-
I I seriber keeps constantly receiving large addi-
tions to his assortment of mechanics’ Tools, and
general Hardware, and respectfully Informs all

wishing to purchase, that he has as good an assort-
ment of goods as any house in the trade, particu-
larly of the best quality of goods, which he offers at
such prices as he hopes will be satisfactory to all.

Mechanics of all kinds can be supplied with a full

assortment of Goods, most op which arb war-
rants d. A fall assortment of Coopers’ Tools,
which are all warranted, as are also his best quali-
ties of Planes,Saws, Files. Chisels, Braces, Bits, ete.

Agent for the sals of McLaughlin’s Patent Mortis-
ing Machines : also many other artk>lee not gene-
rally kept in Hardware or Tool stores. A large as-
sortment of patterns of the celebrated “ Tally Hof
Rasors, with a printed and certified guaranty ac-
companying each, an important thing to those who
wish a really good Rasor,as the price will be returned
if the rasors are not good. Tool Chests famished
with Tools from, eight dollars to one hundred—al-

ways kept on hand suitable for mechanics and ama-
teurs. Cut nails and general Hardware at the
lowest market price. HENRY F. FAIRBANK,
apll 44 Fulton st. (between Pearl and CliffJN.Y,

The Cheap Hat cuad Cap

Manufactory removed to 724
BOWERY. HENRY SHAW having re-

moved from his old stand to 72# Bowery, between
Walker and Hester streets, is now ready to serve
&U who may want a good and cheap Hat or Cap.
Having on hand an entire new stock of Hate and
Caps of his own manufacture, he is determined te
sell them at a very small profit. Silk Hats, of the
latest fashions, of superior quality, from 82.00 to

;
and Fur Hats from 2/>0 to 6,00. Children’s

Hats of all kinds, and the latest patterns. Hate
made to order at the shortest notice. Don’t forget
the number, 72# Bowery, New-York, sign of the
BIG HAT. apll

Dr* James Ashley,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
No. 40 HUDSON street. Office Hours- 9 A.

4. and 6 P M
_
dl?jZ_

JOHN McNICOLTStereotyper and
Printer, No. 11 Spruce street, 4th story.
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Levi B. Taft.

A
ttorney, councellor, Ac; Detroit,

Michigan Hifl particular, and when desired,

personal attention will be given to the securing and

collecting Claims and Demands, Payment of Taxes,

Ac. in any part of Miohigan.
Refer to D. C. Hyde & Co., Alfred Clapp A Co.,

S.A Y. Lawrence, Coman A Hopkins, Jarvis H. Hills

and H. B. Bradsbaw, Esq. New York; Win. Jones

A Co.,Cnrtis Reed A Co. and F. W. Dickinson, Esq.

Boston; W. B. Darling & Co., Providence, R. I.;

Cook & Burns, and Messrs. Coe A Coit, Exchange 1

* Broken. Detroit.

Mr. Taft is commissioner to take Depositions. Ac-

knowledgments of Deeds, Ac. fur the State of Mas-
sachusetts. slOtf

Private Instruction.

G
P. QUACKBN BOS, A. M. (Columbia College,)

• offen his services to families or individuals who
may be desirous of pursuing the study of the Clas-

sics. Mathematics, or the higher English branches,

during the ensuing winter. Pupils ntted for any
Collegiate class. For particulars, apply at 18 LeRoy
street. '*

|

Rbbebsnces.—Charles Antbon, L L. D. t James I

Renwick, D L. L.. Taylor Lewis, Prof. Greek, N. Y. 1

Un’y, N. F. Moore, LL. D., Pres. Columbia College,

Rev. J. McVickar, D. D., Rev. N. J. Marseius, D.D.,

and many others. s!9tf

Wedding Cards.
YK7EDDING,INVITATION, AND
v V VISITING CARDS. The subscriber exe-

cutes in a superior style at short notice and on
reasonable terms, SILVER DOORAND NUMBER
PLATES^ of sterling silver of extra thickness, and

ARMS, CRESTS, AND CIPHERS on Mala, on

stone, brass, and silver.

COUNTING HOUSE, Conrular, Notaries, So-

ciety, and LODGE SEALS engraved in a superior

maimer, at moderate prices.

CARDS printed from plates already engraved, on

extra porcelain cards, both surfaces highly enameled,

at short notice, by BOLEN, Engraver and Printer,

104 Broadway between Wall and Pine sis. N. Y.
Card Cases, Envelopes, Note Paper, and fine Cut-

lery, Ac. janlO tf

ILL give their
Tbe Apollonian*!

Third Conoert on Friday Eve’g,
Sept. 18, with an entire change of Programme.

Tihkets 60 cents—to lie had at the Music Stores and
at the door on the evening of the Concert.

r) LET.—The rooms lately fitted up by Excelsior
Lodge, oomer of Nassau and Beekman-sts., on

Saturday evening of each week. For particulars ap-
ply to the Trustees, at the rooms, on Friday eve-

nings. s!9;4t

Encampments.

I
O. of 0. F. Committees about purchasing Em-

i blems, Ac. for Encampments or Lodges, are re-

quested to call aud examine those introduced (ex-

pressly for the New Work) by the subscriber, and
which have been approved by the following Encamp-
ments: Mount Olivet, Egyptian, Mispeh, Ac., of

New York; Potomac Lodge, Alexandria, D. C.;

Winchester, Va. and many others. The undersign-

ed would also respeotfully solicit a call from mer-
chants and others visiting the eitv at his SIGN,
BANNER, FLAG and ORNAMENTAL PAINT-
ING ROOMS, No. 101 Nassau-at. where he flatters

himself, that his original designs and acknowledged
superiority of workmanship, in connection with
moderate charges, will offer inducements for patron-

age unsurpassed by any establishment in New York.
Country Merchants can have their orders executed
during their stay in the city, and signs, Ac., can be
forwarded with safety to all parts of the United
States. JAMES ACKERMAN, 101 Nassau-st

sep 12:1m

nee promptly attended to. WM. C. FLANIGAN,
86-Gms. No. 190 South Second street, Phi lad’s.

Ts Encampments and Lodges.

T
HE Undersigned will keep constantly en hand a
full assortment of Books, Paper, and general Sta-

tionery; and solicits a share of patronage. He will
supply new Encampments and Lodges with every
article they mar need, on the most favorable terms.

W. H. TOWNSEND, Stationer, 19 Wall st.

Philip Gnrhardu

Draper and tailor. No. 74,
West Broadway. A large and Fashionable as-

sortment of Cloths, Casslmeres and Vestings, con-
stantly on hand. ap26: ly

Regnlin.

M I. DRUMMOND, No. 309 GRAND STREET,
i having partly got over his press of business,

will be happy to receive orders from the brethren for

R. P. Regalia, Plain, Half, or Full, Embroidered,
White Satin; and P. G. Regalia, do do., as low as

can be got in tbe city, and as good. Lodges and En-
campments furnished at the shortest notice, accord-

ing to the Revised Work. Stan, Braids, &.C., on

hand, or made to order. lep 19 2t

Joseph Davis, _

Manufacturer of masonic
and ODD FELLOWS’ REGALIA and BAN-

NERS, No. 160 South Second street, 4th door above

Spruce street, Philadelphia. Regalia and Banners

[

of every description, either plain, painted, or em-

broidered in gold or *Liver. Samples nmy be seen as

above., JefrU

Regalia,

T
HE Subscriber informs the members of the Order

in addition to his stock of cheap Dry Goods,

be keeps constantly on hand the va- ions articles

used in the manufacture of Regalia, and furnishing

such as Scarlet and Blue Merinoes; Scarlet, Blue,
White, and Black Rattinetts; Scarlet, Blue, ana
Black DeLaines; Velvets, Linens, Fringes,Ribbons,
A a, of the proper shades, which he will be happy to

dispose of at a small advance. Orders from a die-

material for Regalia.

T
HE largest stock and best assortment of material

for Regalia in the United States, can be found at

F. W. * W. F. GILLEY’8
DRY GOODS ESTABLISHMENT,

430 GRAND STREET. NEW YORK.
Scarlet

,
Green, Bine. Pink, White, Royal Purple

Gold, and Black, Silk Velvet*, Cashmeres, Merinoes,
Moreens, Satins and Silke of every quality. Also,
all numbers of Satin and Lustring Ribbons. N. B.
Manufacturers and Merchants supplied. aug294t+

Odd Fellows9 Depot.

TEIE subscribers respectfully inform
the Brothers of the Order, that they hare taken

a store in the new Odd Fellows’ Hall, North Sixth

street below Raoe street, where they intend to keep
on hand all the principal Odd Fellows’ Publications,

Proposition Books, Report Books, Order Books,

Blank Books, and all such other Books as are used
by the Order, together with Regalia, and all other

articles used in furnishing Lodges.
They also intend keeping on hand a general as-

sortment of Books, Stationery, Ac.
WM. CURTIS.
D. NORCROSS.

The office of the “Golden Rule” is at the above
store.

J « C. Kootlk dc Co.
pASH DRAPERS and TAILORS,
\J 187 Broadway, have received an additional sup-

ply of ohoice Cassimeres Linen Drills and Vestings,

to which they would invite particular attention. Our
stock now comprises the richest assortment of goods

ever before offered in this oity, and having great fa-

cilities in buying, both here and In foreign markets,
we are enabled to offer them at prices much lower

than tbe usual rates,

There are seme who imagine that goods in Broad-
way must be dear, but we would assure such persons

that our prices (at all times low) were never so low

as at the present; and that since our removal, by our
much increased business, we have been enabled to

reduce our rates, while at the same time, the style

and workmanship of our garments have been very
much improved. We would invite all these persons

to give us a call, and be disabused at once of all such
erroneous impressions.

The Cutting Department is under the supervision

of Mr J. LEE, whose name is a sufficient guarantee

of its being properly and efficiently conducted. je!3tf

Claewcn’s

Fashionable visiting
CARD ESTABLISHMENT. 26 per cent be-

low his usual prices. A Plate and 50 Cards printed

fur $1,50; the best Enamelled Cords printed from
Engraved Plates at 50 cents per pack. A SILVER
DOOR PLATE furnished aud beautifully engraved
for £3. Engraving for the ,Trade equally low, at
CLLASSEN’S old stand, No. 1 Mumy-street, cor-

ner of Broadway. m30.1y

Philadelphia. Hat & Cap Store.

THE subscriber respectfully informs
his friends, and the public in general, that he

has opened the New Cheap Hat A Cap Store, No.
106, N. 6th-st. 2 doors above the “Odd Fellows” new
Hail, where may be had all kinds of Hats Caps Ac.
wholesale and retail, cheap for cash. Merchants and
other are requested to call and examine before pur-
chasing elsewhere. [m23:tf] F. W. CORINTH.

Johnson « Co.
TMPORTERS, Wholesale Dealers,
A and Manufacturers of PERFUMERY of every
description Manufacturers Agents of a puperior
qnolityof Hair Brushes.- No. 36 Cedar-street, up
stairs. Jy25:3m

Piano Farts,lffiislcA' Fancy Goods.

(
1 HOLT; Jr., Agent for L. Gilbert’s Piano Fortes,

;• Boston, has opened a W re Room at 156 Fulton
street, two doors east of Broadway. A supply of
Gilberts Instruments now on hand. He sells also
Bacons A Ravens Pianos and T. Gilbert’s, with the
oelebrated Coleman Attachment—a splendid onejust
opened, Bl’k Waluut Case. Parlor Organs, and Se-

raphines. All kinds of Music for the Piano Ac., In-

struction Books for various Instruments, Violins,

Strings, A e. Pianos tuned—Piano Stools and Covers.
Also, Perfumery

,
Fancy and Shaving Soaps, Ex-

tracts, Toilet Powder, Ac. sepl2:3m

A
BEAUTIFUL ROSE WOOD SERAPH1NE

—

constructed for the use of Odd Fellows Hall—far
sale at Holt’s Music Store, 156 Fulton-at. Price

• 150. sep!2:tf

State of New York. Secretary’s Office, >

A lbany, July 24, 1846. V

TO THE SHERIFF OF THE
CITY AND COUNTY OF NEW YORK:

Sir—Notice is hereby given, that at the next Gene-
ral Election, to be held on the Tuesday succeeding
the first Monday of November next, the following
officers are to be elected, to wit: A Governor and
Lieutenant Governor of this State. Two Canal
Commissioners, to supply the places of Jonas Earll,
junior, and Stephen Clark, whose terms of service
will expire on the* last day of December next A
Senator for the First Senatorial District, to supply
the vacancy which will accrue by the expiration of
the term of service of John A. Lott on the last day
of December next. A Representative in the 30th
Congress of the United States, for the Third Con-
gressional District, consisting of the 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th,
snd 5th Wards of the City of New York. Also, a
Representative in the said Congress for tbe Fourth
Congressional District, consisting of the 6th, 7th,
10th and 13th Wards of said City. Also a .Repre-
sentative in the said Congress for the Fifth Con-
gressional District, consistingof the 8th, 9th and 14th
Wards of said City. And also a Representative in
tbe said Congress for the Sixth Congressional Dis-
trict, consisting of the 1 1th, 12tb, 15th, 16th, 17th
and 18th Wards of said City.

Also the following officers for the said County, to
wit : 16 Members of Assembly, a Sheriff in the place
of William Jones, whose term of service will expire
on the last day of December next. A County Clerk
in the place of James Connor, whose term of service
will expire on the last day of December next

;
and a

Coroner in the place of Edmund G. Rawson, whose
term of service will expire on tbe last day of De-
cember next Yours, respectfully,

N. S. BENTON, Secretary of State. -

Sheriff’s Office, New York, Angust 3d, 1846.

The above Is published pursuant to the notice of
the Secretary of State and the requirements of the
statute in such case made and provided for.

WM. JONES.
Sheriffof tbe City and County ofNew York.

0^- All the publio newspapers in the County will
publish the above once in each week until election,

and then hand in their bills far advertising the
same, so that they may be laid before the Board of
Supervisors, and passed for payment.

See Revised Statutes, voL 1, chap. !., title 3d,
article 3d—part 1st, page 140. au8

Mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
JLi No. 11 Wall st. Issued during the month of
July 146 new Policies, vis

:

To Merch’tsA Traders.54 To FannersA Planters 7
Manufacturers.... 71

Mechanics 18

Clergymen 8
Physicians 4
Lawyers 12

Professors 3
Agents 7 1

I

Students 3
Clerks B
Cashiers I

Memberof Congress 5
Sec’y Ins. Co. 1

Other occupations... 6

Total
New policies iss aed in the I

first quarter of the year,

1815, via:
May...
June 54
July ...77

Whole number of Policies first year. .

.

146
New policies issued in the
first quarter of the year,
1846, vis:

May 207
June 181
July 146

...1701

Total policies in 15 months 2235
ROBT. L. PATTERSON, President,
BENJ. C. MILLER, Seoretary.

Jos L. Lord, Agent.
Jambs Stewart, M. D.. (No. 621 Broadway,>

Medical Examiner. auglo.-n

Samuel Hammond A Co.,

I
MPORTERS OF FINE WATCH-
ES, No. 44 Merchants’ Exchange, 1st door in

William street. Have constantly on hand a large

and valuable assortment of FINE WATCHES ef
their own importation, which they are now selling at
lower prices (when quality is compared,) than can be
purchased of any dealer in New York. A written
warrantee, In alt cases, will be given to the purchaser.

S. Hammond having attended solely to the repair-

ing of Chronometer, Duplex, and other fine Watches,
in tho late firm of Benedict A Hammond, will oon-
tinue to give his undivided attention to that branch
of the business, in connection with his present part-

ner, whose reputation has long been established,

having worked for the last ten years for the trade in

this city. mg&tf

Jolm Osborne*
IlfANUFACTURER of REGALIA,
IvJL No. 99 Madison st, N. Y., would state that
he manufactures every description of Regalia for
Lodges and Encampments, and will be happy to re-

ceive orders from the Brotherhood, far furnishing
all articles required by the Revised Work.

Lewis Child,
TVfERCHANT TAILOR, (Successor
IvA to I. Townsend A Co.) No. 132 Bowery, be-

tween Grand and Broome streets, N. Y. A frill as-

sortment of cloths, Cassimeres, Vestings, Ac. m£tf
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TWO B0LLAR8 A-YEAR.

Whole No. 117.
‘jNEW-YORK, SEPT. 26, 1846.

©riginal Poetrg.

THE CAPTIVE DOVE.
Written on reading the following incident, published in the 65th Mo.

of the Golden Rule.

BY MRS. M. L. GARDINER.

cMr. Eichholtz, of Pottsville, had a dove, which the Journal Raya, had a great

aversion to its prison, and a strong desire to be free; its struggles were so oon-

tinued and painful, that finally a feeling of compassion prevailed, and the gen-

tle, cooing bird was set at liberty, and away it soared—away—with rapid wing.

Three weeks or more elapsed, when Mr. Eichholtz was surprised one morning,

by a visit from a strange dove, whioh seemed to clamor for attention and a

cage; a cage was given it, whenlo! by certain unmistakable marks, Mr. E.

knew it to 'be his quandom feathered pet, which had returned wounded and

weary, to he nursed. Some relentless sportsman had shot it
;
one leg was bro-

ken and the bird was otherwise Injured. It is now well, and seems perfectly

happy in its wire-wrought house. Here is food for thought, and material for

poetry.]

My wandering Dove, bast thou to me returned,

To find again thy own sure resting place ?

Was the world cold and cruel, my sweet bird

—

The world that looked so beautiful to thee,

When from thy wiry prison thou beheUTst

Its pleasant groves and fields, and blooming flowers

;

Its deep sequestered vales and silvery streams

Meandering ’ronrtd in pensive melody T

Come in, poor, wanderer: welcome to thy home.

The same kind voice now greets thy entrance here.

That ever spoke in love and tenderness.

And thoa sh&lt find my friendship true, poor bird.

Thou’rt wounded now, some cruel, heartless one.

Sporting fmid shady bowers of living green,

Has sought thee fur his prey. Ah, little recks

He of thy agony, poor bird. His laugh

Reechoes o’er the grassy vale, his loud

Shrill laugh, regardless of thy wo. Leaving

Thee, dumb jn grief, he seeks another.

Rejoicing in the pangs his hands iuflict.

An hoar will come, when o’er his wildered mind,

The wandering Dove will flatter. Shew her wound,
Still bleeding neath his band ; and he will grieve.

To see thy crimsoned crest, my own loved bird.,

Come, enter in ; thou’rt welcome to thy home.

I’ve miss’d thy gentle cooings. Night and morn
i

I’ve listened for my^Dove, and sought thy song

In vain. ,

I am not glad the world became

Thy foe. Not glad, wounded, thou didst return.

But that thy own experience has taught

Thee, what from me, thou never would’st have leam’cL

The world ! the world ! Unfriended and alone,

Oh, ’tis a heartless throng of heartless souls.

Wast thou in sorrow, who beheld thy grief?

Wast thou a wanderer, who took thee in ?

Rejected—scorned—who felt for thee, my bird t

Happy for thee, thou hast a home, a friend,

Who, when deserted, orphaned, and alone,

.

Will shelter thee front harm.

Come in poor bird.

My hand shall bring supplies, thou sbalt be fed,

And when fatigued, and sick, myself of meti,

Then, will I hasten to thy wiry cage,

And learn true wisdom from tby truant flight.

Learn not on earth to rest my confidence

;

But looking upward, plumo my spirit*wing,

To bear me from my prison house of clay,

To holier, happier mansions in the skies.

Sag Harbor, L. I., 1846.

SEPTEMBER,
Weave us a thousand Dahlias ir'^ onCt
What time September gro^pg beT floral tram:

Serve us a banquet, long^ the Sun
Goes down, in mol^ fgjnbows, to the Main.

. ,

Yon lawn of fo«n^ing ve|vetf where ’tis spread;
Sweetwith C|emalia ev’ry near alcove ;

Whose tv
|n

.

Qg Honeysuckle, overhead,
• Tumbles to music issuing from the grove.

«eg apricots, and plums of bloomy hue;

TNeaches—elixir of the solar beams-;

The fruits that melt in nectar, and the dew
With which the grape, gold-green, or purple, teems:

Till tints of Ev’ning soothe us as theFreese, •

Unwooed on stubbledonds, glides, dancing, thro the trees.
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V

Ntro ©rigtnal Romance.

WILFRED M0NTRESS0,R;
OB,

THE 8ECRET ORDER OF THE 8EVEN.
A EOMANOH OF MYSTBHT AND CHIME.

BY THE AUTHOR OF “ FLORENCE DE LACEY, OR THE COQUETTE,” ETC

CHAFER XXIII-

“ I have

-THE ARREST OF THE BURGLARS.

pon his return home,

Hugh Simonson im-

parted his determi-

nation to break into

the premises of Hu-

bert Elston, Nfl. —
Bleecker street, Ur

his associate, An-

drew Williams.

The countenance
|

of Williams mani-

fested the firmness 1

and the sadness of
j

despair.

“ I *have taken

your money, Mr.

Simonson,” said the

inan, gloomily ; and have promised to go with you, whenever

you called upon me. I will keep my promise, though I fear it

will turn out badly.”

“It can't, Williams,” replied Simonson, hastily,

looked over the ground, and feel sure of success.

“ My rent is paid ; so they will not turn my poor woman out

of doors. They msy do what they will with me.”

“ Cheer up man,” exclaimed Hugh Simonson. “ It is natural,

perhaps, that you should be a little nervous. I was, myself the

first time I went out: but you will soon get used to it.”

“ Mr. Simonson,”' said Williams, firmly, “ I have taken a

Bible oath, that I will never again violate the rights of others

and the laws of my country. I am driven to it r ~"T

Cessities.”
.. T , „

« An oath !” replied the other, with a coarse laugh. I shall

not constrain you to keep it or break it. You ar<

t* To-night, l will follow you.”

« Come down to my room then, between eleven and twelve

—

you will find me there.”

The remainder of the evening was passed by Andrew Wil-

liams in the apartment of his sick wifo. He was kind and atten-

tive—even more so than usual—and yet there was an expression

of settled melancholy on his features, which gave an air of list;

lessness to his movements. Once or twice, in the midst of her

sufferings, this expression drew the attention of Mrs. Williams

particularly to her husband; conscious, however, that many

causes of weariness and distress were pressing upon him. she

forebore to make any urgent inquiries.

When the children had retired,Williams sat down by the bed-

side of his wife, and at her request, read a chapter from the Bi-

ble. Afterwards, she talked to him, long and earnestly, upon

the prospects of the family after her decease. She invoked him

to make the most strenuous exertions tc- provide a suitable edu-

cation for the boya, and to traiu them up to useful and respecta-

ble occupations. She dwelt upon the good qualities of her

daughter Jane, and her ability, young an she was, to superintend

the affairs of the household. At length she became exhausted

and gradually suuk into a profound sleep.

During a full hour, Andrew Williams sat gazing upon the

calm, placid, yet attenuated features of his wife. Then, with a

deep sigh, be rose from the stool on which be had been seated,

extinguished the caudle, and cautiously withdrew from the

chamber. He descended the stairs, on tiptoe, to prevent the
creaking of his footsteps, and stealthily advanced to the deer of
Hugh Simonson's apartment.

By the meagre light of a japanned tin lamp, the robber was
bnsily engaged in selecting from a chest, filled with mechanical
tools and other implements, such articles as he deemed requi-

site in the prosecution of his scheme of plunder. He had, pre-

vious to the entrance of Williams, placed upon a table near him,
a large bunch of false and skeleton keys, a dark lantern, a file,

a screwdriver, a small hatchet, and two or three knives with
blades of a peculiar description.

“ These things look like hard work,” said Hugh Simonson, as

Williams approached and surveyed the formidable array of tools

and keys, with an inquiring glance. “ Ours is a trade as well
as a profession, but it pays high wages.”

“ The wages of sin is death,” muttered Williams, half uncon-

sciously, in a low husky tone.

Simonson turned toward his neighbour, and said sneeringly

:

“How now, Williams, are you crazy?”
“ The sentence came into my mind, from a chapter in the Bi-

ble, which I have jnst been reading to my wife."
“ The Bible !” exclaimed the robber, chuckling with sup-

pressed laughter. “ Your studies will help you along vastly in

the profession. But seriously, Williams, I doubt whether yon
have the pluck of a man, after all.”

“ Don’t feat* me, Simonson.”
“ The Bible !” muttered Hugh Simonson, several times.

Then crossing the apartment toward a small closet he said to

his associate;

“Come and take a horn, Williams, and quit this cursed non
sense ; we have got something to do.” *

The men pledged each other in silence, in a bumper of cog
niac brandy, slightly diluted with water.

“ It must be nearly miduight,” observed Simonson, replacing

the decanter and the empty tumblers in the closet, “ and now
for«ction.”

The robber returned to his former position and employment.
He took a couple of large canvass bags from the wooden chest,

and hauded them to Andrew Williams.
“ Roll them into as small a compass as possible, and throat

them into your coat pockets.”

Williams followed his directions.

“ Here are two iron bars,” continued Simonson—exposing
them to the view of his companion—which may come in play
very usefully. You can carry them concealed in the sleeves of

your coat, until we get out of the public streets.”

Hugh Simonson then closed the lid of the chest, and pushed it

with its remaining contents ujjder the table. One by one, he
examined the implements which he bad selected, and concealed
them about his person. Finally, he took the dark lantern from
the table, and beckoning to Williams to follow him, the twain.
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withodt awakening any of the inmates oi the building, passed

into the street.

The night was intensely dark. The sky was covered with a

pall of dense heavy clouds, through which not a single star emit-

ted its twinkling rays. At the distance of six paces, the figure

of a man was not discernible, in the open air, by the keenest

vision, except within the narrow circles, partially illuminated by

the street lamps. There was neither fog nor rain, but the senses

were affected, unpleasantly, by the chilly dampness of the at-

mosphere.

Somewhat hardened by the implements oftheir unlawful trade,

the robbers ^noved Blowly onward by the most direct route to

the corner of Broadway and Houston street. The darkness

of the night, intense—almost palpable—while it was highly

favorable to the success of their enterprise, insensibly retarded its

prosecution. Althongh Hugh Simonson had made the moat care-

ful observation of the localities, the preceding afterfloon, a quar-

ter of an hour elapsed between the arrival of his companion and

himself at the corner aforesaid, and the discovery of a narrow

wooden gate or entrance in Houston street, which he had chosen

as the first point of attack.

“This is the spot, Williams/’ whispered Simonson, at length,

to his associate. “ Hand me one of the bars. The gate is bolted

•on the inside but the bolt is an old shackly thing, which would

yield to a child’s strength. Keep a good look out for stragglers,

Andrew, and we ’ll soon be out of harm’s way.”
The burglar took the iron bar which his comrade presented to

Bim, and applied one end of it to a small crevice in the gate-

way. With a steady, yet moderate exercise of muscular power,

Be pried the edge of the gate, toward him, until the fastenings

of the bolt gave way, and the gate itself swung freely upon its

Binges. He opened it caatiously, and seizing Williams by the

arm, drew him quietly into the dark, narrow, passage-way.

Closing it behind him with the same caution, he stood, for a mi-

nute or two, in a listening attitude by the side of his companion.
“ This is a desperate dark place,” murmured Williams, in low

trembling tones.

“ Black as pitch, neighbor,” whispered the burglar; “ but so

much the better. Be quiet, and follow me.”
“ Had we not better give it up, Mr. Simonson f

”

“ Fool !” muttered the burglar, through his closed teeth.

Hugh Simonson took the lead through the narrow passage;

•feeling his way at every step. In a few moments, he had safely

reached a small yard or garden, in the rear of the building to

which the passage-way belonged. He directed the attention of

his comrade to a partition fence on the right, as they advanced,

slowly, across the yard. Assisted by an oblong wooden box,

which they encountered accidently, the men clambered over the

fence and pursued their promenade in the adjoining garden.

“ One more fence, Williams,” said Hugh Simonson, in a whis-

per, to his neighbor, “ and the way is open.”

These words had barely escaped the. lips of the burglar, when
Ahdrew Williams clasped his arm, and murmured in a voice

tremulous with terror;

‘•We are lost—somebody is coming.”
" Silence, man.”

A peculiar sound as of some person approaching them, was

distinctly heard. Simonson laid his hand upon his comrade’s

shoulder and whispered

;

“ Crouch upon the ground, Andrew. There is no danger that

we shall be seen in this darkuess.”

The pattering of footsteps upon the gravelled walks of the

garden grew more audible. The heart of Andrew Williams

quaked with fear. He sank, motionless, upon the ground,

^Presently, the low harsh growl of a mastiff, fell upon the ears

of the listeners.

‘* Bah! It is a dog,” muttered Simonson, who had felt a slight

degree of alarm at the previous sounds. “I am prepared for him.”

The dog approached the burglars so nearly, that his white

•teeth and glaring eyes were visible amid the intense darkness of

«the garden. His growl was gradually increasing iu loudness and

harshness. It was evident^that he was conscious of the pres-

ence of the intruders, and that the least movement of retreat on

their part, would be the signal of attack from the ferocious ani-

snal.

At that moment, Hugh Simonson thrust his band iuto his outer

coat-pocket. The dog plunged toward him, barking loudly.

“ Take that for your pains, and shut your ugly mouth,” mut-
tered the burglar, tossing a large slice of fresh batcher’s meat in

the face of the mastiff. The bait was successful. The hungry
animal growling over the delicious morsel, tore it into pieces and
devoured it with savage eagerness.

“ This way neighbor !” exclaimed Simonson, “ we have
gained time to scale the garden wall.”

The hope of escape, gave new vigor to Andrew Williams. He
rose from the ground without assistance or a second bidding, and
followed Hugh Simonson.

The burglars soon arrived at the bottom of the garden, and felt

their way along a brick wall, six or seven feet high, to the par-

tition fence on their right. This fence was considerably lower

than the wall, and they were able, without serious difficulty, to

climb the fence and mount the garden wall, with still greater

ease. Holding to the top of the wall with their bands, they

swung themselves safely to the ground, on the opposite side.

A moment afterwards, they heard the low growl of the mas-

tiff, still mumbling tba remnant of his midnight meal. He was
again upon the track of the burglars, and as they stood leaning

against the wall and listening earnestly, they perceived by the

direction of the sounds, that be was slowly approaching the

junction of the wall and the partition fence. They moved not—
scarcely breathed, lest their proximity should be betrayed to the

acute senses of the dog. ^ut the sagacious animal, apparently

satisfied by his examination, that the intruders had left the pre-

mises of his master, did not remain long in the immediate vici-

nity. His movements became inaudible; his growl died away,

entirely, and a profound silence ensued, broken only by the

hushed breathing of the watchers by the garden wall.

“Yonder is our game,” at length whispered Hugh Simonson to

his companion, shaking him gently by the shoulder.

The voice of Simonson roused Andrew Williams from a train

jpf melancholy reflections. He was ho longer sustained by the

temporary firmness, which a combination of circumstances and
feelings had imparted to his resolution. The dangers which
had already beset bim, convinced him that the path of crime

was thorny and difficult to tread. He possessed little energy of

character in the ordinary conflicts of the world, and was illy

adapted to act as an accomplice in deeds of violence. Wistfully

as he stood beneath the murky sky, near that garden wall, did

he long to be at home—the home of his sick wife, and his slum-

bering children.

He turned his eyes toward the pile of buildings, whose black

outline was hardly distinguishable in the darkness of the night.

In front, every thing seemed to be buried in impenetrable ob-

scurity. The faint glimmering of a lamp, from tbe upper story

of a dwelling house, in a diagonal direction, was the only evi-

deuce which the eye could gather of tbe existence of the massive

structure of brick and mortar which, on all sides, surrounded the

burglars.

Suddenly, the dense clouds that veiled the earth in darkness,

parted, and a glimpse of starlight was visible for an instant. The
next moment the eyes of the adventurers were dazzled by the

brilliancy of a falling meteor, and then the clouds rolled slug-

gishly together, and the earth was clothed with tenfold gloom.
“ It is a warning of Providence,” said Andrew Williams.

“ Let us turn back, Mr. Simonson.”
“ You forget the dog,” muttered Hugh Simonson, in reply.

Williams sighed heavily ; but made no answer to this effective

hint.

44 If cowardice were catching,” continued Simonson, “ there

would be no chance for us. What is there in a falling star t It

shows as where we are, Andy, and I *11 warrant it is a good

omen.”

“I have always heard to the contraiy,” said Williams, de-

spond iugly.

“Your sick wife, your starving children, Andy,” whispered

Hugh Simonson. “ Courage for half an hour, and we shall be

rich men.”
With these words, by way of encouragement to his compa-

nion, Simonson left the shelter of the garden wall, and stole

cautiously along the gravelled footpath, which accident reveale d
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to him. Id a few minutes, he felt that he was treading upon a

pavement of smooth flagging stones ; and moving on still more

warily, he discovered, at length, a descending flight of stone

Bteps. One, two, three, four, five steps, and he stood upon a

level surface, paved with brick.
44 Hist! Andy/* said Hugh Simonson, in tones scarcely louder

than his ordinary breathing ;

44 where are you ?”

14 Here/* replied a low tremulous voice.

44 Hold this lantern, till I can find a match. The house is still

as death.'*

Williams took the lantern, in silence. Simonson thrust one

hand into his trowsers pocket, and drew forth a box of lucifer

matches—one of which he instantly lighted, by rubbing it gen-

tly against the end of the box. The flame was immediately com-

municated to the wick of a small lamp, in the dark lanteni.
44 Guard the opening of the lantern, thus,” whispered the

burglar to his associate, 44 so that only a glimmer of light shall

escape, and bold it constantly toward me.*’

Such was the extreme caution and considerate thoughtfulness

of this man Simonson, accounted so rash and impetuous, by
James Fogle.

Hugh Simonson commenced the examination of the premises.

The paved area extended along a portion of the rear of the

house, until it was terminated on the left by the wall of a smaller

Building, projecting from the main edifice in the direction of the

garden. Above the area, was a plank roof*—the floor probably

of a terrace or piazza, connected with the first Story of the man-
sion.

The attention of the burglar was, however, principally direct-

ed to the means of ingress. In the rear of the basement, hound-

ed by the paved area, there were two windows, closed by
wooden shutters, and a door. Simonson first attempted the door.

Its unyielding solidity led him to judge, that it was not only

locked, but secured with bolts and bars. He next approached

the windows. The shutters of the window nearest the door

were firmly closed ; but those of the second window yielded

readily to a prying movement of. his fingers. The window-sash

proved to be securely fastened.

After a moment’s reflection, Hngh Simonson returned to his

comrade, took him by the arm and led him directly in front of

the window. Then he drew from one of his pockets, a sharp

single-bladed knife.
44 A little more light, Andy.”

By means of the knife the burglar succeeded, in a short time,

in loosening and removing a pane of glass from the window-sash.

He passed one haud through the opening and unfastened the

catch or spring, attached to the upper surface. The sash glided,

freely, upward.
*

The sill of the window was not higher than three feet from

the pavement of the area. The burglars effected their entrance

into the basement with little noise. The first act of Hugh 8im-

onson after the entrance of his comrade, Williams, was to close

the window-shutters carefully.

44 Open the door of the lantern widely/ 7 whispered Sfmonson.

44 There is no danger, any longer, from the light.”

It was a room of moderate size ; containing a handsome car-

pet, a mahogany table, and half a dozen rosewood chairs. On

the side opposite to the windows, were foldiug doors; one of

which, was partially open. These doom butted, each of them,

against a projection from the main Wall of the edifice, standing

as it were, in the centre of a broad passage-way, between the

two rooms. The projections were of brick work, finished ex-

ternally in the same style as the rest of the apartment, with hard

walls and panel-doors, grained in oak. They were evidently

constructed as chambers of closets for the safe keeping of valua-

ble articles.

Hugh Simonson advanced towards a side door which, as he

rightly conjectured, opened into the basement entry. He passed

into the entry, followed by his associate who, surrounded no

longer by the imaginary terrors of darkness had recovered his

ordinary firmness.
44 We will provide in time for our retreat,” murmured Simon-

son, unlocking successively the doors of the entry in front aud

rear; the keys of which, fortunately for his purpose, had been

left in. the locks ;
and removing the iron bars, noiselessly, from

their sockets. He glanced up the stairway leading to the main
hall on the first floor of the mansion. The door, at the top, was
closed. From the entry he went into the front apartment, un-
fastened and raised one of the window-sashes, and carefully slid

back the bolt that secured the shutters.

He passed through the folding-doors into the other room,
closing them after his companion.

“ That is the closet where the metal is. The one to the right,”

said Simonson, in a loader voice than he had lately spoken.
44
It is locked, isn’t it ?” eagerly inquired Andrew Williams.

“Locked,” muttered Simonson, with a coarse sneer.

Disburdening "himself of his implements, except the bunch-of
keys and the small file which he had drawn from his pocket,,
and still retained in his hands, the burglar approached the dnor
of the closet. He tried key after key, unsuccessfully. The ne-
cessity of using the most vigilant precautions against noise, de-
layed bis operations. After a great number of trials, he disco-

vered a key which seemed to be intercepted in its action by the
narrowness of one of its wards. He attempted to remedy the

imperfection by filing away a portion of the solid metal.

While he was thus engaged, Andrew Williams interrupted
him with a tremulous whisper.

44 Don’t you hear a noise, Mr. Simonson ?”

“Nothing but the file and the thumping of your heart,” re-

plied Simonson.
44 1 thought ”

44 Hush ! this is no time for thinking. Now for the lock.”

Hugh Simonson placed the key in the aperture of the lock,

and turned it with a gentle twist of the wrist. The bolt of the
lock flew back, with a loud snap. Instantly the burglar opened
the door of the closet.

The interior of the closet presented a glittering appearance.
Costly services of plate, of the most exquisite workmanship,
were ranged upon the shelves. Silver coffee-pots, tea-pots and
sugar dishes, cake-baskets of elegant patterns ; silver trays, con-
taining tea and table-spoons ; richly chased goblets of gold and
silver, and a variety of lesser articles were ranged upon the
shelves, in dazzling profusion.

44 The bags, Williams,” quickly mattered Simonson. 44 Set the

lantern on the table and come hither.”

Andrew Williams obeyed Simonson’s directions, and took a
position near the door of the closet, holding one of the canvass

bags open at the top.

Hugh Simonson entered the closet, and grasped a couple of
golden goblets.

44 Gold before silver, always,” he murmured, thrusting the
goblets into his own pockets.

At that moment, Andrew Williams heard a slight noise, as of
the jarring of a door, aud turning a little to the right, he saw the

figure of a man, standing In the duor leading to the basement
entry.

Uttering a cry of agony, he sank upon his knees, pressed his

hands to his forehead, and exclaimed ;
44 Mercy l O my poor

wife.”

The shriek of his comrade, excited the alarm of Hugh Simon-
son. Looking round he perceived beyond his kneeling and ter-

rified associate, not one man only at the door of the basement
entry, but two others hastily entering the apartment, through

the folding doors.
44 By G— ! Fogle has betrayed me,” shouted the ruffian.

The burglar, however, did not yield passively to the terror

which had overcome his companion. Bushing from the closet,

ho flew towards the window by which he had entered, the

building.

“ Surrender to the police !” exclaimed one of the strangers,

intercepting him.

The ruffian replied with a blow, which sent the man reeling

against the wall of the room.' The delay of a moment, however,

enabled the other policeman to seize the burglar. A violent

scuffle ensued : in the progress of which, Hugh Simonson aud
his antagonists fell, together, upon the floor.

A deep groan suddenly burst from the lips ofone of the strug-

gling policemen, followed by the exclamation :

44 The villain has stabbed me !”

With an effort almost superhuman, Hugh Simonson rpse upon
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his feet, and flung hia antagonist, violently, from him. The
grounded man who had clung to him, notwithstanding the
severity of bis pain, sank, bleeding, upon the carpet. 8imonson
bounded through the folding-doors, towards the front window,
threw back the window-shutters, and dashed through the open
space with surprising velocity. He had reached a paved area of
less depth than in the rear of the building, which was protected
in front by an iron fence. The burglar sprang upon the stone
coping of the area, and resting his hands upon the upper rail,

was in the act of swinging himself over the fence, into the street,
when a stunning blow upon the head, from the round leaden
ball of a loaded cane, struck him senseless. He fell heavily up-
on the stone pavement of the sidewalk,—he impetus of his
desperate effort to escape, enabling him to clear the fence en-
tirely.

A squad of persons, bearing lanterns and torches, shouting and
laughing, came up at the moment. !

What is the row, neighbor?” inquired one of them, address-
ing a large man who was leaning over the prostrate burglar. -

“lama police officer, and this man is a thief,” said the person
addressed, tarning for au instant toward the first speaker.
He bad hardly finished the sentence, when two of the police-

men from the interior of the bnilding, made their appearance
with Andrew Williams in custody.

“ Tut the irons on this scoundrel, Roberta,” said the officer
who had struck down Hugh Simonson.

“ Ay, ay, Mr. Masters, he is a desperate fellow. He has stab-
bed Holmes, badly.”

As the policemen raised Simonson from the pavement, he
moved his hand, languidly, toward liis head. •

4 ‘ Jack Highflyer,” muttered one of the squad. “ It is the fel-
low you punished, so severely, last night.”

44 The same, Tim. He is in better hands now.”
Other policemen made their appearance

; and the inmates of
the dwellings in the neighborhood, alarmed hy the noise, were
flocking around the officers.

“ Move on boys!” exclaimed Jack Highflyer, in a tone of
command: 44 the fun is all over in this quarter.”
Two hours afterward^ when Hugh Simonson recovered his

consciousness, he was lying on a straw-bed in one of the cells
of the Eighth Ward Station House—an arrested felon.

Something for All.—So various is the appetite of animals,
that there is scarcely any plant which is not chosen by some,
and left untouched by others. The horse gives up the water-
hemlock to the goat ; the cow gives up the long-leaved water-
hemlock to the sheep ; the goat gives up the monk’s hood to the
horse, &c.; for that which certain animals grow fat upon, others
abhor as poison. Hence, no plant is absolutely poisonous, but
only respectively. Thus the spurge, that is noxiouB to man, is
a most wholesome nourishfnent to the catcrcnllar. That animals
may not destroy themselves for the want of knowing this law,
each of them is guarded by such a delicacy of taste and smell,
that they can easily distinguish what is pernicious from what is
wholesome ; and when it happens that different animals live
upon the same plants, still one kind always leaves something for
the other, as the mouths of ail are not equally adapted to lay
hold of the grass ; by which means there is sufficient food for all.

To this may be referred economical experiment well known
to the Dutch, that when eight cows have been in a pasture, and
can no longer get nourishment, two horses will Jo very well
there for some days, and when nothing is left for the horses, four
sheep will live upon it.

Air Guns.—It is a curious fact, that although the air-pump is a
modem invention, yet the aiivgun, wbiqh is so nearly allied to it
in the construction of its valve aud condensing syringe, should
have existed long antecedent to it; for it is recorded that an air-
gun was made for Henry the Fourth, by Marin of Liseau, in Nor-
mandy. as early as 1408, and another was preserved in the armory
at Scferaetau, bearing the date of 1474. The air-gun of the pres-
ent day is, however, very different from that which was formerly
made, and which discharged but one bullet after a long and
tedious process of condensation, whilo it now discharges five or
six without any visible variation of force, and will even act upon
a dozen, though with less effect.

Fiver.—Dr. Cartwright states that barm or yeast is a certain

rific for putrid fever. He has tested it in the last stages of
dreadful disorder, and never known it to fail, given in doses

of two large spoonfuls every two hours.

®ranb £obge of % ttniteb

ANNUAL SESSION, SEPTEMBER, 1846.

FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.
Baltimore, Sept 22, 1846.

Dear Sir and Brother,—The G. JL. U. S. is in session. Fifty-
nine Grand Representatives answered to their names, which are
set forth in the proceedings herewith sent. I arrived last evening,
and was not, therefore, present at the opening. The Grand Sire,
yesterday, delivered his Annual Message, which is a clear, straight-
forward document. But it is unnecessary to be prolix in commen-
dation ; for your readers have, in this number, an opportunity of
appreciating it by perusal. To-day, at 11 o’clock, the G. L. U. S.
went into the election of Grand Officers.

After five ballotings, 1 think, P. G. M. Horn R. Kneass, of Penn-
sylvania, was elected Grand Sire, and N. A. Thompson, P. G. M.
of Massachusetts, Dept. Grand Sire.
P. G. M. Ridgley, G. G. S. and P. G. M. Warner, G. Trea; were

re-elected by unanimous votes.

The installation of the new officers does not take place, as you
are aware, until the communication of Sept. 1847.
The present G. L. U. S. is constituted chiefly of new members.

I have never seen a more dignified and intelligent body ; and while
our beloved Order exhibited such sagacity in the re-election of
Grand Representatives, there can be no retrogression in our pros-
perity.

Much important business will be done at thi* communication.
What the special improvements are likely to be, must be ascertain-
ed by reference to the future printed Journal, for it is not deemed
exactly in order to foretell the purposes of this body. I hazard lit-

tle in saying, however, that many excellent measures will be
adopted. Your’s in F. L. T. s. y. A . l.

The G. L. U. S. met in the city of Baltimore on Monday, Sept. 2L The fol-

lowing is a roll of the Representatives to that R. W. Body

:

GRAND LODGES.
Maryland.—Archer Ropes, Rich. Marley.

Maine.—E. 8. J. Nealley, Esra R. French.
N. Hampshire.—S. H. Parker, Charles Wells.

Connecticut—A. L. Milton, Pluto M. Judson.

R. Island.-E. B. White, P. G., Jas. Wood, P. G.

Nctc Jersey.—Edward D. Weld. John L. Page.

Massachusetts.—Wm. E. Parmenter, John L. Drew.

New York.—Datid O.Egan, R. N. Baldwin.

Pennsylvania.—Geo. S. Morris, H. S. Patterson.

District of Columbia.—Wm. W. Moore, Joseph Beardsley.

Virginia.—Robt. W. Reid, P. G. M., Mordecai Cook, P. G.

North Carolina.—Alex. McRae, John McRae, alternate.

South Carolina.—R. W. Seymour, W. G. Dessaussure.

Georgia—Judge Garvier.

Tennessee.—Walter S. McNairy.
Alabama.—D. Solomon.

Mississippi.— F. O. Wadsworth.

Louisiana.—W. R. Fosdick.

Missouri.—Isaac M. Veitch.

Canada.—H. H. Whitney.

Ohio.—Alex. E. Glenn, AJbert G. Day.

Kentucky.—David P. Watson.
Michigan.—A. S. Kellogg.

Texas.—J. De Cordova, D. D. G. Sire.

Indiana.—B. B. Taylor.

GRAND ENCAMPMENTS.

Maryland.—Wm. Bayley.

Maine.—Wm. R. Smith.

New Hampshire.—D. J. Hoit.

Connecticut.—John Greenwood.

New Jersey.—Amos H. Se&rfou.

Massachusetts.—Wm. Ellison, Newall Thompson.
Ohio.—Charles Thomas.

New York.—F. W. Gilley, Jos. D. Stewart, P. C. P.

Pennsylvania.—Horn R. Kneass, John W. Stokes.

District of Columbia.—E. S. Hough.

Virginia*—E. C. Robinson, P. C. P.

South Carolina.—W. G. Desaussure.

Kentucky.—A. K. Marshall.
*

Canada.—Christopher Dunkin.

M. W. GRAN D SIR E’S REPORT.

To the Grand Lodge of the United States :

In presenting to your body his annual report, it is with the most
lively satisfaction, that the Grand Sire congratulates you on the con-
tinued prosperity of the Order, and on the peace and harmony which,
with but slight exceptions* pervade the entire jurisdiction Under
the protecting care of Divine Providence, Odd Fellowship has gon e
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on in its peaceful march, triumphiog over the opposition of ignorance

and bigotry, and drawing to its folds the good of all ranks and con-

ditions of men. The truth of its principles, the beauty of its work,

and the eminently practical nature of its operations have secured to

it the affections of those who bow at its altars; and its charities

have made it known lo all men. Claiming only of the world that

“ the tree shall be judged by its fruits ” the Order has, by its works,

seated itself firmly in the respect and esteem of all who seek the

amelioration of the condition of mankind. The great spectacle is

now presented of 90,000 men banded together by the most endear-

ing ties, and acting under one common head, whose objects in that

association are to “ visit the sick, relieve the distressed, bury the

dead and educate the orphan.” How that work has been done

hitherto, is matter of history. The returns of the present year ex-

hibit an expenditure of #190,000 for these objects
t
whilst the insti-

tution has been gradually strengthening itself for still more enlarged

In our gratulation8 upon this successful result of the labors of the

brotherhood we should ever bear in mind that unto Him who rules

the Heavens and the earth all the praise and thanksgiving is due ;

and humbly asking his continued blessings, conscious of the purity

of our cause, let us persevere, with a firm reliance upon the Divine

promise that “every man shall be rewarded according to his

To you is committed the important duty of legislating for this in-

stitution, which, if we may be permitted to judge of the future by

the past, is destined to exercise a moral power over mankind, such

as the world has never seen wielded by any similar institution.

Composed as the Grand Lodge is of the Representatives of the

entire body of our Order, who bring to its councils the wisdom and
knowledge gained by experience, and holding as it does the su-

preme legislative and judicial power, its deliberations have ever

been looked to with deep interest by the Order at large, and its de

cisions and mandates received with respect and promptly obeyed.

During the recess the Grand Sire ha9 been called upon so fre-

quently Tor opinions as to construction of law and aa to the usages

of the Osder, that he has become deeply impressed with the neces-

sity for a code of general laws reaching the details of the govern-

ment of our institution and providing for all matters not specially

surrendered to the State governments. It would be a work oi su-

pererogation to enlarge upon the importance of this measure, so ne-

cessary to preserve uniformity, or to point out the evils that will in-

evitably follow vascillation in decisions upon points of law or usage.

And it is scarcely possible that successive officers will hold the same
opinions, or that they can give the same decisions, without the aid

of written law. In an institution like ours the laws should be plain

and permanent, and nothing if possible should be left for construc-

tion or inference. With these remarks the subject is submitted to

the Grand Lodge, in the hope that the Representatives in their wis-

dom will adopt some plan by which Odd Fellowship in its organi-

zation as wellas in its work may become one and the same through-

out the jurisdiction.

At the last session a resolution was passed authorising the removal

of the seat of the Grand Encampment of Virginia from Portsmouth

to Norfolk, upon certain conditions therein prescribed, and when
advised of its removal the Grand Sire was directed to order its per-

manent location at the latter point. Having received no advice of

such removal, no action has been had by him in the matter. In re-

ply to an inquiry from the Grand Patriarch of that State, he gave it

as his opinion that by the terms of the resolution the change could

not be made without the sanction of the Grand Encampment.

From Alabama two questions have been presented, on one of which
a decision was given and the other was reserved for the action of

the Grand Lodge. In April, 1845, our distinguished brother, I. D.
Williamson, was elected Grand Master and Grand Representative

of that State. The then Constitution of that Grand Lodge prescribed

that the installation of Grand Master should take place at the July

session, and that in case of failure on the part of the officer to ap-

pear at that time, a new election should be had, and the officer then
elected be installed at the same session. When the constitutional

period arrived, Bro. Williamson did not present himself, having left

the State with the view of attending the session of this body. The
seat ofGrand Master was accordingly declared vacated, and another
member was elected and installed. On his return to Alabama, Bro.
W. deemed it his privilege and duty to claim that his election was
still valid, by virtue of a resolution passed by your body at the last

session, in the following werds: “ Resolved, That the absence of a

member of any State Grand Lodge, on duty as a Representative in

this body, is & sufficient reason for releasing him from any disquali-

fication that he may haye incurred by reason of absence from his

seat in any other office that he may hold in his Grand Lodge.” The
Grand Lodge of Alabama refused to acknowledge his right, and an
appeal was made to the Grand Sire. He affirmed the decision of
that Grand Lodge upon the grounds, that the resolution could uot
apply to transactions prior to its passage, that the Lodge had pro-

ceeded constitutionally, and that reference was made in the resolu-

tion only to those who held office, and not to any who, although
• elected, had never been installed.

The other question from Alabama, and which your body is now
called upon to decide, is one carrying with it such important conse-
quences, that it merits the most calm and careful consideration.

—

On its decision rests the whole question of vested rights in our Or-
der. At the annual session of the Grand Lodge of that State, held
in July, 1845, a Grand Master was installed for one year. In April,

1846, the Constitution was amended, so as to make the annual ses-

sion commence on the third Monday in that month, during which
session the Grand Officers should be elected and installed. The
election and installation took place at that session, by which the
officers who had in July, 1845, been installed for one year, were re-

moved from office three months prior to the expiration of their terra.

Several of the Subordinate Lodges have protested against this act,

upon the ground

:

1st. That no officer can be removed from office but for cause duly
specified and showr, and

2nd. That constitutional amendments cannot be retrospective or
affect rights already vested.

The opinion of the Grand Sire has been 4hat these positions are
correct, out he declined giving an opinion, because of the injurious

results that might follow an erroneous one.

During the month of March last, I was advised by D. D. G. Sire
Coleman, of Louisiana, that he had deemed it to be his duty to sus-

pend Wildey Encampment No. 1, of that State. It appeared that

on the receipt of the revised work, he visited that Encampment for

the purpose of introducing the work and giving instructions, and
that upon his declining to exhibit any written or printed notice of'

his appointment as D. D. G. Sire, the Encampment refused to re-

ceive him in that capacity. This he held to be insubordination, and
accordingly declared it to be in a state of suspension.
Believing that a subordinate body is not bound to yield obedience

to an officer of whose election or appointment they have no official

evidence, and that under the existing laws of the Grand Lodge no
power of the kind exercised in this instance, is vested in the Dis-

trict Deputies, instructions were forwarded without delay to D- D.
G. S. Coleman to reinstate the Encampment, and instruct the mem-
bers thereof in the revised work. I am happy to say that these in-

structions were carried out, and that the Encampment is now m
successful operation.

.

Under a mistaken view of the power vested in him, D. D. G. Sire

Brown, of Indiana, without any authority from the Grand Officers,

has within a few months, instituted three Encampments in that

State. The knowledge of this fact reached me but a short time
since, and in view of the near approach of the session of your body,
I directed that officer to suspend the operations of those Encamp-
ments and forward the papers Upon which he had acted, in order

that the subject might be laid before^ou. His report, with

litions and cards, are in the hands of the Grand Secretary,

these applications come before me, I would have had no hesitation

in granting Dispensations for two of them, (Lafayette and Indian-

apolis ;) the third (at Laurel) would have been refused, for the rea-

son that that point in my opinion has not sufficient population—nor
has it subordinate-members enough to warrant the institution of an
Encampment there. „ _ .. .

A note upon the annual report of Bethlehem Encampment No. 8,

of Indiana, conveys to me the first information I have had of the

removal ot the seat of that body from Lawrenceburg to Aurora, for

which it appears a Dispensation was obtained from D. D. G. Sire

Brown. This removal is illegal until it shall have received the sanc-

tion ofyour body. The reasons for it are not indicated in the re--

ports ofthat officer, nor have I any knowledge of the cause of it.

In April an application was made through D. D. G. Sire Wil-
liams, of Georgia and Florida, to revive the dormant charter of

Kennedy Lodge No. 2, of Florida, and place it in other hands and
at another location. A6 the constitution of the Grand Lodge speci-

fies but one mode of instituting Lodges, which is upon petition of

five members, and as that application did not accord with the re-

quirement, the dispensation was hot granted.

Under the same view of the constitution and of the power vested

in the Grand Officers during the recess of the Grand Lodge I was
constrained to refuse my assent to an application from P. G. Pena
for authority to institute a Lodge in Maracaibo, South America, an-

other from P. G. M. Atlee of Washington, for power. to institute

Lodges in Oregon, and another from some brethren in St. Louis

who desired to institute a Lodge in that place with power to remove
it to some point in Oregon. _ _ ___ , - .

,

An application was received from P. G. Watson, then of Mas-
sachusetts, for a dispensation to institute a Lodge in Oregon City

on his arrival there. He represented that a large party were about

emigrating from Massachusetts to Oregon, and of that party that

there were five members then in good standing in Lodges under this

jurisdiction. Strong testimonials of his worth and standing, from

many of the prominent members in that State, accompanied his ap-

plication. He was requested to forward a petition in accordance

with the law to the Grand Secretary, and thatpfficer was advised of

the matter, and requested to issue a charter, with authority to P. G.

Watson to institute the Lodge, so soon as the law was complied with.

From some cause this course was not pursued by P. G. Watson,,

but on the contrary he made such representations to D. D. G. Sire

Guild, ofMassachusetts, as to induce that officer to grant the desir-

ed dispensation to himself and such others as he might see proper

to include. The work was furnished him, and he was commission-

ed by D. D. G. S. Guild, as D. D. Sire for the territoiyof Oregon for

one year. The first direct information received by me of this

transaction, was contained in a letter from the District Deputy of

Massachusetts, bearing date the fourth of April, at which time it

was too late to recall the dispensation, P. G. Watson and his com-

pany having sailed for Oregon some four or five weeks previously.

In reply he was informed that he had exceeded the authority vested

in any of the officers of the Grand Lodge, and that his course could

not be sanctioned by the executive. In laying this subject before

the Grand Lodge, 1 deem it proper to state that in ray opinion the

Grand Officers authorized to issue Charters, are by the constitution

confined to the plan therein laid down, and that any departure there-

from would be an assumption of power justly censurable in them.

The importance of an early occupation of that great territory to

which the public attention is at present so strongly directed, would

have induced me to issue to P. G. Watson, the authority prayed

for by him, had I considered myself authorised to do so. satis-

fied of his ability to place the Order on a respectable footing, and

of his zeal and moral worth, it would have been a source ot great

pleasure to me to have confided to him that important trust. It is

submitted to the Grand Lodge, whether, under the pucuUar circum-
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stances of the case, it would not be the best course to authorise the
Grand Officers to forward to P. G. Watson the papers necessary to

legalise the act of the D. D. G. Sire.
The institution of Pioneer Lodge, No. 1, at Stockport, England,

has not- 1 regret to say, been followed by the happy results anticipa-
ted. Various causes delayed its organization until the 28th October,
1845, on which day it was instituted in due form by special Deputy
James W. Hale, assisted by Bros. Colburn and Tuckerman, of
which a full report is in the archives of the Grand Lodge. Previous
to Us institution, P. G. Hale exacted from each of the petitioners a
pledge “ that he was not then in membership with any society un-
der the name of Odd Fellows and that so long as he remained un-
der the jurisdiction of the G. L. U. S. he would not become a mem-
ber of any other society known as Odd Fellows.’ 1 He entertained
the opinion, to the correctness of which I cannot assent, that by the
act of separation members of the Manchester Unity were debarred
from admission into Lodges under this jurisdiction. Two of the
applicants who had been prominent in the movement refused to give
such a pledge, and were, under the direotions of P. G. Hale, denied
admission as members. Instructions were forwarded to the then
N. G. of Pioneer Lodge to the effect that in proclaiming the final

separation of American Odd Fellowship from the Manchester Uni-
ty, the Grand Lodge had declared the two to be entirely distinct
and by the adoption of the revised work had destroyed all similarity
between them. That in all things the Manchester Unity was held
to be as any other society and that it would not be proper to exact
any other pledges than those receivedfrom applicants who were not
attached to it. To this letter no answer was ever received.
Information has since come to hand that that Lodge has suspen-

ded its operations, and that consequently there is now no Lodge in

England working under a eharter from your body, ihe Lodge char-
tered at Liverpool under the name of Oriental, No. 2, having never
been instituted.

From the Lodges in Wales no returns have been received nor
correspondence been bad by me with them.

The apparent impossibility or at least great difficulty ot securing
such a connexion between the Order there and this Grand Lodge,
as should exist between two portions of the same institution, and
the neglect on the part of the Lodges in Wales to make any reports

calls for some, change in the policy of this Grand Lodge in regard
to the spread of Odd-Fellowship in the Old World. Whether it is

Sot the true policy of the Order in the United States to confine its

efforts to this continent, is a subject of grave enquiry. My opinion
has been and recent occurrences have given me no cause to change
if, that any direct connection between the Order in this country and
that in Great Britain, will but weaken us, without strengthening them
and that it would be wise either to acknowledge the entire indepen-

dence of the Order in Wales, or to withdraw all the charters gran-

ted to Lodges in that country.

For some years past Odd-Fellowship in Arkansas has been in the

most unsatisfactory condition. With but one Lodge in the State,

and that one delinquent, and almost dormant, the Order has made
no progress there, while in other sections of the jurisdiction it was
growing with singular rapidity. Actuated by an earnest desire for

the revival of Odd-Fellowship in that locality, and feeling confident

that with proper efforts that object might be attained, I tendered the

appointment of D D. G. Sire to G. Rep. Wm. Davis, of Tennes-
see, who accepted it, and 1 am happy to say, discharged the duties

of the office to my entire satisfaction. On his arrival at Little

Rock, he found that Far West Lodge, No. 1, had held no regular

meeting for nearly twelve months, and with a roll of one hundred
and thirty members, but nineteen were found qualified and willing

to aid in the resuscitation of the Lodge. With this number, it was
again opened, and the revised work delivered to it, with such in-

structions m were considered necessary. He is sanguine in the

belief that the Lodge is now upon a permanent basis, and that pros-

¥
?rity will attend it. About the same lime he instituted in Helena,
elula Lodge, No. 2, under very favorable auspices.
At the lust session of your body, authority was given the Grand

Sire to send a commission to Texas to inquire into the cause of

the difficulties of that State, and to suggest a remedy.
Having become satisfied from information derived from various

sources, that the Grand Lodge of Texas had taken the course best

calculated to subserve the interests of the Order, and that since the

removal of that body from Houston to Galveston, a better feeling

had manifested itself, giving good promise of enlightened and pru-

dent government, I deemed it best to issue no commission. The
reports of the Grand Lodge and of the D. D. G. Sire, are more
favorable than were anticipated. The unsettled state of the coun-
try has been a serious bar to the spread of our Institution there, but

even with this disadvantage, it has grown steadily.

There has been so wide a difference of opinion between some of

the D. D. G. Sires and myself, as to the construction of the law of
last session, by which the duties of these officers are defined, that

I deem it proper to call the attention of the Grand Lodge to the

subject. It is only necessary to refer to the preceding portion of
this report for evidence of this difference. My impression was, that

no general powers were given them, but that they were understood
to be the agents of the Grand Sire and Grand Secretary. If my
view# accord with those of the Grand Lodge, on this point, I would
respectfully suggest that such alterations be made in tne law as will

prevent future misconstruction. As special agents, these officers

can render valuable service to the Grand Officers, iu carrying out
the mandates of your body in reporting violations of laws and usage,
end in attending to the collection of the revenues of the Grand
bodge accruing from their respective jurisdictions.

source of revenue to any considerable extent, whilst the intrease of
Grand Lodges and Grand Encampments, will materially reduce the
revenue derived from the per centage upon the receipts of Subordi-
nates. It cannot be long before every State and Territory under
this jurisdiction, will be governed 6y its own Grand Bodies, and
this Grand Lodge must then rely upon the sale oQQardiumd Books,
and the Represent ative tax, for revenue to defrayitv egpiiiBes.

It is probable that there will be at the close of the Motion a sur-
plus fund of five or six thousand dollars, no part of which will be
needed to meet the current expenditures of the coming year. 1
would respectfully suggest to you the propriety of investing this sur-
plus in some permanent stock, or in such other mode ae you may
deem best, in order that a fund may be provided in time to meet
the great falling off in revenue, that may reasonably be anticipated
in tne next few years. If an increase of the Representative tax can
be avoided, it would seem to be the part of wisdom to lay no fur-

ther burdens upon the Order. My predecessors have, at different
times, called the attention of the Grand Lodge to the fact, that the
ordinary sources ofrevenue would, in a short time, be insufficient

to meet the most economical administration of its affairs, and have
urged that some provision should be made by which it could be
kept clear of debt. For the present, I do not deem it necessary to
recommend any change in the revenue laws, believing that if the
surplus at present on nands, and such as may hereafter accrue, be
invested, tne interest will assist materially, if not make up, entirely,
the deficiency from other sources
Since your last session Grand Encampments have been instituted

in Canada, District of Columbia and New Hampshire.
From Iowa a petition in due form for a Grand Lodge will be laid

before you. It was received so shon a ume since, that the Grand
Officers deemed it decorous to hold it for your decision.
An application was received from four Lodges in Wisconsin for

a.Grand Lodge Charter and a remonstrance against the same from
three other Lodges. There was so slight an approach to unanimity

this instance that no action was haa in the matter.~
The details of the increase and the operations of our insfllution

during the year, are embodied in the report of the Grand Secretary.

Ii will be seen that there has been no check to the prosperity of the

Order, and that even in States long occupied by it the increase is

steady and rapid. THOS. SHERLOCK, G. Sire.

Baltimore , Sept. 21st, 1846.

•Lodge accruing from their respective jurisdictions.
The report of the Grand Secretary, will exhibit a statement of

the finances of the Grand Lodge. It will be se*n that the receipts
of the present have far exceeded those of any previous year, and
that a very large portion of the amount has accrued from the issue
of the revised work This cannot be looked to hereafter as a

Nett)a from ti)c Cofcgta.

Grand Encampment.—A special session of the Grand Encamp-
ment was holden on Wednesday evening, on a call of the Grand
Patriarch. A petition from members of “ New York State En-
campment, No. 1,” which Encampment had become extinct, was
presented, praying for a charter from this body, in lieu of that

issued by the Grand Lodge of the Stale in 1829—which petition

was granted, with the option to the petitioners, of taking the name
of “ New York Encampment,” or “ State Encampment, No. 1,”

on satisfying the Grand Patriarch that they were entitfed to receive

such charter.

New Hall in Troy, N. Y.—The brethren of Troy, are, as

usual, full of enterprise and activity. They are building a new
Hall, for their greater convenience, which will be ready for use

about the first of January. It will be neat and elegant.

Toronto.—Extract from a Letter You will be gratified to'hear

that an Encampment has been formed here, and that on the 11th

inst. the following gentlemen were installed as officers elect : S.

B. Campbell, C. P.; G. P. Dixon, H. Priest; \y.H. Bolton, S. W.;
Silas Fairbanks, J. W.; Alfred Coalson, Scribe ; Quartos Quaife,

F. Scribe ; T. J. Preston, Treasurer. The Encampment, which
will rapidly increase, is to be hailed the “ Wellington Encampment
No. 5,” Toronto.

Mishawakre, Ltd.—Extract from a Letter, dated Sept. 5.

—

“ This Lodge was instituted 9th Feb, last ; since which time, we
have initiated 40 members. There has been a petition forwarded

for an Encampment to be opened here. I am sanguine it will be

granted, as it would be the only one in northern Indiana, and west-

ern Michigan, with the exception of one at Niles. l. o. l.”

Cincinnati, Ohio.—Extract from a Letter, dated Sept. 8.—“A
charter was granted at the last meeting of our Grand Lodge, for a

new Lodge to be located in this city, to be hailed as Fidelity

Lodge, No. — , which will make six subordinate Lodges in our

city, and two Encampments. J- c-”

Augusta, Ga.—Extract from a Letter, dated Sejit. 8 —*• Miller

Lodge, No. 10, in this city, meets on Tuesday evening, and num-

bers 140 members. The Order is in a flourishing condition, in this

city and State. A charter was granted for a new subordinate, at

the last sassion of our G. L , which makes twelve in the State.”

By the last steamer from England we received a copious sup-

ply of rich material for the literary department of the Golden

Rule, and we hope to make ample amends hereafter for all pro

sent deficiencies.
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"Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them. ,,

REV. A. 0. L. ARNOLD, P.H.P., EDITOR.

NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, SEPT. 26, 1846.

BY MAGNETIC TELEGRAPH.
The Grand Lodge U. S. on Tuesday evening adopted a law

changing the term of office in Subordinate Lodges from three to

six months. This is a most important measure, and will, was

think, be attended with beneficial results to the Order.

The New York appeal case was thrown out. A resolution to

rescind the resolution of last session in relation to ladies cards

was indefinitely postponed by a large majority.

DISCIPLINE OP THE ORDER OF ODD FELLOWS.

While in the country, a few weeks since, we were invited by

some friends to go and witness the proceedings of an ecclesias-

tical council, in the case of a clergyman, against whom charges

had been preferred by members of his own church. It was evi-

dent that these charges originated in sheer malice, not having the

least foundation in truth, and yet it was equally plain, that a por-

tion of the council, both clerical and lay, was resolutely bent on

the destruction of the accused. What the result of that council

was, we have not learned ; but have no thought that justice has

been done the implicated gentleman. If condemned, there is

no redress ; if, on the contrary, compelled by popular indigna-

tion, the council acquitted him, individual members of it will

still pursue and persecute him with their fierce hate and ruin-

ous calumnies.

While observing these transactions, we could not help think-

ing of the superiority of the disciplinary rules of our Order, over

those of most of our religioug sects. Among these, there is so

much of individualism, that a few evil minded persons may com-

bine, and persecute and crush to the earth, the most virtuous kud

disinterested members of their body, and destroy them beyond

vemedy. But the laws of out1 Order are calculated to prevent

all evils of this description. Very rarely does a brother suffer

injustice. Odd Fellowship forbids all private malice, and calum-

niation. It allows no individual to take the sword ofjustice in-

to his own hands. Not a word can be uttered or breathed against

a brother, which can prejudice any of his interests, or do him
any harm. If he be suspected of misdemeanors, the allegations

must be presented in tangible form, before a competent tribu-

nal, for adjudication. Then the trial proceeds, and the subject

may be brought up in so many different ways, and the investi-

gations are usually so thorough, that justice generally prevails.

If it demand punishment, the accused is punished
; if it require

acquittal, he ds acquitted. Then, he is again in good standing,

entitled to the sympathy, support, and encouragement of his

brethren wherever he may be. No individual member of the
Order, has any more the right to assail him, and should one pre-

sume to do so, he makes himself liable to be proceeded against

for a violation of his obligations, and the laws of the Fraternity.

It is to be hoped that all Odd Fellows will yield a ready and*

cheerful obedience to these admirable laws, which are calculated

to promote harmony and peace, and to heal all troubles, with the

I sweet and gentle influences of love. Envy, jealousy, and hatred

cannot live in the bosom of a true Odd Fellow. He has faith in

virtue, and consequently is more ready to think well, than evil,

|

of his fellow-men. He will “ forgive his enemies, love them that

hate him, bless them that curse him, and pray for them that dea-

pitefully use and persecute him.”

I CELEBRATION OF CONSECRATION OF BURIAL LOTS AT
GREENWOOD CEMETERY.

The celebration of the consecration of four burial lots at Green-

wood Cemetery, which have been recently purebased by Atlan-

|

tic Lodge, No. 50, Fulton Lodge, No. 66, Eagle Lodge, No. 94,

I Magnoliu Lodge, No. 166, all of the city of Brooklyn, took place

on Wednesday, the 9th inst.

Invitations had been extended to a number of Lodges in New-
York city to participate in the exercises; and at an early hour in

the morning of that day, in accordance with the invitation, several

New York Lodges, clothed in full regalia and accompanied with

excellent bauds of music, proceeded to Brooklyn, and were re-

ceived at the landing by the brethren of that city. At about ten

o’clock the line was formed, and the sections of Brooklyn

through which the procession was to pass, filled with anxious

spectators. At about half past ten o’clock the line began to

move, and with banners' flying, accompanied with excellent

brass bands, and clothed in the richest styles of regalia, and bear-

ing the various emblems and paraphernalia of office, the lodges

marched through several of the principal streets of Brooklyn, and
wended their way towards Greenwood, where they arrived at

about noou. After winding here and there through beautiful and
romantic roads and lanes, the procession approached the ground,

on which a staging had been erected for the accommodation of

the orators, Officers of the Grand Lodge in attendance, &c. &c.,

and around which the audieuce assembled.

After appropriate exercises, the Orator of the day, the Rev.

Bro. T. B. Thatkr, was introduced. Bro. T. gave a very ani-

mated and glowing address, illustrative of the principles of the

order, and descriptive of its various influences on mankind in

general. Suffice it to say, that it was replete with sound argu-

ment, and philosophical conclusions, abounding in pathos, and

occasionally replete with passages of great beauty, eloquentin de-

livery and pure in diction, and which enchained the attention of

the very numerous auditory for about the space of an hour. At
the conclusion of the address, an appropriate ode was sung by an
efficient choir of male voices; after which Grand Patriarch . D.

P. Barnard, delivered the dedicatory address, and declared the

lots henceforth to be consecrated for burial purposes for the use

of the members of the lodges named above.

After partaking ofrefreshments, the line was again formed, and

after passing through a number of the streets of Brooklyn, the

assemblage dismissed at an early hour in the evening, highly

pleased with the ceremonies of the day.

The weather was very blustering, and acted as a great draw-

back upon the attendance ofmembers ; but, notwithstanding this,

the procession must have been gratifying to our brothers of

Brooklyn. The effect, also, that the possession of these burial

lots, by these lodges, will have upon them individually, must be

apparent to every one ; for who would not consider the privileges

the members of these lodges enjoy, in this respect, to be of very

great importance? We hope, ere long, to be able to state that

all the lodges in our large cities have provided themselves with

burial lots. We would wish to remark farther on this subject,

but wont of space forbids.

An apology is duo to our brethren in Brooklyn for this

late notice of their celebration. The day on which the exer-

cises took place, our paper was put to press, and it consequently

was too late for that week ; last week the subject was laid over

by an oversight in the printing office.
*

Celebration or the I. O. O. F. at Philadelphia.—We give,

in this number of our paper, an interesting account of this superb

affair, which will be very gratifying to the brotherhood, although

it leaves little room for editorials and miscellany.

Several pages of matter—Editorial, News from Lodges,

Notices of new Books, etc.—are. crowed out this week.
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VIEW OF ODD FELLOWS’ HALL, NORTH SIXTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

GRAND CELEBRATION OF THE DEDICATION OF THE

ODD FELLOWS’ HALL, PHILADELPHIA.

The celebration of the dedication of “ Odd Fellows’ Hall,” at

Philadelphia—an event which has been looked forward to with

much interest by our brethren throughout the Stales—came off on

Thursday, 17th inst. For several day9 previous to that on which
the celebration was to take place, the steamboats, rail road cars and
stages, arriving at Philadelphia from various parts of the country,

were absolutely crammed with Odd Fellows and visiters; and the

consequence was, that every nook and corner in the hotels of Phil-

adelphia was taken up. However, the brethren of that city threw

open their doors for the accommodation of their visiters, and a com-
mittee was in constant session, day ancl night, at Franklin Hall, to

receive their guests and assign them quarters, and we believe every

one was comfortably provided for—at least os comfortable as could

be expected under the circumstances; for although our Philadel-

phia brethren expected a Urge representation, they had no idea that

the city would be literally /?&<* UP and overflowing as it was.

Previously to giving* an account of the celebration, perhaps it

would be proper to give a description of the HaH. The lot on which
the building stands, was formerly the site occupied by “ Pennsylva-
nia Hall,” the scene of the Abolition riots in Philadelphia, and is

situated at the corner of North Sixth and Haines streets. The
building is sixty-two feet wide on Sixth street, and one hundred feet

deep on Haines street, and covers the whole ground, and is four
stories high.

The first story of the bnilding is composed of marble to the height
of thirteen feet, and is enriched with cornices and pilasters of the
earn! material. The remainder of the building above, is built of
brick and decorated with pilasters of the Corinthian order, with
cornices and consols. The whole of ihe brick work is handsome-
ly rough-cast and painted.

The stone heads over each of the windows are beautifully carved,
and are supported by consols on each side. The whole height of
the building is sixty-one feet, from the pavement to the upper cor-,

nice.

The large front room in the basement story, is occupied as a
lining saloon and refectory, and is superior to any in the city, both

|

as it respects convenience and elegance. The floor is of Italian

marble, and all the wood- work is enriched with beautitul painting

and gilding. This saloon is fifty-eight feet long and forty-five feet

wide ; the remainder of the basement contains the kitchen for the

refectory’, furnaces, coal cellars, &c. &c., for the use of the Hall
and the stores fronting on Sixth street.

The main entrance from Sixth street is in the centre of the build-

ing and is nine feet wide, leading to the Grand Saloon, and com-
municating with the Gentlemen’s and Ladies’ dressing rooms ; it is

also paved with Italian marble and is terminated at die west end by
a handsome stair-way. Fronting on Sixth street are four stores

forty-five feet deep
;
fronting on Haines street, are the rooms to be

occupied by the Grand Secretary, Board of Trustees, &c.; at the

extreme west end of (he building on Haines street, is the entrance
to the Lodge rooms, ten feet wide, and a very comfortably arranged
etair-way, easy of ascent, leading to the top of the building. This
staircase also communicates with the music gallery and the mu-
sicians' rooms.

The second story is in one Grand Saloon—one of the most ele-

gant and spacious in the country—eighty-seven feet in depth, fifty-

eight feet in width, and the ceiling is twenty feet high ; it has two
ventilators, twelve feet each in diameter. The stucco and wood-
work is beautifully enriched with carved work, painting and gild-

ing. The saloon, as well as the Lodge rooms, is warmed by fur-

naces m the cellar.

The third story is divided into three Lodge rooms, each twenty-

eight by forty-seven feet, with ante-rooms, &c. &c. There are also

two Committee rooms on this floor, each ten feet wide and sixteen

feet deep. The fourth story is divided in a similar manner.

The Encampment room is in the fifth, or attic story, and is seven-

ty-six feet long by twenty-eight wide, and the ceiling is nine feet

high. This is a most beautiful room, is well lighted, and has two
large Committee rooms, at the west end; with commodious rooms
for the regalia, Stc. of each of the subordinate Encampments. The
Schuylkill water is introduced at the head or landing of each stair-

way, so that all the Lodge rooms have easy access to that pure and
healthy beverage.

.
All the rooms are well ventilated by flues in the

partitions, which, being double, afford an easy mode of escape for

the impure air.
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The expense of the lot and building will not vary much from fifty .

thousand dollars ; from the estimate of rents, from balls, stores, &c.

it is expected that the income will exceed the interest on loan some
eight or nine hundred dollars per annom. The one cent per week
income, from each member of the subordinate Lodges, by which so

mighty a work has been accomplished, and which was so much
ridiculed, as idle and absurd, when first proposed by Pagt Grand
Sire Howell Hopkins, composes a sinking fund, which it is supposed

will pay off the whole debt in ten years. Then the Hall becomes
the property of the Lodges and Encampments composing the Asso-

ciation, who will then have a large annual income.

The day was an exceedingly beautiful one, and of extraordinary

brilliancy. The sky was clear and unclouded ; the sun pat on his

bestraysto honor the occasion; and a gentle balmy breeze tem-
pered the atmosphere to a pleasant degree of enjoyability. Long
before the hour fixed for the procession to move, the various streets

-through which it was to pass, were thronged with anxious specta-

tors, eager to obtain a good stand. At nine o'clock the Grand
Lodge of Pennsylvania, the Grand Lodge of the United States, and
the officers and representatives of Grand Lodges and Encampments
of the several states in attendance, assembled in the Grand Saloon,

for the purpose of witnessing and participating in the ceremonies of

dedication. The assemblage having been called to order by Thos.
McKfexvBR, M. W. G. M. of Pennsylvania, the Rev. Bro. H. D.
Moore, addressed a fervent and eloquent prayer to the Throne of

Grace. After the opening Ode had been sung, Past Grand Sire

Howell Hopkins, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, then resign-

ed the custody of the buitding in an exceedingly neat Address,

which gras responded to by the M* W. G. M. of Pennsylvania. Af-

ter which. Past Grand Samuel D. Patterson, delivered the fol-

lowing

ADDRESS.
The occasion which has called us together, my brethren, is an

interesting one. A Temple has been erected for the use of our Or-
der; and the object for which we have now assembled, is to dedi-

cate that Temple with appropriate ceremonies, as the place where
we may meet to counsel and advise with each other, and carry into

effect the principles and objects of our beloved Institution.

Our Temple has not risen, like some of those of ancient times,
through the agency of the unwilling labor of the captive. The stones
which form the magnificent structure, were.not piled upon another
by the compulsory toil of thousands of slaves, nor was the cement
which binds them together moistened by the blood and tears of hu-
nian creatures smarting under the scourge of an oppressive task-

master. No, brethren, the edifice we now occupy was brought into

existence through a higher and nobler agency. It was created by
the free will of free men—men who acknowledge no lord, save the
great Sovereign of the Universe : and who gave of their substance
to do honor to the Institution of their love. Individuals of all shades
of religious belief, of all ranks and stations in the divisions and sub-
divisions of human society, and of all classes and pursuits in life,

united here, as on one common ground, to further tne great princi-

piesof benevolence and charity, and in the sacred names of Friend-
ship, Love, and Truth, to raise a pile prouder, nobler, better far,

than any of the vaunted monuments of antiquity—monuments which
had their foundations on human bones, and from which is echoed
down, even to our own day, by the wind that sweeps by them as
they totter to their fall, or sighs in fitful cadence among their crum-
blingcolumns, lament for the cruelties and enormities which marked
their erection. _ , . .

1 have spoken of the Order of which we are members, as the In-

stitution of our love, and I am sure that no one within the sound of
of my voice, who has carefully examined the principles upon which
it is Founded, and its capacity for accomplishing good, will hesitate
to acknowledge that it is, indeed, worthy of onr ardent attachment.
Over its origin a veil of obscurity rests, whieh I do not feel myself
competent to attempt to raise. Many speculations have existed con-
cerning it. and the discussions elicited by the question have been
varied ana interesting. Some have asserted that it is an Order solely

of modern date* while, on the other hand, we are told, by an au-
thority which is entitled at least to respectful attention, that it was
first established during the reign of Nero, the Romau Emperor, An-
no Domino 66, under the name of “ Fellow Citizens"—that its title

was changed to Odd Fellows in A. D. 79, by Titus Cresar, who pre-
sented its members with a dispensation engraved upon gold, accom-
panied by a number of emblems, nearly all of which are worn by
the officers of the several Lodges at the present day—that it was
introduced into the Spanish Dominions, during the fitih century, un-
der the Roman dispensation— into Portugal in the sixth, and into
France and England in the twelfth century—and that, in these
kingdoms, the Order still continues to exist under its then estab-
lished organization. But, if we cannot boast, with positive certain-
ty, that it took its rise in the dark ages—that the Kings and Nobles
of ancient days were enrolled among its members, or that century
after century passed away, leaving it stand a monument of great-
ness, mocking the ravages of time, and triumphing in its own inde-
structibility—it is sufficient for us to know, whether Odd Fellowship
existed under some other distinctive title long centuries ago, or
whether it sprung into being in more modern times, that the fact of
its existence is an indisputable one, and the assurance that it is ra-

pidly spreading its influence throughout the world, is calculated to

afford the highest gratification to all who appreciate how pre-emi-
ifently it is adapted to the use and benefit of the human family.

Its rise and progress in this, our land, is worthy of notice and ad-

miration. Lmle more than twenty-five years ago, there existed
within the limits of the United States but one organized association
under the significant motto of Friendship , Love and Truth, and at
the altar raised to those virtues, but five votaries knelt. Now more
than a thousand altar fires are kindled, and more than a hundred
thousand voices unite in praise, and as many hearts swell with joy
and thankfulness.
But why— it may be asked by those who do not know our Order

as we know it—why should voice and heart unite in rejoicing at the
rapid progress of such an Institution as Odd Fellowship 1 The an-
swer is a ready one.
Because it is an Institution which inculcates the purest principles

of morality, and one, the tendency and design of which is to pro-
mote “peace on earth, and good will among men.” In the words
of its ntual, with the distinctions and differences of parties and
sects, and the numerous classifications of society, it holds no fellow-
ship. It acknowledges no superior save that which virtue and merit
bestow—and while it wars against vice m all its forms, it seeks to
elevate the standard of human nature, and raise man to that degree
of excellence and purity that his Creator designed him to fill. The
first great requisite to qualify a candidate for membership, is the
acknowledgment of his belief in the existence ot the Supreme Be-
ing, who reigns over all, and “ rules all things by the word of His
power.” It matters not how high the station of the applicant may
be, how brilliant his talent9, or now varied his attainments, if be is
wanting in this primary and important essential, he cannot be re-
ceived into fellowship, or become a brother of our Order. As its

grand foundation stone is thu6 discovered to be resting on a sound
and pure faith, so do all the parts of the great fabric harmonize and
correspond. A belief in God, and a love and veneration for His holy
name being first inculcated, love for our fellow creatures, charity
for their faults, a feeling for their infirmities, sympathy for their
sorrows, and pity for their sufferings, are the next holy lessons which.
Odd Fellowship teaches. The comprehensive spirit of its benevo-
lence claims a charter as wide as the globe, to do good and dispense
blessings. Isa brother surrounded by difficulties 1 The hand of
Friendship is stretched forth, with eager haste, to sustain and guide
him, to make the rough places smooth, to encourage him with coun-
sel aod aid him with prayers. Is he sick 1 The bed of languishing
and pain is cheered by the ministrations of lliose with whom he is
associated, and the hands which arrange the pillow for his aching
head, and hold the cooling draught to his parched and fevered lips,
are those of brethren, whose hearts throb responsive to the com-
mands of the Institution of their affectionate regard. Day by day
they are at his side, to “do good and forget not"—night by night
they hold their vigils by the sufferer's couch, with a zeal which
never falters, and a fidelity which knows no change.
And if all this devotion proves of no avail—if the dread summons

of Death ooraes, commanding his “dust to return to the earth as it

was, and his spirit to God who gave it,” the closing scene of exist-
ence is not the closing scene of Odd Fellowship's duties or minis-
trations. At that dread moment, when he is about to enter upon
and tread alone the “ dark valley of the shadow of death,”—when
heart and flesh are fainting and tailing, and the chill damps are ga-
thering upon his brow—then, even then, a holy pledge ot consola-
tion and peace is given to the departing one. and his eyes beam
dimly, but thankfully, through the thick shades which are falling

upon them, and as he hears the voice of Odd Fellowship say, in the
words of high and heavenly inspiration, “ Leave thy fatherless chil-
dren ; I will preserve them alive ; and let thy widow trust in me."
Nor is this pledge left unredeemed. The clods of the valley as they
hide a brother of our Order from our view, do not bury the remem-
brance that that brother was also a husband and father. The wid-
ow and the orphan possess paramount claims upon our Institution,
and with a holy zeal it takes them under its protection, and shields
and saves them from a too keen collision with a cold and unsympa-
thising world. The husband and parent sleeps in the tomb, hut the
Institution he loved and adhered to in life rewards his devotion by
becoming “ a husband to the widow and a father to the fatherless."

Is it not, then, worthy of congratulation, that an institution which
fosters, designs and disseminates principles such as these, should
make rapid progress through the world, and add thousands, annual-
ly, to the number ot its votaries 1

Is it not to be rejoiced at, that an Order prospers, which recogni-
zes, as its first chief duty, love to God, and a reverence for His
name—which teaches us to believe in and practice the precepts of
truth and wisdom that are revealed in His holy word—which warns
us that His eye is upon us, and marks all our actions—which enfor-
ces the propriety of avoiding all excess in the use of the blessings
a beneficent Providence has bestowed upon us—which bids us yield
a willing obedience to the laws of our country—to lead mor&L
steady, and temperate lives^-to shield each other from danger, and
defend each other's reputation from the unjust assaults of envy and
detraction—to strengthen the weak, confirm the wavering, counsel
the timid, and lend the wanderer's erring footsteps hack from the
dangerous mazes into which he ha9 strayed to the pleasant paths of
virtue and peace—to evince toward society at large the same prin-
ciples of love and charity that we exhibit in our intercourse with
each other—and to make our deportment such in all the varied rela-

tions ot life, as to render ourselves examples worthy of imitaiion,
aud exercise a silent but salutary influence upon the world around
us.

An objection has been urged against the Order, on the score of its

secresy ; and it has been argued that, because it i9 a secret associa-
tion, it must necessarily be a dangerous one. Such an objection
scarcely needs to be combatted, because it never can have weight
on the minds of those who possess a proper knowledge of the theory
of a republican form ofgovernment. In a despotism, it is true, men
may unite together to accomplish political or revolutionary objects,,

and secret signs and words may be used for the purpose ot identify-
ing each other, and facilitating their plana. But here, brethren, ne
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design of this kind need be entertained, for here no political evils

exist which cannot be remedied by the people themselves, in the

broad light of day, through the medium of the ballot box. besides,
tot know that the spirit of sectarianism or politics can never be in-

troduced, or find a resting place, in any lodge of Odd Fellows.—
With these subjects our Order cannot, doe9 not interfere. The re-

ligious opinions and the political predilections of individuals are
matters belonging exclusively to their God, themselves and their

country, and with them Odd Fellowship has nothing to do. All

classes of men unite for “ mutual counsel and mutual relief,” drop-

ping, as it were, the mantle of religious or political creeds at the

outer Lodge, and entering in the only garb that can render them
welcome and acceptable visitors—the garb of simple, pure and dis-

tinctive Odd Fellowship. It is impossible that evil results can pro-

ceed from an Order like ours ; although we do possess our mystical
ngns and ceremonies. These are necessary for our own security,

to guard us against imposition, and to prevent men from coming
among ns, who are not of us, to impair our harmony and disturb our
peace—but it is not in the nature of things, that in a country such
as this, where freedom of the press, of speech, and of thought is the

inalienable right of all, that men composing a body like that of which
we are members, should ever be able to effect a combination for

any improper purpose, or that their judgments should be made to

chime, unitedly, on any question which involves the Welfare of the

nation, or the rights and privileges of any particular class or denom-
ination of its citizens.

But the secresy complained of exists only in the details of Odd
Fellowship. Its principles are inscribed in glowing characters be-

fore mens’ eyes, that all may read and understand them. Our ob-
jects, and the means by which we seek to accomplish them, are

openly avowed and distinctly announced. There is no mystery
here. Tney are promulgated to the world so clearly and emphati-
cally that no room exists for doubt, no occasion is left for suspicion.
The uninitiated can judge us by these principles, and when they
come among us, if they think proper so to do, they will be taught
the mysiic signification of what now appears to them “hatd to be
understood,” and learn that each of the emblems which, perchance,
are denounced and scoffed at as senseless and ridiculous, possesses
a meaning pregnant with seriousness, and conveys a lesson full of
wisdom and virtue. But, as it has been appropriately asked by an-
other, “since when has mystery become a crime T* in what depart-
ment of life do we seem to impress our neighbor or friend with the
high obligation of his position in society, where we do not at the
same time cherish that tie of hidden feeling which is the mystery of
friendship'! Look abroad upon the whole lace of Nature—raise the
eye upward from the smallest plant or meanest insect—let it travel

through all the intermediate links, until it rests upon the highest ob-
ject or Creation, the last work of superior excellence, exhibited in

the form of Man, instinct with reason. And through all this varied
range, in each department will we find the manifestation of superior
power, distinguished by the mystery of illimitable and incompre-
hensible Will. Take from Religion the mystery of divinity, and
where is its influence 1 Take from God the mystery of unlimited
power, and he is no longer Lord over all. If the end we propose to

accomplish be proper, we should not neglect the means to make it

successful. It is the immediate and responsible identification of
each member of the Order with the whole body, by the knowledge
of the peculiar matters which are kept private, that gives the help to

the continual and steady exercise of our brotherhood. To each is

given the key ; each brother stands with a sign, a sentinel on the
outward wail, to welcome the friend and challenge the foe. And
each is the guardian of the Order; for the crime or folly of one,
though it would not deetroy, might derange the beautiful harmony
of the orb in which it moves.
And now, brethren, my duty is accomplished- Honored by the

Committee of Arrangement with an appointment to perform the ini-

tiative in the interesting ceremonies ot this day. I have approached
the task with diffidence, and regret that my abilities were not more
commensurate with the importance and dignity of the theme.

It here, within these walls, now to be consecrated to the gTeat
and indivisible spirits of our Order, Friendship, Love and Truth,
that its members are to meet. This is to be the Temple in which
they are to hold communion together, and the common altar at

which homage is to be rendered. Let it be the duty of each and all

of us to live “ worthy of our vocation.” Let us drive from our hearts
every feeling adverse to the principles of the great brotherhood with
which we have united ourselves. Let us bear about us, at all times,
a proper appreciation of our duties as Odd Fellows. Let us remem-
ber that, as the age in which we live is a progressive one, so should
our love for our Order increase, as its merits become clearly and
more clearly developed ; and let us press forward in the good work,
fixing our aim higher and yet higher, until the world shall acknowl-
edge that Odd Fellowship is indeed what it professes to be, and the
great object shall be accomplished, of assuaging the ills of humanity,
wid of binding in the bonds of one universal brotherhood of peace

all nations and tongues, and kindred and people.”
“ Heavenward we look, high Is our aim,

And Love the rock on which we rest

;

Let Friendship keep our souls the same,
And Truth illume each brother’s breast.

“ God ! our great Master ! teach us e’er
Thy Friendship, Love and Truth to trust

;

So shall we meet, without a fear,

The hour that gives us back to dust.”

At the conclusion of the Address, an excellent Brass Band pealed
forth its spirit-string sounds, to the delight of all.

The Ode written for the occasion, was then sung in an effective

tanner by a choir of male voices. [The Ode was repeated at the

conclusion of the ceremonies in Franklin Square in the evening.]

DEDICATORY ODE.
BY P. O. SAMUEL D. PATTERSON.

No narrow sphere confines onr seal

—

Our hearts no fettered limits see;
But the sweet influence we fee),

Is universal—boundless—free.

On Friendship’s base securely stands
Our Order, and where e’er is found'

Suffering or sorrow, there our hands
Pour forth the balm to heal the wound.

Love holds the lamp to guide our feet

On mercy’s minion, and its rays
Illumines every dark retreat,

And cheers life’s rugged, toilsome way.

Truth points the weapons of our war
’Gainst vice, whate’er the guise it wears,

And still, unscatthed by blight or scar,

The laarel wreath of victory bears.

Hail! Friendship, Love and Truth! the ties

Which bind our willing hearts in oue

—

Thine is the spirit that we prite,

And thine the power we joy to own.

And here, we dedicate and raise

—

In His great name who reigns above

—

Anml tar worthy of thy praise,

Sacred to Friendship, Truth and Love.

At the conclusion of the singing of the Ode, M. W. G. M. Thos-
McKeeveb, pronounced the following

DEDIOATOBT ADDRESS.
As Grand Master of the Independent Order of 4>dd Fellows, of

the State of Pennsylvania, representing the Grand Lodge, and the

great body of Odd Fellows, who owe allegiance to her,! appear be-

fore you for the purpose of performing most important duties—that
of presiding over this great assembly—declaring that the Ceremonies
of dedication have beeji performed—and announcing to you, and
the world, that this splendid edifice, erected by the Trustees of the

Odd Fellows’ Hall Association, of the city and county of Philadel-

phia, is now solemnly dedicated to the use of the Order. Wherein
will be taught the great principlesof universal brotherhood,—where
the practice of Friendship, Love and Truth, to all mankind, and on
all occasions, will be enforced by precept and by example,—where
charity and benevolence will be dispensed, with an unsparing hand,,

to the brotherhood, their widows and orphans,—where the suffer-

ings of the afflicted, the sighs of the widow, and the tears of the

orphans, will be met with sympathy, and soothed and relieved by
the kindly feeling of the fraternity.

In performing that duty, 1 congratulate the brethren, on the event.,

and pronounce this a great and glorious day in the history of Odd
Fellowship in Pennsylvania. The city of Philadelphia was among
the first to discover the beauties ot the Order, and the benefit to be
derived from the practice of charity and benevoldhce, as inculcated

byitslaws and regulations. She has steadily devote herself to

extend and impart the knowledge derived from the introduction of
the Order within her borders, and the day has arrived when she is

able to say that her perseverance in doing good has merited and re-

ceived universal approbation.

To myself it is most gratifying, that during the time I hold the-

office of Grand Master of this great State, the brotherhood of its

metropolis should have erected so splendid a building, and that 1

should preside at its dedication. I consider this as one of the hap-
piest and proudest days of my life.

I now, in the name of the Grand Lodge of Pennsylvania, and the

Grand Lodge of the United States, solemnly dedicate this building

to the purposes for which it was erected—the practise of benevo-
lence, the interchange of friendship, and the cultivation of truth.

The Grand Master then struck three blows with the gavel, upon
the balustrade before which he stood, and the ceremony of dedica-

tion was completed.

A benediction, by the Rev. Henry D. Moore, brought the cere-

monies to a close.

While these exercises were progressing, a number of the Lodges

and Encampments had commenced taking up their several places

in the line at the cross streets near Arch. Large concourses of peo-

ple began to collect at these points, and long before eleven o'clock,

all the streets in the vicinity presented a scene of almost solid

masses of human beings. At about ten o’clock the remainder of the

Lodges began to take their places in the line, and for this purpose

there was a constant tramp of detached columns, marching and

countermarching, an incessant clang of martial music, flaunting of

gay banners, and varied by the clatter of the hoofs of the horses

rode by the Committee ot Arrangements and the Grand Marshal

and his Aids. At about twelve o’clock, the head of the column

began to move, the different divisions filing out from right and left

and joining the procession in their proper places. It was a magnifi-

cent sight at this moment. The gradual deepening of an almost in-

terminable column, and the swelling of this tide of life till its ex-

tremes were lost in the distance, was a spectacle that is rarely wit-

nessed. The line having been got fairly in motion the procession

moved along the route previously marked out, which was about

eleven miles in length, and that whole space was crammed on both

sides of the streets with anxious spectators, the principal part of

whom were ladies. Every window, door, platform, everything that
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could be made available for a stand, was filled ; and many persons

iu their anxiety to obtain a good situation, ventured upon what we
think, were very precarious places

;
however, we believe there was

no accideflf. Gay banners, and flags, and streamers were strung

across the streets through which the procession was to pass, and the

windows of the houses were filled with the beauty of Philadelphia,

who put on their best smiles to welcome their stranger visiters and

incite their friends to fresh endeavors to do good. Here and there

might be seen some member of a Lodge or Encampment, decked out

in brilliant regalia, hurrying along through the crowd to take his

proper place in line, and everything betokened a day of excitement,

and of joy. The procession was divided into four grand divisions,

each under the command of one of the Grand Marshal’s Aids. We
Tegret that our space forbids us to give the names of the Lodges and

Encampments composing each division.

The Firtt Grand Division was headed t>y a mounted Trumpeter,

followed by Assistant Marshuls mounted, and was composed of the

subordinate Lodges of Pennsylvania, from No. 1 to No. 200, inclu-

sive ; the banners of some of which Wrere very chaste, and elegant,

particularly that of Nos. 144, 127, 114, 113, 95, 94, 26, 7; all the rest

were very handsome, but those named exceeded.

The Second Grand Division was composed of Representatives

from the subordinate Lodges and Lodges from Massachusetts,

Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, North
Carolina, Connecticut, Alabama, S. Carolina, Tennessee,. Illinois,

Missouri, Mississippi, Indiana, Virginia, Kentucky, Louisiana,

Ohio, District of Columbia, and New Hampshire.

The New YoJksub-division was headed by the celebrated New
York Brass Band, Edward Kendall, leader, (and which won golden

opinions from all for their very superior performances,) and wa9
followed by Washington, Continental and Templar Lodges, who
*11 bore magnificent banners. ^
Next came the Massachusetts Lodges, among which we noticed

Washington Lodge, the oldest in the Union, being the first Lodge
ever established in this country, and it bore a splendid banner with

a portrait of Washington. This department looked exceedingly

well.

The Third Grand Division was composed entirely of Encamp-
ments and Grand Encampments, which, with their gorgeous rega-

lia, banners, and insignia, was an attractive feature in the proces-

sion. The division was headed by Brotherly Love Encampment
No. 8S, of Philadelphia, parading 63 members. This Encampment
was lntTjjy^d on the 10th of July, and has advanced to its present

high poau&n in about two months, which is mainly ow ing to the

exertions of the Chief Patriarch, J. A. Jones, and the H. P., W.
Hollingmmsd. The regalia was very rich, and cost $1650. This

Encampment was followed by the Encampments of Pennsylvania

to No. 1, inclusive, and Encampments from the States of New Jer-

sey, Connecticut, Virginia, New York, Maryland, and Massachu-

setts, and Grand Encampments from the several Slates. The En-

campments from Massachusetts were the theme of admiration for

their elegant regalia, banners, &c. &c. The banner of Tri-mount

Encampment was a gorgeous affair. The front and reverse was of

black satin, with appropriate insignia, and the motto “Astra Castra

,

Numen Lumen the drapery was of purple velvet lined with orange

color, which showed on the reverse.

The Fourth Grand Division was composed of the Trustees of the

Hall Association, in barouches; elective officers of Grand Lodges
of distant States, in barouches; Grand Lodge of the United States,

in barouches ; members of G. Lodges from the several States, four

abreast ; and closed up by the Grand Lodge of Pennsylvania, and

officers, four abreast, accompanied by several bands of music.

The chief matter in this procession was the imposing numbers

that participated. Such a concourse we have seldom seeo collected.

The column moved with celerity, and occupied upwards of an hour

and a half in passing a given point ; and, from calculations made,

must have contained from 8,000 to 10,000 people.

At about half-past five o’clock, P. M., the head of the procession

arrived at the entrance gate of Franklin Square, the place selected

for the delivering the Oration, and halted, filing off right and left.

The Trustees, elective officers of Grand Lodges, and the Grand
Lodge of the United States then dismounted, and passed through

the line on foot, beaded by the Grand Lodge of Pennsylvania, the-

Lodges closing in and following in the reversed order of marching.

After the Lodges had all arrived in the Square, the assemblage was
called to order by M-W. G. M. Thomas McKeever ; and Pa9t Grand
Sire, Howell Hopkins, introduced the Orator of the Day, Rev.
Bro. James D. McCabe, R. W. Grand Chaplain of the Grand Lodge
of the United States, who, in a fervid and eloquent manner, de-

tivend^ following

_d| ORATION.
* eWWSlt occasion ia one of deep and pervading interest—ban-
MMrelarotled and floating before us—the ordere and devices of
* noble heraldry are displayed. But these banners are not such as

are “ fanned by conquest’s crimson wings these orders andae-
vices are not such as glitter in the courts of Kings, and are w'orn by
a titled aristocracy, as badges of social state, distinguish iug the no-
ble from the “ hereditary bondsman.” On the pure field of one, is

inscribed lessons of Peace, of Truth and Love
;
the others are the

expressive symbols of a holy and expansive charity. Wherever the
one has been unfurled—wherever the others have shone

, they have
marked the end of strife, and proclaimed the presence of genius, of
benevolence and mercy.
But why are they now displayed ? What means those glittering

files—this festal scene 1 Is it an outburst of joy from the heaving
heart of a great people, celebrating a political triumph'? Or, is it

that you may echo body the Dealing shout of victory that corues up
from some distant battle-tiela. mingled with the shrieks of the van-
quished and the groans of the dying—where the laurel has been
stained with the widow’s tear, and the pcean of the conqueror with
the forlorn cry of the orphan and the wretched 1 No ! It is none
of these things. It is that you may throw around the temple you
have erected in this beautiful- city, the sanctity of a public conse-
cration, that it may pass down to posterity to perpetuate the tri-
umphs, not won by “ brute force"—victories, obtained, it ‘19 true,
amid tears and groans—but tney were tears you have w'iped away

—

miseries you have alleviated and removed! I bring you the con-
gratulations of the Old Dominion, and the fraternal assurance that
she joys in your joy, and triumphs in your triumph.
The poetry of our nature, excited by an occasion like the present,

would lead us to indulge in the visions of moral beauty which arise
as we look back upon the past and anticipate the future ; but we.are
reminded that our duty is wT

ith the present.
You have erected a noble Hall in the midst of a populous city :

and public attention is at this moment more immediately attracted
towards the Older of Odd Fellow's than at any former period of
your associate existence; and as approbation and esteem are the
product of knowledge and association, so on the other hand, men
are disposed to behold wi.h indifference, and oftentimes with dis-
trust and prejudice, those plans and schemes of good which seem to
pursue an exclusive action, and from sympathy with whose con-
cerns the great mass of society seem to be shut out, by a well de-
fined and almost impassable line of separation. It is certainly our
duty, as far as practicable, to remove the very serious obstructions
these views ana feelings present to our success. We owe explana-

I

tions to society at large, and they have an undoubted right to de-
i mand these explanations front us. An institution has arisen in the
land, it has disseminated its principles and its practices through
every grade of society, until in almost every city and town, village
and hamlet of our country, its associations are held and its frater-
nal ties acknow ledged.

In a nation like ours, where the authority of the government is

derived from the consent of the governed, and the aggregate of in-
dividual virtue forms the basis of social happiness, all are deeply
interested in every organization formed, ana every principle which,
is agitated amongst them, because, ultimately, they may have a

f

;ooa or evil bearing upon themselves, and through them upon the
uture destiny of society. So far from repressing the spirit of pub-

lic curiosity, it is a duty growing from our common allegiance to

our country and our Order, to encourage that spirit, and to gratify
its laudable demands with “ line upon line, precept upon precept ”

of explanation and exposition ; in so far as w*e do this, we minister
to that “ Eternal Vigilance,” which is the price, not only ofcivil,

but also of moral and religious freedom.
The present occasion, it seems to me, is peculiarly appropriate to

a course of remark of this character. The inquiry is even now
agitating the public mind to some extent :

“ To whai purpose is this

Temple of Oad Fellowship to be appropriated 1 Will it be the scene
of the secret orgies of a wild licentiousness; where shut out from
the public eye, the best and holiest hopes of man will be uuder-
mined by the slovy but sure attrition of a specious infidelity, substi-
tuting for the sublime mysteries of the “ Faith once delivered to the
Saints,” the traditions of corrupt and fallible man*! Or will its

chambers be the council-halls of traitors to social order, conspiring
against the civil and political institutions of the country ? Such I

say is the complexion of the thdughts now agitating, to some ex-
tent, the public mind. It is therefore an apposite to advert, briefly,

to the character
,
tendencies and future influences of our Order ; and

by showing what it is, and what it is capacitated to accomplish,
meet and answer the spirit of inquiry which makes the demand, at

the same that we “stirupourownmindsby way of remembrance.”
In conducting my brief inquiry into the character of Odd Fellow-

ship, I shall not stop to argue abstract speculations respecting its

origin ; whether it arose among the iron legions of Titus, in imi-
tation of Jewish Societies—was bom and nurtured on the shores of
Britain—or received its perfect body and form from the strong
minds and plastic hands of our American fathers. I take it as it

takes human society— not formed of poetic images, breathed upon
and beautified by the genius of imagination— but as it exists, with
all its features standing oat in the reality of a palpable being, as dis-

tinct in its outlines, and as clearly grouped ini ts moral and physical
architecture, as the beautiful Temple it now consecrates, ana from
which its benign influences will radiate as the centr of its action
here.

The foundation of the superstructure is the ackoowledgnmet of

universal fraternity—that man is bound to sympathise with—to aid

and protect his brother man ; upon this foundation is erected a sys-

tem o( active practical benevolence, which sends throughout society
the influence of its beneficence: and that this may not degenerate
into an indiscriminate and licentious alms-givingjwhich convert!
the earnings of honest industry into a reward for pauperism and
idleness, it has established certain checks and balances, by which
its active goodness is restrained within proper limits.

As its first duty is to its own household, it accordingly makes a

proper provision for the sick and disabled of the family—provides
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the watcher beside the couch of the afflicted—and when the spirit other, every hand is extended to sustain the ark of political safety,

has fled, with its own hands lays “ the coflined clay*' in the tomb and all glory in one name, American ! The citizen of the North is

which it has prepared. Nor does it stop here. It returns from the at home amid the beautiful Savannahs and under tfee wann sun of
homes of the dead, to the abodes of the living— it throws its pro- the extremes! South. The warm-hearted and impulsive Southerner
tecting arms around the stricken widow, cheers with its sympa stands among his Northern brethren, and claims an eqdal inherit-

thising Friendship, the gloom of the desolate hearth-stone— takes ance in the privileges and fame of their common country ; and so
the orphan under its protection, and thus becomes a husband to the it will ever be, until some mighty chemist shall gather all the blood
widow, to the fatherfess a father. of the battle field and the sweat of the cabinet, and by nice analysis
These are its prositive duties to its own household—but tbeee are tell what properly belongs to each natural division of the country,

not the perfection of the system—the sum of its principles. “The which was poured out by a Warren, a Mercer, a Wayne, a Frank-
greatest of these is Charity :—Universal Charity ! Not that spurious lin, a Washington, a Lee and a Jeflerson.

principle so often manifested in the selfish pursuits of the world, So with Odd Fellowship. Its unity is cemented by principles as
that judges of human sorrow, as it does of tne fluctuations of the eternal as the Great Being from whom it emanated—principles

stock market, and measures sympathy by a scale of inehes ;—but a whicli bring and bind together hearts with the strong ligaments of
principle instinct with the holy yearnings, which looks upon man as a generous and expansive sympathy. Distrust is banished by the
a brother in all the gradations of society. A principle that is drawn presence of mutual confidence

; while around the whole are thrown
towards the beggar Lazarus upon the dunghill, which the same fra- *tne golden chain of truth and love. From the frigid North to the
ternal regard it feels for the monarch upon the throne. In its view, sunny South—Trom the morn-tinted East to his ocean bed in the
virtue, though in rags, is. more noble than yice, clothed in purple West—the sun of Heaven h>oke down upon one family—one in lan-

and fine linen, with the proud blood of centuries throbbing in its guage of mystic tone—one in affection—one in kindred pursuits,

veins. Pitying weakness and delighting to alleviate suffering Bnd It one member sutlers, all suffer—if one rejoices, all rejoice. The
wo, it brings together, under the ample folds of its heaven-woven present festal occasion is felt in all its elevating influences by the
mantle, the bowed down and distressed of every country, clime and most distant member ©f our body. The tear of the relieved widow
kindred of earth, and enstemping upon each, upon all, the sacred that glitters here gems the most distant banners of our Order. The
name of Brother, sends them forth in turn upon the great misson altar fires that are kindled here -are felt in the far off wastes of Iowa,
of human melioration. and amid the swalftps and chapparal of Texas. There is no spot
Such in a few words, is the character of the institution, and suoh where it is not obeying its noble destiny,—the thought of one head

the principles which will hallow this Hall. Bui for one moment, —ihe throbbing of one mighty heart beats through all.

look over the world, and see the theutre upon which these princi- Each Lodge is a family circle which finds its parent head in the
pies are to be developed. To whatever point you turn your view, state jurisdictions, and these in turn, bow with filial love to the
changes the horizon never so often, one melancholy picture of ini- alma mater of the entire Order. It has all the extension of our
man wretchedness is presented. Fraud ravages under the mask of country, alt its diversity of locality, all its variety of nation and of
friendship. Duplicity and deceit assume the garb of frankness and tongue. Its temple dome reflects the glitter of tbt stars wherever
candor. Inordinate selfishness riots in its ill-gotten gains; and in they shine on this continent, and the area of its domain is alone
many instances sincerityand truth seem, by agreement, tohave been circumscribed by the limits of civilization. Its shadow is reflected
banished from society. The Shylock still walks upon Change de- by the snows of Canada, and its portals are shaded by the palmetto
manding his pound of flesh—nor is the logo wanting to poison the and the pine. The hoarse scream of the eagl# on the summit of the
fountains of domestic peace, with the baleful distillations of his rocky mountain, as he utters his v4£>ersong to the purpled pavilions
slanderous tongue. Squalid poverty unrelieved—hundreds and of ihe West, is re echoed along the vast dome of our Temple, until
thousands suffering with want, that the crumbs from the rich man’s it mingles with the orisons of the sea-bird, as he hymns bis grati-
table would relieve, and yet starving, unpitied. Sickness, with no tude to the opening day—while beneath that expansive covering, the
watchers by its couch to smooth its pillow, or wipe the damps of tear Of distress is wiped away, and the houseless waoderer finds a
death from its fevered brow—the grave, and no friends but parish home and a friend.
menials to do the rites of sepulchre—the widowed mother, like This vast Temple is the family mansion—each Lodge assembly
Hagar in the wilderness, doomed to listen to the dying groans, and is a small collection of the children ; and each building, like the
look upon the closing eyes of a loved child, with no sympathising one we set apart to-day, is a room fitted up in the mansion for the
heart near—no friendly hand extended to relieve. The orphan accommodation of these children ; all claim & birth right in the do-
reared in ignorance, the noble faculties of the mind hying unculli- main, and all dwell under the shelter of that one paternal roof, at
tated and waste, while the passions are all alive to evil, and ripen- the base of which breaks in eternal music, the pealing anthem surges
ing ita fruit, to add to the dark catalogue of human guilt, which has of two mighty oceans.
converted this beautiful eaith into a Lazar-house for all manner of The one faith professed and taught throughout this one household,
disease—a vast Acceldama of crime, from which groans, and strife is benevolence and charity, co-extensive with the bounds of its

and tears are continually going up to God. It is upon this theatre power and the limits of its jurisdiction. The brother is to be aided
that our Order is to act,—it is amid scenes like these, that it is to —the sick nourished—the dead buried—the widow protected—the
develope its capabilities for good, in arresting the tide of social and orphan educated—the stranger succored—the afflicted jAliuved, arid

physical evil, and gathering into one, the vast brotherhoods of Earth, evpry form of human desifts as far as possible alleviateu.
‘as children round a loved hearth-stone.” The tendencies of such an Institution, must exert the most salu-
To the performance of this work, it brings a power and an energy tary influence upon the moral and polUlfcal state of the country, by

unknown to any other mere human organization. It prescribes no elevating and refining the social affections, and 6uperaddmg to the
religious, no political tests— it draws its practical lessons from both duties of patriotism, the indissoluble lies of a common brotherhood.
Revelation and Philosophy

, and furnishes a common name, under As an institution of practical benevolence, it brings the benefactor
which may be gathered all the divisions of the religious ana politi- and the beneficiary into immediate contact, and unites them by a
cal world in the practise of those duties, which all admit to be right tie of direct sympathy, the effect of which is not only to identify
and proper, however much they may differ as to the source of their with the interests of the suffering, but also jftijppresa upon the heart
authority. The solemn ceremonies with tvhich these duties are these solemn and interesting lessonB wfcichfcpsn De alone learned in
taught, acquire impressiveness from the fact that they are hidden the house of mourning, and beside the* conch of suffering—and
from the obtrusive gaze of the world, while the expressive signs and which, while they teatm that we are mortal, arouse the affections
symbols, furnish a language that gives universality to the orga.iiza- of the heart to obey that golden rule

—“ Whatsoever ye would have
tion, in its adaplativeness to the condition and wants of mankind, others do unto you, do ye so also unto them. 4 ’ Public charities, as
Take in connection with these, that striking feature of the Iustitu- they are generally conducted, do not possess this feature of excel-
tion

—

-its unity—and you have before you one of the most powerful lence—nor can it in the^ very nature of things be possessed, where a
organizations for the accomplishment of good, that the world has third person is made ifie channel of relief. There must be personal
ever known. contact—there must be direct sympathy established between the

A living active body, composed of many members, united by an giver and the receiver, whenever that “twice blessed” moral influ-

all-pervacTing and mysterious chain of sympathy. Unity is essential ence is developed, which blesses 44 him who gives, and him who
to tne prosecution and perpetuity of all undertakings, but it can alone takes.” The tendency of out Order is to bring its votaries into sym-
exist inpower and efficiency, where the natural and eternal affini- Apthe tic contact withsevery form of suffering and want; the sick,

ties of Truth and Justice are preserved. This proposition is clearly The widow and orphan, they are taught to guard with tender con-
evideaced, in the history of both nations and societies. sideration—and the vigilance of unslumbering devotion to. their ia-

Ancient Rome, boasted her National unity when the proud wings terests—and these duties are to be performed^ upon the broad plat-

of her Imperial bird overshadowed the pro?trate nations subdued form of an admitted and cultivated human brotherhood—an ac-

hy her iron legions, but the bond of union with those oppressed and knowledgment of that postulate of nature, affirmed by the Saviour
conquered people, was a sense of weakness and a dread of fier pow- of the world, when he declared all nun were neighbors ,

all brothers—
cr. The hour arrived when the adhesive influence of fear no longer and for the cultivation of which, he left that impressive injunction,
held together the mighty Empire, and the purple-crowned mistress “ Go thou and do likewise.” The effect of this teaching—of this

of the world, was cast down in the midst of her glorious monuments, practice will be, to rebuke selfishness— to enlarge the circle of the

and expired before the “red arms” of the very barbarians who once social affections—to bind man to man in the intimate relation of
trembled at her colossal power, aud bowed with humility at the brothers, and to diffuse through all sensitive creation, the blessed

name of her Casars. influence of Moral Order, Peace and Good Witt.
Our own glorious Republic presents the most perfect example of I am aware that a very powerful objection exists in the minds of

national unity the world’s history ever recorded. We can look many good and pious men, against our Society is view1

91 these very
abroad now over a country embracins more than 800,000 square result*, as tending to exalt the power of mere bumu® voluntary as-

miles of territory, diversified and beautiful with all its teeming popu- sociations above that ol an institution established by God himself,
latton united beneath the ample dome of the sanctuary erected by They regard our Institution as a lorm of worIdlyJMigisn, em-
oar fathers for the oppressed. We see the children of almost all the braced and recommended purely upon worldly views, to thit.utter

tribes of this babbling earth united. We listen, and we hear from repudiation of those high and commanding truths, the maiutenttois
the Atlantic coa9t to the thunder-splintered pinnacles that overhang of which is essential to the integritJfdf®<»boly religion, wjlift Ibis

the vallies of Oregon,' from the foaming cataract of Niagara to the objection is invalid, and results fro® |||poonceprion. nuwWlMugly
sunny waters of the heaviug Gulph, one song of peace, ol thnliy in- appear when we look at the contttltfttou ol the Oraerii l^husm>
dusty, and of equal political privileges. We are all brethren—one religious creed. It does not pnaijfM* tdach original tnttfcr jmt itW tatnily of Freemen ! From one extent of the Republic to the simply unites men to practice those duties which are universally ud-
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306 THE GOLDEN RULE.
milted to be right and proper. A large number of our members are world—the- Gospel to the poor ; it has assisted to rebuild cities de-

members oi the Christian Church, and doubtless act from the high- stroyed by fire, and extended its help to the sufferer by flood. These

eat motives. are the deeds ol its heaven-born glorious charity. And all this has

If it invadol the functions of the Church, by daring to teach a reli- been done amid the opposition of the bigot and the traductions of

gious system, or offering itself as a substitute tn any degree, for that the ignorant. In the beautiful thought of Coleridge, “ With tears

lnstitutidh, it would long since have been discovered by thousands, was it planted—it was rocked in the tempest—the goat, the ass, and

who delight to do it honor, and in place of defending, they wouid the stag gnawed it—the wild boar of th forest has whetted his tusks

have been found fighting shoulder to shoulder with the foremost of on its bark—the deep scars are still extant on its trunk, and the path

its opposers. of the lightning may be traced among its higher branches—and even

At the present day, the multiplicity of religious sects into which now, when its hight reaches to heaven, and the sight thereof to all

Christendom is divided, justifies the establishment of some common the earth, the whirlwind of prejudice often attempts to force its

ground, where the divided parties may forget their feuds, and unite stately top to touch the ground. It has been bent like a bow, but it

their efforts in discharging the reciprocai|Buties of this life. It is, has always sprung back like a shaft, and spreads far and near the

therefore, no repudiation of the sublime institution of the Church rich foliage of Us umbrageous branches, as a shelter beneath which
for the members of the various sects to unite with wise and benev- the wretched and the sorrow-stricken may find repose.” Ihe past

olent men, to practice duties, the imperative obligations of which has been a period of activity and toil. The future, with the numer-

all admit. While at the same time they individually maintain the ous agencies developed iu the present, is before us as a more ex-

peculiar faith by which their religious faith is distinguished. This tended theatre of action, and the parent of mighty^ results. The
association, so far from working evil, will, in the nature of things, shadows of glory are already darkening the horizon with their splen-

produce mutual respect and esteem, apflsnity of benevolent action, dor, but it entirely depends ujpon the present fashioning of the times

paVe the way to unity of Faith. If iPs admitted that familiarity whether those shadows shalf envelope in darkness the maturity ot

with suffering aod distress opens the heart to the value of feligious a money-loving selfishness, or a noble and expansive liberality mov*
consolation, then the practice of the duties we inculcate tends to ing in tneir light, work out the problem of man’s eocial destiny,

strengthen the claims of religion, and magnify the office of the I see in the diffusion of our urine
i
pies of Friendship, Love and

church. The tendencies of Odd Fellowship, in a political point of Truth, valuable auxiliaries in bringing about the reigu of the affec-

•view, may be estimated by the humanizing influence it exerts oVer tions and of thought. 1 look down the vista of coming time—1 see

the angry passions and discordant.difpositions^our nature, and the the grim phantoms of war and wasting disappear from the earth-
wide dissemination of that moral virtue which is iha true cement of the last tear of sorrow wiped away—the chain of the oppressor bro-

our civil institutions. That feature of our institution which secures kso, and the captive free-^I see the triumph of popular rights, and
to the orphan the blessings of an education, if it had no oiher merit, the reign of moral freedom— I see the banners of Odd Fellowship
should endear it to the heart of (he patriot and the philanthropist, glistening in the beams of our country’s stars, while pure religion,

Education is one of the chief agents in ihe maintenance of both re- national liberty, and universal ralernity is proclaimed by every song
ligious and political liberty—it is the sworn foe of both the fanatic of peace and love which breaks up from the hill-tops and valleys ol

and the demagogue—without it no people can properly estimate ra- a regenerated and disenthralled world—I see the lofty form of that

tional liberty, or long remain a free people. In the veiy nature of future, all sparkling with the jewels of Truth and Love—1 look until

things, the influence of Odd Fellowship as a dispepser ol edneation, dazzled with the view—overwhelmed with its immensity, 1 am
will oe felt in those classes of society which are most generally de- constrained to cry,

“ Visions of glory, spare my aching right.'”

privedofits advantages, and who can estimate the moral force and My brethren, would you realize those visional—would you con-
stability it will thus impart loAe Government, by exalting the ma- tribute to their perfection 1—see to it, (hat you maintain your pure
jesty of the laws, and surrounding the chair of the Chief Magistrate principles of mercy and good work. “ Hang your banner upon this

with a pure and enlightened constituency. The mind of a nation is outer wall”—in every position and under every vicissitude make
its noblest treasure—nnd in proportion as it glows and glitters with your appeals to Heaven, and a9 sure as Truth is omnipotent, you
the lustre ot such jewels, will be the permanency of its institutions, wifi prevail; the blessings of those ready to perish will come upon
and purity of its administration. vou ;

the widow’s prayer and the orphan’s benediction, will be the

I know that it is the cant cry of the demagogue, that such socie- invulnerable shield of your protection, against which the arrows of

ties as ours are dangerous to Government* This objection might malevolence and detraction will be hurled in vain. Go, my bro-

be urged with some show of reason in an arbitrary government, ther, to the wretched and sorrowing; bind up the broken heart,
known only to the people by its exactions and oppressions; but in give food to the hungry and clothing to the naked, and God, even
a country like ours, where every citizen a sovereign, and the ma- 0U r God will sustain and bless you.

fistrate only reflects the will of the people, by whose free suffrages We are strikingly reminded, as fiom this scene of prosperity and
he has been raised to office, and to whose ranks he must return by joy we look back to the part of the Spartan band who first unfurled
the operation of a Republican rotation—the objection savors of dis- the banners of our Order upon this western shore ; but one survives,

trust in |ke capacity of a virtuous citizenship, to uphold and main- How rich and glowing must be the feelings of that lone old man,
tain the Government they have created. The records ol history as he looks abroad over this extensive country, and sees the mystic
show that the most objectionable forms of secret associations in the 8ign and symbol, glittering amid the abodes of sorrow, like stars

old world,jiave ever been leagues formed against oppression, and upon the brow of night! For more than a quarter of a century, he
in all their political interferences, they have invariably done ba"tle has watched over his children, nnd they have delighted to calf him
in behalf of popular rights—much more must an Order , the consiitu- 44 Sire."* Soon, in the c< urse of nature, he will be removed from
tion oi which precludes th^introduction of political or religious dis- among us, and we shall look upon his face no more. The poet and
cussions in its Lodges, and which, whil* it cherishes the most exal- ihe orator have selected the death tcene of the Theban Hero , ns an

ted sentiments of patriotism, inculcates the most elevated moral du- exit of surpassing glory

H

s silver brow wreathe! with the lau-

ties, be regarded as conservative in its tendency. We hesitate not rel of victory”—around the bannered hosts, steel-clad and victo-

to say, that the heart which feels deepest for human woe, is most rious—the life-blood slowly trickling from the death-wound of the

susceptible of patriotic devotion—the hand that has ofienest wiped venerated leader—the wail of lamentation resounding through the

away a tear from the eye of sorrow will strike the hardest blows in embattled ranks, and dying in echoes along the vast tented held

—

defence of its countr^9 honor—no blood that stains the battle-field as the virtues of their cries rose vividly before them—in the in-

of the Rio Griinde shines more brightly, or flpws more freely, than tensily of their grief they cried
—“ Epaminondns, hadst thou but

the Odd Fellow’s. Among the gallant spirits who flew to their children to survive you I’*—the trembling lips of the dying warrior
country’s banner, in the hour of danger, or who now wait the first kissed his shield, the companion of his danger and his victory, and
signal to join their brothers in the field, there are hundreds und faintly murmured—“Thebans, I leave you two

—

Leuctra aod’Afon-
thous&nde of Odd Fellows ; indeed, it would be difficult to raise u tinea

.

Far surpassing in deep and touching incident, will be the
Tegimeot in any State of the Union in which there would not be death scene of the Father of the Order. There will be no steel-clad
many found who could tell their number. and sorrowing warriors—no noise of battle and of blood. The ban-

Such, my brethren, is a brief, and, I confess, imperfect view of ner-folds of charily will be unfolded over his death couch—his dy-
the character and tendencies of the institution to the uses of which ing lips will not speak of such victories as Leuctra and Mantinea

,

this Temple is to be set apart. Its courts are to be the abode of uni- as the children of his love— but he will utter the name, and his

versa 1 Friendship—at its altars meek eyed Charity will preside—and failing vision will be cheered by the presence of that child of his

from its portals will its sons go forth upon their errands of mercy at0 holiest affections, whose mission is victory over sorrow, and around
love. The history of the past is a pledge for the action of the future, whose brow are bound, as costly gems, the widow’s tear and the
and an augury of final triumph. orphan’s blessing. Odd Fellowship, the immortal offspring of his

Go to the couch of sickness, when the demon of disease has sha- heart’s benevolence, shall perpetuate his name and deeds through
ken pestilence from its winra, and even consanguinity shrunk from all Coming time.
the contagion, whose hand is that which wipes the death damps Brethren of Pennsylvania:—The Hall you dedicate to these great
from the brow, and presents the fever draught to the parched and principles, w ill stand as a monument of your munificent philanthro-
thirsty lips of the sufferer'! An Odd Fellow’s! phy. Long after the actors in this day’s pageant have passed from
Wfio, alone in the silence of the death-chamber, when stricken time—other generations will stand in these courts—other voices

affection has sunk beneath the bfowsAas received the parting breath will minister at theee altars, and mingle in our mystic ceremonies,
and closed ihe dying eyes'! An Odd Fellow ! Who, when the But thank God ! principles are eternal. The same greutdutie9 will

widowed heart hashad no hope but the cold charities of an unpity- mill be taught, in the same mystic language that we now speak,
ing world, has stepped forward to sustain her faltering steps, and We may pass away, but our fellowship will remain—and the plea-
cheered her with the voice of friendship and protection'! The Odd sant memorial of the departed will bind those distant days ol the
Fellow! Who, when the orphan has had no protector, nnd the alms- future jn hallowed union with the present time. This dome will
house and the prison frowned before him, has stepped forward, ta- still be the shelter of the wretched and Ihe suffering, while Friend-
ken him by the hand, and guided him in the right way 1 An Odd ship, Love and Truth, will continue to preside over its rites. En-
Fellow! Who, when muraer has stricken down a stranger in a couraged by this reflection, continue to prosecute your glorious mis-
strartge city, far from hishome and his friends, has laid hi9 mangled sion—scatter wide the seed you bear, and you shall, at the last, Ve-
body in a decent tomb, and nerved the arm of Justice to vindicate turn, bringing with you the sheaves of an universal harvest. The
the insisted laws'! Odd Fellowship! What scheme of good, what songs and thanksgiving of an eternal peace, will celebrate man’s
plan of usefulness, born and nurtured on these shores for the last

thirty years, that has not been strengthened and aided by the heart » Mr. McCabe’s allusion here was to Past Grand Sire Wildey, who was
and hand of oar Order 1 It 1** aided in giving the Bibleo? the seated on the platform.
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deliverance from bondage, while upon the distant and returning
storm-cloud of destitution and want, a bow bent by the hand of

Omnipotence, shall shine as a memorial of the tempest which has
been. A glorious pledge that it has departed forever.

The ceremonies were concluded at a few minutes past seven

o'clock, when the vast multidude assembled to witness them, re-

turned to their houses.

To the R. W. Grand Secretary of Pennsylvania, Wji. Cur-
tis, Esq.* as well as to the very excellent Board of Trustees, are

the Order much indebted for their active and untiring exertions in

the erection and completion of this Hall. The Odd Fellows of

Philadelphia have another extensive Hall in progress of erection, at

the corner of Third and Browne streets ; the foundations of which

are already laid. We would wish to say more about Philadelphia,

but space prevents it.

THE GRAND LEVEE.
In the evening, the Grand Saloon was thrown opeu for a Grand

Levee, and was filled with the beauty and fashion of Pennsylvania

and other States. It was a truly brilliant affair, indeed. After the

dedication of the Hall, and during the procession, the floors of the

Grand Saloon had been elaborately ornamented with painting on

it the emblems of the Order. In the centre of the room was the

figure of Charity i as large as life, protecting the orphans, and sur-

rounded by the several emblems of the Order, enclosed With fes-

toons of flowers. The sides of the walls were ornamented with

the banners of the Lodges and Encampments of Pennsylvania, and

it is unnecessary to say that they were superb.. The entertainments

were of the richest description.

Dancing commenced at 9 o'clock, and was continued till the

we sma' hours" next morning. Nearly all the members, present,

wore regalia, which was of the most costly and brilliant descrip-

tion. Among the Grand Officers present* we noticed the follow-

ing:—PU9t Grand Sire Wildby, and Grand Cor. 8ec. Ridoley of

Md. ; P. G. Masters, Read and Weld, of N.J.; P. G. M. Kellogg,
of Michigan ; P. G. M. Wilson, of Wisconsin

; P. Cr. Sire, Gla-
zier, of Del. : G. Sec. Treadwell, G Warden Devoe, P. G. M.
Stewart, and G. Representatives Egan, Baldwin find Gilley, of

N. York ; Grand Sire Sherlock and Thomas, of Ohio ; Solomon,

of Ala. ;
Bishop, of Con. ; Smith and Drew, of Mass. ; Hopkins,

Pattbrson, Curtis, Town, Stokes, Jones, Morris, Yeager and

Housekeeper, of Pa., and Griffin, of Geo. There were many
others present, whose names we did not learn.

Among the ladies, those most conspicuous, were MissW 1,

of RaCe st. 5
Miss L. D 9 , of Mount Holly; Miss J. F s, of

New st. ; Mrs. C——s, Mrs. McK—-r, and Mrs. S r, of Brown
street 5 Mrs. Y——r, of Third st. ; Mrs. R ffe, of Race st.; and

W n, of Laurel st.

The room was comfortably filled, and enjoyment pervaded all

hearts. We regret that the extreme length of our account prevents

us from giving a more extended notice of the Levee. Suffice it to

say, that it was a truly brilliant occasion, and reflected much honor

upon those who projected it We shall recur with pleasure to the

many pleasant hours spent with our Brother^ of Philadelphia ; and

would here wish to state, that we consider ourselves under especial

obligation to Wm. Curtis, Esq., and his estimable lady, for their

very kind attentions to us, while in the 44 City of Brotherly Love.”

THE GOLDEN RULE.
NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, SEPT. 26, 1846.

The Apolloneons.—This is the designation of a choir of

children who have recently given several concerts iii this city

and Brooklyn. It consists of five children, from the age of nine

tofifutnyvaxs, and their performances both vocal and instrumen-

tal, are the most wonderful and surprising that we have ever

witnessed. Indeed, the little Miss Cole only nine years of age,

would put to the blush many a graduate of a fashionable Female

College, by her astonishing proficiency on the Piano Forte, and

the finished execution of her singing. The Boys give the most

difficult concerted pieces from the operas in a style which never

fails to call down the warmest applause. These concerts are no

catch-penny affair. Could the public be made aware of the

interesting nature of them, overflowing houses would every-

where reward the extraordinary talent of these children.

We have, during the past week, attended the second and

third concerts of the Apolloneons in Brooklyn, and were grati-

fied to find the audiences trebled on each occasion. Every one

went away surprised and delighted. The three youngest of

these youthful prodigies, nine, ten, and eleven years of age, are

children of Bro. Cole, a member of Shenandoah Lodge No. 95
,

at Utica, of which city they are natives. We hope the brothers

in Brooklyn will be present by hundreds at their fourth and last

Concert at the Lyceum, which takes place on Monday Evening
,

28th inst. We guarantee entire satisfaction.

Stoves.—A lady of our acquaintance, an excellent house-keeper,

in looking about for the best cooking stove to be found in this city,

selected and purchased one of Wager's Air-Tight Stoves, sold by
Bro. Edward W. M. Savage, 218 Water street. In speaking of it,

after a use of six months, she said to us, that 44
for simplicity of ar-

gument, economy of fuel, and perfection in baking, it far surpasses

any stove she had ever tried, and that she had used several good
ones: that housekeepers would understand her, when she said,

that it baked like a brick oven.”

On this warm commendation, we called on Brother Savage, and
purchased one of these Stoves, which we have had in use but a few
weeks; and to the testimony of our fair friend, we add that of our
own good lady who is enraptured with its most admirable working
qualities. As old housekeepers we know something about Stoves,

and we unhesitatingly pronounce this the best cooking stove we
have ever seen. Let all who intend to purchase, call at 248 Water
street and examine them. See advertisement in another column.

To our Ladt Readers.—Perhaps we ought to make some
apology to our thousands of fair friends, who look to the Golden
Rule for at least a due share of literhry entertainment, for the

large portion occupied with affairs oi the Order. The account

of the celebration at Philadelphia, and the Grand Biro to the

G. L. U. S. now in session, exclude almost every thing else ; and
for a couple of weeks We must crave forbearance on their part,

though we trust the 44 doings'' of the 44 Fathers of the Order” will

not be devoid of interest to every woman who feels an interest

in the welfare of our Institution.

MARRIAGE S.

Sept. 16th. in North Adams, Chenango Go., N. Y. by Rev. Ashley Lawton,
Bro. DAVID KENDALL, Jr. of Canastota, N. G. of Madison Lodge, No. MB,
and Miss ELIZABETH LYON, of Nm-wich.
At Toronto, Canada* West, by Rev. J. Roaf, Bro. THOMAS JAY FULLER

of Tecumseh Lodge, No. 15, to HANNAH, fourth daughter of Joe. Chilver.
At Clermont, Columbia Go., N. Y. by the Rev. Dr. Waokerbagen* Brother

EDWARD WACKERHAGEN, of Allen Lodge, No. 92, to SUSAN ELIZA-
BjiH, daughter of Geo. W. KiDg, Esq., all of that place.

DEATHS.
Sept. 19th. died suddenly while on a visit to her friends in Essex Co.. MARY

ANN, wife of Bro. ISAAC B. SKATTS, of Alleghanla Lodge, No. 18$, In the

25th year of her age.
,

Sept. 22d, CAROLINE, infant daughter of CHARLES and CATHARINE
LEACH, aged 2 months and 22 days

Sept. 7th. Bro. WARREN N. LEWIS, P. Treasurer of Freedom Lodge,
No. 88, at Prompton, Pa., aged 23 years.

For the first time since the organisation of our Lodge, are we called upon to

obey the solemn injunction

—

4
‘ Bury the dead,”—called upon to commit to the

silence of the tomb, a worthy and c eserving brother,—called upon to tad the

principles by which as a Fraternity, we stand 11 though in, yet above the world.”

Yes, our Brother is dead.— In this dispensation, our Lodge has sustained an

irreparable loss, and society deprived of a bright ornament, and one ofits most

useful and highly esteemed citizens. Our Brother was from home, In the land

of strangers, where the Kindness of paternal affection could not reach him, and

the sweet voice of near friends could not soothe the anguish ofbody consequent

on his disease. Yet friends without number flocked to his bedside, and did all

that human power and human sympathy could do, to alleviate his sufferings.

Again do we behold the blessed and holy influences of our Order, exerted it

the behalf of suffering and sorrowing humanity. Thus exhibiting to the world,

though secrecy is inscribed on our banners, yet the great cardinal principles of

our Institution, “ Friendship, Love and Truth,” are openly practiced, tor the

amelioration of the sufferings of mankind. May these principles be more widely-

disseminated, and more universally practised upon, is the sincere wish of

Yours in F. L. T. EDWIN FOOT.

The following preamble and resolutions were adopted at a meeting ot the

Freedom Lodge, No. 88, 1. O. of O. F., Sept. 7.

Whereas, in the dispensation of an all wise Providence, it hath pleased him

to call from earth our esteemed and worthy Brother, Warren N. Lewis, whose

exemplary life and virtuous conduct endeared him toevery member, andgained

for him the good will and high personal esteem of the community in whioh ho

ved, therefore,

Re vived, That this Lodge attend his funeral in a body, and that theyreoom-

lend the use of the form of Funeral service, and order of procession adopted by

ae Grand Lodge of Maine. , « . .

Rewired, That as a mark of regard and esteem, we wear the usual badge of

lourning during the present quarter.

Rewired, That we hereby tender to tbe afflicted parents wad other.relatives

r tbe deceased, onr heartfelt sympathies and mutual regard, in their severe

iss and sudden bereavement.
. „ . .

'

f
Rewired, That these proceedings be published, andla

A H. Moon; Secy.
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Mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
1J No. 11 Wall st. Issued during the month of

July 146 new Policies, vis:

To Merch’tsA Traders.54 To Farmers& Planters 7
Manufacturers... . 7! Ladies 1

Mechanics ..18

will be sufficient to satisfy any one of its euperiority

over aU other stores. Also a new and beautiful pat-

tern of Cast Iron Gothic Air Tight Parlor Stove, a

superior article, together with stoves for Hallaad of-

-» ,t248 Watert
E,% M. SAVAGE.

L FAMILY BIBLE.—With explanatory notes
B>

.. » 1 it ^Unonhaprvations copious marginal references, forwarded with safety w *U parts of the Unit

£c. by the Rev. A. Fletcher, JXlS.. author of the States. JAMES ACKERMAN, 101 Nassau-st

u tiLuL F&tnilv Devotion.” Ac. This pert is era- sepu.lt
« Gunte to Family Devotion,” Ac. This peart

.

bellished with a landscape view of the Mount of

Wall,” engraved by Br.wiiard

Winchester, Va. and*nany others,

ed would also respectfully solicit a call from mer-

chants and others visiting the city at his SIGN,
BANNER, FLAG and ORNAMENTAL PAINT-
ING ROOMS, No. 101 Nassau-st. Where he flatters

himself, that his original designs and acknowledged

superiority of workmanship, in -connection with

moderate charges, will offer inducements for patron-

age unsurpassed by any establishment in New York.

Country Merchants can have their orders executed

during their stay in the city, and signs, Ac., can be

forwarded with safety to hll parts of the United
at
him

Regalia.
Olives, from the Wall ” engraved by Br.widard after

|

. -
j ^UAIMOND, No. 309 GRAND STREET,

a sketch taken on the spot by W. H. BarJett. nsq.
havlag partly got over his press of business,

Published by Geo. Virtue, late R. Martin A CoM
| wiU ^ h orders from the brethren for

26 John street. Heads of Families ore respectfully
: g p R ™u,, piain> Half, or Full, Embroidered,

solicited to inspect this work, as it is the most epten-
Whjte and p, g. Regalik, do do., as low as

did family Bible ever issued in this country. s26;lt
< ^ crot in the city t and as good. Lodges and En-

“ MjlTHEW AHFAKNIv, 1 campments furnished at the shortest notice, accord-

k TTORNEV AT LAW, Counsellor, Ac., 79 Mari !
ing to the Revised Work. Stars, Brjiids, &c., on

A ket street, office 35 Centre st., NeW York. Rent-
,

hand, or made to order. MP 19 **

ing houses, collecting, and all other business prom pt-

ly and faithfully attended to. $12,600 and several

pm*iw sums to lend at six per cent. »26; 4t*

Total
New policies iss jed in the

first quarter of the year,

1845, viz

:

May 58
June 54
July .77

Whole number of Policies first year 1701

Total policies in 15 months. ...... • .2235
ROBT. L. PATTERSON, President.

BENJ. C. MILLER, Secretary.

J09 L. Loud, Agent.
Jambs Stewart, M. D.

;
(No. 621 Broadway,

>

Medieal Examiner. aug!5:tf

Cash Tailoring* 127 FuUo$-»treen

S
ANFORD, BROTHERS, have just opened an en-

tirenew stock of Clothes, Cassiineirs,and Vestings,

I. O. O. Wf Hrenstpina, Jewelry, 4cc.

G A. BRETT^lia9 removed from
• No. 103 Pearl street, to the n^w store, No.

45 Liberty street, opposite the Post Office, (up stairs)

where he respectfully invites the attention of Mer-

chants (about laying hi their Spring stocks,) to his

eall at 127 Fulton-sL
N.B.—Constantly on hand every variety of gen-

tlemen’s outfitting. MARCUS B. SANFORD,
s26:3m ANSON P. SANFORD.

Gilt ware: Fine gold and silver Duplex, Lever, Le-

S
ine and Verge Watches; Jowelry; Odjl F.ellows’

treast-pin* : gold, silver, plated and German Sil-

ver Pencil Cases, with and without pens; Steel

Pens; gilt, plated, lasting. twist, brocade, jet, japan-

ei, horn, bone, and other Buttons; shell, ivory, born,

wood and metal Combs: dressing and traveling

Cases; portable Writing Desks
;
Fans

;
hair, eloth,JLU. uses, i^auieB 7.

’ ~r-^ nnmA<i ! cases; portame writing uesas
;
runs

,
nmr, tmvu,

by on hand a good assortment of the
1 shoe, nail, tooth, shaving and other Brushes; Sua-

P«bdV» ; spool’an^ skeiu Cotton; linen Thread:
r.nes old 8land

’
1 sewing &lk> Hooks and Eyes; iWmery of all

,ia7-
! • Tniiar S/i.ni: Mirmm and Looking-

E. H, IVodync’s,

MANUFACTURER of Trunks, Carpet Bags, Va-

lises, Ladies Traveling Bags, Ac., hw oonitant-

by on hand a good assortment ~ “

articles, which he will sell as

tablishment in New York, at Wodv:
„ ?

219 Greenwich street, corner of gawtay.
I kinds ; Toilet Soaps

;
hand Mirrors and Looking-

s26:6t+
fc, H. KUkUJNfc..

I
. fieads . Ornaments ;

aud a great

' fall FA*Iiioaiii. [variety of other goods, especially adapted to the

muv pupip HAT AND CAP MANUFACTO- Spring trade, ail of which he offers to the trade at

Try Boi*rf. betwMti Walker and Hestar prtics. marts rf

atraata,’ la now ready to serve all who may want a
1

good aid cheap Hat or Cap. Having on hand an

intin new stock of Hats and Capaof his own man-

ufacture, he is determined to sell them at a very

prukii profit. Silk Hats, of th«_latest fashion^ of

illecliantes’ Tools^
I A A FULTON STREET. The-aub-

|

TT seriber keeps constantly receiving large addi-

Jilk Wats, 01 tne latest, lasnums, 01 • tions to bis assortment of Mechanics’ Tools, and

superior quality, from $2,00 to 3^58; and Fur Hats general Hardware, and respectfully informs all

from 2J50 to 6,00. Children’s Hats of all kinds, and 1 wishing to purchase, that he has as good an araort-

th# latest patterns. Hats made to order at the ! ment of goods as any house in the trade, particu-
- ‘ - •

larly of the best quality of goods, whioh he offers at

such prices as he hopes will be satisfactory to all.

Mechanics of -all kinds can be supplied with a full

assortment of Goods, most op which are war-
ranted. A full assortment of Coopers’ Tools,

which are all warranted, as are also his best quali-

ties of Planes, Saws, Files, Chisels, Braces, Bits, etc.

Agent for the sale of McLaughlin’s Patent Mortis-

the latest patterns,

shortest notice. Don’t forget the number, 72)4

Bowery, New-York, sign of tbe BIG HAT.
sept26:tf HENRY SHAW.

T
O LET.—The rooms lately fitted up by Excelsior

Lodge, comer of Nassau and Beekraan-sts., on

Saturday evening of each week. For particulars ap-

ply to the Trustees, at the rooms, on Friday eve-

pinga. J

»19;4t_

Samuel Hammond Sc Co*»

tmporters of fine WATCH-
X ES, No. 44 Merchants’ Exchange, 1st door in

William street Have constantly on hand a large

and valuable assortment of FINE WATCHES of

their own importation, which they are now selling at

lower prices (when quality is compared,) than can be

purchased of any dealer in New York. A written

warrantee,in aH eases, will be given to the purchaser.

S. Hammond having attended solely to the repair-

ing of Chronometer, Duplex,and other fine Watches,

in the late firm of Benedict & Hammond, will cou-

tinue to give his undivided attention to that branch

of the business, in connection with his present part-

ner, whose reputation has long been established,

having worked for the last ton years for the trade in

this oity. m23:tf

Jonepla Davis^

Manufacturer of masonic
and ODD FELLOWS’ REGALIA and BAN-

NERS, No. 150 South Seoond street. 4th door above

Spruce street, Philadelphia. Regalia and Banners

of every description, either plain, painted, or em-

broidered in gold or silver. Samples may he seen as

above. Je6:tf

Te Rncampmenti and Lodges,

T
HE Undersigned will keep constantly op band a
fall assortment of Books, Paper, and general Sta-

tionery, and solicits a share of patronage. He will

•apply new Encampments and Lodges with every

article they mav need, on the most favorable terms.

W. H. TOWNSEND^tatloner, 19 Wall at.

JOHN McNICOL, Stereotyper and
Printer, No. 11 Spruce street, 4th story.

ing Machines: also many other articles not gene-

rally kept in Hardware or Tool stores. A large as-

sortment of patterns of Ihe celebrated “ Tally Hof
Raaors, with a printed and certified guaranty ac-

companying each, an important thing to those who
wish a really good Razor, as the price will be returned

if the razors are hot good. Tool Chests furnished

with Tools from eight dollars to one hundred—al-

ways kept en hand suitable for mechanics and ama-

teurs. Cut uails and general Hardware at the

lowest market price. HENRY F. FA1RBANK,
apll 44 Fulton st. (between Pearl and Cliff,)N. Y.

Johnson Sc Co*
TMPORTERS, Wholesale Dealers,
X and Manufacturers of PERFUMERY of every

description Manufacturers Agents of a puperior

quolity of Hair Brushes. No. 35 Cedar-street, up
stairs. Jy25:3m

Lewis Child*

MERCHANT TAILOR, (Successor
to L Townsend St Co.) No. 132 Bowery, be-

,
N. Y. A full aa-

eetings, &c. m2:tf
tween Grand and Broome streets, N. Y.
sortment of cloths, Casslmeres, V«

Piano Fort«* Music Sc Fancy Goods.

C
HOLT, Jr., Agent for L. Gilbert’s Plano Fortes,

1 Boston, has opened a W re Room at 156 Fulton

street, two doors east of Broadway. A supply of

Gilberts Instruments now on band. He sells also

Baoons A. Havens Pianos and T. Gilbert’s, with the

celebrated Coleman Attachment—a splendid onejust

opened, Bl’k Waluut Case. Parlor Organs, and Se-

raphines. All kinds of Music for the Piano Arc., In-

struction Books f>r various Instruments, Violins,

Strings, ' c. Pianos tuned—Piano Stools and Covers.

Also, Perfumery, Fancy and Shaviog Soaps, Ex-
tracts, Toilet Powder, Ac. sep12:3m

Clergymen 8
Physicians 4
Lawyers 12

Professors 3
Agents 7

Students 3
Clerks 9
Cashiers.. 1

Member of Congress 5
Sec’y Ins. Co. I

Other occupations... 6

146
New policies issued in the
first quarter of the year,

1846, viz:

May 207
June 181

July *.....146

State op New York. Secretary’s Office, J

Albany, July 24, 1846. S

'T'O THE SHERIFF OF THE
X CITY AND COUNTY OF NEW YORK:
Sir—Noticed* hereby given, that at the next Gene-
ral Election, to be held on the Tuesday sucCeedin r

the first Monday of November next, the following

officers are to be elected, to wit : A Governor and
Lieutenant Governor of This State. Two Canal
Commissioners, to supply the places of Jonas Earll,

junior, and Stephen Clark, whose teems of seqyice

will expire on the’ last day of December next. A
Senator for the First Senatorial District, to Supply
the vacancy which will accrue by the expiration of

the term of service of John A. Lott on the last day
of December next. A Representative in the 30th
Congress of the United States, for the Third Con-
gressional District, consisting of the 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th,

snd 5th Wards of the City of New York. Also, a
Representative in the said Congress for the Fourth
Congressional District, consisting of the 6th. 7th,

10th aud 13th Wards of said City. Also a Repre-
sentative in the said Congress for the Fifth Con-
gressional, District, consisting of the 8th, 9th And 14th
Wards of said City. And also a Representative in

the said Congress for the Sixth Congressional Dis-

trict, consisting of the lith, ,12th, 15th, 16th, 17th

and 18th Wards of said City.

Also the following officers for the said County, to

wit : 16 Members of Assembly, a 'Sheriff in the place

of William Jones, whose term of service will expire

on the last day of December next. A County Clerk
in the place of James Connor, whose term of service

will expire on the last day of December next ; ahd a
Coroner in the place of Edmund G. Rawson, whose
term of service will expire on the last day of De-
cember next. Yours, respectfully,

N. S. BENTON, Secretory of State.

Sheriff’s Office, New York, August 3d, 1846.

The above is published pursuant to the notice of

the Secretory of State and the requirements of the

statute iu such case made and provided for.

WM. JONES.
Sheriff of the City and County of New York.
All the publio newspapers in the County will

publish the above once in each week until election,

and then hand in their bills fqr advertising the

same, so that they may be laid before the Board of

Supervisors, and passed for payment.
See Revised Statutes, vol. 1, chap, vi, title 3d,

article 3d—part 1st, page 140. au8

Thompson^ Premium Truss,
Improved by J. R. Benja-

min, 13 Beekman street. Is universally

^ approved of by the Medical Faculty

and all who use them, as the pressure can be gradu-

ated from one to fifty pounds on the rupture without

a back pad,which does so much injury to the spine,

causingweakness and pain in the back and sides, and
often permanent spinal disease. Six days trial

given, and if not perfectly satisfactory, money re-

turned. Those sending for this Truss need only

mention the side ruptured, and the distance round
the hips. mg15:3m

RlcCf .

T'lRAPER AND TAILOR, 57 Ca-
JL^ nal street m16:4m

Jolan Osborne*
\YANUFACTURER of REGALIA,
IvX No. 99 Madison st, N. Y., would state that

he manufactures every description of Regalia for

Lodges and Encampments, and will be bappy to re-

ceive orders from the Brotherhood, for furnishing

all articles required by the Revised Work.

v Philip Garfear-flu

T^RAPER and TAILOR, No. 74,
AX West Broadway. A large and Fashionable as-

sortment of Cloths. Casslmeres and Vestings, con-

stantly en hand. ap25:ly
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Nero ©riginal Romance.

WILFRED MONTRESSO.R;

THE SECRET ORDER OF THE 3EVEN.
A ROMANCE OF MT8TERY AND CHIME.

NT THE AUTHOR OP 44 FLORENCE DB LACEY, OR THE COQUETTE,” ETC

SNSWrtfe #«S)Wlt1Ia5s=SUaiF

CHAPTER XXIV.—the burglar’s family. -

DARK, gloo-

my morn-

ing succee-

led tbe

night of the

burglary.

Mrs. Wil-

had

been entirely unconscious

the departure of her

husband, and had contin-

ued in a profound slum-

ber until day-break. On
iwakening, however, she

perceived, at a glance,

that his head had not rest-

upon the pillow du-

the night. With ter-

. ible forebodings of evil,

she exerted herself to rise and gaze around the apartment. The
low stool was standing near her bed-side in the same position as

on the preceding evening, when her husband had occnpied it.

The family Bible lay unclosed upon the wooden table. But

Andrew Williams was not present.

She called her daughter Jane from the adjoining chamber and

questioned her anxiously. Jane knew nothing—had heard no-

thing of her father's movements. The alarm of the distressed

invalid on discovering that her husband had not slept under his

own roof, was excessive. Andrew Williams was a man of do-

mestic habits, and this was the first time that he had absented

himself from home in a concealed or clandestine manner. The

|

remembrance of his unavailing struggles for employment—his

I

depression of spirits—his despairing language—fell like a dark

shadow upon her soul. She knew that his affection for his fami-

|

ly \vas too strong to admit of his protracted absence if he were
alive. The thought of suicide flashed upon her with torturing

uncertainty. She beheld him in her imagination stabbing him-

self to the heart, or throwing himself into the dark tnrbid river,

in the agony of despair. Overcome with her fears and emotions,

she fell back, exhausted, upon her pillow.

The young girl flew to the bed-side, and with heroic fortitude

suppressed her tears while she soothed the distress ofher mother.

She suggested the most plansibte reasons to account for her

father’s absence. She strove, by soft and gentle words, to bring

back the angel Hope to the forlorn and desolate chamber.

Bad news flies quickly. At eight o'clock of the morning the

gossips of the neighborhood were excited by the report that

Hugh Simonson and Andrew Williams had been arrested in the

act of committing a burglary, and that they had killed a police

officer in a desperate effort to escape. The nature of the report

awakened the curiosity if not the sympathy of the neighbors.

Mrs. Ramsbottom, the mistress of a boarding-house on the op-

posite side of the street, was the first person who volunteered to

call upon Mrs. Williams, with the humane purpose of breaking

the news to her. . She was a fat, red-fuced woman of forty fivo

years of age, of a prying, curious disposition, though by no means
disobliging or unamiable.

Mrs. Ramsbottom soon gained admittance to the chamber of

the invalid. Mrs. Williams had partially recovered from the fit

of exhaustion, but her features were pale and very thin.

“ Bless me, Mrs. Williams,” said the visiter, 41 how poorly yon
look.”

The sick woman gazed at the speaker with an unmeaning

stare.
'
4 Do yon not know me, ma-cm f My name is Ramsbottom. I

live across the street, and hearing that something was the matter

with you, I have come over in a neighborly kind of way. Dear

old Ramsbottom, when he was alive, liked to see me attentive

to the sick neighbors. Where is your husband, Mrs. Williams?”

The woman made no reply, but Jane answered quietly

:

14 Father is not at home.’ 1
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“ And Mr. Simonson ? the man that keeps bachelor’s hall be-

low stairs.”

" I have just been to his room,” replied the girl, 44 to inquire

about my father, but the door is locked, and thinking he might

be asleep thii cloudy morning, I did not disturb him.”

“ Bless me, girl, don't you know that your father and Mr. Si-

monmm went out together, last night ?”

Mn. Ramsbottom stopped abruptly ; for turning again toward

the bed, she saw the eyes of the sick woman fixed intently upon

her.

“ You have heard news of my husband ?” she murmured,

gasping for breath.

Mrs. Bamsbottom hesitated to reply ; and the invalid raising

herselfon one elbow, inquired more vehemently

:

“Is he dead?”
“ Oh no, ma’am ; don't fret yourself too much, and you a poor

sick creature. They have taken him, that’s all. I dare say Mr.

Williams is as much alive as any one of us. It is the policeman

as was killed, ma’am.”
“ What does it mean, Jane ?” said Mrs. Williams to her daugh-

1

ter.

“ Poor soul,” said Mrs. RamsboUom, in a whining tone of af-

fected sympathy*. “ It will all come out in time, so I suppose it

is my duty to tell you, and set your mind at ease. Mr. Simon-

son and your husband went out last night, and a dark night it

was, to break into some rich gentleman's house, which is agin

the law, ma'am, as you know, and Pknow, though we poor folks

don’t think it a hanging matter. Well, they got into the house,

and while they were ransacking the closets, the policemen came

along and took them prisoners. I dare say, ma'am, somebody

will get them out on bail, and then the lawyers will keep them

from going to State prison. There is likely no truth in the story

that they killed one of the policemen—that would be a bad busi-

ness—but I don't believe it, ma-am, I do not. So keep up a

good heart, Mrs. Williams.”

As the thoughtless gossip repeated the rumors she had heard,

the face of the invalid grew very pale and became distorted with

internal suffering.

“ It is hot true, mother,” sobbed her daughter Jane.

Mrs. Bamsbottom turned toward the young girl, somewhat an-

grily.

At that instant a terrific scream of horror and agony burst from

the lips of the sick woqtan. Her eyes glared wildly in their

sockets—her features grew more and more distorted, and her

limbs were violently convulsed. The scream was not repeated,

but was followed by a succession of deep heart-rending moans.

The convulsions continued.

The boys in the adjoining chamber were startled from their

slumbers by their mother’s screams, and timidly approached the

door of the apartment, which was standing ajar. On peeping

through the crevice and beholding a strange woman near the

bed-side, they retired from the door and began tremblingly to

dress themselves.
“ Run for a doctor, girl,” said Mrs. Ramsbottom to the inva-

lid’s daughter. 14 Run for a doctor as quick as you can, and l

will stay here with your mother. Bless me, who would have

thought the poor creature would take it so hardly ?”

Jane Williams had partly raised her mother’s head from the

pillow, and was striving, by words of tenderness, to restore her

to consciousness. The request of Mrs. Ramsbottom was equivo-

lent to a command. Leaving the bed-side, the young girl flew

to the opposite side of the room, and snatched a plaid bonnet

from a nail, driven into the wall.

“ Where shall I go for a doctor—to the Dispensary ?”

“ Any where, child, so you are quick about it. As I live, there

goes Doctor Everard, afoot, on the other side of the street,”

“ The tall gentleman with a cane ?"

“ Yes
;
run after him and beg him to step in and see your mo-

ther. He is one of the best doctors in the city.”

Mrs. Ramsbottom continued talking after the departure of the

girl, partly to herself, partly to the unconscious invalid : “ He
raised young Mrs. Bam bury, the niece of my neighbor, Captain

Thomson, from the point of death. It was almost a miracle.

There, Mrs. Williams, don't go on so, don’t. I am sure if I had

thought she would be overcome in this way by the news, I

would not have told her. Somebody else would, though, and

the poor creature might as well know it first as last. There,

there, ms'am, I dare say they won't hurt your husband. I am
sorry they caught him.”

In this manner the gossiping mistress of the boarding-home

occupied the brief interval between the departure of Jane Wil-

liams and her return with Doctor Everard.

The young girl had soon overtaken the doctor. Distinctly,

though hurriedly, she related the particulars of her mother’s at-

tack, and implored him to visit her.

As Doctor Everard approached the moaning, struggling inva-

lid, and took hold of her emaciated hand, Mrs. Bamsbottom com-
menced very respectfully

:

14 This poor woman, doctor, has been in a weakly way far a

long time.”
<( Silence, madam,” said the doctor, gravely ; “ you have done

mischief enough already by your talking.”

This rebuff from Doctor Everard silenced Mrs. Bamsbottom
completely.

The doctor took a couple of vials from a pocket case of medi-
cines, which he carried with him. and asked for a tea-cup. He
poured out a tea-spoonful, or thereabouts, of laudanum, and the
same quantity of tincture of castor. Adding a little water to the

mixture, from the broken pitcher on the table, he presented it to

the lips of the invalid. The woman swallowed the draught with-
out much difficulty, and the doctor stood quietly by the bed side

watching its effects. In a few minutes the spasms and contor-

tions diminished sensibly in violence, and the moans became less

frequent and prolonged. At the end of a quarter of an hoar, the
nervous excitement of the invalid had disappeared almost entire-

ly. Her eyes were closed, however, and she manifested no signs
of conscious existence.

Doctor Everard consulted his wateh, and was on the point of

giving some directions to the young girl, Jane, in regard to her
mother. The noise of footsteps on the staircase and the eager
joyful glance of the girl, sealed his lips for the moment.

44 Father is coming,” said she, in a whisper, to Doctor Everard,
as she flew to the door and opened it.

Andrew Williams entered slowly, followed by a stranger. His
eyee were red with weeping—his features wore a more settled

aspect of despair than they had ever done previously—his form
was bowed as if with age. He looked around the room without
any manifestation of surprise at the presence of Doctor Everaid
and Mrs. Ramsbottom. His gaze was anxiously turned toward
the miserable couch on which his wife was lying, and became
fixed upon her prostrate limbs and pallid countenanco.

Clasping his hands together he exclaimed :

44 Great God, I have killed her.”

The sound of her husband’s voice seemed to awaken the con-
sciousness of the woman, for she murmured, in low, audible
tones

:

“ My husband.”
44 No, she is not dead,” uttered Williams, vehemently, hasten-

ing to the bed-side, and sinking upon his knees ;
14 here, Patty,

here I am.”

The invalid opened her eyes slowly and beheld the face of
her husband.

11 You are alive, Andrew—not stabbed or drowned,” she said,

rather languidly.

“No, Patty,” replied the kneeling man.
The recollection of Mrs. Williams returned with the gradual

restoration of her faculties.
41 Ah ! I remember—it was more dreadful than that. Some-

body told me that you were a thief in the hands of the police.”
44 It is true, Patty.”

The young girl, Jane, sobbed bitterly at her father's admie-
sion ; but the woman looked inquiringly at her husband, as if not
wholly understanding him.

44
It is true, Patty,” said the man, hurrying through his namt-

tive, yet frequently interrupted by the strength of his feeliagsu
44 The officer has permitted me to come home and take leave of
you and the children before I go to jail.”

A deep groan burst from the womau, but she evidently sought
to restrain herself.

“ It will break your heart, Patty, I fear,” continued William*,

A
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“ bat I did it for the best. The children were crying for bread,

and you were lying on a sick bed in want of every thing. I was
persuaded into it by Mr. Simonson, but I did it for your sake

and for that of the children. It was that I wanted a few dollars

very much, and could get no work, and the gentleman whose

honse we went 'to rob was very rich, very rich indeed. This is

the first time, Patty, that I ever attempted to steal the value of

a dollar, and I never meant to do it again. I did not mean to

become a thief.*’

In this terrible crisis of irretrievable rain, the fortitude of the

woman struggled for its usual ascendency over bodily weakness

and mental suffering.
“ You have acted very wickedly, Andrew.”
** I know it, Patty,” replied the man ;

u will you pardon me
and lore me still?”

" Ask pardon df your Maker, wbom you have so grievously

offended.”

“ I have repented bitterly, sincerely. Whatever happens to

me, I will never, never commit another crime.”
“ I will pray for you,” said the invalid, with wonderful self-

controL “ I will strive to bear it and to think of you as I have

done. But to hear you branded as a thief,” she continued, shud-

dering, “ and to know that disgrace, as well as poverty, must

henceforth rest upon us, and upon our children, is indeed a bur-

den of grief and misery.”

The man wept in silence.
M Come, Williams,” said the poIicenJan, wearying of the scene,

“your five minutes are up-—we must go.”

- The burglar rose from his kueeling posture, and pressing only

his wife’s cold, trembling fingers, turned away.

Daring the progress of the scene, the younger children of An-

drew Williams had crept softly into the room.

The eldest of the boys approached the police officer, clasped

him around the knees, and said, imploringly : “ Don’t take father

to jail.”

The man disengaged himself gently from the boy, and beckon-

ing to Williams to follow him, left the apartment.

Andrew Williams cast one despairing look at his wife and

children, and followed the officer. As he descended the stairs,

the low, suppressed sobs of his daughter, and the cries of the

terrified boys, fell upon his ears.

The agitation of this scene and her previous illness, increased

the feebleness of Mrs. Williams to an alarming degree. In a

whisper, scarcely audible, she complained to Doctor Everard of

a sensation of faintness in the region of the heart. The doctor

wrote a prescription on a slip of paper, and gave minute direc-

tions to Jane Williams for administering the medicine, apprising

her also of the precarious condition of her mother’s health, and

the necessity of unrelaxing attention to her wants.

The prudent management, the untiring affection of the young
girl, in the trying emergency of her position, were remarkable.

At the approach of evening, Mrs. Williams rallied consider-

ably. She watched, unperceived, the movements of her daugh-

ter, as she pursued her household duties, silently and sadly, hut

industriously.

** Come hither, Jane,” said the invalid, slowly, “ I have some-

thing to tell you.”
“ Dear mother,” replied the girl, approaching the bed-side,

u Doctor Everard says that you must abstain from talking until

you get more strength.”

** My strength will never return, my daughter. This blow is

irrecoverable.”
u bet ua hope otherwise, dear mother. Doctor Everard says—

”

“ We will change the subject, Jane,” said Mrs. Williams, in-

terrupting her daughter. “ I have been lying here for half an

hour thinking seriously about the wants of the family.”

u Do not worry yourself,” remarked the girl, “ the neighbors

have been very kind to us.”

“ God bless them ! but their kindness is no reliance for you

and the boys. I am only a burden, and your father there

is no longer any room for hope.”

“ The young girl brushed from her eyes the springing tear,

and kiseed her mother’s pale cheeks.

11 Much depends upon you, my daughter, youDg and destitute,

as you are ; hut I warn you, as you value the blessing of your

dying mother, let no extent of poverty or distress, drive you to

the commission of an immoral or disonest act.”

“ I will not, dear mother,” said the girl. “ I will not, as God
is my helper.”

“ He will help you, Jane. There lies my greatest hope. It i*

our duty, however, to appeal to the justice and, benevolence o€

our fellow beings, in times of great need. We have relatives in

this city, in good circumstances ; but they cast me off entirely,

when I married your father; and it would be useless to apply
to them. I advise you to go to them only in the last extremity.

When I am dead, perhaps, they will listen to you.”
“ I will work myself to death, before I will sue to those who

have treated you so cruelly,” said the young girl, with a bunt
of tears.

“ There is a portion of my sad history,” said Mn. Williams,
“ of which you are ignorant. As it possibly affords a slight hope
of relief, I will now reveal it to you.”

“ Do not tire yourself with talking, dear mother; remember
the Doctor’s orders.”

“ The story will soon be told. At the period of my earliest

recollection, 1 lived with my mother, in the family of her natural

uncle.' As I subsequently learned, she had separated from my
father, in consequence of a domestic quarrel, shortly after my
birth. Daring her lifetime, my mother received a yearly allow-

ance for the support of her child and herself. The decease of

my mother, in my ninth year, was followed in a few months by
that of my father ; and it was then discovered that he hod be-

queathed the bulk of his property to bis partner, Mr. Owen
Tracey I was left almost entirely to the charity ofmy relatives.”

The young girl listened intently to this narrative.

,

u Mr. Tracey has become very wealthy, and has retired from

business. He is said to be a harsh, miserly man ; hut surely

he will not refuse some measure of relief to the family of tho

only daughter of Charles Mountjoy. Ascertain his residence,

Jane, and apply to him in person, immediately.”

Mrs. Williams went into some further details of her history,

until she sank beneath her returning exhaustion. During the

stay of Mrs. Ramsbottom, who came in soon afterward, to in-

quire after the health of the invalid, the young girl slipped out

of the chamber and sought, in obedience to her mother’s desire,

the residence of Owen Tracey.

fHisccllatua.

EPITAPH OF A MISER.
Reader, beware !—don’t be too keen for pelf,

Here lies the worst of thieves, who robb’d himself!

A wretch lies here, within this narrow tomb,
Starved in this world, condemn’d in that to come.
He never once a single penny lent

Till be was sure of gaining ten per cent
But when *>ld Catchall doth again appear,
’Tis ten to one but he’s among the rear.

Brief Biography.—Ninely-six years ago, a female infant was
found in Yarmouth churchyard, cradled in a basket, and lying on
a tombstone. The foundling was taken to the workhouse, and
remained until the 27 th of June, 1816, when death put a period
to her monotonous existence. One event alone broke in upon
the even tenor of her days. A laborer, named William Pycraft,

made her his wife, aud she was three months a married woman.
On her husband’s death, she implored re-admission to the home
of her infancy ; and she was never again absent from the work
honse, up to the day of her decease, at the age of ninety-six.

Two Valuable Things.—Two of the most precious things

on this side of the grave, are reputation and life. And yet,

strange to tel), the most contemptible whisper may deprive us
of the first, and the weakest weapon of the second. Be more
anxious, therefore, to deserve a good name than to possess it.

During the imprisonment of Prince Louis Napoleon at Ham,
the numbers of a French newspaper were regularly forwarded to

him by the post. After his escape, the current numbers were
returned to the office of the journal with the usual stamp, sin-

gularly applicable in this instance, 11 Gone away without leaving

his address.”

A young lady commences her advertisement in the Times,

with,—“ A young, lady wiike* an engagement /” We should

like to know the disengaged young lady who does not wish an
engagement

!
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« ®ffinal ©ocnmenta.

I. O. O. F.

RECORDING & CORRESPONDING SECRETARY’S REPORT.

* Officb Corresponding and Recording Secretary,)
X\ R. W. G. L. U. S., Balto., Sept. 21, 1816. $

, \ To the JR. W. Grand Lodge ofthe United State*

:

v. The undersigned, in obedience to the law requiring the same, has
' the honor to present the Annual Report of this department. The

* following resolutions embrace the various subjects of duty directed

to be performed by the Grand Secretary, during the recess

:

««: 1. Resolved, That the Grand Secretary address a special circular to the

State* of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Vffginia, North Carolina, Indiana, 1111-
*'

' nois, and Tennessee, the Province of Canada, and the Republic of Texas, re-

quiring them to forward the necessary information to complete *“N umerical

,
v Registry,” as provided for at the Annual Session of 1843.

2. Resolved, That the Grand Secretary be and is hereby instructed, to have
** "copies of the Charters originally granted to Oglethorpe Lodge No. *, and

Magnolia Encampment No. I, of Georgia, made out by the proper officers, and
transmitted to them.”

*3* 3. Resolved, That Diplomas be delivered to the several State Grand Lodges,
signed by the Grand Recording Secretary of this Grand Lodge, and that when
aaid Diplomas are delivered to members of the Order, they receive the signa*

** tore of the Grand Master of the State Grand Lodge to which the recipient be-

“U
$eioixcd, That the Grand Recording Secretary be, and hereby is authorised

X to procure such alteration of the plate as may be necessary to carry the above

y resolution into effect.

4. Resolved, That if any Grand Lodge or Grand Encampment shall decline
" w

the agenoy for the sale of Diplomas, as provided in the resolutions passed on
'j

i, the 2 1st Sept , 1813; then the Grand Secretary of this Grand Lodge shall be
authorised to appoint the Grand Secretary or the Grand Scribe of such Lodge

X or Encampment, and in the event of their declension, any other person, on sat-

-•j iafhctory security being given.
Resolved, That upon such appointment all aocounts with other agents in the

r same State be forthwith closed.
' 6. Resolved, That from and after the first of January, 1846, all cards, visiting

or clearance, issued by Subordinate Lodges and Encampments, shall be coun-
tersigned by the Grand Corresponding and Recording Secretary of the Grand

SB Lodge of the United States, and that the pricerecommended for the same in the
report, he approved of.

Resoled, That in case any Lodge or Encampment shall have on hand at the
time specified in the above resolution, cards not signed, that the Grand Secfe-
tary on their delivery at his office, be directed to furnish proper cards in their
place.

6. Resolved
, That the Grand Secretary be instructed to furnish the Grand

Lodges and Grand Encampments under this jurisdiction, with a sufficient num-
*

'* her of blank certificates, in the form of the one prescribed in Article X. of the

z
Constitution, for the nse of the Representatives to this Grand Lodge.

7. Resolved, That so soon as the revised edition of the Leotures, Charges,
&c., is in readiness, the R. W. Grand Corresponding Secretary shall forward

.
to the several Grand Lodges and Grand Encampments, such number of copies
as they may respectively require; and it shall be the duty of the several Grand
Lodges and Grand Encampments, to collect the outstanding copies of the for*

mer editions of the Charges, Lectures, &c., and forward the same as early as
practicable to the office of the Grand Corresponding Secretary.

On the 11th of Feb;> 1845, in conformity with resolution No. 1,
the Grand Corresponding Secretary addressed a special circular to
the States therein designated, calling their attention to the object
of the resolution, and respectfully inviting their early attention to

the subject He has the pleasure of acknowledging that returns
have been made from Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Indiana, Mi-
chigan and North Carolina, during the year, which are herewith
submitted. It will be seen that there vet remains five Grand
Lodges, and four Grand Encampments, which have failed to com-
ply with the provisions of this law, requiring them “ to make out
accurate lists of the names and dates of the institution of e-v.ery

Lodge and Encampment under their jurisdiction, the date of sus-
pension, expulsion, and reinstatement.” The Grand Corresponding
Secretary has also received the regular reports of the Grand Lodges
of Ohio, Michigan, Connecticut and Kentucky, in obedience to the

t resolution of September session, 1843, which requires “that in all
* cases of grant or Charters by the Grand Lodges or Grand Fneamp-

’ inents, they shall immediately report the same to the Grand Corres-
ponding Secretary.” From no other jurisdiction has any return

,
been made to this office. The law of September Session, 1843, was
enacted for the purpose of obtuining a general Numerical Registry
of all the Lodges inexistence, under the jurisdiction of the Grand
Lodge of the United Stales, directly and indirectly, each to be
numbered according to its respective date of institution and se-

]

niority. To accomplish this object, it was provided that Grand
Lodges and Encampments should furnish, from their respective re-
cords, the necessary materials, and that the Grand Secretary should

* procure appropriate books to be kept as Registers, one for Lodges
. and the other for Encampments, and cause all the Lodges and En-
, campments, in communion with the Grand Lodge of the United
t

States, to be entered and registered in said book, numbering each
according to seniority, as the same appeared from the reports re-
quired and the documents in his office ; and that in all grknts of
charters by Grand Lodges or Encampments thereafter, witn a view
to the continuance of said Registry', they should report the same to
the Corresponding Secretary, who was required to enter them in
the General Registry with its proper number to the Grand Lodge
or Grand Encampment, to be inserted in the particular Charter
granted in addition to its ordinary state number.”

It be perceived that the object of this law was to supply to
each Subordinate Lodge and Encampment, what may be termed a
Federal number, in addition to the Siate number, which they re-
spectively held, for the purpose, it is presumed, of presenting at all
umea evidence upon the general Registry of the whole number of
Lodges in existence under this jurisdiction.
The means deyised by the Grand Lodge at that session to carry

out the law. afforded the only possible mode of success, and in so
far as the duty devolved upon the undersigned, no effort has bees
left unemployed to obtain tne information and materials necessary
to consummate the object. During the last three years, the subject
has been frequently brought to the notice of the Order, yet the Cor.
Secretary is unable to prepare the Registry desired, for want of fall

materials. Several Grand Lodges and Grand Encampments have
failed to report entirely, and 6ut few of those who have reported,
have furnished lists of new Lodges and Encampments instituted

under their respective jurisdictions, since the passage of the law.
As it is wholly impracticable to prepare the Registry without the

fullest materials, and as, in some instances, the reports furnished ate

exceedingly imperfect, and all the efforts of the Corresponding Se-

cretary, during the last three years, to get in complete returns, have
failed, it is respectfully suggested that the law be repealed, or some
other and more effectual means be devised to enable the proper offi-

cer to carry out the wishes of the Grand Lodge.
The undersigned, in view of the doubt which he entertains of

ever getting Grand Secretaries and Grand Scribes to return,promptly
and regularly, lists of the Lodges and Encampments to his office, as

they are from time to time instituted, and from the fact that t*ich

Registry cannot be kept with precision, if any tingle State should
be delinquent in supplying such reports with regularity, entertains
the hope that the scheme may be abandoned by a repeal of the law.

It has been found impracticable to comply with the resolntion< di-

recting “ the Grand Secretary to have copies of the Charters origi-

nally granted to Oglethorpe Lodge, No. 1, and Magnolia Encamp-
ment, No. 1, of Georgia, made out by the proper officers and trans-

mitted to them.” The Grand Officers, by whom these Gharteis
were subscribed, are scattered throughout the United States and not

accessible to the Corresponding Secretary. It is respectfully sog-

ested that a law be passed, directing warrants to be issued to these
odies, signed by the present Grand Officers, with a written memo-

randum upon the margin, certifying that they are granted in lieu of

Charters originally issued to Oglethorpe Lodge and Mngnoli a En-
campment of the State of Georgia, specifying their respective origi-

nal dates. This course, it wou{<d appear, will gratify tne whole ob-

ject of the memorialists.
In. compliance with the resolutions relating to Diplomas, the Cor-

responding Secretary caused the plate to be so altered as to conform
to the law of last session : these documents, as now issued, bear

the signature of the Corresponding and Recording Secretary of the

Grand Lodge of the United States only* with a blank reserved for

the signature of the Grand Master of the State Grand Lodge to

which the recipient may belong. The accounts, as directed, with
all other agents than State Grand Lodges, for the sale of Diplomas,
were closed, and the Grand Lodge of Massachusetts upon being ad-

vised of its preferred right to such sgency, within its jurisdiction,
by the law of 1843, having declined to accept the same, the Corres-
ponding Secretary tendered the appointment to the Grand Secretary
of the State, who accepted the office and filed a satisfactory bond
as required by law, which is herewith submitted.
The resolution of the last session, requiring that from and aftei

the first day of January, 1&46, all cards, visiting or clearance, issued
by Subordinate Lodges

k
and Encashments, shall be countersigned

by the Grand Corresponding and Recording Secretary, baa caused
much embarrassment to that officer. In order to comply with the

provisions of this law. it must be recollected that the whole supply
remaining in the hands of State Grand Lodges and Encampments,
issued during the previous year, without the countersignature of ihe

Corresponding Secretary, was to be got in and a similar number
with the countersignature of the Corresponding Secretary substi-

tuted for them, in addition to which the new demand, from each
source? in which ihe supply had become exhausted, it was neces-
sary to meet with cards countersigned by the Corresponding Secre-
tary, and all this was to be accomplished between the 1st day of

October, 1845. and January 1st, 1846, a period of 90 days. Besides
this onerous duly, the new work was to be printed and distributed
by the Corresponding Secretary to each State within the same pe-

riod, which latter office of itself, in view of its magnitude and great

responsibility, eould scarcely be accomplished in double that time.
The undersigned, nevertheless, immediately after the close of the

last session, addressed a circular to each jurisdiction, requesting in-

struction as to the particular number of cards, which they might
relatively require to be exchanged, and set about countersignmg
cards with diligence. After attaching his name to 21.000 cards, de-

voting, exclusively, all his time to the subject, he found that unless

every other duty of his office was abandoned, he could not comply
with the law, and under these circumstances, asked and obtained
the prompt approbation of the Grand Sire to a substitution of the

facsimile for the proper signature of the Gi and Corresponding Se-

cretary, and even in this way it was found impracticable to get cards,

in sufficient quantity, printed within the time prescribed by law, in

consequence of the delay occasioned by the necessity of retouching
the plates. It is believed that the plan adopted will answer all the

ends contemplated by the resolution and as it is impracticable, in

view of the general duties of the office, to sign the vast number of

cards which are required by the States, the approbation of the Grand
Lodge is respectfully asked to the course adopted.
Blanks have been furnished, as directed, to the Grand Lodges and

Encampments under this jurisdiction in tne form prescribed in Ar-

ticle X of the Constitution, for the use of Grand Representatives.
The last resolution of the series, devolving special duties upon the

Corresponding Secretary during the recess,
-

relates to tfie distribu-

tion of the revised work of the Order. So great was the desire for

the revision of the work of the Order, and so universal the wish to

be placed in immediate possession of it, when adopted, that but lit-

tle reflection was given to the difficulties and vast labor, insepara-

ble from its distribution : hence, the adoption of the resolution fix-

ing ihe 1st Jan., 1846. as the period of its general introduction and
practice throughout the jurisdiction. It was not considered that

although the work was adopted by the September Session, as amend-
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cd by that body, that it was recommitted to the Committee on Re*
vision with very general powers in relation to its further improve-
ment and printing, and that said Committee consisting of five mem-
bers, scattered throughout the country, as a means of conference,
were limited exclusively to correspondence by mail ; that the very
precise and accurate proof corrections, which were required to gra-

tify the authors of the revision* would occupy time and occasion
delay. In view of all these embarrassments, the Committee of
Revision made an earnest effort to comply with the law, and did
deliver the subordinate work to the Corresponding Secretary by the
1st day of Jan., 1846, who immediately caused its prompt distribu-

tion by appointing an agency at New York, the place of printing,

in the person of P. G. Sire Kennedy, who, as rapidly as he received
the work from the press, personally directed its general dissemina-
tion. Having completed the distribution of the subordinate work,
that of the Encampments was effected immediately upon its receipt
from the Committee on Revision, in which body it was delayed by
the difficulties of correspondence, and the delays incident to mail
correspondence, in comparing opinions and reviewing proof sheets.

The whole distribution was happily effected during the spring,
and regarding the extent of territory over which it was directed,
the number of books disseminated, and the amount of labor inci-

dent to the task, it 19 a source of gratification to the undersigned
that but a very few complaints have reached him, and that all ap-
pear to have manifested mat spirit of forbearance and proper appre-
ciation which so eminently distinguishes our beloved Order.
No provision hav ing been made at the List session for printing the

work in the German or Welch languages, the Committee on Revis-
ion. under the general authority confided to it, caused two hundred
and fifty copies of the work of subordinate Lpdges to be printed in
German, which have been received and distributed as far as appli-

cations have been made for the same.
I have to acknowledge the return of the old work to this office

from D. D. G. Sires Guild, of Massachusetts, and Blain, of Ohio,
and from Grand Secretary Gyle, of Charleston. I have to regret that

the resolution of the last session directing the Committee on Revis-
ion in conjunction with P. G. Sires Wildley and Hopkins, to write
out in cypher and illustrate with diagrams all the * * * * * and * *
* * * of the Order, and to place the same in the hands of the Corres-
ponding Secretary on or before July 1, 1846, has not been complied
with, and 1 beg to express the hope that some order may be adopted
at the present session to secure a compliance with se important and
desirable an order. It is not necessaiy to enter into any argument
to maintain the value of such a work, to be preserved in the ar-

chives of the Order, and to be transmitted to posterity as the true
and only standard of precision in the unwritten language of the Or-
der. At this time reliance is had exclusively upon the recollection
of the P. G. Sires of the Order, whose instruction, at the Annual
Session of this body, is held to be authority. In a few years, the
more experienced of these distinguished brethren will have been
gathered to their fathers, and the Order, unless some means be^
adopted of preserving their experience to posterity, with certainty,

will be involved in embarrassment, in relation to the early estab-

lished language of Odd Fellowship. This subject is especially re-

commended to the attention of the Representatives.
I have received many communications asking for directions as to

the manner and channel by which the old work shall be returned,
and have directed the old work to be delivered to D- D. G. Sires, in

whose hands it should remain, subject to such orders as might be
adopted at your present session.
Commissions nave been issued toD. D. G. Sires for. the several

States, Territories and Provinces under this jurisdiction, as appoint-
ed by the Grand Sire, and the following have complied with the law
requiring that they should give bond, to be approved by the G. Sire,
to wit : P. G. M. James Wood, of Rhode Island

\
P. G. M. Alex-

ander Macrae, of North Carolina ; P. G. M. Wilkm9 F. Tannehill,
of Tennessee : P. G. W. F. Davis, of Arkansas; P. G. M. Charles
McGowan, of New-York ; P. G. M. Geo. I. Dicks, of Mississippi

;

P. G. A. B> Coleman, of Louisiana ; P. G. M. A. S. Kellogg, of
Michigan ; P. G. Wylie Williams, of Georgia : P. G. Benj. C. True,
for Vermont: P. G. William R. Smith, of Maine; P.?G. David
Philbrick, of New Hampshire: P. G. M. Marshall C. Holmps, of
New Jersey : P. G. M. Gerard B. Allen, of Missouri ; P. G. M.
W. Duane Wilson, of Wisconsin ; P. G. John T. Blain, of Ohio

;

P. G. M. John W. Stokes, of Pennsylvania ; P. G. James M. Ford,
of Virginia. The bonds of these officers are herewith submitted.
The undersigned has had during the year a voluminous and highly

gratifying correspondence with the D. D. G. Sires and Grand Offi-

cers of the various subordinate jurisdictions, and proceeds now to

detail such correspondence with his office as may be worthy your
notice.
Foreign Relations.—During the past year, no intelligence whatever

has been received at this office from the Grand Lodge of Wales ; a
report from P. G. James W. Hale, of New-York, of the due insti-

tution of Pioneer Lodge at Stockport, and the circumstances at-

tending the organization of said Lodge, has been received, which
is fully explained in the correspondence accompanying the very in-

teresting report of the able and efficient commission upon which
this delegation was conferred. I regret to inform the Representa-
tives that soon after the institution of Pioneer Lodge No. 1, it

ceased to meet, owing to causes which will appear upon examina-
tion of the report of the commissioners, and the memorial and re-

monstrance of P. Pro. G. M. Geo. Bolsover, of Stockport, Eng-
land, herewith submitted. I had the honor* soon after the last ses-

sion, in bbedience to the orders directing a warrant to be issued to

P. G. James W. Hale and Thomas W. Colburn, for a Lodge, to be
styled Oriental Lodge, No. 2, to be located at the city of Liverpool,
England, and the further order directing two of the printed Reports
of the Committee on Revision, conforming to the amended Lec-
tures and Charges, as adopted by the Grand Lodge of the U- States,
to be prepared ana transmitted to P. G. James w. Hale, at Liver-
pool, to perform that duty. Oriental Lodge No. 2 has not been in-

stituted, in consequence of a misunderstanding which unhappily
prevailed in relation to the priority aS to numbers of tbetwo Lodges**
instituted in England, for the particulars of whichvou are referred >

to the elaborate remonstrance of P. G.*s James W. Hale and hist"'

colleague, on the English commission, herewith presented. 1
•'

Herewith I present a condensed review of the generalstate of the^
Order in this jurisdiction, as derived from the correspondence of-

'

this department. i .

Canada.—From D. B. G. Sire Sewall, of this district, a report
has been received, which, with the correspondence of that offieer,

'*

during the year, serves to show that there has been a great increase^'
of Lodges and members within the jurisdiction. The Patriarchal >

branch of the Order has equally advanced with the subordinate
work, and a warrant ha9 been issued for the institution of a Grand
Encampment for the Province of Canada
Michigan.—The report of the able and efficient D. D. G. Sire of

Michigan is full of interest, exhibiting a9 it does the gratifying re-
sults of active and earnest efforts on the part of the Grand Officer*;!

of the State. D. D. G. Sire Kellogg has distinguished himself by '

unremitting exertions and a zealous co-operation with the State au- • »

thorities, in promoting the welfare of the Order. The increase in*
this jurisdiction, during the past year, in all the departments of the
Order, has been very great.

Vermont.—Three new Lodges have been instituted in th is ‘district
’’

during the past year, and the Patriarchal Order has been introduced ^
by the institution of Winooski Encampment, No. 1, at Montpelier.^ -

To D. D. G. Sire B. C. True and D. G. Sire Case much credit is

due, for their obliging and prompt answer to the call made for their*-'

services in visiting this State, organizing the new Lodges and En-~l
campmenl, and giving general instructions in the work. The at-J +

tention of the Representatives is especially invited to the interest- n

ing report of these officers. C'.

Maine —The highest degree of prosperity pervades the Order:!
within this jurisdiction. Tne correspondence during the yearwith- t

D. D. G. Sire Smith, and the Grand Officers of Maine, has been
highly gratifying. The unsettled accounts of the former D. D. Gj ‘

Sire of this State were placed, at the request of the commission

7

heretofore appointed to adjust the same, in the hands of D. D. G~
Sire Smith, and I regret to say that but little hope is entertained of 1

realizing further payments from the delinquent officer. Some fur-

ther order must be adopted on this subject. i:

Massachusetts.—The reports of the D. D. G. Sire and of the Gnadxi
Lodge of this jurisdiction, show the continued triumphant progress^
of our beloved Order within this ancient commonwealth. The in- *

crease in strength, in every sense in which the term may be env
ployed, whether as regards numbers, respectability of character**
Lodges, or moral influence, is unparalleled, it is believed, in the
history of any similar institution. The able and attentive Grand
Secretary of Massachusetts, Bro. W. H. Jones, has been among the .

most valued correspondents of this office.

N. Hampshire.—

I

have had but little correspondence with this -

State during the year, but from the Annual Report of the Grand
Lodge, which has been made in due season, it appears that the pro*.'

giess of the Order, if quiet and noiseless, has been rapid and
sive. Eight new Lodges have been instituted, and above six hund«d
red added to the constituency of the Order, during the past year.
Rhode Island.—Odd Fellowship in this State continues to prosper

in all its departments. D. D. G. Sire James Wood, of this State*,

has by his active labors and untiring efforts in the cause of (he Or~
der, justly endeared himself to the whole brotherhood.

Connecticut.—

1

am happy to report that the most abundant success,

has crowned the labors of our brethren in Connecticut during thee
past year.
Nno- York.—The report of D. D. G. Sire McGowan, of this dis-

trict, exhibits the most gratifying picture of the affcteof the Order
within the State ; great accessions of Lodges, EncamiXnlnts and
members have been made to this vast jurisdiction of Odd Fellowships
during the past year.

Pennsylvania.—The Report of D.D. G. Sire Stokes, of Pa., has
been received. It is due to the efficient and energetic administraa
tion of the affairs of this Slate Grand Lodge, that the undersigned
should distinguish it for its untiring zeal in Dehalf of the Order, and:
the extraordinary success which has crowned its labors. In no part
of the jurisdiction has there been a greater accession of memberil
and Lodges. The report of the D. D. G. Sire is full of interest, and
the promptness and precision of Grand Secretary Curtis, in strictly,

conforming to the requisitions of ihe GrantfLodge of the U. Stateeu

in making in due season all his reports, is a worthy example ana
deserving the highest commendation. Daring the year a magnify
cent structure has been erected by the Lodges ot Pennsylvania,
which, on the 17th of Sept., was solemnly dedicated to the exalted
principles of Friendship, Love and Truth, amid the gratulations of
thousands of the assembled Brotherhood from all quarters of the ja*

risdiction. m
New Jersey.—All is prosperous within this State, and the highest

degree of harmony ana fellowship prevails in all departments of the
Order. 1

Delaware.—I have the honor to report Jhat anew impetus has been
given to Odd Fellowship within this jurisdiction. The languer
which formerly prevailed has been dissipated, and a general zeal

now pervades the Brotherhood. The number of members has nearly
doubled during the last year.
Maryland.—From the report of D. D. G. Sire Marley, of thiB

district, it appears that four new Lodges and one Encampment have
been instituted during the year, and two defunct Lodges revived.
The Order is represented by this officer to be in a very flourishing

condition within his jurisdiction.
District of Columbia.—The distinguished D. D. G. Sire of this

district, P. G. M. W. W. Moore, continues his unremitting exert-

ions in behalf of the Order. The report of the Grand Lodge exhib-
its a progressive increase over that of the lastyenr. The Patriarchal

department withiu this juribdietion has had a seanon of great pros
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perity, and may be justly distinguished for the precision and accu-

racy of its work. A Grand Encampment has been instituted by the

J). I). G. Sire, which now exerts jurisdiction over all the subordir

nates of the district. The act of congress providing for the retro-

cession of the county of Alexandria to the state of Virginia will, it

seems, require some change in the subordinate relations of the En-
campment at Alexandria, now under the charge of the Grand En-
campment of the District.

Vtrginia.—The report of the Grand Lodge of this state has been
made, and from the correspondence of the Grand Secretary, and the

details of the report, 1 learn that the Order i9 highly prosperous in

this state.

North Carolina.—From the estimable D. D. G. Sire of this state,

P. G. M. Alexander Macrae, I learn that “ our Order i9 in a healthy

condition in N. Carolina, not easily excited, and therefore getting

on soberly.”
South Carolina.—

I

have great pleasure in being able to reiterate

the sentiments of my former reports as to the highly prosperous ca-

reer of Odd Fellowship within this valued jurisdiction. Our belov-

ed Order continues to occupy a high position in the confidence and
esteem of the

1 r ~ ~ '

ous duties performed by any of the officers of the Grand Lodge of
the United States. It will be seen that they have covered this sec-
tion all over with Lodges and Encampments. Applications, daring
the recess, have been received from Iowa and Wisconsin for Grand
Lodge warrants, which are herewith presented.
Texas.—1 have but little information to report as to the condition

of the Order in Texas. Three Lodges ^xist in tolerable health, it

is to be hoped that the permanent and vastly improved political con-
dition of the state will tend to add much to the prosperity of Odd
Fellowship within its borders.
The undersigned would again, with great deference, recommend

to the consideration of the Grand Lodge, the subject of a uniform
code of general laws, and the propriety of reducing into form, all

such laws as derive their force from usage. It is impossible to con-
vey an adequate idea to the Grand Lodge, of the constant and in-
creasing inquiries that are made of the Grand Corresponding Sec-
retary, from all quartern, for opinions upon questions of law, not un-
frequenily arising out of differences of opinion among some of the
oldest and best informed members of the Order—added to which,
the Grand Sire is crowded with similar applications. It is made by
i .L .L _ r> i o:_ _ ' _ _n l • j:/

SPMrtl„ w. „je people of South Carolina. ... ,
law the duty of the Grand Sire to determine all such points of dif-

Georgia ana Florida.—D. D G. Sire Wylie Williams, of this dis- Terence, ana the undersigned having no power to respond officially,

trict, has been prompt and efficient in his services to the Order in has, for the most part, transmitted the many letters received on these
these states. His able reports, herewith presented, need no com- subjects to the M. W. Grand Sire. This imposes upon that officer
ment; they present in clear and perspicuous characters, the healthy
condition of Odd Fellowship within nis jurisdiction.

Alabama .—The Annual Report of this Grand Lodge and dues
have been received, as heretofore, within the fiscal year. It is

gratifying to witness the great increase in the Order, which has re-

sulted from its introduction to the interior of the state. The report

of D. D. G. Sire Williamson, herewith submitted, is full of interest.

This brother has distinguished himself by a prompt, willing and ac
tive service throughout the state, in organizing new Lodges and
Encampments, and general instruction in the revised work.

Mississippi .—Grand Secretary. John IV. Dicks, of this state, con

an onerous and often delicate responsibility, which properly should
reside in the Grand Lodge itself, by virtue of general laws, which
would settle uniformly the fundamental laws and discipline of the
Order. The constantly conflicting decisions in the legislation of
the state Grand Lodges upon questions of usage and discipline, by
which each state adopts its own construction and practice, will lead
to great embarrassment in the general jurisprudence of the Order,
if this subject be deferred, as it has heretofore been, from time to
time. As I have already intimated, no correct idea can be formed
of the extent of the inquiries which are addressed to thi9 office for
advice and counsel, unless by examination of its correspondence ;ir4iwu«w(<—vjibuu ocMciai; . j uuu u. i/iuiko, iuio buiic, tuu- iiuvujc auu cuuutrci, uDietsti oy examination oi us correspondence ,

tinuerto be a valued and faithful correspondent with this office.— to all of which, the undersigned has ever been ready, and will con-
The Annual Report has been received from him in due season, and tinue to be ever ready, to respond as an individual, if it still please

. -f n n a: n t n: ..l_ : .l _ n > t _ . .• * . - _ , . r .1 • *

the report of D. D. G. Sire Geo. I. Dicks presents a most cheering
picture of the improved progress of Odd Fellowship in this state.

Louisiana.— It is with great pleasure I report the continued heal-

thy increase of the Order in this state. Under the renewed impulse,
given to it during the last two years. Odd Fellowship has taken new
root within the borders of Louisiana, and is now soon destined to

attain a rank due to its seniority in the confederacy. D. D. G. Sire

Co|eman, of this district, has maintained with this department an
interesting correspondence during the year.

Missouri .—I acknowledge the obligations due to D. D. G. Sire
G. B. Allen, of Missouri, for valuable services rendered to the Grand
Lodge of the United States during the year in this district and its

vicinity. Added to his efficiency in Missouri, he has promptly re-

sponded to all calls made upon him, by the undersigned, for services

in the adjoining states, at points without the reach of the proper

officers ot such districts, and has performed such service in a man-
ner worthy the especial notice of the Grand Lodge of the United
States. The Order in Missouri is highly prosperous in all its

branches.
Illinois.—In consequence of the extreme north-western locality

of D. D. G. Sire Potts, appointed for northern Illinois and Wiscon-
sin, and Iowa in pan, the Grand Sire specially commissioned D.

the Grand Lodge to continue the existing stats of things.
The Journal of the last session was delayed beyond the time pre-

scribed by law for its distribution among the subordinates to this
jurisdiction, by the printers, which occasioned complaints; the un-
dersigned deems it due to himself to state that the manuscript of
the Journal was placed in the hands of the printer within thiny days
after the close of the session. It is due also to those enterprising
brothers, the contractors for the printing of the regular Journal, to

state in extenuation of the delay, that having also the contract for

printing the revised work, and being extremely anxious to hasten
the accomplishment of this object within the period prescribed by
the resolution of last session, to wit. January 1, 1846, that they
found it absolutely necessary to defer tne Journal to that more im-
portant object. Hereafter, the undersigned will insure a compliance
with existing laws in relation to the distribution of the Journal.

—

When printed it was rapidly disseminated to all parts of the juris-

diction and to the proper officers entitled to receive ’ the same.

—

Herewith is presented the Constitutions and By-Laws, received da-
ring the recess, submitted for your examination and approval, also
the Journal of Proceedings of the different state Grand Lodges and
Encampments. 1 am happy to acknowledge that most of these
bodies have complied with the resolution of last session, so far asdiu9 auu xvw a iu pan, vug vxiauu uno opggiauj vvmumooiuucu kJ uuuico ua rc guuipiicu nuu iur icovtuuuii ut Id si dtdsivUi dv tat oo

D. G. Sire Allen, of Missouri, to have in charge the state of Odd to transmit the cunent proceedings of their respective bodies, but I

Fellowship in middle and southern Illinois. This officer has open- have to regret that so much of the resolution, which asks for a pound
ed two Encampments in this state during the year, one at Belleville,

and the other at Quincy. Of the condition of the Grand Lodge ana
its operations, I am happy to report considerable improvement du-
Ting the year. Some suggestions, herewith presented, from D. D.
G. Sire Allen, in relation to the Order in this state, are worthy your
consideration

copy of the entire Journal of each Stale, has not met a cordial re-

sponse. It will be apparent, that, in order to render these proceed-
ings valuable as embracing important information in relation to the

history and progress of the Order, they should be complete and per-

fect. It is respectfully suggested that power be vested in the Gor-
J: - °

thor
' " r * '

responding Secretary, authorizing him* to procure from each state a
Indiana.—Grand Master Taylor and Grand Secretary Cayce, of bound copy of the entire Journal of Proceedings of each state.

Indiana, have corresponded during the year with the undersigned. Dispensations, according to law, with the approbation of the

and present the Order in a highly nourishing state. Grand Sire, have been issued during the year, upon proper and con-
Onto.—The Grand Lodge ol this state, with usual punctuality, has stituiioual applications for the same,

made its Annual Report within the fiscal year. Our strength in this For Grand Encampments.—District of Colnmbia, at Alexandria;
distinguished jurisdiction has nearly doubled during the past yean Province of Canada, Montreal ; State of Missouri, at St. Louis.
This being the residence of the Grand Sire, reference is more par- For Subordinate Lodges.—To Telulah Lodge No. 2, Helena,
ticnlarly made to bis report for details. I cannot forbear, however, Arkansas ; Windsor Lodge No. 8, Windsor, Vermont : White River
the favorable mention of Grand Master Day for his regular and val- Lodge No. 4, Bethel. Vermont ; Wantastequet No. 6, Battleboro’,

tied correspondence with this office. To D. D. G. Sire Blain, of Vermont; Kneelana No. 5, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Lily of the

Columbus, I am also under many obligations for valuable services Mount No. 6, Platteville, Wisconsin : Southport No. 7, Southport,
during the year. His report is herewith submitted. Wisconsin

; Racine No. 8. Racine, Wisconsin ; Olive Branch, No.
Kentucky.—This state, during the past year, has acquired the 9, Delavan, Wisconsin ; E-NE-WE-Shin-E-Graes No. 10, Beloit,

highest grade of representation, having increased to over 1000 con- Wisconsin
;
Burlington No. 11, Burlington, Wisconsin ; Sheboygan

tributingjraembers. From the reports and correspondence with the No, 12, Sheboygan, Wisconsin ; Muscatine Lodge No. 5, Bloom-
proper officers, I have great pleasure in stating that universal har-
mony and the highest degree of prosperity prevails in all the depart-
ments of the Order in Kentucky.

Tennessee .—I have had but little information from this state during
the year; but from the report of D. D. G. Sire Tannehill, of Mem-
phis, we have the assurance of the healthy state of the Order with-
in his jurisdiction. Warrants have been issued for two additional
Encampments in this state.

ington, Iowa ; Kosciusko No. 6, Iowa city, Iowa.
For Subordinate Encampments.—To Magenenu, No. 4, Wash-

ington City, D. C. ; Allen, No. 4, Quincy, Illinois; Lead Mine,
No. 5, Galena, Illinois: Neilson, No. 6, Belleville, Illinois; Mir
waukie, No. 1, Milwaukie, Wisconsin : Calumet, No. 8, Newbern,
N. C. ; Habah, No. 3, New Orleans, La. ; Winooski, No. 1, Mont-
pelier, Vermont; : No. 4, Nashville, Tenn.

±
Jackson,i ciujuui j 1 iiv. •», ii aiNiviur) jcuu. •

ugaiupmcui^ ms imo ciaiv* . No. 5, Franklin, Tenn. ; Palestine, No. 8, Newport. R. I. ;
Mount

Arkansas.—D. D. G. Sire William F. Davi9 was appointed to Royal Camp, No. 3, Montreal, Canada ; St. Louis, No. 4, Quebec,
have in special charge the state of Odd Fellowship in Arkansas ; Canada; , No. 1, Jacksonville, Florida; Paw-Wall-
from his report, herewith submitted, it will appear that he has re- Ting, No. 8, Niles, Michigan : Lenawa, No. 4, Adrian, Michigan;
animated Far West Lodge No. 1, at Little Rock, which had almost Wildey, No. 6, Jackson, Michigan ; Samaritan, No. 6, Kalmazoe,
ceased to exist, and instituted a new Lodge, Telulah, No. 2, at He- Michigan ; Flint, No. 6, Albany, Georgia.
Jena, Arkansas, bis report and account in relation to which are The several applications for these warrants are herewith submit-
herewith submitted for your approbation. led, the returns of the D. D. G. Sires, to whom they were directed,

Wisconsin, Iowa, and Northern Illinois.—This district is divided it is presumed are embraced within their general reports to the

between D. D. G. Sires John G. Potts, of Gelena, and Wm. Duane Grand Sire, as but special, returns have been made to this office.

Wilson, of Milwaukee ; the reports of these two officers deserve the In the event of your approbation of these warrants, they become
marked notice of the Grand Lodge of the United States. In no part ipso facto

, by virtue of the resolution of September Session. 1843,

of the jurisdiction has there been more active, zealous and labori- absolute as charters. I subjoin, in tabular form, a condensed view
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o^S^tiit^n^OrdeiTanTh^enpra^^rations during the past i value: I beg therefore earnestly to ask that meaSS^ltiay be adopt-

year, as derived from toe Annual Reports of the Grand Lodges,
]

ed to compel a compliaticejvitn ijs provisions^

•Iso.* comparative statement showing its relative condition in the

years 1315 and 1846-r-Doc. 1—2.
In view of the vast increase of the Order, during the last few

years, and the correspondent greatly augmented labors of this office,

the undersigned, at the last session, suggested the passage of a law
creating permanent officers in each state, with defined powers, to

act as the special agents of the Grand Lodge of the United States,

under his direction. This suggestion was made from a belief that

much valuable aid might be derived from efficient officers of this

class by the Corresponding Secretary, in the collection of the

accounts of his office, the safe transmission of packages, and the

prompt return of the Annual Reports. The Grand Lodge thought
proper to gratify the undersigned in this suggestion, in part, but upon
the recommendation of the then Grand Sire enlarged the functions
of these officers by constituting them D. D. G. Sires with vaguely
defined powers. The effect of this legislation has been embarras-
Bio*. In some instances,, these officers have wholly misconceived
their authority, and in other cases they have declined to exercise
any functions, from the absence of law specifically defining and
detailing their duties. It is the opinion of the undersigned, that,

in so for as they are made agents of the Corresponding Secretary,
under his direction, they are valuable aids to mat officer, in tne
discharge of his varied and comprehensive duties ; but in reference
to their official or executive functions in states where Grand
Ixxlkes or Grand Encampments exist, he doubts their utility, unless
clothed with specifically defined powers.

I feel it to be my duty to present to the consideration of the Rep-
resentatives the subject of printing the work of the Order. It is

well known that the Grand Lodge of the United States has thought
proper to reserve to itself the exclusive right of printing its own
work ; this course has been adopted not only as a conservative, or
protective measure, but also as a eource of revenue. During the

past year, and since the new work has been in force in, some states,

all the Odes and Charges have been printed in card form by subor-
dinate Lodges and Encampments, and in some instances by indi-

viduals. From other states the inquiry has been made of the
undersigned, as to the power to priut these Odes and Charges, and
be has responded, that, in his judgment, it was improper. This
subject b submitted that you may, by law, determine whether any
part of the work, or any form of Diploma may be printed by state

authority, and, if so, to what authority in the state the power shall

be limited. It is unnecessary for the undersigned to say that the

authorization of this practice will materially divert from the

revenue of the Grand Lodge of the United States, especially in the
matter of Diplomas.
In conformity with the resolution of 1844, directing ** that the

Grand Secretary furnish tne Grand Lodge, in his Annual Report,
with a full and detailed statement of his accounts, shewing the

amount due to and by it, and a statement of all Grand and Subor-
dinate Lodges, which may not have reported, said report to be made
up to within two weeks of the Annual Session of this body.” I

beg leave, So far as the returns have enabled me to comply with
this law, to present the accompanying tabular statements, convey-
ing the information required, marked A, B, C, D. By the resolu-

tion of September Session, 1844, prescribing the Lt of July and
the 30th June, as the periods within which the fiscal year of the

Grand Lodge of the United States should commence ana terminate,
the Corresponding Secretary is directed to close the accounts of his

office in each year with the 30th June. This salutary regulation

was adopted with a view to bring before the Representatives, at each
Annual Session, a full detail of the entire operations of the Order
during the year.
In order to enable the Corresponding Secretary to prepare and

sobmit a correct report upon this subject, a reasonable time was al-

lowed between the termination of the fiscal year and the commence-
ment of your Annual Session ; but 1 have to reiterate the expression
of my sincere regret that a general disposition does not prevail on
the part of Grand Lodges and Encampments to comply with this

law. 1 had entertained the hope that the appointment of D. D. G.
Sites, for each state, would have insured a very general return from
the subordinates to this jurisdiction, within the fiscal year, but in

the .aid expected, in this particular, from these officers. 1 have been
wholly disappointed; Believing that it is impracticable ever to get

the business of this office into a proper system, without a strict

conformation to this law on the part of every state Grand Lodge
and Encampment, and, having heretofore repeatedly employed the

means oi public notification, and private circular, to each of these

bodies within a reasonable time, before the expiration of the fiscal

year, without success,! would very respectfully recommend, as pro-

bably the best means of procuring the annual returns from slate

Grand Lodges and Encampments, within the fiscal year, that a law
be passed directing such reports to be made up to the end of the

2
carter immediately preceding the 30th June in each year, and in

ae event of a failure to comply with this regulation the imposition
of some reasonable fine, or disability. It is true, by pursuing this

course, the returns made for the first year wpuld only embrace a
period of three Quarters, but every future report would comprehend
the operations of the entire year, and thus this most to be desired
object may be fully attained. Experience has satisfied me that the

law bad belter be entirely abandoned and the old system returned
to, when the Annual Reports were brought in during the session,
and the Representatives thus left without any official information
and without any ability to legislate properly, in relation to these
important subjects, at the very time, when all the dt tails which they
should present, should have been collected, digested, and submitted
in a condensed form for their examination, than that a law should
exist nominally on the statute book, and be complied with or not
at the pleasure of those whom it concerns. Without such a regu-
lation, no system can be maintained in the office of the Correspond-
ing Secretary, and unless it be strictly enforced, the law is of no

lt is contended by the Grand Lodges and Encampments which
fail to comply, that their annual returns cannot begot in by the
80th of June, because their last quarter antecedent to the session
of the Grand Lodge of the United Stales doe9 not terminate until

after that period. Now, it i9 very obvious that there is no reason
for deferring their Annual Report until the last quarter of the year,

since they are required by law to report up to 30th June, and to

comply with this order it is only necessary to report up to the end
of the quarter preceding that period. Every Grand Lodge and
every Grand Encampment is interested, deeply interested in the
proper administration of the office of the Corresponding Secretary,
ana let me assure them, that no satisfactory statistics can be pre-

sented to them of the affaire of the Order, unless they will all unite
in obedience to this law.
In compliance with the order requiring the Grand Corresponding

Secretary “ to pay overall moneys received by him in the vacation
for the use of tne Grand Lodge, and to report the same, specifying
the amount received, from what source and fur what object, the

ie following statement of the receipts of hisundersigned presents the
office during the fiscal year of 1846-3. Herewith is also presented
a supplementary statement, showing. ^bejeoetDtgof the Grand Cor-
responding Secretary, from what sovmulv what object, since
the termination of the fiscal year antkttw. commencement of the
Annual Session ; the various sums received have been paid into the
treasury, vouchers for which accompany this report.

[Here follows a statement of the Receipts of the Grand Secretary
during the fiscal year, commencing July 1, 1846, and terminating
June 30, 1846. We subjoin the sources of revenue as follows :

For Warrants,
Dues,
BookB,
Diplomas,

#1,020 00
1,776 97

- 4,788 40
427 00

For Cards, - - - #1,740 21
Rep. Tax, - - 720 00
Bafai.ce *46- - 276 88

Total balance, $10,747 46I ) —- vw
i iumi u#mutc, 40

A Supplementary Statement follows, showing the receipts of the
Corresponding Secretary at the termination of the fiscal year,
June 80. The receipts were for

Dispensations, -

Dues, - -

Rep Tax,
Cards,

#60 00
|
Books, - -

89 11
1
Diplomas, -

400 00 Balance, - -

1,471 00
| To,al BmouBt>

<•74 60
148 80

• 108 87

#13,647 01

The revenue of the current year has been unusually large, owing
in a great measure to the extraordinary receipts arising from the
sale of books. This must not be considered as any guide as to the
future revenue of the Grand Lodge. The circumstances have been
special from which these large receipts have proceeded, and will
not in all probability occur again for many yeafs. At the last ses-
sion, appropriations were made for the extinguishment of the debt
of tne Grand Lodge, as recommended by the Committee on Fi-
nance. The cash balance in the treasury directed to be applied to
the payment of the then entire outstanding debt of this body con-
sisting of #3,487 47 ha6 been so employed, except in regard to the
item of $1,000, being the special loan from Marion Lodge of New
York: this sum remains unpaid from the fact that notwithstanding
notice was given to that Lodge, early ufter the adjournment,, of the
readiness of ihe Treasurer to make the payment, no application for
the fund has been received, lt still remains subject to ihe order of
the Lodge. In addition to the payments directed at the last session,
all the current expenses of the Grand Lodge, including rent, officers*

salaries, stationery, postage, etc., have betn promptly paid as they
respectively matured ; also the expense of printing and binding the
entire ediuon ordered of the revised work, the cost of printing se-
venty-four thousand cards, paper, the necessary alteration of the Di-
ploma plate, as required by law, and the printing qf one thousand
copies of the same, leaving a balance in the Treasury, on the 14th
day of September, 1846, of #6,180 08 which, together with the fur-
ther receipts of the session, and the outstanding debts due by subor-
dinates, as appear by the statements accompanying this report, will
constitute, subject to the expenses incident to your present session,
a large surplus, which it will be your duty, in the exercise of wis-
dom and discretion, properly to dispose of. "'The revenue of this
Grand Lodge will hereafter fall back to its ordinary channel, and
accrue only from the limited sources provided by law. These
sources are being diminished as the Order advanees. Upon the
creation of Grand Lodges and Encampments, the revenue is sub-
stantially reduced, and there being now applications pending from
Vermont, Iowa and Wisconsin, for Grand Charters, which will,
doubtless be granted there will then remain but the single 6tate of
Arkansas directly tributary to your Treasury in the form of per
centage ; charter fees from these points will also cease, and the de-
pendence of the Grand Lodge will be limited to the Encampment
branch of the Order, which will soon, from the same cause, be-
come exhausted. Under these circumstances, the only revenue to
be considered certain and permanent is the Kep. Tax and the pro-
ceeds of sales of Books, Diplomas and Cards, of which but few will
be sold, comparatively speaking. It wiH therefore be unwise, in
the opinion of the undersigned, to disturb the existing revenue laws
of the strand Lodge. From a review of the field now occupied by
our beloved Order, it will be seen that our labors have been crown-
ed with a most abundant yield. Profound harmony prevails
throughout our widely extended juristiction now comprehending the
whole oi North America, counting a constituency of ninety thou-
sand souls. The revered principles of the Order are beautifully
illustrated in the spirit of brotherhood which every where prevails,

and the great moral influence which is being reflected from oar
Lodge rooms, is felt and acknowledged. We have done much for

our fellow beings, and for society at large ; much yet remains to be
done. A vast amount of talent, wealth and energy is concentrated,

in the extended family of Odd Fellows, we therefore combine, per-
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THE GOLDEN RULE.
baps lo a greater extent than *oy other similar institution, all the thus far blessed oor cause, continue to smile upon our.labors,
elements of power necessary to the accomplishmeut of great good direct in wisdom our further efforts in behalf of humanity,

among men. May the Great Architect of the universe, who has JAMES L. RIDGELY, C. and R. Secretary.

Annual Report of Grand and Subordinate Lodge» of the R. W. G. L. of the U. S., L O. O. F.,for the year ending June 30, 1846.

Maryland......
MaflMehuMtta.
New York
Pennsylvania..
Die. ecColumb.
Delaware
Ohio
Louisiana.
New Jersey • • • •

Kentucky
Virginia.
Indiana -

Mississippi.....
Missouri
Illinois

Connecticut

—

Tennessee.
Texas
South Carolina.
Alabama.. •

.

North Carolina.

Georgia
Maine
Rhode Island. .

.

N. Hampshire..
Wales J
Michigan
Canada
Arkansas
Wisconlan
Iowa
Florida
Vermont

Baltimore .

.

Boston
New York..
Philadelphia
Washington
Wilmington
Cincinnati..
NewOrleans
Trenton ....

Louisville..

.

Richmond..
Madison. . .

.

Natchea
St Louis..

.

Springfield

.

New Haven

.

Nashville...
Houston. . .

.

Charleston..
Mobile
Wilmington
Savannah...
Portland....
Providence

.

Concord
Tredegar. .

.

Detroit. : . .

.

Montreal . .

.

Md.... 32
Maes.. 114
N.Y... 239
Penn.. 182
D.ofC. 14
DeL... 6
Ohio... 15U 9
N. J... 40
Ky.... 23
Ta..... 31
A.... 33
Miss... 15

Mo.... 17

III 16

Teno.. 20
Texas.. 3
S. C\... 11

Ala.... 9
N.C... 7
Ga.... 11

Me.... 40
R. 1.... 13
N.H... 10

S. W
Mich.. 15

Canada . .

189 14 593
187 46 637
788 55 2063
229 88 1516

95 3 246
17 ... 41

485 67 516
6 2 63
87 5 401

32 5 270
140 10 348
80 6 184

.68 9 164

68 5 149

.... T 105

8 65 221
16 8 103
14 1 II

20 61 133
12 2 74
26 10 49
47 3 88

13 $31,063
3 101,239
10 197,462

10 93,893
12- 9,006
6 2,738
9 32,315

13 9^261

9 24,703
5 10,196

7 12,955

... 13,243
6 7,036
5 7,984
4 6,791

7 24,931
3 11,332

2 801
3 12,026

4 9,640
4 4,364
1 13,728

2 30,130
1 14.077

2 8,541

00' 54286|

27 11,816

04 23,745
21 15.629

14 1,399

22 4)7
65 4,058
36 456
05 3,438
10 1,073

46 1,980

92 848
34 606
10 755
76 690

00 810
93 76
70 7,531

90 668
52 450
73 1,447
4-1 4,789
82 1,674

00 1,812

179 27 .

92
13 1 .

131 1 .

31 7,622 24! 992

5«2 79 42 *7,152 48' 434*87 59 $1,772 54 43,361 10 4UL973J5*
1,48? 45 46, 25,976 19, 932 86 2,604 18 29513 23
3,509 238 150 50,696 00 6,419 24 320 86 6,595 26 64,031 36
2,229 280 77 19,554 3.4 2,038 71 54 75 3,401 65 25,049 5t
280 26 5 2,517 50 200 38 206 26 150 00 3,067 •1

2 1 329 00 25 00 102 06 456 06
339 57 15 5,793 20 208 22 332 00 6,333 42
21 1 5 417 50 40 00 316 ool 778 69
371 12 17 5,847 12 100 75 77 26 639 83 6/656 98
125 6 9 2,099 69 307 50 51 12 553 50 301© 81
198 21 16 2,331 64 37) 81 620 43 798 00 4,023 m

.. .

.

1,186 5Q 95 00 1,281 m
42 1 6 665 50, 28 38 20 50 246 00 960 33
93 5 5 1,533 26 69 00 30 00 233 27 1867 63
53. 1 5 561 64 5 00 210 00 976 64
510 11 14 7,062 92 200 55 510 00 8,474 m
45 2 576 00 180 66 50 00 806 00
4 ...J 118 00 118 00

150 "i2 6 2/854 75 430 ‘66 224 53
|

300 ‘col 3,009 28
44 3 6 593 50 100 75 68 50 140 00, 892 76
44 2 658 70 89 00 58 50 806 20
123 3

I

”*7
i

2,027 29 226 00 99 00 324 44 2/576 73
4861 71 27

1
6,383 90 81 76 438 73 7,304 03

279 2 10
(
1

3,129 69 71 62
|

;;; 435 00 3,686 30
250 4

l!°i
3,285 55 38 00 i

r::::
420 00 3,743 04

90
j

1
4|

892 77 15 ‘66 120’66 1,087 77

]
32^16i2713i493l850o|l«] 7084205 40[90,753 11,349! 817| 485 1 154,247 62 1

15,680 12| 93,674 25| 22,786 02| 197,317 00

Lodges.

Comparative Progress of the Order 1845—1846.

Increase. I Revenue. I Increase.
| Members. I Increase. I Relief.mm

PRESENTATION OF A JEWEL.

At the afternoon session of the Grand Lodge of U. 8., on the
24th ult., the ceremony of the presentation of a splendid Jewel
to P. G. M. Jas. L. Ridgely, G. C. and R. Sec. of that body, took
place.

At the session of 1844 it wab unanimously voted by the Grand
Lodge to appoint a committee to prepare and present, in the

name of the G. L. of U. 8., to P. G. M. James L Ridgely, a

splendid Gold Medal, as a token of their esteem for him as a

man, and their approbation of the manner with which he has

discharged his Official duties. In obedience to this order, the

committee prepared a splendid gold watch and chain. On the

afternoon of Tuesday, P. G. 8ire Hopkins, in the njame and pre-

sence of the G. L. of U. 8., presented this magnificent token of
regard in an appropriate address, which follows :

Past Grand Master Ridgbly : The Grand Lodge of the United
States of the I. O of O, F., at its session held in 1844, directed
that, as aa evidence of the high esteem they entertained for the
eminent services you have rendered -the Order, whilst acting as it9
Grand Corresponding Secretary, and as the Editor of the official
magazine, published under her direction, there should be prepared,
to be presented lo you, a gold medal. The Representatives of the
various Grand Lodges and Grand Encampments, as well within the
limits of the United States of America as also of the Province of
Canada, in British North America, over whom the Grand Lodge of
the United States claim jurisdiction, assemble to-day for the pur-
pose of presenting to you the token of respect which has been pre-
pared by the committee appointed for that purpose.

1 have been directed to make the presentation to you. Before

C
erforming that duty, 1 may be permitted to take a short view of the
istory of the Order, which now extends over the greater part of
North America. In 1819, in the city of Baltimore, five individuals
who had obtained a knowledge, ana were possessed of information
qualifying them to work as a lodge of the 1. O. of O. F., assembled
together ; and, fully satisfied that the principles of the Order of
which they were members were such as would elevate the moral
character of their fellow-men, and be of lasting benefit to the whole
human family ; that the principle of Friendship, taught by the
Order, was not confined within the narrow limits of family,
friends, or country, bill that all members of the human family were
entitled to participate in the benefits derived from a connection with
the Order : that the open hand of Friendship should be extended to
all men of good character, without regard to the country to which

they belong, or the religion they professed, they labored to dissemi-

nate those principles. They did not labour in vain. The correct-

ness of iheir conduct, the truths of the great moral principles they
taught, soon attracted attention, and numbers demanded to be ad-
mitted to connection with the Brotherhood The Order spread ;

neighboring cities and States claimed admission, and to participate

in tne benefits to be derived from a connection with the Order.
The present assembly gives evidence of the extent of the Order ia
the few short years which have elapsed since its first introduction
by the five fathers of the Order in America. One of that nomber
alone remains, the rest have been consigned to the silent tomb. P.
G. S. Wildey, whom the members of the Order delight to call the
father of our fellowship, still survives. He has merited and
received from this body deserved marks of their approbation. Hie
history is enrolled in tne records of the Order, and will remain to
his honor to the latest time. The testimony of esteem voted to
him will remain with his family till the last member of it shall be
extinct. The Order, in all parts ol its extensive jurisdiction, have
resolved to do honor to those who have rendered eminent service.
In the great State of New York, for eminent services rendered to
the Order, a testimony of esteem and a token of merit has been
presented to G. Secretary Treadwell.
No one in the Order ha9 rendered more service or is more deser-

ving of approbation than yourself ; for years you have conducted
the business of the Grand Lodge of the United States as its Grand
Recording and Corresponding Secretary, during all which time you
have merited and received the approbation of your Brethren. Aa
Editor of the Covenant or Official Magazine, you have displayed
knowledge, talent, and devotion to the principles of the Order. To
your labors we are indebted for much of the prosperity we enjoy,

and the character and standing we hold in the community. Your
name will be incorporated with the history of the Order, and will
be handed down to posterity, as one whom the Order delighted to

honor, -

I now present to you in the name of the Grand Lodge of the U.
States, this Gold Watch and Chain, as a token of merit, and an evi-
dence of the esteem in which you are held in the Order.
Permit me to say, that in selecting me to perform the duty of pre-

senting it to you, 1 feel that the Grand Lodge of the United States
have conferred upon me an honor. Having Deen your associate in
the Grand Lodge of the United States for upwards of fifteen years,

I feel proud of the opportunity to add my testimony to that of my
Brethren of the Grand Lodge of the United Slates, of the highly
meritorious manner in which you have performed your duties.

To this address, Bro. Ridgely replied in a deep and affectingly

eloquent manner, as follows

:

My Brethren You may well imagine the state of feeling ia

which the interesting incident, which is now passing, has naturally

placed the humble subject of its honor, but believe me* not one of
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217THE GOLDEN RULE.
you may torm any adequate idea of its overw helming influence. It
wholly unfits me for the occasion, takes from me the power of giv-
ing utterance to any sentiment, which may hope to rise to the level
of the occasion.
To present the offering of a grateful heart for this extraordinary

evidence of the confidence and esteem of my brethren, would be
but the expression of a tithe of the emotions which now breathe
within me.

It has been the pleasure of my brethren for a series of years to in -

1

vite me to the place which I occupy in our beloved Order—a place
vast in responsibility, distinguished in honor, and with the faithful,

!

diligent, and competent discharge of whose duties, perhaps the har-
mony, well-bemg, and destiny of the institution is inseparably blend-
ed. It has been my aim, impelled not only by a proper appreciation
ol the exalted honor of the office, to act well my part ; but by an
ardent and irresistible, and I trust not unw orthy ambi'ion to tr-tns-
mit to my children, a father’s name, however otherwise humble,
yet in some feint degree, associated with the mighty march of this
Deioved Order oyer all human obstacles to the consummation o' its'
great destiny, when man under the gentle influences of Love shall
t>e^® ,T,e ln 4 ru,h assimilated to the image ni which he was formed.

**1S a
r
X,<

?
us 'Y l8h» this long cherished Hope, is this day more

than ^realized. You have, my Brethren, indeed done me honor.
I lie Journal of this distinguished body, w hic h is to remain from
generation to generation bears the record, and this, beautiful and I

costly token of your affection, shall, so long as the purple current
courses through this feeble body, and there remains one unspentVT ener?y. be cherished as a jewel of inestimable value.May God grant that my future life may not dishonor the gift, or

'

blur the truthful page of history, w hich shall bear the record to fu
tare time.

Ttl GOLD EH mtZ:
u Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them.”

REV. A. 0. L. ARNOLD, P.H.P., EDITOR.

NEW-YORK. SATURDAY, OCT. 3, 1846.

To no man in the U. S. more than Bro. Ridgely is the Order
indebted for its present distinguished standing and usefulness

;

and we doubt not, it was a proud and happy hour to all present,
to see this mark of regard bestowed on one who has been iden-
tified with the Order, from its first days in own country to the
present time ; whose deep sense of the honor was exhibited, by
an outburst of feelings alike honorable to his character as a man
and au Odd Fellow. The following is a description of this mag-
nificent medal

:

The cases are very heavy and ofmost beautiful workmanship, each side hav-
ing a rich ecroll border exquisitelj'ehased. In the center of the front is an
etgle holding in its leak the Three Links, and in its talons a shield

;
on the

right of tbis, interwoven in the border, is the Cornucopia, and on the left, the
hand and heart. On the back is the all-seeing Eye, underneath which is the
emblem of Charity. The face or dial presents the jewel of a Past Grand Mas-
ter, encircled by a magnificent wreath of fifty-nine diamonds. The watch is
fan jewelled, and was manufactured by M. t Tobias. The following Inscrip-
tion appears upon the beck, underneath the case

:

I. O. of O. F. Presented by the G. L. of U. S. to P. G. M. James L Ridgely,
as an acknowledgment of merit, and as an evidence of the affectionate regard 1b
Which he is held by the Order. September Session, 1844.

H. Hopkins,
) Committee

... „ ^ Thos. Wildkv, > of the
Baltimore, Sept 23, 1846. „ John A. Kennedy, ) G. L. of U. S.

Election of Delegates.—Tho election of Delegates to the
Convention for amending the Constitution of the Grand Lodge
of New York and its Subordinates, commenced on Thursday
evening, and will close on Wednesday evening next. The fol-
lowing ticket was sent us for publication last week, after oar
paper went to press. It was selected by a delegation from sev-
eral Lodges who were dissatisfied with the ticket nominated at
the late Convention of P. G.’s. We have not room for the com-
munication which accompanied the following ticket;
John G. Treadwell of No. 22, Adam C. Least of 113, B. J.

Lossing of 60, John Green of 158, W. H. H. Prail of 28, James
M. Hicks of 126, James A. Coffin of 73, Theodore A. Ward of
107, C. Ashmeadof 178, W. Wallace of 42, Wilson Small of 10.

t3P° Our Fair Readers will have patience with us for a couple
of weeks. We shall be able, in that time, to conclude the proceed*
ings of the Grand Lodge of the United States, when our usual
literary variety will be resumed. We have a great quantity of
capital material on hand, which is constantly accumulating;

Found.—In Fulton street near the Ferry, one day last week, a
gold pen, m a silver case, was found by the publisher of this paper.
The o vner can have it on application at the office.

Wager’s A^r Tigh7cooking SrovE.-This is, in our opinion,
the best Cooking Stove in market. For economy of fuel, and other
desirable qualities, it can scarcely be surpassed. We advise all
who wish an article of the kind to call on Bro. Savage 248 Water
street, and examine this stove.

Wilfred MoNTREsaoR.^This story increases in interest. It is
very popular, and is every where highly spoken of. We have room
this week for only one chapter.

We had the pleasure of attending the late Annual Communi-
cation of the R. W. Grand Lodge of the United States, and
witnessed its entire proceedings. Eyery State and Grand Lodge
in the Union, excepting that of Texas, was represented

; and, we
believe also every Grand Encampment. Representatives were
present from the Grand Lodge and Encampment of Canada.
It was consequently the fullest session ever held since the or-

ganization of that body. Many of the Representatives brought
to its deliberations, talent of the highest order, such as would
have distinguished them in any hall of legislation. Over this

talented body, the M. W. Grand Sire, Thos-Shxrlock, presided
with dignity, ability, and impartiality.

The Representatives appeared to be under the impression that
they were not sent there to idle away their lime. They were
emphatically working men. This is shown by the fact, that they
accomplished in five days an amount of business which ought to

have occupied at least double that time. Much of it was done,
of course, under the application of the previous question. But
was it for the good of the Order ? 8hould matters of such
mighty import to the welfare of humanity, be dispatched in snch
extremely hot haste ? Would it not be far better for the inter-

ests of our widely extended and rapidly increasing Fraternity,

to pay the Representatives a reasonable amount per diem, and
allow them to remain in session from one tp two weeks ? The
legislation of such a body would certainly be of a more perfect

character, and require less changing than has been the case
heretofore. We throw out these suggestions for the considera-

tion of those in authority.

The Grand Lodge adjourned, sine diey on Friday evening, B^pt.

25th, having been in arduous session five days. Two of the most
important measures adopted were

:

1. The change in the term of Subordinate Lodges from three

to six months. This was passed by a vote of 41 to 15. It is

looked upon with general approbation, and will no doubt work
beneficially. The change commences from the first oi January,

1847.

2. The creation of the Grand Lodge of Canada into an inde-

pendent jurisdiction, under the title of the Grand Lodge of

British North America. This is one of the most important mea-
sures of the session. The reasons for asking it, will be found in

the resolutions adopted by the Grand Lodge and Grand Encamp-
ment^ of Canada, in another part of this paper. They were
deemed conclusive by the Committee that had the subject in

charge, and passed by a large majority. The Grand Lodge of

the U. S. surrenders all temporal jurisdiction over them, reserv-

ing to itself the right. to give them the A. T. P. Wt , so that the

fellowship between the Order here and in Canada will remain
unbroken. This measure will tend greatly to increase the pros-

perity of the Order in British America.

A resolution, that after the 1st of July, 1847, Lodges wbrk in

the 5th degree, was negatived by a large majority.

The choice of Grand Sire for the ensuing term will, no doubt.
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meet the hearty approval of the entire Orrde. P. G. M., H. R.

Kneass, of Philadelphia, will make an able and popular officer.

The purple could not have descended upon better shoulders.

THE WORK OF THE YEAR.

From the Grand Corresponding Secretary's Report and the Table

cf the Work accompanying it, we make the following abstract of

the work of the past year. It will be read with heartfelt satisfaction

by every member of the Order.

During the year, there have been instituted three Grand Encamp-

ments, fourteen subordinate Lodges and nineteen subordinate En-

campments in States and Territories in which no Grand Lodges or

Grand Encampments existed. There are now in communion with

the Grand Lodge of the United States, twenty-eight State Grand

Lodges, (including Canada and Wales.) The whole number of

subordinate Lodges reported on the 80th of June, was 992 ; this does

not include those of Wales, Canada or Arkansas. Of (he whole

number, the State of New York has 239, or more than one-fourth.

The number of persons initiated during the year was 32,316, over

one-fourth of whom were in the Empire State ; suspensions during

same time, 2,718, and 493 have been expelled. Whole number of

contributing members 90,753. The gross revenue of all the Lodges,

amounted to $708,205 40. Amount paid for relief of Brothers,

$154,247 62; amount paid for relief of widowed families, $15,686

1Hj amount paid for the education of orphans, $3,674 25 ; amount
pdfd for burying the dead, $22,786 02—total amount paid out $196,-

dsk 01. During the past year 817 widowed families have been re-

lieved ; 11,349 brothers relieved ; and 484 brothers buried.

During the year, the increase has been as follows :—Of Lodges,

907; of revenue, $252,223 16 ; of members, 28,900 ; of relief, $71,-

956 00. The most gratifying and cheering intelligence is commu-
nicated by the several D. D. Grand Sires, of the very healthy, pros-

perous and onward progress of the Order, in their jurisdictions.

The result of the labor in the vineyard of Odd Fellowship; is be-

fore the world j and truly and particularly gratifying must it be to

every good Odd Fellow, when he reflects upon the vast amount of

benefit he has contributed to bestow upon poor suffering humanity

—

how many widows’ hearths made cheerful ; how many friendless

orphans protected abd educated ; how many beings rescued from

want and suffering, and how many homes made comfortable. And
to those cavillers against our well-beloved institution, all we would

desire to say, is, ** Go thou and do likewise.”

The Order in this State.—Up to the 30th of June, 1846, as we
learn from the Report of the Secretary of the Grand Lodge of the

United States, there were 239 lodges in actual operation in this

State, containing 23,745 contributing members, or more than one-

fonith of the whole number in the United States. The receipts dur-

ing the year were $197,462 04, and the amounts paid out for relief,

e(c., as follows:—for the relief of brothers, $50,696 00; for the

relief widowed families, $6,419 24 ; for education of orphans,

$320 86 ; for burying the dead, $6,595 26—total amount paid for

jeUef, etc., $64,031 36. Number ofwidowed families relieved,286

;

number of brothers relieved, 8,509 ; -number of brothers buried, 150.

There have been during the past year, 8,965 pereons initiated ; 788

suspended ; and 55 expulsions.

This is a very flattering prospect of the work for the past year, and

speaks volumes in favor of the zeal of members of the Order.

Michigan and Wisconsin.—We regret that the application to the

Grand Lodge of the U. S. for a Grand Encampment in Michigan

and a Grand Lodge in Wisconsin, failed in consequence of infor-

mality. We believe, however, the Grand Officers were directed to

issue Dispensations for both, as soon as applications should reach

them in regular form. Wisconsin has now twelve Lodges, and the

good of the Order absolutely requires the organization of a Grand
Lodge. The effons of D. D. G. Sire W. Duane Wilson for the

advancement of the Order in that distant jurisdiction, have been

unremitting and laborious. Few men could have done what he

has accomplished for the advancement of the Order there, and his

success must be extremely gratifying to him.

Gband Secretary Ridgbly’b Report.—We give to our readers

in this number the Annual Report of the R. W. Grand Correspond-

ing and Recording Secretary ofthe Grand Lodge of the United States

for the year ending Jane 80, 1946. It is an able document, though
not in all respects entirely satisfactory. This perhaps is owing to

the limited time which is left him to draw it up, after the reception

of the annual reports of the State Grand Lodges.

To Corr uspoNDENTS-—The Letter from our editorial friend is

again laid over, as is also much other matter in tyf>e. “ The Will,”
by Bro. A. V. S. is accepted.

Journal of Proceedings.

INDEPENDENT ORDER OF ODD FELLOWS.

FRIENDSHIP, LOVE AND TRUTH.

ANNUAL COMMUNICATION OF THE

GRAND LODGE OF THE UNITED STATES,
HELD AT THE CITY OF BALTIMORE, SEPTEMBER, 1846.

Monday, September 21, 9 o'clock, A M.

The R. W. Grand Lodge of the United States convened this day
at Odd Fellows’ Hal), City of Baltimore, being the regular Annual
Communication, when the following were present:

Thomas Sherloce, M. W. Grand Sire; Rev. Alsbrt Casb, R. W. D.G.
Sire: James L Ridgbly, R. W. G. C. and R. Secretary: Ret. James D.
McCabb, R. W. G Chaplain; John G. Treadwell, R.W. G. Marshal;
Levin Jones, W. G. Guardian; John E. Chamberlain, W. G. Messenger.

A constitutional quorum of States being present, the Dept. G. Sire

examined the Representatives and proclaimed the Lodge open for

the transaction of business. Prayer by the Grand Chaplain, Rev.
Jas. D. McCabe.
The credentials of Representatives were referred to a committee

composed of Reps. Kneass of Pa., Gilley of N. Y., and Robinson
of Va., who reponed the following as correct

:

From Grand Lodges.

—

Maryland

:

Rich. Mariey, Archer Ropes. Virginia :

Mordeeai Cook, jr., Robt. W. Reid. Connecticut

:

Philo M. Judson, Henry L.
Miller. Massachusetts

:

Wm. E. Parmenter, Joseph L. Drew. Pennsylvania .-

Henry S. Patterson, Geo. S. Morris. N. Hampshire: Samuel H. Parker, Charles

Wells. Maine

:

E. 8. J. Nealley. R. Island: E. P. White, Jas. Wood. Near
Jersey

:

Edward D. Weld. John L. Page. District qf Columbia

:

William W.
Moore, Joeeph Beardsley. New York: David D. Egan,R.N. Baldwin. Ken-
tucky: David P. Watson. South Carolina: R. W. Seymour, W. G. Desaas-

sure. Ohio

:

Alexander E. Glenn, Albert G. Day. Louisiana: W. R. Foediok.

Missouri: Isaac McKendree Veitoh. Canada: H. H. Whitney. Georgia:
Robert H. Griffin, I. P. Garvin. Alabama

:

David Salomon. Michigan

:

Asher
S. Kellogg. Tennessee

:

Walter S. MoNairy. Indiana

:

B. B. Taylor.

FromUrand Encampments.—Maryland: Wm. Bayley. New York

:

F.

W. Gilley, Jos. D. Stewart. Pennsylvania

:

Horn R. Kneass, John W. Stokes.

Connecticut

:

John Greenwood, jr. New Jersey

:

Amoa H. Searfoes. Massa-
chusetts : Wm. Ellison, Newell A. Thompson. Ohio: Charles Thomas. New
Hampshire

:

D. J. Holt. Maine : Wm. R. Smith. Virginia

:

E. C. Robinson.
Kentucky

:

A. K. Marshall.

The credentials of Rep- Alex. Macrae, of N. C., were incorrect,

not having the seal of the Grand Lodge of N. C. attached. He was
admitted to his seat by resolution, notwithstanding, the informality
of his certificate.
The reading of the Journal of last session was dispensed with.
The Graad Sire announced the following standing committees:
Committee on Credentials.—Reps. Kneass, of Pennsylvania; Gil-

ley, of New York, and Robinson, of Virginia.
Committee on the State of the Order.—Reps. Parmenter, of Mas-

sachusetts; Smilh, of Maine, and Stokes, of Pennsylvania.
Committee on Petitions.—Reps. Moore, of District of Columbia ;

Marshall, of Kentucky, and Fosdick, of Louisiana.
Committee on Finance.—Repe. Kellogg, of Michigan ; Miller, of

Connecticut, and Griffin, of Georgia.
,Committee on Returns and Reports.—Reps. Parker, ofNewHamp-

shire ; Taylor, of Indiana, and Veitch, of Missouri.
Committee on Constitutions—Reps. Marley, of^ Maryland;

Thompson, of Massachusetts, and Robinson, of Viiginia.
Committee on Correspondence.—Reus. Egan, of New York ; Mc-

Nairy, of Tennessee, and White, of Rhode Island.

Committee on Grand Lodges and Encampments not represented—
Reps. Glenn, of Ohio; Alaop, of Illinois, and Whitney, of Canada.
The Grand Secretary presented the returns of D. D. G. Sires

Sewall, of Canada, and Moore, of District of Columbia, of the open-
ing of Grand Encampments within their respective districts, which
were referred to the Committee on Petitions.
The Grand Sire presented his annual report, which on motion.,

was referred to the following committee, to destribute the several
subjects therein flferred to, to appropriate committees: Reps. White*
of Rhode Island ; Judson, of Conn., and Day, of Ohio. Five hun-
dred extra copies of the Report were ordered printed for the use of
the members of the Grand Lodge.
The Secretary presented the petition of the Subordinate Encamp-

ments of Michigan, for a Grand Encampment Warrant, which was
referred to the Committee on Petitions.
On motion of Rep. Bayley, of Ma., the chair was authorized to

appoint a Committee on Appeals. The chair named Reps. Bayley,
of Md.; Smith, of Maine, and Cook, of Va.
The G. Secretary presented various appeals, praying redress in the

matters therein referred to, which being reaa by their title. Rep.
Egan, of N. Y., objected to the reception of the appeal of the mi-
nority of the Grand Lodge of New York, upon the ground that not-

being made in pursuance of the 1st article of the constitution, re-^

quiring the assent of the Grand Lodge of New York, it was not ad-
missive, and moved that the memorialists have leave to withdraw
the same, which w’as not agreed to—and the several appeals were
referred to the Committee on Appeals.
On motion of Ren. Thomas, of Ohio, it was ordered that the

Grand Lodge assemble for the transaction of business at 9, A. M.
and 4, P. M., during the session.

ltep. Gilley^of N. Y., offered the following resolution, which
was concurred in

:

Resolved
,
That a special cougniUee of three he appointed by the Grand.

Sire, for the purpose or reportings form and regulation for Regalia and Jewels
for officers of Grand and Subordinate Encampments.

Reps. Gilley, of N. Y., Patterson, of Pa., and Salomon, of Ala-,,
were appointed said committee.
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Hep. Kobinson, of Va., offered the following resolution, which

Wfts read and referred to the Committee on the state of the Order

:

1lesobed, That the resolution passed by this Grand Lodge, at the session of
1846, author! ring the removal of the Grand Encampment of Virginia, to the
dty of Richmond, be so modified as to allow its removal to such place as may
be determined upon by a majority of the Subordinate Encampments, in a con-
vention to be holden in the town of Portsmouth, on the 2d day succeeding the
adjonrnmentof the Grand Lodge of Virginia, in April next

;
to be composed of

legally qualified members of the Grand Encampment of Virginia.

Rep. Moore, of D. C», from the Committee on Petitions, made a
report, which was concurred in, that the action of the Grand
Office78 in issuiug Dispensations for Grand Encampments in Canada
and the District of Columbia, during the recess, be confirmed, and
that Charters be issued to both of the said bodies ; provided that
the Subordinate Encampments within the jurisdictions above named
shall be required to pay the regular dues to this Grand Lodge up to
this date, and provided also that the Grand Encampment of the
District of Columbia be removed within the geographical limits of
the District of Columbia as defined by an act of Congress which
was passed since the issuing of the Dispensation by the Grand
Officers.

On motion of Rep. Seymour, of S. C., the Committee on the
State of the Order was directed to inquire into and report on the
expediency of altering the time now prescribed for the official term
or elective officers of Subordinate Lodges.
Rep. Griffin, of Geo., presented resolutions of the Grand Lodge

of that State, urging the necessity of extending the term of office
an Subordinate Lodges to six months ; also for the appointment of
a Committee to digest all such laws and resolutions of the Grand
Lodge of the United States, as are intended to control and regulate
State Grand Lodges and Subordinate Lodges ; and have the same
transmitted to the State Grand Lodges and Subordinates, for their
instruction.
The resolutions were referred to the Committee on the State of

the Order.
Rep. McNairy, of Tenn., offered a resolution which was con-

curred in, that a special committee be appointed by the Grand
Site for the purpose of forming a suitable funeral service to be used
under tbe jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge of the United States,
with instructions to report during the session.
Rep. McNairy of Tenn., Dunk in of Canada, andHoit of N. H.,

were subsequently appointed said Committee.
Rep. Seymour, ol S. C., offered the following resolution, which

was read and adopted :

Resolved

,

That the Committee on the State of the Order inquire into and
report as to the propriety of so altering the Constitution as to extend the office

or Grand Sire to the term of four years.

The Committee on Credentials, reported as correct, the certifi-

cates of the following representatives4— Grand Encampment, Dis-
trict of Columbia. Eaward S. Hough jGanada, Christopher Dunkin.
Rep. Gilley, of N. Y., offered the following amendment to the

Constitution, which was read and ordered to lie on the table

:

Amend Article XIV, Constitution. Strike out the word “ Master,” in the
fifth line.

Rep. Thompson, of Mass., offered the following resolution, which
was concurred in

:

Resolved, That a special committee be appointed to inquire into the exped-
iency of so far amending the Constitution of this Grand Lodge as that all

Representatives to this body shall be elected to serve for a term not less than
two years, and to so provide for the time and manner of their eleotion as that
at least one-half pf such Representatives shall at each session of this body
remain in membership.

This resolution was afterward reconsidered, and referred to the
Committee on the State of the Order.
Rep. Salomon, of Ala., offered a preamble and resolutions in re-

lation to form of prayer in Grand and Subordinate Lodges and
BncampmentSL which were ordered "to lie on the table.

The Grand Secretary presented the following resolutions from the
Grand Lodge and Grand Encampment of Canada, which was read
and referred to a Special Committee

:

Resolutions mdopted at an adjourned meeting of the Annual Session qf the
ML W. Grand Ledge qfthe Province of Canada, held at Montreal

,
on the

evening qf We Inesdau, the 9th day qfSeptember ,
1846.

1. Resolved
,
That with a view to the permanent and general interests of Odd

Fellowship, it is, in the opinion of this Right Worthy Grand Lodge, inexpedient
that any branch of the Order established in one country should be subject for

way longer period than may be absolutely unavoidable to the legislative or other
control of a tribunal in name or in foot belonging to a branch of the Order esta-

blished in a foreign country.
2. Resolved

,

That in the opinion of this Grand Lodge, the existence and mu-
tual recognition, as required by the principle above set forth, of a number of
Territorially Independent or Sovereign J arfsdictions of the Order, the authori-
ties of which should be bound my mutual engagement to the maintenance as
Well of the most intimate fraternal relations between the several branches of
tbe Order under their respective government, as of the principles and work of
tbe Order in general, would tend to give to the organisation of the Order a char-
acter of permanence and universality which it cannot otherwise be expected to

a. Resolved
,
That from the terms of the original charter granted in the year

1820 by the Duke of York’s Lodge of Preston, to “ No. 1 Washington Lodge, the
Grand Lodge of Maryland and of the United States of America,” from the re-

fusal, in the year 1821. of the authorities of the Order in Manchester to inter-
fere to charter “ Franklin Lodge No. 2,” within the limits of the United States

:

and from the express assurance conveyed by the subsequent charter granted
In the year 1826 by the Grand Annual Moveable Committee in Manchester, to

AIm Right Worthy Grand Lodge of the United States, as then constructed, that
in Its government of the Order throughout the United States it should be free
from “the interference of any other country so long as the same is administer-
ed according to tbe principles and purity of Odd Fellowship ;” it is clear that
Um said principle was fully understood and acted upon by the authorities of
that branch of the Order as constituted during that period within the United
Ktagdom.

4. Resolved, That, from the provisions of Che first article of the Constitution
ef the Right worthy Grand Lodge of the United States, whereby, after the de-
putation that that Right Worthy Body is “ the source of all true and legiti-

mate authority in Odd Fellowship in the United States of America” and “the
ultimate tribunal to which all matters of general importance to the State. Dis-
trict, and Territorial Grand Lodge* and Encampments are to be referred,” it is

further only set forth that the said. Right Worthy Body “has inherent power
to establish Lodges and Encampments in Foreign Countries where no Grand
Lodge or Grand Encampment exists,” and not that it claims any right ofjuris-
diction afterwards in such Foreign Countries, it is also clear, that the said prin-
ciple is fully recognised by the authorities of the great branch of the Order es-
tablished in the United States.

6.

Resolved, That in the recommendation offeredfat the Annual Communica-
tion of the Right Worthy Grand Lodge of the United States, held in the year
on« thousand eight hundred and forty-four, by the Right Worthy Grand Sec-
retary of that Body, to the effect, that upon the formation of Grand Lodges in
Foreign Countries, the same should be recognised as distinct sovereignties in
the Order; and in the approval of this recommendation by the Special Com-
mittee of the said Right Worthy Grand Lodge towhom the same was referred

;

this Grand Lodge recognises evidence of the readiness of the said authorities to
carry the said principle into practical effect.

6. Resolved, That inasmuch as, by the institution in Canada of a Grand
Lodge and Grand Encampment, the organization of the Order within the Pro-
vinces of British North America is now so far advanced as to admit of its affairs

being advantageously administered by a sovereign tribunal of Odd Fellowship
exorcising independent jurisdiction within and throughout the same; and inas-

much as, in the opinion of this Grand Lodge, the erection and recognition of
such tribunal would, not only, without doubt, essentially conduce to the future
prosperity of the Order within tbe present jurisdiction of this Grand Lodge,but
would besides, secure its introduction, under olrcnmstanoeseminently fkvorable
to its rapid development throughout the Lower Provinces: and further. Inas-

much as the branch of the Order here established, if thus independent of For-
eign control, would have for greater facilities than It otherwise could have, or
than any branch of tip Order established beyond the limits of the British Em-
pire can have, for spreading the principles and work of the Order in tbe United
Kingdom and elsewhere In the possessions.dependent thereon, as also for acting
upon the several Bodies of Odd Fellows therein organised, with a view of tbe
removing of the differences at present subsisting among them or between any
of them and the Independent Older of Odd Fellows as organised on this side of
the Atlantic

;
the Right Worth Grand Representative of this Grand Lodge to

the Right Worthy Grand Lodge of the United States, be, and he is hereby in-

structed to lay before that Right Worthy Body the application of this Grand
Lodge for a charter to confirm the erection of snch sovereign tribunal ef Odd
Fellowship tor British North America, mid to recognise the same as an inde-

pendent jurisdiction of the Order.
7. Resol ed. That in making this application for the reasons above set forth,

this Grand Lodge takes occasion, as well in behalf otthe Body into which, after

the issue of such charter it will be merged, as lu its capacity as representing the
several Lodges of the Order in Canada, to place on record its unreserved engage-
ment to adhere to tbe principles and work of the Order, in concert with the
Right Worthy Grand Lodge of the United States, and snch other sovereign
tribunals of the Order as from time to time may be hereafter regularly consti-

tuted
;
to'maintain at all times the most intimate fraternal relations with the

several branches of the Ordqr under their respective government
;
and until

such time as the number of tbe regularly recognised independent jurisdictions

of the Order shall admit of more comprehensive arrangements being made in
that behalf, to receive the Annual Traveling Password from the Right Worthy
Grand Lodge of the United States, to accredit to its Annual Communications a
Special Grand Representative or Representatives, to receive with becoming
distinction such Special Grand Representative or Representatives as the Right
Worthy Grand Lodge of the United States may in return accredit, and freely

to interchange with it copies of all desired documents and records.

8. Resolved

.

That in older to the securing of perfect uniformity and correct-

ness in the whole work of the Order, under the arrangement above set forth,

the Right Worthy Grand Representative of this Grand Lodge be, and he is

hereby, further instructed to request of the R. W. Grand Lodge of the United
States that that R. W. Body or its officers should cause the fullest possible in-

struction to be given to himself and to the R. W. Grand Representative of the-

Grend Encampment of Canada, in regard to the detail* of the said work, and
especially in regard to the higher and past official degrees.

9. Resolved, That In as much as it appears to this Grand Lodge to be incon-

venient that a sovereign tribunal of the Order, having independentjurisdiction,
should be designated by a title which is also given to one of the two classes or

tribunals exeroising a superior jurisdiction only in the Order, and subject toils

revision and authority, this Grand Lodge would suggest to the R. W. Grand
Lodge ofthe United States, whether it would not be desirable to assign to such,

sovereign tribunals some other designation, and would propose (unless the R.
W. Grand Lodge of the U. S. see any valid objection to snch course) that the
body which shall hereafter exercise thepowers In question within British North
America, be recognised by the said R. W. G. Lodge of thsU. 8. as the “Grand
Chapter of British North America.”

10. Resolved
,
That in the opinion ofthis Grand Lodge it is desirable that for

the several purposes, firstly, of adopting a constitution for itself
;
secondly, of

deciding the limits of the several superior Grand Lodge and Grand Encamp-
ment jurisdictions into which British North Americashould be divided; thirdly,

of chartering snch Grand Lodges and Grand Encampments asit may be desira-

ble in the first instance to erect in and for the same, orany of them; and fourth-

ly, ef enacting such forms of constitution orother general regulations as it may
be deemed requisite forthwith to enact for the guidance of such Grand Lodges
and Grand Encampments, the said Grand Chapter, at its first meeting, do oon-

sist of the several officers, elective and appointed,of the Grand lx>dgo andGrand
Encampment of Canada, and of such other Past Grands, having the Royal Pur-
ple Degree, as may have been or may be duly returned by the several Lodges
and Encampments within this jurisdiction to be members of the said Grand
Lodge or Grand Encampment, in the manner prescribed bv their respective

Constitutions or Rules, or as may be doly returned in the like manner by any
of the said Lodges or Encampments to be inembers of the said Grand Chapter.

11. Resolved
,
That forthwith upon the receipt, by the Most Worthy Grand

Master of this Jurisdiction, of a Charter from the Right Worthy Grand Lodge
of the United States, in compliance with the application of the Grand Lodge
and Grand Encampment thereof

;
and whether such Charter purport to recog-

nise the Independent Jurisdiction of British North Americans vested in a
Grand Chapter or in a body bearing any other title, It shall be the duty of that

officer to cause official notice of the fact to be given by the RightWorthy Grand
Secretary to the Moat Worthy Grand Patriarch of the Grand Encampment of

Canada, also to the several Lodges within this Jurisdiction; and the present

Charter of this Grand Lodge shall thereupon be held to be, and shall be, to all

intents and purposes surrendered, and snch -new Chapter adopted in lies there-

of; and that until such time as other provision shall be made in that behalf by
the Grand Chapter, the present seal of this GrandLodge shall be the temporary

seal of the said Grand Chapter, aud the Officers and Committees of this Grand

Lodge shall be held to be, and shall be, the Officers and Committees of the said

Grand Chapter, and shall act in their respective capacities as though no snoh
».k.n nlaiM fh* RnnH tiui DeDTltV Grand Nil*
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SSSSf

^l&^/tesoired. That the first session of the said Grand Chapter, constituted as

aforesaiTbe held in the Odd-Fellows’ Hall in the city of Montreal on ench lUy

u the Most Worthy Grand Sin may appoint, the same being

mnM fv>an twelve weeks after the date of his receipt of the new Charter as

aforesaid
;
and it shall be the duty of the said Most Worthy GrandSire tocause

a written or printed notice, stating the day so appointed, to be duly despatched

by the Right Worthy Grand Secretary, not less than six weeks befow such day,

to the Most Worthy Grand Patriarch of the Grand Encampment of Canada,

also to the several Lodges within this Jurisdiction. .

13. Resolved. That until such time as other provision shall have been made

in that behalf &y the said Grand Chapter, the same shall be heM ^ act under

the Constitution of the Right Worthy Grand Lodge of the United States, with

the exception of the Second, Tenth; Eleventh, Fifteenth and Seventeenth Ar-

ticles thereof, and sutyect to the necessary changes of the Preamble and * irst

Article, and. to such modification of the Third and Sixth Articles as shall de-

Tolve the duties of Grand Secretary on one wrson only
;
and likewise underlthe

several By-Laws, Rules of Order and other Regulations of the said Righ t Wor-

thy Grand Lodge of the United States, so far as the same mary admit of beiDg

applied for the guidance of the said Grand Chapter.

A true copy from the Minutes. J- CUSHING, Secretary.

t These resolutions were taken up and adopted in the Grand Encampment)

also.]

Rep. Parker, of New Hampshire, offered the following

:

Resolved That the Committee on the State of the Order be instructed to

inquire and report upon the expediency of changing the name and title of this

Grand Lodge, from the Grand Lodge of the United Stateslo Grand Lodge of

America, and make such alterations in the Constitution and Laws as may con-

form to said alterations.

Rep. Ellison, of Mass., moved to amend by changing the nanje to

Grand Encampment of U. S., which was resolved in the negative ;

whereupon the resolution of Rep. Parker was agreed to.

Rep. Glenn, of Ohio, offered the following resolution, which was
adopted

:

Resolved, That the committee appointed to report a funeral ceremony for the

use of Lodges under this jurisdiction, be requested to report a form of funeral

and other processions fot Grand and Subordinate Lodges and Encampments.

Rep. Wood, of Rhode Island, offered the following resolution,

whicn was referred to a Special Committee

:

Resol ed, That any Lodge asking pecuniary aid, in consequent of loss by

lire, or for any other cause, shall in the first instance make application to the

Grand Lodge of the State in which such Lodge may be located, and if not in the

nower of the Grand Lodge to render the aid required, such Grand Lodge may ,
if

deemed expedient, ask the assistance of Grand Lodges in adjacent States, or of

all Grand Lodges In the Union, through the Grand Masters of the same, who

shall have power to issue circulars to their subordinates, stating circumstan-

ces, Ac., to make such appeals available.

Repe. Wood, of R. I., Wadsworth, of Miss., and Desaussure, of

S. C., were appointed said committee.
. ...

Rep. Macrae, of N. C., offered the following resolution, which

was read, and on motion, referred to a Special Committee, with in-

structions to report to-morrow morning

:

eD

Rep6. Macrae, of N. C., McIntyre of Del., and Veitch of Mo.,

were named by the Chair as such committee.

On motion, the Grand Lodge adjourned.

Monday, Sept. 21, 4 o’clock, P. M.

The R W Grand Lodge assembled pursuant to adjournment.—

Present the M. W. Sire and all the Grand Officers.

The Chair announced as the Special Committee on the Memori-

als of the Grand Lodge and Grand Encampment of Canada, Reps.

SSeass of Pa., Robinson, ofVa. ,
Griffin, of Ga., Thomas, of Ohio,

and Thompson, of Mass.
. , „ . t

The Committee on Credentials reported as correct the certificate

of P. G. M- Edward McIntyre, as representative from the G. Lodge

Rep. Salomon, of Ala., presented the following resolution, passed

by Union Lodge No. 13. of Mobile, which was read and ordered to

be spread on the Journal

:

Resolved, That this Lodge will cheerfully contribute such asum as may be

aeoeesary^fbr the purpose of carrying out a general plan of Education forthe

ihSdrenVf deceased Odd Fellows, and other purposes, under euch direction

and laws as the Grand Lodge of the United States may

resolution be signed by the officers of the Lodge, and forwarded to the Grand

Lodge of the United States.

Rep. Salomon, of Alabama, also presented a remonstrance from

a number of P. Gs. of Alabama, against the removal of the Grand

Lodge of that State. . . . . j
Rep. White, of R. I., from the committee on that subject, made

a report referring the various subjects contained in the Grand Sire s

renort to the appropriate committees, which was adopted.
.

R*d. Ropes, of Md., offered the following’resolution, which, on

motion of Rep. Seymour, of S. C., was indefinitely postponed :

Resolved,
That the Resolution on page 207 Journal of Proceedings of this

Grand Lodge, granting cards to a brother’s wife or widow, be, and the same is,

hereby repealed.

On motion of Rep. Drew, of Mass., a resolution was adopted au-

thorizing the Grand Secretary to present a blank copy of the Grand

Lodge Diploma to each Representative who has not previously re-

ceived one from the G. L. U. S.
, ^ . , .

On motion of Rep. Thomas, of Ohio, the Grand Lodge proceeded

to the consideration of the report of the committee on deterred busi-

nC
The first subject reported by the committee being the proposed

amendment to the Constitution, providing that the terras of Repre-

sentatives to the G. Lodge U. S. shall commence on the third Mon-
day of September, was considered. A proposition to make the term

two years instead of one, was ruled out of order by the Grand Sire,

whose decision was appealed from, but sustained by the Lodge, 44

to 12. The question on the amendment was then taken up, and the

amendment rejected—Ayes 36, Noes 20—not two-tiurds.

The next proposition, to amend the Constitution bymakmg F.G.

Patriarchs who are Past Grands eligible for the office of Grand

Sire was considered. The previous question was moved and car-

ried, when the amendment was rejected—Ayes 15, Noes 36.

The next proposed amendment was then considered, and declared

by the Chair to be out of order, no such language being tn the arti-

cle proposed to be amended.
, f .

The next amendment, for increasing the Rep. tax of the Grand

Lodge of the U. S., was taken up, and unanimously rejected.

Rep. Veitch, of Mo., offered the following resolution, which was

read and ordered to lie on the table

:

Resolved, That article 13 of the By-Laws be amended, by striking out the

words “ Grand Lodges or Encampments or.”

On motion of Rep. Taylor, of la., it was resolved that the elec-

tion for Grand Officers for the ensuing term be made the special or-

der of the day for Tuesday at 11 o’clock.
,

Rep. Ropes, of Md., ottered the following resolution, which was
concurred in

:

Resolved, That the Committee on the State of the Order be instructed to

make a report to this Grand Lodge, defining the position and privileges of a

member of the Order, under penalty pending an appeal in his case to this body.

Rep. Smith, of Me./offered the following resolution, which was
referred to the Committee on the State of the Order

:

Resolved
,
That the granting of a withdrawal card by a subordinate Lodge

severs tne connection of a brother applying therefor from the Order, and re-

lieves the Lodge granting it from all liability for benefits, whether the card is

actually taken by the brother or not—but the brother receiving such card re-

tains the right to visit for the length of time specified therein.

On motion, the Grand Lodge adjourned.

Tuesday, Sept 22, 9 o’clock, A. M.

The R.W. Grand Lodge assembled pursuant to adjournment.

M. W. G. Sire Sherlock in the chair. Present all the Grand Offi-

cers and a representation. _
' ,

"

.

Prayer by Rev. Bro. James D. M’Cabe, R. W. G. Chaplain.

.

The G. Secretary presented the memorial of P. G. Wm. Line-

berger, of Md., praying the decision of the Grand Lodge upon the

points of law therein suggested, which was read and referred to the

Committee on the State ofthe Order.

•*» Also the memorial of the Grand Lodge of New-York, which was

read and referred to the Committee on Appeals.

The Committee on Credentials reported as correct the certificate

nf Thomas Alsop, as a representative of the Grand Lodge ot the

State of Illinois
P
As*also the certificate of F. O. Wadsworth, as a

representative of the Grand Lodge of Mississippi.

Rep. Seymour, of S. C., offered the following resolution, which

was unanimously adopted
: _

Resolved, That D. D. G. Sire Wilson,ofWisconrin,andT.D.D.G.SJrcAttee,

of District ofColumbia, be invited to take seats within the bar of the House.

Rep Seymour, of S. C., offered the following resolutions, which

were read and referred as therein suggested s

Resolved, That the Committee on the 8tate of the Order be directed to in-

auire into, and report to this body,whether some provision should not be adop-

ted to protect the widows and ohildren of deceased Odd Fellows, who bavere-

<*»Wed withdrawal cards with the view of becoming members of other lodges,

and who, previous to such membership, (within a reasonable time,) shall have

^^esohed, That it be referred to the same committee to inquire into the pro-

priety of subordinate Lodges -working in the fifth degree.

The G. Secretary presented the memorial of George N. Hufty.of
. »/irDM in thp matter therein referred to. which wasThe G. Secretary presented me memorial oi wu gc

praying redress in the matter therein referred to, which was

a<i and referred to the Committee on Petitions.

Rep. Marshall, of Ky., submitted the following resolution, which

was adopted, and the chair named as the committee Reps. Marshall,

of Ky., Moore, of D. C., and Griffin, of Ga.
, * ^

Resolved
,
That a oommittec of three be appointed to inquire into thepro-

priety of establishing an institution of learning, by the Independent Order of

Odd Fellows, and that they report to this Grand Lodge as soon as praotlcabla

Rep. Desaussure of S. C. submitted a communication from the

Grand Lodge of that State, embracing a statement of the Gram*

Master, inquiring whether it is the duty of Grand Masters to inst&l

the officers of subordinate Lodges when practicable to do so. It

was referred to the Committee on the state of the Order.

Rep. Desaussure, of S. C.. presented to the Grand Lodge U. S.

the proceedings of the Grand Lodge of S. C. complete.
.

Rep. Ellison, of Mass ,
offered the following resolution, which

was ordered to lie on the table: _
Resolved, That no member of a subordinate Lodge shall be eligible to the r.

Ps chair, unless he has attained the R. P. degree^and no Patriarch Shall be

ligible to the chair of C. P. or H. P. in subordinate Encampment, unless he be

k P. G. of Borne subordinate Lodge under the same jurisdiction.

Rep. Griffin, of Ga., moved to strike out the 15th Rule of Order

and to substitute the following, which was agreed to

:

When a question is before the Grand Lodge, no motion shall be received, un-

lessit be to adjourn, to refer, the previous question, to lay on the

pone indefinitely, to postpone to a certain time, or te amend, and the motions

just enumerated shall take precedence in the order of enumeration. The first

four shall be decided without debate.

Rep. Morris, of Pa., offered the following resolution, which wan

read, and on motion referred to the Committee on the State of the

Rewlved, That it be recommended to the different State Grand Lodges, to

appoint one or more brothers competent to the teak, whose duty it shall be to

virit each subordinate Lodge in bis district at least once a year for the purpose

of imparting instruction, so as to insure a uniformity in the work of the Order.

Rep. Alsop, of 111., submitted a resolution, which was referred to

Committee on Petitions, granting leave to the Grand Lodge ot llU-
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Bois so to ameud their Constitution, as to allow them to remove
their Grand Lodge to such place as they shall at a future session
determine.

A motion of Rep. Parker, of N. H., to give all Grand Lodges and
Encampments the power to hold their meetings at such places as
the? may deem expedient, was indefinitely postponed.
Rep. Smith, of Me., submitted the following resolution, which

was read, and referred to the Committee on Petitions:

Jtmohod, That the eonaent of this Grand Lodge is hereby granted to the
Grand Lodge of Maine to remove from its present location to such place aa may
he determined upon by a majority of the subordinate Lodges under its jurisdic-
tion.

Rep. Gilley, of Y., offered the following resolution, which was
read, and, on motion, indefinitely postponed :

JUfolvtdj That a special committee be directed to inquire into the expediency
ef altering, amending, or abreviating the work of the Patriarchal branch of the
Order, especially that of the Golden Rule degree.

Rep Miller, of Conn., offered the following resolution, which
was read, and referred to the Committee on Petitions:

Resolved. That this. Grand Lodge will not entertain a motion to change the
place of bolding the sessions of the Grand Lodges of the several states, unless
accompanied by a petition from the majority of subordinate Lodges, or the
Grand Lodge of the State.

Rep, Marshall, of Ky., offered the following proposition, to amend
the Constitution, which was ordered to lie on the table :

Strike Grand Encampment from Arts. 1
,
6

,
10, 11, 12, 15, of the Constitution

ri the Grand Lodge.

Rep. Veitch, of Mo., submitted the following resolution, which
was read and concurred in :

Resolved, That a special committee be appointed to report a plan of confer-

ring degrees in degree and subordinate Lodges, so as to establish a uniform
system throughout the whole Order.

Rep. Stewart, of N. Y., offered the following resolution, which
was read and adopted.

Resolved, That it be referred to the Committee on the State of the Order to

report to this G. Lodge, by what law Degree Lodges are instituted, and whether
the instituting of such Degree Lodges is not an infringement on the chartered
rights of subordinate Lodges.

The hour having arrived for taking up the special order of the
day, on motion of Rep. Day of Ohio, the Grand Lodge proceeded
to the nomination of candidate* for the office of Grand Sire, when
the following were made.
By Rep. Miller, of Conn., D. G. Sire Case, of Mass.
By Rep. Stokes, of Pa., P. D. G. Sire Kneass, of Pa.
By Rep. Marshall, of Ky., P. D. G. S. Moore, of D. of C.
By Rep. Baldwin, of N. Y. P. G. M. Stewart, of N. Y.
By Rev. Ropes, of Md., P. G. M. Marley, of Md
By Rep. McNuiry, ofTenn., P. G. M, Thompson, of Mass.

, The nominations being closed, the Grand Lodge on motion pro-
ceeded to the election.

The chair appointed Reps. Marshall, of Ky., and Miller, of
Conn., as teller*, who announced the following as ihd result of the
several ballotings

:

1st. 2d. 3d. 4th. 5th.

P. D. G. S. Kneass, 14 18 25 26 32
D. G. S. Case, 23 26 26 28 26
P. D. G. S Moore, 9 8 7 5 withdrawn
P. G. M. Thompson, 5 5 withdrawn
P. G. M. Stewart, 4 withdrawn
P. G. M. Marley, 2 0 0 1 0
Blank, 0 0 1 0 1

Total vote, 57 57 59 59 59
Necessary to choice, 29 29 30 80 30

P. D* G. S. Horn R. Kneass, of Pa:, having received a majority
of the votes on the 6th ballot, waa thereupon proclaimed Grand
Sire elect for the ensuing term.

On motion the Grand Lodge proceeded to the nomination for the
office of D. G. Sire, when the following were made :

By Rep. Seymour, of S. C., P. G. M. Thompson, of Mass.
By Rep. Egan, of N. Y., P. G. M. Stewart, of N. Y.
By Rep. Moore, of D. C., P. G. M. Taylor, of Ind.

By Rep. Veitch, ot Mo., P. G. M. Allen, of Mo.
By Rep. Smith, of Me., ~P. G. M. Atlee, of D C.
By Rep. Glenn, of Ohio, P. G. M. Wilson, of Wisconsin.
By Rep. Judson, of Conn., P. G. M. Miller, of Conn.
By Rep Hoit, of N. H., P. G. M. Parker, of N. H.
By Rep. Searfos, o< N. J., P. G. M. Weld, of N. J.

The nominations being closed, on motion the Grand Lodge pro-

ceeded to the election. Six ballotings took place, as follows

:

1st. 2d. 3d 4th. 5th 6th.

P. G. M. Thompson, 16 23 21 23 28 31
« AtLee, 9 13 23 21 15 13
“ Stewart, 5 5 7 withdrawn.
“ Taylor, 4 6 4 12 14 12
“ Allen, 3 2 0 0 0 0
“ Wilson, 3 withdrawn 0 0 0 0

. “ Miller, 7 4 0 0 0 0
** Parker, 2 2 0 0 0 0
" Weld, 3 0 0 0 0 0
“ Blank, 8 3 3 2 1 0

Total, 59 58 58 58 58 66
Necessary to choice, 80 30 30 30 30 29

P. G. M Newell A. Thompson, of Musa., having received a ma-
jority of the votes on the sixth ballot, the Grand Sire proclaimed him
duly elected to the office of Deputy Grand Sire for the ensuing term.

After the second ballot. Rep. Robinson, of Va.. inquired whether
blank voles were to be counted as a part ot the ballot. The chair

decided that every ticket cast was a vote, aod that a majority of all

votes cast was necessary to a choice. The decision was appealed
from, but sustained by tne Lodge.

P. G. M. James L. Ridgkly was nominated for Grand Recording
and Corresponding Secretary, and P. G. M. Andrew E. Warner
for Treasurer, and both were unanimously elected.
On motion of Rep. Marshall, of Ky.,the Grand Lodge proceeded

to take up for consideration the preamble and resolutions submitted
by Rep. Salomon, of Ala., at the morning session of the 21st, when
on motion of Rep. Salomon, of Ala., they were referred to a select
committee, composed of Rep. Salomon, of Ala.; P. G. S. Hopkins,
of Pa., and Rep. Ropes, of Md.

Tuesday, Sept. 22d, 4 o’clock, P. ML
The R. W. G. Lodge assembled pursuant to adjournment. Pre-

sent the M. W. G. Sire and all the Grand Officers, and a due Rep-
resentation.
The Grand Secretary presented a communication fromP. (J. J. G.

Forman, of Ohio, which was referred to the Committee on the
State of the Order.
Rep. Moore, of D. C., submitted a resolution, which was adopted

after a substitute offered by Rep. Hough, of D. C., had been reject-

ed, providing that after the 30th of this month, that portion of the

District of Columbia recently retroceded to Virginia be transferred

to the Grand Lodge oi that State, aDd the Lodges and Encamp-
ments in said territory retroceded.after the settlement of their ac-
counts with the G. Lodges of the D. C..and the U. S. be transferred
to the G. L. andG. Encampment of said State of Virginia, and that

the Grand Encampment of the District of Columbia be removed
from Alexandria to Washington.
Rep. Griffin, of Ga., submitted the following resolution, which

was read and concurred in :

Whereas, At the last Communication of this Grand Lodge, a resolution re-

ported by the Committee on Petitions, was adopted, who* eby the Grand Secre-

tary was ordered to eause copies ofthe charters originally granted to Oglethorpe
Lodge No. 1, and Magnolia Encampment No. 1, of Georgia, to be made oat by
the proper officers, and transmitted to said bodies

;
and ^whereas, it has been

found impracticable to oarry the above order Into effect aoeording to the con-
struction pnt upon it by the parties eoaoerned.
Resol ed, That the Grand Secretary be instructed to prepare and execute

new charters for the above named bodies, and to add to such new chartersshort

memoranda, under the seal of this Grand Lodge, of the date of the original char-

ters and the oirenmstanoes under which the substitutes were granted.

Rep. Patterson, of Pa., offered the following amendment to the
By-Laws, which was ordered to lie on the-table

:

Amend Art XXIV of By-Laws as follows

—

u Art XXIV.—Each G. L. under this jurisdiction may open and close with
prayer, and may grant the same power to its Subordinate Lodge s, at its option

;

but in no case shall any form of prayer be used, other than that furnished by
theG. L. of the U. S.”

On motion of Rep. Marshal, of Ky., the Grand Lodge proceeded
to the consideration of the amendment to the By-Laws proposed by
Rep. Veitch, of Mo., then lying on the table, in words following

—

Strike out the words M Grand Lodges or Enoampments or” in the

13th article of the By-Laws.
The Question being on adopting the amendment proposed, it was

resolved in the negative.
Rep. Parmenter, of Mass., from the Committee on the State of

the Order, reported in favor of the resolution of Rep. Robinson, of

Va., modifying the resolution of the G. L. U. S. so as to allow the

Grand Encampment of Va. to be removed to such town as a ma-
jority of subordinates in Convention at Portsmouth may determine.

An amendment was offered by Rep. Marshall, cf Ky., when, on
motion of Rep. Miller, of Conn., the whole subject was re-commit-

ted to the Committee on the State of the Order, with instructions

to report the following resolution

:

That the G. E. of Virginia, be authorised to hold a special meeting, at such

place and time as it may see fit, to consider the subject of the plaoe selected a

a

the future location thereof, reporting ita decision thereon to this G. L. for ita

ultimate action.

The Grand Cor. Secretary made his Annual Report, which was
read, when, on motion of Rep. Glenn, of Ohio, it was ordered that

2000 extra copies be printed for distribution.

Rep. Parmenter, from the Commiuee on the State of the Order,

made a report, which was read and concurred in, recommending
that the reports of D. D. G. Sires be printed and appended to the

proceedings of this session of the Grand Lodge.
On motion of Rep. Griffin, of Ga., the Cor. Secretary’s Annual

Report was referred to a committee of three, for the purpose of dis-

tributing the various subjects therein referred to to appropriate com-
mittees. The Chair named Rep.’s Griffin, of Ga., Marshal, of Ky.,

and Ellison, of Mass., as the committee.
Rep. Parmenter, from the Committee on the State of the Order,

made the followmg report, which was adopted:

To the R. W. Grand Lodes or thb U. States :

The Committee on the State of the Order have had tinder consid-

eration the resolution offered by Rep- Parker, of N. H., in relation

to the change of the name of this body, and do respectfully report

:

That this body having been incorporated by the State of Mary-

land, and as, by the act of the Legislature of said State, all its legal

powers are involved in the name, style and title which it now bears,

any alteration thereof would not only be highly improper, but might

be greatly disastrous to the interests and rights of this body.

The committee therefore report that legislation on the subject of

the resolution is inexpedient. Re8^ct7u^SU
E>

ni
pARMENTER

WMl R. SMITH,
'

|

J. W. STOKES.

Rep. Parmenter, from the same committee, made the following

report, which was read

:

To THB R. w. Grand Lodo* of thb U. States :

The Commiuee on the State of the Order, to whom was referred
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certain resolutions relating to the extension of terms of official aer-

1

vice, respectfully report
: ^ ,

That in regard to the subject-matte^ of the resolutions proposing

to extend the terms of official service in Subordinate Lodges, your

committee are of opinion that the Order generally has manifested

discontent with the present limited terms. The attention of the

Grand Lodge has heretofore neen called to this subject, and there is

now upon the table a resolution offered in obedience to instructions

from a State Grand Lodge, which if adopted would establish six

months as the duration of official terms of Subordinates. Your com-
mittee believe that a longer term of office than at present is allowed

will secure to the Order the benefit of riper experience, more exten-

sive knowledge of the affairs of the Order, and better judgment in

their administration on the part ef incumbents of office, it is also

deemed important that the commencement and termination of offi-

<cial terms should be uniform throughout the jurisdiction of this R.
W. Grand Body. Your committee, therefore, trusting to the im-

pression that the members of the Grand Lodge have satisfied them-
selves as to the expediency of the changes proposed, 'submit resolu-

tions to meet these, without offering further argument.

Upon the resolution, recommending the extension of the official

term of the M. W. Grand Sire, your committee do not readily dis-

cover that the alteration suggested, is equally important with the

case already considered. The present term of two years is a serious

burden upon the presiding officer, and the change of the chief Ex-
ecutive is not now so frequent as to affect the Order unfavorably.
If it be desifable to continue in office au occupant of the Grand
Sire’s chair, it can better be done by his re-election, than by a pro-

longation of the term. Your committee therefore report that it is

inexpedient to legislate upon this subject.

Your committee are, however, fully convinced that some change
should be made in the term of service of the Representatives of the

Grand Lodge of the United States, and that a course should be
fixed upon to prevent the possibility of an entire change from year

to year in those who constitute this body. It is essential to the

prompt and accurate transaction of business, that a certain number
of members who have.served at least one year previously, should be
present at each session of the Grand Lodge, and with the intention

of securing this object, your committee submit a proposed amend-
ment to the Constitution. Respectfully submitted,

WM. E. PARMENTER,
J. W. STOKES,
WM. R. SMITH.

Resolved
,
That from and after the first day of January 1847, the terms of

subordinate Lodges shall be for the period of six months.
Resolved, That the said terms shall oomnaence on the first meetings in July

aad January, ofeach year.

Resolved, That the following lie on the table as a proposed amendment to

the Constitution.

That Article 10th of the Constitution be amended as follows : after the

words “ received the R. P. Degree,” add “they shall hare been elected or ap-

pointed by the Grand Lodge or Grand Encampment they represent for the

term of two years from the commencement of the annual session of the Grand
Lodge of the United States, preceding which they shall hare been so elected or

appointed. Provided, that at the first annnal session of the Grand Lodge of

the United States, following the election of Ropresentailres in pursuance of

this amendment of the Constitution, the Representatives of every Grand Lodge

or Grand Encampment entitled to two Representatives shall be divided into

two classes, of which one class shall hold office for the term of one year, and the

other class for the term of two years: and that the Representatives of Grand
Lodges and Grand Encampments entitled to one Representative shall in like

manner be divided into two classes, said classes to be as nearly as may be

equally divided, and to be determined by lot In the Grand Lodge of the United

States ”

The clause beginning with “they must have been elected ” and ending with
** Encampment they represent” to be struck out.

And iu the Certificate, all after the words “ Grand Lodge of the United

States” and preceding “ Witness our hands,” etc., to be struck out.

On motion of Rep. Miller, of Conn., the Grand Lodge pro-

ceeded to consider the resolutions accompanying the report of the

Committee seriatim.
. t , . . ,

Rep. Griffin, of Ga., called for the previous question, which be-

ing seconded by a majority of the Lodge, the previous question was
put and carried. The mam question was then put, “ Will the Grand
Lddge adopt the first resolution accompanying the report of the

Committee on the state of the Order,” which was resolved in the

affirmative j the yeas and nays being required appeared as follows:

Yeas—Reps. Alsop, Baldwin, Bayley, Day, Drew, Dunkin, Elli-

son, Garvin, Glenn, Greenwood, Griffin, Hoit, Judson, Kellogg,

Kneass, McIntyre. MacRae, Marley, Miller, Morris, (2 votes)

Neally, (2 votes) Page, Parker, Parraenter, Reid, Ropes, Searfoss,

Seymour, Smith. Stewart, Stokefe, Thompson, Veitch, Weld,Wells,
White, Wood, Wildey, P. G. S. Hopkins. P. G. S.-41.
NaY3—Reps. Cook, Desaussure, Fosdick, Gilley, Hough, M’Nai-

ry. Marshall, Moore, Salomon, Taylor, of la., Thomas, Wadsworth,
Watson, (2 votes} Whitney—15.

Rep. Gilley* of N. Y., submitted the Constitution of the Grand
Encampment of New York, which was referred to the Committee
on Constitutions.

On motion, the Grand Lodge adjourned.

The " Allbgenians.”—Having heard much of this band of vocal-

ists, and their beautiful performances, we dropped into the Apollo

last week, to listen to them. We were disappointed—they did not

come up to the high standard claimed for them. Their talents,

however, if properly cultivated, will yet render them popular.

Steamboat Belle.—Thi6 fine Boat runs regularly upon the

North River, bqfween New York and Albany, aud appears to be

a favorite with the traveling public We came down on her a

few evenings since, and found every thing, Captain, Clerk and

all “ comme il faut.”

31ms from tljc Co&gcs.

NEW YORK.
Proceedings op the Grand Lodge.—

A

n adjourned meeting of
the Grand Lodge of New York, was held at 'National Hall, on
Tuesday evening, Sept. 29—present, M. W. Grand Master Joseph
R. Taylor, and a quorum of Lodges.
The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved. By-

laws from Lodges Nos. 43, 179 and 235 were presented, and referred
to Committee on Laws. Sundry petitions and appeal were pre-

sented and referred to the usual committees.
The Committee of Grievance of Lodges to whom waa referred

the petitions of Nelson Isbam v. Lodge No.195, and Jas. Blakeney
v. Lodge No. 84, reported thereon, accompanied by resolutions
directing the reinstatement of the former, because of informality in
the charges, and the latter, because of the insufficiency of the evi-

dence to sustain the charges. Reports accepted and resolutions

adopted. Grand Rep. Egan reported, in part, the proceedings of
the Grand Lodge of the United States.

The Special Committee to whom was referred the petition of cer-

tain former members of Perseverance Lodge, No. 17, at the time of
its expulsion, for reinstatement and restoration of Charter, with
change of name to “ Felicity,” reported in favor thereof. The [re-

port was laid on the tablejintil the committee reported on the appli-

cation of certain other members of said Lodge.
The Committee appointed to procure a hall for the meetings of

the Grand Lodge, reported in favor of a large room to be built over
the rear of Broadway House. Laid on table till next meeting, and
made the special order after the reception of petitions.

Permission was granted to City Lodge, No. 151, to have a banner
presentation and public address. Also to Cato Lodge No. 222, to

have four public addresses during the year in the Lodge-room, pnd
one procession in regalia.

The application of Neptune Lodge No. 152, for permission to have
a public ball, was denied. •

Permission was granted to Lodges to unite, in full regalia, with
Neptune Lodge, at their celebration, Oct. 14.

Grand Lodge adjourned till Tuesday evening, Oct. 20, at 8 o’clock.

Laurel Encampment, No. 42, was instituted at Schaghlicoke,

Rensselaer County, on the 25th day of Sept, ult., by Grand Pa-
triarch D. P. Barnard, assisted by P. C. P. Issachar G. Reed, of

Brooklyn. The following officers were installed :—Alexander
Morrison, C. P. ; James G. Gordon, H. P. ; Charles I. Wilber,

S. W. ;
Lewis Fenn, Scribe; P. D. Tillingbast, Treas. ; Floyd. P.

Baker, J. W. Eight candidates were initiated and exalted to the

R. P. Degree. The G. P. speaks in high terms of the hospitality

and attention he received from the brethren in Troy, Lansing-

burgh, and Schaghticoke.

Institution.—Waterville Lodge No. 240, was instituted at Watcr-
ville, Oneida co., on the 19th of August la9t. The following offi-

cers were elected and installed * J. Dean, N. G. ; G.W. Cleveland,

V. G. ; L. W. Harris, Sec. ; S. Leonard, Treasurer. The Lodge
meets on Saturday evenings.

NEW JERSEY.
Jbbsbt City, 21st Sept., 1840.

Sir and Bro.,—

K

nowing your desire to lay before your readers,

at as early a period as possible, the advancement of our Order, I

send you the following account of the institution of two Encamp-
ments.

On the 11th instant, on the petition of eighteen worthy Patriarchs,

resident in the city of Newark, I issued a dispensation, and insti-

tuted an Encampment, to be hailed and entitled Washington

Encampment of Patriarchs No. 13, I. O. of O. F., of New Jersey,

which is to meet on the 2d and 4th Tuesday of every month—at

which time the following Patriarchs were elected and installed as

officers :—Daniel T. Clark, C. P. ; Samuel Bond, M. E. H. P. ;

S. W. Cyrus Currier, Treas. ; Chas. H. Speer, Scribe ;
—

-, J. W.
The above Encampment promises to be a useful auxiliarytin carry-

ing out the principles of our Order.

And on the evening of Friday the 19ih instant, I delivered the

charter granted at the last Session of the R. W. G. E. to the peti-

tioners, resident at Camdeo, N. J., for Camden Encampment of

Patriarchs No. 12, 1. O. of O. F., and installed the following officers

for the present term:—Thomas W. Mulford, C. P. ; James M.
Cassidy, M. E. H. P. ; John Sand?, S- W. ; William E. Lafferty,

Treas. ; F. D. Mulford, Scribe ; Edward E. Reed, J. W.
Eight brothers were elected, admitted, raised, and exalted before

the adjournment. This Encampment promises well, and if the

Patriarchs will adhere to our principles, as I doubt not they will,

Camden will soon be able to boast of an Encampment second to

none in the State. I remain, respectfully, yours in F. L. and T.,

Jambs L. Taylor, G. P.

Digitized byLjOOQle
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Dcl»E'S’CM PILLS
Great French Remedy

FUR CONSUMPTION ! Important
to the Afflicted. DR. LAENNEtfS COUGH

PILLS, for the care of Colds, Coughs, Consumption,
Bronchitis, >nd all afflictions of the Langs, is the
invention of the celebrated Dr. Laennec. of Paris, a
voluminous and profound medical writet, who has
devoted his whole life to the study of Diseases' of the
Lungs and Chest. It is without question the great-

est discovery of the ago, as a specific for ail affeotions

of the Lungs, from the common Cold, to the most
seated cases of Consumption. It is, at least, worth
the trial of its merits by all sufferers

;
for we are

sure that the taking of onb or two Pills will con-
vince anyone that half the truth has not been told of
them. The beneficial effect, in reducing the most
irritating Cough, is almost instantaneous; indeed, as
a gentleman 1b Brooklyn the otherday told the agent,
"a person who takes these Pills can’t cough.” The
worst cold can be cured in twenty-pour hours.
We challenge any other medical preparation in the
world to accomplish this result, no matter how ex-
tensively puffed it may be.

Why then will people suffer, when there is an ab-
solute specific within their reach? This is not a
purgative medicine, but is composed of ingredients
which act with certain and wonderful power upon
alt diseases of the lungs, whether inflamatory or
ehronJe. To their perfect adaptation to whatever
affects these important organs, and the cures per-
formed in almost

ALL STAGES OF CONSUMPTION,
has been owing their great suoeess and popularity

—

a popularity so unexampled, that all France has been
filled with wonder and admiration at their astonish-
ing effects. Medical men have been paralysed with
amasement, to see patients who had been abandoned
by them, or pronounced beyond the reach of the
healing art, restored to perfect health by these-med-
Miles. The use of a single done cannot foil io satis-

fy the most skeptical of their virtue.

DR. LAENNECto COUGH PILL8
May be given to children of all ages, add to adults,

without regard to diet, and in no instance will AU1 to
rive instant relief. Unlike syrups, balsams, Ac.,
these Pills can be taken at all times without incon-
venience or unpleasantness. Consumption in all its

forms, gives way like magio to their influence, the
cough abates, and a renovating process oommenoes,
which sheds a happy charm throughout the ex-
hausted frame. By their combined power they will
remove every trace of the disease in Incipient eon-
sumption, and cure many oases in Almost every stage
—also, in those oases far advanced, will change the
disease from being a rapid and fatal one,- Into a mal-
ady, troublesome, no doubt, and requiring constant
care, but not more distressing than the generality oz
chronic affections. ^
The pills arc put up in round boxes, with a splen-

did symbolical steel engraving on the top, and num-
bered 1 and 2. Surrounding the box is an elegantly
engraved band, also oostoel, to prevent counterfeit s,
with the name *f the general agent in his own hand-
writlnr. mxm earb.

ffT Sold by J. WINCHESTER, 30 ANN-3T.

Coffee and Dining Room.
"VTOTICE.—E. J.MERCER, respect-
-13 folly informs his friends and the public, that
having purchased from his partner, J. F. Green, his
entire interest in the Coffee and Dining Rooms, cor-
ner of Nassau and Ann streets, trusts the estab-
lishment will oontinne to receive not only the sup-
port of his friends, but also be recommended to the
patronage of his friends’ friends, as he assures them
all hie energies will be devoted on his part to make
his Dining Rooms second to none other in the oity.

N. B. The Ladies’ Coffee and Refreshment Rooms
will still he continued as heretofore, under the espe-
cial eharge of Mrs. Mercer. Private entrance, 21
Ann street. augl:tf

Regalia*

THE Subscriber informs the members of the Order
that in addition to his stook of cheap Dry Goods,

he keeps constantly on hand - the various articles

used in the manufacture of Regalia, and furnishing
such as Scarlet and Blue Merinoes; Scarlet, Blue,
While, and Black Uattinetts; Scarlet, Blue, and
Black De Lain**

;
Velvets, Linens, Fringes, Ribbons,

Ac., of the proper shades, which he will be happy to

dispose of at a small advance. Orders from a dis-

tance promptly attended to. WE C. FLAN1GAN,
Bfi-fime. No. 190 South Second street, Phllad’a.

Philadelphia Hat A Cap More.

THE subscriber respectfully informs
his friends, and tbs public in general, that he

ban opened the New Cheap Hat & Cap Store, No.
106, N. 6th-afc. 2 doors aheve the “Odd Fellows’’ new
Hall, where may be had all kinds of Hats Caps Ac.
wholesale and retail, cheap for oash. Merchants and
other are requested to call and examine before pur-
chasing elsewhere. fm23:tfj F. W. CORINTH.

Dr. James Ashley*
T>HYSICIAN AND SURGEON,X No. 40 HUDSON street. Offloe Hours- 9 A
M. , and 5 P M, d!3Iy

The mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
Xi OSes No. 11 Wall street This institution is

distinguished from all others, at home or abroad, by
all. or most, of the following peculiarities:

1. Where the premiums are over $50, it requires
only ono quarter part in Cash, instead ofthe whole.

2. It allows the Assured to pay yearly, quarterly,

montfuy, or weekly.
3. No part of the profits are withheld—or diverted

from the Assured, either in charity, or otherwise.

4. It has no loan, either nominal or reql, to pay
interest for

;
having a a sufficient capital funded,

from premiums reoeived.

5. The Assured can withdraw his profits, or leave
them to accumulate, year by year, at his option.

6. It assures to the age of 67, instead or stopping
at 6a

7. It deolares the profits yearly

,

instead of onoe in

five, or seven years, and issues scrip yearly to the
Assured, for the estimated profits, bearing 6 per cent
interest which •enpis redeemed m cash, when the

profits amount to $200,000, or is allowed to accumu-
late, at the option ofthe Assured.

8. It enables a man to provide for his wife and
children, in sueh a way, that although he may lose

every thing, they are safe; and all persons, whether
married or unmarried, to provide for Old Age, Sick-
ness, and Want, as well as for Death.

9. The Assured can surrender the policy at any
time after the first year, and receive its equitable

value.
10. At any time after the first year, the Assured

oaa borrow, on the scrip issued, two-thirds of its

amount, so that he has nothing to fear from a
Change of circumstances, or inability topay the pre-
mium.
U. Directors and officers are chosen yearly; and

.the Assured votes according to his interest.

12. The funds are aU invested In United States,

New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts stocks,

and in real estate id New York and New Jersey,

wholly unincumbered, and ofdouble the value loan-

ed: or leaned to the Assured as above.

13. It pays no Directors, no Auditors,no Solicitors.

It lends money to neither.

14. It does net reckon the Assured a year older 1

than he is—but from sis months less to nx months
more, so as to equalise the estimates between all

parties.

16. The rates are lower, the expenses leu, and the
profits larger than with Foreign Offices

;
invest-

ments here yielding from 6 to 7 per cent—abroad
only 3 per cent—to say nothing of 33M per cent re-

served; nor of interest allowed to those who furnish
a “guaranty capital,” at the rate of 5 per cent on
every hnndred pounds subscribed, for every ten
pounds paid in l

16. Instead of encouraging, every precaution is

taken to prevent a forfeiture of the policy.

'

17. The liability of the Assured is limited by law,
to the amount of his premium note. nriktf

Wedding Cards,
YXTEDDING, INVITATION, AND
f V VISITING CARDS. The subscriber exe-

cutes in a superior style at short notice and on
reasonable terms, SILVER DOOR AND NUMBER
PLATES^of sterling silver of extra thickness, and

ARMS, CRESTS, AND CIPHERS on seals, on
stone, brass, and silver.

COUNTING HOUSE, Consular, Notaries, So-
ciety, and LODGE SEALS engraved ia a superior
manner, at moderate prices.

CARDS printed from plates already engraved, on
extra porcelain cards, both surfaces highly enameled,
at short unties, by BOLEN, Engraver and Printer.

164 Broadway between Wall and Pine sts. N. Y.
Card Cases, Envelopes, Note Paper, and fine Cut-

lery, Ac. JanlOtf

To Encampments and Lodges.

T
HE Undersigned will keen constantly on band a
full assortment of Books, Paper, and general Sta-

tionery, and solicits a share of patronage. He will

supply new Encampments and Lodges with every
article they may need, on the most favorable terms.

W. H. TOWNSEND, Stationer, 19 Wall at.

LlyIngwton K. miller*
A TTORNET AT LAW, and SO
-ZX LICITOR IN CHANCERY, No. 20 Nassau
•treetN.Y. Collecting (and other business) prompt-
ly attended to. Refer to Benj. F. Butler, Jno P.

Crosby and Chas. Butler, Esqrs., and Doremus A
Nixon, Merchants. m 16:6m*

Classen’s
TT'ASHIONABLE VISITINGX CARD ESTABLISHMENT. 25 per cent be
low his usual prices. A Plate and 60 Cards printed

for $1,50; the best Enamelled Cards printed fron.

Engraved Plates at 50 tents per pack. A SILVEH
DOOR PLATE furnished aod beautifully engrave*
for _$3._ Engraving for the /Trade equally low, at

N’S old stand, No. 1 Murray-street, corCLLASSE
ner of Broadway. m3fhly

A BEAUTIFUL ROSE WOOD SERAPHINE—
ooastruoied for the use tf Odd Fellows Hall—fm

sale at HoR’s Music Store, 166 Fulton-st. Prict

#150. sep!2:tf

Dr. Townsend’s Compound
Tj'XTRACT SARSAPARILLA.—
Xi This Extract is put up tn quart bottles—11 Is
six times.ehe&per, pleasanter, and warranted supe-
rior to any sold. It cures diseases without vomit-
ing, purging, sickening or debilitating the patient.
The great beauty and superiority of this Sarsaparil-
la over all other remedies is, while it eradicates dis-
eases, it invigorates to body. It is used successfully
in the removal and Permanent enre of all Diseases
arising from an Impure state of the blood, or habit
of the System

OPINIONS OF PHYSICIANS.
Dr. Townsend is almost daily receiving orders frost

Physicians in different parts of the Union.
This is to certify that we, the undersigned, Phy-

sicians of the city of Albany, have in numerous oases
prescribed Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla, and believe
it to be one of the most valuable preparations of the
Sarsaparilla in the market.

H. P. PULING, M- D.,

J. WILSON, ML D.,

R. B. BRIGGS. M.D.,
P. S. ELMENDORF, M. D.

Albany, April 1. 1845.

Dr. Seymour, the writer of the following, is of
the oldest and most respectable Physicians la Con-
necticut

Hartford, Ct
,
May 21. 1846.

Dr. Townsend—Dear Sir: M Townsend's Sarsapa-
rilla” finds a ready sale in Hartford—Is highly es-
teemed by all who have made use of it, and we have
reason to believe its good qualities will be duly ap-
preciated by a discerning public. I have daily ealls
for it, and hope you will ha folly remunerated foe
your exertions to render aervloe to the aflHetad.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
HARVEY SEYMOUR, *L D.

GREAT MEDICINE FOR FEMALES.
Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla Is a sovereign and

speedy cure for incipient consumption, barrenness
leucorrhce, or whites, obstructed or difficult men-
struation, inoontinuanoe of urine, or involuntary die-
charge thereof, and for the general prostration of the
system, no matter whether the result of inherent
cause, or causes produced by irregularity, illness or
accident.

OST’ Nothing can he more surprising than its In-
vigorating effect® on the human frame. Persons all
weakness and lassitude before taking it. at onoe be-
come robust and fdll of energy under Its influence.
It immediately oounteraots the nerveleaeness of the
female frame which is the great cause of barren-

ISO.

k will not be expected of us in casesofeodelioate a
nature toexhibit certificates ofcures performed, but
we can assure the afflicted, Chat hundreds of oteei
have been reported to us.

Prinoipal Office 126 Fulton street, N. Y. and 108
gouth Peart street, Albany, and by Druggists gen-
erally. augU

Carpeting, Oil Cleths. dee.

TVO- 64 EAST BROADWAY, and
13 71 Division street—W. H. GUION. would in-
vite the attention of those families intending to pur-
chase CARPETING, or any article in the line dur-
ing the present spring, to his very extensive assort-
ments English. Brussels, three-ply and Ingrain Car-
peting. Also. Oil Cloths for Halls, offices, ship ami
steamboat cabins, together with every artiole con-
nected with the business.
The subscriber takes this opportunity to inform

bis friends and patrons, that he has, during the win-
I ter, entered into arrangements with the most- exten-
sive manufacturers of this country and Europe, for
an early supply of all the latest patterns, upon such
terms as will enable those about to foroish, to make
satisfactory selections at prioss lower than at any
other store in the city. ap2S:tf

J • C. Booth dt Dm.

CASH DRAPERS and TAILORS,
167 Broadway, have reoeived an additional sup-

ply of ohoiee Cassimeres Linen Drills and Vestings,
to whioh they would invito particular attention. Our
stock now comprises the richest assortment ef goods
ever before offered in this oity, and having great fe»
bilitioa in buying, both here and in foreign markets,
we are enabled to offer them at prices much tower
than the usual rates,

There are some who imagine that goods In Breed-
way must be dear, bat we would assure such persons
that our prices (at all times low) were never so low
as at the present; and that since our removal, by our
much increased business, we have been enabled tn
reduce our rates, while at the same time, the style
and workmanship of our garments have been very
much improved. We would invite all those persons
to give us a call, and be disabused at onoe of all suofc
erroneous impressions.
The Cutting Department is under the supervision

>f Mr J. LEE, whose name is a sufficient guarantee
rf its being properly and efficiently conducted, jeUtf

Iimportant toTravelersandHouse*
keepers.

LIFE AND PROPER-
TY PRESERVERS. Patent
Self-Cocking Revolving pistols.

J Manufactured, wholesale and
wi. uj J. G. BOLEN, KM Broadway,

JanlOtf Between Wall and Plne.ste .New Yerlr

Digitized byv^ooQle
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£Qcampmeiiti.

1
0. of 0. F. Committees about purchasing Em*

• blems, Ac. for Encampments or Lodges, are re-

quested to call and examine those introduced (ex*

Dancing Academies,

S
HAKSPEARE HOTEL corner of D»aae and Wil-

liam'streets. Mr. G. Robertson respectfully an-

nounces to his brethren of ihe order, and the public ,
— — . . .. l^k,.

in general, that his classes are now open at the above pressly for the New W ork) by.the subscriber, and

iJLs Wednesdays and Saturdays, and at the NOR-
]

which hare been approved by the followi»g Ejamp-

THERN EXCHANGE, 273 Bleecker street, Tues-
1

ments: Mount Olivet, Egyptian, Mixpeh, Ac., of

days and Fridays, for giving instruction^ in the
|

New York; Potomac Lodge, Alexandria, D.C.;

various modes of the above accomplishment. Hours Winchester, Va. and many others. The nndersign-

efattendance for Ladies, Misses -and Masters, from ed would also respectfully solicit a eall from mer-

3 to 6 P. M., Gentlemen from 8 to 10 in the evening,
j

chants and others ^siting LPAINTMr R will have the pleasure of introducing in .
BANNER, FLAG and ORNAMENTAL PA1W r-

his academies a variety of new and fashionable Ball l
ING ROoAlS, No. 101 Nassau-st. where he flatters

room and Fancy Dances, with the graceful Redowa himself, that his original designs and acknowledged

Walts as now danced in the saloons of London an 1
1

superiority of workmanship, in connection with

Paris. Private instructions given to pupils at any I
moderate charges, will offer inducements for patron-

hour to suit their convenience. Classes at Semina-
;

age unsurpassed by any establishments New York.

riee taught on reasonable terms. Mr. R.’s class at Country Merchants can have their orders executed

the Lyceum, Jersey City, will open on Thursday,
|

during their sUy in the city and rigns &o., cm be

Octoter 1st. For more particular information please forwarded

apply at Mr. R.’s residence and Private Academy, States. JAMES ACKERMAN, 101 Nassau-st

82 Canal street, New York. o3:3m* sep 12:1m

Wager*» Air Tight Cooking Stove,

T
HIS celebrated cooking stove has been used in a

large number of families in this city, during the

last year, and has given the most perfect satisfac-

RegaliH.

M I. DRUMMOND, No. 309 GRAND STREET,
• having partly got over his press of business,

i o _
(

will be happy to receive orders from the brethren for

tion.~ For saving fuel, and in all kinds of cooking,
j

R. P. Regalia, Plain, Half, or Full, Embroidered,

it oannot be excelled by any other stove. References White Satin; and P. G. Regalia, do do., as low as

will be given to all that wish, and the stove warrant- , can be got in the city, and as good- Lodges and En-

ed. The subscriber would invite all in want ofa good campments furnished at the shortest notice, accord-

cooking stove to call and examine this stove, which ing to the Revised Work. Stars, Braids, Ac., on

will be sufficient to satisfy any one of its superiority
|

hand, or made to order. sep 19 2t

over all other stoves. Also a new and beautiful pat- ~z rr
1 « la^raiw. jtr#»

tern of Cast Iron Gothic Air Tight Parlor Stove, a
|

1 vXmSBK* t"* «c,

superior article, together with stoves for Hall and of- ,

A. BRE TT, has removed from
floe. For sale at 248 Water st. by VA • No. 103 Pearl street, to the new store, No.

826: tf E. W. M. 8AVAGE.
1
45 Liberty street, opposite the Poet Offlee. (up stairs)

—
.

- -7 ; - —— : . where he respectfully invites the attention of Mer-

T
Fultonnitreel. chants (about laying in their Spring stocks,) to bis

CJANFORD. BROTHERS, have just opened an en-
1 extensive and handsome assortment sf French.Eng-O tire new stock of Clothes, Cassimers,and Vestings, 1Uh and German Fxncy Goods : Pocket and Table

of every variety and style, wwich they offer to their Cutlery; Raxor8 - Scissors: Needles; Thimbles:^ *“rv ,ftW 1

Percussion Cap*; German Silver wares; Plated and
Gilt ware; Fine gold and silver Duplex, Lever, Le-

g
ineand verge Watches; Jewelry; Odd F.eUows’
ireast-pins • gold, silver, plated and GermaB Sil-

ver Pencil Cases, with and without pens; Steel

Pens
;
gilt, plated, lasting, twist, brocade, jet, japan-

ed, horn, bone, and other Buttons
j

shell, ivory, horn,

wood and metal Combs; dressing -and traveling

Cases
;
portable Writing Desks

;
Fans

;
hair, cloth,

friends and the public generally, good, at very low

prices. We would simply jay we can suit the most
fastidious as to fits, style, and workmanship. Please

call at 127 Fulton-st.

N.B.—Constantly on hand every variety of gen-

tlemen’s outfitting. MARCUS B. SANFORD,
s26:3m ANSON P. SANFORD.

£• Iff* Nodyne’s,

MANUFACTURER of Trunks, Carpet Bags, Va-

,

Uses, Ladies Traveling Bags, Ac., has oonetant-

by on hand a good assortment of the above named
articles, which he will sell as low as any other es-

tablishment in New York, at Nodyne’s old stand)

219 Greenwich street, corner of Barclay.

s26«t* E. H. NOYDNE.
Fall Fciahions*

rpHE CHEAP HAT AND CAP MANUFAOTO-
X RY, 72% Bowery, between Walker and Hester
streets, is now ready to serve all who may want a

good and cheap Hat or Cap. Having on hand an
entire new stock of Hats and Caps of his own man-
ufacture, he is determined to sell them at a very

kinds
;

Toilet Soaps
;
hand Mirrors and Looking-

glasses
;
Beads

;
Head Ornaments

;
and a great

variety of other goods, especially adapted to the

Spring trade, all of which he offers to the trade at

moderate prices. mar2S tf .

Mechanics’ Tooli)
A A FULTON STREET. The snb-T I seriber keeps constantly receiving large addi-

tions to his assortment of Mechanics’ Tools, and
general Hardware, and respectfully Informs all

the latest patterns. Hats made to order at the I auc£ priceg u he hopes will be satisfactory to all.

shortest notice. Don’t forget the number, 72%
j

Mechanics of all kinds can be supplied with a full

Bowery, New-York, sign of the BIG HAT. assortment of Goods, most op which aeb war-
icpt26:tf HENRY SHAW. ranted. A full assortment of Coopers’ Tools,

T
O LET.—The rooms lately fitted up by Excelsior which are all warranted, asare also his best quaU-

Lodge, corner of Nassau and Beekman-sts., on ties of Planes, Saws, Files, Chisels, Braces, Bits, etc.

- - -
1

• - *- «=* * J
-5ulars ap- • Agent for the sale of McLaughlin's Patent Mortls-Saturday evening of each week. For particulars ap-

ply to the Trustees, at the rooms, on Friday eve-

nings.

Samuel Hammond Sc Co.,

I
MPORTERS OF FINE WATCH-
ES, No. 44 Merchants’ Exchange, 1st door in

William street. Have constantly on hand a large

and valuable assortment of FINE WATCHES of

their own importation, which they are now selling at

lower prices (when quality is compared,) than can be

purchased of any dealer in New York. A written

warrantee, in all cases, will be given to the purchaser.

S. Hammond having attended solely to the repair-

ing of Chronometer, Duplex, and other fine Watches,
in the late firm of Benedict & Hammond, will con-
tinue to give his undivided attention to that branch
of the business, in connection with his present part-
ner, whose reputation has long been established,
having worked for the last ten years for the trade in

this city. m23:tf

Joseph Davis,

Manufacturer of masonic
and ODD FELLOWS’ REGALIA and BAN-

NERS, No. 160 South Second street. 4th door above
Spruce street, Philadelphia. Regalia and Banners
of every description, either plain, painted, or em-
broidered In gold or surer. Samples may be seen as
above. JeG:tf

IT!ATIIKYV AllEAVtXE,

A
TTORNEY AT LAW, Counsellor, Ac.. 79 Mar-
ket street, offlee 35Centre st., New York. Rent-

ing houses, collecting, and all other business prompt-
ly and faithfully attended to. $ 12,000 aud several

smaller sums to lend at six per cent. s26: 4t*

JOHN McNICOL, St^yeotyper and
Printer, No. 11 Spruce street, 4th story.

ing Machines; also many other articles not gene-

rally kept in Hardware or Tool stores. A large as-

sortment of patterns of the celebrated “ Tally Ho*
Honors, with a printed and certified guaranty ac-

companying each, an important thing to those who
wish a real ly good Razor, as the price will be returned

if the razors are not good. Tool Chests furnished
with Tools from eight dollars to one hundred—al-

ways kept on hand suitable for mechanics and ama-
teurs. Cut nails and general Hardware at the

lowest market price. HENRY F. FAIRBANK,
apl 1 44 Fulton st. (between Pearl and Cliff,)N. i

.

Johnson Sc Co.

I
MPORTERS, Wholesale Dealers,
and Manufacturers of PERFUMERY of every

description Manufacturers Agents of a puperlor

quolity of Hair Brushes. No. 35 Cedar-street, up
stairs. Jy25:3m

Lewis Child,
MERCHANT TAILOR, (Successor
LvJL to I. Townsend & Co.) No. 132 Bowery, be-

tween Grand and Broome streets, N. Y. A full as-

sortment of cloths, Cassimeres, Vestings, Ac. m2:tf

Plano FortK)MusicA Fancy Goods.

(
1 HOLT, Jr., Agent for L. Gilbert’s Piano Fortes,

)% Boston, has opened a W re Room at 156 Fulton
street, two doors east of Broadway. A supply of

Gilberts Instruments now on hand. He sells also

Bacons Sc Ravens Pianos and T. Gilbert’s, with the
celebrated Coleman Attachment—a splendid onejust
opened, Bl’k Walnut Case. Parlor Organs, and Se-

rapbines. A 11 kinds of Music for the Piano St c.. In-

struction Books for various Instruments, Violins,

Strings, & c. Pianos tuned—Piano Stools and Covers.
Also, Perfumery, Fancy and Shaving Soaps, Ex-
tracts, Toilet Powder, Ac. 4 sep12:3m

Mutual Benefit

Life insurance company,
No. 11 Wall st. Issued during the month «€

July 146 new Policies, via

:

To Merch’tsA Traders.54 To Farmers& Planters 7
Manufacturers.... 7
Mechanics 18
Clergymen 8
Physicians 4
Lawyers 12
Professors 3
Agent*. 7

Ladies 1

Students... 3
Clerks 9
Cashiers 1

Memberof Congress 5
Sec’y Ins. Co 1

Other occupations... 6

Total
New policies iss.ied in thel

first quarter of the year,

1845, via

:

May 58
June 54
July ?. . ...77

14*
New policies issued in the
[first quarter of the year,
1846, via:

May 207
Jund 181

.
July 146

Whole number of Policies first year 1701

Total policies In 15 months 2236
ROBT. L. PATTERSON, President.
BENJ. C. MILLER, Secretary.

Jos L. Lord, Agent
Jambs Stewart, M. D., (No. 621 Broadww,)

Medical Examiner. augl5:tf

State or New York. Secretary's Offick, )

Albany. July 24, 1846. i

T10 THE SHERIFF OF THE
JL CITY AND COUNTY OF NEW YORK:
Sir—-Notice is hereby given, that at tbe next Gene-
ral Election, to be held on the Tuesday succeeding
the first Monday of November next, the following
officers are to be elected, to wit: A Governor and
Lieutenant Governor of this State. Two Canal
Commissioners, to supply the places of Jonas Earll,

junior, and Stephen Clark, whose terms of service
will expire on the ' last day of December next A
Senator for the First Senatorial District, to supply
tbe vacancy which will accrue by the expiration of
the term of servioe of John A. Lott on the last day
of December next A Representative in the 30th
Congress of the United States, for the Third Con-
gressional District, consisting of the 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th,
and 5th Wards of the City of New York. Also, a
Representative in the said Congress for the Fourth
Congressional. District, oonsisting of the 6th, 7th,
10th and 13th Wards of said City. Also a Repre-
sentative in the said Congress for the Fifth Con-
gressional District, consistingofthe 8th, 9th and 14th
Wards of said City. And also a Representative in
the said Congress for the Pixth Congressional Dis-
trict, consisting of the 11th, 12th, 15th, 16th, 17th
and 18th Wards of said City.

Also the following officers for the arid County, to
wit : 16 Members of Assembly, a Sheriff in the place
of William Jones, whose term of servioe will expire
on the last day of December next. A County Clerk
in the place of James Connor, whose term of service
will expire on the last day of December next ;

and a
Coroner in the place of Edmund G. Rawaon, whose
term of service will expire on the last day of De-
cember next. Yours, respectfully,

N. S. BENTON, Secretary of State.
Sheriff’s Office, New York, August 3d, 1846.

The abov? is published pursuant to the notice of
the Secretary of State and the requirements of the
statute in such case made and provided for.

WM. JONES.
Sheriffof the City and County of New York.

0SJP* All the public newspapers in the County will
publish the above once in each week until election,
and then hand in their bills for advertising the
same, so that they may be laid before the Board of
Supervisors, and passed for payment.
See Revised Statutes, vol. 1, ehap. vi., title 3dL

article 3d—part 1st, page 140. &u3

Thompson’s Premium Truss,
Improved by J. R. Benja-

min, 13 Beekman street is universally

w approved of by the Medical Faculty
and alt who use them, as the pressure can be gradu-
ated from one to fifty pounds on the rupture without
a back pad, which does so much injury to the spine,
causingweaknessand pain in the back and sides, ana
often permanent spinal disease. Six days trial
given, and if not perfectly satisfactory, money re-
turned. Those sending for this Truss need only
mention the side ruptured, and the distance roifntff

the hips. aug!53m

M. Rice*
T^RAPER AND TAILOR, 57 Ca-U nal street.

.

na 16:4m

Jolin Osborne*
MANUFACTURER of REGALIA*
IvA No. 99 Madison st, N. Y., would state that
he manufactures every description of Regalia for
Lodges and Encampments, and will be happy to re-
ceive orders from the Brotherhood, for furnishing
all articles required by the Revised Work.

Philip Garbardt*

Draper and tailor, No. 74,
West Broadway. A large and Fashionable as-

sortment of Cloths. Cassimeres and Vestings, con-

stantly on hand. *p*5.-ly
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CHAPTER XXV.—more of the traceys.

o you believe in ani-

mal magnetism, Mrs.
r
’racey ?”

Alfred Tracey was
walking in the hall,

after breakfast,

with his broth-

er’s wife; and the

inquiry was ad-

dressed rather

abruptly to his

companion.

The door of

Owen Tracey’s

sitting apartment

was standing

open.

For a moment,
the lady hesitat-

ed ere she repli-

ed, laconically

;

“ No, Alfred.”

"The profes-

— sors of mesmer-
ic®, are practicing their experimefots in different parts^of the
country, with great effect on the popular miud.”

“ In all ages, the masses of the people have been misled
py those who [pretend to possess mysterious cr supernatura

powers. Popular opinion once sanctioned the juggles of the an-
cient soothsayef-s, the absurdities of magic, astrology, alchemy
and witchcraft.”

3

“ But llle wonders of this new science, are attested by men
of learning and character. A distinguished clergyman, of this
city, deeply versed in every branch of knowledge, has openly
written in favor of it. In Europe and America, large numbers
of the medical faculty have declared their belief in its truth.
The newspapers abound with reports of surgical operatious per-
formed, successfully, without any appearance of suffering or
pain, upon patients, who had been previously submitted to the
influence of mesmerism.”
“ The greatest objection, in my mind,” said Mrs. Tracey “is

the moral tendency of the pretended discoveries of the mes-
merisers. I have no means of controverting the truth of the ex-
periments and observations by competent persons

; but yet, Ido
not give them entire credence. The Creator has rendered every
human being morally accountable for bis words and actions. It
seems unreasonable to me, therefore, to believe that he would
virtually destroy the free agency of his creatures, by conferring
on a portion of mankind, such powers as are claimed by the
adepts in animal magnetism.*’

“ There are conditions of the human body, very analogous to
mesmeric sleep

; for instance, somnambulism.’
“ Somnambulism is a strange malady

; but a malady neverthe-
less.”

“ The sleepwalker talks and acts frequently, without being
conscious of his sayings and doings. This truth has recently
given rise to a novel and successful defense on a trial for mur-
der—that the act might have been, and probably was commit-
ted in a state of somnambulism ; and that acts of violence in such
a state are destitute of moral guilt.”

" A dangerous precedent.”
" The tragedy of Macbeth evinces that, even in the time ol

Shakspeare, the curious phenomena of somnambulism were
knowD. Lady Macbeth, in her sleep, is continually babbling
of the horrible circumstances attending the murder of the Scot-
tish king.”

" Great crimes are followed by remorse, and remorse will find

a tongue.”
" Not always, Mrs. Tracey,” said the young man, with an in-

quisitive glance. u Remorse is the folly of weak minds, thqt

commit crimes, yet fear consequences.’
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I t ia better, Alfred,” replied Mrs.Trncey, gravely, “ to escape

the penalty of its sting, by the absence of guilt, rather than the

strength of depravity.”

The young man’s lip quivered imperceptibly ;
but he banished

the rising emotion, by an effort of the will, and calmly remarked,

“ The undeniable facts connected with somnambulism, have

given rise to many legends and superstitions. I remember to

have read a legend many years ago, founded upon a prevailing

belief among the people of Hungary, that a man in a profound

slumber, will respond to the whisper of a familiar voice. The

lady Ida, of Dietz, became the heiress of ap immense estate in

Hungary, through the death, by violence, of a beloved brother.

She was wooed and won by an Austrian nobleman of distinction.

She loved her husband tenderly, and was, therefore, much

afflicted to perceive that he suffered extremely from melancholy.

One night, when he was slumbering in a large easy chair, in the

principle chamber of the castle of Dietz, she bethought herself of

the legend of-the country people. She approached the sleeping

nobleman, and asked in a whisper, the cause of his dejection.

In low and trembling tones, the Count confessed that he bad

murdered the Baron k
Menzel, of Dietz, so that his estates might

devolve upon the lady Ida.’

“ 1 can imagine the surprise, the horror, the ruin of such a

confession.”

“ On the contrary, the lady Ida kept his Becret—forgave him

and loved, him as tenderly as ever.”

“ Impossible !” replied Mrs. Tracey, warmly. “ IJer busbqpd

a murderer—the murderer of her brother.”

41 So goes the legend,” said Alfred Tracey, laughing. 14
1 have

neverflried the experiment of the lady Ida with any of my ac-

quaintances. In one instance, however, I obtained the clue to

a heinous offense against the law, by listening to the indistinct

mutterings of a man talking in his sleep. I did not denounce him to

the authorities because he was, in some sort, a relative of mine.”

“ You were generous, Alfred.”

These words were pronounced by Owen Tracey, in low

guttural tones, that barely reached the ears of his brother. He

was standing in the door of his sitting apartment, with an ex-

pression of sarcastic bitterness on his features. The events and

reflections of the last two days, had not tended to mollify the

harshness of his temper, or to change the forbidding aspect of

his coarse physiognomy. Their influence had, indeed, led to

contrary results. His physical vigor was diminished, and he

seemed to have grown perceptibly older : but there were no

signs of mental weakness or indecision of character.”

The young man remarked, indifferently, without lowering his

voice :

“ Policy, Owen—nothing but policy.”

This reply drew the attention of Mrs. Tracey to her husband.

Sho perceived his angry, contemptuous glance, and turned, in-

quiringly, toward Alfred Tracey.

“ The clouds are scattering,” said be, coolly. “ We shall have

a pleasant day, Mrs. Tracey, notwithstanding the threatening

appearance of the weather this morning.”

“It is certainly lighter.”

On approaching her husband, Mrs. Tracey paused, as if hesi-

tating whether to make a request.

“ The sun will be out in au hour,” continued Alfred Tracey.

'« I am willing to stake my reputation as a prophet, on the issue

of the 1 prediction.”

“ Will you accompany me in a call upon Mrs. Willoughby to-

day 7” said Mrs. Tracey, somewhat timidly, to her husband.

“ No, madam, I have business of greater importance on my
hands, than running about on calls of ceremony.”

“ To-morrow, then 7”

“ Not to-morrow, nor the next day. What is the necessity of

my going at all 7
,f

“ The rules of politeness are the basis of social intercourse.”

“Who denies it, madam? I think very well of Mrs. Wil-

loughby—very well indeed ;
and I don’t wish to offer her any

slight. If you have any tact whatever, you can excuse me for

not being always tied to your apron-string.”

“ Do you wish me to call without you 7”

“ Just as you please. I do not know when I ehall be able to

spare the time. Time is money, Mrs. Tracey.”

“Now you are out of business,” replied Mrs. Tracey.

“ Who told you that I was out of business?” said Owen Tracey,

interrupting his wife. “I have sold out my stock of merchan-

dise, and retired from commercial business ;
but I cannot aban-

don myself to mere child’s play.”

“I did not intend to vex you. I will apologise to Mrs. Wil-

loughby, as you desire, whenever I see her.”

“ I am not vexed, Mrs. Tracy. If I do not fall in, entirely,

with your views, you charge me with losing my temper. I

never lose my temper, without just provocation.”

*' Are the carriage and horses at my disposal, this morning 7”

« Yes, madam. I had rather walk than ride, when I go out.”

<r I have some shopping to do,” said Mrs. Tracey, “if the

weather improves. I shall call upon Mrs. Willoughby, and after-

ward visit Broadway.”

Alfred Tracey caught a portion of (his conversation as be con-

tinued to promenade the hall. He was passing his brother and

Mrs. Tracey a third time, when the former addressed him

:

“ A word with you, Alfred. I shall be at the counting-house

of Messrs. Barstow and Rodman, at two o’clock. Your presence

will be necessary.”

“ I hava no engagement at that time,” said the young man,

coolly, “ and will probably attend.”

“ I shall expect yt-u,” said the merchant, retiring from the

door of his apartment, and resuming his seat at his writing desk.

The younger Tracey and the lady walked several times across

the ball, in silenc££ At length^ie former remarked ; ?

“ I overheard you talking of a visit tosMrs. Willoughby. Are
you going alone ?”

“ Mr. Tracy has business in the city, and I shall be deprived

of his company.”
“ Will you permit me to escort you 7 I have already a posi-

tive engagement to meet Frederick Willoughby at his mother’s

residence.”

“ Certainly, Alfred, if I resolve upon going.”

The voice of Owen Tracey was distinctly beard, muttering in

harsh tones

—

“ How can a man*think or write with so much noise around

him !

w and almost instantly, the door of his apartment was closed

with a loud slam.

“ You are accustomed, as well as myself, to the trifling ebulli

tions of an impatient disposition,” said Allred Tracey, with a

laugh.

“ I regret them,” replied Mrs. Tracey, “ sincerely—less on

my account or yours, than on his.”

“You excite my surprise and admiration,” said the young

man, “by the composure and dignity of your bearing. I have

never seen you ruffled in the slightest degree, under any cir-

cumstances.”
“ My personal traits,” said the lady, with a grave smile, “ and

the previous interruptions seem to have blotted from your mind

the original subject of our conversation.”

“ It is always difficult to return through a winding path. I

have a distinct recollection, however, of the feeling which you
manifested iu relation to the conduct of the lady Ida, of Dietz.”

“ The story which you related was fabulous, or the lady Ida

was a fiend. No woman can love tenderly and truly unless she

has confidence in the moral principle of her husband.”
“ Your assertion is startling.”

“ It conveys, in plain, simple terms, a troth of the highest im-

port. If you seek hereafter in the marriage state to realize the

felicity of your romantic dream of affection, beware how you

forfeit, in the slightest degree, the respect of the woman of your

choice.”

“’I desire to be loved as I am, independent of circumstances.”

“ Circumstances and character are very different things. Dif-

ferences of opinion, peculiarities of manner, deformities of per-

son, are by no means inconsistent with the deepest regard—the

fondest affection. But how can either a man or a woman really

love a liar, a thief, a murderer 7”

“ The love is not worth possessing,” said the young man, bit-

terly, “ which will not endure under all vicissitudes.”

“ Vicissitudes is a word inapplicable to moral delinquencies.

The tenderness of real affection will not diminish in the chang-

ing storm and sunshine of external life. The loss of fortune, of
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health and personal beauty—the approach of age, even the

querulousness of disappointed hopes, serve only to display the

purity of its devotion. Love exhibits its true sublimity when it

hovers unceasingly over the pillow of sickness, and scatters with

its sweet smiles the shadows of melancholy. Crime alone, the

offspring of selfishness and malice and depravity of heart, can

deface the glory of its idol.'*

“ Has experience taught you this ?” inquired Alfred Tracey,

pointedly.

“ The moral instincts of the soul offer their teachings to all,

replied Mrs. Tracey, evading a direct answer of the question.

“ I appeal from your doctrines to yourself,” said the young
man, with an observing glance. 44 Would you cease to love and

respect any person—your husband, for example—whom you de-

tected in the commission of a great crime ?”

41 It could not well be otherwise,” replied the lady, gravely*
44 Would you regard the motives as well as the act?”
44 Assuredly. The most infamous crimes are those which are

perpetrated for the sake of gain. The excesses of the passions

may awaken sympathy; but the guilt which springs from sordid

avarice, has no covering to shield it from contempt and abhor-

rence.”
41 Love itself is sometimes criminal in the eyes of the world,”

exclaimed Alfred Tracey, seriously.

Mrs, Tracey blushed slightly as she encountered the gaze of

her companion. * *
41 The feelings of the heart,” said th^lady, after a moment's

J

helife ought to be under
|

the control of the judgment.”

hesitation, 44 as well as the actions of th^ife ought 1

The silence which followed this remark was broken by Alfred

Tracey.
44 Shall I order the carriage at eleven ?”

Mrs. Tracey assented.

CHAPTER XXVI.

—

bond street—the letter.

rs. Willoughby
courteously re-

ceived her visit-

ers in a large and
spacious drawing-

room.

The visiters

were Alfred Tra-

cey and Mrs.

Owen Tracey.#
In the midst of

a conversation be-

tween the ladies

on the compara-

tive merits of sev-

eral patterns of

plain and watered

silks, Alfred Tra-

cey inquired

:

__
44 Is Frederick

at home, Mrs. Willoughby ?”
44 He was writing in the library half an hour ago, and is prob-

ably still employed at his escritoire.”
** I will seek him there, madam. I have some important busi-

ness,” continued the young man, with a smile, 44 and I desire to

monopolize his society for a quarter of an hour.”
Mrs. Willoughby rang the bell. A servant entered almost

instantly.
44 Conduct this gentleman to the library,” said the mistress of

the house ; he v ishes to see Frederick.”
The domestic bowed respectfully, and retfred, followed bv

Alfred Tracey.
J

44 You do not seem in your usual health, to-day,” said Mrs.
Tracey, after the young man had disappeared.

“ My health is good,” replied Mrs. Willoughby, “ but lam
Buffering a little from fatigue, and want of rest. I was summon-
ed yesterday afternoon to the sick chamber of my cousin, Mrs.
Isabella Hopkins. She iq affected with a chronic disease of the
lungs, and was apparently at the point of death when I arrived
at her residence. I remained with her during the greater part I

of the night, toward morning she rallied considerably; and I
attempted to get a few hours sleep, but my slumbers were in-

terrupted by frightful dreams. The fatigue and anxiety of such
a night are no trifles at my age.”

“How did you leave Mrs. Hopkins?”
“ Better—decidedly better—although she is conscious that her

disease will eventually prove fatal.”
44 You were absent from home the whole night ?”

“ Yes, my dear Mrs. Tracey. Frederick was^uite concerned
on my behalf, and sent the carriage for me early this morning.”

44 His anxiety was natural.”
44 And yet on my return he teased me with the information

that be brought home an old friend to take tea witht&e yester-
day, Wilfred Montressor, the traveler.”

14 MoBtressor ?” echoed Mrs. Tracey, almost unconsciously.
44 Do you know him?”
“ I met him at your party last week,” said»Mn. Tracey,

gravely.

“ The mother of Wilfred Montressor and myself were bosom
friends. It is not surprising that a portion of the attachment I
felt for her should be transferred to him. His own merits, how-
ever, are sufficient to inspire the highest esteem. His life has
been erratic and apparently aimless, but he is a of original
intellect and powerful genius, profoundly versed in men and
things. The acquirements of the scholar and the traveler are
gracefully blended with the polished urbanity of the gentleman.
Frederick has reoenfly sought his society, and I flatter myself
has obtained his confidence and regard.”

“ You are an eloquent defender,” said Mrs. Tracey, smiling.
44 Defender—of whom ?”

41 Of Mr. Montressor.”
44 1 do him only justice.”
44 His genius and acquirements may be as great and extensive

as you have represented them,” said Mrs. Tracey, seriously,
44 but can their lustre atone for lax principles and immoral con-
duct?”

44 Immoral conduct and Wilfred Montressor \ Ah
!
you allude

to the absurd rumors afloat in regard to a beautiful Georgian
mistress ?”

44 Absurd ?” inquired Mrs. Tracey, with trembling hesitation.
44

1 will not deny that these rumors have had a more plausible
foundation than usually supports the fabric of scandal. Mr. Mon-
tressor is at once eccentric and independent, and could never be
generally popular, even if his lofty talents, brilliant acquirements
and immense fortune, the whet-stones on which envy and malice
sharpen their forked tongues, did not render him an object of
detraction. He pursues his own course by means of his own
seeking, and pays little regard to the tastes or opinions of others.
This is the fault, if fault it be, of a cultivated masculine intellect

self-poised and self-sustained in its views of right and duty.”

.

44 The critics of society are accustomed to admire in heroes
what they condemn in ordinary men.”

‘‘Wilfred Montressor is a man of heroic stamp. His career
has been watched by me with the interest, not the blindness of
a friend. . If he has performed no great actions on the*tfieatre of
the world to attract the shouts of the multitude, he has mani-
fested clearly the inherent qualities of greatness. Since his re-
turn from the East he has visited me rarely. There is nothing
in which his eccentricity is more marked thaii his personal in-

tercourse. He is intimate with few—confides entirely in none—
yet he exercises a surprising influence over all with whom he
associates. I am forgetting, however, the moral delinquencies
of my friend,” said Mrs. Willoughby, with a meaning smile, a

a

she rose from the sofa. 44 Excuse me for a moment, Mm. Tracey.”
Mrs. Willoughby returned to the drawing-room, after a brief

absence, holding in her band a package of moderate size. She
removed the envelope, the seal of which was already broken,
and presented the enclosure to her visiter.

44 Read this letter, my dear Mrs. Tracey, while I order the ser
vants to send in some refreshments.”

Mrs. Tracey was alone.

The sight of the handwriting of Wilfred Montressor affected
her strangely. Her hand trembled as she unfolded -the letter,

but she subdued her emotions, and slowly perused its contents

:
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41 1 write to you in the awful presence ofdeath ! Yesternight

I beheld the merry groups of dancers in your gay saloons—now I

am weeping by the corpse of Zorah-! The lights and shadows

of life strike the soul more vividly by the power of contrast.

44 You knew not Zorah.
44 Come hither to me, my friend, and gaze upon the casket

which death has despoiled of the jewel of a tender, loving spirit

!

The sunlight has faded from her eyes, but her dimpled cheeks,

her rosy lips, her pure triumphant brow, her golden ringlets, still

reveal the dazzling perfection of her beauty.
44 Wbdt has the world to do with Zorah and me ?—the cold,

heartless tvorld—the laughing, sneering, mocking world—the

buzzing, stinging, biting world! Zorah is dead, and 1 neither-

regard its sneers nor feel its stings. -

44 But, to you, my friend—to the wise and good who know

Tne, and perchance regard me—I am justly responsible. To you

I trust my defense, and the fame of Zorah.
44 Is it pride, or manly independence of character, that seals

my lips to all others ?

44 1 cannot reveal the history of my connection with Zorah,

without a preliminary confession. I never imparted to you the

real cause of my wanderings in the East.

44 1 loved, truly—unworthily !

« yea—

j

#
Wilfred Montressor—the man whom you imagine to

be so deeply read in human nature, so acute in. discrimination, so

unerring in judgment—was basely deceived by a young girl.

The youth, the beauty, the seeming artlessness of the maiden

disarmed suspicion, and repelled precaution.

44 Seared and blasted as my heart and life have been, I yet re-

member the brightness of the web of gossamer which was wo-

ven in the airy chamber of fancy. I floated upon it as do the

angels upon the light fleecy clouds, fringed with gold and silver,

that glide up to heaven at the going down of the sun on a sum-

mer’s day.
44 The web of gossamer parted—the vision of splendor faded

away.
44 1 fled from the land of my birth, determined never to return

until the wound of my spirit waa entirely healed. The wonnd

s healed ;
only the cicatrice remains.

44 In the course of my wanderings, I visited the mountainous

country of Georgia. I was entertained, during several months,

at the castle of one of the chiefs, or petty princes, of that country.

He was the father of Zorah.

“One day, on returning from a solitary excursion to the moun-

tains, I perceived great confusion in the castle. A predatory

band of robbers bad assailed the stronghold in the absence of the

chief, plundered it of all its valuables, and carried away Zorah

captive. At the head of the chief’s followers, I pursued the rob-

bers, without delay, overtook them at the distance of a few

leagues, and routed them. Zorah was rescued, and the plunder

of the castle torn from the mKrauders.

44 On my way to Jerusalem, I tarried a few days at Damascus’

During my stay in that ancient city, I met with a strange adven-

ture. I was writing in an apartment at the residence of an Arme-

nian, whose guest I was, when the door was opened by my host.

Two lads entered, richly dressed in Persian costumes. Their

garments were soiled with dust, and they were almost exhausted

with fatigue-
4 My astonishment was great when the eldest of the lads threw

effhiB velvet cap and flung himself at my feet, imploring, in bro-

ken English, to become my slave ! As I raised him from the

floor, I beheld the countenance of Zorah, the daughter of the

Georgian Chief L

44 1 have not told you of the intimacy which sprang np between
Zorah and myself, at her father’s castle, after the scene of the

rescue. Her gratitude was unbounded, and was manifested in

a thousand acts of kindness. She became extremely fond ofmy
society, and entreated me to teach her to express her thanks in

my own language. Her quickness of apprehension, her docility

of temper, and her radiant beauty, excited a friendly interest in

her we If are. I thought not of love. The hope, the desire of pas-

sionate love was quenched in my bosom for ever.
i( The Armenian, at whose house I was staying, spoke fluently

the dialect of Georgia. After procuring some refreshments for

Zorah and the young lad who accompanied her, I requested her,

through the interpreter, to tell me the object of her jonrney to

Damascus.
44
1 learned that since my departure, she had left her father’s

castle, clandestinely, and persuading the young led, Hamet, one
of her kindred, to accompany her, had followed in the track of

my circuitous wanderings, until she overtook me at the city of

Damascus.
44 4 1 will follow my lord, whithersoever he goeth.’ Thus the

Armeniau interpreted her words. 4
1 will wait upon him when

he is weary. I will fan him while he sleeps. I will be his

slave, in all things, forever.’
44 Gravely and seriously, I rebuked the beautiful Georgian for

leaving her father’s protection. Her tears began to flow at the

first signs of“my displeasure; but when I informed her that it

was my intention to send her back to him, without delay,.her
grief became excessive. She threw herself, again, at my feet

;

embraced my knees, and besought me to kill her rather than

cast her from me.
44 Her tears, her agony, startled me. I began to waver in my

resolution.
44 The manners and customs of the East, would have excused

me in degrading her to the condition of a slave. It was evident

that her love for me had completely triumphed over her pride

of 4irth and her consciousness of beauty. She had risked her

liberty and life to follow me. Her only desire was to remain

with me. Could I d(&m her to disappointment, to misery, per-

haps to death ?

44
1 shut myself in my chamber during several hours to reflect-

The beauty, the gentleness, the purity of Zorah, were known te

me. And she loved me.
44 The Past and the Future mingled their shadows together in

the silent chamber of the Armenian, in the ancient city of Da-

44 The shadow of the Past was dark, impenetrable.
44 This was the shadow of the Future : The love of a true wo-

man unreturned, the scorn of the virtuous, the jest of the liber-

tine.

44 1 submitted my scruples of conscience to the decision of the

venerable Bishop of Damascus.
44 4 In the name of God, Amen !

44 4 1 Jean Swartz Bishop of Damascus, do certify that on the

twentieth day of June, in the year one thousand eight hundred

a|d forty-three, Wilfred Montressor, of the United States of Ame-
rica, and Zorah, the daughter of Hassah El Barid, were united

by me in the holy bands of marrimony.
44 4 Jean Swartz, Bishop of Damascus.

44 4 Henri Marteau, of Bordeaux. > W : tnega#, ft
»

44 4 Eben-amarah, of Damascus.
)

44 The above is the transcript of a paper now lying before me.
44 Zorah became my wife.
44 Never did I regret the decisive act which linked the fate of

Zorah with mine. I gave her my presence and protection. In

return, she idolized me. Hers was a rare loveliness and win-

ning grace, an ineffable tenderness. Alas ! that none of these

could rekindle the flame of love in my heart of adamant.
44 Was it not softening, reviving,—else why these mournful

lamentations, these bitter tears, as I kneel beside her corpse?

Why do I press my lips, to her cold marble brow ! Why do I

cling to the memory of every flattering word, every loving caresst

“I continued my tonr' through Syria, Arabia, and Egypt. I

coasted along the shores of the Mediterranean, and visited the

most renowned of its magnificent islands. Zorah and her kins-

man, Hamet, accompanied me. We tarried month after month
at a delicous retreat in one of the Ionian islands.

44 1 became interested in Zorah gradually, almost unconscious

ly. Her society was a relief to me in my hours of relaxation

from travel or study, when dark and bitter thoughts came crowd-

ing upon me. She was ardent in her feelings, generous in her

impulses, very beautiful, and of a quick, discerning, though not

profound, intellect. Both Zorah and Hamet were extremely de-

sirous of acquiring my native language. I employed several

hours every day iu their instruction. Their progress was rapid.

In less than two years they read and conversed in the English

tongue with ease and fluency.
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44 At length I grew weary of a wandering, unsettled life. My

thoughts turned homeward. I sounded the depths of my heart,

and convinced myself that I could tread the streets of my native

city with calmness and unconcern. My resolution was taken.
44 A question arose in relation to Zorah, my beautiful Georgian

bride. She bad no practical acquaintance with the customs and

usages of society in the polished circles of Europe and America.

The mysteries of dress, and the arts and accomplishments of mod-
ern fashionable life, were unknown to her. I reflected serious-

ly whether it was my duty, on my arrival in New York, to in-

troduce her immediately into society, to subject her to the ob-

servation and ridicule of the curious and the envious—to expose

her to the levity of fops, and the impertinence of libertines.

Zorah was desirous of living in complete retirement, but this

arose chiefly from her unbounded devotion to me. I hesitated

in my judgment, and finally resolved to be guided by circum-

stances.

“Several months have passed since the termination of my
wanderings. The phases of city life in their outward aspect

were becoming familiar to Zorah. Her character also was daily

rising toward the measure of that of a perfect woman. Her
mind developed new powers. Respect and admiration, min-

gled with the sentiments of regard and friendship, which I en-

tertained for her. On the evening of Friday last, when present

at your assembly, I compared, involuntarily, the accomplished

belles of your rooms with her—the absent Georgian. I felt that

I had done her injustice. Her beauty, her grace, her instinctive

delicacy of thought and action, in spite of minor deficiencies,

were sufficient to attract them as friends or to eclipse them as

rivals.

“ Moreover, I reflected that I had married her to justify my-
eelf in receiving her devotion, and to uphold the purity of her

character in the eyes of the world. Had not the tongue of slan-

der already whispered its malicious imaginings ?

“ I determined to consult you, my dear Mrs. Willoughby,

without delay, and to request you to become the chaperon of

my Eastern bride.

“ On the same evening Zorah was smitten by the arrow of the

destroyer, Death ! To-morrow she will rest in a cemetery on the

banks of the Hudson, far from her native mountains, far from the

grave of her mother and the princely castle of her father.
14 To-night I watch by her corpse.
44 I loved truly, and was betrayed. Zorah loved me tenderly,

and is dead. The last link is shattered that bound me to the

hope—nay, to tbe desire—of eartbly affection.
44 WILFRED MONTRESSOR ”

The return of Mrs. Willoughby to the drawing-room, was un-

perceived by Mrs. Tracey, who was sitting upon an ottoman in

a pensive, thoughtful attitude. The letter of Wilfred Montressor

was lying by her sic|£ on tbe cushion of the ottoman.
~ 44 You are very thoughtful,” said Mrs.Willoughby, with a smile,

addressing her visito^ 44 Wbat is your opinion of the conduct

and character of my Wend Montressor ?”

Mrs. Tracey started slightly at the sound of Mrs. Willoughby’s

yoice, but recovered herself instantly.

44 The writer of this letter^ she replied, 44
is unquestionably a

man of honor and integrity.”
44

1 have submitted its contents to your perusal,” said Mrs.

Willoughby, 44 relying firmly upon your discretion, as he has re-

lied upon mine. At suitable periods, and with suitable persons,

I shall vindicate the reputation of Montressor and the Georgian

from the surmises and inuendos of slanderers. I was greatly

surprised, Mrs. Tracey, to learn that Wilfred Montressor was im-

pelled on his Eastern travels by a disappointment in love.”
“ The motives which control the actions of others are rarely

revealed to us.”
** But who could have rewarded the passionate tenderness of a

man so noble, so generous, so accomplished, as Wilfred Montres-

tor, with coldness and treachery 1”

44 We will not condemn one of oar own sex,” said Mrs. Tracey,

with a faint smile, 44 without a knowledge of all the circumstan-

ces.”

A servant entered with refreshments, and, a moment after,

Frederick Willoughby and Alfred Tracey made their appear-

4nce.

A general conversattqn ensued, on American Artists and their

productions, which terminated iu an engagement to visit the ex-

hibition of tbe National Academy of Design, on the succeeding

day.

€l)e jFamtlji Circle.

THE HEART IS EVER YOUNG.
WRITTEN FOR THB OOLDEN RULE.

The heart is young, the heart is ever young,

Thrilling with rapturous emotions still,

When time his dirge of many years has sung,

As when the gladsome voice, from cave and hill,

Rang out in early youth, and many a thrill

Of wild delight ran through each stainless breast.

The heart is ever young, and takes its fill

Of joy, when in the robes of age ’tis drest,

Or on a mother’s bosom finds its rest.

Time makes no wrinkles on it; it is fair

In the old man of three score years and ten,

As in the stripling, buoyant, free from care,

Longing to reach the riper years of men.

The kingly eagle boasts as sharp a ken

When he has soared aloft for many years,

Braving the sunshine, lightning, storm, as when
First from his eyrie, mid contending fears,

He rose, and scorned the depth where crag appears.

The locks may whiten ’neath the snows of age,

And nature fade upon the sightless ball,

Sounds sink to silence and no more engage

Tbe listless ear, once open to the call

Of father, mother, sister, loved ones all

;

The blood still circles round a youthful heart,

Which, although conscious of its bitter thrall,

Lives in its pleasant memories, to part

From them, when life’s last deep foundations start.

Treat kindly then the old ; for know that thou.

If heaven permit thee, may be such as they

;

And think, if ’neath long years thou’rt called to bow,

And bear the locks of venerable grey,

Thou’lt hope to pass tbe evening of tby stay

Kind friends and tender relatives among,

And when disease on thee hiB hand shall lay,

And ’neath death’s touch thy nerve* shall be unstrung,

Then shalt thou mount and sing, the Heart is young,

The Heart is ever young. G.

New York, 1846.

Home Affections—The heart has memories that never die.

The rough rubs of the world cannot obliterate them. .They are
memories of home, early home. There is magic in the very
sound. There is the old tree under which the light-hearted boy
swung in many a summer day, yonder the river in which he
learned to swim, there the house in which he knew a parent’s

protection—nay, there is the room in which he romped with
brother or sister, long since, alas! laid in the yard in which he
must soon be gathered, overshadowed by yon old church, wheth
er with a joyous troop like himself he has often followed his pa-

rents to worsnip with, and hear the good old man who gave him
to God in baptism. Why, even the very school-house, associated

in youthful days with thoughts ©f ferule and tasks, now comes
back to bring pleasant remembrances of many an occasion that

called forth some generous traits of human nature. There it

was that he learned to feel some ©f his best emotions. There,

perchance, he first met the being who by her love, and tender-

ness in aftei life has made a home for himself, happier even than

than that which his childln >od knew. There are certain feelings

of humanit} . and those too among the best, that can find an ap-

propriate place for their exercises only by one’s own fireside.

There is sacredness in the privacy oi that spot which it were 8

species of desecration to violate. He who seeks wantonly to in-

vade it, is neither more nor less fhsn a villain ; and hence there

exists no surer test of the debasement of morals in community,

than the disposition to tolerate in any mode the man who disre-

gards the sanctities of private life. In the turmoil of the worla^

let there be at least one spot where the poor man may find af-

fection that is disinterested, where he may indulge a confidence

|

which is not likely to be abused.—[Drake.
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habits’ Column.

A SONG.
I sever spoke of love to thee

With words of lover’s pride ;

I never own'd the power which led

My footsteps to thy side.

I spoke of friendship—friends we were

—

True friendship seem’d our aim.

Forgive me, if that friendship threw
A spell around thy name.

And often as we roam’d alone,

When there was no one near,

1 could have pour’d a poison’d tale

Of love into thine ear

;

But far too much I prized thy trust

Alone with me to rove :

Oh
!
pardon me for dreaming once

That such a faith was love .

We spoke by many a token-flower,

Whoso emblems were our spells

;

Their perfume often breathed that charm
Which friendship never tells.

Forgive me, if an incense rose

Which was not breathed by thee

;

Forgive me, if they spoke more love

Than thy heart wish’d to me.

So, if I came in brighter garb
.Than ever friendship wore,

Oh
!
pardon me that I, thy friend,

Endeavor’d to be more.
Forgive me, then, for loving thee

More than all earth beside

;

Forgive me that 1 ever dared

To wish thee for a bride.

A Veteran Amazon.—The Jndicateur of Bordeaux has open-

ed a subscription in behalf of a heroine whose history is thus

related by the journal above mentioned:—“There has been
staying at Bordeaux, for several days past, a poor woman, al-

ready advanced in age, who has passed her winter days in re-

ceiving assistance from some poor people, and in the cold and
wet nights slept in granges or stables, for want of means to pro-

cure a better lodging. Catherine Rohmer was born at Bolmar
in 1782. Her father was a sergeant, and her mother followed
the camp. At the siege of Calabria she saw her father killed,

and at the battle of Fleurus a cannon-ball carried off the head
of her mother. In 1802, Catherine Rohmer married Francois

Girard, the dram-major of the G2d half-brigade. A sutler,

like her mother, she followed the division of General Donna-
dieo, was present at the taking of Saragossa, entered with the

division in Portugal, and afterwards returned to Barcelona. At
this epoch she had already eight sond all following her regiment.
From Barcelona she went to Austria with the division of Gene-
ral Charridre, and received a lance wound at the battle of Wag-
ram. She was present at the taking of Vienna, and also at the
battles of Glogkau, Lutzen, and Bautzen ; accompanied General
Rodp to Dantzic, stayed a short time at Dresden, and from thence

* passed several months in garrison at Naples. Ever ready to sup-
port the fatigues of war and expose her life in attending to the
wounded. She returned again to Spain, and was present at the
taking of Girona, where her husband was decorated. On this

occasion she acted as a soldier herself, and taking up a musket
fought against the enemy, who, for a moment, seemed likely to

be victorious. Attached to the expedition sent against Russia,
she went to Warsaw, Cracow, and even as far as Moscow. In
the retreat, Catherine Rohmer crossed with the first division the
bridge of the Beresina, and wa^ counted among the twenty-five
men who alone remained of the four battalions of 1,000 men
each who entered Russia. At Courbevoie, near Paris, her regi-

ment was reorganized. She took part in the encounters of Cha-
lons, Troyes, Bar-sur Aube, and Brienne, and was at Fontain-
bleau when Napoleon abdicated. With her husband she set out
to follow the Emperor to the Island of Elba, and had then ten
sons in the army. She returned tb Paris, and lastly, was present
at the battle of Waterloo. In 1828, she followed Girard to Spain,
where he was killed hf a musket shot between Barcelona and
Gracia. Sim returned alone to France, and married Antony
Varin, a seijeant-major, accompanied the latter to Algeria, and
was present at the taking of Algiera, Bona, Mascara, Oran, and
Constantine. In this last place, she lost her husband and two
of her sons, and was, herself, wounded at Bougie and in the en-
gagement of the Maison Carrie.”

Why are a pretty girl’s eyes like an oatmeal cake?—Because
they are apt to give the heartburn. 0

DEN RULE.
Miscellanea.

FORTUNE.
When Fortune smiles, and looks serene,

’Tis—“ Sir, how do ye do ?

Your family are well, I hope.
Can I serve them or you?”

But turn the scale—let Fortune frown,
And ills and woes fly t’ye,

’Tis then—“ I*m sorry for your loss.

But times are hard. Good-bye t’ye !”

In 1845, during the procession of the FGle-Dieu, at Kleinzeil*

a Small town in Hungary, a widow named Witrewslewsky, lost

her child, a little girl, in the crowd. All her efforts to find, her
were in vain. This year, she again attended the procession

;

when she was accosted by a little girl, holding in a hand a wood-
en box, who was begging for alms. She immediately recog-
nised her own child ; but, to her horror, on examining her, she
found that she was blind, the orbits of her eyes being empty

!

A woman who attempted to obstruct Madame Witrewslewsky
in taking away the child was arrested ; she, at last, confessed
that she was a public mendicant ; that she had stolen the child r

and bad scooped out its eyes with a knife, in order to excite tha
greater commisseration for the unfortunate little creature, and
thus to obtain more abundant alms. The punishment inflicted,

by the Hungarian laws, for this crime, is breaking alive on the

wheel, commencing with the lower extremities.

Ascent of Mont Blanc.—A letter from Chamouni gives some
interesting particulars relating to an ascent of Mont Blanc—the

first in two years—made, this month, by a Frenchman, the Comte
de Bouilll, under circumstances of more than common danger.
The count set out on the 13th, with seven guides—and reached
the Grands-Mulets, without adventure. But there, further pro-
grers was impeded, by an avalanche the whole width of the pas-
sage. Just as the party were about to turn back before this ob-
stacle, a narrow path in the ice was discovered ; by which dan-
gerous road the Grand Plateau was gained, after the count had
sustained four falls. There a consultation took place on the
question of proceeding by the old path in which a few year*
ago, three guides, accompanying Dr. Hamel, perished,—or the
new, which is longer by two hour’sjourney. Providentially, the
latter was determined en ; for, on their return, the party found
that the old road was covered with an avalanche which had fal-

len in the mean time. They persevered to the summmit, not-

withstanding a violent tempest which broke out on the moun-
tains ; and reached Chamouni, on their return, the next day,

after an absence of 34 hours.

Licensed Victuallers.—In regard to the importance of the
Licensed Victuallers as a body, and to the benefit which the*

revenue derives from them, the following statistics show to what
extent their liabilities are appropriated. The Licensed Victual-

lers pay to Government yearly for their licences, taxes, and the
duties on spirits sold by them, the immense sum of£ 11,000,000.

The cost of the British Army yearly is £3,500,000 ; that of the
Navy, £5,000,000, ; the -cost of the Metropolitan and City Polioe*

Force £500,000 ; and that of the Rural raice throughout the
kingdom, £750,000 ; making a total of £10.7&0,000. Thus, then,,

it appears that the publicans of London paflfcufiicient to govern-

ment to support the army, navy, and the whole of the police force

established throughout the kingdom !

The French Deputy, M. Charles^ately gave a grand election,

dinner at which the Bishop of Chartres was present. After din-

ner, therq was a reception, and the ladies of the country aristoc-

racy came in full dress—inflowing silks and satins, and sparkling

with diamonds. As these ladies were dressed very low in the'

neck, his grace affected to be greatly scandalized, and retired

very early. 44 What, my lord ! do you leave so 6oon f” said the
master of the house. 44 Certainly,” replied the prelate

—

44 these,

women shove me out by the shoulders.”

Proof that a Man can be hii own Grandfather.—There*
was a widow and her daughter-in-law, and a man and his son.

The widow married the son, and the daughter the old man.
The widow was, therefore, mother to her Own husband’s father

;

and, consequently, grandmother to her own husband. Theyhad
a son, to whom she was great grandmother ; now, as the son of*

a great grandmother mast be either a grandfather or great uncle^
this boy was one or the other. He was his own grandfather

! ,

Traveling in the Time of Edward I.—In the third year of
Edward I., £4,000 had to be transmitted from York to Scotland,
.when the money was packed?yp in eight barrels, made for the
purpose

; and five carters were engaged to carry it. The guordr
retained for the treasure were twelve archers, six men-at-arms^
and other persons ; and the journey accupied nine days

!
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Wiley & Putnam's Library of Choice Reading.—Wiley &

Putnam are really doing wonders in the way of publishing valuable
works. The following are worthy of more extensive notices than
we can give them :

HOCHELASA • Or, ENGLAND IN THE NEW WORLD. Edited by Eliot
Warburton, Esq. 2 Parts. New York : Wiley & Putnam.
This book, by the Author of the Crescent and the Cross, pleases

us much, and if it please the public as well, neither author nor pub-
lisher will have reason to complain. With incomparable grace, the
author tells and describes what he has seen in the New World, and
speaks with the accent of a philosopher/a poet, and a Christian.
Sometimes, in relating his impressions, he utters words which are
not popular here, but then .ie is sincere, and generally does us jus-
tice.

ITALY, SPAIN AND PORTUGAL. By William Buckford. New York.
Wiley and Putnam. Two Parts.

These volumes are written in a sprightly and easy style, and are
most richly stored with pleasing incidents and interesting anecdotes.
With infinite delight, have we accompanied the Author through
Italy, Spain and Portugal, and hope all our readers will purchase the
work and do the same.

PAPERS ON LITERATURE AND ART. By S. Margaret Fuller. Two
Parts. New York. Wiley and Putnam.

Miss Fuller writes a ^great deal, and always writes well. She in-
fuses an attractive spirituality into every thing she touches. These
“ Papers on Literature and Art,” evince all the idiocracies of the
fair authoress ; all her excellencies and all her faults. The work
contains not a few beautiful thoughts and admirable views, and
much able and judicious criticism.

MEMOIRS AND ESSAYS, ILLUSTRATIVE OF ART, LITERATUREAND MORALS. Mrs. Jameson. New York. Wiley and Putnam.
This pleasant work contains several essays, which will be read

with much interest. The last one, “ On the relative position of
Mothers and Governesses,’’ we commend to all our lady readers.

THE MYSTERIES OF TOBACCO. By Rev. Benj. Lane. New York.
Wiley and Putnam.

This valuable work, noticed by us some months since, has
reached; W£ are happy to see the third edition. We hope it has
influenced more than one to break off the dreadful habit of tobacco
chewing.

ALTOWAN: Or, INCIDENTS OF LIFE AND ADVENTURE IN THE
ROCKY MOUNTAINS. By an Amateur Traveler. Edited by J. Watson
Webb. 2 vols. Harper and Brothers, New York.

We have not yet had time to complete the reading of these two
neatly printed volumes, but so far as we have gone, hod them ex-
ceedingly entertaining. The style is correct, enpheneous and ele-

gant. Wc commend them to our readers, being assured they will

find them as agreeable as we have ourselves.

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY FOR WOMEN. By Mrs. Gove. New
York : Harper and Brothers.

This is not a book to be criticised. It has little literary merit,
but is nevertheless a most useful work. It contains many facts,

which it is very important women should know, and we hope they
will avail themselves of this opportunity, and procure Mrs. Gove's
book.

TWO LIVES; OR TO SEEM AND TO BE. By Maria J. McIntosh. Ap-
pleton and Co. 12mo. p. 31&*

This is a good book ; which is what we cannot say often of a
work of fiction. We have seldom looked over one, the tone of
which we like more than this. It is written with a purpose deserv-

ing praise and encouragement : and jhe style is perfectly pure, and
exceedingly winning. Scenes which are usually described in an
insipid manner, are here set forth in a spirit and language which
give to affection its true dignity, and impart a salutary lesson to the

heart. We know of but few young ladies who might not be greatly

profited by the perusal of this book. We commend it to all whose
lives are a continued effort To Seem instead of To Be. The passage
on pages 262, 263, is deserving the serious study of all such. For
one, we heartily thank both author and publishers of this excellent

book.
*

A FIRST BOOK OF LATIN. By J. M’Clintock, A.M., and G. R. Crooks.
M.A. New York : Harper & Brothers.

We think well of this book, and, in our opinion, it is the very
best introduction to the Latin language now in use. An examina-
tion of the work satisfies us that a pupil will, with this book, ac-

quire a better knowledge of Latin in three months than by the old

method in six.

LEONT1NE; Or, THE COURT OF LOUIS FIFTEENTH. Ey Mrs.Ma-
berly. New York : Harper A Brothers.

This is one of the best specimenAf light literature we have met
with these many days. It is beautifully written, and will be read
with intense interest by all lovers of romance.

JERUSALEM DELIVERED; with a Life of the Author. By J«H. Wiffen. Appleton and Co. 200 Broakway.
uy

T!
1 *® a tran8lfhon into English, in the Spenserian verse, by

J. H. Wiffen, of this delightful work of Tasso ; to which is append-
ed a Life of the gifted Author. In changing the language of a work
of great literary merit, poetry more especially, it is almost impossi-
ble to convey all its beauties. There is a musical sweetness in the
Italian, that cannot be achieved by any other, and particularly by
our harsh northern idioms. All that could be effected, has been
done by the learned translator ; and so far as our knowledge goes,
he has faithfully respected the meaning of the author. His verse
flows with great ease and smoothness

; entirely subservient to all
the laws that regulate and give a charm to poetry. The work is
executed by D. Appleton and Co., and got up in a style that does
honor to the American press. It is embellished with six steel
engravings, and the book is altogether calculated not only to orna-
ment the centre-table, but to enrich the library.

THE STATESMEN OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF ENGLAND. By
John Forster. New York : Harpers A Brothers.
We have before us No. 4 of this exceeding interesting and popu-

lar work. The present numbercloses the history of Henry Marten,
and commences that of Oliver Cromwell. This publication supplies
a want which has loLg been felt. These great men of the English
Commonwealth, belong to us, by their republicanism, and it is well
for us to know them, and to know them truly. Political prejudice
has concealed their virtues so far as possible and made prominent
their errors, bo that we, ourselves, have sometimes passed a false

judgment upon them. Mr. Forster's work will enlighten us.

OLLENDORFF’S NEW METHOD OF LEARNING TO READ, WRITE
AND SPEAK THE ITALIAN LANGUAGE. D. Appleton and Co. 1846.

This is a large 12mo. of 533 pages, gotten up in the usual hand-
some style of the publishing house, whose imprint it bears. School
books as substantial as this, will do some service, and are an equi
valent for the money paid. And then the fair and beautiful paper
and type—why, a decent boy would learn twice as fast out of such
a book. Ollendorff's system of tesching the modern languages is

so well known and so generally approved, it requires no exposition
or commendation. It follows nature as a guide and puts us in the
way of learning every other language as wc learned the mother
tongue. The Italian, which is one of the softest and most musical
of all languages, and just such as becomes a lady's lips, cannot long
be neglected, with such facilities for acquiring it, as is afforded by
this system.

Pictorial History of England.—No. 8 of this valuable publica-

has been issued by the Harpers, and maintains the high character it

has won for usefulness and beauty. It does us good to look into

this work, it is so fairly printed, oa such splendid paper, and illus-

trated so liberally and handsomely. It is like dropping down into

the very midst of the people, and entering into conversation with
them, and taking part in their labors, their various pursuits and
amusements. We intend soon giving an extended notice of this

noble work. The liberal publishers deserve the largest encourage-

ment in this, and in their many other similar efforts to meet the
public wants.

Heidelberg is the title of “James’s last,” just issued by the Har-

pers. It forms No. 89 of their Library of Select Novels.
“ Martin the Foundling,” No. 5, Sue's new novel, has been

issued by the same publishers.

Also, N09 . 113 and 114 of the Illuminated and Illustrated Sbak-

speare. They conclude the firet part of King Henry Sixth.

THE OCTOBER MAGAZINES.
The Columbian.—This magazine is first on "our table, and in its

embellishments and literary merit are all that can be desired by its

most partial admirers. There are three beautiful engravings, and

articles from the pens of Mrs. Sigourney, Mrs, Ellet, Mrs L. Maria

Child, Mrs. Embury, Fanny Forrester, Seba Smith, and others.

—

The typography of the present number is very excellent. Israel

Post, 140 Nassau st., publisher.

Graham's Magazine.—So wide is the renown of this charming

monthly, that it is scarcely necessary to speak of its contents in de-

tail. The engraving of “ The Bride,” is an exquisite picture. The
articles are all from the most talented writers in America, and pos-

sess the highest order of literary merit. It does one’s eyes good to

look upon the beautiful and clear print of this magazine,—in which
particular it exceeds every other monthly that we have seen. W.
II. Graham, Tribune Buildings, New York, publisher.

The New York Illustrated Magazine.—This magazine is a

gre$t favorite with ue,and ought to be with the public. While it is

the cheapest, considering the number of pages and engravings, yet

it is in no way deficien t in high literary excellence. Four tine plates

embellish each number, themselves worth the price of subscription,

and its Editor displays superior taste in the selection of subjects for

the artist. Wm. Taylor Astor House, publishers.
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?®i matt erne*
Whatsoever ye would that men should do to yeu, do ye even so to them.”

REV. A. O. L. ARNOLD, P.H.P., EDITOR. •

" nEW-YORK, SATURDAY, OCT. 10, 1846.

“
RELIGION AND~0DD FELLOWSHIP.

The M. VV. Grand Lodge of the United States baa very justly

determined who may become members of the Order of Odd

Fellows, and designated the religious qualifications necessary.

—

The sense of its provision in relation to the subject, if we rightly

apprehend it, is that all are eligible who accept the general

teachings of Natural Religion. No one can rightly be admitted

to our fellowship who does not believe in an intelligent, ever-

active
,
and Supreme Creator

,
or God, who takes cognizance of

all human actions, and intelligently rewards virtue, and punishes

vice. It is to be regretted that the question
,
bearing upon this

point, appointed, by authority, to be put to every candidate, is

not a little more definite and particular ; for it is well known that

Atheists, who make a mock of all religion, who ridicule the idea

of a God, and would rob us of all that is valuable in life and in

death, do become members of the Order, by giving the question

a sense of their own. We are by no means illiberal, and are

willing to make the doors of our Temple exceedingly broad, but

we cannot believe there is anything, in common, between Athe-

ism and Odd Fellowship.

EXTRAORDINARY PRESENCE OF MIND.

We often have manifested to us the absolute necessity of pre-

serving a perfect coolness, a calm collectedness, of mind, even

upon the most exciting. and dangerous occasions, but how very

seldom is the admonition heeded! We are made aware, when

too late, how many invaluable lives might have been saved, had

a timely use been made of this faculty. A great number of in-

stances have been recorded of wonderful presence^of mind, but

we never knew of a mote extraordinary case than the one we

are about to record.

The new Lodge-room at the corner of Grand and Hudson

streets, which has recently been newly fitted up, was thrown

open for the reception of visiters on Friday evening last, 2d inst.

A veiy large concourse of ladies and gentlemen having assem-

bled, P. G. William Wallace, M. D., was unanimously called

upon by resolution to deliver an Address. The Dr., with his

usual courtesy and desire to contribute to the welfare and plea-

sure of all, at once complied with the request. After he had

been speaking a few minutes, he observed the ceutre of the

floor to suddenly sink, in consequence of the great crowd upon

it ; and immediately some one cried out that the floor was sink-

ing. Dr. Wallace, in as calm and cool a manner as is possible

for man to assume, and waving his hand, said u What spring

Jloor roon't sink?” This had the immediate effect to arrest the

rush for the door that was about being made, when Dr. Wallace

addressed himself to the ladies, and told them in a few words

that the lives of the whole assembly were in imminent danger,

and asked them to retire from the room as fast as possible, with-

out crowding, and called upon ihe -^gentlemen to retain their

places, until the ladies were out of the room. His suggestion

was complied with, and all escaped in safety—Dr. W. being the

last to leave the room.

*

Had the crowd made a rush for the door, it must have inevit-

ably been choked up ; and in all probability the floors of the

building would have fallen through, and possibly carried the

walls with them—in which case nearly every one in the build-

ing must have perished.

Au examination as to the cause having been made, it was found

that the wooden columns that formerly supported the floor from

the room beneath, had been removed, and iron supporters sub-

stituted, which were not placed upon beams, but upon the baro

floor ; and they were forced through the floor some six or eight

inches !

We understand that the ladies have since held a meeting on

the subject, and have resolved to present Dr. Wallace a suitable

testimonial of their thanks.

Neptune Lodge No. 152, Tompkinsville, Staten Island.—Dedi-

cation.—The ceremonies of the dedication of a new and beautiful

Hall, just completed for the use of Neptune Lodge, will take place

on the 14ih inst. (next Wednesday.) Invitations have been sent to

the Lodges in this city and the neighboring towns, and a large at-

tendance of the brotherhood will be expected on the occasion. The

Address will be delivered by Hon. Minthorne Tompkins, a mem-

ber of the Lodge.
.

We had the pleasure, by invitation, of visiting this Lodge ou

Thursday evening of last week, and of viewing the new Hall, and

inspecting the arrangements made by the brothers to render their

new home comfortable. A finer or nobler looking company of men

we have seldom seen than we met within the walls of Neptune

Lodge on that night. The order and courtesy which prevailed, the

correctness of the working , satisfied us that the interests of the Or-

der could not be entrusted to better hands. The Lodge numbers

about 110 members, and is rapidly increasing. The room is large,

well ventilated, beautifully fitted up, and altogether one of the most

comfortable and pleasant we have ever seen.

The Hall, when entirely finished, will be an elegant building. Its

cost is about #5000. The lots upon which it is built, valued at #700,

were presented to the Lodge by Bro. Minthorne Tompkins, as were

also the elegant chairs of the N. G. and V. G., which cost #80. It

is delightful to witness such devotion to the interests of the Order,

as is evinced by this liberality on the part of Bro. Tompkins.

While on our visit to Tomkinsville we were the guest of Dr. Van

Dyke, for whose attentions we are much indebted. To the un-

wearied exertions of Bro. Van Dyke and other brothers, is Neptune

Lodge indebted for her present high degree of prosperity, and par-

ticularly for the possession of so beautiful & Temple iu which to

meet for the furtherance of the benevolent purposes of the Order.

The Proceedings of the R. W. Grand Lodge of the United

States, as published in the Golden Rule, may be regarded by mem-

bers of the Order as in every respect entirely correct. We copy and

condense them from the official report of the Grand Secretary—get-

ting them into a little more than one half the space they occupy in

the original minutes, without in the least injuring their completeness^

We believe we can fill, more to the satisfaction of our numerous

readers, the space that wo aid otherwise be occupied by long and un-

important reports of committees, and have therefore given a brief

synopsis of these, publishing the resolutions accompanying them in

full. We shall try to conclude the proceedings in our next paper.

The Past Official Degrees.—These Degrees had an extremely

narrow escape in the Grand Lodge of the United States, at its re-

cent session. A motion of Rep. Ellison of Mass., that they be abo-

lished, was declared by the Grand Sire lost, though it was the

opinion of some present, that the “ ayes had it.” The vote waa

exceedingly close. The Degrees were admitted by some to be en-

tirely useless; and their only tendency appears to us to be to create

distinctions among members of Grand Lodges. We fear they will

not stand another trial. The Past Official Degrees of the En-

campment have been abolished without inconvenience or danger

to the Patriarchal Branch of th^Order.

. Brookhaven Lodge, No. 248.—We cannot too highly commend

the enterprise and public spirit manifested by this gem of a Lodge,

which is situated at Patchogue, L. I. Scarcely two months have

elapsed since it was instituted, and within that lime they have erect-

ed a beautiful Hall, of brick, and fitted it up in the most tasteful

manner. We had the pleasure of visiting it last Saturday evening,

and were delighted with the true Odd Fellow’s reception we met

with at the hands of the brothers of that place. They have open

hands and w’arm hearts, and n^st prosper. Success attend them.

O^-We are again forced to omit much interesting matter, this week.
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INDEPENDENT ORDER OF ODD FELLOWS.

FRIENDSHIP, LOVE AND TRUTH.

ANNUAL COMMUNICATION OF THE

GRAND LODGE OF THE UNITED STATES,
HELD AT THE CITY OF BALTIMORE, SEPTEMBER, 1846.

Continued.] Wednesday, Sept. 23, 9 o’clock, A. M.
The R. W. Grand Lodge assembled pursuant to adjournment.

Present M. W. G. Sire Sherlock, all the Grand Officers and a due
representation. Prayer by the R. W. G Chaplain.
On motion, the reading of the Journal was dispensed with.
Rep. Griffin of Ga., from the committee on that subject, made a

report, referring the subjects embodied in the Annual Report of the
Grand Corresponding and Recording Secretary to appropriate com-
mittees, which was read and concurred in.

Rep. Wood of Rhode Island, presented the Constitution of Grand
and Subordinate Lodges of that State, which was read and referred
to the Committee on Constitutions.
The chair announced the following Special Committees as pro-

vided by the report of the committee directing the distribution of
the various subjects referred to in the Grand Secretary’s report

:

Committee on Num. Registry.—Reps. Garvin of Ga.; Morris of Pa., and
Hongh of D. of C.
Committee on Cards and Signature of Grand Secretary.—Reps. Patterson

of Pa.; Reed of V&., and Greenwood of Conn.
Committee on Preparation ofDiagrams, etc.—Reps. Stokes ofPa.; Wells of

H. H., and Ellison of Mass.
Committee on Old Charge Books, etc.—Reps. Veitch of Mo.; Page of N. J.,

and MeNairy of Term.

Rep. Parmenter, from the Committee on the state of the Order,
made the following report, which was read and concurred in :

To the R. W. Grand Loses of thb United States :

The Committee on the State of the Order have had under consideration the
following resolution :

Resolved, That the Committee on the State of the Order be instructed to
make a report to this Grand Lodge, defining the position and privileges of a
member of the Order, under penalty pending an appeal in his case to this body

;

sod thereon report

:

That an appeal to this body gives to the member ofthe Order, under penalty,
who is interested therein, no additional privileges and no different position from
those he enjoys and occupies nnder the laws of his State Grand Lodge.

Respectfully submitted, WM. E. PARMENTER,
WM. R. SMITH,
J. W. STOKES.

Rep. Patteison of Pa. called utf for consideration tbe amendment
to the 24th article of the By-Laws, proposed by him, upon the sub-
ject of the form of prayer used in the Order, which on his motion,
was referred to the committee already appointed on that subject.

Rep. MacRae of N. C., from the committee on that subject, made
the following report, which was read and adopted :

To the R. W. Grand Lodge of the U. States:
The special committee to whom was referrd the resolution offered by Rep.

MacRea of N. C., beg leave to report the following resolution and recommend
its adoption

:

Resolved, That when an Odd Fellow applies for, and obtains relief from a
Lodge of wnich he is not a member, that the amount of benefit granted shall be
endorsed upon his card, and the Lodge to which he belongs be notified, by the
Secretary of the Lodge granting the benefit, of the amount so granted.

ALEX. MacREA,
ISAAC M. VEITCH.

A motion to reconsider the vote above, was lost.

Rep. McNairy of Tenn. offered the following resolution, which
was read and agreed to

:

Resolved, That the Committee on the State of the Order be instructed to re-

port whether or not a State Grand Lodge can reinstate a suspended or expelled
brother without the consent of the Subordinate Lodge of which he was a mem-
ber, provided he be charged with violating any known law of the Order.

Rep. Griffin of Georgia proposed the following amendments to

the By-Laws, which was ordered to lie on the table :

Add after the word “ Lodge,” in the 5th line of the new By-Law on page 60
of the Journal of 1844, the words “ and theC. P. and S. W. of an Encampment,”
and after the word “Master,” in the7th line^the words “ and Grand Patriarch,”
and in the same line strike out “ its,” and insert “ their,” and change the word
“ deputy” into “deputies.”
Strike out the words.“other than honorary” in article 16 of the By-Laws.

Rep. Moore of D. C., from the Committee on Petitions, reported
in favor of confirming the acts of the Grand Officers, in granting a
Dispensation for a Grand Encampment in Missouri during the re-

cess, which was concurred ^n. .

Rep. Moore, from the same committee, reported in favor of con-
firming the Dispensations granted by the Grand Officers during the
recess, for fourteen Subordinate Lodges and nineteen Subordinate
Encampments—which report was concurred in. [The names of the
Lodges and Encampments will be found in the Annual Report of
Grand C. and R. Secretary Ridgely, in the Golden Rule of last

week.]
Rep. Moore of D. of C., from the same committee, submitted a

report on the application for a Grand Encampment of Michigan,
which was read, and on motion of Rep. Seymour of S. C. to re-

commit the report to the committee, it was resolved in the affirma-
tive.

Rep. Wood of R. I., from the committee on that subject, made
the following report, which was read and adopted

:

To the R. W. Grand Lodge of the U. States :

The Committee to whom was referred the resolution of Rep. Wood of R. I.,

beg leave to report that the issuing of Circulars, by Subordinate Lodges, apply-

ing for pecuniary aid, has of late become very prevalent, being, for any thing
that appears on the face of them, put forth by unauthorized individuals, ana La
order to prevent imposition it is necessary something should be done, and they
think the resolution offered will have that effect They, therefore, recommend
that the resolution, as it stands on page 13, on the minutes of yesterday’s pro-
ceedings, [See page 220, column 1, Golden Rule,] be adopted, and that the fill-

lowing be the form of Ciroul&r to be issued by Grand Masters.
JAMES WOOD.
W. G. DESAUSSURE,
F. O. WADSWORTH.

1. O. O. F.~CIRCULAR.
Whereas, Lodge No. —,of the State (or Territory) of — —

is under the necessity of appealing to her sister Lodges tor pecuniary aid, in
consequence of
Tbe Grand Lodge of recommend to her Subordinate Lodges to

contribute to the aid of said Lodge.
Signed,

, G. M.
Rep. Salomon, from the committee to whom the subject of prayer

in Lodges and Encampments, Grand and Subordinate, was referred,
made a report, embracing an alteration of the 24th By-Law of the
G. Lodge U. S. and togemer with forms of prayer to be osed in such
Grand and Subordinate Lodges and Encampments as chose to open
and close with prayer. The report was accepted—ayes 32, noes 22.
Rep. Cook of Va., from the committee on that subject, made the

following report:

To the R. W. Grand Lodoe of the United States:
The committee to whom was referred so much of the report of the M. W. G.

Sire, as relates to the powers of the D. D. G. Sires, respectfully report—
That the powers and authority of District Deputy Grand Sires are expressly

defined and limited by the ISth Article of the General Laws, as amended at tbe
session of 1845 ;

that these officers cannot lawfully exercise any powers not spe-
cifically conferred upon them by the said article, and are merely the agents of
tbe Grand Sire and Grand Secretary.
Your committee believe that the appointment of D. D. G. Sires in those States,

Districts, or Territories, in which Grand Lodges and Grand Encampments ex-
ist, is unnecessary, and do therefore recommend the adoption of the following
resolution

:

Resolved, That the 18th Article of the General Laws be amended by adding
after the word •* Territory,” in the 2d line, the words “ in which there are not a
Grand Lodge and a Grand Encampment.” M. COOKE,

I. P. GARVIN,
J. D. STEWART.

On motion, the report w as accepted, and the proposed amend-
ment to the 18th Article of the By-Laws ordered to lie on the
table.

Rep. Smith of Me., from the Committee on Appeals, made the
following report, which was read:

To the R. W. Grand Lodoe of the United States:
The Committee on Appeals, to which was referred the appeal of certain Past

Grands of the State of New York, and the memorial of the K. W. Grand Lodge
of that State, in relation to a proposed change in the Constitution of the Grand
Lodge of that State, have considered the subject, and report

:

That they are of the opinion that the Appeal cannot be entertained by this
body, for the following reasons.

1st. Because the consent of the Grand Lodge of the State required by the
Constitution of this Grand Lodge in all cases of appeal from the decisions of tbe
State Grand Bodies, does net appear to have been obtained.

2d. Because the Constitution or Laws of this Grand Lodge, do not reccgnize
the right of any individual or numberof individuals, to appeal to this bodyfrom
any decision made by the State Grand Lodges.

3d. Because this Grand Lodge, by repeated decisions at its last annual ses-
sion, refused to grant any such privilege, either with or without the consent of
tbe State Grand Lodges.
The Committee therefore recommend, that the appellants have leave to with-

draw their appeal.

The Committee hare also had under consideration the memorial ofthe Grand
Lodge of New York, having reference to the subject of the before mentioned
appeal, in respect to which, they report

:

That it does not seem to your Committee to contain any thing upon which
action is required by this body.
So far as the action of the Grand Lodge of that State in reference to a pro-

posed change in its Constitution is concerned, the Committee are not able to

perceive that any thing has yet been done requiring the interference of the
Grand Lodge of the United States. The Constitution, when adopted, will re-

quire the ratification of this Grand Lodge before it will become the organic law
of that jurisdiction. When it comes before this body, it may be proper, if

deemed expedient, to institute any Inquiry touching the legality or illegality of
the manner adopted in its enactment.
The Committee, therefore, ask to be discharged from the further considera-

tion of the subjeot. Respectfully submitted, WM. BAYLEY,
WM. R. SMITH,
M. COOKE*

On motion to adopt the report, Rep Marshall of Ky. moved the

previous question, which being seconded, was carried. The mhin
question was then put and decided in the affirmative. The yeas
and nays being required, appeared as follows r

Yeas—Reps. Alsop, Baldwin, Bayley, Beardsley, Cooke, Desaussure, Drew,
Egan, Ellison, Fosdick, Greenwood, Hoit, Judson (2 votes,) Kneass, McIntyre,

MacRae, Moore, Morris, Neatly (2 votes,) Page, Parker (2 votes.) Patterson*

Reid, Robinson, Salomon, Searfbss. Seymour, Smith, Stewart, Stokes, Thomas,
Thompson.White, Wood, P. G. S/s Wildey, Hopkins—39.
Nays—Reps. Day, Dunkin, Garvin, Gilley, Glenn, Griffin, McNairv. Marley,

Marshall, Parmenter, Ropes, Taylor of la., Veitch, Wadsworth, Watson (2

votes,) Weld, Whitney—18.

Rep. Marshall of Ky. proposed the following as an additional Rtde
of Order, which was adopted:

Rule of Order No. 35.—No matter shall be considered at each morning fis-

sion of the Grand Ixxige until all reports of committees are gone through with

;

and the Grand Site shall call for the reports of oommittees in the order of their

appointment.

Rep. Taylor of Iud. offered the following resolution, which, on
motion, was indefinitely postponed

:

Whereas, the language of the “final cards,” as established by the RigbtWor1

thy Grand Lodge of the United States, is deemed to be of foubtfal import. sad

as it is feared a difference of practice will grow up among the Subordinate

Lodges—some, perhaps, refusing to admit any one wbjse cardhj*

year or more, except upon the payment ofthe full inlation tee,while ottWIfttf

be governed entirely by their own discretion : Therefore be it
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Resolved, That the Committee on the State of the Order le requested to re- i

port some explanatory enactment on the subject, which shall secure uniformity
throughout this jurisdiction.

j

Rep. Patiereon of Pa., from the committee on that subject, made
a report, which was react abd adopted, sanctioning the course adopt-
ed by the Grand Corresponding and Recording Secretary, in sub-
stituting an engraved fac simile for his proper signature upon cards
furnished to State Grand Lodges and Encampments.
Rep. Weld of N. J., submitted an amendment to the By-Laws, to

strike out article 24, which was read and ordered to lie on the table.

Rep. Griffin of Ga., submitted the following resolutions, which
where read and referred to the Committee on the State of the Order

:

1. Resolved, That to acquire or retain membership in an Encampment of Pa-
triarchs, full membership in a subordinate Lodge is Indispensably necessary.

2. Resolved
,
That the granting of a withdrawal card by a subordinate Lodge

to one of its members, who is also a member of an Encampment, has the effect of
severing at once his connection with his Encampment

;
and that it shall be the

duty of the proper officers of said Encampment to prepare at once, and furnish
to Mid Patriarch a withdrawal card, provided the Patriarch is in good standing.

3. Resolved

,

That it shall be the duty of the Scribe ot each Encampment to

farnbh to the Secretary of each subordinate Lodge a list of the members of said
Lodgewho are also members of such Encampment

,
and that it shall be the duty

ofeach Secretary to advise each Scribe, within a reasonable time, of the grant-
ing of a withdrawal oard to any member of his Lodge who is also a member of
such Encampment

;
and also of the suspension or expulsion of any such mem-

ber.

4. Resolved, That where a withdrawal card has been granted to a Patriarch,
under the circumstances specified in the second resolution, and the individual
bolding the card shall afterwards renew his membership in the subordinate
branch of the Order, and apply to the Encampment whose card he holds for re-

admission. the said Encampment shall be privileged to dispense with the refer-

ence of said application to a committee of investigation, and may proceed at once
to ballot; but such ballot mast be governed by the same rules as other ballots

on applications for admission.
6. Resolved, That every member of an Enoampment who is suspended or ex-

pelled by the subordinate Lodge of which he is a member, shall forfeit member-
ship in hi6 Encampment, and that his name shall be stricken from the rolls of

said Encampment immediately on the receipt of the information of his suspen-
sion or expulsion.

6. Resolved, That no application for admission into an Encampment shall be
reoeived, or in any way entertained, unless accompanied by a certificate under
the seal of some subordinate Lodge, that the applicant is a member in good
standing in such subordinate Lodge.

Rep. Garvin of Ga., offered the following resolution, which. was
read and adopted

:

Resolved. That when a visiting brother shall have proven himself entitled to
admission, in the mode pointed out in the Report of the Committee on the State
of the Order, found on page 8G of the Journal of the Grand Lodge of the United
States, for 1844, he shallbe introduced to the Lodge by the examining committee.

On motion of Rep. Day of Ohio, the Grand Lodge proceeded to

the consideration of tha report of the Committee on the State of the
Order, now lying on the table—in relation to terms of subordinate
Lodges.
Tne first resolution, by general consent, was amended by striking

out “ December, 1846,” and inserting “January, 1847.”
The second resolution being under consideration, on motion of

Rep. Desaussure of S. C., the resolution was amended by striking
out the words “ First Monday of J une and first Monday of Decem-
ber of each year,” and substituting the words “ The first meeting in
July and the firet meeting in January of each yetOr.”
whereupon the resolutions, as amended, were adopted.
Rep. Gilley of N. Y., submitted the following resolution, which

was adopted

:

Resolved, That the Committee on the State of the Order he instructed to in-

quire and report what alteration, amendment or abridgement, rif any,) may be
made in the work of subordinate Encampments, which may be conducive to the
general good of the Order.

Wednesday, Sept. 23, 4 o’clock, P. M.
The R. W. Grand Lodge assembled pursuant to adjournment.

M. W. G. Sire Sherlock in the chair. Present all the Grand Offi-
cers and a representation.
Rep. Garvin of Ga

,
submitted the following order, which, was

read and concurred in

:

Rcsolvesl, That this Grand Lodge will entertain no new matter whioh may be
brought before it after the morning session of to-morrow, unless by unanimous
consent.

Rep. Ellison of Mass., offered the following resolution:

Resolved, That the past official Degrees of this Order be and are hereby abol-
ished.

On this the previous question was moved by Rep. Page of N. J.,
and the main question put and declared lost.

Rep. McNairy of Tenn. offered the following resolution, which
was refeired to the committee having the same subject in charge :

Resolved, That no State, District, Territorial, Grand or Subordinate Lodge
has the powef to order the printing of any part or parts of the charges, odes, or
diplomas that of right belong exclusively to this Grand Lodge.

Rep. Judson of Conn., submitted the following resolution, which
was read and adopted :

Resolved, That the Grand Masters of Grand Lodges which hold no session
previous to January 1, 1847, shall cause a copy of the law of this Grand Lodge,
extending the term of subordinates to six months, to be transmitted to the sub-
ordinate Lodges under their several jurisdictions, immediately upon the receipt
of the same.

Rep. Garvin of Ga., from the committee to whom was referred
that portion of the Corresponding and Recording Secretary’s Report
which refers to a registry of the names and dates of the institution

of every Lodge and Encampment, with the date of suspension, ex-
pulsion, and reinstatement, which he was required to prepare by a
resolution passed at the session of the Grand Lodge held in 1843, re-
ported—That the failure of most of the Grand Lodges and Encamp-
ments under this jurisdiction to furnish the Secretary with the neces-
sary data, though repeatedly requested to do so, renders it impossible

for him to perforin tne duty assigned him, and they therefore recom-
mend that the resolution authorizing such registry be repealed.

The report was adopted—the previous question having been moved
by Rep. Desaussure of S. C.
Rep. Hough of D. of C., presented the memorial of various mem-

bers of Covenant Lodge, ot the District of Columbia, praying redress
in the matter therein referred to.

Rep. Weld of N. J., moyed to accept the memorial and refer it

to a select committee, which was carried, the previous question be-
ing moved by Rep. Robinson of Va. The Chair named Reps. Weld
of N. H., Stokes of Pa. and Judson of Conn., as the committee.
Rep. Baylev, from the Committee on Petitions, made the follow-

ing report, which was read and adopted, the previous question being
movea by Rep. Veitch of Mo :

To the R. W. GrandLome op the United States :

The Committee on Appeals, to whom was referred the appeal of Newark Lodgw
No. 8, from the decision of the Grand Lodge of New-Jersey, have had the same
under consideration, and after a careful investigation of all the evidence submit-
ted, they are unanimous in the opinion that the proceedings of the Grand Lodge
of New-Jersey are right and proper, and ought to be sustained—they therefore

offer the following resolution for the adoption of the Grand Lodge.

Respectfully submitted, WM. BAYLEY,
WM. R- SMITH,
M. COOKE.

Resolved, That the proceedings of the Grand Lodge of the State of New-Jer-
sey, on the appeal of John M. Shermeir from the decision of Newark Lodge No.
8, be and they are hereby affirmed.

Rep. Smith of Me., from the Committee on the State of the Order,
submitted the following report, and accompanying resolution

:

Rep. Veitch of Mo., from the special committee on that subject,

made a report in relation to the manner of returning the old books,
accompanied by two resolutions. Rep. Day of Ohio, submitted the

following as a substitute, which was adopted

:

Resolved

,

That the Grand Officers of Grand Lodges and Encampments be
empowered to destroy the old books which may not have been returned to the
Grand Secretary of the G.L of the U. S., and report the same to the Corres-
ponding Secretary of the G. L. of U. S.

Ren. Alsop of III., offered the following resolution, which was re-
ferred to the Committee on the State of the Order

:

Resolved, That when, by the action of the law passed regulating the terms of
subordinate Lodges, the last quarter of this year shall contain less than seven
weeks, the officers then shall serve through the next term, and when the last

quarter contains as many as seven weeks the officers shall be considered as Past
Officers.

Rep. Bayley of Md., from the Committee ou Appeals, to whom
waa referred the communication from Washington Lodge No. I.

Iowa, reported that they had had the same under consideration, and
found nothing in it requiring the action of the Grand Lodge, and
asked to be discharged from the further consideration of the subject.
Read and concurred in.

Rep. Smith of Me., submitted the following resolution, which was
ordered to lie on the table :

Revolved, That from and after the first day of January, 1847, the official terms
tf subordinate Encampments shall extend to one year.

Rep. Hoit of N. II., offered the following resolution, which was
read and referred to the Committee on the State of the Order

:

Revolved, That a brother of the Order who withdraws from the Lodge for the
purpose of joining another Lodge, shall be entitled to all the benefits of, and
•hall be amenable to, the Lodge from which he has taken his Card of Clearance,
until such time as he may be able to connect himself with a new Lodge : Provi-
ded, hotceer, he shall not have more than one month to connect himself with a
uew Lodge.

Rep. Stewart of N. Y., submitted the following resolution, which
was read and referred to the Committee on the State of the Order

:

Revolved, That the use of the forms of Prayer, as laid down in the Patriarchal
Work, be left discretionary with the subordinate Encampments.
On motion, the Grand Lodge adjourned.

To the R. W. Grand Lodge op the United States :

The Committee on the State of the Order, to which was referred the resolution
submitted by Rep. Smith, (page 220, 2d oolumn, Golden Rule,) have considered
the subject,and report

—

That the action of the Grand Lodge, heretofore, seems to have Involved the
subject in some doubt, and for tbe purpose ofmaking the same clear and expli-

cit, the committee recommend the adoption of a resolution herewith submitted.
Respectfully submitted. WM. E. PARMENTER,

J. W. STOKES,
WM. R. SMITH.

Resolved, That the vote of a subordinate Lodge granting a withdrawal card te

a brother applying therefor, severs the connection of such brother with the Or-
der, and relieves the Lodge granting it from all liability for benefits, whether
the card is actually taken or not. But if the oard be taken, the brother receiv-

ing it is entitled to the A. T. P. W. in use at the time, and retains the right to

visit for the period specified in such withdrawal card.

On motion of Rep. Seymour of S. C. to lay the report on the table,

it was not agreed to. On motion to adopt tne report and resolutions

of the committee, Rep. Taylor, of Ind., called the previous ques-

tion, which was seconded and carried. The main question was then
put, and determined in the affirmative.

Rep. Smith of Me., from the Committee on the State of the Or-
der, made the following report, which was read and adopted:

To the R. W. Grand Lodob of the United States:
The Committee on the State of the Order, to which was referred the resolu-

tion submitted by Rep. Seymour, (page 220, col. 2, Golden Rule,) and also the
resolution submitted this morning by Rep. Hoit, have considered the same, and
report

—

That in the opinion of this committee, the adoption bf either of said resolu-

tions would involve a violation of all the laws which have heretofore governed
the Order on this subject, and be a dangerous innovation upon the long estab-

lished usages of the institution. '

The committee believe it would be much safer to the general interests of the

Lodges to leave the law as it now stands, relying upon the charity and well-

known beoevolenoe which now characterize the operations of the Lodges to meet
the cases referred to as they arise, not doubting that a devotion to the great

principles upon which Odd Fellowship rests will secure every protection and all

assistance which can reasonably be demanded.
Respectfully submitted. WM. E. PARMENTER,

J. W. STOKES,
WM. R. SMITH.
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Rep. McNairy of Tenn., offered the following resolution, which

was referred to the Committee on the State of the Order

:

Resolved

,

That no Grand Lodge or Encampment within the jurisdiction of
this Grand Lodge shall delegate the legislative authority vested in it by this
Grand Lodge to any other body or bodies whatever.

Rep. Neally of Me., proposed the following amendment to the
Constitution, which was seconded by Rep. Parker ofN. H., and or-
dered to lie on the table :

I® Article 12th, on the 19th page of the Journal, 6th line from the top, strike
out $20, and insert in lieu thereof $10.

Rep. Ellison of Mass., proposed the following amendment to the
Constitution, which was seconded by Rep. Parker of II., and or-
dered to lie on the table :

^
Tb** Article XIV of the Constitution be amended, bv inserting, after the

words who shall have received the R. P. Degree,” ora Past Grand Patriarch,
provided he be a Past Grand, and has received the Grand Lodge Degree.
The Chair announced the following committee, provided for by

the resolution ofRep.Veitch ofMo., (page 221, col. 1. Golden Rule,)
^relation to a uniform manner of conferring degrees : Reps.Veitch
of Mo. Whitnev of Canada, and Walson of Ry.
On motion, (he Grand Lodge adjourned.

Thursday, Sept. 24, 9 o’clock, A. M.
The R. W. Grand Lodge assembled pursuant to adjournment.

—

Present the M. W. Grand Sire, all the Grand Officers, and a due
representation.
The Grand Cor. Secretary presented a communication from the

Grand Lodge of Australia, New South Wales, I. O. O. F., which
was read. On motion of Rep. Marshall of Ky., the rule was suspen-
ded, in order to allow the reading of the papers, which being read,
On motion of Rep. Miller of Conn., the documents were referred

to the Committee on the State of the Order.
Rep. Parmenter of Mass., from the Committee on the State of the

Order, in obedience to instructions, reported the following resolution,
which was ordered to lie on the table :

Reserved, That the G. E. of Virginia be authorised to hold a special meeting,
st rach place and time as it may see fit, to consider the subject of the place se-
lected as the future location thereof, reporting its decision thereon to this Grand
Lodge for its ultimate action.

Rep. Parmenter of Mass., from the same committee, made the
following report, which was concurred in:

To the R. W. Grand Lodge op thb United States .

The Committee on the State of the Order, to which was referred that portion
of the report of the M. W. G. Sire which relates to his decision upon the action
of the R. W. Grand Lodge of Alabama in respect to the right of Bro. I. D. Will-
isnson to be installed as Grand Master of that body, have considered the sub-
ject, and report

—

That, in their opinion, the decision of the M. W. G. Sire is correct, and ought
to be confirmed. They therefore report a resolution to that effect.

Respectfully submitted, WM. E. PARMENTER,
WflA R. SMITH,
J. W. STOKES.

Resolved. That the decision of the M. W. G. Sire, affirming the decision of
the Grand Lodge of Alabama against the right of Bro. I D. Williamson to be in-
Mafied as Grand Master of that State for the term commencing July, 1815, be
confirmed by this Grand Lodge.

Rep. Pwmenter ofMassi.,from the same committee, made the
following report, which was read and adopted

:

To the R. W. Grand Lodgb of the U. S.

:

The Committee on the State of the Order have considered the written state-
ment of the Grand Master of South Carolina, and thereon report—
That they do not recommend that the statement be printed. The only quea-wn involved seems to be whether or not a Grand Master of a State may, at his

pressure, attend and officiate at an installation of a Subordinate Lodge. Your
wounittee deem it to be one of the duties, as well as privileges, of the Grand
“Uwtor of a State to Install, or cause to be installed, the officers of suboi
lodges. Respectfully submitted.

*i viuccrg ui subordinate
WM. E. PARMENTER,
J. W. STOKES.

Rep. Parmenter of Mass., from the same committee, made the
iouowing report, which was read : *

i

To the R. W. Grand Lodge op the U. S,

:

^The Committee on the State of the Order have considered the following reso-

Resolved, That it be referred to the same committee to inquire into the pro-
Pnety of subordinate Lodges working in the fifth degree.
“d thereon report—

!

the committee are well aware that the question submitted to them in-
wivesconsiderations more important than that of proficiency in knowledge of
j“c on the part of those who conduct Its business. The usage heretofore
Prevailing has allowed to initiates an equal voice in the affairs of the subordi-

, — - „ w wuoiiM. iv <a jciircu turn, me consequences
usage have been to diminish the anxiety of members to advance in the de-

'^rder
f
uud of course to hinder the increase of the funds from which

wJJi j
expenditure is drawn. The inducements of office and enlargement of

"jjeflts do not appear to be sufllcient to attract the great body of members of the
ywer to its highest grades. The committee are disposed to urge the adoption

die change which the resolution submitted to them contemplates, and report
bl

i
8h

f
th

?
change> it* prospective operation,

viiS
er 40 a*0r(

D
t0 3ubo

j£
I

,

natc opportunity to make a suitable pro-T«on. Respectfully submitted. WM. E. PARMENTER,
, j , WM. R. SMITH.

lodges a23i transact^1 business in the fifth degreed
***** Bubordinate

mSp
P
;v,

St
?n

es of Pa*’ from minority of the same committee,
juaae the following report, which was read:
Iothx R. W. Grand Lodge of the U. S.

:

vlJJ undersigned, a minority of the Committee on the State of the Order to
referred the subject of the subordinate Lodges working in the fifth

with great reluctance, feels himself called upon to differ with his col-
this subject, believing, as I do, and finding myself sustained by
the history of the Order furnishes no evidence of serious injury re-Ung from this association which has existed since the establishment of the

Order in this country, and ha9 yet to learn that the newly initiated member in
the Old World was ever debarred from participating in the meetings of his
Lodge without being compelled to take all of his Degrees as provided by my
colleagues. This, then, is to be a new era in our history, and we are called upon
to-day to say to about 75,000 good and worthy members of the Order, who have
been enioying the fellowship of our social fraternity, in many cases for years,
that unless you come forward and take all of your degrees you shall Hot assem-
ble In your Lodge-room and enjoy the company of those that have been endeared
to them by that association, and inculcated by the sublime lectures and charges
ofour time-honored Order. Believing, therefore, that the change proposed would
operate disastrously to the progress and prosperity of our wide spread fraternity,
I have presented to you a few of the vast number of reasons why the proposition

Respeotfully submitted.
J. W. STOKES.

of my oolleagues should not be adopted.

On motion of Rep. Ropes of Md.,to adopt the minority report, the
yeas and nays were required, and appeared as follows:

iiijiricy, wuwuu, miner, mvms, r* «aity, rage, ratterson, nopmsop, Hopes, Sa-
lomon, Searfoss, Stokes, (2 votes,) Taylor of la., Thomas, Veitch, Wadsworth,
Watson, (2 votes,) Wells, White, Wood, P. G. Ss. Kennedy, Hopkins—4a
Nays.—Reps. Cook, Drew, Donkin, Garvin, Gilley, Griffin, Heit, Judson,

Parker, Parmenter, Seymour, Stewart, Thompson, Weld, Whitney, P. G. S.

Rep. Stokes, from the Committee on the State of the Order, to
whom was referred the suffiecl of a Digest of the Laws of the Order,
reported in favor of such Digest, and offered the following resolu-
tions, which were adopted :

Resolved
,
That the Grand Sire be, and he is hereby, authorized to appoint a

committee of three from among the officers and members of this Grand Lodge,
whose duty it shall be to prepare a complete digest, as recited above, and submit
them to this Grand Lodge at its next annual session.
Resolved

,
That a sufficient sum be appropriated to defray the expenses of

said committee while in the discharge of that duty, and that they be requested,
to present a bill fiir their services with their work, at the next annual session.

Upon motion of P. G. Sire Hopkins of Pa., the rule was suspend-
ed, to enable the committee appointed to prepare and present to P.
G. M. Ridgely a suitable Gold Medal, by virtue of a resolution passed
September session, 1844, to report. 1

P. G. Sire Hopkins of Pa., from the said committee, reported that
they had caused to be prepared, iu pursuauce of their instructions, a
gold medal, in the form of a splendid Hunting Watch and Chain,
which they delivered to the Grand Sire, for the purpose of being
presented to P. G. M. Ridgelev, according to the resolution under
which they were appointed. The report was unanimously adopted,
and P. G. S. Hopkins directed to make the presentation, on the as-
sembling of the Grand Lodge at 31 o’clock/that afternoon.
The Finance Committee reported against the application of Choc-

taw Encampment No. 3, Jackson, Miss., for remission of dues,
which report was adopted, and the Encampment had leave to with-
draw its petition.

The same committee reported the following resolution, which was
adopted

:

Resolved, That the Grand Secretary be, and he Is hereby, authorized to adopt
such measures as he may deem necessary to secure the payment of a draft signed
by S. C. Sewell, drawn on Cashier of the Bank of Montreal.in favor of James L.
Ri%ely, Grand Secretary, or order, for One Hundred and Thirty-Eight Dollars
and Sixty-Four Cents, which draft has been protested.

Rep. Parker of N. H., from the Committee on Returns, made a
long report, stating the names of those Grand Lodges and Encamp-
ments, and the subordinate Lodges and Encampments under the
immediate jurisdiction ofJhe Grand Lodge of the United States,
whose reports are correct, as well as those which are incorrect,
and the particulars wherein the error lay. More than three-fourtha
of the returns are incorrect. The committee reported the following
resolution, which, together with the report, was ordered to lie on the v

table

:

Resolved
,
That the R. G. Grand Secretary be directed, as soon as may be af-

ter the close of this Grand Lodge, to write to all Grand and subordinate Lodges
and Encampments under this jurisdiction whose returns are here reported in-
correct, and to state in said letter the substance of said incorrectuees.

Rep. Griffjn of Ga., from the Committee on Finance, reported the
following resolution, which was concurred in

:

Resolved, That the M. W. G. Sire, Thos. Sherlock, R. W. Grand C. and R.
Secretary, James L. Ridgely, and R.W. Grand Treasurer. Andrew E. Warner,
be, and they are hereby, authorized and directed to invest in the corporate name
of this Grand Lodge the surplus funds thereof, in snch manner as they may
deem safe and expedient, and that such investment be made as soon as practica-
ble after the present session : Provided, however

,
that no such investment shall

be made without the unanimous consent of the above named officers.

Rep. Egan of N. Y., moved to suspend the rule, to enable him to
offer a resolution, which was agreed to. two thirds voting in the af-
firmative, whereupon Rep. Egan offered a preamble and the follow-
ing resolution, which were read and adopted

:

Resolved, That the Grand Secretary be, and be is hereby, authorized to re-
ceive all cams that may have been countersigned by the Grand Secretaries of
any State Grand Lodge previous to January, 1846.

Rep. Egan of N. Y., proposed the following amendment to the
Constitution, which was seconded by Rep. Searfoss, of N. J .

:

Resolved, That Art. VIII. of the Constitution of this GrandLodge be stricken
out, and that Art. IX. be numbered VIU. and so on successively.

Rep. Stewart of N. Y., offered the following preamble and resolu-
tion, which was read:
Whereas the charter Issued to Columbia Lodge No. l,of theState of N. Y.,

by the Loyal Beneficent Duke of Sussex Lodge, I. O. O. F., No. 2, of the Liver-
pool District, England, bearing date Nov. 14, 1822, was surrendered to the Grand
Lodge of the State of Maryland, and of the United States, June 4th, 1823, and
a new one reoeived from said body in lieu thereof: And whereas said Columbia
Lodge No. 1, of N. Y., is desirous to hold and preserve a copy of said charter,

and have it framed with the one they now hold from this body, therefore,

Resolved
,
That the Grand Secretary be, and he is hereby, authorized to pre-

pare a copy of the said charter alluded to in the foregoing preamble, and forward-

the same to the Grand Lodge of the State of New-York, to be presented by them
to the officers of Columbia Lodge No. 1, of said State of New-York, and that the

same shall be duly authenticated by the Grand Officers.
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Rep. Day of Ohio, objected to the reception of the proposed amend-

menUo the Constitution, and the resolution of Rep. Stewart, of N.

Y as out of order, the rule having been suspended specifically to

iiow Ren Egan ol N. Y. to offer one resolution The Chair sus-

tained the objection, and ruled the proposed amendment to the Con-

Suution and the resolution of Rep. Stewart of N. Y., out of order.

Rep Marley of Md.. from the Committee on Petitions, reported in

favor^of confirming the Constitutions of the Grand Lodges of Con-

SSicut, Georgia, bhio, Virginia, Tennessee, Maine Massachusetts^

^d Missouri - Grand Encampments of Maine and Mary land ; Sub-

ordinau^Lodges, Kneeland Lodge No. 5 Milwaukie, Wisconsin

Sd Southport Lodge xNo. 6, Southport, Wisconsin; which report

W
Re

t

p. ^mith of Maine, from the Committee on Appeals, to which

was referred the appeal of George W. Hopkin^, from the decision of

the R W Grand Lodge of South Carolina, confirming ihe expulsion

of said Hopkins from DeKalb Lodge No. 6, reported against the right

of Hopkins to appeal to the G. L. of U. S.. and offered a resolution

that said Hopkins have leave to withdraw his appeal.

Rep. Cooke of Va., from the Committee on Appealsmadeare-

port in relation to certain action had by the Grand Lodge of South

Carolina, in relation to an amendment of her Constitution, and upon

the facts therein stated, offered the following resolutions, which

were laid on the table, and made the special order of the day for to-

morrow at 12 o’clock
: c

1. Rtmlvti, That bj the Comtitotion of the Grand Lodge of the State of b.

— i . i t oiv f Aftn ViA TlTAT^flY ftdODt^d OtllCrWlSC
Carolina, article

than
" *'

1 Resolved, That the 1st section article 10m oi wu
that votes may be taken by representations, and shall be determined by the

majority of Representations of Lodges present-must beconsidered as ap^yi^

only to matters of ordinary legislation, and not as embracing votes on amend

“a^eroSnfti/rhatwhil^the said amendment to the Conj,^^lo

f

G °
L^that^the

Lodge of S. d was adopted in violation of the provisions thereof
L MttiM

mlftfleedinffs of the Grand Lodge of S. C. at its subsequent session in setting

asidefby a simple resoluUon, the solemn action of a preTiGua eession on a con-

stitutional amendment, was irregular, informal and unwarranted by
*. ..

Lodge of South Carolina in the premises be, and is hereby set aside and de

‘TjK Ttatthe Grand Secretary do trarumit to the G. Secretaryof the

Grand Lodge of South Carolina a duly certified copy of these proceedings.

Rep Kneasa of Pa., from the committee to whom. the subject was

referred, made the following report and accompanying resolutions:

___ p w Grand Lodge of the United States :T
ThfnndersiEned to whom was referred the application of the G. Lodge and

O^ncAmnme^of fchnAda, to be erected into a distinct sovereignity, with pow-

^SSideSt of thisGrand Lodge, beg leave respectfully to report-

T^
d
tStorTtoi considerationof the subject, with which theywere charged,

th^Ira of opinion that it would conduce to the prosperity of Odd Fellowship

^/^L onnntries to relieve Grand Lodges therein located, of that dependence

whic£<5nmd Lodges within the territorial limits of these United States, must

°f
wSSJdM

e
Ivwy nation is by ife own peculiar form of government and s?s-

tam of laws and customs, whose influences branching through the entire bogy

ofthe people living under them, are of course, believed to be promotive of, if put

necessary to the general interests and indispensable to the pursuit of h&ppi-

SSTSbat reasonable to suppose that a Grand Lodge located in a foreign

nnnntrv would, in matters of local regulation and in the various details of well

wcwrmaed an<f established ceremonies encounter embarrassments calculated to

retard it* operations—weaken its energies and ultimately to bring about deca^

Differing as nations do, as well in their policy as their institutions, it might.be

that aSatrustfulness of an association like ours would be enkiiuiledwithin

some of them unless, to each, there were confided an indewndent controlling

power within its limits—and although the blessings of our Order are even now

to a considerable extent felt beyond the borders of the United States, and upon

foreign soil, there are already erected many beautiful temples dedicate^0 the

principles of onr brotherhood. Yet this success was not easily *^red,and

Ely b« ascribed to the indomitable spirit, the undending determination and an-

faltering industry,of the meritorious brethren who were charged with the pleas-

ing duty of extending our principles and who toiled on to the bnght—the cheer-

imr hope—the earnest expectation that the Grand Lodge of the United States,

whoseObject is the wide and effective diffusion of the blessings of ourOrder,

would not forget that object in the contemplation of her present strength and

^ReJo&rf/rSuhe Grand Lodge and Grand Encampment of Canada are here-

by united and erected Into a distinct sovereignity, by the *”*****£
U Grand Lodge of British North America, ’ and with power, in all matters

relating to Odd Fellowship within British North America, independent of this

North America,” shall not at

any time hereafter in anywise alter or repudiate any of the signs tokens ^ss-

words, lectures or charges, or any other part or portion of either the written «
unwritten work of the Order, as known and practised within the jurisdiction of

**2? ThatthlsM§tand Lodge reserves to itself the right to give to the said rt The

Grand Lodge of British North America” the annual traveling ^word te b^

used Within the jurisdiction of the said “ The Grand Lodge of British North

America,” and both jurisdictions shall use the saiiro teOTeiing passw^jl.

3. The qualifications for membership in the Snbordirato Lodges within the

jurisdiction of the said “ The Grand Lodge of British North Amectoat i

identical with those established for membership in Subordinate Lodges withm

the jurisdiction of this Grand Lodge. «„* a*w
Resolved,

That a charter, in conformity herewith, t* P«PJre? “f
Authenticated, and its delivery confided to the G.C. Secretary.

E.’
C.‘ ROBINSON,

ROBERT H. GRIFFIN,
CHAS. THOMAS,
N. A. THOMPSON.

On motion to adopt the report and concur in the resolution ac-

companying the report, Rep. Robinson of Va. moved the previous

question, which being seconded by a majority of the Lodge, was

put and carried. The main question was then put, and resolved in

the affirmative. The yeas and nays being required, appealed as

f
°AvES-Reps. Baldwin, Bayley, Beardsley, Deeausaore,

Ellison, Fosdick, Garvin, Grwnwood, Griffin, Hmt, Judwin, heli(wg, Mohat^re,

McNairy, MacRac, Marley, Marshall, Miller, NeaUy (2 votos^ PagJ, Fwken
Pannenter, Reid. Robinson, Roues, Salomon, Searfoss,

(2 votes,) Thompson, Veitch, Watson (2 votes,) Weld, Wells, White, Whitney,

Wood, P. G. 8.’s Wildev, Kennedy—47. _ ,

Nays—

R

eps. Alsop, Day, Glenn, Kneass, Patterson (2 votes,) Stokes,Thomas,
P. G. S. Hopkins—9.

Ren. Griffin of Ga., from the committee to whom the subject was
referred, made the following report, with accompanying resolution,

which was adopted

:

To the R. W. Giand Lodge of the United States:
.

The Special Committee, to whom was referred the inquiry into

the propriety of the establishment by the Order of an institution, ot

learning, as-k leave to report: _
The committee have carefully considered the subject given to

them in charge, and have arrived at the conclusion that it is both
proper and expedient for this Grand Lodge to take some incipient

measures for the accomplishment of the design shadowed forth lIL

the resolution under which the committee were appointed. They
are persuaded that it is the pecular province of this body, vested as

it is with powers so extensive over the Order, to bring the subject

fairly before the brotherhood at large, and to take the first steps to-

ward the attainment of the object. The committee believe that the

Order in its progress has reached a point where its energies and
means exceed thejwerk which it has in hand- Organized ^originally

for the alleviation of the severer forms of distress, our chanties have
gradually so extended as to overshadow all forms of misery m our

midst. The vast and complicated machinery by which, froin one
end to the other of this country, and even beyond its limits, the at-

fairs of our institution ministers daily from our treasuries to the

wants of our uufortunate brothers, is working not only to our own
satisfaction, but to the admiration of those who are strangers to our

mysteries. We cannot hope to add many improvement to its pre-

sent arrangement, and where a system has been found to succeed

so well, it would be imprudent to attempt to make material changes.

But we mav turn our attention to other and kindred objects, and
having occupied one portion of the great held ol benevolence, we
may commence to%nake efforts for tne acquisition of the rest.

Charity, in the sense in which we use the term, includes more
duties than the simple relief of pecuniary distress. To be charitable

according to our acceptation of the word, is to do all the good we
oossibly can for our fellow-man, but more particularly for the mem-
bers of our Order. We have already done much good, and this we
may be permitted to say without the accusation of vain boasting.

But there is yet much more for us to do. We already watch by the

sick bed, bring comfort to the habitations of want, commit the dead

decently to the earth, cherish desolate families, and educate the

orphans of those who have been among us. But we do not yet af-

ford to those whose means are limited the opportunity of enlighten-

ing the minds of their children and fitting them for a career of use-

fulness. It is true that there are sections of our country highly fa-

vored by Providence, where even the poorest man is enabled to se-

cure for his offspring the priceless blessing of education, yet even in

such regions it is not possible for all such beneficiaries to lay hold

on places where they may gain the highest kind of knowledge.
«t-.l ...i ~ jj.imnhnna rtf ronlr arp nprmitted. ans! where the,

places where tney may gam me uigucat

ith us, where no distinctions of rank are permitted, and where the

most humble may in time become the most elevated, it i* especial-

ly important that the mind of each child should be submitted to the

process by which its powers can be developed. Many fathers are

daily enduring the miserable doom of Deholding the intellect of their

sons, in whom they live again, crushed beneath the weight of ad-

verse circumstances. There are many such fathers among our-

selyes for we have gathered our host from all classes and conditions

of men. Can we permit ourselves to doubt that it is our duty to

extend to this peculiar and aggravated form of distress its approprc-

fitc relief

The committee have heard many objections against the interfer-

ence of this body in the business, but all the objections resolve

themselves into questions of expediency. The constitutional power

of this Grand Lodge to co-operate in, and superintend a work like

this cannot be disputed. There can be no conscientious scruples

on the mind of any member in regard to this power. We are not

only at liberty to engage in any such undertaking, but.an enterprise

like this, involving consequences which cannot be estimated, is co-

ordinate with the dignity of our body. Here, from the same center

whence are distributed the laws of the fraternity, let the [W of in-

tellectual liftt emanate, and while in distant sections the brother

without name dr fortune, wiH, in all time to come, look upkMjtpu

as his supreme rulers, let him also gratefully regard y°u as chi^i,

of his benefactors. The design has been considered by spme im-

practicable on account of its vastness ;
but the committee.- after de-

liberate reflection, are convinced to the contrary. Such is the or-

ganization, such the numerical strength, and such are the^cuniary

means of om fraternity, that no enterprise, within our prescribed

bounds, can be too vast for us. AJ1 great achievements have follow-

ed upon predictions of failure. All great improvements haVft been

nreceded by cries of impracticability. And the committee believe

hat whenever this body, and the authorities which are constituted

under it, shall enter upon the work, and set their shoulders to the

wheel in earnest, all obstacles, doubts, fear^ and misgivings mil

vanish, and another example will be afforded £ the world of the

wonderful capacity of our institution for good. \

The committee nave not undertaken to consider thei merits ot any

particular scheme. Indeed, they were persuaded that the plan which

has been proposed by an eminent member of the Order, was princi-

pally intended to attract the attention of the Order to the subjfcb

and perhaps was not designed as the expression of his fully matured

opinions: and, while they do not hesitate to recommend the re-

specttul consideration of that plan, they are desuoUs that for the
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present, at least, the whole subject should be left open. Their ap-
proval, they are aware, can add but little to the exalted fame, ac-
corded by the fraternity at large to the brother just alluded to, but
the committee would nave done violence to their feelings if they
had left the subject without paying a passing tribute to one whose
services to the Order cannot be appreciated beyond their value.
The committee conclude by recommending to the Grand Lodge

that a resolution be passed, inviting the attention of State Grand
Lodges to the subject and requesting an expression of their views
before the next annual communication, at which time they believe
the whole subject can be considered to advantage and disposed of
to the satisfaction of all interested. Resolutions to that effect are
appended. AU of which is respectfully submitted,

A. K. MARSHALL,
ROBERT H. GRIFFIN,
WM. W. MOORE.

Resolved, That fche several State Grand Lodges are hereby earnestly request-
ed to consider the expediency of the establishment by the Order of a grand sys-
tem of education, and to devise and forward to this Grand Lodge plans for the
MMinpUshment of the object, should they deem it expedient to take the work
island.
Resolved, That the Grand Secretary be directed to communicate the above

report and resolutions to the several State Grand Lodges.

LETTERS FROM AN EDITORIAL FRIEND —NO. IV.

Red Bank, (N. J.) 26th Sept., 1846.

Dbar. Golden Rule :—How apt are we to look abroad for those
prominent features in nature and art, which are unnoticed or un-
sought in our own immediate neighborhood I Such, at the present

time, may be deemed our case. Were we dropped at midnight, in al-

most any large town in the United States, we should be able to find

our way to the hotel—not that wc are ** tavern hunters,” but,

iweary of the road, we have often hailed that resting place with
pleasure and parted from it with regret. It is the “traveler’s
home,” where, for his money, he seldom fails to find sccommoda-
ftions and a welcome. We have wandered more than fifty thousand
miles within the last six years—and yet'we ha^iever visited Red
Bank.

^ *

An ignorance of our own vicinity is a fault in us, as Americans;
especially, as regards our localities ; and in respect to our institu-

tions, particularly—for, when questioned by stangers upon these
matters, as we are always liable to be, it is a shame not to be
able to give a quick and correct answer. In visiting foreign
countries, it is still more important that the traveler should have a
thorough knowledge of his own. But this is a subject, dear R ule,

upon which I do not intend to give a lecture—my only object being
lodraw a sketch of my first (with shame be it spoken) trip to Red
Bank and its dependencies—a section of country already as familiar
to “ the upper ten thousand ” as their morning-gowns and slippers

To effect this comfortably, we placed ourselves under the care of
j

Capt. Price, who commands the steamboat Orus, yesterday morn-
ing at seven o’clock, and were soon gliding down one of the hand-
somest harbors that the world need to boast. The sun shone bril-

liantly, the weather was warm, and the bay as smooth as a mirror.
Even after passing Sandy Hook lights, the waves scarcely agitated
the boat sufficiently to convince us that we were afloat upon the

broad bosom of the mighty ocean. It was, literally speaking, “ as
calm as a summer’s sea.” The first stopping place was at the

“Ocean House,” (a distance of twenty-five miles,) which stands
ilone upon a recently formed peninsula of sand. Two miles before
arriving here, we passed the wreck of the North America, imbedded,
high and dry, some thirty yards from the shore, from whence the

peninsula has extended nearly a mile farther north, since her disas-

ter. There is little doubt that this inlet will soon be closed, and the

ianer passage alone left to accommodate the trade with this section

•f country.

The “ Ocean House ” is a place of great resort for those who
wish to fly from the city, either to enjoy the sea-breeze, in pursuit

of health, recreation or quiet, during the summer season. Heie,
the disciples of Isaak Wahon may riot in luxury. Here, too, if

Report be true, all sorts of tastes, within the bounds of reason and
propriety, may be satisfied, so far as 6uch matters are within the

Contrbl of the landlord. The tenements are not numerous, to be
Rne, bat rather compact j and, we understand, are well inhabited

daring'' the hot weather.

From hence we ran at a right angle from our former course ; glid-

ing up a beautiful little river, the Navesink, stopping at Port Wash-
ington, Brown’s Dock and Middletown, about five miles in all, till

we landed at this place, at ten o’clock, precisely ; making the pass-

age in three hours.

The village of Red Bank stands high, both in point of character

and position. It has a newness about it that reminds one sensibly

Qfxome of the villages in the western part of the State of New
York, unencumbered with the numerous stumps that are to be seen

about them. Thirty years ago, there were but two or three houses

here, one of which was a tavern that stands near the river, and is

still occupied lor the same business. It was erected previous to the

revolution
; and, no donbt, has accommodated many of those who

were engaged in that momentous struggle. Now there are over a
hundred dwellings, mostly well painted, and some embellished with
much taste ; and the village, probably, contains a thousand inhabit-
ants. Many new buildings, among others, a Methodist Episcopal
Church and Parsonage-house, are nearly finished.

|

The prospect from here i9 beautiful. The charming Navesink
runs in front, bounded on each side by a bold shore, rising gra-
dually to the interior; spreading out to the eye of the spectator a
large extent of country, under a good state of cultivation.

All around us here the soil is rendered classical by the incidents
of the revolutionary war. Immediately opposite this village, on the
highest ground across the river, were the British encamped on their
retreat after the battle of Monmouth. In another direction, some
three mile3 behind the town, stands the house which was occupied
as the head-quarters of General Washington. In fact, every emi-
nence around presents evidence, from the remains of old redoubts,
that the blessings we enjoy were purchased by the blood and un-
ceasing watchfulness of our patriotic forefathers. It is a legacy that

cannot be too carefully guarded, or too highly appreciated by their

descendants.

Mount Tabor (so called by the Odd Fellows of Red Bank) is a
considerable hill that Blands a half mile back of the village, over-

looking a great extent of country, and commanding a complete
view of the ocean. As a site for a public edifice, particularly /or
a large hotel, it has no superior.

Odd Fellowship here, has arrived at an astonishing popularity in

the shortest period. The Navesink Lodge was only installed last

April ; a id it now numbers nearly eighty members—and such mem-
bers, too— the very cream of the place. In our long experience, we
have not met with a whole body who were more worthy or compe-
tent to do honor to the Order. They already talk of erecting a hall

(having outgrown their present accommodations) and forming at
Encampment ;

and, to such brethren, to resolve is to executet and n6
mistake. The short time—too short for our wishes— that we passed

in the beautiful village of Red Bank, is a period that will be the

mo9t cherished in our recollections; and which is doubly endeared

by the kiud attentions that we received at the hands of the brethren.

If our host, friend Hendrickson, have no complaint to make at our

enormous appetite, provoxed as it was by the sea air; and you,

dear reader of the Rule, at the dullnes of this epistle, then we BhaH

be satisfied, and can calmly say, Adieu. H.

LETTERS FROM AN ITINERANT—NO. H.

Ithaca, October 2d, 184G.

Dear Sir and Brother :—There is an excellent Lodge at Owe-
go, where I have been spending a few days, as well as here, my
present head-quarters. It is of no use to particularize, however;

for wherever I turn my steps in my various wanderings, the flourish-

ing condition and increasing popularity of the Independent Order of

Odd Fellows is almost beyond ordinary belief.

I found my way from Owego here by the railroad. You are

aware that such a communication existsbetween these tyro places;

but such a road, O Moses !—it transcends the conception of any

common intellect. I leave a description of it to those who are more

competent to appreciate its merits—and, were it notfor an incident,

1 should not now make it a subject of remark.

The hour of leaving Owego is fixed at half-past twelve—in con-

sequence of which, we were all (about twenty of us, passengers,)

making our arrangements for a snug little dinner that had been or-

dered. How uncertain are all human calculations, as a brief state-

ment will soon show— for the conductor notified us that on thisday

he should start precisely at twelve—a half hour sooner thanthe time

assigned. Here was a pretty fix. We remonstrated. Remonstrance

was in vain ;
and, id spite of our predisposed appetites, and the

tempting preparations for gratifying them, we were compelled te

be off. Surmise was on tiptoe to guess the cause of this sudded

'movement. It was beyond our feeble penetration.

The car* passed on, with tolerable speed, to the first watering

place, a distance of about fifteen miles, when it was announced that

there would be a stoppage of two hours. The whole mystery

was, at once, developed. An exhibition was to take place here, at

this precise hour ; and our amiable conductor had resolved to see

the show ! Thus we, twenty passengers, several ladies among thf

Dumber, were obliged to sit in the cars for two hours, while this

young man gratified his laudable curiosity. The ladies—bless their

patient hearts— bore it with a philosophy that belongs alone to

lovely woman ; but, the way the more masculine part of creation

grumbled, and almost swore, was a caution to all unsophisticated

conductors who stop in the woods to witness an exhibition of Judy

and Punch. ,

The entertainment at length ended—such things generally

and we arrived at the rendezvous where the coaches take us, at 0
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o’clock. They, however, were ordered by our calculating conduc-

tor to be kept back till six. At a quarter past that hour, they made
their appearance, so that by seven, we were in Ithaca, running

tiocnty-nine miles in the cowrie of seven hours ! If travelers are not

cautious, hereafter, how they take passage with a conductor who
stops in the woods to see the show, it will, at least for a long time,

he a lesson to, Yours in F. L. and T. ' v.

JKtme from tlje Co&cjeo.

NEW JERSEY.
Camden.—Extract of a letter from our correspondent, dated Sept.

26—“ Our Lodge is in a very prosperous condition. Some five or

six members of New Jersey Lodge No. 1, which has been defunct

several years, are preparing to apply for reinstatement. If they

shall accomplish the object, we shall have two lodges in Camden.
In my last I informed you that we were about to open an Encamp-
ment here. This has since been done, in fine, style* On the night

of institution, we initiated eight candidates, and admitted two by
card, and had several propositions. We have a fine field before us,

and have no doubt that the new Encampment will soon take rank

with any other in our State.”

MISSOURI.
Grand Lodge Proceedings.—Some good brother, in St. Louis,

has sent us & printed copy of the proceedings of the Grand Lodge
of this State, at its Second Qurterly Communiaalion, held July 22,

and of special meetings, held Aug. 6th and 8th.

At a special meeting, June 6th, a charter was granted for
“ Morning Star, Lodge No. 15,” to be located at Glasgow, Howard
county ; and a at special meeting, June 25, a charter was granted

for Des Moines Lodge, No. 16, to be located at St. Francisville,

Clark county.

A charter for “ Mystic Lodge, No. 17, was granted ; the lodge to

be located at Hannibal, Morison county.

The New Odd Fellows Hall, at St. Louis, for the use of the

Grand and Subordinate Lodges, is nearly completed, and a commit-
tee appointed to make suitable anangemenU for its dedication.

From the report of the Building Committee, we learn that the Hall

is rented for the ensuing year, for the sum of $2,125, with a pros-

pective increase of $200 for the year after.

From the Annual Report of the Grand Secretary to the G. L.

XL S., we gather the following particulars of the work of the past

years Initiations 240; admitted by card, 46; withdrawn by card,

79; whole number of contributing members, 755 ; Total revenue,

$7,964 10. The Annual Relief Report shows the sum -of $1,533 26

paid for the relief of brothers ; for the relief of widowed families,

$69 ; for burying the dead, $235 27. Number of brothers relieved,

93; deaths, 5 ; education of orphans, $30. Total amount of relief,

$1,867 33.

A new Constitution and Code of By-Laws for the government
of the Grand Lodge were presented and adopted. The Order, in

this far-off portion of tlie jurisdiction, seems to be in a healthy and
prosperous state.

KENTUCKY.

THE GOLDEN RULE.
NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, OCTOBE1^1^^846^

PHILADELPHIA—CANVA88ER8 WANTED.
Six Good Canvassers will find immediate employment by applying at Odd

Fellows’ Depot, to CURTIS and NORCROSS, Odd Fellows’ Hall, Sixth-st.

They must be members of the Order.

“ The Apolloneons.”—This delightful little band of musicians
and vocalists have been carrying the citizens of Brooklyn and New
York by surprise and storm. The extraordinary and “Ole Bull-

like” performances of Master George Bullock on the violin, and

the “Dragonetti-like” execution on the violincello, by Master De-

los A. Cole carries the whole audience away in transport, andbrinp
down thunders of applause at every repetition. And then, the dear,

little, angelic matronly Miss Cole,who is only^nine years ofage,with
what demonstrations of popularity is her every appearance hailed,

arid with what quiet composure and queen-like dignity does she re-

ceive the flattering testimonials continually awarded by the audi-

ence to her extraordinary talent ! It can hardly be realised that »
delicate and tiny a creature as you see before you, who is scarcely

as high as the legs of a piano, can be capable of effecting such diffi-

cult and rapid passages, as she does with all the ease and grace 4
the most accomplished performer. The others are equally perfect

and extraordinary in their perfoi mances, on their several instru-

ments.

The city of New York has been so much inflicted with musical

humbug9, with high-sounding titles, that it was, at first, doubted
whether the “ Apolloneons” would meet with much success. Tbej
tried it, and the result has been shown—their audiences have mort

than doubled on each representation, and their talent has been eu

doused by the best musical critics of the day, as being of the firs

order. Their performances are chaste, of the very highest ordei;

and from music by the best masters, and should be listened to b]

every one having the least taste. Such a wonderful combinatioi
of rare ralent is presented but seldom: and it should be fostered am
encouraged.

American Museum.—This innocent place of amusement i/

now offering the public universal attractions. The Vtrgink
Dwarf is truly a prodigy. The Ourang Outang, and those othei

specimens of semi-humanity, are most remarkable curiositiea

Everybody should go to the Museum, and take the children too

Mr. Hitchcock, the manager, is unwearied in his efforts to plea*
the public.

The Pekin Tea Warehouses, Nos. 75 and 77 Fulton-wtreet, con
tinue to be thronged with people from all parts of the Union, for tin

purpose of supplying themselves with the choice and fragrant Tea
which alone are to be found there. The fame of this concern is be

coming co-extensive with the Union ; and so long as the priuciple oi

importing none but the genuine article is adhered to—added to tin

selling, at retail, at wholesale prices—a popularity for their Tea
must be firmly established. We advise our friends, and particularli
the ladies—who are always good judges—to send for a trial package
Our experience is perfectly satisfactory, and we doubt not their
will be also.

Louis vil lb, Sept., 29th, 1846.

Bro. Winchester,—The Order in Kentucky continnes to in-

crease, and still there are no troubles within our jurisdiction. A
dispensation to open a Lodge in Flemingsburg, has been granted,
and when initituted, I expect it will do well, The Patriarchal
Branch continues fair and flourishing, and the new work receives
the admiration of every initiate.!

Our new and splendid Hall is nearly completed, and it makes a
fine appearance. It is quite an ornament to the city, and will prove
a lucrative building to the Order, as the rent for the lower rooms
will amount to considerable. P. G. M. Hinkle has given it his en-
tire attention, and his skill, as displayed in its management, is wor-
thy of admiration. Your’s truly, inF. L & T.,

TAL. P. SHAFFNER.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Philadelphia.—“ Mount Olive Encampment, No. 6, is in a very

prosperous condition, and numbere now 180 members. From pre-
sent appearances, I think she will have 200 before the close of the
term. Your paper is favorably received here, and I think when we
get a copy in our Encampment, it will be the means of adding a
number of names to your subscription list. The following are the
names of our officers for the present term : Reading B. Barnes, C.P.;
Wm. M. Parkham, H.P.; John Abel, S. W.j Wra. Smith, J. W.;
Benjamin Boucher, Scribe ; Charles Levering, Treasurer. Yours
in F. L. in T. B> B „

The New Phenix Hotel, at Whitehall, has been opened unde]
the care of Bro A. A. Harrington. The urbanity of the landlord
the convenience of the house, and the excellence of the accorarno
dations, are equal to any in the State ; and we cheerfully recoin
mend it to the traveler who desires good, comfortable quarters.

fid- The Ivory Statue of Christ on the Cross, is now exhibiting
at the LaFarge Buildings, corner of Broadway and Reade-st. It i

said to be a very beautiful work of art, by artists and others who an
esteemed judges. We have not seen it ourselves, but shall do so

and endeavor to give our impressions of its merits next week.

The Annual Fair of the American Institute is now open, at Css
tie Garden. The products there exhibited of the ingenuity and in
duetry of the country are said to surpass any previous exhibition.

i he model of IMew-York. at the Minerva Rooms, 406 Brosway, is said to be an admirable specimen of art, and is attract!
large numbers of visiters. We intend to see it.

o Ji.
1 . B ^ayer, Mr. LODOWICK J. LATHA

and Mias CAROLINE A LATHAM, of Brooklyn.

.Yr
Ct V*“ Mohawk, by Rev. Mr. DevendorL of Oriskany, Bro. P. H. MYEi

of Mohawk^
M^s HELE& L. daughter of Bro. John Gold

SeP‘- l°,
r

at\Ca*-no*k. hy Rev. Wm. Clarke, Bro. NATHAN NICHOLSOwahgena Ud«No. 223, and Miss RHODA E. GOODRICH, all of CuenoTi
t how^I T

C
^r
N

- Y-
hy Mr- s«ton, Bro. ALB El

HOLMES
L
of

L°d*C No ’ 185
’
of Mohawk, and Miss ELLEN
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DfiME’SCW PILLS
Important Considerations

XpROM a report of the Registrar-Gen

-

X? eral of the city of London, for the year 1845, It

appear* tha* the deaths were—males, 2 1,195; females,
23,386 ;—total, 43,332. Of these no fewer than 14,-

637 died of diseases of the respitory organs ! As the
duration of Consumption, taking one case with an-
other, is about two years, it follows that nearly
Thirty Thousand Pbrsons—being l in every 70
of the entire population of that great metropolis—are
constantly wasting away under the attacks of this
lingering malady ! The tables of mortality of New
York, and other portions of the North American
Continent, show a picture equally sad and heart-
rending. Keader, have you ever reflected upon the
vast amount of human suffering—of hearts torn
asunder—of the young, and the beautiful, and the
loved, fading away by this most deceptive and fe-

tal malady—and not felt saddened at the thought
that there was no arm to stay the ravages of the foil

Destroyer?
And yet the Creator never designed that so many

should die in early youth, and has therefore placed
within the reach of the profound student of Nature,
powerful remedial Agents, adapted to all the various
* ills which flesh is heir to.” One of the most valua-
ble of those is the discovery of the great and good Dr.
Laknnbc, a man whose whole life was devoted to
the stady of

CONSUMPTION
and other diseases of the Lungs and their append-
ages; and the result of which has been given to the
world in his CELEBRATED COUGH PILLS—an,
almost absolute specific in every affection of the re-
spitory organs, whether biflamatory or chronic. To
their perfect adaption to these two classes of pnlnio-,
nary diseases, has been owing their great success and
popularity—a popularity so unexampled, that all
France has been filled wiih wonder and admiration
at their astonishing effects. Medical men have been
paralysed with amazement, to see patients who had
been abandoned by them, or pronounced beyond the
reach of the liealingart, restored to perfect health by
these medicines. The use of a single dose cannot fell
to mtlsfy the skeptical of their extraordinary power.

A FEW PILLS ONLY
Will core the moet obstinate reoent oold, no matter
how severe. The action of this medicine is so speedy
—so perfectly magical, that the disease yields in-
stantly to its power: the cough and other alarming
symptoms abate, and a few days exhibits an entire
change from sickness to health. In oases ofineipient
CONSUMPTION, even when there has been a
cough of a year or more,

^COMPLETE CURE
win he effected in a single month ! Bleeding at th%
Lungs, which defies the skill of physicians, can be
cured in a few days, by the use of No. 2. Not an in-
stance has occurred in which the*e Pillshavefailed to
effect a cure. Let the sick try them.
(Mr The COUGH PILLS are One Dollar a box,

With full directions.

tar- dr. LAENNEC’S FAMILY PILLS, a mild,
safe, and effective cvhartic, an infallible remedy for
Dyspepsia, Erysipelas, and all derangements of the
stomach and biliary nrerans. Price 2" cents a box

car Sold by J. WINCHESTER, 30 ANN-ST.

ImportanttoTraveler»andUonao-
keeperu*

LIFE and PROPER-
l TY PRESERVERS. Patent
i Self-Cocking Revolving pistols.

j Manufactured, wholesale and
retail, by J. G. BOLEN, 104 Broadway,
janlOtf Between Wall and Pine ete .New York

.Levi H. Taft,

A
TTORNEY. COUNCELLOR, See Detroit,

Michigan. His particular, andw hen desired,

personal attention will be given to the securing ana
collecting Claims and Demands, Payment of Taxes,
4c. in any part of Miohig&n.
Refer to D. C. Hyde 4 Co., Alfred Clapp 4 Co.,

S.4 Y. Lawrence, Coman 4 Hopkins, Jarvis H. Hills

and H. B. BradshtfW, Esq. New York; Wm. Jones
4 C<x, Curtis Reed 4 Co. and F. W. Dickinson, Esq.
Boston; W. B. Darling 4 Co., Providence, R. I.;

Cook 4 Baras, and Messrs. Coe 4 Colt, Exchange
Brokers. Detroit.

Mr. Taft is commissioner to take Depositions, Ac-
knowledgments of Deeds, 4c. for the State of Mas-
sachusetts. s!9tf

Oddi Fellows’ Depot,
nHHE subscribers respectfully inform
X the Brothers of the Order, that they have taken
a store in the new Odd Fellows’ Hall, North Sixth
street below Race street, where they intend to keep
on hand all the principal Odd Fellows’ Publications,
Proposition Becks, Report Books, Order Books,
Blank Books, and all such other Books as are used
by the Order, together with Regalia, and all other
articles used In furnishing Lodges.

They also intend keeping on hand a general as-

sortment of Books, Stationery, 4c.
WM. CURTIS,
D. NORCROSS.

The offioe of the “ Golden Role” is at the above
Store.

The Mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
A-J Office No. 11 Wall street. This institution is
distinguished from all others

,
at home or abroad, by

all. or most, of the following peculiarities:
1 Where the premiums are over $50, it requires

only one ouarter part in Cash
, instead ofthe whole.

2. It allows the Assured to pay yearly, quarterly,
monthly

,
or weekly.

3. No part of the profits are withheld—or diverted
from the Assured, either in charity, or otherwise.

4. It has no loan, either nominal or real, to pay
interest for; having a a sufficient capital funded,
from premiums received.

5. The Assured can withdraw his profits, or leave
them to accumulate, year by year, at his option.

^6^1 1 assures to the age of 67, instead of stopping

7.

It declares the profits yearly, instead of once in
five, or seven years, and issues scrip yearly to the
Assured, for the estimated profits, bearing 6 per cent
interest—which tcripis redeemed m cash, when the

Softs amount to $200,000, or is allowed to ateumu-
\e,atthe option ofthe Assured.

8.

It enables a man. to provide for his wife and
children, in such a way, that although he may lose
every thing, Ifey are safe

;

and all persons, whether
married or unmarried, to provide for Old Age, Sick-
ness, and Want, as well as for Death.

9.

The Assured can surrender the policy at any
time after the first year, and receive its equitable
value.

10.

At any time after the first year, the Assured
can borrow, on the scrip issued, two-thirds of its

amount
,
so that he has nothing to fear from a

Change of circumstances, or inability topay the pre-

11. Directors and officers are chosen yearly; and
the Assured votes according to his interest.

12. The funds are all invested in United States,
New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts stocks,
and in real estate In New York and New Jersey,
wholly unincumbered

,
and efdouble the value loan-

ed; or leaned to the Assured as above.
ia It pays no Directors,no Auditors, no Solicitors.

It lends money to neither.

14. It does not reckon the Assured a year older

(

than he is—but from six months less to six months
more, so as to equalise the estimates between all

parties.

15. The rates are lower, the expenses less, and the
profits larger than with Foreign Offices; invest-
ments here yielding from 6 to 7 per oent—abroad
only 3 per cent—to say nothing of 33% per oent re-

served; nor of interest allowed to those who furnish
a “guaranty capital,” at the rate of 6 per oent on
every hundred pound* subscribed, for every ten
pounds paid tn!

16. Instead of encouraging, every precaution is

taken to prevent a forfeiture of the policy.

17. The liability of the Assured is limited by law,
to the amount of his premium note. m9:tf

Wedding Cards.W5DDING, INVITATION, AND
VISITING CARDS. The subscriber exe-

cutes in a superior style at short notice and on
reasonable terms, SILVER DOORAND NUMBER
PLATES, of sterling silver of extra thickness, and
warranted.
ARMS, CRESTS, AND CIPHERS on seals, on

stone, brass, and silver.

COUNTING HOUSE, Cohrular, Notaries, So-
ciety, and LODGE SEALS engraved la a superior
manner, at moderate prices.

CARDS printed from plates already engraved, on
extra porcelain cards, both aurfeoea highly enameled,
at short notice, by BOLEN, Engraver and Printer,

104 Broadway between Wall and Pine its. N. Y.
Card Coses, Envelopes, Note Paper, and fine Cut-

lery, 4c. janlO tf

To Encampments and Lodges.

T
HE Undersigned will keep constantly on hand a
full assortment of Books, Paper, and general Sta-

tionery, and solicits a share of patronage. He will

supply new Encampments and Lodges with every
artiele they may need, on the most favorable terms.

W. H. TOWNSEND, Stationer, 19 Wall st

Livingston K. Miller,
A TTORNEY AT LAW, and SO
XXLICITOR IN CHANCERY, No. 20 Nassau
street N. Y. Collecting (and other business) prompt-
ly attended to. Refer to Benj. F. Butler, Jno P.

Cresby and Chas. Butler, Esqrs., and Doremns 4
Nixon, Merchants. m 16:6m*

Classen’s
T7ASHI0NABLE VISITING
X1 CARD ESTABLISHMENT. 25 per oent be-

low his usual prices. A Plate and 50 Cards printed
for $1,50; the best Enamelled Cards printed from
Engraved Plates at 60 cents per pock. A SILVER
DOOR PLATE furnished and beautifully engraved
for $3. Engraving for the ,Trade equally Tow, at

CLLASSEN’S old stand, No. 1 Murray-street, cor-

ner of Broadway. m30:ly

A BEAUTIFUL ROSE WOOD SERAPHINE—
coostraded for the use of Odd Fellows Hall—for

sale at Holt’s Music Store, 156 Fultoa-st Price

$150, 0 HpI2:tf

Dining Boom.MOTICE.—E. J . MERCER, respeefc-
i-v fully informs his friends and the public, that
haring purchased from his partner, J. F. Green, his
entire interest in the Coffee and Dining Rooms, oor-
ner of Nassau and Ann streets, trusts the estab-
lishment will continue to receive not only the sap-
port of his friends, but also be recommended to the
patronage of his friends’ friends, as he assures them
all his energies will be devoted on his part to make
his Dining Rooms second to none other in the city.
N. B. The Ladies’ Coffee and Refreshment Rooms

will still be continued as heretofore, under the espe-
cial charge of Mrs. Mercer. Private entrance, 21
Ann street. aogl:tf

Regalia.

THE Subscriber Informs the members of the Order
that in addition to his stock of cheap Dry Goods,

he keeps constantly on hand the various articles
used in the manufacture of Regalia, and furnishing
such as Scarlet and Blue Merinoes

;
Scarlet, Blue,

White, and Black Kattinetts; Scarlet, Blue, and
Block De L&iues

;
Velvets, Linens, Fringes, Ribbons,

4 c., of the proper shades, which he will be happy to
dispose of at a small advance. Orders from a dis-
tance promptly attended to. WM. C. FLANIGAN,
S5-6ms. No. 190 South Seoond street, Philad’a.

Philadelphia. Hat 4 Cap Store*

THE subscriber respectfully informs
his friends, and the public in general, that he

has. opened the New Cheap Hat 4 Cap Store, No.
106, N. 6th-st. 2 doors above the “Odd Fellows” new
Hall, where may be had all kinds of Hats Caps 4e.
wholesale and retail, cheap for cash. Merchants and
other are requested to call and examine before pur-
chasing elsewhere. [m23:tfj F. W. CORINTH.

Dr* James Ashley,
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,X No. 40 HUDSON street. Offioe Hours—9 A.

M. and 5 P M. dl3 1

y

Carpeting, OH Cloths* dec.

\TO. 64 EAST BROADWAY, and
JL1 71 Division street.—W. H. GUION. would in-

vite the at tendon of those families intenaing to pur-
chase CARPETING, or any article in the line dar-
ing the present spring, to his very extensive assort-

ment «f English. Brussels, three-ply and Ingrain Car-
peting. Also, Oil Cloths for Halls, offices, ship and
steamboat cabins, together with every article con-
nected with the business.
The subscriber takes this opportunity to inform

his friends and patrons, that he has, during the win-

ter, entered into arrangements with the most exten-

sive manufacturers of this country and Europe, for

an early supply of all the latest patterns, upon such
terms as will enable those about to furnish, to make
satisfactory selections at prices lowbr than at

other store in the city. ap25:U

J. C, Booth Sc Co*
pASH DRAPERS and TAILORS,

187 Broadway, have reoeived an additional sup-
ply of choice Ca8«imeres Linen Drills and Vestings,

to which they would invite particular attention. Oar
stock now comprises the richest assortment of goods

ever before offered in this oity, and having great for

duties in buying, both here and in foreign markets,

we are enabled to offer them at prices much lower

than the usual rates,

There are seme who imagine that goods in Broad-
way must be dear, but we would assure such persons

that our prices (at all times low) were never so low

as at the present
;
and that since our removal, by our

much increased business, we have been enabled to

reduoe our rates, while at the same time, the style

and workmanship of our garments have been very
much improved. We would invite aU these persons

to give us a call, and be disabused at once of all such
erroneous impressions.
The Cutting Department is under the supervision

of Mr J. LEE, whose name is a sufficient guarantee

of its being properly and efficiently conducted. jel3tf

Fall Fathlom.
mHE CHEAP HAT AND CAP MANUFACTO-
1 RY, 72% Bowery, between Walker and Hester
streets, is now ready to serve all who may want a
good and oheap Hat or Cap. Having on hand an
entire new stock of Hats and Cape of his own man-
ufacture, be is determined to sell them at a very
small profit Silk Hats, of the latest fashions, of
superior quality, from $2,00 to 3,50; and Fur Hats
from 2^50 to 5,00. Children’s Hats of all kinds, and
the latest patterns. Hots made to order at the

shortest notice. Don’t forget the number, 72%
Bowery, New-York, sign of the BIG HAT.
sept26:tf HENRY SHAW.

Philip Gnrhardtj
P|RAPER and TAILOR, No. 74,
X/ West Broadway. A large and Fashionable as-

sortment of Cloths. Cassimeru and Vestings, con-

stantly on hand. ap25:ly

fHO LET.—The rooms lately fitted np by Exoelsior

I Lodge, corner of Nassau and Beekraan-sts., on

Saturday evening of each week. For particulars ap-

ply to the Trustees, at the rooms, on Friday eve-

ning* 0l9;4t

• •
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Odd Fellows9 Rosalia, Pliilad’a*

J
W. A. E. D STOKES, 194 Market street, Phil-

• adelphia, Manufacturers of REGALIA, SASH-
KS, ROBES, &c.

f
for Lodges and Encampments.

'Hie members of the Order, Lodges and Encamp-
ments, wishing to purchase a SPLENDID AR TI-

CLE of REGALIA, at a very low price, can be

Encampmenla,

I
O. of O. F. Committees about purchasing Em-

* blems, &c. for Encampments or Lodges, are re-

quested to call and examine those introduced (ex-
pressly for the New Work) by the subscriber, and
which have been approved by the following Encamp-
ments: Mount Olivet, Egyptian, Mizpeh, See., of

eommodatedby calling at the store, where they will
j

New York
;
Potomac Lodge, Alexandria, D. C.

;

find a great variety, adapted to the different degrees ! v« »««««. rri - -5—
and ranks in the Order. Orders from a distance at-

tended to with punctuality and despatch. octlOrtf

Davis A Rrynaii)
XyTANUFACTURER of MASONIC
±lX and ODD FELLOWS’ REGALU and BAN-
NERS, No. 2, Hart’s Buildings, South Sixth street,

one door above Chesnut street, Philadelphia. Re-
galia and Banners of every description, either plain,

painted, or embroidered in gold or silver. Samples
mar be seen as above. Also, every variety of Naval
and Military Gold and Silver Embroidery, executed
to order, at very reduced prices. octlO.tf

material for Regalia.

THE largest stock, and best assortment of material
for Regalia, in the United States, can be found at

F. W. 8c W. F. GILLEY’S
DRY-GOODS ESTABLISHMENT,

430 GRAND-8TRBET, N. Y.

Scarlet, Green. Blue, Pink. White, Royal Purple

,

Gold, and Black, Silk Velvet?. Cashmeres, Merinoes ,

Moreens, Satim and Silks or every quality. Also,
all numbers of Satin and Lustring Ribbons. N. B.
Manufacturers and Merchants supplied. octlOrtf

BOARDING.—Brothers of the Order, who
are desirous of obtaining a good and comfortable

home, will do well by calling at 26 Greenwich, Ave-
nue. oct!0:3t*

Winchester, Va. and many others. The undersign-
ed would also respectfully solicit a call from mer-
chants and others visiting the city at his SIGN,
BANNER, FLAG and ORNAMENTAL PAINT-
ING ROOMS, No. 101 Nassau-st. tfhere he flatters

himself, that his original designs and acknowledged
superiority of workmanship, in connection with
moderate charges, will offer inducements for patron-
age unsurpassed by any establishment in New York.
Country Merchants can have their orders executed
during their stay in the city, and signs, See., can be
forwarded with safety to all parts of the United
States. JAMES ACKERMAN, 101 Nassau-st

sep 12:3m

Regal i«*«

M I. DRUMMOND, No. 309 GRAND STREET,
i having partly got over his press of business,

will be happy to receive orders from the brethren for
R. P. Regalia, Plain, Half, or Full, Embroidered,
White Satin; and P. G. Regalia, do do., as low as
can be got in the city, and as good. Lodges and En-
campments furnished at the shortest notice, acoord-

,

ing to the Revised Work. Stars, Braids, Ac., on

|

hand, or made to order. oct3:tf

Dancing Academics,.
QRAKSPEARE HOTELcornerof Duane and Wil-

I. O. O. F* Breastpins, Jewelry, Ac*
(2 A. BRETT, lias removed from
VA • No. 103 Pearl street, to the new store, No.
45 Liberty street, opposite the Post Oifioe,(up stairs)
where he respectfully invites the attention of Mer-
chants (about laying in their Spring stocks,) to his
extensive and handsome assortment of French-Eng-
lish and German Fancy Goods : Pocket and TableO liana streets. Mr. G. Robertson respectfully an- Cutlery

;
Razors

;
Scissors : Needles

; Thimbles :

Bounces to his brethren of the order, and the public
|

Percussion taps; German Silver wares
;
Plated and

in general, that his classes are now open at the above , Gilt ware: Fine gold and silver Duplex, Lever, Le-
Tooms Wednesdays and Saturdays, and at the NOR- pine and Verge Watches; Jewelry ; Odd F.eUows’THERN EXCHANGE, 273 Bleecker street, Tues- Breast-pins : gold, silver, plated and German SH-
days and Fridays, for giving instructions in the ver Pencil Cases, with and without pens; Steel
various modes of the above accomplishment. Hours

! Pens
;
gilt, plated, lasting, twist, brocade, jet, Japan-

ofattendance for Ladies, Misses and Masters, from
]

ei, horn, bone, and ether Buttons; shell, ivory, horn,
3 to 6 P. M., Gentlemen from 8 to 10 in the evening,

j

wood and metal Combs: dressing and traveling
Mr. R. will have the pleasure of introducing in ' Cases

;
portable Writing Desks

;
Fans

;
hair, cloth,

his academies a variety of new and fashionable Ball
' shoe, nml, tooth, shaving and other Brushes

;
Sus-

room and Fancy Dances, with the graceful Redowa penders
;
spool and skein Cotton: linen Thread;

Walts as now danced in the saloons of London an i I sewing Silk
;
Hooks and Eyes

;
Perfumery of all

Paris. Private instructions given to pspils at any 1 J m " * cV * * ” * * **

hour to suit their convenience. Classes at Semina-
ries taught on reasonable terms. Mr. R.’s class at
the Lyceum, Jersey City, will open on Thursday,
October 1st. For more particular information please

>ly at Mr. R.’s residence and Private Academy,
Canal street, New York. o3:3m*

Wager’s Air Tight Cooking Stove.

T
HIS celebrated cooking stove has been used in a
large number of families in this city, during the

last year, and has given the most perfeot satisfac-

tion. For saving fuel, and in all kinds of cooking,
it cannot be excelled by any other stove. References
will be given to all that wish, and the stove warrant-
ed. The subscriber would invite all in want ofa good
oooking stove to call and examine this stove, which
will be snffloient to satisfy any one of its superiority
over all other stoves. Also a new and beautiful pat-
tern of Cast Iron Gothic Air Tight Parlor Stove, a
superior article, together with stoves for Hall and of-

fice. For sale at 248 Water st. by
26: tf E. W. M. SAVAGE.

Cash Tailoringyl 27 Fulton-street.

S
ANFORD, BROTHERS, have just opened an en-
tire new stock of Clothes, Cassimers,and Vestings,

of every variety and style, which they offer to their
friends and thfe public at very low'prices. We would
simply say we can suit the most fastidious as to fits,

style, und workmanship. Please sail at 127 Fulton-sk
N.B.—Constantly on hand every variety of gen-

tlemen’s outfitting. MARCUS B. SANFORD.
62613m* ANSON P. SANFORD.

kinds
;

Toilet Soaps
;
band Mirrors and Looking-

glasses
;
Beads

;
Head Ornaments

;
and a great

variety of other goods, especially adapted to the
Spring trade, all of which he offers fce the trade at
moderate prices. mar28tf

E. Iff* Nodyne^iy

MANUFACTURER ofTrunka, Carpet Bags, Va-
lises, Ladies Traveling Bags. Ac., has eonstant-

by on hand a good assortment or the above named
articles, which he will sell as low as any other es-
tablishment in New York, at Nodyne’s old stand,
219 Greenwich street, Corner of Barelav.

s96«t* E. H. NOYDNE.
Johnson Ac Co*

TMPORTERS, Wholesale Dealers,X and Manufacturers of PERFUMERY of every

quolity of Hair Brushes,
stairs.

every

S
nts of a puperior
Cedar-street, up

Jy25:3m

_ John Osborne*
^MANUFACTURER of REGALIA,
-1-VA No. 99 Madison st, N. Y., would state that
he manufactures every description of Regalia for
Lodges and Encampments, and will be happy to re-
ceive orders from the Brotherhood, for furnishing
all articles required by the Revised Work.

JOHN McNICOL, Stereotyper and
Printer, No. 11 Spruce street, 4th story.

Mechanics’ Tools*
A A FULTON STREET. The sub-AX seriber keeps constantly receiving large addi-
tions to his assortment of Mechanics’ Tools, and
general Hardware, and respectfully informs all

wishing to purchase, that he has as good an assort-
ment of goods as any boose in the trade, particu-
larly of the best quality of goods, which he offers at
such prices as he hopes will be satisfactory to all.

Mechanics of all kinds can be supplied with a full
assortment of Goods, most op which arb war-
ranted. A full assortment of Coopers’ Tools,
which are all warranted, as are also his best quali-
ties of Planes, Saws, Files, Chisels, Braces, Bits, etc.

Agent for the sale of McLaughlin’s Patent Mortis-
ing Machines : also many other articles not gene-
rally kept in Hardware er Tool stores. A large as-
sortment of patterns of the celebrated “ Tally Ho>
Raaors, with a printed and certified guaranty so-
oompanying each, an important thing to those who
wish a really good Razor, as the price will be returned
if the razors are not good. Tool Chests furnished
with Tools from eight dollars to one hundred—al-

ways kept en hand suitable for mechanics and ama-
teurs. Cut nails and general Hardware at the
lowest market price. HENRY F. FA1RBANK,
apl 1 44 Fulton st. (between Pearl and Cliff,)N. Y.

MhbIc Ac Fancy Goods*
HOLT, Jr., Agent for L. Gilbert’s Piano Fortes,

* Boston, has opened a W ire Room at 156 Fulton
street, two doors east of Broadway. A supply of
Gilberts Instruments now on hand. He sella also
Bacons A Ravens Pianos and T. Gilbert’s, with the
celebrated Coleman Attachment—a splendid onejust
opened, Bl’k Walnut Case. Parlor Organs, and Se-
raphines. All kinds of Music for the Piano Ac., In-
struction Books for various Instruments, Violins,
Strings, Ac. Pianos tuned—Piano Stools and Covers.
Also, Perfumery, Fancy and Shaving Soaps, Ex-
tracts, Toilet Powder, Ac. gep 12:3m

L
Mutual Benefit

IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
No. 11 Wall st. Issued daring the month ef

July 146 new Policies, viz

:

To Mereh’tsA Traders.54 To FarmersA Planters 7
Manufacturers.... 7
Mechanics .... 18
Clergymen 8
Physicians 4
Lawyers 12
Professors 3
Agents 7*

Total
New policies issued in the]

first quarter of the year,
1845, viz :

1

May 58
June 54
July 77

Ladies.
Students 3
Clerks 9
Cashiers 1

Memberof Congress 5
See’y Ins. Co. 1

Other occupations... 6

.146
New policies issued in the
Ifirst quarter of the year,
1846, viz:
May 207
June 181

_ . . July 146
Whole number of Policies first year. 1701

Total policies in 15 months
ROBT. L. PATTERSON, President
BEN J, C. MILLER, Secretary.

Jos L. Lord, Agent.
James Stewart, M. D.

;
(No. 621 Broadway,)

Medical Examiner. aug15:tr

MLATHEW AHEAENE,
A TTORNE Y AT LAW, Counsellor, Ac., 79Mar-

ket street, office 35 Centre st, New York. Rent-
ing houses, collecting, and all other business prompt-
ly and faithfully attended to. $12,000 and several
^palter sums to lend at six per cent s26: 4t*

Lewis Child,MERCHANT TAILOR, (SuccessoriU to I. Townsend & Co.) No. 132 Bowery, be-
tween Grand and Broome streets, N. Y. A full as-

.

MTtmeni of cloths, (Quaeres, Vestings, Ae. m2.tf

State op New York. Secretary’s Oppiob, )

Albany, July 24, 1846. J

TX) THE SHERIFF OF THEX CITY AND COUNTY OF NEW YORK

:

Sir—Notice is hereby given, that at the next Gene-
ral Election, to be held on the Tuesday succeedia

;

the first Monday of November next, the following
officers are to be elected, to wit : A Governor and
Lieutenant Governor of this State. Two Canal
Commissioners, to supply the places of Jonas Earll,
junior, and Stephen Clark, whose terms of service
will expire on the' lost day of December next A
Sdhator for the First Senatorial District, to supply
the vacancy which will accrue by the expiration of
the term of service of John A. Lott on the las* day
of December next A Representative in the 30th
Congress of the United States, for the Third Con-
gressional District, consisting of the 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th,
snd 5th Wards of the City of New York. Amo. a
Representative in the said Congress for the Fourth
Congressional District, consisting of the 6th, 7th
10th and 13th Wards of said City. Also a Repra?
sentative in the said Congress for the Fifth Con-
gressional District, consistingofthe 8th, 9th and 14th
Wards of said City. And also a Representative in
the said Congress for the Sixth Congressional Dis-
trict, consisting of the 11th, 12th, 15th. 16th. 17th
and 18th Wards of said City.
Also the following officers for the said County, to

wit : 16 Members of Assembly, a Sheriff in the plane
of William Jones, whose term of service will expire
on the last day of December next A County Clerk
in the place of James Connor, whose term of service
will expire on the last day of December next

; and a
Coroner in the place of Edmund G. Rawson, whose
term of service will expire on the last day of De-
cember next. Yours, respectfully.

N. S. BENTON, Secretary of State.
Sheriffs Office, New York, Angust 3d, 1846.

The above is published pursuant to the notice of
the Secretary of State and the requirements of the
statute in such case made and provided for.

WM. JONES.
Sheriffof the City and County of New York.

KT" All the public newspapers in the County will
publish the above once in each week until election,
and then hand in their bills for advertising the
same, so that they may he laid before the Board of
Supervisors, and passed for payment
See Revised Statutes, voL 1, chap. vi. title 3d.

article 3d—part 1st, page 14a au8

Thompson’s Premium Trass,
Improved by J. R. Benja-

min, 13 Beekman street is universally
_ approved of by the Medical Faculty

and all who use them, as the pressure can be gradu-
ated from one to fifty pounds on the rapture without
a back pad, which does so mach injury to the spine,
causingweaknessand pain in the back and sides,
often permanent spinal disease. Six days trial
given, and if not perfectly satisfactory, money re-
turned. Those sending for this Trass need euly
mention the side ruptured, and the distance round
the hipc. RuglSram*

Samuel Hammond A Co..
TMPORTERS OF FINE WATCH-X ES, No. 44 Merchants’ Exchange, 1st door in
William street Have constantly on hand a lance
and valuable assortment of FINE WATCHES of
their own importation, which they are now selling at
lower prices (when quality is compared,) than can be
purchased of any dealer in New York. A written
w*rra®tee, in all cases, will be given to the purchaser.

S. Hammond having attended solely to the repair-
ing of Chronometer, Duplex, and other fine Watches
in the late firm of Benedict A Hammond, will con-
tinue to give his undivided attention to that branch
of the business, in connection with his present part-
ner, whose reputation has long been established,
having worked for the last ten years for the trade in
this city. zn23.iX
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THE SECRET ORDER OF THE SEVEN.
A ROMANCE OF MYSTERY AND CRIME.

BY THE AUTHOR OF " FLORENCE DE LACEY, OR THE COQUETTE,” E T

CHAPTER XXVII.—the tombs—stock jobbing.

ven the gait of Owen Tracy,-

us he passed along Broadway,

displayed the workings of a

mind ill at ease. He walked
sometimes at a rapid pace, re-

narking with harried glances

the persons whom be encoun-

tered, or the objects by which

he was surrounded. At other

times be fell into a slow

shuffling gait, resembling that

of a man in a state of conva-

eaence after a severe attack

of disease. His features at

*uch intervals indicated the

abstracted or bewildered con-

dition of his mind.

Leaving Broadway, the re-

tired merchant punned bis

route toward the lower part

of the city, through White and Centre streets. As he approached

an edifice of massive size and gloomy exterior, universally known

by the nickname of the Egyptian Tombs, he perceived a score

xocn aud boys standing around the principal entrance. Obey-

ing a sadden impulse of curiosity or waywardness, he mounted

the steps and advanced through a vestibule or ante*room into a

large chamber partially filled with a miscellaneous Assemblage.

The attention of Owen Tracey was drawn immediately to-

ward a stout thickset man, wearing handcuffs on his wrists, and

a soiled bloody handkerchief around his head. The signs of guilt

were visible in his malignant scowl, and the sullen savage ex-

pression of bis features.

Among the spectators in close proximity to Owen Tracy, stood

two strangers, a small spare man, and a stripling nearly of a man’s

growth, with a dark swarthy complexion. They were convers-

ing together in whispers.
44 Levi, is yonder prisoner the man who pawned the articles I

spoke of—a gold watch and a dimond cross—at your establish*

ment on the morning of Saturday last?”
44

1 cannot see his face distinctly,” said the youth, advancing a

little.

44 Lean this way—now,.”
44 Yes, Mr. Pettigrew, the very man. I could pick him in an

instant, out of a thousand.”
44 You are confident then?”
44 Positive as I am of my own existence. Ho has got a braise

on the left eye that disguises him a little, but there is no mis-

taking him. What is he up for?”
44 He and the man by his side are arraigned befbre the Police

Justice ou two charges ; one of burglary, the other of assault and

battery with intent to kill.”

“ Burglary—so—so—the watch and diamond cross were part

of the plunder.”
44 No ; they were arrested last night in the act of breaking into

a house in Bleeker street.”

The word 44 silence,” utteredjin a tone of command by one of

the officers in attendance put an end to the conversation.

44 Mr. Masters,” said the police justice, extending two slips of

paper to the officer, “here are warrants of committal forAndrew
Williams and Hugh Simonson. You will see them duly .exe-

cuted.”

Owen Tracey left the police office and walked slowly toward

the Park. He stopped at the J oor of a brick building in Beek-

man street, guarded by a formidable array o# tin signB, painted

and lettered with the names of gentlemen learned in the law.

Entering the haU| he passed on to an office on the first floor in

the rear of the house, and knocked at the door.

44 Walk in, Mr. Tracey,” said a gentleman of middle age and

sharp intelligent features.

* The lawyer offered a chair to hi? visitor, and teated himself

near a table covered with papers and law books.
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''I Lavo but a few luiuutes to spare, Mr. Barton/’ said the

merchant. “ I wish to leave some directions with you so that

you may draw a codicil to my will.”

“ One moment, Mr. Tracey,” rejdined the lawyer, folding up a

written document and laying it in his drawer; then placing

sheet of foolscap before him, he added :

“ I will take a memorandum.”

Owen Tracey hitched his chair a little toward Mr. Barton, and
hesitated ere he spoke.

11 My will is in you possession?”

“It is,” replied the lawyer, pointing to a large iron safe stand-

ing behind the table. “ Shall 1 got it ?”

“No matter,’* said the merchant. “I remember its contents
perfectly. After the payment of my debts, and a few trifling

legacies, I have devised one undivided moiety of my real aud
personal estate to my wife Mary, in lieu of her right of dower,
and the remaining half to my brother, Alfred Tracey.”

“ Such is my recollection.”

“ Tho will was drawn by you?”
“Yes—yes.”

“ I desire to execute a codicil to my will, revoking the grant
of a moiety of my real aud personal estate to Alfred Tracey,
aud devising the same in equal parts to tho surviving children
and grand children of Charles Mountjcy, my former partner
in business.”

“ You propose to cut off your brother entirely ?”

“ Entirely, Mr. Barton. I will state to you in confidence, that
his habits of life aud his conduct toward me, have been such as
to destroy all claims upon my generosity.”

Tho lawyer busily wrote a memorandum of the directions of
Owen Tracey, and read it over to him.

“ It is right, Mr. Barton.”
“ To-morrow tho draught of the codicil will be ready for sig-

nature.”

“The sooner, tho better. I will call again to-morrow.”
The morning was occupied by the merchant iu the transaction

of business, principally in making purchases of the stock of the
Wexford Railroad Company, from bona fido holders. At two
o clock, according to appointment, ho met his brother at the
counting room of Messrs. Barstow and Rodman in Front street.

It was definitely arranged between the parties that Alfred Tra-
cey should sail as supercargo of the good ship Splendid, bouud
to Canton, with a cargo of cheap cotton goods, and other Ameri-
can manufactures.

Tho brothers separated on leaving the counting room, and
Owen Tracey, turning into Wall street, soon arrived at the office
oflrancis Mortimer. The stock broker met him with an insin-
uating smile.

“Sit down, my dear sir, sit down. You look fatigued, Mr.
Tracey. The sun has come out bright and warm. Any thing
new stirring ?” .

“ I have board nothing.”

“This Mexicau war keeps every thing flat in the money

market. Just now, perhaps it is so much the better for us.

Have you done any thing yet in our business ?”

“ I have secured nearly five hundred shares of the floating

stock of the Wexford Company, at a shade above^9.”
“ Five hundred shares, my dear sir ?”

“Here is the memorandum,” said Owen Tracey, taking bis

tablets from his breast pocket. “ Edward A. Clason, 57 shares;

Samuel Pitt, 34 do.; Goddard & Young, 123 do.; Abraham

Welch, 49 do. ; Messrs. Black &, Co., 95 do. ; Williams & Zie-

her, 70 do.”

The merchant slowly read off the names and the number ef

shares purchased by him. “ The terms,” he added in conclu-

sion, “ are cash upon the delivery of the certificates of transfer

on the books of the company.”

“The operation goes on finely.” said Francis Mortimer. “I
bought three hundred shares on time at the Broker’s Board to-

day 28$, at 30 dayB, sellers option. I am doing something in the

street, also. The thing is not quite ripe yet. Get the command
of the rest of the stock in your schedule with as little delay as

possible.”

“ I shall secure nearly the whole number of shares in a day or

two,” replied the merchant.
“ It won’t do to play the game too openly, my dear sir—cau-

tion—caution. These fellows in Wall street have keen eyes.’*

“ I follow your directions implicitly.”

“ Ay, ay,” said the broker with a nod of the head and a genial

smile. “ I understand them. It is mining and countermining

continually, as between hostile armies in a siege, so that we most

carefully guard against surprises.”

“ Do you think there iB danger 7”

“ Danger, my dear sir,” said Mortimer, interrupting his asso-

ciate ;
“ read this paragraph in the money article of one of the

morning papers.”

Owen Tracey read the extract pointed out by the broker with

deep interest.

“ The Btock cf the Wexford Railroad Company is declining

daily. This is one of the.companies chartered by the Legisla-

ture of an adjoining State during the railroad mania which pre-

vailed ten years ago. The region of country through which the

road .passes is by no means densely populated, and it is ex-

tremely donbtful whether it can be made to defray its ordinary

expenses under the most * favorable auspices. The administra-

tion of the present Board of Directors, has been such, however,

as to convince intelligent capitalists that the concern is fast ap-

proaching the period of total bankruptcy. A considerable por-

tion of the money loaned by them for the completion of the road,

has been lost through the imprudence of the Board, in making a

temporary investment without adequate security. We see that

attempts are making to force this stock upon the market at pre-

sent prices. If it be only a contest between the bulls and the

bears of Wall street, we feel no sympathy for the parties
; but

we trust no honest purchaser will embark his funds in the stock

of this ricketty company.
“ It is now two years since the Wexford Railroad Company

has paid a dividend to the stockholders, and it is safe to prophesy

that not oue per cent will be paid out of the earnings of the com-
pany for five years to come.”

The merchant looked anxiously at the broker after he had
finished the paragraph.

“ Are those statements correct ?”

“ They ought to be,” remarked the stock broker with a low
silvery laugh, “ I wrote them myself.”

“ You, Mr. Mortimer t”

“Certainly, certainly, my dear sir; and I will tell you my
object.” It is our cue to depress the price of the Wexford stock

to the lowest possible figure. We are buyers, Mr. Tracey.”
“I understand.”
“ Your movements will soon be known to some of the sharp

ones. I consider this article ti good thing, Mr. Tracey. * Give a
dog a bad name.’—you remember the proverb, my dear sin;

and so with stocks. Dealers are ticklish about meddling with

securities which are publicly attacked in the newspapers. Few
men, even stockholders, are intimately acquainted with tho
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affairs of the private or public corporations, whose securities

they buy or sell i and fluctuations in the market are often caused

by street rumors and newspaper articles.”

“Your meaning is that such rumors and articles are the con-

trivances of operators and interested parties, to affect the prices

of their securities,” said Owen Tracey, with a glance of in-

quiry.

“ Certainly, my dear sir, entirely. The success of a specula-

tion often requires consummate skill and address in the manage-

ment of these sources of public opinion. You and I, for example,

come into the market as bona fide purchasers of the stock of the

Wexford Rail Road Company. The natural tendency of our

eperations is to raise the price of the stock. This is the natural

tendency, Mr. Tracey, and we are obliged to counteract it. The
lower the stock the better for us. Do you not see T”

“ So long as we are purchasers, Mr. Mortimer,” said the re-

tired merchant. “ But we are operating on time.”
“ Precisely,” said the stockbroker, in a tone of suavity, strik-

ing the folded newspaper, gently, with the tips of his fingers.

“ I shall follow up this article with others of a similar descrip-

tion, until our plans have ripened fully, and then we shall con-

trive to turn the tables upon our good friends and neighbors.”
“ Is there no danger, Mr. Mortimer of seriously affecting the

standing of the Wexford Company ?”

“ Our plan is to get the control of the whole number of sbaree

in the market, and it matters little to us what may be the stand-

ing of the Company, so that prices do not rise at present. All in

good time, my dear Mr. Tracey. A fortnight or three weeks
hence, we shall find it our interest, perhaps, to assure the public

that the Wexford Rail Road Company is under the management
of a discreet and competent Board of Directors, and is rapidly

recovering from its temporary embarrassment”
“ But in what way,” said Mr. Tracey, *§&© the columns of

influential journals rendered subservient to §4P projects 7”

“ There are secrets in all professions,” replied the broker,

with a benevolent smile, “ and ours is not without its mysteries.”
44 Money ! money !” remarked the merchant, gruffly.

“ Yes, money is the grand lever, Mr. Tracey. But it requires

&iMul handling to move, successfully, with a lever a stone wall

or a bubbling fountain. The coarseness of open bribery is no

longer tolerated except by harlots and policemen.”

“ The result is the same.”

“We gain our ends,” said Mortimer, gravely, “ by skill and

concerted action. Success embellishes the most splendid com-

bination and redeems the most desperate venture.”

“ Thus far, Mr. Mortimer,” said the merchant, glancing at the

broker from under his shaggy eyebrows, “ you augur well of

the success of our operations.”

“ Every thing goes on swimmingly, as far as I can perceive,”

replied the broker. 44 Secure the balance of the floating stock as

quickly as you can. To-morrow I shall be openly in the field as

a purchaser of the Wexft rd stock, at thirty and sixty days. It

will be better that no apparent connection exist between us,

and indeed to obviate suspicion, I suggest to you the employ-

ment of another broker than myself, Tillotson, for example, to

purchase stock on . time on your individual account We can

arrange matters equitably upon the division of the proceeds, at

the close of the speculation.”

The stock-broker’s suggestions received the hearty concur-

rence of the merchant. At the termination of this interview, the

latter departed with a resolution to carry them immediately into

effect.

One word in regard to the movements of Alfred Tracey after

leaving the counting-room of Messrs. Barstow and Rodman.
He proceeded directly to his brother’s residence in Third street.

On arriving at the front entrance he was accosted by a young

girl—no other than Jane Williams, the burglar’s daughter.

“ Jb this Mr. Tracey 7” the girl inquired, timidly.
4 * My name is Tracey,” replied the young man.

Jane Williams related, briefly, the circumstances of her mo-

ther’s illness and her farther’s arrest, and implored Mr. Tracey to

visit her mother immediately.

“ And who is ypur mother, child 7” said Alfred Tracey, scan-

ning the figure of the girl. <• *

41 The daughter of Charles Mountjoy.”

Alfred Tracey rejected an instant ere he asked,
“ Where do you reside 7”

“No. — Orange street.”

“ 1 will call upon your mother,” said the young man to the

girl-

As he entered the hall he muttered to himself: This offers a
clue, perhaps, to another of my brother Owen’s secrets. Charles

Mountjoy was the name, I recollect, of his early partner in busi-

ness.

CHAPTER XXVIII.—MESMERISM.

physician is not the master of his

time, Mr. Montressor,” said Doctor

Everard, on entering his library und

discovering the traveler poriag over

a folio edition of the works of Para-

celsus—“you will, I trust, excuse

my absence at the appointed hour.”

The return of the Doctor to his

residence had been delayed by his

visit and subsequent detention at

the bedside of the burglar’s wife,

and by other professional engagements, until a later period than

usual.

“ Your books have bewitched me, Doctor,” replied Wilfred

Montressor. 44
1 have been dipping into the treasures of your

library, from Hippocrates to Dr. Chew.”
44 The progress of the science of medicine is an interesting

study,” said the Doctor. 44 The mysterious laws of the human
organism are gradually unveiling themselves to the ken of philo*

sophers.”
44 You remind me of my appointment with you. What of

Miss Percy, Doctor 7”

“ I called at her residence on my return hither, and expressed

my desire to put her into a magnetic sleep, in the presence of a
scientific friend. She hesitated at first, but finally consented, as

she politely remarked, from a sense of gratitude to me.”
14 Did you urge your request strongly 7”

“ No, Mr. Montressor, and unless I am mistaken, the revela-

tion of your name and standing in society exercised a potent

influence in securing her consent.”

44 And the experiments—when 7 where 7”

44 This morning at her residence, if you are at leisure.”

During the walk from University square to Prince street, Dr.

Everard related to his companion the incidents of his recent

visit to Mrs. Williams. He was surprised at the deep interest

which the traveler manifested in the narrative. At the desire of

Montressor, Dr. Everard promised to attend the woman regu-

larly, and to exert his medical skill to the utmost fbr her relief

and restoration.

On arriving at Miss Percy’s residence, the gentlemen were
ushered into a pleasant sitting room, or boudoir, communicating
with the drawing room. Miss Percy, arrayed in an elegant

morning dress, was reclining languidly upon an ottoman. As
her visiters advanced toward her she* rose gracefully, though

with an apparent effort, to receive them.
44 Bo seated, Miss Percy,” said Dr. Everard, kindly. 44 You

are still feeble.”

“ It is nothing bat languor.”

Doctor Everard introduced his companion to the lady, and a

desaltary conversation ensued, in the course of which Miss

Percy artfully remarked

:

44 Appearances are deceitful, Mr. Montressor; yet people judge

by appearances. I have been, more or less, an invalid for years,

but I fail oftentimes to receive the sympathy of my friends, be-

cause I do not become this, sallow and disagreeable.”

44 Neither of which qualities would be iu any wise becomiag

or advantageous to yofi,” rejoined Montressor.

Miss Percy glanced, inquiringly, at the speaker; then turn-

ing to Doctor Everard, said with a smile

:

44 My general health is improving daily. The headache and

vertigo which have troubled me so long are yielding to the

power of mesmerism. It is this conviction which sustains me in

submitting to experiments which, .however curious to you or
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delightful to me, manifest the weakness and subjection of my
nature.”

"The phenomena of mesmerism are curious, wonderful,

almost supernatural,” said Doctor Everard. “ I perceive the

results, but I cannot satisfactorily trace the causes.”
11 You allude to your sensations under the magnetic influence,”

observed Montressor, addressing Miss Percy. " Are they, in-

deed, delightful 7”

" The change from wakefulness to sleep, is attended with a

vague, painful uneasiness, similar to that of certain dreams, in

which the scenes arh continually shifting. The bodily organs

are gradually benumbed, and become insensible to external im-

pressions. Then freed from earthly clogs, the soul is conscious

of perfect freedom. It floats as it were in a celestial atmosphere

surrounded with the perfumes of flowers and the sounds of an-

gelic voices.”

" This is magic, Doctor,” said Montressor. " Let me behold

the mystery, if I cannot solve it 7”

Doctor Everard drew a chair near the ottoman and seated

himself in front of Miss Percy. He directed her to assume an

easy comfortable posture, and to fix her eyes intently upon him.

The Doctor then clasped her hands gently, and pressed the

fleshy part of his thumbs to her’s, at the same time lookingstead-

fastly into her dark beaming eyes.

Several minutes elapsed ere the countenance'of the lady un-

derwent any change. She sat erect and motionless, save that

her calm and ) ular breathing was manifested by the gentle

heave of her bosom. At length, however, a slight flush diffused

itself over her cheeks. She breathed more slowly, and her eye-

lids began to droop, perceptibly. These indications of approach-

ing sleep were followed by a protracted yawn, and almost con-

stant winking of the eyes.

Doctor Everard relinquished the clasp of her hands and plac-

ing his thumbs over her drooping eyelids, closed them perfectly.

He held his thumbs in that position during thirty or forty se-

conds, and then pressing his fingers and the open palms of his

hands gently upon her brow and temples, he commenced a se-

ries ofdownward motions or passes, extending, gradually, until

his hands swept with a light pressure from the top*)? her head

over her neck, shoulders and arms, to the tips of her fiDgers.

The Doctor continued these passes until the features of Miss

Percy assumed the placid expression of profound slumber. His

steady, piercing glance, was constantly fastened upon her closed

lids. Even after the yawning and occasional twitches of the

muscles of the face had entirely disappeared, he remained quietly

before her during a considerable space of time.

"Come hither, Mr. Montressor,” said Doctor Everard at

length. " This is the magnetic sleep.”

Montressor advanced. His curiosity was really excited by the

extraordinary results of the Doctor’s manipulations.

u it is either a surprising fact,” he murmured inaudibly, " or

a wonderful deception.”

The flush had passed from Miss Percy’s cheeks, her eyelids

were closed and her head reclined not ubgracefully upon her

right shoulder. Her arms and hands were rigid and motion-

less. Montressor raised one of her hands a little, and suddenly

relinquished his hold,—it fell upon the ottoman as if it were pal-

Bied,

" The rigidity of the muscles, the coldness of the extremities,

the diminution of the pulse and nervous insensibility, are the

distinguishing marks of the magnetic sleep. All these are pre-

sent,” said Doctor Everard, feeling the pulse of the sleeper.

" Not over sixty pulsations in the minute, Mr. Montressor. The

physical symptoms are remarkable, but they are of trifling im-

portance compared with the mental phenomena. I do not feel

at liberty, in this case, to test the insensibility of the nervous sys-

tem by any serious experiment. There is no visible evidence on

pressing her hands or cheeks Rightly, that she experiences the

sense of touch.”

" None whatever.”

" Speak to her, Mr. Montressor.”

" Do you hear me, Miss Percy ?” inquired the man of thirty-five.

" More loudly.”

Montressor repeated the question, twice, but there was no re- 1

•pome from the unconscious sleeper.

" The mysterious agencies of soul upon soul are inexplicable/
said Doctor Everard. " By the influence of my will—for I place
little stress upon the passes, or even the inte nse gaze of the visna
organs—I have subdued the mental and physical action of a fel-

low being into sympathy with mine. My perceptions are her
perceptions, my thoughts are her thoughts, my desires and antip-
athies are hers. During the continuance of the magnetic state,

her ideas and emotions can be manifested only through the con-
currence of my will. Yet I cannot suggest a plausible explana-
tion of these remarkable phenomena—the greatest puzzle of mo-
dern philosophy. However theories may differ, facts will not
lie.”

Doctor Everard took Miss Percy’s hand in his, and continued,
in a low voice,

" Do you know me, Mira Percy ?”

The lips of the sleeper parted instantly, and she replied, audi-
bly—

"Yes, perfectly.”

" Who am I ?”

" Doctor Everard.”
" How do you feel at present, Miss Percy ?”
" As free and joyous as a bird, Doctor,” said Mira Percy, a smile

illuming her features.

"Will you suffer me to put you in communication with her V*
said Doctor Everard, addressing the man of thirty five.

" No,” replied Montressor; “ Imrefer to be simply a witness
of your curious experiments. Forget my presence, if you can.
Doctor Everard, until you have gone through with them.**

Wilfred Montressor seated himself in a low rocking-chair, at
the distance of five or six feet from the ottoman, so that his posi-
tion enabled him to scan the features of Miss Percy with great
precision. With hie cheek resting upon the palm of his hand, ho
watched closely the movements of the Doctor and his patient.

Doctor Everafd thrust aside the chair which he had occupied
during the process of magnetizing Mira Percy. He walked sev-
eral times across the apartment, with slow, measured steps. Ho
paused finally, within a foot of the traveler, and remained stand-
ing, several moments, in a reflecting attitude. Gazing upon the
face of the sleeper, he slowly raised his right hand, in a horizon-
tal direction. Almost at the instant when the upward motion of
his hand commenced, the right hand of Miss Percy began also to
move. Once or twice it fell back, with a sudden jerk, but at
length it was elevated, with a steady equable motion, until it at-
tained the exact position of Doctor Everard’s.

The Doctor then raised his left—a similar movement was
made by Miss Percy.

These experiments were pursued by Doctor Everard, with va-
rious but, on the whole, with decided success. He elevated his
right hand to the top of his head, then his left, then both hands;
he clasped his hands together, doubled them into fists

; he seized
his right ear with his left hand, then his left ear with bis right
band ; he raised his hand to his mouth, as in the act of eating an
apple ; he placed his right hand supplicatingly upon his breast,
he clasped his chin between the thumb and forefinger of his left

hand. In every instance, save one, were the motions and ges-
tures of Doctor Everard imitated, with great exactness.

"Can we suspect deception?” said the Doctor, in a whisper,
to his friend. “ It is evidently impossible that she can see through
her closed and motionless eyelids I will, however, destroy the
least foundation of doubt, by blindfolding her.”

" Will you permit me to tie a bandage ovefyour eyes?” con*
tinned Doctor Everard. *

41 As you please.” *

" Very lightly. Miss Percy,” said the Doctor, tying the band-
age. " Does it hurt it you 7”

" No sir.”

" Is your position uncomfortable 7”

" Quite easy.”

" Your head droops heavily. There, it is better now.”

The Doctor placed her right arm in such a position that her
head was supported by her han{l.

Doctor Everard retired a few steps, and reiterated many of the

motions and gestures employed in his first experiments. There
was as little hesitation as previously in the responses of Mise
Percy*
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“ It is not visual perception and imitation, 1” said the Doctor,

that produces these results. My volitions virtually govern two
physical organizations. The effects are strange, because opposed

to the ordinary experience of mankind. But, intrinsically, the

power of my will is as mysterious and inexplicable when acting

upon my proper organism, as when acting upon the organism of

•another/'

The Doctor remoted the bandage, while he was uttering these

remarks.
“ A few experiments, Mr. Montressor, to show the strength of

physical sympathy in the magnetic state/'

Doctor Everard stood within a few feet of his patient He
took from his vest pocket a bit of cinnamon, so small that Mou-
•essor did not recognize what it was, and put it in his mouth,

chewing it slightly. The sleeper almost instantly began to move
her lips and lower jaw, as if chewing.

41 Do you tyste any thing, Miss Percy ?*’ inquired Doctor Ever-

ard.

•“Yes, Doctor.”
44 What is it ?”

44 Something pleasant.”
44 Well, what is it ?”

** Some kind of spice/'

Bight, Miss Percy, right. But what kind of spice ?”

“ Cinnamon—it tastes like cinnamon.”
“ It was cinnamon, Mr.^jentressor,” said the doctor, with a

glance of satisfaction.

Doctor Everard next put some tobacco in his mouth, but Miss

Percy exclaimed hastily,
44 Take it away, Doctor, take St away.v
** What is the matter f

”

44 Don’t put tobacco in my mouth—IJ dislike tobacco of all

things.”

The doctor then tasted a piece of orange peel, then two or

three cloves, and afterward some Refined liquorice. The first

Miss Percy named rightly, the second she defined as causing a

biting sensation, and the third as being sweet.
44 The sympathy of distant organisms under certain specific re-

lations, is one of the most obstruse problems of philosophy.

There are several caqes on record/' said Doctor Everard; “ of

twin brothers growing up to manhood together, and afterwards

dying at remote distances from each other, on the same day and

hour. Were not those cases dependent on the same general law

of sympathy that prevails in the magnetic state T”
“ You are traveling beyond the sphere of my researches,” re-

plied Montressor with a smile. 4

4

One question, my dear doctor,

does clairvoyance belong tp your theory of the human constitu-

tion ?• ,,

***

“ Certainly
fc
Mr. Montressor.”

Doctor Everard held a gold pencil case between his thumb and

finger.
j

44 What do I hold before you, Miss Percy?” asked the doctor.

The sleeper muttered a few words indistinctly, but finally re-

plied,
44 A gold pencil case.” •

A ring aud a silk handkerchief were named correctly without

hesitation. A Igncet, she described as a sharp cutting instru-

ment.

The doctor drew a handsome gold watch from his fob, and

glancing at the dial inquired,
44 What ia the time fiiday by my watch, Miss Percy 7”

“ Two o’clock/'
44 The time exactly,” said Doctor Everarfi, handing the%atch

to the traveller. ,
* 4

Miss Percy pressed her hand firmly against her forehead.
44 A long continuance in the magnetic said Doctor Ever-

ard, “ universally causes a sense of uneasinRaln the head. You
are satisfied with the experiments, Mr. Montreesoirt”

44 Perfectly, doctdt^” replied Montressor with a telAre smile ;

44 relieve ll&ss Pero^J#ithout delay.”
41 She is quiet again,” remarked the doctor. 44 truth of

^clairvoyance is demonstrable by the
,
clearest evidence. It

seems to result from this, that 4he object is trans-

ferred from the mind of the operator at his ”will, to that of the

A patient. The vivid the first image, the more powerful the

will ; so much more distinct will be the apprehension of the

clairvoyant. Some writers assert that persons in the magnetic

state can see objects independently of the will of the magnetizer

or his substitute for the time, but I have no confidence in the

assertion. The mysteries of Animal Magnetism do not require

the aid of false hypotheses to excite our surprise and admira-

tion.”

The doctor approached Miss Percy and rubbed her eyelids

tightiy in the direction ef her forehead. This was followed by a
nuflber of passes from the shoulders upward. After a brief in-

terval, the features of the sleeper were agitated by a slight con-

vulsive movement, and her eyes opened. She recognized Doc-

tor Everard and his friend with a languid smile.
44 Do not strive to talk, my dear Miss Percy/’ said Doctor Ever-

ard, 44 your system needs repose.”

Choice Selections.

THE CONSTELLATION IN A. FOG.

44 But Harry,” interrupted I, ‘‘spin us one of your man-o'-war
yarns.”

“Iam afraid they are all spun to oakum, but (give us a chaw
—thankee Jack) howsomedever/' said he, •* l suppose some of

you have seen these islands, St. Paul's and Amsterdam.” 44 Oh

!

yes, yes,” cried one or two. 44 Well itdbn’t make much odds
if you haven't,” continued he, 44 but the last time I saw them was
in the frigate 4 Constellation,' bound to Chiney, and we had what
the officers called a 'tween-two position of providence there/'

44
1 guess you mean an roler-position,” said I.

41 Well, you might be right, I reckon,” replied he, 44 bat I know
it meant it was pretty near a case with us, at I'll tell you : we
were somewhere about these latitudes, and the fog was so thick,

you might almost hang your hat on it ; ’twas the third day wo
bad haa no sun, and we were bowling along about five knots an
hour with a light breeze and a smooth sea, steering of course by
dead reckoning, by which one of the midshipmates told me we
was fifty miles off St. Paul's. The log was hove every hour, and.

the board nftrked, quite regular ; but, nevertheless, I knew there

was a screw loose somewhere, for I had the gravy-eyed trick

(from four to six} that morning at the wheel, and I see'd some-
thing thatV^rect me and that a'nt done so dreadful pasy, I tell

you. One bell had just struck (half-past four,) and the first faint

symptoms of daylight were appearing. Our first leftenant was
leanmg dozing against the mizen-rigging, and everything still

and quiet. 4
J* C ! Harry, look there !’ cried Bill Jones,

the quartermaster at the conn
,
catching me by the arm. I did.

There was another 4 Constellation' booming along at a rate o'

knots, with royals set ; but what paulled my capstan was, that

she was bottom up, and sailing a darned sight faster than we was.

We watched it for five minntes, and it gradually faded away.”
44 By gracious ! I can’t suck that in,” interrupted one of the

green hands.
44 Look here !” said Harry, turning round to him, not a little

riled—44 get somebody to learn you the big-gun exercise, and
remember the first command.”

44 What is it ?” said he. .
44 Silence

!

you gawgaw !” replied Hariy, and renewing his

quid, he continued his yarn as follows :
44 Bill Jones and I agreed

to keep it dark, and not to let on a word to anybody. However,
I was sure Tt warn’t no sign of good weather, anyhow. We got

our fol||dbon below all right, and in the afternoon 'twas our
watch 'bedeck. I was sitting in the waist, grafting a block strap,

aud quietly humming the ‘Star-spangled Banner’ to myself^ when
Jem Bowline, one of the fore-top-men, who was 4 making a sloop’

of her 4 dodging' round the 4 fore-mast/ bellows out 4 land ho !

land right ahead/ and sure enough the fog hauled up, just like

the gauze of a fairy bower in a play, only not quite so pleasant,

and showed us St. Paul's, high and barren, standing out as clear

^and bold as if there was no such thing as fog in creation, and
"right under our bowsprit too. * Man the lee braces—down with

the helm, sir,' roars Commodore Barnes through bis trumpet.

As the frigate luffed to the breeze the fog settled down again

ovfcr the i3and, and as I watched the mist closing over it, ten

minutes more, thinks I, and the saucy 4 Constellation' would have

been nothing but am 4 eternal smash.' It came on to rain too,

and blew a screamer, and 'twas 4 all hands' all night, taking in

sail and working ship through the channel betwixt the islands

;

and if that a'ut a 'tweeu-two-position, I hope to hollor. It bleyv

a steady gale for two solid weeks, and we showed not a rag more

than a close-reef’d topsail to it, which Bill and I chalked down
to the 4 Flyingship.”

Love.—

L

ove is the poetry of human nature.
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The Few Grains of Wheat.—There was once a Spanish Lady,
f

a certain Donna Maria d'Escobar, living at Lima, who had a few
grains of wheat, which she had brought from Estramadnra. She
planted them in her garden, and of the slender harvest she dis-

tributed to others, until that which had been counted in grains

was counted in sheaves ; and that which had been counted in

sheaves was counted in fields ; and thence came all the corn

which is now found in Peru. This anecdote—it is told, I think,

by Southey—made a strong impression on my fancy many years

ago, and it recurs to me often when I feel discouraged a^fe
slow dissemination of the most precious, the most obvious tiWhs.
The hope that one so powerless as myself could ever assist in

popularising any great truth, or help to convert the unfamiliar,

the unpalatable, into the common food of daily life, that has

seemed like vanity ;—but then I have thought “ no, that word
‘ vanity,, not frighten me.” Wisely said the famous-Thinker
of old, that “ there is oftentimes as great vanity in retiring and
withdrawing men's conceits from the world as in publishing

them ; and extreme vanity does sometimes borrow the garb of

an ultra-modesty. When I see people haunted by the idea of

self, afraid to speak lest they should not be listened to ; spread-

ing'their hands before their faces, lest they meet the reflection

of it in every Other face—as if the wide world were to them only

a French drawing room, panellediwith looking-glasses ; always
fusrily patting this obtrusive self behind them, or dragging over
it a scanty drapery ofconsciousness—miscalled modesty ; always
on the defense against compliment, which is as great an error,

and a far more vulgar error than that of mistaking flattery for

sympathy ; when I hqye seen this—and how often I have seen
it allied with power and talent!—I have been inclined to attri-

bute it to immaturity of character—to a sort of childishness ; or

to what is worse, a want of innate integrity and simplicity. We
live in a season of fermentation, which some deprecate as change
—others hail as progress ; but those who venture as they walk
on their path througn life to scatter a few seeds by the way-side

in faith and in chanty, may, at least, cherish a hope that, instead

ofbeing trampled down or withered up, or chokea among thorns,

they will have a chance of life at least, and bringing forth

fruit, little or mnch, in due season : for the earth, even by
the way-sides of common life, is no longer dry and barren and
stonv hard, but green with promise—grateful for culture;—and

‘ length beginning to feel that all the blood and tears by
• * •

* «ilently watered, have not been shed in vain.’'

- *or robust people ; but.thin, lean, cold people
1*%a oe cations and chary in the use of the cold bath. It is

weakening, as every one knows, from the sensations experienced.

Boys often injure themselves sevecely foy frhquent bathing. It

is only good when felt to be bracing and strengthening. It some-
times occasions a deafness, when toe water gets into the ear, and
and cannot easily be expelled. Physicians are very indiscrimin-

ate in their bath prescriptions and very unwise. We haye known
many cases in which their advicehas proved most injurious.

Ohe Chinese never bathe. We know a healthy old mao, who
died of an accident at 84,-who strongly protested against bath-

ing; he had learned in early life its weakening effects, and early

discontiaaed'it. Still there are exceptional cases. Let every

man use his own judgment, and not blindly follow a rule. Re-
member that this is tne era of private judgment, and every man
is called upop to excercise it. Some are strengthened by bath-

ing; and washing or rubbing with a wet towel ia sometimes
conducive to health, when bathing is not.

Imagination.—Few dreams of the imaginationmre ever real-

ized. He who gives himself up to fancy is like a mag, led by a
child, who tells him of all the wonderful things that nB^ill show
him in the garden of the world, and when he comfli to see the
the marvels, he finds them but May blossoms, ana briar roses,

that fade as soon as gathered, and leave a bunch of thorns in his
hand.

It is a carious fact that children are the best judges of charac-
ter, at firet sight, in the world. There is an old Scotch proverb,
“ They are never cannie that dogs and bairns dinna like ;” md
there is not a more true one in the whole collection — r Jamde
Hogg.

The Advantages of Long Hair.—“ No one woulti hjOU
to be what you are,” said an old-fashioned gentleman tcSHTandy
who bad more hair than brains. “ Why ?” was immediately
asked. “ Because they can't see your ears.”

LufHEB.—Luther’s original letter to the Archbishop of Mag-
deburg, protesting against the sale of indulgences, has been dis-
covered at Stockholm: it bears the date ofOct, 31, 1517.

Fashionable Cold Quarters.— During the last year, 788
travellers lodged, and 18,887 persons obtaiaed refreshments, in
the convent of the snow-capped Mount St. Bernard.

£abies’ Column.
~~

“charade.
An old woman possess'd a copper tea-kettle ;

But time's heavy hand bad so injured the metal,
That it leak’d in more places than one.

When these serious defects the good lady espied,

Away to the tinker's she hastily hied,

And beseechingly utter’d my first.

The shopkeeper eyed the kettle all over,

With action emphatic ; then slamm’d on the cover,

And mutter'd my second and third.

And in truth 'twas no wonder he eyed it with scorn ;
•

The old thing was so batter'd, so shapeles, so worn,
'Twas but fit to bestow on my whole.

Esther Levi.—Esther Levi engaged herself as a servant in
the house of Mr. Goldsmith, an Israelite merchant, residing in
Cheapside, London ; and, as she was mild, complaisant, and de-
sirous of pleasing, she obtained the good feeling of all the family.
Mr. Goldsmith had always forbade his children being harsh to
servants. “ That which we have a right to expect from nor ser-

vants,’* he observed, “ is that they fulfil their duties with regu-
larity. Humanity then exacts that, far from aggravating their
position, We should, by treating them kindly, lessen their senso
of servitude.” This principal was faithfully observed, and, at
the end of some years, Esther was considered as one of tho
family. Misfortunes accumulated on the house of Goldsmiths
Two of the children died ; the war of France interfered with the
commerce of England, and ruined Mr. Goldsmith, who died of
grief, after a lingering illness, which exhausted his last resources.

His poor wife, left without rents, fortune, or defender, was mad-
dened by distress, her health became seriously affeeted by con-
tinued watchings and grief. One morning the afflicted widow
called her servant, and with tears in her eyes said, “ My good
Esther, we must separate. Your devotion merits a reward ; but,
alas ! I am ruined, and it is with difficulty I can pay the wages I
owe you. Take tnis money, tbe last I have left, accept as a token
of friendship this ring, the only one of my jewels l have not par-
ted with.” “ What are you proposing to me 1” rejoined Esther,

sobbing; “ would you send me away? Can I auit you,«when
you so much need my services ? Have I asked for my wageaT
When you were rich you trusted me as your child, and now yon
are aged, poor, and sick, I will regard you as my mother. Yon
cannot work ; but never mind, I am young and strong, and con
strive for ns both.” For ten years Esther fulfilled her generous
terms. She supported Mrs. Goldsmith by the work of her hands,
and with so much cheerfulness, that she always appeared tbo
obliged party, and excercised so mnch delicacy that no person
suspected her heroic devotedness. At length, in 1815, peace
was proclaimed between France and England, and Mis. Gold-
smith collected some heavy debts due to her late husband. She
passed the latter years of her life in calm and easy circumstances,

which she doubly enjoyed in sharing them with her faithful do-
mestic, in whose favor her wiil ran thus :—“ I gife and bequeath
all I possess, to my well-beloved daughter, Esmer Levi ; and I
desire she may hereafter bear the name of Gold£nith, to preserve
the remembrance of her exalted conduct, in what concerns a
family who will never cease to pray to the Internal that she be
rewarded as she merits.”—[Tales for the Young of the Hebrew
Faith. .

Best Water for Plants.—It is well known that rain-water

is far better than spring-water for promoting the growth of
plants ;

this is from the former containing that which is a neces-

sary ingredient in their formation—namely, ammonia ; and which
is abundant in liquid manure. Tbe efficacy of this may be soon
developed by sprinkling one-half of a grass-plot with spring-

water, and the other half with water, jaTwhicn pounded carbo-

nate of ammonia (abont one ounce to me gallon,) has been dis-

sollfed ; the former will keep it alive, but tne latter will give it

vigor and luxuriance. *

We do not always love those who admire us. There is a
. naughty carriag^jypme beautiful women which betrays a pas-

sion for doqxainilV^.ankacerbity of manner in others who lade

I beauty, which 'shows that they not only do not expect homage,
but also that they despise it. It is from these two classes that

the order of old maids is chiefly peopled.

( >n {^Jtoard in the garden of Mrs. Elizabeth Thomas, at Lland-
be seen the following,:—“Take Notice all Polltree

that will be seen on this Primisis will be devoured-bjt John
Thomas” W* * *

Why is a lover like a knocker ?—Because he is bound to adorc^
(door). — - •
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.
POPULAR LECTURES ON SCIENCE AND ART. By Dioxin* Urd-

ner, L.L. D. Greeley and MoElrath. Tribune Buildings. New York.

We have intended, for some time, to speak ofbthis valuable work
in the way it deserves, but have been prevented by other duties and
want of room. And now we cannot devote the space to it which
we should wish ; and must confine ourself to a brief notice of its

contents* style, and usefulness. We know of no work more truly

worth the money asked for it, than this ; nor one which we can

more cordially commend to our readers and the pubiic. The well

known talents and learning of Dr. Lardner, are sufficient proof that

whatever is attempted by him, will be done, and well done. And
when we mention, in connection with his name, the subject treated

in these volumes, no more need be said to establish their value and

useful character.

In Astronomy we have essays, to use the Doctor’s modest term,

on the Sun, The Moon, The Earth, Major Planets, Minor Planets,

New Planets, Halley’s Comet, Periodic Comets, Physical Constitu-

tion of Cqjnets, The Visible Stars, Plurality of Worlds, The Stellar

Universe, How to observe the Heavens. 'Connected with these,

somewhat, we have Eclipses, Meteoric Stones and Shooting Stars,

Aurora Borealis, The Moon and Weather, Weather Almanacs,

Lunar Influences, Latitudes and Longitudes, and The Tides. Then
we have Electricity, The Atmosphere, Atmospheric Electricity,

Magnetism, Electro-Magnetism, Galvanism, Effects of Lightning,

Thunder Storms, Protection from Lightning, Water-spouts and
Whirlwinds. Again, we flud Dissertations on Light, Heat, The
Themometer, Barometer, Evaporation, Combustion, Elasticity of

Air, Matter and its Physical Properties, Theory of Colors, and Pop-

ular Fallacies. Then come Mechanics, Composition and Resolu-

tion of Force, Center of Gravity, Lever and Wbeelwork, Pulley,

Plane, Wedge and Screw ; which are closed up with a labored and

most valuable and detailed exposition of the Steam Engine, which

is in itself worth the price of-the book to those interested in the in-

vestigation of steam, its powers and uses.

Such are the contents of this great work ; and though the general

reader may think he will be overwhelmed by scientific terms, hard

words and unintelligible phrases and assertions, nothing is farther

from the truth. Theae Lectures are emphatically Science and Art

made easy. There is no pedantry or display of learning, no attempt

to impress the reader with the author’s wonderful knowledge ; but

ak the technicalities of science are avoided, or made perfectly

plain to the humblest capacity ; and the reader is surprised to find

how easily he comprehends what he thought, at first, would be

wholly beyond his reach. And there is here another feature which
in worth mentioning. The Doctor has Sb happily blended the history

of science with the exposition of its principles, that the mind has

no chance to be fatigued, but glides so easily from toil to pleasure,

or finds them so mixed and interwoven, that it is unable to distin-

guish one from the other.
* But we must conclude. We have written at some length, be-

lieving that we could not do onr readers better service, than to

bring this work to their notice a?d perusal. And we think it would
be a moat excellent move, if every town and villageVould have
two or three copies in their library : And country Lyteums could

not do better than to have one or more of these Lectures read, be-

fore them, by some competent person, every evening of meeting.

The amount of actual information and profit would be a hundred

fold more than is gotten from most of the apologies for Lectures,

for which they pay ten or fifteen dollars. We would advise the ex-

periment, and we Jill warrant its success. Might not our Lodges
also be benefited

the interest and «m

and should like to

THIS EARLY JESUT
Iram the French, by
New York. Willey

This work, a mo
literature of our conn

le same way 1 Would it not add greatly to

£tion of.our meetings 1 We think so, verily;

juried.

IONS IN NORTH AMERICA Translated
illlam Ingraham, Rip. M.A. In two Parts,
tun.

Presling and valuable contribution to the

Y is composed of a series of letters, written

by the Jesuit Missionaries in this country, for the space of a cen-

tury, from 1666 to 1758. The Letters detail the pperations of these'

Fathers” among the Abnakis Indians of Maine, the Iroquois of

Illinois, Arkansas, Louisiana, etc. One can scarcely conceive of

. *the excessive hardsnips which these devoted men underwent in

theif efldfls^flfr the " salvation of the souls ” of the atrocious

savages of those early days. They, indeed, endured “ perils by sea

and I

—

;>

lj

”

f°r what proved, in tire end, a hopeless task—
for at the present day we know not of a Jesuit Mission among the

Indians on this continent. Their zeal was worthy of imitation.
Two of the letters are of considerable historical importance—one

of them giving a detailed account ol dontcalm’* expedition against
Fort George, in the French and Indi '

. inB ; and the other,
the massacre of the French at Natchez, m by the Indian
tribe of that name. These volumes possess a de^> interest, and the
ranalator deserves the thanks of the public.

SACRED AND MISCELLANECJCS rfQEMS: By William B. Tappan.
ton i B. B. Muaaey. London : there. 1816.

This is a handsome octavo of.332 paggtA jcpjitaintnguhe collected
poems, mostly sacred and occasional, of Mr. Tuppan. It is beauti-
fully printed and bound, and makes a qiost appropriate gift book for

thqse who agree in sentiment with the author. Mr. Tappan is a
yigofous writer, especially when fairly roused by some strong feel-

ing, or important occasion. But as a general rule, his productions

K
1I in one line, on one class of subjects, and expressive of one
of religious sentiments and opinions. Those who are with
n the peculiarities of his faith and thought, will prise this vol-

ume as,a treasure ; for few have so copiously and powerfully illus-

trate^ these, in verse, as Mr. Tappan. He has writtep much, and
generally well.

Some of his occasional pieces are truly grand, and full of high
though^ and feeling. One of his best efforts of this sort is his recent
“ Stanzas to England” It is a noble poem, and we" are glad to

greet the present volume. But where is that startling thing, “ The
<Song of the Three Hundred Thousand Drunkards of the United

States,” We have looked for it in vain ; though we find ita com-
panion, the “ Song of iht Delivered.** Though Mr. Tappan's sub-

jects are mostly serious, he can do the amusing, as-** The Tomato”
and “ The Solemn Petition of John Smith” abundantly show.
“ The Pious Rum-Seller’s Soliloquy” is a specimen of most scorch-

ing and terrible satire.

In closing, we can only say, w« wish one who can write with

such power, had written o(tener on the great moral and reform

questions otthe day, and not confined himeelf so exclusively to one

line of thought. There is time for him yet, and we hope he will

improve it. His present volume is for sale at Redfield’s. We have

one fault to find with it. The Index gives the first line of each

poem, instead of the title. This is in bad taste, and makes it per-

fectly useless to the majority of readers.

ETCHINGS OF A WHALING CRUISE, With Notes o*a Sojourn on the
Island of Zanxibar

;
to which is appended a brief History of the Whale Fishe-

ry, its past and present condition. By J. Ross Browne. Illustrated by nu-
merous Engravings on steel and wood. New York : Harper and Brothers.
8vo. pp. 580.

This work exhibits “ Life before the Mast” in a whaleship, and
life behind it too for that matter: but from such a life, good Lord de-

liver us ! If this book affords a true picture of the manner of life

of our twenty thousand hardy sailors who pursue the adventurous

trade of whalers, and we have no reason to doubt its veracity, then

their grievances demand immediate redress. ” History,” says Mr.

Browne, “ scarcely affords a parallel for the deeds of cruelty cora-

mitted upon them during their long and perilous voyages.” This is

a startling aasertion—and yet the n$rrrtive before us, of thrilling in-

terest, affords abundant proof of its truth. We trust the develop-

ment of the facts contained in this work, will arouse the attention

of the public to the subject of meliorating the condition of th&se

brave seamen. We hope it will effect for them, what Dana’s “ Two
Years before the Mast” effected for the sailors engaged in the mer-

chant service.

The work possesses all the interest and novelty of a romance.

There is much naturalness in the style, which admirably jbu its the

subject. It embodies many exciting incidents, intermingled with

scenes of thrilling interest. The engravings, many of which are on
steel, add greatly to the value of the work, which

#
is got up in the

best style of its worthy publishers. We intend to make some ex-

tracts.

THE WATER CURE IN CHRONIC DISEASES: An Exposition of the
Causes, Progress, and Terminations of Various Chronic Diseases of the Di-

gest!re Organs, Lungs. Nerves, Limbs, and Skin: and of their Treatment by
Water, and other Hygienic Means. By James Manby Gully, M. D., etc. etc.

New York : Wiley and Putnam, 161 Broadway.

The comprehensive title of this work, which we give in full, will

present to the reader a good idea of its contents. We look upon it

as a work of great value, not only to students of medicine, but te

the commitrity at large. The subject is ably treated, and in a style

at onee familiar and intellegible. The work is divided info three

parts, th$ first treating of chronic disease in general, the second of

particular chronic diseases and their treatment, while the third em~
braces- the principles and details of the water treatment of chronic

disease. The second part gives numerous cases to illustrate the

success which has attended the author’s mode of treatment. Much
valuable information may be gleaned from this book by all classes,

and we commend it to every family. Dr. Gully is the principal of

the Malvern Institute, at which Pnlwer Lytton waB treated so suc-

cessfully.

AMERICAN PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL. Edited by O. S. Fowler.

Oct. 1846.

This is the only Magazine in this country devoted to Phrenology

and its kindred subjects ; and the able manner in which it is con-

ducted, has secured for it a wide circulation ; a fact which suffi-

ciently speaks its merits. Fowler and Wells, 131 Nassau st.
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Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye eren 10 to then.”

AUTUMN AND ITS TEACHINGS.

We see around us, to-day, the unmistakable tokens of the

presence of Autnmn. So noiselessly and swiftly has it stolen

upon us, that we scarcely knew of its approach, until its first and

fairest month had already rolled away. Autumn is, emphati-

cally, the shadowy, the meditative seasou. It teems with a

world of ideas and reflections ; some of them bright, and glow-

ing, and beautiful, as its own dazzling skies, and gorgeous,

though fading hues ; and some of them sombre, gloomy and sad

as its own clouds, and storms, and decays. It is, above all other

seasons, the season of thought, of retrospection and prospection ;

for it awakens in the soul a thousand memories of the past, and

brings near the whole phantom-train of thoughts, and deeds, and

persons, that we conceived, and performed, and knew, and loved

in the times that once were. With every scene of Autumn, we
usually associate the remembrance of some thought or person

which we have cherished or loved in former times. The kind-

red and friends, in whose affections we have found our paradise,

and whose devotion, unwearied and inexhaustible, has diffused

a sweet sunlight through our abodes, again pass before us, call-

ed up from their graves by th£ mysterious power of memory.
Thus is Autumn full of interest and instruction. It is pecu-

liarly adapted, by its sombre character, to serious meditation.

Its falling leaves, its decayed vegetation, its yellow harvests, its

moaning winds, and its solemn decorations, speak to our reli-

gious natures, and awaken in our bosoms those mysterious emo-

tions which indicate the presence of supernatural powers. It is

one of those points, and one of the most startling, we may say,

which mark our progress through the various stages of human
fife, on the road to the grave ! There is an impulsiveness and a

solemnity in these changes and varieties of the year, which must

be felt by all, although it may be, in a greater or less degree of

intensity. And this economy of Nature is wisely adapted by
the Creator to the circumstances of moral and intellectual be-

ings. Did nature present one unvarying picture to the eye,

were all motion in the universe equable or uniform, we should be

unconscious of the flight of time. Hence, the alterations of the

seasons, and of day and night, serve as land-marks to point out

the passage of time. We are thus permitted to see, more clearly

than we otherwise could, how much time we fiavt wasted in

the service of evil,—how much squandered away in foolish pur-

suits and fruitless resolves.

Autnmn has a thousand voices, which speak to us of death—a*

thousand images which point to the grave ! It reveals the world

to us, as a vast battle-field, where our companions are ever fall-

ing at our side, and no one can tell who will be the next victim.

A mystery, profound and impenetrable, is on the future ! We
know not what awaits us there—whether life or death. The
seasons will, indeed, roll on, but will they roll for us? The
Spring, at the appointed time, will march forth with her floral

crown ; but it may be only to scatter flowers upon our graves

!

The morning voices of Autumn will again speak to the world,
as to-day—they speak to us, but ere that time, tee may be slum-
bering in the silence of death ! Standing in the midst of the

decays of Autumn, and surrounded by these melancholy memo-
rials, ougjit we not to be admonished of the shortness of time,

and of the necessity of promptitude in the performance of du-

ties ? We are eager and prompt in oar business and pleasure

;

hut that which is of ^infinite moment, the great demand of Duty,

is too often a thing to be thought of, only in the far-off future.

I We do evil—we know it,—and a distant d%y is proposed for a
teason of penitence and reform

;
yet in the mean time we boast

I

of our crimes and hng, it may be, its fruit to our bosom. We
injure our neighbor—our brother, by calumny, as in the way of
business, and feel that reparation and acknowledgment must
be made ; but immediate attention to this duty is not compatible
wi h our convenience or pride, and therefore we lay it over to

another day. We resolve, indeed, to amend ; we fix on a day
when we will begin to live for truth, justice, and love ; bnt ia

the mean while, the years roll on, the seasons pass and repass

;

and the day, consecrated to duty, comes not,—or if do come, it

will only be in time to light us to our graves !
•

Let us not think, then, that the fntnre will afford us more con-

venient opportunities, nor that the duties which we owe to the

world and to our brethren, may be safely postponed. Let the

solemn declarations of Autumn—the mournful spectacle of de-
caying vegetation, admonish us of the priceless value of time.

Let the fading and foiling leaf, which is how fluttering its last

hour of life on the wind-tossed branches, remind ns of our own
fragileness. Let us meditate the solemn lessons which are read

to us by the changing year, and give heed to the monitory teach-

ings of Autumn ; and thus the seasons which, as they pass, tarn-

ish our beauty, consume our energies, and waste away our

strength, will leave after them, for us, a sacred deposite iu the

treasury of eternal life !

1 9 4 6 :

OR THE TYP0GRAP1CAL ERROR.

In the Golden Rule of October 3d, we met the following sen-

tence: “ We give our readers in this number the Annual Report

of the R. W. Grand Secretary of the Grand Lodge of the United

States, for the year ending June 30tb, 1946.’’ This error of a

single figure gave rise in oar mind to a long train of thought and
questioning.

The year 1946—a hundred years from now ! O what changes

will have passed over the earth in that time. Who that is here

now, will be among the living then ? Who that reads the Report

of the Grand Secretary of 1846, will be here to read the Report

of the Grand Secretary of 1946 ! How solemn the thought that,

ere that year comes, toward every one of the hundred thousand

who fill oup ranks to-day, the command of the Order will have
been obeyed—“ Bury the Dead!” Who will fill their places?

Worthier, truer, more devoted men, or the reverse ? What will

be the condition of our Order in that far off time ? Will it be
in existence ? Will itA numbers, its usefulness and moral power
be increased, or diminished » Will its great and beautiful prin-

ciples of Universal Brotherhood and Love be more fully de-

veloped, more earnestly and truly lived ? _What will be the

character of the Report which the Grand Ssretary of 1946 will

make to this country and to the world will it contrast

with that of 1846? These, and a thdSand other questions,

rushed in upon the mind, when the eyjppt fell upon the figures

1946 ;
and for a space the "brain ws^^koressed with a wild

yearning for answers. O how much ^^Vthere is for thought,

for tremblings of doubt, for hope, and faTO, and prayer.

The year 1946 ! Ah, yes, what changes will come before the

world reaches this far off island in the Sea of Time ! What a dif-

ferent aspect will our earth have put on.ere it has made an hun-

dred more revolutions round the sun ! He who writes and they

who read, will long ere this doubtless have gone down into the

shadowy valley; yet may we not, aided by the teachings of the

Past and the tokens of the Present, anticipate somewhat the dis-

tant era and its mighty changes ?

The year 1946—and Asia will have swept out into the light

and freedom and joy of European and Christian civilization.

And Africa will te found straggling bravely forward in the same

noble race ; arn^ gathering about her again the glory of that old

, era wlieu the Pharaohs and Ptolemies reigned in Egypt, and
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Carthage challenged Rome to combat for the empire of the

world.

And Europe will not be idle ; but, forward and upward, her

march will be visible to all, leaving behind a trail of light for the

guidance of those who come after. The despotic thrones of

Russia, Austria and Turkey, will have been shaken to their foun-

dations in that day ; and the rights of the millions, political, reli-

gious and social, will be understood and respected. Kings will

no longer own the people, but the people the kings. Education

shall have wrought out its miracles of mercy for the masses ; and

knowledge shall be the birthright of the poorest and humblest

soul.

And America—our own dear land—she too shall be a star of

the first magnitude in the great political and social constellation.

The year 1946—what mighty revolutions will have passed over

our country before that era arrives ! A hundred years ; and the

valley of the Mississippi shall be filled with its millions ; and the

capital of the nation shall lift its glittering domes on the banks

of the Father of Rivers ! A hundred years ; and the Pacific and

Atlantic will be bound together by railroads and magnetic

telegraphs ; and California and Oregon, shall be swept with tides

of human beings, heaving to and fro in the thousand pursuits of

business and pleasure, of knowledge and love. And magnifi-

cent cities with their thronging streets, and forests of masts, and

lofty warehouses, and splendid temples of Religion, and Learn-

ing and Benevolence, lining the shores of the Pacific, like the

beacon fires of Humanity, shall send up a radiance into the hea-

vens, which, meeting with an answering radiance from the

shores of the Atlantic, shall throw over oar land an arch of glory

and beauty and promise, that the angels will pause to admire.

A hundred years ;
and Science and Art and Literature shall

have lifted the whole world into a clearer atmosphere. And
Politics shall have become purified ; and Governments and Laws

shall be based in the higher nature of man ; and shall seek, not

to crash and destroy, bat to ‘elevate, and ennoble, and bless,

oven the humblest and most degraded. A hundred years; and

Religion shall have assumed a higher tone, a broader charity,

and a more extended and earnest love. Christianity shall be

better understood ; and the strife of sectarism, and the hate of

bigotry, and the spirit of persecution, will gradually lose their

strength, and find less room and occasion for action. Rome, and

Geneva, and Constantinople will be nearer to each other ;
and

the manifold Protestant sects will know each other better,

speak more kindly, and grasp the hand of fellowship and love.

A hundred years ; and Odd Fellowship, which has made such

wondrous progress in the last five, will have extended its bor.

ders to the outermost limits of civilization ; and scattered its

blessings to tribes and nations that have not as yet heard its

name. A hundred years ;
and the various branches of the Order

in Great Britian and America, will have become united under

one organization, working together in unity of purpose and form.

And in that time, with the enlarged and liberal views which

will have been diffused abroad respecting the common Brother-

hood of men, aud the identity of their interests ; the various other

institutions among the nations having similar objects in view,

will by mutual advances and agreement, have effected a union

with oar Order. It will be seen that names and forms are less

important than the truth and life they represent, and must not

be allowed to hinder the developement of these. It will be seen

ere that year comes—1946—how gigantic and irresistible a

power for good, will tye created by this union and associated

action of the true and -loving hearts, of the good and great men
of all nations. It will be seen with what overpowering energy

and strength, such an organization will be able to oppose itself

to evil and oppression and wrong, to ignorance and want and

crime, and all that is prejudicial to the welfare and the highest

life of onr race.

Yes ; a hundred years, if they do not fully realize these glorious

^visions, will bring the world greatly near to it. The millions of

all lands and nations and seligions, of every stage of political and

social progress, who will, ere that period, be united in the bonds

of a common brotherhood and a common welfare, pledged never

to wrong each other, bat to love and aid and comfort each other

at all times and in all places—the immense funds that will be
accumulated for relieving the poor and distressed, helping the

|
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sick and unfortunate, and alleviating suffering in all its forms

—

the extension of the benefits and ameliorating influences of edu-

cation and general knowledge to the members of the Order, and

those connected with them—the developement more and more,

from day to day, of the sublime truth of the unity of the human
race, and that its highest life and interests are one and insepara-

ble—these are the elements of that mighty power to which
we look for the realization of our cherished hopes.

A hundred years; and under these influences we shall see the

lion and the lamb lie down together, and the nations, refusing

to learn war any more, beating their swords into ploughshares,

and their spears into pruning hooks. A hundred years; and
through this power, combined with the civilization of Africa, and

the introduction of the Christian law of love into the life of the

nations, slavery and the slave-trade will have gone to their death

;

and our fair land be delivered from the blasting curse. A hun-

dred years ; and under the same beautiful teachings, joined with

the direct watch-care of a common Brotherhood, crime will have
diminished, the wretched be delivered from temptation, and the

multitudes of neglected children who now grow up criminals

from hard necessity, will be gathered up from the streets and the

foul dens of vice, and be cared for, and led in the way of Virtue

and Peace. And then Churches and Schools, Asylums and Hos-
pitals will stand in the place of many of our Prisons and Peni.

tentiaries ; and where now the shouts of sinful revelry, and the

fierce curses of crime ring out on the startled air ; there shall be
heard the voice of prayer and the song of praise, ascending like

incense unto heaven. A hundred years; and Righteousness*

and Peace, and Harmony shall prevail among the people and the

nations as never before. A hundred years; and Christianity

shall have woven around the whole £arth her golden net-work

;

I among the shining threads of which, the brightest will be the

threefold cord of Friendship, Lovx and Truth! A hundred
years—1946—and the Grand Secretary of the Grand Lodge of

the Nations
,
will declare, in his Annual Report, that onr Order has

I
raised in every country and hamlet of the civilized world, in

every island of the sea, an altar to Humanity
;
and sent forth her

angels of Mercy even into the wilderness and solitary places of

the earth ! God grant that it may be so. God grant that writer

and reader may, by a faithful and true life as members of the

Institution, by devoted obedience to its precepts and spirit, help

forward this glorious issue, in which men and angels shall re-

joice, and on which God and his Son shall, together, pronounce

their blessing ! t. b. t.

A Qutz.—Some brethren in the Western part of this State, either

having more leisure on their hands than they knew how to dispose

of profitably, or being in an jocose vein, recently undertook to quiz

an agent of an Eastern cotemporary, by assuring him that said co-

temporary was about to be united with, or swallowed up by, the

Golden Rule ! Our Eastern friends, with all the gravity imagina-

ble, positively deny the truth of the assertion ; andwe of course can

as positively endorse the. denial. The idle story never emanated
from any one connected with this paper.

The Convention.—The election for Delegates, which has just ta-

ken place in the several Lodges of this oity, has resulted in the

choice of the following brethren : John G. Treadwell, of No. 22;

Adam Leach, of No. 113; B. J. Lossing, of No. 60; Wilson Small,

of No. 10; John Green, of No. 158; W. W. Wallace, of No. 42

;

Theo. A. Ward, of No. 107; W. H. H. Prail, of No. 28; Chilion

Ashmqad, of No. 178; James A. Coffin, of No. 73; JohnW. Ketch-

urn, of No. 46.

King’s County.—P. Gs. Daniel P. Barnard 'and Richard Sharpe

are the Delegates from Kings, to the Constitutional Convention.

The Niagara, one of the swiftest and pleasantest day boats on

the Hudson, performs her tripe regularly to and from Albany. Capt.

Ellsworth is just the man for such a boat. Both are favorites with

the traveling public. '

The Genesee Evangelist, an excellent religious Family paper,

belonging to the Methodist denomination, has reduced its terms to

one dollar a year. It is deserving the patronage of our Methodist

brethren.

Qcf* The proceedings of the Grand Lodge of the United States

will be completed in our next number.
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NEW YORK ODD FELLOWS HALL.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE GOLDEN RULE:
For some years past, the erection of an Odd Fellows* Hall has

been a favorite idea among the members of the Order in this city.

A Charter was obtained from the Legislature of the State, some

three years ago, incorporating the “ Odd Fellows Hall Associa-

tion,** but there has not been much done by that body toward

the erection, or the means of erection, of the proposed Hall. I be-

lieve that some three thousand shares of stock have been subscribed

for among the Lodges and individual members of the Order in this

city, which at #10 per share, amounts to #80,000, which the Asso-

ciation can call for, when required. There does not appear to be

sufficient energy in the present Board of Trustees ; they do not use

the exertion necessary to the completion of their task. That a

building of the kind is needed, no one will, for a moment, dispute.

The increasing size of the Grand Lodge, in number of members,

requires an increase in the size of their room for meeting. Our

brethren of Pennsylvania haye erected a splendid Hqll ; indeed,

many of the larger cities and towns in the Union have their Odd
Fellows Hall ; and shall New York be behind them 1 There are in

fbbi city, some 12,500 members of both Lodges and Encampments,

Cdr perhaps more—say 12,500. Would it not be well for the Grand
Lodge to recommend, or even pass a law, if it be in their power so

to do, or let the subordinate Lodges take it up, that a tax of one or

two cents, per week, be levied on each member of the subordinate

Lodges and Encampments—and who would object to the tax for

such an object 1 The Lodges in New York are more immediately

connected with the erection of a Hall, than those in other parts of

the State, yet let all participate in it, if they think proper. Suppos-

ing that a tax of two cents per week be levied on the 12,500 members,

IS above, it would amount to the sum of #250 per week, #3,250 per

quarter of thirteen weeks, or #13,000 per year. This, in four years,

would amount to #52,000, which, together with the stock already

subscribed for, will make #32,000. With this amount of money,

a building could be erected, which would reflect credit on our

Institution. Should that sum not be sufficient, two years, tax

more, would increase it to #108,000 ; a sum nearly equal to the cost

of Stewart’s splendid store in Broadway ; and no member of our

Order would wish a more beautiful edifice. If the entire Order in

the State, should participate in the movement, near #24,000 a year

could be raised by a two cent per week tax. Jf the tax of two cents

be too large, let it be reduced to one cent t which would answer the

same purpose, though it would take twice as long to pay the debt.

After the Hall should be erected and paid for, the income accruing

from the rents of stores and Lodge-rooms, would pay into the Trea-

sury of each Lodge and Encampment, a sum that would go a great

vfray toward relieving the widows and orphans depending on them.

The example has been set us by the brethren of Pennsylvania, and

we see the fruits in the splendid Hall they have recently dedicated

to the sacred cause of Friendship, Love and Truth. The Lodges

and Encampments could each elect a Trustee to represent them in

the Association ; they, meeting in council, could elect from them-

selves, a President, a Vice President, a Secretary, and a Treasurer,

serving one year, subject to the same regulations as the officers in

our Lodges. I trust that the brethren of the Empire State—Empire

in Odd Fellowship as in every* thing else, except an Odd Fellows*

Hall—will follow the example set ; and that but a few years shall

pass away, ere we can point to a Temple in our midst, where the

weary Brother can find welcome and relief, and reflect a lasting

eredit on our Order. Yours in F. L. and T. r. of 64.

LETTERS FROM AN EDITORIAL FRIEND.—NO. Y.

Philxdslphu, Sept. 20, 1846.

Dear Golden Rule s—Like a restless bird, and ever upon the

wing, have I been winging my flight here and there, north and

sooth, east and west, this entire summer, tasting the sweets of

almost every place of note, and reinvigorating the material, (and I

hope intellectual) man, till my weary spirit is becommg somewhat
n home-sick*’—to use a homely phrase—and I now begin to expe-

rience serious longings for dusty streets, smoky chimnies, the con-

fined noise and hurly-burly of city life ; the (to me) interesting, if

not sweet, cries of the ragged little news-boy, whose bare feet I

can almost imagine 1 now hear pattering along the rough pave-

ments of New York, as he cries his wares. These, and the thou-

sand other like etceteras that make up the interesting points of city

life, I never knew the great value of before I was deprived of them.

However, to the point.

Well, and this is Philadelphia—the “ Quaker City*’—the “ City

of Brotherly Love and a downright pleasantly situated and

cleanly city it is. I wish I could say as much for New York in

that latter particular. The first thing of importance that arrests the

attention of a New Yorker, is the well laid out streets, always run-

ning at right angles ; and the next, the frequent recurrence of octan-

gular little houses at the comer of nearly every street, from the top

of which projects a lamp similar to the street-lamp of New York,

looking like sentry-boxes, of very respectable dimensions, in which
is a small stove, that is furnished for the comfort and convenience

of the city watchmen who, I believe, take shelter in them from the

inclemency of the weather. The reason of these houses being

built around the lamp-posts, I was told was to prevent the “ bloods”

of the city from locking in the unfortunate representative of Dog-

berry, and then upsetting the box ; a feat formerly much indulged

in by those who now lay claim to deeds of quite another character.

The advantages of such a system of retreats for the watchmen dur-

ing inclement weather, are quite apparent, and could be adopted by
the New York police with much personal advantage to themselves

and public convenience and benefit to the community. The watch-

men are to be found at these depots at all hours of the night, which
is more than can be said of those of our own city.

It was some time before I could “ settle down” and become re-

conciled to the strange—unaccountably strange— appearance the
streets had to my eyes. After a patient examination, I found the

cause to be an entire absence of areas to the bluildings, and the
iron-railings, usually found around them and the stoops leading to*

the dwellings, which are almost invariably of white marble and
three or four steps in height, also without railings ; the stoops

two dwellings are generally joined together, and to a stranger’s eye
has a very pleasing effect.

I was looked upon, I believe, by a storekeeper as being at least a

hoosier, if not decidedly verdant. I was purchasing a pair of

gloves, and having selected such as suited me, I asked the price of

them, and was answered “ Two levys and a bit
!”

“ Two whats !** said I, in perfect astonishment, who had never

heard of a levy or bit.

“Two levys and a bit,” said the storekeeper, and fixing upon me
a compassionate look of commisseration for my apparent igno-

rance.
“ For heaven’s sake!” said I, “ do tell me what you mean.”

The man looked at me, to see if I was not hoaxing him ; but at

that moment a friend came along and explained that he meant two

and sixpence.

I recently paid a visit to'the mint, and was surprised to see with

what great facility money is coined ; hereafter I may give a detail-

ed account of the process.

Old “ Independence Hall,” in which the first Congress sat, is one

of the great points of attraction to visitors. The other day I was

shown the very room in which the Declaration of Independence

was signed, by the courtesy of the keeper, Mr. Wm. Eckels. On
entering the room, an involuntary feeling of reverence steals over

one, as he stands in the very hall where the great master-spirits of

the revolution were convened and matured that “Declaration of

Independence ” which has led to such glorious results for our coun-

try. The identical chandelier, a beautiful and chaste piece of

workmanship, which hung there in *76 hangs there still; the chair

in which the immortal John Hancock is said to have sat and pre-

sided, was also shown to me. It is of sufficient dimension to con-

tain quite a respectable family of the present age, and is in a good

state of preservation. The size of the room is thirty by forty feet,

and the ceiling is about twenty feet in hight. There are six win-

dows nearly the whole depth of the room, between which ascend

twelve Doric columns. The only ornaments the rooms contains

are a statue of Washington, by Wm. Rush, son of one of the signers

of the Declaration of Independence ; and two paintings, one, Paul

and Barnabas preaching to the Jews and Gentiles, by West ; and

Penn’s Treaty with the Indians, by Inman. There is also a frame

made from the tree under which Penn concluded his treaty with

the Indians, .containing an excellent likeness of Washington, by

Stuart. Afterwards, I was shown the tower in which is the iden-

tical metal, although not the bell that rang the first peal in honor of

American Independence. The original bell was cast and sent from

England to Philadelphia, by Queen Anne ; but after independence

was declared, the repugnance of the citizens was sofgreat against

any thing English, that the bell was taken down, melted up and re-

cast by order of the authorities. It bears the following inscription,

“ Proclaim Liberty throughout all the Land unto all the Inhabitants

thereof,” from Lev. xxv, 10th verse ; and “ By order of the Pro-

vince of the State of Pennsylvania, for the State House in Philadel-

phia: Pasrow and Stow” makers, “Philadelphia.” The bell

weighs 3000 pounds ; it is now cracked very badly, and is only used

on the birthday of Washington.

The identical entrance doors are still in the building, on which

are good substantial iron latches and the original wooden lock.

Some Vandals, who deserve to be rode on a rail, have disfigured

the building by carving their name upon almost every vacant

place.
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The clock in the tower is an elegant piece of workmanship, the

dials of which are made of some transparent substance, and are

lighted with gas every night ; something which might be imitated

by our “ City Fathers ” with much advantage to the community,
if not credit to themselves. One of the weights used in propelling the

machinery of the clock, weighs 1000 pounds, and requires two men
to wind it up. More anon. d.

Covenant Lodge, Georgetown, D. C.—Our readers were in-

formed a few weeks since, by our attentive Washington Corres-

pondent, that this Lodge had been indefinitely suspended by the

Grand Lodge of the District of Columbia, for contempt of its au-

thority. The members composing the Lodge, succeeded in bring-

ing their complaint before the Grand Lodge of the United States, at

it* recent session. By reference to the proceedings of that right

worthy Body, in this paper, the whole facts of the case will be
seen—as well as the decision of that body, directing the Grand
Lodge of the District to reinstate her subordinate.

3od« from tlje fofcgeo.

NEW TORE.
ChtAND Encampment.—

A

a adjourned session of the G. E. was held

on Monday evening, 12th inst., the Grand Patriarch, D. P. Barnard,
presiding. There was a large attendance of members.
An interesting report was read, by Grand Representative F. W.

Gilley, of the proceedings and acts of tl^e R. W. G. L. U. S., and
instructions given in the work.
The new constitution of the G. E. having been approved by the G.

L U. S., the Grand Patriarch made the following nominations of
D. D. Grand Patriarchs, which were duly confirmed by the Grand
Encampment, viz

:

District of Rensselaer, - P. C. P. Jesse Battersball, of No. 4.
“ “ Erie, - - - P. C. P. Timothy Parsons, of No. 8.
“ " Schenectady, P. C. P. Daniel L. Powell, of No. 12.
" “ Columbia, - P. C. P. Win. R. Steel, of No. 17.
“ “ Orange, - - P. C. P. John R. Wiltsie, of No. 21.

The question coming up as to the right of the first C. P. of a sub-

ordinate to perform the duties of the H. P. in the absence of the lat-

ter, after considerable debate, the following resolution was adopted
by a large vote

:

Mtmthed, That, in the opinion pf this Grand Encampment, no
Patriarch is qualified to perform the duties of High Priest, unless he
has been installed in the office of H. P. or C. P.

After the transaction of other business, of no public importance,
the Grand Encampment adjourned to the second Tuesday in No-
vember.

Salem Lodge No. 251, 1. O. O. F., was instituted at the village

of Salem, on the 29th ult. by P. L. Barker, D. D. G. M., of the Dis-
trict #f Washington, assisted by John C. House, late D. G. M. of
that District, and by P. G.’s Wilbur, Gordon, Bumtram, Hughes,
and others.

Public exercises were had on this occasion, consisting of an Ad-
dress on the principles of the Order, together with other appropriate
services. The Address was delivered by Bro. John H. M’Farland,
P. G., and is highly spoken oi, not only for its literary merit but its

perfect adaptation to the subject discussed. There was a full rep-

resentation in attendance from all the adjacent Lodges and Encamp-
ments.
We are happy to learn that the new Lodge opens with little or no

opposition, and that the mass of the people in its vicinity are in-

clined to view it withoot that bitter prejudice with which our Order
is received in many places.

Eleven members were initiated the first evening and several ap-

plications were laid over. The officers for the current quarter are
as follows: James Gibson, N. G.; C. V. B. Martin, V. G.; JohnR.
Lytle, Secretary ; David T. Archibald, Treasurer.

OomtEAUTviLLE. Sept. 21.—'“ The following are the officers of
Conneautville Lodge, No. 168, for the current quarter, installed the
9th inst., by Wiimot Bartle, D. D. G. M. of Meadville : J. W.
Brigden, N. G,; S. B. Lowry, V. G.; H. Shattuck, Secretary ; M.
Houck, Ast. Sec’y ; Wm. H. Robinson, Treasurer. Instituted on
the 8th ot June last, we have now 34 members

; among whom are
the most respectable and influential of the place, asd we are ini-
tiating nightly.

We had the misfortune, on Wednesday last, to lose by death,
Bio. J. J. Sullivan, one of our best, most useful and exemplary
members, whose body we followed to the grave, after the manner
of our form m this State.

I wrote you some weeks since, of the institution of the Heneoeis
Adelphon Encampment, No. 42, located at Erie, Pa. Said En-
campment consists of 84 good members, and works finely

; and, as
I think, will soon compete with any of your Eastern Encampments.
The officers are well acquainted with the duties of their respective
offices, and are deeply engaged. Ifours in F. L. and T. j. j. l.”

Journal of Proaebingo.

INDEPENDENT ORDER OF ODD FELLOWS.

FRlENP8HIPf LOVE AND TRUTH*

ANNUAL COMMUNICATION OF THE
GRAND LODGE OF THE UNITED STATES,

HELD AT THE CITY OF BALTIMORE, SEPTEMBER, 1646.

[Continued.

Rep. Weld of N. J., from the committee on that subject, made
the following report which, with the accompanying resolutions were
adopted

:

To tub R. W. Grand Lodge op thb United States :

The committee to whom was referred the memorial of P. G. Jos.
Libby, and seventy-seven others, formerly members of Covenant
Lodge No. 13, of the District of Columbia, beg leave to report, that
after having given the subject that consideiation its importance w>
justly demanded, both by a hearing of the parties interested and a
strict examination into the causes of the collision from its infancy
to the date of the suspension, present the following: That the of-
fense complained of was not of sufficient magnitude to warrant tbs
severity of the punishment inflicted,—and the action of the Grand
Lodge in the premises was hasty, impetuous, and not in conformity
with the provisions of its own constitution.

In relation to the offense committed by Covenant Lodge, your
committee can find nothing that has not been amicably settled by a
strict obedience to the mandates of the said Grand Lodge, on the
part of Covenant Lodge, yet your committee are constrained to be-
lieve that unkind feeling was in existence, equally reprehensible in
the G. Lodge and her Subordinate.
The immediate cause of the collision may be found in the follow-

ing preamble and resolutions passed by Covenant Lodge shortly af-

ter the celebration therein allnded to—and although evincing in
themselves an improper spirit, yet your committee think of too tri-

fling a nature to merit a punishment so severe:
Whereas, the Committee of Arrangements, appointed by the Grand Lodge,

published a programme, in which tbey informed the citisens of Georgetown that
the Grand Lodge, in conjunction with the subordinate Lodges, would pass in
fall regalia through the principle streets of our town on the 25th of May—
Therefore,
Resolved, That Covenant Lodge unanimously return a vote of thanks to the

-Grand Lodge for the appropriate and dignified manner in whioh they complied
with their published proceedings, to the satisfaction and pleasarc not only of
the citisens of our town, but also ef the members of this Lodge.
Resolved

,
That this Lodge, in view of its own dignity, eannot consent here-

after to unite with the Lodgesof Washington City in any procession which may
be desired, unless it receive an official communication from the Grand Lodge
that all arrangements entered intowill be entirely and honorably consummated.
Resolved, That the thanks of this Lodge be, and the same are nereby tendered

to the Committee of Arrangements, on the part of the Grand Lodge, for the
very honorable service to which they applied the benches loaned her by the
Noble Grand of this Lodge, and that they be informed that the same are espe-
cially preeerved for their accommodation when they condescend to honor
us with a visit.

These resolutions were sent to the Grand Lodge of the District
of Columbia, and were by that body referred to s committee, who
at a subsequent meeting, reported the following resolutions

:

Resolved, That the resolutions from Covenant Lodge No. 13, passed the 1st
of Jane last, be n turned to that Lodge, and that they be required to receive
them, and withdraw all offensive imputations contained therein, at their first

meeting after this date, and that a certified copy of oocnplianoe with the above
requirements be transmitted immediately to the Grand Master.

Resolved, (two-thirds of this Grand Lodge concurring,) That in the event of
a failure by Covenant Lodge Ne. 13 to comply fully and unequivocally with the
above resolution at said meeting, said Lodge be, andshe is hereby suspended in-

definitely, and that the Grand Master be directed to demand, and receive from
her officers, the charter, books, papers, and other property, which of right ap-
pertains to this body by the rules and regulations of the Order.

Resolved, That Covenant Lodge No. 13 be, and she is hereby prohibited from
the transaction of any business of any kind or nature whatever, after the reoep-
tion of these resolutions by the Noble Grand, except these resolutions, and the
resolutions to which they refer, and the officers of that Lodge are specially pro-
hibited from issuing any card of clearance, or traveling certificate, to any per-
son whatever after this date : Provided, They shall not comply with the first

resolution in the opinion of the Grand Master.
Resolved

,
That the G. S. transmit forthwith to the NobleGrand of Covenant

Lodge No. 13 a copy of these resolutions, properly attested.

Resolved
,
That in the event of the operation of these resolutions, the G. 8.

and the D. G. M. shall Issue to Grand Master Levin Jones, a card of clearanoe
from Covenant Lodge No. 13, as a suspended Lodge, in order that he may have
an opportunity to connect himself with some Lodge immediately.

These resolutions, it appears, were regularly transmitted to Cove-
nant Lodge, when, in compliance with the requisition of the Grand
Lodge

^
before proceeding to their regular business, the following

resolutions were adopted, receiving tne approbation of the Grand
Master (who was present) and to whose opinion the Grand Lodge
had referred the whole matter:
Whereas, the Grand Lodge I. O. O. F. of the District of Columbia passed on

the 3d instant resolutions which were forwarded by G. S. T. C. Donn, with the
resolutions passed by Covenant Lodge on the 1st of June, 1846, said resolutions

of Covenant Lodge haring been considered and pronounced by the Grand
Lodge, in their resolutions aforesaid as disrespectful to said Grand Lodge—
Therefore,

Resolved
,
That the resolutions passed by the Grand Lodge on the 3d instant

be, and the same are hereby received by Covenant Lodge, and that the require-

ments of said resolutions be so for oomplied with as that Covenant Lodge doss
hereby declare that, whilst it was the intention of Covenant Lodge to exercise

the bare right of freemen, by expressing a feeling of disapprobation to the
course pursued by the committee of the Grand Lodge on the occasion alluded to

in the resolutions of June 1, 1846, it was not the intention of Covenant Lodge to

express its disapprobation in terms of disrespect to the Grand Lodge, or to any
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of its members; and if the terms hare been so construed bj the Grand Lodge
they bare been misunderstood.

Resol ed,further. That a certified copy of the foregslng preamble And resolu-

tions be transmitted immediately to the Grand Master.

Thus far it appears Covenant Lodge had complied strictly with
the mandates of the Grand Lodge, when, in the spirit already al-

luded to (we fear) it was ordered dv Covenant Lodge to return to

the Grand Lodge the offensive resolutions, the Grand Master pro-

testing against the movement, although the resolutions of apology
accompanied them. A few days afterwards, on the 12th of August,
at a special session of the Grand Lodge of the District of Columbia,
convened by the Grand Master, Covenant Lodge No. 13, of said

District, was indefinitely suspended from communion with the Or-
der without a hearing, and, as your pommitlee believe, in violation

of the constitution of the Grand Lodge of the District of Columbia.
Your committee, therefore, without attempting to shield for a mo-^
ment a Subordinate Lodge in the least insubordination whatever
against its Grand Lodge, also submit, that they, with individuals

have certain and positive rights which your committee believe have
not, in this case, been complied with or granted. The committee,
therefore, submit the following resolutions:

Resolved, That the action of the Grand Lodge of the-District of Columbia, in

the case of Covenant Lodge No. 13, was informal, and id violation of its own
Constitution: therefore,

Resolved
,
That the Grand Lodge of the District of Columbia be, and is hereby

required to reinstate forthwith Covenant Lodge No. 13 into fellowship with the

Older.
Resolved, That the Grand Cor. and Rec. Secretary be directed to transmit a

copy of the above resolutions to the R. W. Grand Lodge of the District of

Columbia. EDW. D. WELD,
J. W. STOKES,
P. M. JUDSON.

On motion, the Grand Lodge adjourned.

Thursday, Sept. 24, 3# o’clock, P. M.

The R. W. G. Lodge assembled pursuant to adjournment. Pre-
sent the M. W. G. Sire and all the Grand Officers, and a due Rep-
resentation.
On motion, the Grand Lodge proceeded to the special order of the

day, being the presentation to P. G. M. Ridgely of a Gold Medal,
pursuant to a resolution of Sept, session, 1844.

P. G. Sires Wiidey, Kennedy, and Hopkins, the committee ap-

pointed under the resolution directing the presentation, having ad-

vanced to the chair of the Grand Sire—the M. W. G. Sire directed
Rep. P. G. John G. Treadwell, of N. Y., R. W. G. Marshal, to pre-

sent G. C. Secretary James L. Ridgely to the committee.
The Grand Marshal havidg presented the Grand CorrespondingThe Grand Marshal havidg presented the Grand Corresponding

Secretary to the committee, P. G. Sire Hopkins, on behalf the com-
mittee, presented a beautiful Gold Watch and Chain to P. G. M.
James L. Ridgely, as the form of token which they had devised
suited to the occasion, accompanied with an eloquent address.

G. C. Secretary James L. Ridgeley made a brief response to the

address, whereupon, on motion of Rep. Seymour of S. C., it was
ordered, unanimously, that the address and reply be spread upon the

Journal.

[These both appeared in the Golden Rule of Oct. 3.]

On motion of Rep. Cooke of Va., the Grand Lodge agreed to

consider the amendment to the 18th By-Law, now laying upon the

table, which was adopted.
On motion #f Rep. Griffin of Ga., the Grand Lodge took up the

amendments to the By-Laws, proposed by him, now' lying on the

table, (page 233, col. 1, Golden Rule,) which were considered sep-

arately, and adopted.
On motion of Rep. Salomon of Ala., the Grand Ledge agreed to

.consider the report of the Committee on the subject of the forms of
Prayer in the Order.
The question being to adopt the report and accompanying forms of

prayer, Rep. Cooke of Va. moved that the whole subject be indefi-

nitely postponed, and called the previous question, which being se-

conded, was put and carried, and the whole subject indefinitely

postponed.
On motion of Rep. Patterson of Pa., the Grand Lodge proceeded

to consider the amendment to the By-Laws, Article 24, proposed by
Rep. Weld of N. J., viz: to strikeout said article.

Rep. Robinson of Va.. moved the previous question, which being
seconded and carried, the main question was put, and decided in

the negative—ayes 26. noes 33.

Rep. Gilley of N. Y., from the committee on that subject, made
the following report, which was read and ordered to lie on the table :

To the R. W. Grand Lodge op thb United States:
The Speoi&l Committee, to whom was referred the resolution offered by Rep.

Gilley of New-York, reporo

:

The Regalia of officers of Grand Encampments shall be royal purple collars,

or sashes, and black aprons trimmed with gold bullion fringe.

The Regalia of officers of Subordinate Encampments shall be royal purple
collars and black aprons trimmed with gold colored fringe, lace, or both.

Jewels for officers of Grand and Subordinate Encampments, shall be as fol-

lows, vis

:

For Grand Patriarch, a double triangle of yellow metal, with a representation

of an altar and crossed crooks in the center.

For Grand Most Excellent High Priest, same triangle, with representation of
4he breastplate.

For Grand S. W. same triangle, with crossed crooks.
For “ J. W. “ “ single crook.
For “ Scribe “ “ crossed pens.
For a Treas. “ “ crossed keys.
For “ 8ent “ u crossed swords.
For officers of Subordinate Encampments, single triangle, otherwise as desig-

nated for Officers efGrand Encampments.
Past Officers of Grand and Subordinate Encampments shall be entitled to

wear the regalia and jewels appertaining to the offices they have passed.
Respectfully submitted. F. W. GILLEY,

D. S. PATTERSON,
D SALOMON.

Rep. Thompson of Mass., from the Committee on Constitutions,
made the following report, which was read and ordered to lay on
the table

:

To the R. W. Grand Lodge or the U. States :

The Committee on Constitutions, to whom was referred the Constitutions of
the Grand Lodge of Rhode Island and the Grand Encampment of New-York
and Missouri, beg leave to report

:

That after a careful examination of those Constitutions,your committee have
been unable to find anything therein contained requiring the action of this body,
or which conflicts with the Constitution and Laws ef this Grand Lodge, with a
single exception, which is contained in the 6th section of the 3d article of the
Constitution of the Grand Eno&mpment of the State of New-York, whioh re-
lates to the Duty of Grand Representatives. That article reads thus

:

“ The K. W. Grand Representatives shall attend the meetings of the Grand
Lodge of the United States, and there faithfully represent the interests and
wishes of this Grand Encampment. ‘ They shall nominate such substitute to
actfor them in case qf the necessary absence as the Grand Patriarch may ap-
prove,' ” &c.
Your committee are of opinion that so much of said article as authorises a

Grand Representative to nominate a substitute to act for him in case of his ne-
cessary absence, is contrary to the spirit as well as the letter of the 10th Arti-
cle of the Constitution of this Grand Lodge, which requires all Representatives
to be elected or appointed by the Grand Lodge or Grand Encampment they rep-
resent.

The attention of your committee has been called,by the Representatives from
Rhode Island, to the 6th section of the 2d Article of the Constitution of the G.
Lodge of Rhode Island, the substance of whioh that body has also incorporated
into the 7th article of the Constitution of its Subordinates. The section referred
to has therefore been carefully considered, and your committee are of the opin-
ion that no special action is required thereon by this body.
With these views, the committee beg leave to submit the following resolu-

tions :

Resolved
,
That the Constitution of the Grand Lodge of Rhode Island, and

the Constitution of the Grand Encampment of Missouri be, and the same are
hereby, approved and confirmed.
Resolved

,
That the words “ They shall nominate such substitute to act for

them
,
in case of necessary absence, as the Grand Patriarch may approve,” be

stricken from the 6th Section of the 3d Article of the Constitution of the Grand
Encampment ofNew-York, and that said Constitution, with the amendment, be,

and the same is hereby, approved and confirmed.

Respectfully submitted, RICH’D MARLEY,
N. A. THOMPSON,
E. C. ROBINSON.

On motion of Rep. Stewart of N. Y., the rule excluding the in-
troduction of new business after the morning session was rescinded.
-Rep. Kellogg of Mich., from the Committee on Finance, made

the following report, which was read and ordered to lie on the table:

To the R. W. Grand Lodge of the United States :

Your committee, to whom was referred the financial affairs of this R.W.Grand
Lodge, respectfully report

:

That in the discharge of the duty assigned them, they have carefully exam-
ined the books of accounts of the Secretary and Treasurer, and find the same
correct, with properly authenticated vouchers for all payments by the Treas-
urer.

The condition of the Treasury is as follows, viz

:

Balance of cash on hand, 16th Sept., 1845, as per report of Finance
Committee and Treasurer ofthat date $ 3,487 47

Cash paid to the Treasurer by the Secretary, from 16th Sept., 1845,

Ui.to Sept. 21, 1846, for Representation Tax, Books, Cards, Ac 14,265 59

Total .|17,753 06
Amount paid by Grand Treasurer, as per his account stated, from

Sept. 16, 1845, to Sept. 21, 1846 $ 8&& 88

Leaving balance in the Treasury. |9,i60 19

The following claims against the Grand Lodge hare been presented, examined
and found correct

:

[Sundry biils, amounting to $368 12]

Which amount the committee reoommend to be settled by the proper officer.

Your committee also recommend appropriations for payment of the following
claims, vis

:

Special loan Marion Lodge, New-York $1,000 00
Grand Sire Sherlock’s traveling expenses 100 00
J. A. Kennedy, for postage bill, bill for boxes for packing revised
work for distribution, and express charges on documents, Ac.,

$100, or so much thereofas may be foundby the accounting offi-

cers due to him 100 00
Peter Prulin’s bill for Watch $350 00
R. & A. Campbell’s bill for Chain and Seal 28 00
Preented to J. L. Ridgely, G. C. and R. Secretary, 378 00

Total indebtedness $p>46~l2
Leaving an unappropriated balance in the Treasury of 7,204 06
This balance is in Cash $6,251 68
Draft, J. G. Treadwell on J. R. Taylor, G. M. for Cards, See.

(for acc’t of Grand Lodge of N. Y.) payable 1st. Jan. next, 934 38
Check on Bank of Montreal, 18 00

$7,204 06
There is also due to this Grand Lodge, in assets at present unavailable, the

following sums :

Arkansas fund, $ 192 50
Notes of G. W. Churchill, 160 00
Note of J. C. Bull, due 1st of July last, 300 00
Check of S. C. SewalL on Bank of Montreal, 140 64

$893 14

And from Grand Lodges and Encampments, as per documents A. and
B. appended to G. Secretary’s report $617 00
The amount due by Subordinate Lodges and Encampments cannot be arrived

at, there having been no reports from these bodies placed In the hands of your
committee.

All of which, with the accompanying resolutions, is respectfully submitted.
A S. KELLOGG,
H. L. MILLER,
ROBERT H. GRIFFIN.

Resolved, That the proper officers draw upon the Grand Treasurer for the

several claims above reported, and appropriations recommended.
Resolved

,
That the sum of twelve hundred dollars be, and is hereby, appro-

priated for payment of salaries to the Grand Officers, viz

:

Grand Secretary, J. L. Ridgely, one thousand dollars, payable quarterly on
his own order on the Treasurer, and one hundred and fifty dollars for the salary
of Grand Messenger J. E. Chamberlain, payable quarterly on his own order on
the Treasurer, and one hundred dollars for the saury of Grand Treasurer A E.
Warner, payaole quarterly on his own receipt
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And (he farther ram of fifteen hundred dollars be,and is hereby, appropriated

for the payment ofoffice rent of Grand Secretary, postage and disoonnts, print-
ing journal, Ac., stationery, incidental and contingent expenses of Grand Sec-
retary’s office, and traveling expenses of Grand Officers; and that the same be
paid from time to time on the order of the Grand Secretary.

Rep. Moore, from the Committee oa Petitions, read the following
report, which was read, accepted, and the accompanying By-law
recommended, ordered to lie on the table.

The report was subsequently taken up and adopted :

To mu R. W. Grand Lodob or tub Unitbo States :

The Committee on Petitions, to whom was referred sundry applications and
resolutions respecting the removal from one town toanotherof the Grand Lodges
of the States of Maine, Alabama, and Illinois, respectfully recommend (not con-
ceiving the reasons offered sufficient to warrant them in granting the request,
and in view of the repeated requests of this kind, which are made to this body
by a minority of the bodies interested,) that the following By-law be adopted, to
regulate future proceedings on this subject

:

That no proposition to change the location of a State Grand Lodge or State
Grand Encampment can be entertained, except on the petition of a majority of
the subordinate Lodges or Encampments of the State.

A. K. MARSHALL,
WM. W. MOORE,
WM. R. FOSDICK.

Rep. Reid of Va., offered the following resolution, which was read
and ordered to lie on, the table

:

Rmolved, That the Committees on Revision of the Work of the Order be di>

reeled, during the recess of this G. Lodge, to prepare a form sf eeremony to be
need in conferring the Past Official Degree* of the Order, and submit the same
to this G. Lodge, for its approval, at its next session.

Rep. Moore ofD. C., from the Committee on Petitions, made the
following report, which was read :

To thb R. W. Guard Lodob or thb Uritbd States :

The Committee on Petitions, to whom was referred the application of Michi-
gan Encampment No. 1, Paw-wah-ting Encampment No. 3, Lenawee Encamp-
ment No. 4, and Samaritan Encampment No. 6, for a charter for a Grand En-
campment to be located at Kalamaaoo, in the State of Michigan, respectfully re-

port:
That, as this petition oomes from bat four out of fix Encampments now exist-

ing in the State of Michigan, it does not appear that the fifth article of the By-
Laws of this Grand Lodge has been complied with. The article referred to re-

quires that each Encampment be represented in the Convention which makes
application for a Grand Charter. Under these circumstances, your committee
doubt the propriety of granting the prayerof the petitioners, lest, by pursuing
such a course, injustice may be done to the two Encampments which were not
represented. They, therefore, reoommend that the charter be not granted until
the requirements ef the law are fulfilled, and. when that Is done, the executive
•fleers of this body be authorised to issue a charter as prayed for.

WM. W. MOORE,
A. K. MARSHALL,
WM. R. FOSDICK.

On motion, the report was re-committed to the committee.
Rep. Moore, from the Committee on Petitions, to whom was re-

committed the subject, made the following report

:

To thb R. W. Grand Lodge op thb U. S.

:

The foregoing report having been recommitted to the Committeeon Petitions,

that ownmi ttee have re-examined the case, in view of the arguments advanced
in the course of the debate thereon, and they see no reason to change their opin-

ion as to the appropriate disposition of the subject, under the present By-Law,
which is as follows

:

M All applications for charters for a Grand Lodge or Grend Encampment must
be by a vote of the several Lodges or Encampments In the State, District or Ter-
ritory, as follows : Each Lodge or Encampment in the State, District or Terri-
tory, shall appoint one or more of its P. Grands or Patriarchs as a representative
to meet with similar representatives from the other Grand Lodges or Encamp-
ments, to oonsider the propriety of an application fora charter for a Grand Lodge
or Grand Encampment. Each subordinate Lodge or Encampment shall furnish
to its representative a statement under the seal of the Lodge or Encampment, of
the number of P Grands or P. Chief Patriarchs in good standing belonging to it
At the meeting of these representatives, the vote shall be by Lodges or Encamp-
ments, and the application shall be in form following,” Ac.
Your committee maintain that theabove By-Law requires every Encampment

in the State of Michigan to assent to the establishment of the Grand Encamp-
ment whieh is now prayed far. Instead of this being the case, only two-thirds of
the Bncampmsnts in Michigan have joined in the petition under consideration.
As regards the principal objection urged against the adoption of the recommen-
dation of the committee, that the absent Camps, in consequence of their having
no Past Officers, could not be represented in Convention, your committee reply,

that the By-Law does not require the representatives of Encampments to be
Past Officers.

Your committee remark, in oonclueion, that, apart from the informality in the
organisation of the convention from which the petition emanates, your commit-
tee would have no objection to complying with the request of the petition, but
they do rot deem it consistent with propriety to present a written report in di-

rect conflict with existing law. If It be desirable thatsome more convenient me-
thod be devised for fheilitating the establishment of Grand Lodgesand Encamp-

ttMohjeet*
00111 for this body to amend its By-Laws, so as to accomplish

Your committee repeat their former recommendation, which they deem to be
the moot favorable oourse that can now be pursued, unless it be the pleasure of
this Grand Lodge to postpone the consideration of the subject matter of this re-

Kt for the space of one day, in order to afford time for the amendment of the
WM. W. MOORE,
A. K. MARSHALL,
WM. R. FOSDICK.

On motion, the report was ordered to lie on the table.

Rep. Moore of D. C., from the Committee on Petitions, made the
following report, which was read and ordered to lie on the table :

To thb R W. Grand Lodob or thb U. S.

:

The Committee on Petitions, to whom was referred the application of Wash-
ington Lodge No. 1, Harmony Lodge No. 2, Keosanqua Lodge No. 3, and Jeffer-

son Lodge No. 4, (being four of the six Lodges now organised in the Territory
of Iowa,) asking for a charter for a Grand Lodge In the said Territory, to be lo-

cated in the town of Burlington, cannot recommend the granting of the charter
as prayed for, for the reasons stated in their report in the ease of application

for amad Encampment in the Slate of Michigan. WM. W. MOORE,
A. K. MARSHALL,
WM. R. FOSDICK.

Rep. Moore of D.C., propoeed the following amendment to the

5th Article of the By-Laws, which was read and ordered to lie on
the table :

That the first fifteen lines of the 5th Article of the By-Laws be
struck out, and the following be substituted therefor, viz:

“ Article 6.— All applications for charters for a Grand Ledge or a Grand En-
campment mast be by a vote of a majority of the Lodges or Encampments with-
in the State, District *r Territory, as follows: When three or more Lodges or
Encampments shall agree in the opinion that a Grand Lodge or Grand Encamp-
ment will contribute to the general interest, notice thereof shall be given to all
the Lodges or Encampments in the State, District or Territory, inviting them
to meet in consultation, at some convenient time and place. Each Lodge or Eu-
campment shall appoint one or more of its Past Grands or Patriarchs as repre-
sentatives, to meet in convention, and consider the propriety of applying for a
Grand Charter, as well as to determine upon the place for the erection of the
Grand Lodge or Encampment, (both of which questions shall be decided by a
majority rote, wbich majority must represent at least three Lodges or Encamp-
ments ) Should any Lodge or Encampmei t neglect or refuse to send a represen-
tative. or should the representative, from accident or other cause, foil to attend,
it shall not operate to defeat the proceedings of such as may assemble, provided
a sufficient number be present to oomply with the preceding requirements.

—

Each Subordinate Lodge or Encampment shall furnish to its representative a
statement, under the seal of the Lodge or Encampment, of the number of Past
Grands or P. C. Patriarchs, in good standing, belonging to it. At the meeting of
these representatives the vote shall be by Lodges or Encampments, and the ap-
plication shall be in the following form, to wiAr’

On motion, the Grand Lodge adjourned.

Thursday, Sept. 34, 8 o’clock, P. M.
The R. W. Grand Lodge assembled pursuant to adjournment.

Present M. W. G. Sire Sherlock, all the Grand Officers and a due
representation.
On motion the Grand Lodge proceeded to instruction in the work,

pursuant to the order setting apart this evening for that object.

After several hours passed in instniction, the Grand Lodge on
motion adjourned until morrow morning, at 9 o’clock.

Friday, Sbpt. 25, 9 o’clock, A. M.

The R. W. Grand Lodge assembled pursuant to adjournment.

—

Present the M. W. Grana Sire, all the Grand Officers, and a duo
representation. Prayer by the R. W. G Chaplain.
Rep. Egan of N. Y., moved to suspend the rule, to offer a propo-

sition to amend the Constitution, which was agreed to.

Rep. Egan of N. Y., proposed the following amendment to the
Constitution, which was seconded by Rep. Searfoss of N. J., and
ordered to lie on the table

:

“ That Art. VIII of the Constitution of this Grand Lodge be stricken out, and
Art. IX be numbered VIII, and se on successively.”

Rep. Parmenter, of Mass., from the Committee on the state of the
Order, made the following report, which was read and adopted:

To thb R. W. Grand Lodob of thb Unitbd Statbs:
The Committee on the State of the Order, to whom was referred so much of

the Grand Sire’s Report as relates to the action of the Grand Lodge of Alabama,
in removing ite officers prior to the expiration of their respective terms, by
amending the Constitution of the said Grand Lodge, report:

That by an alteration of its Constitution, changing the commencement of its

official year from July to April, the Grand Lodge of Alabama abridged the terms
of the then existing Grand Officers. Your committee are of opinion, that inas-

much as official service is. in our Order, often r pre-requisite to promotion, no
interference, by change of laws, with the rights of inoumbents of office should
be allowed. Such alterations oi the laws should be prospective hufheir opera-

tion, and should in no way affect the terms ofofficers who are actually in service.

Your oommittee deem the suggestions of the Grand Sire to be correct. They
reoommend, therefore, the adoption of the following resolution

:

Resolved
,
That the Past Offloers of the Grand Lodgeof Alabama, whose terms

were abridged by the amendment of the Constitution made in April, 1846, be
entitled to the honors of their respective terms.

Respectfully submitted, WM. E. PARMENTER,
WM. R. SMITH,
J. W. STOKES.

Rep. Parmenter of Mass., from the same committee, to whom
was referred the resolution of Rep. Morris, in relation to the ap-

pointment of an agent by Grand Lodges to instruct in the work, re-

ported that, in their opinion, there exists no particular reason for the

passage ol the resolution, and therefore, recommended that it was
inexpedient to legislate upon the subject. Concurred in.

Rep. Parmenter of Mass., from the same committee, to whom
was referred the inquiry into the law authorizing Degree Lodges,
reported, that they found no distinct law on the subject. “ For the

Iasi twenty years, State Grand Lodges have allowed the existence

of Degree Lodges, and their legality has been acquiesced in by this

Grand Lodge. Constitutions ofState Grand Lodges containing pro-

visions for the establishment of Degree Lodges have been approved

by this body, and the charge books of the Order, by implication, re-

cognize their legal existence.’*
t .

Ren. Stewart of N. Y.. proposed the following resolution, as a
substitute for the report of the committee:

Resolved, That all Degree Lodges be,and the same are hereby,abolished, the

mne being inconsistent with the ohartered rights of Subordinate Lodges.

Rep. Wood, of R. I., moved the previous question, which being

seconded, the main question was put, and the report of the commit-

tee agreed to. „ ,

Rep. Parmenter of Mass., from the same committee, to whom
*ras referred the following resolution, offered by Rep. McNairy of

Tennessee, reported that, in the opinion of the committee, it is de-

sirable that the same should be adopted, as a general regulation of

this body, for the guidance ofsubordinate Grand Lodges and Grand
Encampments:
Bmdvtd, That ne State, Dirtriot or Territorial Oread « En-

campment thaU delegate the legtelatire authority rotted In it by thia Grand

Lodge to any other body or bodies whatever.

The report was read, when Rep. Egan of N. Y., offered the fol-

lowing amendment, as an additioo to the report of the committee :

Resolved, That the adoption of the Report of tha Committee on the State of
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the Order, shall not be construed so as to affect the holding of a Convention in

the city of New-York, for the purpose of adopting a new Constitution.

Rep. Salomon of Ala., offered the following, as a substitute for

the amendment proposed by Rep. Egan of N. Y

:

Resolved, That this resolution be so construed as to prevent the assemblage
of any Convention to alter or change the fundamental laws of any Grand Lodge
-or Encampment.

On motion of Rep. Seymour of S. C., the whole subject was in-

definitely postponed.
Rep. Parmenter of Mass., submitted the following report, which

was read and adopted

:

To thb R. W. Grand Lodge of thb U. S.:

The Committee on the State of the Order have had in their hands
.certain communications, from members of the Order, unofficially

addressed to this Grand Lodge, and while they would treat with re-

spect all communications, they do not deem it within the province
of their duties to satisfy the individual curiosity, or weigh tne criti-

cal sagacity, of the correspondents in questions pertaining to the Or-
der. Your committee cannot think that such documents are legiti-

mately before this Grand Lodge for action.
Respectfully submitted. WM. E. PARMENTER,

J. W. STOKES,
WM. R. SMIT&

Rep. Parmenter of Mass., from the same committee, made the
following report, which was read and adopted:
To thb R. W. Grand Lodgb of thb U. S.

:

The Committee on the State of the Order have had under consid-
eration the resolution offered by Rep. Alsop of 111., (page234

|
cof 1,

Golden Rule,) and believing that the samt may obviate difficulties

in the first operations of the new six months law, recommend that

the same be adopted.
Respectfully submitted, WM. E. PARMENTER.WM R. SMITH.

Rep. Parmenter of Mass., from the same committee, submitted
the following report and resolution, which were read and adopted

:

To thb R. W. Grand Lodge of the U. S.

:

The Committee on the State of the Order have considered the re-

solution of Rep. McNairy, (page 233, col. 1,' Golden Rule,) and
thereon report

;

That the action of this R. W. Grand Lodge of the United States

has heretofore indirectly established the point upon which inquiry

has been made. For the purpose of determining the question, your
committee recommend the adoption of the following resolution

:

Resolved, That if upon appeal to a State Grand Lodge by a member of asub-
ordinate Lodge, charged with violating a known law of the Order, the decision

-of his Lodge be reversed, he may be reinstated without the oonsent of his subor-

dinate Lodge. Respectfully submitted. WM. E. PARMENTER,
WM. R. SMITH.

THE GOLDEN RULE.
NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1846.

PHILADELPHIA—CANVA88ER8 WANTED.
Six Good Canvassers will find Immediate employment by applying at Odd

Fellows1 Depot, to CURTiS and NORCROSS, Odd Fellows’ Hall, Sixth-st.

They must be members of the Order.

The Fair or the American Institute.—This Annual Exhi-

bition of the results of American ingenuity and skill, is this sea-

son held at Castle Garden. In former years it has formed one,

and a prominent one, of the numerous divertisements which New
Yorkers were wont to enjoy at Niblo’s Garden, now, alas, a heap

of ashes.

Our review of the Fair was hasty and we shall offer at present

only a snmmary of our impressions.

The spacious amphitheatre of Castle Garden affords a fine op-

portunity for the arrangement and display of the articles on ex-

hibition, and on this account the visitor is favorably impressed

when be first enters.

Taken as a whole, without consideration ef the ability and re-

sources of our mechauics, or comparison with previous Exhibi-

tions, this Fair presents quite an interesting and creditable ar-

ray of articles of American manufacture. Bat upon a cursory

examination we think there is a great falling off in the extent

and quality of many descriptions of wares, and were compelled

to conclude that our best makers, in Several branches of manu-

facture, had not deposited specimens of their skill. This is much
to be regretted, as it is very desirable that at Exhibitions of the

kind, we should have the opportunity of seeing the very highest

reach of improvement in all the mechanic arts. We are not at

this moment prepared to give a eolation of the c&ase of the defi-

ciency, bat must suppose that the inducement offered by the Insti-

tute is not strong enough to bring out all our first-class artizans.

If the evil can be corrected by more liberality to successful candi-

dates than that award of parchment diplomas, er more substantial

benefit to the really deserving than a place in the catalogue, we
should like to see the Direction undertake it. The public never
fail to bestow upon the Fairs the most unbounded patronage, and

their favor will increase just in proportion to the attraction, which
again depends upon the judicious application of their money.
We would not detract from the meritB of many beautiful sam-

ples of mechanical ingenuity and skill which are exhibited at the
present Fair

; some are worthy of all praise. But we cannot do
them justice by particularizing, nor will we be invidious by par-
tial description. As Americans, we cannot but feel prond of the
progress of our country in the mechanic arts, and delight in re-
viewing the splendid achievements of American genius and en-
terprise, 44 which add so much to our national prosperity, happi-
ness and glory.”

The Mexican War.-—Our war with the neighboring Republic of
Mexico continues. Santa Fe has been captured by Gen. Kearney,
California by our Pacific squadron—while Monterey has capitulate!
after three days of severe fighting, in which five hundred of our
brave troops fell, killed and wounded. This last event occurred on
the 24th of September. The terms of capitulation agreed upon by
Gen. Taylor and Gen. Ampudia, allowed the Mexicans to evacuate
the town with a battery of six pieces of cannon, their arms and a
small quantity of ammunition. They are to retreat beyond Linare*,
a distance of sixty miles from Monterey, and neither army is to
occupy the intermediate ground for the space of sixty days ; for
which time an armistice has been proclaimed. Gen. Taylor’s
force amounted to 6000, while Ampudia’s is said to have much ex-
ceeded that number. The Mexicans had all the advantages in the
fight, inasmuch as they were shielded within the walls of a fortified
town; while our brave troops occupied the open country, out-
side. Many esteemed officers have fallen—and our officers and sol-
diers have “ crowned themselves with glory.” The end is not
yet. __
The Model of New York, at the MinerVa Rooms, 406 Broad-

way, is certainly ah extraordinary specimen of ingenuity and pa-
tient industry. Every house in the city, and every out-house also,
is distinctly shown, so as instantly to be recognised by its occu-
pant. Strangers will get more knowledge of our city in fifteen mi-
nutes, from this miniature representation of it, than they could
otherwise obtain in as many weeks. The model includes also the
city of Brooklyn, as far south as Nassau street, giving a view of the
Navy Yard, East River, etc. etc. A half hour cannot be spent
more pleasantly than in examining this miniatnre city.

Kelley’s Lemon Sugak.—This is the name of the last luxury
got up by this celebrated caterer of harmless liquids for the palate.
To all outward appearance, it is nothing more than pulverized
white sugar; but with a table-spoonful of it and a glass of water,
a most delicious glass of lemonade may be made, possessing all
the refreshing properties of the real fruit, as well as the peculiar
twang of the lime. For three shillings, a pound of this material can
be had, from which can be made twenty-four large glasses of lemon-
ade-cheap enough, in all conscience. This preparation will be in
demand about Christmas and New Year’s time, when lemons are
scarce and dear; and gigantic bowls of lemonade made from it will
be found on almost every table on those days of 44

calls.” Go and
try it at 171k William street, and see if we have not introduced you
to something unique and excellent.

Mechanic’s Tools.—Every variety of tool can be found at the
store of Bro. H. F. Fairbank, 44 Fulton-st. Emigrants and families
can supply themselves with tool-chests from $8 to $100, furnished
vith the various necessary implements which are useful in eveiy
household. The articles in Bro. Fairbanks store are all of the first
quality. See advertisement.

Trunks, Carpet Bags, &c.—Any of our readers wishing any ar-
ticle in this line will find a capital assortment, at reasonable prices,
at the store of Bro. E. R. Nodyne, 219 Greenwich-st., corner of
Barclay.

A CARD.
A proper regard for my reputation as an Artist induces me to correct the mis*

statements of the Publishers of the Engraving of Mr. Clay’s Farewell Address
to the Senate. It has been reported, and is so stated on the Engraving itself,

that the whole thing was done Aom Daguerreotypes, and that even the Sena-
tors, spectators, and all were taken from life by the Daguerrean preoess. When
it is known that only a small section of the ChamberoouId be taken at one view
by that process, the assertion will appear singularly absurd. 1 labored daily in
the Senate Chamber, during the deliberations of the Senate, for three months,
in making the design. After it was made a Daguerreotype likeness was
of each Senator, Ac., in the position indicated by the design. Its principal fault,
however, is, that the operators, not being artists, the heads were not taken on
the proper plans to suit the perspective of the architecture. Thus the heads
below and in the gallery are on the same plan.

The studies are In my possession, and a proof of the Engraving may be seen
at my Rooms, 115 Chambers-st.
The Brethren of our Order are informed that I have no interest whatever in

the sale of the above print. J. WHITEHORNE, N. A.
Oct. 7th

,
1846.
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DfLMBC^COUGlI PILLS
The following, copied from the N. Y. Daily Tri-

bune, of April 25
,
ia commended to the earnest atten-

tion of all who are soffering by Diseases of the
Longs, either inflamatory or chronic

:

CONSUMPTION.
Nbw York, April 24, 1846.

7b the Editor of Vie Tribune—Sir: As the pub-
lie are apt to look with distrust upon whatever is

new in the way of medical preparations for the cure
of diseases

;
and as, wheneveran article is presented

possessing extraordinary merit, it should be made
known to the publio, 1 take pleasure in stating what
/know in relation to Dr. Laennec’s Cough Pills,
the beneficial effects of which 1 hare personally wit-

nessed within the last few weeks.
A lady of my acquaintance, residing in this city,

for more than a year had been afflicted with an in-

cessant oough, attended with all the most marked
symptoms of Consumption, under the edicts of which
she was rapidly sinking, until her whole system had
become so debilitated that she was incapable of
walking, except very short distances, or making any
exertion, without almost entire physical exhaustion,

and increased violence of her already distressing

oough. As I hod used Dr. Laenne&t Cough Pint
for a severe ooVi, with perfect success, I recommend-
ed her to try them. She did so, and commenced
taking them about four weeks ago. The result has
been perfectly surprising. Though she has not yet
used two boxes, a complete change has taken place

—

her cough has disappeared, her countenance become
greatly altered for the better, and her general sys-

tem restored to its former elastic and healthy state.

To use her own expression to me, “she now felt and
looked like herself again.” This lady has already

mo far recovered her strength that she can walk any
reasonable distance without fatigue; no oough re-

mains—and she considers herself entirely cured by
the use of these Pills alone.

Having lost several members of my own family by
Consumption, l cannot see any one wasting away
under the attack of this inftidious and fatal disease,

when there is so powerful and effective a remedy
within reach, without a strong desire to save them
from a premature grave. I am satisfied that Dr.
Laennec?* Pills will care where all other remedies

have failed—and that, too, in an incredibly short

time. One, at least, has been saved from a lingering

death, and in restored health, lives to bless the day
when she first commenced taking the Cough Pills.

Any person wishing on interview with the writer,

for their further satisfaction, will please inquire at

tho office of the Tribune where he has left his name.

I add that these Pills are to be had of Winchester,
33 Ann street, who la the General Agent, with whom
1 have long been personally and intimately ac-

quainted- Veritas.

Ky The COUGH PILLS arc One Dollar a box,

with full directions.

ffy Dr. LAENNEC’S FAMILY PILLS, amlld,

safe, and effective cathartic, on infallible remedy for

Dyspepsia, Erysipelas, and all derangements of the

stomach and biliary organs. Price 25 cents a box.

KT Sold byJ. WINCHESTER, 30 ANN-8T.

iportanttoTravelersa
keepers.

nd.Hon

LIFE AND PROPER.
TY PRESERVERS. Patent
Self-Cocking Revolving pistole.

_ Manufactured, wholesale and
retail, by J. G. BOLEN, 104 Broadway,
JanlOtf Between Wall and Pine sts .New York

TkM Lest

Improvement

Levi R. Taft.

A ttorney, councellor, *c.
;
Detroit,

Michigan. His particular, andw hen desired,
personal attention will be given to the securing and
collecting Claims and Demands, Payment of Taxes,
Ac. in any part of Michigan.
Refer to D. C. Hyde A Co., Alfred Clapp A Co.,

&& Y. Lawrence, Coman A Hopkins, Jarvis H. Hills

and H. B. Bradshaw, Esq. New York; Wm. Jones
A Co., Curtis Reed A Co. end F. W. Dickinson, Eaq.
Boston; W. B. Darling A Co., Providence, R. I.;

Cook A Burns, mod Messrs. Coe A Celt, Exchange
Brokers, Detroit.

Mr. Taft is commissioner to take Depositions, Ac-
knowledgments of Deeds, Ac. for the State of Mas-
sachusetts. e!9tf

John Osborne.MANUFACTURER of REGALIA,
-LTL No. 99 Median at, N. Y., would state that
he manufactures every description ef Regalia for

Ledges and Encampments, and will be happy to re-

ceive orders from the Brotherhood, for furnishing
«U articles required by the Revised Work.

Philip Garhnrdt
'ThRAPER and TAILOR, No. 74,L/ West Broadway. A large and Fashionable as-
•erament of Cloths. Cessimerte and Vestings, con-
stantly on hand. ^ ap2Stly

n. Rice,
TYRAPER AND TAILOR, 57 Ca-
Lfmlatmt ml&4m

The Mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
A-J Office No. 11 Wall street. This institution is

distinguished from all others
,
at home or abroad, by

all, or most, of the following peculiarities

:

1. Where the premiums are over $50, it requires
only one quarter part in Cash, instead ofthe whole.

2. Itallows the Assured to pay yearly, quarterly,
monlhty, or weekly.

3. No part of the profits are withheld—or diverted
from the Assured, either in charity

,
or otherwise.

4 It has no loan, either nominal or real, to pay
interest for; having a a sufficient capital funded
from premiums received.

JS. The Assured can withdraw his profits, or leave
them to accumulate, year by year, at his option.

6. It assures to the age of 67, instead of stopping
at 60.

7. It declares the profits yearly
,
instead of once in

five, or seven years, and issues scrip yearly to the
Assured, for the estimated profit*, bearing 6 per cent
interest—toAicA scripts redeemed in cash, when the
profits amount to $200,000, or is allowed to accumu-
late, at the option ofthe Assured.

8. It enables a man to provide for his wife and
ohlldren, in such a way, that although he may lose
every thing, they are safe

;

and all persons, whether
marriedor unmarried, to provide for Old Age, Sick-
ness, and Want

,
as well as for Death.

9. The Assured can surrender the policy at an'
time after the first year, and receive its cquitabl
value.

10. At any time after the first year, the Assured
can borrow, on the scrip issued, two-thirds qf its

amount, so that he has nothing to fear from a
Change of circumstances, or inability topay the pre-
mium.

11. Directors and officers are chosen yearly; and
the Assured rotes according to Ms interest.

12. The funds are all invested in United States,
New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts stocks,

and In real estate in New York and New Jersey,
wholly unincumbered

,
and efdouble the value loan-

ed; or leaned to the Assured as above.
13. It pays no Directors, no Auditors,no Solicitors.

It lends money to neither.

14 It does not reckon the Assured a year older 1

than he is—but from six months less to six months
more, so as to equalise the estimates between all

parties.

15. The rates are lower, the expenses less, and the
profits larger, than with Foreign Offices; invest-
ment* here yielding from 6 to 7 per cent—abroad
only 3 per cent—to say nothing of 33# per cent re-

served; nor of Interest allowed to those who furnish
a “guaranty capital,” at the rate of 5 per oent on
every hundred pounds subscribed, for every ten
pounds paid in !

16. Instead of encouraging, every precaution is

taken to prevent a forfeiture of the policy.

17. The liability of the Assured is limited by law,
to the amount of his premium note. m9:tf

wedding Cards.
YYTEDDING, IN VITATION, AND
tv VISITING CARDS. The subscriber exe-

cutes in a superior style at short notioe and on
reasonable terms, SILVER DOORAND NUMBER
PLATES, of sterling silver of extra thickness, and

ited.

ARMS, CRESTS, AND CIPHERS on seals, on
stone, brass, and silver.

COUNTING HOUSE, Consular, Notaries, So-
ciety, and LODGE SEALS engraved in a superior
manoer.at moderate prices.

CARDS printed from plates already engraved, on
extra porcelain cards, both surfaces highly enameled,
at short notioe, by BOLEN, Engraver and Printer.

104 Broadway between Wall and Pine sts. N. Y.
Card Cases, Envelopes, Note Paper, and flue Cut-

lery, &c. J&nlO tf

To Encampments and Lodges.

T
HE Undersigned will keep constantly on hand a
full assortment of Beoks, Paper, and general Sta-

tionery, and solicits a share of patronage. He will

supply new Encampments and Lodges with every
artiole they may need, on the most favorable terms.

W. H. TOWNSEND, Stationer, 19 Wail at

_ _ Co/fee and Dining Room.
ATOTICE.—E. J.MERCER, respect*L 1 fully informs his friends and the public, that
having purchased from bis partner, J. F. Green, his
entire interest in the Coffee and Dining Rooms, oor-
ner of Nassau and Ann streets, trusts the estab-
lishment will continue to receive not only the sup-
port of his friends, bnt also be recommended to the
patronage of his friends1 friends, as he assures them
all his energies will be devoted on his part to make
his Dining Rooms second to none other in the city.
N. B. The Ladies’ Coffee and Refreshment Room

will still be continued as heretofore, under the espe-
cial charge of Mrs. Meroer. Private entranoe, 21
Ann street. augl:tf

Regalia.

T
HE Subscriber Informs the members of the Order
that In addition to his stook of ohe&p Dry Goods,

he keeps constantly on hand the various article*
used in the manufacture of Regalia, and furnishing
such as Scarlet and Blue Mennoes; Scarlet, BldE
White, and Black Rattinetts; Soarlet, Bine, and
Black De Laines

;
Velvets, Linens, Fringes, Ribbons,

4 c., of the proper shades, which he will be happy fie

dispose of at a small advance. Orders from a dis-
tance promptly attended to. WM. C. FLAN1GAN:
S5-6ms. No. 190 South Seoond street, Philad’a.

Philadelphia. Hat Ac Cap Store*

THE subscriber reapedfully informs
his friends, and the public in general, that be

has opened the New Cheap Hat & Cap Store, No.
106, N. 6th-st. 2 doors abevo the “ Odd Fellows” new
Hall, where may be had all kinds of Hats Caps *«.
wholesale and retail

,
oheap for oash. Merchants and

other are requested to call and examine before pur-
chasing elsewhere. [m23:tf] F. W. CORINTH.

Dr. Ja

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
No. 40 HUDSON street Office Hours- 9 A.

M. and 5PM dl31y

Carpeting* Oil Cloth*, Ac.
\TO. 64 EAST BROADWAY, and
li 71 Division street—W. H. GUTON. would In-

vite the at tendon of those families intending to pur-
chase CARPETING, or any artiele in the Hue dur-
ing the present spring, to his very extensive assort-

ment sf English. Brussels, three-ply and Iugrain Car-
peting. Also. Oil Cloths for Halls, offices, ship and
steamboat cabins, together with every artiole con-
nected with the business.
The subscriber takes this opportunity to inform

his friends and patrons, that he has, during the win-
ter, entered into arrangements with the most, exten-
sive manufacturers of this country and Europe, for
an early supply of all the latest patterns, upon suok
terms as will enable those about to farnish, to make
satisfactory selections at prices lower than at any
other store In the city. ap25.-tr

J. C. Booth At Co.
pASH DRAPERS and TAILORS,
VJ 187 Broadway, have reoeived an additional sup-
ply of choice Cassilneres Linen Drills and Vestings,
to which they would invite particular attention. Our
stock now comprises the richest assortment of good*
ever before offered in this city, and having great for

cilities in buying, both here and in foreign markets,
we are enabled to offer them at prioes much lower
than the usual rates,

There are some who imagine that goods in Broad-
way must be dear, but we would assure such persons
that our prices (at all times low) were never so low
as at the present: and that since our removal, by our
much increased easiness, we have been-enabled to

reduce our rates, while at the same time, the stylo

and workmanship of our garment* have been very
much improved. We would invite all these persons
to give ns a call, and be disabused at oooe of all such
erroneous impressions.
The Cutting Department is under tbs supervision

ofMr J. LEE, whose name is a sufficient guarantee
of its being properly and efficiently conducted,jeldtf

Livingston K. in111
A TTORNeT AT LAW,

LICITOR IN CHANCERY, N

Miller,
AND SO

.
No. 20 Nassau

streetN.Y. Collecting (and otherbusiness) prompt-
r attended to. Refer to Beq). F. Butler, Jno P.

.reeby and Chas. Butter, Esqrs., and Doremus &
Nixon, Merchants. mifcjjra*

E* H* Nodyne9*,

MANUFACTURER of Trunks, Carpet Bags, Va-
lises, Ladies Traveling Bags. Ac., has oonstanfc-

by on hand a good assortment of the above named
articles, which he will sell as low as any other es-

tablishment in New York, at Nodyne’s old stand,

219 Greenwich street, oorner of Barclay.

s36«t* E. H. NOYDNE.

Johnson Ac Co.
TMPORTERS, Wholesale Dealers,
A and Maunfacturers of PERFUMERY of every

description Mannfhctnrers Agents of a puperior

quality of Hair Brushes. No. 36 Cedar-strest^up

Fall Fashion*.
mHE CHEAP HAT AND CAP MANUFACTO-
JL RY, 72# Bowery, between Walker and Hester
streets, is now ready to serve all who may waat a
good and oheap Hat or Cap. Having on hand an
entire new stook of Hats and Cape of his own man-
ufacture, he is determined te sell them at a very
small profit. Silk Hats, of the latest fkshkms, of
superior quality, from 92,00 to 3J>9

;
and For Hats

from 2^50 to 5,00. Children’s Hats of all kinds, and
the latest patterns. Hats mads te order at the

shortest notice. Don’t forget the number, 72#
Bowery, New-York, sign of the BIG HAT.
sept26:tf HENRY SHAW.

Classen’s
—

I7ASHI0NABLE VISITING
f CARD ESTABLISHMENT. 26 p«r cot tw-

low his usual prices. A Plats and 60 Cards printed

for $1,50; the best Enamelled Cards printed from
Engraved Plates at 50 oenfis per peek. A SILVER
DOOR PLATE furnished aud beautifully engraved

for $3. Engraving for the ,Tirade equally low, at

CLLASSEN’S old stand, Ne. I Murraj-etreet, oor-

net of Broadway. wwly
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Wm« H. Stryker

HAS on band all sires of Cooking Stores and ft*

tores,aU of his own manufacture, and of the best

materials. Also^Offlce and Store Stoves, jtthe low-

Stcash prices. Please call and axammeathis Store,

338 Grand, between Christie and Bowery. o!7.3m

-ITTILLA^fS^AWLEY*mnrtutw »U kinds

W of Regalia for Lodges and Encampmen^ to or-

der. Likewise furnish all the necessary trimming

»

-for new Lodges
ol7 M

' Cheap Hook-Bindery*
-f

CHATHAM-ST., oor. of PearL-The subscn

lUOber respectfully informs the pubUc that he is

now prepared to do every description °f Book Bind-

ing in the best manner, and in every variety of style,

low for cash. Harper’s Bible handsomely bound, at

various prices. Blank Books ruled and madestoor*

§r Music, Periodicals, and Books of every descrip-

f.
bound ch<“P>

“d>t thC
OW

0
EN

3

c
n
°OWENS.

Encampments. i

O. of O. F. Committees about purchasing Em-

it blems, Ac. for Encampments or Lod£«s >
are re-

auested to call aud examine those introduced (ex-

pressly for the New Work) by the subscriber, and

I

which^have been approved by the following Em»mp-

meats : Mount OlWet, EgypU»J. *«•>
°f

New York; Potomac Lodge, Alexandria, u. ^.,

Winchester, Va. and many others. The undersign-

ed would also respectfully elicit a

BANNER FLAG MnAME&TAL f!!nt:

ING ROOMS, No. 101 Nassau-st. where he flatters

himself, that his original designs and acknowledged

superiority of workmanship, m connection wish

moderate charges, will offer inducements for patron-

age unsurpassed by any establishment in New York.

|

Country Merchants can have their orders executed

duiing their stay in the city, and signs, <kc
.
c^nbe i

fonrjM 1

sepl2:3m

Professors .

Agents...

.

1HCU1MC1 VI tr

Sec’y Ins. Co. 1

Other occupations... f

Total 146
New policies issued in thelNew policies issued inthe
first quarter of the year, first quarter of the year.

States.

1845, vis

May,
June
July

..58

.54
...77

1846, vis:

May..
June

.

July..

.207

.181

.146

J t adelphia, Manufacturers of REGALIA, SA1>H

ES, ROBES, &o., for Lodges and Encampments.

The members of the Order, Lodges wdEnwinp-
ments, wishing topurchase a SPLENDID ARTI-

CLE of REGALIA, at a very low price, can be m-

aommodatedby calling at the store, where they will

fimi a great variety, adapted to the different degrees

and ranks in the Order. Orders from a distance at-

tended to with punctuality and despatch, ootlthtf

M I. DRUMMOND^SL 309 GRAND STREET,
, having partly got over his press of business,

will be happy to receive orders from the brethren for

R. P. Regalia, Plain, Half, or Full, Embroidered,

I White Satin; and P. G. Regalia, do do., as low as

can be got in the city, and as good- Lodges and En-

campments furnished at the shortest notice, accord-

ing to the Revised Work. Stars, Braids, Ac.,,

on

hand, or made to order. oct3:tf

JLTJL and ODD riSL.LUwo' iui.uajl.ia. DI-
NERS, No. 2, Hart’s Buildings, South Sixth street,

one door above Chesnnt street, Philadelphia. Re-

galia and Banners of every description, either plain,

painted, or embroidered in gold or silver. Sample*

jnav be seen as above. Also, every variety of Naval

and Military Gold and Sliver Embroidery, executed

to older, at very reduced prices. octKfctf

Material for Regalia.

T
HE largest stock, and best assortment of material

for Regalia, in the United States, can be found at

F. W. & W. F. GILLEY’S
DRY-GOODS ESTABLISHMENT,

430 ORAND-STREET, N. Y.

I. O. O. F. Breastpin** Jewelry,,
&c.

G A. BRETT, has removed from
e No. 103 Pearl street, to the new store. No.

A J.L * /vtM atalwsi

July | July

Whole muiber of Policies first year 1701

Total policies in 15 months 2235
ROBT.L. PATTERSON, President.

BENJ. C. MILLER, Secretary.

Jos L. Lord, Agent. _
Jambs Stewart, M. D.. (No. 621 Broadway,)

Medical Examiner. augl5.-tf

State op New York, Secretary’s Office, 7

Albany, July 24, 1846. t

TO THE SHERIFF OF THE
CITY AND COUNTY OF NEW YORK:

Sir—Notioe is hereby given, that at the next Gene-

ral Election, to be held on the Tuesday succeeding

the first Monday of November next, the following
a. l. . k flAMMinv nan

raoreeuB, oum va " "
all numbers of Satin and Lnstnng Ribbons. N . b
Manufacturers and Merchants supplied. octlO.tf

BOARDING*—
Brothers of the Order, who

are desirous of obtaining a good and comfortable

home, will do well by calling at 26 Greenwich Ave-

nue. ooHQJt*

Dancing Academies.

S
HAKSPEARE HOTELcornerof Duane and Wil-

liam'streets. Mr. G. Robertson respectfully an-

nounces to his brethren of the order, and the public

in general, that his classes are now open at theabove

rooms Wednesdays and Saturdays, and at the NOR-
THERN EXCHANGE, 273 Bleecker street, Tues-

days and Fridays
,
for giving instructions in the

various modes of the above accomplishment. Hours

of attendance for Ladies, Misses and Masters, from

3 to 6 P. M., Gentlemen from 8 to 10 in the evening.

Mr. R. will have the pleasure of introducing in

his academies a variety of new and fashionable Ball

room and Fancy Dances, with the graceful Redowa
Walts as now danced in the saloons of London ani

Paris. Private instructions given to pupils at any

hour to suit their convenience. Classes at Seminar

ries taught on reasonable terms. Mr. R.’s class at

the Lyceum, Jersey City, will open on Thursday,
JUakw la* Fn* mnra nftrtiAnlir information nlease

rearl street, to tne new nwre. me nrs* v*

1 . ... . .--i— s_ ai

—

c^.a afmViUAhii Commissioners, to supply the places of Jonas Eairll}

junior, and Stephen Clark, whose terms of servky

usn ana verman rauuy uwu. . *^
,
will expire on the*' last day^ Dcomber nwtfe A

Cutlery; Rasors; Sctesers: Needles; Thimbles; Senator for the First .Senatorial Di^t,tj^pp^r
Percussion Caps; ’German Silver wares ;

Plated and the vacancy which ^Uafcrne by the <^xplrrtkmc#
n»* »j —« n..«i«T t apot T*. I the term of service .of'ffohn A. Lott on the last flw

of December next. A Representative in the 3Dtn

Congress of the United States, for the Third Con*
gressional District, consisting of the 1st, 2d, 3d. 4th,

snd 5th Wards of the City of New York. Also, *
Representative in the said Congress for the Fourth
Congressional District, consisting of the 6th. 7tb,

10th and 13th Wards of said City. Also a Repre-

sentative in the said Congress for the Fifth Com-

gressional District, consistingofthe 8th, 9th and 14th

Wards of said City. And also a Representative im

the said Congfess for the Sixth Congressional Dis-

trict, consisting of the 1 1th, 12th, 15th, 16th, 17th

and 18th Wards of said City.

Also the following officers for the said County, t«

wit : 16 Members of Assembly, a Sheriff in the place

of William Jones, whose term of service will expire

on thelsst day of December next VA County Clerk

in the place of James Connor, whoi$ term of service

will expire on the last day of December next ;
and a

Coroner in the place of Edmund G. Rawson, whose
term of service will expire on the last day of De*
cember next Yours, respectfully,

N. S. BENTON, Secretary of State.

Sheriff’s Office, New York, August 3d, 1846.

The above is published pursuant to the notice of

the Secretary of State and the requirements of the

statute in such ease made and provided for.

WM. JONES.

reroussiou \^aps
,
uwuuuiwun* - —— -

—

Gilt ware; Fine gold and silver Duplex, Lever, Le-

pineand Verge Watches; Jewelry ;
Odd F.ellows

Breast-pins ;
gold, silver, plated and German Sil-

ver Pencil Cases, with and without pens; Steel

Pens ;
gilt, plated, lasting, twist, brocade, jet, japan-

ed« horn, bone,and other Buttons ; shell, ivory, hern,

wood and metal Combs : dressing and traveling

Cases
;
portable Writing i>eaks

;
Faim ;

hair, ctoth,

shoe, nail, tooth, shaving and other Brushes
,
Sus-

penders ;
spool and skei* Cotton; Unen Thread:

I sewing £ilk
;
Hooks and Eyes

;
Perfumery of all

kinds; Toilet Soaps ;
hand Mirrors and Looking-

glasses ; Beads ;
Head Ornaments ;

and a great

rariety of other goods, especially adapted to the

I
Spring trade, all of which he offers to the trade at

moderate prices. mar28tf

Wager’s Air 'right Cooking stove.

T
HIS celebrated cooking stove has been used in a

large number of families in this city, during the

last year, and has given the most perfect satisfac-

tion. For saving fuel, and in aU kinds of oooking,

it cannot be excelled by any other stove. References

will be given to all that wish, and the stove warrant-

ed. The subscriber would invite all in wantofa good
cooking stove-to call and examine this stove, which
will be sufficient to satisfy any one of its superiority

ever all other stoves. Also a new and beautiful pas-

tern of Case Iron Gothic Air Tight Parlor Stove, a

superior article, together with stoves for Halland of-

fice. For sale at 248 Water si. by
tf E. W. M. SAVAGE.

Mechanics’ root®,
\a a FULTON STREET. The sub
I
TT Mriber keeps cenetanUrreoeiTing Uige addi-

tions to his assortment of Mechanics’ Tools, and

general Hardware, and respectfully informs all

wishing to purchase, that he has as good an assort-

ment of goods as any house in the trade, particu-

larly of the best quality of goods, which he offers at

such prices as he hopes will be satisfactoiy to all.

I Mechanics of all kinds can be suppbed with a full

assortment of Goods, most of which are war-
ranted. A full assortment of Coopers’ Tools,

which are all warranted, as are also his best quali-

ties of Planes, Saws, Files, Chisels, Braces, Bits, etc.

1 Agent for the sals of MoLaughlin’s Patent Mortis-

ing Machines: also many other articles not gene-

I

rally kept in Hardware or Tool stores. A large as-

sortment of patterns of the celebrated u Tally Her
1 Rasors, with a printed and certified guaranty ac-

companying each, an important thing to those who
wish a really good Razor, as the price will be returned

if the rasors are not good. Tool Chests furnished

with Tools from eight dollars ta one hundred—al-

ways kept en hand suitable for mechanics and ama-

teurs. Cut nails and general Hardware at the

lowest market price. HENRY F. FA1RBANK,
apl 1 44 Fulton st. (between Pearl and Cliff,)N. Y.

Cash Tailoring 127 Fulton-ntreet.

S
ANFORD, BROTHERS, have just opened an en-

tire new stockof Clothes, CaAsimers,and Vestings,

of every rariety and style, which they offer to their

friends and the public at very low prioes. We would
simply say we can suit the most fastidious as to fits,

style, and workmanship Please call at 127 Fnlton-st.

N.B.—Constantly on hand every variety of gen-

tlemen’s outfitting. MARCUS B. SANFORD,
s26v3m* ANSON P. SANFORD.

JOHN McNICOL, Stereotyper and
Printer, No. 11 Spruce street, 4th story.

Piano Forts* MusicA Fancy Goods*

C
HOLT, Jr., Agent for L. Gilbert’s Piano Fortes,

» Boston, has opened a Ware Room at 156 Fulton
street, two doors east of Broadway. A supply of

Gilberts Instruments now on hand. He sells also

Bacons & Ravens Pianos and T. Gilbert’s, with the

celebrated Coleman Attachment—a splendid onejust

opened, Bl’k Walnut Case. Parlor Organs, and Se-

raphines. All kinds of Music for the Piano &c., In-

struction Books for various Instruments, Violins,

Strings,A c. Pianos tuned—Piano Stools and Covers.
Also, Perfumery, Fancy and Shaving Soaps, Ex-
tracts, Toilet Powder, &o. sep12:3m

MATHEW AHEARNE,
A
TTORNEY AT LAW, Counsellor, &c.. 79Mar-
ket street, offloe 36 Centre st., New York. Rent-

ing houses, collecting, and all other business prompt-
ly and faithfully attended to. $12,600 and several

smaller sums to lend at six per cent §26: 4t*

Lewis Child*
VTERCHANT TAILOR, (Successor
IfA to L Townsend A Co.) No. 132 Bowery, be-

tween Grand and Broome streets, N. Y. A full as-

sortment of cloths, Cassimeres, Vestings, Ac, mSLtt

Sheriffof the City and County of New York,

fry AU the pnbUo newspapers in the County will

publish the above once in each week untU election,

and then hand in their bills for advertising the

same, so that they may be laid before the Board of

Supervisors, and passed for payment
See Revised Statutes, voL 1, chap, vi., title 3d,

article 3d—part 1st, page 140. auS

Thompson*® Premium Truss*

Improved by J* R. Benja-

I min, 13 Beekman street is universally

(sj approved of by the Medical Facuity
and all who use them, as the pressure can be gradu-

ated from one to fifty pounds on the rupture without

a back pad,which does so much injury to the spine,

causingweakness and pain in the back and aides, and
often permanent spinal disease. Six days trial

given, and if not perfectly satisfactory, money re-

turned. Those sending for this Truss need only

mention the side ruptured, and the distance round?

the hips. aug15:3m*

Samuel Hammond A Com
TMPORTERS OF FINE WATCH-
A ES, No. 44 Merchants’ Exchange, 1st door in

William street. Have constantly on hand a large

inii valuable asribrtment of FINE WATCHES ef-

their own importation, which they are now selling at

lower prices (when quality is compared,) than can be

purchased of any dealer in New York. A writtem

•warrantee,in all cases, will be given tothe purchaser.

S. Hammond having attended solely to the repair-

ing of Chronometer,Du^^m and other fine Watches,

in the late firm of B4PHRF&Hammond, will oon-

tlnne to give his undivided attention to that branch

of the business, in connection with his present part-

ner, whose reputation has long been established,

having werked for the last ten yean for the trade in

this city. m23:ti
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WILFRED MON TRESS OR;
OH’

THE SECRET ORDER OF THE 8EVEN.
A BOMANOB OP MTSTEBY AMD CRIME.

fifrpTHK AUTHOR OF “ FLORRJfCK DB LAC*Y, OR THE COQUETTE,” BTC

CHAPTEB XXIX.—MOKT^tssoR a»» Mias user—a hint.
Miss Caroline Percy bad risen from the ottoman, and was stan 1-mg before a m.rpr adjusting her disarranged ringlets, when tbe

hLw i r

e

7M
tmeUt °Pentd ' She turned and be-

tmE bp.
eS*0r

-
‘
A W“ eXclamation «f '"TTta. burst

14 My gloves, Miss Percy,” said the man of thirty-five, bowing
slightly and advancing toward a work table on which a pair of
gloves were lying.

F

“ Bat—bil£-Doctor Everard stammered Miss Percy.
4

1

Parted iVom him at the street door ere I bethought me of
my globes. The doctor has several patients in this vicinity; and
I am not a privileged visiter in all cases.’.*

The lady remained standing in the center of the apartment
with her eyes fixed inquiringly upon her visiter.

“ Frankly, Mies Percy,” said Montressor, smiling, "I did not
return for the sole purpose of reclaiming my gloves. I have an-
other object*—to converse with yon fi> ely and alone.”
“ Doctor Everard *s injunction was, that I mast forbear talk-tog—a most difficult prescription, I admit,” remarked Miss Per-

cy, with a singular mixture pf hesitation and vivacity.
“ The .doctor is an enthusiast in his studies and pursuits.”
14 As a physician he is attentive and skillful.”
“ Both-and yet his knowledge of books is more accurate and

profound than his knowledge of human nature. Euthusiasm of-

seds^
8
”
8 166 eye§ "* COmpl8tely 88 the Processes of animal mag-

There was a lurking meaning in these words which did not
escape tbe notice of Miss Percy, for she replied quickly:

You are not a skeptic iu mesmerism ?
”

“ I could not remain so,” rejoined Montressor, “if I were ac-

D
’ ‘° J“dge

[
rom appearances; but as you remarked to

slices are

V

<rfte'if 'deceiU'u(!”

llIlenCeUlen, 0^ 01lr *nterv*ew> appear-

flo'.hiug

0

.lig

0

b.ly

Uder9taad y°U’” Ba!d Mi>8 Pcrcy
’ her °heek#

“ Xt 18 unfortunate,” observed Montressor, with a grave smile.
I will explain myself more clearly. Your performances thismorning have been highly credi table to yourpowers as an actressand prove conclusively, whether animal magnetism be true or

ialse, that the unsuspecting Doctor Everard is no match for the
artful Caroline Percy,”

Miss Percy’s dark eyes flashed angrily, anl she drew up her
slight form with an air of offended dignity as she replied :

“ You are presuming, sir.”

“ Truth is never a just cause of offense, when uttered from
honorable motives,” said the traveler, calmly. “ It is important
to the objects of this interview, that I convince you of my ap-
preciation of yonr real character. Something I have learned
from others previously to my introduction to your pmsonal ac-
quaintance, and the circumstances connected with Doctor Ever-
ard’s experiments have fully satisfied me that you are skillful in
deception,.ambitious of notoriety, regardful of your own inter-
ests, and fond of amusing yoarself with the weaknesses of others.
It is surely unnecessary for me to expose minutely the imposture
which yon have practiced on Doctor Everard. You will not dare
not, deny it.” 4^ *

“I not
>

®ir»” Miss Percy, angrily. “ I deny your
right to interrogate me.”
“ N“y> I assert no right,” replied Wilfred Montressor,

with a searching glance. " Enough of this. You perceive that
I understand you.” v

There was an undefinable consciousness of power in the tone
and bearing of the traveler, which insensibly over-awed Miss
Caroline Percy. She rose, however, under the influence of the
most contradictory emotions, and said, confusedly

:

“ Your conduct is extraordinary, Mr. Mputressor. I shall re-
quest the presence of my aunt daring the remainder of our in-
tlfrview.”

** be alarmSd, Miss Percy,” remarked Montressor, 41 1
have no intention to wound your feelings, or to trespass very
long upon your time. Before proceeding farther, l claim the
privileges of a friend.”
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“ A friend V 9 echoed Caroline Percy, with a glance of incre-
]

dulity.

“ Yes, Mias Percy.” <

“ You have exhibited singular prools of friendship.”

“ Our acquaintance is of recent date,” said the man of thirty-

five, with a peculiar smile ;
“ but I am prepared to vindicate my

pretensions by my actions. Money, in the judgment of the

world, is an unerring test of real friendship. I am rich, Miss

Percy. I seek not to pry, indelicately, into your pecuniary af-

fairs—only to assure you that my purse is freely at your disposal

in case a loan of money should at any time- liereafler be conve-

nient or desirable to you.”

Miss Percy cast a troubled, inquiring glance at the speaker—

offended pride and over-mastering selfishness were contending

unequally in her bosom.
“ I comprehend the meaning of your glance,” said Monlressor,

smiling. “ You are not credulous enough to believe in disinter-

ested friendship, and you wish to learn the quid pro quo T”

“ You havo criticised me with merciless severity,” said Miss

Percy, coldly. “ It seems that you imagine me capable of re-

ceiving pecuniary assistance from a comparative stranger.”

*• Why not!” replied Montres&r, “ unless you distrust my as-

surances. I fhall deal frankly with you, Miss Percy. I am
thoroughly informed of your engagements andobligations to Mr.

William Pettigrew.”

The assumed indifference of Caroline Percy vanished at this

revelation—a deep crimson flush mantled her cheeks, extending

to her brow and temples. *

After a moment’s pause, Miss Percy recovered herself, and

turned to lifer visiter with a serious expression of countenance.

“Have you an objectof sufficient importance, Mr. Montressor,

to justify you in prolonging an interview which is both painful

and embarrassing T”

“ I have, Miss Pereyv” said Montressor, gravely. 44 What has

been said by me heretofore is merely an introduction to the real

purpose of my visit. I seek, measurably, to control your actions,

and I deemed it essential* to tho establishment of a permanent

influence over you to satisfy you that your aims, your tastes, and

your position are fully kuown to me. In my criticism of your

character, I intend no severity, nor any insult in my offer of pe-

cuniary assistance.”

The features of Miss Percy, as Montressor proceeded, mani-

fested signs of wonder and astonishment.

“ I have an object, Miss Percy,” continued the traveler. 44 It

relates to the future welfare of Frederick Willoughby and the

just claims of William Pettigrew.”

“ By what right, Mr. Montressor, do you Beek to control my
‘ actions or to interfere in my private affuirs ?”

bjontressor had -almost instinctively fathomed the character of

Miss Caroline Percy. Instead of replying directly to her ques

lion he remarked

:

“ Mis. Willoughby, the mother of Frederick Willoughby, is a

person whom I greatly admire and esteem, and to whom I am
under many obligations. She is a lady of high principle and

virtuous conduct, proud of her social position, her family descent,

proud of her son and deeply interested in his prosperity and hap-

piness. Frederick Willoughby himself is a young man of edu-

cation and fortune
;
of a frank, honorable, yet impetuous disposi-

tion, just commencing an active, independent career. The hopes

of a doatiog mother, and the expectations of troops of friends,

depend on his preservation from vicious pursuits or wily entan-

glemcuts. Now, Miss Percy, 1 question you seriously as to your

intentions in forming the acquaintance or encouraging the visits

of Frederick Willoughby V 9

“ My acquaintance with Mr. Willoughby was commenced ac-

cidentally.” As Miss Percy uttered these words, her eyes fell

beneath the steady, piercing glance of Wilfred Montressor.

“ And he has visited me but twice or thrice.”
u Your intentions, Miss Percy 1”

“ Mr. Willoughby is the master of his own actions,” said Caro-

line Percy, somewhat haughtily. “If he seeks my society, the

crime is not to be imputed to me.” *

There was a continual struggle in the mind of Miss Percy, be-
tween the involuntary deference she felt toward her visiter and

the natural pride and independence of her character. Yet pro-

bably the appeal which had been made to her selfishness, was

the moBt powerfal agent in restraining her from a contemptuous

rebellion against the assumed authority of the traveler. Her
manner exhibited, to a greater or less degree, the phases of this

mental struggle. At times it was subdued and timid ; then, by

turns, it was sullen, irritable, and even haughty.

“ It will become a crime,” said Montressor, thus gravely re-

buking the sarcasm of the lady, “ if yon persist in encouraging

his visits after the warning I have given you. You have a pleas-

ing exterior—a lively fancy—you have talent and tact. Possess-

ed of these, you may reasonably hope to inspire a passionate at-

tachment iu the bosom of a young man of warm impulses and

generous feelings. You are cool, artful, and designing. Are

you desirous of becoming the wife or the mistress of Mr. Wil-

loughby ?”

Again Miss Percy’s cheeks flushed, but she remained silent.

. “ You cannot be so heartless as to think of entrapping this

young raau into marriage. Your position in relation to William

Pettigrew utterly forbids the supposition. By flattering and de-

ceiving him, you may, however, secure bis affection and com-
mand his purse ; but the result would be highly prejudicial to bis

future prospects. . As his friend, I interfere at the outset, to warn
yon and save him. I appeal to you rather than to him, because

I do not wish to pique his cariosity, or alarm his pride, by any
open interference with his movements. Besides, I am awaro
that you are more capable of saving him than he is of saving

himself”
44 Your anxiety in relation to Mr. Willoughby is unfounded, I

think,” said Caroline Percy, with a smile. “ I like him, certain-

ly, from what little I have seenjjof him ; but I have had no reason

to imagine that ho is disposed to fall in love with me. Your
charges against me are so severe—your demands so extraordi-

nary ”

“ The course which I desire you to pursue hereafter,” said

Wilfred Montressor, interrupting, her, 14
is clearly obvious to your

penetration and sagacity. If you pursue it, unhesitatingly, you
oan rely with confidence on the promise which I voluntarily

made to you at an earlier period of our interview. The contra-

ry oourse will assuredly be followed by the defeat ofyour plans

and the exposure of your real character. I address you as a sen-

sible, intelligent woman, who prefers her interests to her caprioes

or her feelings.” |i
“ I ought to be offended with you,” said Miss Percy, &s*ber

visiter rose to withdraw, “ on account both of the manner and
matter of your communication, but you have obtained, an un-

wonted ascendency over me ; and I must reflect before I decide
whether to prefer you as a friencf or an enemy.”
“ It is well oftentimes,” said Wilfred Montressor, 44 to follow

the advice even of an enemy.”
Two or three hours later, having dined with a friend at the

City Hotel, Montressor was slowly promenading Broadway,
when ho was overtaken by two gentlemen, Frederick Willough-
by and Alfred Tracey, in the vicinity of Canal street.

“ Tracey and I are on our way to Ottiguou’s pistol gallery,”

said Willoughby, addressing the traveler. “ Will you join us,

Mr. Montressor ?”

41 Is there a duel sur lc tapis t" inquired Montressor.
44 Only a trial of skill,” replied Alfred Tracey. “ A trifling

wager of a bottle of Burgundy on the best in ten shots.”

Montressor accompanied the young men to the pistol gallery
near the corner of Canal and Elm streets. There were no visit-

ers in the gallery at the moment of their arrival. A civil, oblig-

ing man was in attendance, whose occupation it was to arrange
the cards and load the pistols for tho customers who visited the
gallery to practice pistol shooting.

“ You are the challenger, Willoughby,” said Alfred Tracey.
“Take your shots first, and show*me what I must do to wiu the
wager.”

44 Very well. Dueling pistols, waiter. We fire at the word,
Tracey, without aim.”

44 Agreed.”

“The pistols are loaded, sir,” said the waiter, respectfully

handing a pistol to Mr. Willoughby.

A small card, with a black spot in the center, surrounded by
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THE GOLDEN RULE.
black circular stripes, was fastened upon a wooden frame at the

distance of about forty feet.

Frederick Willoughby fired at the word and the ball grazed

the outer edge of tbe card.
44 Try it again, Willoughby. That won’t do,” said Alfred Tra-

cey.
44 The first shot, Alfred. I thought to miss the card entirely.

Wait till I get a little cooler, and I shall do better.”

At the end of the twenty shots the cards were examined and

Alfred Tracey was declared the winner of the match, one of his

balls haying struck within a quarter of an inch of the margin of

the central spot, while the nearest shot of Willoughby was three-

quarters of an inch from tbe same margin'.
44 So much for the Burgundy, Willoughby,” exclaimed Alfred

Tracey.
“ Mine is second best, Alfred. I confess it,” replied Willougb-

bf; then turning toward the traveler, who bfcd quietly watched

the progress and termination of the match, he added :
44 Will you

not fire a round or two, Mr. Montreasor, and ^perchance lessen

Tracey's triumph by excelling both ofust”
'

44 A single shot, Frederick,” said Montressor, advancing a few

steps. “ The tithe has been when I was fairly entitled to the

reputation of a good shot At Gottingen, during the prosecution

of my studies at the university, I bore off the prize from hund-

reds of competitors. But a keen eye and a steady hand are no-

thing without practice.”
44 One—two—tjyee—fire

!”

11 Yon have fired deaf ofthe card,” exclaimed Frederick Wil-

loughby, somewhat hastily.

44 I think not,” replied Montressor, quietly.
44 No ; upon word,” said the young mau, 44 the ball has

pierced the blacx center.”
14 Either of these shots,” remarked Alfred Tracey, pointing to

die holes nearest the spots in the paper targets, used in the match

between Willoughby and himself, “ would have killed a man as

effectually as that of Mr: Montressor.”
44 Pistol shooting is as harmless as any other trial of skill,” said

Frederick Willoughby. 44 We are none of us blood- thirsty
44 Not blood-thirsty, perhaps,’

1 replied Tracey, 44 but jt is better

to kill than be killed.”
44 The dilemma is rare.”
44 Would you not fight a duel if insulted or challenged?” in-

quired Alfred Tracey.
44 I cannot answer decidedly. My mother considers dueling

aa little better than murder, and has taught me to regard it with

abhorrence. And yet tbe brand of cowardice is a fearful penalty

to suffer even for principle.”
44 1 am in favor of dueling on principle. In what other way

can a gentleman “redress bis wrongs, or give satisfaction to one

whose honor be has wonuded ?”

44 In my opinion,” said Willoughby, 44 a quarrel between gen-

tlemen is always capable of amicable adjustment. A frank and
ample apology for a wrong is the true reparation of a gentleman.”

44 There are wrongs, however, which no apology, however
frank or humble, can repair.”

44 As, for example ”

44 A blow, Frederick—nothing but blood can atone for a blow.”
44 But if a gentleman offered an apology, and refused to fight t**

44 1 would brand him as a coward. I would shoot him down
in the street like a dog.”

44 You are a regular fire-eater, Tracey,” said Frederick Wil-

loughby, with a laugh. 44 If you were iu earnest, I should be

aadly displeased with you ”

44 Never was I more truly in earnest,” replied the young man,
aneeringly, 41 as my actions will prove if I am ever put to the

test.”
44 What are your sentiq^nts in regard to dueling, Mr. Mon-

tressor ?” said Willoughby, inquiringly.
44 It is a barbarous eustom,” replied the traveler, 44 yet perhaps

defensible in extreme cases. The indignity of a blow does not

appear to me so unpardonable as an insult to female purity and
virtue iu the person of a woman entitled to our protection.”

Alfred Tracey scanned the features of Montressor with a scru-

tinizing glance, ere he replied carelessly and coolly :

44 Women are fair game.”

259
44 No man of honor will insult a woman. The cowardly im-

pertinence of libertines deserves condign punishment.”
44 So far as I have observed,” said Alfred Tracey, 44 libertines

are the favorites of the sex, and in these days, Mr. Montressor,

more glances are shot at them than bullets. Few woman regal’d

a declaration of passionate love as an insult, and those who do
will rarely complain if their daring lovers, in imitation of the

celebrated Due de Richelieu, storm their bed-chambers and sub-

due them by violence.”
44 Worse and worse, Tracey,” said Frederick Willoughby,

gravely. 44 You advocate dueling and excuse libertinism. What
next?”

44 Dine with me, at Delmonico's, on Friday,” said the young
man, laughing, 44 and quaff a bumper of champagne to my last

and noblest conquest ; or at least, Willoughby,” continued Al-

fred Tracey, lowering bis voice, “to a quick and successful voy-

age to China. Do not Jail for auld iang syne.”

Courteously, yet with evident coolness and formality, the

young man proffered a similar invitation to Wilfred Montressor.

The trio left the pistol gallery and separated soon afterward.

CHAPTER XXX.—the seventh—the confession. •
The sun went down without a cloud, and a bright star-light

evening succeeded.

At half-past seven o'clock Mark Masters, the police officer,

posted himself at the corner of Broadway and Leonard street.

His mind was apparently absorbed in the contemplation of the

passers-by. For a long time he had been accustomed to judge of
the pursuits and characters of men from external signs, and ho
had acquired great facility and accuracy of discrimination. His
-keen eye detected the slightest differences of dress, walk, ges-

tures, and his judgment, with almost unerring certainty, referred

them to their pecaliar causes, whether of occupation or of char-

acter.

The twilight slowly departed while the police officer was thus

employed. During the space of three-quarters of an hour, ho
remained standing quietly at his post. At the expiration of that

period, a person of medium stature and gentlemanly address,

with his face partially muffled in a black silk handkerchief, ap-

proached the qfficer, and said, in a disguised tone of voice

:

44 The stars are out, Mr. Masters.”
* 44 Yon have the word,” replied the police officer, 44 but who

are you?”
44

1 am the Seventh.”
44 Follow me,” said Mark Masters.

Mark Masters turned into Leonard street, and proceeded at a
moderate pace in the direction of the Tombs. On reaching the

prison he did not seek the main entrance, but passing along the

rear of the gloomy structure, he stopped at a side entrance in

Franklin street, principally employed for the admission and dis-

charge of prisoners. He jerked the bell handle somewhat rude-

ly, and the heavy door was opened by one of the turnkeys, a
stoat, pursy, bull-necked man, with long arms, brood shoulders,

and a lurge head, covered with thick curly hair.

44 Donovan,” said the police officer, addressing the turnkey,

with a significant gesture, directed toward Wilfred Montressor,
44 this is the gentleman concerning whom I spoke to Justice

Drinker iu your presence, this afternoon. He desires au inter-

view with Simonson, the burglar. Will you conduct him to-the

proper cell?”
44 1 will, Mr. Masters,” replied tbe turnkey.

' 44 Mike Donovan is a prudent man,” said the police officer to

his companion. 44 A safe man, and understands his bnsinoss. I

leave yon in his haqds.”

The police officer departed, and Wilfred Montressor passing the

threshold of the prison removed the handkerchief which had

partially concealed his features.

44
It is chilly out of doors,” said the traveler, as if apologizing

for the use of a muffler, 44 but the air within these walls is hot

and close.”
44 Neither honest men nor rogues like to breathe it,” said tho

turnkey, chuckling. 44 Sure I am there is no hurt in it, for I hove

breathed it many a day.”

The turnkey took a portable lamp from a pine table near the

entrance, and conducted Wilfred Montresaor toward a long oor
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260 THE GOLDEN RULE
ridor or passage way, on either side of which, at regular dis-

tances, were small doors leading to as many cells for prisoners.

At the distance of five or six yards from the commencement of

the corridor, the attention of the traveler was arrested by a low,

moaning cry issuing from a crevice in one of the cells.

44 That chap takes on hardly,” said Mike Donovan, in reply to

an inquiring glance from Montressor. 44 He is a new hand at his

trade, and was taken last night in company with your man Simon-

son.”
44 His name ?” asked Montressor, abruptly.

44 Williams—yes—Williams.”
44 Unlook the door of his, cell for an instant. I will speak with

him before l visit Simonson.”
44 My orders extend only to Hugh Simonson,” said the turnkey.

“I suppoa every thing will be right, sir?”

Montressor made no reply except by a trifling gesture, but the

features of Donovan instantly brightened, and without any further

difficulty he unlocked the door of the. cell and threw it open.

Aa Montressor and the jailer entered the cell, Andrew Will-

iams sprang from the straw pallet on which he was lying, and

clasping his hands together, eagerly demanded
:

.

• 44 Tell me— tell me ! Am I accused of burglary or murder ?”

44 Murder ?” said the turnkey, Donovan, in a tone of inquiry.
44 Yes!” exclaimed the prisoner, shaking as with an ague. “ Is

the policeman dead ?—the one who was stabbed by Simonson ?”

44 No more than you, or I,” replied the turnkey. 44 Milman

will be on duty again in a day or two ; the stab was only a flesh

wound in the breast.”

“Thank God!” said Williams, joyfully; but relapsing almost

,

jnstantly into his former condition, he murmured audibly, 4
‘ Still

I am a murderer; for I have killed my poor wife.”

44 Your wife is living,” said Montressor, in a kindly tone.

“Have you seen her to-day ?” asked the prisoner, tremblingly.

44 No, Mr. Williams, I received my information from the phy-

sician who i6 in attendance upon her.”

44 Is she better, sir ? tell me that, for mercy’s sake*”

44 Doctor Everard speaks encouragingly.”
44 They have taken me from her sick bed,” said Andrew Wil-

liams. 44 They have separated us for ever, but it is my fault. 1

have only myself to blame.”
44 If you could procure bail,” remarked Montressor, 44 you

might go at liberty until the day of trial.” *

“ Who would stand bail for a poor man like me?” replied the

despairing prisoner.., “It was poverty, sir, that drove me to’

this—it was indeed. I was willing to work for a living. I

didn’t want any man’s riches. It was the fear of starvation that

urged me on to this falB© step ; besides being over-persuaded.

And yet, sir, I don’t believe that I could have used the money

gained by robbery if I had got off safely. I have been thinking

of it to-day, as the folly and wickedness of my course rose up

before me.”
44 It may not be so difficult to procure bail as you imagine. If

you will solemnly promise to abstain hereafter from dishonest

courses, your temporary reled$e from prison shall be effected.’’

Andrew Williams sank upon Iris kneeB, his eyes gushing with

tears, and in a tremulous voice made the required promise.

44 See to that poor fellow, Mr. Donovan,” said Montressor, in a

whisper to the turnkey. 44 Nature never intended him for a thief.”

The cell of Hugh Simonson was the next but one to that ten-

anted by Andrew Williams.
44 Hallo, Simonson,” said the turnkey, as he entered the bur-

glar’s cell, 44 a gentleman wishes to see you.”

The burglar was stretched, at full leugtb, upon a narrow mat-

trass, with his face buried in the scanty bed-clothes. His coat

was hanging upon the back of a rickety wooden chair—other-

wise he was in his ordinary dress.

“^gentleman!” muttered the thief. 44 If I had beeu born

with a silver spoon in my tnuutb, I might have been a gentleman

myself.”

Hugh Simonson turned upon his couch, and partly raised him-

self upon one elbow. His coarse, matted hair—his bloodshot

eyes—his swelled, disfigured features—and the savage, almost

fiendish, expression of his countenance, were repulsive in the

extreme. He eyed the jailer and Montressor with a malignant

scowl, and demanded, in harsh, unmusical tones

44 What do you want of me 7”

44 1 will leave you alone with him,” whispered the turnkey-

addressing Montressor. “ When you are ready to go, tap lightly

against the door of the cell, and I will release you immediately.’

Donovan placed the small lamp, which he carried, in the hand*
of Montressor and retired, closing and locking the door after him.
The sound of the closing door and the harsh grating of the key

roused Simonson more effectually from the stupor of his broken
slumber. By an awkward, ungraceful movement, he brought
his feet to the floor, and assumed a sitting posture on the rail of
the bedstead.

44 What do you want of me ?” repeated the burglar, surveying
Montressor with a stare, partly of mistrust, partly of defiance.—
<4*Are you a parson, or a lawyer?”

Neither.” ' -
44

1 don’t believe in the devil,” said the ruffian, coarsely, 44 and
I am destitute of money ; so that I have no need of the services

of the former, and cannot purchase those of the latter.”
44 Your career of villainy and crime has not thoroughly stifled

the voice of conscience.” -

44 Conscience !” exclaimed Hugh Simonson, fiercely. 44 Get
me out of these stone walls, and I will laugh at conscience.”

44 Every hour of imprisonment will sharpen her stings,” said
Wilfred Montressor. 41 The events oflbe past will intrude upon
you, by day and by night, in frightful memories and hideous
dreams.”

“What have I done, more than others £’ said the burglary

boldly. 44 The world owed me a living, and I took it. The rest

of mankind are pursuing the same end, save that they rely upon
fraud and trickery, instead of violence.”

44 The casuistry of thieves and burglar* qmy justify them, in
their own eyes, in depredating on the property of others, but do
man can sleep quietly with the guilt ofmurder resting upon him.”
Simonson threw an anxious, uneasy glance at the speaker.
44 Do you come here to frighten me?” said the robber, with an

effort to appear calm and resolute.

44 Not to frighten you, Hugh Simonson,” replied Montressor,

fixing his eyes upon the burglar, “ but to tell you that your guilt

is known to man as well as to God, and to bid you reflect perpetu-

ally upon the dying agonies of your innocent victiih.”

The countenance of Simonson changed perceptibly, as be lis-

tened to his visitor, and he answered, tremulously,
44 1 killed him in self-defense.”

“Him!—who?”
44 The policeman, last night.”
44

1 speak not of him—the policeman is not dead—but ofher—
ofZorabl”
The thief rose from the bed, and gazed at Montressor with &

look of undisguised astonishment.

“ A woman !” be stammered, almost inaudibly.
44 Yes—of her whom you murdered, in cold blood, in the dead

hour of the night.”

44 It is a lie !” said Hugh Simonson, stamping violently on the
floor of the cell. “ I have plundered rich men, and bullied strong
men, but I never misused a woman, or wronged a poor mail
out of a cent, during my life.”

44 You cannot deceive me,” said Wilfred Montressor, scrutini-

zing the features of the ruffian : “ the proofs are too strong.”

“ Proofs ?”

44 Have you ever seen this gold lepine watch? this diamond
cross ?” demanded Montressor, displaying before the eyes of
Hugh Simonson the articles which had been pledged at the
pawnbroker’s establishment of Benjamin Hoskens.

The burglar’s countenance grew dark and Bullenas he silently

inspected the articles.

“You are seeking to entrap me,” said he, angrily. 44 No "»»»

is compelled to criminate himself.”**

44 Fear not ; I shall not appeal to the vengeance of the law. The
doings of last night will consign you to the walls of a dungeon
for twenty years ”

“ Twenty years! a lifetime!” muttered the robber.
41 In every hour of that weary space, the stings of conscience

will grow sharper and sharper, haunted as you will be, day
night, by the ghost of your murdered victim.”
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**Yoa will madden me !” exclaimed the burglar, furiously. “

I

am no murderer.”
“ Yoa stole these articles from a dressing table in the bed-cham-

ber of a boose in A street, on Friday night of last week.”
Simonson was silent.
44 Oo the same night, in that very apartment, a lovely woman,

Zorab, was basely, cruelly murdered. You are her murderer.”
j

41 It is a lie !” shouted Hugh Simonson.
44 Denial is useless ; the cruel deed was committed during my

•abeeuce, on the night of the robbery. These trinkets were taken

from Zorah’s bedchamber, were in your possession, were pledged
by you at a pawnbroker’s shop m Chatham -street. You have
been tracked successfully in your oareer of crime. The law will

pronounce one penalty, conscience another. Ten years hence,
yea will be able to tell me whether bodily suffering, or mental
torture, is the severest infliction.”

As Wilfred Montressor uttered these*words, the angry, sullen

-expression disappeared from the countenance ofHugh Simonson,
and a glance of intelligence beamed from his blood-shot eyes*

44 It was your house, then ?” he asked, bluntly. * .

44 Yes.”
44You were absent in the dead of night. At what hour did

you return home ?”

u About one o’clock.”
** If a murder was committed in your house on that night, you

are more probably the murderer than I
!”

The traveler was*surprised at the brazen audacity of the pris-

oner.
44 1 confess to you that I scaled the second story of a.house inA— street, last Friday night, by climbing on the roof of a small

rear building, and ffhclosing the blinds of a window, whose lower
eash was raised. At the moment when I entered the apartment,

which was dimly lighted by a small lamp, I was startled by the

creaking of a door in the lower part of the house. I seized a

gold watch and some trinkets, which were lying exposed on the

top of a bureau, and hastily left the chamber as I had entered it.

Having gained the roof of the rear building. I crouched behind

a chimney until I could ascertain the cause of the noise which

had disturbed me. After two or three minutes, the door of the

apartment which I had left was opened, and 1 heard distinctly the

sound of footsteps. I determined to retire ns quietly as possible

with the booty I had obtained. As I cautiously descended to the

ground, my attention was excited by a quick, sharp cry, which

died, away in an iustant, and^was followed by low, protracted

moanings. If murder was that night committed, the person who
erftered the apartment after me was the murderer.”

^ Can I rely upon your statement ?” inquired Montressor, with

a mixture of surprise and incredulity^

“ I have told you the truth, for there seems to be a dread-

ful z^ystery connected with the affair ; and I cannot bear to be

thought worse than I am.”
44 If your confession is confirmed by evidence, you will have

no reason hereafter to regret year frankness.”

A-t the appointed signal, the turnkey presented himself at the

door of the 9ell, $nd releasing Montressor from durance, conduc-

ted him to the entrance through which he had been admitted.

\ Wilf-ed Montrfessor departed from the Tombs iu a state of per-»uncertainty. The narrative of Hugh Simonson was con-

and plaumbfe,and his manner, bold, insolent, and even

ruffiyily, added to the internal evidence of its truth. But Mon-

tressor reflected that his confession was the confession of a vil-

' lain-—* hardened offender against the laws of God and man, to

whom falsehood, and violence, and crime, were habitual—one

to whom the selfish interests of life were every thing, and honor,

justice, and the sanctity of oaths, nothing.
u Besides, if Hugh 8imonson be innocent,” be asked himself,

41 who is the murderer of Zorah ?”

Suddenly, in the midst of these reflections, the allusion of Alfred

Tracey to the exploits of the Due de Richelieu, in his career of

gallantry, was recalled to his mind.

Hugh Simonson was forgotten.

A wild, terrible suspicion fastened itself irrevocably upon the

*oul of Wilfred Montressor.

*
. EKD Of BOOK FOURTH.

<£l)e -family Circle.

THE STORY OF A PENNY.
BY MABY LEMAN GILLIES.

That money is the base of respectability, and the great engine
for achieving happiness, were paramount impressions on the
mind of Charles Warrender, when, as a young mercantile specu-
lator, he entered life. To a wordly education, and the influence
of mercenary home precepts and example, he owed these im-
pressions, which, like most derived from that source, and im-
printed at the dawning time of life, are received without exam*
ination, and acted upon without reflection. An early marriage
bad surrounded him with a family, and in thus giving hostages
to fortune he added spurs to his passion for gain. Day after aay
he plodded into the city ; night after night he wended his way
home with anticipations of fortune and projects for its realization

tormenting his brain. A pleasant unpretending suburban resi-

dence, with all the necessaries, and many of the comforts of life,

to which a gentle agreeable wife and blooming children gave a
thousand charms, almost vainly solicited a heart resolved to be
satisfied with nothing less than the golden lure which dazzlee .

the multitude and those glittering distinctions to which they de-
fer.

It rarely happens that industry, determination, and persever-
ance, feiUentirely of their object ; a few years and incessant toil

and anxiety effected some success ; be saw incipient fortune
rising round him ; that which had been so long looming m the
distance was drawing gradually near; he began to feel a grow-
ing importance ; be occupied a large house nchly furnished, he
commanded a suitable number of servants, his wife moved amid
a wealthy circle, was adorned by the costly fabrics of the looms
of fashion, and she and his children enjoyed all that il attendance
and observance” which opulence so easily commands. Yet even
now he did not pause in his career—there was a vista beyond
to which he still pressed forward. The avarice of gain, the am-
bition of ostentation, grew by what they fed on. Speculations,

like spectres, haunted his path, scarcely standing in abeyance
daring the hours of domestic enjoyment, or amid* the societary

splendor in which he loved to indulge ; for he continually called

crowds to his drawing-rooms, feeling thence at once the gratifi-

cation of displaying present opulence, and, by keeping up and
extending congenial connections, strengthening the schemes that
were to enlarge his r?som^p. Still be would promise himself,

still more he would promfle his wife,(a being of & milder char*
aoter and more moderate ambition ), that be would bound his

aims; that there was a point, which, once attained, should find

him satisfied ; that he would then seek in love, leisure, and so-

cial friends, the bright fruits—the real rewards of all his toils and
tortures in the pursuit of wealth and station.

Circumstances at length introduced him to a coajutor—a man
plausible and prepossesing, whose intimate knowledge of human
nature and extensive experience of the world, gave him the key
to Warrendar’s character, and very soon complete command over
his mind. To meet a being who thinks with us, adds intensity

to our opinions ; t<f meet one who wil act with us, gives accel-

eration to all our movements. Warrender had hitherto pressed

forward in the race of fortune with sufficient ardor, but now,
under stimulus presented by the new prompter and promoter of

bis views, he hurried on with dtftigerou* rapidity. He was be-
coming fast infected by that common insanity which mistakes
the means for„the end, when he received a sudden check. There
is a fable which will briefly and aptly illustrate hie position ; we
will adopt it for the purpose. A goat and a fox, under peculiar

circumstances, got into a pit from which they found it impossi-

ble to emerge ; at length the latter proposed that the goatsoould
allow him to mount upon his head, and that having thus secured

the means of escape for himself he would in turn assist bis friend.

The Goat consented ; Reynard got out of the pit, but forgot his

partner and deliverer, leaving him to bewail the commop error

of deficient forethought and an unfortunate faith in a selfish, un-

grateful animal. In short, Warrender lost his friend and found

himself in the Gazette. These unlooked-for events acted upon
him with stunning effect, but the pungent circumstances

^
by

which he was surrounded, recalled him to feeling and reflection.

His family, flung from the pinnacle on which be had sought, and,

for a time, succeeded in placing them, inflicted deep pangs upon
his spirit; with an anxious eye he looked forth from the wreck
for some friendly bark to come and assist him to save them

—

none such appeared. Of the many who had drank champagne
at this dinoer-table, none came to partake of his cup of affliction;

those who had danced at bis balls, assembled at his soireest

lounged about bis lawn when he gave birthday-breakfasts and

picnic-parties, were far too busy at similiar scenes elsewhere, to

think of him aud his in their reverse of fortune. He might have

felt all this less bitterly had he considered what it was that in
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the days of his prosperity he had sought—just that which be bad

found—tbe hollow display and cold glitter which pays ostenta-

tious Tauity and ambition with the semblance offriendship. But

the hour of self examination and moral conviction was now come,

and in awarding blame we seldom turn first to where it is in

general most merited—ourselves. His sufferings made him se-

vere in his strictures ; the subversion ofthe long cherished-dreams

and arduous endeavors of past years threw his mind from its bal-

ance, and rendered him insensible to the good, that yet clung to

him—personal liberty and tbe love of one devoted heart. As
Mrs. Warrender had never felt an excessive exultation .in their

prosperity, she did not sink unduly in the.hour of their adversity ;

yet a thousand fears more dreadful than any that mere poverty

could inflict, possessed her heart. ‘ She trembled lest despair

should precipitate her husband into some measure of desperation.

When he left her, a coroding anxiety preyed upon her spirit, and
when he returned to her, tne joy of beholding him again almost

neutralized the pressing sorrows of her position.

One evening Warrender had gone forth in a mood of more than

nsnal melancholy ; dissatisfaction with himBelf and disgust with

the world imbued his feelings with bitterness and invested his

thoughts with gloom. He bent his steps to Waterloo Bridge,

where the comparative solitude and silence favored his disposi-

eidon to meditation. He paused to gaze upon the scene, once
pregnant for him with far other thoughts than those it now engen-
dered, and as some wild impulsesrose upon his spirit he hurried on
again to banish them. It is doubtful how far he might have been
successful had nbt his attention been arrested and the current of

his feelings changed by hearing a violent altercation gp he op-
proacbed the toll-bar. A gentleman sought to pass, but having
no coin less than a sovereign, the toll-collector, who could not
give him change, was opposing his way. 44 Permit me,” said

Warrender, who was remarkable for aready and corteous address,
44 to settle this little difficulty,” and as he spoke be put the pen-

ny into- the toil-keeper’s hand, and at the same moment both par-

ties passsed on. The stranger, now free to pursue his course,

turned to Warrender, exclaiming, “You have done me a great

service. I have a very important engagement, which but for

your timely appearance I could not keep. I thank you heartily.

Here is my card. I shall be glad to be allowed an opportunity

to acknowledge your courtesy.” Bows were exchanged, and
they parted. Warrender put the card in his waistcoat pocket
and walked on.

There was nothing in this little adventure that would have
awakened him, while in his former position, or in a healthy state

of mind, to more than a passing thought for the moment, but de-

pressed by despondency, and shunnii^r old associates, he immedi-
ately caught, as a drowning man is amk to do at a straw, the new
direction into which his thoughts had been invited. Again and
again he took out the card aud looked at it, and reviewed the cir-

cumstances which had placed it in bis possession. A few even-

ings after the event, as his thoughts again dwelt upon it, he sud-

denly resolved to call upon the stranger, and very soon after found
himself standing against his door. To tbe inquiry as to his name,
when his summons was answered, he replied, “ My name is of

no consequence ; tell your master that one of his creditors wants
to see him.” The servant hesitated, looked surprised, and declined

to take the message till it was accompanied by one of Warren-
der’s cards. Iu a few minntes the man returned and said that

there must be some mistake, that his master had no- creditors,

and did not know the name on the card. “ Present my compli-
mepts,” said Warrender, “and tell your master I am not mista-

ken, but that I am in no hurry and will wait his convenience for

the satisfaction of an interview.” A quick-decisive step was soon
heard along the hall, aud a gentlemau with displeased inquiry in

bis aspect appeared, demanding the object of his visit, and de-

claring that lie did not know him. Warrender smiled as he said,
44 What! then you have forgotten the man who purchased your
liberty when^ou were kept prisoner pn thc,Surrey side of Water-
loo Bridge ?”

^

“ God bless my soul ! I remember you perfectly

—

pray come this way saying which, he ushered Warrender into

a handsome dining room. Dinner was over, but the wine was
•till upon the table : fresh glasses were ordered, and Warrender
soon found himself embarked on the tide of a pleasant conversa-
tion, in which, under the effect of the stimulants presented, he
bore no inconsiderable part. Mr. Staunton, his host, was struck
by his happy address and powers of mind, and, by the potentin-
fluence of sympathy, soon engaged Warrender in a development
of his ^>ast history and present affairs. The result of this inter-
view to the fortunate speculator was gaining a friend, one high-
ly calculated to restore his feelings to healthy action, and direct
his mind to higher and better views than it had hitherto enter-
tained. But Mr. 8tauntou was no mere theorist ; as soon as he
fonnd the poverty into which Warrender and bis family were
sunk, he exerted himself to do them service, and ere very long
had the satisfaction of placing his new friend iu a respectable em-
ployment onthe Birmingham railway with a moderate iucome;
nor was that all, aided by the experience of the past, he suc-
ceeded in giving him more rational views as to the objects of

happiness and the aspiration worthy to animate a rational being.
The change from distress and anxiety to peace and comfort op-
erated like a kind of magic on. the once would-be-millionaire.

The same maa who used to measure his daily way iu feverish

dreams of speculative wealth and pompous parade, now dwelt
with satisfaction onthe surrender he had been compelled to

make of vulgar vanities and their attendant struggles and morti-
fications, and the estimate he had learned to make of the real
constituents of respectability and enjoyment.
TimefleV rouna, and one morning “as he sat at breakfast, the

current of the events which had marJxed his life past in vivid re-
view. He surveyed his home, in which the activity and econo-
my of his wife bad realized so much graceful comfort—the nicely-

kept parlor—the snowy table-cloth, with its array for the morn-
ing repast—the bright fire, with the kettle humming on the hob
—Frank, his little son, installed upon his knee—the baby sprawl-
ing on the carpet, rearing its rosy face with a loving look of re-
cognition at its mother, who, amid all herduties at the breakfast-

table, had a large reserve of watchfulness for her nursling—and.

his breast heaved with the emotion that moved his heart.
14 You recollect, I see, Charles,” said his wife, whose ready

sympathy divined the course of his thoughts, 44 that this is one of
our red-letter days—the anniversary of your meeting Mr. Staun-
ton, and thafrwe are to dine with him.”

44 1 remember it,” he replied, 44 and I wish I could make & suf-

ficient record of all I owe to you and to him.” Warrender drew
her to his bosom, and kissed her tenderly. A few minutes after,

the omnibus which carried him every morning into the city

stopped at the door ; Emily Warrender, with her babe in her
aaras, aud her boy by her side, stood at the window to watch
his departure with feelings of devout gratitude at the moral
change which change of fortune had effected in his character.

Swiftly flew the day, for it was a busy one; but at the appointed
hour, Warrender, and his wife and children, assembled at Mr.
Staunton’s. Neatness and simplicity marked their appearance;
gentleness, cheerfulness, and good sense their bearing. Thu*
cloth drawn, the toast was “ Waterloo Bridg#,” when Warren-
der, animated by the present, and stimulated, by the recollection,

of the past, turned to the company ;
but direcliug his eyes es-

pecially to his children, said; “Under the influence of an errone-
ous education, I entered life seeking enjoyment and happiness
in selfish pleasefre and splendor of position : in their best results^

when success was at its culminating point, I found them power-
less to satisfy my heart, and subversive of all the best attributes-

of my mind. Iu their loss (still under an ignorant estimate of
their value,) I experienced a frightful revulsion of feeling: I sunk,

as I thought, to rise no more; J5ut I have risen”—and his eyes
beamed as they rested on Mr. Staunton. 44 1 now ^njoy friend-

ship, affection, competence, and, for the first time, independence
—independence of external circumstances, of clasj&pimons. In
the comparatively humble sphere I now occupy, Fmfl ri$h in th©
wealth of moral association ; the strain which broke othdfebonda,

have only tightened thi.se of real love and true friendship§T.The
secret of happiness is to limit our individual wants, extdrc our
moral sympathy, and strenghen our religious feelings anaintel-

lectual powers. I have arrived not merely at the couvictioiLjf
thesd'facts, but at their practice; and may hold myself to bewn
exemplification, though not in its usual sense, of the old adage—44 A penny wise and a pound foolish.”

Children’s Happiness. —Never attempt to improve the hap-
piness of children ; depend upon it you won’t succeed, try how
you may. 44 Pretty little dears,” said a good-looking old gentle-

man, one day, as he looked at a group of children at play, “ how
I love the little innocents ; here, get a penn’orth of apples, and
share them among you.” He walked on, but yielding to a
feeling of curiosity, we remained to watch the event The ap-
ples were soon obtained, the game was stopped, of course. One
having claimed a larger share than his companion, a fight ensued ;

his opponent getting the worst of it, retired in tears to the mother
of the stronger one, who soon appeared on tne scene, audtfflVftSijr

cuffed him soundly, took him home for punishment. Another
soon disappeared, like the black boy, with the stomach ache in
his countenance, while another, dissatisfied with bis allowance,

remained on the field giving sorrow vent. The apple of discord

had been effectually dropped into their Elysium, the whole ap-

peared suddenly transformed from enlightened children into men
of the world. Selfishness had appeared among them, and had
not forgotten to bring his companion Misery, whom, although ho
heartily despises, he seldom travels without. The bappiuess of
a child is, perhaps, the only perfect earthly pleasure; do not at-

tempt to improve perfection, or you will certainly destroy it. If

you see a child uubappy, you may readily interfere, perhaps
with effect ; but when he is happy, iu the name of humanity let

him alone.

Self-love is at once the most delicate and the most tenacious

of our sentiments ; a mere nothing will wound it, but nothing on
earth will kill it.
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Habits’ $) age.

THE PERILOUS RESCUE.
BY H. J. BORLES.

“Will no one go off for her? will no one go off for my child,

my only child 7” shrieked the miser, wringing his hands, and
running to and fro in the crowd. Bat all turned away. There
was scarcely a soul present who had not suffered at the hands
of the hard-hearted money-lender.

44 Oh ! for the love of God—yon who are fathers, think of me.
My daughter will perish—will you not go offfor her, Townsend 7

IT1 give you anything—anything in reason.”
44 Go off for her ! not I !” said the man, with a mocking laugh,

shaking off the miser, 44
all your gold would not tempt me out on

that boiling sea. Besides, aiu’t I a father, too—and think you
<

T11

sacrifice my life for another 1 No, no, old hulk, you must take
your gold and carry it to some other market.”

44 Oh ! she will die, she will die:—my child for whom I have
saved all. Peter Jones, will you go it I give you a thousand
dollars 7”

44 Not for ten thousand,” gruffly said the person addressed ;
44 a

boat couldn’t live in the breakers a minute.”
44 1 will give ten thousand to any one,” eagerly said the miser,

44 ten thousand dollars. I know you will go for ten thousand
dollars, Simon, 1

* and he seized one of the spectators by the but-

ton of his shaggy jacket, 44 oh, g<5 ! and the blessings of a broken
hearted man will go with you.”

u I can’t think of it, for I’d never return to enjoy vour monev.
No, old man,” he said, iaa more feeling tone than thp others had
Ufed,

14 your daughter must die

“Must die! Oh! no; she shan't die! Take nl’ T am worth,
good sirs,” he said, lifting up hi* hand* Mipiumigly, “ but re-

store me my daughter, only—only I hope you’ll spare a little for

us to live on, if it's no more than a beggar enjoys.”
44

It’s no use, old man,’* said the last speaker, 44 the whole
world would not tempt us to put out to sea in a tempest like

this. It’s a hard lot you’ve got to beer; and I pity your daugh-
ter, for she was a sweet angel. But the packet will go to

pieces in half lift hour, and so you see there’s no more hope.”
The father heard the speaker in stony silence. Then he turned

and looked out at sea, where, a few minutes before, the outline

of the stranded packet might have been seen through the ap-

proaching twilight, almost buried iu the whirling foam that

howled over the bar on which she lay
;
but now darkness had

•hat her in from view, and the only knowledge of her position

was derived from the sounding ofner minute guns booming sol-

emnly across the sea. The old man groaoed, and sinking down
impon a board, buried his face in his bauds, and rocked his body

and fro, occasionally pausing to listen to the guns or to gaze
£&ward, and then, resuming his potion, moaning continually.

Ftre minutes might have thus passed when a young man burst
through the crowd, and shaking the old mao by the shoulder, said

:

prlr. Stalling, they say your daughter is ou board the packet,
Iso 7”

j^Yee, good youth, and you have come to rescue her,” he ex-

imed, starting up with eager joy : but when be recognized
the speaker, he said in a tone of disappointment, 44

it’s Harry
Martin. Oh ! surely, young man, you have not come to triumph
over my distress.”

44 God forbid !” was the fervent reply, 44
1 come to aid you, if

Indeed mortal man can in an extremity like this. Let bygones
be bygones. Only answer me one question, for no lime is to be
lost—willyou give me your daughter, if I succeed iu rescuing her?”

There was a momentary pause, and the muscles of his face

worked convulsively. All pressed forward to hear his answer,

for the fury, with which the old miser had pursued his daughter’s

lover, and his declaration that he would rather see her dead, than

married to the young mao, were known to every listener.

At length he gasped.

“Yes, yes ; but go at once. Only save her and she shall be
yours.” •

The youth paused no longer, but dashed through the crowd.

Jn a minute his boat was afloat, and accompanied by a solitary

jndividual—for but one fisherman, and he under great obliga-

tions to the young man, could be persuaded to risk his life with

ber lover—he set forth. The boat rose gallantly oa the waves,
•baking like a duck the spray from her sides, and for a few min-

utes was seen momently cutting the outline of the gloomy sky

ae she attained the summit of the billow ; then she gradually

passed into the darkness and was seen no more.
For more than an hour the crowd remained on the beach, al-

most incredulous of the lover’s success, and yet lingering in the

faint hope that he might return with his precious freight. That
he had the good wishes of all, was evident from the eagerness

with which they strained their eyes into the gloom to see if he
(

f*vras returning, and the audible prayers for hia success which
wore breathed by more than one of the women. Apart from
the general crowd stood the fisherman whom the miser had last
appealed to, surrounded by a few kindred spirits, who were dis-
cussing with him the chances ot the young man’s return.

44 It was madness to attempt it,” said the fisherman, 44 but when
I found he would go, I insisted that he should make his condi-
tions with the old man, before he ventured, for you see, if his
daughter was once restored to the usurer’s arms, mighty little

gratitude would he have for her preserver, and Harry would
stand as bad a chance as ever. Between us, I think she thought
as much of the young man os he did of her, and if her father
sent her away, and I more tlyin suspect, to drive Martin from
her thoughts, her present darfger seems something like the re-

tribution of a higher power as a punishment for his conduct.
But hark, was that not a hallo?” *

Every eye was turned seaward in the direction the fisherman
had indicated that he heard the hail, bat nothing could be seen
except the white foam of the breakers in the foreground, and the
lowering clouds behind forming a choice mass of darkness. Nor
w as any sound save that of the roaring tempest borne to the ear.

“ Hark!” at length said another one ;
44 there it is again !”

Every one listened, and now a hallo was beard faintly through
the thick gloom seaward. One ofithe fishermen shouted, and a
reply was distinctly caught in the lull of the tempest. A few
minutes of breathless suspense followed, daring which every
eywwas strained to the utmost.

44 There it is, there itis,” at length cried one, 44 see—just rising
on yondec wave !”

*

44
1 see it.” shouted another.

44 Here they come, huzza ! a miracle, a miracle ! ah, how gal-

lantly she breasts the surge !” were the exclanfotions that To1

lowed from the crowd.
All ruahed to the edge of the surf. But now the fear arose that

the boat would swamp iu tbe breakers, and many a heart trem-
bled as she rose and fell frightfully on the surge, showers of spray
flying over her, and tbe water continually pouringjuto her aides.

Tbe crowd watehed her straggles with silent awe.
A few moments removed all doubt, and saw the hardy crew

and their lovely freight safely landed on the beach. The miser
had started from his seat at the first intimation of the approaching
boat, and stood tremblingly gazing at her as she buffeted the
waves ; and no sooner didehe touch the ground, than he rushed
into tbe retiring surf, and clasping his daughter frantically, hung
around her so that the fishermen were forced to carry them both
to dry land. There they would have separated the two for a
moment, but when they spoke to the old man they found he was
lifeless. The emotion of the last two hoars bad been too much
for bis enfeebled frame, and he had died in the revulsion from
despair to joy.

The good folks of that seaboard village can yet tell you how,
after the accustomed period of mourning had passed, the miser’s
daughter gave her hand to Harry Martin, who received with her
a fortune, whose extent even the most sanguine confessed to be
beyond their expectations. But this was tbe least part of the
treasure brought him by his wife, and in her virtues he had ample
recompense for the long years of opposition on the part of her
parent.

Happiness.—Yes, it is happiness to be loved. It is happiness
to feel you are the one chosen, cherished image to be shrined iu
the heart forever. It is happiness to know there is one to whom
you are more dear, more precious than life itself—to whom your
smile is more precious than gold. Your voice more sweet than
music—one who would rather follow you in tronble and sorrow,
even unto death, than gain the wealth of the world without
you—one who would fillliis daily cup from the same urn of life,

uor complain that the draughts was bitter. This is happiness,

and dove find it 7 Alas! Alas! it is too often sought at the

hands oftbe vain and selfish, and after living awhile in an imagi-

nary paradise, and thinking it reality, we see it dissolve away be-

fore us like a snow-wreath m the sun-beams, and then, we weep
over our foljy, and bear the rankling remembrance to our grave.

Oh ! earth—iarth ! thou throwest many spells over thy children,

but their sttength lasteth not ; thou pourest rapture, but ilpasseth

;

thou givestjoy, but itfadetb; thou spreadest beauty, and they die!

Music dwells amid the green leaves, and the whirlwind ariseth

and scattereth them ; beauty reigns in the sky, and clouds dark
and lowering deface it; and honeyed words bind soul to soul whom
after years are to keep separate. In truth may we say the prom-
ises thou givest are vain, the gifts thou scatterest are naught

;
yet

we pour upon thee the riches of our heart—we sanctify thee with

the poetry of our feelings ; we .avish our hidden treasures, and
we waste our best hopfes as if thou were true, and we are trust-

ing as if our hope were to be for ever with thee, when thoucans’t

only bestow a passing dwelling. She did all this—aye, woman.
She made an 4 idol” and 44 found it clay,” and she “bewailed

the worship” till the grave received her, and so her first dream
was her last.
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Speaking Plain.—There is sometimes "much too much’’

ceremony between lovers—and sometimes much too little; and

quite as often one extreme as the other. Row amusing it is to

see a couple who have been sighing a twelve month or longer, “
and who considered themselves as married, boggling at mere «P

words—the formal declaration, the formal acceptance, or the

set proposals to Pas and Mas of both sides of the bouse. Yet g

you shall see your Bwain afraid to broach the awful question, *«

except by implication ; dropping blind hints, as if it were really «

a great sin to speak plain ; and yoq. shall see a damsel, who has «

made np her mind to say yes, and who knows that it is all un-

derstood, hesitating at the word, as ll it would burn her lips,

and, aftfr all, not daring to speak it, but accepting a husband by V
pantomimic gestures. Thank heaven, all people are not quite

bo foolish ;
if they were, there would be no variety m the world.

There are, here and there, men who are not ashamed to say,

honestly, and in a few words, what they mean ; and there are, ^
here and there, women who can deal as honestly. When such

people meet, short work is made of it; and whe^jpo of the

sensible ones of either sex is opposed to a mincing one of the

other, he or she can help the trembler over the bridge.

Canute Reproving hi$ Courtiers.—Canute, who was also

king of the Danes, the Swedes, and of the Northmen, had many

turbulent subjects abroad as well as at home. The Swedes,

who were always boiling over, got at lost completely mashed by

Earl Godwin ; and the Kings of Fife, who although mere piccoh,

were monarebs of some note, having exerted themselves in a
j,

melancholy strain for independence at length fell, for the sake

of harmony, into a general submission to Canute. Six nations

were now reduced into one general subordination to the Euglish

king who, of course, became the object of the grossest flattery

;

and upon one memorable occasion was-nearly sacrificed to the

puffing system of his injudicious friends. One day, when m Ibe

plenitude of his power, he caused the throne to be removed

from the throne room and erected, daring low tide, on the sea

shore. Having taken his seat, surrounded by his courtiers, he

issued a proclamation to the ocean, forbidding it to rise, and

commanding it not, on any account, to leave its bed until his

permission to get up was graciously awarded. The courtiers

backed the royal edict, and encouraged with the grossest adula-

tion this first great practical attempt to prove that Brfcanma rules

the waves. Such a rule, however, was loon proved to be no-

thing better than a rule nisi
,
which it is impossible to make abso-

lute when opposed by Neptune’s irresistible motion, of course.

Every wave of Canute’s sceptre was answered by a wave from

the sea, and the courtiers, who were already up to the ankles in

salt water, began to fear that they should soon be pickled in the

foaming brine. At length the monarch, himself, found his foot-

stool deposed to go on swimmingly of its own accord, and there

was every prospect of the whole party would undergo the cere-

mony of an immediate investiture of the bath. The sovereign,

who was very lightly shod, soon found that his pumps were not

capable of getting rid of the water, which was now rising very

rapidly. Having sat his feet in the sea for a few minutes, and

not relishing the slight specimens of hydropathic treatment he

had endured, he jumped suddenly up, and began to abuse his

courtiers for the mess into which he had been betrayed by their

outrageous flattery. One of the attendants, who had remained

at the back of the others during this ridiculous scene, observed

drily, that the whole party would have been inevitably washed

and done for, if Canute had not made a timely retreat. The

sovereign was so humbled by this incident, that he took off his

crown upon the spot, made a parcel of it at once, forwarded it

to Winchester Cathedral, and never wore it again.—££. A.

a'Beckett's Comic History of England.

A Peculiar Situation.—Captain Rogers had once accepted

the invitation of a brother officer in a totally different part of the

island to try a few days hostilities against the elephants of that

neighborhood, and had arrived, after a day’s sport, wfibin a mile

or two of the bungalow where hia host and hostess were await-

ing his arrival ; when, passing by a delightfully cool-looking

river, he thought a plunge would be the most renovating luxury

in existence ; so a plunge he determined to take, sendiug on his

servants with his guns, and an intimation that in ten minutes he

would arrive to dinner. So stripping and placing his things very

carefully upon a stone, he began to luxuriate in the water. He
was a capital swimmer; and bad swam to some distance, when,

to his horror and dismay, on looking to the place where he had

left his habiliments, he perceived a dozen monkeys overhauling

bis entire wardrobe. One was putting its legs through the

sleeves of his shirt ;
another cramming its head into his trowers

;

another trying to find if any treasure was concealed in his boot

;

while his bat formed a sou ce of wonderment and amusement to

some two or three others, who were endeavoring to unravel the

mystery by ripping the lining, and taking half a dozen bites out

of the brim. As soon as he gained his meutal equilibrium (for

the tbiDg was so ridiculous as to make him laugh heartily ,
out-

withstanding his disgust at seeing his garments turned to such

“ vile purposes,”) he made with all haste toward the shore

,

but iudge of his horror when be saw these 11 precious rascals

each catch up what be could lay hold of, and rattle off at full

speed into the jungle, not leaving poor Rogers even the vestige

of an article of raiment to cover himself ! All he heard was toe

glorious chattering as they one by one disappeared, the last one

Fugging off his shirt which, being rather awkward to carry, waa

continually tripping him up by getting betweem bis legs. Here

was a pretty pickle for a Christian under a broiling sun! and

here he stayed till the inmates of the bungalow, beginning to

suspect some accident, came oat in search, and found poor Ro-

gers sitting up to hia neck in water, in a frame of body and mind

which we may conclude to be 44 more easily imagined than de-

scribed.” ~
,

A Good Riddle and an Excellent Answer,—

T

he following

riddle is attributed to Mr. Macaulay, the essayist;

Cut off my head—and singular I am,
_ n. ' n 1 _1 .1 T .

Cut off my tail—and plural I appear

;

Cut off both head and tail, and strange to tell,

Although my middle’s left, there’s nothing there !

What is my head, cat off? A sounding sea.

What is my tail, cut off? A roaring river,

Within whose eddying deeps I peaceful play,

A parent of soft sounds, thpugh mute for ever.

A correspondent of the Boston Advertiser furnishes the follow-

ing answer:

Ecod ! I’ve guessed it ! ’Tis a Cod ;

Cut off.hip head, he’s very od :

Cut ofF%is$$il and you haVe a Co. r

And that is
11 plural,” all men know.

Cut off his head and tail, you leave -

A middle nothing (0), you perceive.

What is his head J A sounding C.

What is his tail? The river D. (Dee.)

And where’s the Epicure but cries
44 Od Zounds,

11 1 know the cod produces roost sweet Sounds.”

I
|Z^ Answer to the Charade in our last.-Mend l-cant.

otner ciay, - i nope yuu u r\ .

The individual addressed was a young man seated m a chair,

dispatching a huge piece of breed covered with thick molaesee ;

his only answer was a sigh, accompanied by a flood ol tears, flhe

parent started, and in an angry voice, demanded, “What objec-

tions can you have ? Susan is handsome and wealthy.and mar-

ried you must be, some t^ae or another. Your mother and I

were married, and it is my command that you prepare for year

nuptials.” “ Yes,” finally sobbed Thomas, “ that s a different

case :
you married mother, birt I—I’m sent out to marry a strag^

girl !”

A Yorkshire gentleman driving home the other day, was ac-

costed by a tar at bis lodge-gate, who begged an alms. The

squire was “ not i’ the vein,” and told him bluntly to 44 be off

about his business.” Jack was not so easily got rid of. He
dodged the squire’s carriage to the hall door, and as he alighted,

renewed his appeal, saying, “ Please be” “ Be off!” exclaim-

ed the angry Dives: ‘ 4 go to !” “ I’ve just come from there,

sir,” coolly rejoined the tattered Lazarus. The gentleman was

taken aback by the unlooked for reply, and after recovering from

his surprise, asked the pertinacious petitioner, “ Well ! what

were they doing when you left!” ** Just what they are doing

here was the sailor’s answer: 44 taking in the rich and turning

the poor away !” A shilling was the reward of Jack s pertina-

city and wit.

Variety of Pies.—Swift, in travelling, called at an hospitable

house. The lady of the mansion, rejoiced to have so distinguish,

ed a guest, with great earnestness and flippancy asked him what

he would have for dinner. “ Will you have an apple pie, sir ?

will you have a gooseberry pie, sir ? will you have a cherry pie,

sir ? will you have a plum pie, sir ? will you have a pigion pie,

sir?” “Any pie, madam, but a mag-pie ! ’

In alluding to the expenses of the Admiralty Conrts, Captain

Pechell said the other day, in the House of Commons, that the

counsel would not open their mouths for less than ten guineas,

and that it cost nine pounds only to look at them ! !

In the streets of Leicester one day, Dean Swift was accosted

by a drunken weaver, who staggering agaiust his reverence,

i said, “ I have been spinning it out.” “ Yes,” said the dean, “ I

i see you have, and you are reeling it home.”
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Til mBi® BrUtE,
* WTutsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye eren so to frhem.”

NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, OCT. 24, 1846.

CELEBRATION AT FISHKILL.

Celebration—The Village—Scene of Cooper’s Spy—Harvey Birch—Tho
Church—Old Farm House—Camp Ground of the American Army—
Fishkill Lodge—Mansion House.

On Friday last, the 16th iust., Tho Fishkill Lodge, No. 91, had
a public celebration

, and, so far as the action of the Lodge was
concerned, it was one of the most interesting and spirited we
have ever attended. Of the Address, it is not for us to speak ;

though we are glad to believe that the facia stated in it, have
awakened attention to the subject of Odd Fellowship on the part

of those who hare hitherto not been over friendly. The exer-

cises were held in the Methodist Church, which had been
kindly granted to the use of the Brethren ; and though crowded
fall, the audience listened very patiently through the whole ser-

vice, which lasted two hours. At the close, the procession was
re-formed, and proceeded to the Fishkill Mansion House, where
the Brethren and friends sat down, to a sumptuous supper.

We have seldom enjoyed a visit, more than this to FishkilL

The weather was glorious; and the banks of the Hudson, as we
passed up, presented a picture of beauty and gorgeous splendor,

which we have never seen equaled. This, alone, was worth
all the time and labor. At the landing we found a member of

the Committee of Arrangements in waiting, who gave us a de-

lightful ride of five miles to tbo village, which is itself a gem.
The main street, for nearly a mile, i% lined with noble trees,

which at this season put on a peculiar glory—a glory which,

though the token of decay and death, has a sweet and chasten-

ing influence, that we would not exchange for the greenness and
young life of the spring-time.

During the day, one of the brethren took us in his carriage

and went over the ground where the scene of Cooper’s “ Spy”
is laid. Here is the old church where Harvey Birch, after his

capture, was confined, with its huge walls, thick enough to

stand a battery of eighteen pounders. Yonder is the house

where he had his trial, which goes by the name of the “ Old
i

Farm House.” It is still in the Van Wyck family, descendants

of the original settler ; and by iheir kindness and courtesy, we
were shown the room where Harvey looked death in the face,

before the court martial ; and the room were Dunwoddie was
married. There is a bit of romance of another sort, connected

with this house, which the lady mSbtioned ; but which we can*

not repeat here, as some interested are still living in this city. .

Here also is the orchard ; and the well from which Washing-
ton drank many a cooling draught; and the old willow still

spreads its broad arms over it as in that day. And along there,

over the way, stretched the barracks of the American army,
vvhicli took up its quarters here after the retreat from White
Plains. And out there, just at the foot of the mountain, was the

burial-ground of the army. Till within a few years, it was
sacred from the intrusion of the plough ; bat the mania of im.
provement is stronger than patriotism ; and there is nothing now
to mark the spot, but memory and tradition. We should like to

dwell upon these things, but have not room. We feel greatly

indebted to the courtesy of the brethren for giving us an oppor-
tunity to look upon these sacred land-marks of the past ; these

old memorials of tho brave men, through whose sacrifices and
sufferings we have obtained so glorious a heritage.

The Fishkill Lodge is one of the be.it in this region. It has

had many difficulties and drawbacks, having lost at one time,

by the formation of a uew lodge— some thirty five members. It

has, nevertheless, about sixty members now, and is on the in-

crease. And what is of more importance than numbers, it has

the right kind of men—they are gentlemen, and an honor to the

Order. We have seldom met with men who know better what
belongs to the proper, and mi.ro faithfully do it. We might

mention names, but where nothing was wanting on the part of

any one, it would be unfair ty make distinctions,

A word as to the Mansion House. It is an excellent hotel,

under the direction of one who knows what to do, how to do it,

and docs it. There are few places where a person could spend

a few weeks more agreeably. Visiters are sure of beiug secure

from loafers and hangers on—every thing is orderly, quiet and

neat. We are glad to find our New York and Brooklyn friends are

beginning to find this oat. But let every one remember before

he starts, to clap a copy of “ The Spy” in his pocket ; and theu

if he has any poetry or patriotism in him, he will have a time.

T. b. T.

VISIT TO PEEKSKILL.

\\ l have often visited Peekskill, and each time find some new
beauty to admire—some new grace, which strongly impresses

os. There is no village, perhapB, in the world, which is more
romantically situated. It is built on high bluffs, and surrounded

by others, well covered with wood, now glorified with the

gorgeous and variegated hues of Autumn. The view, down the

Hudson, is extensive, magnificent and beautiful, and from some
of its heights, the eye rests upon landscapes and scenes of land

and water, that are surpassingly grand. Did we live' in Peekskill,

we should do nothing but gaze at these beauties, and dream
over them for ever. We have ever been pleased with the citi-

zens cf this wild and romantic place. The Odd Fellows are

men who honor the Order by their good examples and untiring

zeal. We spent our time, most agreeably, in the family of the

Rev. Dr. Westbrook, ^gentleman of extensive acquirements and

philosophical mind. We were happy to have the opportunity

of sitting at bis feet and learning wisdom,—and the ladies of the

house—such a family of beautiful, intelligent, dignified ladies is

rarely found. With much regret, we parted from them on Mon-

day morning. We returned in the steamboat Mountaineer, a

new and elegant vessel, recently put on the route. She is a fine

specimen of marine architecture ; and for beauty and speed ac-

knowledges no rival on the river. She is a charming boat to

travel on, and Captain Frazer is one of those peculiarly gifted

men who understand the difficult art of pleasing every body.

Mr. Editor: Lt. Col. William H. Watson, who fell at the

head of his command in storming the barricades in Monterey,

was, at the time of his death, a member and P. G. of Gratitude

Lodge No. 5, Maryland; and by the minutes of the Grand Lodge

of Maryland, appears to have been for several years an active

member of that Lodge.

Advid^ from Baltimore inform us that bis widow aiyl orphans

are, by this sudden bereavement, left in precarious circum-

stances. Would not this be a favorable opportunity for the Or-

der to show its patriotism, as well as benevolence, by noticing

this case 7 Need more be said 7 J. A. KENNEDY, P. G. Sirs.

Wilfred Montressor.—The late period at which we received

from the author the minuscript of the chapters of this deeply inte-

resting story which appear in the Golden Rule to-day, has entirely

prevented the artist from preparing the usual illustrations for them.

We deeply regret this, and hope it will not again occur.

The Great Britain.—Great anxiety is manifested for the safety

of this steamer. She was to have sailed from Liverpool for this

port about the 22d ult. and yet nothing ha9 been heard from her.

Many distinguished gentlemen were to have taken passage in her

P. S. The Great Britain went ashore on the Irish coast, on the

evening of her day of sailing. Passenge rs al l saved.

Our Literary Notices and much interesting matter is crowded out.
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CELEBRATION AND DEDICATION OF ‘ODD-FELLOWS HALL,"

AT TOMFKTNWILLE, STATEN ISLAND.

The celebration and dedication of this hail took place on Wed-
nesday, 14th inst. The day was unusually chilly aDd raw, which was
a great drawback upon the attendance of many brethren of this city,

who had intended to participate in the pleasing festivities. But,

notwithstanding, a goodly delegation from the lodges and encamp-
ments of New-York—all bearing handsome, and some of them re-

ally splendid, banners, and accompanied by line 'bands of music-
embarked on board the steamers Cleopatra and Yacht for Tomp-
kinsville, where they arrived at about one o’clock, P. M., and were
received by Neptune Lodge of that place, and escorted through the

several villages lying on the shore to the Hall, where a large con-

course of ladies and gentlemen were assembled. Delegations from
the following Lodges attended, in the annexed order, preceded by
Neptune Lodge i City, 151 ; Diamond, 140; Richmond County, 85

;

Hancock,49; Jefferson,46; Harmony,44; Concorde, 43; Meridian,

42 ; Greenwich, 40 ; Marion, 34; Olive Branch, 31 ; Ark, 28 ; Mari-
ner’s, 23; Teutonia, 14; Germania, 30; Tompkins,9, ofNew-York;
and Uncas Lodge No. 11, of Conn. Encampments : Lebanon, 19,

and Mt. Sinai, 3 ; the Grand Lodge of New-York—the Grand Mas-
ter, Grand Warden, and Grand Secretary, closing up the rear of the

line. On the arrival of the head of the procession at the Hall, the

Lodges filed off right and left, and the Grand Officers, Grand Lodge,
Encampments, and Subordinate Lodges, passed through the open
line, in a reversed order of march, to the staging which had been
erected at the rear of the hall for the orator of the day, &c., where,
after reading a portion of scripture, a fervent prayer was offered up
by Rev. Bro. Gordon Winslow, Hon. Bro. Minthorne Tompkins,
the orator of the day, was then introduced, and pronounced, in an
elegant manner, one of the neatest addresses we ever heard, (which
we regret we cannot publish this week,) and was listened to with si-

lent admiration by the concourse that covered the picturesque

knoll in front of the speaker; and must havs carried conviction home
to the hearts of those who had entertained doubts of the policy or

the purity of the philanthropic motives which are the main-springs

of Odd-Fellowship. At the conclusion of the address, an Ode, writ-

ten for the occasion, by Bro. M. H. Van. Hovknburgh, was sung,

accompanied by one of the Brass Bands ; after which Neptune and
Richmond County Lodges assembled in the Lodge-room, for the

reception of the Grand Officers, who attended for the purpose of

dedicating the building. The Hall was then dedicated, after the

manner of that at Baltimore, by Grand Master Joseph R. Taylor,
who, at the conclusion of the exercises, delivered an Address, the

following of which is an outline

:

Brethren—As Grand Master of the Independent Order of Odd
Fellows of the State of New-York, and representing the Grand
Lodge, I am called upon, by the station you have been pleased to

place me in, to offer a few remarks relative to the present occasion.
Allow me to say, that I feel a heart too full, to utter the gratitude

we owe to the all-wise Creator, for the protecting care which He has
exercised over our beloved Order. T*lere need be, there can be, no
better evidence, that Charity is a child of Heaven, and that Love is

an offspring of the Deity, than the rapid and gigantic growth oi our
Institution.

Let us look for a moment at its increase here. But yesterday, as

it were, and where was Odd-Fellowship 1 But a speck. To-day we
meet to dedicate a Temple for its votaries.

Man, in his physical capabilities, is undoubtedly far below many
other animals of creation, yet the Creator has given him dominion
overall; He has made all things subservient to him, who, though
not the weakest, is certainly not the strongest. Then, how shall

man assert the nroud prerogative with which he has been endowed'?
It can only be done by using that intellect which has been implanted
in ns by nature—an intellect which, while it shows us our individ-

ual weakness, teaches us that
44 in Union there is strength,” that

there is but one bond of union which is indissoluble, and tW is the
bond of 44 Kriendship, Love and Other bonds mly, for a
season, appear to brave the tempest, and to dare the Btorm, but ap-
pearances are but shadows, at tne best.

The ocean heaves its angry billows high, and opens a chasm to
engulf a world, yet man makes it tributary to his imagined wants.
Then, again, behold the mountain from Us firm base tossed, and
mighty nvers from their courses turned, by the power of man, united.
And yet in this uhion there are found the seeds of dissolution deeply
sown : for Love is not a part of the bond.
Ana how sweet the task for each—how light the burden—how

smooth the path—when man meets man and greets him as a Bro
ther ! No sordid selfishness is there, but each to his brother ex-
tends a helping hand— 114 each a brother’s aid affords, a brother’s
burthen bears.” And this, my Brothers, has been eminently your
lot. You exult, and, as a Brother, I may mingle my joy with yours
You may point, with pride, to this noble structure, and say, “ We
did it !” And that you may long live to enjoy it, is the wish of one
who always feels at home where he sees a fane dedicated to Char-
ity and good will to man.
The room was then thrown open for the inspection of the ladies,

hundreds of whom availed themselves of the opportunity. During
the ceremonies, it commenced raining; but so intense was the in-

terest felt on the subject, that scarcely any one left the ground.

To the liberality of Bro. Minthorne Tompkins, (who gave the
ground on which the Hall is built) and to the citizens of the place, are
the brethren of Tompkinsville deeply indebted for the happy comple-
tion of their labors, in erecting a building that is an honor to them
and a credit to the village. The lower part of the building is to be
occupied for stores, and the floors between that and the lodge-room
(which is in the top of the building,) are no be UBed for school-

rooms, and lyceurn. The lodge-room itself is as large as any room
in this city, with the exception of that at Clinton Hall, and is fitted

up in a magnificent style, that will compare favorably with any in
the country.

After partaking of a cold collation, which had been set out on the
summit of the hill, the Lodges re-formed, and were escorted-to the

steamboats by Neptune Lodge. On the departure of the boats, the
guests and visitors exchanged cheers, and the whole p$uly arrived
in the city about sundown^
At the succeeding regular meeting Of Neptune Lodge, the follow-

ing resolutions were adopted

:

Rcsolvtd, That the thanks of this Lodge be presented to the Offi-
cers and Members of the several Encampments and Subordinate
Lodges, together with the Brethren of our Order, for their welcome
presence and assistance at the dedication of our new Hall, on
Wednesday, the 14th inst. That, notwithstanding the gloomy indi-
cation which the weather presented the day previous and on the
morning of the dedication, our anticipations were more than real-
ized, in the prompt, generous and fraternal attendance of so large s
number of our brethren on that interesting occasion ; thereby evi-
dencing the lively interest felt by them in whatever may transpire
for the welfare of our beloved Order.

*

Resofccd' That the foregoing resolution he published in the “ Gol-
den Rule.”

CC?* The Publisher of this paper cannot consent to hold a contro-
versy with the Committee ofCorrespondence of Rhinebeck Lodge.
Their communication contains imputations of a nature which pre-
clude a reply, and it is therefore returned without note or comment.
If our brethren of that place will persist in misrepresenting oar mo-
tives, and misinterpreting our language, for purposes only known to
themselves, we are sorry for iL They cannot work us any material
injury, if this be their object—and we therefore freely forgive their

uncharitable spirit. We are happy to know, that we h^ve warm
friends in Rhinebeck, as will be seen by the following extract, which
we make from a private letter from one of them

:

44 Your valuable paper, the. Golden Rule—or, I should justly term
it, the Morning Star of knowledge for every Odd Fellow, and which
no brother should be without who has the well being of our much
esteemed Institution at heart—I am happy to say, is highly apprecia-
ted by such members of our Lodge as nave subscribed to it ; and I*
for one, am determined, from the great benefits and clear informa-
tion of all matters connected with our grand and noble Independent
Order, to use my humble influence in strongly recommending it to
the hands of every Brother of the Order. Befieve me, dear sir, and
Brother, sincerely yours m Friendship, Love and Truth.” * * *

•

Proceedings or R. W. G. L. U.8.—In this week’s issue, we
finish the publication of the proceedings of that R. W. body,

entire. With the exception of the 4< Iris,” published at Balti-

more, the 44 Golden Rule,” is the only periodical devoted to

the interests of Odd Fellowship, that pretends to give even a
synopsis of these proceedings, which we consider to be of vital

importance to the interests of the Order in general, and very
useful to refer to in cases ofdoubt, in relation to any matter that

has been legislated upon by this body. We are pleased to- see
that our exertions to place this important document before the

fraternity, is being appreciated iu a particularly gratifying man-
ner to us

—

additionally. We may, hereafter, take occasion to

argue the policy of the Grand Lodge of the United States ap-

propriating a certain sum, to have their proceedings published

in the several periodicals devoted to Odd Fellowship, instead of
printing a few copies in pamphlet form for the use of the fortu-

nate few. In adopting this course, which could be accom-

plished for about one-half what it now costs to print 3,000 co-

pies, (the number ordered at this session,) their whole proceed-

ings, in an official form, could be placed before the entire frater-

nity ; and we think with benefit to the Order.

Is a Brother, who has held the office of Permanent Sec-

retary, eligible to thk office of V. G.?—By reference to the

Proceedings of the Grand Lodge of this State, in another column,

it will be seen that this question, has again been decided in the

negative—and this time unanimously. We think it cannot fail

to be understood, hereafter, that service in office as Permanent

Secretary, does not qualify the brother for V. G. in this State.

Chaplainditto.
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Rep. Parmenler of Mass., Irom the same committee, made the
following report, which was read and unanimously concurred in :

.

To tri ft. W. Grand Lodos op the U. S.

:

The Committee on the State of the Order, to whom were submit-
ted the portions of the Grand Sire’s and Cor. Secretary's reports
having reference to our foreign relations, report

:

That the eflort to establish our form of Odd Fellowship in Eng-
land has, by a succession of untoward circumstances, most 6igoalIy
failed. The committee, nevertheless, are rejoiced to find that this
want of success is not owing to any disrespect on the part of our for*

eign brethren toward the Order as we have presentee! it to them, or
to any incompatibility with the political and social institutions of
this country, it is unfortunate that a trifling disagreement upon mat-
ters of form, and questions of precedence, should have interfered
with the success of the noble effort to plant our Ordtr in one of the
great kingdoms of Europe. Regarding this enterprise as an impor-
tant step toward the accomplishment of an object near the hearts of
the members of the Order in this country, that of extending the bles-

sings of our Order over the civilized world, yotir committee recom-
mend that at present this Grand Lodge desist from the attempt to re-

new the relations so unfortunately broken off, in the belief that
through the instrumentality of the newly established Canadian Sov-
ereignty in Odd Fellowship, the Order may yet find favor and sup-
port among the great people to whom we have heretofore commend-
ed it.

The Lodges in Wale9 have not reported to this Grand Lodge, and
it has been found difficult to correspond with them and to ascertain
their exact condition. Your committee, however, recommend that
action with reference to these Lodges be for the present delayed, in

the hope that a revival of interest in the Order, and of attention to

their duties, may be awakened in them.
Your committee recommend that this Grand Lodge take especial

notice of the kind and fraternal greeting of our brethren in Austra-
lia, and that as provided in the resolutions hereto appended, they be
apprized oHmr warm interest in iheirwelfure. The adoption of the
following resolntions is recommended :

Reeolved

,

That the Corresponding Secretary of this Grand Lodge be Instruct-

ed to take immediate steps for the return of the charters and books granted to

Pioneer and Oriental Lodges in England.
Rewired, That the Corresponding Secretary be Instructed to communicate to

the R. W. Australian Grand Lodge I. O. O. r. the acknowledgment of the re-

eeptton of tbeircourteous letter, and to tender the assurances of the high respect
ef this R. W. Grand Lodge, and of our warm and abiding interest in their wel-
fare and prosperity.

Respectfully submitted. WM. E. PARMENTER,
WM. R. SMITH.
J. W. STOKES,

Rep. Parmenter of Mass., from the same committee, made the
following report : * •

To tri R. W. Grand Lodoh of thb United States:
The Committee on the State of the Order, to whom were referred

the resolntions offered by Rep. Griffin of Georgia, report that they
have considered the same, and recommend their adoption :

[For these resolutions see Golden Rule of last week, page 23d,
column 1.]

Rep. Stokes of Pa., from the same committee, made the follow-
ing Teport:

To thb R- W. Grand Lodge of thr United States:
The undersigned, a minority of the Committee on the State of

the Order, to whom were referred the resolutions of Rep. Griffin
of Georgia, begs leave to except adversely to the adoption of the
2d, 4th, and 5th resolution.

Respectfully submitted, J. W. STOKES.
On motion to adopt the repoit of the majority of the committee,

a division of the question was required and the resolutions were con-
sidered seriatim.
The first resolution was considered and adopted.
The second resolution was considered, and
On motion of Rep. Page of N. J., was ordered to lie on the table.

On motion of Rep. Stokes of Pa. the rule was suspended in order
to enable him to state a proposition for the decision of the chair.
Rep. Stokes of Pa., having stated the point raised by him, the G.

Sire decided as follows

:

As fall membership in a Subordinate Lodge is essential to membership in an
Encampment, it follows that when membership ceases in & Subordinate Lodge
by withdrawal of card, it ceases in the Encampment, and that by the deposit of
the card again in a Subordinate Lodge he does not become a member of the En-
campment. Upon the withdrawal of the card his connection with the Encamp-
ment to which he had been attached is severed.

From which decision Rep. Stokes of Pa. appealed in words fol-

lowing, viz:
'* So much of the above decision as prevents the said Brother from receiving a
card from his Encampment, and a renewalof membership in said Encampment,
on a deposit in another Subordinate Lodge of the card which he received from
the Subordinate Lodge from which he withdrew.

The question being Shall the decision of the chair stand as the
judgment of the Lodge V* was resolved in the negative. Ayes 26.
Navs28.
On motion the Lodge proceeded 8gain to the consideration of the

report of the Committee on the State of the Order, on the subject
of Encampments.
The second resolution being under consideration

—

Qq motion of Rep. Robinson of Va. to postpone the considera-
tion of the resolution indefinitely, it was resolved in the-affirmative.'
The third resolution was considered, and on motion of Rep.

Thomas of Ohio, it was indefinitely postponed.
The fourth resolution was considered.
Rep. Thompson of Mass, moved to amend

k
by striking out the

fourth resolution and substituting the following:
Rewired, That th« granting of a withdrawal card by a Subordinate Lodge to

one ef its members, who is also a member of an Encampment, has the effect of
severing at once his oonnection with his Encampment ; but on the renewal of
his membership in a Subordinate Lodge, his membership in hia Encampment is

thereby renewed : Provided, Such renewal shall occur within one month from
the date of such withdrawal card.

The aueatiop being op*ihe substitute of the Rep. of Mass, it was
resolved in the affirmative.
The fifth resolution reported by the committee being under con-

sideration, on motioq indefinitely to postpone the subject, it was
passed in the affirmative.

The sixth resolution being considered, was on motion indefinite-

ly postponed.
Rep. Smith of Maine, from the Committee on the State of the

Order, made the following report, which was read and adopted, the
previous question being moved by Rep. Robinson of Va.i

To the R. W, Grand Lodgb of the United States:
The Committee on the State of the Order, to which waa referred that portion

of the Grand Secretary’s Report which relate* te the printing of the Work of
the Order by Subordinate Encampments, Lodges, and individuals, have consid-
ered the subject, and report

:

That by the existing laws the right to priBt or publish any portion of the
Work of the Order, er any form of diplomas, belongs exclusively to this Grand
Lodge.
The Committee report the following resolutions

:

Respectfully submitted, WM. fi. fARMENTER,
WM. R. SMITH,
J. W. STOKES.

Rewired, That the right to print or publish the lectures, charges, or odes,
adopted by the Grand Lodge of the United States for the use of the Grand and
Subordinate Lodges and Encampments under its jurisdiction, or any portion
thereof, or any form of diploma now need by the G. L U. S., is exclusively the
property of this Grand Lodge

;
and any violation of this right by Grand or Sub-

ordinate Lodges, or individuals, is in opposition to the laws, rights and privi-

leges of this Grand body.
Rewired, That the Grand Masters and Grand Patriarchs of the several State

Grand bodies be directed to cause the law of the Grand Lodge in this respect to
be enfbroed in their respective jurisdictions.

Rep. femith of Maine, from the same committee, to which was
referred a resolution submitted by Rtm. Gilley, in relation to an al-

teration of the work ot Subordinate Encampments, having consid-
ered the subject, reported, that the work of this branch of the Or-
der has hardly been in operation a sufficient length of time to test

its value, or to enable tne Subordinates to properly estimate its

adaptation to their wants, and that any change, at present, would
only be productive of embarrassment and confusion.
Rep. Robinson of Va. moved the previous question, and the re-

poTt was adopted.
Rep. Smith of Maine, from the same committee, to which waa

referred a resolution offered by Rep. Stewart of N. Y. [page 234*
col. 1, Golden Rule,] reported, that in the opinion of the committee
the passage of the resolution was inexpedient. #
Rep. Parker of N. H. moved the previous question, and the re-

port was adopted.
Rep. Moore of D. of C., from the Committee on Petitions, made

the following report, which was ordered to lie on the table :

To thb R. W. Grand-Lodge of thb U. States:
The Committee on Petitions, to wlrioh was referred the application of a por-

tion of the Lodges in the Territory of Wisconsin for a charter for a Grand Lodge,
and the remonstrance of two other Lodges against the propriety of granting the
request of the petitioners, respectfully report

:

That there are twelve Lodges already organized in the said Territory, in the
supervision of which some inconvenience is experienced, arising from the di-

vision of the Territory into two districts under separate District Deputy Grand
Sires, in addition to the difficulty of providing for contingencies upon the set-

tlement of a new country and its remoteness from the seat of power—all ofwhich
are matters deserving the attention of this body, and sufficient to indnee the
committee to recommend favorable action on the petition, if, for the reason*

stated in previous reports, they did not feel themselves debarred from doing bo.

WM. W. MOORE.
A. K. MARSHALL,
WM. R. F0§D1CJK.

Rep. Moore of D. of C., from theaame committee to which waa
referred the petition of John Niles, j. E. Hollister. Wm. B Hollia-

ter, Mark Whiueiy, Alonzo D. Webster, Wm. Gilliland, and Wm.
M. Wood, for«n Encampment to be located at Mishawaka, in the
State of Indjana, and which application is sanctioned by the D. D.
G. Sire of that State, recommended that the prayer of ihe petition-

ers be granted when the requirement of the law uf complied with
by the payment of the fee.

Rep. Moore of D. of C.,from the same committee, made the fol-

lowing report, which was read and adopted

:

To thb R. W. Grand Lodob of thb United 8tatbb:
The Committee on Petitions, to which was referred the memorial of Bro. Geo.

N. Hufty, (late of New Jersey, bat now of Pennsylvania,) complaining of a car-

tain provision in the Constitution of the Grand Encampment of Pennsylvania,

which prevents Past High Priests from becoming members of the said Grand
Encampment, respectfully report that the Constitution complained of has been
duly approved by theXJrand Lodge of the United States, ana in this aet orap-
proval. this body has admitted the right of Grand Encampments to make snoh
a provision. While the committee have thus taken pains to answer the objec-

tion of Bro. Hufty, they cannot admit the right of individual members to make
suggestions through this body as to the propriety of amendments to State Con*

is.'wsaa,
WM. R. fosdick;
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Rep. Moore of D. of C., from the Committee on Petitions, to

which were referred three several applications (all ot them being in

due form) for the establishment of Encampments in the towns of
Indianapolis, Lafayette, and Laurel, in the State of Indiana, and
which Encampments were improperly instituted by the District» Grand Sire, under a misapprehension of the powers and du-

his office, (as explained in the report of the Grand Sire,)

made a report, respectfully recommending that legal charters be
granted in each case, in pursuance of the prayer of the petitioners.

On motion rhe report was adopted.
Rep. Moore of D. of C., from the same committee, made a re-

port, which was read and adopted, in favor of the application of
Jeffrey F. Halsey and six others for a charter for a Lodge, to be lo-

cated at Shullsburgh, in the Territory gf Wisconsin, under the title

of Justitia Lodge No. —

.

Rep. Moore of D. of C., from the same committee, made the fol-

lowing report, which was read and adopted :

To the R. W. Gran© Lodob of thb U. S.

:

The Committee on Petitions, haring considered the petition and papers in re-

lation to the establishment of a Lodge at Oregon citj, in the Territory of Ore-
gon,a charter for which has been improperly granted by a District Deputy Grand
riire, under a misapprehension of his duties, (as explained in the annual report
of the M. W. Grand Sire,) respectfully recommend that a charter in due form
be granted to Bro. Gilbert W&teon and his co-petitioners, and be forwarded by
the Grand Officers as a substitute for the illegal charter whieli.without any
fault on their part, they hare taken out with them. WM. W. MOORE,

A. K. MARSHALL,
WM. R. FOSDICK.

On motion of Rep. Parker of N. H., the Giand Lodge proceeded
to the consideration of the report of the Committee on Returns, now
lying on the table, which was taken up, considered and adopted.
Rep. Glenn of Ohio, from the committee on that subject, made

the following report, which was read and adopted :

, To thk R. W. Grand Lodge of thk'Unitbd States :

The Standing Committee on Grand Lodges and Grand Encampments not re-

presented. to which was referred so much of the Grand Sire’s Annual Report
as relates to the ooudition of the Order In the- States of Texas and Arkansas,
beg leave to report

:

That they have not been able to ascertain why the Grand Lodge of Texas is

not represented in this Grand Lodge. This vacancy is to be regretted from the
fact that every other Grand Lodge and Grand Encampment under this juris-

diction is represented. It la, however, a source of the highest gratification to be

9 able to report that in Texas and Arkansas, the Order seems to be in a more
flourishing condition than formerly, and gives promise of more extended useful-

ness. Respectfully submitted, ALEX. E. GLENN,
THOMAS ALSOP.
H. H. WHITNEY.

Rep. Veitch ofMo., from the Special Committee, appointed under
his resolution “ to report a plan of conferring degrees, in Degree and
Subordinate Lodges, so as to establish a uniform system throughout
the whole Order,” submitted a report, accompanied by a series of
resolutions, which were read, and on motion of Rep. Thomas of
Ohio, indefinitely postponed.
Rep. McNairy of Tenn., from the committee to whom the sub-

ject was referred, submitted the following report, which was read
and adopted, Rep. Parker of N. H. moving the previous question :

To thb R. W. Grand Lodgb of thb United States :

Your Committee, to whom was referred the subject of funeral observances
under the jurisdiction of this Grand Lodge, and of the form of funeral and other
processions of Grand and Subordinate Lodges and Encampments, beg leave to

report:
That they have attentively considered the same, and recommend to your R.

W. Body the adoption of the accompanying resolutions

:

The whole respectfully submitted, WALTER S. McNATRY,
CHR1SPH. DUNKIN,
D. J. HOIT.

1. Resolved, That the Regalia to be worn by all Brothers of the Order when
attending the funeral of a deceased Brother, be as follows

:

A black crape Rosette, having a center of the color of the highest Degree to

which the wearer may have attained, to be worn on the left breast; above it a
sprig of evergreen, and below it (if the wearer be an Elective or Fast Officer) the

jewel or jewels which as such he may be entitled to wear.

2. Resolved. That the ordinary mourning badge to be worn by brothers in

memory of a deceased brother, be a strip of black crape passed through one but-

ton-hole only of the left lappel of the coat, and tied ydth a narrow ribbon of the

color of the highest Degree to which the wearer may have attained.

a Rewive l, That the order of procedure at the funer&lof a deceased brother,

be as follows

:

At the appointed hour the Subordinate Lodge of which such brother was a
member, shall meet at its Lodge-room, and shall open in the initiatory Degree

;

and the N. G. shall appoint a marshal and such number of assistant marshals as

may be required. The Lodge shall thereupon close, and the brotherSlhall pass

in procession from the Lodge-room to the place from which the funeralmay have
been appointed to start, in the following order

:

1 . The marshal, wearing a black scarf, and bearing a baton bound with a band
of black crape.

2. The O. G. bearing a red staff, in like mourning.
3. The Soene Supporters, bearing white wands, in like mourning.
4. Members of the Initiatory Degree, In order of juniority, two abreast.

5. Members of the White, Pink, Royal Bine, Green and Scarlet Degrees, re-

spectively, in like order.

6. Members of the Lodge having the Patriarchal, G. R. and R. P. Degrees,
respectively, in like order.

7. The I. G., bearing the regalia and insignia indicative of the rank in the Or-
der of the deoeased brother.

8. The Treasurer, Assistant, Permanent or Financial Secretary or Secreta-
ries, and the Secretary of the Lodge.

9. The V. G., supported by his K. and L. Supporters, each bearing his wand
of office, bound with a band of blaok crape.

10. The Chaplain, wearing a white scarf, and supported, by the Warden and
Conductor, each bearing his staff of office in like mourning.

11. The N. G., supported by his R. and L. Supporters, each bearing his wand
of office in like mourning.

12. The Past Grands of the Lodge, In order ofjuniority.
13. Brethren of invited Lodges, those of each Lodge arranged in the order

above prescribed
;
the Lodges, whenmore than one may be represented, arranged

in order of juniority.
On arriving at the place appointed forthe starting of the funeral, the brothers

shall take position in the above order immediately before the corpse, and
precede it to the place of interment.
On arriving at such place of interment, the brothers shall open to the right

and left, and allow the corpse, mourners, Ac. to pass through, the brothers on
either side standing uncovered, the hat held in the left hand of each, and join-
ing hands with each other. And after the passing of the corpse, mourners, Ac.,
between the two lines, the brothers shall re-form in procession after them in
reversed order, and close the procession into and within the place of interment.
After the performance of such religious service as the friends of the deceased

may cause to be there performed, and before the final closing of the grave, the
brothers shall form silently, and as nearly as may be according to khe order
above set forth, uncovered, the hat in the left hand of each, and joining hands
with each other, in one or more circles, as regular as (he nature of the ground
may admit, around the grave ; when the Chaplain, or in default of a Chaplain,
the N. G. may address the brothers and offer up a prayer, or may address the
brothers without the offering of a prayer; and after such address or prayer, or
both, or if there be no address or prayer, then altera pause suited to the soteae-
nity of the occasion, the N. G. shall advance singly to the head of the grave, and
cast into it with the right hand the sprig ofevergreen from his regalia, and shall
return to his place; whereupon the brothers from left to right in regular suc-
cession, and in snch numbers at a time ss not to cause confusion, shall ad-
vance to the grave, shall cast into it (each with the right hand) the sprig
of evergreen from their regalia, and shall return to their place. And after
all have done this, and the grave shall have been filled up or closed, the
brothers shall silently re-form into procession according to the order observ-
ed in coming to the place of interment, and shall return In such order to
the Lodge room, where the N, G. shall declare the funeral ceremonies to be
closed.

4. Resolved, That it at the time of his death the deceased brother was a mem-
ber of an Encampment, or of a State, District, or Territorial Grand Lodge, or
Grand Encampment, or of the Grand Lodge of the United States, the Chaplain
and highest Officer orOfficers present, ofsuch Encampment, or Grand Body or
Bodies, supported each by two members thereof, shall take position in the fune-
ral procession next after the Chaplain and N. G., respectively, of the Subordi-
nate Lodge of the deceased, and shall take precedence ot such N.G., and ofeaoh
other, according to their respective rank, in conducting the oeremony of inter-
ment as above set forth.

6. Resolved
,
That the subject of the forms of Address and Prayer to be ued

at the interment of deceased brothers be left, at least for the present, to the legis-

lation of the State, District, and Territorial Grand Lodges and Grand Encamp-
ments, in case they shall see fit to legislate thereon.

6. Resolved. That in other processions of the Order the rules of preeedcmoe
above set forth, so far as they may admit of being followed, shall, be adhered to.

The Grand Lodge on motion proceeded to the consideration of
the report of the Committee on Constitutions, on the subject of the
Constitution of the Grand Encampment of New York, also of the
Grand Lodges of Missouri afld Rhode Island, now lying on the ta-
ble. which was read.
Rep. White of R. I. offered the following as an amendment, in

the form of an addition to the resolutions accompanying the teport
of the committee, which was ordered to lie on the table

Revolted, That no business shall be transacted in any Lodge under this juris-
diction of any nature not immediately oonnected with Odd Fellowship. All
questions that agitate the community at large* and on which men may honestly
differ, but which are entirely distinet from Odd Fellowship, shall be strictly Jbr*.

bidden. And all questions that have a tendency to lead to debate on matters
of national, local, political, or religious subjects—such as slavery or abolition,

temperance or anti-temperance, moral reform, or any other topio for the propa-
gation of which distinct associations already exist—shall be Btrictly guarded
against

;
and It shall be the imperative duty of presiding officers to enforce this

regulation in all cases. Every member has a right to his own opinions, and to
advance and advocate them on questions of politics, religion, Ao., but not in an
Odd Fellows’ Lodge-room. Here, all must be harmony and concert, and all

things tending to produoe contention shall be rigidly excluded.

The question recurring op the adoption of the report of the Com-
mittee on Constitutions, it was passed in the affirmative.

On motion of Rep. Kneass of Pa., that the Book of Diagrams pre-
sented by P. G. S. Kennedy be adopted os the unwritten work of
the Order, Rep. Robinson of Va. moved the previous question, which
being seconded by a majority of the Lodge, the previous question
was put as follows :

“ Shall the main question be now put V* which
was resolved in the affirmative. The main question was then put,
“ Will the Giand Lodge adopt the resolution of Rep. Kneass of Pal”
which was resolved in the affirmative.
Rep. Parmenter of Mass, proposed the following amendment to

the Constitution, which was read and ordered to be on the table.

With the consent and approval, from time to time expressed, of this Qrand
Lodge, the Most Worthy Grand Sire may accredit any officer or member of this
Grand Lodge as a Special Grand Representative near the Grand Lodge of any
Sovereign Jurisdiction in Odd Fellowship recognised by this Grand Lodge: and
in such case the necessary expense of such Special Grand Representative's
visit to such Grand Lodge may be appropriated for from the funds of this Grand
Lodge. And any officer or member of any such Foreign Grand Lodge who may
be duly accredited from the same as a Special Grand Representative near this

Grand Lodge, shall be admitted to a seat on the floor of this Grand Lodge, and
shall have a deliberative voice, but not a vote, in the proceedings of this Grand
Lodge.

On motion. Rep. Robinson of Va., the Grand Lodge proceeded to

the consideration of the report of the committee in relation to the
removal of the seat of the Grand Encampment of Virginia, now ly-
ing on the table, which being under consideration, Rep. Robinson
ofYa. moved the following as a substitute for the resolution accom-
panying the report of the committee, which was sgreed to. //
Rewhed, That the resolution passed by this Grand Lodge, at the session of

1845. authorising the removal of the Grand Encampment of Virginia to the city

of Richmond, be so modified as to allow its removal to such place as may be de-

termined upon by a majority of the Subordinate Encampments in special ses-
sion assembled in tho town of Portsmouth, on the 2d day succeeding the ad- .

joumraent of the Grand Lodge of Virginia in April next, who shall report its

decision thereon to this Grand Lodge for its ultimate action. Nevertheless, the
‘

next annual session in 1847 shall be held at the place so designated by said Spe-

cial session.

Whereupon the report of the committee as amended was adopted.
Rep. Thompson of Mass, offered the following amendment to the

Constitution, which was read and ordered to lie on the table.

To strike out the words “as follows” on the ISth page in the 5th line of that

article, and Insert after the word “ certificate” the words “ of sueh election or
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appointment duly authenticated by the proper officers of each Grand Lodge or
Grand Encampment.”
Also—To strike out the entire form of the certificate as contained in said ar-

ticle 10th. Seconded by Hep. Cook of Virginia.

The Chair announced the appointment of Cor. Sec. Ridgely, P.G.
Sire Hopkins, and Rep. Griffin of Ga. as the Committee to prepare
digest of Laws, pursuant to the resolution directing the same.
Rep. Kneass of Pa. submitted the following resolutions, which

were read

:

Resolved^ That the G, Sec. be Instructed to copy hi the book of diagrams of
the unwritten Work of the Order, the explanations of the same, contained in the
oM book of illustrations, and that the said old book of illustrations be by him
immediately thereafter destroyed.
Resolved, That the unwritten work of the Order shall in no wise be altered or

amended exceptW an unanimous vote of this Grand Lodge, and that thewrit-
ten work of the Order shall in no wise be altered or amended except with the
oonourrence of four-fifths of the members of this Grand Lodge.
Re£- Robinson of Va. called the previous question, pending

On motion, the Grand Lodge adjourned.

Friday, Jiept. 25, 4 o’clock, P. M.
-The R. W. Grand Lodge assembled pursuant to adjournment.
M. W. G. Sire Sherlock in the chair. Present all the Grand Offi-
cers and a due representation.
The Grand Lodge proceeded to the consideration oLthe question

pending at the adjournment, to wit : T he call for the previous ques-
tion on the resolutions submitted by Rep. Kneass of Pa., which be-
ing seconded, ihe ipaih question w«s then pur. and the resolutions
submitted by Rep. Kneass of Pa, were adopted*
On motion ofRep. Ettison of Mass, the Grand Lodge agreed to

consider the proposed amendment to article 7X of the By-Laws, now
lying on the table in the words following, to wit : Strike out the word
‘‘shall” and insert the word “ may,” which was concurred in.
llep. Stokes of Pa. offered the following resolution, which was

read ai^d adopted :

Resolved, That the Representatives of Maryland be requested, during the re-
eees of this Grand Lodge, to have a temporary platform erected and neatly car-
peted, in order to avoid the difficulty that now exists in obstructing the view
of the Grand Sire, and present the bill to this Grand Lodge.
Rep. Stewart of N. Y. offered the following resolution, which was

read and adopted

;

Resolved . That the G. Secretary, with the Maryland representation, be,
they are hereby, instructed to have printed three thousand copies of the pro-
teedings of this Grand Lodge for the use of Grand Lodges, Grand Encampments,
and members of this Grand Lodge. .

On motion of Rep. Kneass of Pa. it was
Resolved, unanimously

,
That the acknowledgments of this Grand Lodge are

justly due. and are hereby tendered, to the M W. G. Sire, for the able, impar-
tial, and efficient manner in wbieh he has presided overthe deliberations of this
Grand Lodge at the present session. :

Rep. Robinson of Va. ottered the following resolution, which was
Concurred in

:

Resolved, That the Grand Secretary be directed to append to the published
proceedings of the Grand Lodge a list of the members and officers, with their
respective addresses, and their highest titles in the Order.

On motion of Rep. Gifley of N. Y. the Grand Lodge proceeded to
the consideration of the report of the Committee on Jewels, Rega-
lia, &c. 9 now lying on the table, which being read, the report of tne
Committee was adopted, under the previous question, which was
moved by Rep. Veitch of Mo.
Rep. Robinson of Va. offered the followidg resolution, which was

resolved m the affirmative :

Raolved, That the thanks of this Grand Lodge are hereby tendered to G. C.
Mu K. Secretary J. L. Ridgely, for the efficient and able manner in which he
has performed the important duties of his office during the past year.

R*-p. Seymour of S. C. offered the following resolution, which
read and adopted

:

Resolved
,
That the committee in charge of the digest of the Order, he direct-

ed to prepare a suitable Funeral Service for the burial of deceased members:
tad that it be obligatory upon them to report their action in this matter to the
Grand Lodge of the United States at its next annual session.

Hep. Bayle-y of Md. moved the iollowing resolution, which was
agreed to. Rep. Marshall moving the previous question :

Resolved, That the Grand Secretary be, and he is hereby authorised to pro-
cure a sufficient number of desks and chairs for the use of this Grand Lodge,
Md that the sum of five hundred dollars be appropriated to purchase the same.
On motion of Rep Griffin pf Ga. to enlarge the Committee on the

Digest of Laws, by the addition of two members, it was resolved in
the affirmative, and the Chair named Reps. Seymour and Parmen-
l«r aa the additional members
Rep. Egan of N. Y. offered the following resolution, which the

Chair ruled out of order:
Resolved, That the Grand Secretaries of the several State Grand Lodges be

•noted to present one copy of the Lectures and charges of the Five Degrees to
ttre N. G. of any Subordinate Lodge, and that the said Ledge be empowered to
confer the Degrees on its own members that may desire them.
On motion of Rep. Griffin of Ga. it was

Jtesolrcd, That the Grand Secretary be authorised to furnish any require
iwply of eopies of the Charge and Degree Books,and Proceedings of this Gran
lodge, to the Grand Lodge of British North America, at as low a rate of at
vanes upon cost price as in the opinion of the M. W. G. Sire add himself ma
Meure this Grand Lodge from risk of loss.

#
Chi motion Rep. Desauseure^ the Grand Lodge proceeded to cor

fetagrtbe report of the Committee on Appeals, in relation to th

u
Lodge °5 South Caro,lna

> 236, col. 1, Golden Rule,
Vnftm b»^ng under. consideration.
On motion of Rep. Desaussure of S. C. to strike out the third an

fourth resolutions accompanying the report of the committee, it we
resolved in the affirmative.
Whereupon die report of the committee as amended was adopted
Qa motion of Rep. Moore, the Grand, Lodge agreed to conside

the report of the committee on the application of the Encampments
in Michigan for a Grand Charter, which being under consideration,
on motion it was adopted.
On motion the Grand Lodge agreed to consider the report of the

Committee on Petitions on the application of the Lodges of Iowa
praying for a Charier for a Grand Lodge, which was considered and
adopted.
On motion of Rep. Moore

A
the Grand Ledge agreed to consider

the amendment to the 5th article of the By-Laws, proposed by him
,

which being under consideration, was adopted.
Rep. Moore, from the Committee on Petitions, made the follow-

ing report r .

To thk R. W. Gram* Lodob op the United States:
The Committee on Petitions, in order to enable the Grand Officers to comply

with the applications for Charters for a Grand Encampment in Michigan, and
for Grand Lodges in the Territories of Iowa and Wisconsin, at the earliest time
practicable, recommend the adoption of the following resolution :

Resolved
, That when the Encampments in the State bf Michigan, and the

Lodges in the Territories of Iowa and Michigan, shall have complied with the
new By-Law regulating the subject, and satisfied the Executive officers of this
body thereof, charters be granted for a Grand Encampment In the State of
Michigan, and for Grand Lodges in each of the Teiritories of Iowa and Wiscon-
sin, the said Gra^d Encampment and Grand Lodges respectively to be located
at such places within the limits of their adpmpriate Territory, of their respeo-

|

tire jurisdictions, as may be designated by the petitioners in each case.

WM. W. MOORE,
A. K. MARSHALL,

;
WM. R. FOSD1CK.

Rep. Kellogg of Michigan offered the following substitute for the
report of tljf committee, which was resolved in trie negative :

Resolved, That a Grand Charter for a Grand Encampment, prayed for by a
petition from Mlcbif^n Enoampment No. l,Paw-wah-tingCamp No. 3, Lenawee
Camp No. 4, Samaritan Camp No. 6, to be located at Kalamazoo, Kalamazoo
county, in the State of Michigan, be granted by this Grand Lodge.

The question recurring on the report of *the committee, it was con-
curred in.

The M. W. G. Sire announced the A. T. P. W. when
On motion, the Grand Lodge adjourned tine die.

Nobs from tl)e Co&gts.

NEW YORK.
Proceedings op the Grand Lodge.—An adjourned session of

the R. W. Grand Lodge of New-York was held at National Hall*
Canal-street, on Tuesday evening, October 20—Grand Master
Taylor presiding. The following is a brief synopsis of its proceed-
ings :

Various petitions Were presented and referred, when the Grand
Lodge proceeded to the special order of business for the evening,
viz : the Consideration of the resolution accompanying the report of
the special committee appointed »o procure a new room for the meet-

I

ings of the G. Lodge. On motion, the resolution ot the committee,

|

for leasing the rooms to be erected on Grand-street, in the rear of
the Broadway House, was stricken out, and the committee directed

. to take a lease of the large rooms in National Hall, immediately un-
der the present Grand Lodge room. An appropriation of #700 was
passed for the purpose of fitting np the silid room,

i The appeal of sundry P. Gs. of Rising Sun Lodge No. 96,'Lan-
singburg, against the decision of the D. D. G. Master for the District

of Rensselaer, in refusing to instal as Vice Giand a brother who had
served in the office of Permanent Secretaiy only, was presented,

and, on motion, the decision of the D. D. G. M. was unanimously
sustained.

Several appeals were presented and referred to the appropriate

Committee.
The Committee of Grievance of Lodges reported on sundry ap-

ppalsTeferred to them,which report was accepted aud the resolutions

accompanying the same adopted as follows : S. S. Smith vs. Co-
lumbia Lodge, No 1—referred back for new trial. P.G.,*H D. Hall

vs. Protection Lodge, No. 144—action of Lodge sustained, as far as

relates to the second specification. P. G. Geo. W. Leach vs.

Dutchess jLodge, No. 59—reinstated on account of the evidence be-
ing insufficient to sustain the charges. This last resolution was
decided by representation of Lodges—ayes 44, uoes 34.

A charter was granted for Warren Lodge, No. 253, to be located
in this city. A petition was presented for d*Lodge at Coming; but

there being a protest against it, the Committee to whom it was re-

ferred did not report.

Permission was granted to Whitehall Lodge, No. 154, to have a
public celebration in fall regalia, oration, etc., any time within a

year. Rising Sun Lodge, No. 96, Lansingburg, to have a public

celebration, lecture, etc.

The Grand Lodge closed the annual session.

Yates.—D. D. G. M. Charles J. Judd is the delegate for this

county to the Convention. Keuka Lodge, No. 149, at Penn Yan,
has chosen the following brothers for officers, for the current term:

Charles Lee. N. G.; Samuel R. Fish, V.G.; Lewis S. Ayres, Sec.;

Elisha W. Fargo, Per. See.; William A. Dutcher, Treas.

Go- Several articles under this head are crowded out.
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EDITOR IAL LETTER.
North Diohton, Mass., Get.. 13, 1816.

Bear Golden Bulk.—

A

fter a pleasant passage through the

Sound, and over the Stonington Railroad, we found ourself in

the presence of our friends and kindred, where we could receive

those attentions and cares which our miserable health and the

impaired state of our constitution demanded. Never have the

quiet retreats of the country appeared to us so beautiful, so en-

chanting and so attaching- The innumerable apd variegated co-

lors which adorn the forests end groves, assuming deeper and

deeper hues, as the autumnal season advances, gives to every

thing a solemn beauty, an . impressiveness, and a spirituality, if

we may so speak, which may be felt and appreciated, but not

described. Not long, however, did we give ourself up to rural

pleasures and meditations ; and after a few days repose, were
again en route, Hying as swiftly as.Yankee steam and railroads

could carry us. Stopping a few hours only in the City of No-

tions—not long enough, however, much to our regret, to pay our

respects to our brethren of the editorial fraternity—we soon

found ourself comfortably seated, with the fair partner of our tra-

vels,^ the elegant and sumptuous cars of the Old-Colony Rail-

road.

There is no public thoroughfare in our country which passes

through a more interesting section than this. The villages of

Dorchester, Quincy, Abington and Plymouth lie along its line, or

at its termination, all of them' famous in the story of our country,

and glorified by the most sacred memories of the past. Quincy

is more than beautiful, it is delightful. It has fine Churches, el-

egant Gardens, magnificent private residences, which show that

many of the citizens have a correct end judicious architectural

taste. One ofthe most magnificent of these is owned and occu-

pied by Wm. Torry, Esq. a gentleman of extensive wealth, and
who knowB how to employ his wealth for the good of others be-

side himself. His history is interesting, and full of encourage-

ment to young and industrious men. He commenced life a few
years ago, youog, without powerful friends or any resources but

such as he found in his own genius and capacity for business.

—

But he had learned that industiy was the real enchanter’s wand
which would transform even blocks of granite into ingots of gold

;

and after pursuing the business of stone-cutting for some years,

in Gloucester, Mass., he retired to honorable repose, in the pos-

session of an independent fortune. We have spoken of this gen-

tleman, particularly, because we personally knew of some of his

deeds of benevolence, which are registered on high ; but chiefly

because, believing as we do in the dignity of labor, and the no-

bility of the laborer, we think no one can speak too much or too

highly in praise of these kings of the industrial world, of which

Mr. Torrey is one.

But wbat can we say of Plymouth ? that ancient and venera-

ble town, rendered for ever memorable as the landing-place of

the Puritan Pilgrims, when they sought a home in this then in-

hospitable aud desolate land 7 Little did Winthrop, Carver and

Standish, and the rest of that little band, dream, when they had

raised the first posts of their first rude dwellings, they had laid

the foundations of an empire, which, in two.short centuries, would
become the most powerful and intelligent of the governments of

the world; little did^they think, when they were humbly toiling

in the depths of those wild forests, that a day would come when
they, poor, obscure, self-denying, world-ronounciug men, would
shins the brightest stars in the firmament of notable men ; that

the noblest and most princely of men would pronounce their

names with reverence aud profound respect

!

On account of the isolation of its position, Plymouth has not,

for many years, been a place of much business, aud consequently

has changed but little for half a century. It has a very antiqae

appearance, which of course rendered it more charming in our

view, for we have a strong dislike of all new and mushroom
|

towns. We saw many bouses more than a century old ; aud one
grave on which the flowers of nearly two hundred springs had :

cast their fragrance ! Take it all in all, it is decidedly the most

interesting town in the Bay-State. Behind it, and around it, are
several most charming little lakes, of which the one named Vil-

hanton Sea is the most important. These are concealed in a
most picturesque and poetical manner, in the bosom of a beauti-
ful oak wood, interspersed with maple, which at this season pre-
sents a brilliant and gorgeous appearance. - Before it lies the broad
and blue sea, sometimes smiling in calm and tranquil beauty,
and rolling with mysterious and spiritualizing murmurs upon the
low and sandy shore, and sometimes lashed into fury by fierce
storms, dashing upon the beach in thundering rage, like the
mystic monster that attempted to devour the. world !

We visited the rock where the Pilgrims first landed. It is to

be regretted that it has not been left in its original state. As it

is, one finds it with considerable difficulty. A portion of it has
been carried up into the town, and placed in front of " Pilgrim’s
Hall, ’’ guarded from profane invasion by an iron fence, on which*
appears the names of the principal worthies of the Colony. The
residue of it forms a part of the wharf, and is nearly hidden in
the sand and earth. '

.
.

'

Plymouth is destined to become a fashionable watering place.
We know of no place upon the seashore which can offer so many
attractions. There are fine fishing and bathing in the sea and
lakes, aud in the neighboring forests an abundance of'game.

—

The new Hotel—the Satao&et House—is hue of the most elegant
houses of entertainment in the United States* It is built on a
maguificent site, commands a view of the sea for miles around,
and of the adjacent village of Duxbury> and offers a table to the
traveler which, for elegance and luxuriousness, can find no par-
allel in Now-England. The house is in the charge of Joseph
Stetson, Esq., one of the noblest of^men, as his lsdy, Mrs. Stet-
son, is one of the noblest of women. Their fraternal and sisterly
care and affection we have often experienced, and shall ever pre-
serve them in grateful remembrance. The citizens of Plymouth
are generally hospitable and attentive to Btrangers, and we part-

ed from them with regret. Adieu.

Prom the Boston Weekly Symbol and Odd Fellows GazeUiqfSept. 5, 1846.

Naw York, Aug. 20, 1846.

Among other curious and interesting matters and things of New York, I had
the pleasure the -other daj of looking through the manufactory of Mr. S. C.
Herring, 139 Water street. This is the general depot and head quarters of the
celebrated Salamander Safe, of whose utility and value it would almost seem
unnecessary for me to speak, yet I do no more than justice to this well-knows
“Jirt-deJwr” to state a few observations made by me while looking through
this large manufactory. From this place are furnished almost all the safes

which give security to the valuables of Wall street, New York, and the stooks
of State stpeet, Boston

;
in short, all our cities are indebted to New York for this

great safeguard, the Salamander Safe, and at the store of S. C. Herring may
be fonnd safes of all sixes from No. 1, prioe $25, for the private gentleman, to

the site No. 5, double door, price $550, of the largest wholesale dealer, all of

which will be found of the best materials and workmanship. I saw a piece of

the liniDg of one of the safes need in the Tribune buildings, which contained the

books of Greeley & M’Elrath, which was taken from the burning ruins thirty-

six hours after, and the books and papers were found within the Safe uninjured
It is unnecessary to speak of every test, for this safe has indeed been tried, not

“as by fire/' but byfire, and the result is satisfactory to the most sanguine an-

ticipation. These safes are manufactured from the very best material the

market affords, the stoutest and toughest wrought bar Iron and plate ifbn be-

'lug^used, and the apace between the outer and Inner surface being filled with s

chemical preparation which is the most perfect non-conductor of heat yet dis-

covered, upon which the most intense fire will not affect or penetrate. A recent

improvement in the manufacture of the interior of these safes, adds much to the

value of the same, as books, papers, aud valuable jewelry may be kept within

them for any length of time secure from dampness, mold or mildew, so dry and.

perfect are the compartments of this safe now made. It is in fact a genuine
. Salamander and no mistake.

MARRIAGES.
Oct. 14, at Trinity Church, in this city, by Rev. Dr. Higbee,Bro. CHARLES

H. HALL, V. G. of Green Mountain Lodge No. 1, Burlington, Vt., and Min
LOUISA E. CLARKE, ofAugusta, Ga.

Sept. 22, in Pittsburg, Pa. by Ret. John M. Lowrie, Bro. JOSEPH W. LOW-
RIE, V. G. of Mechanics Lodge No. 9, and Miss CORN ELIA, daughter ofM'
George White, all of Pittsburg.

Sept. 20
,
by Rev. Spencer H. Cone, Mr. MOSES DOLBE£R,and MissANN

H. only daughter of Bro. Thomas Frost, all of this city.

Oot. 12, in this city, by Rev. H. Carpenter, Bro. FREDERICK FOSTER,
And Miss MARGARET SELINA, eldest daughter of John Balch, Esq.

Oct. 16, in Brooklyn, by Rev. E. M. JohnsoD, Mr. JAMES BROWN and Wm
MARY CLARKE.

DEATHS.
Oct. 15, in Brooklyn, HORACE EDWIN, sen of Horace B. and Sarah T. Hit-

man, aged 5 years and 21 days.

Oct. 1, at Flint Mich., MARY ELLEN, only child of Bro. S. A and H. F. T.

Pengra, aged 1 year and 24 days.
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Mmm’sxoueifPius
Great French Remedy

FOR CONSUMPTION! Important
to the Afflicted. DR. LAENNEC’S COUGH

PILLS, for the cure of Colds, Coughs, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and all affections of the Lungs, is the
invention of the celebrated Dr. Laennec. of Paris, a
voluminous and profound medical writ*, who -has
devoted his whole life to the study of Diseases of the
.Longs and Chest. It is withoukqnestioa the great*
«nt discovery of the age, aa aspeoiflc for all affections
of the Lungs, from the common Cold, to the most
seated Cases of Consumption. It is, at least, worth
the trial of its merits by all sufferers; for we are
sure that the taking of onb or two Pills will eon-
Vince any one that half the truth has Hot been told of
them. The beneficial effect, in reducing the most
irritating Cough, is almost instantaneous; indeed, asn gentleman in Brooklyn the otherday told the agent,
" s person who takes these Pills cdnh cough* The
worst cold can bo cured in twjbnty-foitr hours.'We challenge any other modical preparation fn the
World to accomplish this result, no matter how ex-
tensively puffed it may bo.
Why then will people suffer, when there Is an ab-

solute specific within, their reach? This is not a
purgative medicine, but is composed of. ingredients
which act with certain and wonderful power upon
all diseases of the luugs, whether inflamatory or
ehronic. To their perfect adaptation to whatever
Affects these important organs, and. the cures per-
formed in almost

ALL STAGES OT CONSUMPTION,
has been owing their great success and popularity—
a popularity so unexampled, that all Franoo has been
ftlled with wonder tuid admiration at their astonish-
ing effects. Medical mon have been paralyzed with
aznasement, tcvfeee patients who had been abandoned
by them, or pronounced beyond the reaoh of the
healing art, restored to perfect health by these med-
hrines. The nee of a single dose cannotfal] Vo satis-
fy the most skeptical of their virtue.

Sold by J. WINCHESTER, 30 ANN-ST.

Important to TravelersandHonow-
keepers.

LIFE and PROPER-
TY PRESERVERS. Patent
Self-Cocking Revolving pistols.

|

. Manufhotu 1, wholesale and
J. G. B0LEN, lot broaawaj

Tit* Last

Improvement,
retail, by•an, ny j.u. tfULfcn

, Broadway.
janlOtf Between Wall and Pine sts -New Yer

Encampments.

I
O. of O. F. Committees about purchasing Em-

« blems, Ac. for Encampments or Lodges, are re-
quested to call and examine those introduced (ex-
praanly for the New Wort) by the subscriber, and
which have been approved by the following Encamp-
ments : ’Mount Olivet, Egyptian, Mispeh, Ac., of
Nevr York; Potomac Lodge, Alexandria, D. C.;
Winchester, Va. and many others. The undersign-
ed would also respectfully solioit a call from mer-
chants and others visiting the eity at his SIGN.
BANNER. FLAG and ORNAMENTAL PAINT-
ING ROOMS, No. IQl Nassau-st. where he flatters
himself, that his original designs and acknowledged
superiority of workmanship, iu connection with
moderate charges, will offer inducements for patron-
age unsurpassed by any establishment in New York.
Country Merchants can have their orders exeouted
during their stay in the city, and signs, Ac., can be
forwarded with safety to all parts of the United
States. JAMES ACKERMAN, 101 Nassau-st

sep12:3m

T mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Offlee No. 11 Wall street. This institution is
distinguished from ail others

,
at home or abroad, by

all, or most, of the following peculiarities:
1. Where the premiums are over $f»0, it requires

only one muirler part in Cash, instead ofthe whole.
2. It allows the Assured to pay yearly, quarterly,

month>y, or weekly, ” f

3. N a port of the profits are withheld—or diverted
frem the Assured, either in charity

,
or otherwise.

4. It has no loan, either nominal or real
,
to pay

interest far; haring a a sufficient capital funded,
from premiums. received.

5. The Assured can withdraw his profits, or leave
them to accumulate, year by year, at his option.

6- It assures to the age of 67, instead of stopping
at 60.

°

7. It declares the profits yearly, instead of once in
five, or seven years; and issues scrip yearly to the
Assured, for the estimated profits, bearing 6 per cent
interest

—

which scrip is redeemed m cash, when the
profits amount to $200,000, or is allowed to accumu-
late, at the option ofthe Assured.

8. It enables a man to provide for his . wife’ and
children, in such n way, that although he may lose
every thing, they are safe; and all persons, whether
married or unmarried, to provide for Old Age, Sick-
ness, and Want, as well as for Death*

9. The Assured can surrender the policy at any
time after the first year, and receive Us equitable
value.

|

10. At any time after the first year, the Assured I

can borrow, on the scrip issued, two-third* of its
amount, so that he has nothing to fear from a
change of circumstances, or inability to, pay the, pre-
mium.

'

If. Directors and officers are chosen yearly; and
the Assured votes according to his intermL

12. The funds arc ail invested in United States,
-New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts stocks,
and in real estate in New York and New Jersey,
wholly unincumbered, and efdouble the value loan-
ed ; or loaned to the Assured as above.

13. It pays no Directors, no Auditors, no Solicitors,

j

It lends money to neither.

I

14. It does not reckon the Assured a year older
(

‘ban he is—but from six months less to six months
nore, so as to equalise the estimates between all
>arties.

15. The rates are lowers the expenses less, and the
>roftts larger than with Foreign Offloes; Invest-
nents here yielding from 6 to 7 per cent—abroad

. jply 3 per cent—to say nothing of 33 per cent re-
served; nor of interest allowed to those whofurnish
a “guaranty capital at the rute of 5 per cent on
every hnndrod pounds subscribed, for every ten
pound* paid in!

16. Instead of encouraging
,
every precaution is

taken to prevent a forfeiture of the policy.
17. The liability of the Assured is limited by law,

te the amount of his premium note. m9:tf

-L v fuljy informs his friends and the public, that
having purchased from his partner, J. F. Green, his
entire interest in the Coffee and Dining Rooms, cor-
ner of N assau and Ann streets, trusts the estab-
lishment will continue to receive not only the sup-
port of his friends, but also be recommended to the
patronage of his friends’ friends, as he assures them
ali his energies will be devoted on his part to make
hi8J" Doomaeecond to none other iu the city.

wm .Hiiti®
La

'J

ie’’po!r®? Refreshment Rooms
will still be continued as heretofore, under the espe-
cial charge of Mrs. Mercer. Private entranoe/21
Ann street. augl-jf

T
u Regalia.
HE Subscriber informs the members of the Order
that in addition to his stock of cheap Dry Goods

he keeps constantly oq hand the various artides
used in the manufacture of Regalia, and furnishing
such as Scarlet and Blue Merinoes; SearJet, Blue,
White, and Black Rattinetts; Scarlet, Blue, and
Black DeLaines; Velvets, Linens, Fringes,Ribbons.
Ac., of the prpper shades, which he will be happy to

'

dispose of at a small advance. Orders from sdk-
tance promptly attouded to. WM. C. FLANIGAN;

65-.6ms, No. 190 South Second street, Phitad’a.

4 Cevi B. Taft*
ITTORNEY. COUNCILLOR, Ac

; Detroit,
xL Michigan. His particular, andw ben desired,
personal attention will be given to the securing and
collecting Claims and Demands, Payment of Taxes,
Ac. iu any part of Miohigan.
Refer to D. C. Hyde A Co., Alfred Clapp & Co.,

8.A Y. Lawrence, Coman A Hepkins, Jarvis H, Hills
and H. B. Bradshaw, Esq. New York; Wm. Jones
A Co., Cortis Read & Co. and F. W. Dickinson, Esq.
Boston; W. B. Darling A Co., Providence, It. I.;

Cook A Burns, and Messrs. Coe & Colt, Exchange
Brokers, Detroit.

Mr. Taft is commissioner to take Depositions, Ac-
knowledgments of Deeds, Ac. for the State of Mas-
sachusetts. ai9tf

_ Lewis Ckil<l,
~~

7LTERCHANT TAILOR, (Successor
XYX to I. Townsend A Co.) No. 132 Bowery, be-
tween Grand and Broome streets. N. Y. A full as-
sortment of cloths, Cassimeres, vestings, Ac. m2.*tf

D
Philip Garhardt.

RAPER and TAILOR, No. 74,
West Broadway. A large and Fashionable as-

sortment of Cloths. Cassimeres and Vestings, con-
stantly on hand. ajrtfciy

D

U# Rice,
RAPER AND TAILOR, 67 Ca-
nal street. mifcia

Wedding Cards.
VATEDDINGJNYITATION, and
\ V VISITING CARDS. The snbacriber exe-

cutes ih a superior style at short notice and on
reasonable terms, SILVER DOOR AND NUMBER
PLATES^ of sterling silver of extra thickness, and

ARMS, CRESTS, AND CIPHERS on seals, on
stone, brass, and silver.

COUNTING HOUSE, Consular, Notaries, So-
ciety, and LODGE SEALS engraved in a superior
manner, at moderate prices.

CARDS printed from plates already engraved, on
extra porcelain cards, both surfaces highly enameled,
at short notioe, by BOLEN. Engraver and Priutcr.

101 Broadway between Wall and Pine sts. N. Yr
Card Cases, Envelopes, Note Paper, and fine Cut-

lery, Ac. janlO tf

PhUadel|»hia Hat A Cap Stare.rPHE subscriber respectfully informsA his friends, and the public in general, that he
has opened the New Cheap Hat A Cap. Store, No.
106, N. Gth-st. 2 doors above the “Odd Fellows” new
Hall, where may be had all kinds of Hats Caps Ac.
wholesale and retail, oheap for cash. Merchants and
other are requested to call and examine before pur-
chasing elsewhere. rm23:tf) F. W. CORINTH.

Dr. James Ashley*
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,A No. 40 HUDSON street Offioe Hours-9 A.
M. and 5 PM- dl31y

Carpeting? OU Cloth*. Ac.
1VTO. 64 EAST BROADWAY, and
-*-171 Division street—W. H. GUION, would In-
rite the attention of thorn families intending to pur-
chase CARPETING, or any article in the line dur-
ing the present spring, to his-very extensive assort-
ment of English. Brussels, three-ply and Ingrain Car-
peting. Also, Oil Cloths for Hails, offices, ship and
steamboat cabins, together with every article con-
nected with the business.
The subscriber takes this opportunity to inform

his friends and patrons, that he has, during the win-
ter, entered into arrangements with the most exten-
sive manufacturers of this oonntry and Europe, for
an early supply of all the latest patterns, upon such
terms as will enable those about to frtrnish, to make
satisfactory selections at prioes lower than at any
other 8tore in the city. ap25:tf

To Fncampmenta and Lodges.

T
HE Undersigned will keep constantly on hand a
full assortment of Books, Paper, and general Sta-

tionery, and solioits a share of patronage. He will
supply new Encampments and Lodges , with every
artiole they may need, on the most favorable terms.

W. H. TOWNSEND, Stationer, 19 Wall st.

1,1 vinexton K. 31 i ller,
A TTORNEY AT LAW, and SO
TJL LICITOR IN CHANCERY, No. 20 Nassau
street N. Y. Collecting (and other business) prompt-
ly attended to. Refer to Beqj. f. Butler, Jno P.
Crosby and Cbas. Butler, Esqrs., and Doremns A
Nixon, Merchants.

12. H. Nodyne’a,

MANUFACTURER of Trunks, Carpet Begs, Va-
lises, Ladies Traveling Bags, Ac., has oonstant-

by on hand a good assortment of the above named
articles, whjffh be will sell as low as any other es-
tablishment in New York, at Npdyne’s old stand,
219 Greenwich street, corner of Barclay.

•2fcGt* E. H. NOYDNE.
•Johnson A Co*

TMPORTERS, Wholesale Dealer*
JL and Maunfhefurere of PERFUMERY of ever}
description Manufacturers Agents of a puperior
qmolity of Hair Broshes. No. 86 Cedar-street, up
stairs. Jj25An

J • C* Booth A Co*
riASH DRAPERS and TAILORS,

187 Broadway, have received an additional sup-
ply of oholoe Cassimeres Linen Drills and Vestings,
to which tpey would tor!to particular attention. Our
8took now oomnrisea the richest assortment of goods
ever before offored to this olty, and having great fa-
cilities to buying, both here and in foreign markets,
we are enabled to offer them at prioes much lower
than the usual rates.

There are seme who imagine that goods to Broad-
way must be dear, but we wonld assure such persons
that oua prices (at all times low) were never so low
as at the present; and that since our removal, by our
much increased business, we hare been enabled to
reduce our rates, while at the same time, the style
and workmanship of our garments have been very
much improved. We would invite all these persons
to give us a call, and be disabused at once of all sueh
erroneous impressions.

'The Cutting Department is under the supervision
of Mr J. LEE, whose name is a sufficient guarantee
of its being properly and efficiently conducted. jelStf

Fall Fashions*

THE CHEAP HAT AND CAP MANUFACTO-
RY, 72X Bowery, between Walker and Hester

streets, to now ready to serve all who may want a
good and oheap Hat or Cap. Hhving on hand an
entire new stock of Hats and Caps of his own man-
ufacture, he is determined to sell them at a very
small profit. Silk Hats.of the latest fkshions. of
superior quality, from $2,00 to 3,56 ;

and Fur Hals
from 2,50 to 6JX). Children’s Hats of all kinds, ami
the latest patterns. Hats made to order at the
shortest notice. Don’t forget the number, 72bC
Bow«rv. New-York, sign of the BIG HAT.
sept26.1f HENRY SHAW.

Classen’*
~

—

I7A SHIONABLE VISITING
I CARD ESTABLISHMENT. 26 per cent be-
low his usual prioes. A Plato and 60 Cards printed
for 81,50; the best Enamelled Cards printed from
Engraved Plates at 50 cento per peek. A SILVER
DOOR PLATE famished and beautifully engraved
for $3. Engraving for the ,Trade equally low, at
CLLASSEN’d old stand. No. 1 Murray-eireet, ear-

ner of Broadway ndObly
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HAS on bond all »l*e» of Cooking Stores and fix-

turea.all of hi* own manufacture, and of the best

materials. Also. Office and Store Stoves, at the low-

ices. Please calland examine at his Store,
eit cash prices. _
238 Grand, between Christie and Bowery. ol7:3m

Dft Taylor’s Balsam of Liverwort

I
S the only known remedy that can bo depended on

for the cure of Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dys-

pepsia and Asthma*, and for Colds and Coughs, one or

two large doses cares at once. For Spitting of Blood,

Brother Baldwin of Orange Lodge, N. J., was ef

fectually cured four years since by half a bottle, and

through him the Lodge purchased a number of boG

ties. (A liberal discount is made to Lodges.)

Extractjrom Certificatefrom Stoningtou* Conn.

Dear Doc ter,—Feelings of gratitude to you, with

the hope of benefiting some who may have confirmed

. Consumption or Liver Complaint, causa me tosond

Cheap Book-BInderv*
. . you a simple detail of my case. 1 caught a seven

GHATHAM-ST.j cor. of PearL—-The subecn-
1 £0 ,d w g to iny bed. in ^11, over seven

xw ber respectfully informs the public that he is
fnontju.. reduced in flesh some titty pounds

;
I had

bow prepared toxlo every description of Book Bind-
foQp form and break, from each I raised 1

tag in the best manner, and in every vhrmty orstyie,
j

t 0f bloody matter. 1 used Syrups, Balsams

Tills, Losenges, Expectorants, ete., etc., but to n<

I had severe pain in my right side and

W
Regalia at Syracuse.

ILLARD & HAWLEY manufhcfcure all kinds

of Regalia for Lodges and Encampments, to or-

Likewise furnish all the necessary mannings

tor new Lodges. ol7:tf

106

1

Mtrtaal Heaeflt >y
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
JLj No. 11 Wall st. Issued during the month of

Julv L46 new Policies, viz

:

To Merch’teA Traders.54 To Farmers 8c Planters 7

Manufacturers.... 7 Ladies

Mechanics 18 Students 3

Clergymen 8 Clerks 9

Physicians 4

Lawyers 12

Professors 3
Agents V

Cashiers I

Meroberof Congress 5

Sec’y Ins. Co. ...... 1

Other occupations . .. 6

Total ....MG
New policies iss led in thejNew policies issued in the

tng iu v-v .

low for eash. Harper’s Bible handsomely bound, at

various prices. Blank Books ruled and made to or-

der. Music, Periodicals, and Books of every descrip-

ttjx,, bound cheap, and »t

Oddi Fellow*’ Re*ali», Flftiltftd’ift*

T If. fc. E. D STOKES, 194 Market street, Phll-

Manufacturers of REGALIA, SASH-

purpoee. 1 had severe pom in my ngni sine ant

sh oulders; cough was violent night and day
;
no real

but from opiates, and at last was relieved and per

mancntly cured by your Balsam of Liverwort. Du
ring my sickness 1 expectorated full vixLy gallons of

pus or purulent matter. Signed, R. C. HANCOX
Wm. P. Church being sworp, deposes' and says

that Reuben C. Hancox is a man of integrity, on

first quarter of the year.

1846, viz

:

May ......58
June 54

July 77

first quarter of the year,
184G, viz:

May ........207
June 181

July ...146

& KOfe°^OTo^ 1-
trieth

Sworn before W. Ramsay, Com. ol Deeti
CLL

lEy wUI Beware of counterfeits and imitations. See Dr
mmmodatedby wihng at t

t ’ Leeds’ signature to the steel plate engraving around

?„*£%£P
1^rffrom the bottle. Buy at 376 Bowery, or.of the authorized

and ranks in the OMor. Orders from a diaten« at-
[ u towns where there are no Agents^anyand ranks in the Order, Orders

tended to with punctuality and despate
IB wucru VMCIC mi

v

uu njpiH.tu,
Brother, by ! -warding a certificate from his N. G

llavie & Brynsrq paid) can be appointed Agent. Direct to Di

MANUFACTURER OP MASONIC
j

G. J. Leeds, 375 Bowery, New-York. „ o24tf

and ODD FELLOWS’ REGALIA and BAN- o. Breawtpia*, Jewelry, dec.
NERS, No. 2

,
Hart’s Buildings, &ath>»*th ^ A . BRETT, has removed from

ene door above Chesnut street, Philadelphia. It k at
’

, I1PW atjnr- Nfl

Material for Rcgnlla,

T
HE largest stock, and beet assortment of material

for Regalia, in the United States, can be found at

F. W. AW. F. GILLEY’S
DRY-GOODS ESTABLISHMENT,

430 ORAWD-STRBET, R. TV

Scarlet. Green, Blue, Pink, White, Royal Purple,

Fancy Goods : Pocket and Table
Cutlery

;
Razors

;
Scissors : Needles

;
Thimbles

:

Percussion Cape; German Silver wares
;
Plated and

Gilt ware: Fine gold and silver Duple;* Lever. Le-

E
ineoad Verge Watches; Jewelry; Odd F.allows’

Ireast-plns ;
gold, silver, plated and German Sil-

ver Pencil Cases, with and without pens; Steel

Peas
;
gilt, plated, lasting, twist, brocade, jet, japan-

— M . - e4, horn, bone, and other Buttons; shell, ivory, hern,
Gold

,
and Black

,
SUk Velvet'*, Cashmeres, fifermoes,

W(H>d an^ nietal Combe : dressing and traveling
Moreens, Satina aud Silks of every quality. Also, i

poriAble Writing Desks
;
Fan;

;
hair, cloth,

Ml numbers of Satin and Lustring Ribbons. N. B. i ghoe^ tooth, shaving aad other Brushes
;
Sua-

Manufacturers and Merchants supplied. octl0:tf
|

pendersT spoof and skeia Cotton " tfnei Thread:

BOAH.DING
.—Brothers of the Order, who sewing Silk; Hooks and Eyes; Perfum^yof all

are desirous of obtaining a good and comfortable
;

kinds ;
Toilet Snaps

;
hand Mirrors aad

j
Looking-

home, will do well by calling at 26 Greenwich Ave- glasses
;
Beads

;
Head Ornaments

;
and a great

’ jo
octl0*.3t* variety of other goods, especially adapted to the

Spring trade, all of which he offers to the trade ar

moderate prices. mar28tfDancing Academies#

S
HAKSPEARE HOTELoornerof Duane and Wil-

liam streets. Mr. G. Robertson respectfully an-

nounces to his brethren ofthe order, and the public

in general, that his classes are now open at the above

rooms Wednesdays and Saturdays, and at the NOR

Mechanic*)’ Tool**
FULTON STREET. The B«h-

writer keep, ceoetentlir receiving li44 senber keeps constantly receiving large i

tions to his assortment of Mechanics’ Tools,"*7~„ .T . n- riTi . itm-Ti r-T,
1 7 . . »«_ i uuiu w nis u9unu>cui vi nncuawca *****

THERN EXCHANGE, 273 Bleecker street, Tnes-
!
fenerai .Hardware, and respectfully Informs 411

Anna rnw.A Iwtni* in.tni.Hn.i th flea . . . 1 . . «
days and Fridays, for giving instructions In the

various modes of the above accomplishment. Honrs
ofattendance for Ladies, Misses and Masters, from
3 to 6 P. M., Gentlemen from 8 to 10 in the evening.
Mr. R. will have the pleasure of introducing in

his academies a variety of new and fashionable Ball
room and Fanoy Dances, with the graoefhl Redowa
Walts as now danced In the saloons of London an 1

Paris. Private instructions given to papils at any
hour to suit their convenience. Classes at Semina-
ries taught on reasonable terms. Mr. R.’s class at

the Lyoeum, Jersey City, will open on Thursday,
October 1st. Ftfr more particular information please

apply at Mr. R.’s residence and Private Aeademy,
83 Canal street, New York. o3:3m*

Wager’s Air ‘right Cooklug Move.

T
HIS celebrated cooking stove has been used in a
large number of families in this oily, during the

last year, and has given the most perfect satisfac-

tion. For saving fuel, and in all kinds of cooking,
tt eannot be excelled by any other stove. References
will be given to all that wish, and the stove warrant-
ed. The kiibscrilftr would invite all In want ofa good
cooking stove to call and examine this stove, which
will be sufficient to satisfy any one of its superiority
ever all other stoves. Also a new and beautiful pav-

tarn of Cast Iron Gothic Air Tight Parlor Stove, a
sapei ior article, together with stoves for Hallaad of-

toe. For sale at 248 Water st. bv
E. W. M.§26: tf . SAVAGE.

Cash Tailoring* 127 Fulton-strcet,

S
ANFORD, BROTHERS, have just opened an en-
tire new stock of Clothes, Cassimers,and Vestings,

ef every variety and style, which they offer to their
friends and the public at very low prices. W# would
simply say we can suit the moat fastidious as to fits,

style, and workmanship Please eall at 127 Fulton-st
N.B.—Constantly on hand every variety of gen-

tlemen’s oatfitting. MARCUS B. SANFORD,
826:3m* ANSON P. SANFOR D.

JOHNT McNICOL, Stereotyper and
Printer, No. 11 Spruce street, 4th story

wishing to purchase, that he has as good an assort-

ment of goods as any house in the trade,- particu-

larly of the best quality of goods, which he offers at

such prices as be hopes will be satisfactory to all.

Mechanics of all kinds can be supplied with a full

assortment of Goods, most or which abb wab-
bantbd. A fall assortment of Coopers’ Tools,

whieh are all warranted, as are also his best quali-

ties ef Planes, Saws, Files, Chisels, Braces, Bite, etc.

Agent for the sale of MoLaughlin’s Patent Mortis-
ing Machines : also many other hrticles not gene-
rally kept in Hardware or Tool stores. . A large as-

sortment of patterns of the 'celebrated “ Tally Ho*
Rasors, with a printed and certified guaranty ao-

eomp&aying each, an important thing to those who
wish a really good Razor, as the price will be returned
if the razors are not good. Tool Chests furnished
with Tools from eight dollars to one hundrod-ral-
ways kepton hand suitable for mechanics and ama-
teurs. Cut nails and general Hardware at the
lowest market price. HENRY F. FAHtBANK,
aptl ' 44 Fulton st. (between Pearl and Cliff,)N. Y.

Plans Forts, Music& Fancy Goods.
U HOLT, Jr., Agent for L. Gilbert’s Plano Fortes,
\jt Boston, has opened a W re Rooip at 166 Fulton
street, two doors mHof Broadway. A supply nf
Gilberts instruments now on hand. He sells also
Bacons 8c Ravens Pianos and T. Gilbert’s, with the
celebrated Coleman Attachment—a splendid onejust
opened, Bl’k Walnut Case. Parlor Organs, and Se-
raphines. All kinds of Mnsic for the Piano Ac., In-
struction Books for various Instruments, Violins,
Strings,& c. Pianos tuned—Piano StooLdand Covers.
Also, Perfumery, Fanoy and Shaving Soaps, Ex-
traete, Toilet Powder, Ac. sep 12:3m

John oaborne*
\TANUFACTURER of REGALIA,

No. 99 Madison st, N. Y., would state that
he manufactures every description ef Regalia for
Lodges and Encampments, and will be bappy to re-
oeive orders from the Brotherhood, for furnishing
all articles required by the Revised Work.

Whole number of Policies first year 17W

Total policies in 15 months. 223G
KOBT. L. PATTERSON, President-

BENJ. C. MILLER, Secretary.

Jos L. Lord, Agent.
James Stewart, M. D.

;
(No. 621 Broadway

y

Medical Examiner.
^

augl5:tf

State op New York. Secretary’* Officb,
\

Albany, July 24, 1846. \

^PO THE SHERIFF OF THE
1 CITY AND COUNTY OF NEW YORK :

Sir—Notice is hereby given, that at the next Gene-
ral Election, to be held on the Tuesday succeed! n ;

the first Monday of November next, the following
officers are to be elected, to wit; A Hutrfuur »nu
Lieutenant Governor of this Stab

Commissioners, to supply the placer of J mas Earll,

junior, and Stephen Clark, whose terms of service

will expire on the* last day of Deo i fiber next A
Senator for the First Senatorial District, to supply

the vacancy -which will accrue by the ex| iratiun •

:

the term of service of John A. Lott ob the last day

of December next. A Representative in the 30th

Congress of the 'United States, for the Third Con-

gressional District, consisting of the it, 2d, 3-1, 4th,

and 6th Wards of the City of New York. Also, a

Representative In the said Congress f r the Fourth

Congressional District, consisting of the 6th, 7th.

10th and 13th Wardi of said City. AIm. a Her n

sentative in the said Congress for h Con-

gressional District, consisting of the 1 h, 9th and 14th

Wards of said City. And. also a Representativi

the said Congress for the Sixth Congre^iuiial Dis-

trict, consisting of the 11th, 12th, uftby lGtb, 17th

and 18th Wards of said City.

Also the following officers for the said County, to

wit : 16 Members of Assembly, a Shi r

of William Jones, whose term of sei v w 11 - \

.

on the last day of December next A County Clerk

in the plaoe of James Connor, whose term of service

will expire on the last dav of Decern next ;
and a

Coroner in the place of Edmund G. Rawson, wh >

term of service Will expire on the last day of De-

cember next Yours, respeckfti

N. S. BENTON, Secit tary of State.

^Sheriffs Office, New York, August 3d, 1846.

The above is published pursuant to the notice of

the Secretary of State and the requirements ol the

statute in such case made and provided for.

WM. JONES.
Sheriffof the City and County of New York,

fty AH the public newspapers in the County will

publish the above onoe in each week until election,

and then hand in their hills for advertising the

same, so that they may be laid before the Board of

Supervisors, and passed for payment.
. See Revised Statutes, voL 1, ohap. vi., title 3d,

article 3d—part 1st, page 140. au8

Thompson’s Premium Truss?
Improved by J. R. Benja-

min, 13 Beekraan street, is universally

w approved of by the Medical Faculty

and all who use them, as the pressure can be gradu-

ated from one to fifty pounds on the rapture without

a back pad, which does so ranch injury to the spine,

causingweakness and pajn In the back and sides, and

often permanent spinal disease. Six days trial

given, and if not perfectly satisfkctory, money re-

turned. Those sending for this Truss need enly

mention the side raptured, and the distance round

the hip..

Samuel Hammond Sc Co*,
TMPORTERS OF FINE WATCH-
X ES, No. 44 Merchants’ Exchange, 1st door in

William street Have constantly on hand a largo

and valuable assortment of FINE WATCHES of

their own importation, which they are now selling a*

lower prioes (when quality is compared,) than can M
purchased of any dealer in New York. A written

warrantee, in all ceses,will be given to the purchaser.

S. Hammond having attended solely to tbe repaid

tng of Chronometer, Duplex, and other fine Watches,

in the late firm of Benedict & Hammond, will con-

tinue to give hia undivided attention to that branch

of the business, in connection with hia present part-

ner, whose reputation has long been established,

having worked for the last ten years for the trade in

this city. Bi&tl
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LAMENT OVER A MOTHER’S GRAVE.

BT A. S. GARDNEB.

I bemd above thy grave, Mother,
With a throbbing heart and brain,

And the mournful thought conies o’er me,
I shall see thee ne’er again.

I’ve heard thy lost kind word, Mmher,
Iu gentle accents fall

Like the earliest breath of morning.
Like infancy’s first call.

I’ve felt thy last warm kiss, Mother,
Upon my youthful brow,

And, os thy pale lips gave it,

I think I feel it now.

I’ve never known such friend, Mother.,

As thou hast been to me,
I fear my heart will break, Mother,
Whene’er I think of thee.

Before me is thy grave, Mother,
Thy Boy is here alone,

Bent down with speechless sorrow,

To think that thou art gone.

And wilt thou never come, Mother,
To soothe his heaving breast,

To wipe away his falling tears,

And lull his soul to rest ?

I know thou canst not come, Mother,
For ’mid my b i rating sighs

I hear some ange whisper.

Thy home is in the skies.

Then let me como and lie, Mother,
With thee beneath the sod,

My spirit, then set free, Mother,
Shall fly away to God.

Now York, 1846.

2fru> Original Romania

WILFRED MONTRESSOrT
OB,

THE SECRET ORDER OF THE SEVEN.
A ROMANCE OF MYSTERY AND GRIME,

BV THE AUTHOR OF “ FLORENCE DE LACEY, OR THE COQUETTE,” ETC

CHAPTER XXXI.

—

the sick chamber—the secret.
11
1 have just run over to inquire after your health,” said Mrs,

Bamsbottom, as she entered the apartment of Mrs. Williams, om
the following morning, “ and I thought it might be you would
like something palatable and strengthening for the stomach, so I

have brought you a nice custard of my own baking.”
“ You are kind, ma’am,” replied the invalid, slowly and feebly,

“but I have no appetite for food of any kind.”
“ Try a little of it, Mrs. Williams,” rejoined the visiter. “ Jane,

get a saucer and spoon for your mother, and I will persuade her
to eat a part of the custard. Try and force it down. You can’t
live if you don’t eat.”

“ My race is nearly run.”
“ Dou’t say that. Mrs. Williams—the doctor don’t give you up.

I dare say you will get along veiy well yet ifyou don’t fret your-
self to death about your husband.”

Jane Williams turned an imploring look upon the garrulous
mistress of the boarding-house, but in vain.

“ For my part,” continued Mrs. Bamsbottom, “ whenever any
thing goes wrong, I remember the old proverb, * what can’t be
cured must be endured,’ and you may depend upon it there is a
great deal of comfort in that proverb. When dear old Bamsbot-
tom died, I thought it was all over with me. He was taken away
suddenly with a fit of apoplexy you know. I went on dreadful-
ly, till it nigh upon made me sick ; and where was the use of it,

Mrs. Williams 7 It could not bring him back again to this vale of
tears, as parson Thornton calls the city of New-York. So as I

was saying about your husbaud—don’t fret yourself—it’s his first

offense, they say, aud the courts never punish a man very severe-
ly for his first offense.”
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A loud rap was heard at the street door, aud Jane Williams

left the room. 8he returned almost instantly, followed by a young

man, who surveyed the apartment with an expression of wonder

on his handsome features.

“ It is Mr. Tracey, mother,” said the invalid's daughter.

Mrs. Williams glanced quickly toward the new comer.

“ There is some mistake, Jane,” muttered the woman, feebly.

Alfred Tracey advanced toward the bed-side, and said, in a

kindly mauner

:

•* You sent ftu* me yesterday, Mrs. Williams.”

“There is some mistake,” the invalid repeated, more distinct-

ly. “ Is your name Tracey?”
“ It is—Alfred Tracey.”

“ Owen Tracey ?”

“ No, madam. Owen Tracey is my brother.”

“ You reside with him, perhaps ?”

“ I do.”

“ At a glance I perceived that you are not the gentleman to

whom I sent my child. You are a young man, and he. Mr. Owen
Tracey, must be pretty well advanced in years.”

“Over fifty years of age, ma’am,*’ interposed Alfred-Tracey

—

“ a gray-headed man.”
“ I wish to see him,” murmured the invalid.

“ My brother,” said the younger Tracey, “ is actively engaged

in the city every morning, and has little leisure for visiting. If

you are desirous of making any communication to him, I will be

the bearer of it. You appear to be very ill, Mrs. Williams, and

in distressed circumstances ?”

“ Yes, Mr. Tracey,” replied the sick woman, gasping for breath,

“and a dreadful misfortune.”

The tears flowed freely from the sunken .eyes of the invalid.

“ Her husband, poor thing,” said Mrs. Ramsbottom, “ was

taken to jail this morning on a charge of burglary. He has al-

ways borne the character.of an honest man, till he got out of

work and money, and, for my part, I believe there are hundreds

of well-dressed gentlemen in Broadway a great deal worse than

ho is. It isn’t always the biggest rogues who are sent to prison.”

“ The arrest of my husband,” said Mrs. Williams, with a slight

shudder, “ has rendered it necessary for me to devise some mode
of supplying the necessities of my family. In better days, when
poverty was deprived of its bitterness by the absence of want

and crime, I have often heard of the wealth of your brother, Mr.

Owen Tracey. I never envied him, although a large portion of

his estate was bequeathed to him by my father’s will.”

“ Your father?” exclaimed Alfred Tracey.

“ Yes. I am the only daughter of Charles Mountjoy, of the

ancient firm of Mountjoy and Tracey. At his death, my father left

nearly all his property to his junior partner, Mr. Tracey, and cut

me off with a mere pittance/’

“ I have it,” muttered the younger Tracey, inaudibly ;
“ the

mystery of the forged will is revealed.”

“ The pittance which my father bequeathed me,” continued

the invalid, “ was soon exhausted. I incurred the serioas dis-

pleasure of my relatives by my marriage with Mr. Williams, and

have had no intercourse with them during many years. I have

never complained, nor do I complain now, of my father’s deter-

mination or the good fortune of your brother. But in this hour

of poverty and distress, I resolved to apply to Mr. Tracey for re-

lief in preference to the distant relatives of my own family, who
have treated me so harshly. Will you inform him that the daugh-

ter of Charles Mountjoy is nigh unto death, and that her family

is suffering for the common necessaries of life ?*’

“ Without fail, Mrs. Williams,” replied Alfred Tracey. “ In

the meantime you will suffer me, on my brother’s behalf, to ten-

der you a small Bum for the relief of your most pressing wants.”

Tho young man placed a bank note on the wooden table near

the bed-side of the emaciated invalid.

He was rewarded by a glanco from Mrs. Williams, which be-,

spoke the grateful feelings of her heart.

Alfred Tracey passed slowly along the crowded streets, ab-

sorbed in reflection. The interview with Mrs*. Williams had ex-

cited no real sympathy or true benevoleuce of feeling. His pre-

dominant emotions were those of exultation at the discovery of

a trace of the secret guilt of Owen Tracey. And his mind was
chiefly occupied in devising the best means of rendering the in-

formation, which he had obtained, subservient to bis selfishness

and malice.

On arriving at his brother’s residence, the young man proceed-

ed immediately to the library. Mrs. Tracey was engaged in

writing a letter to a friend, but she received him with a gracious

smile, and put aside her writing materials.

The countenance of Alfred Tracey retained a grave seriousness

of expression.
“ What now, Alfred ?” said the lady, with a look of wonder.

“ You are grave and thoughtful this morning.”

“ Does it appear strange to you?” inquired the young man,

earnestly. “ Am I usually gay and frivolous, or if I am, are you

insensible that beneath the surface lie intense feelings, strong

passions, wild, perhaps unavailing, desires; and that mirth and

nonsense are the outside garments which I wear to disguise my-
self from the eyes of the world ?”

“ And wherefore ?”

“ Because,” replied Alfred Tracey, with a fervid glance, “ I am
haughty and contemptuous toward the mass, and have no wish

to be understood and appreciated, except by those whom I es-

teem and love.”

“You astonish me more and more by your sentiments and ac-

tions. Of late you seem to be a different being from your former

self, nor do I possess the key to your apparent change of char-

acter.”

* And yet ’* the young man suddenly checked himself.

After a moment’s pause, he continued, in an altered tone:

“ My thoughtfulness will not excite your wonder when I assure

you that I have just returned from a scene of extreme poverty

and destitution. One, too, in Which all of us—I refer to Owen,
you and myself—are directly or iudirectly concerned.”

“ Speak plainly, Alfred.”

Taking a seat near the table, Alfred Tracey remained silent

and thoughtful during several minutes. At length he said, with

some feeling:

“ You will excuse my hesitation, Mrs. Tracey, when you learn

its cause. The nature of the secret in my possession, the manner
in which I acquired the knowledge of it, the conversation which

occurred between us yesterday, combine to render uncertain the

course which I ought to pursue. But you desire me to speak

plainly, and I will obey you.

“ On a stormy day, in the month of January last, I entered my
brother Owen’s sitting apartment to obtain a few sheets of

writing paper. He was in his arm-chair, asleep, with his arms
resting upon the top of the writing desk, and his head reposing

quietly on his folded arms. As I approached the desk, be was
muttering, indistinctly, in his sleep. I stood motionless a few
seconds, ami was startled at hearing him repeat, several times,
‘ I forged Ae will—I forged the wilt’ These words made a pro-

found impression on my mind ; but I have never obtained a clue

to* them until my adventure this morning. I was passing an old

wooden house, in Orange street, when a young girl implored

me to visit her mother. Yielding to a sudden impulse of sym-
pathy, I followed the girl up stairs, and was ushered into a small

chamber, meanly furnished, yet neat and cleanly in its appear-

ance. A middle aged woman, emaciated by disease, was lying

upon a coarse bed, attended only by one of her neighbors.

Weak and feeble as she was, I entered into conversation with

her. She told me that her maiden name was. Mountjoy ; that

her father, long since deceased, was Charles Mountjoy, the head
of the old firm of Mountjoy and Tracey ; that she was disin-

herited by his will, and that the bulk of bis estate was be-

queathed to bis partner, Owen Tracey ; that she had incurred,

the displeasure of her relatives, by marrying a poor man of the
name of Williams; that of late years her husband’s affairs had
become more aud more desperate, until he bad been driven to

the commission of crime ; that he was now in the hands of the
officers of the law, and that her family was in danger of starva-

tion ; that in her extremity she had applied to Owen Tracey for

assistance, on the ground of her relationship to Charles Mount-
joy, but without success ; and that the only resoarce for herself

and her family, was in the charity of strangers. At the conclu-

sion of her narrative, I gave her a small sum of money, and pro-

mised to seo her again. The woman is not an impostor, Mrs.

Tracey ; and her disclosures have made a deep impression upon
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me. As often as I think of the large bequest which my brother,

Owen, received on the death of his partner, Charles Mountjoy,

the words, * I forged the vrill,’ sound in my ears.”
44 Did my husband,” inquired Mrs. Tracey, “ did Mr. Tracey

really inherit the property of Charles Mountjoy ?*’

"He did. He succeeded to the business of Mountjoy and

Tracey, and inherited, by will, the entire stock in trade, ships,

merchandise—every thing belonging to the firm. Has he never

told you this ?”

44 Never.”
“ I have known it from childhood ; but I never knew, till to-

day, that Mr. Mountjoy had disinherited his helpless daughter,

from an unaccountable dislike, or the desire of doubling my bro-

ther Owen’s wealth. Have I not unraveled a dreadful mystery f

I reveal my suspicions to you because, in my judgment, they

approach to certainty, and because you are deeply interested in

palliating the terrible consequences of Owen’s guilt.”

Mr$. Tracey listened to the young man with a calm, serene

countenance, which manifested neither her convictions nor her
emotions. As he [concluded, she looked stedfastly at him, and
gravely inquired

:

“ Are these your only motives, Alfred ?”

“ No,” exclaimed Alfred Tracey, impetuously. 44 I seek also

to fathom the stale of your feelings toward my brother, and the

cause of your mysterious connection with him. You are neither

cold, nor selfish, nor thoughtless, whatever gossips and slander-

ers may insinuate or assert; and yet Owen and you are so oppo-

site in character, in sentiment, in tastes and pursuits, that I am
unahle to account for your marriage. Of this, however, I am
fully convinced

:
you cannot, do not, love him.”

Mrs. Tracey buret into tears.
44 Pardon me, my sister,” said Alfred Tracey, kneeling to his

brother’s wife ;

44 my sympathy for you has betrayed me into

an indiscretion which I deeply regret.”
44 Rise, Alfred,” said the lady, assuming her usual composure

of manner. 44 You have transgressed my commands
;
you have

wounded my self-respect.”
44 Pardon me,” repeated the young man, penitently.
44 On one condition,” said Mrs. Tracey, seriously. 11 You must

promise to abstain entirely from such inquiries, or all intercourse

as friends, must cease between us.”

“ I promise.”
44 An infraction of this pledge will render us strangers to each

other.*’
44 I promise. Have you forgiven me wholly ?”

Mrs. Tracey extended her hand, which the young man pressed

reverently to his lips.

Both remained silent and thoughtful for a considerable space

of time.

At length Mrs. Tracey remarked, in a tone of decision

:

44 The necessities of Mrs. Williams and her family must be

promptly relieved.”
44 Will you commission me to act as the almoner of your

bounty T”
41 No, Alfred. I shall visit her myself.”

The countenance of Alfred Tracey brightened at this an-

nouncement, and he exclaimed eagerly

:

41 Will you, Mrs. Tracey ? You are truly generous.”

44 It is my duty to minister to the wants of this poor family,”

aid the lady ;

44 but in order to spare the feelings of my husband,

I will perform the duty secretly. Give me their address, Al-

fred.”
44 1 have it not,” replied the young man. 4< The house is in

Orange street I forget the number. I will accompany you

thither, whenever you are ready to go.”
44 To-day, then—after dinner.”
44 1 shall be engaged until nightfall, Mrs. Tracey. But the

evening will be deliciously warm and pleasant, and the time al-

together suitable for your purpose.”
44 This evening, Alfred.”

A servant opened the door of the library, and presented a card

to Mrs. Tracey.
44 Mrs. Willoughby,” said Mrs. Tracoy, looking at the card.
44 The lady refuses to alight,” said the servant, bowing respect-

fully, 44 and awaits you in her carriage.”

Mrs. Tracey consulted her watch, and turning t6 Alfred Tra-
cey, remarked

:

44
It is eleven o’clock—the hour proposed yesterday, at Mrs.

Willoughby’s, to visit the National Academy of Design.”
A quarter of an hour afterward, Mrs. Willoughby and Mrs.

Tracey, attended by Frederick Willoughby and Alfred Traoey,
were slowly parading the suite of rooms, in Broadway, devoted
to the annual exhibitions of the Academy. Portraits, landscapes,
historical and imaginative pictures, miniatures—painted in oil and
water colors—mounted in frames beautifully carved and gilded,

studded the walls. These paintings, from the studios of a vast

number of American artists, were of diversified excellence ; a
few, only, exhibiting the marks of great original genius.

Mrs. Willoughby and her friends were discussing the merits of
a magnificent landscape, by Cole, as a party of visiters—among
whom were Doctor Everard, his daughter Helen, and Wilfred

Montressor—entered the saloon.
44 Yonder is a beautiful creature,” said Mrs. Willoughby, in a

low voice to her son. 44 She is evidently bewitching our friend

Montressor. Do you recognize her, Frederick ?”

Frederick Willoughby turned toward the advancing group and
,a flush of pleasurable emotion spread over his handsome features

as he beheld the radiant countenance of the maiden. 44 It is

Helen Everard, dear mother,’’ replied the young man, * 4 and the

grave, dignified gentleman on her left is her father, Doctor Ever-
ard. Did I not tell you of the pleasant evening I passed at his

house not long since, and of the game of chess I played with Miss
Everard?”

The sudden, involuntary emotion of Frederick Willoughby had
not escaped the watchful eyes of his mother.

44 Be careful, Frederick,” said Mrs. Willoughby, with a smile;
44 chess is a dangerous game to play with a young and beautiful

woman.”
This remark, spoken in a more elevated tone ofvoice, reached

the ears of Mrs. Tracey.
44 You have betrayed yourselves,” said Mrs. Tracey. 44 1 im-

agined that you were discussing the merits of a landscape.”

As Mrs. Tracey uttered these words, she encountered suddenly
the stern, unwavering glance of the traveler, Wilfred Montressor.

She returned his glance fearlessly, qnd bowed slightly in token
of recognition.

The groups of visiters mingled together, and salutations were
interchanged between such of them as were known to each
other.

In the midst of the temporary confusion, arising from this

cause, Alfred Tracey whispered to Mrs. Tracey :

44 1 have business with Messrs. Barstow and Rodman at twelve
o’clock, and shall be compelled to entrust you to the matronly

[

care of Mrs. Willoughby. Do not forget your appointment with

me for this evening.”

Within a foot of Alfred Tracey stood Wilfred Montressor, re-

clining against one of the columns which supported the ceiling

of the large saloon.

The significant whisper of the young man was overheird by
the traveler.

CHAPTER XXXII.

THE COUNSELOR—THE BURGLAR’S RJECEPTION.

On the same morning, at a few minutes past ten o’clock, James
Fogle slowly mounted the broad steps leading to the main en-

trance of the Egyptian Tombs. Near the top of the steps, in a
lounging attitude, stood a person of mediam stature, and thin,

sharp, contracted features. His small, gray eyes—his retreating

forehead—his nose sharp pointed, a&d slightly booked—his large

mouth, filled with white, projecting teeth—as well as his gene-

ral bearing—were outward indications of the impudence, cun-

ning, and selfishuesa of his character. ‘He wore a black, seedy

coat, white linen pantaloons, buckskin shoes, and a beaver hat,

rather the worse from age and bad usage.
44 Anything stirring to-day, Counselor Tiffen ?” inquired James

Fogle, as he approached the lounger, and was greeted by a slight

nod of recognition.
44 Only a single habeas corpus, this morning,” replied Counsel-

or Tiffen, robbing the palms of his hands gently together.
“ You are at leisure, then ?’*
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•« As idle and lazy, Fogle, as a black-snake on a summer’s

morning.”
44 I have a client for you.”

The gray eyes of Counselor Tiffen grew brighter, as James

Fogle uttered these words ;
and when, in token of his sincerity,

he thrust a bank-note, of the denomination of ten dollars, into the

hands of the counselor, the entire features of the tombs lawyer

sparkled With animation.
“ Mr. Fogle,” said the counselor, in smooth, liquid tones, “I

shall be extremely happy to serve you, or any friend of yours.”

“ It is not a personal affair,” replied Fogle. 44 The fee which I

have given you is on behalf of a man named Williams, who was

arrested, a day or two since, in the act of committing a burglary.”

« Is be here 7” inquired Counselor Tiffen, pointing the fure-fiu-

ger of his right band toward the entrance of the prison.

44 He is,” replied Fogle, drily.

<» Has be plenty of the rags!” continued the counselor, with a

peculiar flatter of the bank-note he had received from James

Fogle.
* 4 A green band,” said the other, in a slightly contemptuous

tone, 44 as I have heard, compelled, by his necessities, to choose

between a desperate venture and the alms-house !”

44 His name, Fogle 7”

41 Andrew Williams.”
,4 Poor!” exclaimed the counselor, glancing from the bank-

note toward James Fogle; 44 poor, and taken in the act! I am
afraid there is but little chance for him.”

'* The man has friends, who are willing to assist him, but do

not want to be known in the business.”
44 This money comes from them 7”

44 Exactly.”
44 That puts another face on the matter,” said the counselor,

winking at Fogle. 44 A great deal can be done with money, in

this region.
44 As I

”

44 As you happen to know,” interposed the counselor. 41 It is

pleasant to be employed by a client, Mr. Fogle, who has the

means of success at his command. There is scope for invention,

for manceuvering, for an ingenious display of tactics.”

44 Money will not be wanting, in this case,” remarked Fogle

;

44 but I have not alluded, as yet, to the services expected ofyou.”
44 Deficient in testimony, eh 7”

44 Williams was arrested by the policemen, in the very act, and

nothing can save him on the day of trial. The poor devil has a

sick wife and two or three starving brats at home, and is contin-

ually in the dumps about them. Can’t you get him out on bail 7

that’s the question.”
44 Easy enough. Let one of his friends come forward—bail

won’t be more than a thousand dollars.”

44 1 tell you, Tiffen, that you are to manage the whole busi-

ness. Your acquaintance with people of property is extensive.

Can’t you find some responsible person to give the bail required

by the court, for a trifling consideration 7”

44 You are a sly fellow,” replid the counselor, punching Fogle

once or twice in the ribs; 4
‘ there is no use in attempting to mys-

tify you. I know precisely what you are after, and I can ac-

complish it; but ten dollars won’t do.”
44 A retaining fee, counselor. As for the rest, 4 no care, no pay.’

Procure the bail for Williams, and I have twenty-five dollars

more, in my wallet, which shall be yours.”
44 If any man in the city can do it, I can,” replied Counselor

Tiffen. 44 1 will seo the prisoner, this morning, and make the

necessary arrangements. Before three o'clock, he shall be at

liberty.” *
44 If you want me,” said James Fogle, 44

call at Marvin’s, tow-
ard evening, and you will hear of me.”

44 1 say, Fogle,” exclaimed the counselor, as the thief descend-
ed the granite steps.

44 Well.”
44 Twenty-five dollars 7”

Fogle nodded significantly.

The counselor hummed his favorite air, 44 Molly put the kettle

on,” and followed, with his eyee, the unattractive figure of James
Fogle until he disappeared on turning the corner of Leonard-st.
At two o’clock of the afternoon, Counselor Tiffen presented
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himself before police-justice Drinker, at the Center-street police

office.

44 1 appear before your Honor,” said the counselor, gravely,
44 in behalf of my client, Andrew Williams, detained in the city

prison by virtue of a warrant of committal issued from this of-

fice. The prisoner applies, through his counsel, for admission

to bail.”

At tbe request of Tiffen, an officer was dispatched to conduct

the prisoner from tbe jail into the presence of the magistrate.

The countenance of Andrew Williams, as he entered the room

in the custody of the officer, was downcast and anxious. His

eyes turned, with a momentary gleam of hope, on the person of

Counselor Tiffen, but his imploring glance received no encoura-

ging response, and his aspect became as despairing and hopeless

as before.
4< This man, Williams, is committed for burglary, and for aiding

and abetting in an atrocious assault upon an officer in the dis-

charge of bis duly. Serious offenses these, Mr. Tiffen.”
44 Policeman Jones will satisfy your Honor that Holmes is but

sligbtly wounded,” said the counselor. 44 The fact is, that this

unfortunate criminal, under the pressure of absolute want, was
induced by the notorious burglar, Hugh Simonson, to engage in

the dangerous enterprise of breaking into and robbing a private

mansion. Ho has always been esteemed an honest, industrious

man, and has supported himself and bis family by the labor of

his hands. His wife is now lying dangerously sick, and he is

naturally very anxious to return to bis homo, if only for a few
days. I trust that your Honor will view his application favora-

bly, and admit him to bail in a moderate amount—such as may
reasonably be demanded from a poor and almost friendless

man.”
44 Have you any property, Williams, any real property 7” asked

the magistrate, in a loud, authoritative manner.

The prisoner stared wildly at the justice, as if he scarcely com-
prehended the question.

44 He has none,” said Counselor Tiffen ;

44 the man is exceed-

ingly poor.”

The magistrate reflected a few moments, and said, in a tone of
decision, addressing Tiffen

:

44 The prisoner is admitted to bail, on his personal recognizance

in the sum of five hundred dollars, and on the recognizance of a
good and respectable freeholder, a citizen of this State, in the
like amount.”

The counselor bowed respectfully to the magistrate, and turn-

ing upon his chair, winked significantly at a plainly dressed man
who sat behind him on a bench, in company with half a dozen
spectators.

44 Is your bail present, Williams 7” inquired tbe justice.

Counselor Tiffen conversed with Andrew Williams, in a low-

voice, for a second or two, and then said, aloud

:

44 John Hickley ”

44 Here,” said the man on the spectator’s bench, to whom the
glance of Counselor Tiffen had been previously directed. As he
spoke, he rose from his seat, aud advanced several steps toward
the justice.

44 What is his name, Mr. Tiffen.”
41 John Hickley.”
44 Are you a freeholder, Mr. Hickley 7”

44
1 am.”

44 Where is your property situated 7”

44 In Ulster county. I have a deed for sixty acres of good farm-
ing land in that county.”

.

44 What is its value, Mr. Hickley.”
44 1 have refused a thousand dollars for it this morning,” replied

the man, glancing at Counselor Tiffen.
44 Have you no property in tbe city of New-York?”
44 None, your Honor, except my household furniture.”
14

1 have no knowledge of this man,” said the magistrate, ad-
dressing the lawyer. 44 His answers are likely enough true, but
there are great complaints in regard to bailing prisoners, aud I
prefer that you should offer another person as bail.'

4

44 Your Honor will recollect that the prisoner is, as I have
stated, a poor and almost friendless man. It has not been with-
out extreme difficulty that Mr. Hickley has been induced to
come forward, and I know not to whom beside we can apply-.
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1 am ready to roach personally for the respectable standing of

Mr. Hickley.”
14 Do you know any thing of his circumstances ?”

44 Nothing except what he has related to me.”
44 Mr. Hickley, are you willing to swear to the truth of the an-

swers you have given to the questions heretofore propounded
by me ?'*

The man hesitated an instant, and looked inquiringly toward
Counselor Tiffen.

44 Of course he will,” said Tiffen, with total unconcern. 44
It

can do the man no harm to swear to the truth.”

The oath was administered—the recognizances were filled up
and duly executed.

44 You can go about your business, Williams,” said the magis-

trate; 44 your business is settled.”
44 Merciful God,” exclaimed the prisoner, starting to his feet,

44 am I free to go hornet”
44 Whenever you will,” said Counselor Tiffen, taking Andrew

Williams aside. “ Only remember this, that you must appear
before the C6urt of Sessions at the time named in your recogniz-

ance or Mr. Hickley will be mulcted in the sum of five hundred
dollars.”

44
1 shall forget nothing, Mr. Tiffen. A thousand, thousand I

thanks.”
44 Don't make a fuss, Williams,” said the Counselor, with a

alight carl of the lip.
44 Go away quietly, and mind what I have

told you.”

His temporary release from prison removed a load of misery

from the heart of Andrew Williams. As he reached the open
street and beheld the dingy buildings, the crowd of passers-by,

and the bright sunlight, he could not refrain from an exclamation

ofjoy. But bis thoughts reverted instantly to the humbio abode
of h :B wife and children. He hastened homeward, running some-
times at fall speed.

On arriving at the entrance of his residence he cautiously

opened the front door and stole softly up stairs. The door of his

wife's apartment was ajar. She was speaking in a low, feeble

voice. He listened.
44

1 am anxious about your father, Jane,” were the first words
he heard distinctly. 44 He will suffer terribly from anxiety and
remorse. You must go to the prison and see him. They will

not refuse you admission to him if you claim the privileges of a

daughter. Do not reproach him, Jane, by word or look. Speak
kindly to him—comfort him—relieve him of all needless fears

on my account—tell him that I love him vet. and remember him
continually in my prayers.”

Overcome by his feelings, Andrew Williams rushed into the ,

chamber sobbing like a child.

The invalid turned toward the door, half raised herself in the

bed, and extending her emaciated hands, shrieked joyfully

:

44 My husband

Andrew Willia ns caughthis wife in his arms and pressed her

to bis heart with a tender, agonizing embrace.

Her head drooped on his bosom.

Many hours of her life had passed iu sadness and bitterness of

spirit, but her last moment was a moment ofjoy.

The husband and daughter mingled their tears together.

For Killing Rats and Mice.

—

^Old corks,” says a correspon-

dent 44 sliced as thin as possible, and fried in the fat, butter, or

gravy, left in the pan after meat has been cooked in it, was recom-
mended to me by ah able chemist, who assured me, that at one
time when his premises were infested with numerous rats, he
tried all the poisons he could think of in vain, when the fried

cork did the business effectually, and he saw no more of them.
J am applying the corks at this moment in my farm buildings
to destroy mice, and they diminish daily.” Iu some instances

brown paper so treated will have the same effect.

Matrimony may, without much voilence, be likened to cer-

tain stock trauBQctions : for the highest profit derived from it, in

numerous instances, is the fee to the church in the one case, and
to the broker in the other. It may also be likened to quack
medicine, for some pretend that it is a specific foi all the ailments
incident to humanity ; though it is thus essentially an empirical
prescription, still it is an excellent fhedicine for young men troub-
led with an over-amount of self-conceit, for it either corrects the
evil or renders it ao throughly incurable, that the victim is thence-
forth shunned as one would a mad dog.—My Note-Book.

9i)e Ccgcntarg.

THE CASTLE OF ZOHAWK.
Captain Burslkm has just issued a* very interesting work

containing the narrative of bis travels in Toorkfsthan. Among
his wanderings, the Captain visited the ruinous castle of Zohawk,
44 situated on a hill commanding the high road from Toarkisthan,
over the Irak and Kalloo passes and this circumstance enables
him to give us a tery tragical story, unfortunately too character-
islic of Mohammedan doings. The structure in question, so in-

timately connected with melancholy associations, derives its

name, we are told, from Zohawk Khan, a robber chief, who
flourished centuries ago. He was not its founder; but bis long
residence there, with a numerous and lawless band, gave it a
notoriety, dreadful even in Asiatic annals. This man had been
a Turkoman slave ; but his genius investing him with an ascend-
ancy over others of the 6amo class, he organized a determined
band, whose first act was. to murder their masters. At the head
of these ruffians, he left the country; plundered the people
wherever he came, and committed many atrocities,—until he
peached the neighborhood of the castle which bears bis name.
The owner of tliis fortress was an old chieftain, who had form-
erly been a kind master to Zohawk’s parents ; but claims like

that were nothing to the latter.

Captain Burslem says, 44 Regardless of the memory of past
kindness, the ruffiua determined to possess himself of that place,

and uuder the pretence of craving the hospitality of the rightful

owner, introduced himself and fellow villains into the fortifica-

tion. In the dead of the night according to a preconcerted plan,

the robbers rose from their place of rest, and stealing to the
sleeping apartment of the chieftain, murdered him; the affright-

ed gamson craved for life, and one after another were placed in
irons to be disposed of as slaves. The freebooter, now master
of the fortress, assumed the title of Khan, and commepoadlhat
career of ruthless cruelty and depravity which, mor0*$jp*jBiy
thing else, causes his name to be remembered and his memory
cursed by the present inhabitants of the neighborhood. The
government of the self-styled Kban was a reign of terror, and
many were the nameless atrocities committed within the walls
of the castle. He had, however, one confidant, whom he be-
lieved faithful, but who, from interested motives, submitted to

the savage passions of his master, and being the chief eunuch of
the harem, had great influence in that department. It was the
custom of Zohawk Khan to choose the autumn of the year for

the season of his predatory excursions ; and it happened that,

while absent with the flower of his ferce on one of these death-
dealing expeditions, a conspiracy was set on foot, the principal
agitor being the eunuch of the seraglio. It was determined that

on the evening when the chieftain was expected to retain, a
general feast should be given to those remaining at home, with
the double view of rendering the men who had not joined in the
conspiracy incapable from the effects of debauchery in siding

with Zohawk, and of exasperating the ferocious chieftain, who
was known he averse to any revelry during his absence. The
favorite wife rummoned all the harem to a feast, while a copious
allowance oi' intoxicating liquor was served out to the minor
portion of the gan Ison. The wine soon produced the required

|

effect, and in the midst of the revelry and uproar the Khan ap-
1

penred at the castle gate, and without inquiring the cause of the

I

tumult, instantly proceeded to the liorem, and lifting the Purdah,
stood in the presence of liis wives. 44 What is this ?” said he,
glancing savagely round. 44 We expected your return,.and have
prepared a feast to welcome you,” was the ironical reply of the
favorite wife, who at the same time trembling in her limbs scarce

dared to face the enraged tyrant. 44 It is a lie, offspring of a
Kafir

;
you shall pay the penalty of your disobedience of my or-

ders. Here, Saleh, take her and throw her over the battlements
into tho river ;” but ere the reluctant etinuch could enforce the
cruel mandate, the woman raised her hand, and with a small

dagger pierced herself to the heart. Unmoved by her tragic

late, Zohawk instantly commanded that four of the other women
should be dealt with iu the same way, and seeing the eunuch
hesitate, drew his Persian blade aud rushed at him ; but ere the

sword fell, the knife of Saleh was sheathed in the ruffian's

breast.

The news of his death spread rapidly through the castle;

then followed the strife of war. The Khan's party, though in

number nearly double that of Saleh, were wearied with their

recent foray, and after a desperate conflict of three hours, they
were driven ipto one of the wings of the castle, and butchered

to a roan. Blood flowed iu almost every apartment ;
broken

swords, daggers, aud matchlocks lay in all directions, showing

how terrible the strife had been. And now, when Zohawk s

party had been exterminated, a murmuring arose among the vic-

tors as to who should be the chief, and Saleh, perceiving that he

should gain nothing for the exertions he had made, demanded
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permission to leave the castle, and taking with him as his whole
share of booty his sister, who was an inmate of the harem. His

terms were immediately complied with, and the wary eunuch
lost no time in quitting the scene of blood. Those remaining

agreed to defer the election of a chief till they had refreshed

themselves after their labors : in the heat of intoxication blood

again flowed, and after passing the whole night in driuking

and fighting, morning appeared to eighteen survivors of the

fray. Each still claimed for himself the chieftainship, and while

Btill wrangling on the subject, one of the wounded partisans of

Saleh, unperceived by tne drunkards, secreted a large bag of

powder in the room, and igniting it by a train with his slow
match, crawled ont of the castle. The explosion was terrific

;

down toppled tower and bastion, enveloping in their ruins the

remainder of the garrison, and the castle was in a few moments
reduced to the shapeless mass which it now presents. The
wounded author of the catastrophe alone escaped ; but the know-
ledge of his crimes prevented him from returning to his country,

and he wandered for many years about the blackened walls, the

terror of the neighborhood, who considered him an evil spirit.

He subsisted on herbs growing on the adjacent mountains, till

at last he disappeared no one anew where. Since that period,

the fortress has never been the resting-place of the traveler or

the haunt of the freebooter.

JH'tacellanta.

NIGHT
Leaning on Darkness, Night, with noiseless foot,

Glides onward, like a Vampyre from his tomb,
Through the damp cloisters of the East; her plume

The raven-winged Clouds ; her rustling suit

Of dewy drapery, the Winds that hoot
And nap all blackening round the formless gloom
Of her approach ; while, quickening in her womb,

Lurk Murder’s and Adultery’s guilty fruit

;

E’en yon blue Argus with his thousand eyes

—

Yon huge unslumbering creature of the gods

—

Yon sky—upon his weary watch-tower nods

;

While Earth in drowsy stilfness darkling lies

;

And till Morn *4 roseate banners wave unfurled,

All good things sleep, all ill things roam the world.
Gowea’s Poems.

e storm is

The Swallow.—Most persons accustomed to walk in the

country have experienced the torment produced by insects fly-

ing into the eye, and the difficulty of extracting these little per-

secutors. Such insects are principally of one kind, and so

small that we are unable to avoid their sudden darts, while their

sharp spiky members lacerate the tender eyes. But these are

just the insects most sought by the chimney-swallow,
this family of birds. Frequently, this member of

nidae may be seen high in the an* pursuing as
'

which rises in fine weather to immense eleval

look up into the clear blue sky, we may sup[

aerial space, that life moves not in these clou
we are wrong, as great numbers of insects a

live in these altitudes as fish to exist in the riv<

the pursuit of such high-soaring insects the swal
our eyes are unable to detect its form. But when
gathering, and murky clouds conceal the sun’s brightness, the
insect swarms descend, and the swallow likewise follows their

descent. Hence, the low flight of these birds is supposed to in-

dicate the approach of wet weather or storms ; and their higher
ranges, the continuance of fine weather. This opinion is often

true; but the swallow’s low flight does not always precede low-
ering weather,being often caused by the little elevation at which
some insects float. As the swallow is entirely insectivorous, it

renders important services by destroying vast quantities of in-

sects, which, if allowed to increase without check, would prove
a source of most grievous annoyance to man. Thus, when swal-
lows have been destroyod in the neighborhood of hop-grounds
and orchards, great injury has resulted to the crops from insect
blights. There are myriads of small and active insects, which
few birds can destroy, except the swallow, which is alone able
to continue the pursuit, through the most rapid and serpentine
windings. Some hundreds of insects are probably destroyed
every day by a pair of these birds ; the annual number consumed
by all the swallows must therefore be incalculable. A year with-
out swallows would bring upon our fields and gardens a plague
like that of Egypt. Let us, therefore, rejoice in the appearance
of these beautiful birds, the habits of which are so interesting,
and full of advantage to mankind. The many hours which these
birds continue on the wing, and the rapidity of their flight,
cause them to pass over immense spaces during their lives.
Wilson makes a calculation, which gives eighty-nine times the

circumference of the globe, as the space passed over by a swal-
low in ten years, to which period most of these birds live. He
supposes the flight to equal one mile a minute, and that the swal-
low is on the wing for ten hours out of every twenty-four. This,
in ten years, gives 2,190,000 miles, about eiehty-nine times the
circumference of the earth ; a distance which, perhaps, no crea-
ture except a swallow ever passes over. Motion is a law of life

in most of its forms, but such motion is peculiar to these bright
and happy living things. It is often remarked that nothing in
the universe of life presents us with unalloyed ease ; the swallow
is no exception to this wide law. It might be imagined that
those purplish-colored, merry and twittering creatures must be
without the least degree of pain. We naturally connect such
elasticity with joyousness of life. That such is the main charac-
ter of the swallow’s existence, cannot be denied. Where, then,
is the pain ! It is found in the multitude of insects which cling
to the close plumage of the swallow, and which its rapid and
almost incessant flying cannot shake off. Beneath those beauti-
fully-tinted feathers, glowing like rainbow hues in the sunlight,

lurk the plagues of the swallow’s life. Such insects are not
found in the bird when it reaches our island

; but the warmth of
the nest, and the close places in which the swallow often builds,

soon develope the annoyance; and the chimney-swallow appears
to suffer most. So grievous is the infliction, that* the bird is re-

duced to an almost helpless state, and has then been caught by
persons who have found the feathers laden with a large insect,

called by some CetUerina Hirvndinis, or by others the Hippo-
bosea Hirvndinis. The long period during which the young
continue in the nest before flight, may cause this evil, by render-
ing the nests foul, and so favoring the development of these
troublesome insects.

Dog Breaking.

—

A lady bad a favorite large fat pet spaniel ;

this dog would not have been prevented jumping on any chair
he liked, but he took a fancy to a very splendid one, covered
with very beautifully worked satin ; he could not be kept out
of this, if left for a moment in the room by himself

; he was off"

in a moment if he heard any one coming, but on their leaving,

up he was again. This chair was generally covered with a
white net. I undertook to cure him of this, promising not to

beat him. 1 took away the satin cushion, and under the white
net I placed some regular old strong furze. I watched unseen t

up my gentleman was in a moment, but down he was much
quicker, and set up a yelping that I knew would bring his mis-

tress down in a minute. “ Poor Rover!” said I, “ I think another
lesson will about do.for you so I gave him a toss on his side on
my newly invented patent anti-comfortable cushion, he bolted

off out of the room, nearly knocked down his mistress at the
door, who then flew after him into the garden. I made my es-

cape, having first the precaution to desire the servant to tell hia

mistress, with my compliments, not to sit on Rover’s chair. She
passed my house the next day, and shook her finger at me, show-
ing me Rover’s head at the carriage window. He would not
even look at the anti-comfortable chair agaqp

The Center of the Universe.—Dr. Maeder of the Dorpat Ob-
servatory in Russia, announces the discovery of the grand central
star or sun around which our sunwith all its planets and the other
suns with theirs, if they have ^py, revolve. It is the star Al-
cyone one of the Pleiades It has long been known to Astrono-
mers that the fixed stars have a proper motion. Guided by the
observations of the elder Herscintf as to the figure of that stra-
tum of stars to which our sun belongs, Dr. Mseaer has been led
to seek for a star which would fulfil the conditions required by
the observed motions as a center, and has satisfied himself that
the center of motion is in the Pleiades, and that the star Alcyone
fulfils the conditions better than any other.

But the motions of the fixed stars are so exceedingly 6low,
and the revolution of our tun, if it takes place at all, occupies so
vast a lapse of time, it must take many thousands of years, be-
fore Dr. Maeder’s theory can be verified by actual observation.
According to his rough approximation, the distance of the great
center is thirty-four million times that of the sun, and the time of
the sun’s revolution is 18,200,000 years. Light, traveling at the
rate of twelve millions of miles per minute, would be five hun-
dred and thirty-seven years coming from the great center.—
Chronotype.

A celebrated English poet once advertised that he would sup-
ply “ Lines for any Occasion.” A fisherman sought him shortly
after, and wanted a line strong enough to catch a porpoise ! The
poetic artist was nonplussed. ^

It is a strange thing, but true nevertheless, that a lover iiufcat
easily influenced by the woman who does not care for him ; she
is disturbed by no fears or doubts ; fretted by no jealousies, she
is ready to flatter, and cotfected enough to observe when and
where the flattery will tell. Having no feelings of her own to,
control, she is better able to note his, and take her course accor-
dingly.
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Cadies’ $ age.

LINES TO THE A50LIAN HARP.5

Harp of the winds, thy tones impart
Mysterious pleasure to the heart,

Exalt the feelings, and excite

The thoughts to wing their loftiestfflight.

’Tis now as though some hidden grief,

la plaintive murmurs, sought relief,

Some gentler pangs than here are known,
Sadly, yet fondly, all thine own

!

Now, louder vibrates every string,
- For winds have lent thy music wing,
And, as thy notes so wildly play,

Entranc’d upon the spot I stay,

Thinking I hear the blissful quires

—

The tunings of their golden lyres !

Jflow on, flow on, delicious strain ;

Those “ dying falls,” again ! again !

And, now, those gushes rich and rare,

Their diapason on the air

!

As twilight falls, mine ear salute,

And make all meaner sounds be mute ;

As night asserts her silent hour,

Longest and best display thy power;
Waft me above this lower sphere,

Visions to see, and sounds to bear,

Unhymn’d, where mortals truth belie ;

Unseen, except by Poet’s eye;
And, as too bright for human ken,
The waking trance o’erwbelms me—then,

With soothing measures, o’er me sweep,
And lull thy bard, at calm, to calm, refreshing sleep.

A RACE FOR A BRIDE-
The following graphic and pleasing account ofa wedding-race

among the Huzarebs, and the devices of the bride to be captured

only by the man she loved, is extracted from a new work, en-

titled A Peep into Toorkistan, by Capt. Rollo Burslem. It forms

part of a tale receited to our author by an old man who had come
to beg ofhim medicine.

“The suitors of the maiden, nine in number, appear in the

field, all unarmed, but mounted on the, best horses they can
procure : while the bride herself, on a beautiful Turkoman stal-

lion, surrounded by her relations, anxiously surveys the group of

lovers. The conditions of the bridal race were these The
maiden has a certain start given, which she avails herself of to

gain a sufficient distance from the crowd to enable her to man-
age her steed with freedom, so as to assist in his pursuit the sui-

tor whom she prefers. On a signal from the father, all the horse-

men gallop after the fair one. and whichever first succeeds en-

circling her waist with his arm, no matter whether disagreeable

or to her choice, is entitled to claim her as his wife. Alter the

usual delays incident upon such interesting occasions, the maiden
quits the circle of hei relations, and putting her steed into a hand
gallop, darts into the open piain. When satisfied with her po-

1

sition, she turns round to the impatient youths, and stretches out

her arms towards them, as if to woo their approach. This is the

moment for giving the signal to commence the chase, and each

the impatient youths, dashing his pointed heels into his courser’s

sides, darts like the unhooded hawk in pursuit of the fugitive

dove. The savannah was extensive, full twelve miles long and
three in width, and as the horsemen sped across the plain, the

favored lover became soon apparent, by the efforts of the maiden
to avoid all others who might approach her. At length, after

nearly two hours’ racing, the number of pursuers is reduced to

four, wbo are all together, and gradually gaining on the pursued
;

with them is the favorite, but alas ! his horse suddenly fails in

his speed, and as she anxiously turns her head, she perceives

with dismay, the hapless position of her lover; each of the more
fortunate leaders, eager with anticipated triumph, bending bis

head on his horse's main shouts at the top of his voice, “ I come,
my Peri ; I’m your lover.” But she, making a sudden turn, aud
lashing her horse almost to fury, darts across their path, and
makes for that part of the chummun, plain

,

where her lover was
vainly endeavoring to goad on his weary steed. The three

others instantly check their career, but in the hurry to turn back,
two of the horses are dashed furiously against each other, so that

both steeds and riders roll over on the plain. The maiden
laughed, for she well knew she could elude the single horseman,
and flew to the point where her lover was. But her only pur-

suer was rarely mounted, and not so easily shaken off ; making
a last and desperate effart, he dashed alongside the maiden, ana.

|

stretching out his arm, almost won the unwilling prize
; but she,

|

bending her head to her hones neck, eluded his grasp and
i
wheeled off again. Ere the discomfited horseman could again
approach her, her lover’s arm was around her waist, and amid
the shouts of the spectators they turned toward the fort.”

Beauty.—The most valuable and lasting species of beauty is

that which is least cultivated: The young and capricious Miss
,

with an elegant person and finely-modelled face, illuminated by
brilliant orbs, and splendidly bedecked with dark shining locks,
very often destroys the moral beauty of her nature merely to hu-
mor the perverseness of her physical attractions. She trusts in the
power ot her bqdily charms, and she even refuses to provide her-
self with those of a less perishable nature, which are not service-
able whilst bodily beauty remains, but especially so when it is

fled forever. She prides herself in her wardrobe of silk and satin,

and would encounter any species of pain or hardship to increase
it, and to furnish herself with gold and with diamonds ; but the
wardrobe of the mind and the heart she takes little care to re-

plenish, as if a young beauty were independent of this, and if she
played her cards well, might make her forture without it. It is

time enough to begin to be amiable when you begin to be ugly,
say some young ladies, or they seem to say it. But nature pun-
ishes this perversity in a very striking and remarkable manner.
They who refuse to cultivate the moral beauty during the reign
of the season of physical beauty, lose the opportunity of pos-
sessing themselves of it ; and moreover, they destroy their favor-
ite species of beauty by their independence and neglect of the
other. The temper imprints its mark upon the countenance,
which veiy speedily reveals the character of the disposition
which lurks behind it Being a growing power and a vigorous
power, which is even strongest at death, it gradually overcomes
every obstacle which stands in the way ofits own escape into
outward observation. It wrinkles the brow, lowers the eye-
brows, bends down the curves of the mouth, and pouts the lips,

whenever it happens to be of a disagreeable nature ; and it gives
life and permanent animation to all the lines of the face whenever
its course of feeling happeus to be of a kind and generous char-
acter. It comes out at last and shows itself; ana once shown
and impressed upon the face, it is there so long as it continues
to act from within, and that is generally for life. It is no easy
matter to begin to be amiable with an unamiable expression of
countenance, and an unamiable and fixed habit of behavior.
Few have strength of will sufficient to make such a change in
their mode of life. It is not by a mere moral resolution that
such a conversion can take place. We are far more likely to be-
come worse than better, when we find attraction of the person
to cease after a heartless and imperious reign of saucy beauty.
It is no easy task, indeed, to resign ourselves to our fate when
our attractions have disappeared, and all at once to correct the
scowl and the frown, ana the haughty air. and the satirical grin,
and the heartless sneer, which have already left their footprints
on the face, and made themselves quite at home in the very cita-

del of expression.

Patiksce.—

M

en as a race are not so patient as women; per-
haps one oLthe principal causes is that man is more selfish than

I
bi* gentle and amiab counterpart. Thus men grieve most at

their own misfortunes, while women with the generous move-
ment of their soulsl and the pliancy and ductility of their gentle
hearts, are touched most with the distresses of other people.
Be&nstfwomMroo not suffer so much as men it must not be in-

' fered tliat they do not feel so much. No one ever yet accused
women of on unieelmg stupidity. The fault, if any thing, lies in
the opposite extreme—an over-refined delicacy Now, sensibi-
lity, whether of joy or misery, arises in proportion to our inge]
uuity or delicacy of mind. And no one ever yet doubted but
that mau’s mind was of a coarser texture than woman’s. Afflic-

tions, therefore, fall not so heavily on bis as they do on tho more
refined disposition of woman. Nay, how often is one of rhe op-
posite sex touched by a fine distress that a man never feet.
Thus tho same ingenuity aud delicacy of mind which sheds such
lovely luster around every thing in her days of prosperity, and
imparts such an exquisite relish to every joy when she does re-

1

’oice, casts a deeper Bhade on her soul in adversity and gives a
teener edge to pain and miserv. Mark her when visited by any
calamity. How violent are the first starts and sallies of her
grief! But how soon—after adversity with its slow, encumber-
ing motions, aud its foul and rugged footsteps has trodden over
the smooth aud pleasant surface of her soul, deadening its ac-

tivities and making all its powers stand still—does patience,

transmitting its kindly and enlivening beams, comfort her spirit,

and so soothe it as to make it discontinue in its course of grief,

and even betome serene and bright : so the tender grass beaten
down upon tho earth by the heavy falling ofa shower of rain, will

again spring off its blossom by the clear shining of the sun.

When my servant beats my cat, it is not I that he strikes: so

is it with him who reproaches me with the accidents of nature,

or fortune.
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€l)oict Selections.

PC TO B E R

.

The woods resume their robes of russet dye,

Bronz’d—amber’d—sanguin'd, in the Autumn’s rays :

The falling leaves in damp profusion lie ;

The pheasant—drops! and hunting stirs the ways.

Again, the healthy plowmen ridge the soil
;

The threshers wield the cheerlul-soundiug flail

;

The thatchers crown the stack ; the hedgers toil

:

And weighty hives for honey-jars avail.

His early breadths the watchful farmer sows ;

Fodder and fuel swell his teeming hoard ;

The gardens, still, their hardier flow ers disclose.

With fruits that keep—now' gather'd—sorted—stor’d.

Cider and winepress with their freight o’erflow
;

Octubcr-ale is brew’d, and hearth-fires newly glow.
KuftAL. Sonnets.

A U T UMNAL F 0 L I AGE.
COLORS ASSUMED BY TREES.

Wide o’er the woodlands, clad till now in green,

Autumu her gorgeous banner doth unroll

;

Not saintly missal, nor emblazon’d scroll,

Can boast of richer hues than she, I ween.
She holds a wondrous pageant in the wood ;

The sylph-like Birch hath dress of lemon-tinge;
The queenly Elm a robe with orange-fringe

;

The warrior Beech hath “ garments roll’d in blood !”

The kingly Maple dons his golden crown
;

The Sycamore a coat of russet hue ;

While gloomy as the miduight’s frown, the Yew
Hath his funeral mantle round him thrown,

’ As though he dream’d Earth all too bright. Lo ! now.
Winds strip, with ruthless breath, the many-color’d bough.

AUTUMN.
The following beautiful article we fiud in a city paper, with-

out credit. It is from the ready pen of Rev. Bro. T. B. Thayer,
of Brooklyn, a warm-hearted and true Odd Fellow', whose con-

tributions have frequently graced the columns of the Goi.de

Rule :

Autumn.—The season of sad associations, of serious thoughts,
of dreams half gloomy aud half pleasant, of u soothing, delicious
melaucholy. O ! I love thee, Autumn, with all thy sadness. I

know full well thou bringest along with theo the tokens of de-
cay and death ; but there is a beauty, a chastening influence in
that decay which makes theo so lovely, and throw’s such a breath-
ing holiness over all thy scenes, that thou art endeared t^jpe ns
a cherished sister, and I think of thee and speak of
the tenderness of a departed friend. I love to

of the faded leaves as they bid adieu to the pan
themselves upon the bosom of the gentle w
bidding. I love the sighing of thy w inds, thi

are sighing their requiem over the bright tlx*

love the splendid drapery of thy forests, the
hues in which they are decked, though I kuow til

the lighting up of tho spirit of beauty for a moment ere its final
extinction. Yes, elder daughter of the year, I love all thy scenes,
and all thy associations. I am sad under thy strange influence
yet happy. I would uot be gay if I could. Therels a subdued
reverence in my affection for thee, which banishes every thing
that might seem to bespeak a forgetfulness that thou art with
me. O, how many times have I breathed the wish that thou
inightest be near me when 1 am dying. I never feel so willing
to go as when my spirit drinks in the sweet and soothing sad-
ness of thine own. I look around me, and all is chnnged—the
earth has folded up her garment of green—the flowers have
perished tho birds have gone, their glad music ig hushed in si-
lence—the winds have gathered the leaves to their burial—and
why should I wish to stay when all are gono ? Come, then, sen-
ile Autumn, when my time is arrived

; come and take me* by
tho hand, and I will go with thee willingly.

J

SOCIETY IN NORMANDY.
Tho universal politeness exercised towards the fair sex in-

sures to any female the atteution duo to one—for example, an
English governess, however high her attainments, is often pro-
verbially treated among us by the vulgar-minded as if she were
a menial, or at best, of an inferior grade. In French society her
chances of mortification from the proud, the rude, the malicious
or the iuconsftlerate and selfish, are comparatively few’. She is
not made to feci that she is not one of the company, except by

sufferance. But when I mention the excelleucies, l must qualify

my praise by saying, that to my taste, there is much chilling

formality in tho intercourse of French society, especially be-
tween the sexes. There is something of the burlesque, accord-

ing to our notions, in the unvaried bowing between two persona
who meet, perhaps, every day of their lives. The salaam of a
gentleman, goiug his round in a circle of ladies, and bending
with solemnity to each of them in succession, with Madame , or
Mademoiselle, 11 J'ai Vhonnevr de rovs salevr;" “Madame.” or
“ Miss, I have the honor to greet you:” or, in the moat profound
silence, while the objects of this homage hardly venture on a
look of recognition, is perfectly incomprehensible to tho untra-

veled Englishman
; yet such is the prevalence of national habit,

that no length of acquaintance would warrant a gentleman to

shake hands with young unmarried ladies, if unconnected with
them by near relationship, and scarcely with au old one, single
or w edded, in public company. How incorrectly, then, would
an Englishman complain of an inhospitable and freezing recep-
tion in a -French party, if a degree of familiarity should not bo
extended to him by the company of either sex, which, accord-
ing to their views of good breeding and propriety, is not usual
among themselves. One of my young countrymen, accustomed
to the frank and unrestrained intercourse which subsists in

society between our unmarried gentry who have formed intima-

cies and are on a footing of equality, feels himself sadly at a
loss for a little quiet flirtation among the French belles, who are
handed out to perform the movements of a quadrille or waltz in
solemn silence, while the eyes of their mammas or chaperones
are steadily fixed upon them, partly in admiration, and partly to

bo assured that the proprieties are correctly observed. If the
gentleman meets one of his ci-devant partners bonneting or
shaw ling in the hall, on her departure, he dares not venture to
accompany her home ; the idea of offering an arm on such an
occasion would be an unheard-of presumption—a terrible aele-

cism in etiquette. Tho maid-servant and the lantern (if carriages
be out of the question) are the proper guardians. By the way,
even in the finest moonlight nights in summer, these lanterns,
with two or three large mould candles, are on duty : they are
talismanic preservatives against rudeness; and the fair pedes-
trian, thus lighted on her way, is as secure from insult as if she
drove in her carriage, with two liveried footmeu to guard her

—

no brawling rioter, no profligate, accosts any female who thus
moves through the streets at night : so much cannot be said for

our English towns. It is one of the evils of the system of rigid
reserve among young married people of the two sexes, that they
have no opportunity of knowing each other’s dispositions ana
minds ; and marriages of affection are rarely made. Matrimo-
nial alliances arc usually formed by the parents, and generally
from motives of mere worldly interest. If the principals find

each other loveable, on coming together, there is unexpected
happiness for them; if not there can hardly be, in reason, any
great disappointment: for domestic endearment is not antici-

pated as certain. Y'et, on the whole, I am disposed to think
there is far less of conjugal strife, or tyranny, or rude indifference,

£n married life among the French, in the upper ranks, than we
r of among persons of tho same grades in England. There
be mutual coldness and dislike (I have no doubt that there
incalculably greater decree of licentiousness)

; but the out-
rd forms of politeness ore observed jnost punctiliously

; and

.

is, in no small degree, is attributable to the excellent laws, by
which the wife receives her own money, gives her receipts, and
thus secures good treatment from ner tiusoand. She has an au-
thority in tho domestic arrangements, and this influence and
power extends to her children ; who, though usually petted and
spoiled in a most provoking and absurd manner, treat their mo-
ther with the most dutiful respect: indeed, the self-willed, un-
controlled boy frequently manifests the most touching respect
and filial affection for his mother.

—

Dr. Granville.

Warm Bathing.—Many erroneous notious prevail respecting
the use and properties of the warm bath. To many persons, the
idea of submersion in warm water on a summer’sday, would ap-
pear preposterous ; but if it be rationally considered, it will be
found that tho warm bath may be taken with equal, or perhaps
greater benefit in the summer than in the winter. During hot
weather, the secretions in the skin are much increased in quan-
tity : and consequently, a greater necessity exists that it should
be kept perfectly free from obstructions. Auother prevailing er-

ror respecting the warm bath is, that it tends to relax and ener-
vate the body; for experience has sufficiently proved the fallacy

of the opinion, and many physicians have prescribed its use to

patients laboring under debility from disease, uone of whom
experience snch effects, but have all felt invigorated, and mostly
restored to health and strength. Many persons are deterred from
using the warm bath, especially in winter, from the fear of catch-
ing cold ; but this fear is groundless, for it has been found that

the warm bath, by increasing the circulation on the surface of

the body, renders it more capable of withstanding the effects of
cold than otherwise would have been. [ Popular Errora Explained

.
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THE GOLDEN RULE.

Whaisosrerys would that men should do to you, do y« «ren so to them.”

NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, OCT. 31, 1846.

HERCULES AND THE ANCIENT MYSTERIES.

An old Myth relates, that on a certain time the demigod Her-

cules wished to become a member of one of the secret societies

of antiquity. He accordingly presented himself, and applied, in

form, for initiation. His case was referred to a conncil of wise

and virtuous moo, who objected to his admission, on account of

some crimes which be had committed. Consequently he was
rejected. Their language to him was, “ You are forbidden to

enter here—your heart is cruel, your hands are stained wilh

crime. Go, repair the wrong you have done; repent of your

evil doings, and then come with pure heart and clean hands, and

the doors of our Mysteries shall be opened to you.’ 1 After his

regeneration, the myth goes on to say, he returned, and became
a worthy member of the Order.

Let Odd-Fellows contemplate this example, and profit by it.

We should allow no persons, whatever be their standing in soci-

ety, whatever be the dignity of their social position—be they as

great and famous as the god Hercules—to become members
of our Order, who have not the qualifications requisite for

Odd-Fellows. We should not permit ourselves to be dazzled

by any outward show whatever, but scrutinize carefully, and

ascertain whether the applicant for admission to our Order

has really a heart within his bosom—whether he has a soul,

and is capable of sympathy. If oar association is ever rained, it

will be by the hands ofunprincipled and selfish men, who man-

age to get among us. We have quite enough of this class al-

ready, and it is time now to commence closing the doors again t

all suspicious persons. The Order isnow so popular that everybody
is rushing toward it, and demanding admission, so that we may
say, in the language of scripture, “ it suffereth violence, and the

violent take it by force.” There is no safety for ns but by imita-

ting the example of onr ancient brethren, in the rejection of all

the unworthy, without hesitation, and without fear. Brethren,

let ue think of this.

SCHOHARIE CELEBRATION.

The Celebration—Evening Assembly—Opposition to Odd Fellowship—
How to meet It—Prattsville Lodge—Schoharie Valley—Its Historical

Interest—The “ Lower Fort.”

Last Friday, October 23d, the Schoharie Lodge No. 179 had
a public celebration ; a procession in fall regalia, and an address.

The procession was formed abont half-past one ; and, accompa-
nied by the Middlebnrg Brass Band, proceeded through the vil-

lage to the Lutheran church, where the exercises were hoiden.

The clergyman of the church was present by invitation, and
opened the services with a most fervent and appropriate prayer,

manifesting a large and generous heart. The Dutch Reformed
clergyman was also present by invitation, notwithstanding his

church had been refused for the occasion.

After the exercises were closed, the' Brethren proceeded to

one of the hotels, and at 4 o’clock sat down to a bountiful table,

which, before it was left, was relieved of a large share of its bur-

then. But the attentions of the Lodge did not end here. In the

evening they gave a social entertainment at the Eagle Hotel, at
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which beauty and intelligence reigned. The ladies of Schoharie
are surely among the most agreeable and accomplished females •

it has been our fortune to meet for a long day; and there never
was a gathering where the social prevailed to a greater extent,

nor where, in the conversation, there was a more happy mingling

of the utile et dulce. We shall long remember that evening,

and—but we had better stop where we are. One thing is cer-

tain, the brethren of Schoharie Lodge took most effectual me-
thods to make their visiters happy, and to send them away with
pleasant memories.

The audience at the chin ch was not as large as the brethren

had hoped ; many absenting themselves through prejudice, and
an entire misapprehension of the nature and aims of our Institu-

tion. The prejudice among a portion of the people is very strong

against Odd Fellowship, and the brethren in this place have much
to contend aga inst. We could illustrate it by examples, but for-

bear, as it might not bo profitable. Still the brothers are by no

means discouraged, but are resolved to press on in the face of all

difficulty and opposition, secret or open, until those opposed shall

be compelled, seeing the good fruits of the Order, to honor and
admire.

This is the true method. Let these who are its disciples, live

obedient to the spirit of Odd Fellowship, in all things reducing

its principles to practice, and doing everywhere its beautiful

work ; and sooner or later, they who are of the contrary part

will be ashamed, having no evil thing to say of 'them; Truth is

stronger than falsehood ; and Justice will at last vindicate its

claims, and force the world to render the tribute of confidenoe

and respect to an Institution that lives only for tho good of Hu-

manity, and scatters broad-cast its blessings all over the earth.

We were pleased to meet some of the brethren from Pratts'

ville ; and we received a good account of their doings. The
Prattsville Lodge is one of the most prosperous in the State. It

was instituted iu September last. It now numbers fifty mem-
bers, and has thirty-one propositions, embracing some of the first

citizens of the place. This is surely well for so short a time;

and we have assurance that it is all done safely—that they know

the men whom they receive. In Prattsville, the Order is popu-

lar, and is doing a great and good work, in binding the people

together in the bonds of Friendship, Love and Truth.

Schoharie Valley is one of the most delightful spots in the

State ; and is celebrated for its natural history, its scenery, (here

is the celebrated cave, with its miles of subterranean passages

and apartments,) and revolutionary incidents. There is scarcely

a place in the country that has been more marked with the stir-

ing interest of war, savage invasion, and personal adventure and

courage. We visited the old church, “ the lower fort” of the

revolution, and noted where the cannon shot of Sir William John-

sou and Brunt had entered, or left their marks on the solid stone

wall. The history of this fort, or church, is of itself a miniature-

world history ;
and would be most acceptable to the reader.

But want of timo and room forbid onr entering into it. Some
day we may give a few brief sketches of the valley and the

scenes enacted in it. The brethren owe us some five days of

rambling, at the least ; and we shall claim the payment in due

time. In closing, we must be just to our own feelings in ac-

knowledging our indebtedness to Bro. Lamie for bis courtesy and

kindness in taking us from Schenectady to Schoharie ; and to

Bro. Bertram of the City Hotel, who relieved us from the awk-

wardness of being a perfect stranger—and also to Bro. True of

Albany, whose company and attentions were like sunshine.

T. B. T.

ODD FELLOWSHIP IN NEWPORT. R. I.

The Orcler in this ancient and beautiful town has been making

great progress during the past year. There are now two Lodgea,

and the brethren show their zeal and interest in Odd Fellowship

by innumerable works of goodness and philanthropy. Ooean

Lodge has provided itself with a new, large, and elegant Hall,

which, for comfort and neatness, cannot be surpassed in New
England. We had the pleasure of being present at its dedica-

tion. The ceremonies were performed by D. D. Grand Master

Swinbnrne, assisted by Bro. A. F. Dyer and others. All the ex-

ercises were extremely interesting. The attendance was very
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282 THE GOLDEN RULE
large, although we regretted that the ladic6 were excluded. Ah!
brethren of Rhode Island, this will never do. We must give the

ladies a share in Odd Fellowship.

Rhode Island Lodge is also in admirable condition. Its char-

ter-frame, manufactured by Bro. Egan, of this city, is one of the

most magnificent we have ever seen. The brethren of this Lodge
are tried and excellent men, and strive by their acts to make
Odd Fellowship popular.

Michigan.—It will be seen from the letter of our attentive

correspondent at Detroit, (which reached us a moment too late

for our last week’s issue,) that Andrew J. Clark, of Berrien

County Lodge No. (5, at Niles, has been elected Grand Master in

the place of Bro. Hall, resigned. We agree with our corres

pondent, and have no cause to fear that Odd Fellowship will

suffer under the administration of so capable and judicous an

officer as we know Grand Master Clark will make. We con-

gratulate the brethren in the Peninsular State upon their happy

choice.

Odd Fellowship in Scotland.—We are rejoiced to hear that

our Order is about to be established in Scotland. Bro. Mont-
gomery, of Canada, left Montreal last month, with a dispensation

from the R. W. Grand Lodge of Canada, for the purpose of insti-

tuting a Lodge in Glasgow. May his efforts be crowned with com-
plete success.

Expulsions.—We have before given it as our opinion, that the

periodicals of the Order are not the proper medium through which
to publish expulsion notices. We must adhere to the rule we have
adopted rigidly to exclude them from our columns ; though there

are cases in which a departure from it may be justifiable. The
brethren of Getty’s Lodge, No. 124, of Gettysburg. Pa., have been
under the necessity of administering the highest punishment known
to the Order, upon Win. H. Legore, for one of the highest crimes
known in the calender. This unworthy man has a visiting card,

running six months from Aug. 11, 1846, and this fact alone induces
us to make this notice, in order to guard the Fraternity against his

admission into our retreats.

Hassanamisett Lodge, No. 102, of Grafton, Mass., cautions the

Order against Hezekiah F. Bates, who has a clearance card from
said Lodge, dated Grafton, Aug. 10, 1846, signed John W. Hol-

comb, N.G.; Charles E. Aldrich, Sec. Since the card was issued,

this man has been proved to be unworthy the friendship of the

Brotherhood. Lender these circumstances, we think any Lodge to

to which this card may be presented, for visiting or deposit, would
be justified in retaining it, and returning it to the Lodge from which
it was issued.

Rro. Thayer’s Address at Schoharie.—The last Scho-

harie Republican speaks as follows of Bro. Thayer’s Address,

at the Anniversary Celebration of Schoharie Lodge No. 179, on

the 23d iust.

;

“ The Rev. Bro. T. B. Thayer, of Brooklyn, was then intro-

duced to the audience by the Grand Marshall, and lor an hour and
a half, commanded the strictest attention of the whole assembly.
It is no slight compliment to the speaker, when we say, that a large
portion of the audience would have listened as much longer rather
than haye him stop where lie did. He commenced by explaining
the grand objects of the institution, and vindicated it against the
foolish prejudices which exist in the minds of many well meaning
persons, with the most eloquent and forcible language, and with ar-

guments the most clear and convincing. As far as we have been
able to learn, the address gave the most perfect satisfaction to all

who heard it, and many, who went to listen to the speaker with
their minds filled with prejudice against the order went away with
entirely different feelings.”

Visitor’s Books.—It is necessary that all visiting brothers should
be required to enter their signatures in a hook kept for the purpose,
in order that a comparison may be made with the signature upon
the margin of the card, previous to admission into the Lodge. We
have got up a neat blank book for this purpose, which is for sale at

this office. Price #2.

Directory.— Our next paper will contain as complete a Directory
of all the Lodges and Encampments of the I. O. of O. F. in the
United States, and elsewhere, as it is possible to make, and in as
condensed a form as it can be got into. We tried hard to publish
it this week, but failed.

Otr We ought to apologise for the inferior paper used in onr last
week’s issue. Our regular supply from Saugerties, though shipped
in season, failed to reach us, and we had to procure it elsewhere.

HON. MINTHORNE TOMPKINS’S ADDRESS,
At the Dedication of Odd Fellow’s Hail, S. I.

We give below, the Address of Bro. Tompkins, delivered at the

recent dedication of the Odd Fellow's Hall, Tompkinsville, Stateo

Island, with the Prayer of Rev. Bro. Winslow. A short account o{

the origin of the Building may incite others to imitate the example

of the brethren of Neptune Lodge.

Neptune Lodge, No. 152, I. O. O. F., S. N. Y., was instituted in

April, 18-15, and immediately commenced its sessions in a hall fitted

for the purpose, at Tompkinsville, S. 1., Richmond Co. The suc-

cess of the Order and its rapid prosperity on the island, exceeded
the anticipations of its warmest friends, and the room at first abun-

dantly large for their purposes, soon became too small to accommo-
date the members of the Order.

At this time it suggested itself to some of the members, to pro-

cure a new, substantial and permanent room for their purpose- The
Trustees of the Tompkins Lyceum, kindly entering into the spirit

of the enterprise, with the diligent aid and contributions of the

members of the Order, and its well wishers on the Island, soon

commenced the erection of a building which might serve the li-

terary purposes of the Lyceum, and also meet the wants of the

Lodge. For this purpose, two lots were generously presented by

the Hon. Minthorne Tompkins, and in June last the corner-stone

was laid by Bro. John H. Gillespie, accompanied by a pertinent ad-

dress. The building having been completed, the Lodge, by permis-

sion of the Grand Lodge of the S. N. Y., took possession of their

new rooms, and appointed the 14th day of October, 1846, for the

purposes of dedication.

The exercises commenced with a lesson from Holy Scripture,

beginning with the eleventh verse of the third chapter of the first

Epistle of St. John. Rev. Bro. Gordon Winslow then made the

following
PRAYER.

Almighty God and merciful Father! who has taught us to ac-

knowledge Thee in all our ways, and to give thanks for all thy
benefits, assembled as we now are in thy presence, to set apart and
dedicate a room to the promotion of human welfare, in the culti-

vation of social virtue, good fellowship, fraternal offices, and mu-
tual relief, we seek thy heavenly benediction and gracious guidance.
May all our doings be ordered by thy governance, and be righteous

in thy sight. May the room now’ to be formally set apart for mu-
tual council, in things pertaining to the best interests of our fellow

men, never be desecrated from its high and sacred purposes. Grant
that it may prove to us, and to generations that may come after us,

an asylum of friendship, love and truth. Guard the Fraternity, we
beseech Thee, from every thing that maybe prejudicial to our tem-
poral or spiritual w elfare. May each member feel the responsibili-

ties which devolve upon him, sacredly to sustain the honor, the

harmony and the sympathies of the Order. May a lively sense of

our engagements, I^ad us ever more to renewed devotion in the

various acts of philanthropy and true religion. Bless, we pray Thee,
our Institution, wherever it is established Enlarge the borders,
and strengthen the bonds of true fellowship throughout the land and
world. May the spirit of wisdom, of fidelity and Godly fear, actu-

ate every member in the discharge of his obligations. May all,

especially those who have attained to the higher stations of trust,

authority and responsibility, receive thy righteous guidance. Re-
plenish "them with thy grace, that they may always incline to tbjr

will and walk in thy way. May they have wisdom to devise, and
virtue to establish such laws as shall, through thy blessing, perpetu-
ate the peace, the prosperity, and the stability of the Brotherhood,
to all generations.
Extend thy mercies, O God, to all mankind. Regard with favor,

the poor, the sick, the afflicted, the widow, and the orphan; and
bless them as thou eeest that they need. And now, O Lord, accept
our hearty thanks for all thy favors to us. Pardon our unworthi-
ness and our sins, and receive us graciously through Jesus Christ,
our Lord, in whose perfect form of w’ords, we sum up these our
petitions: Our Father who art in heaven, etc. [concluding with
short benediction.]
The grace of our Lord, etc.—2d Cor. 13th ch. 14th ver.

BRO. TOMPKINS’S ADDRESS.
Man lias been gifted by nature with many excellent qualities of

heart, which, rightly directed and properly cultivated^ must tend to

increase the happiness and diminish the misery which usually ac-
companies his moral career.
Among the many such qualities, bestowed by a benignant Provi-

dence, 1 would particularize that kindly disposition of man’s nature,
that good-will toward his fellow man, which is rarely, if ever, en-
tirely absent from the human breast.

It is true, that many through ignorance, through recklessness or

through an entire devotion to ambitious, mercenary, or other selfish

pursuits, pass through life without exhibiting any evidence of the

possession of this quality, as if the Creator had not made them the

recipients of this boon— as if they had not been thought worthy to

participate with their fellow man in the enjoyment of a feeling 90

fraught with satisfaction to its possessor, and with comfort and re-

lief to those for whose benefit it may be 'called into active exercise.
To enlighten mankind as to their capability of benefiting their

fellow man by yielding to this warm impulse, to arouse them to a

sense of the responsibility they incur by a neglect of this attribute

of their nature, and to call form their beneficial action at its prompt-
ing, is surely a laudable effort.
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It is to thia effort that Odd Fellowship owes its origin.
By this effort, an Oifler has been established, composed of asso-

ciations of Kindred spirits, acting in harmonious unison for the ex-
tension of the cardinal virtues inculcated by the Christian code,
and exemplified in the life, character and atoning sacrifice of Him
at whose advent the heavenly host proclaimed, “ Peace on earth
and good-will to all mankind.”
So rapid has been the growth of the Order, that it may almost be

said, like “ Minerva from the brow of Jove,” to have sprung into
perfect existence, fully armed to contend against the adversities
and afflictions common to our earthly lot.

Truly and perfectly indeed i9 the Order armed at all points, not
with the offensive weapons of war, but with the harmless instru-

ments of peace, supplied by Friendship and Love. Thu9 armed,
securely resting upon Faith, buoyed up and encouraged by Hope,
with Charity for its aegis, the Order, in behalf the brohernood, is

prepared to enter the lists against the errors, the adversities and
afflictions to which man, in this imperfect state, is ever subject.
To the successful issue of this struggle, and to the accomplish-

ment of the above mentioned objects, the votaries of Odd Fellow-
ship, by combined and associated fraternal efforts, bend their united
energies.
To the service of such a cause, and to the promotion of the vir-

tues and charities of life, we are about, this day, to dedicate a por-
tion of this building.

In- so good a cause, am I too bold when I ask, not merely for the
good wishes of the Fraternity in our behalf, but also for the sym-
pathizing encouragement of all whose virtuous emotions would
prompt them to countenance and encourage any effort to amelio-
rate the condition of their fellow man 1

Let me nol ask in vain for that sympathy—let not the virtuous
impulses of your nature be suppressed Yield to the promptings of
your hearts, appealing in behalf of an Institution whose object is

not merely to ameliorate the physical, but materially to elevate the
moral condition of man.

Shall we, when we feel that we are entitled to your favorable
regard, in its stead, find our progress viewed by the jaundiced eye
ofPrejudice, or the dull one of cold Indifference 1

“ What though in mailed armor dreat,
Indifference may expel

;

The shafts ofwoe in such a breast,
No joy can ever dwell.

“ 'Tis woven in the world’s great plan,
And fix’d by Heaven’s decree,

That all the true delights of man.
Should spring from sympathy.’’

In the name and behalf of the Order, I solicit that sympathy.
In the name and behalf of Virtue, 1 demand it.

To gain that sympathy, I would not attempt to impose upon yonr
good sense by decorating, at the expense of Truth, our honorable
Institution, with alluring vestments drawn from the wardrobe of
Fancy, and which attract but to dazzle ; but I would leave it in the
very nakedness of that Truth, itself ; exposed to the most search-
ing scrutiny, confident that such scrutiny, looking beyond appear-
ances to the beneficial results accomplished by the Fraternity, must
secure for it the favorable regard it so well meiits.

It may be proper here to give some account of the origin, growth
and present extent of our Order.

I shall not claim for it antiquity of origin, though the principles
on which it has been established, are coeval with the creation, by
the Grand Master of the Universe ; of this earthly Lodge—princi-

ples which must continue to influence human action until the fiat of

the Noble Grand shall go forth for
“ The wreck of matter and the crush of worlds.”

It will be sufficient for me, here, to notice the growth and pro-

gress of Odd Fellowship, in our loved country.
The first Lodge established in this country, of which we have

any positive authentic information, was that organized in Balti-

more, in the year 1819, by Thomas Wildey, John Welch, John
Duncan, John Cheathem and Richard Kushworth. Of this Lodge,
styled “ Washington Lodge, No. I, of Maryland, and of the United
States,” Thomas Wildey was chosen the principal officer, and to

him the paternity of the Order, in this country, is justly attributed.

What an enviable privilege ! To have been the selected medium,
through whom the Ruler of all destinies hath originated, in our
midst, an Institution vested with virtuous attributes, so admirably
designed, by socializing the human race, by extending the limits of
human usefulness, and by elevating the tone of human character,

to carry out the wise and paternal designs of the Chief Patriarch of
our race.
Though scarcely ’more than a quarter of a century has elapsed

since the first Lodge of Odd Fellows was establisned in the United
States ; yet how important is the present position of the Order, and
how extensive have been its practical beneficial results.

I shall ask your indulgence while I briefly relate some statistical

facts in reference to its rapid progress, its present prosperous condi-
tion and the amount of pecuniary relief, communicated through its

channel.
On the first day of June, of this present year, were within the

United States the astonishing number of 992 lodges, to which
90,758 members were attached by the most endearing ties. The
total revenue of these Lodges during the year amounted to the sura

of 0708,205. The pecuniary relief administered during the same
period amounted to $197,817, and the number of brothers relieved

11^19, The sum of$3,<774 was expended for the education of or-

phans, and $22,786 for the buriafof 485 Brothers.
In the short space of twelve months, immediately preceding the

first day of June, 1816, the increase in number of Loages, was 807.

in number of members 28.900, in amount of revenue $252,228, and
in relief afforded to the Brotherhood $71 ,956.

How gratifying to the philanthropist must such a recital prove

;

and yet, could I but picture to his view th esick beds visited and
cheered, the alleviation of mental distress, afforded by sympathi-
zing brothers to those to whom they are bound by the endearing ties
of Fraternal Love,—could I enumerate to him tne widowed hearts
comforted by the sympathy manifested for their bereavements

—

could I array before him the fatherless children protected by the
aegis of our Order, ^and educated under its guardian auspices: how
trifling, in comparison with these imperishable monuments of its

beneficial action, would its pecuniary relief appear.
In the pursuit of happiness, mankind should not undervalue that

inward satisfaction to be derived from having occupied toward his
fellow man, that social position for which ne has been so’ happily
qualified, and for which he has been so certainly designed by the
Author of his existence.

“ God, working ever on a social plan,

By T&rions ties, attaches man to man;
He made at first, though free and unconfined,
One man, the common father of the kind

;

That every tribe, though placed as he sees best,

Where seas or deserts part them from the rest,

Differing in manners, language and in face,

Might feel themselves allied to all the race.”

To carry out the designs of Providence—to cement the alliance
intended by the “ Grand Sire” of our race, the Order advances
with such rapid steps. To bind man to man, by mutual good offices;

Odd Fellowship endeavors to rivet on the anvil of his reason, by
the power of love, those endearing links which, expansive as cha-
rity and indissoluble as eternal Truth itself, shall enchain heart to
heart, man to man, creature to Creator.
Tp impede the progress of the Order in the fulfillment of its high

destiny, the efforts of slander and malevolence, of error, and preju-

dice are vainly directed—their shafts fall harmless from the armor,
of proof, in which it has been encased by the genius who presides
over ana protects its virtuous endeavors.
Among the many objections which have been urged against Odd

Fellowship, the most frequent hgs been the secrecy with which its

proceedings are conducted. In answer to this objection, I shall

merely assert that this secrecy is of paramount importance to the
success and permanent prosperity of tbe Institution, as the initiated

can testify. Whenever any evil fruits shall be apparent in society,

resulting from this secrecy, then and not till can it, in fairness, be
urged as an argument against us.

There is a slander in common circulation against the tendency of
Odd Fellowship which needs refutation.

It is the assertion, by the ignorant or malevolent, that the tenets
of the Order are at variance with true religion.

This charge, though utterly without foundation, uncontrad,icted,

might mislead the uninformed.
For its falsity, I appeal to those within the Order, who as minis-

ters of the Gospel, ar6 commissioned to promulgate the redeeming
effects of a self-sacrificing Saviour’s love.

I appeal to the requisitions, the usages and customs of the Frater-
nity, to refute this foul slander.

As a proof of its falsity, I would state that it is a positive require-

ment of the Institution, that a candidate for admission, previously
to being received within the Order, should truthfully give an affirm-

ative answer to the question, “ Whether he is a believer in the Su-

f

reme Being 1” Without such affirmative answer, the candidate
ar from being admitted within, would never even reach the thresh-

old of a Lodge.
I would ask the slanderer, when next a victim shall have been

selected from among the members of the Order,—when next Death,
11 And come he slow, or come he tut.

,

It is but Death who comes at last,”

when, 1 say, Death shall have claimed from one of our Brother-
hood, the penalty enacted of all mankind, in consequence of the

original sin, I would ask the slanderer to accompany the mortal
remains of that victim to their earthly resting place.—1 would ask
him to witness the last act of the Fraternity, ere the cold earth closes

for ever over bu that is left of their departed brother. The act to

which I allude, is the deposit of evergeen made by the bereaved,
in the grave of him they nave lost.

5Tis a simple act—yet hath it much meaning. ’Tis an evidence
of the conviction in the minds of the depositors, “ that their bro-

ther is not dead,”—that he but sleepeth— that heBhall rise again.”

*Tis emblematical of that eternal verdure of the soul, which e’en

the fell Destroyer of the mortal pent-house of the immortal spirit,

dare not attempt te blast.

It is the object, and no doubt the high destiny of Odd Fellowship,

by opening a field for the culture of the moral and religious feelings

of our nature, by expanding our hearts for the admission of chari-

table, social ana fraternal sympathies : and by the favorable influ-

ence It exercises over our intellectual capacities, to bring about

that peaceful milleniam, when “ the lion and the lamb shall lie

down together”—and when
“ Man, Creation’s tyrant, shall east aside,

His sword and scepter, pageantry and pride

;

While in his soften’d looks, benignly blend

The sire, the son, the husband, father, friend.”

All the means necessary to be used t« enable man to arrive at

this blissful state have been placed within his reach by a wise and
considerate Providence : ana shall he hesitate to use them 1 Shall

he resist the influence of the better feelings of hi* nature 1 Shall lie

continue, selfishly to wrap hinsalf in the flimsy mantle of cold in-

difference 1 Shall he remain deaf to the appealing voice of Cha-

rity 1 Shall his heart be hardened against the impressions of sym-

pathy 1

Forbid it Love ! Forbid it God!
.

What reason can man urge why he should restrain his sympa-

thetic jmpulses, and prevent their indulgence from its natural ana

beneficent effect upon his fellow man 1
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Can he, in consequence cf wealth or exalted rank, feel that he

does not need the sympathy of others, and be unwilling to impart
that which he stands in no need of receiving.

I
#
would.say to such that Fortune is fickle—Rank deceitful.

Ntroa from % Cotrgts.

NEW 70 BE.
Proceedings .of the Grand Lodge.—

A

special session of the

R. W. Grand Lodge of New York was held at National Hall, Canal

Btreet, on Monday evening last, Oct. 26th, Joseph R. Taylor,

Grand Master, presiding. Petitions were presented and charters

granted for four subordinate Lodges, as follows:

Newton Lodge, No. 254, Elmira, Chemung Co.

De Kalb Lodge, No. 255, Durhamville, Oneida Co.

Lodge, No. 256, Lewiston, Niagara Co.

Prattsburg Lodge, No. 257, Prattsburg, Steuben Co.

The name selected by the petitioners for the Lodee at Lewiston,

was Tuscarora. That being already in use, they were directed to

adopt another, subject to the approval of the Grand Master.

The Grand Lodge then adjourned.

Warren Lodge, No. 253, was institnted on Friday evening, 23d

inst., at the large rooms, corner of Broome and Forsyth streets, in

this city, by Grand Master Joseph R. Taylor, assisted by the seve-

ral Grand Officers. The officers elected and installed, are—Wm.
K. Tattersall, N. G.; Charles F. T. Post, Y. G.: Robert Atwell,

Sec.; John Nicol, Trea.; John Galbraith, Per. Sec. Warren
Lodge starts under peculiarly gratifying prospects, and has already

in her ranks many of the best working members in the city.

Antwerp, Jefferson Co., N.Y., Oct. 20, 1846.

Dear Brother: I take pleasure in communicating to you the

“ glad tidings1 ’ that on the 16th inst., Tuscarora Lodge. No. 250,

was duly instituted, by our worthy D. D. G. M. John J. Safford.
The weather was quite unfavorable, but there was a very good turn

out of the brothers, from the “ bright spots
11

in the vicinity. The
exercises were gratifying in the extreme. Eight members were in-

itiated, and several applications were received. The “ Iroquois

Lodge, 11 No. 161, of Watertown, have shown us the “ liberal

hand. 11 Our name we selected as very appropriate in connexion with

our having received our charter through them. The history of the

Six Nations of Indians, that occupied this region of country,-will

explain the.beauty of the selection ; we are surrounded with noble

specimens of our Order. The Black River, St. Lawrence and Iro-

quois Lodges, and feel condident that toe shall add a goodly number
of “ choice spirits” to the ranks of the Order. The officers for the

current quarter are—James H. Bowen. N.G.; R. R. Sherman, V.G.;

Calvin Welch, Sec.; Ira Marsh, Treas.; John M. Green, P. Sec.

Fraternally yours, b.

Fort Plain, Oct. 15, 1845.

Bro. Winchester! Herewith I send you a list of the officers of

the Lodges in this (Montgomery) district, who were duly elected

and installed.

Montgomery Lodge, No. 164.—S. O. Deerkee, N. O.
;
Geo. Yoat, V. G.; D. G.

Lobdell, Sec.; A. Leonard, Treas.
Amsterdam Lodge, No. 131 Montgomery, N. G.; ( '. I’.. < base, V. G.;

A. H. Ayres, Sec.; Stnrtwanl, Treas.

The officers of Tryon Lodge, No. 217, at Canajoliarie, were in-

stalled to serve till 1st January, 1647, a hstot wmen i sent you alter

the institution. Fraternally yonrs, l.

Essex County—P. G. L. J. Stark, of Adirondack Lodge, No.
136, has been elected a delegate to the Convention, from Essex
county, by a unanimous vote.

Washington County.—P. G. John McFarland, of Salem Lodge,
No. 251, is the delegate from Washington.

On Dit.—

T

hat the Templars had a “great time 11
at* their Lodge-

room on Thursday evening of last week—but the affair was kept eo
profound a secret, that we are unable to learn the particulars.

CONNECTICUT.
Lower Mystic.—

C

harity Lodge No. 13, located in this village,

continues to be successful in its efforts to disseminate our benign
principles. The number of contributing members is now 89. The
Officers for the present term are—Orlando S. Hedden, N. G.; Ben-
jamin W. Brown, Y. G.; Alexander F. Young, Sec.; Amos Clift,

Per. Sec.; John G. Clift, Treas. Night of meeting, Wednesday.

CANADA.
Hamilton, C. W.-Wc are pleased to learn that Burlington

Lodge No. 17, is in a highly flourishing condition. May it long
continue so. The following are the officers for the present quarter:
W. A. Harvey, N. G.; Andrew Stuart, V. G.; W. C. Clarke, Sec.;
Benjamin Milner, Per Sec.; T. M. Simmons, Treas.

DEN RULE.
NEW JERSEY.

On Monday, the 19ih inst., we accompanied the M. W. Grand
Patriarch of New Jersey to Freehold, Monmouth county, where he

instituted a new Encampment, to be hailed and entitled Mizpah
Encampment of Patriarchs, No. 14, 1. O. of O. F. of New Jersey;

at which time the following officers were duly installed m their re-

spective chairs in ample form. John Bowne, C. P.; H. Finch,
M. E. H. P.; J. B. Throckmorton, S.W.; Wm. D. Oliphant, Treas.;

B. Throckmorton, Scribe.; Alex. R. Thorpe. J. W.
During the evening, Bro. De Witt Barclay was admitted, ad-

vanced and exalted to the R. P. degree.

From the characterand dispositions of the Patriarchs, into whose
hands this Encampment has been entrusted, it is reasonable to

hope and expect this to be an Encampment highly creditable to the

Order, and an ornament to the State. We are confident from the

feelings and views of the members, and the instructions and admo-
nitions of the G. P., they will not allow themselves to be second to,

any Encampment in New Jersey.

Mansfibld Lodok, No. 42.—Officers for the present quarter: John Keane
N. G.; Wm. M. Marne, V.G.; John L. Cisco, Sec.; Joseph Curl, Assist. Sec.;

James Doolittle, Treas.

MICHIGAN.
Detroit, October 16, 1846.

Bro. Winchester,—The GrandJjodge of our State held its regu-

lar Quarterly Communication in this city, on the evening of the

14th inst.

There were but few in attendance, and for this reason the Report
of the Committee to revise the Constitution and By-Laws of the

G. L. was not presented.

Charters were directed to be made out for two new Lodges ; one

to be located at Jonesville, Hillsdale county, to be known as Fay-

ette Lodge No. 16, and the other at Hillsdale, in the same county,

to be known as Hillsdale Lodge No. 17.

The reports from the various Subordinate Lodges show a healthy

increase of members and continued prosperity.

The principal business transacted, was the election of a Grand
Master, in the place of Bro. B. F. Hall, who resigned subsequent to

the last session.

Bro. Andrew' J. Clark, of BerrieAcounty Lodge No. 6, was elect-

ed Grand Masterfor the remainder of the term.

The selection is a good one, and we have no cause of fear that

the Order will suffer under his administration..

The G. L. continued in session but one evening, and its discus-

sions were characterised by harmony and good feeling.

General satisfaction is felt in this quarter at the change made by
the R. W. G. L. of the U. S., at its recent session, in the terms of

Subordinate Lodges.

As soon as the proceedings of the G. L., at its recent session, are

published, I shall forward you a copy. Yours fraternally, w. j. b.

OHIO.
Akron.—

W

e learn that a new Encampment, to be located at this

place, has been chartered by the R. W. Grand Encampment, to be

known as Akron Encampment, No — . The situation is highly

favorable—Akron being the center of quite a number of flourishing

Lodges.
.

The last “ Ark 11 coirtains official accounts of the opening of the

following new Lodges in Ohio.

Marietta, No. 67, at Marietta, on August 29, by special deputy
John Brough. Officers elected and installed : Moses N. Marsh,
N. G.; Albert G. Westgate, V. G.; Wm. F. Curtis, Sec.; Owes
Franks, Treas. Nine candidates were initiated, and one admitted
by card. The Lodge commences its work u nder flattering auspices
and is composed of worthy men.
Hesperian, No. 68, at Hudson, Sept. 4, by John Brough, special

deputy, assisted by D.D.G.Ms. Gardner ofAkron, and Weir of War-
ren, and P. G’s Forman of Akron, and Rawson ofMiddlebury. The
following officers were installed : W. M. Beebe, N. G.; P. G. Ash-
man, Y.G.; L. B. Cnrtis, Sec.; Robert Hine, Per. Sec.; O. B. King,
Trea. Two candidates were initiated, and several applications re-

ceived. The occasion was one of deep interest to the brethren

present.

Orphan’s Friend, No. 69, Somerset, Perry county. Sept. 18, by

special deputy Brough.—Officers installed : J. L. Curtis, N. G.;

Casper Fiedler, V. G.; Henry Miser, Sec.; Nathan Gallinger, Trea
“ This Lodge,” says Bro. Brough, “ is in good hands, and has at

command the materials to insure its prosperity.”

Madison, No. 70, at London, Madison county, Sept 19, by Bro
Brough, special deputy. The officers elected and installed are—
John A. Skinner, N. G.; David Armstrong, V. G.; A. A. Hume,
Sec.; John Jones, Per. Sec.; James MacLene, Treas. Twelve ap-

plications were received, and nine candidates admitted to the so-

lemn mysteries of the Order.
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BUSINESS NOTICES.
Washington, D. C—We hare many complaint® of the irregularity in the

receipt of the Ooldhn Rulr by oar subscriber® in the Distriot of Columbia.
The package of paper® for Washington is sent by the Express on Thursday
afternoon of each week, and ought to be delivered on Saturday, A. M. If so,

and they are not promptly delivered, the fault is with Bro. Watson, the carrier.

One brother writes us that he has had no paper sinoe 3d inst Bro. Watson,
see to this. By the way, the Express is much more dilatory than the mall.

Packages for the South lay over at Philadelphia and Baltimore about 34 hours.

03* Subscribers who have not yet remitted for the present year’s subscrip-

tion, are requested to forward the amount without delay. Remittances by mail,

post paid
,
will be at the risk of the office. Let each brother obtain an additional

lame to send in with his own.

ty Back numbers of the present volume, containing the capital original ro-

mance of “ WlLFRED Montrkssor, Or thb Sbcrbt Ordbr or tub Srvhn,
can be supplied to all new subscribers. We hope our friends will use their in-

tnence to increase the number of our readers

03* The Crrtificatb or Membership will be ready about the 15th of

November. Two brothers remitting $5, will pay a year’s subscription, and a
copy of this beautifril plate for each. The demand will be very great, and will

he supplied with difficulty for several months. Orders should be forwarded
early, to insure Proof Impressions.

LETTER PROM THE SEAT OF WAR~
The following letter from an officer in the army, who was pre-

sent at the Battle of Monterey, will be found to possess extraor-

dinary interest. We are indebted for it to G. Rep. Gilley.

Storming of Monterey—Heroism of Gen. Worth—The City and its Pro-
ductions—Taylor’s Force—Valor of the Miasiaaippians—A Ranger’s
Story, fee. kc.

Montbrby, Sept 23, 1846.

Dear Friend.—I received yours of Aug. 16, ult., on the road, di-

rectly in front of Mier—read it on horseback—and I can assure you
itgave me great pleasure. I have delayed answering it, as I had de-

termined not to write again until I could chronicle another victory

over the magnanimous Mexican nation. That event has transpired.

We are masters of Monterey—the “key to Mexico and the halls of
the Montezumas.’’ It watf on Saturday last that the towers of Mon-
terey struck our wondering eyes, and nearly at the same time some
cannon balls, weighing 12 lbs. avoirdupois, came near striking our
wondering pates. The moment our advance appeared in sight of
Monterey, the enemy opened their fire on us, but without doing any
harm. During the afternoon, several parties of reconnoissance were
fired at—nobody hurt; Sunday, ditto. Sunday night, Gen. Worth
moved with his division to gain the rear of Monterey, and secure

the pass to Saltillo, by which means the retreat of the army would
be cut off. He proceeded, unobserved, until daylight, when he was
in front of one of their batteries. It opened ujxrn him, and he took
it at the point of the bayonet. A second, higher up the pass, then
opened upon him, and in the afternoon he took that also. At day-
light on Tuesday he was master of a third, and he then, from these

three, opened upon their castle, or the Bishop’s Palace, as we call

it. He succeeded, during the day, in gaining the hights directly in

rear of it. T^ey attempted to dislodge him, by a charge of cavalry

and infantry, bur he routed them, and pursuing them into the castle,

drove them out and turned their guns upon them, in less than five

minutes, and slaughtered them like sheep. This castle has a posi-

tion which commands over half of the city. He accordingly took

possession of the houses, streets, dec., driving the Mexicans before

him to the Plaza.

The 1st division, under Gen. Twiggs, had marched on Monday
morning to the left, to make a diversion in favor of Worth ; but the

enemy opened such a heavy fire upon them, that they must run one
way or the other, forward or back. Yankee like, the word was,

“forward,” and after two or three hours of severe fighting, hand to

band, they carried the first battery. In another hour the Mississippi

Rifle aod other volunteers had a second, and the 1st and 3d divis-

ions, under Twiggs and Butler, entered the city. Mighty hot work
there, I can tell you. From every house-top—down every street, it

literally rained balls; and for some time it was doubtful which
would gain; but a charge cleared a few houses, and there was shel-

ter for our men. The ground we won on Monday was enlarged on

Tuesday, by the same hand to hand fighting—bayonet to bayonet,

and man to man. Tne Mexicans never fought so desperately be-

fore. And why! Worth had cut off their reireat. Our fellows

kept driving them slowly, but surely, until Twiggs had his end of

the city clear of them, and forced them into the Plaza. Then, on
Wednesday, was the slaughter. Worth one side, Twiggs the other,
Hamer in their rear, and three batteries playing upon them shrapnel
shot and canister, killing them in piles; and by way of a change,
an odd bombshell thrown among them, which caused them to begin

|

to desire a little respite. Accordingly, on Thursday, Col. Marino
came into camp, under a white flag, and made some propositions to
“ Rough and Ready,” and the conclusion was, that Gen. Taylor
went to the city to hold a confab with Ampudia, the chief in com-
mand of the Mexicans. About 2 o’clock last night, he returned to

camp, having signed, sealed and delivered his terms to Ampudia,
which were accepted, after some hesitation on his part.

The terms, as they are mentioned in the camp, are : The officers

and soldiers are prisoners of war, to go to theiroum country, and no!
bear arms against us in the war again. The artillery are to take a
light battery of six guns, for their protection ; the infantry their mus-
kets, and seven rounds of cartridge; the cavalry their sabres—the
whole, their private property, and seven days* rations. All public

property to be given to us—by which we will get about thirty-six

guns, thousands of muskets and lances, mules, &c., and a whole
church full of ammunition. A truce of eight weeks is also agreed
upon, to await the result of certain negotiations said to be going on
between the two governments.
The victory belongs to General Worth. He, by his genius, perse-

verance, energy and bravery, surmounted difficulties that will make
his name as immortal as Napoleon’s, or Hannibal’s. Tffiey crossed
the Alps

—

he fought his way up the hights of Sierra Madre : they
crossed unopposed except by the clements^he fought inch by inch
an enemy numbering over two to bis one ; so give credit to the gal-
lant Worth, the hero of Monterey.
The difficulties of taking this place can never be ascertained ex-

cept by actually looking at the place itself. Mountains piled upon
mountains are on three sides of it and the fourth is defended by a
river, small to be sure, but difficult for an army to cross. The for-

tified hights command the country for the whole range of a cannon
shot,—and goats would fall and break their necks from precipice*
that Worth dragged his artillery up. This place was besieged by the
whole Mexican force djriog their first Revolution, and Gen. Gon-
salvo, the Spanish governor, held it for his King until Spain acknow-
ledged the independence of Mexico ; he then marched out with the
honors of a conqueror.

All the productions of the temperate zone, and some considerable

of the torrid, are here produced. Here are oranges and pomegranates,
bananas, apples, &c. ; in fact every variety of fruit under the sun is

found in abundance.
11 How has kind Hsaven adorned this happy land,

And scattered blessiigs with a liberal hand.”

Fountains, monuments, statues and images greet the passer-by at

every step. Water is carried from the mountains through the street*

in aqueducts ; and, all in all, it is a beautiful place. Our fellows

say it approaches very near their ideas of Paradise—why ? Because
’twas so difficult to get into it.

Our whole force, the army of the great Republic of the United
States, numbered abou 6400 men. For artillery we had one mortar,

two 24 lb. howitzers, lour 12 lb. do. and twelve6 pound guns. Total,

nineteen
;
with which to take the strongest position in Mexico.

On the second day of the storming, we had added fourteen to the

auuibar, ami now our train consists of upwards of fifty pieces, and
lots of ammunition too. What do you think now of “ conquering a
peace 1” We conquered fourteen pieces in one day. The force of
the enemy wa9 variously stated to have been front 8 to 15,000 men,
and if we have not whipped them to their liking, why, we'll do it

better next time. We have defeated them in open field at Palo
Alto—in a bushwacking at Resaca de la Palma, and bow have
plucked their tri-color from their fortifications. What next 1 I think

it must be a fight on water or in the air ; and if the last, please send

on balloons for us and we’ll pay the expense out of “ the spoils of the

Egyptians.”

If our navy would take Vera Cruz, let them send for Gen. Worth,
and he’ll rig a purchase to upset St. Juan de Ulloa in less time than

it will take to describe it; or for Rough and Ready, and he'll march

against it with three or four thousand men and twenty guns, and tell

them as he told Arista at Matamoros, and Ampndia here, that the

possession of the place must be considered as a “ sine qua non” by

the Americans, or literally a sign of going on by the Americans. I

calculate the war is over, unless Uncle Sam asks too confounded

large a slice of the Republic, and then then national honor may
force them to fight us again. The regiments that have most distin-

guished themselves during the siege aie all. To particulize would

be invidious. But the Mississippians have done what men have

never done before, I believe ; that is, charge upon and carry a bat-

tery with rifies— not a bayonet in the crowd. Riflemen have charged

on a line, but never before, I think, on a battery,

i One of the Texan Rangers tella a good story, vi* i “I was Btand-
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ing in the street, covered by a building, and I peeped round the cor-

ner every now and then, and when Pd see a Mexican I*d shoot him.

I was looking up the street, and out of a door, close by me, came a

man. I drew my rifle up, and before I could fire he saw me, dropped

on his knees, and walked, in that manner, up to me, and offered me

a picayune not to kill him. I let the poor fellow go, and shot an offi-

cer with the ball it would have taken to have killed him.” As I,

with others, rode u? to a house, a woman, one of many inmates,

rushed out, seized me by the legs, and begged me, for God sake, not

to kill her. I told her Americans did not kill women, but their ene-

mies. In a short time I had a whole body of them about me, offer-

ing the dainties of the land. The poor people seemed to look upon

me as a great friend and protector, and as I rode off, their blessings

followed me, (there may have been curses in their hearts.) It sur-

prises the whole of the people to see an army paying for every thing

they get, and they stick it on, too, I assure you—thinking the Ameri-

cans are made of money. Numerous anecdotes of the siege must

be omitted here, for want of room, as the editors say. If this gives

you as much pleasure, as yours did me, I shall esteem myself fortu-

nate. Oh, what fine times a soldier has, killing his fellow-creatures

for the pleasure of J. K. P. or some others, whose precious lives are

in no danger ! Adios senoT.

Hudson River—Steamer Niagara.—If any of our readers have a

day or two of leisure, they cannot do better than to take a trip up the

North River. The scenery along its banks was never more magnifi-

cent than now. It is one sea of living beauty from New York to

Albany, and the eye is never weary with wandering over its ever

changing surface. J ump into the Niagara then, friends, take a run

up our noble river, and you will be well paid. Be sure to go in the

Niagara ; she is a first-rate jboat,\with first-rate officers, and first-

rate table. The Clerk is a gentleman in every respect ;
and we feel

greatly indebted to him for his courtesy in helping us out of a very

awkward position on board his boat last week. He had it in his

power to annoy us, but instead of this he promptly relieved us from

our embarrassment, and afterward treated us in the most gentle-

manly manner. Long life to him.

Boarding School For Boys at Shrewsbury, N. J.—We call the

particular attention of our readers to the card of our Rev. Bro. Finch,

on our advertising page. The location of this School is one of the

most beautiful and healthy in the country, and the Reverend Teach-

er is admirably qualified both by nature and education for the office

of instructor. The terms, it will be seen, are very reasonable. In one

sense this may be regarded as a School for Odd Fellows* children.

For every nine pupils, Bro. Finch will take one poor boy, or orphan

child gratuitously. Who knows but this may be the foundation, or

beginning of a school for the education of the orphans of our Order

in this region 1

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

THE TREES OF AMERICA
;
Native and Foreign, Picfeorially and Boteaic-

ally delineated, and scientifically and popularly described. Illustrated by nu-

merous engravings. By D. J. Browne, author of Sylva Americana. Harper

& Brothers. 8vo. pp. 520.

This is a Very valuable work, creditable alike to the industry of

the author, and the liberality of the publishers. It will be welcomed

by the American Farmer and Horticulturist as an invaluable trea-

sure ; and if the Government of the United States understands its

true interest, and is far-sighted enough, it will encourage this, and

all similar publications, and, as it may, aid the author in his future

labors. Mr. Browne has studied, and treated of, the trees of America

with reference to their geographical position and history, soil and

location, their properties and uses in the art6 and in commerce, and

in ornamental and useful plantations. He discourses also with par-

ticular reference to their propagation and culture, their accidents

and diseases, and furnishes a large amount of information to those

interested. To enable him to do this he has been at great labor and

expense ; having travelled, and resided for a time, in various parts

of North and South America and the West Indies ; and also in Eu-

rope and Western Africa, whence many of our trees have been

brought. And he has mbst happily combined instruction with plea-

sure in his historical notices of the various species, and of celebrated

individual trees. We should be glad to specify examples, but our

limits will not allow. We heartily commend this work to every

one interested in useful or ornamental trees, and to all lovers of na-

ture and beauty.

THE SUFFERINGS OF CHRIST. By a Layman. Second Edition. Re-

vised and enlarged. Harper A Brothers.

The object of this work is to set aside as erroneous, the opinion

which has been received in the Christian Church almost without

question, that in his atonement Christ suffered in his human nature

only, since the divine nature is impassible. The author of this book

undertakes to show that Christ suffered in his divine nature, as God

;

and that only thus could the atonement be sufficient. The work is

written with considerable ability, and shows a well trained mind,

and a practiced hand. A second edition, so early, shows that it has

attracted attention.

HAZLITT’S SPIRIT OF THE AGE; OR CONTEMPORARY POR-
TRAITS. Wiley and Putnam, Broadway, New York.

This is tha first American edition of this capital work ; and it is

matter of wonder that it should be so.. As an analysis or dissection

of the genius, style, and literary character and standing of the lead-

ing spirits of the last half century, it is unsurpassed. Hazliit was

precisely the man to do the work. The manner in which he cuts

up Gifford, of the Quarterly, is perhaps somewhat savage, but it

was richly deserved ; and when one remembers poor Keats, he can-

not help saying, “ Good !” The work makes No. 70 of the “Li-

brary of Choice Reading**—269 pages, and only 60 cts.

Be Honest.—A subscriber at Versailles, Cattaraugus county,

New York, complains that his paper reaches him some week or

ten days behind its time, and then in a condition to demonstrate

pretty conclusively, that it has been opened and thoroughly read, by

the way. Now, if any Postmaster, or Deputy, desires to feast him-

self upon the Golden Rule, weekly, free of charge, the way to ac-

complish such desire is to forward us the names of five subscribers

and #10, which will insure him a free copy for a year. This is

easily done, generally for the asking. This otter is open to ali

!

Who will accept of ill

The American Museum.—Mr. Hitchcock, the Manager of this

establishment, continues to display an admirable judgment in all of

its arrangements. He blends amusement and instruction together

with consummate skill, and always presents a bill of entertainment

to his patrons, to which the most serious-minded will not object,

and by which all may profit. Col. Chaffin, the extraordinary dwarf,

the Shaker Family, the Orpheans, and curiosities too numerous

to mention, are now being exhibited there.

The Great Fair of the American Institute closed on Friday

night of last week. It was visited by thousands upon thousands of

our citizens ;
Castle Garden being continually thronged with people.

These splendid Fairs have a veiy beneficial effect upon the indus-

try of our country.

Stoves.—

T

he best cooking stove that we know of, is Wager’s

Air Tight Stove, sqM by Bro. Savage, 248 Water street. We
have one in use, as have also a number of our friends, and in every

desirable quality it is found to be entirely satisfactory. We advise

the ladies to call and examine it

0^. We refer our readers to the advertisement of Dr. Laennec’s

Cough Pills, in another column. It is, in our opinion, the most

valuable medicine for diseases of the lungs that has ever been pre-

pared. We have used them, and always with benefit.

,

** The Odd Fellows* Token, edited by Kate Barclay,” is the ti-

tle of a beautiful miniature volume of Poetry, published by Derby 6c

Co., Geneva. Sister “Kate” has done her work well, and deserves

the approbation of the brethren, to whom we commend this little

gem.

Martin the Foundling, No. 6, by Sue, has been published by

the Harpers. We may Jiave something to say of this work hereaf-

ter. Would that the translation were better.

The Illustrated Shaksfeare, Nos. 116, 116, .have been pub-

lished by the Harpers.

The November Magazineb.—The New York illustrated, The
Columbian and Graham’s Magazines for November, are received.

Each contains its usual variety of engravings, tales, etc. etc.

MARRIAGES.
Oot 21, at Palmyra, Wayne count/, by Friend’s Ceremony^ P. G. EDWIN

M. ANDERSON, ofW*yne Lodge No. 148, and Miss GUtY A. M. TITUS,

K?S£he«t*r, N. Y. bj Rot. J. N. Norton Bro JEROME B. FEL-
LOvfe, of Cuyahoga Lodge No. 22, Cleveland Ohio, and Miss SUSAN A
LEWIS, of Rochester.

DEATHS.
Oct 11 in Brooklyn, JOSEPH CARTER KIDDER, aged 6 years, 8 month*

and 3 day’s son of John B. and Sarah A. Kidder.

Sept 6* at Cincinnati, Ohio, P.G. RICHARD BLAKE, of Mount Vernon

^Aug.^^at^Westfield, Delaware county, Ohio, Bro. HENRY PATEE,of Olea-

^^^ptMofat^CiMimStt/ohdo^Bro. PHILLIP RABBE, of Franklin Lodge

N
Sept 11/ at Cincinnati, Ohio, Bro. ALVIN F. ROBERTS, of Ohio Lodge

N
Sept 17, at Columbus, Ohio, Mrs CORNELIA, consort of Bro. Samuel Cut-

ler, of Columbus Lodge No. 9.

Digitized byCjOOQie



THE GOLDEN RULE.
Boarding:8ehool yShrewHburr,N.J.

KEV. H. FINCH, Principal. The Winter Term
of this School will commence on Monday, the 2d

of November. Terms, $75 per Term—Pupil to fur-
nish his bed and bedding: References. Ker. Wm.
Berrien. D.D.

;
Rev. Professor John D. Ogilby, D.D.,

at the Theological Seminary, Chelsea ; Rev. M. H.
Henderson. Newark, N. J.; T. C. Butler, Esq. No.20
John-st.; Floyd Smith, Esq., No. 12 John-st o27

Material for Regalia.

T
HE largest stock, and best assortment of material
for Regalia, in the United States, ean be found at

F. W. ft W. F. GILLEY'S
DRY-GOODS ESTABLISHMENT,

430 OBAND-STRUT, N. Y.

all numbers of Satin and Lustring Ribbons. N. B.
Manufacturers and Merchants supplied. octlOrtf

f
Wager’s Air Tight Cooking Stowe.

IIS celebrated cooking stove has been used in a
large number of families in this city, during the

last year, and has given the most perfect satisfac-
tion. For saving fuel, and in all kinds of cooking,
it cannot be excelled by any other stove. References
will be given to all that wish, and the stove warrant-
ed. The subscriber would invite all in want ofa good
cooking stove to call and examine this stove, which
will be sufficient to satisfy any one of its superiority
over all other stoves. Also a new and beautiful pat-
tern of Cast Iron Gothic Air Tight Parlor Stove, a
superior article, together with stoves for Hall and of-
fice. For sale at 248 Water at. by
*26: tf E. W. M. SAVAGE.

CashTailoriiiar. 187 Fulton-street.
SANFORD, BROTHERS, have just opened an en-
lj tirenew stock of Clothes, Casaimers,and Vestings,
of every variety and style, which they offer to their
friends and the pablio at very low prices. We would
simply say weoansuit the most fastidious as to fits,

The Mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
A-J Offioe No. 11 Wall street. This institution is
distinguished from all ether*

,
at home or abroad , by

all, or most, of the following peculiarities

:

1. Where the premiums are over $50, it requires
only one auarter part in Cash, instead ofthe whole.

2. It allows the Assured to pay yearly.quarterly,
monthiy, or weekly.

3. No part of the profits are withheld—or diverted
from the Assured, either in charity, or otherwise.

4. It has no loan, either nominal or real

,

to
interest for; having a a sufficient capital funded,
from pn>rT' <,,rr, “ •

5. Th<e Assured can withdraw his profits, or leave
them to accumulate, year by year, at his option.
6 It assures to the age of 67, instead of stopping

at 60.

7. It declares the profits yearly, instead of onoe in
five, or seven years, and issues scrip yearly to the
Assured, for the estimated profits, bearing 6 per oent
interest—which scrip is redeemed in cash, when the
profits amount to $200,000, or is allowed to accumu
late, at the option ofthe Assured.
a It enables a man to provide for his wife and

ohildren. in suoh a way, that although he may lose
every thing, they are safe; and all persons, whether
married or unmarried, to provide for Old Age, Sick-
ness, and Want, as well as for Death

9. The Assured can surrender the policy at any
time after the first year, and receive its equitable
value.

10. At any time after the first year, the Assured
can borrow, on the scrip issued, two-thirds of its
amount, so that he has nothing to fear from a
dhange of circumstances, or inability to pay the pre-
mium

.

11. Directors and officers are chosen yearly; and
the Assured votes according to his interest.

12. The frinds are all invested in United States,
New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts stocks,
and in real estate in New York and New Jersey,

SS? &5S7W&c ItL1

:
m Au‘utora

'
no

f96&n* ANSON P. SANFORD.

I

Encampments.
O. of O. F. Committees about purchasing Em-

• blema, Ac. for Encampments or Lodges, are re-
quested to call aud examine those introduced (ex-
pressly for the New Work) by the subscriber, and
which have been approved by the following Eneamp-
“*nts: Mount Olivet, Egyptian, Mispeh, Ac., of
N*w York; Potomac Lodge, Alexandria, D. C.;
Winchester, Va. and many others. The undersign-
ed would also respectfully solicit a call from mor-
dants and others visiting the city at his SIGN,
banner, flag and ornamental paint-
ing ROOMS, No. 101 Nassau-st. where he flatters
imself, that his original designs and acknowledged
superiority of workmanship, in oohnectioa with
moderate charges, will offer inducements for patron
apsunsu. " ” *

Country
during tL.
forwarded
States. JAMESACKERMAN, 101 Nassau-st

sep 12:3m

14. It does not reckon the Assured a year older
than he is—but from six months less to six months
more, so as to equalise the estimates between all
parties.

15. The rates are lower, the expenses less, and the
profits larger than with Foreign Offices; invest-
ments here yielding from 6 to 7 per cent—abroad
only 3 per oent—to say nothing of 33)* per cent re-
served; nor of interest allowed to those who furnish
a “guaranty capital ” at the rate of 5 per cent on
every hnn£red pounds subscribed, for every ten
pounds paid in!

16. Instead of encouraging, every precaution is
taken to prevent a forfeiture of the policy.

17. The liability of the Assured is limited by law,
to the amount of his premium note. m9:tf

reasonable terms,SILVER DOOR AND NUMBER
PiiATES, of sterling silver of extra thickness,
warranted.
ARMS, CRESTS, AND CIPHERS o&tals. on

stone, brass, and silver.

HUNTING HOUSE, Consul

_ ^ Coffee and Big
T^XOTICE.—E. J. M3A i fully informs his friends and t^7pttbl£Tthat
having purchased from his partner, J . F^GreenThis
entire interest in the Coffee and Dining Rooms cor-
ner of Nassau and Ann streets, trusts the estab-
lishment will continue to receive not only the sup-
port of his friends, but also be reoemmended to the
patronage of his friends’ friends, as he assures themaH his energies will be devoted on his part to make
bis Dming Rooms second to none other in the eitv

win '*?iiti®
L-

f!

la8T0ff^ and ^freshment Rooms
will still be continued as heretofore, under the espe-
cial charge of Mrs. Meroer. Private entraaoe, 21

augl:tf
Ann street.

Regn | §a«

T
HE Subscriber informs the members of the Order
that in addition to his stock of cheap Dry Goods

he keeps constantly on hand the various articles’
used in the manufacture of Regalia, and furnishing
such as Scarlet and Blue Merinoes; Scarlet, Blue,
White and Black Rattineits; Scarlet, Blue, and
Black De Laines

;
Velvets, Linens, Fringes, Ribbons,

& c., of the proper shades, which he will be happy to
dispose of at a small advance. Orders from adis-
tanoe promptly attended to. WM. C. FLAN 1GAN,

8o-6m<j. No. 190 South Second street, Phi lad's.

rw^!Uiad?lp,?,
la Hat 4i C°P store.

I Hiii subscriber respectfully informs
-1- his friends, and the public in general, that he
has opened the New Cheap Hat A Cap Store, No.
106. N. 6th-st. 2 doors above the “Odd&Uoir^'Btir
Hall, where may be had all kinds ofHBoime fte.
wholesale and retail, cheap for oash. Merchants mmI
other are requested to oall and examine before pur-
chasing elsewhere. (m23:tf) F. W. CORINTH.

Dr. James Ashleyt

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,A No. 40 HUDSC” — --

M.
No. 40 HUDSON street,
and 5 P M.

Office Hours—9 A.
d!3 ly

Carpetipg, Oil Cloths. Ac.
1VTO. 64 EAST BROADWAY, and

71 Division street—W. H. GUION, would In-, . uvtvv*. ii. UV1V11. W\
vifce the at ten!on of those families intending
chase CARPETING, or any article in the line dur-
ing the present spring, to his very extensive assort-
ment of English. Brussels, three-ply and Ingrain Cm
poking. Also. Oil Cloths for Halls, offices, ship and
steamboat cabins, together with every article con-
nected with the business.
The subscriber takes this opportunity to infbrm

his friends and patrons, that he has, during the win-
ter, entered into arrangements with the most exten-
sive manufacturers of this oountry and Europe, fbr
an early supply of all the latest patterns, upon suoh
terms as will enable those about to frirniih, to
satisfactory selections at prioes lower «»»» at any
other store in the city. ap86etf

Levi B. Taft,
TTOR N E Y, COUNSELLOR, Ac

;
Detroit, . „ „ w v„

Michigan. His particular, andw heu desired, N Varies, So-
1 than the usual rates,

Psreonal attention will be given to the securing and clety>and LODGE SEALS engraved iu a superior There are some wm

J. C. Booth Sc Co.pASH DRAPERS and TAILORS,
Vy 187 Broadway, have reoeived an additional sup-
ply of choice Cassimeres Linen Drills and Vestings,
to whieh they would invite particular attention. Our
stock now comprises the richest assortment ofgoods
ever before offered in this city, and having great fa-
cilities in baying, both here and in foreign markets,
we are enabled to offer them at prices moth lower

•“Meeting Claims and Demands, Payment of Taxes,
in any part of Michigan.

xteier to D. C. Hyde A Co., Alfred Clapp A Co.,
&& V. Lawcenoe, ComanA Hopkins, Jarvis fL Hills
*°d H. B. Bradshaw, Esq. New York; Wm. Jones
* Co., Curtis Reed A Co. and F. W. Dickinson, Esq.
Boston; W. B. Darling A Co., Providence, R. I.;

Brokers ^)
irn8

^

^ Messrs. Cos A Colt, Exchange

Mr. Taft is commissioner to take Depositions. Ac-
knowledgments of Deeds, Ac. for the State of Mas-
•ohusetts. 8 19tf

. Lewis Child*
ERCHANT TAILOR, (Successor

ZT *° Townsend A Co.) No. 132 Bowery, be-
Grand and Broome streets. N. Y. A full as-

^jrement of cloths, Cassimeres, Vestings, Ac. m2:tf

m Philip Garhardt,
APER AND TAILOR, No. 74,
rest Broadway. A large and Fashionable aa-

jstment of Cloths. Casaimsrss and Vestings, oon-
•tsntly on hand. apfc. ly

v. ^ III. Rice,
HRAPER AND TAILOR, 57 Ca-
f^nsl street. m 16:4m

Important toTravelersandHouse-
keepers.

LIFE AND PROPER-
TY PRESERVERS. Patent
Self-Cocking Revolving pistols.

„ Manufactured, wholesale and
J. G. BOLEN, 104 Broadway,

Between Wall and Pine ets .New York

*h® Le.tV_

"B*

manner, at moderate prioes.
1

/ARDS printed from plates already engraved, on
extra porcelain cards, both surfaces highly enameled,
at short notics, by BOLEN . Engraver and Printer.

104 Broadway between Wall and Pine sts. N. Y.
Oard Cases, Envelopes, Note Paper, and fine Cut-

lory, Ac. janlO tf

ampi

T
HE Undersigned will keep constantly on^i&nd a
frill assortment of Books, Paper, and general Sta-

tionery, and solicits a share of patronage. He will
supply new Encampments and Lodges with every
article they may need.on the most favorable terms.

W. H. TOWNSEND, Stationer, 19 Wail st.

Ltvinntoift K. Mlllc
A TTORNEY AT LAW,
XX LICITOR IN CHANCERY. No

ton K. Miller,
AND SO

LICITOR IN CHANCERY, No. 20 Nassau
streetN. Y. Collecting (and other business) prompt-
ly attended to. Refer to Beiy. F. Butler, Jno P.
Crosby and Chas. Butler, Esqrs., and Doremua A
Nixon, Merchants. m 16:6m*

E. Iff* Nodyne’s,

MANUFACTURER of Trunks, Carpet Bags, Va-
lises, Ladies Traveling Bags. Ac., has oomt&nt-

by on hand a good assortment or the above named
articles, which he will sell as low as any other es-

tablishment in New York, at Nddyne’s old stand,
219 Greenwich street, corner of Barclay.

s26:6t* E. H. NOYDNE.
Johnson Sc Co.

TMPORTERS, Wholesale Dealers,A and Maunfhcturors of PERFUMERY of every
description Manufacturers Agents of a puperior
quolity of Hair Brushes. No. 35 Cedar-street, up
stairs. Jy25*Aa

t here are some who imagine that goods la Bread-
1 way must be dear, bat we would assure such persons
that our prices (at all times low) were never so low
as at the present: and that since our removal, by our
much increased business, we have been enabled to
reduoe our rates, while at the same time, the style
and workmanship of onr garments have been very
mnch improved. We would invite all these persons
to give us a call, and be disabused at onoe of all sueh
erroneous impressions.
The Catting Department is under the supervision,

of Mr J. LEE, whose name is a sufficient guarantee
of its being properly and efficiently conducted. jel3tf

Fall Fashions.
rPHE CHEAP HAT AND CAP MANUFAOTO-
1 RY, 72X Bowery, between Walker and Hester
streets, is now ready to serve all who may waat a
good and oheap Hat or Cap. Haring on hand an
entire new stock of Hats and Caps of his own man-
ufacture, he is determined to sell them at a very
small profit. Silk Hats, of the latest fashions, of
superior quality, from $2jOO to 3,50; and Fur Hats
from 2,50 to 5,00. Children's Hate of all kinds, and
the latest patterns. Hats made to order at the
shortest notioe. Don't forget the number, 71

V

Bowery, New-York, sign of the BIG HAT.
sept26:tf HENRY SHAW.~~

" Classen’s
-

17ASHI0NABLE VISITING
I CARD ESTABLISHMENT. 25 per oent be-
low his usual prioes. A Plate and 50 Cards printed
for $1,50; the best Enamelled Cuds printed from
Engraved Plates at 50 cents per pack. A SILVER
DOOR PLATE furnished aud beautifully engraved
for $3. Engraving for the ,Trade equally Tow, at
CLLASSEN'S old stand, No. 1 Murray-street, cor-

ner of Broadway. mSOtly

Digitized byv^ooQle
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TVR. LAENNEC’S COUGH PILLS to me «f the

Almost powerful, safe, and effective remedies ever

discovered for the cure of Coughs, Colds, Consump-

tion in all stages, Bleeding of the Lungs, Bronchitis,

Inflammation, and all other diseases of the lungs and

appendages. The cures already performed since the

Introduction ofthis medicine into the United States,

are of the most surprising nature, testimonials of

which can be seen at the office of the Agent. Every

person laboring under these diseases, as they value

lifeand health, should immediately obtain these pills.

IN NO CASE HAVE THEY EVER FAILED TO
EFFECT A PERMANENT CURE, no matter how
difficult it may have been. This is no quack reme-

dy, but the discovery of Dr. LAENNEC, of Paris,

inventor of the Stethescope,and one of the most pro-

found and learned physicians of the age.

For the satisfaction of the public, we attach a few,

of the many, testimonials which have been freely of-

fered to the General Agent

:

LETTER FROM REV. A. C. L. ARNOLD.
Mr. J. Winchestrr : •

My Dear Sir—The Cough Pills invented by the
celebrated Dr. Laenffiec, of Paris, which you were so
kind as to recommend tomy notice, I have found, on
examination and trial, to be a most valuable specific.

I have given them a fair trial, and am satisfied that
you have jm^>verrated their value. The most in-

veterate oodpiihey will cure in a few days. In my
own ease,

1 they removed a most distressing affection

of the throat and lungs in an incredible short time.
Their operation is most rational, and in oaseB of blee-

ding at the lungs, must produce admirable results.

They determine the blood to the stomach, prevent
any nndne pressure upon the diseased part, and des-
troy that fever which is so fatal to the lungs, and
whioh is the real cause of consumption. I cannot in
this note say all that might be said in their favor

;

but I firmly believe they as much surpass all the pop-
ular nostrums of the day as a cure of Coughs, Colds,
Bronchitis, Consumption, Ac., as the sun surpasses
the stars in brightness. Most truly yours,
New- York, March 3, 1816. A. C. L. ARNOLD.

J. Winchester. Esq,.

Dear Sir—Dr. Laennec’s Pills have just cured me
of one of the worst oolds, and its disagreeable accom-
paniments, that I have experienced in many years.
Since the recovery of my son from a seated cough of
three months’ standing, this medicine has obtained
my most unlimited confidence. Families should have
them in their houses. If all coughers do not call and
be eured, it is their owq fault.

Respectfully, L HOIT, 133 Fulton- st.

J. Winchester^ Eso.
Dear Sir—Having been alarmingly ill with a cough

of long standing, I was advised to try Dr. Laenneo’s
Pills for that complaint 1 did, and although I raised
considerable blood, was relieved at once, and cured
of the oough in three nights. I think it an extraor-
dinary medicine, and wonld recommend it to all those
who are afflicted. Yours,

SOLOMON KING, 141 Fulton^st.

Price $1 a box, with directions for use. Sold at

wholesale and retail by J. WINCHESTER. 30 Ann
street, General Agent for the U. S.

Also, at Ring’s. 182 Broadway; Mnrrener, Lock-
wood Si Co,.459 Broadway : Bryant’s, 715 Broadway;
Onion’s, cor. Bowery and Grand; Coddington’s. cor.

Hudson and Spring; Van Hovenburgh’s, 171 Divis-
ion. In Brooklyn, at Mrs. Hayes’. 139 Fulton, and
S. P. Leeds, cor. Court and Atlantic, and at the res-
idence of the General Agent, 274 Jay street.

Cheap Book-Binderv,
-| a/j CHATHAM-ST., cor. of Pearl.—The snbseri-
JLUU ber respectfully informs the public that he is

now prepared to do every description of Book Bind-
ing in the best manner, and in every variety of style,

_

low for sash. Harper’s Bible handsomely bound, at
! various prices. Blank Books ruled and made to or-
der. Music, Periodicals, and Books of every descrip-
tion, bound cheap, and at the shortest notioe.

o!7 OWEN C. OWENS.
Dancing Academics*

S
HAKSPEARE HOTELoornerof Duane and Wil-
liam'streeta. Mr. O. Robertson respectfully an-

nounces to his brethren of the order, and the public
in general, that his classes are now open at the above
rooms Wednesdays and Saturdays, and at the NOR-
THERN EXCHANGE, 273 Bleeoker street, Tues-
days and Fridays

,
for giving instructions in tke

various modes of the above accomplishment. Hours
ofattendance for Ladies, Misses and Masters, from
3 to 6 P. M., Gentlemen from 8 to 10 in the evening.
Mr. R. will have the pleasure of introducing is
his academ h a variety of new and fashionable Ball
room and Fancy Dunces, with the graceful Redowa
Walt* as now danced in tin saloons of London anl
Paris. Private instructions given to pxpils at any
hour to suit their convenience. Classes at Semina-
ries taught on reasonable terms. Mr. R.’s class at
the Lyceum, Jersey City, will open on Thursday,
October 1st. For more particular information please
apply at Mr. R.’s residence and Private Academy,
82 Canal street, New York. o3:3m*

Rejrali**.

M I. DRUMMOND, No. 309 GRAND STREET,
• having partly got over his press of business,

will be happy to receive orders from the brethren for
R. P. Regalia, Plain. Half, or Full, Embroidered,
White Satin; and P. G. Regalia, do do., as low as
can be got in the city, and as good. Lodges and En
eampments furnished at the shortest notice, accord-
lag t© the Revised Work. Stars, Braids, Ac., on
hand, or made to order. oct3:tf

M). O. F* Breastpins, Jewelry, Ac.
A. BRETT, has removed from

VX • No. 103 Pearl street, to the new store. No.
46 Liberty street, opposite the Post Office, (up stairs)
where he respectfully invites the attention of Mer-
chants (about laying in their Spring stocks,) to his
extensive and handsome assortment «f French.Eng-
lish and German Fancy Goods : Pocket and Table
Cutlery; Rasors

;
Scissors : Needles; Thimbles;

Percussion Caps
;
German Silver wares

;
Plated and

Gilt ware; Fine gold and silver Duplex, Lever, Le-

E
ineand Verge Watches; Jewelry; Odd F.ellows’
!reast-pins : gold, silver, plated and German Sil-

ver Pencil Cases, with and without pens; Steel
Pens

;
gilt, plated, lasting, twist, brocade, jet, japan-

ed, horn, bone, and other Buttons : shell, ivory, hern,
wood and metal Combs : dressing and traveling
Cases; portable Writing Desks

;
Fans

;
hair, cloth,

shoe, nail, tooth, shaving and other Brushes
;
Sus-

penders: spool and skein Cotton: linen Thread

;

sewing Silk
;
Hooks and Eyes

;
Perfumery of all

kinds
;

Toilet Soaps
;
hand Mirrors and Looking-

glasses
;
Beads

;
Head Ornaments

;
and a great

variety of other goods, especially adapted to the
Spring trade, all of whioh he offers to the trade at
moderate prices. mar28fcf

Odd Fellows’ Regalia. Philad’a.
T W. A. E.D STOKES, 194 Market street, Pbil-
d« adelphia. Manufacturers of REGALIA, SASH-
ES, ROBES, &c.. for Lodges and Encampments.
The members of the Order, Lodges and Encamp-
ments, wishing to purchase a SPLENDID AR T7-
CLE of REGALIA, at a very low price, can be ac-
eommodatedby calling at the store, where they will
find a great variety, adapted to the different degrees
and ranks in the Order. Orders from a distance at-
tended to with punctuality and despatch. octlOrtf

_ _ .w Davli A Brynany
TUTANUFaCTUREK of masonic
lTA and ODD FELLOWS’ REGALIA and BAN-
N EK&, No. 2, Hart’s Buildings, South Sixth street,
one door above Chesnut street, Philadelphia. Re-
galia and Banners of every description, either plain,
painted, or embroidered in gold or silver. Samples
mav be seen as above. Also, every variety of Naval
and Military Gold and Silver Embroidery, executed I

to order, at very reduced prioea. ectUktf >

mechanics’ Fools.
A A FULTON STREET. The sub-ax scriber keeps constantly receiving large addi-
tions to his assortment of Mechanics’ Tools, and
general Hardware, and respectfully informs all
wishing to purchase, that he has as good an assort-
ment of goods as any house in the trade, particu-
larly of the best quality of goods, whioh he offers at
such prices as he hopes will be satisfactory to all.

Mechanics of all kinds can be supplied with a fuU
assortment of Goods, most of which arh war-
ranted. A full assortment of Coopers’ Tools,
which are all warranted, as are also his best quali-
ties of Planes,Saws, Files, Chisels, Braces, Bits, etc.
agent tot the sale of MoLaughlin’s Patent Mortis-
ing Machines: also many other articles not gene-
rally kept in Hardware or Tool stores. A large as-
sortment of patterns of the oelebratod “ Tally Ho>
Rasors, with a printed and certified guaranty ac-
companying each, an important thing to those who
wish a really good Razor, as the prioe will be return©
if tbs rasors are not good. Tool Chests furnish©
with Tools from eight dollars to one hundred—al
ways kept on hand suitable for mechanics and ama
tours. Cut nails and general Hardware at thr
lowest market price. HENRY F. FA1RBANK,
apl 1 j4 Fulton st, (between Pearl and Cliff,)N. Y

mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
-I-J No. 11 Wall at. Issued during the ef
July 146 new Policies, viz:
To Merch’ts&Traders.64 To Farmers Sl Planters 7

Manufacturers.... 7
Mechanics 18
Clergymen 8
Physicians 4
Lawyers 12
Professors 3
Agents 7

Total
New policies issued intbel
first quarter of the year,
1846, vis:

1

May 58
June 54
July .77

Ladies 1
Students.....’ 3
Clerks 9
Cashiers 1Memberof Congress 5
Sec’y Ins. Co. 1

Other occupations. .. 6

V, 146
New policies issued in the
first quarter of the year,
1846, vis:
M*y-.. ^07

.181

Whole number of Policies first year. .! !
.*.**”.

1701

Total policies in 15 months. wk
ROBT. L. PATTERSON, Patent,

t t v
BEN

.
J - C - MILLER, Seci^taryT^

Jos L. Lord, Agent.

M^“^8
f
STB7iRTl “• D" <No- 621 BrMd«r»y,)

Medical Examiner. \ augl6.*tf

mualcA Fancy Goods
HOLT, Jr., Agent for L. Gilbert’s Piano Fortes

• Boston, has opened a Ware Room at 156 Fultor
street, two doors east of Broadway. A supply of
Gilberts Instruments nowon hand. He sells also

I

Bacons Sc Ravens Pianoe and T. Gilbert’s, with the
celebrated Coleman Attachment—a splendid onejust
opened, Bl’k Walnut Case. Parlor Organs, and Se-
raphinea. All kinds of Mnsic for the Piano Ac., In-
struction Books for various Instruments, Violins,

, Strings, A o. Pianos tuned—Piano Stools and Covers.
Also, Perfumery, Fancy and Shaving Soaps, Ex-

‘ tracts, Toilet Powder, Ac. sepl9:3m

John Onborne.
ll/TANUFACTURER of REGALIA,
1TX No. 99 Madison st., N. Y., would state that
he manufactures every description ef Regalia for
Lodges and Encampments, and will be happy to re-
ceive orders from the Brotherhood, for furnishing
all artiolew required by the Revised Work.

r
itcgiiiiu ai byruciise.

VT71LLARD & HAWLEY manufacture all kinds
t? of Regalia for Lodges and Encampments, to or-

der. Likewise furnish all the necessary trimmings
tor new Lodges. 017:tf

Statx of Nxw York. Secrbtary’s Offiob, )
Albany, July 24, 184G. \

’T’O THE SHERIFF OF THE
J- CITY AND COUNTY OF NEW YORK:
Sir—Notico is hereby given, that at the next Gene-
ral Election; to be held on the Tuesday succecdin?
the first Monday of November next, the following
officers are to be elected, to wit: A Governor and
Lieutenant Governor of this State. Two Canal
Commissioners, to supply the places of Jonas EarlL
junior, and Stephen Clark, whose terms of service
will expire on the' last day of December next. A
Senator for the First Senatorial District, to supply
the vacancy which will accrue by the expiration of
the term of service of John A. Lott on the last day
of December next. A Representative in the 30th
Congress of the United States, for the Third Con-
gressional District, consisting of the 1st, 2d. 3d. 4th
and 6th Wards of the City of New York. Atoo, a
Representative in the said Congress for the Fourth
Congressional District, consisting of the 6th. 7th.
10th and 13th Wards of said City. Also a Rented
sentative in the said Congress for the Fifth Con-
gressional District, consistingofthe 8th, 9th and I4th
Wards of said City. And also a Representative to
the said Congress for the Sixth Congressional Dto-
‘"ct. consisting of the 11th, 12th, 15th, lGth, 17th
and 18th Wards of said City/

’

Also the following officers for the said County, to
wlL:

r
16 Member8 of Assembly, a Sheriff in the place

of William Jones, whose term of service will expire
on the last day of December next A County Clerk
in the plaoe of James Connor, whose term of service
will expire on the last day of December next ; and a
Coroner in the plaoe of Edmund G. Rawson, whose
term of service will expire on the last day of De-
cember next. Yours, respectfully,

N. S. BENTON, Secretary of State.
’Sheriffs Office, New York, August 3d, 184&

The above is published pursuant to the notice ef
the Secretary of State and the requirements of the
statute in such case made and provided for.

_ ^ %
WM. JONES.

Sheriff of the City and County of New York,
tty- All the>pnblio newspapers in the County will

publish the above onoe in each week until election,
and then hand in. their bills for advertising the
wune, so that they may be laid before the Board of
Supervisors, and passed for payment
See Revised Statutes, vol. 1, chap, vfc, title 3d.

article 3d—port 1st, page 140. ao8^
JJiour iison’s Premium Truss,

Improved by J. R. Benja-
min, 13 Beekipan street is universally
approved of by the Medical FactUtw

and ail who use them, as the pressure emu be mdu-
ated from one to fifty pounds on the rupture without
a buck pad, which does so much injury to the spine,
causing weakness and pain in the back and sides*aS
often permanent spinal disease. Six days trial
given, and if not perfectly satisfactory, monev
turned. Those sending for this Truss need antj

‘ * *' “ HUMmention the side ruptured, and the distance roi
to* Mps. auglt>:3nu*

Samuel Hammond A Co.,
TMPORTERS OF FINE WaI'CH-X ES, No. 44 Merchants’ Exchange, 1st door ia
William street. Have constantly on hand a l&raw
and valuable assortment of FINE WATCHES ©f
their own importation, which they are now selling mA
lower prices (when quality is compared,) than can be
purchased of any dealer in New York. A written
warrantee, in all cascs,will be given to the purchaser.

S. Hammond having attended solely to the repair^
ingof Chronometer, Duplex, and other fine Watches,
in the late firm of Benedict A Hammond, will e»m-
tinue to give his undivided attention to that branch
of the buxines*, in connection with his present pa&rt-
uer, whose reputation has long been established
having werksd for the last ten years tor the trade in
Shis city.
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Nem Original Romance.

WILFRED MONTRESSOfi;
OR,

j

THE 8ECRET ORDER OF THE 8EVEN.
A ROMANCE OF MYSTERY AND CRIME.

BY THE AUTHOR OF “ FLORENCE DE LAOEY, OR THE COQUETTE,9* ETC

CHAPTER XXXIII.

—

the art of Caroline percJy.

u You seem ia & brown study, Caroline.”
44 I am ignorant of the philosophy of colors,” replied Caroline

Percy, smiling, 4
‘ but in a study I am, whether brown or blue.”

“ Do I guess rightly,” asked Mrs. Percy y “ when I attribute

your silence this morning, and your apparent perplexity, to the

recent visit of the strange gentleman ?”

•• Wilfred Montressor, aunt Percy?” interposed Miss Percy.

44 The strange gentleman whom Doctor Everard brought hither

yesterday to see your funny antics.”

44 You guess rightly. The gentleman of whom you speak, has

exposed me to myself, and lectured me roundly for my fau^s

;

yet I confess to you freely, that he has already established a

wonderful influence over me.”
44 By exposing and lecturing you!” exclaimed Mrs. Percy,

raising both hands, in well-feigned astonishment.
44 Yes, dear aunt.”

44 When so many have utterly failed, after employing the most

delicate arts of praise and flattery ?”

44 Delicate! I have never known a gentleman, except Mr.

Montressor, who did not administer his complimentary potions

nauseating in doses.”
44 Never?”
44 Never.”
44 Mr. Willoughby or Mr. P^tigrew ?”

44 Don’t name Pettigrew in the same breath with Mr. Wil-

loughby,” said Caroline Percy, in a tone of impatience.

After a pause of a few moments, the young lady contii^ted, .

44 But still, Billy Pettigrew is a good creature.”
* 14 1 am glad to hear yq^say that.”

11 Did I ever say otherwise ?” inquired Miss Percy, sharply*
44 We are good friends, Billy and I, and so I suppose we shall

remain.”
44 He is jealous of you, Caroline. .He does not comprehend."
44 How should he comprehend ? He has no brains.”
44 1 don’t agree with you, by any means. Mr. Pettigrew, for

any thing I see to the contrary, knows as much as other peo-

ple.”
44 Yes, aunt Percy,” said the young lady, carelessly adjusting

her ringlets, 44 perhaps he does in some branches of learning,

—

he knows the streets of New Ycrk, from Whitehall to Blooming-

dale,—he knows all the merchants and traders dealing in the

city, one half by sight, the other half by reputation. He knows
the market price of goods and chattels, from bobbinet lace to

gold watches. He is an adept in homah nature, in the debtor

and creditor line. He can tell an honest man from a rogue at a

glance. All this I am bound to believe, for he says it boldly in

his own behalf. Whatever may be his proficiency in building

steamboats or in selling wares, he evidently knows nothing of

the sex.”
44 And so has no brains ?”

44 What is it to me that bis skull is filled with a pulpy sub-

stance, organized in such form, as to enable him to traffic and

speculate with the acuteness of a yankee peddler, unless he can

also understand and appreciate my good and bad qualities ?”

44
1 don’t wonder, Caroline, that he is unable to comprehend

you, for you puzzle me exceedingly, although I have known you

from childhood.”
44 This stranger, Montressor, after an hour’s interview, under-

stood me thoroughly, and revealed to me the prominent feelings

and motives which govern my designs and actions.”

44 Is he a suitor ?”

44 No and yes.”
44 Always in riddles, Caroline *”

41 If you are desirous of learning whether he is a suitor ornot,

for the remnant of this weak heart,” said Caroline Percy, placing

her. hand jestingly upon her bosom, 44
1 say no—but he is in

some things a suitor.”

44 Well, Caroline?” said Mrs. Percy, inquiringly, perceiving

that the young lady hesitated to proceed.
44 He has made several requests—perhaps I should rather call

them commands.”
" Commands, to you ?”
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290 THE GOLDEN RULE.
“ To me—Caroline Percy 1” said the lady, tossing back her

ringlets with the palm of her right hand. “ These requests or

commands indicate a complete knowledge of my posiiion t my
character and my prospects. I assure you that I have become
very humble and very obedient. At this moment I am unable

to decide whether I have yielded to his will from self-interest,

or from a sense of reverence for.a superior intellect/'

“ What are you to do ?”

“ Several things, aunt Percy, which you will find out in due

time, unless you are so unfortunate as to lose the trifling modi-

cum of curiosity with which you are endowed/’
« But, really ?”

“ Really, then, the last request of Mr. lflentressor, is strange

and mysterious.” •;

^
“ What is it?” t

“ He read me like a book, yesterday, when 1 was corfvincing

Doctor Everard, by practical experiments of the indubitable

truth of mesmerism—and as I have already told you, he morti-

fied me by disclosing the stupidity of tty contrivances. Yet this

morning, he persuaded me to rehearse a new part in the won-

derful science oAnimal magnetism, with the design of perform-

ing it in the presence of two or three spectators. The objections

which I urged on the score of delicacy, modesty and inability,

were vanquished without the necessity of argument by his quiet

incredulous smile. Dr. Everard will visit me after dinner, and

put me in a state of magnetic sleep. 1 have been reflecting

seriously, aunt Percy, and have resolved that these experiments

shall not be repeated after to-day." •

“ I am glad to hear it, Caroline/* said Mrs. Percy, rising.

“ Hark ! it is William's step in the entry.”

As Mrs. Percy left the saloon through one door, William Pet-

tigrew enured by another.

The countenance of the auctioneer was clouded With a shade

of sullenness.

Caroline Percy advanced to meet him with a gracious smile,

and laid her hand gently upon the sleeve of his coat.

“ When did you return from Long Island, Pet ?"

Pettigrew regarded Miss Percy with a slightly puzzled ex-

pression. He replied coldly,

“ This morning—-just now, Caroline,”

“Caroline!” said Miss Percy, pouting her rosy lips, and turn-

ing her head aside ;

11 and why not Caro V*

“ I don’t suppose that it makes any difference to you, whether

I call you Ctroline or Caro."

“ Now, you are unkind, William,” replied the lady ;
“ am I not

aware of the fact, that you call me Caro, when yon are well

pleased with me ? Perhaps you think I am indifferent about

pleasing you ?”

“ I fear it.”

“Why do you say such things. Pet?” said Miss Percy, with

an imploring glance—“do you wish to render me unhappy, and

at this moment too, when you have been absent a whole day ?'*

The shadow still darkened the features of William Pettigrew,

and he answered, though not without hesitation,

“ I imagine that you have not suffered from the deprivation

ofmy society* The list of your friends seems to be increasing

almost daily; aad I dare say that some of your accomplished

visitors will prove more acceptable.”

Miss Percy placed her hand on the speaker’s mouth and said,

“ 1 won't have you talk in such a strain, William then smil-

ing archly, she continued : “ So you are really jealous of me ?’*

“ Not jealous, exactly.”

“ Well, you can't trust me—there is no material difference be-

tween jealousy and distrust.”

“ You do not deny,” said William Pettigrew, with a glance of

inquiry, “ that you have recently received attentions from gen-

tlemen who are strangers to me ?'*

“ I shall b& positively angry with you, William,” replied Miss

Percy, pouting; “ who has excited this feeling, I wonder V* As-

suming an attitude of deep reflection, she continued, speaking to

herself rather than to the auctioneer. “ There is Doctor Ever-

ard, a gentlemanly person, aotaewhat grey and bald, and old

enough tp be my father. There is Dr. Everard’s friend, Wilfred

Moutressor, who camo hither with the Doctor to see me in the

mesmeric state, during my fit of periodical indisposition. There

is Frederick Willoughby, a mere boy, with blue eyes and light

brown hair, to whom, however, I am under serious obligations

for attentions under painful and embarrassing circumstances.

Which of these, Pet, has your excited jealousy conjured up as a

rival?”

“ I have fancied, Caroline "

“ Say Caro !’* exclaimed Miss Percy, pettishly.

“ Caro, then !” said the auctioneer, his face brightening a lit-

tle. “ J have fancied of late, that you do not care for me as

much as you did formerly.”
,

•

“ A pretty fancy, indeed, to get into yoor wise noddle.”
“ But do you truly care for me ?'*

“ Do I T” eaked Miss Percy, with a sidling glance from her

bright sparkling eyes.
(

“Yes—ddyon?”
“ If I did .not, why should I trouble myself about your foolish

jealousy ? And yet I am rather pleased on the whole ; for the
jealousy which you display is an evidence of the state of yoor
feelings toward me.”

“Have you ever doubted my affection for you?" inquired

William Pettigrew, with fturprfre.

“ Often.”

“ Tell me when.”
“When you eat onions—when yon refuse me money—when

you are careless about your health or dress—when you go over

to Long Island, and to other placee-^-one, two and three days at

a -time, tnerely to sell old trumpery.”
“ You are a capricious, versatile creature, Caro,” said the auc-

tioneer. “ I do not know what to make of you.”

“I will tell you, William,” said Miss Percy, seriously, her
black eyes dilating widely.

Well, Caro.”

“ Make me your wife?”

William Pettigrew gazed with wonder at the sadden trans-

formation of the gay coquettish Caroline Percy, into a serious,

©artiest woman. Her manner, her request startled him.
“ This is strange, Caro !”

“ If you love me,” said Miss Percy, in alow, quivering voice,
“ make me your wife 7”

“ What has caused this freak of yours, Caro ?”

“ It is no sudden freak, William. Beneath the wild gayety
and adventurous daring of my untamed spirit, you might have
beheld the annoyance and suffering to which my position exposed
me—only that I am a strange b*ing—impulsive, wayward, per-

petually changing. My'distress was a vague, undefined feeling,

which sometimes in my brightest hours gave rise to melancholy
and bitter thoughts. But yesterday an incident occurred which
deepened the impression upon my soul, until it is strong, perma-
nent, perchance immovable. I allude to a conversation with a
gentleman, who, intending me no injury, doing me no wrong,
with good motives, held me up, as in a mirror, and compelled
me to behold the reflection of my past life and my present posi-
tion.'*

Miss Percy covered her face with her hands, and sobbed bit-

terly, during several minutes. Then removing her hands, she
added, her dark eyes flashing through heY tea s

:

“ 0 ! William, it is horrible.”

* The feelings of suprise and wonder which had been previously

excited in the breast of William Pettigrew, were rapidly giving
way to emotions of sympathy.

“ Do I not love you, William ?” murmured Caroline Percy,
dashing the tears from her eyes as she approached the auo-
tioneer, and imprinted a kiss on his lips.

Then she kuelt before him, caressed his hands, and said a
third time, in low tremulous tones,

“ Make mo your wife.”

“ Rise, Caro—dear Caro !" said William Pettigrew, straggling

to suppress his feelings.

“ Never, until you answer me.”
“ I will think of it.” #
“ Answer me quickly—now.” '>

The brain of the auctioneer was reeling—he strove to reflect,

to (^termine ; but the current of thought was checked by the
excitement of overmastering emotion.

“ Will you be faithful to me, in word and deed?” exclaimed
* «
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291THE GOLDEN RULE.
( William Pettigrew. “ Will you sustain your position as the

wife of a mao of true feeling and honorable pride ?”

“ Yes—answer me.”
44

I conserft, Caro.—You shall become my wife.”

Miss Percy, in a paroxysm of feeling, rose from her kneeling

posture and reclined her head uppn Pettigrew’s shoulder. The
next instant, however, she buret from his embrace and ex-

claimed with intense energy, ,
“ If you had refused me, William, I should hare perished at

yoor feet.”

The auctioneer led Miss Percy to an ottoman, and at length

succeeded
4
in soothing her powerful, her ungovernable feel-

ings.

“ Where are yon going ?” inquired Miss Percy, in a subdued
tone, as Mr. Pettigrew rose to leave her. .

44 Adieu, Caro ! business—business. I must report the result

of the sale on Long Island, yesterday, to Mr. Wilson, my princi-

pal. The rights and the interests of others are involved in the

faithful execution of the trust reposed in me. Excuse me, there-

fore, until evening.”

As the door closed on the retiring auctioneer, a triumphant

smile illumined the countenance of Miss Caroline Percy.

Half an hour afterwards, the profound revery in^ which Miss

Percy had fallen, was interrupted by the annoncement of a
1

visiter.

Frederick Willoughby entered the apartment
44 The roses have returned to jour cheeks, Miss Percy,” said

the ypung man, admiringly.
44 I claim no longer the privileges of an invalid, Mr. Wil-

loughby.”
44 Are you advancing in your studies T” inquired Frederick

Willoughby, glancing at the books which lay upon the center-

table.

44 My industry and my ambition have recently received a se-

vere check. At your last visit, I consulted you upon the chances

of my success in a theatrical career. Relying upon your friendly

friendly feeling towards me, I ventured to request the aid of

jour judgment and taste in criticising my private rehearsals.

The stage has been the object of toy ambition for a long time,

and notwithstanding yoor discouraging advice, I was desirous

of achieving its mimic greatness ; but on broaching the subject

to aunt Percy and Mr. Pettigrew, I was overwhelmed with ob-

jections and remonstrances.”

Miss Percy watched the countenance of her visiter, and at the

mention of the name of Pettigrew, she perceived that his eyes

were fixed, inquiringly, upon her.

44 The opinion of Mr. Pettigrew, by the by,” she remarked,

soddenly breaking off the thread of the narration, 44 unless my
memory fails, you have not met Mr. Pettigrew during any of

your visits.”

44 No, Miss Percy.”
44 He is an old, a very particular friend of mine, and one whom

1 am, in a measure, bound to consult with regard to my plans.”

“As a guardian!” inquired Frederick Willoughby, adding

with some hesitation, 44 or, perhaps, as a suitor 1n

Miss Percy blushed, slightly, sod her eyes were seemingly

employed, for ail instant, in scanning the irregular figures of the

Brussels carpet beneath her feet.

With a timid glance at Frederick Willoughby, she remarked,
44 As I was saying, the opinion of Mr. Pettigrew was so decided

and peremptory, to pass over the scruples ofmy aunt, that I sur-

rendered my hopes of acquiring fame and fortune by my own
exertions, with the best grace in the world.”

44
1 approve your decision, Miss Percy,” said Frederick Wil-

loughby* with a glance, slightly troubled and confused, 41 what-

ever way be the nature of the influence to which yon have

yielded.”
44 My decision resulting as it does from deference to my

friends and superiors, will at least relieve you from the weary

task of bearing and criticising my performances.”
44 No, Miss Percy, it has deprived me much pleasure,” replied

the yonng man, seriously.

44 Yon are polite, Mr. Willoughby,” said the lady, smiling gra-

ciously, 4 ‘ but you are houorably relieved from the service I pro-

posed to yon. Notwithstanding this, I trust that yon will not

entirely forget, nor cease to visit me occasionally. I should bo
pleased to introduce yon to Mr. Pettigrew.”

Willoughby bowed.
“ My impulses govern me,” said Caroline Percy, rising and

advancing towards a piano on the opposite side of the room,
44 will you permit me to inflict a song upon you T”

44 A dozen, if you will.”

Miss Percy seated herself at the piano, and ran over the keys,

apparently hesitating in her selection of a song.

At leDgth she played a charming symphony, and sang in rich

delicious tones, the following verees

:

Dost thou jet remember
Love's first vow!

Te&rfol were thine ejes, love,

Crimson thy brow.

Gently, I embraced thee,

Tenderly, I plaoed thee

By ay side—and yet,

Say, canst thou forget ?

Dost thon yet remember

Love’s first kiss?

Thrilling was the touch, love,

Wondrous the bliss.

Fondly, I caressed thee,

Lovingly, I pressed thee

To my heart—and yet,

Say, canst thon forget

!

44 Am I not a strange creatnre V* said Miss Percy, turning
partly round and addressing Frederick Willoughby.

44 Why, Miss Percy V’ '

44 To sing a song like this, just at this time.”
“ I can account for your singing it,” said Willoughby, ap«

preaching her.

Miss Percy shook her bead, smilingly.
u You wish me to know that the vow has been spoken—the

kiss of love given?” said the young man, with an inquisitive

glance.

The next moment, Miss Percy, without replying, commenced
playing the 44 Duke of Reichstadi’s March.”

Mrs. Percy entered the apartment, during the performance*

The conversation turned upon indifferent topics, and Frederick

Willoughby, soon afterward, retired.

CHAPTER XXXIV.

—

THE EXPERIMENT—CONSCIENCE.

The shadows of the buildings were stretching across Broad*

way, and gradually mounting brick after brick along the walls of

houses and storesNm the eastern 'side of the street. A capital

sun-dial ! It was five o’clock.

Frederick Willoughby sauntered into the reading-room of die

Franklin Hotel, and approached a young man who was turning

over a file of newspapers.
44 Well met, Alfred,” he exclaimed. 44 1 have been seeking

you.” *
44 Ah! Willoughby!” replied Alfred Tracey, extending one

.

hand, while he contiued to turn over the newspapers with the

other. 44 Have a moment’s patience, and I will be at your ser-

vice. I am trying to ascertain the date of the Sultana’s arrival at

this port. Here it is—May sixteenth.”

The young man inserted a memorandum of the date in the

tablets of a small morocco pocket-book, which he drew from his

pocket; and then turning to Willoughby, said, cheerfully:
44 Now, Fred, I am yours.”
44 Take my arm,” said Frederick Willoughby, 44 and I will give

you an inkling of onr destination, as we pass up Broadway.”
44 To the club-house, Fred ?” inquired Alfred Tracey, as the

twain reached the broad paved sidewalk.
44 No, Alfred ; I have not wavered an instant in the determina-

tion to which I came, after the scrape we got in with those swin-

dlers, Harcourt and Orme. I shall never again visit a public gam-

bling house. It would gratify me exceedingly to learn that you

have formed a similar resolution.”
44
1 see no necessity for it,” replied Tracey, with a sneer. * 4 I

can take care of myself,”
44 Well, well—as you please. This has nothing to do with onr

present business.”
44 Business ! I was pestered with business, this afternoon, till

I came near losing my dinner ; and I mattered, two or three

times, a good hearty wish that the devil was supercargo of the

Miranda, ratherthan your humble servant. Business! I hate the

word.”
44 1 employ it, Tracey,” said the young man, laughing, 44 in its

most latitudinarian senso.”
44 Proceed, then.”
44 You remember, I presume, whatyou related to me, the other
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d»y, of a conversation, between Mrs. Owen Tracey and yoanelf,

on the subject of Animal Magnetism ?”

“ Very well.”
“ From the general tenor of the conversation, and your re-

marks at the time, 1 obtained the impression that you were anx-

ious to secure a favorable opportunity of beholding a series of

experiments in the science of mesmerism.” *

« You are right, Willoughby. I have not only a strong desire

to behold the experiments, but also to be convinced of the truth

of the science.”*

Why sot Have you turned your attention to the intricate

mazes of philosophy ?”

“ My love of philosophy is confined entirely to those branches

which are capable ofbeing reduced to practice, in the affairs of

life.”

“ By yourself, or others V9

“ Myself, principally.”

“ And of what practical advantage would the science of mes-

merism be to you, even if conclusively proved 7”

“ I should become a mesmerizer, at once.”

“ And stroll through the country, with one or two susceptible

subjects, on whom to perform the experiments, delivering lec-

tures to the populace, at a shilling per head T” •

“ Not I.”

“ To what purpose, then, would you apply your knowledge ?”

“To the conquest
,
of the sex!” said Alfred Tracey/coolly.

“ Women are endowed with strong sympathies, and excitable

nerves. The truth of Animal Magnetism would place them en-

tirely at the mercy of cool, calculating, determined men, thor-

oughly versed in its deep mysteries.”

“ Would you really pervert such astonishing powers to such

base ends?” inquired Frederick Willoughby, with a slight de-

gree of warmth in bis manner.

“ All is fair in love, as in politics !” replied Alfred Tracey.

“An atrocious sentiment, Alfred ; but I will not quarrel with

you on account of your doctrines, so long as you refrain from

practicing them.” *

Tracey laughed heartily, and turned toward his comjpnion,

with a glance of playful mockery.
“ Ypu are growing squeamish, Willoughby^ A week ago, my

nonsense passed current with you.”

“ A week ago I was only a boy,” said Frederick Willoughby,

thoughtfully. Pausing a moment, after these words, he added

:

“ I am digressing, sadly, from the explanation I promised you.
1 To 't,' in the classical language of Shakspeare. Doctor Everard,

a skillful physician, residing near the University, has at this time,

under his medical charge, a young lady, of nervous temperament,

laboring under a species of ohronic hysteria. In the treatment

of her case, the doctor has resorted to the curative infiuence of

Animal Magnetism, and, it seems, successfully. Mr. Montressor

has already seen some of the experiments oi Doctor Everard on

this patient, and he assures me that the phenomena apparently

produced by the doctor's manipulations, are truly startling. This

afternoon the experiments will be repeated, at the lady’s resi-

dence; and Mr. Montressor has been authorized, by Doctor Ev-

erard, to be present during the performance, and to bring with

him one or two of his friends. Would you like to go ?”

“ Very much,” replied Alfred Tracey, consulting his watch.

“What is the hour, Tracey T”

“Five o'clock.”

“ Mr. Montressor will meet us at the rooms of the New York
Historical Society, within ten minutes.”

“ How much time will be occupied in the experiments ? I

have an engagement this evening.”

“ An hour, probably.”

“Are you acquainted with the lady, Doctor Everard's pa-

tient t”

“ No. Mr. Montressor informs me that she is young, hand-

some, and intelligent. He will acoompany us to her residence.”

“Well: We shall see for ourselves.”

The young men walked more rapidly, speaking to each other

only in detached sentences or words. In a few minutes they

arrived at the entrance of the Stuyvesant Institute, and passed

on to the rooms of the New York Historical Society. Wilfred

Montressor was awaiting them.

As Montressor and his companions were turning the corner of

Prince^street,' [Frederick Wfttoughby addressed the younger
Tracey.

“ By the by, Alfred, a thought [occurs to me at this moment
Where were you last Friday night ?”

“ Last Friday night !” said TYacey, thoughtfully, his cheeks

becoming slightly pale.

‘KTbe night of my mother's assembly.”

"I was conversing with you early in the evening. At the

termination of a waltz with Miss Lehman, I sought you through

all the apartments without success.'*

“ I don't remember. An assignation, perhaps.” -

“ It was after midnight—between twelve and one o’clook—

that I missed you.”
“ I don’t remember,” he stammered confusedly.

The heart of Alfred Tiiacey quailed before the inquisitive

glance of Wilfred Montressor.

“ Your absence was very provoking, for I had something par-

ticular to say to you. But no matter. I yield the point of curi-

osity, since you are not disposed to gratify me.”

Wilfred ^fontressor paused in front of the residence of Mia
Caroline Percy, and, to the great surprise of Frederick Wil-

loughby, dfcended the steps and rang the bell. His surprise

was vastly increased when, on being ushered into the sitting

apartment which we had left a few hours previously, he per-

ceived Miss Percy arrayed in a morning dress, reclining lan-

guidly upon an ottoman, and Doctor Everard seated by her aide,

carefully examining her pulse.

Miss Percy glanced toward the door. Her countenance

changed perceptibly as she met the astonished, wondering look

of her morning visiter.

She attempted to rise, hut Doctor Everard laying his hand

upon her shoulder, gently detained her.

“ Be seated, gentlemen,” said Doctor Everard, with grave dig-

nity. “ Miss Percy must remain quiet. The excitement of her

pulse is too great already. Nay,” added the Doctor, after

placing his fingers again upon the wrist of his patient, “ the pol<

sations have perceptibly quickened within a minute. Compou
yourself, my dear Miss Percy.”

“ You recollect, Mr. Montressor,” continued Doctor Everard,

after a moment’s pause, “ the gentlemen who accompany him,

are Mr. Tracey and Mr. Willoughby. Do not be alarmed—the)

are friends of mine, admitted with your free ceuaent. Is it col

so, Miss Percy 7”

“ Certainly, Doctor.”

“ They are animated by a laudable desire to behold the man-

ifestation—the gradual unfolding, as it were, of the inward spi

ritual life, which it is the province of the science of animal mag
netism to accomplish. What steam is in the natural world, the

magnetic influence is in the spiritual world, as nearly as a com-

parison can be instituted between physical and moral agencies
Steam almost annihilates the distance between natural object^

and the magnetic influence effects a similar result between spi-

ritual existence. The impetuous, irresistible steam-car seem
the proper antetype of a potent, controliog will.”

The Doctor bad risen from bis seat during the progress of the*

remarks, and slowly traversed the apartment with his arms foldei

across his bosom.

At length Doctor Everard approached Miss Percy, and seat*

himself before her.

As on the previous day, in the presence of Wilfred Montres
sor alone, there were exhibited the same processes for inducing

a state of magnetic sleep. The concentrated will—tho stead]

prolonged gaze—the manipulations of the operator—the sart

physical condition of the system, after it had yielded to tbi

magnetic influence—slowness of pulse, rigidity of fibre, insend
bill ty to pain and coldness of the extremities—the same, or aim)

lar experiments to test the unity of thought, desire, feeling aft

the wonderful sympathies existing between the magnetized pel

son and the magnetizer.

Frederick Willoughby and Alfred Tracey regarded the diver

sified experiments of Doctor Everard with intense interest.
“ Doctor,” interposed Wilfred Montressor, in a grave voicfl

after the experiments had been continued nearly an hoar.
Doctor Everard turned towards the man of thirty-five,, and ii
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his bead slightly, in token that be wal ready to listen to from the month of a strangled woman, entirely overcame him.

. ... , , . , . .
He tossed the hand of the sleeper riolently from him, struck the

1 *TT U bb
S
d
|^
de

l!
m°ment OP®11 pekns of his hands forcibly against bis forehead, uttered an

-calm. Will yon extend the sphere of your experiments a little,

and test the power of sympathetic clairvoyance, through the me^
•dium of the thought or will ofa third person ?”

•*1 will attempt iv Mr. Montressor,” replied the Doctor.
44 Come forward, one ofyou.”

The gentlemen consulted together in low whispers, and after

exclamation of horror, and staggered to an fro, like a drunken
man. Frederick Willoughby caught him in his arms, and placed
him on a vacant ottoman. He lay, for several minutes, foaming
at the mouth, and gnashing his teeth like a madman.
The sleeper neither moved, nor spoke farther.

While Doctor Everard was preparing a composing draught for
• moment’s hesitation, Alfred Tracey advanced to the side of Alfred Tracey, the paroxysm suddenly passed away. He opened

Tn!°
r
^
Verard* his eyes, and exclaimed, with a slight shudders ,

Doctor Everard.

The Dootor took the left hand of Miss Percy in one of bis
hands, and the left hand of Alfred Tracey in the other. He asked
in • moderate tone*

44 Miss Percy, do you hear me T”
41 Yes, Doctor.”
41 Do you see this gentleman, whose hand I hold in mine ?”
44 Yes, Doctor.”
44 Are you willing to be put in communication with him, and

to travel with him wherever he goes ?”
44 Ifyou desire it. Doctor.”

DoetorEverard placed tjie hand of Miss Percy in that of Alfred
Tracey, and pressed them gently together.

The Doctor then retired a few steps, and said, gravely,
44 By a powerful exercise of my will, Mr. Tracey, the influ-

ence which I posssess over the thoughts and actions of the
sleeper is transferred to you. You stand inmy place. In pro-
portion to the strength of your will, in proportion to the vivid-

ness of your ideas, will be the degree of her obedience, and the
farce* of her impressions. By an exercise of your will, induce
her to travel with you to any locality which is strongly impressed
on your memory and imagination. The more vivid and real the
picture in your own mind, the more accurately will she por-
tray it Command her to describe it audibly.”

44 Miss Percy,” said the young man.
* I hear Mr. Tracey,” murmured the sleeper, in low

44 My God ! a terrible dream !”

44 What is the matter, Tracey?” inquired Willoughby.
44

It is nothing, Fred—only one of my nervous fits.”

No exelamation, no inquiry, no word of comment on the scene
which had just transpired,escaped the lips of Wilfred Montressor.
The restoration of Miss Percy was immediately effected, by

the manipulations of Doctor Everard.

E= ======="] i-vi. 1

1

Popular JHisallang.

MORNING.
~~~

I, now, an early riser, love to hail

The dreamy struggles of the stars with light,

And the recovering breath of earth, sleep-drowned,
Awakening to the wisdom of the sun,
And Ufe of light with the tent of heaven

;

To kiss the feet of Morning as she walks
In dewy light along the hills, while they,
All odorous as an angel’s fresh-culled crown,
Unveil to her their bounteous loveliness.

Look, listen ! there is music in the cave,
Where ocean sleeps, and brightness in the wave
The sea-bird makes its pillow, and the star,
Last born of heaven, its azure mirror—far

And wide, the pale, fine, fire of ocean flows,
Softly sublime like lightnings in repose—
Till roused, anon, afar its flaming spray it throws.

Pastes.

44 1 wish you to go home with me, and to tell me what you Till roused, anon, afar its flaming spray it throws.
*ee.” Fbstus.

44 Yes, sir.”
‘ ~

44 Remember my injunction,” said Doctor Everard, addressing AN APPARITION.—WHO WILL EXPLAIN ?
the young man. 44 Give full play to the memoir and the imagi- ~ ,
nation. Clara M

,
was the second daughter of a clever but far from

The sleeper tossed her head, uneasily, during several minutes constant enjoyment of unbroken health ; but about this period
and mumbled indistinctly, some incoherent words and phrasps. it suddenly declined, and symptoms of pulmonary consumption
At length, however, the restlessness vanished, and she spake in a became daily visible in her fevered cheek and attenuated frame,
low, monotonous whisper, more unexpected, as the disease was by no means heredi-

, 4 T _ t ., i ,i . . ... tary. A warmer climate was recommended as the last resource
I see—I see, a wide hall, a very wide hall, with a strange and then it was that the heavy hand of poverty was felt
- — * » BUiUJ6D ana men it was that the heavy hand of poverty was felt for thelooking lamp. But but, how dark it looks to me. I see—I first time among this hitherto happy and attached family;

aee, something, or somebody, crawling up the stairs softly—crawl- tb©y prayed for wealth only as the means of restoring life and
ing up softly. I see the door of a chamber open very slowly— health to this dear one ! And not, as it seemed, altogether in

ery slowly—and a man, quite a young man, enter the chamber.
vai

?\ . r •, . . .i~ m-. u. Tb.„ i. ._o -m. _££t£Ei’3d& 3£iSS? S3piece—there are a dressing bureau and a looking-glass—there is cherish, chanced to hear of Clara’s ill health ; and touched by* window open, I see—there is a great sedan chair—there is a the air of patient resignation with which one so young and beau-
couch—a conch, with fine drapery. Oh ! what beautiful colors. tifal looked calmly forward to her early death, resolved within
I see the man—the young man—going on tip-toe stretching

ber9e^ tbat no human means should be left untried to avert so

himself up on tip-toe—going toward the bed, on tip-toe very
8ad

*

a do
?
m

- .

An<L?mid tbe prayer* and blessings of her pa-

•ofdy and slowly. I see a woman m her night clothes, lying on ,re8s, fell of hope and gratitude.
P

the .bed; she starts up from the pillow; she looks fearfully Naturally gentle and sweet tempered, she was much beloved

himself up on tip-toe—going toward the bed, on tip-toe very
8811

«

a ao
? - .

Ana amia l?e prayers and blessings of her pa-
i i

* T
5 6

_ . » . ,

’ “
.

yery rents and sistere, Clara quitted England with her kind pro tec-aofdy and slowly. I see a woman m her night clothes, lying on ,re8s, fell of hope and gratitude.
P

the.bed; she starts up from the pillow; she looks fearfully Naturally gentle and sweet tempered, she was much beloved
around ; she opens her mouth as if she were screaming with bX ©very member of her family, but more particularly by her
flight—as if she were screaming; the man—the yonng man, next ®i#ter Effie, between Whom and herself there subsisted a
seizes her by the throat and holds her down on the bed ; holds SSfVSJUL

a
f
ection ’ And how

.

l
|j
at ™ ab

?
n
l

t leave

-**••*• *• -
blood gushes from her mouth !” 0

Not the slightest variation occurred ia the monotonous whis-
pers of the sleeper, during this strange recital. Montressor,
Willoughby, Doctor Everard, listened, motionless and silent.

The effect upon Alfred Tracey was surprising. At the end of
the first sentence uttered by Miss Percy, his lips quivered, his

hand trembled perceptibly. As she proceeded, his agitation in-

creased, more and more. He made a violent effort to subdue the
tremor of his limbs, and to calm the convulsive beating of his

eart. But the final allusion to the gushing forth of red blood

paleness of that beloved one.
“You will come again?” whispered Effie, as she slowly dis-

engaged herself from the encircling arms of her half-fainting sis-

ter, and placed her in those of her kind friend, who would wil-
lingly, had it not been too late, have taken both of them with
her. 44 Oh, promise me that you will come again !”

44 Yes, I promise you faithiuUy, dear Effie, let what will hap-
pen!” replied Clara, with sudden animation; and the sisters
parted thus.

The first letter they received was from Mrs. L , an d it
was full of hope. Her young froUgit was already better and
stronger beyond her most sanguine expectations. A ferf wee ks
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THE GOLDEN RULE.
afterwards the girl wrote, herself, in high spirits. The physi-

cian doubted whether she was consumptive at all ; and at any

rate predicted her speedy restoration under the discipliue, which

he prescribed, united with the mild and genial air of that beau-

tiful climate. She spoke of her gratitude to God, and that kind

friend whom He had raised up for her ;
and of her one only wish,

that dear Effie were but with her

!

What rejoicing there was over that letter ! What happy tears

shed upon every recollection of it ! While the sunshine of do-

mestic peace once more diffused itself around the bumble home
of the artist. After a time, Clara’s warm encomiums upon Mrs.

Jj *s kiudness and affection, awoke a thousand wild, ambi-

tious dreams in the heart of her fond mother, at which her hus-

band did but laugh and shake his head. After all it was only

natural, they both agreed, for every one to love their darling

girl

!

Better than a year had passed away. The travelers were on

their road home. Clara had written a letter full of unabated

affection and remembrance, and a little wee note to Effie, to

say how she yearned to embrace them all again, and how she

was half afraid they would scarcely know her, she had grown

so tall and stout) and handsome too, if she were to credit all

the pretty things that were said to her; which she did not, of

course. This latter piece of informatics was apart to Effie, Who
verily believed in the depths of her siin^jle and loving heart -that

it was impossible for Clara to have become more beautiful, Any-

how
! ^ t;

It was a pleasant summer noon.
^
All were busy as hee^’in the

artist's humble but cheerful dwelling, either with the pencil or

needle, for one or two bid fair to inherit a portion of their fa-

ther’s genius. They bad been silent for some moments, so si-

lent that the earnest tones of Mr^. M ’s voice actually start-

led them.
44 Effie ! my dear Effie, what ails you V*

Thp girl did not answer, but still sat rigid and motionless, with

her strained eyeballs fixed upon what seemed a little streak of

sunlight that came in through the artist’s half closed shutters.
44 Effie !” exclaimed her mother again ; and then she looked

up, shuddered slightly, and, pointing with her finger towards

the spot before indicated, whispered the name of her sister

Clara, and immediately fainted away for the first lime in her

life.

Upon coming to herself, she persisted in declaring that she had

seen Clara, standing pale but smilingly ia the sunlight, looking

at her with so sweet and loving.a countenance, that she thought

her heart would have burst.
** Ah, you had been thinking of her, no doubt !”

Effie confessed that she had continually, and bore to be
laughed at as one anxious to be convinced that it was even as

they had said, nothing more than a dream of her own vivid ima-

gination ; but, nevertheless, she could not help feeling restless

and unhappy, with a yearning and troubled anxiety to near from

the travelers. The artist laughed, too, whet* he heard the story,

but was observed to note down the time when it occurred upon

the back of the picture which he was painting.

It was Borne time before the long-expected letter arrived which
was to name the very day and hour of Clara’s return, but it was
sealed with black ! The poor girl had died on her passage home
of a rapid fever, which carried * her off the third day after she

was attacked. To the last she raved continually of her parents

and sisters, more especially Effie ; and passed away at length on

a bright summer noon, the very same, aud even the very hour,

on which Effie maintained that she saw her, unconscious of tho

presence of Mrs. L , who watched by her with a mother’s

love until all was over.

But we have well-nigh exhausted our reminiscences, and,with

them, it may be, the reader’s patience, but we hope not. For

ourselves we have no fear of spirits ; and, to own trie truth, but

little faith in mesmerism, clairvoyance, or any of thp fashionable

mysteries of the present age. But we verily believe there is

nothing impossible to God, and are ready to confess with Shaks-

pearee,

—

“ There are more things in heaven an dearth
Than are dreamt of in our philosophy.” [F user's Mag.

— . . - T
** ’ Taint Like.”—A certain lawyer had his portrait taken in

his favorite attitude, standing with one hand in his pocket. His

friends and clients all went to see it, aud every body said, 44 Oh,
how like ; it’s the very picture of him.” An old farmer only

dissented ;
“ ’Taint like, no ; ’taint,’ said he, drily, looking out of

the corner of his eye. ‘’Taint like?’ exclaimed every body

—

4

just show us wheriu ’taint like.’ 4 ’Taint like, no ;
’taint,’ re-

sponded the old farmer; 44 don’t yon see he has got his haud in

his pocket ; ’twould be as like again if he had it in somebody
else’s pocket.’'

The first regular mail in this country commenced its journey
from New York on New Years day, 1693, by a sworn messenger
and " sealed bag,” once a month, to and from 44 Boston, Hartford,

Connecticut, and places along the road.”

ON RECEIVING A GIFT.

Look how the golden Ocean shines above
Its pebbly stones, and magnifies their girth

;

So does the bright and blessed light of love

Its own things glorify, and raise their worth.

As weeds seem flowers beneath the flattering brine,

And stones like gems as gems indeed,

Ev’n so our tokens shine ; nay, they outshine

Pebbles and pearls, and gems and coral-weed

;

For where be ocean waves bnt half so clear,

So calmly constant, and so kindly warm,
As Love’s most mild and glowing atmosphere,

That hath no dregs to be upturn’d by storm ?

Thus, Sweet, tby gracious gifts are gifts of price,

- Aud more than gold to doting avarice. Hood;

A SUBSTITUTE FOR GUNPOWDER.
Explosive Cotton.—A correspondent of the Union ,

writing

from Frankfort, gives an interesting account of the new disco-

very, made simultaneously by two German chemists, of the ex-

plosive properties of prepared cotton. The discoverers were
Professors Baltger, of Basle, and Schonbein, of Frankfort-on-lbo

Maine. The writer says

:

44 Upon my arrival in this city I was invited by a friend, a dis-

tinguished member of the German Diet, to dine with him, and
not declining his hospitality, I met with and was presented to

Professor Baltger, who, it is but proper to remark, ia distin-

guished for his attainments, and who has charge of the public

laboratory as a chemical leoturer. Before the separation of the

party, Professor B. took from each of his waistcoat pockets a

paper containing some raw cotton : a small portion of that which

was in one he placed upon a sheet of white paper, and near it

some gunpowder upon another sheet. He touched them at the

same moment with the burning end of a cigar, and with the

quickuess of the lightning's blast, the cotton was consumed with-

out smoke or odor, or ashes, or even the slightest stain upon the

snow white sheet of foolscap ; while the ignition of the gun-

powder seemed to be slow, although of the best quality, by
which the paper was burnt and colored, and the room filled with

smoke. He then took a small quantity of gunpowder and
placing it upon paper, entirety covered it with prepared cotton

from the other paper. Touching the cotton with the blaze of a

match, it exploded without bumiug the gunpowder ! Subse-

quently, at my apartments, he exploded cotton upon the palm

of my hand, without my feeling the sensation of beat, such was
tbe retnrkable rapidity of its igniting.

“ A short time, it is stated by tbe inventors, is only required

for the preparation of the article, and the process is so exceed-

ingly simple that it can be manufactured by common laborers,

and without any danger whatever of combustion. It can be fit

for.use in a f^w hours after the cotton is taken from the bale,

and without the aid of machinery ; and it may be thoroughly

saturated with water without affecting its properties injuriously.

As soon as re-dried, it is again fit for use. There is nothing to

apprehend from its spontaneous combustion, nor will it ignite

by friction in its transportation; or in the loading of fire-arms, or

become inflamed under a temperature of 200° Clesins. It will

catch fire, either from a blaze or a spark.

The fact has been ascertained lrom repeated experiments,

that the forty-eighth part of an ounce of the prepared cotton will

propel a bullet from an American rifle as far and as fast as the

twelfth part of an ounce of gunpowder. The sixteenth part of

an ounce will drive a three quarter ounce ball a distance of six-

teen hundred paces. Moreover, the barrel never requires clean-

ing. Forty shots without intermission have been made, aud
without perceptible accumulation of tilth, while the gun through-

out was entirely free from heaj. In firing a three pounder, tho

res.ult was the same in this respect. The experiments in blast-

ing rocks with prepared cotton have also been eminently. suc-

cessful. At Basle, a large block of granite, measuring 230 cu-

bic feet, wa8A blown up by four ounces, which could not have

been effected with less than two pounds ol superior gunpowder.
44 Last week the power of the article was tested at£ meeting

of the 4 British Scientific Association*—an Association composes

of the most prpfoundly learned individuals in Europe—and tber

are amazed with what was accomplished. Sir J. Herscbel took

occasion to remark, Professor Schonbein being present, that 4 the

discovery in the next generation might arm mankind with the

wildest powers. The inventor was a TitaD, who could tear up

rocks, and almost call down the lightnings.’

44 1 understand that 125 lbs. of cotton, in tbe state’in which it

is found in the bale, when properly prepared, will weigh 165

lbs., and that even here, where the staple is much dearer than

in the United States, the article will cost considerably less than

gunpowder. What the other materials are, used in the manu-

facture, will of course remain a secret until patents are secured
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among ibe various nations. One has already been taken out for

Great Britain ; and the 8tates of the Germanic confederation

have, through the Diet, consented to give 100,000 florins merely
for the right of preparing it for the army, provided a commis-
sion, which has been instituted to test it in every conceivable
way, shall report favorably.”

Cables’ fiolamn.

. THE DEATH OF THE FLOWERS.
BY O. BOWLES.

RARE CURIOSITIES FOR THE “NEW MUSEUM.”
The following are among the rare curiosities that have been

collected to be placed in the “ New Museum
A slice cut out of the sirloin of Ben Johnson—showing how

** rare” he was. A patch from the “ seat of war.” One of
“ Dickens’ notes” protested. The serpent’s tooth that the thank-

less child was sharper than ; with the “ old file* with which
the child was sharpened. The pendulum of Master Humphrey’s
clock. A snow flake from “ the winter of our discontent. The
hat worn by Othello on the “ head and front of his offending.”

A suspender button from one of the “ lean and slippered panta-

loons.” Where they catch salt fish. An elephant** trunk, lined

with the unsold edition of “ Ahasnerns.” A blush from the face

of “ bright rosy morning.” One of the feathers from the tale of

the old grey goose that was “ smiling at the gander.” Skin of

one of the clogs that Macbeth advised the physician to throw his

physic to. Pair of the sheep-skin slippers, (very much worn,)
in which 11jocund.day stood tip-toe on the misty mountain tops.”

Half an ounce of foam from the “ sea of upturned faces.” Piece

of cold dry toast from the supper that Ola Dan Tucker was too

late to come to. One of the wrinkles from the front of “ grim-

visaged war.” A splendid view of George Washington Dixon
entering the Halls of the Montezumas. A chip from the old

block. Piece of timber from the pillory in which Vulcan Was
confined for forging the bolts of Jove. The celebrated 41 tug of

war.” Subscription paper got up to furnish a suit of clothes to

the man that is “ lashed naked through the world.” The paper
that has the largest circulation.

[And the Journal of Commerce gives the following :]
' The tail of an Irish ball. Some sand from time’s hour-glass.

A tornTuffle from Love’s last shift. The iron from the plane of

the ecliptic. A quandary with a man in it. Half a dozen fea-

thers from a gin-cock tail. A fishing-rod and two walking-sticks

made of hurricane. A knock down argument, and the impres-

sion it made. The world in miniature ; very old copy—faded.
A poupd of butter from the cream of a joke, and a cheese from
the milk of human kindness. The march of mind, arranged for

a full orchestra, with Trumpet obligato, by Fame. Some bris-

tles from the last brush with the Mexicans, and a little of Gen.
Ampudia’s dander on them. A fluke from the Anchor of Hope.
Whiskers and noses from a masked battery. The shadow of the

meat that the dog saw in the water. A pair of sculls from a
Whitehall boat, and a table showing the phrenological develop-

ments. A finger-post from' the road to rain. A boot made on
the last of the Mohicans, with one of the Spurs of the Rocky
Mountains on the heel. A silk tassel from the staff of life. Some
of the eels that were used to being skinned. A pair of pointers

from the Great Bear ;
well trained. A feather from Poe’s Ra-

ven. Specimens of glue made from the horns of a dilemma. A
walking cane made out of the North Pole. The E flat key of

the trumpet of Fame. The eye of the man who saw the origi-

nal sea-serpent. A stone from the mountain that brought forth

a mouse. The tail of the night mare. The tail of that fox that

would not get them grapes. Two teeth from the jaw bone
that Samson used so scientifically on the Philistines. Tar
craped from the deck of the ship of State. The basin in

which Macduff washed his hands after killing Macbeth. One
of the oars used in pulling Caesar across the Rubicon. A basket
of the flowers of rhetoric. An eyelash from “ meek-eyed morn.”
A bottle of the “ bell-broth” which the Macbeth witches con-

cocted. The bellows with which jEoIus gets up the zephyrs. A
phial of cream skimmed from the “ milky way.” Oue of the

pangs of unrequited love which Hamlet speaks of. The hinges
of Pandora’s box. A jar of the sweets of solitude. A can of

the milk of human kindness. The square of the circle. Pietfe

of the stake which John Rogera was burnt at. The shaft of

envy. A button fnpn Adam’s wedding shirt. Bottle of cider

made from the forbidden fruit. Manifest of the ark. Daguer-
reotype view of the sun. Names of the streets and lanes of the
moon. Basket of the fruits of intemperance. The march of
intellect, arranged for the piano. Birdseye view of the seven
stars. The lost pleiade. Scull-hole of Charon’s boat. Eve’s
muff box. An organ pipe from the Dogtown cathedral. Anar-
row of conviction. A drop of oil from Hope’s torch. The huge
paw of democracy. The eye of the law. Portraits of Chaos and
old Night, from the Jife. A dn p of gudgeon grease from the
North Pole. A solid yard of ether.

In giving geography lessons, a school master down east asked
a boy, “ What state do you live inT” To which the boy drawl-
ed out through his nose in reply, “ A state of sin and misery /”

How happily, how happily, the flowers die away !

Oh, could we but return to earth as easily as they

!

Just live a life of sunshine, of innocence and blopm,
Then droop, without decrepitude or pain, into the tomb.

The gay and glorious creatures ! they neither toil nor spin.

Yet, lo ! what goodly raiment they’re all apparell’d in !

No tears are on their beauty, but dewy gems more bright
Than even brow of Eastern Queen, endiadem’d with light

The young rejoiciug creatures ! their pleasures never fall,

Nor lose in sweet contentment, because so free to all;

Tbe dew, the shower, the sunshine, the balmy blessed air,

Spend nothing of their freshness, though all may freely share.

The happy, careless creatures i of time they take no heed,
Nor weary at his creeping, nor tremble at his speed;
Nor sigh with sick impatience, or wish the light away,
And when ’tis gone, cry dolefully, would God that it Were day

!

And when their lives are over, they droop away to rest,

Unconscious of the penal doom, on holy Nature,® breast;

No pain have they in dying, no shrinking from decay

:

Oh { could we bat return to earth as easily as they

!

Female Attire.—The following passage is from one ofTobin’s
dramas, where the duke gives his directions to Juliana, respect-

ing her attire, is pointed out by Mrs. Inchbald as peculiarly

worthy of admiration, from the truth which it contains. The fair

critic nertelf was not ambitious of dress :
•

I’ll have no glittering gewgaws stuck about you,
To stretch the gaping eyes of idiot wonder,
And make men stare npon a piece of earth
As on the star-wrought firmament—no feathers
To wave as streamers to your vanity

—

Nor cumbrous silk, that, with its rustling sound,
Makes proud the flesh that bears it. She’s adorned
Amply, that in her husband's eye looks lovely

—

Tbe truest mirror that an honest wife
Can see her beauty in.

Jul. I shall observe sir.

Duke

.

I should like to see you in the dress I last presented
you.

Jul. The blue one, sir ?

Duke. No love—tbe white. Thus modestly attired,

A half blown rose stuck in the braided bair,

With no more diamouds than thy eyes are made of,

No deeper rubies than compose thy lips,

Nor pearls more precious than inhabit them;
With the pure red and white, which that same hand
Which blends the rainbow mingles in thy cheeks;
This well proportioned form, (think not I flatter,)

Iu graceful motions to harmonious sounds,
Ana thy free tresses daucing in the wind ;

Thou’lt fix ns much observance as chaste dames
Can meet without a blush.

Curious Love Story.—A very curious story is told by sever-
al ancient writers respecting Egirvard, a secretary to Charlemag-
ne, and a daughter of that emperor. Tbe secretary fell in love
with tbe princess, who at length allowed him to visit her. One
winter’s night he stayed with her very late, and in the mean
time a deep snow had fallen. If he left, his footmarks would be
observed, and yet to stay would expose him to danger. At
length the princess resolved to carry him on her back to a neigh-
boring house, which she did. It happened, however, that from
the window of his bedroom the emperor s^ the whole affair.

In assembly of his lords, on the following day, when Egirvard
and his daughter were present, he> asked what ought to be done
to tbe man who compelled a king’s daughter to carry him on
her shoulders, through frost and snow, in the middle ofa winter’s

night? They answered, that he was worthy of death. The
lovers were alarmed ; but the emperor, addressing Egirvard,

said, *• Hadst thou loved my daughter thou Bhouldst have
come to me : thou art worthy of death, hot I give thee two lives.

Take thy fair porter in marriage
; fjar God, and love one anoth-

er.”
.

ADIEU.
An adieu should in utterance die;

If written, should faintly appear;
Only heard, in the breath of a sigh,

Only seen, in the fall of a tear. •
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296 THE GOLDEN RULE.

“Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even ®o to them.”

NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, NOV. 7, 1846.

ARE WE SELFISH?

Our opposer* say we are, because tne general oenejiis of our

Order are extended only to members. But this charge of sel-

fishness grows out«>f the want of correct views of our organiza-

tion and objects. The ordinary benefits, and regular appropria-

tions, are among regular members of the Order alone. But

special benefits, and special appropriations, are constantly being

given and made to, and for, those who have no connection with

us. Solhr as our members are concerned, our association is not

a charitable ,
but a mutual help society, but as it regards the

world, it is a charitable society.

It is part of the duty of an Odd Fellow, a duty rendered im-

perative by his obligations, to relieve the distresses of his fel-

low men, wherever he may see them. And if there are any Odd

Fellows who think that none but members of their fraternity are

entitled to their sympathy and aid, they are not worthy the

name.

The season of the year is now coming—it is indeed at our

doors—which is peculiarly trying to thousands of virtuous and

honest poor. It will be well for our Lodges, those of cities

and large towns particularly, to look beyond their own mem-

bers, and enlarge the sphere of their operations. There are

many poor widows, with families of children depending upon

them, who are suffering for want of fuel, clothes and food.

There are thousands of industrious females whose hearts are al-

most bursting with despair, and who are completely crushed by

the prospect of the long and dreary winter before them.

Brethren, here are objects of Charity. We are bound to listen

to their thousand cries of distress. We are obligated to carry

joy to these suffering hearts. Our means are abundant. We

can do much. We can make widows’ hearts leap for joy. We
can drive despair from hundreds of pure hearts, and cause them

to swell again with reviving hope. We can make comfortable

a host of little children, whose tiny limbs are pinched with cold,

and the morning of whose life has been so sad and hopeless, and

cause their little souls to smile within them, with gratitude and

love. Let us consider these things, brothers, and while we re-

member our obligations to each other, let us not forget our duty

to Humanity
!

JUSTICE IN ALL THINGS.

It appears, as we learn from the Iris of last week, that an at-

tempt has been made, originating we know not where, to pre-

vent the general publication, in the Journals of the Order, of the

proceedings of the G. L. of the U. 8., and their free circulation

among the brethren. Bro. Magers informs us that he was called

on by a person assuming to act under the authority of the Grand

Lodge of the United States, with an order from some court, for-

bidding the further printing of these proceedings in the Iris.

This person—(his name is not mentioned)—claimed to have the

exclusive right to print, publish, and sell, these iransactions of

our supreme tribunal, in which we are all so deeply tnterested,

and of which every Odd Fellow is undoubtedly entitled to the

free possession. The editor of the Iris very properly remon-

strated against the injustice of such an act, and determined, i

withstanding the injunction, to proceed with the publication.

Looking upon this matter dispassionately and without preju-

dice, we cannot but feel that a wrong step has been taken some-

where. Why attempt to lay on the Order new and unreasona-

ble expenses? The Journals devoted to Odd Fellowship are

ready to give these proceedings freely to every member of the

Fraternity. Why do any wish, then, to make them a matter ot

irade, and individual profit and speculation?

The G. L. of the U. 8. is the chief legislative body of the Or-

der, and its proceedings, as such, should be in the hands of every

Odd Fellow, in order that he may be correctly informed of the

newly enacted laws of his fraternal government,—as much so as it

is proper and necessary for a citizen to become fully conveiaant

with the transactions of our National Congress, at Washington,

or\)f our State Legislatures. And what would be thought o£

an attempt to arrest their Tree circulation, and make diem a

source of profit to individuals ? Even the Legislature itself would

not be allowed this exclusive right to publish and sell its own

proceedings; for they belong to the people. We do not be-

lieve that the G. L. of the U. 8 has any such right ; nor do we

see any evidence that it has ever claimed it. Nothing like it

appears in its published proceedings, and nothing like it wi»

hinted at during the recent session.

If, then, any officer of the G. L. of the U. 8. has given to an

individual, or to individuals, the authority to take out a copy-

right of these “proceedings,” we are obliged to say that he has

transcended his powers, and his acta, so far as this letter is

concerned, are null and void. For ourselves, we should mmd

these “injunctions,” these “ orders,” no more than we would

the idle murmurings of the wind. We have already given these

“ transactions” to our twenty thousand readers, and if God pre-

serves us, shall continue to do so for yeare to come. We are for

the people, not for classes ;
for the people’s rights, not the profit

of individuals.

ODD FELLOWS’ DIRECTORY.

We are enabled this week to pre»ent to the reader, of tho

Golden Rule, a Directory of the several Lodges, Encampments

and Degree- Lodges, under the jurisdiction of the G. L. O. 8 .

We have taken every pains, and spared no expense, to make it

as full, complete and accurate as the nature of the subjeot will

permit. We think, in the main, our readers can rely upon its

correctness. We cannot conscientiously say more of it than this,

knowing that it is next to an impossibility to get it absolutely

'""we cannot follow the arrogant example of our brother of tho

Gavel, and pronouuce it “probably the only attempt ever made

to give a complete list of all the Lodges under the jurisdiction of

the Grand Lodge of the United States;” though we hazard noth-

ing in saying that it is far more correct than the one of which se

much boast is made. We are indebted to that source for noth-

ing. Neither shall we, like our Boston cotemporary, “chal-

leuge competition from any source” for its superior correctness,

though our readers will not, as in the latter case, find a list of

Grand Officers of last year in it. This Directory rests simply

upon its own merits.
p

By the recapitulation we have placed at the end, it will be

seen that, in the United 8tates and Canada, there are at the pre-

sent moment, 27 State Grand Lodges, 1130 Subordinate Lodges,

54 Degree Lodges, 15 Grand Encampmeuts, and 264 Subordinate

Encampments. In 1840, the number of Lodges was 155 only!

The number of members is now at least 100,000. An army of

men bound one to the other, and each to all, in the holy bonds of

Friendship, Love and Truth ! May the pure principles of our

Brotherhood ever animate the breasts of the entire Fraternity

!

Michigan, Wisconsin and Iowa.—Our brethren in the above

jurisdictions, will have observed in the Golden Rul*, the ac-

tion which was had in the Grand Lodge of the United. States,

on their petitions for Grand Charters, which resulted in their rejec-

tion, in consequence of informality. The amendment to the f-

Laws which was adopted, now renders the consummation of their

desires less difficult: and we may soon expect to he"
tution of the Grand Lodges of Wisconsin and Iowa, and the Grand

Encampment of Michigan. Go on

!
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Presentation of a Watch—Past D. G. M. Thomab Hardie,

|

late of Montreal, has removed his residence to Chicago, 111. Pre-

vious to his departure. Prince of Wales Lodge No. 1, to which Bro.

Hardie was attached, presented him with a handsome Gold Watch
and chain, as a token of the esteem in which he is held by the mem-
bers of that Lodge, and as a gift of remembrance. The presenta-

tion was made by the N. G. of the Lodge, Bro. H. F. J. Jackson,

in an appropriate manner ; to which Bro. Hardie made a neat re-

ply. We regret we have not room for them. The inner case of

the watch bears the following inscription :
“ Presented to P. D. G.

M. Thomas Hardie, P. C. P. and P. H. P., by his Brethren of

Prince of Wales Lodge No. I, I. O. O. F., as a token of their

esteem. Montreal, Sept. 26, 1846.” The Grand Lodge also pre-

sented Bro. Hardie with a Silver Snufl Box, with a suitable inscrip-

tion.

A Handsome Compliment.—The members of Queen’s Lodge
No. 2, of Montreal, have lately presented a beautiful token of their

esteem to P. G. Charles F. Clarke, a member of that Lodge. It

is in the form of a splendid Star or Jewell, of fine gold, highly

wrought, designed by Bro. C. M. Tate, and executed by Bro.

Townsend. It is pronounced by all who have seen it, a perfect

dief d'oeuvrt. The following description of it is furnished us by the

last Odd Fellows* Record, published at Montreal

:

A Star of five points, of highly finished gold, ornamented at the

pointa of departure with the jewels appropriate to the Cardinal de-

crees, is charged on the obverse with, first, the Hose, embossed and
finely wrought: second, the Shamrock: fourth, tbe Maple Leaf;
fifth, the Thistle ; and on the lower or third point, Britannia, with
Spear and Shield; on the center is the heart, enameled, in the

open hand. On the reverse, the points are ornamented with the

insignia of the Offices which have been held by P. G. Clarke ;

namely, the Pens, the Keys, Gavels and Hour Glass. On the lower
point, tne Crest of the Lodge—a Crown with the Union Jack. In

a wreath, the center holds this inscription j
—“ Presented to P. G.

C. F. Clarke, by the members of Queen’s Lodge No. 2, 1. 0. O. F.

Montreal, as a token of their esteem.”
The Star is suspended to a piece of highly finished scroll work,

which flows from the Crown—the Crest of tne Lodge. This Scroll

work bears the pin for attaching the Jewel to the coat ; from tbe

extremities of this are tfuspendedf ribbons of frosted gold, meeting
in the center, and bearing the hallowed motto of the Order in var-

nished letters—Friendship, Love, and Truth. These ribbons are

farther ornamented by tassels of gold, suspended from the three

mystic links, with the Star to the Ornamental work, which sus-

tains it.

The Ark.*—This earnest and devoted advocate of Odd Fellow-

ship is always welcomed by ns with peculiar pleasure. We are

ever certain to find in its well filled pages something to interest and

instruct us. The October number is not a whit behind its prede-

cessors in spirit and interest. We cordially command it to the

Brethren at the West.

By the way, we had the pleasure of making the acquaintance of

Bro. Glenn, the editor and publisher of the Ark, at Baltimore, in

September, and found him, as we anticipated we should, an open,

warm-hearted, frank Odd Fellow, as every true brother should be.

Success and long life to him.

JStrn from tljt Codgeo.

NEW TORE.
Proceedings of the Grand Lodge.—The R.W. Grand Lodge

commenced the November session, at National Hall, on Wednes-
day the 4th inst., at 10 A.M.—Joseph R. Taylor, Esq., Grand
Master, presiding.

After the reading of the minutes and admission of new members,

petitions were presented and charters granted for the following new
Lodges:
Brockport, No. 258*. at Brockport, Monroe co.

Canacadere, No. 269, at Almond, Allegany co.

WalkALLA. No. 260, Buffalo, (German.)

Claybon, No. 261, Cleveland, Oswego co.

The charter of Stranger’s Refuge Lqdge, No. 4, city of New
York, an expelled Lodge, was restored on the petition of five of its

original members.
Permission was granted to Stirling Lodge, No. 190, Brooklyn,

to celebrate its approaching anniversary by pubUc*address, and

other oppropriate exercises.

The Grand Lodge took a recess till 7 P. M.

fty- An Adjourned Session of the Grand Encampment of the State

of New York will be held on Tuesday Evening, 10th inst. at the

room, National Hall.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Grand Encampment.—We have received a printed copy of the

proceedings of the Grand Encampment of Massachusetts, at its

annual communication, Aug. 6, and adjourned session. Sept. SO. At
tbe annual session, eight Encampment charters were granted, and
two at the adjourned session. Their names and location will be
found in our Directory, in anoiher column. Among the important

proceedings of the last meeting, was the unanimous adoption of a
new Constitution and Code of Laws.
The following is an abstract of the work in the Patriarchal

branch for the year ending June 30 : Initiations 696, rejections IS,

admitted by card 66, withdrawn 43, reinstated 3, suspended 7, ex-

pelled 1, deaths 4. Revenue $9,411 86. Contributing members
1,268. Number of brothers relieved I6l r amount paid therefor

$2,210 37 ; number of brothers buried 4 ; amount paid therefor $99.

Total amount ot relief $2,300 37.

Wanackmamack Encampment, No. 16, was opened at Nantucket,

on Oct. 22, by M. E. G. H. P. Benjamin H. Davis, of Boston, as-

sisted by P. G. P. William Ellison. The following Patriarchs were

elected and installed:—Andrew J. Morton, C. P.; Charles F. Hus-

sey, H. P.; George H. Riddell, S. W.; Henry C. Worth, Scribes;

Charles B. Mitchell, Treas.; Thomas G. Barnard, J. W.
Odd Fellowship, as we learn from a correspondent of the Sym-

bol, is a highly flourishing condition on the island. The unpoeti-

cal cognomen of this Encampment is derived from the name of the

Indian chief who sold the island to the whites.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Shenango Lodge, No. 196, at New Castle, Mercer county, was

instituted on Tuesday, Oct. 20, by D. D. G. M. Daniel Zimmer-
man, of Pittsburg, and the following officers elected and installed

:

S. V. Cripps, N. G.; David Thomas, V. G.; R. G. Porter, Sec.;

Allen Woodward, Treas.

Celebration at Pittsburg.—We learn from the Pittsburgh Din-

patch (an.excellent paper by the way, published by Bro. J. H. Foo-

ter,) that the Lodges of that city and vicinity had a public celebra-

tion, procession in regalia, oration, etc, on Monday, Oct. 6. The
procession was large and beautiful. It moved through the princi-

pal streets to “ the Ark,” Allegheny city, where the services took

place. The oration,- by Rev. Bro. Fisk, is highly spoken of. The
following original song was sung by the Harmoneons:

ODE—bt J. S. DAVIS.
Music by L. V. H. Grotty, qfthe Harmoneons.

Friendship, thoo art now defending,
Like aa angel from above,

Sympathising* soothing, blending,
And unking all in love.

We have all come up to meet thee,

In thy presence here we stand,
With the brotherhood to greet thee,

Heart in heart and hand in hand.

Time was when thou wert mistaken—
Thou hadst lost thy genial oharm.

Till thy spirit did awaken,
By Odd Fellowship’s alarm.

Now thy hsavsnlj presence meets us,

Onoe again on earth below,
In the brotherhood it greets us,

Pure as crystal streamlets tow.

Celebration in Virginia.—Loudoun Lodge No 26, Leesburg,

Va. will celebrate its first anniversary, on the 21st of November,

inst. by oration, proceesion, &c. We learn that the services of P.

G. M. S. Yorke AtLee, of Washington, have been secured to de-

liver the Oration on the occasion ; and from his well-known ability

and eloquence, it will be richly worth listening to.

Death of William Kirkland, Esq.—The sudden and mysterious

death of this gentleman, who was so nearly connected with one,—

the beautiful productions of whose gifted pen, have so often graced

the columns of this Journal, (Mrs. C. M. Kirkland), has most pain-

fully aflected us. He had just taken the editorial charge of a new
religious paper, one number only of which was issued, before he

was called from the Scene of his earthlyllabors, to join the vast con-

vocation of redeemed and glorified beings above. We sympathise

most deeply and sincerely with his bereaved and afflicted family,

and pray that He who sees with tenderest pity the grief of his child-

ren, will surround them with the effectual consolations of his grace.

The following, we take from the eloquent discourse of the Rev.

Dr. Dewey, preached in the church of the Messiah, on Sunday evtn-

ng, 28th nit.

« In the myterious course af Providence, we are called to lament

ihe loss of one among us, who, in a three years’ residence in thin-

city, had won the respect and esteem of all who knew him ; wna
had just been connected with an enterprise of great interest to out

Church—I refer to the sudden and lamented death of Mr. William
Kirkland. You are all acquainted, perhaps, with the circum-

stances. Returning from a visit to a sick child in the neighborhood

of Newburgh, on the last Sunday evening, be left one of the hotels

of that city to go on board of the boat at 10 o’clock. The night wan
dark and stormy : he was urged.to haste by the suggestion made on
his leaving the hotel, that he might not reach the boat in season

;

and in that haste, and with some indistinctness of vision, he doubt-

less made a miestep in leaving the wharf, and in that one moment
was lost to life, to his friends, to his family, for ever . Forever,

did I say 1 No : we believe that such as he are gathered

blessed realm of neaven ;
and that there his friends shall meet oun,

and look back with him at the mysterious wisdom of God in tain

now dark and most distressing event.”
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General Jf. €>. ©. f. ID treetort),
Containing a

COMPLETE LIST OF ALL THE LODGES AND ENCAMPMENTS
Under the Jurisdictions of the

Grand Lodges of the U. States and British N. America.

With the Names of the Grand Officers.

the G-RAND lodge of the united states.
Meets in the city of Baltimore. Md.on the 3d Monday in September annually.

Thomas Sherlock of Ohio, M. W. Grand Sire; Rev. Albert Case of Mass. R.W.
Deputy Grand Sire

;
James L. Rideely of Md. R. W. Grand Corresponding and

Recording Secretary
;
Andrew E. Warner of Md. K. W. Grand Treasurer.

DISTRICT DEPUTY GRAND SIRES.

The office of D. D. Grand Sire is abolished in all States in which there is

a Grand Lodge and a Grand Encampment.
Rhode Island. P.G.M. Webster. Providence.

North Carolma P.G.M. Alexander MacRae, Wilmington.

South Carolina'. P.G. Robert W. Seymour, Charleston.

Georgia and Florida P.G. Wylie Williams, Columbus, Geo.

Alabama P.G.M. John Affron, Mobile.

Mississippi P.G.M. George J. Djcks, Natchez.
Tennessee and Arkansas . . P.G.M. W. F. Tannohlll, Memphis.
Indiana' P.G. T. H. Taylor, Madison.

ML 4* fFi*. inpart, 4" Iowa. P.G.M. John G. Potts. Galena, 111.

Illinois 4* Wvsoon. inparL. P.G.M. Wm. Duane Wilson, Millwaukie, Wls.
Michigan. P.G.M. Asher S. Kellogg, Detroit.

Texas P.G. J. D. Cordova, Galveston.

NEW-YORK. 22 Knickerbocker . . New-York .... Thu
The Grand Lodge meetsat National £3 Mariners do Mon

HalLNew York city, quarterly, on the 24 Franklin.. Troy. ^ed

Am Wednesday in August, (the annual 25 Niagara Buffalo Tue
sessionJ November, February and May, 26 Brooklyn Brooklyn . Tue

at ten o'clock A M. gjrojau. Troy... ....... Mon
Joseph R. Taylor, of No. 158, G.M. New-York .... Wed
James Batcheller, of No. 92, D. G. M.
James B. Devoe, of No. 85, G. War.
John G. Treadwell, of No. 22, G. Sec.

Matthew Bird, of No. 22, G. Treas.

Sutr Lansingburgh.Mon
National New-York.. . .Mon

'31 Olive Branch. ,. do. ....Wed
32 American. .. . . . .Albany Wed
33 Metropolitan— New-York. . . . * Thu
34 Marion do Thu
35 Covenant. do Thu
36 Enterprise do. Tue
37 Buffalo Buffalo Tue.
38 Waterrliet West Troy .Def
39 Nassau *. . .Brooklyn Thu
40 Greenwich N ew-York .... Mon
41 Phoenix Albany Tue
42 Meridian New-York. ... Wed
43 Concorde do Tue
44 Harmony do Thu
45 Kings County... Williamsburg.Wed
46 Jefferson New-York Tue
47 Mercantile. do Tue
,48 Tehoseroron . . . . B uffalo Thu
49 Hancock New-York. . . . Wed
|5t) Atlantic Brooklyn Mon
|5 1 Genesee Rochester Fri

United Brothers.New-York Tue
53 Rensselaer Troy Tue
54 Whitehall Whitehall Thu
55 Courtlandt Peekskill Wed
56 Halcyon Troy Thu

Skaneateles 67 Mutual New-York .... Mon
Oswego. 58 Grove do Thn

i c.-ii ' Jv
led

* * ,
59 Dutchess Poughkeepsie. Wed

*V 1 P-
tll
L
man> Coopersto’n. 60 Howard New-York ... Wed

£e,“,
eva

*. 61 Crusaders Williamsburg.. Tue
Putnam . . .W. Dougherty, Coldspnng. 62 Spartan Cohoes. ...... .Fri^

I

63 Lon*: ,8land • • • Wallabout Tue
KenseelaerJh

.

P. Baker, Troy.
*

64 Empire New-York .... Mon
Rockland . .A De Baun, Haverstrawm Highland Newburgh .... Tue
Steuben.;...John Gregg, Hammondp’t Fû ton Brooklyn Wed
Schenect’dyWm. Lamy, Schenectd’y

j67 Commercial NewVurk Tue
Schoharie.. Q. B. Troop, Schoharie. fisori»nt*i Ttm
Saratoga . .Wm. T.OM1, :"mZ
Otfolk. . .

.

HenryT. Me»d, Huntington,0 Uticn Thn
J&69t4C& • • • • «#• v. MfOUg,

D. D. GRAND MASTERS.
Albany . . . . J. Gardiner, Albany.
Chautauqu.Edwiu Isham, Dunkirk.
Cayuga . . . R. F. Russell, Auburn.
Columbia.

.

Th. P. Nash, Hudson.
Chenango.W. W. Packer, Oxford.

Chemung.

.

D. C. Mallory, Elmira.

Clinton Wm. Coates, Rouse’s Pt.

Dutchess. . . Jos. Wright, Po’keepsie.

Brie. A.G.C.Cochr&ne, Buffalo.

Essex J.N.Macomber, Keeseville.

Greene . . . . W. B. Nelson, Coxsackie.

Genesee . . . E. C. Dibble, Batavia.

Herkimer ..H. G. Root. Mohawk.
Jefferson . . . John J. Safford, Watertown.
Kmgs D. P. Barnard, Brooklyn.

Z4Ctng«ton.Soott Lord, Mt. Mortis. 1

Monroe . . .Hiram Leonard, Rochester.
Malison . . . Chas. Mason, Hamilton.
Montgoni’y.E. Lindsay,
Niagara . . . P. E. Ely,

Grange .. . . Andrew Saul,

Oneida The. Dimon,
Onondaga.W. H. Jewett,

Ostoego . . . .H. L. Davis,

Orleans.. . . Jas. W. Otto,
Otsego .

Ontario.
...W. Dougherty, r __-,

Jamaica.

Fort Plain.

Lockport.
Newburg.
Utica.

Waterloo.

St.Laserenda. B. Storrs, Canton.

Tompkins

.

Horace Ki ng, Ithaca.

Ulster Caleb S. Clay, Kingston.

Westchester.Jas . .M Frear, Peekskill.

Wayne J.B.Chipmanjr.Palmyra.
Washing?n.Y. L. Barker, Union Vil.

Wyoming .Tim. Parson, Buffalo.

Yates. Chas. G. Judd, Peun Yan.

Subordinate#.

] Columbia. New York Thu;

71 Ithaca !... Ithaca Fri
72 Mohawk Valley . Schenectady. . . Mon
73 Mt. Vernon New-York Fri
74 Orange County.. Newburgh. . . . Wed
75 Cryptic Peekskill— ... Fri
76 Rockland Co.. . . Haverstraw. . . Thu
77 Westchester.... Tarry town.... Mon
78 Croton New-York.. . .Wed
79 Onondaga. Syracuse Fri
80 Cayuga. Auburn Wed
81 Jamaica Jamaica Thn

2 Friendship PleasantValley . Def,82 German Oak N ew-York Tue
9 Hope Albany Tue 83 Piermont Piermont Tue
4 Strangers Ref. . . New York |84 Chelsea New-York .... Wed
ft City rhllanthro . Albany Fri 85 Pacific Flushing Mon
6 Good Intent. ...Stockport Sat.86 Kosciusko Kingston Wed
7 Clinton. Albany Wedj87 Fidelity New-York Thu
8 Union do Thu 88 Richmond Co.. . . Castleton Wed
9 Tompkins New-York .Tue 89 Putnam.. West Farms...Thu
10 New York do Wed 90 Suffolk Sag Harbor— Mon
11 Gettya do. . ....Tue 91 Fishkill*. Fishkill Sat

.Tue 92 Allen Hudson Tue
. . Fri 93 Samaritan Albany Tne
..Mon 9-1 Eagle Brooklyn Mon

12 Washington .... do.

13 Germania. do.

14 Teutonia. do.

16 Albany City....Alb’y.mergedinNo5 95 Skenandoah Utica Tne
10 Germ. Colonial., do. __ Mon 96 Rising Sun L&nsingburg. . Wed
17 Perseverance.. . .New-York Exp
18 La Fayette Channingviile. .Thu
19 Firemens Albany Thu
20 Manhattan New-York .... Mon
21 Poughkeepsie. . .Poughkeepsie. Mon]

97 Ossinsin Sing Sing Fri
98 Saratoga Saratoga Spr’gs . To
39 Saint Paul’s .... Schenectady . . .Tue
100 Wyoming Attica. Sat
101 Cinolnnatos. ... Batavia Sat

102 Kayaderosseras Bailston $p&. . .Fri 216 Schaghticoke . . Schaghtiooke. . .Sat
103 Otsego Cooperstown. . . . Sat 217 Oriskany Oriskany Sat
101 Stanwix. ..... .Andover Wed 218 Philotimian....» Earlviile Mon
105 Waah’g Co Hartford Wed 219 Ulster Saugertiea Sat
106 Silver Lake Perry Tue 220 St. Lawrenoe. .. Canton Thn
107 Hinman vNew-York Mon 221 Calumet Binghamton. ..Man
108 Hughsonville. . Hughsorivilie. .Thu

|

222 Cato Cato 4 cor.. ..Tne
109 Syracuse. . . . . .Syracuse Tue'223 Owahgena Cazenovia Tne
110 Waverly Waterford Frij221 Koinonikos . . . . Fulton Fri,

1 1 1 Owasco Port Byron. . . . Mon
1 12 M iddletown Middletown . . . Thu
113 Mechanics New-York.. . .Mon
1 14- Chenango Oxford Thu
115 Home..* Rome Tue]
1 16 Ontario Canandaigua. . Thu
117 Continental New-York Wed
1 18 Genesee Valley.Mt. Morris .... Thu
119 Le Rov Le Roy -.Mon
120 Cold Spring . . . Cold Spring. . . Tue
121 Cataract Lockport. Fri

122 Union Village.. Union Village..Mon
123 Canaseraga .... Dansville. Fri

124 Black River— Watertown— Thu
125 Van Epps Vernon Mon

225 Alphadelphia. . . Syracuse

.

226 Rochester City.Rochester Toe
227 Forestville Forestville .... Tho
228 Beacon New-York. . . . . Fri
229 Evening Star. . Battenviile. . . Wed
230 Jordan Jordan Toe
231 Central City. . .Utica Toe
232 Sagayewatha. . . Dundee
233 Siucerite New-York Fri
2V4 Eckford do. ....Wed
235 Templar do. Thn
236 Canasawacta. . .Norwich
237 Acorn New-Yotfk Wed
238 Lackawanna . . . Rondout Toe
239 Throgmorton . . Westchester.

.

126 Excelsior.. . . . .New-York Fri 240 Waterville Waterville . . .

.

127 Chemung. Elmira. Mon 241 Pembrooke Glen Core Fri
128 Morning Star. . Chatham 4 cor.Wed 242 Ganscvoort— Rome
129 Schiller New-York Tue 243 Pilgrim New-York . . . .Mob
130 Chautauque . . . Fredonia Fri 244 Auburn Auburn Tho
131 Evergreen.. . . . frishkill Land. Thu 215 Golden Rule. . . Phoenix
132 Tnckahannc> k.Trumansburg..Mon,246 Prattsville Prattsville Fri

133 Steuben Brooklyn Wed; 2 17 Tryon Canajoharie . . .Tho
134 Amsterdam. . . . Amsterdam. . .Wed 248 Brookhaven.. . . Patehogue 8«A
135 Phelps Vienna Wed»49 Allegany Belfest.

250 Tuscarora Antwerp.

.

1
251 Salem Salem ...

Big Tree. Genesee. *

136 Adirondack.... Keeseville Tue
137 Valatie .Valatie Not ins

138 Chester Chester Monl 0
139 Orleans Medina. Tue 253 Warren New-York.....Tka
140 Diamond New-York Mon
141 Hempstead .... Hempstead—Wed
142 Madison. Canastota Sat
143 Seneca Geneva Fri
144 Protection Rosslyn Sat
145 Tonawanda .... Alexander. .... Thu
146 Brutus Weedsport—Wed
147 Schuyler Utica Mon
148 Wayne Palmyra Thu
149 Keuka. Penn Yan Tne
150 Merchants New-York . .Wed
151 City de Mon
152 Neptune Tompkinsvilfe. Thn
153 Montague Brooklyn. Tue
154 Camden Camden Mon
155 Huntington Huntington Sat
156 Oswegatchie. . .Oswego Thu
157 Wawayonda . . . Goshen Tue
158 Independence. . New-York Tue
159 Teondatha New London. . . Thu
160 Jensequa Ovid Tue
161 Iroquois Watertown.. ..Tue
162Rhinebeck Rhinebeck Fri

163 Melancthon. . . .Port Chester. . Mon
164 Montgomery . . . Fort Plain Fri
165 Hermitage New-York. Tue
166 Magnolia *. .Brooklyn Tue
167 Frontier % .Rouse’s Point. Mon
168 Monticello Schuylerville. . Thu
169 Delphian Waterloo Tue
170 Freemen’s Montgomery . .Mon
171 Hesperian Buffalo Fri

172 Oneachtah Hamilton Sat

254 Newton Elmira..
255 De Kalb Durhamville...
256 .. .Lewiston.. ,

257 Prattcbnxg . . . .Prattsbnrg
258 Brockport . ... Brockpe? t . . .

.

259 C&nacadere .... Almond
2G0 Walhalla Buffet©,

261 Clayson Cleveland ....

Degree Lodges.
1 New-York New-York Ft*
2 Manhattan do Thn
3 Erie Buffalo
4 Hudson New-York Sat
5 United Brothers, do Fri
6 Clinton do 8at
7 Rensselaer. Troy 1 Thn
8 Ridgely do . ......2 4 Fri
9 Dutchess Channingviile..

.

10 Selby Poughkeepsie. .

.

1 1 Albany City .... Albany
12 Monroe. Rochester. ..12 Fri
13 Franklin Brooklyn. 1 4F24S
14 Washington .... Wllliamb’g.l 2 Tne
15 Excelsior Albany
16 Harmony Lansingbnrg. . . Tue
17 Kennedy Ithaca

18 Utica. Utica Fri
19 Treadwell Syracuse

]

20 Myrtle Newburgh. . 1 3 Fri
|2l N. Y. Central.. .Rome, .

22 Ontario Canandaigua ....

23 Concord Lansingburg. .2 Fri
|24 Westchester. . . . Peekskill

ganQvndawal
1 * • Tll

.

le * •••
%2J°“j25 Richmond Co.. . . Castleton

174 Northern Star. MechanicsviUeWed Covenant Penn Yan ..... Tue

\ll fenon.* /ftSiS Schenectady .... Schenectady ....
1 76 Kanona Hammondport .Thu
177 Eureka. New-York Tue
178 Oregon do. Mon
179 Schoharie Schoharie Thu|
180 Hyperion Seneca Falls. . . Mon
181 Nepperhan ....Yonkers Wed
182 BloamiDgGro.. New-York Thu|
183 AUeghania do Thu
181 Kiohora Little Falls. . .Mon
185 Hendrick Mohawk Vil Sat|

186 Jericho Bainbridge Sat
187 Kempton Coxsackie Tue
188 Fort Ann Fort Ann Wed
189 Hen. Hudson. .. Catskill Wed
190 Stirling Brooklyn Mon
191 Summit May viile.. .. ..Wed
192 Mohegan Baldwinsville.Wed
193 Skaneateles .... Skaneateles. . . Wed
19-1 Myrtle Brooklyn Thu
195 Wyandot Whitesboro .... Sat
196 Newark Newark Tue
197 Esperance Esperance.. . . Wed
198 Galen Clyde Wed
199 Canajohaw , Newport Wed
200 Farmers Holland Patent. Sat

201 Unea Oriskany Falls. Fri

202 Arturos Sandy Hill Fri

203 Beacon Hill. . . . Canterbury. . . Mon
204 Owego Owego
205 Painted Post. . . Painted Post. . . Tne
206 Alhambra. Westfield. Tue
207 Charity Williamson ....Frij

208 Central Syracuse Thu
209 Laurel West Troy. ...Tue
210 Siloam New-York Tue
211 Havana. Havana Wed
212 Albion Albion Fri

213 Cohocton Bath Fri,

214 Oswego Oswego Mon i

215 Oneontha Frankfert Wed]

28 Frontier. Fredonia .

29 Niagara Lockport
30 Palmyra. Palmyra.

The Grand Encampment
Meets at National Hall, New-York

city, semi-annually, on the Mondays
following the first Wednesdays of Au-
gust (annual session) and February.

D. P. Barnard, of No. 32, G. P.

Th&ddeos Davids, of No. 3, G. H. F.
Geo. W. Gillett, of No. 9, G. S. W.
J. J. Haley, of No. 9. G. Scribe.

Richard Sharpe, of No. 7, G. Treaa.
Samuel Foster, of No. 6, G. J. W.

D. D. GRAND PATRIARCHS.
Columbia . Wm. R. Steel, Hudson.
Erie Tim. Parson, Butfaloi.

Orange J- R. W iltsie, Newbnrg.
Rensselaer.J. Battershall, Troy.
Schcneci'dy.D. L. Powell, Scheneot’dy

Subordinates. .

1 New-York State.Albany
2 Mt. Hebron New-York. .24 Fri
3 Mt. 8inai do ...13Fri
4 Troy Troy 1 3 Fri
5 Enh&kkore. Albany
6 Mosaic New-York. . 1 3 Fri
7 Salem Brooklyn-. . .2 4 Fri
8 Mt. Vernon Buffalo

9 Palestine New-York. .2 4 Sat
10 Mt. Olivet do ...2 4 Fri
11 Mt Hope Rochester
12 Mt. Horeb New-York.2 4 Thn
13 Mohawk Schenectady
14 Mt. Nebo Syracuse
15 Olive Branch. . . Laaslogbnrg.24 Fri
16 Mt. Arrarat Peekskill

17 Union Hudson
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THE GOLDEN RULE. 890
18 Damascus. New-York. .2 4 Sat{47 Kiting Star. .... Bustleton. Sat
19 Lebanon do ...13Sat"*~

~

20 Mt. Tabor Poughkeepsie
21 Mt. Carmel Newburgh. 1 3 Mon
SSTlroquois Ithaca 1 3 Me n
23 Phoenix Auburn .... 1 3 Motif
94 Tri-Mount Utica
25 Mfapeh Brooklyn. ..13 Frij

26 Waoontame Hamilton. ..13 Tue
27 Mohegaif Sar. Sprigs.. 1 3 Fri
28 Jerusalem New-York Fri

51 Brownsville. Brownsville Sat
53 Girard Pottsvi lie Fri
54 Northern Star. .Addis ville. .1 3 Sat
55 Independence . . . Philadelphia. ..Thu
56 ~oclal Mineriville Thu
57 Montgomery Norristown.. . .Mon
58 Cambrian ........ Carbondale Sat
59 Montgomery Reading Thu
[60 Concordia Catawisa. ... 1 3 Sat
61 Adam Philadelphia.. .Mon

29 Horicon Whitehall.. . 1 3 Fri:62 Beaver Meadow. Beaver Meadow.Sat
30 Geneva. Geneva !63 Hand*in-Hand. . . Frankford Tue
3r Ml Zion New-York.. 1 3 Fri 64 Gomer Pittsburg. . .2 4 Sat
32 Bethlehem Brooklyn 2 4 Fri 65 Hazleton Hazleton Sat
33 Fort Hill. . .* . . .Elmira. 1 3 Fri|66 Koxborough Roxborough Sat
34 ML Hermon . k . . Goshen 2 4 Wed >67 Lancaster Lancaster Thu
35 Egyptian New-York. . 1 3Fri,G8 Harrisburg Harrisburg.. . .Wed
36 Zenobia Palmyra _ :69 Peace A Plenty . Easton. Wed
37 Mamre New-York. .2 4 Fri
38 Oxford Oxford
39 Montour. Paint Poet. 1 3Wed
40 Eden Penn Yan...24Fri
41 Samaria New-York..
42 Laurel... Schaghticoke

PENNSYLVANIA.
The Grand Lodge meets in Odd

Fellows* HalL North Sixth-st, Philadel-
phia, bi-monthly, on the third Mondays
eT February, April, June, August, Oct©
her and Deoember.
Thomas McKeever, ofNa 6, G. M.
Joseph S. Laager, of No. 26. D.G.M.
Darnel Baker, of No. 18, G. War.
William Curtis, of No. 28, G. Sec.
T. K. Morton, of No. 11, G. Treat.

d. d. sband Mamas.
Adorns . . . . W. P. Bell, Gettysburg.
Allegheny .D. Zimmerman, Pittsburg.
Berks. W. A Wells, Reading.
Bucks, C. E. Wright, Doylestown.
Blair G. R.M’Farlane,Huntingdon
Bradford . . W.H.StrictlAnd, Monroetou.
Center .... Henry Baker, BeUefonte.
Cum&lundWm. F. Carey, Ship’nubrig
Columbia..B. R. Gearhart, Danville.

a Crawford..W. Bartle, Meadville.

Clinton.. . . J. W. Quiggle, Loekhaven

,

Carbon Wm. Lilly, Jr. Mauch Oh’kl
Dauphin .

.

John J. Clyde, Harrisburg.
Delaware. . E. E. Flavill, Chester.
Erie. Rieh.Gaggin, Erie. (burg.
Fremklin. .John Mull, Chambers*
Fayette— T. G. Evans, Brownsville|Buntm’donJ. B. Luden, Huntingdon
Doncaster . J. L. Thompson,Lancaster.
Lehigh R. B. Wright, Allentown.
Lwsernc.. . . Andrew Yohe, Wilksbarre
Lycoming.. 3u. Gamble, JerryShore
Lebanon... W. Eben, ' Lebanon.
Mifflin. . . . .John Hamilton, Lewistown.
M&ntgom’yH. Leibert, NorristownAorthtpVn .C. H. Williams, Easton. "•

Northumb*.David Blair, Milton.
Perry. K. Haines, Newport.
Schuylkill .J. S. C. Martin, Pottsville.
Susquehan'T. P. St. John, Montrose.
Union L. B. Christ, Lewisburg.
Washington!s* B. Ruple, Washingt’u
Wayne . . . . H. Gregory, Bethany.
York Geo. S. Morris, York.

Subordinates.
1 Pennsylvania. . . Philadelphia. . Wed
2 Washington do. ... Tue
3 Wayne do. ...Mon
4 Morning Star. . . do. ... Frid
5 Franklin do. ...Thu
6 Gen. Marion do. ...Thu
7 Herman N. Liberties. . .Tue
8 Rising Sun Frankford. Sat*
9 Mechanics Pittsbnxg Thu
10 Phllomatheon. .. Germantown Sat|
1 1 Kensington N. Liberties. . . Wed
12 Jefferson do. ... Mon
13 Philadelphia. . Philadelphia . . Wed
14 Wildey Frankford Sat
16 Philanthropic. . . Philadelphia.. . Tue
16 Harmony , N. Liberties ...Thu
17 N. Liberty da ...Mon
18 Lafayette Philadelphia. . .Thu
19 Amity do. ...Thu
20 Miners Pottsville Tue
21 Tutonia Philadelphia . . Mon
22 Adelphia do Tue
23 FrienJship da ... Tue
24 Western Star. . .Pittsburg Wed
25 America N. Liberties,. .Wed
26 Penn do. ...Mon
27 Schuylkill Port Carbon ....
28 Hen. Adelphon..N. Liberties...Thn
29 R. Morris Philadelphia . .Wed
31 Manayunk. Manyunk Sat
33 Decatur Philadelphia. . Wed
34 United States. . . do. ...Mon
36 Columbian. N. Liberties . . .Mod
38 Monroe Philadelphia.Tue
39 Wyoming. Wilkesbarre. . . Wed
40 Benevolent Village Green. ..Sat
43 Hancock Philadelphia. ... Fri

[70 State Capitol.. . . Harrisburg Tue
171 Allen Allentown Sat
73 Delaware Easton Tue
74 Mount Zion York Wed
75 Columbus Chambersburg.Thu
76 Mauch Chunk . . Mauch Chunk . Thu
77 Brotherly Love. . Kurtztown Sat
78 Keystone .Bethlehem. . . .Mon
79 Howard Honesdale. Wed
80 Susquehanna. . . . Columbia. Mon
81 National Washington ... Tue
82 Charity Halifax Sat
83 Lehigh Allentown Mon
84 Mutual Milton Sat
85 Friendly Millertown Sat
86 Harmony Tamaque Mon
87 Hopkins Bristol Wed
88 Freedom Prompton Sat
89 Good Samaritan. Southwark Fri
90 Cumberland .... Shippensburg. . Tue
91 Carlisle Carlisle Mon
92 Chester Chester Sat
93 Hope Southwark. . . , Wed
94 Doylestown Doylestown— Mon
95 Schiller Philada Wed
96 Lewisburg Lewisburg Tue
97 Lewistown Lewistown Sat
98 Clinton Loekhaven .... Thu

1
99 Spring Garden. . Spring Garden.Thu
100 Chosen Friende.N. Liberties. . . Tue
101 Jersey Shore. . .Jersey Shore. . Mon
102 Newport. Newport Wed
103 Symmetry Hamburg Sat
104 United States. .Philada Thu
105 Salome Reading Tue
106 Gottenburg.. Philada Mon
107 Presque Isle.. . . Erie Sat
108 Cassewago Meadville Sat
109 Montour Danville. Mon
1 10 Crystal FounL . Philada. Wed
1 1 1 Fatherland .... Easton Sat
112 Lycoming.. ... Williamsport.. Thu
1 13 Oriental Southwark Thu
1 14 Covenant Philadelphia. . . . Fri
115 Olive Branch... do Sat
1 16 Brady Muncy Sat
117 Juniata Huntingdon . . .Tue
118 Iris Bethany
119 Hollidaygbuig>.Hollidaysburg.Wed
120 Carroll 8ehuy’l Haven.Wed
121 Lebanon Lebanon Frid
122 Bernville Bernville Sat
123 McVeytown.. . . Waynesburg . . .Sat
124 Gettvs Gettysburg Tue
125 Mt. Tabor Shamokin Wed
126 Gen. Warren. . . Southwark .... Tue
127 Paradise Philadelphia . . Thu
128 Elizabethtown. Elizabethtown. .Sat
129 Donegal Marietta Sat
130 Industry Manayunk Wed
131 Mifflintown Mifflintown. . . Wed
132 Orphans Rest. . Darby Sat
133 Harrison. Southwark— Mon
134 Livingston West Philada.. Tue
138 Fidelity N. Liberties. . . .Fri
139 Columbus S. Easton Sat
140 Van Camp Bloomsburg Sat
141 Leeaport Leesport Fri
142 Shilob Southwark. Thu
143 Mt. Vernon .... Shewdsbury . .Wed
144 Fourth of July. Southwark Tue
146 Fredonla. Philada Thu
146 Southwark Southwark Wed
147 Metamora Reading Wed
148 Pine Grove . . Pine Grove Sat
149 Fairaount Philada Sat
150 Metropolitan ... do Tue
151 Montrose Montrose . ... Mon
152 Birmingham. . . Birmingham Sat
153 Center Bellefonte Sat
154/JrcenhiU Spring Garden. . Fri
156 Vigilant Philada Mon
166 Olive Leaf Carbondale Thu
157 Grace. Orwigsburg Sat
168 Germania Reading Mon
159 Golden Rule. . .Womelsderf Sat
160 Dauphin Harrisburg. . . . Thu
161 Pioqua Soudersburg Fri
162 Rock of Horeb.Fairview Tue
163 Union New Berlin Sat
164 Friend to Peace.South Easton. . / Sat
166 Athens Athens. Sat

169 Emblematic.. . .Reading Sail
170 Capouse Providence ...

171 Walhalla N. Liberties.. ..Sat|
172 Mt. Dempsey. .Landisburg,
173 Conadoguinik. .New ville. .

.

174 De Kalb Southwark Sat
175 Chambcrsburg.Chamberaburg.Tufc
176 United Bro Saulsberg Sat
177 Orionto Attleboro* Sat
1 78 Wissahickon . . .Flourtown Sat
179 Cresent. Mifflinsburg.. .Fridj
180 Shickshinny . . . Shickshinny
181 Clifford— .... Dundruff
182 Iron City Pittsburg Mon
183 Perseverance.. .Milleraburg..
184 Kish&coquillas. Lewistown Wed
185 Far. <fc Meehan.Marcus Hook. . . Sat
186 J ustice Southwark Mon
187 Prospect Philadelphia. . . . Sat
188 Fraternal do. ...Frid,
139 Franconia. do Fri)

190 Star of Bethle. . do Sat
191 Conemaugh— Johnstown— Thu
192 Lykens Berrysburg Fri
193 Aqnetong Doylestown. . . Wedj
194 Kutztown Kutatown Thu
195 Hhenango New Castle. .

.

196 Northumberl’d.Nerthuraberl’d
197 Selius Grove. . . Selius Grove.

.

198 Clearfield- Clearfield
199 Star of Hope. . . Youngsburg. .

.

200 Pacific Philada Sat
201 Enterprise. .... do Sat
202 Bedford Bedford.

44 United Williamsport
46 Ashland Philada.... 1 3 Moss
46 Milton
47 National Spring Garden
48 Jefferson. N. Liberties.24 Sat
49 Monnt Carmel. .Philada
50 St John Monttoee

203 Sunbuvy Sunbury.

.

204 .... Center Squ
206 Evergreen Petersburg
206 Cincinnatus Spring Garden.
207 Conewacte New Milford..
206 Capitol Spring Garden.

Degree Lodges.
1 Philadelphia. . . . Philadelphia. 1 Mon 25
2 Kensington N. Liberties.. 4 Sat
3 German. da ...3Sat
4 Pittsburg Pittsburg 4 Tue
6 De Kalb Pottsville. . . 1 Wed
7 Manayunk Manayunk. . .1 Tue
8 Reading Reading 1 Fri
9 Union Easton

j

10 Southwark Southwark. .3 Mon|
The Grand Encampment

Meets in Odd Fellows* Hall, North
Sixth-st, Philadelphia, quarterly, on
the seoond Monday of January, April,
July and October.^
W.A. Shumway,G.P.; Aaron Waters,

G. H. P^ John Cairnes, G. S. W.; Sam-
uel Shaw, G. J . W.; William Curtis, G
Scribe

;
J. Browne, G. Tress.

D. D. GRAND PATRIARCHS.

44 Haydn Pottsville Thu 166 North Star. . . . Kinzerville. . . . Wed
46 William TelL . . . Pittsburg. .. 1 3 Sat 167 Bradford. Towanda Sat
46 Excelsior Philadelphia. ... Fri 168 Coaaeautville . . ConneautviUe .Wed

Allegheny.. W. C. Anderson,Pittsburg.
Berks W. A. Wells, Reading.
Dauphin . .W. Duno&n, Harrisburg
Franklin. . J. G. Wolf, Chambersburg
Lancaster . W.B.Fahnstock,Lancaster.
Lehigh— R. E. Wright, Allentown.
North'pton.C. C. Field, Easton.
Schuylkill. J. D. Rice, Pottsville.

York E. G. Smyser, York.
Subordinates.

1 Philadelphia— Philada . ... 1 3 Tue
2 Pittsburg Pittsburg. . 1 3 Tue
3 Morning Star. . .Frankford. 1 3 Wed
4 Franklin. Pottsville.. 13 Wed
5 Lafayette Philada .... 1 2 Fridl
6 Mount Olive.. ..N. Liber. ... 13 Fri!
7 Walhala Kensington.. 2 4 Fri
8 Hebron Reading.2& last Fri
9 Andrew Jackson.Manavunk. 1 3 Thu
10 Dauphin Harrisburg. 1 3 Fri
11 Washington Lancaster. .2 4 Tue
12 Unity Allentown. . 1 3 Thu
13 Olive Branch— Chambersb. 1 3 Thu
14 Monnt Vernon.. York 1 3 Thu
15 Mount Sinai Easton 24 Mon
16 Lackawanna Carbondale. 1 3 Thu
17 Siloam PhiladeL ... .2 4 Fri.

18 Mount Horeb. . .Germant*n..24 Tue|
19 Juniata. Lewistown. 2 4 Thu
20 Shakapeare Washingt’n.24 Tue
21 Carbon M. Chunck.. 1 3 Sat
22 Harris Philada .... 2 4 Tue
23 Shawnee Columbia. .2 4 Wed
24 Mount Zion Southwark. 2 4 Mon I

Union Lewisburg ..24 Sat
26 United Bro N. Liberties. 2 4 Sat
27 Clinton Loekhaven. . . . Wed
28 Bethlehem Bethlehem.2 4 Mon
29 Wildey Carlisle
30 LacKkwoxen— Honesdale. . 13 Mon
31 Hope Bristol.. . . .

.

32 Delaware Co . . ; . Chester 2 4 Thu
33 Howard Philada .... 1 3 Tue
34 Valley.. Shfppensburg
36 Doylestown Doylestown. 1 3Tue
36 Fredonia.. .. ; . . .Philada. . . .24 Thu
37 Nyrristown. ... .Norriatown.2 4 Tue
38 Brotherly Love. . Philada. ...24 Wed
39 Ontalissa Wilkesbarre. 1 3 Fri,

40 Mnemoloton .... Danville 24 Sat]
41 Bradford Towanda. . .2 4 Saf
42 Hen. Adelphom.Erie 13 Wed
43 Reading

MAINE.
The Grand Lodge meets at Portland,

quarterly, on the first Wednesday In
August, November, February and May.
N. F Deering. G. Master; Geo H.

Gardiner, D. G. Master; George Prince,
IG. Warden; Benjamin Kingsbury, ir.,

G. Secretary
;
R. Read, G. frees.

Subordinates.
1 Maine Portland Mon
2 Saco Saoo Tue
3 Georgian Thomaston Mon
4 Ancient Bro. . . . Portland Thu
5 Ligunia. da Sat
6 Sa.battis Augusta. Tue
7 Penobscot Bangor Thu
8 Relief E. Thomaston. .Fri
9 Nahtanis Gardiner <.Fri
10 Lincoln Bath Mon
H'Saccarappa Saocarappa. . . .Wed
12 Kenduskeag. . . . Bangor. Tue
13 Pyepsoot Brunswick .... Thu
14 Cushnoc Augusta Fri
15 Passagassawa*g. . Belfast Mon
16 Hobomok Bath Mon
17 Washington Hallowell Mon
18 Orono Orono Sat
19 Pasaammaq’y . . .Eastfort Mon
20 Harrison. Harrison Mon
21 8om. AFrank’n.Norridgewock.Mon
22 Medomak Waldoboro*. . . .Tue
23 Schoodiac. Calais Tnc
24 Androscoggin.. Lewiston Falls. Fri
25 iswil|ic4M Bangor Mon

Kcanebunk Thu
27 Ttftatfoe: .OftTtfVR Sat
28 Olive Branch...6gn€h Berwick. Sat
29 K&tadhn Dover. Sat
30 Cumberland.... Bridgeton Cen.. Sat
31 Lafayette'. Camden Wed
32 Damarisootta . . .Nobleboro*. . . .Mon
33 Howard Machias Thu
34 Carrabassctt....Skawhegan...Wed
35 Union Union Tnc
36 Narramtaic . . . . » Orland Mon
37 Kennebec. Hallowell .... , .Fri
38 Astoria Frankfort Tnc
39 Samaritan Waterville .... Thu
40 Eastern Star E. Thomaston. Tnc
41 Mattarancook— Lincoln

. The Grand Encampment
Meets at Portland, semi-annually, in

May and November.
Allen Haines, G. Patriarch ; Edward

Fenno, G. H. Priest; B. Kingsbury, jr.,

G. S. Warden : Elisha Clarke, G. J.

Warden
;
Nath’l G. Deering, G. Scribe;

E. P. Banks, G. Treas.
Subordinates.

1 Machigonne .... Portland Wed
2 Eastern Star.. .. do ...2 4 Fri
3 Sagamore Augusta. ..13 Thu
4 K&tadhn.. .... ..Bangor.... 13 Wed
5 Hobah Saco 13 Thu
6 Sagadahock Lincoln— 24 Wed
7 ChurchilL Thomaston .

.

8 Border Eastport. . 3 4 Thu

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
The Grand Lodge meets, qnarterly,

[at Concord, on the seoond Tuesday of
August, (annual session) November,
February and May.
N. B. Baker, G. Master; G.W.Towle,

D. G. Master : G. H. Silsbee, G. Secre-

tary
;
J. W. Carr, G. Treasurer;

Kendall, G. Warden.

Subordinates.
1 Granite Nashua Tue
2 Hillsboro* Hillsboro* Mon
3 Wecohamet Dover Thu
4 Washington Great Falls .. . Tue
5 White Mount’n. Concord Fri
6 Piscataqua. Portsmouth . . .Mon
7 Winnipipiogee . .Meredith Br. . .Tue
8 Swamscot Newmarket.... Sat
9 Sagamore. Exeter Thu
10 Sunoook. Pittsfield. Mon
11 Mon&dnock Mason Village.Thu
12 Sullivan Claremont. .... Thu
13 Mechanics Manchester. . .Wed
14 W&tatio New Ipswich ... Fri

15 Peterboro* PeterboTo* ....Wed
16 Mt. Pleasant. . . .Dover Tun
17 N. Hampshire. . . Portsmouth . . .Wed
18 Motolinia. Rochester.— Mon
19 Ashuelot Winchester.. . Wed

Degree Lodges.
1 Pisc&taqua. Portsmouth . 1 3 Fri

2 Union Dover 13 Mon
The Grand Encampment

Meets at Concord, semi-annually, on
the first Tuesday of August, (annual

session) and November.
.

G. W. Towle, G. Patriarch
;
John B.
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THE GOLDEN RULE.
FMk, G. EL Priest; Sam’I Brows. G, 8. 94 Meant Aabarn. .O. Cambridge. Wed
Warden; D. L. fJtorer, G. Scribe; Joe. 96 Lowell LowelL Wed
Cheevers, G. J. Warden

; E. O. Lawton, 96 Marine Provincetown. Wed
G. Treat. 97 Commercial Boston Mon

Subordinates. 98 Mt. Roolstone.. Fitchburg, Fri

1 Nasboonen Nashua 1 3 Fri 99 RW San West Medway. Tha
2 Wonolanset Manchester.2 4 Fri lOOOneeo. .' N. Adams— Wed
3 Penacook Concord. . ..24Tue 101 Pulaski Upton. Tue
4 Quocheco Dover 2 4 Mon 1® Hassanamisset. Grafton. Mon
6 Strawberry B*k. Portsmouth . 2 4 Fii Fredonian .Shirley Vil— Thu
6 Union New Ipswich . .

104 Holton. Danvers Tue
106 Evergreen Holliston Wed

MASSACHUSETTS. 106 Blackstone R . . Blackstone .... Tue

The GrandLodgem«U>tCoretumt JS
• •2?„^“1*boro

’-wi
t

Hell, Beeten, quarterly, on the flrit 12 £•*
"** ^"»SSS5^::SS.\v««aS

M.
K
U
T
h^dVm^ tS

- ’
’. 'NJOhe^lbrd.Tw

5S
r,D

w' u*?ter; Wells, U3 Neptune Brewster Mon
G. Warden: W. HL Jones, G. Secretary

; j 14 Eagle Hopkinton : Fri
H. Prince, G. Treat. ll5 Chickopee Chlckopee F.. .Wed

Subordinates. 116Nonaatum Brighton Thu
1 Massachusetts.. Boston. Mon ll7 Marble .W. Stockbridge
2 Siloam do Tha Nos. 3 and 6 deftmet.

4 New England ... E. Cambridge.. Fri Degree Lodges.
5 Washington Rcxtary. Wed

i Unlon Bwton. Set

8
•*

I.XST
• 2 4Jg

in w™ 4 United Bro S. t !S) Fr
nSI, W

1& 5 Norfolk Dorchester. . 1 3 Fri

12 BetheL. Cambridge. Tue
6 De^m

_
1 * *

* V
• -24Thu

13 Nasareae Ware ...Mon Th« Grand Encampment
14 Banker Hill.... Charlestown... Mon Meets at Encampment HaU, Boston,

16 Tremont. Boston. Wed eemi-MnuaUyjun Wednesday preceding

16 Covenant do Mon tot Thursday in August and February.
17 Middlesex Malden Wed L W. Beard, G. Patriarch; B. H. Da-
18 Warren. Roxbnry Tue ris, G. H. Priest

;
Samuel Wells, G. S.

19 Monument E. Lexington . . Thu Warden; Wm. H. Jones, G. Scribe; Jos.

20 Friendship. Cambridgep*t. .Mon Newmaroh, G. Tress.
21 Fidelity Andover Thu d. p. grand patriarchs.
22 Sow^? Charlestown. ... Fri DU. Encpts. Names. Residence.

££ankUn 5?8ton Fri l ... i 2. . . . Raymond Cole, Boston
WWi^simett... Chelae* Tue 2...7.... .. E.S. Stearns, Newbu*p*t

Boston .Fri 3... 3 C. H. White, W.Camb*e
2® S88®1 Salem Mou 4. . .5,23. . .N.Y.Culberts*n,Cbarlest»n
£5?“^®“* Springfield.... Mon| 5. ..21 Dan’lLeach, Roxbnry.

* * ^°we11 Tue
(

S. . .6 Chas. Sampson, S. Boston.
^Columbian Stoneham Tue; 7.. .9 A.L. Barrett, Malden.
30 Bethesda. ^ Boston Mon 3. . .8,14,16. T. Ingraham, Taunton,

Watertown. . . .Tue 9. . . 10.. . . .F. P. Oliver, Worcester
32 Anc. Landmark. Boston. ...... .Mon 10. . .11, 13.. F. Williams, Salem.
33 Montesnma do Wed n. ..16 W. J. Davis, Northamp
34 Hope Methuen. Wed 12. . . 19, 20. . B. R Davis, Attleboro*

2 Waltham. Mon 13. . .22 Justice Jones, Cambridge
36 Maverick E. Boston Mon 14. . .21 Officers of G. E.

2S^7“U I0840*-; Tae 15.. .18 Geo. Norton. Hingham.
38 Sonhegan S Reading .... Mon 16 . . . 4, 17. . . Officers of G. E

.

2 •TNewburyport..^u Subordinate...

41
‘wIS 1 Massasoit ...... Boston 1 3 Fri

4«p^f“
et 2 Tri-mount do 54 Fri

4? oSlriwmnnH
*

* Wn^T.V^’
’ ‘

‘ 3 Menotomy W. Camb’e. .2 4 Fri

44SSfenff
14 *

*JwL 4 Monomake LowelL .... 2 4 Mon
4R * w5 5 Bunker HiU . . . . Charlestown.l 3 We
46

’ *

‘mS2SI
IU * 6 Mt Washington.S. Boston. .2 4 Thu

47 mKSKS? '
’ * ' wS 7 Merrimack Newburyp*t.24 Mo"

w2l 8 Annawam N. Bedford..2 4 Fri

_ CONNECTICUT . 30 Pcrreveranoe.. ..Milford.... ...Mpm
The Grand Lodge meets at New 31 Pennington Pennington....Toe

Haven, semi-annually, on the seoond 32 Iroquois Jersey City. . , .Tha
Wednesday ofJuly, (annual session) and 33 Passaio Patterson Hon
January. 34 Mercer Trenton Mom

Prelate Demick, G. Master: John 35 Cumberland . . . .Bridgeton. . . . .Tha
Greenwood, jr., D. G. Master : Rev. Ju- 36 South Trenton . . South Trenton
lius M. Willey, G. Warden: Lueius G. 37 Arwames Gloucester....Wad
Peck, G. Secretary

;
Samuel Bishop, G. 38 Ocean Tuckerton Sat

Trees. 39 Navesink. Red Bank Sat
Subordinates. 40 Winslow Winslow Men

1 Qainnipiac New Haven. . . Mon 41 Union Stanhope Fri
2 Charter Oak ... . Hartford Tue 42 Mansfield. Washington.

.

3 Middlesex Middlesex . 1 3 Mon 43 Somerset Somerville ....
4 Pequauock. Fairfield Tue 44 Plainfield Plainfield Wed
5 Harmony New H»«n.. . .Tue

?S5£K::::::wAi...:::ISs
8 Mercantile Hartford ....... Fri

A
l O P

9 Thames New London . . Mon ps

N

o 6 G
10 Our Brothers . . . Fairfield Mon i i’q
11 Uncas New London..Mon SS? ffi aWw
12 Central Middlesex. .... Thu StemV Vo"tSL
13 Charity New London. .Wed s
14 Wopowage New Haven.. .Mon

S S* Morris, of No. 3, G. Scribe.

15Montawese. do. '...Mon ,
Subordinate*.

16 Washington .... Windham. . .
.".Wed 1 Industry Patterson. . 1 3 Tha

17 Trumbull. ...... New London. .Wed 2 Trenton Trenton.. ..13 Thu
18 Nath&n Hale .... Tolland Wed 3 Mount Ararat. . . Newark 1 3FH
19 Mystic New London. .Wed 4 Olive Branch.. . . Trenton .... 1 3 Fri
20 Fenwick Middlesex. .... Thu 5 Mount Sinai .... Jersey City24 Wed
21 Nosahogan New Haven. . .Wed 6 Chosen Friends. Bordentownl 3 Toe

.

22 Far. & Meehan. . Hartford Thu 7 Mount Lebanon. Burlington . „

23 Aoanthos do Wed 8 Reritan N. pranswtok.
24 Rippowan. Fairfield Wed 9 Mount Holly.. . .Mt. Holly. .24 Tue
25 Oakland Hartford Mon Salem Salem 13 Fri
26 Stonington New London . . . Tue 1

1

Delaware Lumbertville2 4 Th
27 Oweneco do. ... Mon 12 Camden Camden—2 4Tne
28 Hancock. ....... New Haven . . Wed 13 Washington .... Newark ... .2 4 Tne
29 Howard Fairfield Mon 14 Mizpah Freehold. . .1 3 Toe
30 Union.... Litchfield Fri
31 Olive Branch. . . . Fairfield Mon DELAWARE.
32 Nazarene Tolland Thu The Grand Lodge meets, quarterly,

33 Freestone Middlesex. .. .Wed in Wilmington, on the third Wedaes-

The Grand Encampment ** ?
f A**“* Ju> October MdJanua-

Meets at New Haven, aJni-anuually.
Annnal meeting second Wednesday

Wedneadaj of JuIjr“ Francis H. Revnolds, G. M.: Curtis

William L. Brewer, of No. 3, G. P. |??j^ R
Munson A. Shepherd, of No. 5, G.H.P.

GTwM > WaLR-

J. W. Johnson, of No. 7, G. S. War.
Koyce

»
G ‘ War

?
e®\.

Prelate Demick, of No. 1, G. Scribe. . n * Subordinates.

Samuel Bishop, of No. l.G.Treas. l
n ?

e
]
awaw WUmington.. .Mon

Junius M. Willey, of No. 2, G.J.W. Heffer“n dof
;

•••£*

1 S^u.
Sn’>0rd

N«!wHa.en...l Frll i

Subordinates.
1 Delaware Wilmington . . .Mon
2 Jefferson do. .... Def
3 Bayard Georgetown. . .Mon

22**n“' „pj 6MomiugSt»r...Smyru.........Frt
d TWi?/

1*
{? ‘ 7 Philodemic Dover. Thn

i S"*?.
-- Ltal nfi 8 FiirfaI Wilnlugton. . . . Frt

5 Devotion. Danbury— 1 3 rn Q p*4

5 Washington

.

iLASSTiVm 8 Fairfax WUmington.... Fri

r SSSS- * VJT” 9 Good Samaritan. Middletown. . . . Fti
0 SouhMg M 1 Tue Subordinate Encampm.nt.

8Bh^:SSm::J.fK 1 st«.

9 Kabaoso Norwalk __
10 Charity Mystic.

.

MARYLAND.

48 Norfolk. Dorchester—Wed
49 Veritas LowelL Wed
50 Concord Concord Tue

9 Middlesex Malden 2 4 Fri
1
10 Wachusett Worcester. .2 4 Thu

Si Mnn 11 Nahant Lynn 13Thu
53 a^wL:.v. ; : ipV^: ::::::£ ^ **£*
53 Hobah fif Boston Fri J? S^“4

keag* ‘
*
i 0̂ 2

54 May Flower. . . . Plymouth Tue i M^Hoivoke
" *

‘ N^thimn’n \

%

Th* “S? • • w
fh !8 wLSS2^SSS3K*-

3 Th

66 Worcester Worcester.. . . . .Fn
17 LoweU Loweli.

fe luiS!
1

!

1
*

:: : : : •"^Fuu.'.'Tta
j

8 S
r

<3fuck - • • • 24Mon
59 Tafcawambait. . . Natick Tae^ ‘ " • • ' • • •—
60 Harvard Harvard Mon 2? ^Sv

U^”

'

‘pi!JS5h' ‘ VVm««
61 Nonotnck. Northauipton..Mon 2J rW]i°Riv<.r ’ fliSSSSLkrif

3 M°n

62 St. Johns . Tup£ Gh#rle8 Kiver" ‘ Cambridgep*t.

63 Mount Hope. . . . FaU River. . . Thu £ M f H^n ' ”
’ k* nSIihto*

*

64 Shawsheene. . . . .BUlerica Mon^ Mt Hebron

66 Golden Rule. . . .Wilmington. . .Thu
25 ••• Springfield . . .

.

66 Nantncket Nantucket .... Tue sironr tst aam
67- Potomtuek Greenfield Tue _ RHODE ISLAND.
68 Harmony Medford Mon The Grand Lodge meets at Provi-

69 Massasolt N. Bridgewa*r.Thu deuce, quarterly, on the first Monday iu

70 Qulnehegnin. . . . Dedham. ...... Thu August, (annual session,) November,
71 Groton Groton Wed February and May.

. . Dedham. ...... Thu August, (annual se

. .Groton Wed February and May.
72 N. Stoughton. . . N. Stoughton..Mon Robert H. Barton. G. M. : Daniel T.

73 WachuSett Bane Tue Swineburne, D. G. M.i Charles E. Rich-

74 Woronoco Westfield Mon Warden; Mark Graves, G. Sec.;

76 Pilgrim.. So. Abington. .Wed William Hicks, G. Treasurer.

78 Rising Star Randolph Tue Subordinates.
77 Unity .Boston Tuo 1 Friendly Union.. Providence Thu
78 Olive Branch... Charlestown...Tue 2 Eagle do. ....Wed
79 Hookomecko Wastboro* Tue 3 Roger Williams, do Tue
80 Mt Wallaston. .Quinoy Wed 4 Hope do. .M Mon
81 Weweantio Sippican Mon 5 Ocean Newport Frid
82 Crescent. E. Weymouth. Thu 6 Amity.... Warren Wed
83 Mutual Relief . . Haverhill Mon 7 Narragansett . . . Westerly Tue
84 Nepooset Milton. Mon 8 Good Samaritan. Pawtucket.. ..Frid
86 Marlboro* Marlboro* Fri 9 Canonicus Providence .... Frid
86 Leominster Leominster.. . .Tne 10 Woonsocket . . . .Woonsocket. . .Frid
87 Excelsior Foxboro* Mon 11 Washington.. . . .Crompton Mills.We
88 Union Douglass. Mob 12 Rhode Island. . . . Newport Mon
89 Lancaster Lancaster. .. . . Wed 13 United Brothers. Pawtuoket Wed
90 Powow River. . . Amesbnry . .... Tne Subordinate Encampments.
SlOoean Gloucester—Wed 1 Narragansett... Providenoe.. 13 Fri
92 Tihonet Sandwich Fri 2 Mashassuck .... do ..13 Thu
93 Blue Hill So. Canton Toe 3 Palestine Newport

The Grand Lodge meets quarterly,

VERMONT. at Baltimore, on the 15th of January,
Subordinate Lodges, April, July and October.

1 Green Mountain.Burlington Mon Archer Ropes, G. M.; Enoch P. Hoi*

2 Vermont Montpelier Tue den, D. G. Mj John H. T. Jerome, G.
3 Windsor Windsor Tue War.; G. D. Tewksbury, G. Sec.; Wm.
4 White River Bethel , Thu Bayley, G. Treas.

5 WantastequenctBiattieboro* . . .Mon Subordinates.
Subordinate Encampment. 1 Washington .... Baltimore Mon

1 Winooski Montpelier. .2 4 Fri 2 Franklin do Thu
3 Columbia do Wed

NEW JERSEY. 4 William Tell ... . do Tuo
The Grand Lodge meets at Trenton, J

Gratitude. do Mon
semi-annually, on the first Thursday in £ t^rm?n7. do Yt**
February and August. * Friendship do Thu
D. G. Fitch, of No. 13, G. Master. 8 Marion do. Tu*
Joseph Clowes, of No. 14. D. G. M. ?

Jefferson do Thn
Abram Miller, of No. 4, G. War. Mechanics do

Eli Morris, of No. 4,G. Sec. Union do ’Hiu

Thos. Ashmore, of No. 3, G. Treas. |
8 Jailer taston Sat

Subordinates. I® Dorchester

2 Benevolent Patterson Tne 20 Morning Star. . . Havre de Grace -Sat

3 Trenton Trenton Tne 24 Mount Pisgah. . . Port Deposito. . Too
4 Concordia do- Wed 26 Mount Vernon . . Abingdon ^Sat

6 New Brunswick.N. Brunswick. Mon 29 Philip Read Chestertown . . .Mon
7 Howard Newark. Mon 31 Potoraao . . . . . . Hagerstown. . . .Tue

8 Newark do Fri 32 Mount Monah . . Clearepring. . . .Thn
9 Franklin Elisabethtown.Mon 33 Afron *

-i,* :
• * ‘ ’5?

10 Nassau Princeton Thu 34 Pjosen Friends. Cumbwland. . . JFrf

1 1 Friendship Newark Thu 3f
Adam Frederick. Tue

12 Lafayette Orange Thu * Sharpbnrg. ... .Sat

13 Covenant Belvidere Thu 37 Covenant.. Hancock Thn
14 Hudson Jersey City.. . .Mon genevelent. Mid<Uetown.. . .Sat

15 Leni Lenape .... Lambertville. . . Tue 39 Neilson HillsbOTO* . . . Sat

16 Bordentown. . » . . Bordentown . . . Mon ^ £?
n?®p V Ellicott's Mills. Sat

17 Madison.. Allentown Thu 42 Blsdeneburg. . . .Bladensburg.. . .Sat

18 Clinton Clinton Mon 43 Mount Savage. .Mount Savage. .Sat

19 Mount Holly .... Mount Holly . . Wed 44 Fell's Peint Baltimore Tue
20 Monmouth Freehold Thu 45 ..... .Laurel. Sat

21 Washington .... Salem Wed 46 G<x>d Samaritan. Emmetsburg.

.

22 Burlington Burlington Fri 4
£
Germania. BsJtimore Tue

23 Vinoentown Vincentown . . .Thu 48 • _ d<> -Frt

24 Spartan Hope Tue 49 Frostbuiw Frostburg Tue
25 Harmony Neward ..Tue „ ,

Degree Lodge.
26 Marion Morristown. . .Wed 1 Baltimore Baltimore Fn
27 Essex County. . . Rahway Tue The Grand Encampment
28 Protection .Newark. Wed Meets quarterly, at Baltimore,!a Jan-
29 Chosen Friends. Camden Thu uary, April, July and Ootober.
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Subordinates.
1 Jerusalem Baltimore Fri
2 Salem do. .....Tue
3 Zion. Cambridge Toe
4 Jacob. . . . ., Easton . .Tne
6 Bethlehem Charlestown. . . Tue
6 Galena Hagerstown. . . . Tue
7 Mount Carmel . . CumberlandJastTu
8 Evening Star. . .Ham de Grace.Tne
10 Hebron Baltimore Tue

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
The Grand Lodge meets at Wash-]

Ugton, quarterly, in July, October/
January and April.

Levin Jonea, G. M.; Charles Calvert,
D. G. M

;
Henry Taylor, G. W.: Thos.

C. Donn, G. Sec.; William G. Deale. G.
Trees.
1 Central. Washington Fri
6 Washington do. ... Tue
7 Eastern do Fri
8 Potomac Alexandria Fri
9 Harmony. ...... Washington. . . Mon
10 Columbia do Thu
11 Union do. ...Wed
12 Friendship do. ....Thu
13 Covenant Georgetown . . . Mon
14 Mount Vernon . .Alexandria Tue
16 Beacon Washington ... Mon
16 Metropolis do Fri
17 Exoelsior do Tue

Mechanics Georgetown. . .Thu
19 Oi iental Washington . . .Thu

The Grand Encampment
Meets at Washington semi-annually.

To
r®£?’ k A - Gobright,

8U

G. H.P.; J. T. Clemeus, G. S. W.: j! .

Calvert, G. i
Scribe

;
W. G. Deale, G. Treas.

Subordinates.
1 Columbia Washington2&1W«
2 Marley Alexandria. 1 3 Mon
3 Mount Pisgah. . . Georgetown 1 3 Tue
4 Magenenu Washington! 3 We

6 Neusc. Waynesboro7 ... Sat
7 Eureka. Newbern. Frid
8 Manteo. . Raleigh Fri

Subordinate Encampments.
1 Campbell Wilmington.
2 Bain Murfreesboro7

3 Pine Fayetteville
4 Calumet Newbern. .

.

_ " VIRGINIA.
Th« Grand Lodge meets at Rich-

mond, semi-annually, in April and Got.
Subordinates.

1 53*1?*“** Harper’s FerryMon
2 Washington. . . .Norfolk

, .Mon
3 Virginias. Wheeling Mon
4 Jeflerson Richmond. Mon
6 Old Dominion . . Portsmouth Fri
6 Madison Winch ester . ..Mon
7 Union Richmond Fri
8 Monroe Petersburg, . . .Mon
9 Isdayettn Norfolk Fri
10 Friendship Richmond Tue

Charlestown ... Sat
12 Powhattanr. Richmond ....Wed
13 Franklin Wheeling Mon
14 Kapp&bmmock . . Fredericksburg . .do

Patrick Henry . . Hampton Sat
16 Appomattox .... Petersburg Fri

Lynchburg Lynchburg. . . .Thu
J2ufc' Paui,s* Princess Anne. Tne
19 Harmony Norfolk do
20 Smithfield Smitbfield Mon
3* Mafflt Martinsburg. . . Sat
22 Pythagoras Lynchburg Fri
a3 Caledonia Shepherdstown . Sat
24 Gratitude Hedgesviile do
26 Winchester Winchester. . . .Thu
26 Loudon Leesburg Sat

S £*****7 Warrentoo do
28 Brooke Wellsburg. . .

.

29 Samaritan Middleway Sat
80 Hamilton Williamsburg . .Fri

2* Jf*gh “** Romney Mo®
2* Shanandoah Woodstock ... .Wed
S J?111* TeU* Wheeling do
84 Morgan Bath
30 Fkont Royal.. . .Front Royal.

.

The Grand Encampment
Meets at Portsmouth, annually.

Subordinates.
1 Abrams. ........ Wheelit*. .24 Thu
2 Neilson Richmond . .

.

3 Wildey. Portamouth.2 4 Thu
4 Jerusalem Norfolk. . ....
® Widows’ Friend.Winchester. 2 4 Fri
7 Glazier Petersburg.

.

12 Olive Branch. . .Charlestown
13 Jefferson Harper’s Ferry
14 Valley Shepherdstows

NORTH CAROLINA.
The Grand Lodge meets at Wil .

Mto*t0Q qjBxtCTljTlo M»7. August.
November and February.

Israel Disosway. G. hL Edward Yar-
borough. D. G. M.; J. B. Newby, G. Sec.:]
Junius D. Gardner, G. Treas.: J. C. Jus-'
Bee, G. War.

Subordinates.

LJ Cape Fear Wilmiugton .. .Tne
3 Washington .... Murfreesboro’ . . Fri
4 Cross Creek. . . . Fayetteville . . . . Fri
6 Thaddeus

. . . . , .Clinton Fri

Newbern. .

.

SOUTH CAROLINA.
The Grand Lodge meets in Charles-

ton, semi-annually, on the first Wednes-
day in March and September,

i Edward R White. G. M.: P. C. Gail
[lard, D. G. M.. W. fc. Ferrel, G. War.;
John A. Gylop, G. Sec.; J. E. Walker,
|G. Treas.

Subordinates.
1 South Carolina. . Charleston. . . .Wed
9 Marion do. ....Fri
3 Howard do Thu
4 Jefferson do Tue
6 Palmetto Columbia Fri
6 De Kalb Winnsboro’ . . .Mon
7 Allien Aiken Sat
8 Lafayette Cbesterville. . .Mon
9 Kershaw Camden .Fri
10 Port Republic. . . Beaufort Tue
** H*y“« Georgetown Sat
12 Pee Dee Darlington Sat

The Grand Encampment
Meets in Charleston, semi-annually,

on the last day of June and December.
J. W. Caldwell, G. P.; P. J. Barbor,

G. H P.; W. H. Vernon. G. S. W • T.
C. Mitchell, G. J. W.; W. D. Desaus-
sure, G. Treas.: G. J. C. Cato, G. Scribe.

• ..Subordinate*.
Palmetto Charleston . 1 3 Mon

2 Eutaw. Columbia
3 Ashley Charleston. 2 4 Mon

GEORGIA.
The Grand Lodge meets in Savan-

sah, semi-annually, on the first Wednes-
day of August (annual) and February.
John W. Anderson, G. M.: John J.

Jones, D. G. M.; M. Woodruff, G. War.;
John N. Lewis, G. Sec.; J. P. Collins,
G. Treas.

Subordinates.
1 Oglethorpe. Savannah Tue
2 Franklin. Macon Thu
3 Live Oak Savannah Fri
4 Sylvan Mibedgevibe. . .Tue
6 United Brother*Macon Wed
6 Musoogee. Columbus Mon
7 Washington— Augusta Mon
8 Cherokee Marietta Tue
9 De Kalb Savannah Sat
10 Miller.. Augusta. Tue
11 Albany Albany
12 Ocklockonee Thomasvilie . .

.

Subordinate Encampments.
1 Magnolia Savannah. .1 3 Wed
2 Ocmulgee .Maoon 2 4 Tue
3 Franklin Milledgevibe
4 Chattahoochee . . Columbus ..24 Tue
6 Augusta Augusta. . .

.

FLORIDA.
Subordinate Lodges.

1 Florida Jacksonville. . .Thu
2 Kennedy Black Creek .

.

Subordinate Encampment.
1 — Jacksonville..

ALABAMA.
The Grand Lodge meets at Mobile,

quarterly, on the first Saturday in Jan-
uary. April, July and October.
1 Alabama. Mobile Tue
6 Marion Marion Tue
6 Montgomery— Montgomery . . .Tue
7 Tuscaloosa. Tuscaloosa Sat
8 Greensboro’ Greensboro7

. . . Frid
9 Wetumpka Wetumpka Mon
10 Cahawba ...... .Cahawba Mon
11 Eufhla. Enfhla Thu
12 Eutaw .Eutaw Fri
13 Union.. Mobile. ..Mon

Nos. 2l 3, and 4 defunct.
Degree Lodge.

1 Mobile Mobile
Subordinate Encampments.

1 Mount Ararat;. . Mobile. ... .2 4 Frid
2 St. Paul’s. Montgomery.2 4 Fri
3 Black Warrior. . Tuscaloosa. 1 3 Mon

LOUISIANA.
The Grand Lodge meets in New

Orleans^, quarterly, to January, April,
U
^m. H. Rice, G. M.; Wm. Harris, D.

G. M*; R. H. Graham, G. War.: Frank
Haynes, G. See.; J. R. Meeklns, G. T.

Subordinates.
1 Louisiana. New Orleans ... Fri
3 Washington do. . . .Thu
4 Feliciana Bayou Sara.. ..Thu
6 Union New Orleans . . Mon
7 De Soto. Baton Rouge. .Mon
8 Crescent. New Orleans . .Thu
9 Jefferson. Lafoyette Thu

il
•N« Ort«n» • Toeps Aiur LooI«tU1« .... .Tne11

nSSSurv-i. 4#- Tue 26 Fidelity Owentoo....

l l£X?J
d,BUe ESefSpmaf,

!„r 27 R1“**oM M.yeviile ....

0
°rle

fM * 3Wed 28 Phoenix Frankfort Tue
3 3 gal 29 Marshall tonieriUe .Fri3 Uo“h N - Orleans. 1 3 Sat 30 Fleming. Flemingsburg

-,Te, Noe. 9 and 16 delhnet.
__ _ MISSISSIPPI. The Grand Enoampment

nn^
e
?
r^^^^?a

S?
taatNatehe*

7
Meets ** Louisville, semi-annually.

f'"
1 Mon^ ^“*7 the flr*‘ Friday after the first Wed-(annual ) October, Jwiusry ond April, nesday of May axd November.Wm. H. Brown, G. M.; T. A. S. Doni- George Blanchard, G P • David P

phan, D. G. M.; G. G. KuwolL G. War.; Watson, G. H. P.; 6eorge ’wTL^rig!John B. Dicks, G. Sec.; M. Taintor, G. G. 8. W.; P. M. Jotcs, G?J. W.- T. p!lreM
* «... Shaffner, G. Scribe

; James L. Lithgw
Subordinates. G. Trees.

1 Mississippi.— Natchez Wed
2 Washington do Thu
3 Warren. Vicksburg Thu
6 Franklin Port Gibson. . . . Tue
6 Grenada Grenada Wed
8 Maoon Vicksburg Wed
9 Wm. Dale Liberty. ......Wed
10 Wilkinson ..... . Woodvi lie Tue
1 1 Capitol Jackson Thu

Subordinates.
1 Mount Horeb.. . .Louisville. . 1 3Thu
3 Motah Lexington. .24 Tue
4 Pilgrim .Frankfort. . .4 Thu
5 Beritb Nich’lasv’e. 1 3 Wed
6 Olive Branch. . . Covington .... 1 Fri
7 Kedron Danville. ... 1 3 Tue
8 Salem Shelbyvibe. 1 3 Thu
9 Pisgah Maysville . .

.

12 Concord Natchez Tue 10 Shaffner Harrodsb’r.2 4 Thu
14 Jefferson. Church Hib....Sat 11 Amnyop Louisville.. 2 4 Thu
!£22

ppah
,= Mon No. 2 defunct.

16 Magnolia Warrenton Sat
17 Naomi Raymond Mon OHIO.
18 Robt. Neilson . . . Fort Adams .... Sat The Grand Lodge meets at Cincin-
19 Stockman. ...... Macon nati, on the third Saturday in every

month.

TENNESSBE.
The Grand Lodge meets at Nash-

ville, quarterly, in July, November,
February and May. ' 1

W. S. McNairy, of Nashville, G. M.
Donald Cameron, ofFyanklin, D.G.M.
Janies Andrews, of Columbia, G. W.
James C. Dew, of NashviUe, G. Sec.
John Jenniu, of Nashville, U. Treas.

D. D. GRAND MA8TRR3
Di$. Name*.
2— N. C. Buford,

3..

..JJW. Beale,

4..

..B. F. Whitworth.
6— P. T. Glass,
6.

.

. .T. S. Brown,
7

..

.. G. R. Stark,
Subordinates.

Residence.
Columbia.
Franklin.
Shelbjrvflle. I

Dresden.
Memphis.
Jackson.

Nos. 4, 7, and 18 defunct.
Subordinate Encampments. Albert G. Day, G. M.; Thos. Spooner,

„ JX*?®/ Natche*. . . 1 3 Sat D. G. M.: Jno. W. Irwin, G. W?;w\ B.

\
Vicksburg. Vicksburg. Chapman, G. Cor. Sec.; Isaac Hefley, G.

a
Jackson.. . . Rec. Sec.; Samuel Froome, G. Treas.

4 Woodvibe. Woodvibe. Subordinates.
lOhio Cincinnati Mon
2 Washington— do. Tue
3 Cincinnati do. Wed
4 Franklin do. Thu
6 Montgomery— Dayton. Mon
6 Jefferson StCubenvibe . . . Tue
7 Charity Lancaster Mon
8Ph1“» Piqua. Wed
9 Columbus Columbus Mon
10 Wayne Dayton Tne
11 Warren. Frankbn Mon
12 Union Warrenton Sat
13 Cleveland. Cleveland Mon
14 Harmony R©asvibe Tue
15 Lebanon Lebanon Wed
16 Hope Middletown . . . Thu
17 Hamilton Hamilton Thu
18 Marion Miamisbuxg. . . Tue

, _ 19 Mansfield Mansfield Fri
1 Tennessee Nashville Tue 20 Mount Vernon . .Mount Vernon.Wed
2 NashviUe do. Thu 21 Friendship Germantown... .Fri
3 Columbia Columbia Wed 22 Cuyahoga Cleveland Wed
4 Frankliu Franklin Fri 23 Central Columbus Thu
5 Washington .... Dresden. Sat 24 Chllicotbe Chilioothe Thu
6 Memphis Memphis Thu 25 Lafhyette Hillsboro 5 Mon
7 Louisburg Louisburg.— Thu 26 Morning Star. . .Medina Mon
8 Chiokasaw Memphis Wed 27 Erie Ohio City Fri
9 TannehilL do. Fri 28 Muskingum Zanesville. .... Wed
10 Trabue Nashvflle Mon 29 Mahoning Warren ..Mon
1 1 Chosen Friends . Shelbyvibe. .... Sat 30 Eaton Eaton Wed
12 Pulaski Pulaski Fri 31 Scioto Portsmouth. ... Tue
13 Strangers’ Ref. . Mnrfreesboro7

. . Fri 32 Columbia Circlevibe. Fri
14 Howard Gallatin Mon 33 Springfield Springfield Thu
15 Macon. Maoon Fri 34 Olive Branch. . . . Newark Tue
16 Madison Madison ......Thu 36 Seneca Tiffin Moo
17 Lawrence Lawrence Thu 36 Vsbey Met onnebsvbleiMo
18 Eaglevibe Williamson. . . . Thu 37 Huron Norwalk Wed
19 Union Frankbn Thu 3£ Wapaukonica . . . Toledo Mon
20 Haywood Haywood Thu 39 Nimisilla Canton Tue

Subordinate Encampments. 40 Republic Republic Tue
1 Ridgely NashviUe. ..24 Sat 41 New Haven New Haven. ..Thu
2 Washington . . . .Columbia. ... 1 3 Sat 42 Wooster Wooster Fri
3 Gayoso Memphis. . . 1 3 Thn 43jTroy Troy Thu
4 NashviUe. . 44 Cosbootou Coshocton Mon
5 Jackson ....— Frankbn. . . 46 Chosen Friends. N. Lexington. .Tue

46 Urban* Urbana Frid
KENTUCKY. 47 Buckeye Dayton- Frid

The Grand Lodge meets at Louis- 48 Sippo Massillon Mon
vffle, semi-annuaby, on the first Wed- 49 Cleannont .... .Milford Fri
neecU^ in May and November. 50 Sommit Akron Mon
A, K. Marshall, G. M^ John Fonda 51 Lasabe Buoyrns. Tne

D. G. M.; George Blanchard, G. W.; P, 52 Xenia Xenia Tue
M. Jones, G. Sec.; John Irvine, G. Treas. 63 Olentangy Delaware Tue

Subordinates. 54 Covenant Somerville.. ..Mon
1 Boone LouisvUle Mon 56 Hebron YoungBtown . . .Tne
2 Chosen Friends, do Tue 56 Wm. Penn.. .... Cincinnati Tue
3 Washington— Covington Wed 57 Grand River Madison Sat
4 Lorraine Louisville. .... Wed 68 Kosciusko Marion Mon
6 Friendship Lexington Frid 69 Westto Reserve. Ashtabula Fri
6 Capital Frankfort Mon 60 Sidney Sidney Tue
7 Frauklia Lancaster Sat 61 Apollo Middlebury. . . Wed
8 Central. Dan vibe Mon 62 Howard Cuyahoga FallsThu
10 Union NicholasviUc . .Tue 63 Mt. Pleasant. . . . Mt. Pleasant. . .Sat
11 'Lafayette. Georgetown. . . .Tue 64 Northern Light. Painesville ....Mon
12 De Kaltf. ....... Maya vibe Mon 65 Ravenna.. ; Ravenna Wed
13 Stranger’s JKest Henderson Tue 66 Ogontz Sandusky Sat
14 Madison Richmond. .... Mon 67 Marietta Marietta Fri
15 Howard Shelbyvllle.. . .Mon 68 Hbsperian Hudson . . . . .Tue •

17 Herman Louisville. . ....Sat 69 Orphan’s Friend.Somerset Thu
18 Montgomery Harrodsburg ... Fri70 Madison London Tue
19 Hebron ^.Springfield FriVl Fidelity Cincinnati Wed
20 Noah ’s Dove .... Newport Mon]72 Hancock Findlay
21 Mangnm. Paducah Thu
22 Covenant Lexington Sat
23 Bourbon Paris Mon

Kenton Covington. ....Thu

Degree Lodge*.
1 Cincinnati Cincinnati. ....

2 Miama DaytoU

4 Columbus Columbus ....

Digitized byv^ooQle
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The Grand Encampment I MISSOURI.

Meets at Cincinnati, semi-annually, in TheGrandLodge meets at St Louis.

September and March. quarterly, in April, July, October and
Mark P. Taylor, G. P.; Sam’l Froome, January.

G. H. P.; Jno.W. Irwin, G. S. W.; Amzi| E. H. Shephard, G. M.; Isaiah Forbes,
* Pruden, G. J. W.; Wm. G. Neilson, D. G. M.; Stephen Readleston, G. W.;

Isaec Veitch, G. Sec.; Conrad Cox, G.T.
Subordinates.

1 Travelers’ Rest. Sr, Louis Mon
2 Wildey.. ....... do Tue
3 Germania.. do. Thu
4 Far West Boonville Frid
5 St. Louis St. Louis Sat
6 Western Light. .Weston Mon
7 Covenant Warsaw Mon
8 Damon Hannibal Mon
9 Harrison Lexingtou Thu
10 Howard Fayette Wed
14 Missouri St. Louis Fri
12 Nebraska. Platte City Sat

13 Mohiccon Mansfield. . 1 3 Mon|43 Tentonia Weston Sat
14 Nodaway ........ Savannah. ..... Sat
15 Morning Star. . . Glasgow Sat
16 Des Moines St. Fraacisville
17 Mystic Hannibal

The Grand Encampment
Meets at St. Louis, semi-annually, in

May and November.
- G. R Allen, G, P.; E J. Macdonough,
G. H. P.; W. C. Corley, G. S. W.; Theo.
Betts, G. J. W.: James Johnson, G. S.;

Elisha H. Shepnard, G Treas.
Subordinates

1 Wildey St. Louis ..13 Wed
2 Frontier Weston ... 1 3 Wed
3 Stewart Hannibal. 1 3 Wed

MICHIGAN.
The Grand Lodge meets at Detroit,,

quarterly, on the 2d Wednesday of July,
7&nnnal,)'Oetober. January ana April.

Andrew J, Clark, of No. 6, G. M. •

Alfred Treadway, of No. i D. G. M.
David G. Kendall, of No. 7, G. War.
Witter J. Baxter, cf No. 1, G. Seo.

Henry L. Whipple, of No 2, G. Tr.

D. DEPUTY GRAND MASTERS.
1 Wayne... F. Woodbridge, Detroit,

2 Oakland.. B.C.Whittemore, Pontiac.

3 Washten.Benj. Follett, Ypsilanti.

4 Lenawee.. D.D. Sinclair, Adrian.
6 Jackson . . C. W. Penny, Jackson.
6 Calhoun. . John B. Frink, ^Marshall.
7 Berrien . . J. C. Larimore, 'Niles.

8 Kalamazo.Horace Mower, Kalamaso
9 Kent S. B. Ball, G. Rapids
10 Macomb.. C. H. Carey, Mt. Clem.'

Subordinates.
1 Michigan Detroit. Mon
2 Wayne do Frid
3 Pontiac. Pontiac Wed
4 Jackson' Jackson Mon
5 Peninsular Marshall Mon
6 Berrien county.. Niles Sat
7 Kalamazoo. Kalamazoo .... Tue
8 Adrian Adrian Mon
9 Washtenaw Ann Arbor Thu
10 Wyandotte . Ypsilanti Wed
11 Irving Grand Rapids..Tue
12 Wa-we-a-tonong. Detroit Tue
13 Macomb Mount Clemens. Fri
14 Tecumseh Tecemseh Tue
15 Prairie Ronde. .. Schoolcraft — Sat
16 Fayette Jones ville

17 Hillsdale Hillsdale

Subordinate Encampments.
1 Michigan Detroit.— 2 4 Thu
2 Marshall Marshall. ..13 Thn
3 Paw wah-ting. ..Niles 1 3 Mon
4 Lenawee Adrian. ... .2 4 Frid
6 Wildey Jackson. ... 1 3 Wed
6 Samaritan Kalamazoo. 1 3 Frid

WISCONSIN.
Subordinate Lodges.

2 Milwaukie Milwaukee— Mon
3 Rose of the Val..Potosi Tue
4 Miners’ Mineral Point .

.

5 Kneeland Milwaukie Frid

6 Lily of the Mound. Plattevllle.. .Frid

7 Southport Southport Wed
8 Racine Racine Thu
9 Olive Branch— Delavan
10 E-ne-we-shin-e-gras. Beloit

11 Barliugton Burlington
12 Sheboygan. Sheboygan
13 JuRtitia Shullsburg

Subordinate Encampment.
I Wisconsin .... .Milwaukie. 2 4 Thn

IOWA.
Subordinate Lodges.

1 Washington .... Burlington—Mon
2 Harmony Dubuque. Frid

3 Keosauqua. Keosauqua— Tue
4 Fairfield Fairfield Tue
5 Muscatine Bloomington... Mon
6 Koseiusko Iowa city

TEXAS,
The Grand Lodge meets Galveston.

Subordinates.
3 Galveston. Galveston— Wed
4 Ridgely Houston Fn

G. Scribe
;
D. T< Snelb&ker, G. Tiea*.

Subordinates.
1 Wildey Cincinnati. . 1 3 Fri

2 Dayton Dayton 1 3 Fri

3 Nimrod S(eubeuville.2 4 Fri

, 4 Miami 'Piqua. 13 Mon
6 Cleveland Cleveland. .. 2 4 Fri

6 Capitol Colrnnbos. ..13 Sat

7 Butler Hamilton.. . .2 4 Fri

8 Pataskala. Zanesville.. . 1 3 Fri

9 Washington Cincinnati. . 1 3 Fri

10 Moriah Lebanon. ..13 Tuei
1 1 Pickaway Circleville. .1 3 Tue
12 Mount Olive Newark. ..13 Thu

14 Pymaturring. . . . Warren 2 1 Sat
15 Tuscarora Canton. 13 Thn
16 Mad River Springfield. . 1 3 Sat

INDIANA.
The Grand Lodge meets In Indiana-

polis, quarterly, on the third Monday in]

July, October, January and April.

Dr. Joel B. McFarland. G. Mj P.iE.

Btrown, D. G. M.; John Dixon,' Gv Sec
;

W. A Day, G. War.; J. B. MoChesneyJ
G. Treas.

.

Subordinates.
2 Monroe. Madison Mon
3 Jefferson. Jeffersonville. .Mon
4 Friendship. ..... Rising Sun .... Tue
6 Vevay Vevay fThu
7 Morning Star. . . Evansville .... Thu
8 Union Lawrenceburg. Thu
9 Patriot Patriot Sat

10 New Albany New Albany. . . Thu
11 Washington .... Madison Thu
12 Neilson Logansport. . . . Thu
13 Chosen Friends. Aurora Tne
14 Fort Wayne .... Fort Wayne. . . Mon
16 Lafayette Lafayette Tne
16 Vigilance Lawrenoeburg . Mon
17 Wayne Cambridge City Sat

18 Center Indianapolis . . . Tue
19 Harmony Fort Wayne. . . . Fri

20 Wabash Vincennes Sat
21 Covington Covington Sat

22 Friendship Lafayette Fri

23 Hoosier Centerville—Mon
21 Spartan Laurel Sat

25 Hen. Adelphon. .Hagerstown . . .Thu
26 Wildey ^ . Michigan City . Tue
27 St. Joseph’s Mishawauka. . .Tne
28 Delphi Delphfc Mon
29 South Bend South Bend. . .Wed
30 Penn Brookvil le.. . .Wed
31 Connersville
32 Charity Perrysville.

.

33 Attica Attica. m
34 Elkhart Co Goshen Tnu
35 Franklin Rushville. , •

36 Laporte. Laporte. . . .

.

Nos. 1 and 5 defunct.

Subordinate Enoampments.
2 Wildey Madison ... I 3 Tue
3 Bethlehem Lawrenceb’g. I 3W
4 Sherlock Laurel ......

6 Metropolitan. . . . Indianapolis. 1 3 Sat

6 Mishawaka

ILLINOIS.
The Grand Lodge meets at Sprihg-

fleld, quarterly, in August, November,
February and May.
Stevens S. Jones, of No. 14. G. M.
Thomas Elmes, of No. 12, D. G. M.
Wm. M. Parker, of No. 7, G. War.
John F. Rube, of No. 6, G. Seo.

J. L. Peake, of No. 6, G. Treas.
Subordinates.

3 Clarke. Greenville Sat
6 Wildey Galena '. .Mon
6 Sangamon Springfield Tne
7 Jefferson... Belleville Fri

9 Union Chicago Thu
10 Shawnee Shawneetown . .Mot
11 Doane Chicago Tue
12 Quincy Quincy Tue
13 Marion Mount Vernon.. Sat

14 St. Charles St. Charles Fri'

15 Olive Branoh— Canton Frij

16 Ark Beardstown Tuej

17 Galena Galena
18 Rock Island Rock Island.

19 Hebron Equality. . .

.

20 Prairie ; . . .Russellville.
Noe. 1, 2, 4, and 8 defunct.

Subordinate Encampments.
2 Lebanon Springfield . 1 3 Fri
3 Illinois Chicago. ..2 4 Mon
4 Alien Quincy 1 3 Thu
6 Lead Mine. Galena. . .

.

6 Neilson Belleville. 1 3 Wed

ARKANSAS.
Subordinate Lodges.

1 Arkansas Little Rock. . .

.

2 Telulah Helena. .......

5 Herman’s Galveston . .

.

Nos. 1 and 2 defunct.

CANADA.
The Grand Lodge meets at Mon-

treal, quarterly, on the first Wednesday
in February, May, August and Nov.

R. H. Hamilton, G. M • E. L. Mot ti-

zambert, D. G. M.; M. H. Seymour, G.
War.; J^Cnshing, G. Sec.; S. S. C. Del
Bleary, G. Trees.

Subordinates.
1 Prince of Wales. Montreal Tue
2 Queens do Wed
3 Prince Albert. . . St Johris.- Mon
4 Albion Quebec Mon
5 Commercial Montreal Mon
6 Victoria Belleville
7 Oriental Stanslead Wed
8 Canada • Montreal Fri
9 Brock..0 Brockville
10 Gataraqui Kingston
1 1 Prince Edward . . Plcton

12 Ontario Gobonrg. .
‘

.

13 Oton&bee Peterhoro’..
14 Hope..... Port Hope.... 1

15 Tecumseh Toronto Fri
16 Union St Catherines
17 Burlington Hamilton
18 St. Francis Cornwall
19 Mercantile. . . .Quebec Tue
20 Ottawa Bytown

Degree Lodge.
1 Victoria Montreal. ..13 Thu

The Grand Encampment
Meets at Montreal, semi-annually.
George Man hews, G. P • J. R. Healy.

G. H. P.; R. H. Hamilton, G S. War.:
IWm. Hilton, G. Scribe; H. H. Whit-
ney, G. Treas.

Subordinates.
1 Hochelaga. Montreal. . .2*4 Thu
2 Stadacona Quebec
3 Royal Mhnnt. . .Montreal
4 St Louis Quebec
5 Wellington Toronto * ‘ *

RECAPITULATION.

M&tae
New Hampshire. . . 1

Massachusetts 1

Rhode Island 1

Connecticut 1

Vermont 0
New York 1

New Jersey 1

Pennsylvania. 1

Delaware. 1

Maryland 1

Virginia. :.l
North Carolina. ... 1

South Carolina I

Georgia 1

Florida 0
Alabama 1

8. G. 8. D.
Lo'aEn. En. Ls\
41 1 8 0
19 1 6 2

116 J 25 6
0 3 0
1 10 0
0 1 0

257 1 42 30
44 1 14 0
194 1 60 10
8 0 10
35 . 1 9 1

36 1 11 0
7 0 4 0

13
33
5

G. 8.
Lodgea. Lo't

Louisiana... 1 9
Texas...... 1 3
Mississippi 1 16
Arkansas 0 2
Tennessee 1 20
Kentucky 1

Ohio 1

Indiana

—

Illinois..; 1

Michigan 1

Missoni i 1

Wisconsin 0
Iowa 0

|

Canada . . 1 20
Dist. of Columbia..! 15

G. 8. D.
En. En. &e
0 3 41

0 0
0 4
0 0

6

72
.1 34

16

17
17
12

1 10

27 1130 16 «4 64

NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1846.

BUSINE68 NOTICE8.
£3** Subscribers who have not' yet remitted for the present year’s subscrip-

tion, are requested to forward the amount without delay. Remittances by mail,

post paid, will be at the risk of the offioe. Let each brother obtain an additional

name to send in with his own.

Back numbers of the present volume, containing the capital original ro-

mance of “ Wilfred Montressor, Or thr Sbcrbt Order of thr Seven,
can be supplied to all new subscribers. We hope our friends will use their in-

fluence to increase the number of our readers.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
DEALINGS WITH THE FIRM OF DOMBEY AND SON, *o. By

Charles Dickens. With illustrations, by H. K. Browne. No. 1. New York :

Wiley and Putnam.

We are gratified with this new work of Dickens, for two reasons.

1. Because, in it, the author reasserts his superiority, and appears

in all his ancient grandeur.— 2. Because it promises to be a most
intensely interesting work. Dombey is a most perfect type of that

class of men,—alas! altogether too numerous in these days,—who
make themselves the center of the universe,—who worship only

their own individuality, and believe all things created for their es-

pecial use. He is the model-man of the Helevetian and Benthamic
ethics,—in other words, he is ulfishnea in its wildest luxuriance

and efflorescence. “ Little Florence*’ bids fair to be a beautiful

picture. The present number i9 full of fine wit, generous humor
and tender pathos. Who is there, then, that will not have^dealings

with the firm of Dombey and Son

STATESMEN OF THE COMMONWEALTH, ENGLAND.—New-York

:

Harper & Brothers.

The fifth number of this valuable work is issued. It closes the

volume, which makes 647 octavo pages, double columns, close type.

Those who will be the readers of this volume would, however, have

preferred a larger type, and been willing to pay for it. The work
deserves to be read and studied by all. Such men as Cromwell,

Hampden, Vane, &c. ought to be understood.

THE PHRENOLOGICAL ALMANAC for 1817. By L. N. Fowler, 17

Nassau street,

Has been sent us. It has many valuable articles in it. No Alma-
nac is better worth a sixpence than this.

MARRIAGES.
Oct. 31, in Brooklyn, by Rev. T.B. Thayer, Mr. JOHN G. SIMPSON, of

Jersey City, and Mrs. ANNE DUFOUR, of Brooklyn.

Ocr. 29, at Geneva, by Rev. Mr. Crow, Bra GEO. B. PAGE, ef Seneoa Lodge
No. 113, and Miss MARY ELLEN, daughter of G. C. P. TeaiL

Digitized by v^.ooQle
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Board inar School,9hr@wsl>irj,N.J •

KEV. H. FINCH, Principal. The Winter Term
of this School will oortunence on Monday, the 2d

of November. Terms, $75 per Term—Pupil to fur-

nish hie bed and bedding. References. Rev. Wm.
Berrian. D.D.; Rev. Professor John D. Osrilby, D.D.,

at the Theological Seminar?, Chelsea
;
Kev. M. H.

Henderson. Newark, N. J.; T. C. Butler, Esq. No.20
John-8 Floyd Smith, Esq., No. 12 John-st o27

Material for Regalia.

THE largest stock, and best assortment of material

for Regalia, in the United States, can be found at

F. W. & W. F. GILLEY'S
DRY-GOOD8 ESTABLISHMENT,

430 ORAND-STRBBT, If. Y.

Scarlet, Green. Bine, Pink, White, Royal. Purple,

Gold, and Black, Silk Velvets•. Cashmeres, Merino**,
Morans, Satina and Silks or every qualitj. Also,

all numbers of Satin and Lustring Ribbons. N. B.

Manufacturers and Merchants supplied. octlO.tf

Wager’s Air Tight Cooking Stove.
FT1H1S celebrated cooking stove has been used id a
X large number of families in this city, during the
last year, and has given the most perfect satisfac-

tion. For saving fuel, and In all kinds of oooking,
it cannot be excelled by any other stove. Reference s

will be given to all that wish, and the stove warrant-
ed. The subscriber would invite ail in want ofa good
oooking stove to call and examine this stove, which
will be sufficient to satisfy any one of its superiority

over all other stoves. Also a new and beautiful pat-

tern of Cast Iron Gothic Air Tight Parlor Stove, a
superior article, together with stoves for Hall and of-

floe. For sale at 248 Water st. b^
26: tf M. 8AYAGE.

Gash Tailoring, 187 Fulton-street.

S
ANFORD, BROTHERS, have Just opened an en-

tire new stook ofClothes, Cassimera,and Vestings,
of every variety and style, which they offer to their

friends and the public at very low prices. We would
simply say we can suit the most fastidious as to fits,

style^and workmanship. Please sail at 127 Fulton-st.

N.B.—Constantly on hand every variety of gen-
tlemen's outfitting. MARCUS B. SANFORD,
«36:3m* ANSON P. SANFORD.

Encampments.

1
0. of O. F. Committees about purchasing Em-
blems, Ac. for Encampments or Lodges, are re-

quested to oall and examine those introduced (ex-

pressly for the New Work) by the snbecrit'er, and
whieh have been approved by the following Enoamp-
meats: Mount Olivet, Egyptian, Mtspeh, Ate., of

New York; PotOmao Lodge, Alexandria, D. C.;

Winchester, Va. and many others. The undersign-

ed would also respectfully solicit a oall from mer-

chants and others visiting the olty at his SION,
BANNER, FLAG and ORNAMENTAL PAINT-
ING ROOMS, No. 101 Nassan-st. where ho flatters

himself, that his original designs and acknowledged
superiority of workmanship, in connection with

moderate charges, will offer inducements for patron-

age unsuroassed by any establishment in New York.
Country Merchants can have their orders executed

during their stay in the city, and signs, Ac., can be

forwarded with safety to all parte of the United
States. JAMESACKERMAN

,
101 Nassau-et

sep 12:3m

Levi R. Taft.

Attorney, councellor, Ac
;
Detroit,

Michigan. His particular, andw ben desired,

personal attention will be given to the securing and
collecting Claims and Demands, Payment of Taxes,
Ac. laany part of Michigan.
Refer to D. C. Hyde A Co., Alfred Clapp A Co.,

S.A Y. Lawrence, Coman A Hopkins, Jarvis H. Hills

and H. B. Bradshaw, Esq. New York; Wm. Jones
A Co., Cnrtis Reed A Co. and F. .W. Dickinson.Eeq.
Boston; W. B. Darling A Co., Providence, R. I.;

Cook A Borns, and Messrs. Coo A Coit, Enehange
Brokers. Detroit.

Mr. Taft is commissioner to take Depositions. Ac-

knowledgments of Deeds, Ate. for the State of Mas-
sachusetts. sldtf

Lewis Child.
TUTERCHANT TAILOR, (Successor
-irX to L Townsend A Co.) No. 132 Bowery, be-

tween Grand and Broome streets. N. Y. A fail as-

sortment of oloths^Cassimeres, Vestings, Ac. mAtf

Philip Garhnrdt,

Draper and tailor. No. 74,
West Broadway. A large and Fashionable as-

sortment of Cloths. Casslmeres and Vestings, con-

stantly on hand ap£5:ly

M. Rice,
ThRAPER AND TAILOR, 67 Ca-

nal street. mlGrim

ImportantteTravelersandHeuRe-
keepers.

LIFE AND PROPER-
l TY PRESERVERS. PaMnt
I Self-Cocking Revolving pistols.

IManufactured, wholesale and
J. G. BOLEN, 104 Broadway,

JanlOtf Between WaU and Pine sts New York

I Tlie Mutual Benefit
T ITE INSURANCE COMPANY,
JLj Office No. 11 Wall street. This institution is

distinguished from all other*, at home or abroad, by
all, or most, of the following peculiarities:

1. Where the premiums are over $50, it requires
only one ouurter part in Cush, instead of the whole.

2. It allows the Assured to pay yearly, quarterly,
monthly

,
or weekly.

3. No part of the profits are withheld—or diverted
from the Assured, either in charity, or otherwise.

4. It has no loan, either nominal or real, to pay
interest for; having a a sufficient capital funded,
from premiums reoeived.

5. The Assured can withdraw his profits, or leave
them to accumulate, year by year, at his option.

6. It assures to the age of 67, instead of stopping
at 60.

7. It declares the profits yearly

,

instead of once in
five, or seven years, and issues scrip yearly to the
Assured, for the estimated profits, bearing 6 per cent
interest

—

which scripi* redeemed in cash, when the

profits amount to $200,000, or is allowed to accumu-
late, ai the option ofthe Assured.

8. It enables a man to provide for his wife and
children, in suoh a way, that although he may lose

every thing, they are safe; and all persons, whether
married or unmarried, to provide for Old Age, Sick-
ness, and Want, as well as for Death.

9. The Assured can surrender the policy at any
time after the first year, and receive its equitable
value.

10. At any time after the first year, the Assured
ean borrow, on the scrip issued, two-thirds of its

amount, so that he has nothing to fear from a
Change of ekenmatanooe, or inability topay the pre-

11. Directors and offioert are chosen yearly; and
the Assured votes according to hit interest

12. The fnnds are all invested in United States,

New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts stocks,

and in real estate iu New York and New Jersey,
wholly unincumbered, and ofdouble the value loan-
ed; orleaned to the Assumed as above.

13. It pays no Directors, no Auditors,no Solicitors,

It lends money to neither. . -
14. It does not reckon the Assured a year older (

than he Is—butfrom six months Use to six months
more, so as to equalise the estimates between all

parties.

15. The rates are lower, the expenses less, and the
profits larger than with Foreign Offices; invest-

ment* here yielding from 6 to 7 per cent—abroad
only 3 per oent—to say nothing of 33# per cent re-

served; nor of interest allowed to those who furnish

a “guaranty capital at the rate of 5 per oent on
every hnndred pounds subscribed, for every ten
pounds paid in /

l(L Instead of encouraging, every precaution Is

taken to prevent a forfeiture of the policy.
.“ * limited by low,17. The liability of the Assured is

to the amount of his premium note. mflttf

Wedding Cards.
YXTEDDING, INVITATION, AND

V VISITING CARDS. The subscriber exe-

cutes in a superior style at short notice and on
reasonable terms, SILVER DOORAND NUMBER
PLATES, of sterling silver of extra thickness, and
warranted.
ARMS, CRESTS, AND CIPHERS on seals, on

stone, brass, and silver.

COUNTING HOUSE, Consular, Notaries, S*
eiety, and LODGE SEALS engraved in a superior
manner, at moderate prices.

CARDS printed from plates already engraved, on
extra poroelain cards, both surfaces highly enameled,
at short notion, by BOLEN . Engraver and Printer.

104 Broadway between Wall and Pine sts. N. Y.
Card Cases, Envelopes, Note Paper, and fine Cut-

lery, Ac. janlO tf

To Encampmenti and Lodges.

T
HE Undersigned will keep constantly on hand a
full assortment of Books, Paper, and general Sta-

tionery, and solicits a share of patronage. He will

supply new Encampments and Lodges with every
article they may need, on the most fhvorable terms.

W. H. TOWNSEND, Stationer, 19 Wall st.

Llvlngstea K. Miller,
A TTORNEY AT LAW, aih> SO
XJL LICITOR IN CHANCERY, No. 20 Nassau
street N. Y. Collecting (and other burines*) prompt
Iv attended to. Refer to Beqj. F. Butler, Jno P.

Crosby and Chas. Butler, Esqrs., and Doremns A
Nixon, Merchants. ml6:6in*

E. H. Nodrue’s,

MANUFACTURER of Tranks, Carpet Bags, Va-
lines, Ladies Traveling Bags. Ac., has constant-

by on hand a good assortment or the above named
articles, which he will sell as low as any other es-

tablishment in New York, at Nodyne's old stand,

219 Greenwich street, corner of Barclay.

s26.-6t» E. H. NOYDNE.
Johnson At Co.

TMPORTERS, Wholesale Dealers.
X and Maunfaoturers of PERFUMERY of everj

description Manufacturers Agents of a. puperioi

quohty of Hair Brushes. No. 35 Cedar-street, ui
stairs. Jy25:3m

Coffee and Dlnlvur Room.
1VTOTICE.—E. J. MERCER, respect-

fully informs his friends and the public, that
having purchased from his partner, J. F. Green, his
entire interest in the Coffee and Dining Rooms, oor-
ner of Nassau and Ann streets, trusts the estab-
lishment will continue to receive not only the sup-
port of his friends, but also be recommended to the
patronage of his friends’ friends, as he assures them
all his energies will be devoted on his part to make
his Dining Rooms second to none other in the city.

N. B. The Ladies' Coffee and Refreshment Rooms
will still be eontinned as heretofore, under the espe-
cial charge of Mrs. Meroer. Private entranoe, 21
Ann street. ^ugl:tf

Regalia,

T
HE Subscriber informs the members of the Order
that in addition to his stock of cheap Dry Goods,

he keeps constantly on hand the various articles
used in the manufacture of Regalia, and furnishing
such as Scarlet and Blue Mennoes; Scarlet, Bias,
White, and Black Kattinetts; Scarlet, Bine, aad
Black De Laities

;
Velvets, Linens, Fringes, Ribbons,

Ac., of the proper shades, which be will be happy to
dispose of at a small advance. Orders from a dis-

tance promptly attended to. WM. C. FLAN 1GAN,
85-6ms. No. 190 Sou^Seoond street, Phjlad'a.

Philadelphia. Hat Ac Cap Store.

THE subscriber qe&pcctfully inform!
his friends, and the public in general, that he

has opened the New Cheap Hat A Cap Store, Ne.
106, N. 6th-8t 2 doors above the “Odd Fellows 1

’ new
Hall, where may be had all kinds of Hats Caps As.
wholesale and retail, oheap for cash. Merchants and
other are requested to oall and examine before pur-
chasing elsewhere. rm23:tf) F. W. CORINTH.

Dr. James Ashley*
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
X No. 40 HUDSQN street Offloe Hours-9 A.
M. and 6PM d!3ly

Carpetlag, Oil Cleths* See .

\TO. 64 EAST BROADWAY, and
i.^1 71 Division street

—

W. H. GUION. would in-

vite the at tendon of those families intending to pur-
chase CARPETING, or any article in the flne dur-
ing the i

‘ '

mentefl
peting. ALv. vii V1UVU3 AUK Oailfl| VUIVUS) euip wm
steamboat cabins, together with every article con-
nected with the business.
The subscriber takes this opportunity to inform

his friends and patrons, that he has, during the win-
ter, entered into arrangements with the most- exten-
sive manufkoturers of this country and Europe, for

an early supply of ail the latest patterns, upon such
terms as will enable those about to fbrnish, to make
satisfactory selections at prloes lower than at ax^r

other store in the eity. ap25:t

J • C, Booth tk Go.
pASH DRAPERS ahd TAILORS,
\J 187 Broadway, have reoeived an additional sup-
ply of choioe Casslmeres Linen Drills and Vestings,
to which they would invite particular attention. Our
stook now comprises the riohest assortment of goods
ever before offered, in this eity, and having groat fa-

cilities in baying, both here and in foreign markets,
we are enabled to offer them at priees muok lower
than the usual rates.

There are seme who imagine that goods In Broad-
way host be dear, bnt we would assure snob persons
that odr priees (at all times low) were never so low
as at the present : and that since our removal, by our
much increased business, we have been enabled to

reduoe our rates, while at the same time, the style

and workmanship of oar garments have been very
much improved. We would -invite all these persons
to give ns a call, and be disabused at onoe of all suoh
erroneous impressions.
The Catting Department is under the supervision

ofMr J. LEE, whose name is a sufficient guarantee
of its being properly and efficiently conducted. Je I3tf

Fa.II Fashions.
IHE CHEAP HAT AND CAP MANUFACTO-
RY, 72* Bowery, between Walker and Heater

streets, is now ready t# serve all who may want a
good and oheap Hat or Cap. Having on hand an
entire new stook of Hats and Caps of his own man-
ufacture, he is determined to sell them at a very
small profit. Silk Hats, of tee latest fashions, of

superior quality, from $2,00 to 3^9 ;
and Fur Hats

from 2£0 to 5,00. Children's Hats of all kinds, and
the latest patterns. Hats made to order at the

-hortest notice. Don't forget tee number, 7

* %"^yha8W
Classen’s "7

FASHIONABLE VISITING
r CARD ESTABLISHMENT. 26 per oent be-

low his usual prloes. A Plato and 60 Cards printed

for $1,60; tee best Enamelled Cards printed from

Kngraved Plates at 60 cents per pack. A SILVER
DOOR PLATE furnished and beautifully engraved

for $a Engraving for tee ,Trade equally low, at

JLLASSBN'S old i

aer of Broadway.
stand, No. I Murray-street, oor-

030:1/
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Dental Card.

S
W JUDSOnT

S

urgeon Dentist, 166 East Broad-
' m v will be happpy to see and wait upon

B friend.
„’d brethren of the Order genenelly, in

detriment of the DenUl Art, on m^erete

terms.

cor. o?Peari.—The subscri-

IWDeriwpwMuii, informs the puWic that he ia

mow prepared to do every dwcnption of Book Bind-

inr in the best manner, and in every variety of style,

: low for cash. Harper’s Bible handsomely bound, at

various prices. Blank Books ruled and made to or-

der. Music, Periodicals, and Books of every desenp-

tion, bound cheap, and at th'
0
s^st

c
no

ÊNS.

Harper’s Celebrated
/tOUGH REMEDY, for the core of Coughs Colds,

t, Ac., for sale, wholesale and retail, at 166 William

it. N. V. by Mrs. A. Harper. nov7 tf

" consumptionT
TVR LAENNEC’S COUGH PILLS is one of the

JJmost powerful, safe, and effective remedies ever

discovered for the cure of Conghs, Colds, Consump-

tion in all stages, Bleeding of the Lungs, Bronchitis,

Inflammation, and ail other diseases of the lungs and

appendages. The cures already performed since the

introduction ofthis medicine into the United States,

are of the most surprising nature, testimonials of

which can be seen at the^flee of the Agent. Every

person laboring under these diseases, as they value

lifeand health, should Immediately obtain these pills.

IN NO CASE HAVE THEY EVER FAILED TO
' EFFECT a PERMANENT CURE, no matter how

difficult it may have been. This is no quack reme-

dy, bat the discovery of Dr. LAENNEC. of Paris

Dancing Academics.

S
HAKSPEARE HOTELcorner of Duane and Wil-

liam'streets. Mr. G. Robertson respectful^an-

nounces to his brethren of the order, and the public

in general, that his classes are now open at the above

I rdoms Wednesdays and Saturdays, and at the NOR-

THERN EXCHANGE, 273 Bleeoker street, Tues-

days and Fridays, for giving instructions in the

I
various modes of the above accomplishment. Hours

of attendance for Ladies, Misses and Masters, from

3 to 6 P. M., Gentlemen from 8 to 10 in the evening.

Mr. R. will have the pleasure of introducing ia

,

his academies a variety of hew and fashionable Ball

room and Fancy Dances, with the graceful Redowa

Walt* as now danfced in the saloons of London an l

Paris. Private instructions given to pupils at any

! hour to suit their convenience. Classes at betamar

ries taught on reasonable terms. Mr. R. s claw at

the Lyceum, Jersey City, will open on Thursday,

October 1st. For more particular Information please

apply at Mr. R.’s residence and Private Academy,

82 Canal street, New York. o3:3m

I. O. O. F. Breastpins, Jewelry, Ac.

G A. BRETT, has removed from
• Nc 103 Pearl street, to the new store, No.

•7, ouu ---*
'1 45 Liberty strwt, opposite the Post Office, (upstairs)

inventor of the Stethescope,and one of the most pro-
he respectfully invites the attention of Mer-

found and learned physicians of the age. chant8 (about laying in their Spring stocks,) to lua

For the satisfaction of the public, we attach a few. extensive and handsome assortment if r rcnch^Kng*

ha,< been free.y >“ ‘

fared to the General Agent
. Percussion Caps

;
German Silver wares ;

Plated and
' Gilt ware : Fine ^ld and silver Duplex, Lever, Le-

pineand Verge Watches; Jewelry ;
Odd F.elW

|

Breast pins : gold, silver, plated and German SB-
1

ver Pencil bases, with and without pens
;

Steel

Pens
;

gilt, plated, lasting, twist, brocade, jet, japan-

ed, horn, bone, and other Buttons, shell, ivory, horn,

wood and metal Combe: dressing and traveling

Cases; portable Writing beska; Fans
;
hair, cloth,

shoe, nail, tooth, shaving and other Brushw; Sus-

penders : spool and skein Cotton ;
bnen Thread

sewing Silk; Hooks and Eyre
;
Perfum^y of all

kinds r Toilet Soaps ;
hand Mirrors andXooking-

I classes • Beads • Head Ornaments ; and a great

'Variety of other guods. especially adapted to the

Spring trade, all of which he offers to the trade at

moderate prices.

LETTER FROM REV. A. C. L. ARNOLD.
Mr J. Winohbstbr : „ . . ^ . . ..

.

Mv Dear Sir—The Cough Pills invented by the

celebrated Dr. Laenneo, ofraris, which you were so

yinrt as to reoommend tomy notice, I have found, on

examinationond trial, to be a most valuable specific.

I have given them a fair trial, and am satisfied that

you have not overrated their value. The most in-

veterate cough they will cure in a few days. In my
own case, they removed a most distressing affection

of the throat and lungs in an incredible short time.

Their operation is most rational, and in cases of blee-

ding at the lungs, most produce admirable results.

They determine the blood to the stomach, prevent

any undue pressure upon the diseased part, and des-

troy that fever which is so fatal to the lungs, and

which is the realcause of consumption. I cannot in

this note say all that might be said in their favor

;

bat I firmly believe they as much Burpass all the pop-

ular nostrums of the day as a cure of Coughs, Lolas,
n . ..._ n t, ~ aa # Via cnn KtirrvRSSeB

Dear Sir—Dr. Laennec’s Pills have just cured me

of one of the worst colds, and its disagreeable accom-

paniments, that I have experienced in many yesrs.

»noe tbereoovery ofmy son from a seated oongh of

throe months’ stonding, this medicine has obtained

my most unlimited confidence. Families should have
“J

. If mil j-nmrhamria not call and

Manufacturers.... 7
Mechanics 18

Clergymen 8
Physicians 4
Lawyers 12

Professors 3
Agents 7

Total
New polioies issued in the

first quarter of the yc&r,

1846, vi*

:

May.... 68
June 64
July _.«.77

Ladies 1

Students..,:.. .... 3
Clerks 9
Cashiers... 1

Member of Congress &
Sec’y Ins. Co 1

Other occupations... 6

146
New policies issued in the
first quarter of the year,

1846, via:

May :.....SOT
June 181
July 146Juiy j uuiy

Whole number of Polioies first year 1701

Total policies in 16 months 2236
ROBT. L. PATTERSON, President.

BENJ. C. MILLER, Secretary.

Jos L. Loud, Agent.
Jambs Stbwart, M. D.

;
(No. 621 Broadway,)

Medical Examiner. augl6:tf

Thompsen’s Premium Trn»s^
Improved by J. R. Benja-

min, 13 Beekman street, is universal!

j

approved of by the Medical Faculty
and all who use them, as the pressure can be gradu-
ated from one to fifty pounds on the rapture without
a back pod,which does so mich injury to the spine,

causingweaknessand pain in thehook and sides, ana
often permanent spinal disease. Six days trial

given, and if not perfectly satisfactory, money re-

turned. Those sending for this Truss need only
mention the side raptured, and the distance round
the hips. augHWha*

Me
A A FULTON STREET. The «ub-

TT MTlber keep. orortantlv reelring Urge «Adl-

tiona to his assortment of Mechanics’ Tools, and

general Hardware, and respectfully Informs all

wishing to purchase, that he has as good an assort-

ment of goods as any house in the trade, particu-

lar!v of the best quality of goods, which he offer* at

I such prices as he hopes will be sarisfactoiy to all.

1 Mechanics of all kinds can be supplied with a full

assortment of Goods, most op which aub war-
ranted. A full assortment of Coopers’ Tools,

which are all warranted, as are also his best quatt-
" . tV,

7 B— Rita. eta.unUmltodooSdenoe. Families should have which are all warranted, as are also hisDest qum*-

>"

‘

h
'T.

h.rrJlf
f:

l'r
gh,r’ <i0 not C4U“4i

8a.miiel Hammond Sc Co., -

I
MPORTERS OF FINE WATCH-
ES, No. 44 Merchants’ Exchange, 1st door in

William street. Have constantly on hand a large

and valuable assortment of FINE WATCHES of
their own importation, which they are now selling at
lower prices (when quality Is compared,) thancan be
purchased of any dealer in New York. A written
warrantee,in all cases, will be given to the purchaser.

S. Hammond having attended solely to the repair-

ing of Chronometer, Duplex, and other fine Watches,
in the late firm of Benedict A Hammond, will con-
tinue to give his undivided attention to that branch
of the business, in connection with his present part-

ner, whoee reputation has long been established,

laving worked for the last ten years for the trade in
Shis city. m23:tt

Davis Sc Brynan,
TITANUFACTURER of MASONIC
ItJL and ODD FELLOWS’ REGALIA and BAN-
NERS, No. 2, Hart’s Buildings, South Sixth street,

one door above Chesnut street, Philadelphia. Re-
galia and Banners of every description, either plain,

painted, or embroidered in gold or silver. Samples
mav be seen as above. Also, every variety of Naval

and Military Gold and Silver Embroidery, executed

to order, at very reduced prices. oct 10: tf

be curod, it is their own fault.

Respectfully, L HOIT, 133 Fulton- st

J Winohbstbr, Esq.
’ Dear Sir—Having been alarmingly lllwith a cough

of long standing, I was advised to try Dr. Loennec’s

Pills tor that oomplaint. I did, and although I raised

considerable blood, was relieved at once, and cured

of the oongh in three nights. 1 think it an extraor-

dinary medicine, and wouldrecommend It to all those

who are afflicted. Yours,
SOLOMON KiNG, 141 Fulton-st.

Price SI a box, with directions for use. Sold at

wholesale and retail by J. WINCHESTER, 30 Ann

street, General Agent for the U. S.

Also, at Ring’s, 182 Broadway; Marrener, Lock-

wood A Co, 459 Broadway - Bryant’s, 716 Broadway;

Onion’s, cor. Bowery and Grand; Coddington’s. cor.

Hudson and Spring
;
Van Hovenburgb’s, 171 Divis-

ion. In Brooklyn, at Mrs. Hayes’ 139 Fulton, and

8. P. Leeds, cor. Court and Atlantic, and at the res-

idence of the General Agent, 274 Jay street.

Regalia.

M I. DRUMMOND, No. 309 GRAND STREET,
. having partly got over his press of business,

^Vlll bo
* ——• i niiftws ^mwa 4Iia KiMifhvdn flip

R. P. 1

White omiu, wiu » i vi. w, — -—i — — -

—

can be got in the city, and as good. Lodges and En-
campments furnished at the shortest notioe, accord-

ing to the Revised Work. Stare, Braids, Ac., oa

hand, or mode to order. oct3:tf

lHATHEW AHEARNE,
A
TTORNEY AT LAW, Counsellor, h c.. 79 Mar-
ket street, office 36 Centre st., New York. Rent-

inghouses, collecting, apdall other business prompt-

ly and faithfully attended to. tl2,b00 and several

smaller sums to lend at six per cent, «26: 4t*

ties of Planes, Saws, Files. Chisels, Bn#*, Bits, etc.

Agent for the sale of McLaughlin's Patent Mortis-

ing Machines: also many other articles not gene-

rally kept in Hardware er Tool stores. A large as-

sortment of patterns of the celebrated Tally Ha!

Rasors, with a printed and certified guaranty ac-

companying each, an important thing to those who

wish a really good Rarer, as the prioewill bereturned

if the rasors are not good. Tool Chests furnished

with Tools from eight dollars to one hundred—ol-

wavs kept on hand suitable for mechanics and ama-

teurs. Cut nails and general Hardware at the

lowret market price. H&RY F FAIRBANK
1

apl 1 44 Fulton st. (between Pearl and Cliff,)N . Y.

Plano Forts, Music Sc Fancy Goods.

C
HOLT, Jr., Agent for L. Gilbert’s Piano Fortes,

i Boston, has opened a Wm Room at 156 Fulton

street, two doors east of Broadway. A supply of

I
Gilberts Instruments bow on hand. He sells also

1

Bacons A Ravens Pianos and T. Gilbert’s, with the

celebrated Coleman Attachment—a splendid onejust

opened, Bl’k Walnut Case. Parlor Organs, and Se-

raphines. All kinds of Music for the Piano Ac., In-

struction Books for various Instruments, Violins,

Strings, Ac. Pianos tunsd—Piano Stools and Covers.
Ala©7 Perfumery

,
Fancy and Shaving Soaps,iEx-

traota, Toilet Powder, sep12:3m

Odd Fellow*’ Regalia, Philad’^rl

J
W. A. E. D STOKES, 194 Market street, Phll-

« adelphia. Manufacturers of REGALIA, SASH-
ES, ROBES, &c., for Lodges and Encampments.
The. members of the Order, Lodges and Encamp-
ments, wishing to purchase a SPLENDID AR TI-
CLE of REGALIA,

at a very low price, can be ao-
eommodatedby calling at the. store, where they will

find a great variety, adapted to the different degrees
and ranks in the Order. Orders from a distance at-

tended to with punctuality and despatch. octlOrtf

John Osborne,
T\/TANUFACTURER of REGALIA,
JLfX No. 99 Madison st, N. Y., would state that

he manufactures every description ef Regalia for

Lodges and Encampments, and will be bappy to re-

oeire orders from the Brotherhood, tor furnishing

(all articles required by the Revised Work.

Kegalia at Syracuse.

WILLARD Sc HAWLEY manufacture all kinds

of Regalia for Lodges and Encampments, to or-

der. Likewise furnish all the necessary trimmings

for new Lodges. ©17:tf

Odd Fellows’ Depot.

THE subscribers respectfully inform-
the Brothers of the Order, that they hjve taken

a store in the new Odd Fellows’ Hall, North Sixth
street below Race street, where they intend to keep
on hand ail.the principal Odd Fellows’ Publications,

Proposition Books, Report Books, Order Books,
Blank Books, and all such other Books as are used
by the Order, together with Regalia, and all other
articles used in furnishing Lodges.

They also intend keeping oh hand a general as-

sortment of Books, Stationery, &o.
WM. CURTIS.
D. NORCROSS.

The office of the “ Golden Rule” is at the above
store.

Wm. II. Stryker

HAS on hand all si*68 of Cooking Stoves and fix-

tores, all of his own manufacture, and of the best

materials. Also, Office and Store Stoves, at the low-

est cash prices. -Please call and examine at his Store,

228 Grand, between Christieand Bowery. ol7An

A BEAUTIFUL RCfeE WOOD SERAPHINE—
constructed dor the use of Odd Fellows Hall—for

sale at Holt’s Music Store, 156 Fulton-st. Price

$150. sep!2:tf
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©riginal Sketches of Heat ,£ifie.

BEGGING FOR OTHER PEOPLE.
BY MRS. O. M. KEBgLAND.

his wopld seem Qne of the easiest

things in the world. From various

causes which appear to be plainly the

ordering of Providence, the good

things of this life are distributed

among the human family in a manner
the most unequal ; so that while one

shall' have more than he can possibly

use or enjoy, another shall lack even

the means of existence. Consider-

iig that God made the world for all his creatures, and

not merely for a few, and that there is no one among them,

whatever be liis hardihood, that would dare to deny that the

meanest beggar is his brother-pensioner on -the unmerited boun-

ty of the Creator ; it seems the simplest in the whole round of

dotiee, to ask one fellow-creature for a portion of his superfluity

for the relief of another. The asker occupies a sort of middle

position. He is a common friend ; one who knows the necessi-

ties- of one party and the abundance of the other, and who has

access to the rich, which the poor, from their unhappy position,

have not. Why then should it be an awkward and disagreeable

thing to ask aid in behalf of other people 7

Thus reasoned within herself, a benevolent woman who had

undertaken to solicit funds for the relief of an unfortunate class

of her fellow-beings, whose peculiar needs had been brought

under her immediate notice by certain circumstances which we
need not specify. She herself had been the child of misfortune,

and learned by her own sorrows and wants, to pity those of

others- Her mother had long besn a widow, and in such poor

circainstances as to require all the aid that her daughter could

give her; and when a happy marriage placed the latter in com-
fortable circumstances, the recollection of past struggles and suf-

ferings made her active in behalf of others.

Her own means were very limited, and she had given all she

dared spare, when the object to which we have alluded com-
mended itself to her judgment, as well as her sympathy. It was

a preventive as well as a remedial plan, and needed but a liberal

supply of funds at the outset to be a wide-spread, blessing not

only to the individuals aided, but to the community at large.'

Could there be any difficulty in interesting the benevolent rich

in such an enterprise 7

Yet Mrs. Hartwell felt a strange reluctance in setting out for

the first time on such a quest of charity. She made a list of her

acquaintances, beginning with the names of her intimate friends.

Upon revising this list, many objections presented themselves.

“ The Gorhams are excellent people, and I dare say give a

great deal to the poor ; but 1 know Mr. Gorham has the greatest

antipathy to ‘ societies’ of every sort. He says they are all hum-

bugs, and do more harm than good. I am afraid if I apply to

him, I shall lower myself in his esteem, and perhaps lose his

friendship.”

So she crossed out the'Gorhams.

The next name was Andorson—Mrs. Anderson. This lady

possessed an independent fortune, but practiced great economy
u from a sense of duty,” as she said. It zeemed a natural con-

clusion that she would have something to spare for a case of

charity. Yet Mrs. Hartwell hesitated when she thought of cer-

tain expressions she bad heard drop from Mrs. Anderson, Buck

! as “ meddlers with other people's business,” applied to actively

benevolent people, and “ why don’t they give themselves!”

and she recollected too, that the rich widow had allowed a su-

peranpated servant who had been her factotum for years, to end

her days iu the alms house: and she drew her pencil across Mrs.

Anderson's name.

The Tubervilies—ah l they were people of such refinement

!

so much, indeed, that Mrs. Tuberville once refused to allow a

child that had been run over in the street to be brought into her

house, alledging that it would be quite too much for her. And

they lived to the very extent of their income, in attempting to

rival a richer neighbor. So Mrs. Hartwell, with a desponding

sigh, was obliged to cross out the Tubervilies.

In fine, on re-iuspectiog the list which she had made out so

readily in the first excitement of her feelings, she found so many

objections to each, that she was ready to relinquish the taskm
despair. This, however, her own convictions of duty did not

allow her to do, and she prepared for the tour, though with

rather a heavy heart.

The very first person she met as she left her own door, was

Mr. Gorham. She felt inclined to stop him; hesitated, and

lacked courage, when be extended a hand and accosted her

Digitized byGoogle



306 THE GOLDEN RULE.
kindly. “ Ah^” thought she, “ perhaps if I dared ask be would

be liberal*,” and she hardly heard what he said, in her auxious

search for words in which to proffer the request which had at

first appeared so easy.

“Where are you going so early, Mrs. Hartwell?” said Mr.

Gorham; “you look bent on business.”

Here was an opportunity !

44 I am about soliciting funds, Mr.. Gorham, for the Female De-

partment of— ”

“ Ah, ah !
yes ! I see—one of your benevolent objects, Mrs.

Hartwell. You do a great deal more for other people than they

will ever do for you.”
44 But, Mr. Gorham, are you not disposed to help us a little in

this ease ? This association is one which—

”

44 Oh yes—I understand all that—but you must talk to my wife

about it. I never have time to attend to these things. > See Mrs.

Gorham, and if she consents, l have nothing to say.”

And he wished her good morning, and hurried off.

Thus encouraged, Mrs. Hartwell did apply to Mrs. Gorham,

whom she found full of solicitude as to the color of her brandy

peaches.

“I am so afraid they will be dark,” she said, “and I. have

taken away all the first syrup, and made new, with some white

brandy, which that unconscionable grocer charges five dollars a

gallon for, saying lhat be is obliged to import it on purpose.”

Mrs. Hartwell sympathized duly, and then venturod to intro-

duce the object of her visit.

“ Oh dear me! don’t pray ask me to give anything ! If you

knew how much Anna Maria’s wedding cost us, and how unfor-

tunate Mr. Gorham has boon in his business this year, I am sure

you would apply to any body else sooner, Ellen has been beg-

ging me fora new shawl this very morning, and I told her I did

not believe her father could raise fifty dollars for it, if he should

try ; didn't I, Ellen ?”

' The young lady confirmed thisreport ofthe straighteuedcircum-

stances of the family, and Mr*. Hartwell was obliged to depart

uncbeered by the smallest donation. Just as she was going out

of the door, Mrs. Gorham, who was very fond of Mrs. Hartwell,

called after her with a meaning look,

“ Keep yourself disengaged for to-night week, will you f”

“ A party?” asked Mrs. Hartwell.

“Oh, not very large; but there are some strangers in town,
whom we must invite, and Mr. Gorham says we may as well fill

the rooms.”

Leaving this amiable but poverty-stricken lady, Mrs. Hartwell
railed next upon Mrs. Arden. She was received with a bland

smile, which, however, changed quickly to what Miss Edge-
worth calls “the curmudgeon look,” when money was mention-

ed. Probably few persons go upon a tour of benevolent solici-

tation without encountering the curmudgeon look.

44 It will not be in my power,” Mrs. Arden said ;
“ there are

really so many calls of this sort that one must stop somewhere.
And how do you find time, Mi's. Hartwell, for undertakings of

this sort? I should think with your family ”

“ I am able to give so little in money,” said Mrs. Hartwell,
“ that I am obliged to substitute personal exertion where any
thing of this kind is to be done.”

“ Well! it is certainly a good deal easier to ask other people
for money, than to give it out of one's own pocket!” replied

Mrs, Arden, sharply. “ And, really, / could not attempt any-

thing of the sort, without neglecting my family.”

Mrs. Hartwell felt provoked enough by this rudeness to

have given an angry reply, but those whose business it is to beg
for tho wretched, must be meek as lambs. So she took her

leave civilly, and sought a rich bachelor who kept house on the

other side of the town.

After walking two miles, she rang at Mr. Evertson’s door and
was admitted to his presence. He sat in a snug library, sur-

rounded by books in well-gilt English biudings, a folio of Shak.
speare open before him, and a fat spaniel asleep at his feet.

The chimney-clock told two, and on the instant, a well-dressed

serving mau* brought ia the plate-warmer and prepared to lay

the cloth.

“ Ah ! Mrs. Hartwell
!
just iu time to take a bit of dinner with

me. Cold day for the season, Mrs. Hartwell—cold day. Sit

down.” •

'

Mr. Evertson was a distant connection of Mr. Hartwell, and

onr friend naturally wished to stand well with the rich bachelor.

Yet she struggled with her own heart, not to allow the fear of

offending him, to prevent her “opening her mouth for the

dumb.” So she began in the best phrase she conld, to set forth

tho necessities of those in whose behalf she was engaged. But

a change came over the rubicund face of the hearty celibataire

,

before she bad completed her first sentence. He heard her out,

however, without interruption, and answered her civilly, which

she was almost afraid from his looks that he would not.

“Mrs. Hartwell, ma’am, 1 hope you will not take it amiM
that l decline having anything to do with affairs of this kind. I

loug ago made up my mind to give nothing to any of them. I

found if I gave to one, 1 must give to another
; and have set

down my foot, ma’am—set down iny foot—that 1 will give to

none !”

This was the rich man's answer, and when Mrs. Hartwell,

soon after, rose to take leave, not a word was said of her staying

to dinner. Two miles back again to her own dinner, and an-

other attempt in the afternoon. There was only one yich friend

more that she could recollect, and this was one to whom she

had resolved not to apply on this occasion, because she had so

often applied before, and never been refused; She was really

ashamed to ask again. But her ill Buccess drove her at last to

Mrs. Stanton's. Here she received the usual liberal donation,

and some encouraging words and kind looks which were almost

as valuable to her. -

“ You can afford to pity these people, whp have so mistaken
the real meaning and true uses of prosperity,” said the woman
of benevolence. “We must not condemn them, for the error I

is their own loss, even more than it is the loss of the poor, who
|

will find other friends. Even these very people may, by means
of light shiuing in upon their minds and hearts from some unex-
pected, or from the Divine source, come to a better way of think-

ing, when their bounty will flow forth unurged, in a stream
guided by judgment as well as feeling. I have myself known
a lady, who, with good disposition, had iiVed long without learn-

ing the pleasure of active benevolence, and who, after she had
been persuaded to join others in effort for the accomplishment of

a great object, declared lhat she had never before known what it

was to live
!”

And Mrs. Hartwell went forth again—not for that day only,

but for many days, into the dwellings of her acquaintances of all

grades of fortune.

“ I can’t give you more than a dollar,” said the wife of a bank
clerk ,with a small salary. 44 Our means are so limited that my
husband is not able to allow me much for my charity fund.”

“ Here is half a dollar,” said a seamstress who was sewing for

Mrs. Hartwell; “ I have but little for myself, but I have known
what it was to want a decent night’s lodging.”

“ I believe I have given away the very last shilling that I can
spare for this quarter,” said a good house-wife, in a very humble
station ;

“ but the children have saved a little money for the
poor, and I will ask them when they come home from school.”
And so it was ; the rich were often prevented by their habits

of expense, or by mere thoughtlessness and lack of sympathy,
from doing what their hearts would otherwise hate prompted,
while those less prosperous, not ashamed to give small sums,
and able from their own experience, to feel the evils of poverty, I

famished a large part of the sum necessary for the object. Gifts
in goods, old clothing, in provisions; remittance of charges of
various sorts, arud personal efforts, these proved the most valuable
contributions; while now and then a ten dollar bill from a
wealthy man, or still larger donation from some one of the be-
nevolent widowed and Bingle women of whom there are so
many in our city, crowned the labors of our friend, and made
her heart rejoice to think that straightened as her circumstances
were, she could yet, by her courage in meeting the disagreeables
which beset those who undertake to beg for other people, de-
serve the commendation, “ she bath done what she could,”

God can give, and man can receive, nothing greater than
Truth.
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THE TRAVELING CARD.
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“’Twas a comical thing, by the big hill of Howtb,”

Said young Phelim O’ Bother, one day to his master,
u That, a sthranger, he come away down to the South,

With no introduction save that bit of.plaster

;

But the moment ye shorted it, och ! who’d have consaved it,

’Twas 1 I’m happy to see you,’ an
* 1 How d’ye do, Brother?’

I’ll trust me own eyes, ,or I’d never belaved it— '

’Twas enough to astonish the son of my mother.

“ If ye plaze, sir, jist tell me the yartue that’s in it

;

For when I get back to ould Cork, by the powers

!

They’ll say, (though I swear till I’m black that I seen It,)

The American blarney-stone’s bigger than oilrs.”

“ Oh, Phelim 1 ’tis simple; I am an Odd Fellow,

Apd this is my Traveling Card, as you see

;

Why do you start, and turn purple and yellow ?

Is there anything frightful or queer about me ?”

44 Faith, I don’t know
;
ye’ve been kind to me ever

;

But then, if ye’re one of them goat-rid in' divils, -

It puts me in BOrt of on all-over shiver,

For fear ye’ll be playin’ me some of yer evils.

Ye get a big room, where, as I have heard tell,

Ye go in the night, when all good folks are sleeping,

An’ there ye go on like the divils in hell,

Till sometimes the gray of the morning is peeping

;

An’ then there’s yer nods, an* yer winks, an’ grimaces,

Yer jaw breakin’ pass-words, an’ odd-lookin’ faces,

An’ yer grips, an’ yer signs, an* yet quare-soundin* blarney,

That bates all the fairies that dwell in Killarney.

“ But faith, sir, I think that the world has belied ye,

For since the poor emigrant first saw yonr kind face,

His carelessness often most sorely has tried ye.

But found ye forever the gem of your race

:

Your arm from the sea drew me freezing and dying.

Your roof and your heart gave the exile a home ;

God bless the Odd Fellow ! though worlds are belyihg,'

And crying * Come out from among them,* I will not come

;

“ An’ masther, if ever ye think I’m deserving

To go through the portal that shuts up yer Order, •

To mount on the goat I will never be swerving

—

Though I’d rather a pig tuk me over the border.

An’ when I go' back to swate Ireland again,

I’ll have me a paper like that in yer hand,

That gives you acquaintance where’er ye remain,

An makes ye a brother to all in the land.”

LIFE, A DREAM.
8ayest thou, Life is but a dream,

A fitful slumbering of the brain,

A troubled vision, a mere theme,

Of sport to gods, a phantom vain?

It may be Life is but a dream,

A dream of sadhess, and of sorrow

;

To day, Hope lights it with a gleam;

But all is darkness on the morrow.

’Tis joy and grief, and sighs and gladness,

Light and darkness, hope and fears,

Toil and leisure, mirth and madness,

Pain and pleasure, ease and care.

Methinks Life is a mingled potion,

Its bitter hath some sweetness in it,

But all its sweet, in strange commotion,

Mingles more of bitter in it ! Lvof.

To know how to speak, we must first know how to listen.
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Nero Original Romance.

WILFRED MONTRESSORj
OR,

THE SECRET ORDER OF THE SEVEN.
A ROMANCE OF MYSTERY AND ORIMB.

BY TftE AUTHOR OF “ FLORENCE DE LACEY, OR THE COQUETTE,” ETC

CHAPTER XXXV.—bill smith’s—the assessment. t

As the shadows of twilight gradually deepened into the darkness

of night*, groups of young men—clerks; apprentices, and others—the

idlers and loafers of* the neighborhood, assembled at the porter-house

of Bill Smith. What with their loud,noisy conversation, their bois-

terous laughter, the clatter ofglasses and decanters, and the shuffling

tread of creaking foot-steps, the bar-room presented a scene of dis-

order and cohfusion not often realized, even in the precincts of the

Bowery.
In the midst of the hubbub, Jack Highflyer entered the porter-

house.
“ Here comes Jack !” shotted one of the company, vehemently,

“ he ’ll tell us all about it.”

The noise ceased, instafitly, and the eyes of the various squads
composing the assemblage were turned upon their acknowledged
leader.

Jack Highflyer looked around the bar-room, and muttered to him-
self, audibly, though as if speaking to himself, “ Tom Gaffney, Luke
Fordham, PeterFox, Harry Wilson—but where is Tim Hardmann?”
“ Here I am, old fellow,” said the butcher, advancing from one

comer of the room ; “give me your paw. Jack.”
Jack Highflyer extended his hand, and whispered, at the same

moment, We have something on hand to-night, Tim.”
“ The boys are ripe for any thing,” replied Tim Hardmann.

—

“ They were. chafing over Job Dingle’s business as you came in.”
“ Job’s trial comes off to-nrorrow, and we must do all we can to

help him. I went to see him this morning, and I have something to

propose, on his behalf, to our .follows.”

“Tom, Harry, keep still there,” said the butcher, “Jack High-
flyer has seen Dingle, and will put you all on the right track to do
,him a service.”

“Hold pn, Jack,” shouted Tom Gaffney, “there may be a spy
among us !”

“ Not a spy,” replied Luke Fordham, examining the features of
his companions almost at a glance.
“ I have been inside of the four stone walls of the cell,” said Jack

Highflyer, “ where the police have shut up Job Dingle—a better man
than any one of them.”

“And no mistake,” added Tom Gaffney.
“ No man ever knew Job Dingle to retuse a fair fight, to desert a

friend in a scrape, to abuse an enemy behind his back, or to keep a
shot in the locker when he Was out with the boys.”
“ He was a good one, was Job,” said Luke Fordham.
“H-a heart like h-a h-ox,” drawled Peter Fox, with a lugubrious

•expression of countenance.
“ And, I say, fellows,” continued Jack Highflyer, “ that we are

bound, in honor, to stand by Dingle, to the very last mipute. They
have got him pretty well cornered, in a damp, gloomy cell, and there

are people enough who would like to hang him, without judge or
jury ; but if you will stick to him, one and all, as I think you ought
to do, and as I intend tq do, net a hair of his head shall be injured.”
“ We will, Jack—we will—rte will,” exclaimed a number of

voices.
“ What harm has he done, boys 1” said Tim Hardmann, the

butcher ;
“ why he killed a Dutchman, in a row—a heels over head,

rough and tumble sort ot a fight! Does any one believe that Job
was the first to draw a knife 1 Not he. He went to Hans Sny-
decker’s house for a bit of fun, and they undertook to put him out.

He wouldn’t go. Would you have ? the biggest coward among you I

I ask you that.”

A tall, gawky chap, with long arms and legs, and a small, slender

body, interrupted the speaker by remarking, emphatically,
“ I’ll be darned if I would !”

The young man was rather bewildered at the tear of laughter

which ensued from the inmates of the porter-house.

“ Let them laugh, Simon,” said the buteher, nodding good-na-

turedly. “ I have seen you in a tight place, afore now. Though
some folks may be a little brighter than you, I*ll

#
be sworn that you

are not the biggest coward in the company. But, as I was saying

of Job Dingle, he wouldn’t go, and they tried to put him out. Some-
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body drew a knife, and (hen Job drew bis ; and in the fight, a big

Dutchman got killed. There’s the whole matter, boys, in a nutshell.

Yet a great many people want to see Job Dingle strung up by the

neck, as if he had turned pirate, or murdered a man for the sake of

plunder.”
“ I wonder what they think he should have done V* said Harry

Wilson. 14 Hasn’t a man a right to protect himself 1”

“ Yes sir-ee,” replied Peter Fox.
44

1 rather guess they can’t make a law to punish us for defending

ourselves when we are attacked ; though no one knows what they

will do next. There seems to be a regular conspiracy to put down

the native- born spunk of the country. It used, to be thought a credit

to a man, if he gave a hearty thrashing to a person who insulted

him ; but now they call it by some big name or other.”
44 Assault and battery !” said Tom Gaffney, pompously.
u Yes, and they jug him fot it.”

44 Jug or no jug,” interposed Tim Hardmann, the butcher, show*

ing his brawney arms and doubled fists,
44

if any man treads on my
toes, purposely. I’ll give him a touch of the blind staggers. For my
part, I think we should be a great deal better off if we were entirely

rid of the police justices, police officers, and the whole ‘set of blood-

suckers that hang around them.”
44 True enough, Tim,” replied Harry Wilson ;

44 here we pay hun-

dreds and thousands of dollars to support these fellows, and what do

they do 1 They just go swooping arouncksticKing their noses into

other people’s business and making a fuss about what is no concern

of theirs or the public’s. Are we fre* born Americans, or are we
not 1”

44 The point will come up fairly some of these days,” said Bill

Smith, the proprietor of the porter- house, gravely, shaking bis head.
44 There is a great deal of stuffin the newspapers about the evils of

the license system, and the Teetotallers threaten strongly to get up

a law to stop the sale of spirituous liquors. That will bring up the

question fairly,” continued Smith, shaking his head still more grave-

ly and ominously. 44 That will bring it up. If the American people

stand that they are ready to submit to any thing.”
44 We won’t- stand any such nonsense. Smith,” exchtimed Harry

Wilson. .

44 We won’t. Smith,” echoed fifteen or twenty voices.

In the meantime Jack Highflyer had been conversing privately

with a large proportion of the inmates of the poiter-house. A$ the

chorus of voices died away he tapped lightly on the counter, with a

whalebone cane, and arrested the attention Of his followers.

44 The trial of Job Dingle will commence to-morrow,” said Jack
Highflyer. 44 The worst trouble in the way, at the present time, is

the want of funds. Job is as poor as his namesake was after the

devil had been permitted to tempt him.”
44 That is High Dutch to me,” said the tall, gawky youth, in a

whisper, to Luke Fordham.
44 The lawyers won’t stir a step in the business without money.

They are a set of mean spirited scapnpe to let a poor fellow suffer

because he cannot pay their exorbitant fees ; but their services must

be had, or Dingle must be convicted. So boys, we must raise. the

money as quickly as possible.”
44 To-night, Jack 1” inquired Tim Hardmann.
44 Yes, Tim, to-night.”
44 How much is wanted 1” demanded several.
44 Two or three hundred dollars, at the lowest,” said Jack Higi^

flyer.
44 Besides the lawyers employed by Dingle, we must secuie

the assistance of David Graham, whose ability as an advocate, and
fidelity to his clients have been tested successfully in so many in-

stances. As to the mode of raising the wind, I propose that each
one of us contribute something to the fund, and that afterwards we
proceed to lay and collect an assessment throughout the domain of

Bowerydom.”
The proposal of Jack Highflyer was received with acclamation

by the assemblage. #
44 Tim Hardmann, take off your hat and paBs it round.”

The butcher performed the bidding of Jack Highflyer with alacri-

ty. None of the company refused or neglected to contribute, save

two or three miserable loafers,- who, by a gesture, more expressive

than elegant—that of thrusting the hand deeply into the trowseis

pocket, seizing the lower end of the pocket between the thumb and
forefinger, and drawing the hand in a direction upward and out-

ward, thus turning the pocket inside out—manifested their utter

inability to add even a mite to the offering. Many gave small sums
in specie, ranging from a shilling to a dollar, according to their

ability. Three or four only, artiong whom were Bill Smith and
Jack Highflyer, threw bank notes into the bat.

While the hat was passing round Jack Highflyer related to a knot
of listeners, the details of hie visit to Job Dingle in the city prison.

44 The old fellow is in good spirits,” continued the leader, after

Tim Hardmann had given him the wink that the collection was

completed—“(count. the money, Tim—but it isn’t in human nature
to lie in a gloomy cellwith the blood-hounds of the law howling and
barking outside the walls, and feel perfectly at ease. At such a time,
if ever, a manl needs friends, and at such a time will true friends
proffer their sympathy and assistance. I told Job to face his ac-
cusers without flinching a hair’abreadth, and that nothing should be
wanting on;the day of trial to save bira. He was very grateful to
me, for, as I said a while ago, he is entirely out of money. A prison
is a hopeless place, with neither friends nor money, though many ft

man has been driven there by the want of these. I had a proof of
it this morning. In the cell next to Dingle’s lies a prisoner by the
name of Williams, who has always been esteemed an honest, hard-
working man, and who undertook to commit a burglary because his

family were in danger of starving, and his heartless landlord threat-

ened to tumjhim out of doors unless he paid his rent.”
44 If law and justiqe went together,” exclaimed Harry Wilson,

4t
the landlord would be punished as well as the thief.”

Jack Highflyer remarked, irf a subdued voice s.
44

It was that cant*
ing hypocrite, Josh Grayson. I have owed him a grudge these three

years, and Hnever forget to pay my debts, sooner or later. Well,
Tim,” the^speake/- added, as he perceived Tim Hardmann, the
butcher, approaching him, twisting a dirty silk handkerchief round
the money which had been collected.

44 Thirty dollars and fifty cents,” replied the butcher.

“That’s enough, boys, to show you are in earnest,” said Jack
Highflyer, with a^smile of satisfaction.

44 A glass of grog all round.
Smith, and then we’ll start on a cruise through the neighborhood.”
The young men pressed toward the counter, and partook freely of

the contents of Bill Smith’s decanten. In a minute or two the con*
fusion partially subsided.

44 Follow me, boys,” said Jack Highflyer, 44 a dozen of you or sp.

Tim Hardmann will carry the purse. Come on, Tom, Harry, Pete

—

not, more than a dozen of you, or they will accuse us of wanting to

get up a row.”

Jack Highflyer and his squad sallied forth from the porter-house,

and proceeded up* the Bowery until they arrived at the corner of the
next street above Smith’s. There was a grocery store on the cor-

ner, fitted up with a counter, at the farther end of the store, for the
sale of spirituous liquors. Jack Highflyer entered, with two or three
of his associates ; -the remainder stood, lounging on the side-walk,
outside the building.

,
44 Clisby, bow are you 1” said Jack Higkfiyer, in a good-natured

tone of voice.
44 Fat, Jack!”
44 Fat !” whispered Pete Fox, to one of his companions, 44

there’s

more fat in a soap-ladle than in his whole body.”
44 Short stories to-night, Clisby,” said Jack Highflyer.

44We
have turned out to raise the wind for Job Dingle, as good a fellow
as ever thrashed a Corlearis Hook bully. The boys have assessed
you five dollars.’*

44 There’s the cash, Jack,”' replied Clisby, opening the money*
drawer, and taking therefrom a five-dollar note, which he laid upon-

the counter. 44
1 would give five times th« amount, without grum*

bling, to be certain ofgetting Jobs verdict of 4 Not Guilty.’ Won’t
you drink, Jack, you end your friends V*

44 No, Clisby. Good night to you.”

Jack Highflyer and his followers traversed the upper portion of
the Bowery, and many of the circumjacent streets in that region of
the city, as rapidly as possible, visiting, with scarcely an exception,

the oyster- cellare, bowling-saloons, groceries, porter-houses and.lav-

erns ou iheir route. The acquaintance of the leader of the squad
with the character and circumstances of the proprietors of the vari-

ous establishments, enabled him to open his business with a show
of diplomatic sagacity

,,
and to regulate the assessments fairly and

judiciously. In genepl, his requests, or rather his demands, were
complied with promptly and willingly, and, in many cases, with a
hearty expression of good will toward Job Dingle. Here and there
an individual, under the pretence of real poverty.or temporary want
of means, excused himself from the payment of a portion of tfie as-

sessment, but, during the first hour of Jack Highflyer’s predatory

expedition, not a single person had absolutely refused to contribute

to the increasing treasury of Tim Hardmann.
44 Stimers is a regular skinflint,” said Jack Highflyer to his com*

rades, as the squad withdrew from an eating house in Elizabeth

ftreet, near Prince street.
44 How much did he give you, Timl” inquired Luke Fordham.
44 A Mexican dollar,” replied the butcher, snapping his fingers

contemptuously.

“Only a dollar, Jack,” said the other; “I would never have
taken it.”

44 Why, you see, boys,” said Jack Highflyer, 44 Stimeis is worth
his twenty thousand dollars, and is doing a£ood business, yet he
will sigh and groan over the paltry dollar he bestowed so gnidging-
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iy for eigbt-and-forty hoora at feast. But for that I would have had
dt thrown back into hia teeth.”
“ You need not wonder at Stimera's meanness, tte swore out a

State’s warrant, against one of his waiters last winter, for stealing a
silver spoon of the value of seventy-five cents, and actually had him
.ftent to Blackwell’s island on his testimony.”

In passing down Mott street. Jack Highflyer and his follower
stopped at the tavern of Sylvanus Westervelt. The tavern was a
brick building, two stories in hight, with dirty windows and \in-

painted walls, having n covered arch-way of brick on the south side,
leading to the stables in the rear.

The bar-room, on the first floor, opened idto the street, ahd was
furnished in theoidinary style of a third or fourth rate tavern. There
were several tables in the room, covered with the penny papers of
the last two or three days, a dozen chairs, two filthy spit boxes, and
several course prints, in mahoganyframes, suspended from the walls.
The bar was fitted upwith a heavy oak counter, and shelves behind
the counter, on which were ranged a number of decanters filled

with brandy, gin, whiskey, and other intoxicating liquors. The
spaces between the shelves were covered with panes oflooking-glasS,
which, though by no means clearly, reflected the various objects in
the bar-room with sufficient distinctness. Upon the counter were
half a dozen decanterd, two pitches 'partly filled with water, and a
number of empty tumblers.

Behind the bar stood Sylvanus Westervelt, a tall, portly maD,
with piercing black eyes and an irascibfe'expression of countenance.
“ Come up, fellows,” said Jack Highflyer; “come up and take

a drink
; we haven’t taken a drop since we left Bill Smith’s.”

“It’s a melancholy fact,” muttered Harry Wilson, “ and I am as
dry as one of Pete Fox’s jokes.”
The yonng men quaffed their liquor, laughing heartily at the sally

-of Harry Wilson.
“ Six shillings, Varius,” said Jack Highflyer, tossing the change

npon the counter. “There’s a small ‘instalment towards paying
your assessment in the affair of the State versus Job Dingle. «We
want five dollars from you, Westervelt.”
“ Five dollars 1”

“Five dollars. More if you,please.r
“ For what/!”
“ To assist in defraying the expenses of Job Dingle, on his trial

for the murder of the Dutchman, at Hans Snydecker’s.”

.

“ I won’t give you a cent,” said Sylvanus Westervelt, in a firm,
decided tone of voice.
“You won't.”
“ I won't. And more than that, I think Job Dingle ought to be

bung for murdering an innocent, unoffending man, and I hope he
Will be.”

“Do you hear that, boys,” said Jack Highflyer, turning to his
-comrades. “ His father was. a Dutchman, and so Master Sylvanus
is disposed to shirk bffhis obligations as a citizen and a man. But
you will think better of it,” Ije continued, addressing the landlord.
4 ‘ You will pay the five dollars.”

“I won't,” replied Westervelt, peremptorily.
“Are you in earnest !” inquired Jack Highflyer.
“ I am.”
“ You will gain nothing by the refusal,” said Jack Highflyer

coolly. As he spoke, the young man raised the small whalebone
cane, which he carried iu his hand, to a level with his breast, and
by a rapid movement, swept four oV five decanters from the counter
to the floor. An angry, vindictiye glance blazed from the eye of
-Sylvanus Westervelt, as he heard the noise of the falling vessels,
and the splash of the liquors on the sanded floor. He laid bis right
hand upon the counter ds if to leap it at a single bound.
“ Boys, show him -your knives !”

The blades of half-a-dozen bowie knives gleamed in the face of
the landlord.
“ Attack us if you dare,” said Jack Highflyer. “ We will not be

so niggardly with our cold steel as you have been with your mo-
ney.”
“ I’ll set the police after you,” said the landlord, foaming with

rage.
,

“ You had better nt>t, Varius,” replied Jack Highflyer, with a
-smile of contempt. “ If you snfier the thing to drop here, you are
punished, and 1 am satisfied. But I assure you that you will play
the game of retaliation at fearful odds.”
Jack Highflyer and his squad retired amid the muttered curses

and imprecations of the landlord.

They pursued their route until they arrived in a region where the
streets are lined with brothels and houses of assignation. To the
inmates of these dens of infamy Job Dingle was Dot unknown

;

and even from them was received jnto the treasury of Tim Hard-
mann, a portion of the wages of harlotry.

An enemy is a teacher who costs us nothing.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF MAGIC,
PRODIGIES, AND APPARENT MIRACLES.

M. Eusebe Salverte’s celebrated work is translated, un-
der the above title, by Dr. Anthony Todd Thompson. The
object of the book is*“ to restore to ancient history that gran-
deur of which an apparent mixture of puerile fables robbed it;

and to demonstrate that the apparent miracles and the magical
operations of the ancients were the result of real scientific know-
ledge, more or less advanced, which the Thammaturgists, for
the most part, had secretly transmitted from one period to ano-
ther; at the same time, wiih the greatest care, concealing that
knowledge from all other men.” The two volumes are indeed
a complete storehouse of curious facts, and able illustrations of
how supernatural ' appearances may be naturally explained.
These illustrations are supported, too, by a mass of recondite ar-

guments, which are not, however, tooabstruse to be interesting.
Wonders and marvels vanish like misty vapore from the pre-
sence, of the sun, when explained by M. Salverte. It is only to
be wondered at that the book was not long ago translated into
English ; for it has been for some titpe before th^ French pub-
lic. The annexed extract will convey an idea of the nature of
the work ; the passage quoted contains some curious facts gene-
rally explained t>y reference to chemistry

:

“ The agency ofheat in the expansion of oil, or any other liquid,
belcngs to another science than hydrostatics; thus we are natu-
rally led to examine what was the extent, or rather how much
we can trace, of those pretended miracles for which the ancients
were indebted to a practical knowledge of chemistry. Passing
to 'more* elevated ideas, we may recall the example of Aolepio-
dotus, who chemically reproduced the deleterious exhalations
•of a sacred grotto, which proves that a science so prolific of ap-
parent miracles was not unknown in the temples. Other facts
tend to confirm this opinion. Marcos, the leader of one of those
sects which, in the earlier ages of the Church, endeavored to

amalgamate with Christian doctrines particular dogmas and rites
of initiation, filled three cups of transparent glass with colorless
wine ; during his prayer the fluid in one of these cups became
blood-red, in another purple, and in the third of an azure blue. At
a later period, a well might be seen in an Egyptian church, the
waters of which, whenever they were placed in a lamp, be-
came of a sanguine color. In addition to these seeming mira-
cles, probably borrowed from the mysteries of some ancient
temples, let us add one of later times. At the court of the Duke
of Brunswick, Professor Beyruss promised that during dinner
his coat should become red ; and, to the amazement of the *

prince and his other guests, it actually became of that color.
M. Vogel, who relates the fact, does not reveal the secret made
use of by Beyruss

; but he observed, that by pouring lime-water
on the juice of the beet-root a colorless liquid is obtained; and
that a piece of cloth steeped in this liquid and quickly dried be-
come* red in a few hours, simply by contact with the air ; and
farther, that the effect is accelerated in an apartment where
champagne and other wines are being plentifully poured out.
It has been proved by recent experiments, that wool dyed by
orchill of a violet color, or stained blue by the acidulated sul-
phate of indigo, in a bath of hydro-sulphuric acid, becomes color-
less, yet resumes the blue or the violet color on exposure to the
free air. Either explanation applies to the modern fact, and in-
dicates the possibility of reviving ancient prodigies

; it also dis-
covers the manner in which, amid flaming torches and smoking
incense, in the sanctuaries of Polytheism, the veil concealing the
sacred things may have been seen to change from white to a
deep blood red hue, and which spectacle was considered as the
presage of frightful disasters. Blood boiling on the altars, or
upon the marbles, or in the vases of the temple, was also indi-
gestive of peril and calamity.

.
In Provence, in the sixteenth cen-

tury, wheu a consecrated phial, filled with the blood of St. Mag-
dalene, in a solid state, was placed near her pretended bead, the
blood became liquid, and suddenly boiled. The same phenome-
non was exhibited in the cathedral of Avelliqo, with the blood
of St. Lawrence; and also at'Bisseglia, with that of St. Panta-
leon, and of two other martyrs. In the present day, at an an-
nual pnblic ceremony at Naples, some of the blood of St. Janua-
rius, collected and dried centuries ago, becomes spontaneously
liquified, and rises in a boiling state to the top of tne phial that
encloses it. These phenomena may be produced by reddening
sulphuric ether with orcanette (onasma

,

Linn.) and mixing the
tincture with spermaceti. This preparation, at ten degrees above
the freezing poiut (centigrade,) remains condensed, bat melts
and boils at twenty. To raise it to this temperature, it is only
necessary tu bold the phial which contains it in the hand for

some time. If a little simple jugglery be combined with this

philosophical experiment, the apparent miracle is complete.”
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STATISTICS.

The number of deaths in Great Britain is now about 400,000
ye&rly.

The income of the Corporation of London amounts to £223,-
000 .

It is said that 17,000 sacks of sawdust are annually consumed
in London for stuffing dolls alone.

Kelly’s London Postoffice Directory contains a list of 2,465
different trades, or. classes of people following different occupa-
tions.

Water in London.—The metropolis is supplied with water
by eight companies. The daily supply of the whole amounts to

36.000.

000 gallons ; and the houses to which this vast quantity of
water is distributed are 250,000, or an average of 144 gallons to

each house.
Bread.—The consumption of bread in the metropolis is 855,-

468,750 lbs., or 213,867,187 quartern loaves yearly. This quan-
tity of bread, if equally divided among the population of London,
would be equal to 342 lbs., or 85 loaves yearly, or 15 ounces daily
to each person.

Lighting the Streets of London.—The metropolis and its

environs are lighted from eighteen establishments. The amount
of capital invested in works, pipes, tanks, &c., is £2,8Q0,0Q0.
There are 2,500 persons constantly employed, which includes
380 lamplighters, whose duty it is to clean and light 30,400 pub-
lic lamps.

Faris, which five years since contapped only^972,000 people, or,

1.150.000, including the suburbs, contains,W the census now in
progress, upward oT a million, exclusive of the suburbs.
Tne number of persons in trade (patentes) in 1832 in Paris,

and the department of the Seine, were only 51,751. There are
now 82,357.

The Ocean.—The deepest part of the ocean which has been
sounded, is one mile and sixty-six feet in depth. If we suppose
its medium depth to be two miles, the water in it would cover
all the dry parts of the earth—if it could be spread over thejn

—

to the depth of about 31,680 feet, or six miles!
Eggs.—a curious account is given in one of the French papers

of the French export trade in eggs. In 1844 the number ex-
ported from France, as shown by the Customs’ returns, was
rather more than 88,000,000, on which the Government received
an export duty of 114,000 francs; of these 88,000, 0U0, 82,000,000
are said to have been exported to England. The consumption
of eggs in Paris is about 128 to each person, making a total,of
nearly 120,000,000 annually in that capital alone. The con-
sumption of eggs in France, is reckoned at ^,300,000,000 annu-
ally.

A Canadian ADVENTURE.—Tbe farm-house was a solitary
one ; there was not another within half a mile of it. That night
there was a good deal of money in the house, the proceeds of
the sale. The mother and her three young children, and a maid-
servant, were the sole inmates. They had retired to rest some
time. The wind was howling fearfully, and shook the wooden
house at every blast. This kept the poor mother awake, and
she thought she heard, in the pauses of the tempest, some strange
and unusual noises, seemingly at the back of the house. While
eagerly listening to catch the sound again, she was startled by
the violent barking of a dog, apparently in a room in the front
of the house immediately beneath the bed-chamber. This
alarmed her still more, as they had no dog of their own. She
immediately rose, and, going to her maid's room, awoke her,
and they went down together. They first peeped into the room
where they had heard the dog. It was moonlight, at least par-
tially so, for the night was cloudy, still it was light enough to
distinguish objects, though but faintly. They saw an immense
black dog scratching and gnawing furiously at the door leading
into the kitchen, from whence she thought that the noises she
first heard had proceeded. She requested the servant to open
the door which the dog was attacking so violently. The girl
was a determined and resolute creature, devoid of fear, and she
did so without hesitation, when the dog rushed out, and the
widow saw through the open door two men at the kitchen win-
dow, which was open. The men instantly retreated, and the
dog leaped through the window after them. A violent scuffle
ensued, and it was evident from the occasional yelpings of the
noble animal, that he sometims had the worst of it. The noise
of the contest, however, gradually receded, till Mrs. M could
hear only now and then a faint aud distant bark. The robbers
or perhaps murderers, had taken out a pane of glass, which had
enabled them to undo the fastenings of the window, when, but
for the dog, they would doubtless have accomplished their pur-
P01®* The mistress and maid got a light, and secured the win-
dow as well as they could. They tbeu ’dressed themselves, for

Vul ?
f ®leePlng a°y “ore ***** night was out of the question.

They had not, however, got down stairs the second time, before
they heard their protector scratching at the outer door for ad-

mittance. They immediately opened it, when he came in wag-

ging his bushy tail, and fawning upon each of them in turn, to

be patted and praised for bis prowess. He then stretched his

huge bulk at full length beside the warm stove, and went to

sleep. The next morning they gave him a breakfast any dog

might have • envied ; after which nothing could induce him to

prolong his visit. He stood whining impatiently at the door tdl

it was opened* when he galloped off in a great hurry, and they

never saw him afterwards.—[Memoirs of a Missionary in Canada.

Eugene Sue and the Unknown.— It has been the custom,

says the Parisian Journal des Debats, for the great novelist, not1

withstanding his reputation as a man of fashioD, to spend much
of his time in visiting the garrets of the city, relieving the poor,

and at the same moment gathering a deep knowledge of human
nature. Ou a dark and sleety night last November, he wasstand-
ing in one of the- most Wretdbed holes in Paris, where a poor
widow and her two children were lying in a state ef shocking
destitution. They were without bread, or covering, or fire ; and
the beauty of one of the .orphan children, a girl ofsome fifteen,

added interest to the scene. Sue gave them some money, and
reft, resolving to call next day. He did call, and to his utter as-

tonishment, found the widow and her children surrounded with
dll the comforts of life—fire on the hearth, baskets of bread,
Bologna sausages in profusion, apd in fact evetything necessary
to make home nappy. In the midst of this scene of profusion
Atood a slender young man, very handsomely dressed. He was
the cause of this sudden relief; the widow and her daughters
blest him with tears in their eyes. Engene Sue was'much struck

by this token of feeling in one so ypung, brilliant and gay. When
the yonng fashionable left, be followed, determined to ascertain

his residence, and after much trouble saw him enter a carriage

near the Place Vendome, and drive to the Cbasse d’Antin. 8ue
followed, saw the stranger enter the Hotel of the Doc de R—

.

He waited for an .hoar for bis reappearance, and at last saw a
beautiful ybung lady of high rank come out of the hotel and en-

tether carriage. In that lady Sue recognised, not only the band-
some dandy, but the Princess d‘Orleans, one of the danghtenof
Louis Philippe !

"

The Turks and their Wives.—Of the domestic and social

character of the Turk, little' is known, as it is rarely he invites a
Christian to bis house ; and when he does so, his wife and fam-
ily are carefully hid ; but the training which he receives. is of a
nature greatly calculated to destroy the pure domestic feelings.

Clothed like a fantastically pressed girl, his bead bound round
with shawls, subjected every day or two to the bath* and accus-
tomed to sit only upon sofas, his childhood is entirely spent
among the women of his father’s harem and their cronies; bat
when he arrives at puberty, he is no longer allowed to associate
with the women—probably never speaks to one until he is mar-
ried to some girl that his father or mother may have bought or
selected for him. After marriage, the Turk associates almost as
little with his wife as if he had not one ; his former training has
destroyed those pleasant ties and feelings that existamong civilized
people, and he looks upon his wife merely as a piece of furniture.
She, on her part, occupies her own part of the house, -where,
seated among her slaves and cronies, the newest fashion of the
latest scandal receives a proper degree of attention. The Turk
never walks abroad or appears in public with his wife, and if he
were to meet her in the street, would not reedgnize her; and in
many cases husbaud and wife sit at separate tables, while the
wife never appears in any case at table when a stranger is pre-
sent. .

More Curiosities Collected Expressly for the 44 New
Museum.”—The core of the apple that Adam ate.

The head of one of the dogs that barked at Richard the Third
when he “ halted by theft.”
One of the ears of corn that Pharaoh saw in his dream.
The bucket that hung in the well that Joseph was thrown into.
The straw that a man when drowning will cling to.

An intercepted letter from the man in the moon to the mar-
ried woman that always carries a band-box in the omnibus.
A calico dress with 44 fast colors,” warranted to wash.
A whistle which once belonged to 44 Old Boreas.”
The name of a disinterested public benefactor.
The opera .glass with which David ogled Uriah’s wife.
The tail of the cow which jumped over the moon.
The cntlass with which Bluebeard killed his wife.
An old sword which belonged to the ghost in Hamlet.
A piece of Joseph’s coat tail, left in the hands of Mrs. Poti-

Lpher.—[Boston Post.

I

A witty limb of the law in passing a person engaged in potf-

I

ing bills on the corner, addressed him thus, “ How are you,
William, to-day ?” 1 My name is not William,” replied the man,
41

it is John.” 44 Ah,” replied the first speaker, 44 1 thought your
nnme was William, lor I heard them call you Bill Sticker
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LUCY’S SONG.
For every leaf the loveliest flower

Which Beauty sighs for from her bower— _
For every star a drop of dew

—

For every sun a sky of blue—
For every heart a heart &s

a
true;

For every tear by pity shpd
Upon a fellow-sufferer’s bead,

Oh ! be a crown of glory given ;

'

Such crowns as taints to gain have striven—
Such crowns as seraphs wear in heaven.

For all who toil at honest fame,

A proud, a pure, a deathless natne

;

For all who love, who loving bless

—

Be life one long, kin<^, close caress—
Be life all love, all happiness. FmmFsstus.

ETIQUETTE AND POLITENESS.
BEOEPTION of visitors.

To do the honors of your house with grace and ease, a great

command of temper, knowledge of the world, tact, a winning
address, and perfectgood humor, are the first requisites. What-
ever may have happened to vex you, do not suffer it to ruffle

your temper or to cloud your countenance, which would mar
the enjoyments of your guests; for remember they have cares
of their own. and you must not annoy them with yours. Constant
attention, and much discernment, must also be employed, in or-

der to see that your guests are in the full enjoyment of all the
pleasure and amusement that you can afford them ; to call out
the peculiar powers and perfections of all, that each may con-
tribute to the general harmony and pleasure ; to encourage the
timid

;
gently to repress the encroaching ; to be equal by atten-

tion to every one, and to accommodate yourself to their tastes

and wishes. These are the duties and the obligations of an ac-

complished woman in her character of hostess.

On receiving visits pf ceremony, immediately any one enters,

rise and advance tpwards them. If it be a lady, beg her to be
seated on the sofa ; if an elderly lady or gentleman, insist on
their accepting the easy chair, and place yourself near them.
If several ladies come at the same time, the most honorable
places, which in winter are those at the corners of the fire-place,

should be given to those who, from age or other considerations

are entitled to the most respect.
~

Should a young lady occupy a seat at the corner of (he fire-

place, and a lady her senior in age, or her superior in rank, en-

ter the room, she ought to rise and offer her seat to the new
ooiner, taking for herself a chair in another part of the room.

Should you be engaged with yonr needle when visitors ar-

rive, you ought to discontinue your work, unless requested to

resume it. Should your visitor be one with whom you are on
veiy intimate terms, you should yourself request permission to

continue. It would, however, be considered disrespectful to

work for an instant during ah entirely ceremonious visit.

The conversation of an hostess should be on subjects of a per-

fectly indifferent nature ; never seek to entertain your guests

with the weaknesses or failings of your mutual acquaintance

;

avoid backbiting and detraction every where, but most of all io

your own house. Neve* ask in a pointed manner one lady her
opinion of another, as that might put your visitor to the uu-
pleasant alternative of expressing an tmlavorable impression, or

of uttering an untruth. Give praise and commendation liberally

wherever you cau ; when truth will not warrant you in speak-

ing favorably, be silent. Never repeat a scandalous anecdote,

for should it.be untrue, you would be mortified to learn after-

wards that you had assisted in propagating a falsehood.

Never- allude to any entertainment you may have given, by
hoping your visitors enjpyed themselves/or by any such obser-

vation, as they would be sure to think you were fishing for a

compliment, and with justice would they suspect you, as they
of coarse could only reply in the offirmative. No well-bred lady
could possibly fall into 'such an error as the above

;
but one not

trained in genteel society might unwittingly thus commit herself,

and be a well-meaning person notwithstanding.
If yonr visitor resides in town, it is not the fashion to offer

even any refreshment whatever. If your friend is from the

country, common hospitality would pronlpt you to offer lun
cheon.

When your visitor is about to withdraw, rise, and conduct her
as far as the door of tlje room. If the master of the house be
present, and it is a lady who is taking leave, he shduld take her
hand, pass it under his arm, and lead her as far as the bottom of
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the stair-case. If her carriage be in waiting, he should hand
her into it.

If yon have a friend staying at your house on a visit, you will
take care that every thing be provided that can in any way tend
to her comfort and enjoyment, so that her sojourn with you may
afford her all the pleasure you can procure for her ; ana yet all

this .should be performed without fuss or effort, so that your
guest may feel as much at ease as if she were at home. It is

true that you should be assiduous and unwearying in attention
to the wants and wishes of your guests, or they might feel they
were not welcome ; but on the other hand, ifyou suffer them to
perceive that their presence incommodes you by putting you out
of youn* usual routine, they will conceive themselves trouble-
some, and be anxious to depart.
.Should you baVe country visitors, you will of course offer to

their view every thing calculated. to amuse and interest them;
you will make parties in honor of them,. inviting such of your
friends to meet them as you presume will be agreeable to them.
You ought kindly to endeavor to endeavor to retain them with
you, and when they iutimate an intention to depart, press them
to prolong their visit ; if, however, they appear sincerely de-
sirous to terminate their visit, you should acquiesce in their de-
termination, facilitate their departure, and invite them to repeat
their visit aoon, and for a longer period.

These are the general duties of hospitality
;
and when per-

fi.rmed with simple earnestness and sincerity, cannot fail to en-
dear you to your friends, and indeed to the whole circle of your
acquaintance.—[London Family Herald.

THE MOSS ROSE.
TRANSLATBD PROM THB GBRMAN OP DR. P. A. KRUMMACHRR.

BY JOHN HAMILTON DAVIES.]

The Angel who tends the world’s sweet flowers,

And decks them by night with the silver dew,
Laid him, one day—in the warm spring-hours

—

To slumber awhile where a rose-tree grew.
And when he awoke, in the grateful shade,

• He looked on the tree with a glance divine,

And grieving a thing so fair should fade,

Said :
“ 0 thou richest of daughters mine,

I thank thee well for thy cool retreat,

And the incense of thine odorous air;

Ask me for aught of my treasures sweet,
And I will endow thee beyond thy prayer.”
And the rose-tree answered, breathing balm

—

“ Invest me then with another charm.”
So the Angel gave his promised dower,
And with moss he clothed the queenly flower.

And peerless she blossoms in that chaste array,

The fairest of gifts from the sunny May.

A Hint for the Ladies.—There is pungency and force in

the following remarks, and if ladies would always adopt the
“ fashion” of appearing in their dress 44 so that it would not ex-

cite a thought,” the fireside of many a husband and family would
be far different from wbat it now is. Every thing pertaining to

the female dress should be neat, but nothing gaudy should be
indulged in it by sensible women. We never look upon a wo-
man decorated m the extreme but what we make up our mind
that there is a weak spot somewhere, and that if she has talents,

they are not accompanied with sufficient discretion and judg-
ment to be available for any practical purpose.

.
44 Habits of neatness, cleanliness and order, are indispensable

to a female, ifsbe have any regard to the effort of others or of

her own. The sex are designed not only to extend comforts

of domestic life, but to be its principal ornaments: an attention

to dress, therefore, is necessary. How many females run into

the error of thinking that to dress finely is to dress well—when
the two things are as different as possible

; for the one excites

attention, and the other avoids it. A lady who knew the dis-

tincliop, ordered a cap from the milliner. 4 How will yon have
if, madam V * Make it,’ replied the lady, ‘ so that it will not ex-

cite a thought.’ This, to me, was the best definition of what dress

should be that I ever heard. Be, then, neat and cleanly in your

dress, aud borrow a lesson of instruction from this lady.”

LOVE.
Let ho one say that there is need
Of time for Love to grow;

Ab, no, the Love that kills indeed,

Despatches at a blow

!

Love, all at once, should from the earth

. Start up, full-grown and tall:

If not an Adam at its birth,

It is no Love at all. Lopkz de Yxoa.
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Choice Selections.

A CHILD PRAYING.
BY R. A. WILLMOTT.

Fold tby little bauds in prayer;

Bow down at tby mother’s knee

;

Now thy sunuy luce is fair,

Shining through tby auburu hair;

Thiue eyes are passion-free

:

And pleasant thoughts, like .garlands, bind thee

Unto thine home, yet grief may find thee

—

Then pray, child, pray !

Now, thy young heart, like a bird,

Warbles in its summer nest ;

No evil thought, uo unkind wdrd,
No chilling autumn winds have stirred

The beauty of thy rest

;

But winter hastens, and decay
Shall waste thy verdant home away

—

Then pray, child, pray

!

Thy bosom is a house of glee,

With gladuess harping at the door

;

While ever, jvith a joyous shout,

Hope, the May Queeu, dances out,

Her lips with music running o’er;

But time those strings of joy will sever,

And Hope will not dance on for ever

—

Then pray, child, pray !

Now, thy mother’s arms are spread,

Beneath thy pillow in the night

;

And loving feet creep round thy bed,

And o’er thy quiet face is shed
The taper’s darkened light:

But that fond arm will pass away,
By thee no more those feet will stay

—

Then pray, child, pray!

AUTUMN WIND.
The following beautiful passage is from an article in Frazer’s

Magazine. We do not often meet with auy thing more to the

life. It will remind the reader of Dickeus—the opeuing of his

“ Chimes ;” which, if he has not read, let him be sure to do this

coming Christmas

:

It was a gloomy autumnal evening ; all was hushed and still

in the intenor of the dwelling in which we sat, while the tall

trees without kept up a continual, mysterious and confidential

whispering, as though they had a thousand things to tell one

another ;
and the wind went starching round the old house, and

down the wide chimney, aud through the long corridors, as if

it had lost something. Or practised all the ancient tunes which

it sang hundreds aud hundreds of years ago, in a low wailing

voice, half human iu its melancholy sweetness, or wild revelry.

Sometimes it seemed to go a long way off, and then, when you
least expected it, back it came again as though it were singing

under the window, or in the very room itself, while the heavy
drapery swayed to and fro with a strange sympathy. Pre-

sently, iu restless mood it went out to play with the old trees

before mentioned, which at first only shook their heads gently

at his frolics, but afterwards laughed and gambolled till their

branches creaked again ! Aud finally, elated whh its sports,

camo sweeping along the old corridor and burst open the room
door where we sat.

Conversation.—Fine conversation is eloquence subdued iu

tone aud broken into dialogue. When we converse, we always
wish to pour our opinions aud sentiments into the mind of our
companion, to the exclusion of his own ; aud iu proportion to the

value that we set on his friendship aud judgment, is the vehe-

mence of our efforts to obtain his suffrage in our favor. It is for

this reason that warm language, during a discussion, never gives

offense ; that is, if both disputants are men of superior under-

standing. But sneering and irony are repulsive and abhorrent,

because exhibiting an afiectation of superiority. Rarely are they
resorted to by men of very powerful intellects, except to abate
the insolence of coxcombry and pour the laugh of a company on
presumptuous iguorauce. They poison the kindliness ol conver-
sation, provoke all parties to put on their most desperate weapons,
and change the friendly contention of the paheslra into the fierce

struggles of the field of battle. Warmth of Aiauner, aud vehemence
of tone and gesture, however—when not degenerating into rude-
ness and intemperance

—

enliven conversation. They are the
signs, too, of great singleness of heart and earnestness ofpurpose

:

uay, their presence or absence will prove the truth of an assever-
ation or narrative they accompany. Now, here is a proof of thie.

One day a man went to Demosthenes, and in a style of speak-
ing, void of vehemence and energy, that suited not a strong ac-
cusation, desired him to be his advocate against a person from
whom, he said, he had suffered an asssault. “ Not you, indeed,"
said the orator in a callous toue, “you have suffered no such
thing.”—“ What !*’ cried the man in a passionate manner and
raising his voice, “ have I not received those blows?”—“ Ay,
now,” replied Demosthenes, “ you speak like a person that has
been really injured.”—[John Wilson Ross.

POWER OF THE VOICE OVER CHILDREN.

It is usual to attempt the management of children either by
corporeal punishments, or by rewards addressed to the senses,

or by rewards alone. There is one other means of government,
the power aud importance of which are seldom regarded. I re-

fer to the human voice. A blow may be inflicted on a child ac-

companied by words so uttered, as to counteract entirely its

intended effect. Or the parent may use language in the cor-

rection of the child, not objectionable in itself, yet spoken in a

tone which more than defeats its influence. Let any one re-

call the image of a fond mother long siuce in Heaven. Her
sweet smile and ever clear countenance are brought vividly to

recollection. So also is her voice; and blessed is that parent

who is endowed with a pleasing utterance. What is it which
lulls the infant to repose ? It is uo array of mere words. There
is no charm to the untaught one in letters, syllables, and sen-

tences. It is the sound which strikes its little ear, that soothes

and composes it to sle§p. A few* notes, however unskilfully

arranged, if uttered iu a soft tone, are found to possess a magic
influence. Think we that this influence is confined to the cra-

dle T No, it is diffused over every age, and ceases not while the

child remains under the parental roof. Is the boy growing rude
iti manner, and boisterous in speech ? I know of no instru-

ment so sure to control these tendencies as the gentle tones of
a mother. She who sneaks to her sou harshly, does not give to

his conduct the sanction of her own example. She pours oil

on the already raging flame. In the pressure of duty, we are
liable to utter ourselves hastily to our children. Perhaps a threat

is expressed in a loud and irritating tone. Instead of allaying

the passions of the child, it serves directly to increase them.

F.very fretful expression awakens in him the same spirit which
produced it. So docs a pleasant voice call up agreeable feel-

ings. Whatever disposition, therefore, we would encourage in a
child, the same we should manifest iu the tone with which wo
address them.—[Christian Register.

Break Bad Haiuts.—We often hear of persons excuse a bad
habit because they say, it is impossible to break it. This is not

so. The late Mr. Lou don, the celebrated writer, on gardening,

&c.’ during the time he was suffering severely from the pain in

his arm, found no ease but from taking laudanum ;
aud he be-

came at last so habituated to the use of this noxious poison, that

he took a wine glass full every eight hours. After the amputa-
tion of his arm; however, he wished to leave off taking it as he
was aware of its injurious effects upon his general health, and he
contrived to cure himself by putting a wfue glass full of water
into his quart bottle every time be took out a wiue glass full of

the portion, so that the mixture gradually became weaker every

day, till at last it was litde more thau water, and he found that

he* had cured himselfof this dangerous habit without experienc-

ing any inconvenience. Be prudent and resolute, aud there is

no habit, however bad, which you cau not eradicate.—[8at.

Post.

The Wife.—If you wish to be happy and have peace in the

family, never reprove your husband iu company—even if that

reproof be ever so slight. If he be irritated, speak uot an angry

word. Indifference sometimes will produce unhappy conse-

quences. Always feel an interest in what your husband under-

takes.and if he is perplexed or discouraged, assist him by your

smiles and pleasant words. If the wife is cureful how she con-

ducts, and speaks, and looks, a thousand happy hearths would

cheer and brighten our existence where now there is nothing

but clouds of gloom, sorrow, aud discontent. The wife, above

all others, should study to please her husbaud aud make home
attractive. w

Thf. Poor.—A decent provisiou for the poor is the true test of

civilization. Gentlemen of education are pretty much the same

in nil countries : the conditions of the lower orders, the poor es-

pecially, is true mark of national discrimination.—[Dr. Johnson.

‘"Wife” said a married man. looking for his boot-jack after

she was in bed, “ I have places where I keep all my things, aud

you ought to know it.”—“Yes,” said she, “ 1 ought to know
where you keep your late hours.
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"Whatsoever je would that men should do to yeu, do ye even so to them.”

NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, NOV. 14, 1846.

A SERIOUS WORD TO ODD FELLOWS. ..

Ever since the revivification of the Order of Odd Fellows in

the United States, we have been a careful observer of its opera-

tions, and have watched, with anxiety, its struggles, its progress,

and its triumphs. Although opposed to the anti-social spirit of

the age, and the habits of modern society, it still advanced with

a rapidity which has no parallel. It spoke lovingly, and with

sympathy to the human heart, and raised its temples and altars

in every town, village, and city. Norhas it lost any of its energy,
or power, or influence to-day. Thousands, every month, are

drawn to its bosom ;—like the mighty sea, it stretches forth its

arms, as if it desired to possess.the universe. There is no socie-

ty in the world which possesses s&ch enormous and varied re-

sources,—such over-powering energy,—and which might exer-

cise such a resistless influence. Were it a religious body, like

the Order of Jesus, no opposition coaid stand before it Were it

a political body, it could, atthis moment, control every operation

of the Government. Happily, it is neither the one nor the other.

Yet it is this very greatness, and power, and energy, which
fill us with anxiety, in regard to the future. We acknowledge

that, at times, we feel serious misgivings. We have witnessed

certain tendencies in the association which cause us much alarm

;

and, unless they are speedily checked, will be attended with

most disastrous results. Bear with us, brethren, while we point

ont some of oar deficiencies, some of our errors of commission

and omission.

We are too sensitive, too impulsive, too liable to allow the

strong voice of the passions to overpower the calm voice of rea-

son. The passions themselves are neither good nor bad. Im-

pulses have naturally no moral attributes. There are noble im-

pulses, and there ore infernal impulses. Bodies of men, moved
by blind impulses, may act sublimely, beautifully, gloriously.

They are just as liable to act basely, meanly, infernally. Now
here is our danger. We are a sensitive class of men, ardent and

impassioned, and not enough governed by soberjudgment The
following incident will illustrate our meaning more clearly.

We once attended a meeting of a Lodge in a neighboring city,

and were highly pleased with the appearance of the brethren

and their mode of working. It was, indeed, one of the best

Lodges in the country. Bat when the appropriate order of busi-

ness came round, a brother arose and stated that it was his un-

pleasant duty to inform the Lodge that Bro. B., a member, here-

tofore of good reputation, had been arrested for an alleged felo-

ny, and was in prison awaiting trial. He thought the Lodge
ought to act promptly in the case, and cut the supposed offender

off from fellowship, and offered a resolution to that effect. Sev-

eral other brothers spoke in the same strain, and a murmur 6f

approval was very perceptible through the assembly. Blind im-

pulse was moving them to violate the laws, the principles of the

Order, and to do an act of terrible injustice. As the presiding offi-

cer was rising to put the question, a member who had just ar-

rived arose and requested, first, to be heard. He was a man of

reflection, of judgment, and especially of justice. He said, he

thought they were all wrong. Brother B. had been accused of

crime, not proved guilty of it. He was now in affliction and

trouble, and should be reported to the Lodge as a “ brother in

distress.” He was a husband and a father, and perhaps his fami-

ly were suffering. Instead of taking away from him the hand of

fellowship, we should send a committee to sympathize with him.
We should relieve his wants, and those of his family, and aid him
in procuring connsel and defense. If he is found, on trial, to ba
really guilty, then we can aet, and act with clear consciences.

This speech changed the complexion of affairs. The breth-

ren, who, a moment before, were ready to immolate Brother B.

were now as blindly devoted to his interest. He was declared

not guilty.

The above mentioned incident, together with numerous

others, of a similar character, points out our real danger. Hu-

man nature is the same every where. As one family is a type of

the whole race, so each Lodge is an epitome of the whole Order.

The same dangerous passions* and impulses, which are seen in

particular Lodges, are observed, also, more or less active, through

the entire of our Order. And tills will be a source of serious

mischief among us, if we do not rise above it. If we allow every

little word, that we do not exactly approve, or every little affair

that displeases us, to ruffle our temper, or arouse our passions we
have no security. In that crisis, which sooner or later will come—
that crisis which will test the strength and virtue of our Institu-

tion—if we allow passion and impulse to usurp the place of cool

reason and dispassionate judgment, we shall undermine with our

own hands the beautiful temple of Odd Fellowship.

Lert us then, brethren, struggle against these tendencies, and

see that all of our acts, individually and collectively, are the off-

spring of calm reflection. Let us guard against tHat over-sensi-

tiveness, that impatience, and restiveness, which lead, at times,

to the violation of all law, all order, all justice, arid every prin-

ciple of love and charity.

If the Order of Odd Fellows ever falls, it will not be by the

attacks of exterior foes, but by the faithlessness and wickedness

of its members. At present, however, our Association is pros-

perous and strong. But let us not forget, that when the sun is

the brightest, and the sky is the soonest, the storm-powers are

the most active. Our very prosperity may be our ruin.

The eld northern poet and sage, as he wandered under the

dark shadows of his fir-crowned mountains, seeking to fathom

the great secret of the universe, saw, in vision, a wondrous tree.

Iu surpernal beauty and majesty, it rose in the midst of the

world. Far and wide its green branches spread, giving life, and

joy, and blessing to gods and men. Sweet and strange music-

tones rolled from its boughs, as from the cords of a mighty harp.

Bat in its deepest heart-core preyed the serpent of corruption !

and that tree, the pride of the universe, fell ! Let us pray that

that tree bb not a type or representation of the destiny of Odd

Fellowship !'
v #

PROMPTNESS AND PUNCTUALITY.

The prosperity of a Lodge depends very materially upon a

prompt payment of the quarterly dues. Its operations cannot

be carried on with any efficiency where this is not the case. In

order that the Lodge may meet all its losses, the does should be

sufficiently high, and deposited in the treasury without delay,

after becoming due.

Many a brother has suffered seriously from this neglect of an

obvious duty. He has postponed the matter from time to time,

uutil sickness has come upon him, and then complains, perhaps,

because his benefits are withheld. Be prompt, brother, in this

matter, and let the following cases, commnnicate^o ns by Bro.

Cyril Pease, of Harrison, Me., as having -occurred under his own

observation, admonish you of the dangers of procrastination :

“ A. B. was one of the petitioners for the Lodge here, but being

at a little distance from home, he delayed availing himself of his

privileges till taken sick with a fever, and died in three weeks.

Iri his sickness he deeply deplored this neglect, both for his own
sake and that of his wife and two little children. His wife also

grieved for it. The loss of her husband, and the discovery that

he Was deeply in debt, and that she could not retain her home or

any thing for her children, she broke down and died of congestion

of the brain in a few days. Even in her delirium he niou™®®

that her orphans could not be under the care of the Lodge. SUM
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it is pleasant to know that a brother of hers, and other relatione,

who will doubtless be their guardians, are worthy members of the

Order. Neither wilVthe Order itself be forgetful of them.
“ C. D* was ballotted for and accepted, but for a slight cause de-

layed a few weeks and was taken with fever at the same time and

laid up for three months—could do nothitfg for about four months.

He was a mechanic, as was also A. B.
“ E. F. became solicitous to join, but delayed his proposition till

the winter evenings should close, as he desired to work in the shop

evenings, and thus save one or two evenings a month. After the

spring opened, the plan of forming a new Lodge at Bridgeton, and

thus dividing H. Lodge, was a pretext for delay. ,He was taken

sick and laid up, at various times, about four months. Now, per-

haps, his health'would prevent his admission.”

Dedication of Mohegan Lodge Room.—The new Lodge

Room just completed by the brethren of Mohegan Lodge No.

192, at the beautiful village of Baldwinsville, Onondaga County,

was dedicated to the sacred purposes of. the Order on the evening

of Oct 30. The ceremonies gave entire satisfaction to the throng

of ladies and gentlemen who had the happiness .to be present,

and the expectations of all were more than realized. 'An address,

by a member of the Lodge, was delivered, both appropriate and

talented \ while the ladies contributed their share to the enter-

tainment by singing, in exquisite style, several delightful pieces

of music. The room is small, though large enough, and fitted up
with much good taste. This Lodge is composed of some of the

best members of which our Order can boast. It is prosperous,

and all its meetings are conducted with that harmony and good-

will which should alwaysxharaCterize our gatherings.

New Lodge Room.—The brethren of Burlington Lodge No.22,

at Burlington, N. J., are taking measures to erect a new Hall.

They have alread^secured the lot on Union-street, 54 feet front

by 70 deep. They intend to commence operations immediately.

Success to them.
‘

Funeral Regalia.—The readers of the Golden Rule will have

noticed, in the Proceedings ofthe R. W. Grand Lodge of the Uni-

ted States, the form of Funeral Procession adopted by that body,

including a form of Funeral Regalia. TheTegalia consisted simply

of a black rosette, having a center of the color of the highest degree

to which the wearer has attained, to be worn on the left breast, and

above it the sprig of evergreen, and below the jewel to which the

wearer may be entitled.
’

The last Ark understands that Grand Sire Sherlock has decided

the action ot the Grand Lodge to be null and void, inasmuch as it

conflicts with the by-law regulating the Regalia of the Order. The
new form of Regalia was proposed and adopted on the last day of

the session, and being amendatory of any existing by-law, it did not

lay over one day according to the rules, and was not, therefore, le-

gally adopted. The old regalia must therefore be continued a year

longer.

FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.
Washington, Oat 28, 1846.

My Dear W.—My long silence has not been voluntary. I can

assure you that 1 am anxious to resume my pen. I have, however,

since my return from Baltimore been so pressed by business that it

has been impossible for me to devote even five minutes to my pri-

vate correspondence. These obstacles may not be removed for a

month or so to come. So soon as 1 can spare any time I shall ask

the favor of the accustomed space in your excellent paper. I have
trespassed on Uncle Sam even now, but I was unwilling to permit

you any longer to suppose that I had forgotten' you. My desk is

connected with the War and Navy Departments both, and the ex-

isting state of belligerency enlarges my labors, and I am kept at

driving the qujll so incessantly that when the hour of rest arrives

my epistolary propensities are exhausted.

I shall resume my “letters” so soon as circumstances will allow

me to do so. In the meantime believe me to be, as ever,

Yours in F. L and T., s. y. a. l.

The Covenant.—This excellent* Monthly, for November, Jias

reached us, though the October number has failed* It contains a

good variety of instructive and amusing articles, which no doubt

will strengthen its hold upon the affections of its numerous readers.

The Covenant is well conducted, by Bro. Case, and, aside from its

being published by the widow of a deceased and beloved brother,

it is intrinsically deserving the siy>port of the brethren. Abundant
success to it

!

THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION.

The Delegates elected from the several Districts of this State, for

the purpose of revising the Constitution of the R. W. Grand Lodge,

met in Convention at National Hall, in this city, on Monday mor-
ning last, at 10 o’clock. The Delegates were called to order by
G. Sec. John G. Treadwell, a Delegate from this city, when the

Convention proceeded to organize, by the choice of P. G. M. Wm.
L. G. Smith, of Erie, President ; P. G. John Gneen, of New York,
Vice President; P. G. Edwin Clarke, of Jefferson, Secretary;

and «P. G. T. Parson, of Wyoming, Doorkeeper.

The following is an accurate list of the Delegates in attendance :

Districts. Delegate*. Lodges and Not.

Albany..
} JAMES F. WHITNEY Union. 8

Broome M. P. SMITH % Calumet 221
Cayuga R. F. RUSSELL..' Cayuga.. .80
Columbia. HENRY ARY.. Allen 92
Chenango W. W. PACKAR .Chenango 114
Chemung D. C. MALLORY. Chemung 127
Clinton N. F. WEBB Frontier. 107
Dutchess AMBROSE WAGER Rhinebeck... .... 102
Erie W. L. G. SMITH., Buffkio. .....37
Essex. L. J. STARK Adirondack 136
Genesee .EDGAR C. DIBBLE Cincinnatus.— 101
Herkimer ROBERT H. KIRK Canajohaw 199
Jefferson EDWIN CLARKE Black River 124

v . 5 DANIEL P. BARNARD Magnolia. 106
RICHARD SHARPE Brooklyn 26

Livingston SCOTT LORD. Genesee Valley. . 1 18
Manroe JOHN W. DWINELLE Rochester City.226
Madison’ CHARLES A. SPENCER ........... Madison 142
Montgomery. J. W, VANDERVEER Amsterdam.. . . . . 134

JOHN G. TREADWELL.. .Knickerbocker....22
WILSON SMALL New-York. 10
ADAM C. LEACH .Mechanics 113
BENSON J. LOSSING .Howard - .60
JOHN GREEN. Independence....158
JOHN W. KETCHAM Jefferson 46
WILLIAM W. WALLACE .Meridian 42
JAMES A. COFFIN Mount Vernon.. ..73
CHILION ASHMEAD. Oregon 178
W. H. H. PRALL. Arki .28
THEODORE A. WARD Hlnman 107

Orange JAMES S. YOUNG Highland. 66
Oneida THEODQRE DIMON . , Skenahdoah 96
Onondaga NATHAN RANDALL Onondaga. 79
Oswego JOHN G. HUGANIN Oswegatchie.. . . 156
Orleans JAMES W. OTTO Orleans 139
Otsego. ; GEORGE B. WILSON Otsego.. ........ 103
Ontario GEORGE R. PARBURT .. .

j

Ontario 116
Patnam WILLIAM DOUGHERTY Coldspring 120
Queens «.WESSELL S. SMITH .Jamaica 81
Rensselaer JESSE BATTERSHALL. . .. Franklin... 2*
Steuben ...GUSTAVUS A. ROGERS Kohokton 213
Schenectndy STEPHEN A. JOHNSON Mohawk Valley...72
Schoharie O. BRIGHAM THROOP Sehoharie.. . . . . . . 179
Saratoga WILLIAM J. ODELL Kayaderoeseras..MB

Suffolk. P. R. JENNINGS Suffolk. 90
Seneca JULIUS C. STRONG Delphian.. ...... 189

Tompkins HORACE KING Ithaca. 71
Ulster .E. W. WATSON Kosciusko 86
Westchester SAMUEL F. REYNOLDS Ossinsin 97
Wayne F. M. SMITH Wayne 148

Washington JOHN H. McFARLAND Salem 261
Wyoming TIMOTHY PARSON / Wyoming 100
Yates. CHARLES G. JUDD Keuka.. ....... 149

Chautauque, Greene, Niagara, Rockland and Richmond are unrepresented.

The Convention is composed of some of the ablest men in the

State,—men who would do honor to any legislative body in the

Union. The members went to work zealously in the performance

of their duties. We hope their labors will meet the approbation of

their numerous constituency. We doubt whether they will be able
to close their labors this week.

New York.

The Ark for November and December, a double number, has

promptly come to hand. They close the third volume. The worthy

Publisher announces the addition of eight pages to each monthly

issue, commencing with the new volume in January, with other im-

provements.

Bro. Glenn grumbles considerably because the Brethren at the

West will send for the Eastern publications of the Order. But there

is no way to help it—we shall continue to honor all calls made upon

us, from the West; as will doubtless our cotemporaries from Balti-

more to Boston. We hope to receive a thousand or more new sub-

scribers from that region for the commencement of our new volume

in January. We design to make the GoldeA Rule a general, not

a local paper ; and to that end we shall give as full and complete a
synopsis of the progress and doings of the Order in Ohio and the

Western States as the Ark itself—and this we shall do without tres-

passing upon our Literary Department. We mean to leave our sub-

scribers nothing to desire further in -the way of an Odd Fellows* pa-

per. If brethren will prefer a weekly, (in which they obtain the

news of the Order fresh,) to a monthly—why, let them.

Nevertheless, we like the Ark— it is worth the money asked for

it—and we hope every Odd Fellow in the West, and all at the East

who want a good publication from the West, will subscribe for it

Our brother may send an Agent to visit any Lodge east of the Alle-

ganies, and no one shall question him. Go on! brother, prosperity

attend you.
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Ntnw from tl)t Cobges.

HEW rOHK.
Grand Encampment.—An adjourned session of this R. W. Body

was holden on Tuesday evening, 10th inst. Grand Patriarch D. P.
Barnard, presiding.

After the introduction of new members, G. J. W. Samuel Foster,
elected at the annual session, appeared and was installed into his
offiee.

The committee to examine the accounts of the Past Grand Trea-
surer’s, made a report which was accepted.
^The Committee on Laws reported a code of By-Laws, Order of
Business, and Rules of Order, to which several amendments weremade, and the whole adopted.
The same committee also reported several amendments and altera-

tions of the Constitution of Subordinates, of which the following
are the principal features: 1. Re-Arrangement of the Constitution
so as to make Sections into Articles, and Clauses into Sections.A Amending the Clause relating to the retention of membership,
after withdrawal from a Subordinate Lodge, from six to one moutn
in accordance with the recent law of the G. L. U. S. 3. No candi-
date for membership, who shall have been rejected, can be balloted
for in the flump, nr nnv Aik«r : _ .I o.... r .1

- uccn rejected, can DC Dalloted
lor in the same, or any other Encampment in the State for the pe-

ix months. 4. No more than one degree can be conferredntnatm of tna oama
hod of six xw uiurc u.

on a candidate at the same session.
Among the laws passed was one restricting Subordinate Encamp-ments from appearingm procession, in regafia, as an Encampment

unless by permission of the GrandJ^atriareh : also, one prescribing
the regalia of the Grand Encampment. *
A re solutmn was offend that the printing of the Grand Encamp-ment be hereafter done by contract to the lowest bidder, who shah

give satisfactory security for the performance of his contract, andthat proposals be issued therefor—which was adopted.The report of the Grand Representatives to the G. L. U S wa«presented and received

=rr Z 1 -m-unroe , wm J. .reu, ot No 22

^
1
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i?ry* of No ' 33

> District of Che-
* Nathan Randalk of No. 14, District of Onondaga.

the country were present, and a large amount

»en^^.hN“ember
eEnCampl"fnt adj°Umed ,0 Tu^

Grand Lodge Proceedings.-TIic R. W. Grand Lodge, of New
held an adjourned session at National Hall, on Wednesday tvpn.
jug, the lllh.inst.-G. Master Taylor presiding. The C^nvenhon
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"** consequentJy a lar«e representation from

After the admission of new members, and the presentation of ne-
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D8 and

.
appeals

^ lhe Grand Lodge proceeded to the special orderof the evening, being a motion to reconsider the resolution of lastrneeUng accepting the report of the Grand Representatives to the
i,"’

°* u * After an animated debate, the question was taken
10 tbe negative, the Grand Lo<^e refusing to reconsider!
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any tane within months from the first ofJanuary. The application to have procession in regalia was deniedA charter was grauted for a Subordinate Lodge to be located atCorning, Steuben county, to be hailed as Corning Lodge No. 262.
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P08al6 Pri"tin*’ made 8W
District ^fWayne

9 nommated and confirmed as D. D. G. M. for the

Grand Dodge, at a late hour, adjourned to the second Tues-day evening in December, At seven-o’clock.

District of Orange.—

T

he following list of the Officers elected
snd installed into the several Lodges and Encampments in this Dis-
tnct, has been kindly furnished us by the D. D> G. M Bro A
Saul * .

Highland Ao. 65, at£™burg

:

S. T. Callahan, N. G.
;
S. C. Parmenw^V.G.

,
J. W. Warren, 8.: M. D. Washburn, Tj L, 'W. Gardiner, P.S.

Newburg: W. W. Weaver, N.&.
;
James

arbJi'5' ’
K11*s

J
Pitt®; S. : R. D. Kemp. T.

;
A. W. Belknap, P.S.

i?dge X0' 112
> a* Middletown: L W. PieSr, N.G.: GNV ? ’ Houston, S.; Aaron C. Edwards. T.

7
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oavNEonouT.
New Haven, Conn., November, 4, 1846.

Bro. Winchester,—Dear Sir,—Since the adjournment of the
Grand Lodge, in July last, two new Lodges have been instituted ;
one at Portland, Middlesex county, which is in a flourishing condi-
tion, and promises much for its future usefulness

; the other at Dan-
ielsonville, (town of Killingly,) Windham county, which has com-
menced uuder favorable auspices; and will ere long stand high in
the ranks of our subordinates, ln addition, I now have under con-
sideration, a petition from five brothers residing in Litchfield, Litch-
field county, fot a Lodge to be located there. A Dispensation wiU
doubtless be granted, and probably two others in other parts of the
State before the next semi-annual session in January next.
The accessions of valuable members in our subordinate Lodges

;

the brotherly love, unity and peace which prevail ; the development
of the benignity of the principles of Friendship, Love and Truth, and
the amount that has been disbursed for the relief of human suffer-
ing, are among the evidences of our continual and permanent pros*
perity. Odd fellowship finds a congenial Soil in Connecticut; and
though the field is not large, some of the finest productions of the
Order may be found here.

In short, the condition of the Order jn this State is such as to cheer
the heart of every philanthropist.

There are now thirty-four subordinate Lodges in Connecticut,and
for the greater convenience of supervision, they are divided into
twenty-four districts, as follows:

D. D. GRAND MASTERS.
|Z>i».

13. . Windham,
14.. Tolled,
16.. Saybrook,
16. . W»terburyr

Lloyd E. Baldwin,
William W. Brace.
Grand Warden.
W. M. Pemberton.* ” ' ’ ’ * ouiiwrvoo.

17. . East Windsor, Jos. Olmstead, Jr.

18..

Granby, Josiah C. Banning.
Benj. B. Hal lock.

Henry W. Hudson.
John D. Post.
John H. Mills.
John H. Dart.
Alfred Hall.

19. .Stamford,
20. .Manchester,
21 . . Meriden,
22. . Winchester,
23.. Redding,
24.. Portland,

i a. oKui, L.r.: i. w ooa.

CiuSim J W""’
J D- «• D- Wwhtram,T.;W M*

the^T
0^61 Wl 1 bab^ughtbefore Olive Branch Lodge No. 3Lat

of,W5e'r°0m’ No *

.f
11

.
Broadway-and that inch ofthe brethren

lhe Order as can make it convenient are invited to attend.

Die-
1 . . New Haven, Samuel B. Gorham.

2..

Hartford, Thos. H. Seymour.
3 . . East Haddam, KiobardS. Pratt
4. .Bridgeport, Aaher M. Ruggles.
6 . . Derby, James Kneringer^

6..

Danbury, D. G. Master.
T . . New London, Tbos. J. Greenwood.

8..

Norwalk, P. L. Cunningham.
9. . Norwich, Chas. A. Converse.

10. . Middletown, Townsend P. Abell.
11.. Stonington, George D. Hyye.

12..

Milford, Benj. D. WeUa.
I

I shall most cheerfully communicate for your valuable and indis-
pensable Journal, whatever may be of interest to the Order.

I have been a constant reader of the Golden Rule fora length of
time, and have often felt slighted, when, looking over its “ Newt
from the Lodges no voice from Connecticut had been heard. Yet,
I know, no blame can be attached tp its enterprising publisher, or
its able editor. ' And I rejoice to learn that your subscription list in
this State is already large, and still increasing. The Golden Rule
is worthy of patronage,,

and your laudable efforts to furnish to the
Order such a Journal, cannot, I think, fail to be crowned with abun-
dant success. I hope, ere long, to see in the Golden Rule, produc-
tions from some of the able pens of our State, and I hope, too, that
the time will soon come when all our brothers will not only read
the Golden Rule, ’but that they will be guided by its teachings.

In haste, I remain, sincerely, yours in F. L. and T., P. Dbmick.

[We are greatly obliged to Grand Master Demick for the foregoing,
and gratefully accept his kind offer to correspond for the Golden
Rule. We rejoice that our humble labors meet his approbation.
If we fail to make the Golden Rule what it should be, it will not
be for the want of exertion on our part.]

In consequence of a serious blunder of the compositor, in giving
the names of the counties inwhich the "Connecticut Lodges are situ-
ated, instead of the places in which they are located, we republish
the list of that State, corrected

:

1 Qulnnipiac New Haven . . . Morn 18 Nathan Hale .... Tolland. Wed
2 Charter Oak. . . . Hartford Tue 19 Mystic Upper Mystie.Wed
3 Middlesek .E. Haddam L. 1 3 M‘2Q Fenwick Essexboro*.. ..Thu
4 Pequ&uock. Bridgeport.... Tue21 Nosahogan. Waterbury Wed
5 Harmony NewHaven.. . .Tue 22 Far. A Meehan.. Warehouse P. .Thu
6 Ousatonlc. . . . . . .Derby Mon(23 Acanthus . .Granby Wed
V w.jm Di — -

o vsusktouic ueroy mon Acanrnus uranoy wed
7 Samaritan Danbury Wed 24 Rippowan Stamford. Wed
8 Mercantile. Hartford Fri'25 Oakland Oakland Mon
9 Thames New London. .Mon 26 Stonington. Stonington . . . .Tue
IQ Our Brothers. . .Norwalk Mon'27 Oweneoo Greenville Mon
11 Uncas Norwich City.Mon 28 Hancock.. Meriden Wed
12 Central. Middletown . . .Thu 29 Howard .... . . . . .Bethel Mon
13 Charity Lower Mystic.Wed 30 Union Winsted Fri
14 Wopowage Milford .Mon 31 Olive Branch.. . .Redding Mon
15 Montawese. ..... New Haven. . . Mon 32 Nazarene Stafford. Thu
16 Washington— Willimantio. ..Wed 33 Freestone.. . . . . .Portland Wed
17 Trumbull. New London. .Wed]

Dedication at Stamford.—Rippowan Lodge No. 24, at Stam-
ford, Ct^ dedicated its new Lodge Room, on the evening of Oct. 1,

with appropriate ceremonies. The room was densely filled, a large

portion of the audience being ladies, who thus honored the occasion

by their approving smiles.

The Lodge proceeded in procession, accompanied by visiting, bre-

thren lrom “Our Brothers Lodge,” Norwalk, to the new room,

where an ode, written by a member of the Lodge, was sung ; then

followed a prayer by the chaplain, after which Hon. T. B. Butler,
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of Norwalk, delivered an appropriate and eloquent oration, which is

very highly spoken of. We hope to had room for a synopsis of it

hereafter. P.G. B. B. Hallooe made the dedicatory address, in

hik nsnal good style. The singing of another ode followed, and the

oervices were closed by benediction. The occasion was one of

much good feeling, which it is hoped will not be lost upon the breth-

ren or citizens of that interesting region. We should have been

pleased to have given a more* extended notice of the pleasant affair,

bad some of our brethren present taken the trouble to have sent us

an account of it a little earlier. We hopeBro. Hallock will take

the hint. *

PENNSYLVANIA.
Clearfield.—Extract from a letter, dated Nov. 5 Clearfield

Lodge No. 198, was instituted on the 8th ult., and we now number
17 members, and eight propositions. The Susquehanna, from this

place to the Chesapeake Bay, is dotted with Lodges in every town

;

and although our place is small, our population in the county, com-
posed mostly pf lumbermen* already feel tire beneficial influences

of our Order, and will give the institution a warm support. We
have every prospect of success, and I hope shall be able to spread

our principles and establish Lodges in the two adjoinining counties

west of us, this winter. We have four applications from Brook ville,

Jefferson county, now, and some of the Clarion county folks are

waiting for the* organization of a Lodge there, (in Brookville,) be-

fore petitioning themselves. Wishing you every success with your
valuable paper,, I remain, &c., j. t. c.

MARYLAND.
The following has .by some accident been missing for some weeks,

which will explain to the worthy writer its nonappearance before.

Cumberland, Mb.j Sept. 19, 1846.

Golden Ruli?: I have seen one or two numbers of your wor-

thy sell, and finding that news of, the Order, generally, is not unac-

ceptable, taKe the liberty to give you a short account of the open-

ing of a new Lodge at Frostbuig, Allegany county, Md., on Tues-

day, Sept. 15.

It is but a short time since the Order became known there. Now
the brethren have fitted up a convenient and comfortable Hall, in

which the Petitioners convened at 11 o'clock, A. M., when the-

Lodge was regularly instituted by 1). D. G. M. T. F. White, pro
tem. 9 assisted by several P. Gs., from this place and Mount Savage
Lodge, No. 4S. After being duly opened, the following officers

were elected and installecJ.^-J. B. Quigly, N. G.; E. L. Thomas,
V. G.; John Armstrong, Sec. and Geo. Armstrong, Sr., Treas.

After the installation the Lodge adjourned to meet again at 1

o'clock, P. M., when a procession was formed under the charge
of Bro. S. A. Leckey (of Mount Savage Lodge) as Grand Mar-
flhal and proceeded through the principal streets of the village

to the M. E. Church, where after the appropriate ceremonies, they
were addressed by Bro. M. Lopham Evans, who, considering the

short time that he had to prepare^ acquitted himself in a manner
satisfactory not only to the members of the Order, but to all who
were present, and 1 do assure you the church was filled with the

beauty and fashion of the mountain village. The Lodge opens
with fair prospects—they initiated 10 members the first night, and
had a number of petitions presented. The Lodge will soon num-
ber 30 on 40 members,—it is known as Frostburg Lodge No. 49.

Yours in F.LT. Odd Fellow.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
' Washington, D. C., Nor. 3, 1846.

Dear Sir and Bro.—By the politeness of Grand Master Jones and
Grand Scribe Calvert, I am enabled to send you the accompanying
lists of the officers of the Subordinate Encampments and Lodges of
the District. The late retrocession of Alexandria has thrown into
the jurisdiction of Virginia, Marley Encampment No. 2, and Mount
Vernon and Potomac Lodges* Ridgely Encampment was lately in-
stituted here, and this accession still keeps up four Encampments
in the District. Our Lodges, however, only number twelve.

I shall soon have a budget of news to send you. The election of
Grand Officers takes place next Monday. The very splendid regalia
of Oriental Lodge arrived yesterday. I have not yet seen it, but
those brethren who witnessed the unpacking of it, are enthusiastic,
in laudation. Bro. Osborne has out-osborned himself, it is said.
Last night I attended the installation of the officers of Covenant

Lodge, lately re-instituted by order of the Grand Lodge of the U.
States. The pleasant duty of installation was courteously deputed
to me by the M. W. Grand Master, who was present. Past Grand
Magruder officiated for the Grand Master, in the grand annual vis-
itation, which took place immediately afterwards. The evening
•dosed with an abundant collation, prepared by Covenant Lodge, of
which fine oysters constiuted the chief feature. There was no li-

quid on the table but pure water, but every bosom there glowed with

the fires of love. All troubles are now over. Harmony exercises

her happy sway over the District. The Grand Lodge of the District,

on first receiving (he
.
writ of mandamus from, the G. L. U. S.

adopted some resolutions in character of a protest or expostulation

in the premises, and decreed* a committee to convey the same to

the G. L. U. S. at its next communication, but at a subsequent meet-

ing these resolutions were reconsidered and laid on the table, and
sprinkled with the waters of the sacred Lethe.

Yours in F. L. ancf T.
f s. r. L t.

OFFICERS OF SUBORDINATE LODGES FOR THE PRESENT TERM.
Central Lodge No. 1—John Hood, N.G.; Job Mills, V.G., Washington Lewis,

C.; Geo. C. Whiting, Sec.; Geo. M. Philiwi.Per. Sec : J. T. Walker, Treas,
Washington Lodge No. 6—A. Cook, N.G • J. P. McKean, V.G.; Francis B.

Lord, Sec.; Thos. C. Donn, Rec. Sec.; Joseph Beardsley, Treas.
Eastern Lodge No. 7—A. H. Lawrence, N.G.; Geo. A Breast. VXL* W. E.

Howard, Sec.; Jaa. CrandeU, Treas.
Harmony Lodge No- 9—Wm. Langley, N.G.: Randal Cook, V.G^ John Boh-

layer, Sec.; P. G. Wm. Feiguson, Per. Sec.; Robert Coombs Treas.
Columbia Lodge No. 10—P. F. Bacon, N.G.; D. Fowble, V.G.; J. S. James,

C.; B. B. Edmonston, Sec.; J. B. Ford, Per. Sec.; S. Stettinius, TiW.
Union Lodge No. 11—Samuel Langley, N.G*; James Boyce, V.G.; James

Greenwell, Secj S, A. EL Mark, fitas.
Friendship Lodge No. 12—Wm. D. Breckenridge, N.G.; John M. Riggs,V.G^

John G. Brown, Sew.; Charles Calvert, Treas.
Beacon Lodge No. 15—Thomas Johnson, N.G.; Samuel W. Walker, V.G^ S

W. Venables, Sec.; Charles Calvert, jr. Per. Seo.; James B. Clark, Treas.
Metropolis Lodge-No. 16—B. F. Morsell, N.G.;

1

Charles Pasco, V.G.: Rev. S.

K Cox, C.; E. F.Brown, S^c • J. W. Eckloff, Per. Sec-; H. L. Cros&Treas.
ExcelsiorHodge No. 17—Wm. F. Bayly, N.G.- Wm. F. Wallace, V.G- B. P.

Morsell, C.; John D. Lee, Sec.:- McClery, P. Sec.: J. H. Goddard, Treas.
Mechanics’ Lodge No. 18—T. S. King, N.G.; P. Donellan, V.G.: Thos. Bangs,

C.; John Garrett, Seo^ Wm. Walker, Treas.
Oriental Lodge No. 19—A V. Fraser, N.G.; John Thaw, V.G.; M. C. Young,

C.; F. W. Fuller, Sec.; Jno. S. Cunningham, Per. See.; J. A McLaughlin, Treas.

OFFICERS ?F SUBORDINATE ENCAMPMENTS FOR THE PRESENT TERM.
Columbian Encampment No. 1—J. T. Towers, C.P.; S. Stettinius, H.P.; C.

Pas^, S.W.; J. B. Ward, Scribe: T. Rich, J. W.; J. Beardsley. Treas.
Mount Piseah Encampment No. 3—Wm. Clabaugh, C.P.: Alfred H. Bures,

H.P.; Joseph L. Simms, S W* William H. Mar11, Scribe.
Magenenu Encampment No. 4—F. W. Fuller, C.P.; R. C. Johnson, H.P.; J.

Thaw S.Wi Wm. F. Bagly, Scribe : J. D. Lee, J.W.: C. LI Weller, Treas.
Ridgely Encampment No. 5—F. D. Stuart, C.P.; S. E. Douglass, H.P.: John

G. Brown, S.W.; William H. Topping, Scribe
;
Peter G. Carrico, J.w.

v

OHIO.
The Order is still onward in the Buckeye State. Nothing can

stay its resistless progress towards its high destiny. Concord and

unity peculiarly characterize it throughout that growing jurisdiction

Thus may it ever be.
‘

We learn from our Cincinnati correspondent, that several 'char-

ters have lately been granted to new Lodges, which will be imme-
diately opened.- Their names are as follows:

Logan Lodge No. —, at Bellefontaine, Logan county.

Croghan Lodge No. —, at Lower Sandusky, Sandusky county.

Hancock Lodge No. — , Findlay, Hancock county.

Conneaut Lodge No. —,
Conneaut, Ashtabula county.

Shawtiee Lodge No. — , St. Mary's.

Rose of Sharon Lodge No. —
, Sharonville, Hamilton county.

These make an unbroken chain of 77 Lodges in the State.

The Patriarchal Branch is also progressing finely. Charters have

beep lately granted for Kilbuck Encampment, at Wooster; Akron
Encampment, at Akron ; qnd for Encampments at Tiffin and

Xenia—making a total of 20.

Fidelity, No. 71, at Cincinnati, was instituted Sept. 23, by D. G.

M. Spooner. Officers—John A. Cqnn, N.G.: George Holt, V. G.;

Evart Boyers, Sec.; Charles Kirck, Trea. “ This Lodge,” says

Bro. Spooner, “ is organized under favorable circumstances.”

The Golden RuLE.-^We give a hearty welcome to this popular
weekly. We have noticed with pleasure, some excellent articles

in its pagqs, by Bro. T. B. Thayer. We nave been informed that

some recent itumbet contained a shot at us, but we have Dot seen
it. Will Bro. Winchester forward us that number, if it was not

charged so high as to kick the writer of the charge over.—[Cove-
nant, fof November.

The Golden Rule is regularly mailed to tbe address of Bro.

Case, at Worcester, Mass., every Friday ; and we know of no rea-

son why the number of September 12, should have missed its des-

tination, more than its predecessors or successors. The fault is noi

ours. Another number has been forwarded.

Extraordinary Dispatch.—The Yankees are celebrated, all

ovqr the world, for their adroitness and industry ; and one of the

strongest cases in proof it was related to us the other day : A

gentleman, who is a distinguished physician as well as a celebra-

ted clergyman, the other Sabbath, visited nineteen patients,

preached three sermons, married a couple, and attended an ac-

eovchment
,
within the day. Such another instance, we think, is

not on record.

I hold tbe bee,, who draws honey from the flowers, in' higher

estimation than the woman, who makes bouquets of them.
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BU8INE88 NOTICE8.
VISITOR’S BOOKS.—We are now ready to supply Subordinate Lodges and

Kneampmeuts, with an elegant Blank Book, which is required to be kept for the
purpone of receiving the signatures of risitlng brothers, for comparison with
the names on their Cards, before admittance tolhe Lodge. It is neatly ruled in
column*, with appropriate printed heads, and lettered with the name of the
Lodge or Encampment. Price $2. Orders promptly attended to.

This Certificate.—We regret that, owing to circumstances that could not
be foreseen, our beautiful Engraving will be delayed about ten days, and will
net be ready before the 25th Inst. The indications satisfy us that the
will be altogether beyond our power to supply for several months to come.
T*RN8.—One dollar per copy. All new suUeribera to the Golden Rulh,

paying one year in advance from 1st July, and all old subscribers, on renewing
their subscriptions for 1S47, w^l be entitled to a copy of the Certificate, at
half prfoe. Siae of plate 18 by 22 inches. Brothers should remit early to secure
the best inipressious.

13P* Back numbers of the present volume, containing the capital original ro-
mance of “ Wilfrbd Montressor, Or thb Sbcrbt Ordbr of the SaVEN,
ean be supplied to all new subscribers. We hope eur friends will use their in-
fluence to increase the number of our readers.

TAKE CARE OF YOUR HEALTH.

Tbx season of Coughs and Colds is upon ns, and gieat care is re-
quisite to protect the system against the sudden changes of tempera-
ture for which our American climate is so remarkable, and which
is so fruitful a cause of Consumption, the treat disease of this coun-
try* The philosophy of taking colds is but little understood, and the
causes of this frequent^ but unhappy complaint, are for tfoe most part
overlooked. A large portion of our consumptive cases are either
excited or aggravated by colds.

A cold may be produced by any cause which gives a check to the
natural perspiration of the body. ' For instance, by takings large
quantity of cold water when debilitated by fatigue, or excess of
heat ; by currents of cool air falling on the body, when in a very
warm place and inactive ; by similar currents falling upoh a part of
the body for some time when in a warm room—as when we sit by
* raised or broken window ; by going out of heated rooms, perhaps
fatigued, into the night air, especially without sufficient clothing

;

by the application ofcold, though it should not be inordinate, after
we have been long exposed to a high temperature j by sleeping too
cold at night, sitting with wet clothes, or feet, &c.
That there is a great want of prudence in these and many other

respects, is certainly evident to even the most casual observer. With
the approach of cold weather, or after any sudden change of tern-'

perature, you will see almost every individual you meet—man,
woman and child—affiicted with a cold or cough. In this way are
the seeds of permanent disease sown in the system, which afterwhrd
produces such abundant harvests of Consumption and death. Few
pereons think a common cold worth minding—it will, they say,
wear off in a few days—and so it is neglected, and becomes, too fre-
quently, the foundation of confirmed consumption.
We believe the greatest mortality from consumption is among fe-

males. This may be ascribed partly to the in-door life they lead,
rendering them more sensitive to exposure ; and partly to the tyran-
ny of fashion, by which the chest is prevented from having its na-
tural expansion. In both ways they are deprived of pure drafts of
vital air, and the altered blood deposites tuberculous matter with
fatal, unnatural facility. We see it stated in a late English journal
that thirty-one thousand women die yearly in Great Britain from
consumption ; and we cannot doubt that, in our more variable cli-

mate, the number is proportionality larger. Yet how few there are
who reflect upon this great mortality. Were the Cholera or the Yellow
Fever to come into our,midst and take off in a Jew days or weeks,
flfew thousands of our citizens, how lively would be the^ alarm, and
how ready would all be to avert the fell destroyer by calling to their
aid all the precautions and appliances which medical knowledge
could devise. But when death comes in the deceptive guise of a com-

non cold
, leading step by step to consumption,—when it comes steal-

ing on so. softly and bo silently, with (he hectic flush, the brilliant
e^e clothing its victim in the beautiful garb of mockery for the
flrave we feel no alarm, and reck not that a more deadly enemy ism our midst, even at our very hearth-stones.

It is important, then, that colds and coughs be promptly treated,
nnd expelled from the system. While little confidence is to be placedm the thousand and one nostrums got up by empyrics and toar-
r<*nted to cure, yet it is nevertheless true that many of the greatest
minds of the age have sought for the means of arresting and eradi-
cating a disease—Consumption—which has for ages baffled medical
“UU, as the records of the bills of mortality sufficiently prove.
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Among the great names which have shed a lustre 'upon the pagan
of science and learning, none holds a higher rink in the medical
world than that of Dr. Laennec, the celebrated inventor of the
Stethescope. Diseases of the respitory organs were his sole study
through life ; and thus he acquired a more profound knowledge
of the diagnosis of consumption and the means of its cure. To
all, therefore, who are suffering from coughs, colds, or any affec-
tion of the lungs or their appendages, we recommend with the
irfost entire confidence in thefr virtue. Dr. Laennec’s Cot/gh
Pills. We have used them, and observed their operation in nu-
merous cases among our personal acquaintances—in some cases,
too, of a seated and obstinate character—and always with the most
surprising results. The cures performed, by this medicine, which
we have seen and bnoum would scarcely be credited if related. It
is indeed a medicine of extraordinary curative properties in diseases
of the lungs, and which we have no hesitation in commending to
the sick and afflicted as worthy their atterition. We refer our
readers to the Agent’s advertisement in another column. *

Wilfred Montressor.—It is with no small degree of mortifica-
tion that we are compelled to apologize to our readers for the ab-
sence of the illustrations which were promised with this romance.
We have but one excuse to offer, the failure of the author to supply
the MS. according to our contract with him, and which we now re-
ceive barely in time to put in type for the week’s issue. The ne-
cessity of publishing two chapters each week in order to complete
the romance witbin the present volume, prevents any postponement
in order to have the Engravings made. The absolving interest of
the story, however, will so engage the attebtioir of the reader, as to
fender the absence of pictorial illustrations less sensibly felt.

La Hoy Sunderland.—This gentleman, who has become quite
celebrated throughout our country, for his new theory of Mind, is

now engaged in the delivery of his fourth series of Experimental
Lectures on the Human Soul, in the Colliseum, 460 Broadway. His
manner of illustrating hie subject is altogether new, and highly in-
teresting to such as feel disposed to study mental phenpmena. Ho
accounts for »he. Visions of Swedenborg, Trance, Apparitions, dec.
upon, natural principles, and even produces these strange results in
the minds of more or less of his audience, while engaged in the de-
livery of his lecture !' His last entertainment is given to-night.

J. J. Brown’s Variety Store, 122 Fulton-st , New York.—
Whoever wishes to procure any article of utility or beauty, at re-

markably low prices, will do well to call at this place. Cutlery,
Jewelery, Fiehing^Tackle, Pocket Books, in abort every conceivable
thing which man may need. We. purchased there, a short time
since, an Escritoir, or Portable Writing Apparatus,—a most useful
article for a traveler. It is so small thatjt may be placed in a vest
pocket, and yet it contains pen, ink, candles, matches, pencil, India
rubber, sealing wax, wafers, and room for a half quire of note pa-
per ! Go and see.

The Gulf of Mexico was visited, on the 11th Oct., with a hurri-
cane of unprecedented violence. Key West was almost totally de-
stroyed, there being scarcely a dozen houses left whole. Many lives

were lost, and great destruction of shipping and other property
caused. Havana suffered still more severely—more than fifty ves-
sels in the harbor having been sunk, and great damage done to the
town.

Dentistry.—We take great pleasure itt referring our readers to
the Card of Bro. Dr. J. W. Judson, 166 East Broadway, whose skill

in his profession places him high in rank, and who cannot fail to
obtain the confidence of all who avail themselves of his services.

The Columbia is one of the stillest boats on the night lines of
the North River. One can sleep on board her as quietly as in his
own bed. The officers are men of ready courtesy, and endeavor
to make all things agreeable to their passengers. We learned a les-

son of patience from the clerk when last on board—pleasant as sum-
mer amid all the complaints, explanations, impertinences, change
of berths, dec., consequent upon a crowded boat. Well, that’s the
best way ; but to do it, one ought to belong to the Job family.

Lardnek’b Lectures.—

W

e hope our readers will not fail to care-
fully peruse the advertisement of the publishers of this valuable
work in another part of our journal. We know of no more excel-
lent work in the English language, and recommend it to every fam-
ily in the land.

Know how to listen, and you will derive benefit even from

those who speak evil.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.

SOMETHING F<5R EVERYBODY: Gleaned in the Old Purchase, from

Fields often Reaped. By Robert Carlton, Esq. 12mo. pp. 223.

This is a singular volume. It is a running commentary on things

in general. In some respects it is narrowly-conservative and bigot-

ed ; in others it is liberal, just and clear, looking into the heart of

things. The leading feature of the book is a horror of Infidelity,

which the author thinks he discovers everywhere, and in every

thing. .To him it is the great"Red Dragon of the Revelations ; and

he sees its seven heads, and ten horns, and its long ugly tail stick-

ing out in every Reform movement of the age. Hear him :
“ It may

be found curiously curled ^vith serp^nt-like sinuosities, into peace

societies, abolition societies, temperance movements, church fairs,

Sunday concerts, Universalism, prison discipline, Fourier associa-

tions, mesmerism, and even Odd Fellowship. ”

And at all these he tilts with his eouched lance, in real John Gil-

pin style. In regard to some of these he grows perfectly rabid, and

manifests a most hydrophobic spirit, not to say anything of coarse-

ness and vulgarity. He says Fourierism is “ a covert system of hi-

deous infidelity?” and that “ their women will become in time as

shameless as the ancient Spartan women, who were notorious arid

infamous throughout all Greece.” Again, he speaks of “ the real

vileness and infidel chuckle of the solemn jackasses who go the

whole Jiog in the Fourier conspiracy against religion and virtue.”

Such language in reference to such men as George Ripley, William

H. Channing,~&c. will scarcely be endorsed by that charity which

thinketh no evil. However we will tuirn him over to our friend

Greeley on this head.

In the same style he speaks of the opposere of the Death Penalty—

“ Benevolent and Humane Society of No-Chokes

“

the cream

and milk-sop of Humanity “ Assasins* Nurse Society 5

” “ Mur-

derers’ Friend Society,” &c. And Temperance advocates and

others are complimented in like spirit ; while Odd Fellows come in :

lor a share of the author's gentle epithets:

Yet after all, there are some very good things in the book, some

jnst observations on the aspects and movements of society in gene-

ral j and some fair thrusts at the ultraisms of the day ; though even

these might have come in better spirit, and less offensive phraseolo-

gy-

the crtcket on the hearth, the chimes AND THE
CHRISTMAS CAROL. By Charles Dickens, New York: }Vilfey and Put-

nam, 161 Broadway.

These delightful Tales have been collected into a single volume

of the Library of Choice Reading. No one can read them wjthout

rising from their perusal a betteiyas well as a wifeer man. They strike

a chord in the human heart which is sure to vibrate. We are glad

to see them gathered in their present durable shape ; and we know

of no volume which could make more acceptable holiday present.

MORNING AND EVENING EXERCISES FOR THE CLOSET FOR
EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR. By Rev. Wm. Jay. New York: Harper

and Brothers. 1846.

This work is so well known to the Christian public, and so well

appreciated, as to require no word of praise from us. We regard it

as a work possessing superior excellence, and one of the best and

most unexceptionable aids to family devotion with which we are

acquainted. Possessing exalted merits, its cheapness (800 large oc-

tavo pages for #1 25, we believe) ought to procure its introduction

into every family. i

MYRTIS, AND OTHER ETCHINGS AND SKETCHINGS. By- Mrs.

Sigourney, New York : Harpers and Brothers.

There are thirteen sketches in this beautiful book, some of

which have previously been published. Like all of Mrs. Sigourney’s

writings, each one of them has a moral bearing, which, with the

pleasing manner in which the stories are written, and the beautiful

style in which they appear, will commend them to the public.

SCHILLER’S HISTORY OF THE THIRTY YEARS WAR. Translated
from the German, by the Rev. A. J. W. Morrison, M. A.

This is a well-written, and authentic and condensed history of

of one of the most terrible contests which has ever desolated Chris-

tendom. Commencing in 1618, it raged with relentless fury, carry-

ing the most fearful atrocities and misery in its train, until the

Peace of Westphalia in 1648. The whole of Germany was one vast

human slaughter house. The work forms No. 19 of the New Mis-

cellany, a series which promises to be as popular as the Family Li-

brary. .

PRIMARY LESSONS; Being a Speller and Reader, on an Original Plan.

By Albert D. Wright. Appleton and Co., Broadway.

The remaining portion of tile title page of this little book informs

ns, that this new plan of learning the alphabet consists in teaching
“ one letter at a lesson, with its power ; aa application being imme-
diately made in words, of each letter thus learned, ^nd those words
being directly arranged into leading reasons.”

HEROES AND HERO-WORSHIP. By Thomas Carlyle. New York, Wi-
ley A Putnam, Broadway.

This book will require no word from us ; and without a page we
could not approach a fair statement of its value and merits. We
can only say that, there is not a book in the English language con-
taining more thought from the writer, or more that will beget
thought on the part of the reader, than this. After all the stuff that
has been thrown off about Carlyle’s transcendentalism, and not-
withstanding Edgar A. I*oe'8 ludicrously-aolemn declaration to the
world that “ Thomas Carlye is an ass !'r

. the patient student of
human nature and history, is getting to believe that there is not
among us a deeper, clearer, stronger mind than that of Thomas
Carlyle. Let the reader buy this book and study it, and be will ask
no other proof. ^e are glad to Ipam that Wiley and I^utnam have
made arrangements to publish a complete series of the author’s
works, excepting the “Miscellanies,” which will be brought out
by Carey and Hart, of Philadelphia.

.

The above make- Nos. 69, 70, 72 and 73 of the “ Library ol Choice
Reading,” and they surely deserve the title. And we cannot with-
hold our praise of the style in which these publishers are getting up
their books. Look at the paper and print of these. We thought
the Harpers and Appletons were doing much in this line, but Wiley
and Putnam are notn whit behind.

NOTES ON THE NORTHWEST, OR THE VALLEY OF THE MIS-
SISSIPPI. By Wm. J. A Bradford. New York : Wiley and Putnam.

A vast deal of valuable information, hi relation of the Great
West, derived from the most authentic sources, may be found in
this work. We should think it especially valuable to those about
to make their homes in that magnificent region, as well as to all

who wish to learn something of this portion of the Republic. The
author has accomplished his laborious task well.

THE DEVOTIONAL FAMILY BIQLE. By Her. Alexander Fletcher. Naw
York : Geo. Virtue. Nos. 31, 32, 33, 34.

We have frequently had occasion to speak favorably of this ele-

gant edition of the Sacred Scriptures, and we only"mention it now
to show the progress which it is making, and to reiterate otir ad-
miration of the superb pictures by which it is illustrr ted. The 34th
No. now published, brings the text to the 6th chapter of 1 Kings.

MRS. SOUTHEY’S POEMS. In two Parts. New York, Wiley A Putnam.
Mrs. Southey is better known aa Caroline Botdes

,
the author of

some very sweet things, universally admired We find, in this col-

lection, several of our old favorites. “ The Pauper’s Death-bed,”
“The Dying Infant.” “ Gracious Jlain,” “The Last Journey,” etc.

These last two are exceedingly beautiful, and full of great meaning-
We shall find place for one or both, soon. We wish the publishers

had given us a few pages of biography— it would have been useful
and acceptable.

'

MARRIAGES.
Oct. 1, in Albany, by Rev. Mr. A. Steele, Bro. C. S. BARTLETT, of Northern

Light Lodge, No. 64, Painesville, Ohio, and Miss T1RZA L. GUNN, of Mentor
Ohio.

Oct. 29, in Norwioh, Chenango Co. N. Y. by Rev. Mr. Gtddings, Bro. DAVID
J. CURTISS, N. G. of Canasawacta Lodge No. 236, and Mias HARRIET L.
only daughter of Alanson Field, of Smyrna.

DEATHS.
At Skaneateles, N-'Y., Bro. HIRAM KENNEDY, a member of Skaneateles

Lodge No. 193. The Lodge passed appropriate resolutions ofsympathyand con-
dolence, and attended his funeral in a body.

To the Officera and Brothers oftines County Lodge No- 27, L O. O. F. :

Whereasfjntelligenee having been reoeived from Cuba, of the decease of Bro.
Albxandkr D. Mulpoud, a worthy member of this Lodge, and, whereas, the
Undersigned having been appointed a Special Committe to testify the sense of
this Lodge on said melancholy occasion, they would beg leave most respectfully
to report the following

:

Resolved, That though separated from our deceased Brother, alike by time
and distance, there is not a member of this Fraternity who does not sincerely
deplore the untimely fate which has carried him so prematurely to a youthful
grave.
Retired, That this Lodge recognize in the deportment and conduct of our

deceased Brother, up to the time of his lamented death, the deportment and
conduct not lherely as a man, but what is more, of a worthy and esteemed Broth-
er of this Lodge.

Resolved , That the Officers and Brhthers of Essex County Lodge sincerely
offer thehand of oondolence and sympathy to the immediate friends and rela-
tions of the deceased, and appreciate in unison with them, the Severe loss they
hare experienced.

Resol ed, In addition to these Resolutions of sympathy and grief, that this
Lodge take whatever other methods may be agreed upon, further to testify its

respect to the memory of our deceased Brother. J. B. CLARK, ) n
Rahway, Oct 27, 1846. CH AS. C URTIS. }

U>m *

The report was accepted,.and the resolutions adopted unanimously, and the
Committee instructed to send a copy to the relatives, and have the same pub-
lished in the Rahway Republican, New Jersey Advocate and Golden Rule.

Bro. J. A. Vun OstwLk submitted the following resolution, which was unani-
mously adopted

:

Resolved
,
That the Officers and Brothers of Essex County Lodge wear a

badge of mourning for thirty days.
Rev. Mr. Wins.*, pastor of tne M. E. Church, of Rahway, was requested to

preach a funeral sermon on the death of our deceased Brother, which he did on
the morning of the 8th ix^t. to a crowded house. By order of Lodge,
Nov. 10, 1846, THOS. YATES, Sso.
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Dental Card*

S
W. JUDSON, Surgeon Dentist, 165 East Broad

• way, N. Y., will be happpy to see and wait upon
his friends, and brethren of the Order generally, in
any department of 4he Dental, Art, oh moderate
terms. nov7 ufrn’

Boarding School,Shrewsbnry.N.Jt

KEY. H. FINCH, PHncipal. The Winter Term
of this School will commence on Monday, theYd

of November. Terms, $75 per Term—Pupil to fur-
nish his bed and bedding. References. Key. Wm.
Berri&n. D.D.

;
Rev. Professor John D. Ogilbj, D.D.,

at the Theological Seminary, Chelsea
;
Rev. M. H.

Henderson, Newark, N. J.; T. C. Butler, Esq. No.2C
John-st; Floyd Smith, Esq., No. 12 John-st. o27

Material for Regalia,

THE largest stock, and beet assortment of notorial
for Regalia, in the United States, can be found at

T . W. & W. F. GILLEY’S
'

DRY-GOODS ESTABLISHMENT,
430 ORANB-STREET, N. T. J

Scarlet, Green. Blue, Pink, White, Royul Purple,
Gold, and Black, Silk Velveta Cashmeres, Merinoes,
Moreens, Satins and Silks or every quality. Also,
all numbers of Satin and Lustring Ribbons. N. B.
Manufacturers and Merchants supplied. octl0:tf

Cash Tailorings 12? Fulton-street.

S
ANFORD, BROTHERS, have just opened an en-
tire new stock of Clothes, C&ssimers.&nd Vestings,

of every variety and style, which they offer to their
friends and the public at very low prices. We would
simply say we can suit the most'fastidious as to fits,

style, and workmanship. Please tall at 127 Fultop-st
N.B.—Constantly on hand every variety of gen-

tlemens outfitting. MARCUS B. SANFORD.
•26:3m* . ANSON P. SANFORD.

Johnson Sc Co*
TMtORTERS, Wholesale Dealers,
JL and Maunfaeturers of PERFUMERY of every
description Manufacturers Agents of a puperior
quolity of Hair Brushes. No. 35 Cedar-street, up
stairs. Jy25:3m

Samuel Hammond dr Co.*
TMPORTERS OF FINE WATCH-X ES, No. 44 Merchants’ Exchange, 1st door in
William street. Have constantly on hand a large
and valuable assortment of FINE WATCHES of
their own importation, which they are now selling at
lower prices (when quality is compared,) than can be
purchased of any dealer in New York. A written
warrantee,in all cases, will be given to the purchaser.

S. Hammond having attended splely to the repair-
ing of Chronometer, Duplex, and other fine Watches,
in the late firm of Benedict Sc Hammond, will con-
tinue to give his undivided attention to that branch
of the business, in connection with his present part-
ner, whose reputation has long been established,
having worked for the last ten yean for the trade in
this city.

j

m23:tf

Davis Sc Brynan,
TLCANUFACTURER or MASONIC
JLTA and ODD FELLOWS’ REGALIA and BAN-
NERS, No. 2, Hart’s Buildings, South Sixth street,
one door above Chesnut street, Philadelphia. Re-
galia and Banners ofevery description, either plain,
painted, or embroidered ingold or silver. Samples
may be seen a*above. Also, every variety of Naval
and Military Gold and. Silver Embroidery, executed
to order, at very reduced prices. octlO.tf

Odd Fellows’ Regalia, Philad’a*

J
W. 6c. E. D STOKEST194 Market street, Phil-

• adelpbia. Manufacturers of REGALIA, SASH-
ES, ROBES, &c., for Lodges and Encampments.
The members of the Order, Lodges and Encamp-
ments, wishing to purchase a SPLENDID AR TI-
CLE of REGALIA, at a very low price, can be ac-
cemniodatedby calling at the store, where they will
find a great variety, adapted to the different degrees
and ranks in the Order. Orders from a distance at-

tended to with punctuality and despatch. ootl0:tf

John Osborne*
TLTANUFACTURER ofKEGALIA,
IvA No. 99 Madison at., N. Y., would state that
he manufactures every description ' of Regalia for
Lodges and Encampments, and will be happy to re-

ceive orders from the Brotherhood, for furnishing
all articles required by the Revised Work.

Regalia at Syracuse*
11/

1

LLARD & HAWLEY manufacture all kinds
Tv of Regalia for Lodges and Encampments, to or-
der. Likewise furnish all the necessary trimmings
for new Lodges. «17:tf

M I. DRUMMOIW*5?3G?GRAND STREET,
i having partly got over his press of business,

will be happy to receive orders from the brethren for
R. P. Regalia, Plain, Half, or Full, Embroidered,
White Satin; and P. G. Regalia, do do., as low as
am be got In the city, and as good. Lodges and En-
campments furnished at the shortest notice, accord-
ing to the Revised Work. Stars, Braids, &c., on
end, or made to order. . oct3:tf

Rim. E. Heyt,
IE AND CAKE BAKERY, No. 249 Grand-street
N. Y. P. S. Weddings and Parties supplied at

the shortest notice, with all kind* of CAKJ& np4;ly

The Mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,XJ Office No. 11 Wall street. This institution is
distinguished from ail others, at home or abroad, by
all, or most, of the following peculiarities:

1. Where the premiums are over $50, it requires
only one auarter part in Cash, instead ofthe whole.

2. It allows the Assured to p4y yearly, quarterly,
monthiy

,
or weekly. .

3. No part of the profits are withheld—or diverted
from the Assured, either in charity, or otherwise.

4. It has no loan, either nominal or real, to pay
interest for; having a a sufficient capital funded,
from premiums received.

6. The Assured can withdraw his profits, or leave
them to accumulate, year by year, at his option.

6. It assures to the age of 67, instead of stopping
at 60.

7. It declares the profits yearly, instead of once in
five, or seven years, and issues scrip yearly to the
Assraed, for the estimated profits, bearing6 per cent
interesfrr-iMicA feripis redeemed in cash

, when the
profits amount to $200,000, or is allowedto accumu-
late, at the option ofthe Assured.
a It enables a man to provide, for his wife and

children, in such a way, that although he may lose
every thing, they ore safe

;

and all persons, whether
married or unmarried, to provide for Old Age

,
Sick-

ness, and Want, as well as for Death.
9. The Assured can surrender the policy at any

time after the first year, and receive its equitable
value.

10. At any time after the first year, the Assured
oan borrow, On the scrip issued, two-thirds of Us
amount, so that he has nothing to fear from a
change of circumstances, or inabuUy topay the pre-
mium. , i

11. Directors and officers are chosen yearly; and
the Assured votes according to his interest.

12. The funds are all invested in United States,
New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts stocks,
and In real estate In New York and New Jersey,
wholly utuSheumbered, and ofdouble thevalue loan-
ed

}

or leaned to the Assured as above.
13. It pays no Directors, no Auditory no Solicitors.

It lends money to neither. i

14. It does not reckon the Assured a year older

(

than he is—but from sis months less to sis months
more, so as to equalise the. estimates between all
parties.

15. The rates are lower, the expenses less, and the
profits larger than with Foreign Offices

;
invest-

ments here yielding from 6 to 7 per cent—abroad
only 3-per -oent—to say nothing of 33X per oerit re-
served; nor of interest allowed to tfagoe whofurnish
a “guaranty capital at the rate of 5 per cent on
every hnndred "pounds subscribed, for every ten
pounds paid in!
: 16. Instead of encouraging, every precaution is
taken to prevent a forfeiture of the policy.

17. The liability of the Assured is limited by law,
to the amount of his premium note. m9:tf

_ _ find Dining* Room,
AJOTICR.—E. J . MERCER, respect-
~~

,

falU informs his friends and the public, that
having purchased from his partner,J. F. Green, his
entire interest in the Coffee and Dining Rooms, oor-
ner of Nassau and Ann streets, trusts the estab-
lishment will oontinue to receive not only the sup-
port of his fiends, but also be reoeurmended to the
patronage of his friends’ friends, as he assures them

M.
h
iv

'wUlbe d"°“a on hi, part to ££his Dining Rooms second to none other in the city.

win ’.Siiti
La
^
leB ?°1^“d Refreshment Rooms

will still be continued as heretofore, under the espe-
cial charge of Mrs. Meroer. Private entrance, 21

anglitf

R®gr®iitt*
~ ~

THE Subscriber informs the members of the Order
that in addition to his stock of cheap Dry Goods,

he keeps constantly on hand, the various artides
nsed in the manufacture of Regalia, and furnishing
such as Scarlet and Blue Merinoes

;
Scarlet, Blue,

White, and Black Rattinetts; Scarlet, Bine, and
Black De Laines

; Velvets, Linens, Fringes, Ribbons,
Jc., of the proper shades, which he will be happy to
dispose of at a small advance. Orders from a dis-
tance promptly attended to. WM. C. FLANIGAN,
S5-6ms. No. 190 South Second street, Philad’a.

r^uUad5lpl?,
la Hat * Store.rrHE subscriber respectfully informs

-L his friends, and the public in general, that he
bas opened the New Cheap Hat fa Cap Store. No.
106, N. 6th-st 2 doors above the MOdd Fellows” new
Hall, where may be had all kinds of Hats Caps fee.
wholesale and retail, cheap for cash. Merchants and
other are requested to call andexamine before pur-
chasing elsewhere. tm23:tf] F. W. CORINTH.

, Lewis Child,

1VTERCHANT TAILOR, (SuccessorA Î. Townsend fa Co.) No. 132 Bowery, be-
tween Grand and Broome streets. N. Y. A fhll as-
sortment of cloths, Cassimeres, Vestings, 6co. m2:tf

Encampments.
I

O. of O. F. Committees about purchasing Em-
i blems, Ac. for Encampments or Lodges, are re-

quested to call aud examine those introduced (ex-
pressly for the New Work) by the subscriber, and
which have been approved by the following Encamp-
ments: Mount Olivet, Egyptian, Mispeh, See., of
New York; Potomac Lodge', Alexandria, D. C.;
Winchester, Va. and many others. The undersign-
ed would also respectfully solicit a call from mer-
chants and others visiting the city at his SIGN,
BANNER, FLAG and ORNAMENTAL PAINT-
ING ROOMS, No. 101 Nassan-st. where he flatters
himself, that his original designs and acknowledged
superiority of workmanship, in connection with
moderate oharges, will offer inducements for patron-
age unstupassed by any establishment in New York.
Country Merchants oan have their orders executed
during their stay in the city, and signs, Ac., can be
forwarded with safety to all parts of the United
States. JAMES ACKERMAN, 101 Nassan-st

sepl23m

J • C* Bootle Sc Co*

pASH DRAPERS ahd TAILORS,V !
87
„
B

,

roaiwV> •>»»« receivedm additional enp- •

ply of choice Cassimeres Linen Drills and Vestings,
to which they would invite particular attention/Our
stock now comprises therichest assortment of goods
ever before offered in this cityyand having great fa-
cilities in buying, both here and in foreign markets,
we are enabled to offer them at prices much lower
than the usnaT rates,
There are seme who imagine that goods in Broad-

way must be dear, but we would assure such persons
that our prices (at all times low) were never so low
as at the present: and that since our removal, by our
much increased business, we have been enabled to
reduce our rates, while at the same time, the style
and workmanship of our garments have been very
mueh unproved. We would Invite ail theee persons
to give us a call, and be disabused at once of ail suoh
erroneous impressions.
The Cutting Department is under the supervisioa

ofMr J . LEE, whose name is a sufficient guarantee
of its being properly and efficiently conducted. jel3tf

Weaver’s Air Tight Cooking Stove.

T
HIS celebrated cooking stove has been used in a
large number of families in this city, during the

last year, and has given the most perfeet satisfac-
tion. For earing fuel, and in all kinds of cooking,
it cannot be excelled by any other stove. References
will be given to all that wish, and the stove warrant-
ed. The subscriber would invite all in want ofa good
cooking stove to call and examine this stove, which
will be sufficient to satisfy any one of its superiority
over all other stoves. Also a new and beautiful pat-
tern of Cast Iron Gothic Air Tight FarlorStove, a
superior article, together with stoves for Hall aad of-

fice. For sale at 248 Water at. by
*26: tf E. W. M. SAVAGE.
To Encampments and Lodges.

T
HE Undersigned will keep constantly on hand a
foil assortment of Books, Paper, and general Sta-

tionery, and solicits a share of patronage. He will
supply new Encampments and Lodges with every
article they mav need, on the most favorable terms.

W. H. TOWNSEND, Stationer, 19 Wall at.

D

Philip Uarhardu
RAPER and TAILOR, No. 74,
West Breedway. A large and Fashionable as-

sortment of Cloths. Cassimeres and Vestings, con-
stantly on hand. ap26:ly

r
__ Fall Fashions.
JE CHEAP HAT AND CAP MANUFACTO-
RY, 72X Bowery, between Walker and Hester

streets, is now ready to serve all who may want a
good and cheap Hat or Cap. Having on hand an
entire new stock of Hats and Capa ofhis own man-
ufacture, he is determined to sell them at a very
small profit. Silk Hats, of the latest fashions, of
superior quality, from $2,00 to 3.50

;
and Fur Hate

from 2^50 to 5,00. Children’s Hats of all kinds, and
the latest patterns. Hats made to order at the
shortest notice, Don’t forget the number. 72X
Bowery, New-York, sign of- the BIG HAT.
sept26:tf HENRY SHAW.

Classen’s
T?A SHIONABLE VISITINGX CARD ESTABLISHMENT. 25 per cent be-
low his usual prices. A Plate and 50 Cards printed
for $1,50; tee best Enamelled Cards printed from

net of Broadway. m3faly

weddYngj^tation, ai/d
TV VISITING CARDS. Th« nuifecribar exe-

•jutes in a superior style at short notioe and on
reasonable terms, SILVER DOORAND NUMBER
PLATESjOf sterling silver of extrathickness, and

ARMS, CRESTS, AND CIPHERS on seals.cn
Houe, brass,and silver.

COUNTING HOUSE, Consular, Notaries, So-
ciety, and LODGE SEALS engraved in a superior
Tumner.at moderate prices.
CARDS printed from plates already engraved, on

"*tra porcelain cards.both surfaoes highly enameled,
tf short notice, by BOLEN, Engraver and Printer,

104 Broadway between Wall and Pine sta. N. Y.
Card Cases, Envelopes, Note Paper, and fine Cut-

levy, &c. janlO tf
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the golden rule.
, # Popular Lectures

ON 8CIENCE AND ART;
DELIVERED IN THH

CHIir CITIES AND TOWNS IN THU UNITED STATES,

BY DIONYSIUS LARDNER,

Doctor ofCivil Law, FoUow of the Royal Societies ef

tern to buy this work which they now spend for the CONSUMPTION.
tab. laennecs cough pills i. «. of th.

would find their heads filled with something useful inmost powerful, safe, and effective remedies.ever
and instructive, Instead of vulgar trash.’’ discovered for the cure of Coughs, Colds, Consump-

SteTi^^vinrSuiRr tion in aT1 bU*«8 >
Bleeding of the Lungs, Bronchitis,lardnbr, « No man has succeeded better in riving pooular

7,
" TTr,

of the Royal Societies ef interest to abstruse subjects than Dr. Lardner.’’ Inflammation, and all other diseases of theluags

London and Edinburg, Member of the Univer- [Worcester iEgis. appendages. The cures already performed since the

sities of Cambridge and Dublin, and for- “ The work will be a very interesting and valua- introduction ofthis medicine into the United States.

-a MWirapw « -“«* «% of

of London, Ac. Ac. * we mean cheap novels. We think great credit is which can be seen at the office of the Agent. Every

THE WHOLE now complete in 2 vols. 8vo. due to Greeley & McElrrth, fbr their effort to bring person laboring under these diseases, as they value
_ _ . , . , . . , . 4 _ pnh_ Science within the reach of so many

,
and make it the ufe and health, should immediately obtain these pills.

After Dr. Lardner had brought to * close his run-
fire_gi(le companion of almost every home. Let them IN CASE HAVE THEY EVER FAILED TO

lie Lecturesin the United States, be was prevailed be liberally patronised ” [White Mountain Torrent.
FPFFrT A PERMANENT CURE no matterw

nnnn hv th<1 Publishers to prepare a complete and “ The citizens of small country towns which are EFFECT A PERMANENTCURE, no matter how

^ The general ifi- riot visited by such Lectures as Dr. Lardneris, are difficult it may havefbecn. This is no quack reme-
authentic edition for publication. The general m

weighty obligation to Messrs. Greeley A Me- dy but the discovery of Dr. LAENNEC,, of Pari*,

“ The work will be a very interesting and valua- introduction ofthis medicine into the United State*.

IlLoIXrf o?r^ •«.«[ “>« »«•* ’u
7fh

aln* *?tiTi
;?*

of

we mean cheap novels. We think great crodit is which can be seen at the office of the Agent. Every

due to Greeley & McElrrth, fbr their effort to bring person laboring under these diseases, as they value

.V -I;- . Th« ir^neral i*. UOt VlSlted Dy suen Lectures as ur. uuuu«r B,
«i: muiuu.v 1 . mmj uat^u^ix. x Ul. *.** ivu

w

authentic edition for publication. The general in
under weighty obligation to Messrs. Greeley A Me- dy but the discovery of Dr. LAENNEC,, of Pari*,

teiest which, for a period of several years, these
Etrath for tbe opportunity thus afforded, to put inventor of the Stethescope,and one of the most pro-

beautiful expositions and commentaries on the Nafcu- themselves in possession of a work of much merit.
f(mnd and 1#arned phygician8 ofthe age.beautiful expositions and commentaries on the Natu- themselves in possession oTa work of much merit.
f{mnd and lwwA physicians ofthe age.

2,
'

" WT youth would OOM^^Un^est'od For lb. satisfaction oftho public,waatt«h. few,
sally felt and acknowledged, i h r

in SciencetbUgtaught, they would find a method of 0f the many.Jtestimonials which have been ftedy of-
to believe that their publication would be most ac- empiling their reading hours more happy and use- fer€d to the- General Agent

:

ceptable, as well as permanently beneficial, to the'- fui for themselves, as well as for all whose character • F
American public. In these pubUohed Lect.re.it a»d PHI. harejnetcnmdm.
will be found that the author has preserved the same 'H

îc?£ the eoQ
f

!Sv” ^
?Chri»ttan MimT of one of the worst colds, and its disagreeable atoom-

simplleity of language, perspicuity of reasoning, and „ w< coualJer these Lectures among the moet val- panimeuts, that I hare experienced in many jew.

flciUty of iUnstration, which rendered theonddia- uable realin
?

that has ever been offeredUo the Arne- £S<ZnThZ! rtfe&d
courses so universally popular. While the Work noanpubUc?'

the hSrfnery my most unUmitedmnSdence. Families should hare
passing through the press, and as the different This work ought to be in the hands r e ery

in £hftip honjuyi If all enugheAdo not oi l Midwas passing through the press, and as the different
as well as the aatron£ them jn their houses. If allcougheiWo not call and

numbers or Part* were circulated, tbe Publishers
J,ier^d man of scienoe.as mechanics and medan-

y *LHOIT 133 Fulton st.
received from all sections of the Union the most flat- ism occupy a large place.”

tering fe.tim.nial. of tbe —e™ of the work
„^^ ^ wbo^^ feUlTby I?'WINCHESTCR,» Ann

and of the manner in which it was printed and illus-
Literature which has sucoeeded so well, in stripping street, General Agent for the U. S.
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WILFRED MONTRESSOKi
OH,

THf 8ECRET ORDER OF THE 8EVEN.
A ROMANOB OF MYSTERY AND OR1MB.

Wf THE AUTHOR OF 44 FLORENCE OE LACEY, OR THE COQUETTE,” ETC

CHAPTER XXXVI.—the appointment—the escape.

It was Alfred Tracey.

He entered the front doer of the mausion, and preceded di

rectly to the library.

“ The cab is waiting at the door, Mrs. Tracey/’ said fhe young
man, bowing ;

“ are you ready to make the proposed visit to

Mrs. Williams I”

“ I shall be ready, Alfred, as soon as I put on a bonnet and

shawl/* replied the lady, ringing the bell.

A domestic entered the library.
44

1 am going out with Alfred,” said Mrs. Tracey, addressing

the servant, 44 to visit a sick person. If Mr. Tracey inquires for

me on his return home, tell him that I shall not be absent more
than an hour. An hour will be sufficient ?” continued the lady,

turning to Alfred Tracey.
44 Unquestionably,” replied the young man.
44
1 most go to "my dressing-room, Alfred,” said Mrs. Tracey4

j

44 but I will be down instantly.”

Alfred Tracey descended the stairs, and traversed the hall of

his brother’s residence. His cheeks were flushed; his eyes

!

glanced restlessly* from the floor to the ceiling; his mind was
evidently disturbed.

“Ami really suspected by Wilfred MontressorT” muttered

the young man, inaudibly ;

44 and have I fallen into a snare, or

|

have I been suffering from a nervous phantasy ? It cannot be

—

i it cannot be-rrMontressor said nothing, and seemed to take no

! interest in the affair beyond my simple explanation. I must not

lose my coolness—my self-possession. I will not. And to-night f

Am I a fool or a coward? Shall 1 not take advantage of the

i circumstances which have occurred so opportunely to favor my
designs—to hasten my triumph ? Away with hesitation and

doubt, and the fear ef consequences.”

His revery was interrupted by the approach of Mrs. Tracey.

He led her to the carriage, and entered after her, remarking, in

a subdued tone, to the cab-driver, who awaited his orders:
44 Drive to No. — Orange street.”

In somewhat less thqp a quarter of an boor, the carriage stop-

ped.
** Is this the house?” inquired Mrs. Tracey, as, with hercom-

panion, she ascended the steps of a three story brick edifice,

which, notwithstanding the darkness of the evening, loomed up

I

perceptibly above the bumble dwellings in its vicinity. 44 Uu

|

less I mistake, you told me that Mrs. Williams resided in an old

wooden building in Orange street?”

“ She has been removed to more comfortable quarters,” re

marked the young man.
41 By your orders, Alfred ?”

Alfred Tracey rang the bell, murmuring an indistinct reply to

the question oi Mrs. Tracey.

The bell had scarcely ceased ringing, when the face of a woman

L
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322 THE GOLDEN RULE.
wim io6Q peering through the movable blinds of the outer door,

as if with the design of reconnoitering the persons of the visiters.

After a moment’s inspection, she opened the door apparently

satisfied.

She was a large fleshy woman, with bloated features and dark

hazel eyes, beaming with an expression of malignant cunning.

Her garments were of costly materials, made in fashionable style

;

but her appearance was, notwithstanding, slovenly and repulsive.

Mrs. Tracey felt an involuntary shudder stealing over her as she

met the scrutinizing glance of the stranger upon entering the

hall.
J

“ How is the invalid, Mrs. Williams 7” inquired Alfred Tracey.

44 Poorly—poorly.”

“ We have called to see her—Mrs. Tracey and I,’* said the

young man.
“ Walk up stairs, sir—up stairs. Herroom is in the third story—

the first door on the left side after reaching the head of the stairs.

Shall I show you up, sir?”

“ It is unnecessary, madam. You are Mrs. Waters, I presume,

the mistress of the boarding*house.”

“ Yes, sir; the servants have gone out this evening, and have

left me entirely alone.”
41 In the third story, Mrs. Waters 7”

44 The third story, sir—the first door to the left.”

The hall and stairway were well lighted by a lamp suspended

from the ceiling in the first story. The stairs were handsomely

carpeted. Mrs. Tracey experienced an inexplicable misgiving

as she mounted the staircase, arm in arm, with Alfred Tracey.

The young man opened the door which had been indicated to

him by the mistress of the house, and ushered Mrs. Tracey into

the apartment. It was a parlor or sitting-room, neatly and even

elegantly furnished. Toward the right, at the distance of eight

or ten feet from the entrance just described, was another door

leading to a small inner room, apparently a bed chamber.

A handsome lamp, with a ground shade, was burning upon a

small mahogany work-stand. Alfred Tracey closed the door,

and requested Mrs. Tracey to be seated.

44 Where is Mrs. Williams, Alfred 7” said the lady, surveying

the apartment.

There was an expression of deep humility on the features of

Alfred Tracey, as he replied with down-cast eyes

:

44 1 have deceived you, Madam—Mrs Williams does not reside

here.”
44 Does not reside here 7” exclaimed Mrs. Tracey, starting from

the seat which she had taken at Alfred Tracey’s request.
44 No, my sister. Yet do not imagine that my deceit has ex-

tended further. All that I have told you in regard to the history

and present distress of Mrs. Williams, and my brother Owen’s

guilt, is literally true ; but—
44 What does this mean 7” inquired Mrs. Tracey. 44 Where am

17”
44 With a man who loves you,” exclaimed Alfred Tracey, ear-

nestly ;
“ in a place where there is no danger of intrusion, no risk

of discovery.”
44 Where am 1 7 in a house of assignation, of infamy ? Have

you dared, Alfred—

”

44 Do not, in mercy, do not condemn me too severely,” said the

young man, melting into tears, and falling upon his knees before

the astonished and indignant lady. 44 The mask is-torn from my
face by my own hand, and I implore you to have compassion on

me. I love you with a wild, burning, terrific passion, which
scorns and defies all obstacles. You are my brother’s wife. I

know it. I have lived for months in your presence, striving,

scarcely with success, to veil tho secret of my bosom. I have

seen you moving like an angel of light in your narrow household

circle. I have beheld your kindness, your gentleness, your for-

bearance, your charity toward others, your control over yourself.

I have seeu you return good for evil continually, and endure, in

silence and submission, the unfeeling harshness and unmerited
reproaches of a tyrannical husband. I pitied you at first—then

admired—then loved you. But I did not dare to reveal my love,

for I knew the strictness of your principles, and I feared that you
would banish me from your presence. And that presenceoh

—

how dear to me. I lived in the sound of ^our footsteps
; the

glance of your eyes ; the tones of your voice. You were a spell

upon me. When I retired to my couch at night, I thought of you;

I dreamed of you in my hours of slumber ; I awoke with your

name upon my lips. Day by day my love for you increased, un?

til it has become a raging, torturing passion, which inflames my
soul and consumes my heart with the blazing fires of hope and

desire. Is it wonderful that I have plotted for an hour like this,

when I might strive, with agonizing sighs and burning words,

live coals, as it were, from the altar of the heart, to kindle the

flames of passionate love in your bosom 7 You do not love my
brother Owen. You do not—you cannot. Andjot you are not

cold, heartless, passionless. Oh! have you felt like me, the se-

cret, restrained affection, which lives, unseen by others, in the

depths of the soul 7 Have you felt the delicious hope of mingling

the sentiments and sympathies of your imaginative nature with

those of a congenial spirit ? Have you felt your heart’s blood

rushing, like streams of molten lava, through your veins 7 For

me—for me, have you felt this 7”

Mrs. Tracey stood in the center of the apartment, at the dis-

tance of two or three paces from the speaker. She was, as it

were, transfixed by the audacity of Alfred Tracey. Her free,

though extremely pale, did not betray the feelings which agitated

her.
44 Have you finished 7” she interposed, in a low tone of voice.

44 Speak not so coldly to me,” said Alfred Tracey, impetuous-

ly.
44 Is it nothing that I have loved you so long, so devotedly,

so passionately 7 Say that you return my affection with the same

ardor, the same intensity, the same fearlessness of consequeAes,

and 1 will be your slave; yonr humble, yet adoring slave. All

that I have ; my life, my soul,my being, shall be youn and yours

only. Why do you fear to speak 7 Are we not here alone, shel-

tered from the intrusion of impertinent menials ; concealed from

the argus eyes of friends and foes 7 Here may we taste the bHas

of mutual love ; here may our souls exhale in perpetual kisses.”

The -young man paused, trembling with emotion. His eyes,

though tearful, beamed with fiery, passionate glances.
44 Have you finished 7” repeated Mrs. Tracey, with forced

calmness ;

44 or do you seek, by prolonged insult, to drive me to

madness 7”
44 Insult !” shouted Alfred Tracey, rising to his feet; 44 have I

insulted you 7”

44 Grossly—unpardonably.”
44 Is my love an insult ? My love, ardent, powerful, unchang-

able, an insult 7 Avenge yourself !’* continued the young man,

sinking again upon his knees and unsheathing a dirkknife which

he carried in his bosom, the handle of which he extended to-

ward his companion. 44 Plunge this weapon in my heart, and

avenge yourself upon one to whom life without love is value-

less.”

Mrs. Tracey took the dirk from the hand of the young man,

and glanced at its keen, glittering point.
44 You deserve to die, Alfred,” said she, slowly and emphati-

cally ;

44 but I am no executioner. You are the first being who
has dared to breathe in my ears the language of insult and of in-

famy. You have abused my friendship and confidence. You,

my husband’s brother, have dared to talk to me of love ! I leave

you to your own reflections on the baseness and hypocrisy of

your conduct,” continued Mrs. Tracey, dflvancing toward the

door of the apartment, with a look ol unutterable scorn and con-

tempt.

Alfred Tracey sprang to the door, turned the key, and ex-

tracted it from the lock.

44 Unlock the door !” said Mrs. Tracey, in a tone of command.
14 Never, until you consent to be mine.”

“Yours!” exclaimed the lady, pausing within a few feet of

Alfred Tracey
;
the tone of her voice, her attitude, the expression

of her counteuance, displayed the uncontrollable disgust and con-

temptuous defiance of an insulted woman. 44 Yours 7”

44 Yes, mine!” replied the young man with a sneering, demoni-

niac smile. 44 You have scorned the imploring slave. Perhaps
it will better please your pride to be compelled to submit to a

merciless tyrant. We are alone. Do you understand me T alone.

You shall be mine—to-night.”

The speaker advanced a step or two apparently with the de-

sign of clasping the person of his intended victim.

Mrs. Tracey did not recoil from her -position, but she clenched
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THE GOLDEN RULE
firmly the handle of the poniard, and said, with superb haughti-

ness of manner

:

“ Touch me with your polluted hands if you dare !”

The young man paused a moment, and threw himself careless.

1y upon a sola near him.
44 Nay, I will argue the point with you,” remarked Alfred Tra

cey, coolly. “ You fear, perhaps, that your reputation is at stake.

80 it is. You are is a house of assignation. You are known to Mr*.

Waters, its accommodating mistress. To-morrow your name
will be linked with irretrievable infamy. Be wise to-night, and

purchase my silence.”

“ Unlock the door ; I command you.”

The countenance of Alfred Tracey grew livid with anger. He
started from sofa, exclaiming fiercely

:

“ I swear

He paused suddenly, and listened. Up the staircase, and

through the closed door, came a loud reverberating crash, as of a

heavy door burst open by main strength. Then were heard the

shouts of angry voices, mingled with peals of laughter, and the

confused shuffling and stamping of human footsteps. It was evi-

dent to both the listeners,' that the lower part of the house had
been stormed by a band of rioters, and that an irruption in the

third story was by no means unlikely.
** We are not alone,” said Mrs. Tracey, with decision. “An-

other word, Alfred, and I will call for help, and denounce your
insolence and your villainy in the presence of these men, be they

desperadoes and thieves. They cannot, they will not refuse

to protect a woman from murderous violence. Give me the

key.”

. Alfred Tracey reeled backward a step or two, aDd sank list-

lessly upon the sofa. The words of Mrs. Tracey vividly recalled

the scene at Caroline Percy's. A violent tremor pervaded his

person. The key of the apartment fell upon the carpet with a

peculiar clink.

Mrs. Tracey took the key, unlocked the door, and left the room
without opposition.

As she descended the stairs, she perceived two or three young
mem, coarsely dressed, leaning idly upon the bannisters. Others

were walking backward and forward in the hall. Theseper-

sons, it is almost needless to say, were a portion of the followers

of Jack Highflyer.

“ Here comes a lady,” said one of the idlers on the staircase,

with a significant wink at his companions.
u All alone, Miss t” said another ;

11 won’t you have a beau 7”

44 Do you think she wants you, Smike 7” shouted Tom Gaffney,

from the hall floor. ""She wants a man, not a boy.”

As the door of an apartment in the first story opened, the an-

gry tones of the shrill feminine voice of Mrs. Waters mingled
with the laughter ofTom Gaffney's companions.

Jack Highflyer appeared at the door,, and said, authoritative-

17 -

** Are my orders forgotten the moment ny back is turned 7

Let the woman pass, boys, without any muss.*”

The young men opened a passage for Mrs. Tracey and indem-

nified themselves for the silence imposed on them by their leader,

by indulging in glances, and nods, and grimaces.
" Are you tbere,^,uke7” inquired Jack Highflyer, raising his

%
voice.

I ain’t no where eke, Jack,” replied a stripling, near the ball

door.
44 Let the woman pass, Luke.”
tl I warrant you, my boy,” muttered the tailor, “ if you say it,

the devil and all his imps may pass; Good night, Miss, and a

pleasant walk by starlight.”

Dark as was the night, and lonely as seemed the narrow street,

the sense of relief experienced by Mrs. Tracey on reaching the

open air, was great beyond description. Not that she had cow-
ered or quailed in the presence of Alfred Tracey, or the follow-

era of Jack Highflyer. But her pride and delicacy had been deep-

ly wounded. She bad been decoyed into a house of vile repute.

She had been compelled te listen to unmanly threats and infa-

mous proposals. She bad been exposed to the coarse taunts and
buffoonery of a gang of rowdies. The atmosphere she had breath

ed within doors had appeared to her heavy, oppressive, pestifer-

ous.

Mrs. Tracey paused an instant on the paved sidewalk, y
tain what course to pursue. A man, who had been conce&v
in the angle formed by the front wall of the building and thV
massive stone steps, approached her and whispered rapidly, yet

distinctly

:

44 Yonder is a cab in waiting for you. The gentleman who es-

corted you hither is perhaps detained by the rioters, but the cab-

driver will convey you safely to your residence. Do not hesitate

to avail yourself pf his services. As for me, madam, I shall never
betray your secret.”

*

Strangely, fearfully, in the ears of Mrs. Tracey sounded the

whisperings of that well-remembered voice, the voice of Wilfred

Montressor.

No word or gesture of recognition escaped her. She ventured

no reply, offered ho explanation. She moved silently toward
the carriage.

As she seated herself in the cab, she glanced almost instinctive-

ly towards the house of assignation.

The figure of Wilfred Montressor was blended inseparably

with the shadow of the imposing edifice. He stood motionless

on the spot where Mrs. Tracey had left him, but she saw him
not.

The cab-driver mounted the box and drove rapidly away.

The premises of Mrs. Waters were still the scene of clamorous

disorder. The violent intrusion of Jack Highflyer's aqutfi had
kindled the anger of the mistress of the house, and her stormy

objurgations were as fitful, as furious, and as frequently repeated,

as the gusts of a terrific north-easter.

“ A nice parlor, mother Waters,” said Jack Highflyer, as the

woman terminated one of her harangues, from utter exhaustion;
44 Why the devil don’t you go out of my house, Jack

;
you and

your gang of rowdies 7 A set of hang-dog rascals and State’s

prison birds running round and breaking into honest people’s

houses. Why don’t you go; all of you? You want te impose
upon me because I am a lone woman, do you? I wish I was a
man for half an hour, and I’d thrash your mean, sneaking, cow-
ardly souls out of your bodies.”

“ There is no use in talking to the boys in that style, mother
Waters,” said Jack Highflyer, tapping his whalebone cane on the
heel of his boot “ When you lived in Elm-street, you were glad
enough to see them

; now you have taken possession of this big
house, you want to cut your old friends. They won’t stand it,

mother.”
“ Pretty friends; you broke in my door to-night.”

• “ Because you wouldn’t open it, old lady,” said Tim Hard
m&nn the butcher. “ The b'hoys don’t stop for a brass catch.”

“ H-excellent, Tim,” exclaimed PetefFox.
94 What do you want here 7” inquired Mrs. Waters angrily,

contribution of a few dollars for Job Dingle,” said Jack
Highflyer. “ You used to know Job, mother Waters, and won’

t

begrudge a trifle to get him otit of the tombs.”

“ There is a half eagle, Jack,” said the woman, taking a gold
piece from a handsome bead purse. “ Now begone, will you 7”

“Not yet,” said Jack Highflyer, handing the money to Tim
Hardmann ;

“ the boys are in for a frolic.”

“ Here, in my house 7”
u Do the handsome thing for once, mother Waters ; we don’t

come to see you often in these days. Bring out your cham-
pagne.”

“ Champagne, Jack?” said the woman with a scornful laugh.
“I have some sour cider in the cellar.”

“ Champagne !”

44 PH sell you as much as you want for three dollars a bottle.”
“ It is your treat, mother,” said Jack Highflyer. “ Fellows, si

down
; we won’t stir a step from the house till mother Waters

brings out her champagne.”
“ Not we/’ said Tim Hardmann, taking a seat on an ottoman.
44 Not a stir,” said Peter Fox.
Mrs. Waters surveyed her unwelcome visitors with the glance

of a tigress.

“You villains
!
you blackguards f I’ll have you up for this !

I’ll see Mr. Grayson.”

“Josh Grayson?” inquired Jack Highflyer earnestly.

“ My landlord.”
44 Stop, mother,” exclaimed the leader, rising and approaching
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Mrs. Waters. 44 Is Mr. Joshua Grayson, residing in Bond street,

your landlord ?”

•* Yes, Jack.”
44 He owns all this splendid furniture then, mother Waters ?

those mirrors, tables, sofas, carpets? It must be so,” continued

the young man, 44 for you were sold out as clean as a whistle in

Elm-street.”
44 What if he does?” said Mrs. Waters angrily.

44 The old chap comes here Once in a while to look after liis

rent, don’t he ?” asked Harry Wilson with a knowing wink.
44 What if he does?” repeated the woman still more furiously.
44 Be quiet, for a minute,” said Jack Highflyer seriously. “ You

hire this house completely furnished of old Josh Grayson, at a

round rate per month, don’t you ?”

44 To be sure, I do. What of it?”
44 Nothing,” replied Jack Highflyer, whistling ;

“ nothing at alL

Bring on your champagne.”
“ One bottle, Jack 7”

44 One bottle for this crowd 7” said Harry Wilson, with a loud

laugh. 44 A hamper, old lady.”
44 Two or three bottles, mother Waters,” said Jack Highflyer.

44 Enough for one round among the boys, and then we’ll clear

out.”
44 Will you, Jack, positively 7”

44 As sure as my name is Jaek Highflyer,” said the leader of

the squad, glancing carelessly at his comrades.

Mrs. Waters took a lamp from the mantel-piece, and remark-
I

ing, sulkily :
44 The wine is in the cellar,” left the apartment.

44 Now fellows,” exclaimed Jack Highflyer, 44 we’ll have a bit

of sport at the expense of old Josh Grayson, before the old wo-

man gets back. Open the folding doors.”
44 Beautiful carpets, these,” continued the leader. 44 Out with

your knives, boys, and do as I do.”

Jack Highflyer strode up to the wall of the front parlor, follow-

ed by his comrades, and leaning forward, placed the point of his

bowie knife upon the carpet.
44 Steady, steady,” he remarked, walking slowly backward,

and pressing the point of the knife continually to the floor.

When he and his comrades bad reached the lower end of the

back parlor, there were a dozen narrow strips of carpeting lying

irregularly upon the parlor floor.

“ This is pleasant cutting, Jack,” said Harry Wilson, burying

his knife in the cushions of an elegant sofa.
k

“ One back in the sofas, boys, for the sake of poor Williams.”

The work of destruction was soon completed.
44 Who has any pebbles in bis pocket ?” inquired Jack High-

flyer.
44 If you mean young rocks,” said Harry Wilson, showing a

handfull of atones of the size of a small black walnut, 44 look

here.”

“ Pass them round, Harry. Take your stations, boys, as I poiut

them out to you.”
44 Now then,” said Peter Fox, with an intonation which caused

a general shout of laughter.
44 Make ready.”

At this moment the door of the apartment opened, and Mrs.

Waters appeared with several bottles in a basket of common
wicker-work.

44 Take aim—fire!”

The glasses of four large and costly mirrors were instantly

shivered to atoms.
44 You’ll pay dearly for thiB, Jack,” said Mrs. Waters, survey-

ing the ruins of her splendid apartments, with mingled dismay
and anger. 44 You’ll go to 8ing Sing for this, villaius.”

“The champagne, mother Waters?” said Jack Highflyer, ap-

proaching the woman and taking the basket from her band. 44 We
will pledge your health in this at our leisure.”

44 Here’s a health,” Harry Wilson commenced bumming.
44 No singing, Harry,” said Jack Highflyer; then turuing to the

mistress of the house, be added :
44 Seriously, mother Waters, the

boys bear no grudge against you. This is old Grayson’s loss) not

yours, and you must not make a fuss about it. Let him scold and
grumble as much as he pleases.”

44 I shall tell him.”
44 Tell him as little as you aan,” said Jack Highflyer, m a pe-

culiar tone. *4 You know me, mother Waters—none better than
you. I advise you not to mention names. If you don’t wish to

make Jack Highflyer’s squad your sworn eneinies, I advise yoa
not to mention names.”

Half an hour after the departure of Jack Highflyer and his

comrades, Alfred Tracey left the premises of Mrs. Waters.

.
He passed the night at the Club House in Broadway.

Jamilj) CtrtU.

HE THAT IS WITHOUT SIN, LET HIM FIRST CAST A STONE.

BY ELIZA COOK.
Beautiful eloquence, thou speakest low, .

But the world’s clashing caonot still thy tones;
Thou livest, as the stream with gentle flow
Runs through the battle-field of strife and groans.

Thine is the language of a simple creed,
Whose saving might has no priest-guarded bound.

If soundly learn’d, say would the martyr bleed ?

Or such dense shadows fall on * 4 hallowed ground T”
Oh how we boast our knowledge of 44 the Right,”
But blast the Christian grain with Conduct’s blight.

’Tis well to ask our Maker to “forgive
Our trespasses;” but ’tis as we may bear

The trespasses of those who breathe and live

Amid the same Temptation, Doubt, and Care.
Ob ! ye, who point so often to the herd
Whose dark and evil works are all uncloaked,

Is there no other than condemning word,
For minds untaught and spirits sorely yoked 7

Are ye quite sure no bidden leper taint

Blurs your own skin if we look through the paint.

Ye throw from ambush!—let Truth’s noontide light

Flash on the strength that nerves snch eager aims,
Bring pigmy greatness from its giant bight.

Where would be then the splendor of your name?
Ye harsh denouncers, ’tis an easy thing
To wrap yourselves in Canning’s specious robes,

And sharpen all the polished blades ye fling,

As though ye held diploma for the probes

:

But if the charlatan and knave were dropp'd,
Some spreading trees would be most closely lopp’d.

Ye, that so fiercely show your warring teeth
At every other being on your way,

Is your own sword so stainless in its sheath,

That ye can justify the braggart fray ?

The tricks of policy— the holq of place—

•

The dulcet jargou of a courtly rote—
The sleek and smiling mask upon the face—
The eye that sparkles but to bide its mote i

Tell m« ye worms, could ye well bear the rub,
That tore these silken windings from the grab ?

Ye lips, that gloat upon a brother’s sin.

With moral mouthijg in the whispered speech,
Methinks i’veyeeen the poison fang within.
Betray the 4iper rather than the leech.

I’ve marked the frailties ol' some gifted one,
Blazon’d with prudent doubt and virtuous sigh.

But through the whining cant of saintly tone,

Heard Joy give Pity the exulting lie,

As if it were a pleasant thing to find'
9

The racer stumbling and the gaze-hound blind.

Too proud—too ignorant—too mighty Man-
Why doa’t thou so forget the lesson taught?

Why not let Mercy cheer our human span ?

Ye say ye serve Christ—heed him as ye ought.
He did not goad the weeping child of clay,

He heaped no coals upon the erring bead,

Fixed uu despair upon the sinner’s way,
And dropp’d r.o gall upon the sinner’s bread

:

He heard Man’s cry for Vengeance, but be flung

Man’s Conscience at the yell, and hushed the tongue.

Great teaching from a greater teacher—fit

To breathe alike to Infancy and Age;
No garbled mystery o’ershbdows it,

And noblest hearts have deepest read the page,
Crave it upon the mart an temple arch,

Let our fierce judges read it as they go,

Make it the key-uote of Life’s pompous march.
And trampling steps will be more soft and slow.

For G«»d’s owu voice says from the Eternal throne,
14 Let him that is without sin cast the stone.”
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THE GOL
HOW TO MAKE MARRIED LIFE HAPPY;

OB, HINTS TO YOUN3- WIVES AND HUSBANDS.
' - »

It it singular enough that the complaint is almost universal

how greatly matrimony differs from courtship ; although it re-

quires only a Uttle reflection to enable us perfectly to account
lor the fact, since it is evident that in neither case do the parties

IVilly understand their true position. In courtship, the gentle*

man is all kindness and attention ; he studies the very loofo of

his lady-love ; he consults her inclinations on the most trivail

matter; and he yields even to her very caprices. What can he
expect, by such behavior, hut to make her a fool? Then, after

the marriage ceremony has invested him with power—when he
has got the poor mistaken one in safe custody, she is quickly

tangnt that the tables are indeed turned. In place of consulting

her wishes, he soon makes her feel that hit alone are to be stud-

ied and obeyed. She has been-used to rule ; now she discovers

that she has a master, and that she must learn the hard lesson of

submission. And much time is not usually allowed her to con
over the task. The honeymoon ! A month! No, if man were
to delegate his power thus long, he might well despair of ever
regaining it. Within one short week—ay, sometimes within
twenty-four hours—does the bride come to the knowledge of

her altered position. Within so short a period does the tyrant

often discover that she has become indeea a slave

!

Now, the true end and purpose of marriage must be the mu-
tual happiness of the pair; and, in order u/secure this, it is of

the firet importance that they each understand their true position.

A man should never, not even in courtship, step out of his place

;

he should ever maintain his position of superiority. <A proof of

this is the contempt and ridicule he expects when his unbound-
ed affection leads him to submit to unreasonable demands on his

time, and sacrifices of his inclinations, to gratify the wanton ca-

price of one, perhaps, totally unworthy.
If man were always to maintain his true position, a woman

would never be tempted to step out of hers ; but unfortunately,

in proportion as a man is weak enough to surrender his natural

superiority before marriage, is he led to insist on it afterwards

;

and the difficulty he finds in righting that which he ,bas himself

set wrong, is the chief cause of the unseemly struggle for power,
which occurs with a large portion of married persons, during the

first yeas or two of their matrimonial existence.

Now, my earnest desire is to point out to each their true

position, and then to convince thepi that only by maintaining

it, can married life be really or permanently happy and bene-

ficial.

The husband is the head; in him is invested all power and au-

thority, and from him should emanate all commands. ,

The wife is the counselor, the help-meet for man, who, while

she has no recognized power, but is herself at all times under ab-

solute control, yet possesses unbounded influence, through her

husband’s love and her own usefulness. She is to obey, because
there can be but one to govern ; and the right and only fit gov-

ernor is wuin.

Bnt the mission of the wife is to the full as holy and as hon-

orable as that of the husband. By investing the man with head-

ship, or supreme authority, he is only maae the more seriously

responsible. On him devolves the duty of providing for the

maintenance of the family—a duty, for the. most part, attended
with too much difficulty and trouble to be thoroughly understood

by those who are exempt from it. Any woman who has been
unfortunate enough to lose her husband will bear me out in the

assertion, that the labor and responsibility of providing for home
consumption is no light one ; and however unhappy a woman
may have been in the character of a wife, her cares and sorrows

are sure to increase fifty-fold in that of widowhood. Then, and

then only, can she fully appreciate the value of a husband’s pro-

tection and support—then only can she make ample allowance

for his occasional impatience and irritability of temper.

From these cores and annoyances the wife is comparatively

free. True, she is anxious ; her interests are one with her hus-

band’s
;
and she is naturally concerned for his success ; but she

is in her quiet sphere of home, while he is battling in the busy
world

; she is engaged in the pleasing occupation of ministering

to the enjoyments of the dearest objects in existence—which is

truly a labor of love—while he, though certainly working to the

same end, is encountering contiuual crosses and annoyances, and
sometimes difficulties, which all his wit and wisdom will some-
times not enable him to overcome.

It is then that ho has recourse to the friend of his bosom—his

wife. He comes to her heavily laden with care and perplexity

;

he takes counsel with her ; he lays all his affairs before her, and
asks her aid—her advice. Is this nothing ? Is it a light matter
to be held worthy to share the counsels ofyour husband—to hold
his confidence—to be permitted to lighten his burden—perchance
to be the means of extricating him from the thraldon in which he
has incautiously involved himself? Surely, no woman who is thus

favored will hold her position to be an unworthy one. Surely,

DEN RULE.
no wife will spare her utmost endeavore to render herself V,

ble of worthily filling such an amiable and praiseworthy duty.,

But it sometimes happens that a husband will ask bis wife's

advice, and follow his own opinion notwithstanding. Unless a
wife possesses a large share of good sense, such a course of con-
duct is apt to give great offense. But a wife should know the
difference between advice and decision. In asking advice, we
do not ask a person to decide, but for something that shall enable
us to decide. Therefore, if a wife fail to convince her husband
of the soundness of her argument, of the propriety of following
her counsels, it would be more than madness in him to act upon
them, and equally childish in her to desire it. Yet how often is

bad feeling caused on such occasions—how often, when circum-
stances fall out adverse in consequence of the husband preferring

his own view of the question, does the wife exultingly exclaim,
“ Ah ! .it serves you rieht for not taking my advice !” as if she
really rejoiced in her husband’s discomfiture (although she is

equally a sufferer,) and merely because it proved her to have
been in the right.

Believe me, all you who have newly entered the married state,

this is not the wav to become dear and valuable to your hus-
bands. Above all things, you should avoid setting yourselves up
in opposition to him whom you are in duty bound to honor and
obey, and to deserve and secure whose undivided affection should
be your unceasing aim and endeavor.
Nor should the husband, as many do, enshroud himself and

his affairs in mystery, and jealously conceal everything from the
woman whom his own act has made part of himself ; nothing but
a conviction that bis wife is not trustworthy will justify a man
in such a course. If he is of such an independent spirit that he
needs neither advice nor sympathy, counsel nor consolation, what
business has he to take a wife ? If be merely required a person
to prepare his food, make his bed, and mend his stockings, a char-
woman would have been quite adequate to these services, and
have, asked nothing from him but her wages ; but no wife of deli-

cate feelings would like to be put on a footing with a menial

;

and yet to treat her with such reserve and want of confidence
amounts to the same thing.

Besides, men who are thus close and uncommunicative to their

wives, forego the chiefbenefits arising from the matrimonial con-
nexion. Inasmuch as two heads are better than one, a man will

frequently find new ideas struck out even from his own mind,
by communication with bis wife ; and again, though the intellect

of man may, generally speaking, be more solid, the value of wo-
man’s wit is proverbial

;
it has often been tbe means of unravel-

ing mysteries that have puzzled the wisest and profoundest heads
among the lords of creation.

Then, laying aside points of interest, who can sympathise with
a man in trouble and disappointment like his wife ? Those who
have tasted the blessings or a well-assorted union, know to what
an extent participation lightens the cares of existence, as well
as how much its pleasures are enhanced when eqjoyed in the
company of a beloved husband or wife.

Ladies* Shoes.—The ladies are particularly fond of haying
small feet to show,[and will endure almost any punishment mere-
ly for the imaginary pleasure of being thought to possess them.
They will be squeezed, and pinched, and tormented for a month,
rather than for one second of time an unshapely figure of a foot

should chance to peep out from beneath the drapery in which
they are enveloped. Only look at the soles of a woman’s shoe,

and you may see the reason why she is always, in large towns
and cities, and in high life, so baa a pedestrian. Woman is form-
ed by nature to walk as well as man, and she does walk as well
in humble life. She tramps barefooted to church in Scotland
for miles without a sigh or a groan, and sits down by the burn-
side to wash her feet and put on her stockings and shoes before

she enters the sacred pile. It is then she begins to limp and
halt, then that she shows symptoms of pain in walking. It is

not economy that makes her once more bare her toes when she
betakes herself, on leaving church, to her journey homewards.
In a fine summer day, the Scotch dairy maid, or farmer's kitchen

maid, is light of heart as well as nimble of feet, when with stock-

ings hanging over her arm, and her new tight shoes in her band,

she trudges along; bantered by every plow-man that passes,

and having a smart reply for every rustic wit that dares to have a
word with her. It was so once, but fashion is gradually dimin-

ishing the number of such rustic scenes, and bare toes are becom-
ing a rarity. But bare were good toes,—the toes that could walk
five or six miles to church and back again, and think nothing of

it. Whereas half ajmile is too much for a shod metropolitan dame,
with hard corns on the outside of her toes, and soft corns be-

tween them. There is little doubt that tightness of shoeing has

incapacitated women for walking. It is a milder form of the

Chinese system of confining the lady’s feet, and stopping their

growth.

To be silent at the proper time, is often better than to speak

well.
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popular ifltscellang.

A THOUSAND YEARS AGO.

The dreary pile that yonder stands,

Forsaken and forlorn.

Built by onr ancient fathers’ hands
Long, long ere we were born,

Tbor

time has shook its wall and gate,

And struck a mighty blow,
It was a dwelling of the great

A thousand years ago.

The spacious hall and massive stone

Ana tapestry declare,

That barons great in splendor shone,

When they were living there

;

But now they are resting side by side,

Beneath the sod, and low, •

Who came and pass’d, and lived and died,

A thousand years ago.

Not one of all those lofty trees

That brave the tempest’s rage,

Or stand against the stiffest breeze,

Can boast so great an age ; I

But the old trunk, blasted and sear,

This truth does plainly show,
That trees majestic flourish’d here

i

A thousand years ago.

The sun, that shed around to-day
Its pure effulgence bright.

Is set, and gone, and pass’d away

;

And now, behold ! ’tis night.

So with the men in time ofyore;
The sun is sunk below

—

They are gone—they sank to rise no more,
A thousand years ago.

(

f. s.

THE YANKEE u WOT FIT THE BULL.”

Wx have heretofore favorably noticed Browne’s 44 Etchings of

a Whaling Cruise,” recently published by the Harpers.

One of the most amusing characters in the narrative is repre-

sented to be that of Barzy McF
, a Down Easter, from Maine

who is described as a gawky youth of nineteen, of unruffled good
humor and an irresistible awkwardness and wit. Some of the
scenes of which he was the hero, are exceedingly ludicrous. One
of the best is the account of the bull fight in the Comoro Islands

—in an arena surrounded hy walls with steps of stone leading

down to the center. Mack had taken his seat at the top of the

steps, where he could at once have a good view and enjoy a com-
fortable degree of personal security.

He seemed highly edified with the sport, and occasionally gave
vent to his satisfaction by shoots of laughter and cries of 44 well
done, old critter! Look out, you darned niggers, or you’ll get
stuck! My gosh ! ain't he savage now !” Mack wore a red shirt,

which now and then attracted the attention of the worried ani-
mal. The natives having wrought it to a state of madness, began
to show signs of fear, and made their escape through a small ap-
erture in the wall, Mack rolled up his Bleeves, ana let his cour-
age boil over in the most warlike strain. Squaring himself in a
pugilistic attitude, he shouted at the top of his voice, 44 Come on,
if you want a lickin’ ! Til give you a Yankee touch, old feller!
I’ll ornament your ugly picter with a pair of black eyes ! Come
on sir! Come on!”
The infuriated bull, not at all relishing the insults of the man

with the red shirt, turned short round and made for the steps.
“ Come on !” roared Mack

;

44 Come up here you blamed ugly
looking critter! Darn your orful visage, I’ll show you a thing or
two ! I’ll spoil your nose for you ! I’ll do you bodily damage !”

Snorting and pawing the ground with rage, the bull bellowed
and shook his horns, but seemed rather dubious about attacking
a live Yankee. Mack capered about like a madman, and made
sundry scientific passes within a few feet of the animal’s head, to
the great amusement of the natives, who cheered and roared
with laughter. 44 Why don’t you lay into me?” said Mack, kick-
ing at him. 44 Don’t you savey my lingo, you bloody Arab?” At
this there was such an uproar ttiat the bull, driven to despera-
tion, rushed madly up the steps, bellowing frightfully. 44 Don’t
you come so nigh !” roared Mack, retreating a little, and stretch-
ing forth his long, bony arms, and clenched fists.

44 Don’t you
come here, I say ! don't you ! don't you /”
The last woras were scarcely out of his mouth when the furious

animal bad mounted the abutment Fearing that the battle might
not be fairly conducted in so dangerous a situation, Mack sud-
denly turned to run, and yelling at the top of his voice, 44 Hold
on, dam you ! Don’t you come here l don't you He attempted
to escape. The bull assisted his progress, by picking him up by
the nether extremities and pitching him headlong over into the
arena. 44 Oh gosh ! oh gosh !” groaned Mack, floundering about
<m the ground like a gigged dolphin, and endeavoring to getaway
before another such onset ;

44 oh jiminy gosh ! I’m. spoilt! I’m
dead as a whistle !” Some of the natives rushed in at this critical

juncture and rescued him from the farther violence of his rough,
adversary.
We were all enjoying a hearty laugh at Mack’s expense when

he came limping up to where we stood, rubbing his bones and
looking rather used up after his encounter. Unable to resist our
cachinations, he joined in the laugh, and asked us what was the

fun .
44 Why,” said some of the crew, 44 ain’t you dead yet?”

44 Dead ?” cried Mack, 44 not yet, I ain’t. I’ve only been takin’ a
horn. Dead, indeed! why, ain’t I the man wot fit the built
Ain’t I the man wot pushed the bull off the bridge ?”

The Assiniboins.—Father de Smet, in one of his interesting

Letters from the Rocky Mountains, has the following notice of

the Assiniboins, a tribe of Indians who are native there and to the

manor bora

:

The Assiniboins have the reputation of being irascible, jealous,

and fond of babbling ; in consequence of these bad qualities, bat-

tles and murders are not unfrequent among them, and of course
continual divisions. Every evening I gave them instruction, by
means of an interpreter. They appeared docile, though some-
what timorous ; for they had frequently been visited by persons
who defamed priests and religion. I rendered all the services

in my power to their invalids, baptized six children and an old

man who expired two days after; he was interred with all the
funeral ceremonies and prayers of the church.

Cleanliness is a virtue which has no place in the Indian cata-

logue of domestic or personal duties. The Assiniboins are filthy

beyond conception ; they surpass all their neighbors in this un-
envied qualification. They are devoured by vermin, which they
in turn consume. A savage, whom I playfully reprehended for

his cruelty to tbese.little invertebral insects, answered me :
44 He

bit me first, I have a right to be revenged.” Through complacen-
cy, I overcame my natural disgust, and assisted at their porcupine
feast I beheld the Indians carve the meat on their leathern

shirts, highly polished with grease—filthy, and swarming with
vermin, they bad disrobed themselves, for the purpose of pro-
viding a table cloth ! They dried their hands in their hair—this

is their only towel—and as the porcupine has naturally a strong

and offensive odor, one can hardly enaure the fragrance of those

who feast upon its flesh and besmear themselves with its own
oil.

A good old woman, whose face was anointed with blood, (the
Indian’s mourning weeds,) presented me a wooden platter filled

with soup ; the horn spoon destined for my use was dirty and
covered with grease ; she had the complaisance to apply it Ip
the broadside of her longue, before putting it into my unsavory
broth.

If a bit of dried meat, or any other provision is in need of be-
ing cleansed, the dainty cook fills her mouth with water and
spurts it with her whole force upon the fated object. A certain
dish, which is considered a prime delicacy among the Indians,
is prepared in a most singular manner, and they are entitled to a
patent for the happy faculty of invention. The whole process
belongs exclusively to the female department. They commence
by rubbing their hands with grease, and collecting in them the
blood of the animal which they boil with water; finally, they
fill the kettle with fat and hashed meat. But—hashed with the

teeth

!

Often half a dozen old women are occupied in this minc-
ing operation during hours; mouthful after mouthful is masti-

cated, and thus passes from the mouth into the cauldron, to com-
pose the choice ragout of the Rocky Mountains. . Add to this, by
way of an exquisite desert, an immense dish of crusts, composed
of pulverised ants, grass-hoppers and locusts, that had been dried
in the sun, and then you may be able to form some idea ofIndian
luxury.

*

The Functions of The Brain.—The spinal marrow, like the

brain, consists oftwo entire halves, each consisting, not only oftwo
columns of the brain’s substance, connected with sensation and
volition,but oftwo others also—functions ofanimal life ; by which
excitement is imparted to the respiratory organs, by nerves pro-

ceeding from, and in communication with it, and by others by
which food is swallowed, and the contents of the bowels and the

urine are expelled, and various other operations of the like im-
portant nature are effected. These functions being, then, all

primary, in the scale of animal existence, the sensorial and
mental, or those of the brain, are accordingly the first to receive

electrical excitement, and the last to be deprived of it as long a*
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any is generated in tbe capillary system of these organs; for

the blood of the arterial ramifications of tbe spinal marrow is a

source also of its production.

Tile spinal marrow in all these functions is thus maintained in

excitement, as well during tbe period of sleep, as in that of wake*
fulness. Tbe quantity of electricity surplus to these necessities

of animal existence, is imparted to the brain, which it excites to

the various operations of the mind, and the organ ofsense con-

nected with it, to their respective functions. And thus we see,

hear, smell, and feel, at all times while awake, or, in opposition

tq the condition of sleep, are alive to all impressions of sense.

Or the electricity is transmitted by the second set of nerves from

the brain—tbe motor—to the numerous muscles orthe body, for

their excitement , and thus I will, by an act of my mind, to move,
my arm, and am enabled to move it, transmitting, in the act of

volition, the electrical power along the nerves of connexion with

the brain, to the muscles of the arm, which is thus moved by
their contraction. And thus, too, is sj>asm or excitement of the

muscles induced, in opposition to the will, by irritation in the

brain or spinal marrow, at the origin of the nerves of the excited

muscles; or, in other cases, palsy, or loss of volition over the

muscles, induced by pressure of blood, as in apoplexy, seated in

these parts ; or loss of sensation, if seated in other parts of the

same organs. By the arrangement pointed out in the functions

of the respective organs and the distribution of the nerves, it will

be obvious that the vital aud mental organs, although distinct io

their character, are united with respect to the source and fund of

motive or electrical power. And it will be further obvious, from

what bas already been said, and from what follows, that as lung

as any electricity is generated in tbe capillary system, the heart

and vital organs, being in tbeir functions primary in the scale of

animal existence to the brain and spinal marrow, will be the first

to receive an electrical supply, ana the last to be deprived of it.

The next, as subservient to these, will be the functions ofre-

spiration, and others of tbe spinaL marrow
; and lastly, those of

the brain in sensation, violilion. and its further attributes. Hence
an animal will live a considerable time after the brain nas been
removed, provided respiration, the source of the blood’s vital

qualifications, is artificially maintained. And after respiration

has ceased,(a function derived from the spinal marrpw, but de-

pendent, or principally so, upon the electrical supply furnished

oy the brain), and the apparent death of the animal, vitality in

the organs is still found to exist, tbe peristaltic motion of the in-

testines continues for a considerable time, and capillary^ action,

or organic life, continues for some hours after this has ceased

—

that le to say, so long, as any blood is furnished by their arte-

rial tranks lor chemical change, and the maintenance of capillary

excitement : and hence it is, also, that the arteries after death

are found empty. And thus it is that, by recreating or oxygen-

ating the blood by inflating the lungs, and imparting heat at the

same time, if the temperature of the body is reduced (as in

drowning), vitality or animal life is so frequently restored to the

apparently dead. The inflation of the lungs with warm air is

obviously the most successful practice, as f ulfilling both purpo-

ses.

fistful Information.

Unfermented Bread.—It is a question often asked, why
bread baked in Edinburgh should be so much better than tbe
London bread, and the prodace of the French ovens so much
better than either. Others we have heard remark, that there is

no bread equal to the Belgian. Now, supposing the flour to be
the same in all, there can be no doubt that the difference must
be ascribed to the variable qualities of the yeast employed in the
different countries. Bat the circumstance bas become a philo-

sophical question ; and, for the future, it is the fault of the inha-

bitants of the least favored yeast district if they do not obtain
bread quite as good as their neighbors. This can be easily

managed, by not using yeast at all, bat sach of its constituents,

readily procured from the next chmust, on which its ferment-

ing property depends ; and this appffiltion of science to domes-
tic purposes will, we believe ere long, become ge#pr*lly acted

upon. The formula given is as follows :—Take ofmow 3 pounds
avoirdnpfis ;

bicarbonate of soda in powder, 4^—kms ; Hydro-

chloric pr muriatic acid, 5 fluid drachms ; watex^abeut 26 fluid

ounces ; common table salt, 4 drachms. BreecHnade injthese
proportions contain nothing but flour, salt and water; fel the
proportion of soda and muriatic acid nsed are thoagfwhich che-
mically combined, make common salt. The ingredients should
be mixed well together, the seda and flour first, wnich is best

done by passing the former through a fine sieve, and' stirring it

well into the flour with the hand ; the salt should be next dis-

solved and added to the acid (a wooden or glass rod being nsed
to mix them) ;

the whole should be then thrown together, and
kneaded as thoroughly and speedily as possible. The dough
thus made should be baked in long tins, and is sufficient to

make two loaves. About one hour and a half is required in

baking. This bread is well tasted, lighter, and more digestible

than bread baked with yeast, and is lets acescent. There can-

not be a question that the unyeasted bread is more to be de-
pended on for the 6ick chamber or the use of the dyspeptic, and
must, of course, be more safe and wholesome for the public at

large.

Albumen.—A Cure for Dysentery.—the following is a trans-

lation of a recipe for the onre of this complaint, which was pub-
lished by the Physicians of Spain in the Gazettes of Madrid du-
ring 1840

:

“ Prepare adraught of Albumen, by taking the wbitetf of forty

eggs or more, and after whipping them well, sweeten the same,
ifnecessary, with a small portion of the best double-refined sugar.

Let tbe patient drink large quantities of this repeatedly, inso-

much as to fill his stomach, administering clysters of tbe same as
often as possible. The patient must maintain a total abstinence
fromjdiet of any kind. In a few hours after the pain will abate, and
in 24 hours the disease will disappear ; if it do not, it will be
sure to disappear in 48 hours, provided the patient repeat the

draught as usual. v
“ The addition of a few drops of orange flower water is higBy

beneficial.”

A Eoyal Quandary.—On the first consignment of Sefdlits

Powders to the capital of Delhi the monarch was deeply inter-

ested intthe accounts of the refreshing beverage. A box was sent

to the king in full court, aud the interpreter explained to his Ma-
jesty how it was to be used. Into the goblet he put the contents

of the twelve blue papers ;
and having added water, the king

drank it off. This was the alkali, and the royal countenance ex-

hibited no sign of satisfaction. It was then explained that in t)ie

combination of the two powders lay the luxury
;
and the twelve

white powders were quickly dissolved in water, aud as eagerly

swallowed by his Majesty. With a shriek that will be remem-
bered while Delhi is numbered with the kingdoms, the monarch

rose, staggered, exploded, and, in his agonies, Bcreamed, “ Hold

me down r Then, rushing from the throne, fell prostrate oh the

floor. There he lay daring she long-continued, effervescene of

the Compound, spurting like ten thousand pennyworths of impe-

rial pop, and believing himself iu the agonies of death, a melan-

choly and humiliating proof that kings are mortal.—[ Life at the

Water Core.

Money.—The medium of exchange by which you ascertain

the value of commodities, except when you give more money
for them than they are worth, when yon may ascertain the value

of the money itself, and the worthlessness of the commodity.

Labor is said to be money, but those who have most of the for-

mer usually get the least of the latter, a point we leave to be

settled by political economists. Money is made of three metals

;

gold, silver, and copper ; to which brass may perhaps be added,

lor brass may be often turned into cash very effectually. It is

•aid that money makes the man, but, in order to realize This pro-

verb, the man must first make the money.—[Punch’s Political

Dictionary.

Authority is the crown of old age.

m joktg.

Two countrymen, observing tbe female figure* with pitchers

in their hands, which support the porticoes of St. Pancraa’

Church, wondered what they represented.
“ They must be the foolish virgins,” said one.

“That can’t be, neither,” replied the other: •* there’s only

four of ’em.”
u Oh, it’s all right,” replied his friend : ” the other is gone for

the oil
,
yon may depend on’t.”

“ I say, Pete, does yon know how dey keep oysters from smel-

ling in de hottes ob wedder?”—“I don’t tink I does, 8am—
bow’d dey do em ?”—“ Why, dey cut&r noses off, and dey can’t

smell nuttin.” ” O-yab
!
yah ! yah !—fwhat an ampenuntratnm

nigger you is !”

•« You toldme, neighbor Twist, when I paid Tim a little in ad-

vance, on bis promising to work for me m haying time, that I

should find him as good as bis word.” “ To be sure I did, fori

always knew his word was good lor nothing !”

“ Pompey,” said a good natured gentleman to his colored man*
“ I did not know till to-day that you had been whipped last

week.” “ Didn’t you, massa 7” replied Pomp, •« Why I knew
it in the time of it.”

Why is a drunkard hesitating to sign the pledge like a skepti-

cal Hindoo 7 Because he is m doubt whether to give up the

worship of the jug-or-not.

Why are two boys tormenting a dog like batter 1 Because

there’s two t’s in it—(two teasing it.)
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Choice Selections.

I LIVE TO LOVE.
u I live to love,” said a laughing girl,

And she playfully toss’d each flaxen curl

;

And she climb’d on her loving father’s knee,

And snatch’d a kiss, in her childish glee.

“ I live to love,” said a maiden fair,

As she twiued a wreath for her sister’s hair

;

They were bound by the cords of love together,

And death alone could these sisters sever.

u I live to love,” said a gay young bride,

Her loved one stauding by her side ;

Her life told again what her lips had spoken,

And ne’er was the link of uffection broken.

“ I live to love,” said a mother kind

—

4 ‘I would live a guide to the infant mind
Her precepts and examples given.

Guided her children homo to Heaven !

“I shall live to love,” said a fading form,

And her eye was bright aud her cheek grew warm.
As she thought in the blissful world on high,

She would live to love and never die.

And even thus in this lower world
Should the Banner of Love be wide unfurl’d ;

And when we meet in the world above.
May we love to live and live to love.

ANXIETY.
Anxiety, from time to time, must ever invade the bosoms of

those who are deeply immersed in the cares of life, and exhibit

a restless concern for the good things of the world, who are

continually busying themselves in framing notable projects, ea-

ger in following their pursuits, and confidently reckoning on fu-

ture successes. No man, be he however sanguine, can promise

himself, continued enjoyment and undisturbed security. For is

there not proof enough to every one who makes use of his eyes

that there is a perpetual vicissitude of things, and that changes

and chances are happening daily in the world, in every rank of

life—in any pitch of power and greatness, so that no man can

boast himself free from the giddy turns aud shocks of fortune 7

All worldly prosperity is owing to so many concurring circum-

stances, is liable to so many casualties, is governed by so many
contingencies, that it cannot be kept in any fixed state, nor set-

tled upon any stable foundation. Who then can be certain of

the durability of his possessions and enjoyments ? What human
eye can foresee events purely contingent ? What human mind
can reduce them to any certain rule ? At this present moment
we may be as easy—as happy as heart can wish. But that con

tingent happiness can wo insure to ourselves for one moment?
May not some accident that we never foresaw start up and in-

terrupt the course of our good fortune 7

There is the merchant. Take the one that is most prosperous

and fortunate. Is he free from anxiety ? Cau he be so with his

many heavy speculations, aud his numerous ships floating about
on all the seas in the world, freighted with massy wealth 7 A
storm may arise on a sudden aud overwhelm his vessel, when
his valuable cargo must become a spoil to the devouring sea.

There is the tradesman. Ho may be most frugal. Yet in a

few hours he may lose his whole substance: in one night it may
be consumed by a merciless fire.

There is the gay man—the riotous liver, surfeited on plenty.

Who can say that the day may not come when he may be brought
to ask for a morsel of alms to keep him from starving 7 The
courtier that is to-day the»miuiou of his sovereign, caressed, be-
loved, adored by every one, to-morrow may be neglected by
the crowned head that favors him, and he may be despised,

hated, aud condemned by his chief admirers.

But even majesty itself carries no protection against vicissi-

tude. Crowns themselves are tottering things. Princes, when
least dreaming of it, have been forced to quit their palaces, aud
lodge in prisons, or wander about the world, spectacles of enter-

tainment to their enemies. Instances qre numberless, from Ba-
jazet, the haughty Turk, who was made the footstool of the in-

sulting Tamerlane, to Louis Philippe, the reigning King of the
French, who has been turned about the wheel of fortune on the
hinges of the most surprising political revolutions.

Here then are various occurrences and events, the direction of
which is beyond the reach of human power, and which, if fore-

seen, human prudence could not have averted How wise then
was it of Solomou to observe

—

“ The race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong ; nor

yet bread to the wise, nor yet riches to men of underspending

;

nor yet favor to men of skill ; but Time and Chauce happeneth
to them all.”—[John Wilson Ross.

Long Evenings.—Among the changes which autumn brings
with it, there is one Which we always hail with delight—the
return of long evenings. In summer, there seems scarcely to be
an interval between day and midnight ; and though a summer
evening, what there is of it, is very fine fora short scroll over the
dewy fields of the country, or a city promenade in the regions
of soda and ice cream, it can hardly be held of great value for

any other purpose. Give us the good long evenings of Novem-
ber—no matter how cold and stormy—and if we can have a blaz-

ing fire, a supply of choice books and papers, and the company
of friends and kindred spirits, we envy not the happiness of any

.

man. Home, always prized, now seems doubly dear, and all the

cares and toils of the day are amply rewarded by the joys of the
evening fireside. Happy the man who has a home at this season

of the year ; thrice hftppy he who loves it.

“ Let others peek for etapty joys,
At ball, or concert, rout, or play;

While far from fashion's idle noise,

Her gilded domes, and trappings gay,.

I while the wintry eve away

—

’Twixt book and lute the hours divide

;

And marvel how I e’er could stray
From thee—my own fireside !”

Young men, take care of your evenings. Learn to value your
leisure hours too highly to squander them in the streets, or to
waste them all in the pursuit of mere amusements. They may
he worth to you more than gold or silver, if properly improved.
Now is the season to commence a course of useful reading or
study

; and an hour or two each evening, thus devoted to men-
tal improvement, continued for a year to come, will effect a re-
sult which you now hardly anticipate. But you say you are not
a “ genius”—you have no uncommon talent. No matter for that.

Geniuses are as scarce as the fabled phoenix—but one visits the
earth at a time; and as to extraordinary talent, there is not half
so much of it in the world as many imagine. If you Lave com-
mon sense, that is enough

;
go ahead and increase your mental

furniture, and make yourself a well-in formed man. Every
young ought to aspire to this

; aud this is all we ask.—[Symbol

Give no Pain.—Breathe not a sentiment—say not a word

—

give not an expression of the countenance that will offend an-
other, or send a thrill of pain through his bosom. We are sur-

rounded by sensitive hearts, which a word, a look even, might
fill to the brim with sorrow. If you are careless of the opinions
and expressions of others, remember that they are differently

costituted from yourself, and never, by word or sign, cast a
shadow on a happy heart, or throw aside the smiles of joy that

love to linger on a pleasant countenance.

Money Value of1 Life.—From the tables of the different Life

Assurance Offices, it would appear that the age of ninety is taken
as the maximum of human life; and it is interesting to know the
simple method by which the comparative value of life at differ-

ent ages is ascertained. Take the age of ninety as the maximum
of life, the actuary deducts the age of the individual seeking as-

surance, thus—Maximum age 90; deduct applicant’s age (say)

62 ; half of the remainder is 14 ; and this added to the applicant’s

age 62, gives a result of 76 ; which is to be considered as the

probable age to be attained by the insurer, while 14 years is the
average period of his future life. Take another example—Maxi-
mum age 90 ; deduct applicant’s age (say) 18 ;

half the remain-

der is 36 ; and this added to the supposed age, 18, gives a result

of 54. Forty-five, which is usually termed the prime of life, will

give the longest proportionate average, viz : 67£, or 22£ years

of future existence.

A Remarkable Fact.—The sea birds, the nulfin, guillemot and
razor-bill, caunot fly over the land at all, altnough they can rise

from the surface of the sea with equal facility, mount to an in-

finite hight, and fly with amazing rapidity so long as the sea is

immediately beneath them, but no sooner do they fly above dry
ground than they drop as If shot. During a strong wind from the

sea is not unfrequentlv happens that these birds, in mounting
higher than the edge of the cliff, are suddenly blown a few yards

over land, when they immediately fall, and can regain their nat-

ural element only by crawling to the edge of the precipice, when
new vigor inspires them, aud they at once soar away with their

usual velocity.

Population of Rome.—According to a recent official docu-

ment, the city is divided into 54 parishes, containing 35,988 fami-

lies. Among them are 41 bishops. 1,533 priests. 2,815 mouks
and priests attached to convents, 1,472 nuns. &c.

f 250 collegians,

349 Turks ond heretics. The Jews, who amount to 8,000 or

10,000, are not included in this document. The population, in

1837, was 156,532; iu 1840, 154,632 ; iu 1845, 167,160; and this

year, 170,109.—[Coustitutionnel.
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*Wkatso«T«r vs would that men ehoald do to you, do ye even so to them.”

NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, NOV. 21, 1846.

EXCURSION TO CONNECTICUT.

A short time since, we had the pleasure of visiting some of

oar friends in Connecticut, and taking by the hand many of the

honored members of oujr extensive family—for the reader* and

patrons of our Journal are one family—and extending our ac->

quaintance among the ingenious, industrious and enterprising

citizens of that State.

There is, perhaps, no State in the Union, which has a greater

variety of beautiful scenery, or a larger number of neat, lovely,

quiet, and almost romantic villages, or where population has

made itself more widely known, by its enterprise and mechani-

cal skill, than Connecticut In this respect, the portion of the

State west of the river, is unrivalled. The two cities—capitols

of the State—Hartford and New-Haven, the smaller cities»

Bridgeport and Middletown ; and the towns, Norwalk, Danbury,

Derby, Waterbury, Meriden, Cheshire, Southington and Farming,

ton, are among the most beautiful in the world. The road from

Derby to Waterbury, winding along through the valley of the

Naugatuck, is, for wildness of scenery, and romantic beauty, un.

surpassed. It was a dark and stormy day when we drove

through that narrow vale, and the winds and trees were singing

their wildest songs. But we were fascinated, notwithstanding,

by the indescribable beauties which were revealed as we ad-

vanced.' The lively green of the hemlock and cedar, blending

agreeably with the scarlet, golden and brown hues of the oak,

chestnut and maple, gave us impressions very similar to those

created by the imposing decorations of the venerable religious

edifices of Gothic design. Nay, as we passed musingly along,

our fancy formed of these varied features, a vast temple of praise

and worship, consecrated to the Infinite Beauty. The Altar was
the hill with its many-colored adornments, which stretched in

its majesty along the eastern side of the stream ; the congrega-

tion were the t ees, which, agitated by the breeze, seemed to

how with touching meekness and deep reverence before it; and
the priest was the verdant laurel, which, ever beautiful, fresh,

unfading and unperishing—the symbol of the Eternal—bent

down so lovingly from the overhanging rocks and cliffs, and

looked out so benignantly upon all below. Even u*, this priest

of the Sylvan world condescended to notice, and, as we rode by,

scattered upon our person, horse and carriage, the holy water of

benediction. The mysterious murmur of the trees, and the

wondrous cadence of the rippling streams, rolled up through the

valley, as the tqnes of a mighty organ, and rang among the hills,

as a distant and imperfect echo of that everlasting song, which,
“ like the noise of many waters,” goeth up continually before the

Eternal Throne.

Southington, which lies about twenty miles north from New-
Haven, is a most charming little village. It has four churches,

and, several small manufactories. Its citizens are intelligent, in-

dustrious and enterprising. We have dwelt among them, and
know what they are. Many pleasant months have we passed,

years ago, in that quiet valley, and in rambling over the sur-

rounding mountains and hills. Southington is the residence of

Jesse Olney, Esq. who is well known to almost every man, wo.
man and child in the United States, by his admirable series of

School Books. What boy has not heard of Olney ’s Geography t

Of this latter work, more than a million and a halfof copies have
been sold. It made the fortune of both author and publisher.
Mr. Olney is a literary man, and an elegant scholar, and we
were received by him in a most hospitable man ner, and were
entertained most fraternally by him and his amiable lady daring
our sojourn there. We are under innumerable obligations to

those kind and accomplished friends.

Waterbury is an interesting place, and there, for the first time,
in our life, we witnessed the manner of manufacturing covered
button*. The button business is carried on quite extensively,

and we saw some specimens of both covered and gilt buttons,

which, for beauty of finish or style, cannot be equalled. The
village is one of the most beautiful in Connecticut. It has a fair

t are of fine dwellings, and good churches. The Odd Fellows’

Hall is a Gothic building, and appears very well. It is occupied

also by the Masons and Sons of Temperance. From what we
could see and learn, we should judge that Odd Fellowship in

Waterbury is in a highly flourishing state. The brethren whom
we saw, were a very superior class of men. We wish them much
prosperity.

Birmingham, or Derby, is also a flourishing place, and in addi-

tion to its extensive manufactories, it does considerable in the

way of ship-building. Its inhabitants are busy as bees. While
there, we found a home in.the hospitable mansion of Bro. Lor-

renger, D. D. G. M., to whom, and to whose excellent lady we
feel deeply grateful for many kind and delicate attentions. P.

G. M. Sheldon Bassett resides there, who is a courteous gentle-

man, and intelligent man, as well as an excellent Odd Fellow.

Indeed all the Odd Fellows of Birmingham are excellent, and

we spent a most pleasant evening vfith them, and hope to be
able at some future day, to visit them again.

Our impressions of Bridgeport, Middletown, Norwalk and New
Haven, will be found in another place. Our excursion afforded

us much pleasure. We found many new friends, and met with

many old ones, with whom our associations has been very sweet
The people of Connecticut are egoistique in some respects, pro-

saic and utilitarian in others, and sometimes appear cold and
inhospitable, but great and mighty and loving hearts, throb with-

in their breasts, and the pure lives and generous deeds of some,

we know of, are diviner poems than our Dliads or kneads; for

after all, the most genuine and beautiful poetry is that which

shines in a gentle, loving, benevolent life.

THE NEW CONSTITUTION OF THE GRAND LODGE.

The Convention which assembled in this city on Monday the

9th inst. for the purpose of revising the Constitution of the R. W.
Grand Lodge of the State, completed its labors on Monday the

16th inst/ when it adjourned sine die. The New Constitution

was finally adopted on Saturday evening with great unanimity,

engrossed on Monday morning, when it received the signatures

of every member of the Convention present with the exception

of three.

We intended to present it to the readers of the Golden Role
in the present number ; but we have not succeeded. It will ap-

pear in full ne*t week. When published, we hope it will be

read and re-read by every member of the Order in this jurisdic-

tion, and considered with that calmness and deliberation which

its importance demands. In its consideration, let everything

which has the least appearance of prejudice be laid aside, and

let it stand upon its own merits, and be weighed with an eye

single to the “ Good of the Order.” This alone should influence

us in its adoption or rejection.

Odd Fellowship in New-Yobk.—We have had the pleasure

conversing with many of the Delegates from different portions

of the Empire State, to the Convention which has just been held

in this city to amend the Constitution of the Grand Lodge of the

State. From all we have the heart-cheering intelligence that

while the Order is extending its principles and blessings into

every portion of the State, harmony and Love characterize ft

throughout our wide jurisdiction. Our State now numbers tspo

hundred and sixty-tsoo Subordinate Lolges ,
and scarcely a week

passes without applications for hew charters ! Still there is room.
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We hope the ball will roll on, until every village in the State

shall have its Lodge, and every worthy man shall rejoice in its

benign and heavenly principles.

THE WIDOW OF LIEUT. COL. WATSON.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE GOLDEN RULE :

Having seen in your valuable paper a letter from P. G. Sire

John A. Kennedy, stating the death of our gallant brother,

Lieutenant Colonel William H. Watson, of the U. S. Army, and

intimating that the good offices of the Order would probably be

needed by his widow, (now residing in Baltimore,) I wrote, on

behalf of a committee of Empire Lodge No. 64, of New York, to

the Secretary of War, to learn whether any pension was settled

upon her, and if any, how much. For the information of the

Order, I beg leave to append a copy of the answer received.

Pension Office, Not. 13, 1846.

Sir,—In answer to your letter of the 11th iost. to the Secretary of

Wat, which has been referred to this Office, I have to inform you

that the Widow of the late Lieutenant Colonel, William H. Wat-
son, deceased, was pensioned on the 30th ult., at the rate of thirty 1

dollars per month, to take effect from the 22d of September, 1846,

the day of his death, and to continue five years.

I am, respectfully, your oVt serr’t, J. A. Edwards,
Franklin J. Otterson, Esq. Commissioner of Pensions.

Middletown. Conn.—Wo have never, until recently, had an

opportunity of visiting this beantiful little city. It is situated

very pleasantly upoh the banks of the Connecticut river, and

contains many elegant houses, several respectable churches, and I

about nine thousand inhabitants ; among whom there is a great

deal of refinement and intelligence. The Wesleyan College I

of New England is located here, and is in a very prosperous

state.

Middletown, at present, owing to its isolated position, is some-

what dull. It* business, of necessity, is limited, but when it*

railroad to New York and Boston, is completed, it will be a great

place for bnsiness. It will bo the “ half way place" and must

become a place of much resort in the socomer. The unpleasant

weather, during the time we were there, prevented our seeing all

the beauty and advantages of the city, but enough appeared to

give us most favorable impressions of it.

Central Lodge, located at this plale, is one of the best Lodges
in the State. It has nearly two hundred contributing members,
and among these are the most intelligent and respectable citi-

zens of the town. Their Hall is large, elegant and convenient.

We spent two evenings very pleasantly with them, and are under

many obligations to them for their courtesy and attention.

We hope that all our friends who visit Middletown will put

up at the Mansion House—an excellent Hotel—kept by Bro. J.

L; Munroe, a worthy member of Central Lodge. They will find

there every thing their comfort requires.

New York Degree Lodge, No. 1.—This, the oldest Degree
Lodge in our State is, we are happy to learn, enjoying in a high

degree the confidence of the brotherhood in this city . This is well

merited ; and to none more than to its present Officers is it indebt-

ed for the prosperity it enjoys. A new and beautiful set of Emblems
has been purchased, and every thing done which can add to the

impressiveness of the Lectures and Charges in the conferring of
Degrees. Brothers, not only in the city, but from the country,
cannot spend a more pleasant evening than in visiting New York
Degree Lodge, which meets every Friday evening in National Hall,
Canal street.

j

Education.—Our cotemporaries are discussing the report of the

committee of the Grand Lodge of the U. S. to whom was referred

the plan of Bro. Ridgely for a great “ Central College.” When that

document reaches the Grand Lodge of this State officially, we may
have something to say in relation to it. It appeared in this paper
some weeks since.

Dedication at Frederick, Maryland.—The brethren in this

place had a public procession and dedication on Tuesday last. If
some brother will send us an account of it, we will publish it.

In Type.—An able and interesting article on Degree Lodges, by
Bro. A. B. G.j an account of the Celebration at St. Louis, Mo.;
several Literary Notices, and many other articles, which we are
obliged to omit for want of room.

FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.

Washing ton, D. C., Not. 17, 1846.

Dear Sir and Bro.—I must correct an error committed in the

baste of my late epistle. In making out the list of the new officer*

of the Lodges in the District, Covenant Lodge was omitted. I did
not receive the names, in full, of the officers, until after my letter

to you was sealed. When I did get the list, in due form, it w&a too

late in the week, and! laid it in my drawer to be transmitted with
the next letter, and then—forgot it. As accidents must happen in

the best regulated families, I do not suppose there will be any diffi-

culty in the present case.

The Lodges in this District, then, are thirteen, not twelve, in num-
ber, and the officers installed for the current term are : Joseph A.
Morgan, N.G.; Alexander Settle, V. G.; Robert Oald, Sec.; P. G.
Henry M. Hurdle, Treas.; P. G. Joseph Libbey, Chaplain.

Every one seems to be glad that old Covenant has been reinstated

in all the rights and privileges of Odd Fellowship.

One thing surprises me very much. For several years them has
existed a blank in the numerical list of Lodges: numbers 2, 3, 4 and
5 have been out of existence so long that 1 find it difficult to learn

why they became extinct. I understand that enough of their ancient
members are in good standing, but are attached to other Lodges.
Why do they not form into companies of five and petition to resume
their ancient rank 1 I have noticed such resuscitations as frequent-

ly occurring of late in several States, and it appears unaccountable
to me that similar movements are not made here. By the late re-

trocession of Alexandria we have lost two Lodges and an Encamp-
ment, so there is room enough. Several of the present Lodges have
more than a hundred members, and that number is a good maximum
for harmonious and efficient operation.

The new Grand Officers were installed last evening. They as-

sume the administration with the best wisheB of all. They have it

in their power to lift the standard of Odd Fellowship to a glorious

hight. A revised Constitution has been ordered by the Grand
Lodge, and if due attention is given to the spirit of progress, lately

developed by the Order all over the country, the Metropolis of the

Nation will stand where she ought to stand, among the highest.

Now, is it not an opprohrium that the Grand Lodge of the District

of Columbia, dating from 1828, has no official regalia !

At a communication of that Right Worthy Body, not one-third of

the Past Grands have even a collar on, and as for the Grand Offi-

cers, including the Grand Master, not even a colored ribbon is fur-

nished by the Grand Lodge. The late Grand Master purchased his

own, and his example was followed by others who had a just appre-

ciation of propriety.

We are looking for your Certificates here, and many are anxious

to obtain copies.

Some doubt existed at first as to your right to issue such docu-

ments, unless authorized by the G. L. U. S. It is conceded now,

however, that there is no insubordination in your action. They
will be mere matters of taste for a brother’s parlor, and are not con-

sidered as of any official validity. It is certainly allowable for mem-
bers of our association to display their taste and esprit du ceeur in

any manner not prohibited by the established regulations of the Or-

der nor in contravention of the laws of the Grand Lodge of the

United States.

Your notice of the new work by J. Ross Biowne of this city,

made me quite anxious to procure the work. Having obtained a
copy I have been enjoying myself very much in the perusal of it. It

it full of interest, incident and information. The author is a writer

in the Treasury Department, and is highly esteemed for official in-

dustry, literary intelligence and personal modesty.
Yourg in F. L and T. 9. v. A. t.

Philadelphia, Not. 16, 1846.

Dear Sir and Bro.—For some weeks past I have been thinking

that yours readers should hear of our progress in the Keystone State,

but a wish not to appear troublesome to you, as well as a press of

business during the few months past, has prevented me from saying

or writing much in regard to the progress of our Order. Since last

you heard from me, the Lodges have increased with a rapidity that

has startled some of the brethren “ who think our increase is too

great,” and that it would be better for the Order were we not to

make quite so many Odd Fellows, but I happen to be an unbeliever

in such doctrines ; and think that the principles of Friendship can-

not be too widely diffused, that Love cannot become too universal

among men, nor that Truth ought not be confined to the few. There-

fore, entertaining views such as these, I can rejoice with the breth-

ren, and say, go on, in the good work which has been relieving the

distress of our fellow-men during the past year. We have recently,

in this city, organized two Lodges, viz : Cincinnatus Lodge No. 206

and Capitol Lodge No. 208, both located in the District of Spring

Garden ; and, judging from the appearances at their organization, 1
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should say they will prove useful to the brotherhood, and do much
to disseminate the principles of our institution.

The change of the terms of Subordinate Lodges by^ the Grand
Lodge of the United States, has caused much discussion in our
State, and advocates are to be found for either the old or the new
terms, the younger members generally complaining that they should

be forced to serve six months in office, while those who have caused

the change themselves, served but three months, and to me there

does seem to be a hardship in this, which, were it not for the fact

that the duties of the various offices will be better discharged by an
officer serving six months than if he had to serve but half that time,

would almost induce me to take sides with those who think the

change wrong.

While our increase in the Subordinate Lodges has been such as

the most sanguine of our votaries could wish, the Patriarchal branch
has also increased in proportion to the increase with the Subordi-
nate Lodges. We have chartered in our St^te fifty Encampments,
all of which (except three) are in operation, and are working har-

moniously. Spring Garden has, for near two years, had Subordinate
Lodges in the District, and on Wednesday evening National En-
campment No. 47 will be opened by the officers of the Grand En-
campment ; and from the well known character of the applicants

for the said charter, we are forced to the conclusion that National

Encampment will be all that can be expected in a Camp, and that

the officers and members will be such as to give no cause of regret

to the Grand Encampment for granting said charter.

St. John Encampment No. 60, 1 am told, is to be opened at Mon-
trose, Pa., about the 28th inst., a portion of the officers of the Grand
Encampment intend visiting that place for the above purpose.

We have had dull weather here for the past two weeks, and I fear

from present indications that we are to have another week of rain.

Promising to let you hear, if possible, from me again soon after

the opening of No. 47,
,

I am, yours truly.

Ntroa from tlje jCoirgta.

NEW TORE.
flC#*The Grand Encampment will hold an adjourned session, on

Tuesday evening, 24th inst. at the Room, National Hall.

Stranger’s Refuge Lodge Noi 4 was reinstated on Monday
evening, 16th inst., at Jefferaon Lodge-rooms, Bowery, by Grand
Master, Joseph R. Taylor, assisted by the several Grand Officers.

Previous to the ceremony, the Grand Master delivered a most
beautiful and impressive address, which met with a hearty response
in the breast of every member present. We regret that we have
mislaid the names of the officers elected and installed. About fifty

members came in by card with the applicants, and the Lodge is now
in the high road to prosperity.

To those who are not aware of the fact, it may be interesting to
state, that Stranger’s Refuge Lodge was expelled some thirteen
years since ; and now, after having lain dormant in the good work
for that length of time, five of the original members petitioned for
and obtained a reinstatement. From what we know of some of
those now composing the Lodge, we feel no apprehension but that
Stranger’s Refuge will be a bright star in the constellation of Odd
Fellowship.

Ocp* See resolutions of Hinman Lodge, in another column.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington, Nov. 1846.

Dear Sir and Bro.—Enclosed you have the annual reports of the
“ work” and " relief’ of the Suboidinate Lodges in this District, po-
litely handed to me for your use, by our right worthy Bro. Thomas
C. Donn, Grand Secretary.

Since the close of the late fiscal year, another Lodge has been in-

stituted here, viz : Oriental Lodge No. 19. It has now about fifty

members, and its roll is increasing fast enough, and very creditably.
Last Thursday night, the new regalia, made by Bro. Osborne of
your city, was donned by the respective officers.. Its debut was
made under the most auspicious circumstances. Moved, as it were,
by the spirit, as the Friends say, a battalion of fair sisters took pos-
session of the Lodge-room vie et armit

,
or, as we should translate it,

by force of charms, and, much to the perturbation of our N. G., in-
timated their resolution to spend the evening with us. Being a strict

disciplinarian and an admirer of the sex, you may imagine the con-
flict raging in his bosom,between his sentiments of gallantry and
that article of the Constitution requiring the Lodge to be opened at
7 o’clock precisely. In the meantime, he was discreet enough not
to betray his apprehensions, but, supported by his fellow officers,

manifested the most devoted alacrity, in answering the numerous
enquiries made by his fair visiters. All our mysteries were divulged
°f course, for what gentleman could refuse to tell them 1 The
l< Goat” was unanimously called for, but this not being a night of

initiation, his absence was satisfactorily accounted for. The little

stall, however, wherein he is kept when on duty, was shown; and
that was some comfort. Much curiosity was excited by a square
piece of oil cloth near the center'of the Hall, but the propriety of

that was promptly acknowledged,^ soon as the N. G. explained
that, but for this, our fine carpet would soon be cut to rags by the
sharp hoofs of the animal

!

This interesting advent lasted fora half hour or so, and the ladies,

not being in possession of the pass-word, voluntarily, considerate-

ly and politely retired as the N. G. assumed the gavel.

Nov. 10th. I have kept this letter open that I might acquaint yon
with the result of the Grand Election, which took place last night,

and resulted as follows

:

P. D. G. M. JOSEPH BORROWES M. W. Grand Mister.
FLODOARDO HOWARD R. W. D. G. Master.
THOMAS JEWELL R. W.G. Warden.
C. F. LOWERY R. W.G. Secretary.
WALTER LENOX R.W.G. Treasurer.

P. G. M. WILLIAM W. MOORE $ n w nM JOSEPH BEARDSLEY j
K. w. «. Representatives.

Between 97 and 120 ballots were cast on the occasion. There
was just enough excitement to make it pleasant, and every thing

went along good humoredly.

The new administration will, I trust, be energetic and harmoni-
ous. The Grand Installation takes place on Monday, the 16th inst.

> ’
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• PENNSYLVANIA.
Bethuhbm, Pa. Nov. 10, 1846.

Dedication of Keystone Lodge Room.—The new Lodge Room
just completed by the Brethren of Keystone Lodge No. 78, at the

Borough of Beth* hem, Pa. was dedicated to the sacred purposes of

the Order, on Saturday evening, Nov. 7. The members of the Or-

der assembled at 6 o’clock, P. M., and after the Lodge was opened

in due form by the N. G., a band of music was introduced, which,

after having taken their station prepared for them, played several

airs, when D. D. G. M. Charles H. Williams, of the District of

Northampton, was introduced by the Master of Ceremonies, who,

as soon as the music ceased playing, took the N. G.’s chair.

After the different officers had taken their stations^ and four bro-

thers had taken their positions in the four corners of the room, act-

ing as Heralds, the M. of C. then advanced with the Building Com-
mittee, and introduced them to the G. M. The Chairman of the

Building Committee then addressed the G. M., at the same time

thanking the Lodge for the confidence they placed in the said com-
mittee, and that they were now ready to deliver the Hall to their

care. In answer to the address of the B. C. the G. M. responded

in a very appropriate address, accepting the Hall from the commit-

tee, in behalf of the Lodge. The brothers were then called up and

united in singing “ Brethren of our friendly Order,” &c.
Bro P. G. A. B. Grosh, from Reading, being present, by invita-

tion, acted as Chaplain. At the conclusion of the singing, the unap «

lain said :
“ In the name of the Great God, unto whom all nearts

belong, and before whom we shall finally answer for
b

all our deeds,

I do most solemnly Dedicate this HaU to Charity and Btnevoltnct.

%
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The same was proclaimed and affirmed by the G. M. and the four

Heralds in the N., S., W. and E., whereupon the M. of C. proclaim-

ed, “ To the four corners of the Universe, let this proclamation go

forth, that this Temple is dedicated to Charity and Benevolence*'

which was responded to by the brethren :
“ And be it so.” The

Chaplain then again addressed the Divine Grand Master above in a

most fervent prayer. After which an Ode was sung.

After the singing, the Chaplain arose, and taking a glass of water

in his hand, saying, “ In the name of Friendship, as pure and clear

as this water, / Dedicate this Hall to the practice of that ennobling
virtue, which, uniting men as brothers, teaches them to sustain that

relation at all times each to the other.” Music then played : after

which theG. M. again addressed the meeting for some length, and
concluded by saying i “ In the name of the Grand Lodge of the State

of Pennsylvania of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows, I declare

this Hall to have been solemnly dedicated to the purposes of Odd
Fellowship.”
Brethren—“ So be it.”

After the dedication, the members all proceeded from the Hall,

(the officers in regalia,) to the Hall of the Philharmonic. Society,

which had in the meantime been crowded by visiters of both sexes,

who, by invitation, had assembled thereto hear an address by P.G.
Gkosh, in the English, and Bro. E. T. Bleck in the German lan-

Sage. At the conclusion, the band played some favorite airs, and
is ended the dedication of the Hall ofKeystone Lodge.

Yours, Keystone.

Flowertown, Montgomery Co. Pa. Nor. 14, 1846.

Dear Sir : The standard of Odd Fellowship was planted in this

place on the 27th day of August last, when Wissahickon Lodge No.

178, was instituted, by Thos. McKeever, M. W. G M. of the State,

assisted by the D. D. G. M., J. P. Leibert, and a number of P. Gs.

from No. 10 and 67. The petitioners were 7 brothers from No. 10,

located at Germantown, and we have already increased our number

to 42 members, with the most flattering prospects in view. The
Officers elected were Thos. Bitting, N.G., N. K. Shoemaker, V.G.

Dr. G. A. Martin, Sec., Sami. H. Aiman, Treas.

VIRGINIA. .

Dedication of Winchester Hall, Winchester.—The Odd Fel-

lows of the flourishing village of Winchester have just completed a

new and beautiful Hall, which, on the 28th of October, they dedi-

cated to the benevolent purposes of the Order with interesting cere-

monies. First, there was a procession in regalia, composed of the

brethren of Madison Lodge No. 6, and Widows* Friend Encamp-
ment No. 6, and Visiting Brethren from the neighboring Lodges and

Encampments. The procession passed through the principal streets

of the place, under the direction of the Chief Marshal, P. G. Joseph

S. Carson, to the Presbyterian church, Kent street. Here, before

a brilliant audience of ladies and gentlemen, after the singing of ap-

propriate Odes by the choir, the reading of a select portion of Scrip-

ture and a prayer by Rev. Bro. J. J. Smith, an eloquent Oration up-

on the hallowed principles of the Order was delivered by Rev. Bro.

Wm. Y. Hooker, Chaplain of the Lodge. It was listened to with

rapt attention by the crowded auditory, and its influence cannot be

otherwise than beneficial. The oration ended, the choir sang an-

other ode, when the Heavenly blessing and benediction was invoked

by P. G. A. V . Reed, the Grand Chaplain of the G. L. of Virginia.

The line being again formed, the procession moved to Winchester
Hall, where the usual dedicatory services were performed by the

M. W. Grand Master, J. Harrison Kelley, Esq., assisted by Rev.

Bro. Rookbr, Chaplain, P. G. Riley, Master of Ceremonies, Bro.

James Tipping, Chairman of the Building Committee, &c. &c.
These being concluded, the Lodge and Encampment proceeded to

their roomsi where they were dismissed. The brethren and Etran-

gers appeared to enjoy themselves greatly, all being highly pleased

with the services. May great good to the noble cause of Odd Fel-

lowship come of them.

IOWA.
Oo* We are happy to acknowledge the recetpt of a letter from

P D. G. M. Thomas Hardie, Esq., vho has recently emigrated
from Montreal to the Great West. We are glad to hear from that

distant corner, and hope Bro. H. will often favor us by communi-
cating with the Golden Rule, his impressions of his new home.

DvicauB, Nov. 2, 1846.

Dear Sir and Bro.—I am happy to inform you that I have found
the Order in this city of the far west, in a very flourishing and
sound condition.

Harmony Lodge No. 2, Dubuque, numbers, I believe, about forty

members, of the most respectable citizens, and is expected during
the coming winter to double its numbers. They have recently
moved into their new Hall on Main street, which is a very com-
modious one, being about 60 feet in length, and 26 in width ; the
celling is arched and some 14 or 15 feet in hight ; the chairs are
fitted up in plain Gothic style. The Hall, when fully completed,
will vie in beauty with any in the western country.
The Order in this section of the country is greatly indebted for

its prosperity, to the watchful interest and fostering care of that no-
ble hearted, true and faithful Odd Fellow, J. G. Potts, P. G. M., and
D. D. G. Sire of this District.

With many wishes for your personal health and happiness, and
the prosperity of your valuable Journal, I have the honor to sub-

scribe myself, Yours Fraternally, Thos. Hardie.

OHIO.
Sandusky, Ohio, Nov. 9. 1846.

The cause of Odd Fellowship is progressing slowly but surely in
this place. We we(e instituted on the 24th of July last, by the
name of Ogontz Lodge No. G6, 1. O. O. F., and now number seven-
teen members, all of whom are of the very best kind, and have the
interest of the Order at heart. We anticipate an increase to our
numbers during the coming winter. Our Officers for the present
quarter are L. S. Hubbard, N.G., John G. Camp, Jr. V.G., T. Hoa-
mer, Sec., W. V. Moss, Treas. Yours in F. L. and T. b. h.

Louisville, Ky.—The Order in this city have lately had a cele-

bration, on the occasion of dedicating the splendid Hall, which has
recently been erected there. We are expecting a vivid account of

it from our esteemed correspondent in LouisviUe.

THE GOLDEN RULE.
NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 184«.

BUSINESS NOTICE8.
TO ADVERTISERS.—Brothers wishing to engage space for the insertion of

their Business Cards, and Advertisements in the Goldbn Rule for the ensuing

year, are informed that our space is exceedingly limited, and early application Is

necessary. The extent of oar circulation in the city and throughout the Union,

among the most intelligent and choice class of readers, renders oar journal of

unequalled value as a medium for advertisements.

VISITOR’S BOOKS.—We are now ready to supply Subordinate Lodges and
Encampments, with an elegant Blank Book, which is required to be kept ftr the

purpose of receiving the signatures of visiting brothers, for comparison with

the names on their Cards, before admittance to the Lodge. It is neatly ruled in

columns, with appropriate printed heads, and lettered with the name of the

Lodge or Encampment. Prioe $2. Orders promptly attended to.

£5?" Back numbers of the present volume, containing the capital original re-

manoe of “ Wxlfbbd Montrbssor, Or thb Sborbt Ordbr or thb Sbvmm,
can be supplied to all new subscribers. We hope our friends will use their in-

fluence to Increase the number of our readers.

GLIMPSES AT A GIFT BOOK AND ITS WRITERS.

BY MRS. ANN S. STEPHENS.

One of the most beautiful Annuals that we have seen this year,

is a Gift Book called “ The Fountain edited by H. Hastings
Weld, and published by Wm. Sloanaker of Philadelphia. Wc
single this beautiful volume out for notice, not only because it is

one of the most chaste and splendidly embellished books of the sea-

son, but from its glorious object—the promotion of temperance

—

which is woven throngh its pages in a thousand bursts of genius,

like the up-flashing of a spring as it ripples and sings through a vio-

let bed, that keeps back its waters only to cast perfume upon them.

We know that it has long been deemed half impossible to make
any book subservient to a given moral, without destroying some-
thing of that freedom and vi^or which genius possesses when suf-

fered to run at large. But this book refutes the popular fancy most
triumphantly. Here our best wiiters not only retain all their origi-

nality while conveying a eound moral, but most of them surpass

themselves in splendid description, in masterly grouping of charac-

ters, and in plots ingeniously woven to a perfect whole. There is

not a hackneyed or common-place article in the whole volume.

Mr. H. Hastings Weld, the editor, contributes a poem that thrills

through the heart like the silvery blast of a trumpet. The author

seems to have flung his “ Temperance Banner” abroad with a burst

of such martial music in his mind as sent the Scottish clans to

their battle-fields. This one poem will stir up more souls to the

great cause of Temperance than a whole regiment of lecturere.

There is Mrs. Sigourney, too, chiming in with her love-sweet

melody, like the tone of a wind-harp when the breeze pipes its

strings. Always good, always high-toned and pure in every thought

and sentiment, this lady never wrote a line that had not its own holy

moral ; a coarse or cold thought would be as unnatural in her as

earth-stains upon the evening star! In this book, as everywhere

else, her genius blesses while it embellishes. Her writings are em-
phatically those of a good and great woman.

T. S. Arthur, who is more celebrated, perhaps, than almost any

other living writer, for his Temperance stories, surpasses himself in
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the Fountain. His best tales seldom attain that perfection of style,

or abound in those deep, trne touches of pathos that distinguish the

sketch, rather singularly entitled, “ Give me my Hueband.” This
exclamation from the lips of a poor and wretched lunatic to the man
who has led her husband astray, and then pursued him to death, is

almost startling to the reader ; yet the language of this story is so

simple, the plot so purely natural, one pauses to wonder how the

thrilling conclusion can strike so vividly upon the heart. This story

may well be considered the master-piece of its author.

Mrs. Kirkland, too,—poor Mrs. Kirkland, how painful has been
her bereavement since she wrote that beautiful story of Agnes ! We
cannot even speak in praise ot her produetion^ghile the thought of

her mournful widowhood comes so like a death Bhadow between us
and the sunny pages her genius filled. She wrote this beautiful tale

while her warm and trua heart was untouched by the terrible ca-

lamity that has cast a gloom not only upon her desolate hearth-

stone, but upon all who knew and appreciated ihe great acquire-

ments and noble character of the departed. While reat&ig it, the
very cheerfulness which it betrayed struck upon our mind most pain-

fully. We could not but think how that buoyant and healthy style

would be changed were the bereaved authoress to seek in her heart

for a subject now. Among the thousands who admire her genius
and feel deep commiseration for her grief, this, pointed tribute, from
one who loves her well, need not be deemed out of place here.

Skba Smith. To all who have read Mr. Smith’s inimitable New
England stories, his name is a sort of household word, connected

with ideas of rich, sly humor, that runs rough and natural through

his Jack Downing Letters, and takeB a refined tinge in his more
finished productions, sometimes deepening into the pathetic, and
again shining out broad and clear, but never coarse in his graphic

descriptions of country life. There is a tale of his to be found some-
where in the back volumes of the Ladies' Companion, in which a

minister of the olden times is introduced—one of the most perfect

characters ever sketched by the hand of genius. His sketch is the

Fountain is very brief but very beautiful. Indeed, he never wrote

anything that did not either amuse or instruct the reader.

Mrs. Osgood,—sweet, graceful Mrs. Osgood : No one admires her

genius more than the writer of this—no one esteems her own natural

and sweet self more highly. She is in the Fountain, too ; high,

sparkling and pleasant as the rose after a rain storm. We like her

too much ever to find a word of fault with anything she does, and

though it cannot well be said that *' Le Parte Bouquet” is the best

thing she ever wrote, it is better than afatost any one else could have
written.

We are making our opinions fill too much space, as ihere are sev-

eral other writers in this Temperance Annual who may well claim

attention from the reader, but we are obliged to pass them over,

though it is with reluctance, in favor of the arts that, equally with this

Fountain of literature, challenge admiration in this superb volume.

The engravings are all of rich mezzotint, mostly by Sartain. There
is one—“Domestic Happiness”—where a father and mother are feed-

ing their two youngest children at a table, while the eldest waits on
them, and two others are playing on the floor. The mother’s face

is so mild and beautiful in its expression of maternal content, and
the children look so happy, one turns over the page with a sigh of

reluctance. There is another—a most exquisite figure of a female,

shading her eyes from the sun, and looking eagerly forth as if ex-

pecting some beloved object ; with others of equal merit, and all

illustrating some scene of scriptural or domestic life.

We pass over the rich and tasteful binding, with other minor em-
bellishments, deeming them of less moment than the literary and

pictorial merit of a book calculated to give 60 much pleasure and
so greatly to improve the reader, both in heart and mind. Still there

is much that we have omitted to notice that is well worthy of the

reader’s attention ; but it should be sought for in the volume—not

in a brief sketch of its beauties.

There is yet another story in the Fountain which we would not

have entirely overlooked, because, whatever its humble merits may
be, the heart of the writer went with the subject, and entered warm-
ly into the entire object of the beautiful enterprise. If truth is a

merit, then “ The Tempter and the Tempted” has that single claim

to approbation if no other is awarded to it. More than this a writer

cannot say of her own productions ; and it is really a subject of re-

gret to her that this little story cannot more vividly evince her deep
interest in the cause to which the whole volume is devoted, and her

high appreciation both of the Editor and Publisher.

Bouquets, Plants, &o.—Our city and Brooklyn readers will per-

ceive, by an advertisement in our columns, that our old friend Hogg,
bo celebrated as the prince of Florists, has opened a store at 562

Broadway, just below (late) Niblo’s Garden, where all the beauties

of the Floral Kingdom, and the choicest varieties of plants, &c. are

to be found. No man iu America can beat Jamie Hogg in con-

structing a bouquet.

A Word to Housekeepers.—There is nothing more promotive
of comfort and cheerfulness in the minds of housekeepers, than to

have the arrangements in the culinary department such as to work
smoothly and without trouble. And the most important feature in

this arrangement is a proper cooking apparatus. On this depends in

a gieat degree the good temper of the lady of the house. We are
satisfied, therefore, that we cannot do a greater service to those of
our lady readers in the city who have the responsibilities of a house-
hold,, than to put them in a way of remedying all the evils of a bad-
ly cooked dinner. Go then, at once, and purchase one of Wager’s
Air-Tight Cooking Stoves, at 248 Water Street. It is the best

article of the kind that we have ever known ; and our own judg.

ment, founded upon long use, has recently been confirmed by the

award to it, at the late Fair of the American Institute, of the first

premium—a silver medal—as the best Cooking Stove exhibited.

For economy of fuel, simplicity of arrangement, and perfection

in baking and roasting, it cannot be excelled. We have seen letters

to Bro. Savage from gentlemen of the highest character, testifying

their entire satisfaction; one, even, so well pleased as. to let his

range stand idle, the operation of the Stove being so much more
satisfactory. We are certain that its merits have only to be known
to bring this stove into general use.

The Boston Chronotype is certainly one of the ablest papers of

New England. Racy and spicy in its tone, yet profound and liberal

in its views—full of wit and humor, yet sound and philosophical in

its treatment of principles, it must become a great favorite with

those who read it a few times. We copy the following from a part

of its prospectus, which shows the spirirand position of the paper.

We wish it success, for it is an independent and honest advocate

of human progress and human education. The editor is Elizuk

Weight, known as the author of some able literary works.

“ Tiie Chronotype is the People's paper. It is independent on
all subjects, neutral on none. It is the oqgan of no Party, Sect or
Clique. It sympathises with all, be they rich or poor, old or young,
bond or free, as men. It will endeavor to weld the broken links of
human brotherhood, both near and far. It will be good-natured as

far as it *i9 in the power of human nature to be so, even when deal-

ing with the most grievous wrong9. It believes in human progress,

and hopes for a better day. It seeks to destroy old institutions only
for the sake of building better,—it is only destructive for the sake
of being Constructive. It venerates all old things till it clearly ap-

pears that we may have new ones that are better. It believes that

the honest have a right to the products of their own industry, and
to protect themselves against rapacity, chicanery and humbug. In
short it is, we said, the people’s paper.”

The Chronotype is issued both Daily and Weekly, and may be

had of the news agents, generally. Mr. Dexter of 32 Ann street,

has made arrangements to receive and supply agents of this city and

vicinity with the Weekly. Price of the daily, #3 per annum, of

the weekly, #2.

The New Pope.—Elihu Burritt, in a late letter, thus speaks in

relation to hie reformatory tendencies:
“ One fact in illustration of his prospective government : it is re-

ported that he has caused a box to be put in a public place for the

reception t>f letters, into which every person who can write, may
drop any communication, suggesting improvements or complaining

of abuses, directed to his Holiness pereonally, who promises to keep
the key in his own pocket, and permit no supervision of others to

intervene between his ears ana the wants of his people. I trust

that this will be a kind of St. Peter's key, or at least, a key of free-

dom and knowledge to them. If the Pope keeps hi9 letter-box open
for a year to come, I shaH try to drop a line or two into it about

enny postage, unrestricted commerce, peace and universal brolber-

ood.” _

Discovery of a Planet.—Le Verrier’s Planet, so long and ea-

f

rerly sought for, was discovered on the 23d of September, at Ber-

io, by M. Galle. It was observed in London, on Wednesday night.

Sept. 29ih ; and its position was. on September 80th, at 8h. 16m.

21s., Greenwich mean time : right ascension, 21h. 52m. 20s. Its

appearance is that of a star of the eighth magnitude. Its course is

far beyond that of the planet Uranus; and it must be a very large

body, as its disc is two or three seconds in diameter. The Boston

Courier says that it was probably seen Wednesday evening at the

Cambridge Observatory. It was seen at the Washington Observa-

tory on the night of the 28d.

rHE Ten Tribes.—The London Jewish Chronicle, of June 12tb,

Itainsa letterfrom Jerusalem. The Jews in England, with those

other lands, are to unite for the purpose of searching for the lost

)es. A letter from the synagogue authorities of Sapheth, treats

important information as to the whereabouts of the ten tribes,

o are supposed to constitute a poyerful empire in the desert,

junding in wealth, are striitly religious, but forbid the residence

foreigners among them, except for a few days, and at the pay-

nt of an enormous tax. They, however, receive Jews, treating

m as brethren. A union of Jews of different nations are to go

a mission, though it involves the travel of months through the
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.

PICTORIAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND : Bring a History of

waUwaHlatorjof the Kingdom. Illustrated with aerenl hundred wood-

oats. Vol I. pp. 857. Royal 6vo. Harpers.

We have intended for some time to notice this work more at

length than the issue of each number would justify. The completion

of the first volume seems to offer a favorable opportunity. This His-

tory is one of the finest issues of the American press—whether view-

ed in its literary aspects, or in its mechanical execution. As a speci-

men of true historical writing, it is the most complete, in all its parts,

of any work yet produced. In the depth and breadth of philosophi-

cal reflection and deduction, Gibbon’s Rome or Bancroft s United

States may excel it. It may want the clear fire-vision into the

heart of things, into the causes of events, and the life-like de®criP"

live power of Carlyle’s French Revolution. The vivacity and detail

of Michelet ; and the close, logical analysis of the relation of events,

and the architectual combination, which mark Guizot’s History of

Civilization may not appear in this. But as a whole, embracing al

the elements and departments of a complete historical composition,

it surpasses all these ; and as a popular history it has no equal that

we have seen as yet.
.

-

. r .

Until recently history has been only a record of kings, their tol-

lies and cruelties, their palaces and monuments, their battles and

conquests, their life and death ; a record of political intrigues and

conspiracies $ of powder-plots and assassinations ; of popular rebel-

lions and royal vengeance-takings ; of tyranny unendurable, revolu-

tions, king-beheadings, restorations, &c. &c. It is now getting to

be understood that history has to do not with the few only, but the

many ; that it is the record of the people, their social condition ; their

civil and religious privileges ; their progress from slavery to freedom,

from ignorance to knowledge, from barbarism to the arts and com-

forts and refinements, the intellectual and social cultivation, which

beautify and gladden our daily life. This is the true idea of history
j

and no work which does not exhibit all this and much more, step by

step ; which does not unfold to us the inner life of the millions, and

the outward influences by which that life is developed, and from

which it takes its character, is not worthy the name of history.

This is done, as far as the case would admit, in the work in re-

view. Each book, or period, is accordingly divided into seven chap-

ters, embracing a detailed account of, 1st. Civil and military trans-

actions. 2d. History of religion. 3d. Government, constitution and

laws. 4th. History of national industry ; a very valuable and inter-

esting chapter. 5th. Literature, science and the fine arts ; full of

valuable and curious matter, and a treasure to the scholar, antiqua-

rian, and historical student. 6th. The manners and customs, cos-

tume, furniture, and domestic life of the people. 7th. The condition

of the people; embracing what could not well be inserted under the

other heads ; as the national civilization of the period ;
statistics of

vice and crime; punishments; health of the people; classes and

ranks, and their proportion ;
incomes and costs of living of each

class, &c.
This brief, but comprehensive view of the contents of the work,

will show the reader what he may expect ; and he may be assured

the promise is abundantly fulfilled in the execution. The pictorial

illustrations make plain and interesting, what would otherwise be

difficult of apprehension. The appeal to the eye is a great help to

the mind ; and the publishers of this history have furnished the help

on the most liberal scale. This volume alone contains more than

five hundred illustrations; embracing caBtles, churches, bridges,

ships, dwellings, agricultural, mechanical and domestic implements,

dress, fac similes of ancient paintings, coins, &c. Ac. And so, with

reading and seeing, one feels as if he had dropped down suddenly

into the midst of the people. He wanders among their workshops,

and over their fields and gardens ; he enters their dwellings, sits at

their fireside, and smells the savory food ; he sees the flocks and

heids on the hill-side ; he hears the ring of the flail and the ham-

mer; and the “ yo-heave-o” of the ancient mariner comes pleasantly

from the shere— in a word, one feels as if he was actually living

among the people of whom he reads.

After what we have written, we need not say how heartily we

commend this work to our readers and the public. It is worth the

money paid; and amid the ocean of literaryO) trash with which

the world is flooded, it rises like an island of light and beauty, with

its green and fertile fields, and forests loaded with richest fruits. It

deserves, and we are certain it will eventually have, a wide circu-

lation. No library can be complete without it.

SARTOR RESARTUS. By Thomas Carlyle. Revised Edition. 12mo. pp.

233. Wiley & Putnam.

We have read almost every thing Carlyle has written ;
but Sartor

Resartus, though one of the first of his productions published in this

country, we have not read until the reception of this copy from Wi-

ley A Putnam. And, we must oonfess, it is to us the least satisfac-

tory, as a whole, of any book put forth by the author. Much of the

first portion of it is indefinite, iutaogible, and even smoky; though

there are passages of great power and exceeding beauty, from which
Truth and Wisdom are reflected as from a mirror. The last book,

however, redeems our estimate of the writer ; and we recognize

again his wdnderful insight into man, and nature, and the heart of

history acting itself in the present. We feel ourselves once more
in the presence of intellect, broad and deep in its strength, keen and

far'Seeing in its philosophy ; and we thrill at the sound of its wild

manifold voices, and stand silent and awe-struck before its awful

pictures of what is, and What shall be. We have marked a few of

these, to which we shall by and by give place in our columns; that

our readers, not familiar with the man, may see a little of what sort

he is. We rejoice that the publishers are to give ns new editions

of all Carlyle’s works. They cannot do a greater favor to those who,

when they read, are willing to take the trouble to think.

HARPER’S SHAKSPEARE. Noe. 119, 120, 121, 122.

This work, the most valuable and elegant edition of Shakspeare

ever published in this country, draws near its completion. These

numbers include Part HI. of Henry VI, and commences Richard

HI. - --

KING JOHN. A Tragedy in Fire Acta.

Shakspeare’s Tragedy of King John has been reprinted by Taylor

& Co. as No. 85 of Sargent’s “ Modem Standard Drama.” It em-

braces the “ Stage Business,” " Cast of Characters,” &c. as played

at the Park Theatre, by Charles Kean. A memoir of this gentle

,

man is prefixed.

ORR’S INSTRUCTIVE AND AMUSING LIBRARY FOR CHILDREN.
N. Orr, 90 Fulton ftreet.

This is a work got up for children. It contains, in original verse,

a history of Joseph and his Brethren, with colored Pictures. We
commend it to all good boys and girls. We are certain ** Sanrfa-

Claus” will have a hand in it, about Christmas.

THE OLD CRO’ NEST: OR THE OUTLAWS OF THE HUDSON.
By Robert F. Greeley. New York. Ward and Co.

This is a romance of considerable interest, and is written, for the

most part, with a good degree of correctness, elegance and power.

Were we disposed to be critical, however, we could point out some

important faults in the conception and execution of the design, but

as nothing id to be gained by it, we forbear and recommend it- to

our friends as an amusement, when sailing up or down the Hudson,

on whose banks the scenes are laid.

Gliddon’s Ancient Egypt.—A new edition of this work has just

been issued by Richards A Co., 30 Ann^st. It affords a key to an*

lock the hidden mysteries of Ancient Egypt, and the information it

affords in relation to Egyptian hieroglyphical history will greatly in-

terest the reader. Price only 25 cents.

Bro. Winchester : At a Regular Meeting ofHinmam Lodob No. 107
f

l. O. of O. F. held at their Room, No. 411 Broadway, Nov. 16, 1846, the following

Preamble and Resolutions were unanimously adopted, and directed to be pub-

lished in your valuable paper, “ the Golden Rule.”

Yours in F. L. and T. FRANCIS TAYLOR, Sec-

New York, Nov. 17, 1846.

Whereas. It la proposed by the Convention appointed to revise the Constitu-

tion of the Grand Lodge of I. O. of O. F. of this State, to take from the Subord*

nate Lodges (in their individual capacity) the right of being represented in said

the opinion of this Lodge, that said proposition if adopted,

would be an encroachment upon our rights, as a Lodge, against which we protest,

T
That it is the right of every Subordinate Lodge, to be represented

In the Grand Lodge under whose jurisdiction it exist*. ^
Resolved, That representation to the Grand Lodge should be apportioned

according to numbers. . . . . .......
Resolved, That any regulation orenactment, denying to, or withholding from,

Subordinate Lodges the right of selecting (in a prescribed mode) at least one,

Representative each to the Grand Lodge, is unjust and subversive qfthe best in-

terests ofour beloved Order.

It was further Resolved, That a committee of three P. G ’s be appointed t©

call a convention to be composed ofa like committee from each Lodge in tie

city, or as many as may appoint such committee, to meet at such timeand place

as they may think proper, (of which due notice will be
i

givea*) for the purpose of

devising such measures as may be necessary to secure to each Lodge the right of

Representation in the Grand Lodge, by a representative or representatives of

^Whereupon *P. Gs. A. A Phillips, W. H. Dikeman, and A KimbaU ware ap-

pointed such Committee.
,

novziti

MARRIAGES.
Nov. 10

,
by the Rev. Hugh Smith Carpenter, Mr. WILLIAM H. MARTIN,

o Miss ELG1THA L., daughter of Frederick Tarr, Esq., all of this city.

’Twas known that Bill was fond of birds,

And yet his friends ne’er thought so fkr—

That he, with magic of soft words,

Would make a Martin out of Tarr.

DEATHS.
Nov. 3, at Muskego; Wisconsin, P. G. GEORGE SANDERSON, of Meni*

sack Lodge No. 7, of Lowell, Mass.
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Dental Card*

S
W. JUDSON, Surgeon Dentist, 166 East Broad-

« way, N. will be happpy to see and wait upon
bis friends, and brethren of the Order generally, in

any department of the Dental Art, on moderate

terms. dot?:3m*

Boarding School,8hrew»bury,N.J•

REV. H. FINCH, PxineipaL The Winter Term
of this School will commence on Monday, the 2d

pf November. Terms, $76 per Term—Pupil to fur-

nish his bed and bedding. References. Rev. Wm.

ucuuonyiii it. ^ a. w. uuuut

j

Jehn-st; Floyd Smith, Esq., No. 12 Johu-st o27~~
Material for Regalia. '

T
HE largest stock, and best assortment of material

for Regalia, in the United States, can be found at

F. W. & W. F. GILLEY'S
DRT-GOOD8 ESTABLISHMENT,

430 OBAND-STRBKT, IV. T.

Moreens, Satins ana bilks or every quality. Also,

ail numbers of Satin and Lustring Ribbons. N. B.

Manufacturers and Merchants supplied. ootlO:tf .

Cash Tailoring; 127 Fulton-ntreet.

S
ANFORD, BROTHERS, have just opened an en-

tire new stook of Clothes, Cassimers,and Vestings,
«f every variety and style, which they offer to.their

friendsand the public at very low prices* We would
simply say we can salt the most fastidious as to fits,

Yemen’s outfitting.

•26:3m* SON P. SANFORD.

TMPORTI
X. and Maunfla
description M
(polity of Hair
stairs.

JoluBon A Co.
RTERS, Wholesale Dealers,

wpf PERFUMERY of every
iinrers Agents of a pnperior

lss*: No. 35 Cedar-street, np
4

Jy25Aa

Samuel Hammouu ce

TMPORTERS OP PINE WATCH-
X ES, No. 44 Merchants’’ Exchange, 1st door in

William street. Have constantly on hand a large

and valuable assortment of FINE WATCHES of

their own Importation, which they are now selling at

lower prices (when quality is compared,) than can be
purchased of any dealer in NewtVork. A written

warrantee, in all cases, will he given to the purchaser.

S. Hammond having attended solely to the repair-

ing of Chronometer, Duplex,and other fine Watches,
in the late firm of Benedict A Hammond, will con-

tinue to give his undivided attention to that branch
«( the business, in connection with his present part-

ner, who** reputation has long been established,

having wexked for the last ten years for the trade in

tus city. m23:tt

Davifl Sc Rrynan*
TLfANUFACTUREK op MASONIC
111 and ODD FELLOWS' REGALIA and BAN-
NERS, No. 2, Hart's Buildings, South Sixth street,

one door above Chesnut street, Philadelphia. Re-
galia and Banners of every description, either plain,

feinted, or embroidered in gold or silver. Samples
may be seen as above. Also, every variety of Naval
and Military Gold and Silver Embroidery, executed

to order, at vex^BllI?0^ prices. octlOrtf

Odd hllml n

J
W. A. 194 Market street, Phil-

« adelpbiaX^^^Mturers of REGALIA, SASH-
ES, ROBES^RI^wor Lodges and Encampments.
The members of the Order, Lodges and Encamp-
ments, wishing to purchase a SPLENDID AR TI-

CLE of REGALIA

,

at a very low price, can be ac-

commodatedby calling at the store, where they will

find a great variety, adapted to the different degrees
and ranks in the Order. Orders from a distance at-

tended to with punctuality and despatch . oct 10:tf

John Osborne*

Manufacturer of regalia,
No. 99 Madison st., N. Y., would state that

he manufactures every description of Regalia for

Lodges and Encampments, and will be happy to re-

oeive orders from the Brotherhood, for furnishing
all articles required by the Revised Work.

end A Co..

The Mutant Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
X_J Office No. 11 Wall street This institution is

distinguished from all others, at home or abroad, by
alL or most, of the following peculiarities:

1. Where the premiums are over $50, it requires
only one quarter part in Cash, instead ofthe whole.

2. It allows the Assured to pay yearly, quarterly,
monthly, or weekly.

3. No part of the profits are withheld—or diverted
from tiie Assured, either in charity, or otherwise.

4. It has no loan, either nominal or real, to pay
interest for; having a a sufficient capital funded,
from premiums received.

5. The Assured can withdraw his profits, or leave
them to accumulate, year by year, at his option.

6. It assures to the age of 67, instead of stopping
at 60.

7. It deolares the profits yearly, instead of once in
five, or seven years, and issues scrip ve&rly to the
Assured, for the estimated profits, bearing 6 per cent
interest

—

which scrip is redeemed m cash, when the

profits amount to $200,000, or is allowed to accumu-
late, at the Option ofthe Assured.
& It enables a man to provide for his wife^and

children. In such a way, mat although he may lose

every thing, they are safe; and all persons, whether
married or unmarried, to provide for Old Age, Sick-
ness, and Want

,
as well as for Death.

9. The Assured can surrender the policy at any
time after the first year, and receive its. equitable

value.
10. At any time after the first year, the Assured

can borrow, on the scrip issued, two-thirds qf its

amount, so that he has nothing to fear from a
Change of efroumatanoes, or inability topay the pre-
mium.

11. Directors and officers are ehocen yearly; and
the Assured votes according to his interest.

12. The funds are all invested in United States,

New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts stocks,

and in real estate in New York and New Jersey,

wholly unincumbered, and qfdouble the value loan-

ed; at leaned to the Assured as above.

ia It pays no Directors, no Auditors,no Solicitors.

D lends money to neither.

14. It does not reckon the Assnred a year older 1

than he is—but from six months less to six months
more, so as to equalise the estimates between all

parties.

15. The rates are lower, the expenses less, and the
profits larger, than with Foreign Offices; invest-

ments here yielding from 6 to 7 per cent—abroad
only 3 per oent—to say nothing of 33K per oent re-

served; nor of interest allowed to those whofurnish
a “guaranty capital,” at the rate of 5 per oent on
every hundred pounds subscribed, for every ten

pounds paid inf
16. Instead of encouraging, every precaution is

taken to prevent a forfeiture of the policy.

17. The liability of the Assured is limited by law,

to the ameunt of his premium note. »9:tf

Encampmento*

I
O. of O. F. Committees about purchasing Em-

• blems, Ac. for Encampments or Lodges, are re-

quested to call and examine those introduced (ex-

pressly for the New Work) by the subscriber, and
whioh have been approved by the following Encamp-
ments: Mount Olivet, Egyptian, Mispeh, Ac., of

New York; Potomac Lodge, Alexandria, D. C.;

Winchester, Va. and many others. The undersign-

ed would also respectfully solicit a call from mer-
chants and others visiting the city at his SIGN,
BANNER, FLAG and ORNAMENTAL PAINT-
ING ROOMS, No. 101 Nassau-st. where he flatters

himself, that his original designs and acknowledged
superiority of workmanship, in connection with
moderate charges, will offer inducements for patron-

age unsurpassed by any establishment in New York.
Country Merchants can have their orders executed

Coffee and Binincr Room.MOTICE.—E. J.MERCER, respect-
TN fully informs his friends and the public, that
having purehased from his partner, J. F. Green, his
entire interest in the Coffee and Dining Rooms, cor-
ner of Nassau and Ann streets, trusts the estab-
lishment will continue to receive not only the sap-
port of his friends, bat also be recommended to the
patronage qf his friends’ friends, as he assures them
all his euergles will be devoted on his part to make
his Dining Rooms second to none other in the oity.
N. B. The Ladies' Coffee and Refreshment Rooms

will still be continued as heretofore, under the espe-
cial charge of Mrs. Mercer. Private entrance, 21
Ann street. augl:tf

Regalia.

T
HE Subscriber Informs the members of the Order
that in addition to his stook of cheap Dry Goods,

he keeps constantly on hand the various articles
used in the manufacture of Regalia, and furnishing
such as Scarlet and Blue Merinoes; Scarlet, Blue,
White, and Black Rattinetts; Scarlet, Blue, and
Black DeLaines; Velvets, Linens, Fringes, Ribbons,
Ac., of the proper shades, which he will be happy to

dispose of at a small advance. Orders from a dis-

tance promptly attended to. WM. C. FLANIGAN;
S5-6ms. No. 190 South Seoond street, Philad’a.

age unsurpassed by any establishment in New York.
Country Merchants can hare their orders executed
during their stay in the city, and signs, &o., can be
forwarded with safety to all parts of the United
States. JAMESACKERMAN, 101 Nassau-st.

sop123m

hap opened the New Cheap Hat A Cap Store, No.
IW, N. 6th-st. 2 doors above the “Odd Fellows’’ new
Hall, where may be bad all kinds of Hats Caps Ac.
wholesale and retail, cheap for cash. Merchants and
other are requested to call and examine before pur-
chasing elsewhere. Cm23:tf} F. W. CORINTH.

Lewis Child*
MERCHANT TAILOR, (Successor
ILL to I. Townsend A Co.) No. 132 Bowery, be-

tween Grand and Broome gtreete, N. Y. A full as-

sortment of cloths, Caseimeres, Vestings, Ac. ufetf

J* €• Booth dc Co.
pASH DRAPERS and TAILORS,

187 Broadway, have received an additional sup-
ply of choice Cassimeres Linen Drills and Vestings,
to which they would invite particular attention. Our
stock now comprises the riohest assortment of goods
ever before offered in this city, and having groat fa-

cilities in buying, both here and in foreign markets,
we are enabled to offer them at prioes much lower
than the usual rates,

There are seme who imagine that goods In Broad-
way must be dear, but we would assure such persons
that our prices (at all times low) were never so low
ae at the present : and that since our removal, by our
much increased cosiness, we have been enabled to

reduce our rates, while at the same time, the style

and workmanship of our garments have been very
much improved. We would invite all these persons

te give ns a call, and be disabused at once of all suoh
erroneous impressions,
The Cutting Department Is nnder the supervision

ofMr J. LEE, whose name is a sufficient guarantee
of its being properly and efficiently conducted. jel3tf

” Fall Fashions.
—

-

mHE CHEAP HAT AND CAP MANUPACTO-
JL RY, 72X Bowery, between Walker and Hester
streets, is now ready to serve ail who may want a
good and oheap Hat or Cap. Having on hand an
entire new stock of Hats and Caps of his own man-
ufacture, he is determined te sell them at a very
[small profit Silk Hats, of the latest fashions, of
i superior quality, from $2,00 to 3,59 ;

and Fur Hats
from 2,50 to 5,00. Children’s Hate of all kinds, and

the latest patterns. Hate made to order at the

shortest notice. Don’t forget the number, 72#
Bowery, New-York, sign of the BIG HAT.
sept26:tf

,
HENRY SHAW.

qr
Classen’s

Wager’s Air Tight Cooking Stove. T7AS HIONABLE VISITING
mHlS celebrated cooking stove has been used ina T CARD ESTABLISHMENT'. 05 per oent be-

Regalla sat Syracuse.
TIT 1LLARD A HAWLEY manufacture all kinds

W of Regalia for Lodges and Encampments, to or-

der. Likewise furnish all the necessary trimmings
for new Lodges. o!7:tf

Heiralia.

M L DRUMMOND, No. 399 GRAND STREET,
t having partly got over his press of business,

will be happy to receive orders from the brethren for

R. P. Regalia, Plain. Half, or Full, Embroidered,
White Satin; and P. G. Regalia, do do., as low as

ean be got in the city, and as good. Lodges and En-
campments furnished at the shortest notice, accord-

ing to the Revised Work. Stars, Braids, Ac., on
hand, or made to order. oot3:tf

Mrs. E. Hoyt;
DIE AND CAKE BAKERY, No. 249 Grand-street

P
IE AND CAKE BAKERY, No. 249 Grand-street

N. Y. P. S. Weddings and Parties supplied at

the shortest notice, with all kinds of CAKE, ap4:ly

mHlS celebrated cooking stove has been used in a
{

_L large number of families in this city, during the

last year, and has given the most perfect satisfac-

tion. For saving fuel, and in all kinds of cooking,

it cannot be excelled by any other stove. References
will be given to all that wish, and the stove warrant-

ed. The subscriber would invite all in want ofa good
oooking stove to call and examine this stove, which
will bo sufficient to satisfy any one of its superiority

over all other stoves. Also a new and beautiful pat-

tern of Cast Iron Gothic Air Tight Parlor Stove, a
superior article, together with stoves for Hall and of-

fice. For sale at 218 Water st. by
826: tf E. W. M. SAVAGE.

To Encampment! and Lodges.

T
HE Undersigned will keep constantly on hand a
full assortment of Books, Paper, and general Sta-

tionery, and solicits a share of patronage. He will

supply new Encampments and Lodges with every

article they may need, on the most favorable terms.

W. H. TOWNSEND, Stationer, 19 Wall st.

Philip GarhardT
—

=

T^RAPER and TAILOR, No. 74,T^hRAPER and TAILOR, No. 74,
jLJ West Broadway. A large and Fashionable as-

sortment of Cloths. Cassimeres and Vestings, con-

stantly on hand* ap25:ly

low his usual prioes. A Plate and 50 Cards printed

for $1,50; the best Enamelled Cards printed from
Engraved Plates at 50 cents per pack. A SILVER
DOOR PLATE furnished aud beautifully engraved
for $3. Engraving for the ,Trade equally Tow, at

CLLASSEN’S old stand, No. I Murray-street, cor-

ner of Broadway. mSQily

TXTEDDreGvSS^rrATION, AND
VV VISITING CARDS. The subscriber exe-

cutes in a superior style at short notice and ojn

reasonable terms, SILVER DOOR AND NUMBER
PLATES, of sterling silver of extra thickness, and
warranted. -

ARMS, CRESTS, AND CIPHERS on seals, on
stone, brass, and silver.

COUNTING HOUSE, Consular, Notaries, Se-

ciety, and LODGE SEALS engraved in a superior

manner, at moderate prices.

CARDS printed from plates already engraved, on
extra porcelain cards,both surfaces highly enameled,

at short notloe, by BOLEN. Engraver and Printer,

104 Broadway between Wall and Pine ste. N. Y.
Card Cases, Envelopes, Note Paper, and fine Cut-

lery, Ac. janlOtf
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nr CMoe, Exotio IWers,
Umade up in a style to please the most fastidious,

may always be had of the subscriber, at a few hours’

notice. He also has for sale a general assortment of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Pfants for

Rooms and Green-houses, Agricultural and Horti-

cultural Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Roots, etc. etc.

n21tf JAMES HOGG, Seedsman, Gflfrjioadway

THE G Q LPEN RULE.

Peter Weetervel .

CONSTABLE, an« Apnt for Homm

i

and

Li Collecting Rente, Notea, Aocopote, Ac. Dealt at

Marine Court. Reoldenee at No. 104 Hammond-

atreet.
noT21«m«

N. ORR,
ENGRAVER
ON WOOD,

No* 90 Fultou-St.
NEW YORK.

Orris Instrcutive and

Amusing Library for Chil-

dren. For sale, Wholesale

and Retail. n21:tf

Mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
1 J No. 11 Wall at. Issued during the month of

July 146 new Policies, viz:

To Merch’tsA TradersM To Farmers & Planters 7

Manufacturers

.

Mechanics

.

Clergymen.
Physicians 4

Lawyers 12

Professors 3|

Ladies 1

Students 3

Clerks 9

Cashiers v ... 1

Member of Conaress 5

Sec’y Ins. Co.. 4 . .. 1

Agents 7* Other occupatii

Total

New policies iss aed in the I

.first quarter of the year,
1

1846, yia :
*

May 58

June 54

July 77

Whole number of Policies first year.

146

New policies issuedjnthe

[first quarter of the -year,*

1846, vis:

May 207

June 131

July 146

.1701

To Let,

T
HE rooms lately fitted up by Excelsior Lodge,

corner of Nassau and Beekman-sts., on Saturday

evening of each ireek. For particulars apply to the

Trustees, at the rooms, on Friday evenings. n214teod

Odd Fellows9 Depot.

THE subscribers respectfully inform

the Brothers of the Order, that they have taken

a store in the new Odd Fellows’ Hajl, North Sixth

atreet below Raoe street, where they intend to keep

on all the principal Odd Fellows’ Publications,

Proposition Books, Report Books, Order Books,

Blank Books, and all sueh other Books as are used

by the Order, together with Regalia, and all other

articles used in furnishing Lodges.

They also Intend keeping on hand a general as-

«rtn,.ntofB«k,,SUtion«y,Ao.
M CUR

D. NORCROSS.
The offloe of the “ Golden Rule” is at the above

store.

Total poliriesin 16 months 2236

ROBT. L. PATTERSON, President.

BENJ. C. MILLER, Secretary.

Jos L. Lord, Agent.

James Stbwart, M. D.
;
(No. 621 Broadway,)

Medical Examiner. augl5:fcf

Plano Fort*,Manic* Fancjr Good*.

(
1 HOLT. Jr., Agent for L. Gilbert’s Piano Fortes,

;• Boston, has opened a W re Room at 156 Fulton

street, two doors east of Broadway. A supply of

Gilberts Instruments now on hand. He sells alsa|

Bacons A Ravens Pianos and T. Gilbert’s, with the

celebrated Coleman Attachment—a splendid onejust

opened, Bl’k Walnut Case. Parlor Organs, and Se-

raphines. All kinds of Music for the Piano Ac., In-

struction Books for rajious Instruments, Violins,

Strings, Ac. Pianos tuned—Piano Stools and Covers.

Also, Perfumery, Fancy and Shaving Soaps, Ex-

tracts, Toilet Powder, Ao. sep 12:3m

Dancing Academies.

S
HAKSPEARE HOTEL cornerof Duane and Wil-

liam streets. Mr. G. Robertson respectfully an-

nounces to his brethren of the order, and the public

in general, that his classes are now open at theabove

rooms Wednesdays and Saturdays, and at the NOR-
THERN EXCHANGE, 273 Bleeoker street, Tues-

days and Fridays
,
for giving instructions in the

various modes of the above accomplishment. Hoprs

ofattendance for Ladies, Misses and Masters, from

3 to 6 P. M., Gentlemen from 8 to 10 in the evening.

Mr. R. will have the pleasure of introducing in

his academies a variety of new and fashionable Ball

room and Fanoy Dances, with the graceful Redowa
Walts as now danoed in the saloons of London anl

Paris. Private instructions given to papils at any

hour to suit their convenience. Classes at Semina-

ries taught on reasonable terms. Mr. R.’s class at

the Lyceum, Jersey City, will open on Thursday,

October 1st. For more particular information please

apply at Mr. R.’a residence and Private Academy,

82 Canal street, New York. o33m*

I. O. O. F. Brenatpin*, Jewelry, *0*

G A. BRETT, has removed from
• No. 103 Pearl street, to the new store. No.

46 Liberty street, opposite the Post Offloe. (up stairs)

where he respectfully jnvites the attention of Mer-

chants (about laying^in their Spring stocks,) to his

extensive and handsome assortment ef FrenohjEng

ligh and German Fancy Goods : Pocket and Tab!

Cutlery: Razors
;
Scissors: Needles; Thimbles.

Percussion Caps; German Silver wares
;
Plated and

Gilt ware: Fine gold and silver Duplex, Lever, Le-

pine and Verge Watches; Jewelry; Odd F.ellows’

Breast-pins : gold, silver, plated and German Sil-

ver Pencil Cases, with and without pens; Steel

Pens; gilt, plated, lasting, twist, brocade, jet, japan-

ed, horn, bone, and other Buttons
}
shell, ivory, hern,

wood and metal Combs: dressing and traveling

Cases; portable Writing Desks
;
Fans

;
hair, cloth,

shoe, nail, tooth, shaving and other Brushes
;
Sus-

penders : spool and skein Cotton: Uuen Thread;
sewing Silk

;
Hooks and Eyes

;
Perfumery of all

kinds
;
Toilet Soaps

; hand Mirrors and Looking-

glasses
;
Beads

;
Head Ornaments

;
and a great

variety of other goods, especially adapted to the

Spring trade, all of which he offers to the trade at

moderate prices. mar33tf
' Harper’s Celebrated

C
OUGH REMEDY, for the cure of Coughs. Colds,

Ac., for sale, wholesale and retail, at 1GG William
st. N. Y. by Mrs. A. Harper nov7:tf

M. Bice,
RAPKR AND TAILOR, 57 Ca-
nal street m 16:4m

Levi B. Taft*
TTORNEY, COUNCELLOR, Ac

;
Detroit,

Michigan. His particular,-andw hen desired,

personal attention will be given to theTsecuring and

collecting Claims and Demands, Payment of Taxes,

Ac. in any part of Michigan.

Refer to D. C. Hyde A On., Alfred Clapp A Ce.,

S.& Y. Lawrence, Coman A Hopkins, Jarvis H. Hills

and H. B. Bradshaw, Esq. New York; Wm. Jones

A Co- Cnrtis Reed A Co. and F. W. Dickinson.Esq.

Boston; W. B. Darling A Co., Providence, R. L;

Cook A Borns, and Messrs. Coe A Colt, Exchange

Brokers, Detroit
Mr. Taft is commissioner to take Depositions. Ac-

knowledgments of Deeds, Ac. for the state of Mas-

sachusetts.

DtlMNBSTCOUGH’PlUB
Great French Remedy

FOR CONSUMPTION ! Important
to the Affiioted. DR, LAENNEC’S COUGH

PILLS, for the cure of Colds, Coughs, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and ail affections of the Lungs, is the

invention of the oelebrated Dr. Laennec^of Paris, a
voluminous and profound medical writ&, who hum
devoted his whole life to the study of Diseases of tha

Lungs and Chest. It is without question the great-

est discoveryof the age, as a specific for all affections

of the Lungs, from the common Cold, to the moat
seated cases of Consumption. It is, at least, worth
the trial of its merits by all sufferers; for we are

sure that the taking of one or two Pills will con-

vinceany one that half the truth has not been told of

them. The beneficial effect, in reduoing the moat
Irritating Cough, is almost intiantaneous; Indeed, as

gentleman in Brooklyn the otherday told the agent,

a person who takes these Pills amU congrt.” The
worst cold can be cored in twemxx-fovr. hodss.
We challenge any other medical fas tha
world to accomplish this raullMlipMrliow ex-

pensively puffed it may be. '‘Wr
Why then will peopletoiler, wtfci there is an ab-

solute specific within their reach T This is not a

purgative medicine, but is composed of ingredients

which act with certain and wonderful power upon
all diseases of the lnngs, whether inflamatory or

chronic. To their perfect adaptation to whatever

affects these important organs, and the cures per-

formed in almost \
ALL STAGES OF CONSUMPTION,

has been owing their great success and popularity

—

a, popularity so unexampled, that all France has been

filled with wonder and admiration at their astonish-

ing effects. Medical men have been paralysed with

amasement, to see patients who had been abandoned
by them, or pronounced beyond the reach of the

healing art, restored to perfect health by these med-
icines. The use of a single doJI cannot fail to satis-

fy the most skeptical of their virtue.

Let no one hesitate to make trial of these Pills,

under the idea that they are but one off the mm
attack medicines which are sounded in the public

Sir DR. LAENNEC, the MVentor. is one of the

most eminent physicians of France, who has devoted

more time to and written more largely upon diseases

of the Lungs, than any medical man in modem

Mechanics’ Tool*,
A A FULTON STREET. The sub
TT aeriber keeps constantly receiving large addi

dons to bis assortment of Mechanics’ Tools,

general Hardware, and respectfully informs all

wishing to purchase, that he has as good an assort-

ment of goods as any house in the trade, particu-

larly of the best quality of goods, which he offers at

such prices as h* hopes will be satisfactory to all.

Mechanics of all kinds can be supplied with a frill

assortment of Goods, most of which are war-
ranted. A full assortment of Coopers’ Tools,

which are all warranted, as are also his best quali-

ties of Planes, SawB, Files. Chisels, Braces, Bits, eto.

Agent for the sale of McLaughlin’s Patent Mortis-

ing Machines; also many other articles not gene-

rally kept in Hardware or Tool stores. A large as

sortment of patterns of the celebrated^** Taily He?

Rasors, with a printed and certified guaranty ac-

companying each, an important thing to those who

wish a really good Razor, as the price will be returned

If the razors are not good. -Tool ^hests furnished

with Tools from eight dollars to fie hundred—al-

wavs kept on hand suitable for mechanics and ama-

teurs. Cut nails and general Hardware at the

lowest market price. HENRY F. FAIRB^NK,
apll 44 Fulton st. (between Pearl and Cliff,)N. Y,

Moet of the boasted medicines for the cure of

Consumption which have been ushered into exist-

ence within the last few years, fibre, after a brief

duration, fallen into utter insignificance, and hem

forgotten, having entirely failed in fulfiling the ob-

jectoftheir design. Thereasonis perfectly obvious,

for the fact has long since been established by medi-

cal men, that acute and chronic diseases, and even

the same disease in its different stages, cannot he

cured by the same means. The proprietors of the

various syrups, balsams and balms, recommend then

to cure all diseases, no matter whetherthey are acute

or chronic, which hava their seat in the chest or ab-

domen; wkich Bhowfijbnclusively that their invent,

ore must either be ignorant of the V8t
, 1
P™®,pl" *

medicine, or have great faith :n thefculHbility of the

public. Not so with Laennec. He does not recom-

mend his medicines to cure everything, but has dl

ided diseases of the Lungs and their appendages

into two general classes : acute, or inflammatory,
and chronic; and prepared the appropriate rem^

dies f»*v each. To this has been owing their great

siNbess and popularity—11
i

* lari
t y so u 1

1

\ on

thpt all France has been flllel w,th wonder EM >1

miration at their astonishing effoots,

have been paralyzed with *mi«eiiient,f«*w fjatteuU

who had been abandoned by them, or pronounced be-

yond the reach of the healingart, restored to perfect

health by these medicines. The use of a single does

cannot fail to satisfy the skeptical of their extract

dinary power.

A FEW PILLS ONLY
Will cure the most obstinate recent sold, no matter

how severe. The action of this medicine is so speedy

—so perfectly magical, that one dose will satisfy

any one of its magical power. .

The agent has used these Pills himself, and in bis

own family, and therefore knows their effect. »
a case of severe cough from a recent heavy cold, 1

single fill, taken at night, relieved the ooughand

tickling in the throat, and gave a night s rest with-

out ANY RETURN np THE COUGH WHATEVER, and

Cheap Book-Bindery*
1 /WJ CHATHAM-ST., cor. of PearL—The subecri-

lv/0 ber respectfully informs the public that he is

mow prepared to do every description of Book Bind-

ing in the best manner, and in every variety*of style,

low for cash. Harper's Bible handsomely bound, at

various prices. Blank Books ruled and made to or-
, (V ».v<W|T tw0 or three he was entirely cured m two

der. Music, Periodicals, and Book* of every descrip- 1 ' • - - h -a- a* *SM awitt.

tion, bound cheap, and at the shortest notice.

0 17
’

’ OWEN C. OWENS.

D
JOHN McNICOL, Stereotyper and

Printer, No. 11 Spruce street, 4th story

/CONSTITUTIONS, By-Laws, Blanks, etc., for

Lodges and Encampments, printed at short notice,

at this Offloe.

ol7

Important to Travelers und House-
keeper*'

LIFE AND FKOFER-
TY PRESERVERS. Patent

tolf-Cooking Revolving pistols.

Manufactured, wholesale and

J. G. BOLEN
,
KM Broadway,

jaalOtf Between Wall and Pine sts .New York

Dr* James Ashley,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
No. 40 HUDSON street. Offloe Hours- 9 A

M. and 6 P M. d!3 ly

days—ami, in fact, w;w well after the first night.

The same relief was given in the case of achild only

16 months old, to whom a quarter of a pill was ad

ministered.

Price $1 a boxf with directions for use. Sold at

wholesale and retail by J. WINCHESTER, 39 Ana

street, General Agent for the U. S.

Also, at Ring’s, 182 Broadway; Marrener, Lock

wood Sc Co, 459 Broadway ;
Bryant’s, 715 Broadway;

Guion’s, oor. Bowery and Grand; Coddington’s, cor.

Hudson and Spring; Van Hovenbargh’s, 171 Divis

ion. In Brooklyn, at Hannigan’s Book and Period

ioal Store, corner of Fulton and Tiltary-streets,w
S. P. Leeds, cor. Court and Atlantic, and at the res-

idence of the General Agent, 274 Jay street.
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Ntro Original Romance.

WILFRED HONTRESSORi
OK,

THE 8ECRET ORDER OF THE 8E,V£N.
A KOMANOB OF MYSTERY AND ORIM^

r THX AUTHOR OF “ FLORENCE HE IAOTY, OR THE COQUETTE,” ETC

CHAPTER XXXVII.—montrkssor and hamet.

It was mhlpight.

Wilfred Montressor was sitting in the apartment which had
been consecrated by the presence, by the death of Zorah.

Hamet erttewd bolding a letter in his right hand.

The naan of thirty-five took the letter, opened it, and perused

the contents.

“ It is well, Hamet,” said, Montressor, folding the letter and

laying it upon a table near him.

The yonth bowed and retired. But ere he reached the door

be was recalled by a single word :

41 Hamet.”
He approached the traveler, and with folded arms silently

awaited his commands.
11 You have accomplished wonders, Hamet, by your zeal, your

intelligence, your activity. Nothing has failed which you have
been entrusted to perform—nothing. At noon -day and at mid-
night, with equal alacrity, you huve obeyed my orders. You
have surmounted the mo9t serious obstacles

;
you have fearlessly

exposed yourself todduger; you have disregarded the weariness

of mind and body springing from continual labor, which even in

men, deadens courage and debilitates action. Your reward is at

hand. I have discovered the murderer of Zorah.
Hamet started

; clasped his hands violently together, and ex-
claimed :

“ The murderer of the lady Zorah, my mistress ?”
" Yes, Hamet.”
The eyes of the youth flashed fire.

“ He must die.® ^

€

The words of Hamet kindled a train of reflection in the mind
of Wilfred Montressor.

In the midst of his revery he turned to the excited youth :

11 Leave me, Hamet. I will tell you my decision hereafter.”

Hamet retired.

The man of thirty-five reasoned thus with himself

;

“ Blood for blood—it is the law of justice.

“‘Whoso sheddeth man’s blood, by man shall his blood be
shed. ? It is the law of God, written in his Holy Word, written

in the heart of man.
“ The blood—the innocent blood of Zorah has been shed. Her

life has been taken by violence, and her slayer, regardless of the

displeasure of God and man,walks the streets of this great city.

“ Alfred Tracey is her murderer.

“The lax ness of his principles, the immorality of his daily life,

are sufficient to justify the belief that he is capable of the most
atrocious crimes.

“ He was abpent two hours from the assembly of Mrs. Wil-

loughby—he visited none of his usual haunts daring his absence

—he hus evaded the inquiries of his most intimate associates
;

and then, the scene at Caroline Percy's.
“ Pallid cheeks, glaring eye-balls, convulsed muscles, agoniz-

ing cries—what evidence from the lips of human witnesses can
be more conclusive than such fearful tokens, the confessions

of a sonl racked and tortured by the harrowing remembrance of

damning guilt 1

“ Alfred Tracey is the criminal.

“ Murder in this, as in many other cases, cannot be legall

charged—cannot be legally proved, and the loopholes of the law

are wide enough to permit the .escape of shoals of murderers.

“ The task is mine. I must become the avenger of blood.

“ Sad—terrible was the fate of Zorah, and yet a monmfol con-

solation is not wanting—death triumphed over dishonor.

“ Dishonor!
*

“ From the broken promises of the maiden to the broken vows
of the wife—from falsehood to crime there is bat one step.

“ That woman—I loved her.

“ Zorah, Zorah, yours was the glorious presence that came to

me last night and whispered of Love and Hope. Yours not hers.

My soul was transported with ecstasy. I awoke and wept that

it was a dream.”

Moutressor rose and paced the chamber hastily to and fro.

" Yes; I must avenge the death of Zorah—but bow ?”
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BOOK SIXTH—THE INSULT.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.—a morning with owen tracby.

Owen Tracey was seated at his writing-desk scanniug, appa-

rently, with deep interest, the contents of a brief note which lay

open before him. The straggling sun-beams that here and there

penetrated the interstices of the closed window-blinds, shone with

no pleasing effect on the coarse haggard features of the retired

merchant.
t
His forehead was deeply corrugated, and his keen

gray eyee were fixed intently on the written characters.

At length, as if dissatisfied with a silent inspection of the note,

be took it from the desk and read its contents audibly :

“My Dear Brother:

By a strange acbident I have become acquainted with the pro-

visions of the codicil to your will, recently drawn by Mr. Barton,

and executed by yourself. It is selfish perhaps in me to com-

plain of an arrangement which enables yon to repair the mis-

takes of the past at my expense. I venture, however, to suggest

the expediency of a visit to Mrs. Williams, the daughter of

Charles Mountjoy, deceased, residing No. — Orange street, pre-

vious to final determinate action on your part. I advise you

also to consult freely with Mrs. Tracey, who is aware of the

crime, anfl will no doubt rejoice at the extent and promptness of

the reparation. Yours truly, Alfred Tracey.
“ June, 1816.”

“ The infamous scoundrel,” muttered Owen Tracey between

his closed teeth ;
“ but the meaning, the meaning.”

At this moment, a light tap on the door of his apartment, dis-

turbed the reflections of the merchant.

« Come in,” he exclaimed gruffly, 44 the door isn’t locked.”

Mrs. Tracey entered with a grave melancholy expression of

countenance.

The merchant turned tow;ard his wife, and contract ing his

thick shaggy eye-brows, inquired with some vehemence

:

“What do you want, madam?”
“ However painful it may be, a sensuof duty to you and to

myself, renders it indispensable that I should inform you of the

conduct of yoar brother, Alfred Tracey.”

The merchant pushed back his chair from the writing desk,

and turning partly round, remarked in a surly tone.:

“I have observed your recent intimacy with him, madam—
perhaps you have something to say in hi* favor 7”

Mrs. Tracey hesitated.

“ Well, well, proceed. It will please me, I assume you, to be

informed of a single instance of good conduct ou the part of Al-

fred Tracey ; but J don’t wish to be detained at home the whole

morning.”

With a simple earnestness of manner, which at once arrested

the attention of her husband, Mrs. Tracey unfolded the decep-

tion by which Alfred Tracey had decoyed her on the preceding

evening to the house of Mrs. Waters, and' related all the inci-

dents of the insulting interview which she had beerf compelled

to encounter. Her language—clear, succinct, forcible—was
that of a woman conscious of rectitude, yet deeply sensible of

the groesness of the iudiguity to which she had been exposed.

Daring the progress of the narrative, Owen Tracey sat quietly

in his arat-chair, resting his cheek on the palm of his right haud,

and without uttering a word, gazed steadfastly upon the coun-

tenance of the speaker. Ouly once, on hearing the name of

Mrs. Williams, he turned aside fur an instant and glanced at the

open note lying ilpon the writing desk. Only Jbr an instant, and
then the merchant, impatient, irascible as he was, listened calmly

and silently until the narrative was concluded.

He rose from his soot, approached Mrs. Tracey, and laying his

hand upon hor arm asked in a hoarse whisper

:

“ Is this true, all of it?” ‘

“It is,” replied Mrs. Tracey, surprised at tho strange bearing

of her husband.
“ And you have never given him, Alfred, I mean,” continued

the merchant with a stern inquiring glaace. “tho slightest en-

couragement, you have never compromised yourself in such a

way as to justify or pallate his infamous conduct 7”

Tho first impulse of Mrs. Tracey was to treat this* question

with silent contempt; but tho earnest gaze of her husband, and

tho tremulous quivering of his hand as it rested upon her arm,

manifested such intensity of emotion, that from a feeling of com-
passion toward him, rather than a desire ofjustifying herself, she
replied :

“ Never.”
“ Enough, Mary. Your assurance is truth itself,” said Owen

Tracey, sinking into bis arm-chair and oovering his face with his

hands.

After a moment’s reflection, he turned toward the writing-desk,

and taking up the note of Alfred Tracey; presented it to his wife.
“ Read it,” he added, languidly.

Mrs. Tracey read the note, but without apprehending its tmo
import. . • )

44 Alfred desires me to consult you,” said the merchant, evi-

dently struggling with his feelings. “ Do you know anything of

the condition or family of Mrs. Williams?”
“ Nothiug, except what Alfred has told me.”
“ Repeat to me every word,” exclaimed Owen Tracey.

“ \ have already stated the substance of his information—that

Mrs. Williams is the daughter of Charles Mountjoy, your former

partner in business—that she is suffering in a miserable garret

from disease and extreme poverty.”
^

“What more?—every word.”

* That you have refused to relieve her necessities, although

—

although you iuberiled the bulk of her father’s estate.”

“What more?” inquired the merchant, partially rising from
his seat, and sustaining himself by grasping firmly the top of the

arm-chair.

“ He spoke of—he said something about a fbrged will.”

The tempoVary languor which had fallen upon Owen Tracey
disappeared before the whirlwind of passion that raged in hia

bosom. He started to his feet and stamped violently upon the

floor, vociferating:

“He lies—he lies—the ungrateful villain—the infymons scoun-

drel—he lies—he lies.” The merchant ground his teeth con-

vulsively, as he added, glaring widely in his wife’s c^ .^ltenance

:

“ Mary, he is a liar.”

“ I give no heed,” said Mrs. Tracey, soothingly, “ to the accu-

sations of a liar.”

“ He has striven to injure and degrade me in your eyes. He
haadarfd to offer an unpardonable insult to you. He will drive

me to madness. He—my brother—nev^r again shall bis presence

darken my doors—never again will I look upon his fjace. I curse

him. From my inmost soul I curse him.”
* “ In this you are wrong,” interposed Mrs. Tracey. “ Curse

him not.”

The old merchant replied hastily, as if displeased at the inter-

ruption :
^

“ What are you staying for in my room ? I must go out, madam.
I don’t want to be bothered any longer.” ^
“ You are ill,” said Mrs. Tracey, approaching herUnhand, and

placing her hand upon his forehead. The skinVasI^t and burn-

ing

“ I shall be well enough if you will let me alone,” said the

merchant, thrusting aside her hand.

Mrs. Tracey withdrew ; and the merchant, after several min-
utes of reflection and as many of preparation, started to fulfil his

business engagements. In a quarter of au hour from the time of
leaving his residence, Owen Tracey stood on the corner of Orange
and. White streets. He passed slowly along the narrow side-

walk, seeking the number of the house indicated in his brother’s

note.

He mounted the steps of the old wooden building, occupied by
the family of Andrew Williams, and knocked at the door.

A small buy opened the door, and looked timidly at the vis-

iter.

44 Does Mrs. Williams live here ?” inquiredOwen Tracey, with
less harshness than usual

44 Mrs. Williams—that’s my mother,” replied the boy.
41 She lives here then?”
41 My mother is up-stairs,” said the boy, weeping ;

44 bat she
is dead.”

“ Dead ?” mattered Owen Tracey several times, a#under the

iuflffeuce of a powerful impulse he asceuded the narrow staircase.

He entered the bed-chamber in which the wife of Andrew
Williams had suffered 8ud died.
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A coffin of stained cherry was placed upon a table near the

front windows. The lid of thoeoffio waaunclosed, and Andrew
Williams and his daughter Jane were silently, yet tearfully, gaz*
ing upon the features of the corpse.

“Mr name is Tracey,’* said the merchant, advancing toward
the center of the apartment, and glancing alternately at Williams
and the young girl.

Owen Tracey, sir?” inquired the girl, with an expression of
deep interest.

44 Yes—Owen Tracey.**
44 My mother desired to see you previous to her death,” said

Jane Willems, 44 and sent me to your house^ to request you to
visit her, but I gave the message to the wrong person. A young
roan—your brother he said he was—came here yesterday morn-
ing and had a talk with mother ; and so the mistake was cor-
rected, and be said he would tell you about it.”

4 fa that your father?” asked the merchant, pointing to An-
drew Williams, whose attention seemed entirely absorbed |n the
contemplation of the pale sunken features of the dead.

4i Yes sir^ * replied the girl ; then addressing her father, sihe
added: father, this is Mr. Owen Tracey; you have heard dear
mother speak, of him in times past.’* -

The man turned bis face gloomily toward the merchant.
44 Nobody can save her now. Nothing, nothing can save her

now. Not the wealth of the Indies,” said Andrew Williams, in
hopeless despondency. Yet there was an expression of bitter-
ness in the tones of his voice as he continued : “ Poverty has de-
itroyed, but wealth cannot restore her. It is not your fault, sir,

that you inherited the fortune which ought to have been hers.
She never blamed you, nor thought unkindly of her father. Yet
it is sad to reflect that one tenth part of her father’s estate would
have preserved her life, saved me from prison, and our children
from disgrace and ruin.”

With untroubled expression of countenance, Owen Tracey
^pursoed hid inquiries.

4
‘ Of whom are yotf speaking 7” inquired the merchant slightly

agitated.
44 Of my wife,” replied Andrew Williams, pointing at the

coffin.

44 And her maiden name was ? '*

14 Emily Mountjoy.”
44 The daughter of Charles Mountjoy ?” demanded Oweu Tru-

cey, in a voice that startled the younger children of Andrew Wil-
liams, and sent them crouching at their sister's feet.

44 The same.”
44 Dead, dead,” murmered the merchant, approaching the cof-

fin aud gazing at the remains of his partner’s daughter.
After a few moments, turning to Andrew Williams, he remark,

ed in subt^ig^iqpes

:

44 You have done wrong; you should have applied to me
earlier.” s

»

44 My wife was a proud spirited woman,” said Williams, firm-
ly, 44 and wquld not be beholden to her relations; much less to
strangers. It was my conduct that broke her heart at last.”

44 Don't say so, father,” said the young girl sobbing.
44 1 don't care now, who knows what I have done,” said the

man seriously. 44 You see, sir, my family was in deep distress,
my children crying for bread, and I attempted to better my for
tune by stealing. It turned out badly, sir ; they shut me up in
prison, and my wife being weakly, the disgrace aud the worri-
ment of mind just killed her. I got out on bail, and came home—hut only to see her die.”

*‘*She died of joy at your return, father,” sobbed Jane Wil-
liams.

44 They will send me to State's prison, I suppose,” continued
the man addressiog Owen Tracey, “ when my trial takes place

:

and then what ia to become of my children!”
Take this money,” said the merchant, in tremulous accents,

thrusting a pocket-book iuto the hande ot Williams, “ and ex pend
its contents freely in providing clothing aud other necessaries for
your family.”

Owen Tracey restrained any audible expression of thanks from
Andrew Williams by a significant gesture.

.
funeral is over,” said the merchant, casting a fugi

tlve 8,ance at the coffin, 44 come to me and tell me the real con-

duion of your aflairs. i will see if any thing cau be doLe for
you.”

The mental faculties of Owen Tracey were impaired, or, at
least, temporarily confused and disordered by the intensity of
bis feelings and the violence of his passions. His mind, originally
vigorous and intelligent, had never been thoroughly traiued or
prudently governed, and was by no means adapted by its inher-
ent qualities to undergo the fiery ordeal of insult, terror, and re-
morse. Owen Tracey was a coarse, selfish, tyrannical man-not
a mean, treacherous, cold-blooded villain.

Upon quitting the abode of Andrew Williams, the merchant
hastened toward Wall street, where he had several business en-
gagements. Even on thoroute thitherward he stopped repeat,
edly to assure himself of the correctness of the course he was
pursuing, and to recall the object of his journey. Nor were bis
transactions conducted with his usual acuteness or with the me-
thodical precision of a thorough man of business.
Toward one o’clock he entered the office of Francis Mortimer,

the stock-broker.
44

1

am glad to see you this morning, my dear Mr. Tracey ”
said the broker, handing a chair to his visiter.
The merchant sat down heavily, as if greatly fatigued.
Bless me,” exclaimed the broker, scanning the features of

the merchant, 44 you are veiy unwell, Mr. Tracey.”
“ Never was better in my life,” said the merchant impatiently;

4 a little fatigued, Mr. Mortimer, only a little fatigued. Hovr
goes the Wexford stock, my boy 7” he inquired leaning forward
and punching the broker familiarly in the ribs.
Mortimer gazed at his associate in astonishment, at the strange*

ness of his manner, and at lengrh replied:
B

1

rave,
Jr» m-

v 8ir
. bravely. My purchases on time have

already reached a snug total.”
44 How much, Mr. Mortimer; a million of dollaref”
“Not quite a million. You are facetious this morning, Mr.

Tracey. But inform me, have yon secured all the floating siock
in your schedule 7” •

*

"II have. I made the last purchase of Messrs. Treadwell &Barer, within the past hour, sixty shares.” ,

44 At what rate?”
44 1—really I forget.”
44 Forget,*ny dear sir?”

"I have a memorandum,” said tho merchant, fumbling in his
pocket; “30* or 30*. Yes, yes, here it is-30*, Mr. Mortimer."

• The contracts ol a bona fide purchaser tell upon the market
directly or indirectly, notwithstanding my artioles in the news-
papers. You have read them, Mr. Tracey ?'*

The merchant nodded familiarly.
“ 1 fancy they are well got up: but I say notwithstanding mv

articles, the Wexford Eailroad Stock haa been rising-i* .rill
rising.' °

44 The stock ia—the stock is—dead.”
44 Dead ; my dear sir, the stock is rising daily.”
44 Yes, yes; the stock; I understand.”
“ And what is equally true, the rise at this time is a triflo

against us. Another circumstance has occurred also, which
seems ratbtq- odd, but we must meet it, Mr. Tracey. Wardwell& Co. tell me they have three hundred and twenty share, of thoWexford stock, whtch they are willing to sell at current pricesHow it happens I cannot imagine, for there ought to bo no such
stock in the market. We must secure their stock, Mr. Tra-

“ Certainly—certainly, Mr. Mortimer.”

“
J
V,V"Q aUend to '• “y dear «r, to-day or to morrow I”

44
I will.”

44 To-day or to-morrow, without fail 7”
44 The funeral will take place to-morrow,” said Owen Tracer

in low tones. *

44 What did you say, Mr. Tracey 7”
“ Good ““"ting, sir,” said the merchant, rising from ;his sea*

and abruptly leaving the office.
44 The old gentleman acts strangely to-day,” muttered the stoc

broker; 44 Never better ia his life, indeed.*'

The flatterer is like those had painters, who cannot tranf
beautiful features, but represent deformities to perfection.
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ON SEEING TWO YOUNG GIRLS LAUGHING.

BY MRS. M. L. GARDENER.

Laugh on, laugh on, thou know'st not sorrow’s tear.

Laugh in the sunlight, while the heavens are clear ;
-

Yea, laugh away, and let the air resound

With thy shrill voices
—

’tis the spirit’s bound.

Let thy young pulses quiver with delight,

Mount higher still in thy ideal flight.

Enjoy the present—laugh away—nor know,

From me, the fount where bitter waters flow.

How beautiful the clear, pelluced stream

Of time reflects the image of thy dream;

Not e’ena ripple moves its glassy breast.

Not e’en a bubble breaks its quiet rest.

Thou hearest not upon youth’s sunny seas,

The slightest whisper of the rising breeze;

Thou hast no glance of yonder rock-bound shore,

Nbr hear’st a murmur of the ocean's roar.

Then frolic on, while yet thy hearts are young, -

Let strains of music from each ready tongue

Float on the air, warble fond lover’s vows,

And with the willow bind thy beauteous brows.

Laugh on, laugh on, while all around is bright, * *

While glorious noontide spreads its golden light;

Laugh even ’till the first slant.ray is given

Toward the west, and mellowed into even.

I would not lift the veil of years for thee,

Nor would I, could I, tell thy destiny

;

Nor raise an inch of the dark curtain thrown

Over the future—time will make it known.

Sag Harbor, Nov. 1846.

©riginal Sketctjta.

ODD THOUGHTS AT ODD M0MENT8-N0. Y.

BY MBS. B. M. SEYMOUR.

A GLIMP8E AT THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD.
Perusing the History of the World through the long period

of five thousand years, how varied the aspect it presents. On
one page is inscribed her greatness and her glory ; on the other,

her ruin and her shame ; and the history of most nations is, “ they

lived, they flourished and expired.’
1

Upon many once proud cities aiul empires, where magnifi-

cence and grandeur sat enthroned, aud enduring greatness seem-

ed to have fixed its seal, the desolating track of Time has im-

printed its footsteps wide and deep, and desolation aud decay

have fixed upon them their mildew blight, and the kingly ones,

who swayed proud empires over them, are enshrouded in forget-

fulness.

Yet, among these wrecks of time, do we love to trace their

past grandeur, and from their desolated ruins picture what once
they were ; and when musing over the departed greatness of

Asia, we love to shape from its ruined walls, and scattered pil-

lars, the gorgeous palaces of Babylon and Nineveh, rear again, the

splendor of Persepolis, Palmyra and Baal bee, place the Bceptre

of the world in the conquering hands of an Alexander or Cyrus,

and fix upon the brow of the immortal SemiramiB the glittering

diadem of Asia.

Time was when Egypt’s bards sang of her greatness and her
glory, and Science and Learning fixed their seats on her proud
empire, and Genius stamped its image oh her brow. Her ever-
lasting Pyramids recite the story of her fame, and the incorrupt-
ible dust that lies inhumed in their “ terrific gloom,” tells tis

that Egypt's kings, alike with modern men, were ambitious of
Undying names ; but Time has conquered, Oblivion shrouds their
deeds, and the tombs have locked the secret of their builders'
fune. There ift none t6 lisp her mystic language, or reveal to

us its hidden meaning. The melody of Memnon is hushed. The
glory of Thebes is forgotten ; and over that land, once resplend-
ent with the light of knowledge, broods an intellectual and moral
darkness, as deep as ever enshrouded its days of daring wicked-
ness. *

And Carthage too, has fallen. She who once dared defy Im-
perial Rome, and mock her boasts of rivalry, now sits enrobed
in desolation, and the waves of that bright sea she once bestud-
ded with her thousand starry sails, repeat their mournful dirges
over her once unrivaled glory. And it is fit, thou King of Seas,
that thy bright waves should ever move iu mournful measure,
chanting an eternal requium for the departed glory thdt once be-
girt thee. Unsullied as thine own azure beauty, was once the
fame of thy lovely shores, and louder than thy angry roar, sound-
ed the trump of their renown.

Beautiful as the 41 stars that hold their festival around the mid-
night throne,” beamed thy luster, once happy Greece. Bright
as the midday sun shone thy constellation of Heroes, Poets and
OratorB, and thy horizon glittered with one bright galaxy of Ge-
nius. The bird of Liberty hovered in beauty over thee, and the
Muses reared their temple in tby midst, and wreathed their lau-
rels round the brow of Eloquence and Poetry. Homer and De-
mosthenes craved not in vain the b6on of immortality, and the
heroes of Thermopylae and Marathon inscribed their names on
u glory's sunbright scroll.” But thou couldst not resist the ruth-
less hand of Time, or stand before the conquering arm of Rome

;

yet not long did thy brightness gild her starry crown. Gem af-

ter gem of her coronet has fkdeef, and she no longer sits in beau-
ty on her seven hills. Her fame is blended with the breath of
song, and her glory gilds the page of history, and 'tis there alone
she lives. Far cbdve her notes of freedom, is beard the clanking
of her chains, and her guardian bird has bidden an eternal adieu
to fair Italia’s shores.

The light of Greece and Rome expired, and the daazling hale
that encircled the eastern world was lost amid the Awful dark-
ness that enwrapped her, and one star alone beamed unclouded
through the terrific gloom of the 44 dark ages.” True, the genius
of Charlemagne beamed brightly amid the darkness, and seemed,
to herald a fairer morning; but when he expired, the world again
pat on her robes of night, nor did she awake from her deadly
(lumber, until the 44 Champions of the Cross” sounded the mar-
tial trumpet, for all Europe to enlist under the sacr$d banner, to-

rescue the Holy Land from the hands of the Moslem. It was
then that the light and science which had been preserved unim-
paired in the city of Constantine began to diffuse itself through
Europe, end was followed by the revival of Commerce and Let-
ters. Since that time, many lights have gilded the eastern world,
and their fortunes have been as varied as their characters. New
dynasties have risen upon the ruins of the past, d4U|ged alike to
decay; and when Corsica sent forth her hero of mystery and.
might, to wield the destinies of Europe, her muuarfins grasped
with a tighter hand their scepters and their crowns, as they saw
the hand that grasped all empire and all power stretched forth

to hurl them from their thrones; but that restless and resistless

spirit was destined to acknowledge a conquering power; the cy-
press has entwined itself with his laurel wreath, and the waves
of the Atlantic repeat their mournful dirges over the departed
greatness of Bonaparte.

Beautiful are the shores of Columbia, and sweetly the zephyrs
lisp her notes of freedom. Her soil is consecrated with the blood
of heroes, and the angel of Liberty has stamped it with the seal
of immortality, and her gifted sons are rearing a fabric which
shall challenge competition, and defy corruption. Already is
her eloquence and poetry inscribed in burning letters on the
tablets of Fame, and the names of many of her sons are chron-
icled in the registers of immortality ; her daughters, too, havo
twined mauy a bright garland, and their names shine brightly oka

the Muses’ page.

Her banuers float upon every breeze, and her navies witness
to distant nations that America is inviucible; her freedom is the
theme of every tongue, and her matchless government the won-
der of the whole earth.

Yet, this vast fabric is reared above the slumbering ashes of a
mighty people, and its pillars are implanted in the soil of a for-

gotten race.
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Proudly the Indian trode Colombia’# toil, and called it all hi#

own ; nor dreamed he that the silvery lake and stream that

lightly bore his own rude bark, would bear upon their limpid

waves the armament of a conquering foe.

And shall we pass the ordeal of ages unimpaired T There are

those who prophecy that our boasted freedom will, ere long, be

numbered with that of Greece and Borne. I do not believe it

A thousand influences are at work, which will preserve inviolate

that sacred boon. Religious and literary institutions mark every

valley and crown every hill top, and a spirit which binds all

hearts in one sweet bond of brotherhood, is rapidly diffusing it-

self through our country. Let oar sous be guided by these sav-

ing and sacred influences, and Columbia’s name will be inscribed

on the last page of the World's History, her banners float in its

last sinking breezes, and her sweetest song will be the last she

sings.

Syracuse, Sept. 1846.

Popular IHisctUang.

ODE FOR AN AGRICULTURAL CELEBRATION.

BY WILLIAM OULLBN BRYANT.

Far back in the ages,

The plow with wreaths was crowned,
The hands of kings and sages

Entwin’d the chaplet round

;

Till men of spoil
Disdain’d the toil

By which the world was nonrish’d,

And blood and pillage were the soil

In which their lnnrels flourish'd,

—Now the world her fault repairs,

The guilt that stains her story

;

And weeps her crimes amid the cares
That form’d her earliest glory.

The proud throne shall crumble,
The diadem shall wane,

The tribes of earth shall humble
The pride of those who reign

;

And war shall lay

His pomp away

;

The fame that heroes cherish,

The glory earn’d in deadly fray,

Shall fade and perish.

—Honor waits, o’er all the earth.

Through endless generations,

The art that calls the harvetts- forth,

And feeds the expectant nations.
[Cultivator for October.

SELF-CONFIDENCE A DUTY.

When Leibnitz says, ‘ the present is pregnant with the fature,’

we are not to receive the dictum as an abstract proposition, but

•as one in which every individual is interested, and in the verifi-

cation of which he is destined to form a part. As the child is the

father of the man, so, in a moral as well as in a literal sense, the

living is the parent oi the unborn generations ; and it should ele-

vate us in our estimation, as well as in our sense of the duties and
powers. committed to us if we reflect that every individual mind
may contain some germ, some seed, some latent principle, the

development of which may sooner or later produce an important
and beneficial influence upon the whole wide-spread world. Idle,

not to say impious, were it to distrust God’s power to work such
a miracle in our own person, because our position may be hum-
ble, our means and our intelligence seemingly inadequate to the

production of grand results. Neither natural nor expantiveness
is to be measured by the capacity of the recipitent What ! were
not the oak forests of the earth once contained in a single acorn

!

In the history of nations it wouldseem that some mysterious law
generally deduces the greatest events from*mean canses. A cam-
el-driver founded a new religion, and changed the for tones of
whole empires ; a Genevese adventurer by discovering America,
Opened a new world to the conquests and the Commerce of the

old ; an obscure German, by the invention of the printing-preM,
widened the whole intellectual sphere of man ; and an Augus-
tine monk, by denouncing the sale of indulgences, accomplished
the greatest religions revolution that the world had experienced
since the introduction ofChristianity.

“ True, all very true,” sighs the snpine or the desponding read-
er ;

u bat those were timesin whichgreat events could be wrought I

by comparitively insignificant iqstruments. In those days peo-
ple were generally unenlightened, and therefore led by superi-

or minds.’’ Your pardon, slothful and misgiving man. Similar

miracles have been accomplished in our own age and country, for,

however wide may be the diffusion of intelligence, there will al-

ways arise, and often from the inferior classes, superior minds,
whose indomitable energies, whether directed to scientific im-
provements, to the removal of political abuses, or to the reform
of social institutions, will render them the benefactors not only
of their own age and nation, but of alleges and all nations. May
not you, indolent excuse Meeker ! Are you not the contempora-
ry of Clarkson, a man originally of no mark or likelihood, who,
when the slave-trade was in full vigor of its legal recognition,

and extensive practise by all the commercial states of Europe,

solemnly dedicated himself to its extinction, and lived to accom-

plish a vow which, at the time it was made, was ridiculed as the

dream of a half-crazy enthusiast ? Have you seen Cobden, a

mauufacturer, chiefly by his own impressible perseverance, alter,

in a few years, the long-established and deeply rooted commer-
cial system of the British empire ? Nay, have you not had the

honor in living in the same age with a lone woman, an unaided

Quakeress, who, devoting herself to the improvement ofjail-dis-

cipline and the reform of prisoners, shamed the legislature into

the adoption of her recommendations, and whose memory is at

this moment about to be honored with a testimonial to perpetu-

ate the national sense of her benevolent exertions? Has not

Rowland Hil, by his single-handed efforts, achieved a similar

triumph ? Easy were it to multiply living instances of the giant

deeds performed by apparent pigmids, but enough has been re-

corded to show that where his cause is good, there is no social

dwarf who may not become a moral Hercules. Every individ-

ual should consider himself not only destined to promote the ad-

vancement of his species, but qualified to accomplish it, if he will

but give development to the divinity that is within him. Such
is the lofty faith that leads to lofty deeds ; and such will be the

lofty deeds that shall eventually elevate the human race, and
render the moral not less perfect, than the pbysicial scheme of

creation.

Nobility of Blood,—Cr&ntz, in his Saxon History, tells us of
an Earl of Alsatia, surnamed on account of his great strength,

lion ; who was a great favorite of Edward the Third, of England,
and much envied, as favorites are always sure to be, by the rest

of the coartiera. On one occasion, when the king was absent,
some noblemen maliciously instigated the Queen to make trial

of the noble blood of the favorite, by causing a lion to be let loose

upon him, saying, according to the popular belief, that if the
Earl was truly noble, the lion would not touch him. It being
customary with the Earl to rise at the break of day, before any
other person in the palace was stirring, a lion was let loose, du-
ring the night, and turned into the lower court. When the Earl
came down in the morning, with no more than a night gown cast

over his shirt, be was met by the lion, bristling his hair, and
growling destruction between his teeth. The Earl not in the

least'daunted, called out with a stout voice, “ Stand you dog !”

At these words, the lion crouched at his feet, to the great amaze-
ment, of the courtiers, who were peeping out at every window
to see the issue of their ungenerous design. The Earl laid hold
of the lion by the name, turned him into his cage

,
and placing

his night-cap on the lion’s back, came forth without casting a
look behind him. “ Now,” said the Earl, calling out to the cour-

tiers, “ let him amongst you all, that standeth most upon his ped-
igree, go and fetch my night-cap.”

Improvements in Public Morality.—Louis XIV., James II.,

Queen Anne, Lord Boliugbroke, Lady Masbam, and many others,

hesitated not to derive money from the slave trade, even when
its horrors were at their height The three first were among the

Lord’s Annointed ; many of their accomplices were honorables

and right honorables, some perchance right reverends; yet would
the law now pronounce them to be all malefactors and culprits

!

Not a great many years .have elapsed since the sons of kings”

mistresses were made hereditary legislators. The monarch still

possesses this perogative, if therecan be a right ,to do wrong, but
public opinion would prevent its exercise. Shall a man be ridi-

culed as an optimist or a visionary because he predicts that fu-

ture improvements measured by the past will be in the ratio of

geometrical as compared with arithmetical progression, until man

,

who has well been termed “ Heaven’s exile straying from its orb

of light,” shall finally be restored to his bright original sphere.

The lessons of adversity are often the most benignant when
they seem the most severe. The depression of vanity sometimes
ennobles the feelings. The mind that does not wholly sink un-

der misfortune, rises above it more lofty than before, and is

strengthened by affliction.

One day there came a man to the great Thcnrstocles, and pro-

posed to him an art of memory. He answered bitterly, “ Teach

me rather the art of forgetfulness.”
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(Sitrcuts
.
frort*- Netb tUork«.

PROCESSION OF DOMINICANS.

During our sojourn at Ghent, we had an opportunity of wit-

nessing a procession of the Dominicans. It was in memory of a

victory gained some centuries ago over the Turks. At six o’clock

iu the evening, the church presented a truly poetip appearance

;

the last sound of the blessing was dying away as we made our

entree ; a host of worshippers were bending down—thick clouds

of incense seemed to fill the building with an atmosphere of in-

spiration, and a stream of brilliant light gleamed from the al-

tar, upon which stood an image of the Virgin Mary, adorned with
wreaths of flowers. She appeared arrayed as the Queen of

Heaven, covered from head to foot, with a blue mantle gemmed
with silver stars. Her right hand held a sceptre, aud ner left

the infant Saviour. She stood upon a throne wreathed with
flowers, round which burned tall wax tapers, which surrounded

her with a halo of gloiy. High above the summit of the cross, a
golden curtain waved in rich folds, and from the entrance of the

church to the altar, two rows of fantastically illuminated laurels

formed a sort of green alley. Banners waved in ample folds

from all the niches, and the pictures of the saints were illuminated

by waxen tapers, but behind the choir stood the Dominicans—

a

darkly attired group, of awful and mysterious aj pearance. The
minor litany commenced, “ Kyrie Eleison, Christe Eleison,” burst

in magnificent chorus from the choir, and the procession began.

A long train, carrying thick burning tapers, moved slowly from
the altar ; banners floated above the tapers, and high above the

braying of the trumpets, sang forth the words, *‘ Deus Eater de
cmlis miserere nobis.” Four maidens attired in garments of

snowy white, took the image of the virgin from the altar, and
placed it on a sort of bier, which they carried on their shoulders.

The whole scene was rife with poetic beauty. Through the air,

heavily laden with clouds of incense, the gorgeous image of the

virgin waved to and fro above the beads of the-crowd.
The train went three times slowly through the church, sing-

ing the “ Sancta Maria,” while in the pauses of the melody, a
thousand clear and manly voices chanted in full chorus the “ Ora
pro nobis.” As the train passed by us, we were struck with the

extra* rdinary beauty of the four maidens who carried the pic-

ture of the virgin ; the simple innocence of their countenances
and the majesty of their mien could scarcely be surpassed.

They seemed beaming with an enchanting grace and humility,

and afforded a delightful contrast to the stern and gloomy throng
which came after them. The Dominicans all carried tapers in

their hands, and sang with deep-toned voices, “ Rosa mystica,

tarns Davidica, turns eburnea !” And from the multitude which
thronged around jstill rose the the chorus of the “ Ora pro nobis.”

As they played, the cowl of one of the Dominicans brushed
against us, and we could not help shuddering as we thought of

the horrible part they played in the last century: their long

white cowls with their black scapularies, and the glare of the

tapers falling upon their pale and strongly marked countenances,
gave them altogether a most awful and ghastly appearance. It

was a remarkable sight; the whole church was in motion—ban-
ners waved, tapers flamed, clouds of incense floated dimly about
—tho pealing notes of the trumpets rang forth as if sounding a
call to the grave, and the “ Ora pro nobis” floated faintly upon
our ear like a distant melody. Altogether we were not sorry
frhen. the spectacle had ended, and we got out of the densely-

crowded charch into the taanquil beauty of a glorious summer’s
eve.—[A Scamber in Flanders.

Cairo.—This morning I awoke in a new world ! The sun the

bright sunshine of Egypt, streamed in golden rays through the
curtains ofthe vast projecting wiudow ofmy bedchamber

; strange,
unwonted noises were heard in the street below, and roused me
from a bed of hope. Early as the hour was, the space before the
hotel was already full of life, and movement, and noise (for noth-
ing here is done quietly). Near the door were kneeling two
camels laden with stones, and growling vehemently, notwith-
standing the blows rained upon them by their drivers, they would
not get up—they had been overladen, or badly loaded, and refu-

sed to rise until their burdens should be more equitably dispo-
sed of ; and this, their firm determination, they conveyed to their
task-masters by sounds and gestures not to be misunderstood.
Here a group of old Arabs in nuge white turbans, squatted uuder
a wall, were waving their fly-flappers over the heaps of flat cakes
of bread and ripe dates that were spread upon the ground before
them for sale. There stood a serpent-charmer, with a large liv-

ing snake coiled twice round his neck, and a bag full of lively
vipers in each hand, offering his services to whoever wished their
premises to bo cleared of such unwelcome guests. Iu the center
of the place were gathered together twenty or thirty doukies,
already caparisoned for hire, with high-frouted saddles, covered
with red moroco and carpets spread over them, fit to carry gen-

tleman or lady : and their noisy drivers standing by, vociferating
among themsevles as Arabs only can do ; their dark slendor
limbs covered merely with a blue cotton shirt, the sleeves of
which are gracefully drawn up with cords that cross the shoul-
ders, their swarthy faces surmounted by a voluminous white tur-
ban, scarcely one among them possesing two eyes, such are the
ravages of ophthalmia in this clime ! And lo ! immediately fa-

cing my wiudow rises the tall minaret of a neighboring mosque,
aud from its upper gallery sounded the deep-toned cry of the
Muezzin calling the faithful to prayer. And now rushed by a
half-naked Arab, running at the top of his speed, and loudly crack-
ing a long whip to clear the way for the Caireen gentleman in
silken robes, who followed upon a richly capaciponed steed, aH
covered with velvet, and gold, and tassels, his pipe-bearer riding
close beside him. And hark ! what shrieks and shouts are those
that ever and anon rise above the noisp and clamor of the scene
below T The Moristan(or public madhouse) of Cairo is close
by, and the frantic merriment and wild yells of its wretched in-

mates mingle in strange discordance with the busy bum of every-
day life.—[Mrs. Romer.

Peruvian Legend.—The Indians have discovered that their

silver-mines have made their conditions rather worse than bet-

ter. They determine, therefore, to keep secret their knowledge
of some rich veins of silver not yet explored by Europeans.
Traditions of these mines have been handed down, it is suppo-
sed, from father to son, through centuries. Even brandy, which
will open the Indian’s' month on any subject, fails in this case.

A few years ago, there lived, iu the large village of Huancayo,
the brothers Don Jqso and Don Pedro Iriarte,—who were among
the wealthiest mine-proprietors of Peru. As they had reason to

suspect the existence of rich unexplored veins among the neigh-
boring bills, they sent out a young man in their employ to exam-
ine the country, and use the likeliest means of discovery. Ac-
cordingly, he repaired to a village where he found lodgings iu
the hut of an Indian shepherd,—from whom he concealed his ob-
ject. In the course of a few months, an attachment had grown
np between the young adventurer and the shepherd’s danghter;
and at last, the young man succeeded so far in bis object as to

win from the girl a promise that she would point out to him tho
mouth of a rich silver mine. She directed him to follow her, at

some distance, on a certain day when she would go out to tend
her flock on the hills ; and to notice where she dropped her
“mAnta,” (a woolen shawl). There she told him, he would find

the entrance of the mine. The young agent obeyed her direc-

tions ; and after some digging, found his way into a moderately
deep shaft, which led to a rich vein of silver. He was busily

engaged in breaking off some specimens of the ore, when he was
surprised by the old shepherd, who congratulated him on the dis-

covery, and offered assistance. After working together for tome
hours, they rested ; and the Indian offered to the young man a
cup of chicha, wh'ch he drank. Soon after drinking, he felt un-
well ; and, as a suspicion of being poisoned flashed upon bis mind,
be instantly packed the specimens of ore in his wallet, hastened
back to the village, and thence rode to Huaucayo. He had only
time to explain nis adventure to his employers, and miint oat, as
well as he could, the locality of the mine; for he 4hpd in the
night. Another exploring party was immediately sent to the
neighborhood, but without success; the Indian and fils family

had vanished from the place, and no trace of the mines could be
discovered.—[Sketches of Travels in Peru.

Misery of the Gallician Peasantrx.—In Gallicia, the

wretchedness pf the burghers, Jews, and particularly of the pea^

Bantry, surpasses all that can be conceived. The Polish peasants

can afford even black bread only during three or four months of

the year; they live the remainder of the time on potatoes, with th©

exception of three or four months in the spring. When driven

to subsist on green meat, extreme privation renders these poor

wretches sallow, their bodies swell, and fevers carry away thou-

sands, particularly children and aged persons, every year. Th©
peasantry, and in general all servants, even those of noblemen,
and all workmen, have neither beds, coverings, nor pillows*

They cover themselves at night with the clothes which they

wear in the day-time. A little straw serves them as a mattress,
[Revelations of Austria.

Topics for General Conversation.—Whatever can interest

only in a particular place is frivolous ; whatever can interest only

those who have pursued a particular course of study is pedantic.

Those topics of conversation only which are capable of interest-

ing all tolerably informed men are dignified and elegant. They
are those on which men of all places and professions may con-

verse with each other. Human nature and character in general;

events which affect the public, and, consequently, politics
;
polite

literature, which delights every moderately refined man; as muck
of sciences, arts, and professions, as when expressed in popular

language the world in general can understand ;—these are the

subjects of interesting conversation.—[Sir James Mackintosh.
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.

BY THE LATE LAMAR BLAROHABD.

Already hath the day grown gray with age;

And in the west, like to a conqueror crown’d
Is faint with too much glory. On the ground
He flings his dazzling arms, and as a sage

Prepares him for a cloud-hung hermitage.

Where Ineditation meets him at the door.

And all around, on wall, and roof, and floor,

Some pehsive star unfolds its silver page
Of truth which Godr

s own band hath testified. »

Sweet eve, whom poets sing to as a bride,'

Queen of the quiet—Eden of Time’s bright map—
Thy look allures me from my hushed fire-side,

And sharp leaves rustling. at my casement, tap

And beckon forth my mind to dream upon thy lap.

Bruges.—The rich Gothic carvings, the quaint old roofs and
tall chimneys of Bruges were sparkling in the evening son as we
entered that ancient and remarkable town ; and who that passes

through its grass-grown and deserted streets, and gazes upon the

splendid ana gorgeous buildings, can fail to contrast the days of

its prosperity and magnificence with its mournful and desolate

appearance now ! Rich argosies, laden with the costliest mer-
chandize of European and Asiatic cities, once thronged its crowd-
ed wharfs; the traders of Lombardy and Venice displayed their

bales of precious silks in its streets; the consuls or represents*

tives of eighteen different kingdoms vied with each other in ex-

hibiting the splendor of their respective nations; the Knights of
the famous order of the Golden Fleece, which was founded by
Phillip the Good, once paraded about in their splendid attire, be-
fore the glancing eyes of beautiful maidens—the only interesting

remains of the palmy days of that solitary city which still survive

in unabated splendor ; lor there are bright eyes there still. All

the rest is sadly changed; and, save the rattling of an occasional

omnibus, or the passing of some solitary traveler, the streets are

as silent as the grave.

“ Fair city, worthy of her ancient fttme.

The season of her splendor is gone by

;

Ye' everywhere its monuments remain

—

Temples which rear their stately heads on high

;

Canals that intersect the fertile plain,

Where I may read of tilts in days of old,

Of tourneys graced by chieftains of renown,
Fair dames, grave eitisens, and warriors bald.

If Ihncy could pourtray some stately town
Which of such pomp fit theatre could be,

Fair Bruges ! I shall then remember thee.”

Russian Civilization.—It is positively stated that a Russian

nobleman, married to a French lady of rank, was caught, the oth-

er day, by the ladv’s brother, administering a severe thrashing to

his wife. ~£ustly indignant, the brother seized the Muscovite and
shook him violently. The Russian appeared perfectly astonish-

ed at any one’s presuming to interfere when he was beating his

wife— it was hit right, he said. A married Russian lady, who
came in at the moment, also assured the brother that it was quite

a matter of course for a wife to be drubbed by the husband when
she didn’t please him ; and to show that she was perfectly seri-

ous, added that her husband often thrashed her. Bat this Mus-
covite proof of affection was not all to the taste of the brother,

and he accordingly removed his sister to her father’s house. The
affair has excited considerable sensation ; but it is' chiefly inter-

esting as showing the very advanced state of civilization of the

Russian aristocracy.

Mode or Fixing Pencil Drawings.—Dissolve pale resin in

spirit of wine ; lay the pencil drawing on its face upon a sheet of

•lean paper, and brush the back of the drawing with the solu-

tion. This penetrates through the paper in a few jpinutes, and
as the spirit evaporates the resin is deposited as a varnish on the

drawing. This has the advantage of not cockling the paper,
which aqueous solutions will do ; and as the brush only passes

over the back of the drawing, none of the pencil marks are in

any degree removed. This process will not answer with draw-
ings on cards, or any other substance too thick to be penetrated

by the solution. In this case, a weak solution of isinglass may
be placed in a shallow dish, the drawing being passed through
it bo as to wet every part without touching it with a brush.

(Pharmaoeatical Journal.

A venerable man says, “ Let the slaudered take comfort—it is

only at fruit-trees that thieves throw stones.”

The road ambition travels is too narrow for friendship, too

crooked for love, too rugged for honestly, too dark for science.

Narcotics.—Tha H&/K& of poets” gives an account of Ne-
penthes, which besjctwwRyr Hjftefeon Telemachus, had the effect

of suspending all feelnig of grief in the heart of the hero, so that

it is certain that in Homer’s time, there was a belief in the

existence of particular liquors which were not less stapling
than wine, and more efficacious than the juice of the grape, in

diffusing a delicious calm over the mind. Many opinions have
been advanced respecting Nepenthes, but the most probable is

that which refers it to the Hemp (cannabis saliva), from which
the Hindoos make their “ bang,” which is narcotic, and produces
delightful dreams. The native plant after it has flowered, is

dried and sold in the bazaars of Calcutta, for smoking, under the

name pf ganjak. The large leaves and capsules employed also

far smoking, are called bang or subjee. In both of these forms

smoking of the Hemp causes a species of intoxication of a most
'agreeable description, and consequently the plant has acquired

many epithets which may be translated 11 avenger of sorrow,”

increaser of pleasure,” cementer of friendship,” laughter mover,”

and several others of the same description. In Nepaol the resin

only, is issued, under the name of churras. It is collected in

some places bv naked coolies, walking through the fields of hemp
at the time when the plant exudes the resin which sticks to their

skin, from which it is scraped off, and kneaded into balls. In

whatever manner it is collected, whefa it is taken in doses of from
a grain to two grains, it causes not only the most delightful

delirium, but when repeated it is followed by catalepsy, or that

condition of insensibility to all external impressions, which ena-

bles the body to be, as it were, moulded into anjr position, like

a Dutch jointed doll, in which the limbs remain in the position

in which they are placed, hower contrary to the natural influ-

ence of gravity, and this state will continue for many hours.

Such an instrument would not fail to prove a most powerful agent

in working miracles in the hands of the “ wonder-worker.”

SYMPATHY.
In black Misfortune’s soul-subduing hour,

When lowering clouds of want or deep distress

Darken our prospects, or when cares oppress,

Then, Sympathy divine, thy magic power
Relieves our woe ; and, like refreshing shower

On fast decaying leaf, gives us new life,

And with thy sister, Hope, points out scenes rife

With joyous pleasures of a future hour.

A Curious Clock.—A Watchmaker of Paris, accord ingto Gal-

ignani, has invented an exceedingly and ingenious clock. It is

thus described: It is made with eleven dials. The principle

dial shows the hour alone ; a transparent one, immediately be-

low the former, shows the progression of the son; two othera,

also transparent, and through which the mechanism of this im-
mense machine can be spen, mark, the one the days of the month,
the other the seconds. Eight square enamelled dials are arran-

ged round the two sides oi the pendulum, and show the hour in

each 'of the following cities : London, Algiers, Alexandria, St

Helena,, Otaheite, Canton, New York, and St Petersburg. Each
of these dials are marked with 24 hours, instead of 12. so as to

show the hours of the day and those of large metrical scale, indi-

cating the degree of expansion and contraction of metal. This

clock cost 14,000 francs, or about £600

Supply of Pure Water.—At an elevation of one thousand
feet in the Welsh mountains, is situated Bala Lake ; from it de-

scends, on an average, through Llangollen*bridge, one thousand
million gallons a day of the purest and most desirable water in

the world. Of this eternal flood it is proposed to arrest at a dis-

tance of about forty miles from Liverpool, some 30,000,000 gal-

lons a day, and convey it in its primitive purity, uncontaminated

by foreign substances, into every street and house in Liverpool,

wi.hout pump, engine, aqueduct, or turncock. The New River

was constructed at private expense, by 8ir Hugh Middleton on
the same plan, the water being brought from Ware, in Hertford-

shire, to London.

To a Tradesman \cho ashed me to pay a Bill, saying he had a

Transaction of some Amount to Settle
,
<£c.

You cannot be a man of mettle,

Or you’d have tin enough to settle

The whole of the amount.
But yes, you’ve metal, for alas!

I find that you’ve sufficient brass

To ask for my account.
(Almanac of the Month.

Every animal has its enemies ; the laud tortoise has two ene-

mies—man and the boa constrictor. Man takes him borne and

roKsts him ; and the boa constrictor swallows him whole, shell

and all, and consumes him slowly in the interior, as the Court of -

Chancery does a great estate.—[Sidney Smith.
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4 wnatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye eren so to them.”

NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, NOV. 28, 1846.

declaring that it was beyond the power and patience of any mor-
al man to freeze to death in such cold weather

!

We have ever been pleased with our visits to the beautiful lit-

tle city of Bridgeport. The citizens are so courteous and intel-

ligent, and the ladies are so lovely and accomplished, that one
could not be otherwise than pleased if he has any capacity to

esteem the one, or to appreciate the other. The city has about
eight thousand inhabitants, is neatly laid out, and has several

very pleasant streets. We noticed, also, several very elegant

mansions, aud gardens, and among them, an exceedingly tasteful

and convenient residence, not yet finished, belonging to T. P.

Bamum, Esq., proprietor of the American Museum, New York.
In the suburbs of the city are many delightful drives

; for the
summer season, we know of no place, which wculd be a more
agreeable residence than Bridgeport.

The Odd Fellows of Bridgeport are above all praise. The
Lodge is nearly three years old, has about two hundred and fifty

members, and funds to the amount of about three thousand dol-

lars. There is also a flourishing Encampment there. Our inter

TO PRINTERS—TYPE FOR SALE.
The BREVIER and MINION Type, on which the Golden Rule is

now printed, is offered for sale, very cheapfor Cash. The fonts of each are be-

tween 400 and 500 lbs. and a part could be delivered immediately if desired

—

the whole on the 25th of December. The Type is excellent, and will wear for a

Jong time. The face of the Brevier is shown by the page on which this Notice

is inserted
;
and the Minion by our “News from the Lodgey.” Also, about 55

lbs. 6 to piea LEADS, 14 pica eins in length. Also, some brass DASH R ULES
of the same length. Apply early, and secure a capital bargain. nov28

EXCURSION TO CONNECTICUT-NO. II.

Connecticut, in many particulars, differs very widely from al

the other New England States. Its civilization, perfect in its

kind, is unique. A persoH, entering the State, from either New
York or Massachusetts, would perceive, in a moment, that he was

in another land,—would feel sensibly the difference, although he

would find it difficult to describe it. The people of Massachusetts

and Maine are enthusiastic, have a profound faith in the future,

aud consequently pursue business with incredible ardor, concen-

trate capital, engage iu vast enterprizes and run into speculations

by which fortuues are either lost or made. The Connecticut

people, on the contrary, never move with enthusiasm,—they act

with coolness aud deliberation, and do not believe in the pro-

priety of risking one dollar for the sake of having a chance of

making two. Consequently, capital is very equally divided

;

there are few rich, and still less poor people, in the State ;
there

are no large and powerful business corporations,—enterprize is

chiefly individual. Every stream and brooklet, as large as a man’s

arm, and having the power to turn a wheel, is adorned with fac-

tories, where buttons, combs, pins, clocks, and all other Yankee

notions are made, to the great comfort and convenience of all the

rest of the world.

The common school system of Connecticut is admirable, aud

furnishes a thorough practical education for all. There is a great

deal of general enlightenment in the State. We never found in

Connecticut a man or woman who could not read and write.

We have already observed that this State is remarkably rich

in beautiful, wild and romantic scenery. East Rock, near New
Haven, interesting by its historic reminiscences, is well worthy

a visit from the traveler. The Three Mountains, between Mer-

riden and Southington, are exceedingly wild and poetical. They
were originally one compact mass, but by some convulsion have

been divided into three parts. In some of the passes between
them the sun never shines, aud ice may be found there in Dog
Days. The wildest pass through the mountains is known by the

name of Cat Hole,—it is really a terrific place. A hermit once
lived upon these mountains, who, having become weary of life,

determined to rid himself of his sorrows and existence at the

same time, and by bis own hand. He decided to freeze to death.

Accordingly one cold day in winter, he placed himself upon the

most exposed parts of the mountain. He bade adieu to the world.

The Frost-giants came danciDg around him, pulling at bis fingers,

his toes, his nose and his ears, and piercing him through and
through with their spears of ice. Colder and keener came the

north wind upon him, fiercer and sharper descended the chill.

He could bear it no longer, but arose, and rushed into the cave,

course with the members has ever been exceedingly pleasant.

We are deeply obliged to them all for kindness received, and
especially to Bro. Philo Barnum, Esq. postmaster, and Bro.

Ruggles, D. D. G. M.

Norwalk is also an important town, and an interesting place,

aud its environs are extremely beautiful. Its business is con-

siderable. We visited the Woolen Factory of Bro. G. G. Bishop,

where cloth is made by a most remarkable process. The wool,

after it is cleansed, is put into a machine, and, without spinning

or weaving, comes forth a perfect and beautiful web of cloth.

Then it goes to the fulling-mill, then to the dye-house, &c. then
to the finishiug-room, aud then to the market, aud all this may*

be done in the space of a week ! It may be this is no novelty*

for our readers, but we confess, that for us, it was a great cari-

osity.

“ Our Brother’s Lodge,” at Norwalk, is enjoying a season of

great prosperity. The intelligence of the brethren, and their zeal

and devotion to the Order, insure the most abundant success.

The brethren are all so excellent, and we are so much indebted

to their courteousness, that nothiug which we might say could

possibly do them justice. We leave them, therefore, with our
kindest wishes.

Before closing this relation of our ramble in Connecticut, jus-

tice requires us to 'say a word regarding the steamboat Nimrod,
which runs between New York and Bridgeport, in connection

with the Housatonic Railroad. She is an excellent vessel, and
has excellent officers. Everybody kuows the gentlemanly Cap-
tain and Clerk. The Bridgeport rout to Albany, will, soon as th»

river closes, be the only tolerable one. Our traveling friends

will find iu the Nimrod good accomodations, good good
treatment.

Anniversary Celebration of Stirling Lodge, No. 190.—
This pleasant affair came off on Monday evening last, at Montague
Hall, Brooklyn. Soon after o’clock, the visitors began to gather,

and before 8 o’clock the spacious Lodge Room was filled to over-

flowing with the beauty and fashion of the city. There was not &
square foot of space that was not occupied with interested and at-

tentive listeners. The exercises consisted of two parts, made up of

songs, glees, &c. ; in the interval between which, an appropriate

address was delivered by Bro. T. B. Thayer, (an officer of the

Lodge,) which met the popular objections against the Institution,

and set forth some of its leading principles and objects. The mem-
bers and visitors seemed to be mutually pleased with each other,

and gratified by the occasion which called them together.

Expulsion Notices Again.—Iu reply to the request of our

brethren of Lewisburg Lodge No. 96, of Pennsylvania, we must re-

iterate our doubts of the propriety of publishing expulsion notices in

the periodicals of the Order. In some cases it may be necessary,

especially when an expelled member, in parts where he is unknown,

makes use of his knowledge of Odd-Fellowship for evil and dishon-

est purposes—as in the case of James H Turk
, recently expelled

from said Lodge. In all cases, where we know a fallen Odd-Fel-

low is preying upon the community and the Fraternity, we shall not

object to raising a warning voice against him.

These reasons do not apply to the case from Harmony Lodge at

Fort Wayne, la. [In ibis connection, we beg to suggest to brethrea

,
the propriety of paying the postage on communications of this sort.]
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REVISED CONSTITUTION
OF THK RIGHT WORTHY ,

Eustie mrf- iHfetr & #. inf #. J?.
OF THE STATE OF NEW-YORK.

As adopted by the Convention held in the City of New-York, Nov. 1846.

Corrected bj the Grand Secretary, for the Golden Rule.

ARTICLE I.—OF THE GRAND LODGE.
Section 1 . The R. W. Grand Lodge shall be known by the name,

style, and title of “ The Grand Lodge of the Independent Order of
Odd Fellows of the State of New-York,” and shall be composed of
all Past Grands who are contributing members of Lodges subordi-
nate to this Grand Lodge, and who have been admitted as required
by this Constitution.

§ 2. The Grand Lodge has jurisdiction in Odd Fellowship with-
in the State of New-York, and is the supreme tribunal of the Order
in its jurisdiction. No Lodge can be formed or continue to exist
without its sanction. It possesses the sole right and power in the
manner hereinafter provided, of granting or suspending charters ; of
receiving appeals and redressing grievances, arising in Lodges; of
originating and regulating the means of its own support ; and of do-
ing all other acts necessary to promote the interests of the Order,
provided the same are not in violation of the laws of ihe land.
6 3. To entitle a Past Grand to membership, he must be admit-

ted to the Grand Lodge degree ; which can only be done on his pro-
ducing, as hereinafter provided, satisfactory evidence that he bos
served a regular term as N. G. of a Subordinate Lodge, and is a con-
tributing member of a Lodge in This Stale at the time of his admis-
sion.

§ 4. Any member of the Grand Lodge, guilty of any misconduct
as such member, or of infringing upon the Constitution or By-Laws
of the Grand Lodge, or of improper conduct in the District Grand
Committees, may be expelled at any meeting of his District Grand
Committee, hereinafter provided, after charges duly specifying his
offense shall have been offered, and notice thereof given to him:
Provided, two- thirds of the members present thereat agree thereto.
Such member cannot be restored to membership afterwards, except
by permission ofthe Grand Lodge, on the application of the District
Grand Committee which expelled him. The effect of etlch expul-
sion shall only extend to deriving him of a seat in the District
Grand Committee, and of the right of visiting the same, or the
Grand Lodge. An appeal from the District Grand Committee may
be taken to the Grand Lodge in the same manner as other appeals.

ARTICLE H—OF DISTRICT GRAND COMMITTEES.
Section 1. Every county in which there now are situated one or

more Subordinate Lodges, having at least five Past Grands who are

contributing members thereof, and every other county when it shall

contain one or more Lodges as above, and having the number of
Past Grands with the qualifications above, shall be denominated a
District, and the P. G.irin membership in said Lodge, and who shall

have taken the Grand Lodge degree, shall constitute the Grand
Committee of the District.

§ 2. Every two of more counties other than those mentioned in

Section 1, of this article, shall, by the standing committee herein-
after provided tor, be attached to some regular adjoining District,

and any two snch counties adjoining, having together Lodges and
Past Grands as provided in said Section, shall be formed into a Dis-
trict by said Committee.

§ 8. To entitle a Past Grand to membership in a District Grand
Committee, hfeaball produce a certificate from a Subordinate Lodge
in the District, showing that he is a Past Grand in good standing in

such Lodge. And each Subordinate Lodge shall give notice to the
District GrancLCommittee of its District, of the withdrawal, sus-

pension, or expulsion, of any Past Grand thereof.

§ 4. The District Grand Committees shall meet in the Grand
Lodge degree, except in the case of appeals, when they may meet in

the initiatory degree ;
and shall hold regular sessions, monthly, quar-

terly, or specially, as each may determine. The Annual Session of
each District Grand Committee, shall be held on the third Wednes-
day in July, in each year, at such hour and place in the District as

may be previously fixed upon by such committee, or in default

thereof, by the D. D. G. M. of the District.

Ji
5. Each District Grand Committee shall have power to make
es for its own government subject to the approval of the Grand

Lodge; to admit as members of the Grand Lodge all Past Grands
belonging to Lodges in the District, on Droducing the evidence re-

quired by Article I, Section 3. of this Constitution ; to conter the^j

Grand Lodge degree upon all new members ; to recommend the
granting of charters for new Lodges, to be located in the District

;

to consider, determine, and redress all appeals and grievances origi-

nating in the District ; to settle disputes and controversies arising
between Lodges in the District ; to grant dispensations for the ad-
mission or reinstatement into Lodges in the District, of expelled
members, or members of expelled Or suspended Lodges

;
to permit

public lectures, addresses, and processions in the District ; and to
provide for the necessary expenses of such Grand Committees, and
nave such other powers as may hereinafter be granted : Provided ,

that no power hereby granted shall prevent the Grand Lodge from
exercising the same powers at its regular session, as hereinafter pro-
vided : nor shall any District Grana Committee exercise any power
out of its District, except over memben of Lodges located m the
Disirict.

t § 6. Each District Grand Committee shall at each annual meet-
ing, and as often as vacancies shall occur, elect its own Secretary,
who shall keep faithful minutes of all meetings of the committee

:

"sue all notices thatmay be ordered by the D. D. G. M., and file all

Appeals and other papers appertaining to the committee. He shall

send to the Grand Lodge at each regular session, a full report of the
proceedings of the committee, and certify to the Grand Lodge or
any committee thereof, such proceedings and papers in bis posses-
sion as may be required, and perform such other duties as may here-
inafter be provided.

§ 8. Any District Grand Committee may be suspended from the
exercise of its jurisdiction by the Grand Lodge for any violation or
gross neglect, or refusal to perform its duties

t
provided, that charges

duly specifying the offense, shall first be submitied, and the same
proceedings taken as is hereinafter provided in the case of charges
against Subordinate Lodges. A two-third vote of the Grand Lodge
shall be necessary for suspension, which shall continue during the
pleasure of the Grand Lodge. The effect of suspension shall be to
deprive the members of such committee of the privileges of mem-
bership in the Grand Lodge. But the Grand Lodge may exempt
such members thereof as are shown not to have participated in the
offense whereof the committee was convicted, from the effect of
such suspension, and place the Subordinate Lodges of the District
under the jurisdiction of such members, provided there be five or
more, as a Special Grand Committee, with such powers as the
Grand Lodge may by resolution confer upon them.

ARTICLE m.—OF THE SESSIONS AND BUSINESS OF THE
GRAND LODGE.

Section 1 . The Grand Lodge shall hold a Regular Annual Ses-
sion in the city of New York, on the first Wednesday of September,
in each year, at 10 o'clock, A. M., and shall continue to meet from
day to day, consecutively, (Sundays excepted,) at the same hour,
until the close of the session.

§ 2. The business of the Grand Lodge shall be transacted by the
Elective Officers of the Grand Lodge, and Representatives, elected
in the manner hereinafter provided. All members of District Grand
Committees may be piesentat the sessions, hut none except Offi-
cers and Representatives of the Grand Lodge shall be permitted to
speak or vote on any subject at the sessions, except that a P. G.
acting as counsel for a party betore the Grand Lodge, may address
the Grand Lodge on the business entrusted to him.

§ 3. Representatives shall be elected as follows : Every county in
which is situated a Subordinate Lodge in good standing, shall con-
stitute a Representative District. Each Representative District
having under 500 contributing members shall be entitled to one Rep-
resentative; 500 members, two Representatives; and for each ad-
ditional 500 members, one Representative. Representatatives shall
be chosen by the members of the Lodges in the District, at the last
meeting of their respective Lodges held in June in each year, to
serve for one year from the first day of September thereafter. Every
member of a Subordinate Lodge shall be entitled to a vote, if enti-

tled to vote for officers of his Lodge. A certificate of the result in
each Lodge shall be given to the D. D. G. M., who shall open and
canvass the same at the annual meeting of the District Grand Com-
mittee, and declare the result. In case of a tie the Grand Commit-
tee shall by ballot determine-which of the two candidates receiving
the highest number of votes shall be returned. When a District

shall be entitled to more than one Representative^ they may be
apportioned among the Lodges, at the pleasure of the GrandCommit-
tee ; but if no apportionment be made at least one month before the
election, it shall be by general ticket. No one shall be eligible as a
Representive unless he be a member of the Grand Committee of
the District for which he is a candidate. The actual and necessary
expenses of Representatives residing more than five miles from the
city of New York, for traveling and attendance at the sessions, shall

be paid out of the funds of the Grand Lodge. In case of Represen-
tative vacancies; the D D. G. M. or presiding officer of the District

thall order a new election, of which due notice shall he given to

every Lodge in the District.

§4. At the Annual Session, the installation of Grand Officers

shall take place, and all manner of business within the power of the
Grand Lodge shall be transacted.

§ 5. Special Sessions may be called by the Grand Master, for the
transaction <?f extraordinary business only which Shall be specified
in the call, and net less than 40 days notice of such Special Session
shall be given by letter to every Representative, which 40 days shall

commence from the date on which said letters are mailed.

§ 6. The Grand Lodge cannot be opened unless one-third of the
Representatives entitled to seats thereip, be present.

§ 7. All sessions of the Grand Lodge shall be opened and held in

the Grand Lodge degree.

ARTICLE IV.—OF OFFICERS.
Section 1. The Elective Officers of the Grand Lodge shall be ;

1st. M. W. Grand Master : 2d. R. W. Deputy Grand Master; 8d-
R. W. Grand Warden ; 4tn. R. W. Grand Secretary ; 5th. R. W.
Grand Treasurer; 6th. R. W. Grand Representatives to the Grand
Lodge of the United States. *

§ 2. The appointed officers shall consist of ; Worthy Grand Chap-
lain ;

Worthy Grand Marshal ; Worthy Grand Conductor ; Worthy
Grand Guardian ;

W. District Depnty Grand Masters for each Dis-

trict.

§ 8. The Elective Officere of the Grand Lodge shall be elected
as follows: At the annual meetingsof each District Grand Commit-
tee, the members thereof shall vote by ballot for such candidates
for the several offices as may have been previously nominated in the
manner hereinafter provided. Each member present shall be enti-

tled to a vote. As soon as the poll is closed, the votee shall be can-

vassed, and the result shall be certified forthwith by the D. D. G.
Master, or presiding officer of the committee and the Secretary, and
forwarded immediately to the Grand Secretaiy of the Grand Lodge.

§ 4. Nominations for all Elective Grand Officers except the D.
D. G. Masters, shall be made as follows : Every District Grand Com*
mittee may, by the votes of a majority of members present at a regu-

lar meeting, nominate one candidate for each ofthe elective Grana
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Officers, which nominations shall be certified to the Grand Secretary
before the first Monday of April in each year. The Grand Secre-

tary shall on that day issue a circular to each District Grand Com-
mittee, containing tne names of the candidates in nomination, and
by what committee nominated, together with the names and num-
bers of the Lodges to which they are attached and the location

thereof.

§ 5. The nominations for D. D. G. Masters of each District shall

be made at the annual meeting of the Grand Committee, and the
same shall be immediately sent to the Grand Master.

§ 6. No one shall be eligible for any elective Grand Office unless
he be a member of the Grand Lodge, and have attained such de-
grees as by virtue of his office he may confer upon others ; and the

candidates for G. Master and G. Representatives shall have attain-

ed the R. P. degree and be in good standing in a Subordinate En-
campment in this State.

§ 7. On the first day of the Annual Session, the votes for elective

Grand Officers shall be canvassed in the Grand Lodge. No vote
shall be valid or recorded as a part of the poll unless it he for a regu-
larly nominated candidate. A majority of all the votes given shall

be necessary to a choice. In case no candidate shall have received
a majority, the Representatives present shall forthwith proceed to

ballot for those candidates nominated, and in case no choice is made
on the first ballot, then the balloting shall be confined to the two
candidates having the greatest number of votes in the Grand Lodge.
Snch canvass ana election shall be the first business after the read-
ing of the record. '

§ 8. The Grand Officers shall be installed at any t ime during the
Annual Session that the Grand Lodge shall determine. The pre-

sent Grand Master or any P. G. Masier, or the senior Representa-
tive present shall install the Grand Master who shall install the oth-
er Grand Officers.

§ 9. The Appointed Officers shall be appointed by the Grand Mas-
ter, by and with the consent and approval of the Grand Lodge.

ARTICLE V.—DUTIES OF OFFICERS.
Section 1. TheM- W. Grand Master shall preside at all sessions

of the Grand Lodge and preserve order thefein, and enforce a due
observance af the Constitution and By-Laws of ihe Grand Lodge of
the United States and of this Grand Lodge. All questions of order,
however, shall be subject to appeal from his decision to the Grand
Lodge: he may appoint all Grand Officers pro tem.

f
and all com-

mittees not otherwise provided for in this Constitution, or ordered
by the Grand Lodge: he shall give the casting vote m all cases
when the votes are equally divided, except in case of the election
of officers. After any sum of money shall have been voted he shall

order the Grand Treasurer to pay the same. He may grant dispen-
sations, on the application of a Lodge, to confer degrees on a mem-
ber without delay : he may in person confer official degrees : he
shall decide all appeals on questions of law which may be made to

him from the decisions of the D. D. G. Masters: he shall receive
and act upon all complaints which may be made to him against D.
D. G. Masters, Lodges, or District Grand Committees : he shall give
instructions from time to time in the work of the Order to the Depu-
ties or to the Lodges as may be necesssary. When officially visit

ing the District Grand Committees or Subordinate Lodges, he shall

be received with the honors of the Order.

§ 2. The R. W. D. Grand Master shall support the Grand Master
in presiding, and in his absence shall fill the chair for him. In the
event of a vacancy in the office of Grand Master, the ]). G. Master
shall become ex officio Grand Master for the balance of the term.

§ 3. The R. W., Grand Warden shall assist the GrandL Master in

conducting the business of the Grand Lodge : he shall, under the
Grand Master, have special charge of the door ; and in the absence
of the Grand Master and D. G. Master he shall preside.

§ 4. The R. W. Grand Secretary shall make a just and true record
of the proceedings of the Grand Lodge at every session, and trans-
mit immediately after the close of the Annual Session, to the Dis-
trict Grand Committees and Subordinate Lodges, printed copies
thereof. He shall keep the accounts between the Grand Lodge and
its Subordinates ; receive all moneys coming te the Grand Lodge
therefrom, and pay the same over to the Grand Treasurer monthly.
He shall issue all necessary notices and circulars to Subordinates,
and to the District Grand Committees and Representatives. He
shall provide all stationary for the use of the Grand Lodge, and su-
perintend such printing as the Grand Lodge shall direct. He shall

perform such other duties as are herein provided for, or that may be
ordered by the Grand Lodge. He shall receive suen salary as may
be ascertained and fixed upon at each Annual Session, which sala-
ry shall be paid quarterly. He shall, previous to installation, give
bonds to the first three named Grand Officers, in such form ana pen-
alty as they shall approve of, for the faithful discharge of his duties.
§5 The R. W. Grand Treasurer shall receive aud take charge

of the moneys of the Grand Lodge ,*pay all orders drawn on him
by the Grand Master, under the seaf of the Grand Lodge

; make
such investment of the funds asthe Grand Lodge may direct; keep
his accounts in such a manner as will exhibit the sources ana
amount of receipts, and by whom paid ; the purposes and amount
of disbursements, and to whom paid; have his accounts closed up
on the first day of September annually, and submit them to the Fi-
nance Committee, and transmit by the Grand Secretary, semi-an-
nually to the Subordinates, an exhibit of his accounts. He shall,
previous to installation, give bonds to the first three named Grand
Officers, in such form and penalty as they shall approve of, for the
faithful performance of his duties.

§ 6. The R. W. Grand Representatives shall attend the meetings
of the Grand Lodge of the United States and faithfully representthe
wishes of this Grand Lodge therein. The necessary traveling and
other expenses while attending the duties, shall be borne by the
Grand Lodge.
$7. The W. Grand Chaplain shall attend the sessions of the

Grand Lodge, tor the purpose of opening and closing the same ac-
cording to his office.

§ 8. The W. Grand Marshal shall assist the Deputy Grand Mas-
ter in supporting the Grand Master in the Grand Lodge—-attend the
Grand Master in his official visits to District Grand Committees or
Subordinates—issue his proclamations when necessary, and obey
his commands.

§ 9. The W. Grand Conductor shall assist the Grand Marshal in
the discharge of his duties.

§ 10. The W. Grand Guardian shall attend at the door of the
Grand Lodge, and permit none to enter or depart without the con-
sent of the Grand Warden.

§ 11. The R. W. District Deputy Grand Masters shall preside at
all meetings of the District Grand Committees of their respective
Districts and preserve order and decorum therein, and enforce due
observance ot the Constitution and By-Laws of the Grand Lodge y
be the organs of the Grand Master witbthe Subordinates in their
Districts ; have power to call special meetings of the District Grand
Committees when necessary ; to grant dispensations to Lodges in
their Districts for granting certificates for the five degrees in leas
time than may be otherwise permitted, when circumstances require
it, and to officiate in person, or by Special Deputy, in conferring the
five degrees in places where no Degree Lodge may be located. They
shall see that the Work of the Order is performed uniformly ; con-
fer official degrees on Past Officers; collect from Lodges m their
Districts all returns and moneys due the Grand Lodge, and forward
them immediately to the Grand Secretary ;

install the officers of the
Lodges under their charge ; decide all questions of law' that maybe
submitted to them by Lodges or members thereof under theirchaige,
and report, semi-annually, to the Grand Master of their proceedings.
They shall forthwith report to ihe Grand Master all cases of viola-
tion on the part of Subordinates of the Constitution and By-Laws
of the Grand Lodge, or of disobedience to its lawful commands, or
the lawful commands of the District Grand Committees. When
officially visiting the Subordinate!) of the District, the D. D. G. M.
shall be received w-tth the honors of the Order.

§ 12. All Grand Officers shall, in addition to the duties specified

in this Constitution, perform such pther duties as the Grand Lodge
may enjoin.

* ARTICLE VI.—REMOVAL AND VACANCIES.
Sectiob 1. Any Grand Officer may be removed from his office

by the Grand Lodge for misconduct or. neglect of duty ; but he shall
be entitled to a fair trial, and two-thifds of the voles of the Repre-
sentatives present shall be necessary for removal.

§ 2. No officer shall officiate in the Grand Lodge during the time
occupied in his trial.

§ 3. Any Representative may be expelled from bis seat, as such,
for misconduct, upon the vote of two-thirds of the Representatives
present, at any meeting after a copy of the resolution of expulsion
shall have heen served upon him.

§ 4. Vacancies in the office of D. D. G. M. shall be filled by the
Grand Master to serve for the residue of the term of the former in-

cumbent. Vacancies in the other Grand Offices, except those of
Grand Master, shall be filled by the Grand Lodge, at any Regular
Session, and for the term of the former incumbent.

ARTICLE VII.—COMMITTEES.
Section 1. The elective Grand Officers, except the Grand Rep-

resentatives, shall constitute “ The Standing Committee to act in
the recess of the Annual Session of the Grand Lodge, and perform
such duties hs may be assigned to them. Of said committee the
Grand Masier shall be chairman, and he may call meetings thereof
at his discretion.

§ 2. There shall be appointed at each Annual Sj^^^the follow-
ing regular committees : 1st. Committees of Elect^^^H Returns ;

2d. Committee of Finance : 3d. Committee of CorM^Pftence ; 4th.
Committee of Appeals; 6th. Committee of Laws otSubordinaiefl y
6th. Committee of Petitions ; 7th. Committee on the State of the
Order.

. . .

§ 3. The Committee of Elections and Returns shall consist of
three members, who shall be appointed by the Grand Master who
is holding over, or the incumbent of the Chair at the time of the
opening of the session, and whose duty it shall be to examine and
report to the Grand Lodge, on the election and eligibility of Repre-
sentatives. They shall also examine and canvass the return of votes

for Grand Officers, and report to the Grand Loege the result there-

of.

§ i. The Committee of Finance shall consist of three members,
who shall be appointed by the Grand Master, by and with the con-
sent of the Grand Lodge, and whose duty it snail be to examine and
report on all accounts and claims against the Grand Lodge previous
to their being passed for payment by the Grand Lodge ;

to examine
the accounts ot the. Grand Secretary and Grand Treasurer, annually,

and report the result of their examination and the condition of the

finances immediately thereafter to the Grand Lodge; to ascertain

and report at the commencement of each Annual Session, the

amount required for the expenses of the Grand Lodge for the year

ensuing
; and suggest such measures of finance as they may deem

expedient.

4 5. The Committee of Correspondence shall consist of three

members, whose duty it shall be to examine, conduct, and report on
all correspondence of the Grand Lodge, and to suggest any measures
in me nature of the business of their appointment.

§ 6. The Committee of Appeals shall consist of five members,
who shall be appointed by the Grand Mastsr, by and with the ap-

proval of the Grand Lodge, whose duty it shall be to examine all

appeals referred to them, and report thereon such action as may be

proper in the Grand Lodge.
§ 7. The Committee of Laws of Subordinates shall consist of

three members, whose duty it shall be to examine and report on the
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By-Laws ol the Subordinate Lodgt-s referred to them : and also to
examine and approve of the Constitution and By-Laws of Subordi-
nates that may be submitted to them previous to being printed, and
to direct Mtcb alterations in the By-Laws as will make them con-
form to the Laws and Regulations of the Order.

§ 8. The Cotymittee of Petitions shall consist of three members,
whose duty it shall be to examine all petitions referred to them and
report to the Grand Lodge such action thereon as may be proper.

§ 9. The Committee on the State of the Order shall consist of
five members, appointed in the same manner as the Finance Com-
mittee, who shall examine the reports from the D. D. Grand Mas-
ters and from the District Grand Committees, and such other mat-
ters as may be referred to them, and report thereon to the Grand
Lodge, and they shall annually present to the Grand Lodge cm ex-
hibit of the condition and progress of the Order under this jurisdic-
tion, and recommend such measures for the good of the Order, as
they from time to time, shall judge to be proper.

ARTICLE VI1I.-OF APPEALS.
Section 1 . In all cases where a member of a Lodge has been

fined, reprimanded, suspended, or expelled by bis Lodge, he may
appeal to the District Grand Committee of bis District, by filing
with the Secretary of his Lodge a notice of his appeal, with the
gMpnda thereof, and thereupon the Lodge shall, without delay send,
nnaer its seal, to the District Grand Committee, such notice of ap-
peal, together with certified copies of all minutes, charges, evidence,
And other books or papers in the possession, or under the control of
the Lodgey-palating to the subject matter of the appeal, and there-
upon nach Grand Committee shall summon the parties before the
commmee. or such sub-committee as it may appoint, and hear the
parties or theifxonhael, such counsel being members of the Order,
and determinate matter of the appeal as hereinafter provided.

§ 2. In all cases where a member of a Lodge has been depriyed of
some right, honor, privilege, or benefit, by bis Lodge, he may ap-
peal in the manner before stated and the same proceedings shall
thereupon be had as provided in the 1st Section hereof.

§ 3. In the cases provided in the 1st Section hereof, whenever it

shall appear that there has been irregularity or informality in the
form of the charges and specifications, or in the manner of prefer-
ing them, or in the manner of appointing the committee of trial, or
in the appointment of members thereof, or in the proceedings of
such committee, or of the Lodge, it shall be the duty of the Grand
Committee to set aside such irregularity or infonaality, and all sub-
sequent proceedings, and rdWit the cause back to the Lodge tor fur-
ther proceedings ; and whenever it shall appear that the charges, if
sustained, are not such as the Lodge, by its Constitution or By-
Laws, or by the rules and regulations of the Order, can take cogni-
sance of, or that the accused has been legally acquitted of the
charges, or that the evidence given was not sufficient to prove the
charges, it shall be the duty of Grand Committee to reverse the pro-
ceedings of the Lodge, and the appellant shall thereupon be rein-
stated into all the rights and privileges which he had at the time the
charges were preferred, and no further proceedings on the subject
matter of the charges shall be taken against him; and whenever it

shall appear that incompetent evidence has been introduced, or
competent evidence excluded by the committee of trial, or the ap-
pellant had not a fair opportunity, or sufficient time given him to
appear and defend himself and produce his evidence, the proceedings
of the Lodge shall be reversed, and the cause referred back for a
new trial. But no new evidence, except to prove irregularity, in-
formality or unfairness, shall be received by or On behalf of the
Grand Committee, nor shall a Lodge, in any case, introduce evi-
dence to contradict its own minutes.

§ 4. In th^ases provided in the 2d Section hereof, the Grand
Comnfittedl^ receive such evidence and make such a determina-
tion in referemy to such appeals as shall be just.

§ 5. AnyWWge or member, party to any appeal before a District
Grand Committee, feeling aggrieved at the decision thereof, may
appeal therefrom to this Grand Lodge, but such appeal shall be con-
fined exclusively to matters of law or of irregularity or unfairness in
the proceedings of the Grand Committee. Such appeal shall be
made by filing with the Ek D. Grand Master of the District, a no-
tice of the appeal and the^grounds thereof, and thereupon a state-
ment of facts, and of the proceedings of the Grand Committee, and
of the decision thereof, shall be forthwith certified by the D. D. G.
Master and Secretaiy of the Grand Committee, and sent with the
appeal to the Grand Lodge. Upon such case being received by the
Grand Secretary, he shall forthwith refer the same to the Commit-
tee of Appeals, who shall, if practicable, report thereon, at the first
session of the Grand Lodge which shall be held thereafter.

ARTICLE IX.—OF VOTES.
Section 1 . All questions before the Grand Lodge shall be deter-

mined by a majority of the votes given by the Representatives and
elective Grand Officers present, ana when five of the Representatives
present qfrl l|

y

the vote by yea9 and nays, or when the same are, by
ihis ConsUMBOn. required to be takpiymey shall be so taken and

the Journal, Provided^ notfprer, that all elections shall
fie Each Representative anaeach elective Grand Officer
fifll^^Hmled to one vote. ^

ARTIO.
Section 1 . The rev*

the purpose of defrayisi
accumulation or inysKn
lars, to meet the ugh’entj

§ 2 .

ments herein^

§ 3. Thai
shall be Thirl;

§ 4. At end

Fx.-fT REVENUE,
i oflis Grand Lodge shall be raised for
ygessary expenses thereof, and not for
*oeyond the sum of one thousand dol-
^enses in anticipation of receipts,
be derived from charter fees, and assess-

B&harter for a Subordinate or Degree Lodge
^re, to accompany the application fora charter,
nual Session, the Finance Committee shall as-

certain what will be the deficiency for the current year, in the
amount on hand, exclusive of One Thousand Dollars as aforesaid,
to pay the estimated expenses of the Grand Lodge. And the amount
of sucb deficiency shall be assessed upon each Subordinate Lodge
in proportion to the number of its members returned at the com-
mencement of the next preceding term thereof. Such assessment
shall be paid by the Lodges semi-annually through the D. D. Grand
Masters, .who shall remit the same, without delay, to the Grand
Secretary.

§ 5. Each District Grand Committee shall ascertain the probable
amount of the expenses thereof, together with the indebtedness un-
provided for, and assess the amount npon each Subordinate Lodge
in the District, in proportion to the number of its members returned
at the commencement of the term next preceding the time of such
assessment, which shall be forthwith paid by the Lodge after notice
thereof of such assessment, to the Secretary of the District Grand
Committee, who shall be charged with the receipt and disburse-
ments thereof, and who shall render his accounts when required to
the Grand Committee.

ARTICLE XI.—OF SUBORDINATE LODGES.
Section 1. On the written application of five or more brothers of

the Order who have attained the Scarlet degree, praying for a char-
ter to open a Lodge where there is no Lodge established ; or on the
application of ten or more brothers, five ofwhom shall have attained
the Scarlet degree, for a charter to open a Lodge where there is one
already established, (except in the city and county of New-York,
where thirty, of whom ten shall have attained the Scarlet degree,
shall be necessary ,) the Grand Lodge may grant the same, and such
Lodge shall receive its charter ana the necessary charges and in-
structions from the Grand Master, or the Deputy Grand Master of
the District, or by a Past Grand specially deputed, all necessary ex-
penses. if any* of the installing officer, to be borne by the Lodge so
opened. Provided ,

that the cards of me petitioners, or a certificate

,of the deposit thereof with the D. D. G. M. of the District, shall ao-
company the application.

§ 2. An application as provided in the first section hereof, shall
be presented to the District Grand Committee, in whose District the
Lodge is proposed to be located, at any regular or special meet-
ing thereof, and if said Graud Committee approve of the same, the
application, charter fee, and certificate of approval, shall be forward-
ed to the Standing Committee, through the Grand Secretary, who
shall on the receipt thereof have power to issue a dispensation to
open such Lodge, subject to confirmation at the next session of the
Grand Lodge, in which case a regular charter shall issue.

§ 3 In case an application as provided in the first section be
made for a Lodge to be located in a county not embraced within
the jurisdiction of a District Grand Committee, the Standing Com-
mittee shall have power to issue a dispensation to open such Lodge,
with the same effect as in the next preceding section.

§ 4. At the end of each term, every Subordinate Lodge shall re-

port to the Grand Lodge the work thereof for stich term, which
shall include the names of those initiated—admitted by card—re-
jected-withdrawn by card— reinstated and deceased—and the
names of those suspended and expelled, with the cause thereof—to-
gether with the number of certificates for degrees granted—the
whole number in membership—the amount of receipts— ft|gjUhe re-

sult of the election of officers; accompanied by wnatev^amount
may be due to the Grand Lodge.

§ 5. At each Annual Session, every Lodge shall report in addition
up to the first day of July, a full return of members, with their

names ranked according to Degrees taken, and a statement of the

number of brothers relieved—widowed families relieved, and bro-

thers buried—and the amount of moneys applied to each of these

purposes—designating the amoun^ paid for Ithe education of or-

phans.

§ 6. All laws, regulations, or rules of the Grand Lodge for the

general government of Subordinate Lodges, or the officers or mem-
bers thereof, shall be incorporated into the Constitution thereof,

and no changes therein shall be made, except as hereinafter pro-
vided.

§ 7. The Constitution of Subordinate Lodges cannot be changed
or amended in any manner, except at a regular session of the Grand
Lodge, next after the regular session at which the proposition for

such change and amendment shall have been submitted in writing

by two representatives ;
Provided, that all changes which may be

required to make such Constitution conform to such laws, rules, or

regulations as may be made by the Grand Lodge of the United
States, may be ordered at any session.

ARTICLE XU.—OF DEGREE LODGES.
Section 1. Upon the written petition of five or more Past Grands,

and five or more Scarlet Degree members of the Order, praying for

a warrant to open a Degree Lodge, the Grand Lodge may grant the

same ; and such Degree Lodge shall receive its Charter and the ne-

cessary Lectures and instructions in the same manner as is pro-

vided for Subordinate Lodges.

§ 2. The District Grand Committees and Standing Committee
shall have the same power in reference to the approval of applica-

tions and issuing of dispensations to open Degree Lodges as in the

case of Subordinate Lodges.

§ 3. At the end of each Degree Lodge term, all Degree Lodges
shall report to the Grand Lodge the work of the term, specifying the

names of the brothers on whom degrees have been conferred, and
the Lodges of which they were members, together with the names
of brothers admitted. as members, rejected, suspended or expelled,

and the cause thereof, the whole Dumber in membership, the amount
of receipts and expenses, and the balance on hand, and the result of

the election of officers.

§ 4. Each Degree Lodge shall report, in addition to the Annual
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Session, a full return of the brothers in membership on the first day
of July, annually.

§ 5. Nq Degree Lodge shall admit or retain in membership any
person who ib not at the time a regular contributing member of a

Subordinate Lodge under this jurisdiction, unless hh card is in the

possession of the Grand Lodge or its officers, as an applicant for a
Charter.

.

ARTICLE XHI—OF OFFENSBS OF SUBORDINATE OR DECREE
LODGES,

Section I. No Subordinate or Degree Lodge, -or District Grand
Committee, shall be expelled or suspended or deprived of any of its

rights and privileges, except as provided in this Constitution.

§ 2. Whenever any Subordinate or Degree Lodge shall violate the

Constitution, By-Laws, Rules or Regulations of the Grand Lodge
of the United States, or of this Grana Lodge, or disobey any lawful
resolution or order of the Grand Lodge, or of a District Grand Com-
mittee, such Lodge shall be liable to a trial and punishment as here-
in provided.

§ 3. Before any Subordidate or Degree Lodge can be put upon
trial, charges, duly specifying the offense, shall be preferred to the
Grand Lodge by a District Grand Committe, or by the Grand-Mas-
ter, or the D. D. G. M. of the District in which such Lodge may be
located, and upon the rectipt thereof by the Grand Secretary, he
Shall present the same to the Standing Committee, and such Com-
mittee shall, if the charges are in due form, appoint not less than
three Past Grands, who are disinterested in the subject matter of
the charges, and who reside neat the location of the accused Lodge,
to act as Commissioners, to take testimony in the case, before
whom the parties shall be summoned with their counsel and evi-
dence, and books and papers ; and the evidence which shall so be
taken shall be reduced to writing and returned by the Commission-
ers to the Grand Lodge, and upon the receipt thereof by the Grand
Secretary, he shall give notioe to the parties of the time when the
charges and evidence will be laid b? him before the Grand Lodge,
which shall be as soon as practicable after their receipt. At tne
time appointed the papers shall be presented, and the respective par-

ties 9hall be heard by counsel if they desire it. After which the
Grand Lodge shall proceed to determine the case ; Provided

,

that
no Lodge shall be suspended or expelled, unless by a two-third
vote of the Grand Lodge, and all suspensions shall be for a limited
time.

§ 4. When a Lodge under this jurisdiction shall have notice that
charges are preferred against it, such Lodge shall not. during the
pendency of such charges, grant any Clearance Cards, except to

members who have removed, or who intend bona fide

,

within one
month after their application, to remove out of the county in which
such Lodge shall be locatedj and until the charges are dispo9ecLof,
such Lodge shall make no disposition or transfer of any of its pro-
perty or funds, except to pay its debts and current expenses, and be-
nefits accruing to its members.

§ 5. Any brothef or brothers who shall be concerned in organiz-
ing, or who shall give countenance and support, or shall visit any
Lodge in the State of New York, purporting to be Odd Fellows, ana
not possessing a legal, unreclaimed and valid Charter, duly granted
and presented, or confirmed by this Grand Lodge, shall be deemed

Stated unless the Grand Lodge assents thereto. Nor shall any per-

son who ha9 been in membership in any spurious or illegal Lodge,
be received into any regular Lodge without the consent ofthe Grand
Lodge.

§ 6. Upon the suspension or expulsion of a Lodge, or surrender or
forfeiture of its Charter, it shall be the duty of its last installed of-
ficers and members having the custody of the Charter, books, pa-
pers, property, and funds of the Lodge, to assign, transfer, and de-
liver the same on demand to the Grand Master, or the D. D. G.
Master of the District, or to such Past Grand as may be specially
deputed by the Grand Master or Grand Lodge to receive the same ;

and the same shall be held subject to the order of the Grand Lodge.
And any officer or member, having such custody, refusing such de-
mand shall be forever afterward excluded from membership or fel-

lowship in this Order, notwithstanding such Lodge should afterward
be restored to good standing.

§ 7. All effects or funds received by the Grand Lodge from any
Subordinate or Degree Lodge under the last section, shall be kept
separate and apart from the property or funds of the Grand Lodge,
and such funds shall not be estimated as a part of the funds of the
Grand Lodge, but shall be held iu trust to be restored should such
Lodge ever be reinstated, or upon the expiration of the period of
suspension ; provided, however, that in the event said Lodge should
not be restored to fellowship within three years, the funds of said
Lodae shall be placed in the general fund of the Grand Lodge.
$ 8. Any Subordinate or Degree Lodge failing to hold its meet-

ings for six months, or to make its returns as required by Article
Xi, Section 5, of this Constitution, for one year, shall be deemed
an extinct Lodge, and its charter shall be forfeited.

$ 9. Members of a suspended or expelled Lodge, or of a Lodge
whose charter has been surrendered or forfeited, wno were' in good
standing at the time of such suspension or dissolution, or who may
have paid all arrearages then due to the Grand Lodge, shall, upon
the recommendation of the District Grand Committee m whicn such
suspended or extinct Lodge is located, receive from the Grand Se-
cretary a certificate, under the seal of the Grand Lodge, to enable
them to make application for admission to membership in another
Lodge, Provided, such members are not excluded by Section 6, and
of this Article.

. § 10. Upon the application of any five or more members of an ex-
linct Lodge, to the Grand Lodge, for the restoration of such Lodge
to fellowship, accompanied with satisfactory evidence that a fair

opportunity has been given to all who were members in good stand*
ing at the time the same became extinct, to unite in such applica-
tion, (except as provided by Section 6, of this Article,) such appli-
cants, or such portion thereof as the Grand Lodge may approve o£
may be restored to fellowship in said Lodge, together with the char-
ter and effects belonging to auch Lodge at the time of its extinction.

ARTICLE XIV.—BY-LAWS AND RULES OF ORDER.
Section 1. The Grand Lodge may enact, alter, or amend such

D.. T i : • ,
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viding for the safety and security of the funds and property : Pro-
vided, at least one day’s notice, in writing, be given at the Annual
Sessions, of such By-Law or amendment and that the same do not
in any wise contravene this Constitution.
§2. Thq Grand Lodge may, in like manner, make such Rules

of Order as may be necessary for the regulation of its sessioneL and
for securing good order and the dispatch of business. Such Rules
of Order may be suspended at any meeting by a two-third vote. Pro-
vided, that such suspension shall not extend beyond the meeting
which voted therefor.

ARTICLE XV.—AMENDING THIS CONSTITUTION. *

Section 1 . No part of this Constitution shall be amended, alter-

ed, annulled, or suspended ; nor shall any additions be made there-
to, except at an Annual Session, and in the manner hereinafter pro*
vided. • y

§ 2. A proposition to amend this Constitution, shall bej recom-
mended by a minority of the Representatives present at an Annual
Session

;
a copy of such amendment shall beJFfaqMnitted to every

Subordinate Lodge, and shall not be acted upon 4mtil the meeting
of the next Annual Session thereafter.

§ 3. At such Annual Session the proposition shall be considered,
and if approved upon the call of the ayes and nays, by two-thirds of
the votes given, it shall be adopted and go immediately into effect,

unless otherwise provided in the proposition.

ARTICLE XVI—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
Section 1. The Representatives elected to the Grand Lodge at

the August and November Sessions, 1816, shall continue to act aa
such until the first day of August. 1847.

§ 2. The Officers of the Grand Lodge, elected or appointed, be-
fore this Constitution mail be adopte^Qhall continue in ofRse until
th« first Wednesday of August, 1847, and until the installation of
their successors, duly, chosen or appointed, except the D. D. G.
Masters, who shall continue in office until the installation of their
successors, as provided for in Article IV, Section 11, of this Con-
stitution.

§ 3. The organization of the District Grand Committees shall
take place immediately after the adoption of this Constitution. The
D. D. G. Masters shall give not less than 10 days notice of the time
and place of the first meeting of each committee to the Subordinate
Ledges of the District who shall notify the Past Grands thereof.

§ 4. The regular quarterly session shall be held in May, 1847, at
which a committee of nine members shall be appointed or elected
as may then be determined upon, to prepare a new Constitution for
Subordinate and Degree Lodges, ana also a code of By-Laws and
Rules of Order for the Grand Lodge, and report the same at such
quarterly session, in order that such report may be published and
circulated in time to be acted upon at the Annual Session, 1847, and
from and after the adjournment of said Annual Session, all By-Laws,
Standing Resolutions, and Rules of Order of the Grand Lodge, in
force at the commencement of such session, and not re-enacted,
shall be deemed to be annulled and rescinded.

§ 5. The per centage heretofore paid by Subordinate Lodges on
their receipts, shall continue to be paid until the end of the term of
such Subordinates, which ehall commence on the first meeting in
January, 1847.

t

Bro Prince and the Symbol.—Wo perceive with much re-
gret, that Bro. Prince has been compelled to dispose of his interest

in the Symbol, in consequence of having been swindled out of a
considerable qmount of money, by a dishonest Odd-Fellow, who
has since been expelled. The name of this wretch is David Davie.
Bros, Jordan and Wiley are the new Publishers—Bro. Durivage
continuing as Editor.

Valuable Work.—The attention of the reader is directed to the
advertisement of Lardner'% Lectures, in this paper. It is a splendid
work, and should be in the possession of every family. A more
excellent and acceptable Holiday Preheat from a father to his chil-

dren, could not be made.

The Hutchinson Family, the most charming vocalists of the
age, have returned among us, and are delighting our citizen* with
their exquisite melody. The ^aciousTabernacle is scarcely large

enough to contain the crowds which thrttog their concerts.

The Musical Institute will give a performance on the id of
December. Of course all lovers of the divine ait of music, will be
certain to be present.

' i~- — - 1 —- 'o

{&» We are again obliged to defer ranch interesting matter pre-

pared for this paper, in order to make room for the ng^ponstitution.
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THE CONVENTION AND THE NEW CONSTITUTION.

Bro. Winchester,—Permit me, in a spirit of kindness and con-
ciliation, to lay before your readers a few general observations rela-

tive to the doings of the late Convention to revise the Constitution
of the G. L. of this State ; and also concerning the new Constitu-
tion itself. Let me here premise, that I feel a reluctance in oifering

a single remark upon the subject, before the journal of the Conven-
tion and a copy of the Constitution shall be presented to the Lodges;
for the principle of forestalling opinion is always justly condemned,
as exceedingly unfair, by sound heads and honest hearts. But as a
Lodge of this city hqs, in its corporate (if I may so express it) ca-

pacity, passed resolutions virtually condemning the new Constitu-
tion as an instrument calculated to deprive the Lodge of rights ; and
have endeavored, by means of circulars to other Lodges, to forestal

opinion, and excite strong prejudices against the Constitution, even
before it was yet put in type by the printer, I claim the right, as one
of the city delegation to that Convention who was constrained by
my judgment to vote yes, to say a word or two upon the subject.
Now I do not deny the right of any man, or any body of men, to

e^preof an opinion pro et con upon any subject or document, whether
thfcy have examined it or have seen it or not ; but I do question the
temperatejudgftyit of any man or body of men who will pass a ver-

dict of approval or condemnation of a document they have never
seen or read, and know of it only as Madame Rumor (an acknow-
ledged fibbe^j has been pleased to reveal it to them. I would not,

for & moment^guestion the pure motives of my brethfen who have
thus, in their fW for the maintenance of vested rights, developed
a strength of holy indignation worthy ofany,good cause ; but I may
be allowed to express the belief that if they had acted upon the
sound advice of Jefferson to an angry man, “Count ten before you
speak; 1 ’ or, in other words, if they had, with common fairness, wait-

ed until the document was before them, they wonld not have spoken
at alU-the resolutions and the circulars referred to, would have
never seen the light of day. This is an opinion candidly expressed,
and if I am ip error, let it be charged to that obtuseness of percep-

tion that caused me to vote yes on the third reading of the Consti-

tution.

I do most sincerely regard the proceedings of that Convention,
and the result of its labors, as a most earnest and unanswerable vin-

dication of our claims, as qn Order, to the distinguished title of a
“ band of brothers,” governed by the gentle sceptre of Love and
Harmony. We came together—men from all parte of the State—
between fifty and sixty in number—bearing in <*p minds those pre-

judices and suspicions which the weakness of our. nature, and the

prevailing antagonisms of society engender. We knew that sec-

tional interests and sectional feelings must necessarily clash, and
we knew also, that the two great divisions, city and country

t

would necessarily present strong claims to certain asserted rights,

that must necessarily be antagonistic. With these, feelings, the

Convention waff organized, and the first two days of the session ex-

hibited the most cautious vigilance on either side, of the movements
of the other ; and from the propositions of each in relation to the

vital subjects of Taxation and Representation, it was manifest
that if a Constitution was adopted by the Convention at all, it must
be the result of compromise. And the Grand Lodge in its wisdom
clearly foresaw that the instrument must be the result of comprom-
ise, when it declared that a vote of two thirds of the Convention
should be necessary for its adoption by that body. And let it be
remembered that when the final vote was taken, there was but one
unconditional negative

;

one negative given under protest; and one re-

fused to vote at all, not because of dissatisfact ion with the instrument
itself, but because of the manner in which the final vote was taken
—adopting it as a unity, instead of voting upon it article by article

;

and in fact the negative vote given under protest was not so given,

because the delegate was opposed to the Constitution, but for reasons
similar to the one just named. So, the undeniable fact stands before

the Order, that the Constitution teas adopted by the Convention with
only one negative voice. And let the brethren of the city remember,
that out of the eleven delegates whom they chose to represent-!

them in that Convention, teii were in favor of the new Gon-
Btitution. And I do most sincerely beljfve that when the breth-

ren of the Order in this city shall have carefully read the document,
(which I hope they will,) compare its various articles and sections,

weigh well their bearings upon the whole Order in general in this

State, and place it side by aide wHfc the present Constitution, ten-

elevenths of those who do thus jtfy read it, will cast their vote in

its favor. And 1 solemnly cjjx upon the Lodges of the city as
they value the harmony of oiorTnstitution, to pause ere they second
the call for the proposed CcftVention by the appointment of delegates
thereto, remembering that two or three may create a mighty
flame, while it take^fthusands to subdue it. This is the appeal of
but an hmnblej^H^r of the brotherhood, but it is the earnest,

honest (^Brother.

One word more, and I dismiss the subject for this week. In the
resolutions referred to, it is asserted that if the proposed new Con-
stitution is adopted, it will be an encroachment upon their'rights as
a Lodge ; and then declare that it is the light of every Subordinate
to be represented in the Grand Lodge

; and that representation
should be apportioned according to numbers. Now I positively as-
sert, (and I appeal to the new Constitution itself as proof of the truth
of the assertion,) that the new Constitution does not deprive the
Subordinate Lodges of a single right they now possess—that it fully
guarantees to the Subordinates the right of representation in the
Grand Lodge—and that it does make the representation strictly in
proportion to numbers. More anon.
New-York, Nor. 25, 1846. Yours in F. L. and T b. j. l»

FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.

Washington, D. C., Nov. 23, 1846.

Dear Sir and Bro.—I have just returned from Leesburg, Va.
whither I have been on business relating to the Order.
A delegation from Washington was there, consisting of represent-

atives from Columbian, Mount Pisgah and Magenenu Encamp-
ments. P. G. M. Jones was also of the party.

We all arrived at Leesburg on Friday evening, and found several
members of the Committee awaiting us at Sinclair’s Hotel, to
whose hospitable mansions we were immediately conducted. The
evening was spent in the manner most agreeable to the individuals

of our party, and each sought his pillow, cheered by the auspicious
smiles of the bright, clear new moon, which had driven away from
the sky, all the clouds which threatened to interrupt the pleasures

of the 21st.

The next morning, every thing was brilliant, and the village was
thronged with the busy and expectant, whose impatience was whet-
ted by the occasional bursts of music from the band in attendance
from Harper’s Ferry. At II o’clock, the Fraternity assembled at

their Hall,.and thence, under the direction of Bro. James D. Mc-
Pherson, Chief Marshall, and his aid, Bro. John W. Hammerly,
proceeded to the Mrthodist Episcopal Church. The building was
filled with ladies and gentlemen, and, but for the precaution of re-

serving some pews, the brethren would have been compelled to
stand outside, as much “ at ease” as they could. The ceremonies,
in commemoration of the institution of Loudoun Lodos No. 20,

which took place on the 6th of December, 1846, were commenced
by the choir, with the hymn,

“Before Jehovah’s awful throne,”

Prayer was then offered by the Rev. John S. Martin, preacher in

charge of the M. E. Church in Leesburg ; after which, P.,G. Gko.
R. Head read a portion of the sacred Scriptures. The Address fol-

lowed, and was listened to with all the respectful and courteous

attention that any speaker could desire. The appearance of such
an audience was exhilarating. Beautiful women, brave^Bh, with
the glad and wondering faces of handsome children interspersed,

warmed the heart. The pulpU was not occupied, but in the chan-

cel, surrounding the speaker, was seated the delegation from Wash-
ington, clothed in regalia of unsurpassed splendor. Near thingroup,

were the Committee, the Marshals, the N. G. (Bro. W. Jarvis,) and
the V. G. (Bro. R. J. C. Thompson,) in their taatefnl dresses, form-

ing, in the whole, one of the most imposing displays ever seen on a

similar occasion.

From the Church, the procession passed through tfe principal

streets, and the brethren were dismissed, after a brief meeting of

the Lodge. The time was spent in fraternal intercourse, and * acts*

of hospitality, until 7 o’clock in the evening, when the Lodge met.

All the visiting brethren were at the meeting, and the room was so

crowded that several began to think seriously about building a hall

for the special use of the Order. Four petitions were read, and some
degrees conferred in a manner quite creditable ; when it is consid-

ered that Loudoun Lodge has never, since its organization, been

visited by a single Grand Officer of the G. L. of Virginia ! P.G.M.
Jones, at their earnest request, assisted in the work of the various

subordinate degrees. No Encampment being yet established in

Leesburg, no instruction could be given in the Patriarchal degrees.

The Fraternity intend to have this branch of the Order among them

in due time, and 1 have no doubt that they will do this in good time.

They seem to-have done all things well so far. Their Lodge al-

ready numbers above sixty brethren, who are the equals of any in

the Old Dominion in all the genuine characteristics of the American

citizen and Odd-Fellow, viz: self-respect, morality, industry and

benevolence.

We left Leesburg deeply gratified at onr kind reception and hos-

pitable entertainment. Special acknowledgments are tendered to

the Committee, Bros. Past Grand Head, C. B. Tebbs, Thomas Lit-

tleton, T. W. Edwards, and R. W. Claxton. by whose diligence

and care, all things were well arranged bnd well accomplished.

Yours in F. L. and T. *• Y A,L*
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iDIentf from ti)e £o5ges.

NEW YORK.

Grand Encampment.—This body held an adjourned session on

Tuesday evening, of this week, G. P. Daniel P . Barnard presid-

ing. The following is a brief synopsis of the proceedings

:

The Committee on Laws, to whom was referred the question,

whether, when a proposition to amend the By-Laws was before a I

Subordinate Encampment, any motion to amend the same could be

entertained, reported the following resolution, which was adopted :

Resolved,
That no amendment whatever can be entertained to an amendment,

being a proposition to amend the By-Laws of a Subordinate Encampment.

A motion was made and passed, rescinding the resolution adopted

at the previous meeting, providing for the printing of the G. E. by

contract to the lowest bidder ; after which a resolution was offered-

and adopted, constituting the Grand Patriarch, and other Grand Of

ficers a committee to procure the printing to be done.

The G. P. was authorized to procure a ne u set of regalia and

jewels for the officers of the G. E. in accordance with a resolution

passed at the last meeting adopting a style of regalia, and in con-

formity with the law of the G. L. U. S.

The Grand Patriarch then made the following appointments of

D. D- G. Patriarchs, which were confirmed by the G. Encampment:

P. C. P. John R. Taylor, of No. 19, District of Albany ; P. C. P.

C. A. G. Depew,.of No. 16, District of Westchester ; P. C. P. Geo.

R. Parburt, of No. 30, District of Ontario.

A committee was appointed to prepare and report a form of ritual

for funeral services to be observed by the Subordinate Encamp-

ments under this jurisdiction.

There being no further business the Annual Session of the Grand

Encampment was closed.

New-York Encampment No. 1 was reinstated at Albany, on the

list inst., by G. Patriarch D. P. Barnard, assisted by D. D. G. P.8

Powell of Schenectady and Battershall of Renssellaer, and by

P. C. P.8 John R. Taylor, of Lebanon Encampment, F. P. Baker

and Fenn, of Troy Encampment. The following officers were in-

atalled: James F. Whitney, C. P.; J. O. Cole, H. P.; G. C. Fow-

ler, S. W.; C. W. Bender, Scribe ; J. R. Esmay, Tress.

The Schoharie Celebration.—A correspondent of the Gaved,

in giving an account of the celebration of Schoharie Lodge No. 179,

epeak9 as follows of the oration

:

“ The orator. Rev. Bro. T. B. Thayer of Brooklyn, was as usual,

eloquent and earnest in his exposition of the objecis and benefits to

society, of Odd Fellowship. In his illustrations of the Uses of the

insignia of our Order, and his answers to the general objections made
to it by those who do not understand it, he was particularly happy.

Many a bright eye was suffused, and gave their tribute of pearls, to

the demand made upon their tenderness and affections, by the il-

lustrations adduced for ihe uses of our symbols, and the care of our

sick a^-distressed members ; and a better understanding must be

the restBFwith all that heard him on that day.”

entitled to receive from us; and Whereas, this Lodge is anxious to testify Its

high admiration of the observance by Harmony Lodge of the Golden Rule of the
Order

,
to express its lasting gratitude to the brothers of said Lodge for their

kindness and brotherly love, and to discharge what is conceived to be the very
smallest of our obligations, by refunding tbe amount advanced to Bro. Foreman,
Therefore,

Resolved, That we hold the conduct of Harmony Lodge No. 44, of New York
City, in the matter of Bro. Foreman, as worthy of all praise, and as deserving
our lasting gratitude, and that the thanks of this Lodge be and are hereby ten-

dered for her generous treatment of a brother.
* *•

Rewired
,
That the Secretary of this Lodge, forward a copy of these proceed-

ings, attested by the Seal of the Lodge, to Harmony Lodge and cause the same
to be published in one or more of the O. F. Journals of the country.

As your Office is located in New York, our Lodge thought best tor send tbe

proceedings £o you with a request that you would publish them that Brothers

visiting your city need have no apprehension of notbeing well received and pro-

perly attended to if any misfortune should befhl them.

With respect, yours in F. L. and T. W. J. C. MOODY,
Secy. Lafayette Lodge No. 9, L O. O. F. of Virginia.

BUSINESS NOTICES,
TO ADVERTISERS.— Brothers wishing to engage space fortbe insertion of

their Business Cards, and Advertisements in the Golden Rule for the ensuing

year are informed that our space is exceedingly limited, and early application in

necessary. The extent ofour circulation in the oity and throughout the Uofep,

among the most intelligent and choice olass of renders, renders our journal of

unequalled value as a medium for advertisements.

VISITOR S BOOKS.—We are now ready to supply Subordinate Lodgesand
Encampments, with an elegant Blank Book, which is required to be kept for thn

purpose of receiving tbe signatures of visiting brothers, for oomparison with

the names on their Cards, before admittance to the Lodge. I& is neatly ruled in

columns, with appropriate printed heads, and lettered wttfeT the name of thn

Lodge or Encampment. Price $2. Orders promptly attended to.

Back numbers of tbe present volume, containing tbe capital original ro-

mance of “ Wilfred Montressor, Or the Secret Order op the Seven,

can be supplied to all new subscribers. We hope our friends will use their in-

fluence to increase the number of our readers.

Nerrologn.

Kbitk a Lodge, No. 149, 1. O. O. >

Pena Yan, Tuesday Evening, Oct. 27, 1846. f

A communication having been read from Florida Lodge No. 1, announcing the

death of Bro. E. C. Seymour, late of this village, at Jacksonville, E. F., on the

8th inst. it was referred to a Committee of three Past Grands, who reported the

following Resolutions, which were unanimously adopted

:

Whereas
,
this Lodge has heard with feelings of deep sensibility, the mourn-

ful intelligence of the death ofour highly esteemed and beloved Brother, Chas.
E. Seymour, late a member of this Lodge, Therefore.

Rewlrel
,
That w5 mingle our sorrows with those of the bereaved and sorrow-

ing friends of the deceased at this afflictive dispensation, for toe too, (for the firat

time in the history ofour Lodge,) have lost a Brother and a friend, cut down in
the morning of his days, by a lingering disease, and dying far away from his

friends and home.
Rewived, That our heartfelt thanks are due to the Brothers of Florida Lodge

No. 1, for their kindness to the deceased in his last moments, and for that gen-
erous sympathy which smoothed his dying pillow, and that they have proved by
their conduct, that they are animated by the noblest motives and the true spirit

of Odd Fellowship, and that from the very bottom of our hearts we thank.

CONNECTICUT.
Bethel, Oct. 27, 1846.

Bro. Winchester,—
1

This evening the members of Howard Lodge

No. 29 dedicated iheir new Hall lo the great purposes of Odd Fel

lowship. Ajt Address was delivered on ihe principles of the Order

by P. G. William T. Minor, of Stamford; after which the solemn

ceremony of dedication was performed by R. W. Deputy Grand

Master, John Greenwood, jr., assisted by P. G. E. T. Farnam, as

Master of Ceremonies, P. G. Rev. John L. Ambler, as G. Chaplain,

and P. G. Munson A. Shepard, as G. Herald. The evening was

exceedingly favorable for the occasion, and the Dali was ‘crowded

with many anxious spectators, desirous to witness the dedicatory

ceremony. The choir of the Congregational Church discoursed

sweet music, and all passed off delightfully.

This Lodge, although only instituted last April, now numbers

fifty-five contributing members.

VIRGINIA.
Lafaybttk Lodge No. 9. T. O. O. F. >

Norfolk, V&., Nov. 13, 1846. \

Dear Sir and Bro.—At a regular meeting of our Lodge, on Tud^ay even-

ing, Nov. 13th, 1846, 1 waa requested to faruish you with a copy of the Pream-

ble and resolutions adopted at that meeting, expressing their lasting gratitude

tomtrd Harmony Lodge No. 44, for their kindness and attention toward Bro.

Thos. Y. Foreman, a member of this Lodge, who met with a severe acoldent,

disabling him for six weeks.

Whereas. Bro. Thos. V. Foreman, a member of this Lodge, visiting the city of

New York did there meet with an unfortunate and painful accident, literally

disabling him from the puraui s of his usual business, and throwing him, a

Stranger, in a land of strangers, almost without means, and apparently without

friends, And Whereas, Harmony Lodge No. 44, or the city of New York, upon

the first intimation that a Brother Odd Fellow was in dMress and required aid,

in the Spirit of Charity generously ook our afflicted brother under its especial

charge, comforting him in his troubles nursing him in his sickness, relieving

his wants, and extending to him the same pecuniary benefits he would have been

them.
Resolved That t he Lodge adopt the customary symbols of mourning fcr

thirty days as a token both of outward respect and of the best feelings of our
hearts.

Re olved. That the constitutional funeral benefit of thirty (jhflStes be paid to

the order of the nearest relative of the deceased.

Resolved, That copies of these resolutions be published in the Golden Rule
and village papers, and be transmitted to the friends of the deceased, and by tire

committee to our noble hearted Brothers of Florida Lodge No. 1, together with
the sense of this Lodge on the occasion.

The following is an extract from the Communication of the Committee of

Florida Lodge No. 1, (P. G. S. Henry, D. Holland, O. Hood and A. CanovaJ re-

ferred to

:

« Upon being informed of his situation, by P. G. Dr. H. D. Holland, who was
his attending physician, all the aid which was necessary was extended to him as

one of us, and his remains were attended to tbe grave by the members of Florida

Lodge No. 1,1. O. O. F. and we as brethren duly sympathise with his friends

and relations, as also the brothers of Keuka Lodge, in the lossof one from among
our number ;

one, who although a sirangcr to us all, was knit by the bonds of

fellowship. He died perfectly resigned.and as every good Odd Fellow should, in

the full reliance of the Saviour, and felt that he was changing a Terrestial for a

Celestial Lodge.”

Extract from the letter of the Committtee of Keuka Lodge No. 149, (P. Gs. &
H. Wells, J. L. Lewis, jr. and P. S. Oliver,) in reply to the above:

<< it was received by the members of this Lodge with that deep emotion which

such an event, the first in (h» history of our Lodge, was calculated to inspire,

but while we sincerely sorrowed for the dead, our hearts wore ;»!*.. idled with

gratitude to the living, who h id soothed t he last momentsof our lamented broth-

er, and frith fraternal symt v hy alleviated his wants, attended his dying pangs,

and smoothed the rugged pat h way (po far tsAumaw ministrations can effect that

object) through the dark valley.

•* if anything could b&v 1 -;dre<lM^jcreasc our attachment to our beloved

Order, it is the reflection that if In* in this instance accomplished one of its

noblest designs. Our young brother diof fer away from his friend.- ud home,

amid strangers, and in a land ot siningcnq^MHioagn ms circumntanoes iu life

were such as to command the best of pcrsol^HKi medical attendance, yet he

would have needed that which gold, nay, the^Bh of the Indies could not have

purchased, hud not the benign principles of (MdrSSllowsbip, which know no dis-

tinctions of nation or clime, been so widely diffused, agjftle there wi»h its ten-

der sympathies and gentle consolations, and enablcdfj^to p^ow his dying

head upon the bosoms of brothers und friends.”

i
asto 1 e there wi'h
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Dental Card,

S
W. JUDSON, Surgeon Dentist, 166 East Broad-

. way, N. Y., will be happpy to see'and wait upon
his friends, and brethren of the Order generally, in

any department of the Dental Art, on moderate
terms. novT :3m*

Material for Regalia.

THE largest stock, and best assortment of material

for Regalia, in toe United States, can be found at

F. W. & W. F. GILLEY’S
DRY-GOODS ESTABLISHMENT,

430 ORAND-STRBBT, N. Y.

Scarlet , Green, Bine, Fink, White, Royal Purple,

Gold
,
and Black

,
Silk Velvets. Cashmeres, Merinoes,

Moreens, Salim* and Silks of every quality. Also,

all numbers of Satin and Lustring Ribbons. N. B.

Manufacturers and Merchants supplied. octl0:tf

Cash Tailoring, 127 Fulton*«treet.

S
ANFORD, BROTHERS, have just opened an en-

tire new stock of Clothes, Cassimera,and Vestings,

ef erery variety and style, which they offer to their

friends and the public at very low prices. We would
simply say we can suit the most fastidious as to fits,

style, and workmanship. Please call at 127 Fulton-st.

N.B.—Constantly on hand every variety of gei

ilemen’s outfitting. MARCUS B. SANFORD.
26:3m* ANSON P. SANFORD.

Namuel Hammond Ac Co.*
TMPORTERS OF FINE WATCH-
JL ES, No. 44 Merchants’ Exchange, 1st door in

William street. Have oonstantly on hand a large

and valuable assortment of FINE WATCHES ef

their own Importation, which they are now selling at
lower prices (when quality is oom pared,) than can be
purchased of any dealer in New York. A written
warrantee,in all cases, will be given to the purchaser.

S. Hammond having attended solely to the repair-

ing of Chronometer, Duplex, and other fine Watches,
in the late firm of Benedict A Hammond, will eon-
tlnne to give his undivided attention to that branch
ef the business, in connection with his present part-

ner, whoee reputation has long been established,

having worked for the last ten years for the trade in

this city. m23:ti

Davie Ac Brynan,
liyfANUFACTURER or MASONIC
IyJL and ODD FELLOWS’ REGALIA and BAN-
NERS, No. 2, Hart’s Buildings, South Sixth street,

one door above Cheanut street, Philadelphia. Re-
galia and Banners of every description, either plaia,

painted, or embroidered in gold or silver. Sample*
mav be seen as above. Also, every variety ©rNaval
and Military Gold and Silver Embroidery, executed
to order, at very reduced prices. octllktf

Oddi Fellows’ Rpgalia1 Plillad’a.

J
W. A. E. D STOKES, 194 Market street, Pbil-

• adelphia, Manufacturer?* of KEGALIA, 8ASH-
Bs, ROBES, &o., for Lodges and Encampments.
The members of the Order, Lodges and Encamp-
ments, wishing to purchase a SPLENDID AR TP
CLE of REGALIA, at a very low prioe, oan be ac-

commodatedhy calling at the store, where they will
find a great variety, adapted to the different degrees
and ranks in the Order. Orders from a distance at-

tended to with punctuality and despatch. oottfrtf

John Osborne*
IfANUFACTURER of REGALIA,
-Iv_L No. 99 Madison st., N. Y., wonld state that
he manufactures every description ef Regalia for

Lodges andJEfcampmenta, and will be happy to re-

ceive orders^jono the Brotherhood, for furnishing
all articles required by the Revised Work.

Kegalla at Syracuse.

WILLARD A HAWLEY manufacture all kinds
of Regalia for Lodges and Encampments, to or-

der. Likewise furnish all the neoeasary trimmings
for new Lodges. ol7:tf

Kcgaiia,

M I. DRUMMOND, No. 309 GRAND STREET,
. having partly got over his press of business,

will be happy to receive orders from the brethren for

R. P. Regalia, Plain, Half, or Full, Embroidered,
White Satin; and P. G. Regalia, do do., as low as
•an be gut in the city, and as good. Lodges and En-
campments furnished at the shortest notice, accord-
ing to the Revised Work. Stars, Braids, Ac., on
hand, or made to order. oct3:tf

Mr*. E. Hoyt,
IE.AND CAKE BAKERY, No. 349 Grand-street
N. Y. P. S. Weddings and Parties supplied at

the shortest notice, with all kinds of CAKE. ap4:ly

ENGRA
ONWjLw

,

No. 00 raton-st.
NEW YORK.

Orr’s Tnntrootive and
Amusing Libraryfor Chil-
dren. tor tale, Wholesale
and Retail. n21;tf

JOHN McNIfijL, Stereotyper and
Printer, No. lltynce street, 4th story

The Mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
-Li Office No. 11 Wall street. This institution is

distinguished from all others, at home or abroad, by
all. or most, of the following peculiarities:

1. Where the premiums are over $50,
it requires

only one miurter part in Cush, inUead ofthe whole.
2. It allows the Assured to pay yearly, quarterly,

monthly, or weekly.

3. No part of the profits are withheld—or diverted
from the Assured, either in charity

,
or otherwise.

4. It has no loan, either nominal or real
,
to pay

interest for; having a a sufficient capital funded,
from premiums received.

6. The Assured can withdraw his profits, or leave
them to accumulate, year by year, at his option.
6Mt assures to the age of 67, instead of stopping

7. It declares the profits yearly
,
instead of onoe in

five, or seven years, and issues scrip yearly to the
Assured, for the estimated profits, bearing 6 per oent
interest

—

which scripis redeemed in cash
,
when the

profits amount to $200,000, or is allowed to accumu-
late, at the option ofthe Assured.

8. It enables a man to provide for his wife and
children, in such a way, that although he may lose
•very thing,’they are safe; and all persons, whether
married or unmarried, to provide for Old Age, Sick-
ness, and Want

,
as well as for Death.

9. The Assured can surrender the policy at any
time after the first year, and receive its equitable
value.

10. At any time after the first year, the Assured
can borrow, on the sorlp issued, two-thirds of Us
amount

,
so that he has nothing to fear from a

Change of circumstances, or inability to pay the pre-

11. Directors and offloers are chosen yearly; and
the Assured votes according to his interest.

12. The/unds are all invested in United States,
New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts stocks,
and in real estate in New York and New Jersey,
wholly unincumbered, and efdouble the value loan-
ed ; or leaned to the Assured as above.

13. It pays no Directors, no Auditors,no Solicitors.

It lends money to neither.

14. It does not reckon the Assured a year older
than he is—but from six months less to six months
more, so as to equalise the estimates between all

parties.

16. The rates are lower, the expenses less,and the
profits larger than with Foreign Offices; invest-
ment* here yielding from 6 to 7 per cent—abroad
only 3 per oent—to say nothing of 33)$ per oent re-

served; nor of interest allowed to those whofurnish
a “guaranty capital at the rate of 6 per oent on
every hnndred pounds subscribed, for every ten
pound* paid in /

16. Instead of encouraging, every precaution is

ken to prevent a forfeiture of the polioy.

17. The liability of the Assured is limited by law
,

to the amount oThls premium note. m9:tf

Encampments.

I
O. of O. F. Committees about purchasing Em-

• blems, Ac. for Encampments or Lodges, are re-

quested to call aud examine those introduced (ex-
pressly for the New Wr

ork) by the subecrO er, and
which have been approved by the following Encamp-
ment* : Mount Olivet, Egyptian, Mizpeh, Ac., of
New York; Potomao Ludge, Alexandria, D. C.;
Winchester, Va. and many others. The undersign-
ed would also respectfully solicit a call from mer-
chants and others visiting the dtv at his SIGN,
BANNER, FLAG and ORNAMENTAL PAINT-
ING ROOMS, No. 101 Nassau-st. where he flatters

himself, that his original designs and acknowledged
superiority of workmanship, in connection with
moderate charges, will offer inducements for patron-
age unsurpassed by any establishment in New York.
Country Merchants oan have their, orders executed
dating their stay in the city, and signs, Ac., can be
forwarded with safety to all parts of the United
States. JAMESACKERMAN

,
101 Nassau-st

sep 12:3m

Waver’* Air Tight Cooking Stove.
rpHJS celebrated cooking stove has been used in a
J. large number of families in this city, daring the
last year, and has given the most perfect satisfac-

tion. . For saving fuel, and in all kinds of cooking,
it cannot be excelled by any other stove. References
will be given to all that wish, and the stove warrant-
ed. The '.ubscriber would invite all in want ofa good
oooking stove to call and examine this stove, which
will be sufficient to satisfy any one of its superiority
over all other stoves. Also a new and beautiful pat-

tern of Cast Iron Gothic Air Tight Parlor Stove, a
superior article, together with stoves for Hall and of-

fice. For sale at 248 Water st. by
2$: tf E. W. M. 8AVAGE.

T© Encampments and Lodges.

T
HE Undersigned will keep oonstantly on hand a
full assortment of Books, Paper, and general Sta-

tionery, and solicits a share of patronage. He will

supply new Encampments aad Lodges with every
artiole they mav need, on the most favorable terms.

W. H. TOWNSEND, Stationer, 19 Wall st.

i*hili|> Onriiardu

Draper and tailor, No. 74,
West Broadway. A large and Fashionable as-

sortment of Cloths. Caaaimercs and Vestings, oon-

stantly on hand. ap26:ly

_ Lloffe© and Dining Room.
1VTOTICE.—E. J. MEKCER, respect-
-L 1 fuljy informs his friends and the public, that
having purchased from hi* partner, J. F. Green, his
entire interest in the Coffee and Dining Rooms, oor-
ner of Nassau and Ann streets, trusts the estab-
lishment will continue to receive not only the sup-
port of his friends, bnt also be recommended to the
patronage of his friends’ friends, as he assures them
all his energies will be devoted on his part to make
his Dining Rooms second to none other in the city.

N. B. The Ladies’ Coffee and Refreshment Rooms
will still be continued as heretofore, under the espe-
cial charge of Mrs. Meroer. Private entranoe,2i
Atln street. augl:tf

• Regalia.
”

T
HE Subscriber informs the members of the Order
that in addition to his stock of cheap Dry Goods,

he keeps constantly on hand the various articles
used in the manufacture of Regalia, and furnishing
such as Scarlet and Blue Merinoes; Scarlet, Blue,
White, and Black Kattinetts; Scarlet, Blue, and
Black DeLaines; Velvets, Linens, Fringes, Ribbons,
A 6., of the proper Shades, which he will be happy to
dispose of at a small advance. Orders from a dis-
tance promptly attended to. WM. C. FLANIGAN:
So-Gms. No. 190 South Second street, Philad’a.

Philadelphia Hat Ac Cap Store.

THE subscriber respectfully informs
his friends, and the pi/blio in general, that he

has opened the New Cheap Hat A Cap Store, No.
106, N. 6th-st. 2 doors above the “Odd Fellows’’ new
Hall, where may be had all kinds of Hats Caps Ac.
wholesale and retail, cheap for cash. Merchants and
other are requested to call and examine before pur-
ohasing elsewhere. rm23:tfj F. W. CORINTH.

Lewis Child,
™

VfERCHANT TAILOR, (Success®
ILL to I. Townsend A Co.) No. 132 Bowery, be-
tween Grand and Broome streets. N. Y* A full as-
sortment of cloths, Cassimeres, Vestings, Ac. m2:if

J . C. Booth Ac Co.
pASH DRAPERS and TAILORS,

187 Broadway, have received an additional sup-
ply of ohoioe Cassimeres Linen Drills and Vestings,
to which they would invite particular attention. Our
stock now comprises the richest assortment of goods
ever before offered in this oity, and having great fa-
cilities in buying, both here and in foreign markets,
we are enabled to offer them at prioes much lower
than the usual rates,

There are seme who Imagine that goods in Broad-
way must be dear, but we would assure such persons
that our prices (at all times low) were never so low
as at the present; and that since oar removal, by our
much increased business, we have been enabled to
reduce our rates, while at the same time, the style
and workmanship of our garments have been very
muoh improved. We would invite all these person*
to give ns a call, and be disabused at onoe of all such
erroneous Impressions.
The Catting Department is under the supervision

of Mr J. LEE, whose name is a sufficient guarantee
of its being properly and efficiently conducted. je!3tf

Fall Fashloni.
mHE CHEAP HAT AND CAP MANUFACTO
J. RY, 72X Bowery, between Walker and Hester
streets, is now ready to serve all who may want a
good and cheap Hat or Cap. Having on hand an
entire new stock of Hats and Caps of his own man-
ufacture, he is determined to sell them at a very
small profit. Silk Hats, of the latest fashions, of
superior quality, from #2,00 to 3^39 ;

and Fur Hats
from 2^30 to 5,00. Children’s Hats of all kinds, and
the latest patterns. Hats made to order at the
shortest notice. Don’t forget the number, 72K
Bowery, New-York, sign of the BIG HAT.
sept26:tf HENRY SHAW.

Cla**en9*

Fashionable visiting
CARD ESTABLISHMENT. 26 per oent be-

low his osnal prices. A Plate and 60 Cards printed
for $1,50; the best Enamelled Cards printed from
Engraved Plates at 50 cents per pack. A SILVER
DOOR PLATE furnished and beautifully engraved
for $3. Engraving for the ,Trade equally low, at
CLLASSEN’S old stand, No. 1 Murray-street, cor-
ner of Broadway. m30:ly

Wedding Card*.
VJITEDDIN G, INVITATION, AND
vv VISITING CARDS. The subscriber exe-

cutes In a superior style at short notice and on
reasonable terms,SILVER DOOR AND NUMBER
PLATES, of sterling silver of extra thickness, and
warrantea.
ARMS, CRESTS, AND CIPHERS on seals, on

stone, brass, and silver.

COUNTING HOUSE, Consular, Notaries, 8o-
rtety, and LODGE SEALS engraved in a superior
manner, at moderate prices.

CARDS printed from plates already qngraved. on
ixtra porcelain card*,hotn surface* highly enameled,
it short notioe, by BOLEN . Engraver and Printer,

104 Broadway between wall and Pine sts. N. Y.
Card Cases, Envelopes, Note Paper, and fine Cat-

tory.&o. JttlOtf
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Popular Lecture*

ON SCIENCE AND ART;
DELIVERED IN THE V

CHIEF CITIES AND TOWNS IN THB UNITED STATES,

BY DIONYSIUS LARDNBR,

Doctor of Civil Law, Fellow of the Royal Societies of

London and Edinburg, Member of the Univer-

sities of Cambridge and Dublin, and for-

merly Professor of Natural Philosophy
and Astronomy in the University

of London, &c. ftc.

THB WHOLH NOW COUPLETS IN 2 V0L8. 8V0.

After Dr. Lardner had brought to a close his Pub-

lic Lectures in the United States, he was prevailed

npon by the Publishers to prepare a complete and

authentic edition for publication. The general in-

terest which, for a period of several years, these

beautiful expositions and commentaries on the Natu-

ral Sciences had evcited, and which was so univer

Bally felt and acknowledged, induced the Publisher

to believe that their publication would be most ao-

'ceptable, as well fcs permanently beneficial, to the

American public. In these published Lectures it

will be found that the author has preserved the same

Simplicity of language, perspicuity of reasoning, and

flcility of illustration, which rendered the oral dis-

courses so universally popular. While the Work
was passing through the press, and as the different

numbers or Parts were circulated, the Publishers

received from all sections of the Union the most flat-

tering testimonials of the usefulness of the work

Cof the manner in which it was printed and illus-

id.

DCT* The above Work was originally published in
Fourteen Numbers or Parts, and sold at 25 cents per
Number. Any of the Numbers can still be purchas-
ed. The entire work is now completed in two large
octavo volumes of about 60Q pages each, well bonnd
in full cloth, illustrated by 389 Engravings, and sold
at *4^0.

OCT* District School Libraries can order these Lec-
tures through any of the Booksellers or Country
Merchants. Parents, Teaohew.Superintendents and
Trustees of Common Schools, Farmers, Mechanics,
and all, indeed, who have any desire to Increase their
store of useful information on the subjects embraced
in these volumes, are earnestly entreated 4o examine
this work beforethey throw away their money on the
trash, or even worse than trash, that is now so rapid-
ly inundating the country.
From among the numerous Recommendatory No-

tices which the Publishers received during the pro-
gress of publication, we have only room to give the

FromD Mbrbdith Rkbsb, A.M., M.D., 5uperin-
Undent of Common Schoolsin the City and Coun-
ty of Neva York.

New York, Oct. 20, 1816.
Grbblsy ft McElrath :

Gentlemen: I have examined the Popular Le>
tores of Dr. Lardnbr on Scibnob and Art, with
much satisfaction, and take pleasure in expressing
the opinion that you are doing a valuable service to
the people of our common country by their publi-
cation, and especially by issuing them at so cheap a
rate.

To popularise Science and cheapen Knowledge,
must be regarded by the philanthropist as worthy of
the mightiest minds of the age, and to be stiec8&fhl
in such efforts, constitutes their authors public ben-
efactors. .These Lectures of Dr. Lardner are ad-
dressed to the common mind, and though treading
upon the loftiest of the Natural Sciences, are so plain
and practical, so simple and attractive, that all who
can read may readily profit by their instructions.
The clear and familiar illustrations and diagrams,
which abound in every department, are skillfully
adapted to the apprehension of youth, who should be
encouraged every where to r ad and Btudy them
and thus promote their own happiness and useful-
ness.

I could wish that they were found in every School
Library, to which their aoientlfic accuracy and nu-
merous mural reflections upon the wonderful works
of God s iould be esteemed no small commendation.
But they should be found in every workshop in the
land* for Science and Art are here exhibited in their
true relations

i
and the working men of our country

would find here both entertainment and instruction,
calculated to improve alike their inteUeqts and their
momIa - .|,i.

,
Krbsb.

_ . „ „ rOU Albany, May 5, 1816.
Grbblby ft McElrath:
Gentlemen: I cordially and cheerfully ooncurwith

my friend, Dr. Rbesb, in the high appreciation
which - he places on your edition of Dr. Lardner’s
Lectures, and have no hesitation in recommending
them as a most valuable acquisition to our School
Libraries. Saml. S. Randall,

Dep. Supt Com. Schools.
* * nese Lectures of Dr. Lardnerare of great value.

They treat of interesting and important subjects
and embody & vast amount of valuable information
in an attractive and agreeable style. If our young
men and girls would save the ulnepenees and quar-

ters to buy this work which they now spend for the
disgusting and sickening love stories which flood the

country, and which they so eagerly seek for, they
would find their heads filled with something useful

and instructive, instead of vulgar trash.”

[Thomaston Recorder.
“ No man has succeeded better in giving popular

interest to abstruse subjects than Dr. Lardner.”
[Worcester JEgis.

“ The work will be a very interesting and valua-

ble one, and ought to be found in many places upw
monopolized by the worthless rubbish of the day

;

we mean cheap novels. We think great credit is

due-to Greeley & McElrrth, for their effort to bring
Science within the reach of so many, and make it the
fire-side companion of almost every home. Let them
be liberally patronized.” [White Mountain Torrent.

“ Tha citizens.of small country towns which are

not visited by such Lectures as Dr. Lardner’s, are

under weighty obligation to Messrs. Greeley ft Mo-
Elrath for the opportunity thus afforded, to put
themselves in possession of a work of much merit”

[Whig, Wayne Co. N. Y.
u If our youth would once taste, aud get Interested

in Science thus taught, they would find a method of
employing their reading hours more happy and use-

ful for themselves, as well as for all whose character
and happiness are affected by them, than in devour-
ing the light and often immoral stories, and romances
which flood the Country.” [Christian Mirror.
“ We consider these Lectures among the most val-

uable rea/ling that has ever been offered to the Ame-
rican public.” [Cultivator.
u This work ought to be in the hands of every

young mechanic in the land, as well as the astrono-
mer and man of science, as mechanics and mechan-
ism occupy a large place.”

[People’s Advocate, York, Pa.
“ We know no publication in this department of

Literature which has succeeded so welkin stripping
an unwise and erudite philology from a vast mine of
mental wealth, and exhibiting its attractions to the
delighted gaze of the ‘ unlettered hind,’ as well as to

the student of Nature’s manifold mysteries.
“ We would be glad to see these interesting disser-

tations in every fhmily, (and we think their cheap-
ness renders them easily accessible to most) because
there is a solidity of matter and a vigor of style
about them, which will render them as instructive
and impressive to succeeding generations as to the
present.” [The Virginian.
“We cannot forbear to recommend this work to

the attention of all who wish to acquaint themselves

Mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
A-J No. 11 Wall st. Issued during the month of
July 146 new Policies, viz

:

To Merch’bs ft Trader&£4 To Farmers ft Planters 7
Manufacturers.... 7
Mechanics........ 18
Clergymen ....... 8
Physicians 4
Lawyers 12
Professors ........ 3
Agents. 7

Ladies 1

Students 3
Clerks 9
Cashiers 1

Memberof Congress 5
Sec’y Ins. Co. I

Other occupations... 6

Total
New policies iss.ied in thej

first quarter of the year,

1845, vi*

:

May 58
June 54
July .j.,.77

•; ..145
New policies issued in the
'first quarter of the year.
1846, vi*:
May. 90T
June 181

. July .146
Whole number ofPolicies first year 1701

Total policies in 15 months 2236
ROBT. L. PATTERSON, President.
BENJ. C. MILLER, Secretary.

Jos L. Lord, Agent.
Jambs Stbwart, M. D.

:
(No. 621 Broadway,)

Medical Examiner. augl5.*tx

Piano Fort*, Music Sc Fancy Goods*

G
HOLT, Jr., Agent for L. GilWt’s Pidno Fortes,

* Boston, has opened a Ware wotrtn at 156 Fulton
street, two doors east of Broadway. A supply of
Gilberts Instruments now on hand. He sells also
Bacons ft Ravens Pianos and T. Gilbert’s, with the
celebrated Coleman Attachment—a splendid onejust
opened, Bl’k Walnut Cass. Parlor Organs, and Se-
r&pkines. All kinds of Music for the Piano ft c., In-
struction Books for various Instruments, Violins,
Strings, ft e. Pianos tuned—Piano Stool^and Covers.
Also, Perfumery,. Fancy and Shaving Soaps, Ex-
tracts, Toilet Powdqr, ftp. sepl2&n

Mechanics’ Tools,
A A FULTON STREET. The sub-

seriber keeps constantly receiving large addi-
tions to his assortment of Mechanics’ Tools, and
general Hardware, and respectfully informs all
wishlifg to purchase, that he has as good an assort-
ment of goods as any house in the trade, particu-
larly of the best quality of goods, which he offers at
such prices as he hopes will be satisfactory to alL

in the easiest and cheapest way with the wonderful i

Mechanics of all kinds can be supplied with a fall~ asserfcnent of Goods, most of which abb war-
ranted. A full assortment of Coopers’ Tools,
which are all warranted, as are also his best quali-
ties of Planes, Saws, Files, Chisels, Braces, Bits, eta
Agent for theeale of McLaughlin’s Patent Mortis-
ing Machines] also many other articles not geos,
rally kept in Hardware er Tool stores. A large as-
sortment of patterns of the oelebrated “ TuUy
R&sora, with a printed and certified guaranty ac-
companying each, an important thing to those whs
wish areally good Ra*or,as the price will be returned
if the rasore are not good. Tool Chests furnished
with Tools from eight dollars to one hundred—al-
ways kept on hand suitable for mechanics andus
teure. Cut nails and general Hardware at the
lowfest market price. HENRY F. FAIRBAN K,
apl 1 44 Fulton st. (between Pearl and Cliff,)N. r.

and mysterious agencies of physical nature. To the
student and the teacher, the professional man and
the day laborer, it Is a work equally valuabje and In-

teresting. The whole series will comprise, at a
comparatively trifling expense, one of the most val-
uable compendium! of Natural Philosophy and Me-
chanical Sciences to be foiind in the language. To
young men and mechanics who want the leisure to
delve through more abstruse and voluminous works,
these Lectures will be found invaluable.”

[Independent Democrat, Concord, N.H.
DOT* Any person wishing to procure this valuable

work may apply to our Agents, or to any of the Book-
Country Merchants in any part of thesellers or

United States. Orders are respectfully solicited.

GREELEY ft McELRATH,
Tribune Bildings, New York.

ttSP* Any person acting as an Agent in procuring
subscribers for the bound volumes of this work will
receive a liberal discount. novl4:2t:evw.

Bouquets
AF Choice, Rare and Fragrant Exotic Flowers,
V/made up in a style to please the most fastidious,
may always be had of the subscriber, at a few hours’
notice. He also has for sale a general assortment of
Fruit and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Plants for
Rooms and Green houses, Agricultural and Horti-
cultural Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Roots, etc. ete.
n21tf JAMES HOGG, Seedsman, 562 Broadway.

Dr. James Ashley,
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
A- No. 40 HUDSON street Offloe Hours— 9 A.
M. and 6 P M. dl3 ly

llarnerN Celebrated

C
OUGH REMEDY, for the cure of Coughs, Colds,
&c., for sale, wholesale and retail, at 166 William

st N. Y. by Mrs. A. Harper. nov7:tf

HI. Klee,
T^RAPKR AND TAILOR, 57 Ca-

Ml street. ml6:4m

CONSTITUTIONS, By* Laws, Blanks, et«., fbr
V Lodge* and Encampment*, printed at short notice,
at this Offlqe. ’ _

Peter Westcrvelt,
.CONSTABLE, and Agent for letting Houses and
\ ) Collecting Rents, Notes, Accounts, &c. Desk at
Marine Court. Residence at No. 104 Hammond-
street. nov21:6m*

DcLMmcW PILLS
flOR CONSUMPTION, COUGHS, COLDS, and
1 *11 Diseases of the Langs, can be sent by mail tf
any part of the U. S, Address, post-y aid, this offloe.

Cheap Kook-Bindery,
1

CHATHAM-ST, cor. of Pearl.—The suhscri-1UU ber respectfully informs thennblic that he Is
now prepared to do every description of Book Bind-
ing in the best manner, and in every variety of htyle.
low for cash. Harper’s Bible handsomely bound, at
various prices. Blank Books ruled and made to or-
der. Music, Periodicals, and Books of every descrip-
tion, bound cheap, and at the shortest notice.
®17 OWEN C. OWEN&
Important toTravelersandHours*

keepers.

LIFE AND PROPER-
TY PRESERVERS. Patent
Self-Cooking Revolving pistoLs.
Manufactured, wholesale and

J. G. BOLEN, 181 Broadway,
Between Wall and Pine sts New York

„ _ Dancing Academics.

S
HAKSPEARE HOTELoorner of Duane and Wil-
liam streets. Mr. G. Robertson respectfully an-

nounces to his brethren of the order, and the publlo
in general, that his classes are now open at the aboro
rooms Wednesdays and Saturdays, and at the NOR-THERN EXCHANGE, 273 Bleeiker street Tues-
days and FridarSjfor giving instructions in the
various inodes of the above accomplishment Hours
ofattendance for Ladies, Misses and Masters from
3 to 6 P. AL, Gentlemen from 8 to 10 in the evening.
Mr. R. will have the pleasure of introducing in
his academies a variety of new and fashionable Ball
room and Fancy DanceB, with the graceful Kedow*
Walt* as now danced in the saloons of London an 1
Paris. Private instructions given to pupils at any
hour to suit their convenience. Classes at Semina-
ries taught on reasonable terms. Air. K.'s class at
the Lyceum, Jersey City, will open on Thursday,
October 1st. For more particular information please
apply at Mr. R.’s residence and Private Academy,
82 Canal street, New York. o3:3m*
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CHAPTER XXXIX.—a dinner at delmonico’s.

44 Well met, Captain De Rayter,” exclaimed Alfred Tracey,

u he descended the steps of the Astor House, and took the arm

of a gentleman who was walking in the direction of the Battery.

“ How are you thia morning, Mr. Tracey ?” said Captain De
Ruyter, with a frank courtesy of mannor which indicated the

manliness and generosity of his character.

Captain De Ruyter was apparently about forty years'of age,

with an open, expressive countenance, a bronzed complexion,

and black bushy whiskers extending half-way from the temples

to the chin. He was dressed in pantaloons of striped casimir,%

buff vest, and a blue coat witlP metal buttons. The other out-,

ward adornments of his person were the productions of such ar-

tists in their respective lines as Beebe and Costar, and Martigny.
44 Sparkling as Hock/’ replied Alfred Tracey 44 notwithstand-

ing a late sitting and a short slumber ; but we yo ng fellows don't

mind tribes. Business first, however. A few triends of mine
dine with me to-day at Delmonico’s. Will you make one of the

party T”

“Willougbfcy, Tracey t”
44 You are going down to slip to reconnoiter the Miran-

da, I presume T” continued the young man.
44 Reconnoitec is not the term a sailor would employ,” saicfci

Captain De Ruyter, smiling. 44 However, I am bound on a cruise

to slip to look after the land lubbers.”
44 1 will accompany you. The Miranda is loading rapidly.”
44 Finely—finely.”
44 When shall we sail, Captain 7”
44
If the wind is fair, I hope to heave anchor and get cut of port

on Saturday of next week.”

44 A quick voyage and a prosperous one, say I. New York is

a city whose amusements and excitements to a man of spirit
—

”

Alfred Tracey paused abruptly. Near the edge of the side-

walk and within two or three paces stood his brother Owen Tra-

cey, apparently awaiting him. The countenance of the merchant

was pale and somewhat distorted—his eyes glanced strangely

and unnaturally.

* 44 A word in your ear, Alfred,” whispered the merchant as tho

young man approached still nearer, with his companion.
44 Excuse me one moment,” said Alfred Tracey, relinquishing

the arm of Captain De Ruyter. 44 1 will overtake you.”

44 Alfred,” said the merchant, in a hoarse whisper, 44
1 have

done wittyjjppu. I have ortfPed your clothes to be packed up
and sent to the Franklin House. Never let me see your face

again. I say, Alfred, ha ! ha ! ha ! you are a clever fellow, a very

clever fellow.-”

Without waiting for reply the old merchant burst into a

hearty laugh and passed on.

The younger Tracey gazed at his brother with an expression

of surprise, and then turned upon his heel and walked briskly

until he overtook Captain De Ruyter.

The Miranda was a fine ship of seven hundred tons burthen

—

nearly new. 8ome fifteen or eighteen months had elapsed since

her launch, and (faring that period she had made a successful-

voyage to Canton and a return voyage home. Captain De Ray-

ter was past owner, as well as commander, of the gallant craft,

which, under his guidance, bad braved the stormy surges of the

Atlantic and the Southern oceans. Whether scudding with the

speed of an eagle before the fury of the mighty tempest, or lying,

as now, hemmed in with forests of masts and spars, she was the

pride and delight of her commander. Gentlemanly as was the

ordinary bearing of Captain De Rnyter, it was only on the quar-

ter-deck, or in the cabin of the Miranda, that the ease and digni-

ty of his manners became strikingly perceptible.

After a visit of two hours, which was passed in inspecting the

vessel and in superintending the operations of the stevedores.

Captain De Ruyter and Alfred Tracey left the Miranda, and

threaded their way through the boxes, crates, casks, barrels,

hogsheads and draymen’s carts that obstructed the narrow street

bounding the slip into Front street. From thence they proceed-

ed by the most direct route to Delmonico’s, a celebrated refec-

tory or eating-house in the business district of the city. They

i
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354 THE GOLDEN RULE.
were ushered into a private apartment in the second story of the

building by one of the waiters iu attendance.

« It is now a quarter to four,” said Alfred Tracey, looking at

his watch. “ When will dinner be served, waiter ?”

“In about half an hour, Mr. Tracey,” replied* the waiter re-

spectfully. ?

“ Bring upjLwo or three files of newspapers, waiter.”

44 Yes sir.”

Ten miuutes afterward Frederick Willoughby entered the room

with a mutual associate of Tracey and himself—a young man of'

genteel appearance—by the name of Horace Travis. At brief

intervals two more gentlemen madb their appearance. The first

was Silas Seabury, a young law student in the office of David

Barton, counselor-at-law, and the other was Henry Winter, a

nephew of Colonel Winter, the proprietor of the Club House in

Broadway.

The young men chatted gaily together or glanced at the news-

papers as they listed, until dinner was announced.

“Mr. Montressor has not arrived,” said Alfred Tracey, in a

whisper, to Frederick Willoughby. “ Have you seen him, to-

day?”
“ No, Tracey.”
44 I care little about it—he is no favorite of mine.”

j

“ You do not know him intimately, Tracey.”
“ Gentlemen,” said Alfred Tracey, speaking aloud, 44 dinner is

ready, in the adjoining apartment.”

The gentlemen were soon seated at the dinner-table, and ac-

tively engaged in discharging their functions as guests and gour-

mands. It is needless to describe the substantial dishes and mi-

nor delicacies of the several courses. The soups were excellent

;

the fish capital
; the viands and game tender,{racy, and cooked iu

the best style
; the entremets delicious, and the dessert profuse

and tempting.

Dinner was over, and the dinner party, the cloth being re-

moved, were beginning to develop the genial influence of the

wine cup in enlivening conversation and promoting hilarity, when
the door of the apartment opened and the traveler, Wilfred Mon-

tressor, entered. His countenance was grave and thoughtful.

Almost at a glance he surveyed the features, slightly flushed

with wine and good humor, of the guests at the dinner-table. ^
44 You are late, Montressor,” said Alfred Tracey, rising.

After introducing the traveler to.such of the company as were
unacquainted with him, Mr. Tracey continued :

“ Shall I order something for you, Mr. Montressor?”
“ By no means,” replied the man of thirty-five ;

“ I did not

come hither to. dine.”

“ Seat yourself at the table, sir, and take a glass of wine with

us,” remarked the young man.

The waiter placed a chair at the table, nearly in front of Al-

fred Tracey, and Montressor seated himself.

“ Fill as you prefer, Mr. Montressor,” said Alfred Tracey.
“ Here are Madeira, Hock, Champagne, Burgundy.”

* “A glass of Burguudy,” said Montressor, calmly, turning to

the waiter.
44 Fill up, gentlemen, to my toast,” remarked Alfred Tracey ;

as he continued, his manner betrayed clearly that he was excited

with wine. “ You must drink freely to keep up with us, Mr,

Montressor. We were talking ofwomen as you appeared. Women
and wine is the toast divine, and I proposed, as we. are all gay
fellows who have seen life, that we should in turn toast the last

of our loves among the fair sex, with sparkling bumpers of the

rich juice of the grape.

“ Yours, Alfred,” said Henry Wiuter, wistfully eyeing a glass

of sparkling Hock.
“ Will you follow ?” exclaimed Alfred Tracey, glancing round

the table.

“ Yes, yes,” replied Henry Winter, impatiently, “ we are all

filled.”

“ I give you, gentlemen, Mrs. Owen Tracey and the meeting
at Mrs. Waters’.”

The young man raised his glass to his lips, but ere he had tasted

a drop of its contents, his attention, aud that of the company,
were arrested by the voice of Wilfred Montressor.

“ If what you have insinuated, Mr. Tracey, in your infamous
toast bo true, you are a villain

; if it bo false, you are a liar.”

These words were uttered in a slow, measured voice, which
indicated the determined spirit of the traveler. The flush faded

instantly from the cheeks of Alfred Tracey, and a deadly pale-

ness succeeded—the paleness of sudden, vindictive anger.
“ Do you mean to insult me, sir ?” exclaimed the young man,

glaring fiercely across the table.
44 Lest there should be the slightest room to doubt my inten-

tion,” said Wilfred Montressor, rising with his glass of Burgundy
in his hand, “ take this as the punishment of a wretch who, in

the presence of gentlemen, has assailed an unprotected woman.”
With a quick, rapid motion Montressor dashed the contents

of his wine-glass full in the face of Alfred Tracey.

The young man started to his feet with a vehement oath, and
siezed a champagne bottle, designing apparently to hurl it at the

traveler. His arm was caught, however, in the powerful grasp
of Captain De Ruy ter, who was next him at table.

“ Be aYnan,” whispered the captain, “ and control yourself.

This is a poor method of avenging an insult.”

The remainder of the company had risen likewise, and were
gazing, with surprise, at the parties to this sudden quarrel.

The features of Alfred Tracey were still pale, his lips contract-

ed and bloodless, and bis eyes glaring with intense hatred. He
wiped the wine from his face with a linen handkerchief, and said

to Montressor, in low, quivering tones

:

44 You will hear from me, sir.’*

The traveler moved slowly toward the door, but ere he open-
ed it he turned to the company and said, with dignified com-
posure :

“ G^ptlemen, it is my request that you will abstain from re-

peating publicly the cause of the merited reproof which Mr. Al-

fred Tracey has received at my hauds. The name of a lady should
not be exposed lightly te the aspersions of the carious and the
malignant.”

After the departure of Montressor, Alfred Tracey desired his

guests to resume their seats, and an attempt was made to restore

the broken hilarity of the party. The attempt proved abortive.

Alfred Tracey, in spite of his efforts to appear gay and witty,

was for the most part moody and dull. No allusion was made
to the insult which had been given by Montressor ; bat the me-
mory of the scene was continually obtruding itself in the minds
of the company. Dull jokes were followed by forced laughter;

the wine excited ho cheering influence; even the clink of the
glasses sounded harsh and unmusical. And so, at the end of a
weary half hour, the guests rose from the table without remon-
strance on the part of Alfred Tracey.

44 Willoughby,” whispered Tracey, 44 remain with me. I have
something to say to you.” And added, in a loader voice, as his

guests offered their parting salutations :
44 Good day, gentlemen.

Captain De Ruy ter, I will meet you at the Franklin House in
half an hour.”

The gentlemen retired—Captain De Rnytec assenting to the
appointmeut of Tracey by a slight gesture.

44 What did I tell you, Willoughby ?” said Alfred Tracey, bit-

terly, as soon as the others bad departed. 44 Was I not justified,

in my instinctive dislike to the proud millionaire who has insult-

pd me so grossly ?’*

“ I confess,” replied the yougg man thoughtfully, 44 that I am
surprised at the conduct of Wilfred Montressor. I do not under-
stand it.”

44 He is a cursed conceited puppy,” said Tracey, impetuously,
44 but I will have my revenge. Willoughby, I ask your services

as a frieud in this business.”
44 If you desire it, Alfred, I will call upon Mr. Montressor and

request an explanation of his conduct toward you. He is a man
of principle, and as he has apparently acted from impulse, he
will, perhaps, regret his violence toward you and tender an am-
ple apology.”

44 An apology ?”

44 Yes, Alfred.”
44 An apology for a blow ?” said Alfred Tracey, significantly,

wiping his face with bis handkerchief.

“Why not?”
44 Have yon forgotten the conversation which occurred the

other day at Ottignon’s pistol gallery 7 It seems as if it bad been
intended to meet such an emergency as this. There is but one
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species of redrew which will satisfy my honor and restore my
self-respect/'

11 If you contemplate a resort to violence,’* said Frederick Wil-

loughby, 44 you must obtain the advice of a friend lees scrupulous

than myself. I am utterly opposed to duelling, and will never

participate in any proceeding which its laws and practices sanc-

tion.**

11 What other course can I pursue,*’ said Alfred Tracey, with

a contemptuous curl of the lip, “ then to obey the laws which

govern men of honor all over the world ?’*

44 Ancl avenge insult by murder ?**

44 Call it what you will," replied Alfred Tracey, with a burst

of vindictive feeling. 4
* I care not. I pant for revenge. For

eveiy drop of the accursed wine which you have seen trickling

down my face, I demand a portion of his heart’s blood."

T
... “ In your present state of mind I can be of no service to you,

Alfred," said Frederick Willoughby, rising to depart
44 When an insult^ as gross and unpardonable as mine, shall be

inflicted on you, I predict that your scruples will be less power-

ful than they seem.”
44 Tracey, do not be unjust."
44 At least I will not complain; but let me understand. Are

you in earnest in refusing to bear a hostile message, on my be-

half, to Mr. Montressor ?”

44 I am Alfred. Besides other reasons, I am in friendly rela-

tion to both parties, and am unwilling to act in any other capacity

than as a mediator between them. I condemn the act of Mon-
tressor freely and without hesitation. Your toast, a piece of fool-

ish bragadocio, can hardly be construed into a provication per-

sonal to himself; though I believe that he was acquainted with

the lady in her younger days, and he may be more deeply inter-

ested in her welfare.*’
44 1 have had my suspicions from the moment I first saw Mon

tressor at your mother’s residence, that love passages had previ-

ously occurred between him and my brother’s wife."
44 Are you quite sure that there are no other grounds of hosti-

lity toward you on the part of Wilfred Montressor, than the un-

fortunate toast which he resented, as it arrears to me, with un-

necessary harshness ?"

Alfred Tracey glanced suspiciously at the young man as he re-<

plied

:

44 Not that I know of. Why do you ask such a question?"
44 Only, Tracey, because the whole procedure seems unac-

countable to me."
44 And insufferable to me,” remarked Alfred Tracey.

As the young men were about to separate, Frederick Wil-

loughby said to his companion,
44 Reflect calmly, Alfred, before you act in a way that you may

repent hereafter."

The reply was cold and swerving.
44 1 thank you for your advice, Willoughby, and rely upon •©-

cresy if not upon your assistance."

The young men parted. Alfred Tracey proceed immoderately

to the Franklin House, and there met Captain De Ruyter, who

-was waitiug for him in the public sitting room, ^fter a few

moment’s conversation they retired to a private apartment, or-

dered a bottle of wine and segars,and a long consultation ensued

between them.

CHAPTER XL.—a brief interview.

Silently and thoughtfully the man of thirty-five, Wilfred Mon-

tressor, traversed the lower apartments of bis mansion in A
street. The saloon, the drawing-room, with their gorgeous fur-

niture and costly embellishments were brilliantly illuminated.

On$ week previously he had trodden the same apartments with

Zorab by his side. He recalled her words, her glances, her acts

of tenderness and devotion. He reflected upon her beauty and

her gentleness—upon her innocent life and her violent death.

The soul of Montressor, surrounded as be was by objects of taste

and luxury, was pervaded by a sense of loneliness and gloom.

While iu this mood Hamet entered the saloon. *•

44 Captain De Rayter desires an interview," said the Georgian,

addressing the traveler.
44 Admit him," replied Montressor.

The sea captain approached Montressor with a frank, yet se-

rious expression of countenanoe.

“ It is with extreme regret, Mr. Montressor," said Captain De
Ruyter, 44 that I am compelled at so early a period after my in-

troduction to your acquaintance to trespass upon you with busi-

ness of an unpleasant nature."
44 Proceed, sir," said the traveler calmly. 44 You are the friend

of Mr. Alfred Tracey ?"

44 Mr. Tracey has called upon me to act as bis friend on this

occasion, and I do not feel at liberty to refuse, however unplea-

sant or hazardous my duty may become. Mr. Tracey keenly
feels and deeply resents the insult which was publicly and inten-

tionally offered to him, and expects to receive, as he intends to

demand, the satisfaction due to a man of honor and agentleman."
44 Proceed, Captain De Ruyter."
44 You will permit me to suggest that no apology or explana-

tion will be deemed sufficient by Mr. Tracey to atone fur the

injury he has received at your hands."
44 The insult to Mr. Tracey was publicly and intentionally of-

fered," said Wilfred Montressor, with an air of dignified com-
posure, 44 for reasons satisfactory to myself, and I shall tender

neither an apology or an explanation to your friend. By my own
act I have waived the privilege of objecting to Mr. Tracey, on
the ground that he is not a man of honor and a gentleman."

44 There is but one course left open to us," said Captain De'

Ruyter, courteously, yet firmly.

44 Yes; I understand you."
44 Worldly prudence, however," said the Captain, 44 suggests a

movement preliminary to a formal challenge. The laws of the

State of New-York are very severe against duelling, and even go

so far as to render it a high misdemeanor to give or receive «
challenge to fight a duel. B«»th my principal and myself havefx
pecuniary interests at stake in this city which render it yeryim- '

portant that we should not be detained to answer to a criminal

prosecution. I am prepared at this time to say to you that Mr.
Tracey and myself will take the train of cars to Philadelphia to-

morrow afternoon, at a quarter to' five o'clock, with the intention

ofjourneying southward as far as Baltimore, if it will be con-

sistent with your views and feelings to travel in the same direc-

tion, with one or two personal friends, there will be no difficul-

ty in arranging our business satisfactorily upon our arrival at

* Baltimore."
44

1 accede to your proposal. Captain De Ruyter. In company
with a friend I will take the train of cars indicated by you, and
proceed, with as little delay as possible, to the Monumental
City.”

44 To-morrow afternoon, Mr. Montressor."
44 To-morrow."
44 We will meet in the cars. Till then, farewell."

I WISH I WERE AGAIN"A CHILD.

BT MISS HENDRICKS.

Where is now the holly-tree?

Where the orchards gay and free?

Where is now the fresh'mng breeze,

Wafted in the summer’s trees?

Here—*t is here—’t is linger now,
Pressing o’er my feverish brow ;

But oh, it seems not free and wild
As when I roamed a gentle child.

Where is now the choral sound,
The groves, the meads, the fragrant ground
Where is now each festive scene ?

Where the fragrant meadow green?
Here ! *t is here, in cheering light,

Not for me its smile so bright;

Those scenes are not the free, the wild,

As when I roamed a gentle child.

Friends who charmed my infancy,

Tell me, tell me where they be;
Tell me where the bounding mirth,

Happy gala, joys of earth

!

E’eu my very natal air

Breathes the languid wind of care:
Ob ! would I wandered free and wild,
And dreamt again I were a child.

A woman and a cherry are painted for their ruin ; take care,

then, pretty girl.
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A FRAGMENT—THE GRAVE-YARD.
BY JAMES BATOHHLLOB.

It is November, the last month in Autumn. The trees, which,

in the warm and genial Spring, had looked so lovely and beau-

tiful, clothed, as they were, with freshness, and vigor, and life,

have become almost naked and leafless—they stand shivering in

the cold, raw wind, which goes whispering through their uncov-

ered branches, with a sad and mournful cadence. The fields

and the meadows, which a few short months since, were cover-

ed with the rich and abundant grain, the tall green grass, and

the many variegated smiling flowers, which scented the balmy

air with their sweet and delicidus odors, have become cold,

dreary, and forbidding in their appearance ; and very soon the

earth will be clad in the cold wintery garments of white fleecy

snow.

It is Sunday afternoon. The sky is clothed in black, gloomy

drapery, as though it had been decked in mourning habiliments

to attend the funeral of the Universe ! The cold blast comes
sweeping by ; its hoarse music soandmg on the ear, causing pain-

ful sensations to pass over our mortal frame.

We now stand in the dim land of graves—the silent land of the

dead i There comes, with slow and mournful step, the funeral

procession—they come to inter the remains of a young lady, who
has been cut down, by the King of Terrors, in the warm spring-

time of womanhood, when her hopes and anticipations were
warm and bright,—alas ! they have all been withered by the

blast of the destroying angel ! The procession stops, and the cold

and lifeless body, of one who was loved, is taken from the dark

and gloomy hearse, and laid carefully over the deep yawning
grave,—the ropes are adjusted—down, down goes the clayey

tenement to its last, final resting place. And here comes another

procession. They, too, are bearing to the land of darkness, the

dead ! It is the corpse of a young child ; that, too, is laid low in

the house appointed for all living.

By these afflicting dispensations of Divine Providence, many
hearts are wrung with keen anguish—many hearts are oppressed^

with sorrow and despair.

It is a very solemn and impressive sight to Bee the young and

the beautiful—the loved ones of earth, pass away from our com-

pany into the boundless and unfathomable ocean of eternity, to

return to us no more to cheer ns with their presence ; to feel

that the tripple chain, which bound them to earth, and to ns, is

broken, and that no one, on the earth, has the power to connect

those links. But, after all, what is there in these daily events

that should cause our warm blood to curdle, and a sensation of

fear and dread to pass over us ? What is there, in this, that should

cause us to cling, with such tenacity, to life’s brittle thread T Why
do we feel an indescribable sensation, when we grasp the cold

hand of the dead ? Why do we wish always to remain in this

vale of tern and sadness T When the young buds of hope are

withered—when the blights and storms of bleak adversity pass

over ns, and desolation and rain are our portion, why should we
dread the* approach of grim death, when he comes only as our

deliverer from the cares, and trouble, and the trials of the world?

Bach are the facts, although we may not be able to give a satis-

factory answer to these home questions.

In the dark habitations of the dead are to be found all condi-

tions, all ranks and all ages. The loved ones of earth, and the

highly prized ; the good and evil lie side by side ; the great des-

troyer marked them for his victims, and they are at rest. The
young man, who stepped forth upon life’s ever-changing stage,

with brilliant anticipations of the unknown future, lies in quiet
solitude, under yonder moss-covered hillock. Under the marble
monument repose the mouldering remains of one, who gave up
his life freely for the good of his country—many cherish, with
holy affection, his worth and his many virtues. The memory of
departed worth is sweet, it shall never be forgotten. And there

lies the fond and doting wife, whoso often gazed upon the coun-
tenance of her husband with pride and untold tenddfeiess. In
yonder corner lies the sweet cherub infant, the first-born pledge

ofholy and undying affection. Many before whose eyes proud
ambition had placed the bright and glittering crown of greatness^
of glory, and of renown, the history of whose lives was a cheer-
ing record of bright and fond hopes, lie deep down' under the
cold clods of the silent valley

!

Ah ! when we contemplate these things, in sober earnest, in
spite of onr reasoning—in spite of the pleasing things around us
—in spite of the sunny smiles of the living, there will come over
the spirit a deep feeling of sadness. When we look back for a
few short years, and see and realize who have taken their de-
parture to the land of the dead, there comes a sound of melan-
choly, booming over the great ocean of memory, gloomy and sol-

emn, and as startling as a voice from the sepulchre, over-shadow-
ing all the bright and sunny feelings of the hnman soul.

Although we live, as it were, in the shadow of death, and have
seen our friends and our relatives fall before Time’s rapid flight

—although death has blighted and destroyed many fair prospects,

yet Hope's bright rays illume our path-way, and on the holy-

wings of Faith we can look forward to a land where there will

be no pain, where there is no death.

“ I joy to think that this frail earth
Is not our resting: plaee.”

Hudson, Not. 23, 1846.

Popular fHisctUang.

NOT TO MYSELF ALONE.
“ Not to myself alone,”

The little opening flower transported cries

—

“ Not to myselfalone I bud and bloom;
With fragrant breath the breezes I perfame,

And gladden all things with my rainbow dyes :

The bee comes sipping, every eventide,
His dainty fill

;

The butterfly within my cup doth hide
From threatening ill.”

11 Not to myself alone,”
The ciroling star with honest pride doth boast

—

“ Not to myself alone I rise and set;

I write upon night’s coronal ofjet
His power and skill who formed our myriad host

:

A friendly beacon at heaven’s open gate,

I gem the sky.

That man might ne’er forget, in every fate,

His home on high.”

“ Not to myselfalone,”
The heavy-laden bee doth murmuring ham

—

“ Not to myself alone from flower to flower
I rove the wood, the garden, and the bower.

And to the hive at eveuing weary come

;

For man, for man the lucious food I pile

With busy care,

Content if this repay my ceaseless toil

—

A scanty share.”

“ Not to payselfnlone,”

The soaring bird with lusty pinion sings

—

“ Not to myself alone I raise the Bong :

I cheer the drooping with my warbling tongue,
And bear the mourner on my viewless wings

;

I bid the hymless churl my anthem learn.

And God adore

;

I call the worldling from his dross to turn,

And sing and.soar.”

“ Net to myself alone,”

—

The streamlet whispers on its pebbly Way—
“ Not to myself alone I sparkling glide

;

I scatter life and health on every side,

And strew the fields with herb and flow’ret gay
I sing unto the common, bleak and bare,

My gladsome tune;

I sweeten aud refresh the languid air,

In droughty June.”

“ Not to myself alone,”

—

Oh man, forget not thou—earth’s honored priest

!

Its tongue, its soul, its life, its pulse, its heart-

—

i In earth’s great chorus to sustain thy part

—

Chiefest of guests at love’s ungrudging feast.

Play not tbe niggard, spurn thy native clod.

And self disown

;

Life to thy neighbor, live unto thy God,
Not to thyself alono.
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THE GOLDEN RULE
VOLITION.

According to Locke's definition, volition “ is the actual exer-

cise of the power the mind has to order the consideration of any
idea, or the forbearing to consider it ; or to prefer the motion of

any part of the body to its rest by directing any particular action,

or its forbearance." Yes, the simple Will can at any time order

up an idea for consideration, but neither your own will, nor the

'Combined wills of all the world can compel you to adopt that

idea, if it be repudiated by your reason. Bo may you command
aoch action of your limbs as nature has intended ; but no exer-

cise of volition will enable you to soar into the air or dive into

the earth, or to do any thing repudiated by your corporeal pow-
ers. Now, religious belief, or conviction of any kind, being ut-

terly independent of the will, and resulting solely from the con-

clusions of our reason, mere volition can no more enable our
minds to adopt a particular faith, than it can empower our bodies
to soar into the sky, or plunge beneath the earth. How strange
that the world should so pervesely shut its eyes to a iact so mani-
fest and irrefutable ! how melancholy to reflect that all the odium
theologicum, all the persecutions, all the religious wars that have
tormented mankind, should have been as absurd in aim, as they
were diabolical in execution.

41 But there cannot be more than one true religion," exclaim*
some over zealous preacher ;

“ every man should fairly subject

it to the test of his reason, and be severely punished if he do not

eventually adopt it." Another grievous error ! There is such a
thing as a relative truth which may be, at the same time, an ab-

stract falsehood. Whatever a man has been educated to believe,

and does conscientiously believe, is to that man a relative truth,

and in so far, it is a true faith, however erroneous. The doctrine
which a man merely professes to believe, having uninquiringly
adopted it from circumstances of birth, from interest, or from m
difference, is in him a false faith, however unimpeachable may
be its varacity. And who is to determine the precise truth. If

an infidel be enticed or frightened into Christianity, which of its

sects and subdivisions of sects is he to select 1
44 What inference would you draw from these suspicious pre-

mises ?" angrily demauds the aforesaid over-zealous preacher.
44 Reverend sir, I would infer the necessity for toleradon from

all to all ; and I would ask permission to quote a passage from a
most intelligent French writer."

44 The Goa of charity, equity, and hnmanity, has permitted us

to substitute a humane code for the cruel law of the middle ages.

Bat you would maintain its barbarity. This exclusive right sup-

pressed contradiction only by killing the contradictor. Ours ad-

mits differences ; of divers tones it makes harmony ; it does not

wish that oar enemy should die, bat that he should become our*

friend, and live.
4 Save the conquered,’ said Henry IV., after

the battle of Ivri ;
* Kill all,’ said Pope Pius V. to the soldiers he

sent into France before St Bartholomew."
Morality may be grievously perverted by the crooked policy

ofkings and rulers, out it is never completely stifled except by
superstition.

AirrwiRP

—

Legendary Origin.—There was a certain count
railed Brabon, who happened, one fine summer's evening, to be
scouring about the country, in company with several knights and
gentlemen of the good city of Ghent, and in the course of their

excursions they arrived at a place where a quantity of reeds and
sedges seemed to indicate the proximity of a considerable river.

As Count Brabon had never been so far in his life before, and as

it was extremely possible that among his accomplishments the

difficult art of reading was not included, his topographical knowl-
edge was consequently rather limited than otherwise. A gen-

tleman of the party, however, who had been a great traveler in

his time, took occasion to mention that he believed there was a
larger river or lake, oalled the Scheldt, not far distant, which no
one had ever yet or ever would attempt to cross, for the ferry

was guarded by a very disagreeable giant, who insisted upon
catting off the right hand of every one who wished to indulge his

ffmoy by suiting upon the lake. Brabon, however, was by no
means daunted by this intelligence, and as he rather liked any-

thing in the shape of a shindy, he merely replied that he did not
care a d—>n for all the giants that ever uved, and that he would
make the passage, if it was only for the fun of the thing. The
party, after some further hours of riding, having arrived at the

river side, prepared to cross over, when a knight appeared from
a large castle, and requested, with the giant’^compliments, that

Brabon would pay the usuaI toll by leaving his right hand be-
hind him. Count Brabon answered this message by flinging his

Move in the face of the knight who had brought it, and drawing
his sword. He had scarcely done so, when the blast of a trum-
pet rang like thunder from the castle, and forth stalked a giant of

prodigious stature, completely armed, his eyes flaming with fury.

There was no making of lists or measuring of ground, for with-
out farther ceremony, to it they went at once,

lt tooth and nail."

The giant was not long in finding out he had met his match, for,

to make a long story short, Brabon having completely vanquished
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him, cut off his right hand, and his head into the bargain, the

former of which curiosities he flung away into the Scheldt, and
so much of the river as it comprised in its descent, still belongs to

the Counts of Brabant.
It was just about this period that Julius Caesar was amusing

himself in England by knocking over a few of the natives, ana
when he was tired of this sort of work, upon his return to Flan-

ders. Count Brabon took an early opportunity of informing him
what he had been about in the meantime. J alias was, of course,

greatly rejoiced, and went immediately with Brabon to the

Scheldt, where, when he saw the giants castle, he thought it

would bo a capital site for a town ; and having assembled his

workmen, he built a city, which he blessed after a heathemsh
fashion of his own, endowing it with certain rights and privileges.

He also made Brabon a count of the holy Roman empire, and
gave him an escutcheon, upon which was emblazoned a silver

turret and two hands. The city he christened H&ndwerpen,
which, in process of time, has been corrupted into its present de-

nomination ; and tlfe Dukes of Burgundy have ever since been
margraves of the holy Roman empire.—[Dublin University

Magazine.

CHARADE.
My first is a numeral letter

;

The sanjo may he said ofmy fourth

—

Esteem'd than die other far better.

Because 'tis of ten times its worth.

My second no honor can claim,

- So long as it stands- by itself;

And my fifth is in value the same,

Like a bachelor 44 placed on the shelf.”

In my fourth, fifth, and sixth, yoa will own,
The name of a river appears

—

They also a title make known
That a foreign grandee often bears.

You'll perceive iu a word, if you take

These latter, in order opposing
What folks often do while awake,
As well as when sometimes they're dozing.

In my first, second, fifth, and my third

A character vile is express’d.

But enough; so let now my whole word,

From aU that's here hinted, be guess'd. H. w.

Statistics.—The principal causes of intanity in France, and
the condition in life of the persons afflicted with this malady,

may be collected from the returns of one of the principal hospi-

tals in Paris, the Salpelriere. Daring the three years it has con-

tained about 1,500, of whom 996 were pronounced curable, and
504 incurable. The causes of the malady have been in propor-

tion to a thousand, as

Physical
Moral .

Unknown

481

1000

The condition iu life of the patients were
Of liberal professions and independent Ill

Meohanios 071

S rrants and othors without any particular trade and em-
ployment 218

1000

The causes of the disease, are too numerous to particularize ;

the most prevalent arising from hereditary complaint, age, con-

gestion, domestic misfortunes, accouchements, love, etc.

The population of Paris, according to the last census, was
about 804,898 inhabitants.

The marriages in Paris are calculated at about 6,954 annually;

the parties to which are—bachelors and spinsters 5,482 ; bache-

lors and widows 459 ; widowers and spinsters 750 ; widowers
and widows 225.

The average number ofbirths in Paris is about 29,580, ofwhich

15,116 are males and 14,404 females. Of the above 10,378 are

illegitimate, about 2,205 of whom are recognised at their birth,

and 8,175 abandoned; 151 are recognised by octet subsequent

to their birth, and 948 at the marriage of their parents.

The deaths in Paris are about 25,996 annually ; of which

15,220 take place at the parties’ own homes. 8884 at the civil,

1,531 at the military hospitals, 76 in prison, and 285 are exposed

at the Morgue .

The deaths in France mount to about 798,968 annually. The
suicides in the department of the Seine alone have been calcu-

lated at 357, with 154 attempts not followed by death. Of these

nearly two-thirds are by men, and about one-half by married

person# In 1840 the number of suicides in Paris was about 239.

of which 83 were by women. The principal means employed
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368 THE GOLDEN RULE.
for self-destruction have been drowning, suffocation by charcoal,

strangulation, falling from heights, by fire-arms, sharp instru-

ments, and by poison. The motives chiefly assigned are disgust

and weariness of life, lore, family differences, gaming, pecuniary
embarrassments, and insanity. For a great number of suicides

no sufficient motive can be assigned.

It would appear from the above facts that suicide is very much
more prevalent in France than in England. In 1840 there were
239 cases of suicide in Paris, out of a population of 804,898. In

the same year, out of a population of about 16,000,000 in Eng-
land and Wales, there were only 1,058 cases of suicide. Of
course, in Paris as in London, these cases greatly exceed the na-

tio^l average ; bat at the Paris rate, it would give in a popula-
tion equal to that of England and Wales aboat 4000.

American Chivalry.—I am convinced that a lady, no mat-
ter what her age and attractions might be, could journey through
the whole extent of the Union, not only without experiencing a

single annoyance, but aided in every possible way with unobtru-

sive civility. Indeed, great numbers of Sophomsbas and Almi-
ras do travel about, protected only by the chivalry of their

countrymen and their own undoubted propriety. To them the
best seats, the best of everything, are always allotted. A friend

of mine told me of a little affair at a New York theatre, the oth-

er night, illustrative ofmy assertion. A stiff-necked Englishman
had engaged a front place, and of course the best corner ; when
the curtain rose he was duly seated, opera-glass in band, to en-

joy die performance. A lady and gentleman came into the box
shortly afterwards : the cavalier in escort, seeing that the place
where our friend sat was the best, called his attention, saying,
“ The lady sir,’

1 and motioned that the corner shonld be vacated.

The possessor, partly because he disliked the imperative mood,
and partly because it bored him to be disturbed, refused. Some
words ensued, which attracted the attention of the sovereign
people in the pit, who magisterially inquired what was the mat-
ter? The American came to the front of the box, and said,
“ There is an Englishman here, who will not give up his place
to a lady.” Immediately their majesties swarmed'up by dozens
over the barriers,, seized the offender, very gently though, and
carried him to the entrance ; he kicked and fought in vain

;

he excited neither the pity nor the anger of his stem executors

;

they placed him carefully on his feet again at the steps, one man
handing him his hat, another his opera-glass, and a third the

§
rice he had paid for bis ticket foradmission(!)then quietly shut
le door upon him and returned to their places. The shade of

the departed Judge Lynch must have rejoiced at such an angelic
administration of his law !—[England in the New World.

The Wiex.—It needs no guilt to break a husband’s heart ; the
absence of content, the mutterings of spleen, the untidy dress,

and cheerless home; the forbidding scowl and deserted hearth

;

these, and other nameless neglects, without a crime among them,
have harrowed to the quick the heart’s core of many a mau, and
planted there, beyond the reach of cure, tho germ of dark des-
pair. O may woman, before that sad sight arrives, dwell on the
recollections of her youth, and cherishing the dear idea of that

tuneful time, awake and keep alive the promise she then so
kindly gave. And though she may be the injured, not the injuring
one—the forgotten, not the forgetful wife—a happy allusion to

that hour of peace and love—a kindly welcome to a comfortable
home—a smile of love to banish hostile words—a kiss of peace
to pardon all the past—and the hardest heart that ever locked
itself within die breast of selfish man will soften to her charms,
and bid her live, as she had hoped, her years ia matchless bliss

—loved, loving and content—the soother of the sorrowing hour—the source of comfort, and the spring ofjoy.

The Harvest Mouse.—The smallest of British quadrupeds is

supposed to be the harvest mouse, hitherto found only in Hamp-
shire, and which is so diminutive, that two of them pot into a
scale just weighed down a copper half-penny. One of the nests
of these little animals was procured by Mr. White. It was most
artificially plaited, and composed of wheat blades, and perfectly
round, about the size of a musket ball. It was so compact and
well filled, that it would roll across a table without being dis-
composed, though it contained eight young ones. This wonder-
ful cradle was found in a wheat-field, suspended in the head of
a thistle.

To be happy in this world, we must be indulgent to its errors,
and be'-content to take the degree of good we may fiud in it. Let
us still hope the best’of our fellow men, while we regulate our
conduct so as to be provided against the worst. Far better
would it be to be destroyed at once by an earthquake, than to
five a whole life in the dread of one ; better to be one—aye, ten
times discovered, than to be constantly on the rack with the fears
of it. Let benevolence a d charity be the spring of all our own
actions ; but let us not expect too much from the benevolence
and charity of others.

ON TIME.
BT IiAMAN BLASOHAHD.

To one that marks the quick and certain round
Of year on year, and finds how every day
Brings its grey hair, or bears a leaf away
From the full glory with which life is crown’d
Ere youth becomes a shade and fame a sound

;

Surely to one that feels his feet on ssnd
Unsure, the bright and ever visible hand
Of time points far above the lowly bound
Of pride that perishes, and leads the eye
To loftier objects and diviner ends,

A tranquil strength, sublime humility,

A knowledge of ourselves, a faith in friends,

A sympathy for all things born to die

With cheerful love for those whom truth attends.

The Wife of the Christian.—Chateaubriand, in his eloquent

work entitled “ Genie du Christianisme,” has this beautiful pic-

ture of the wife of a Christian

:

* “ The wife of a Christian is not a simple mortal; she is a mys-
terious, extraordinary, angelic being; the flesh of the flesh, tne
blood ofthe blood ofthe husband.

^

Man, in uniting himselfto her,
regains a part of his substance; his sonl as well as his body are in-

complete without his wife ; he has strength, she has beauty ; he
combats the enemies of his country and labors in the fields ; be
does not understand the details ofdomestic life, but his compan-
ion prepares the repast, and her smiles sweeten existence. He
has crosses, and the partner of hit oeuch is there to soften them

;

bis days may be sad and troubled, but in the chaste arms of hie
wife he finds comfort and repose. Without woman, man would
be rude, gross and solitary. Woman spreads around him the
flowers of existence, as the creepers of the forest decorate the
majestic oak with their odoriferous garlands. Finally, the Chris-
tian pair live united, and in death are not separable ; in the dost
they lay side by side, and their souls are reunited beyond the
limits of the tomb.”

Passive Resistence—A canncn ball, striking tbe oaken ribs

of a man-of-war, pierces straight through them, scattering des-
truction on all sides, until its force is expended ; bat if it im-
pinge upon the waves, it swerves aside, and is conquered by
their unresisting softness, and finally subsides without injury.
So the first burst of passion, increased and rendered more dan-
gerous by a stubborn opposition, will generally yield and fall

'harmless when it is met by softness and submission. The moral,
old as the fable of the wind, the oak, and the reed, has been re-
membered long enough to be forgotten by many. Quakers,
however, have obtained their objects, as a sect, by passive re-
sistance ; and many a wise wife has followed the same course
with similar success. “ A soft answer turneth away wrath but
thus to suppress your anger is not always to extinguish it. In-
wardly it may smoulder, and you may be only hiding the fire

with fuel that it may eventually burst out more fiercely. To se-

cure it from rekindling you may steep your heart in the waters
of oblivion.

How to tell the Age of a Lady.—The age of a lady could
be ascertained a short time ago by the number of flounces she
wore on her dress. Thus, if not more than twenty, she had only
two flonnees ; if above thirty, she had three flounces ; if she had.

assed the woman’s rubicon—forty, then she displayed four deep
ounces ; and so on, adding an additional flounee for every ten

years. Since this scale of measurement, however, has become
generally known, the preposterous fashion of having the dress all

flounces, running from the pavement up to the waist, has been
gradually going out. It is a rare thing now to meet a lady whose
dress displays more than one flonnee.

How to Enlarge Vegetables.—A vast increase of food may
be obtained by managing judiciously, and systematically carry-

ing out for a time the principle of increase. Take, for instance
a pea. Plant it iu a very rich ground. Allow it to bear the first

J

rear—say half a dozen pods only. Remove all others. Save the
argest single pea of these. Sow it tbe next year, and retain of
the produce three pods only. Sow the largest on;y on the fol-

lowing year, and sretain one pod. Again select the ^argest, and
the next year the sort will by this time have trebled its size and
weight Ever afterwards sow the largest seed. By these means
you will get peas (or anything else) of a bulk of which we at

present nave no conception.

Getting off Daughters.—The care of most people is how to

get husbands for their daughters ; but my care is to fit my daugh-
ters to be good wives, and then let God provide for them.

—

Philip Henry.
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The Iom of a mother it always severely felt; even though her

health may incapacitate her from taking any active part m the

cares of her family, still she is a sweet rallying-Doint, around
which affection and obedience, and a thousand tender endeavors

to please, concentrate ; and dreary is the blank when snch a

point is withdrawn ; it is like that lonely star before ns, neither

its heat nor light are anything to os in themselves, pet the shep-

herd would feel his heart sad, if he missed it when be lifted np
his eyes to the brow of the moantaiu over which it rises when
the sun descends.

A Sabbath-school teacher, instructing his class on that por-

tion of the Lord’s prayer, “ Thy will be done on earth as it is in

heaven,n said to them, 44 You have told me, my dear children,

what is to be done—the will of God t and where it is to be done

—

on earth

;

and how is it to be done

—

as it is done in heaven . How
do yon think the sngels and happy spirits do the will of God in

heaven—as they are to be our pattern ?” The first child replied,
“ They do it immediately; the second, They do it diligently

the third, 44 They do it always the fourth, 44 They do it with all

their hearts ;” the fifth. They do it altogether.” Here a pause,
ensued, and no child appeared to have an answer ; but, after

aome time, a little girl (not over fond of her catechism) arose and
said, 44 Why, sir, I nope, without asking any questions

Sometimes we meet with characters which the world cannot

understand ; minds which are not influenced by the narrow rules

of the policy of life ; natures that live, as it were, in a world of

their own ; whose virtues, ay, and whose vices too, are different,

and spring from other causes than such as the world would refer

them to ; who act up to no law either of prudence or of virtue,

S
it rarely violate eitner ; who exist, as it were, as speculators in

e, ruling and scorning the hearts which worship them ; feeling

happiness where others would grieve, and sorrowing where
others would rejoice ; beings as inscrutable to themselves as to

others. I

Tenacity or Life m the Wasp.—The Essex Standard men-
tions, that a woman, about a fortnight back, while drinking some
beer, swallowed a wasp. The insect stung her in the throat, and
then passed into the stomach, where it renewed its attacks, caus-

ing great pain. A powerful emetic was administered, and the

wasp was ejected alive.

The Bane or Englanp.—

T

his immense establishment em-
ploys 970 clerks, with salaries from £80 up to £1,500 a year.

Everything here is done by1

strict rule and method. All these

clerks write their names in a book, kept for the purpose, every

morning before nine o'clock. When this is done within the

time, they are entitled to one and sixpence in the name of early

money. Those who are late, or absent, get none. The books

are all balanced every day, and have to be correct to a far-

thing.

Philosophy for the Fair Sex.—So very common is it for

women to be disappointed in their firet love, that a fair wri-

ter has said, she considered the loss and recovery of the heart

to be to the mind what the hooping-cough or measles is to the

body.

John’s wife and John were tete-a-tete :

She w^tty was, industrious he ;

Says John, 44 I’ve earn’d the bread we’ve ate
44 And I,” says she, 44 have tirn’d the tea.”

Economical Advice.—Never pay a bill on first presentation :

it would look as if you were ostentatious of honesty. At the

second time of presenting you may consider about it, and say,
44 Call again.” Third or fourth time you may be either not at

home or out of money ; and should the creditor call a fifth, you
may have fair reason to t e offended at his pertinacity, and not

pay the bill- at all.—[Jeremy Diddler.

Beefsteaes.—Not one cook in ten knows how to prepare a

beeksteak : they neglect the grand rule, which is to separate the

fist from the lean ; to put it on the gridiron first, and take it off

last, so as to broil it half as long again as the lean. That makes
ft pulpy, like marrow, and makes all right. But how few do
this! .

Integrity is the foundation of ali that is high in character

pnaong mankind ; other queries may add to its splendor, but if

this essential requisite be wanting, all their luster fades.

Sensibility is like the stars : they can lead only when the sky
is clear. Reason is the magnetic needle which guides the ship

when the stars are wrapt in darkness.

44 There is one sort of tea,” said O’Connell the other day, 44 that

ought to be heavily taxed.”
^

44 What is that ?” inquired Lord
John. 44 The absences,” replied Dan.

Ikrktua.

ODD FELLOWSHIP AND RELIGION.

The following very jns\ and seasonable reply to the objection

sometimes heard, that Odd Fellowship is taking the place of Re-

ligion, we copy from an address delivered by Rev. G. B. Jocelyn,

before the Wabash Lodge No. 20, la. The reasoning of oup

brother is marked by a clear view of the true relation of the In-

stitution to Religion, and by a kindness and manliness of spirit

worthy of both. The remarks of the third and fourth paragraphs

are particularly worthy of attention, and he hope will receive it

from those who make the objection in review

:

44 1 am aware that a very powerful objection exists in the
mindi of many good and pious men against our 8eciety, in view
of these very results, as tending to exult the power of mere hu-
man voluntary associations above that of an institntion establish-

ed by God himself.
44 They regard our Institution as a form of worldly religion,

embraced and recommended purely upon worldly views, to the
utter repudiation of those high and commanding truths, themain-
tenance of which is essential to the integrity of oUr holy religion.

That this objection is invalid, and results from misconception,
will strikingly appear when we look at the constitution of the
Order. It has no religions creed. It does not profess to teach
original truth, but it simply unites men to practice those duties

which are universally admitted to be right and proper. A large

number of oar members are members of the Christian Church,
and doubtless act from the highest motives.

44 If it invaded the functions of the Church, by daring to teach

a religious system, or offering itself as a substitute t» any degree

,

for that institution, it would long since have been discovers by
thousands who delight to do it honor, and in place of defending,

they would have been found fighting shoulder to shoulder with
the foremost of its opposers.

44 At the present day, the multiplicity of religions sects into

which Christendom is divided, justifies the establishment of some
common ground, where the divided parties may forget their

euds, and unite their efforts in discharging the reciprocal duties

of this life. It is, therefore, no repudiation of the sublime in-

stitution of the Church for the members of the various sects to

unite with wise and benevolent men, to practice dnties, the im-
perative obligations of which all admit, while at the same time
they individually maintain the peculiar faith by which their re-

ligious faith is distinguished. This association, so far from work-
ing evil, will, in the nature of things, produce mutual respect

and esteem, and by unity of benevolent action, pave the way to

unity of Faith. If it is admitted that familiarity with suffering

and distress opens the heart to the value of religious consolation,

then the practice of the duties we ineulcate tends to strengthen

the claims of religion, and magnify the office of the ohurch.”

An Odd Fellow in Distress.—The Gospel Banner relates an

instance of the benefits experienced by a citizen of Angofta, a
member of one of the lodges of Odd Fellows in that place, while

on a journey to Galveston, Texas. We copy as follows

At Pittsburg, being ratherfstraitened in means, he took a deck
passage in the steamer for New Orleans. It happened that the boat
was very much crowded, and he found himself most disagreeably
squeezed in amongst about five hundred German and Irish men.
women and children. The first day he was taken sick with fearful
symptoms of a malignant fever of which one or two died at his side.

He could obtain no place to lie down, and command no care or at-

tention to his wants. All were utter and unsympathizing strangers
to him, and each went upon the doctrine of taking care of himself,
even to the crowding ana jamming of his neighbor. In this situa-

tion, our friend resolved to change his quarters if Dossible, and sent
for the Captain. He mentioned his condition ana requested to pur-
chase a cabin passage. But the captain told him the boat was full

and he could not accommodate him. He was in a sad situation-
suffering intensely with pain, and feeling that he must die so : and
this as an unknown stranger amongst human cattle that cared not
for his miseries.—In this^condition he felt it his privilege and hia

duty to make one of the signs which belonging to the [to some ha-

ted] secrets of the Order of Odd Fellows, into which Fraternity he
had been initiated by one of our Augusta Lodges. The sign was
recognized. Brothers instantly rushed to his assistance. They re-

ceived him with open and faithful arms, whilst his brim-full eyes
glistened with joy and gratitude at their presence. He was imme-
diately borne to a state-room, a nurse procured for him, the skill of
a physician on board secured, whilst the brethren stood around him
to cheer his mind and mitigate the sufferings of his diseased body,
by such care and attention, before the boat reached New Orleans, ne
was decidedly improved ; and he attributes the very preservation of
his life, under God, to the care of stranger Brothers, moved by the
sacred obligation of Odd Fellowship.

The chameleon assumes all colors except white : the flatterer

imitates all except what is good.
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fit 6 OLD Elf. OOLE,
Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye eren so to them."

NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, DEC. 5, 1846.

TO PRINTERS—'TYPE FOR SALE.

not of course so extensive as Greenwood, or Mount Auburn, hat

it is* all as beautiful as eilber. It is well wooded, admirably va-

ried in its features, and contains some very handsome monu-

ments, which will, for ages, preserve the memory of many heroes

of virtue aud love. It is also adorned with a multitude of foun-

tains, which^ntretching abroad their arms of mist, scatter over

aud among those green graves wreathes $f rainbows! as the

angel of reward dispensing crowns of eternal glory to the faith-

ful dead! All! those fountains, with their cofrollary of rain-

bows, are the appropriate decorations of the tomb* the most fit-

ting monuments for*the dead.

We had an opportunity of spending a day and an evening in

I New Haven. Who has not heard of, or seen this beautiful city t

this city of elms and gardens, with its interesting and romantic

si barbs, and its intelligent and refined inhabitants! New-Haven

is known chiefly by its College, after Cambridge, the most cele-

brated in the country. With the various literary societies con-

nected with it, it has a Library of over forty thousand volumes,

among which, by the politeness of the Librarian, we were per-

mitted to spend the chief part ofa day. There is not so much of

KT The BREVIER and MINION Type, on which the Golds* Rdls is literary elegance at Yale as at Harvard. At Yale you will find

now printed, is offered for sale, very cheapfor Cash. The fonts of each are be- more Gf logic, more of mathematics, more of 1(9 scttnett pay -

tween 400 and 500 lbs. and a pert could be delivered immediately if desired— . n while at Harvard you will find more of life, of warmth,

ttw whole on the 26th of Docomher. The Type is excellent, snd wiUwenrlora »
^e,tneM ,

more of philosophy, more of poetry. Yale is the

head, the of American Literature, but Harvard isitshe^t

lbs. 6 to piea LEADS, 14 pica ems in length. Also, some brass DASH RULES and soul,

of the same length. Apply early, and secure a capital bargain. nov28 At New Haven our Association is exceedingly prosperous.

1 There is above a thousand members in the city, and these are

EXCURSION TO CONNECTICUT-NO. III. most intelligent and honorable gentlemen. We had the pleasure

seeing a number of them, one evening, and enjoyed a sweet

SPRINGFIELD—NEW-HAVEN. season of communion with them. Among them was P. Dem-
1 mick, Esq. W. G. M., and others .whom we personally know.

In the course of our pilgrimings, and on our way home, we ar- gentleman we have just named iB intelligent, amiable and.

rived at the large and thriving town of Springfield, and spent the
ju8t> and admirably qualified for his station.

Sabbath with an esteemed classical friend, who is well known Tq aU friends whom we met on our journey, we are un-

in the world of letters by his many able contributions to Ameri-
der heavy obligations for kindness, attentions, and favors, which

can Literature. Rev. Dr. Peabody has been the pastor of the 2d w0 can neyer repay. Our passage from New-Haven to New-

Church in Springfield for a great many years, and notwithstand- York, was made in the steamboat Globe, of Hartford. She is a

inf his wide celebrity as an elegant scholar and learned divine
8trong> elegant boat, and we recommend her to our travel-

lives very much by himself, shrinking, apparently, from all con-
ing friandg , Her officers are all gentlemen, who have no desire

tact with the world, and fully satisfied with the possession of
but lbe comfort 0f their passengers.

the affections of a warm-hearted and devoted people. The po- -

ems and hymns—indeed all his poems are hymns of Dr. Pea-
FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.

body, are well known to our literary public. They are exceed- Washington, D. C., Not.A 1846.

ingly touching and beautiful. A critic, in a number of the
j)iAR Sul and Bro.—Last week was marked with several pleasant

but the comfort of their passengers.

ems and hymns—indeed all ms poems are Hymns m ur. iron-
FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT,

body, are well known to our literary public. They are exceed- Washington, D. C., Not.A 1846.

ingly touching and beautiful. A critic, in a number of the
j)iAR Sir and Bro.—Last week was marked with several pleasant

“ Revue Francaise,” of Paris, some years ago, spoke of them as
incidentg Not the jeasl pleasant was Thanksgiving. This vener-

“ the chief works of American genius.” As a prose writer, an
ab je cuatom has been but lately recognized in Washington. Last

essayist, or a writer of sermons, he has few equals, and no snpe- year firat Proclamation was issued by the Mayor. Public opin-

rior. But the chief charms of the man lie in the greatness of
ion seems congenial with the innovation. Secular businew was

his heart, his gentle, kind and simple disposition, his fervent universally suspended on both occasions, and all the church edifices

piety, and his profound faith in the reality of virtue. We have were opened and well filled. The™ been a rem«A.ble unam-

aeen him in the midat of terrible affliction. Blow after blow

had removed from him two loving and tender hearts-the two 8
eral sentiment of the Republic, and tell, well for

brightest ornaments of his home—but, by the power of faith, he
mora iity 0f our people. The United States may well give thanks

marched with unfaltering step, through the gates of sorrow, and
tQ tbe gupreme Governor of the Universe ;

for the cup of this Nation

sustained the shock with heroic fortitude. Sensitive of suffering
overflOW8 wlth blessings. The freedom of truth has been vouch-

himself, hefeeli the griefs of others, and we remember well the safcd t0 U8> and the arrows of no pestilence afflict us. Every man

consoling power of his words, when we, torn and bleeding, by sita under his own vine aud fig-tree, with none to molest him ; for

the terrible battle of life, were treading upon the shores of des- peace and brotherly love surround him with their potent but

Of all the New England towns, Springfield is the chief. We
ble protection as with an atmosphere of safety. Esto peipetua.

The 25th inst. was the anniversary of Magenenu Encampment.

Its increase has fully met the hopes of its founders. Seventy-nine—7 ,, . ii i • rru its increase has fully met tne nopes oi iis iounucre. wychij-uiuc
know of none, which, taken all in aU, we more admire. The

iarchfl of the purple, good fellows and harmonious wotfc-

town contains several villages, and about eighteen thousand m- ^ aMegt our guccc8g> The regalia and furniture of Magenenu En-

habitants. At Chicopee and Cabotville, there are extensive fac-
ca!Jipment are surpassed by none, and in matters relating to the De-

tories which give constant employment to thousands of men and gree8 i cannot rank it second to any. Columbian, Mount Pisgah,

women. The great Western Railroad runs through the town and Ridgely Camps are also prosperous and[emulous to excel. The

from east to west, and the Connecticut River Railroad passes state of the Order generally in the District is a theme of congratula-

from north to south. The United States armory, also, is located tiou amongst us all. .Alt, r •

here. That, the roads and manufactories make it very much of Last Friday night I “ happened in, * ® jTulf kr.ihr»n»»in
, hn.ine„ n .rB

1
Central Lodge. The room was unusually full and the brethren seem-

a business place. ..... ,
. . . , f ed under some remarkable although decorous excitement. I soon

A poruon of the village is situated upon a plain, but much of ^ ,here *a8 good reascn for it. Capt. Walker of Texas
it is upon a senes of elevations, which rise, one above the other, ^ vigiti the Lodge. He is a member of Central Lodge, where-

as a natural terrace. In this part of the town there are some
be bad recejved the five subordinate Degrees. I hastened to take

very beautiful and elegant dwellings, and many delightful gar- bim ^y t jje hand, but made no attempt, of course, to engron his

dens. time in conversation while so many were anxious to pass a word

The cemetry is one of the most perfect in the country. It is with him. He is a native of Prince George’s county, Maryland,
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aad is about twenty-nine yean of age. His stature would perhaps
be above medium if he stood erect ; but his carriage is easy even to

carelessness, and he slightly stoops. His complexion is rather florid,

and his hair indicates a sanguine temperament and impatient tem-
per. His brother, who sat by my side, assured me, however, that

such was not the case. He was never known to be in a passion nor
to betray any thing like fear. He left home about eighteen years
of age, and has ever since been a Texan. His adventures have been
fall of hazard by flood and field, and the “ rapture of the fight

7
’ made

but the even tenor of his way. His body has scars enough to have
secured the election of a consular candidate in the days of Corio-

lanus; and the grisled lips of two large cicatrices, in particular, on his

body»seem to tell of gashes inflicted by the scythe of the old King of

Terrors himself. The wounds were made by a spear thrust through

and through him by an Indian. It is strange to observe the recu-

perative energy of the human body. These particulars I did not re-

ceive from himself, but from his brother. Capt. Walker has been
treated by the President with extraordinary courtesy. Mr. Polk
paid him the first visit, an honor not accorded even to a Foreign
Ambassador. The apology of the Captain for his seeming neglect
of the Chief Magistrate, was honorable to his heart. “ I have but
just arrived after a long absence, and I thought that my first call

should be made upon my mother : my next would have been upon
the President.” He has since had many interviews, I understand,'
at the White House, and enjoys the confidence of the Commander-
in-Chief. I was about to close this communication when letters

came ; among them one from Michigan, containing intelligence of

the Order. Yours in F. L. and T. s. y. a.l.

Convention of Past Grands.—We are requested to say, that the

Convention proposed by Hinman Lodge, to be composed of a com-
mittee of three P. Gs. from Biich of the city Lodges as choose to

make the appointment, will meet at the Grand Lodge Room, Na-
tional Hall, at 7 o’clock, on this (Saturday) evening, Dec. 5th. The
object of this Convention is to devise “ such measures as may be

necessary to secure to each Lodge the right of representation in the

Grand Lodge by a representative or representatives of their own
choice.”

A Good Idea.—Hinman Lodge of this city, have resolved to spend

a portion of the time allotted to the good and welfare, to Social

Conversations on various proposed subjects. On next Monday even-

ing, the loss of the Atlantic and disasters to which ocean steamers

generally are liable, will be the subject of conversation. Professor

Mates, and Bro. Ericsson, both we believe members of that Lodge,

will take part in the discussion. These conversations, without

doubt, will be attended with much good.

r Stirling Lodge No. 190.—A lecture will be given before this

Lodge, at the room, Montague Hall, Brooklyn, on Monday even-

ing, 7th inst. by P. G. Dr. James Crane. Those who listened to

his first lecture will need no other inducement to be present. Bro-

thers of other Lodges are invited to attend.

The articles of our correspondents upon the new Constitution,

pro and con, will of course attract the attention of the brethren in

this City and State. Our columns are open for the full and fair dis-

cussion of this important question; only enjoining upon •orrespon-

dents unity and the spirit of the Order. Let the truth be spoken in

love at all times.
.

93- Our worthy brother of the Iris is steadily persevering in the

publication of the Proceedings of the Grand Lodge of the United
States, in spite of the injunction served upon him. We observe,

however, that instead of giving to his readers the official copy of the

Grand Secretary, he has wisely adopted the more condensed form
in which the proceedings appeared in the Golden Rule some six

or eight weeks since. Bro. Magers makes a capital paper.

93- We have received, from some kind friend, a copy of the
** Loudoun Chronicle,” containing P. G. M. S. Yorke AtLee's ad-

dress at the recent anniversary of Loudoun Lodge No. 26, Leesburg,
Va. It is an interesting document, and we should be glad to give it

to our readers, and will do so if we can possibly fiud room. Our
columns are unusually crowded with good things.

93“We are indebted to D. P. Wilbanks, of Hebron Lodge
No. 19, Equality, 111., for a Wpy of the proceedings of the Grand
Lodge of Illinois, from May to July, 1846. A synopsis of them have
already appeared in our columns ; yet our thanks are none the less

due to our worthy brother for his kindness.

93“ The New Volume of the Golden Rule, which commences
on the first of January, will appear in an entire new dress of the

most beautiful description. Many Literary attractions axe in pre-

paration for it.

THE CONVENTION AND THE NEW CONSTITOTION.

FROM OUR OORRBSFOVDBHT8.

Mr. Editor,—A communication from a talented and respected

brother appeared in yonr last number, censuring Hinman Lodge and
certain brethren, members thereof, for the promulgation of certain

resolutions which he asserts
t(

virtually condemned the new Con-
stitution as an instrument calculated to deprive the Lodge of rights;*

9

and also that this “ Lodge have endeavored by means of circulars

to the Lodges, to forntal opinion , and sxcits strong prejudices against

the Constitution, even before it was yet put in type by the printer.”

Having taken a prominent part in the promulgation of the resolu-

tions referred to, I deem it my duty to reply to a criticism, (or per-

haps I should say a denunciation,) emanating from so learned and
prominent a member of the Order.

In the first place, while I cannot for a moment suppose that my
learned brother would wilfully misrepresent Hinman Lodge or the

brethren referred to, or knowingly pervert the true meaning of the

resolutions he condemns, yet from a perusal of the preamble and
resolutions it will be. apparent that he has been very greatly mis-

taken as to their import. The following are the resolutions to which
b. j. l. refers, and I ask his temperate and calm judgment upon the

correctness of his article after a fair and dispassionate comparison
of his text with tfie resolutions alluded to:

“ Whereat, It is proposed by the Convention appointed to revise the Constitu-
tion of the Grand Lodge off. O. of O. F. of this State, to take from the Subordi-
nate Lodges (in their individual capacity) the right of being represented in said
Grand Lodge, and

Whereas, It is the opinion of this Lodge, that said proposition, if adopted,
would be an encroachment upon our rights, as a Lodge, against which we pretest;

Therefore
Resolved, That it is the right of every Subordinate Lodge, to be represented

in the Grand Lodge under whose jurisdiction it exists.

Resolved, That representation to the Grand Lodge should be apportioned
according to numbers.
Resolved, That any regulation or enaetment, denying to, or withholding from,

Subordinate Lodges the right of selecting (in a prescribed mode) at least one,
Representative each to the Grand Lodge, is unjust and subversive qfthe bed m-
tereets ofour beloved Order.

It was further Resolved, That a oommittoe of three P. G.'s be appointed to
eall a convention to be composed of a like committee from each Lodge in the
city, or as many as may appoint such committee, to meet at such timeand place
as they may think proper, (of which due notice will be given,) for the purpose of
devising such measures as may be neoessary to secure to each Lodge the right of
Representation in the Grand Lodge, by a representative or representatives of
their own choice.”

Where is there in these resolutions?'!) be found a single syllable

condemnatory of the new Constitution I The preamble recites that
** it is proposed by the Convention appointed to revise the Constitu-

tion of the G. L. of I. O. of O. F. ot this State, to take from the

Subordinate Lodged (in their individual capacity) the right of being

represented in said Grand Lodge,” and that “ it is the opinion of

this Lodge that said proposition , if adopted, would be an encroach-

ment on our rights,” Ac. ; bdt is there anything therein which can
be tortured into a condemnation of the Constituiion itselfl Clear-

ly not. There are many wise and Balutary provisions incorporated

in the new Constitution which every brother concerned in the pro-

mulgation of these resolutions, which have so fired the zeal of my
worthy brother, will cheerfully and heartily sustain ; the Constitu-

tion is not condemned by them, but they have simply exercised the

sacred right which is guaranteed to every individual in any and
every community or association in this enlightened land, of freely

speaking and disseminating his opinion upon subjects which he
deems of vital importance to himself, his associates, and the com-
munity or association of which he is a member. If calling the at-

tention of sister Lodges to a provision in the new Constitution of
vital importance and asking their co-operation in “ such measures

as may be necessary” to protect their just rights be forestalling opin-

ion, and exciting strong prejudices against the new Constitution,

then are we subject to the animadversions of my zealous brother,

but not otherwise. There are no measures proposed in these reso-

lutions, save those of caution and preparation. The object of re-

questing the appointment of delegates from the various Lodges of

this county to the proposed Convention, was, that a body of breth-

ren conversant with the principle about to be established—a Con-
vention of brethren who now hold seats in the Grand Lodge, and
who, from their practical knowledge there obtained, are best calcu-

lated to judge of the bearing of the proposed amendment, should be
assembled for the purpose of consulting upon and debating the pro-

posed amendment, by which they are transformed from living, ac-

tive members of that body into dumb and powerless puppets ; that

the delegates to this Convention advise with their respective Lodges
and secure from them an intelligent and fair expression of their will

in relation to this important measure, which is to completely revo-

lutionize the supreme head of the Order in this jurisdiction.

My zealous brother seems to believe and wishes to impress upon,

the minds of his readers, that these resolutions were prepared and
published before the result of the deliberations of the Convention

were known. Such is not the case ; the resolutions were prepared
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after the a full and candid perusal of the Constitution as adopted by

the Convention, and after counsel and information received from

members of the Convention itself. It is not denied that the county

of New York under the new dispensation is entitled to but twenty-

one delegates, although numbering nearly sixty Lodges, and it

was upon this important, and as i trust to be able to show, unjust

and fatal provision that the resolutions already alluded were formed.

They insist, and the whole burden of them is that each. Lodge in its

individual capacity, should be represented in the Grand Lodge, and
“ that any regulation or enactment ” (not the whole Constitution,)

“denying! to, or withholding from Subordinate Lodges the right of

selecting (in a presecribed mode) at least one representative each to

the Grend Lodge, is unjust and subversive of the best interests of our

beloved Order” Yet they promulgate this as their opinion only,

and desire it be received only as the sense of that Lodge upon this

subject. They believed that the action of the Convention was likely

to spread discord and dissatisfaction through the Order, and as

faithful Odd Fellows, they deemed it their covenanted duty to sound
the note of preparation, and bid their sister Lodges to be wary of

their rights and privileges. I submit that when three or more of the

representatives of a Lodge appear upon the floor of their Lodge
among their constituents, and solemnly inform them that a body,

meeting under the sanction of Law, have concocted and adopted

certain provisions having for their object the reduction of the rep-

resentation in the Grand Lodge—when these representatives are in

possession of and produce in proof of the truth of the information,

they impart the documents of the body who has thus.determined,

and when after a due and careful examination into the bearings of
the provision under consideration, the Lodge unanimously adopt

a manly, temperate, and decided expression of their disapproval, it

is unfair and unjust to charge them with intemperate judgment.
The able brother who bo severely criticises the doings of our Lodge
seems to have a holy horror of that mysterious lady commonly
known as Madame^ Rumor, and yet the ignorance be displays

of what were the precise acts of the Lodge and the manner in

which their action was brought about, would seem to warrant the

conclusion that this fibbing tattler of the feminine gender had been
instilling “ vague nothings” into his credulous ear, or that he had
drawn largely upon a vivid and glowing imagination. The Lodge
to which the learned brother has been pleased to refer, needs no de-

fense at my hands; her purity of purpose, and zeal in the cause of

charity and humanity are too well established to need a champion
in the lists, but from the mistake into which the zealous brother had
fallen in seeking to establish that she sought to “ forestal opinions

and excite prejudices against the new Constitution,” required that

I should at least place her in a fair position. So much for the Lodge
from which these resolutions emanated, and their purpose.

As to the Convention itself, I will not advert to the spirit of extra-

ordinary harmony which he pictures as having governed its delib-

erations. In this the mild and conciliatory spirit that the amiable
brother himself possesses has led him to believe that all there as-

sembled were actuated by the Eame peaceful and amiable feelings.

This is the fairest and most charitable construction which those who
were “ in the midst” seem disposed to place upon this portion of

the brother’s defense of the Convention. The worthy brother seems
moreover to think that the country delegates were governed by a
spirit of mutual compromise, and that they were willing (in ordina-

ry parlance) to “ give and take.” How is this disposition exempli-
fied by their acts 1 What have they conceded to the county ofNew
Yorkl What have they sacrificed in return for the benefits and
privileges they have derived from their enactments 1 Let us see.

The city of New York contains a large proportion of the members
of the Order in this State, and yet out of about eighty Representa-
tives of which the Grand Lodge is to consist, this county sends but
twenty-one. The counties of St. Lawrence and Niagara each con-
tain but about forty or fifty members of the Order, yet each of
these counties Sends a delegate (which we deem a vested right

of which they should not be deprived and to which every Lodge in

this State, in her individual capacity, has the same inherent right)

to the Grand Lodge, thereby giving these Lodges, with a handful
of members, the same privilege and voice in the supreme tribunal

as a Lodge in this city of five hundred members. What morel
There is under this new Constitution but one session of the Grand
Lodge in each year, which is to commence on the first Wednesday
in September, and the session is to be held from day to day (Sun-
days excepted) until the business of the G. L. shall be completed.
All Representatives residing more than five miles from the city of
New York are to be paid their expenses while traveling to and from
and while the Grand Lodge is in session, while the Representatives

from this city are to be taken from their business, at this season of
the year of all the most important to commercial men, and are al-

lowed no remuneration for their loss of time and incidental expen-
ses. I might advert to the mode of adopting the Constitution by
the Convention and other hardships which the city of New York

will be compelled to endure under this Constitution did space per-
mit, but those I have named will suffice to show the spirit ofcom-
promise which country members exhibited in their enactments ;

such compromise as the Lion deigns to yield to a weaker animal in
the distribution of the spoils.

As to the unanimity which governed the vote of the delegate*
from this city, I have only to say that if the protest of Delegate Coffin
is not an unqualified negative, the English language is not capable
of expressing one ; but that is a question between the delegate and
his constituents: and even had the'measure received thefunqualified

assent of the entire delegation of the oity of New York it would not
make the enactments of that Convention one jot more fair or more
just, and the day is not far distant when the Order in this city will

send forth a manifestation of their displeasure in tones which even
the most obtuse cannot fail to appreciate.

I now pass hastily to the conclusion of my esteemed brother**
communication, in which he appeals to the new Constitution for
the proof of his assertion “ that the new Constitution does not de-
prive the Subordinate Lodges of a single right they now possess

—

that it fully guarantees to the Subordinates the right of representa-

tion in the Grand Lodge, and that it does make the representation

strictly in proportion to numbers.” In reply to this, I will simply re-

mind the brother that, at present , each Lodge has at least one Rep-
resentative in the Grand Lodge, and that under the new Constitu-

tion each Lodge will not enjoy that representation—and that the
new Constitution does not make the representation strictly in pro-

portion to number, because it gives a Lodge in the country consist-

ing of fifty members one Representative while it refuses a Lodge in

this city with 499 members the same right. Need I say more. The
brother appeals to the members of the Order in this city to remem-
ber that ten out of the eleven delegates elected by them voted in

favor of the new Constitution; while I deny that more than eight

voted in favor of it,and that of that eight there were those’whQ voted

yes because they were convinced that the Constitution in its present

state teas alt they could get for the city, I am willing to, and do be-

lieve, that most of those who so voted did so from pure and honest
motives, yet I echo thd appeal of my brother, and say, brethren of
New York remember that there were at least three independent, no-
ble members who contended for your rights unto the last moment.
I appeal to the P. G.s of this city, and call upon them by the duty

they owe to themselves and the Order, to weigh well the provisions

of this Constitution which deprives hundreds of them of their in-

herent, vested rights, and compels all of them, save twenty-one, to

yield their rights and play “ dummy” in a body of which they of

right are members, so long as their Lodges have confidence in them.

I appeal to my brethren in New York City to remember that this

Constitution will ere long come before them for their adoption, and
it becomes them to weigh well its provisions select three Past Of-

ficers in each of your Lodges as delegates to the Convention about

to be called, let them then discuss this provision deliberately

and fearlessly, and if they are convinced that the measure is just

and politic, give it their support ; but if they believe it to be oppres-

sive, unfair and unjust, to raise their voices fearlessly against it,

and suggest such measures as will insure the protection of their

rights. Before God, (and I say it reverently,) I believe our beloved

Order in this State to be on the verge of a fearful crisis; we have
reached a mighty and a proud position : we have won a bright name
among the philanthropic and the good ; the benign influences ofour
institution have been attested by the blessings of the widow and the

eloquent thanks of the afflicted and the helpless orphan ; efficient

and prompt action may yet sustain us, while indecision and waver-
ing may cause our noble fabric to totter and fall. May an All-wise
Providence overrule the agitation which now exists, for good, and
decree a lasting and increased prosperity to our beloved Order.
New York, Nov. 30, 1846. A. A. p.

Bro. Winchester ‘.—Permit me respectfully to call the attention

of your numerous readers to the communication of “b. j. L.,”ia

the last number of your valuable paper, in order that they may com-
pare the same with the following facts and figures from “ official

data.”

I would particularly call attention to the concluding paragraph of
said communication, in which, among other things, “ b. j. l.”

states what “ the new Constitution does not” and what “ it does

”

“ even before it was yet put in type by the printer.”

The paragraph to which I refer reads as follows

:

“ In the resolutions referred to, it i^sserted that if the proposed
new Constitution is adopted, it will Wan encroachment upon their

rights as a Lodge ; and then declare that it is the right of every Sub-
ordinate to be represented in the Grand LLodge ; and that representa-
tion should be apportioned according to numbers. Now I positively

assert, (and I appeal to the new Constitution itselfas proof of the truth

of the assertion,) that the new Constitution does not deprive the
Subordinate Lodges of a single right they now possess—that it fully
guarantees to Subordinates the right of representation m the Grama
Lodge—and that it does make the representation strictly in propor-
tion to numbers.*9
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The following " Table*’ showing the number ol Lodges in each

county in this State on the first of July 1846, and the aggregate num-
ber of members of Lodges in each county respectively, (to which
I have added the number of Representatives to each District) was
furnished the late Convention by the Grand Secretary, from official

returns in his office

:

Diet*. Lodes». Members. Reps. Suffolk 3 112 .. 1

New York ..

.

.67 10021 21 Washington .. 6 300 .. 1

Kings .13 1649 4 Essex 1 GO .. 1

Albany .10 1167 3 Columbia .... 4 336 .. 1

Dutchess 7 664 2 Greene 3 168 .. 1

Westchester. . 8 636 2 Wyoming .... 2 86 .. 1

Rensselaer .

.

. 7 781 2 Genesee 3 171 .. 1

Richmond..

.

2 229 1 Orleans 2 136 .. 1

Erie. . 4 678 2 Tompkins .... 2 200 .. I

Chantaoqne . . 4 147 1 Seneca 3 176 .. 1

Monroe. . 3 386 1 Chemung —
Tioga.

2 183 .. 1

Wayne 6 248 1 1 42 .. 1

Yates 3 163 Ulster 3 163
Steuben 3 192 1 Otsego 1 98
Orange
Oneida

. 7

.16
473
761

1

2
Chenango. ....

Ontario
3
3

93
269

*.*.

1

.. 1

Herkimer...

.

. 4 180 1 Livingston . .

.

2 115 .. 1

Schenectady. . 2 296 1 Putnam 1 130 .. 1

Schoharie . .

.

. 2 97 1 Jefferson 2 123 .. 1

Onondaga- . .

.

. 7 638 2 Montgomery.. 3 116 .. 1

Oswego . 4 177 Niagara 1 40
Madison . 4 184 1 Clinton. 1 46 !! i

Cayuga . 6 248 St. Lawrence. 1 40
Saratoga . 6 286 1 Broome. 1 67—13761.. 1-69
Rockland . .

.

Queens
2 138

403
1

. 4 1 Total ..

.

.23782 80

From the above table, it appears that the city of New York with
10,021 members, will be entitled to 21 Representatives, or say 1

Representative to 500 members, and that the rest of the State with

19,761 members, will be entitled to 50 Represetatives, or say 1 Rep-
resentative for 235 members.

It will be p^ceived, also, that the Districts of Chautauqne, Scho-
harie, Oswego, Rockland, Suffolk, Essex, Greene, Wyoming, Or-

leans, Tioga, Ulster, Otsego, Chenango, Livingston, Putnam, Jeffer-

son, Montgomery, Niagara, Clinton, St. Lawrence aud Broome,
with an aggregate membership of only 2,172, will be entitled to 21

Representatives, the same number as the city oi New York, with
its 10,021 will be entitled to.

It will also appear that the Districts of Essex, Tioga, Schoharie,

Wyoming, Otsego, Chenango, Niagara, Clinton, Suffolk, St. Law-
rence and Broome, with an aggregate membership of less than 800,

will be entitled to 11 Representatives in the Grand Lodge, more
than half the number to which this city, with a membership of more
than 10,000, will be entitled.

It w)U further be perceived that Districts containing 1 Lodge with
40 or 50 members, will be entitled to the same representation in

the Grand Lodge as a District containing 4 or 5 Lodges, with 860 or

400 membere. Is this equitable 1

With these facts before the reader, I leave him to judge if it be
true that, “ it [the new Constitution] does make the representation

strictly t» proportion to numbers.”

1 would direct the attention of the reader to another fact which
appears from the above table, viz : that 40 of the 49 Districts have
less than 500 members each. It should not, however, be overlooked
that whenever any of said Districts increase their membership to

500, (the increase necessary to accomplish this in many of the Dis-

tricts being small, will soon be realized,) the District so increasing
will be entitled to tivo Representatives, thus greatly increasing the

Representation without a proportionate increase of membership.

It will also appear by referring to Sec. 8, of Art. III. of the new
Constitution, that, so far from it being the fact that •• it fully guar-

antees to Subordinates the right of Representation in the Grand
Lodge,” it abolishes the right altogether, and provides for the elec-

tion of Representatives from Districts and not from Lodges.
With these facta before the reader, I leave him to judge of the

character of “ that obtuseness of perception which” not only “ caus-
ed * b. j. l.* to vote yes on the third reading of the Constitution,”
but also positively to assert that “ it fully guarantees to Subordinates
the right of representation in the Grand Lodge.”

There is another feature of this “ model” Constitution to which
1 will direct attention to show that notwithstanding “ representa-
tion is not based upon numbers, taxation is thus based.

“ At each Annual Session, the Finance Committee shall ascer-
tain what will be the deficiency for the current year, in the amount
on hand, exclusive of One Thousand Dollars as aforesaid, to pay the
estimated expenses of the Grand Lodge. And the amount of such
deficiency shall be assessed upon each Subordinate Lodge in pro-
portion to the number of its members returned at the commencement
of the next preceding term thereof. ”

1 refer to this provision of the new Constitution, at this time, for

the purpose of showing the result of the “ compromise,” in relation
to the vital subjects of taxation and representation

, referred to by
b. j. l. in his communication. w.
New York, Nov. 30, 1840.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE GOLDEN RULE :

The chief objection made on the part of some in the city ofNew
York to the proposed new Constitution, is to the apparent inequali-

ty of representation. All ofits other provisions receive general sanc-

tion. Upon the one objection I have named all the hostility proceeds,

and the singular spectacle has been exhibited of a body of men
elected and assembled for the special purpose, after a whole week’s
discussion and deliberation, agreeing with great unanimity (two
only dissenting) upon a Constitution, adapted according to their

judgment to the wants of the Order in this State, while on the other

hand, within six hours after the closing of the Convention, a highly

respectable Lodge condemns the instrument which only one of its

membere had ever heard read, (and he approved oi it) and appoint-

ed a committee to concert with others in the city, to ensure its de-

feat. Other Lodges have concurred. The effort has thus been
made to array the city against the country.

I propose to show the city Lodges that their .peculiar interests

will better be subserved by the new system of representation than by
the present one.

In the first place the jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge has been
limited to making general laws, to deciding questions of law, t»

confirming, suspending or taking away charters. All its important

business must be passed by a two-third vote.

In the next place all local jurisdiction is conferred upon the Past

Grands of the District assembled in Grand Committee.

Under the pi esent Constitution two country Lodges having five

members each, or one Lodge located anywherejhaving 50 members,
have as much power in the Grand Lodge, as the largest Lodge in

the State which has 476 members. Yet the opponents of the new
Constitution consider it unequal. It cannot be as much so as the

present system, by which the 55 Lodges in the city of New York
have only 106 votes by representation, the 13 in Kings have 28, and
the 169 elsewhere have 265 or more than two thirds over New York
and Kings combined. This preponderance in favor of the country

is rapidly increasing. The 55 in New York can never have more
than 110, the 18 in Kings 26, while the 169 in the country can have
(where each has 50 members) 888 er nearly three fourths of the

Grand Lodge. The country is rapidly gaining on New York in

Lodges—of the 50 chartered next prior to. the 1st of July last, only 6
were in New York.

If each Lodge should be allowed one representative, the Grand
Lodge would be as unwieldy as it is at present. 260 members form

too large a body for a deliberative assembly, while New York would

have only 57, Kings 18, and the country 190 or more than seven

tenths. And the proportion every year increasing in favor of the

country.

According to the county system, giving each county one repre-

sentative and one for each 600 members, the inequality which at

first appears in favor of the country, will in a few years (and before

any change can be made in the proposed Constitution) disappear.

Compared with last August, New York will have 21, Kings 4, and

the country 55. Taking the same increase for the succeeding 8

years, as for the last year, (40 per cent) and supposing the increase

to be equal in each county, and the result will be as follows

:

1847

New York 29 Kings 6 Country 59

1848

do 40 do 7 do 72

1849

do 66 do 10 do 88

Again, under the new Constitution, every 500 which New York

or Kings gains, will give an additional representative ; whereas there

are 13 districts in the country, which if they increase 400 in each ;

20 which if they increase 800 in each ; 9 which if they increase 209

in each ; and 3 which if they increase 100 in eaeh, or ia all 13,800

members, will gain no additional representative. Thus every year

under the new system will tend to make that equal which at first

appears unequal, while every year under the present system only in-

creases the inequality in representation. Under the new system,

commencing with the next Annual Session, New York and Kings

can prevent any organic change to their prejudice, as a two-third

vote cannot be got without them. In addition to this, the country

never will be fully represented. Ten country delegates were absent

from the Convention. In New York and Kings the representatives

can always be on hand. d. p. b.

Will Bro. Winchester allow me the use of the columns of the

Golden Rule to correct an error which relates to myself, in a com-

munication written by Bro. b. j. l. He states, in substance, that

in recording my vote on the Constitution under protest, I was not

opposed to the Constitution but only the manner of adopting it as •

whole. This is not so, as any oae will perceive by reading the

protest. I distinctly state that I heartily disapprove of the basis of

representation as there sought to be established, and, as this is one

of the most, if not the most important, feature in this ins trament, 1

am at a loss to perceive how this disapproval can be construed to

mean approval. My other two reasons, given in that hastily penned

document, were, first, want of time to read understandingly, (pleas®
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recollect that it was read the last thing in session on Friday even-

ing, not even printed, and the firat thing acted on at the opening of

the session on Saturday morning,) and the other was, that by forc-

ing the previous question, all and every opportunity to discuss the

merits was summarily cut ofi. The first opportunity to read the

document, as a whole, that I have had is in the columns of your

paper, and I regret to be compelled to say that the more I read the

more I disapprove the principles involved, taxation without repre-

sentation, &c. &c. The details, such as a grievance committee for

this city, composed of seven or eight hundred members, automa-

tons^under the name of District Deputies, &c., are, in my humble

opinion, so objectionable that I am confirmed in my gratification to

find my name recorded in the negative. Your ob’t serv’t,

Jakes A. Coffin, of No. 73, Delegate to the late Convention.

New-York, Nov. 28, 1846.

List of Dilboatbs to the Convention to amend the Constitution of the R. W.
Orand Lodge of New York, I. O. O. F. Held in the City of New York, Nov.
1846. with occupation and Post Office address.

Delegate*. Occupations. Post Office Address.

W. L. G. SMITH, P.G.M. Counselor at Law Buffalo, Erie oounty.

EDWIN CLARKE Counselor at Law ....— Watertown, Jefferson oo.

HENRY ARY Por. St Landscape Painter.Hudson, Columbia county.

CHILION ASHMEAD. . .Druggist 526 Grand-st. N. Y. City.

DANIEL P. BARNARD.Counselorat Law New-York City.

JESSE BATTERSHALLMeehanic Troy, Rensselaer oounty.

ELIJAH COBB Commission Merchant Albany, Albany county.

JAMES A. COFFIN .... Pres, of the Cro. Aqt Dept.291 Henry -st., N. Y. City.

EDGAR C. DIBBLE.... Counselor at Law Batavia. Genesee county.

THEODORE DIMON.. .Physician Utica, Oneida oounty.

WM. DOUGHERTY. . . .Merchant Cold Spring, Putnam co.

JOHN W. DWINELLE . . Counselor at Law Rochester, Monroe county.

JOHN GREEN Builder 116 WalkeMt, N. Y City.

JOHN G. HUGUNIN. . . Acoountant Oswego, Oswego county.

P. RTJENNINGS Sag Harbor, Long Island.

STEPH. H. JOHNSON.. Counselor at Law Schenectady City.

CHARLES G. JUDD Counselor at Law Penn Yan, Yates county.

JOHN W. KETCHAM. . Speoial Justice. 119 Orchard-st. N. Y. City.

HORACE KING Counselor at Law Ithaca, Tompkins county.

ROBERT H. KIRK Dealer in Stoves, etc Newport, Herkimer co.

ADAM C. LEACH Rope Manufacturer Cor. 6th sfc. &Av. C. N. Y.
SCOTT LORD Connselo^at Law Mt. Morris, Livingston oo.

BENSON J, LOSSING. .Engraver and Book Prin. . 13 Chambers-st N.Y. City

D. C. MALLORY Engineer Elmira,Chemung county.

JOHN H. McFARLANDCounselor at Law Salem, Washington co.

WILLIAM J. ODELL... Counselor at Law Ballston Spa, Saratoga co.

JAMES W. OTTO Merchant Medina, Orleans county.

W. W. PACKAR Druggist .. Oxford, Chemung oounty.
GEORGE R. PARBURTConnselar at Law Caaandaigue, Ontario co.

TIMOTHY PARSON.. . .Merchant Buffalo, Erie county.

W. H. H. PRALL Clerk in Custom House. . .129 White st, N. Y. City.

NATHAN RANDALL. .Salt Manufacturer Syracuse, Onandaga ea
SAML. F. REYNOLDS.. Counselor ot Law Sing Sing, Westchester co.

GUSTAVUS A.ROGERS.Merchant Bath, Steuben county.

R. F. RUSSELL. Manufacturer— Auburn connty.

WILSON SMALL Steamboat Captain 194 Ludlow-st. N. Y. City.

RICHARD SHARPE .... Draper and Tailor 46 Fulton-st, Brooklyn, L.I

F. M. SMITH. Druggist Palmyra, Wayne county
M. P. SMITH Dentist. — Binghampton, Broome co.

WESSELL S. SMITH. . .Counselor at Law Jamaica, Queens oounty.

CHAS. A. SPENCER .... Optician. Canastota, Madison county
JULIUS C. STRONG. . .Merchant Tailor Waterloo, Seneca county.

L. J. N. STARK Forwarder. Whitehall, Washington co.

O. BRIGHAM THROOPMerohant Schoharie, Schoharie co.

JOHN G. TREADWELLPubUsher 68 Barciay-st, N. Y. City.

J. W. VANDERVEER.. Counselor at Law Amsterdam, Montgo’ry co.

AMBROSE WAGER .... Counselor at Law Rhinebeck, Dutchess co.

WM. W. WALLACE . . .Clergyman and Physician. 169 Spring-st, N. Y. City.

THEODORE A. WARD. Agent 28 White-st. N. Y. City.

E. W. WATSON Merchant Kingston, Ulster county.

N. F. WEBB Merchant Rouse’s Point, Clinton co.

JAMES F. WHITNEY. .Merchant Albany, Albany county.
GEORGE B. WILSON.. Counselor at Law Cooperstown, Otsego oo.

JAMES S. YOUNG Painter Newburg, Orange oounty.

The Lodges to which the Delegates severally belong, may be learned by refer-

ence to the Golden Rule of the 14th ult

News from tfje £otrges.

NEW YORK.
tty The R. W. Grand Lodge ofNew York, will hold an adjourned Session at

the Rooms, National Hall, Canal street, on Tuesday evening next, Deo. 8, at 7
«*ek>ok.

Throgmorton Lodge No. 239.—The rooms recently fitted up for

the use of this Lodge, at Westchester, Westchester county, were
dedicated on Saturday evening last, as we learn from a correspon-

dent. “ These apartments,** says our correspondent, “ in spacious-

ness of extent, elegance of finish, suitableness of accommodation,
and taste of arrangement, may compete with any, out of the Altan-

tic cities, appropriated to a similar purpose;** Invitations were ex-

tended to all the Lodges of the District, and some in this city, most
of which were represented. Several excellent addresses were made,
and an Ode, written for the occasion by the Secretary, was read.

The evening was spent in a most satisfactory manner to all present
We are glad to hear that the Lodge is prosperous. She invitee the

brethren of the city to come and see them
:
premising them as hearty

a welcome as was ever bestowed under the banner of Friendship,
Love and Truth. The Lodge meets on Saturday evening, and the

distance is only 14 miles from the city, on the Harlem railroad. The
officers for the present term are—Timothy S. Gibbons, N. G.; Jas.
A. Tompson, Y. G.; Wm. W. Waldron, Sec.; Titus K. Adee, Trees.
(We should be glad to publish the entire letter of our kind corres-

pondent, to whom we tender our thanks ; but the crowded state of
our columns forbids.) '

Ontario Lodge No. 116, CANANDAiGUA.—The following are the
names of the elected officers for the current term : Isaac M. Scher-
merhorn, N. G.; William Sheridan, V. G.; T. H. Mattison, Sec.;
B. H. Ackley, Per. Sec.; G. A. Leete, Treas. The Lodge is flour-

ishing. Night of meeting, Thursday.

MICHIGAN.
From our Washington Correspondent

The D. D. G. Sire Kellogg, has called a Convention of the Camps
for the first Tuesday in December, to petition for a Grand Encamp-
ment Charter, in conformity with the resolution adopted by the G.
L. U. S. at the late communication.
Your readers are already informed that two new Charters have

been granted by the G. L. of Michigan, for Lodges No. 16 and 17,

and applications will be presented at the next meeting for Lodges
No. 18 and 19. The good work is spreading. Michigan Lodge No.
1, lately buried two of its members—Charles Lum and Wyllys
Smith, both excellent citizens. The protracted sickneaB of the lat-

ter had fixed him in the sympathy of the Fraternity so long that his
burial was very numerously attended, and as this was the first occa-
sion of a general turn out of the Brethren, the community in Detroit
had a fair opportunity to judge of the respectability and number of
the Brotherhood. _

CONNECTICUT.
Stamford,,Nov. 20, 1846. e

Bro. Winchester,—Presuming that a few words in relation to
the condition of the Order in this place, would not be uninteresting,

I will attempt a brief history of our rise and progress.

Rippowam Lodge No. 24 was organized Oct. 1st, 1845. There
were, at that time, but fivt Odd Fellows in the plaee. Since the
organization of the Lodge, its increase has been as rapid, perhaps,
as its most sanguine friends could wish ; numbering at this time
about eighty members, and receiving some two or three every week.
The Lodge, for about one year, occupied the old Masonic Lodge

Room ; but our rapid increase soon made it necessary to procure a
larger room. The necessary arrangements were accordingly made
with Bro. B to fit up a room of the following dimensions : The
main room to be twenty-six by forty feet, and two ante-rooms ten by
thirteen feet, with such an arch, finish, &c. as should be acceptable

to the Lodge. This, Bro. B. performed in a manner highly credit-

able to himself, and to the entire satisfaction of the Lodge.
Our beautiful temple being ready, Thursday evening, Oct. 1st, just

one year from our organization, was appointed for its dedication to
the service of Friendship, Love and Trmh. At half-past six o’clock
the members of the Lodge, together with a goodly number of bro-
thers from “ Our Brothers Lodge** of Norwalk, assembled at their

old quarters, where they formed in procession and marched to the
new Room. The exercises opened by singing an Ode, prepared for

the occasion by Bro. B. B. Hallock ; next, prayer by the Chaplain ;

then followed an able and interesting Address by Bro. T. B. Butler,

of Norwalk ; after which, another Ode, also prepared by Bro. H.,
was sung, when Bro. Hallock, in his usual happy style, delivered
the dedicatory Address.

Of the Addresses by Bro’s. Butler and Hallock, and the Odes by
the latter, I have only time to say, they were able performances,
and did honor to the heads and hearts of their authors. 1 should also
state, that the occasion was honored by the presence of a large and
beautiful collection of the gentler sex, who manifested a deep and
pleasing interest in the exercises of the evening. In fact, the room
was literally crowded with an intelligent and highly interested au-
dience.

We have, in our Room, a box for the reception of such sums as
brothers may at any time feel willing to contribute, in aid of the poor
and indigent of our place. To disburse this fund, a commute in ap-

pointed, whose duty it is to make all proper inquiries for the needy
and suffering, and to afford such assistance as the state of the foul
will warrant. «

Would it not be well for our Lodges generally, to adopt some pha
of this kind for the relief of suffering the approaching winter 1 With
bnt a trifle from each member, how many hearts might be made
glad, how many distressed families wanned, clothed and fed, and
what a happy influence might our beloved Order exert, not only

among its members, but throughout the whole community.

NEW JERSEY.
Mount Holly, Nov. 35, 1846.

Worthy Sir and Bro.—Permit me through the columns of your
excellent paper, to say a word relative to the Order ill this section,

of New Jersey, believing that it will not only be sgreeable to.your-
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•elf, but also to your numerous readers. The Lodges generally are

enjoying great prosperity. I understand that M. W. G. Master

Fitch has issued several dispensations for new Lodges, which will

be presented to the R. W. Grand Lodge for approval and confirma-

tion.

On Tuesday, 17th inst. D. D. G. M. T. V. F. Rualing, assisted by

several Bros, instituted Millville Lodge No. 47, at Millville Cum-
berland county, with the most flattering prospects. In the after-

noon, the several degrees were conferred on the petitioners. The
Lodge was then instituted and officers installed. In the evening a

large number of brethren from Cumberland Lodge, Bridgeton, Win-
slow Lodge No. 40, and other Lodges were present, also several

visitors from Philadelphia. There were thirteen candidates initi-

ated, four by D. D. Rusling, four by P. G. E. W. Coffin, and five

by Bro. A. K. Hay, N. G. of No. 40. I have seldom witnessed an
initiation with which I was so much pleased. Most of the other

officers were from Bridgeton, and nearly the whole officiated with-

out the books, which contributed greatly to the interest on the oc-

casion. With the petitioners and those initiated I have rarely met
with a more respectable and gentlemanly set of men, and am free

free to say no danger need be apprehended but that they will have
an excellent Lodge, in which the pure principles of our beloved Or-

der will be taught and appreciated ; and I trust thecommunity there

will have cause to rejoice because of the opening of an Odd Fel-

lows* Lodge. The following Brothers were regularly installed:

Lewis Mulford, N. G., E. G. McClung, V. G., Joel Harris, Sec.,

E. B. Richmond, Ast. Sec., M. McNeal, Trees

In order that they might have a full supply of scarlet members to

fill all the offices, and properly work the Lodge, the D. D. permitted

some of the initiates to have the degrees. I conferred them the

next evening at his special request. They were delighted with

them, and all appeared to go into the work with high spirits. I am
informed a dispensation has been, or is to be asked for, to open an-

other Lodge in Cumberland county, at Cedarville, which I hope the

M. W. G. Master will grant, as those Lodges already at work in

that county are of great credit to the Order. I cannot close without

saying the G. Master has in that District a [working, efficient, in-

intelligent and gentlemanly Deputy, Bro. T. V. F. Rusling.
Yours fraternally, Samuil Rbad.

OHIO.
Akron, Summit County, Ohio, Not. 20, 1046.

Dear Bro. Winchester,—1 have taken the liberty to address you

upon the ** doings*’ of the “ Patriarchal Branch** of the Order in this

place.

It affords me much pleasure in communicating to you, that on the

13th inst. a new Encampment was duly instituted at this place by

the M. W. Grand Patriarch Mark P. Taylor,.Esq., to be hailed

and entitled, “Akron Encampment’* of Patriarchs No. —I. O. O. F.

of Ohio, at which time the following officers were duly installed in

their respective chairs in ample form : Hiram Viele, C. P.; Sami.

Campbell, M. E. H. P.; Warren H. Smith, S. W.; H. T. Vansickle,

J. W.; S. Gardiner, jr.. Scribe; Edward Rawson, Treas.

At the opening.of the Encampment, ten of the petitioners, R. P.

Degree members, came forward (each holding his final card) for

installation.

After the installation, the Encampment was opened for initiation

and three brothers were admitted, advanced and exalted to the R.

P. Degree ; and during the evening twelve applications were re-

ceived. The oocaaioa was one of deep interest to the brethren pre-

sent, and we are confident that we shall add a goodly number of
•« choice spirits” to this branch of our beloved Order, and will not

allow ourselves to be second to any Encampment in Ohio, as the

situation is highly favorable, being in the midst of six Lodges which

are composed of the right material to shine. More anon.
Tours in F. L and T. Edward Rawson.

MISSOURI.
Celebration at St. Louis.—Our brethren in this thriving West

era city have recently provided themselves with a new, large and
elegant Lodge-room, which is not only highly creditable to them-
selves, but honorable to the entire Order.
The Hall is a noble structure, located at the corner of Fourth and

Locust-sts. Its style of architecture is of the Corinthian type. The
building is 100 ieet deep, and 60 in width. The lower part is occu-
pied as stores and school-rooms,—the second story contains a large

saloon, dressing-rooms, &c.. and the third is elegantly fitted up for

the purposes ofOdd Fellowship. The entire cost rises a little above

#20,
000.

The exercises of dedication were, we are told, exceedingly inter-

esting. The Addresses, and the presentation of a Banner, were
chaste and beautiful, as was also the Oration by Rev. Bro. C. B.
Parsons. We would be glad to give these proceedings in full, but
have not the requisite space.

The event itself indicates that Odd Fellowship is not only popular
at St. Louis and through all the West and South, hut is making rapid

advances there, and accomplishing vast good. We wish all of our
Western brethren, and those of Si. Louis in particular, much suc-

cess and many years of happiness.
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“Advisa” has forgotten to leave hie name. Until that is done, we **

even read hie communication, much lees print it. We marvel, at this late age
of the world, that any one should send an anonymous article to an Editor, with
the expectation of seeing it in print

!

“ J. G.” will observe, from the Communications in this paper, that the ground
taken by his article, has been occupied, as far as Taxation and Rrepresentation

go. His argument on 11 distinctions” created among members of the Grand
Lodge by the new Constitution, is untenable—those “ distinctions” existing

wherever a Lodge refuses to elect one or more of its P. Gs. to represent them in

the G. L

This New College at Burlington, N. J,—We have received,

from a Reverend Friend, a copy of the “ Address** of the Trustees
of this new Institution of learning, which we have read with much
pleasure. The plan of this College, is, so far as this country is con-

cerned, entirely original, and more truly realize our idea of a uni-

versity, than any thing of the kind, with which we are acquainted.

It is to be not only a school, but a fume. It proposes to take the

child, and, surrounding him with all the Bweet and gentle influences

of the family', to gradually unfold his powers, until he comes forth ft

perfect man. But let the “ Address’* speak for itself.

“ It will be' organized and conducted as a family. It is to be a
brotherhood. The teachers will be as elder brothers. Nor will the
maternal office be withheld. Female influence will be a constant
and influential element in its administration. The Matron will be
the mother of the house, and the mistress of the house. Much of
advantage is counted on from this arrangement. It is the most ef-

fectual appeal to the best feelings of the heart. It gives the surest
pledge for mutual interest and co-operation. It promises to be the
most endearing, and the most enduring, bond of human souls. Why
is it that rudeness and rebellion are so constantly associated with
the notion of a College 1 Why do people shrink from ne ighborhood
with such an institution ! why is it a questionable advantage to
the place where its location is determined 1 Is it nut because our
Colleges fail to realize the domestic ideal Are they not looked cn
as the very opposite of home f Are not young men, when they go to
College, cut loose too much from social ties ! Are they not with-
drawn entirely from the charities of female influence ! Is it not a
false position that they take 1 Is not a College made a sort of out-
post of humanity 1 Is not the whole system a violence done to na-
ture 1 We propose that boys, with us, shall be at home. We will

be to them, so far as may be, parents, and brothers, and friends. We
are sure that they will be to us brothers and sons. We shall knm
them ; and we snail win their love. We shall frankly admit to them
that it is a hardship to go from home. We shall lead them to regard
it as a hardship, for their good. We shall see that it is no furthers
hardship, than their good requires. We shall hope to make them
feel that they have two homes. The home feeling is to be our mag-
netism.”

Such is the beautiful idea of this new school. We earnestly wish

it much success. Among the Trustees we find many of our ac-

quaintances and friends, whose names are a sufficient endorsement

for any institution. It is to be under the charge of the Rt. Rev. G.

W. Deane, D.D. L.L.D., a gentleman widely known as an elegant

and accomplished scholar and profound theologian.

Important to Farmers and Gardeners.—We refer our readen,

particularly those in the country, to the Advertisements of Messrs.

Greeley & McElrath in to-day’s paper. The tforks mentioned in

their Catalogue are invaluable to the Farmer and Gardener, and
equally interesting to the general reader. Thejyfeould be found in

all School and Public Libraries, where access could be had to

them by every class of citizens.

OO Our friends in Brooklyn, who may want any thing in the

way of pickled clams, and other articles in that line,—beside a great

variety of “ notions” for family use, neatly put up, are invited to call

at the store of Bro. Stowers, 169 Adams- sc, where they will be

well served with articles of excellent qual ity . Try him.

Lectures on Oratory.—We are glad to learn that Prof- Whit*

eey is about to commence a course of Lectures on Popular Oratory,

at the Stuyvesant Institute in this city. Prof. W. is too well known

to need commendation from us. He is master of his subject.

GO- A course of lectures are now being delivered every Sunday

evening, at the Seventh Day Baptist Chapel, in Eleventh-st., be-

tween the Bowery and Third Avenue, by Rev. Thos. B. Brown,
“ designed to show that the seventh day of the week is still

4 the

Sabbath of the Lord thy God,’ and that lhe common notion of a

change of the Sabbath from the last to the first day of the week is

wholly unauthorized by the Scriptures of Truth,* The seats are

free to the public.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.
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ct?kfetated by the Editor of thU^work, jhatthie

u the firet and only translation of it to be found in the English lan-

anaae—and yet it is one of the most celebrated works in Europe,

known universally to the literary world. The public consequently

owe a deep debt of gratitude to the translators for the great pleasure

which this Auto-Biography will give them. “ Goethe,” says the

Editor and principal translator, “ ha9 taken his place, by pretty gen-

eral consent, as the First European Poet and Literary Man of the

Nineteenth Century. A book, then, in which he describes the pro-

cess of his peculiar development, and the way in which he regarded
|

the facts of existence and his own times, deserves to be read, even

through the imperfect medium of translation, by those who can get

no better. In the original, it is a master-piece of writing. It is a

series of quiet, but striking pictures, showing ihe growth of the

greatest of Gemian minds, and at the same time the whole progress

of German Literature.” This work possesses the intense interest

of a novel, and when one commences its perusal, it is with difficul-

ty and reluctance that he can lay it down until he reaches the end.

(There is one fault abont this, which characterizes the whole senes

viz: it is bound in paper coven! It strikes us that Books which

are Books,” should be bound in the style of boors, and not suttertd

to go to the public in pamphlet form.. We are certain ihis respect-

able and liberal House would find their advantage inbmding all their

works.)

RATIONALE OF CRIME, and its Appropriate Treatment ;
being a Treaty

on Criminal Jurisprudence considered in relation to Cerebral Orgariaailon. By

M. R Sampson. From the 2d London edition, with Notes and JUusfrattona 1

by e W. Farnham, Matron of Mount Pleasant State Pmon. % Embellished
(

With numerous accurate Portraits of Criminals and other Persons. D. Apple-

ton and Co. 12mo. ' pp. 177. *

We have given the copious title-page of this volume, because it

will show in the shortest way the nature and design of the work.

We need therefore only say, that it is one of the most valuable pro-

ductions issued from the press for years. And however it may be

met with objections, doubts and sneers, the doctrine of it will yet

work a radical change in the criminal jurisprudence of all civilized

nations. Indeed the leaven is already operating, as the great reform

movements of the age show. The work has been received with

great favor in England. Mrs. Farnham has added much to its prac-

tical value by her notes and illustrations. We advise all men to read

it ; and especially those who are so eloquent about “ mawkish semi-

mentality,” and “ milk-sop sympathy” for criminals.

experimental researches on the food of animals and
THE FATTENING OF CATTLE; With remarks upon the Food of Man.

By Robert Dundee Thomson, M. D. New York, Appleton A Co.

These researches are based upon experiments undertaken by or-

der of the British Government, and are of an important character.

The amount of information to be derived from them must be ex-

ceedingly valuable, particularly to those engaged in the grazing and

dairy business. It should be placed in every District School Libra-

ry. We copy from it a method of preserving Butter fresh for any

of Preserving Butler Fresh.—To render butter capable of

being kept for any length of time in a fresh condition, that is, as a

Dure solid oil, all that is necessary is to boil it in a pan till ihe water

is removed, which is marked by the cessation of violent ebullition.

Bv allowing the liouid oil to stand for a little, the curd subsides, and

the oil may then be poured off, or it may be strained through calico

or muslin, into a bottle, and corked up. When it is to be used, it

may be gently heated and poured out of the bottle, or cut out by

means of a knife or cheese-gouge. Bottled butler will thus keepfor

any length of tiq^and is the besl form of tblB Bubstance lo be UBcd

for sauces.”

ENGLISH SYNONYMES CLASSIFIED AND EXPLAINED: Wth Pr«

tical Exercise®, designed for Schools and Private Tuition. By G. r\ Grv

ham. Author of “ English, or The Art of Composition,” Ac. New York : D.

Appleton A Co. Broadway.

This is really a uselul work, not only for the student and the

academy, but also for the closet. It is edited, with a valuable in-

troduction and illustrative authorities, by Henry Reed.LL D-, Prof,

of English Literature in the University of Pennsylvania. We hearti-

ly commend it to all who would improve their slyle by a thorough

knowledge of the nice distinctions in words. It is got up in good

style, and bound in a substantial manner.

AN INTRODUCTION TOTHE FRENCH LANGUAGE : Containing Fables,

Select Tales, Remarkable Facts, Amusing Anecdotes, Ac. With a Dictionary

of all the words translated into English. By M. De Fivas. New York . D.

Appleton A Co. Broadway.

The popularity of this work is shown from the fact that it has ra-

pidly passed tnrough five editions in England. It is intended to ac-

company Ollendorff’s New Method of Learning French, a work uni-

versally acknowledged as the best for gaining a rapid knowledge of

this polite language. It seems to us well calculated to meet the end

in view.

DEALINGS WITH THE FIRM OF DOMBEY A SON, Ac. By Chariot
Dickens.

The first and second monthly numbers of this new story of Dick- -

ens'e, have been issued by Lea & Blanchard, Philadelphia. Each
No. is accompanied by two etched illustrations, by H. K. Browne,

and the Nos. being sold at only eight cents each, renders ilnndoubt-

edly the cheapest edition in the market. It is well printed.

A HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. First published ia

Loudon, under the Superintendence of the Society for the diffusion of Useful

Knowledge. Improved with Map* and other Illustrations. Also Revised aad
Enlarged by Rev J. L. BUke, D.D. author of Sketches of American History.

Harper and Brothers, Publishers.

^ This book, which has been sometime before the public, has been

received with popular favor. It is an exceedingly condensed histo-

ry of the American Revolution, and is entirely accurate, in all its

interesting details.

WIT AND HUMOR, selected from the English Poets. With an Illustrative

Essay and Critical Comments. By Leigh Hunt New York : Wiley A Put-

nam, Broadway.

This book cannot fail to amuse. Beside the Illustrative Essay on

Wit and Humor, by Hunt, it contains selections from Chaucer,

Shakspeare, Ben Johnson, Swift, Goldsmith, Marvel, Dryden, and

a host of others. To each of theee is prefixed an interesting and

valuable crilical notice by the Editor.

THE TORTOISE SHELL KITTEN, and other Tales
;
Being a Sketch Book

for Youth. Boston : B. B. Mussey.

This is a very pretty gift book for young persons. It is a most ex-

cellent collection of prose and poetry, and all instructive. It is print-

ed very handsomely, with superior engravings, and bound in the

holiday style. We commend it to parents, in behalf of the little

GOLDEN MAXIMS; Or, a Thought for Every Day in the Year, Devotional

and Practical. Selected by Rev. Robert Bond. Appleton A Co., New York.

This is a beautiful little work, got up in the miniature style. JU

daily “ Thoughts” are all excellent—being composed of “ the little

and short sayings of wise and excellent men, which are of great

value, like the dust of gold, or the least sparks of the diamond.”

AMY HERBERT : A Tale. By the Author of “ Gertrude,” “Laueton Parson-

age,” etc. eto. D. Appleton and Co. 200 Broadway.

This is a very interesting story, inculcating pure morals. It

has received the approbation of the public. It appears under the

Editorial sanction of Rev. W. Sewell, Fellow of Exeter College,

Oxford. Irforms No. 26 of the “ Literary Miscellany, a new series

of Choice Books.”

OCJ- The 36th No of Virtue’s Illustrated Family Bible contains an

exquisitely executed engraving of the “ Tombs in the Valley of Je-

hosaphat.” Few editions can equal this in the rare beauty of its

pictures.

Harper’s Illuminated Shakspeare, Nos. 123 and 124, have been

issued. They inclnde some jrare and beautiful Engravings, illus-

trating Richard HI. \

BU8INE88 NOTICES.

VISITOR’S BOOKS.—We are now ready to supply Subordinate Lodges and

Encampments, with an elegant Blank Book, which is required to be kept fbr the

purpose of receiving the signatures of visiting brothers, for comparison with

the names on their Cards, before admittance to the Lodge. It is neatly ruled in

columns, with appropriate printed beads, and lettered with the name of the

Lodge or Encampment Price £2. Orders promptly attended to.

(3F* Back numbers of the present volume, containing the capital original fo-

mance of “ Wilfrbd Montressor, Or thb Sbcrbt Order op thb Seven,

can be supplied to all new subscribers. We hope our friends will use their in-

fluence to increase the number of our readers.

MARRIAGE 8.

Nov. 25, by the Rev. George A Lintner, D.D., Bro.

’ N. G of Schoharie Lodge No. 179, to Miss NANCY M. OSTERHOUT, all of

. said place.

i j f o. OF O. F.—Stirlino Lodob 190.—A Lecture will be delivered before

i this Lodge, at their Hall, Court street, opposite Myrtle Avenue, BROOKLYN,

on MONDAY EVENING, Dec. 7, by P. G. JAMES CRANE, M. D. a member

of said Lodge. The members of Sister Lodges are fraternally invited to be

,
present. By order of the Lodge. E. WINCHESTER, Secy.

Dr. Labnnbc’s Couoh Pills.—This medicine is acquiring a reputation of

the highest character for its extraordinary efflcaoy in the cureof Coughs, Colds,

Consumption, Lleeding of the Lungs, Ac. The relief is immediate-and them

Pills may be taken at all times, and by infknts as well as adults, owlmiwm-

rtance faill to give almott irutant relief. The Whooping Cough is cured by

them.W Sold at 30 Ann-sfc. by J. WINCHESTER, the General Agent.

Price $1 a box. These Pills tan be sent to any part of the United States,

by mail. Orders enclosing One Dollar, (postpaid) will be promptly answered.
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Dental Card.

S
W. JUDSON, Surgeon fentist, 165 East Broad

• way, N. Y., will be happpv to see and wait opon
hi* friends, and brethren of the Order generally, in

any department of the Dental Art, on moderate
nov7 :3m*

Peter Westervelt,
/CONSTABLE, and Agent for letting Houses and
\J Collecting Rents, Notes, Accounts, Ac. Desk at
Marine Court Residence at No. 104 Hammond-
street nov21:6m*

Material for Regalia,
fpHE largest stock, and best assortment of material

X for Regalia, in the United States, can be found at

F. W. ft W. F. GILLEY’S
DRT-GOOD8 ESTABLISHMENT,

430 ORAND-STRBBT, N. Y.

Scarlet, Green, Bine, Pink, White, Royal Purple
,

Gold, and Black
,
Silk Velvets. Cashmeres, Merinoes

,

Moreens, Satins and Silks or every quality. Also,
all numbers of Satin and Lustring Ribbons. N. B.
Manufacturers and Merchants supplied. octHhtf

Cash Tailoring. 127 Fulton-street.

S
ANFORD, BROTHERS, hare just opened an en-

tire new stock of Clothes, Cassimers,and Vestings,
of every variety and style, which they offer to their
friends and the publio at very low prioes. We would
limply say we can suit the most fastidious as to fits,

style, and workmanship. Please call at 127 Fulton-st.
N.B.—Constantly on hand every variety of gen-

tfemen’s outfitting. MARCUS B. SANFORD,
s36 :3iii* ANSON P. SANFORD.

Samuel Hammond A Co..

IMPORTERS OF FINE WATCH-
ES, No. 44 Merchants’ Exohange, 1st door in

William street. Have constantly on hand a large

and valuable assortment of FINE WATCHES ef

their own importation, which they are now selling at

lower prioes (when quality is compared,) than can be
furchasedof any dealer in New York. A written
warrantee, in all cases, will he given to the purchaser.

S. Hammond having attended solely to the repair*
ingof Chronometer, Duplex, and other fine Watches,
in the late firm of Benedict A Hammond, will con-
tinue to give his undivided attention to that branch
«f the business, in connection with his present part-

ner, whose repatation has long been established,

having worked for the last ten years for the trade in

this eifcy. m23:ti

Davis A Brynam.
TICANUFACTURER op MASONIC
IvJL and ODD FELLOWS’ REGALIA and BAN-
NERS, No. 2, Hart’s Buildings, South Sixth street,

one door above Chesnut street, Philadelphia. Re-
galia and Banners of every description, either plaia,

painted, or embroidered in gold or silver. Samples
may be seen as above. Also, every variety of Naval
and Military Gold and Silver Embroidery, exeented
to order, at very spduoed prioes. octiOrtf

Odd Fellows’ Regalla. Phi Iad’a.

J
W. A. E. D STOKES, 194 Market street, Phil-

• adelphia, Manufacturer* of REGALIA, SASH-
Ea, ROBES, Ac., for Lodges and Encampments.
The members of the Order, Lodges and Encamp-
ments, wishing to purchase a SPLENDID AR Tb
CLE pf REGALIA

,
at a very low price, can be ao-

eommodatedby calling at the store, where they will
find a great variety, adapted to the different degrees
and ranks in the Order. Orders from a distance at-
tended to with punctuality and despatch. ootltktf

John Osborne.
TITANUFACTURER of REGALIA,
JlTJL No. 99 Madisoa st., N. Y., would state that
he manufactures every description ef Regalia for
Lodges and Encampments, and will be happy to re-

ceive orders from the Brotherhood, for furnishing
all articles required by the Revised Work.

Regalia at Syracuse.

WILLARD. A HAWLEY manufacture all kinds
of Regalia for Lodges and Encampments, to or-

der. Likewise furnish all the neoeesary trimmings
iar new Lodges. o!7:tf

Mrs. E
P
IB-AND CAKE BAKERY,
N. Y. P. S. Weddings and Parties supplied at

the shortest notice, with all kinds of CAKE. ap4:ly

Y, No.^49 Grand-street

N. ORR,
ENGRAVER
ON WOOD,

No. 90 Fulton-St*
NEW YORK.

Orr’a Instrontlve and
Amusing Library for Chil-
dren. For sale, Wholesale
and Retail. n21:tf

M. Rice,
"P|RAPER AND TAILOR, 57 Ca-

nal street. m 16:4m

C
ONSTITUTIONS, By-Laws, Blanks, etc., for
Lodges and fyteampmants, printed at short notice.U tikis Office.

-

the Mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
AJ Office No. 11 Wall street. This institution is
distinguished from all others

,
at home or abroad, by

all. or most, of the following peculiarities:
1. Where the premiums are over $50, it requires

only one quarter part in Cash, instead ofthe whole.
2. It allows the Assured to pay yearly, quarterly,

monthy, or weekly.
3. No part of the profits are withheld—or diverted

from the Assured, either in charity
,
or otherwise.

4. It has no loan, either nominal or real, to pay
interest for; having a a sufficient oapital funded,
from premiums received.

5. The Assured can withdraw his profits, or leave
them to accumulate, year by year, at his option.

assures to the age of 67, instead of stopping

7. It declares the profits yearly, instead of once in
five, or seven years, and issues scrip yearly to the
Assured, for the estimated profits, bearing 6 per oent
interest

—

which ecripis redeemed in cash, when the
profits amount to $200,000, or is allowed to accumu-
late, at the option ofthe Assured.

8. It enables a man to provide for his wife and
children, in such a way, that although he may loee
every thing, they are safe; and all persons, whether
married or unmarried, to provide for Old Age, Sick-
ness, and Want, as well as for Death

9. The Assured can surrender the policy at any
time after the first year, and receive its equitable
value.

10. At any time after the first year, the Assured
can borrow, on the scrip issued, two-thirds of its

amount, so that he has nothing to fear from a
Change of circumstances, or inability topay the pre-
mium.

11. Directors and officers are chosen yearly; and
the Assured votes according to his interest.

12. The funds are all invested in United States,
New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts stocks,
and in real estate in New York and New Jersey,
wholly unincumbered

,
and qfdouble the value loan-

ed; or loaned to the Assured as above.
13. It pays no Directors, no Auditors,no {Solicitors.

U lends money to neither.

14. It does not reckon the Assured a year older
than he is—butfrom six months less to six months
more, so as to equalise the estimates between all

parties.

15. The rates are lower, the expenses less, and the
profits larger than with Foreign Offices; invest-
ments here yielding from 6 to 7 per cent—abroad
only 3 per cent—to say nothing of 33% per oent re-

served; nor of interest allowed to those who furnish
a 11guaranty capital,” at the rate of 5 per oent on
every hundred pounds subscribed, for every ten
pounds paid in l

16. Instead of encouraging, every precaution is

taken to prevent a forfeiture of the policy.

17. The liability of the Assured is limited by law,
to the amount of his premium note. m9:tf

x 1 fully informs his friends and the publio, thathaving purchased from his partner, J. FGreen his
entire interest in the Coffee and Dining Rooms,’oS?ner of Nassau and Ann streets, trusts the estab-

^rtif
n
Mryi

C°^6in?
e 10 receiT« not only the sup-port of his friends, but also be recommended to thepatronage of his friends’ friends, as he assures them

h?.
WU 1,0 (*evotod on hla P*rt to make

his Dining Rooms second to none other in the oity.

-iii *.?«*»
Coffee and Refreshment Rooms

will still be continued as heretofore, under the espe-
cial charge of Mrs. Mercer. Private entranoe, 21Ann street.

auglitf

Regalia.

T
HE Subscriber informs the members of the Order
that in addition to his stock of cheap Dry Goods,

he keeps constantly on hand the various articles
used in the manufacture of Regalia, and furnishing
such as Scarlet and Blue Merinoes; Scarlet, Blue,
White, and Black Rattinetts; Scarlet, Bine, and
Black De Laines

; Velvets, Linens, Fringes, Ribbons.
Ac., of the proper shades, which he will be happy to
dispose of at a small advance. Orders from a dis-
tance promptly attended to. WM. C. FLAN IGAN,
86-6ms. No. 190 South Second street, Philad’a.

Philadeiphia Hat A Cap Store.
'T'HE subscriber respectfully informs
-i- his friends, and the public in general, that he
has opened the New Cheap Hat & Cap Store, No.
106, N. 6th-st. 2 doors above the “Odd Fellows’’ new
Hall, where may be had all kinds of Hats Caps &*.
wholesale and retail

,
cheap for cash. Merchants and

other are requested to oall «j*d examine before pur-
chasing elsewhere. tm23:tf) F. W. CORINTH.

_ Lewis Child.
ERCHANT TAILOR, (Successor
to I. Townsend t Co.) No. 132 Bowery, bo-

tween Grand and Broome streets. N. Y. A full as-
sortment of cloths, Cassimeres, Vestings, See. n&tf

Encampments.

I
O. of O. F. Committees about purchasing Em-

i blems, Ac. for Encampments or Lodges, are re-

quested to call and examine those introduced (ex-
pressly for the New Work) by the subscriber, and
whioh have been approved by the following Encamp-
ments: Mount Olivet, Egyptian, Mispeh, Ac., of
New York; Potomac Lodge, Alexandria, D. C.;
Winchester, Va. and many others. The undersign-
ed would also respectfully solicit a call from mer-
chants and others visiting the city at his SIGN,
BANNER, FLAG and ORNAMENTAL PAINT-
ING ROOMS, No. 101 Naasau-st. where he flatters

himself, that his original designs and acknowledged
superiority of workmanship, in connection with
moderate charges, will offer induoementa for patron-
age unsurpassed by any establishment in New York.
Country Merchants can have their orders executed
during their stay in the city, and signs, Ac., ean be
forwarded with safety to ail parts of the United
States. JAMES ACKERMAN

,
101 Nassau-st

sepl23m

Wager’s Air Tight Cooking Stowe.

T
HIS celebrated cooking stove has been used in a
large number of families in this city, during the

last year, and has given the most perfect satisfac-
tion. For saving fuel, and in all kinds of oooking,
it cannot be excelled by any other stove. References
will be given to all that wish, and the stove warrant-
ed. The fcubecribcr would invite all in want ofa good
oooking stove to call and examine this stove, which
will be sufficient to satisfy any one of its superiority
over all other stoves. Also a new and beautiful pat-
tern of Cast Iron Gothic Air Tight Parlor Stove, a
superior article, together with stoves for Hall asd of-

fice. For sale at 218 Water st. by
26: tf E. W. M. SAVAGE.
To Encampments and Lodges.

T
HE Undersigned will keep constantly on hand a
full assortment of Books, Paper, and general Sta-

tionery, and solicits a share of patronage. He will
supply new Encampments and Lodges with every
article they may need, on the most favorable terms.

W. H. TOWNSEND, Stationer, 19 Wall st

Philip tiarhardu
'TIRAPER and TAILOR, No. 74U West Broadway. A large and Fashionable as-
sortment of Cloths. Cassimeros and Vestings, cod
stantly on hand.

J. C. Bootk A Co.
P.ASH DRAPERS and TAILORS,

187 Broadway, have received an additional sup-
ply of choice C&ssiraeres Linen Drills and Vestings,
to which they would inv'.te particular attention. Our
stock now comprises the riohest assortment of goods
ever before offered in this city, and having great fa-
cilities in buying, both here and in foreign markets,
we are enabled to offer them at prioes muoh lower
than the usual rates,
There are seme who imagine that goods in Broad-

way must be dear, but we would assure such persons
that our prices (at all times low) were never so low
as at the present: and that since our removal, by our
much increased business, wo have been enabled to
reduce our rates, while at the same time, the style
and workmanship of our garments have been very'
muoh improved. We would invite all these persons
to give us a call, and be disabused at once of all such
erroneous impressions.
The Cutting Department is under the supervision

ofMr J. LEE, whose name is a sufficient guarantee
of its being properly and efficiently conducted. jel3tf

Fall Fashions.

T
he cheap hat and cap manufacto-
RY, 72X Bowery, between Walker and Hester

streets, is now ready to serve all who may want s
good and cheap Hat or Cap. Having on hand an
entire new stock of Hats and Caps of his own man-
ufacture, he is determined te sell them at a very
small profit. Silk Hats, of the latest fashions, of
superior quality, from $2,00 to 3,59 ;

and Fur Hats
from 2£0 to 5,00. Children’s Hats of all kinds, and
the latest patterns. Hat* made to order at the
shortest notion Don’t forgtt the number. 72

X

Bowery. New-York, sign of the BIG HAT.
sept26:tf HENRY SHAW.

Classed
FASHIONABLE VISITING
-L CARD ESTABLISHMENT. 25 per oent be-
low his usual prices. A Plate and 50 Cards printed
for $1,50; the best Enamelled Cards printed from
Engraved Plates at 60 cents per pack. A SILVER
DOOR PLATE furnished and beautifully engraved
for $3. Engraving for the ,Trade equally Tow. at
CLLASSEN’S old stand, No. 1 Murray-street, cor-
ner of Broadway. m30: ly

Y\7EDDING,INITIATION, AND
VISITING CARDS. The subscriber exe-

cutes in a superior style at short notioe and on
reasonable terms, SILVER DOORAND NUMBER
PLATES^ of sterling silver of extra Uuokness, and

ARMS, CRESTS, AND CIPHERS on seals, on
<tone, brass, and silver.

COUNTING HOUSE, Consular, Notaries. 8o-
ticty, and LODGE SEALS engraved in a superior
nanner, at moderate prioes.

CARDS printed from plates already engraved, on
’Xtra porcelain cards, both surfaces highly enameled,
a short notioe, by BOLEN, Engraver and Printer,

104 Broadway between Wall and Pine ats. N. Y.
Card Cases, Envelopes, Note Paper, and fine Cut-

i:ly lery, &c. JanlOtf

/
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THE GOLDEN RULE
3§6

Tw* Bcantifal Oc«*• VoloinM

ON AGRICULTURE!
To Pmn«i»—Owner*ofL»nd—Otntlemen

who
Cultivate s Garden.

PETZHOLDT’S LECTURES TO FARMERS

agricultural CHEMESTRY,
AND

THAER’S PRINCIPLES OF AGRICULTURE,
Are published complete

together in one volume of upward of 9®
together constitute the first volume of the Farmers

^The taste tor Scientific Agriculture in the United

" The motive,” say* the author, “ which has indured

me to prepare such a Course of Lectures, w the com-

plaint! have heard from many of yon, tlu^, being

unacquainted with the elements of Chemistry, you

have*found it difficult to understand the questions

which are at the present moment so warmly ais-

JnsS resulting the theory and practice of Agri-

culture.” This work being |e*8 scientific and^tech-

nical in its language than Liebig’s work, is on that

account better adapted for the use of general Farm-

ers, and ought to be first rea<L The author in his

A TREATISE ON’MILCH C?V&, whereby the

Quality and Quantity of Milk which any Cow will

give, may be accurately determined, by observing

Natural Marks of External Indications alone; the

length of time she will continue to give Milk, etc.

ByM. FRANCIS GUENON, of Liborne. France.

Translated for the Farmers’ Library, from the

French, by N. P. Trist, Esq. late United States

Consul at Havana. With Introductory Remarks

and Observations on ^ a ____
THE COW AND THE DAIRY,

BY JOHN s. SKINNBR, BBITOR FARMERS’ LIBRARY.

Illustrated with numerous Engravings. ,

&T Price for single copies, neatly done up in pa-

per covers, 37* cents. Library edition, full bound

in cloth and lettered, 62* cents. The usual dis-J

count to Booksellers, Agents, Country Merchants and

P
^^extraordinary Book has excited the attention

of the ablest agriculturists of the country, rive

Thousand copies were sold in the first four weeks of

its publication in New York. The Publishers have

received numerous testimonials as to the usefulness

and accuracy of Guenon’s Theory, while others, from

partial experiments, have doubted its accuracy. The

practical remarks, and the useful information con-

tained in the first part of the Book are worth more to

any Farmer than the whole cost.

Country M erchants visiting any of the Cities, can
nr a n . Wo.tiowo w hn

®®H*I Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPACT*
JLf No. 11 Wall st. Issued during the month ef
July 146 new Policiee, vis

:

To Mereh’toATraders.64 To FarmersA Planter* f
Manufacturers .

.

Mechanics

.

Clergymen

.

Physicians.
Lawyers....
Professors .

Agents

Total
New policies issaed in the

first quarter of the year,]

1846, vis :
1

May JB8

June 54

July ._.*.77

ers, ana OUgnt wo oc utbw * ... i I/Uumn Breuwiio —J — -— 1
--

Preface says that a “perusal of this work with or. li-
ure the Work from Booksellers for those who

nary attention will furnish the necessary amous t
wish tc obtain it. Please send on your orders,

chemical information for the purposes of the Farme
, s GREELEY & McELR ATH,

,v
I Publi shers, Tribune Buildings, New York.So much for Petsholdt.

As to the work of Baron Von Thakr, it is oonsui

•red the most profound and comprehensive, and at

the same time the plainest that has appeared in any

language, and by competent judges pronounced the

molttaiihed Agricultural hook whichhas everteen

written. It was originally written and published m
the German, translated and published in the rrench,

and afterward in the English language. The Londou

edition is printed in two octavo volumes, and is sold

^vSn
U
ThMrwM

>

educated for a Physician, the prac-

tice of which he relinquished for the monqrne i and

philosophical pursuits of Agriculture.

he commenced forming, he introduced suoh decided

improvements upon his form, that tome was

known from one end of Europe to the other. The

most celebrated farmers of England, Franoe, Den-

msrk, Germany, Ac. courted his friendship, and his

writings were everywhere sought and studied.

THE JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE
Is another most valuable Book, and «»“toln»about

600 pages, and is hound up to match Petsholdt and

Von Thaer. This volume oonlains a vast rariety of

usefhl and practical information, including Prise Es-

says and Agricultural Discourses. It is embellished

with numerous Engravings, pie two to-

gether will form a most valuable secession to the Li-

brary of any professional or private gentleman. To

all persons engaged in cultivating a farm or a garden

W
Ui referencMothese two volumes of the Farmers'

Library and Monthly Journal of Ac> culture, now

bound up and ready for sale, Hon.)' s. Buntov,

Secretary of the State of New York, writes to the

publisher as follows

:

Secretary’s Offloe, Dept, of Con ^ooIb, >

Albany, July l >, 1S46. J

I have examined, with as much care and attention

. m, time would permit, U»

History of the Milk Culture.
THE SILK CULTURE IN THE UNITED

STATES—Embracing complete accounts of the la-

test and most approved mode of Hatching, Rearing

and Feeding the Silk-Worm, Managing the Cocoon-

ry, Reeling, Spinning and Manufocturingof the Silk,

etc.—With Historical Sketches of the Silk Business;

Natural History of the Silk-Werm, the Mulberry,

etc. Illustrated by numerous Engravings of Ma-

chinery and Processes, and Manuel of the Silk Cul-

ture. Price 25 cents
;
five copies for 41.

GREELEY & McELRATH,
Tribune BnUdings, New York.

7 Ladies 1
. 18 Students 3
.8 Clerks
. 4 Cashiers I

. 12 Memberof Congress 5

. 3 See’y Ins. Co. L
.7 Other occupations... 6

m
[New policies issued inthe
first quarter of the year,
*1846, vis:

May. 207
June 181

July 146jtuy i

Whole number of Policies first year 1701

Total policies In 15 mouths 2236
ROBT. L. PATTERSON, Prestos**.

BENJ. C. MILLER, Secretary.

Jos L. Lord, Agent
Jambs Stbwart, M. D.. (No. 621 Broadwip)

Medical Examiner. aaglSrtt

Piano Forts,Music& Fancy Goods.

C
HOLT, Jr., Agent for L. Gilbert’s Piano Fortes,

i Boston, has opened a Ware Room at 156 Fulton

street, two doors east of Broadway. A supply of

Gilberts Instruments now on hand. He sells also

Bacons & Ravens Pianos and T. Gilbert’s, with the
celebrated Coleman Attachment—a splendid onejust

opened, Bl’k Walnut Case. Parlor Organs, and Ss-

raphinea. All kinds of Music for the Piano A c., In-

struction Books for various Instruments, Violins,

Strings, Ac. Pianos tuned—Piano Stools andCovers.
Also, Perfumery, Fancy and Shaving Soaps, Ex-
tracts, Toilet Pqwder, Ac. sep12:3m

Hamas Rights. _
ESSAYS ON HUMAN RIGHTS AND THEIR
POLITICAL GUARANTIES. By Elisha P.

Hulburt, Counselor at Law of the City of New
York. 1 voL 12mo.

. . ,

Its several chapters discuss the following topics : 1.

The Origin of Human Rights
;

II. The True Func-

tion of t&vemment; III. The Constitution of Gov-

ernment; IV., V. Constitutional Limitations and

Prohibitions; VI. The Elective Franchise; VII.

Rights Emanating from the Sentiments and Affec-

tions ;
VIII. The Rights of Women

;
IX. The Right

of Property and its Moral Relations
;
X. Intellectual

P
ftST^fhe Work is printed on a fair, large type, and

sold retail at 601 rente par oopy.

^Lbi ® netiLHAln,
Tribune Buildings, New York.

I’rice Keduced.
A NEW EDITION OF CURIOSITIES OF LITER-
ATURE, and the LITERARY CHARACTER’!!.

LITERATURE. By Rufus W. Griswold.

Mechanics’ Tools*
A A FULTON STREET. The sub-
11 seriher keeps constantly receiving large addi-

tions to his assortment of Mechanics’ Tools, and
general Hardware, and respectfully informs all

wishing to purchase, that he has as good an assort-

ment of goods as any house in the trade, particu-

larly of the best quality of goods, whioh he offers at
such prioes as he hopes will he satisfactory to aUL
Mechanics of all kinds can be supplied with a fufl

assortment of Goods, most of which aks war-
ranted. A foil assortment of Coopers’ Tools,

which are all warranted, as are also his best qustt-

[

ties ef Planes, Saws, Files, Chisels, Braces, Bite, eta.
1 Agent for the sale of MeLaughlin’s Patent Mortis-

ing Machines: also many other articles not gene-

rally kept in Hardware or Tool stores. A large as-

sortment of patterns of the celebrated “ Tally Hof
Rasora, with a printed and certified guaranty ac-

companying each, an important t{)ing to those whs
wish a really good Raaor,as the prim will he retained

if the rasora are not good. Tool Chests furnished

with Tools from eight dollars to one hundred—ab

j

ways kept on hand suitable for mechanics and ama-
teurs. Cut nails and general Hardware at the

lowest market price. HENRY F. FA1RBANK,
apl 1 44 Fulton st. (between Pearl and CligjN. Y.

as my time would’ permit, the first volumes of the
A

'

nevv edition of this splendid work is now
Journal of Agriculture and^ Farmer

% ,

Ll
I ready for tbe trade. In one very large, royal octavo

published hyMessrs. Greeley A McElrath, W. V
, volume, elegantly done up in cloth. Price for singlepunusnea ny mewis. wwaoj — - - -

and do not perceive any objections to theirintroduc

tion into the School District Libraries of the State

,

and I can have no doubt this work would prove val-

uable acquisitions in all, hut especially to those

where the subjectof Agriculture excites the attention

• of the inhabitants offche District.

N. S. BENTON, Supt. Com. Schools.

The Dept Supt. of Com. Schools of the State of

New York, writeagHtoflows

:

Secretary 1’^Hee, Dept. ofCsm. Schools, >

Albany, July 9, 1846. $

Grbblby A McElrath:
Gentlemen: 1 should he happy to see this work

(the FarmerJ Library ad Journal ofAgriculture)

in every School Library in the State : and l hope you

will he able to afford it at a price which will place it

at the command of the rural districts especially,

where I am sure it cannot foil ofbeing highly appre-

ciated and extensively read. Works of this desenp

tion are, in my judgment, eminently suitable for out

District Libraries; and 1 know of none more useful

or practical than the present. Its execution is ex

eeedingly creditable to the publishers; and the vast

amount of interesting matter comprised in its p&get

cannot foil of insuring it a wide circulation amonj

the agricultural community—the bulwark of tni

State. Very respectfully, „ _ . .

S. S. RANDALL, Dep. Supt Com. Schools.

These two beautiful volumes may be obtainec

through any Booksellers in the United States.

GREELEY A McELKATH, Publishers,

Tribune Bildings, New York.

ready lor tbe trade, in one very »»») wwtv
volume, elegantly done up in cloth. Price for single

oopies, *2 60. A Liberal discount to Booksellers. For

the amount of reading matter contained in this vol-

ume, and the costliness of the paper and binding, it

is certainly one of the cheapest hooks at 12 50 that

has ever been offered to the public. N o Library can

he complete without a copy of this work, nor will any

gentleman or scholar be without it who can afford so

trifling a sum as that which will now procure it. The

very high price at which the work has heretofore

been held has prevented anything like a very general

oireriation. Orders may he sent to Bookseller! or

directly to the Publisher.7 GREELEY A McELRATR.
u This is a work too well known to require specific

criticism. Perhaps there is not in the world another

volumewhich oombines so much and each various in-

formation concerning authors and their productions,

u ibis one ot D’Israbi.”—(Knickerbocker Mag. (hr

March, 1816. de5?t:eow.

Cheap Book-Blndenr*
a np CHATHAM-ST., cor. of Pearl.—The subocri-

luu her respectfully informs the publie that he to

now prepared to do every description bf Book Bitah
1 lag in the best manner, and in every variety of style,

low for cash. Harper’s Bible handsomely bound, ns
various prices. Blank Books ruled and made to or-

der. Music, Periodicals, fnd Books of every descrip-

tion, bound cheap, and at the shortest notice,

0 17 OWEN C. OWENS,

portamttoTraveler*sued!Hors**
keepers*

LIFE and PROPER*
TY PRESERVERS. Patent
Self-Cooking Revolving pistols,

v M&nufoctured, wholesale and
reiaiL by J. G. BOLEN, 104 Broadway,
j*M0tf Between Wall and Pine sts .New York

Isaac Tapping:*

Manufacturer of regalia of every de

cription, for LODGES and ENCAMPMENTS
of Odd Fello 1 s, up stairs, Exchange Buildings, Uti-

ca, N. Y. de5:3m

Regalia.

M I. DRUMMOND, No. 309 GRAND STREET.
i has on hand, always, P. Grand’s and Scarlet

Members KEGALIA. Lodges and Encampments
furnished according to the Revised Work. D5tf

To L.et.

T
HE rooms lately fitted up by Excelsior Lodge.

corner of Nassau and Beekman- sts., on Saturday

evening of each week. For particulars apply to the

Trustees, at the rooms, on Friday evenings. n314tood

Hr. James Ashley*
T>HYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
JL No. 40 HUDSON street. Office Hours - 9 A

M. and 5 P M. 413 ly

JOHN McNICOL, Stereotyper and
Printer, No. 11 Spruce street, 4th story

Banclnar Acadeiglei.

S
HAKSPEARE HOTELcornerof Duane andWU-
liam'streets. Mr. O. Robertson respectfully an-

nounces to his brethren of the order, and the public

in general, that his classes are now open at theabm
rooms Wednesdays and Saturdays, and at the NOR-
THERN EXCHANGE, 273 Bleecker street, Tnss-
lays and Fridays, for giving instructions in the

rarious modes of the above accomplishment. Hours
ofattendance for Ladies, Misses and Masters, from
3 to 6 P. M., Gentlemen from 8 to 10 in the evening.

Mr. R. will have the pleasure of introducing in

bis academies a variety of new and fashionable Ball

room and Fancy Dances, with the graceful Redowa
Walts as now danoed in the saloons of London as4
Paris. Private instructions given to pupils at any
hour to suit their oonvenienoe. Classes at Seminar

riss taught on reasonable terms. Mr. R.’s class at

the Lyceum, Jersey City, will open on Thursday,

October 1st. For more [Articular information please

apply at Mr. K.’s residenoe and Private Academy,

32 Canal street, New York. o3:fen**j
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WILFRED MON TRESS OEs
OR,

THE SECRET ORDER OF THE SEVEN.
A ROMANCE OF MYSTERY AND CRIME.

m THE AUTHOR OP “ FLORENCE DE LACEY, OR THE COQUETTE,” ETC.

CHAPTER XLI.

—

an evening with montressor.

Soon after the departure of Captain De Ruyter, Wilfred Mon-

treasor sallied forth into A street.

The evening was clear and calm, and the traveler proceeded at

a moderate pace by a route embracing several squares of mag-

nificent dwellings until he reached street, and mounted

the steps of a mansion near the center of the street.

On ringing the bell, a domestic speedily opened the door, and

r in answer to the inquiry, 44 Is Mr. Wilson Gardiner at home ?”

replied in the affirmative.

Following the servant, Montressor was ushered into a small

apartment on the left of the hall, which, from the books, engrav-

ings and paintings that adorned the book-cases of carved oak, and

the hard polished walls, was evidently the library-room or study

of the occupant of the building. A man about thirty years of age,

* with regular features and dark curling hair, arrayed in a dress-

ing gown and worked velvet slippers, was writing at a table.

He turned hastily toward the door as Montressor entered toe

apartment.
*

*

44 By Jove, Montressor, I ai%de1ighted to see you.”
“ Your delight will vanish, perhaps,” said the traveler, smiling

gravely, and taking the hand extended toward him, 44 when you

have learned the object of my visit.”

44
I’ll risk it, Montressor ; for, by Jove, it is as good as a shot at

a buck to get a sight of you in these times.”
44 Your simile evinces your friendly devotion to the memory

of the past. I do not forget that your hobby of hobbies is deer

shooting,”
44 Th'e most exciting of manly sports—the most romantic in its

incidents—the most ”

44 Excuse me for interrupting you,” said Montressor, smiling
44 your tastes aud your enthusiasm are well known to me ; and,

moreover, I have a question to propound to you. Are you par-

ticularly engaged for two or three days to come ?”

Mr. Gardiner looked inquiringly at the traveler ere he consult-

ed the ivory tablets which were lying on the table before him.
44 Let me see : Dine with George Whitmarsh on Thursday

next—on Friday a match for a hundred with Ned Quackcnbush
to walk from the Dry Dock to Harlem—Saturday, fishing excur-

sion with Barker Reed and Wemyss to Long Island. Nothing
between this and Thursday next, Mr. Montressor,” said Wilson
Gardiner, after runniug'througk his tablets with a glance. -

44 Except the completion of one of your dashing critiques for

the Norih American.”
44 Who has revealed my cherished incognito?” asked the gen-

tleman, slightly confused. 44 By Jove, Montressor, my confidence

has been betrayed.”
44 Not as you suppose, Gardiner. In the deserts of Asia the

lion and the jackall are tracked by their foot-prints in the pancL

The stately steppings of a strong intellect in the fields of learn-

ing, leave the impress of greatness indelibly behind them.”
44 As I told you,” said the other, apparently desirous of chang-

ing the subject, 44
1 am disengaged until nexfaffiuirsday.”

44 In that case,” said Montressor, gravely, no hesitation

in asking you t6 accompany me on a hasty jaunt to Philadelphia

—perhaps to Baltimore. I will explain to yon frankly that a se-

rious difficulty has arisen between a person in this city and my-

self, and th£t there is little probability of an amicable arrange-

ment.”
44 A duel ?” said Mr. Gardiner, with an inquiring gfonce; 44 and

who is your antagonist?”
44 Mr. Tracey.”
44 Tracey—which of the Traceysl”
44 Alfred Tracey.” M
The countenance of the questioner fell at the mention of the

name of Alfred Tracey.
44 There are ugly things said of thatyoung man,” observed Gap-

diner. 44
1 have taken no pains to ascertain their truth or then:

falsehood, but I think you would be justified in refusing to meet
him until they are expressly disproved. He ^charged, I am
told, in respectable quarters

”

44
1 am aware of all that is alleged against him, and I have no

doubt of his baseness and depravity. Yet knowing him, as I do,

I have been provoked to offer him a direct personal insult.”

gitiz^d byGoogle



370 THE GOLDEN RULE
Montressor related briefly and succinctly the circumstances

which had occurred at Delmouico’s.
“ The case is altered,” said Wilson Gardiner, rubbing his hands

briskly together, after Montressor had concluded. “By Jove,

you must nave intended to ffaht him. But why to Baltimore?”
“ Captain De Ruyter, the triend of Mr. Tracey, proposed the

journey.”
“ To escape the jurisdiction of the State of New York ? I com-

prehend it; and when is it proposed to leave the pity ?”

“ To-morrow afternodn.”
“ You can redy upon me, Montressor. There are some unim-

portant matters which will occupy me a part of the morning

;

then I am yours without reserve.”
“ Thanks, Gardiner. As we proceed on our journey, I will

give you a further explanation of my position toward Mr. Alfred

Tracey, which will lessen your surprise at our quarrel.”
“ As you like, my dear sir. I perceive there is a secret. A

man of education and a millionaire would not meet a chevalier,

like Monsieur Alfred, without a powerful motive.”

Some further conversation ensued, which was finally inter-

rupted by the entrance of two or three gentlemen belonging to

the circle of Wilson Gardiner. In a few moments, Montressor

rose and departed.

As he passed through street in the direction of Doctor

Everard’s residence, he overtook a young man walking, slowly

and thoughtfully, in the same direction.

“Is it you, Willoughby ?” inquired the traveler, slackeninghis

pace and addressing the young man ;
“ and reflecting, too?”

Frederick Willoughby started on hearing the voice of Mon-
tressor, but recovermg himself immediately, and placing his arm
in that of the traveler, he replied :

“ My thoughts were on you, principally, Mr. Montressor.”
“ You are puzzled, Frederick. It is natural that you should

be. The motives of human actions are often as imperceptible
to the mind as the causes of physical phenomena are to the

senses.”

“Of two things I am certain : that Alfred Tracey is a villain,

and that he has deeply wronged you.”
“ You are right, Willoughby, and it is neither distrust of you

nor want of regard for you that seals my lips in relation to his

conduct. As you have said, Mr. Tracey is a great villain, and has
injured me irreparably.”

“I felt it instinctively, when you confounded him with an in-

sult, at once glaring and painful. He is fearfully incensed against

you, and as his principles do not forbid it, will probably chal-

lenge you to the field. Indeed, be made a formal request to me
after your departure to act as his friend.”

“ And you refused ?”

“I did. I should have refused Mr. Tracey under present cir-

cumstances, if no obstacle existed to my action; but I have
pledged myself to my mother, by a solemn promise, never to be
engaged in a duel. Her sense of honor is so acute—her spirit so
proud, even approaching to haughtiness —her regard for true man-
liness is so open and undisguised, that I can safely repose in her
judgment ana defer to her wishes. If I were to degrade myself
so fir as to commit 'a mean or cowardly act, I should not dare to

meet again my mother’s face, tender and affectionate as she has
always been to me.”

“ You are justly proud of your mother, Frederick,” said Wil-
fred Montressor, “ and will suffer no dishonor by shaping your
path in life according to her wishes. But let me understand you

;

are you seeking to dissuade me from mooting Mr. Tracey, in
case he sees fit to challenge me ?”

“ Your judgment and experience are superior to mine,” replied
Frederick Willoughby ; “ yet even as a question of expediency,
it seams to beAg that a life so valuable as yours should be
matched againsfflie existence of Alfred Tracey, The more l re

fleet upon the incidents connected with my association with Mr.
Tracey daring the past few weeks, the more I am convinced that
I have been grossly deceived in him. His habits of gambling,
and his contempt of female virtue, have developed themselves so
rapidly and so strongly as to inspire me with strong doubts of his
general integrity. I have mpre than once had reason to repent
the intimacy which has grown up between us.”

“ I am aware of it.”

M By an association of ideas. I am led to speak of another per-

son, who, at the outset of my acquaintance with her, created a
most favorable impression on my mind. I allude to Miss Caro-
line Percy. Hetbealfty—her intelligence*—her accomplishments—her apparent frankness and candor deeply interested me.
There was wanting only the assurance that she was in reality

what she appeared to be to enchant me completely. But I have
been mortified in discovering either that she duped me in the
beginning of oar acquaintance, and for some personal reason was
driven to change her tactics, or that I duped myself blindly and
sillily. At least, I have so far changed my opinion of Caroline
Percy as to believe that she is an artful, scheming woman, with
more talent than principle.”

“ Again you are right,” said Montressor, calmly.

“ Must it not happen,” said the young map* earnestly, “ as the
result of such ex perience, that suspicion and distrust of others
will usurp the place of generous confidence and unhesitating
faith V*
“ At tweuty-one,” said Montressor, gravely, “ the change is

premature—at thirty-five it may be irresistible.”

The tone of the speaker was not entirely devoid of melancholy,
but changing his manne? be inquired :

“ Oar routes lie together. Are you going to Doctor Ever-
ard’s ?”

“ 1 am.”
“ It is my destination, likewise. I have occasion to consult

the doctor himself ; but to you, I imagine that Helen Everard is

the principal attraction.”
“ Miss Everard and I have had a partial‘engagement at chess,

which resulted in my defeat. I do not relinquish a contest so
important after one struggle.”

“ If you cannot conquer Miss Everard at chess, Frederick, for-

tune may reward you with the conquest of her heart” -

The young man turned with surprise—perhaps in a measure
assumed—toward the traveler.
“ The science of human nature is at the best, dim and uncer-

tain,” said Montressor; “ to judge correctly, we mustjudge with-
out the bias of personal interest or personal feeling. Thus judg-
ing, I have nevet^beheld a person whose qnalities of mind and
heart were superior to those of Helen Everard. She is hand-
some, without vanity ; accomplished without affectation; enthu-
siastic without weakness, and modest without subservience.
Her reading is 6ound, her judgment acute and vigorous, her man.
ners those of a lady of birth and breeding.”
“ But, these qualities are the attributes of an exalted char-

acter.”
“ Such is Miss Everard, or at least, such will she become with

more enlarged experience of the world.”
“ Really ; I shall fall in love with her.”
“ If you do not,” said the traveler, with a grave smile, imper-

ceptible in the darkness, to bis companion ; “I shall be tempted
to fall in love with her myself. But here we are at the doctor’s
residence. Ring, Frederick.”
The gentlemen were received by Doctor Everard and his

daughter with a courteous politeness, which implied something
more than deference to the ordinary laws of social intercourse.

After some general conversation, which at this stage of our
narrative, would fail to excite the attention of the reader, Fred-
erick Willoughby challenged Miss Everard to a game of chess.

The parties seated themselves at the chess table, and Willough-
by slowly arranged the pieces, while Helen Everard chatted
about a visit to the theater on the preceding evening, with a
charming ease and gayety which amused and interested the lis-

tener. They had seen each other only twice or thrice, but
persons of congenial tastes and feelings, soon learn to know and
to confide in each other.
“ And now for a check-mate, Miss Everard,” said Willoughby

with an admiring glance at his fair opponent, as he completed the
marshaling of the pieces.

“ Better perhaps that you should put a check upon my tongue,”
said Miss Everard, laughing.

In the mean time, Wilfred Montressor had informed Doctor
Everard that he desired to see him privately. The gentlemen
accordingly retired to the library, leaving the chess-players at

liberty to pursue their game without interruption or embarrass
ment.

Doctor Everard invited the traveler to a seat npon an old-
fashioned sofa, which, having done its duty in the parlor, had
long since been consigned to the office, and carefully closing the
door ol the apartment stood gravely before his visitor, as if wait-
ing to hear what he had to say.

“ Doctor, I have a question to ask. Are your professional en-
gagements of such a nature as to permit you to leave the city for

a few days, without detriment to your patients, or serious inju-

ry to yourself.”

The doctor reflected a moment, looRfbg first at Montressor and
then a slate which hung upon a nail driven into tbfe wall near the
door.

“ My patients are all doing well, except a few choice cases,

which the art of medicine may chance to palliate, but will fail to
cure. Acate inflammations and protracted fevers seldom prevail

in this latitude in the month of .mhe. In replying to your ques-
tion, it may interest you to learn that my last experiments in
animal magnetism, on Miss Caroline Percy, seem to have ope-
rated a complete change in her physical and mental condition.

I visited her to-day, and having noticed the strange meta-
morphosis, I was surprised to find that the extreme nervous sen-

sibility of her system had entirely vanished, and I vainly at-

tempted to make an impression upon her.”
“ You have no patients, Doctor, whose cares are of extreme

nrgeney, and require your unremitting attention?” pursued the
traveler.

“ None, Mr. Montressor.”
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“ Will you then dispose of them in such a manner as to enable

yotf to accompany me on a journey to Baltimore 7”

44 Tfi Baltimore 7” exclaimed Doctor Everard, with a slight

manifestation of surprise.
44 In your capacity as a surgeon—perhaps as a friend and ad-

viser.”
44 Are you implicated in an affair of honor?” inquired Doctor

Everard, with astonishment “ You, Mr Montressor?”
44 I am,” replied Montressor gravely.

The Doetor walked two or three times across the library,

then pausing and.takiug Montressor by the hand, he said:
44 1 am your friend, I will accompany you.”
The traveler returned hcmeward alone.

CHAPTER XLII.—thb xviimro closes.

Again Wilfred Montressor paced the floor of his solitary chans

ber.
An hour passed in silent reflection ; then he approached a win-

dow, threw open the blinds, and gazed at the dark shadows of

the trees and buildings, dimly visible in the presence of the stars.

The dark, fantastic shadows, and the mournful sighing of the

night breeze, enchained him for a moment But the stars—the

stars.
44 Those twinkling luminaries,” said the traveler, turning at

length from the window, and traversing the apartment ;

44 those

orbs- gliding in the boundless ocean ot ether, fixed, to hs, but

•wanderers like us and our earth, through the same trackless

waves, brilliant as diamonds, pare as crystal, serene as the sunny

valley of Khasreman, majestic as the higbts of Olympus, are the

symbols of power—symbols at once magnificently beautiful and

sublimely mysterious.
44 But the human heart craves sympathy rather than power—

tenderness rather than beauty—truth rather than mystery.
44 Not crystal, nor the diamond, nor the vale of Khasreman, nor

the bights of Olympus ; not all the forms of physical beauty aud
grandeur, not the stars themselves, not the fairies who dance play,

fully around us in our walks by moonlight through flowery groves

fend forests carpeted with moss, nor the genii who watch over us

from our birth and allure us unconsciously from the paths of evil;

not even the angels can awaken the profouudest emotions of the

eoul of man.
44 It is the smile of a human face, sparkling with the glances

of love : it is the clasp of a human hand, thrilling with the pulses

of tenderness, that illumines the innermost corners of the heart,

that stirs up the waters of sympathy iu the depths of its foun-

tains.
44 The face that smiled upon me, the hand that clasped mine

—

where are they

!

44 1 remain to lament the dead, and mete out justice to the liv-

ing-
44 Why then do I hesitate ? Why am I determined as to the

end—unsatisfied as to the means ?

44 Is there any doubt of that man's guilt ? None. The death

.of Zorah is not more certain than the guilt of Alfred Tracey.
44 And yet there is something within me which repeats con-

tinually, 4 Let him live—resign him to the judgment of God.'
44And methought, as bat now I gazed upward at the stars, the

face of Zorah—not as I last beheld it, pale and encircled with

funereal raiment ; the rather saint-like and adorned with celes-

tial glory—appeared unto me, and a whispering sound, low and
sweet, and soft as the harp of Eolus, fell upon my ears

:

44 4 Let him live—resigu him to the judgment of God.’
44 Was it an illusion of the senses—a touch of the imagination,

or wert thou, Zorah, truly before me, and was it thy voice which
filled the air with its melodious breathings ?

44 Why do I hesitate at the thought of a duel?
44 A duel

!

44 By the law of Moses, given -directly of God, the avenger of

blood was authorized to take the life ol a murderer wherever he
found him, save in a city or place of refuge.

44 The duel affords k chance of escape to the wrong doer— it

has neither the sternness of merciless revenge nor the cowardice

of concealed assassination.
4 * Since the chivalry of the early ages of Christendom girded

the loins of men with Awords, to defend their rights and their

honor, and threw poison andrthe dagger to bravos and^pifates,

the duel has prevailed in all civilized communities.
41 The law condemns it.

44 But are there no penalties for injuries which the law cannot
reach ; for deadly crimes, perpetrated m darkness, and surrouud-

ed with mystery ; for slanderous lies, which eat into the heart

and undermine the life, as by slow hidden poison; for base
wrongs, the viper-like returns for confidence,- generosity, friend-

ship, love: for those more foul aud terrible insults which blanch
the cheek and break the spirit of the boldest and the proudest ?

44
1, Wilfred Montressor; how atrociously have I been wrong-

ed.
44 The wife of my bosom, Zorah, in fear, and shame, and honor

and despair, struggling against beastly violence till death, in
mercy, interposed between the demon and his prey.

44 Wherever I go—wherever I remain—in this chamber—in
the street—in the houses of my friends—in the public resorts of
the multitude, the dreadful scene rises ever and anon before me
iu all the hideousness of its possible enormity.

14 Yonder, Zorah was lying, thinking, perchance dreaming of
me—yonder the villian entered—yonder the stains of blood are
yet visible on the carpet—the bloodhound might yet track the
footsteps of the murderer.

44 4 Let him live—bring him to thejudgment of God !*

44 Again—it is ominous.
44 Is dueling then wrong ? is it unjustifiable revenge ? is it

murder in the eye of God as in the eye of the law ?
44 But I am committed to this man. f am pledged to his

friend and mine. I have not acted thoughtlessly or irrationally.

1 will meet him.
Only this, I will not slay him.

44 Aiy aim is unerring—I will cripple him for life—I will thun
der in his ears a terrible denunciation of his guilt, and leave him
to his conscience and the God of Justice.

44 But should l fall by his hand ?
44 Life ! Death I

44 Have I not seen the sun rise and set many, many days ?
have I not traveled to the uttermest corners of the earth? have
I not read books, eaten and drunken and slept, and felt the tor-
ments of hunger aud of pain ? v

44 Has not tne temple of my heart been fired and consumed ?

aad have not the ashes thereof been scattered to the winds?
44 Death ! to rest by the side of Zorah beneath a grassy mound,

crowned with oaks and cypresses, and flowering shrubs ; to rest
there and almost hear the caroling of birds and the murmuring
of waters ; to rest there and almost behold the splendor of the
sun, and the mellow luster of the moon struggling through the
overshadowing trees.

44 The soul flieth upward or downward—but, oh! do not the
corpses of the dead, who have in this world loved each other
truly aad tenderly and faithfully, sleep sweetly and lovingly to-

gether in the beautiful resting places of the earth, until the resur-
rection ?

’

Wilfred Montressor retired to his couch, and his waking
thoughts unfolded themselves during the night watches, in the
imagery of dreams. Wild and fearful were his dreams. One
above all was passing strange He dreamed that he stood by the
grave of Zorah^and wept, and a lovely maiden, leaning gently
upon bis arm, mingled her tears freely with his—a lovely maiden,
and her features wsre those of Mary Cameron.

Scraps of Jait.

WIT IN RHYME.
A queer joker sat at a window one night
And saw the moon shining with silvery light.

He spoke to a stranger who stood in the room

:

44 Have you a desire to buy up the moon ?’’

44 Why, zounds !” said the stranger, 44 pray what doyou mean ?

D'ye think I'm a fool, sir, or do I look gieen ?”
44
1 thought it no harm,” he replied, 44 to inquire,

*

I see it is rising, and’fcoon will be higher!”—[Chronotype.

Drawing a Pension .

—

44 Well, my lad, where fire you travel-
ing this stormy weather, alone ?” asked au inquisitive landlord
in the north of Vermont, daring the last war, of a small lad, whose
father was engaged in smngghng, and had as )oung as
he was, with an important message in adva^^^>f the party.

44 Going to draw my pension,” was thq reply.
44 Pension?’4 echoed the astonished landlord

,

,l what does so
small a boy as you draw a pension for?”

44 Minding my own business, and letting that of others ajone."
The landlord sloped.

the office and fork up arrearages, and oraer it stopped like a man;
e to take it out of the post-qflice, and sneand not refuse

like a puppy.”

How to stop a Paper.—An editor, who has probably suffered
some,” tells people how to stop a paper. He sa^s—•* Call at~

'
. like a man;
sneak away

\A notion seller was offering a Yan&e Ijbck finely varnish-

ed and colored, and with a looking-glass inlrafct, to a certain la-

dy, not remarkable for personal beauty. 44 Why, it is beautiful,"

said the vender. 44 Beautiful, indeed ! a look at it almost fright-

ens me,” said the lady. 44 Then, marm,” replied Jonathan, 44 1

guess you'd better take one that aint got no looking-glass.”

Repartee.—The late Rev. Dr. Isaac was bofi a great wag and
a great smoker.

44 There you are,” cried a young lady who surprised him one
day with a pipe in his mouth, 44 at your idol again.”

44 Yes, madam,” replied he coolly, 44 burning it”
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popular literature.

THE BURDEN OF THE BELL.

On his journey Youth doth start

strong of limb and stout of heart

;

And he thinketh Life must be

An unbroken jubilee.

He doth find full proof of this

In the Summer’s frolic bliss,

—

And from the roughest Winter weather
(

Strong oonviotion he doth gather

;

And the World with ample store

Of its fair false-smiling lore

Doth convince him more and more.

So he sigheth—“ Oh that thou,

Merry Life, would last for ever

!

Oh, that strength were given me now
To enchain Time’s rushing river,—

Bind it fast from shore to shore,

For evermore—forevermore !”

Let the beU toll

!

Manhood, with an eager eye

Lit with passioned ecstacv,

Sitteth at the banquet board
With Life’s richest dainties stored,

Viands exquisite and rare,

Wines bright sparkling past compare,

Pomp and splendor—all are there

;

And around that board are seen

Radiant face and lovely mien.
There are smiles that make the light

Sunnier in its own despite

;

There are voices that pour round
Music in soft waves of soutfd

:

And from all this syren pleasure

Manhood reapeth his full measure,
Tasketh each new luxury,
Draineth oft the wine-cup dry

;

And the while his spirit owns
Witchery in Love’s dulcet tones,

And the while he boldly sips

Burning kisses from ripe lips;

He doth inly murmur—stUl

Shotting out each thought of ill

As aforetime—“ Oh, that thou,

Merry Life, wouldst last for ever

!

Ob, that strength were given me now
To enchain Time’s rushing river,

—

Bind it fast from shore to shore,

For evermore—for evermore !”

Let the bell toll

!

Manhood,—he hath left the feast,

Iu a feverish unrest

:

With pale cheek and sunken eye,

He doth wander moodily
In the meadow paths and through

He doth see that over all

Srren pleasure’s festival

There Is spread the burial pall ;

—

That amid the glittering rout

Spectral terrors flit about ;

—

Ruin in the revelry,—
After-shrieking? in the glee,—

^
.Po)*on in the wine,—ana death
ifn proud beauty’s perfumed breath

:

He doth see the doom^She snare;

But the aid, the refuge—where 1

So, he museth mournfully
Under the sweet summer sky,

In the orchard crofts and through
The brown corn-sheaves wet with dew.

And, albeit tbe bird doth sing

Like a very blessed thing,

And the flowers do aU declare
“ Earth is very good and fair”—
Not a single smile doth roll

Back the cloud-veil from his soul,

And his lips, compressed and pale,

Ope bnt with a muttered'wail,—
Heedless of that song of yore

That such constant burden bore,
“ For evermore—for evermore !”

Let the bells chime !

On the hill-top, worn and gray,

Lieth Age :—a pleasant ray
From the setting sun doth grace
The worn furrows of his face.

God be blessed ! he hath won
The great victory—wending on,

Through the dreaming? proud and hold,

Through the passions manifold.

Through the subtle hopes and fears

Of the stormy later years,

To the Truth, that in his soul
Holdeth now its high control,

Guiding onward to the goal.

God be blesseA! he doth lie

On the hill top ’neath the sky,
And no earth-mists intervene
Betwixt him and the blue serene,
Shining soft in starry sheen.
“ God be blessed !”—he doth say,

With a loving smile alway,

—

“That Life lastetli not for ever

—

That no mortal strength can stay
The swift tide of Time’s dark river!

It doth benr me fust away
From the dolour and the sting
Of the present suffering,

Onward to the joy divine
Tbe brown corn-sheaves wet with dew. And the rest that shall be mine!—
Moodily he wandereth there;
For a thought of drear despair
Doth possess him—he doth see

That Life’s joy is vanity;

And sweet voices seem to sing,

Sounding from some far-off shore,

‘‘Fob evermore—for evermore!’’
Let the bells chime !

CHARLES XII
BY AIT EYE WITNESS.

All our &>st valuable moveables were already packed up
and put inttwwagons, and we were already waiting the ap-

proach of tlnfSwfedes, and then take our departure for a place
of refuge, leajingHhe house and other property to the mercy of

our unwelcomf visiters, when an express amved to inform us.

that Charles ^H^utended to take up his quarters under our
roof.

.

“ If so,** said my father, 44 there is do occasion for ub to go and
look out for quarters ourselves elsewhere, since the king will

not plunder us ; on the contrary, Mb presence will be our de-
fence.” # * * * About noon, two officers, attended by only
a single soldier, rode up.

“ Is it possible,” said my father, 41 that these can be any of the
king’s aides-de-camp, for their dress does not denote any great
quality?”
Tbe officers alighted, entered tbe house, and having passed

through the ante-chamber, were met in the next room by our
martzalek (major-domo,) while we were still all standing in the
dining-rodm keeping i*§atch there at the windows, which looked
into the court-yard. Informed by the martzalek that the officers

inquired for the master of the house, he went to them, and we
iollowed, having stationed a servant at the window to apprise us
as soon as tbe king should appear.
Addressing my father in German, the younger of the two offi-

cers politely inquired,
“ Are you thegnaster of this house ?”
44 At your service,” replied my father.
44 Then as tbe kjAg is quartered her#, have the kindness to show

me which are bi^ooms.” •
4
‘ AU the rooms—my whole house is at his majesty’s service.’

44 One room will content him; only he will require two or three
more for his secretary and a couple of adjutants.”

44 Then make choice yourself of whatever apartments you
please. But, allow me to ask, when his majesty is likel^ to be
here, for we muBt be at the door to receive him when he
comes.”

44 You have received him already,” said the stranger, with a
smile, 44 and much more agreeably both for yourselves and for

him, than it would have been to have done so with ceremony. I

am the king.”
We all felt thunderstruck ! and my father was so confounded,

that he could not utter a word of apology for his mistake, bnt
could only keep bowing, as he ushered the king into our best re-

ception-rooms.

1 fancy I can still see before me that renowned and terrible

Charles of Sweden, about whom so many bodks have been writ-

ten. For three whole days, I may say, did I look my fill of him

;

and believe me, though his name carried terror with it every-

where, he himself appeared mild as a lamb, and meek as a nun.

In person he was ratner tall, thin, and of sunburnt complexion,
with a face that looked very small ia proportion to tbe rest of the

body, and even to the head itself. He certainly was far from
handsome, although he might be called tolerably good looking,
notwithstanding that he was pitted with the small-pox. His eyes
were remarkably piercing, shining like diamonds. At that time
it was the fashion for all who wore tbe German or European
costume, to cover their heads with enormous perukes, a mode
that appeared equally inconvenient and ridiculous to us Poles m

r

but Charles wore his own hair, which was of a chestnut color,

cut short, turned back from the forehead, tied up behind in a
small queue, and slightly powdered. He was young looking (at
that time in his twenty-sixth year,) and attired in his invariable
costume, a blue military coat, with yellow faciogB and a red col-

lar, yellow chamois-leather breecheB, and enormous boots with
very long spurs. His long leather gloves, reaching almost up to

his elbows, were in size a match for his boots, and the one and
the other caused the respective limbs to look as ifthey had once be-
longed to some Goliath ;

“ an idea’” observed the old lady, 44 that
hugely diverted us girls.” His hat, on the contrary, was re
markably small, and was merely cocked up, without any trim-
ming or lace upon it, nor, indeed, was any thing of the kind on
any part of his dress. Our father would afterward often remind
us of Charles’s simplicity in dress, observing that he needed no
distinction of that kind, he being himself a really great man

—

one whose greatness was like that of our Jan Sobieski and Ste-
phen Batori. Jn fact, my father, who was not at all well dis-

posed toward the Germans, felt greatly prepossessed in favor of
Charles XII., on account of his having driven Augustus II. from
Poland, and placed Stanislaus Leszczynski upon the throne.

Within an hour after the king, came his secretary or minister,
Count Piper, with two adjutants, and an interpreter, by whose
assistance my mother inquired of Charles’s valet, what were his
majesty’s favorite dishes.

“ Any kind of roast meat,” was the reply, 44 pork and game:
among vegetables, spinach is that which he most prefers; and for

spices, pepper and rue. Garden fruit, at present, there is none ;

but if you have any lemons, let them be on the table by all means,
as the king is exceedingly food of them.”
“And what sort of wine does he prefer?” inquired my

mother.
44 None at all : he never touches a drop ; but driuks only water.”
The next point to be ascertained wras, for how many persona

the king’s table ought to be laid
; upon which the valet went

and inquired of the king himself, and returned with the answer
that his majesty would dine with the family. This intelligence

delighted us all ; the only drawback upon our satisfaction being,
that my two brothers, who were then at school at Wilna, coaid
not participate in the honor of dining with royalty. For my
part, I kept my eyes upon the king almost during the whole time
of dinner. He ate, I observed, with an exceedingly good appe-
tite, and seemed to relish very much a boar’s head in jelly. He
seemed to have a great liking for fat, and ate a great deal of
bread with every thing he partook of. During dinner, he made
many inquiries of my father as to the country and its condition ;

and assured him that the war would speedily be terminated, and
that he Bhould enable Stanislaus Leszczynski to repair tbe misfor-

tunes which Poland had suffered. #
There were at table three generals, who had come before din-

ner to speak to the king, and whom my father invited to remain.
These, and the other Swedes, did not show themselves to be any
great courtiers ; for, instead of affecting to follow the temperate
example of their royal master, they drank very freely of wine,

without suffering his presence to be any check upon them.
Charles himself, however, touched none, but drank only water,

chewing bread all the while. He took very little notice of any
one ; nor did he address a single word to any of us females, ex-

cept onee, when he complimented my mother on her skill in

keeping fruit, on understanding that some apples at the dessert

had come from our own garden.
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The next day, my mother learned from the valet, that the king
j

bad been exceedingly well satisfied with everything ; but re-

quested that there might be only four dishes at table, and that

dinner should last only a (fuarter of an hour. For supper, the
king took only a glass of new milk, into which he put tall .'—and
that strange mixture, and a huge piece of bread, constituted his

evening repast. During the whole of the mornings he was en-
tirely occupied with papers and matters of business ; and we
learned that it was for the purpose of attending to these, and
dispatching couriers to Sweden, that the king stopped at our
house, where he intended to remain only three days. On de-
parting, he presented my frther with h gold snuff box, with his

cypher in brilliants, and further, ordered all that had been con-
sumed by his people and horses to be paid for. However well
meant, this rather offended than pleased my father, who said to

the adjutant commissioned to pay him, “ I am not an inn-keeper,
air, but a Polish noble (tzlacheie

;

)

I am not an army contractor
and dealer in stores, therefore am already repaid by having had
his majesty as my guest." When we afterward learned the
event of tne battle of Pultowa, we sincerely sympathized with
Charles, still hoping, however, that his fortunes would mend

;

hut on the intelligence of his death reaching us, we all of us
'wept.

Abd-El-Kader.—Many who read romances about the days of
the Crusades, and whose hearts beat over the rofnance ofhistory—the narratives of heroes like William Tell, who waged a holy
war against the invaders of their country—are unaware that as

.great a hero lives in our day, and is conducting as holy and undy-
ing a struggle. How few care to read of Abd-el-Kader J yet
who will venture to say that William Tell was nobler! The
Emir Abd-el Kader, is the indomitable foe of the French, who
have conquered Algiers, and colonized, or attempted to colonize,
the neighborhood. He is a Mahomedan, and bates the Chris-
tians. He is a native, and hates the intruders. He is a prince,
and hates the conquerors of his country. He cannot drive them
out ; but he has done everything short of it. He leaves them no
peace or rest. They in fact own no land but what they stand
on. Every head that is put out beyond the cordon is cut off.

Every straggler from the camps disappears. The settlers cannot
till the fields, nor go on commercial errands; for Abd-el-Kader
comes down upon them whichever way they go. A company
cannot pass from camp to camp without its numbers being thin-

ned. If there is a burning sun, Abd-el-Kader pounces upon the
troops in their hours of lassitude. If wintry weather comes up
from the mountains, Abd-el-Kader comes up with it, as if he rode
upon the blast. If snow blocks up the way, Abd-el-Kader issues

from the thickest drift. If there is a drought, he drives the foe

far from the water brooks by harrassing them, flank and rear.

He is always on the eve of being caught : but no man has ever
caught him yet, nor any Christian touched his white banner.
His tribes are dispersed, his stores taken, his supplies cut off, his

horses shot under him, his allies bound over to deliver him up

;

but he has always yet escaped. He is reported dead; but is

S
resently seen and felt again. He has worn out and brought to

isgrace French field-marshals; and caused, destitute as he him-
self is, an expenditure of men and money such as no nation can
long endure for the sake of so wretched a colony. He has now
sent a summons to the tribes of the south to be ready to renew the
war against the invaders; and all but those who are within im-
mediate reach of the French answer with fervor to the call. One
cannot but look forward wistfully to see the issue—to divine the
lot and the death ofsuch a man ; to watch whether his power of
hope can sustain itself against such odds ; whether he dies on the
field, or in a cave of the rocks—as a warrior, or a prisoner, or as

one of Nature’s princes in one of Nature’s palaces. The only
thing we know is that the man himself—his soul—will never be
conquered. Being well assured of this, it would be endurable
that his country aud native tribes should be brought under Euro-
pean sway, if there were a fair probability that it would be ulti-

mately for their real good. But it is for their invaders to show
that it would be so ; and till they do, our sympathies must in-

evitably be with the indomitable Abd-el-Kader, before whose
majesty—the native majesty of the soul—every Mahomedan
bows his head, and every Christian quails.—[Harriet Martineau.

The Barometer.—This useful instrument was invented by
Toricelli, who was born Oct. 15, 1608. It is composed of a
glass tube, filled with mercury, hermetically sealed at one end

;

the other open, and emerged in a basin of stagnant mercury.
As the weight of the atmosphere lessens, the mercury descends

;

and as it increases, ascends; the column of quicksilver suspended
in the tube being always equal to the weight of the incumbent
atmosphere. This simple machine is of great use in determining
'the changes of the weather, and in measuring the hights of

mountains, and finding the elevation of places above the level of
the sea. Mercury is the chemist’s name for quicksilver, a very
ponderous, volatile, fluid mineral, found in mines, particularly at

those of Friuli, in the Venetian territories.

Popular JlUattllang.

THE ASH AND THE HOLLY.
FOR LITTLE READERS.

11 Pray, what may your name be ? I’ve thought the whole Spring,
That I never once met with so sharp-faced a thing!—
Though it may seem uncivil to make such remark,
Yet, really, such leaves—and so odious a bark !

—

I declare that if I such an object had been,
I’d have certainly gone where I could not be seen.”

Thus spoke a young Ash, with a slim, graceful waist,

Who assumed all the airs of a lady of taste,

And scorned the plain Holly, whose title to grace
Was not to be found in fine figure or face

;

In fact, not a tree of the forest stood near,

Bat declared the poor Holly too low for their sphere

!

The Holly look’d upward, as though her heart pined—
For’tis hard to be scoff’d and unloved by ear kind;
But she shook the larger tears from her leaves so reviled,

And without the least anger, thus answered and smiled
“ Tis granted, Miss Ash, I’m less graceful than you—
But if I’ve less grace, I’ve less arrogance, too

!

“ I wear not the tassels and flowers which adorn
The bonghs of the chesnut, this beautiful morn

;

And the river that rolls in this sun-light divine.

Might scorn to reflect such an image as mine

;

Yet, 1 neath the dark aspect, ye seek to despise.

Lives something immortal—akin to the skies

!

“ When the clouds of the winter descend in their wrath.
And the shrill tempest blows o’er your desolate path,—
When the beauty ye vaunt is all chasten’d and past,

As a thing to be spurned by the foot of the blast

;

Then the poor humble Holly is prized for its own,
And loved in gay halls, where the Ash is unknown.

“ There drest in her plain modest garment of green,
With a necklace of coral—she reigns like a queen ;

While hearts, young and happy, dance round her and sing,

Till Winter appears like a spirit of spring

;

And the mirtn and the meeting, the music of words.
Seem sweeter than May, and the singing of birds.

14 Nor deem that my reign is but partial and brief;

No, a love universal yet hallows my leaf

;

And the peasant, God bless him, though poor be his cot,

In some favored nook can still find me a spot

;

For though I have dwelt in rich mansions at will,

I love the clean cottage, and cling to it still
!”

When next ye descant upon “ lowness of birth,”

And prize form and feature beyond real worth,
Remember true beauty may center icitkin

,

And more than requite for mere darkness of skin

;

Appearance, though charming, yet sometimes deceives,

Too oft the least worth may be hid by fine leaves

;

As the bird that soars highest and warbles the best,

Is born in the lowest and narrowest nest

!

ENGLISH OPINIONS OF AMERICA.

We are much pleased with the manly and geherous tone of

the following extract from a review in u ^jjmrn’s New Month-

ly,” of a work by a recent British traveler, called “ England in

the Npw World.” The sentiments at the close are truly worthy

of commendation, and show a broad and liberal view of the des-

tinies of our country, and witness at the same time, that there

are some minds in England that rejoice iu our prosperity and pro-

gress, without any of the usual petty jealousies and envy which

are so common with our transatlantic brethren. Snch feelings

will do much to bring the two nations into their true and natural

position to each other—that of mutual love and mutual aid. As

for the author’s, or the reviewer’s opinions of the probable dis-

memberment of our glorious Union, that is all moonshine. Wa
doubt not, that while the English language continues to be spoken

among us, the United States will continue to be, in the noble

and patriotic language of one of her distinguished statesmen,

“ ONE AND INSEPARABLE.”

That among the Americans, there is a very strong wish to en-

lighten this Mexican ignorance as soon as possible, and a pious

zeal that the evident designs of Providence may be no longer

delayed, is now not only familiar to all, but the means bjr which

: those designs are to be brought about are in part before the
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world. A stout little squadron is off Vera Cruz, an army of ad-

venturers is on the Rie Bravo, or Del Norte, and a military colo-

ny of back-woodsmen, hunters, Mormons, and other strange, but

resolute characters is advancing by Santa F6, directly into the

heart of the coveted California. Yet in the face of all these mili-

tary movements the author tells us that

—

“The cost of war to the United States is enormous, the expenses

of the commissariat incredible : it is calculated that each Florida In-

dian taken or slain cost, 1 think, 10.000 dollars, and many lives, but

the latter were not reckoned so jealously.
“ The total strength of the regular army, including officers, is un-

der 9000 men ; their militia force is, however, enormous, being in

fact, the whole population fit to bear arms. A gifted English traveler,

wko latelgaoblished letters from America, quoting from a pamphlet
by JudgeWy, states that the cost of this force is 50.000,000 of dol-

lars a year, that of the army 12,000,000 dollars, making a total of
13,000,0001. sterling—more than the cost of the army and navy of

England put together. In estimating the expense of the militia to

the country, the principal item is the loss of the labor of the popula-

tion while drilling.*'

We cannot exactly accede to the principle admitted in such
calculations, that all that is not gain is loss or positive expense.

It is a different thiqg to retard a country in a profit of thirteen

millions of pounds sterling, and expending that money upon a
standing army, although in the latter case the money (at least in

major part) does not go out of the country, in the former is want-
ing altogether. But even suppose the whole a bona Jide trans-

action, it would weigh little against the spirit now let loose in

this haughty and ambitious republic. The principles of Jeffer-

son have triumphed over those of Washington. The working of

the constitution has fallen into the hands ot the unscrupulous, the

ignorant, and the needy. There is yet such a weight of all that

is good and sound in this great Anglo-Saxon republic, that the
principles advocated by the high-minded, the educated and the

wealthy may yet predominate, but at the present moment unjust

aggression and territorial aggrandizement are the order of the

day ; the attainment of present advantage is the sole policy
; the

consequences are made to justify the means, and the majesty of
public opinion declares itself by assuming eqppire over all weaker
nations that are incapable of defending themselves.

There are at the present moment the germs of three distinct

nations in the United States; by the annexation of Texas, Cali-

fornia, and the northern provinces of Mexico, they are adding a
fourth. Yet our author considers with every reflecting man,
“ that the separation of this great countij will inevitably take

S
lace, and that it is absolutely necessary for the peace and free-

om of the world that it should. In half a century, if they re-

main united, they will be beyond doubt the mort powerful na-
tion on earth. In the aggressive policy, certain in a great repub-
lic, will lie the danger of their strength.*'

Let us hope that the destiny of America points another way,
and that Providence will not let it grow in power merely for ag-

gression and bloodshed, and the extension of slavery. The sepa-
ration of this great republic into distinct governments will not
interfere with her mission ; let the States assume what combina-
tion they may, their progress is inevitable, and the energies of
the Anglo-Saxon race will always be triumphant. But in what
concerns us, Peace is the only conquering policy. There is no
doubt but that in the commencement of a war we should be
successful, but it is not so certain that the ultimate results would
be either profitable or honorable. “ Most of the present genera-
tion among us,” says our author, “ have been brought up, and
lived in the idea that England is supreme in the congress of na-
tions. I am one of that numerous class—long may it be a nu-
merous one !—but I say with sorrow that a doubt crosses my
mind, and something more than a doubt, that this giant son will
soon tread on hisaaMnt’s heels.”

Wherefore witn^R’ow ! ought we not to be proud of the pro-
gress of the Anglo-Saxon race? Yes, and so we would be, but
that their watching us with jealousy and treating us with rude-
ness, constitute the most prominent matures of their international
intercourse. The vanity of the people has indeed become pro-
verbial among all European nations. But the ^ld country can
still well afford to contemplate, with parental dignity and an oc-
casional rebuke, the failings ancl the vagaries of Young America.
The present moment is more than ever in their history full of
promise of strange and stirring events. The national eagle is

stretching out its claws to such an extent that one becomes un-
intentionally apprehensive of their being torn asunder. The
jealousy ofcountries is, however, an affair of politics ; the regard
for the individual is an affair of feeling. While we condemn the
policy of aggression, let us rejoice in the prosperity of our breth-
ren. It is in the course of human events that the whole conti-
nent will fall before them, whatever may be the results as to
their own unity of power; and let us rather sympathise with the
successes of those who speak with pride of the ancient glories of
their race, than indulge in an ignoble envy of so dangerous an
extension of political power.

It is in infancy that we lay the foundation of a good old age.

ANECDOTES OF VENTRILOQUISM.
The influence over the human mind which the ventriloquist

derives from the skilful practice of his art, is greater than that

which is exercised by any other species of conjuror. The ordi-

nary magician requires his theater, his accomplices, and die in-

struments of his art, and he enjoys but a local sovereignty with-
in the precincts of his own magic circle. The ventriloquist, on
the contrary, has the supernatural always at his command. In
the open fields as well as in the crowded city, in the private
apartment as well as in the public hall, he can summon up in-

numerable spirits; and though the poisons of his fictitious dia-

logue are not visible to the eye, yet they are unequivocally pre-
sent to the imagination of his auditors, as if they had been
shadowed forth in the silence of a spectral form. In order to

convey some idea of the influence of this illusion, we shall men-
tion a few well-authenticated cases of successful ventriloquism.

The earliest description of a veutriloquial illusion in modem
days, is that performed by Louis Brabant, valet-de-chambrt to
Francis I. Louis Brabant was denied the band of an heiress by
her father. Boon after the father died, and Louis called on the
widow, determined to swindle her out of her consent by the
agency of ventriloquism. Scarcely had he entered her house
when she heard a well-known voice coming from on high ; it

was that of her deceased husband, saying—“ Give my daughter
to Louis Brabant : he is rich, and ha& an excellent character. I
am suffering a severe, but just, punishment in purgatory, because
I opposed a suitable marriage. Do what I recommended, and I
then shall ascend to Heaven.” Some minutes afterward Louis
Brabant, who had been waiting in an ante-chamber, was ushered
into the widow’s presence

; but no one suspected that he had
counterfeited the voice of the deceased. The wish from pur-
gatory was obeyed by an immediate consent to the proposed
marriage. Thus far successful, it was now indispensable for*

Brabant to have money at command ; and he soon aecided on a
ventriloquial expedient for that purpose. A rich banker, named
Cornu, who had acquired great wealth by unscrupulous means,
and who was apprehensive of the penalties with which a future
life threatened him, was thought, by Brabant, to be a fit person
to be frightened out of some of his wealth by the agency of
ventriloquy. He managed to obtain an interview, in which he
adroitly turned the conversation to a future life, with its rewards
and punishments; and spoke of specters, demons, purgatory,
and hell itself, when heooserved the banker's countenance ex-
pressive of deep emotion. He paused, and, in the interval of
silence, a fearful voice was heard, saying that he had come for
soms minutes from the fires of purgatory, where he had lon£
been suffering, and would remain until his son terminated his
penalties by an act of beneficence ; adding, by way of sugges-
tion, that a large sum of money should be given to Brabant ta
purchase the freedom of those Christians who had fallen into the
bands of the Turks. M. Cornu was much terrified, but be did
not comply ; and Brabant found it necessary to pay him a second
visit. Ana now, it was not only the father’s voice, but also those
of his deceased friends, many of whom he at once recognised
deafening him with their solicitations for his future happiness,
and threatening him with th most severe punishments awaiting
him if he refused to perform the act of beneficence required.
All the saints of the calendar were invoked ; the tumult increased,
and overwhelming the banker, he gave ten thousand crowns to
Brabant for the purchase ; and, of course, the cunning ventrilo-
quist applied the money to his own purposes. When the miser
was afterwards undeceived, he is said to have been so mortified
that he died of vexation.

Oue of the most successful ventriloquists of modern times was
M. St Gille. He had occasion to take shelter, from a storm, in
a convent, while the monks were lamenting, over the tomb of a.

lately deceased brother, the few honors that had been paid to
his memory. A voice was suddenly heard to proceed from iho
roof of the choir, bewailing the concution of the deceased in pur-
gatory, and reproviug the brotherhood for their want of zeal.

The tidings of this surpematural event brought the whole com-
munity into the church. The voice again repeated its lamenta-
tions and reproaches, aud the whole convent fell upon their
faces, and vowed to make reparation for their error. They ac-
cordingly chanted, in full choir, a De Profundit ,

during the in-

tervals of which, the spirit of the departed monk expressed his
satisfaction at their pious exercises. The Prior afterwards ex-
pressed himself strongly against modern scepticism on the sub-
ject of apparitions

; and M. St. Gille bad great difficulty iu con-
vincing the fraternity that the whole was a deception.

M.*St. Gille, in 1771, made an experiment to test his ventrilo-

quial talent before M. M. Leroy and Fouchy, commissioners of
the Royal Academy of Sciences, and many persons of the highest
rank. The object of the experiment vwas to show that M. St.

Gille’s mimicry of sounds was so perfect as to produce illusion.

For this purpose, it was reported that a spirit’s voice was at time*
heard iu the environs of St. Germain, and that the commissioa
was appointed to verify the fact, and to discover the cause. All
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the company were in the secret except one lady, who, without
inspecting it, was to be the subject of the illusion. They all

dined in the country, in the open air, and, while they were at
table, a voice, as of a spirit suspended in the air, addressed the
lady: now it seemed at the top of the trees; then descending,
it approached her; then receding, it plunged into the ground,
whence it ceased not to make itself heard. The conversation
was sustained upwards of two hours, with such adroitness that
the lady was fully convinced she had talk«J with a sylph ; and
when tne illusion was explained to her, she doubted if it were
an illusion.

By these illustrations, the reader will easily imagine the
power which the art of ventriloquism mast have given to the
JPagan priesthood, in addition to their other deceptions.

Half or the Profit.—A nobleman, resident at a chateau near
Pisa was about to celebrate his marriage*feast. All the elements
were propitious, except the ocean, which had been so boisterous
as to deny the very necessary appendage of fish. On the very
morning of the feast, however, a poor fisherman made his appear-
ance with a large turbot. Joy pervaded the castle, and the fish-

erman was ushered with his prize into the saloon, where the no-
bleman, in the presence of his visitors,'requested him to put what
price he thought proper on the fish, which should be instantly paid
aim. ** One hundred lashes,” said the fisherman, “ on my bare
back, is the price of my fish, and I will not bate one strand of
whipcord in the bargain.” The nobleman and his guests were
not a little astonished; but our chapman was resolute, and re-
monstrance was in vain. At length the nobleman exclaimed,
* Well, well, the fellow is humorist, and the fish we roust have ; but
lay on lightly, and let the price be paid in our presence/, After
SO lashes had been administered ; “Hold, hold, !” exclaimed the
fisherman, “ I have a partner in this business, and it is fitting
that he should receive bis share.”—“ What! are there two such
madcaps in the world T” exclaimed the nobleman ;

tl name him,
and he shall be sent for instantly.”—“ You need not go very far
for him,” said the fisherman

; “ you will find him at your gate, in
the shape of your own porter, who would not let me in until I

promised that he should have half of whatever I received for my
turbot.”—“ Oh, oh !” said the nobleman, “ bring him up instantly

;

he shall receive his stipulated moiety with the strictest justice.”
This ceremony being finished, he discharged the porter, and am-
ply rewarded the fisherman.

Fools or thx 8tomach.—The medical faculty, which, in its

5
resent state, may well be ranked amongst trades, is largely in-

obted fo those who are deficient in the faculty of the reason.
What a blessed thing it is for the body-tinkers, that men’s bodies
Dequire so much tinkering, which they would not want if men
knew how to manage them ! How fortunate it is for them that
there are so many tools in the world who know not, or do not
reflect, that diseases arise from breaking the natural laws ! How
much, especially, does it profit them, that such fools, whom we
may call fools of the Stomach, will eat, and stuff, and gormandise,
and swill, and guzzle, till they getthe gout, bile, indigestion, and
nine-tenth’s of all other diseases !

Marie Antoinette.—This beautiful and unfortunate Queen
of France, was beheaded on the 16th of October, 1793, at Paris,
with circumstances of great brutality. Her inauguration was no
less tragic than her exit. At the fireworks exhibited in Paris,
April 21, 1770, in honor of her marriage with the Dauphin (after-
ward Louis XVI.) the streets were so crowded with people, that
in their panic they trampled on ono another, till they lay in
heaps, while a scaffold overhanging the river broke down, and
aome hundreds were drowned? Near a thousand persons lost
their lives.

The Battle or Hastings, which decided the fate of England,
and subjected it to the Norman yoke, was fought on the 14 th of
October, 1066. The conqneror lost about six thousand men in
*the contest, bat the namber of English that fell was much great-
er. As a recompense for the slaughter of so many persons, Wil-
liam founded and endowed a monastery on the field of action,
called Battle Abbey, and put into it a convent of Benedictine
monks, to^>ray for the souls of the slain ; but he refnsed the body
of the brave Harold (who had perished with his followers) to
his mother, and had it buried on the beach, whence- it was re-
moved by stealth, or purchase, and buried at the church at Walt-
ham.

Sweet Sounds.—God has made the whole earth vocal with
sweet sounds ; The untraveled forest echoes the notes of the
wild bird, and the habitations of men are made glad by the soug
of the feathered minstrel ; but above all, the human voice, that
combines the highest charm of sweet sounds with the inspiration
of thought, is given for no ordinary purpose of earthly pleasure.
In its whisper of affection, how grateful ! In its whisper of re-
ligious devotion, how exalted I—For its participation injoy, how
.unspeakable!

€j)oict StUttiona.

COUNT ARNALDOS.
Who had ever such adventure,

Holy priest, or virgia nun, •

As befel the Count Arnaldos

At the rising of the sun?

On his wrist the hawk was hooded,

Forth with horn and honnd went he,

When he saw a stately galley

Sailing on the silent sea.

Sail of satin, mast of cedar,

Burnished poop of beaten gold

—

Many a morn you’ll hood your fhlcon

Ere you such a bark behold.

Sail of satin, m&st of cedar,

Golden poops may come again,

But mortal ear shall never listen

To yon gray-haired sailor’s strain.

Heart may beat, and eye may glisten,

Faith is stromg, and Hope is free,

But mortal ear no more shall listen

To the song that rules the sea.

When the gray-haired sailor chaunted,

Every wind was hushed to sleep,-—

Like a virgin’s bosom panted

AU the wide reposing deep.

Bright in beauty rose the star-fish

From her green cave down below,

Right above the eagle poised him

—

Holy music charmed them so.

“Stately galley! glorious gaUey!

God hath poured his grace on thee!

Thou alone may’st scorn the perils

Of the dread devouring sea

!

“ False Almeria’s reefs and shallows,

Black Gibraltar’s giant rocks,

Sound and sandbank, golfand whirlpool.

All—my glorious galley modes !”

“ For the sake of God, our maker !”

(Count Arnaldos’ cry was strong)—
“ Old man, let me be partaker

In the secret of thy song!”

u Count Arnaldos ! Count Arnaldos!

Hearts 1 read,and thoughts 1 know
Would’st thon learn the ocean secret,

In our galley thon must go !”

“ This ballad is in the Cancionero of Antwerp, 1556. I should be inclined to

suppose that
1 More is meant than meets the ear,’

—

that some religions allegory is intended to be shadowed forth.”—[Lockhart’s
Spanish Ballads.

It requires only an ordinary imagination to understand in this

evidently sacred ballad, adorned with so many picturesque, po-

etical beauties, a chaunt of the mysteries of faith. The whole
ballad is characteristic of the florid pomp and ceremonial of the

Romish Church in the middle ages—a church and creed which
almost invested with a girdle of sanctity, speaking in the lan-

guage of many nations, the Mediterranean Sea. The gallant ca-

valier, looking eastward over the sea from a mountain hight in

Spain, seeing a galley the description of which recalls Cleopatra’s

silken sails on the Cydnus, and hearing the mysterious voices

connecting the beautiful apparition with the Grace of God ; the

eagerness to share in the holy adventure ; the admonition that

this is the bark of Life, that all earthliness must be purged, the

world forsaken, and all entrusted to this heavenly vessel—present

a series of pictures which the fancy may work upon, weaving
many a meditation of past historical grandeur and that far greater

spirituality which is independent of all earthly conditions.—[Mrs.

C. M. Kirkland.

Benjamin West, the celebrated Quaker painter, was bprn at

Springfield, Pa. October 10, 1738. He was only seven years

oi age when his genius developed itself. With the usual ardor

of people who “ cannot help themselves” when the talent with

which nature has endowed them breaks forth, he foreook school,

amusement, even bis meals, for the love of this absorbing study,

and continued to work on unaided by instruction till be was fif-

teen, when some friends were found to patronise his evident

genius, and he was taken to Lancaster and Philadelphia, where,
in his eighteenth year, he commenced as a portrait painter ; he
afterward removed to New York, when his friends found means
to send him to Italy, in which country he HHudied three years,

and finally settled in England. On the death of Sir J. Reynolds,

West was chosen President of the Royal Academy, and contin-

ued to fill that office (with the exception of one year) till he died,

March 11th, 1820, in the 82d year of his age. His “ Christ Heal-

ing the Sick.” Others of his paintings, are now in the National

Gallery, London.

James Cook, the circumnavigator, was born at Marton, in York
shire, Oct. 27, 1728. He was the son of a laborer, and early ex-

hibited a predilection for a seafaring life. He first entered him-

self one of the crew of a collier, and at the breaking out of war
in 1755, we find him a common sailor on board one of his ma-
jesty’s ships, but such was his perseverance and good conduct,

that in four years he became master of the u Mercury,” one of

the expedition sent against Quebec. His leisure he made use of

to rectify the defects of his early want of education ; and by his

skill and intrepidity raised himself from obscurity, and ultimate-

ly became one of the most scientific naval officers of the period.

He was killed in a rencontre with the natives of Owhyhee, I eb.

14, 1779.

He who affects to speak always as you speak, and to do always

as you do, is not your friend : he is your shadow.
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TO PRINTERS—TYPE FOR SALE.

fry The BKEV1KK and MINION Type, on which the Golden Bulb is

now printed, is offered for sale, rcry cheapfor Cash. The fonts of each are be-

tween 400 and 500 lbs. and a part could be delivered immediately if desired

—

the whole on the 25th of December. The Type is excellent, and will wear for a

Jong time. The face of the Brevier is shown by the page on which this Notice

is inserted; and the Minion by our “News from the Lodges.” Also, about 55

lbs. 6 to piea LEADS, 14 pica ems in length. Also, some brass DASH RULES
of the same length. Apply early, and secure a capital bargain. nov23

THE PRACTICAL BENEVOLENCE OF ODD-FELLOWSHIP.

“ So far as our members are concerned, our association is not a

charitable, but a mutual help society ; but as regards the world,

it is a charitable society.”

These are words fitly spoken in an editorial article of the 6th

November. The proceedings of our institution being excluded

from the unitiated, the world aro to judge of us by our fruits.

These fruits are daily exemplified in the acts of attention and

kindness which are manifested toward brethren in distress, and

although in this point of view Odd Fellowship greatly outshines

all kindred mutual help societies, yet their acts of kindness and

devotion to one another are justly regarded as the performance

of the obligations ofjustice, rather than acts of benevolence. “As
it regards the world, our Order is a charitable one.” How im-

perative then is the duty enjoined upon Odd Fellows, to see to it

that the world has no cause to cast opprobrium upon their con-

duct. “ We command you to visit the sick, relieve the distressed,

bury the dead, and educate the orphan.” Here then are the

paramount duties of Odd Fellows. Let us not como short of these

requirements, but rather let it be our aim, individually and col-

lectively, to adorn the doctrines which we profess. Let the re •

lief of human suffering, whether found within or beyond the pre-

cincts of our Order, ever be a prominent object of our organiza-

tion, and an incentive to personal effort, in the wide field which
is ever open to the philanthropic and charitable. This is the mis-

sion of Odd Fellowship to the world. Odd Fellows should be
faithful to the trusfreposed in them.

The inclement season of the year has arrived, and with it the

countless trials, embarrassments, and wants to which tffe rigor

of the season subjects the poor. Distress, destitution, and suffering

already exist in numerous forms all around us ; and as the reign

of the Frost King is prolonged, the instances of suffering and want
will increase. Let us then, in the true spirit of the teachings of

our Order, labor to relie vo this want and mitigate this suffering.

It is not enough that we appropriate funds for the general pur-

poses of charity. Let every Subordinate Lodge appoint a com-
mittee, whose duty it shall be thoroughly to search out the cases

of suffering in the vicinity of the Lodge, and make report of the

same, with the least possible delay, and then let such relief be
applied as the circumstances of the case demand.

It may be alledged with some force, that mauy Lodges are yet
laboring under the embarrassment consequent upon recent or-

ganization, and therefore are not prepared to embark in this

scheme of benevolence. The weight of this objection is appre-
ciated ; but still the practice of a little self-denial, accompanied
with personal exertion, and small voluntary contributions by each

brother, would, even where these difficulties exist, accomplish

no small amount of practical good. And certainly where Lodges
have alr.eady established themselves upon a permanent footing,

having abundant resources, there will be found manyready hands
and earnest voices in favor of this measure. Let us then act.

The children of want and suffering from a thousand comfortless

hamlets and tenements throughout the land, implore our aid, and
if we are animated with but one spark pf the fire, kindled upon
the altar of our beloved institution, we shall respond with earn-

er, labors and generous donations to these heart reaching appeals.

Odd Fellowship is not a utilitarian institution; its tendency is

to divest man of that proneness to idolize self which is the reign-

ing sin of the age ; it inculcates maxims hostile to the material-

ism of the times ; it regards man as a member of the human
family, sustaining reciprocal relations and obligations to bis fel-

lows ; not as an isolated being, having no higher motive than pure
'< Ifishness. Founded upon this principle, it has advanced with

pid progress. Its growth to power and influence is unexam-

i pled. How sublime then .must be the spectacle to behold our

vast fraternity, diffused, as it is, like the arteries and veins in the

natural body, throughout the length and breadth of our land, do

voting its best energies to the relief of human suffering ; engaged

with zeal in works of benevolence and charity, assuaging tho

bitterness ofanguisht relieving the destitute, ministering at the

sick bed, binding up the broken hearted, and thus causing the

hearts of thousands ot the oppressed to leap tor joy. its appro-

priate type in the natural world would be the sun shining, with

dazzling effulgence, through the black and sombre clouds of the

Storm King.

Brothers, the crisis is favorable, let us act with wisdom and

energy, but act as though Odd Fellowship had a heart as well as

a bead. We shall reap the fruits in the noblest of rewards—the

approval of our own consciences, and the approbation of the

good and wise of all the earth ; and so may we work out a bless-

ing for the cause of humanity, and establish the fame of our in-

stitution on a sure and permanent basis. s.

FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS.

News from the Sandwich Islands—Odd-Fellowship at Honolulu, fee.

Washington, D. C., Dee. 7, 1846.

Dear Sir and Bro.—P. Grand Harris, of Oriental Lodge, has just

handed me a most interesting document, viz : a copy of No. 3, Vol.

Ill of the Polynesian. This paper is the State organ of the Govern-

ment of the Sandwich Islands, and the sheet before me bears date

Hanolulu, Saturday, June 27, 1846. The journal is of respectable

size, printed in English, on good paper, and in clear type, and is is-

sued weekly at the rate of $6 per annum. Its general appearance

is so similar to one of our American gazettes, that no one would
suspect it for an alien. Business cards, advertisements, &c., royal

ordinances and acts of the Legislative Council attest the commer-
cial and political activity of the people. The editorials are well

written.

The number is filled almost with an Recount of the arrival ofAn-
thony Ten Eyck, Esq., the new Commissioner from the U. S., de-

tailing all the particulars of his presentation to the King, lately re-

published in this country. Mr. Ten. Eyck is, as I informed you
about a year ago, a member of Michigan Lodge No. 1, 1. O. O. F.

He is a devoted, enthusiastic Odd Fellow ;
and one of his chief

causes of regret, in leaving this country, was that he could not find

the Order in his new residence.

It appears, however, from the Polynesian, that this regret need
not make him uneasy; for in the second column of the third page

is the following
“NOTICE;

“03* A special meeting of the brethren ofthe 1. 0. of O. F. will take place at

the Lodge-room, on Tue*day evening next, the 30th inst., for the traneactiou of

business of importance. By order of the N. G. James Smyth, Secretary.”

I have copied the notice literally, for it is worthy of special record.

The special meeting has, no doubt, some reference to Bro. Ten
Eyck! As the existence of the Order in the Sandwich Islands has,

so far as I know, never been officially made known to the G. L. of

the United States, J supposed, on the first glance, that the summons
related merely to some preliminary measures for the establishment

of a Lodge. But the “Lodge Room” and the “ order of the N. G.”
evidence that a branch of the Independent Order is already in ope-

ration. Whence did they obtain their charter *1 I hope that the

Manchester Unity has not' been forestalling us. The phraseology

of the notices American, and the natural deduction is that the fra-

ternity are working after our design. If so, they must be using our
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old “ tools,” for none of the new implements has, as I understand,

been sent to that place by the Grand Corresponding Secretary, Bro.

Ridgely.
If they possess any documents, they must have been supplied by

some one, and who was that individual 1 Can any D- D. G. S. an-

swer this question 1 This transaction must have been informal and

unauthorized of course, but cannot be censured as criminal on the

part of those enjoying the benefits of it. I do not.wonder at the

longing of Odd Fellows, 18,000 miles over thfe seas, to meet and

work together as brethren. The Order has been planted in Oregon

City in an irregular manner, but no one ever felt disposed to ques-

tion the honesty of the zeal that transgressed the rules of the G. L.

XJ. S. provided for such cases. Whatever mistakes have been com-

mitted by our brethren of distant regions, will be cured in due sea-

son. Communication is seldom and uncertain between those places

and this country, and their necessities must, at times, compel us to

put the most charitable construction on their proceeding. The G.

Sire will, no doubt, look to this, and adopt such measures as will,

am soon as practicable, establish the relations between the parent

«nd offspring, on the proper basis.

Bro. Ten Eyck is an intelligent gentleman, and will, no doubt,

advise some fraternal correspondent of his as to the state of the Or-

der. 1 am quite confident thaj he would never countenance any acts

disrespectful to the G. L. U. S. Whatever may be the facts in the

premises, Bro. Ten Eyck’s residence at Honolulu will be highly

advantageous to the Order. His literary and political talents, com-

bined with his upright character and social virtues, will render him

a very valuable acquisition to the community there, and his tena-

cious attachment to Odd Fellowship, will enlist these influences in

be half of the Independent Order.

I enclose you an invitation to a Ball at Odd Fellows’ Hall, to take

place on the 9th inst. It is not to be exactly an *( Odd Fellow” Ball,

as the prejudices of some might be wounded were it so avowed. It

is to be danced, however, under the quad patronage of certain

Lodges and an Encampment occupying, in common, a certain room

in the O. F. Hall, and which room has, by their joint expenditure,

been furnished is very elegant style. The proceeds of the Ball are

to be devoted to the reimbursement of their outlay, and as the Mana-

gers announce, “ on this occasion only, by permission of the several

Lodges [and Encampment] meeting therein, will the newly furnish-

ed Lodge-room be thrown open for exhibition to the ladies and gen-

tlemen patronizing the Ball.” Yours in F. L. and T. s. y. a.l.

Kentucky—Dedication of Odd-Fellows* Temple at Louisville—Grand

Ball—Magnificent Fair, &c.

Locmvillb, Ky., Nov. 25, 1846.

Dear Bro.—Press of business has prevented an earlier commu-
nication from me, relative to the state of the Order in Kentucky.

On the 4th inst. our new Hall was dedicated. It is styled “ The
Odd Fellows’ Temple.” There was a very large assemblage of

brethren present from Kentucky, Ohio and Indiana. The proces-

sion marched through the city, after which it entered the large sa-

loon in the Temple. The room is the largest in the United States

having windows on each side, except Faneuil Hall in Boston. Af-

ter the dedicatory ceremony, which was similar to those used on

such occasions elsewhere, Ilev. N. Hall, of the Presbyterian church

in Lexingtoni delivered a very powerful address, and in command-
ing manner proclaimed the worth and importance of Odd Fellow-

ship. He was followed by*Rev. I. D. Williamson. This brother’s

character, a9 a speaker on Odd Fellowship, is too well known to

require a word from me in commendation of his ability in that

sphere. The assemblage was then dismissed, when the visiting

brethren were conducted to two of our Hotels, where they partook

of the best of eatables that our land cau afford. After dinner, our

brethren conducted the visitors to the different places of attraction

in the city, and in various ways commingled their glad feelings to-

gether.

At night, came off the great ball. I was not at this assemblsge,

but have Leard it highly spoken of. I trust it will be the last ever

held in Kentucky. There may not be'ftny real evil in balls, but the

Order has been, and will be injured by it, and I trust that it will never

cccur again, by which the religious members of the Order are

forced to compromise and yield to that which they feel is wrong.

I have no objections to the friends of balls having them, but I am op-

posed to blending our Order with any measure, by which associa-

tion injury will be done to a portion of its members.

During the remainder of the week, the Grand Lodge held its semi-

annual session, and much business of great importance was trans-

acted. For the particulars you must await the official delivery of

the proceedings, as I do not concur in the policy of making known
facts without authority, and particularly of questionable transac-

tions. The Grand Encampment also met and transacted the neces-

sary local business. These two bodies meet semi-annually during

she same week.

The Fair.—The next Tuesday (Nov. 10,) after the dedication of
the Temple, commenced the Grand Odd Fellows’ Fair, for the ben-
efit of the Widows’ and Orphans’ Fund. It continued four nights,

and we realized about $800 by the enterprise. There were about
IS large and splendidly covered tables, managed by energetic ladies.

These ladies called to their aid the beauty of the city, and my dear
sir, their charms were so overcoming that not even a married man
could refrain from falling in love some ten or a dozen times while
going around the large room. There was fine music on the occa-

sion, and in fact there was everything there, to make the heart feel

glad. As you entered, upon the left was the postoffice. In this de-

partment, the Postmaster General made a very excellent appoint-

ment in the selection of Miss Slaughter, aided by Mr. Richard H.
Woolfolh, late of the city postoffice. Next was the Louisville Ho-
tel, under the management of Mrs. Chiles and Conway. In this im-

mense establishment could be found everything to eat that heart

could wish for, and you had the pleasure of being waited upon by
the beautiful and the intelligent. Next to the Hotel was Mrs. An-
derson's Table. This lady is not an Odd Fellow, but she is every
thing that constitutes the best kind of an Odd Fellow in her sex.

Mrs. A. was assisted by the beautiful and lovely. Next wafc Mrs.
Noble’s Table. Here all kinds of books and other articles could be
procured fresh from the hands of the very interesting and amiable
ladies who were ever ready to wait upob purchasers. Mrs. N. is the

wife of Past Grand Noble, our Grand Lodge printer. The next in

order was Mrs. Hinkle's Table, the wife of P. G. Master' J. B. Hin-
kle, who is regarded as a revolutionary soldier in the cause of Odd
Fellowship. Here at this table could be found everything that heart

could desire. Besides the articles for sale, there were some fine

and noble ladies to grace the occasion with their smiles. Next
came the table conducted by Mrs. Duval and Thomas. These ladies

are the wives of old pioneers in the Order. They displayed much
taste in the arrangement of their table, and too much praise cannot

be given them. Next was the table conducted by Mrs. Merriwether

andSmith. The former is the wife of a young Azurite. Could you
have seen the pret|y girls here, your heart would st ill lingar in Louis-

ville. Now we have arrived at Mrs. Prentice’s Table. Mrs. P. is

the wife of the editor of the Louisville Journal. He is not the great-

est of the two. Her powers are great. She was assisted by ladies

possessing charm9 rare and powerful. Next was the table conduct-

ed by Mrs. Raphael, assisted by her beautiful and lovely daughters.

Next were the tables of Mrs. Watkins and Chase. The former is

the wife of one of our sterling co-workers in Odd Fellowship. At
these tables everything could be found*, bright and fair jewels not

excepted. The next table was that of Mrs. Shaffner and Fonda.

Here everything was to be seen, and further we say not, inasmuch

as the former is our own seifs* half, and the other the wife of D. G.

of Kentucky, being in partnership is rather near home to com-

ment upon. We might, however, and be modest too, say that as

much could be said of this table as has been of any other in the sa-

loon. We have now arrived at the splendid Galt House, being about

one size more extensive than the Astor House, and under the pro-

prietorship of Mrs. Jones and Waters. This establishment was de-

cidedly better managed than either the Astor House of New York,

the Tremont House in Boston, or Barnum’s Hotel in Baltimore.

I must close my imperfect description of this splendid affair;

Everything terminated well, and many hearts will look back upon

the occasion with feelings of joy and pleasure.

A few words about our Order in Kentucky and I am done. A
new Lodge has lately been opened at Lexington, and styled “ Mer-

rick Lodge No. 31,” and is in successful operation. This Lodge

was named after an estimable man and a worthy Odd Fellow, who
prides in the name of our Order and glories in practising the benign

principles so beautifully inculcated by the various grades in Odd
Fellowship.

Throughout the State harmony prevails and prosperity seems to

characterize the history of each department of the Order.

Yours, truly, In F. L. and T. Tal. P. Shaffner.

Form for Charters.—Grand Cor. Sec. Ridgely has issued a

notice, which states that he “ has had the Diploma Plate of the G.

L. of U. S. adopted {adapted ?] as a form for Charters from State

Grand Lodges and Encampments to their Subordinates, which

makes a beautiful affair—he has had a few impressions struck off,

and can furnish them at $1 each. Specimens may be had upon ap-

plication at the office, if desired.” We approve of this step, and

hope our own, as well as other Grand Lodges, will procure this form

of charter. We must say, that while this Diploma forms a very in-

ferior certificate of membership, it will make an exceedingly pretty

charter picture.

0G*P. G. William Dougherty, of Cold Spring, a delegate to the

late Convention, desires us to say, that he is a Moulder, and not a

Merchant, as stated in the list of Delegates, with their occupations,

given last week.
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THE CONVENTION AND THE NEW CONSTITUTION.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

Mr. Editor: It was with a feeling of eager expectation, that, on

receipt of your paper, I turned to the article on the new Constitu-

tion, which rumor had bruited round, was to appear therein, from

the pen of one of the officers of the late Convention, and I must

confess that after a deliberate and attentive perusal thereof, I was

disappointed both in the tone and reasoning of the same.

It is unnecessary for me to enter into a defense of Hinman Lodge.

She possesses abler and more powerful pens than mine to defend

the course she has deemed proper to pursue at this critical juncture;

but I must say that the mode adopted by No. 107, has met the un-

qualified approval of nearly every Lodge in this District.

The two vital points of Representation and Taxation, as adopted

by the Convention, were as well known then in all their bearing, as

now, when the Constitution is in print; and as it must necessarily

be the work of time before their communication could reach and

be responded to by the respective Lodges, and as the said Conven-

tion was not called together until the proposed Constitution was

within the reach of every one, I think the objection is hardly

sustainable.

In respect to the brother’s defense of the acts of the late Conven-

tion, I fully believe that when the members met they came together

full of suspicions of the purposes and motives of each other, the

country delegates fully aware of their advantageous position in the

Convention and equally determined to retain their advantages, and

at the same time full of suspicions that the movement party among

the city delegates only intended to make a cat’s paw of them for

their own purposes.

The city delegation (among whom were those who originated

the project) were in the full hope and expectation of so working on

the country delegates, as to mould their views to coincide with

theiris, thus rendering them the master spirits »and leaders in the

Convention ; but yet, as the time of meeting drew near, suspicions

arose as to the result of their deliberative plans, and doubts would

suggest themselves whether the country party would quietly keep

within the traces. And most signally were all the doubts and sus-

picions of these would-be leaders verified ; the proceedings of the

first day satisfied them of the worthlessness of all their hopes and

expectations: instead of leading they had to follow. The country

members knew their power and retained it ; nor could all the iul-

mination of the mouth-piece of their opponents induce them to re-

lax their iron grasp, save and except in the article on Representa-

tives; 600 was substituted instead of 1000, and we have yet to learn

what advantage will accrue to the city from the boasted “ sine qua

non” of their delegates, or whether the proposition as originally

submitted would not have been more advantageous to the city, as

the fewer the delegates, the less amount of funds will be drawn from

the treasures of the Subordinates of the District under the fairJust

and impartial system of taxation adopted by the late Convention.

Had representation and taxation gone together, there would not

have been the great cause for complaint that now exists ;
but when

]

the city will be called upon to pay nearly one half the expenses of

the Order, while her representation will be but 21 out of 80 repre-

sentatives, and when the country members not only have their

traveling expenses paid, but are also to be supported at the expense

f of the Order during their stay in the city, while the city delegation

are required to sacrifice their time without compensation (with the

hope, I suppose, of deterring any but professional gentlemen, the

aristocracy of the Order, from offering themselves as representa-

tives.) Under these circumstances, it must be deemed by all, that

we shall virtually have “ taxation without representation .”

I cannot, for my part, see there is any good ground for the boast-

ing of the brother in regard to the unanimity of the adopting vote.

That the country party should, to a man, go for an instrument that

will throw all power into their hands, at the same time it provides

for a pecuniary recompense to them while exercising said power,

is not to be wondered at ; but, that there should exist men so re-

creant to the duties entrusted to them, so regardless of the rights

confided to their care, as to vote away, what they at least ought to

have defended, is not only to be wondered at but greatly to be de-

plored, and without doubt gives some cause for the rumors afloat of

the honors some of them at least expect to receive in the shape of a

“quid pro quo.” I must say the brother appears to be unfortunate

- in his facts. My common sense, after reading Delegate Coffin’s

protest wherein he says, “ that he most heartily disapproves of the

ratio of representation as specified in this Constitution, believing

that it is unfair, partial, and highly oppressive to the members of

the Order who have united themselves to it in good faith, and with

reference to reserved rights held out by the compact made with

them,” will not permit me to receive as an undeniable fact that the

Constitution was adopted with only one negative vote ; and in my

opinion it must require either great perversity or great obtuseness

of intellect, to state for an undeniable fact, what every one must
allow to be anything but the truth. If the brother ever actually en-

tertained the opinion he so confidently asserts, that ten-elevenths of

the members in this District will approve of the Constitution as sub-

mitted to them, I think by this time he must be disabused of suck

impression, that is to say, if he has conversed with any one on the

subject, beside his late colleagues.

The concluding portion of the communication, in which it is

positively asserted that the Subordinate Lodge&will not be deprived

of a single right they now possess—that it fully guarantees to the

Subordinate Lodges the right of representation in the Grand Lodge,

and that it does make the representation strictly in proportion t©

numbers, must by all men of common intellect be classed with the

undeniable fact above. Those superior and refined intellects wh#
can, by a process of subtle argument and reasoning, apparently dress

error in the garb of truth, may perhaps so argue as to convince, or

perhaps justify, themselves In their own eyes for the wrongs they

have committed; but*I very much doubt whether their theories will

ever persuade their constituents that they have not by their acts

been deprived of one and all of those rights, which the brother so

confidently asserts, the new Constitution will not deprive them of.

As this communication has been drawn out to a much greater

length than I ever contemplated, I will conclude by entreating of

our country brethren to pause before they act, and consider weU
what may be the result if this Constitution should be adopted.

Would it not be better, by a mutual spirit of compromise, so to

modify these obnoxious articles, that ail may be content, so that

our Order may continue in peace and concord, and go on in unity

to increase and prosper ; thus demonstrating to the world that our

beautiful principles of Friendship, Love and Truth are not mere

theories, to be obliterated by selfish, sectional struggles for place

and power ; but that they are founded on a far more enduring basis.

On the contrary, by adopting articles so obnoxious to so large a por-

tion of the Order, will not a spirit of discontent and discord be gen-

erated, the forerunner of measures iujurious to the welfare of our

Order, and which may terminate in a way that all solicitous for the

spread of the principles of F. L. and T. would undoubtedly deplore.

Advise.

Bro. Winchester,—The object sought in my last communication

has been obtained. It has provoked discussion upon the subject of

our new Constitution, and this I desired to accomplish ; and were

it not that a few sophistries, and wrong views of substantial facta,

calculated to mislead the incautious, were developed in some com-

munications in your last, I would not trouble you or your readers

again with this subject, preferring to leave it in abler hands.

In my communication I£took occasion to disapprove of the course

pursued by one of our city Lodges, in opposition to some of the es-

sential features of the new Constitution, nor has my mind changed

in the least, relative to the action of jhat body, notwithstanding an

able defense of their resolutions, from the pen of an esteemed bro-

ther and personal friend, appeared in your paper of the 6th inst. And

allow me here to yield the tribute of sincere approbation to the can-

did and courteous character of that communication, contrasting bo

strongly as it does with a certain bombastic “address” appended to

a string of classically constructed resolutions, which, during the

last week, filled the Order with wonder, and made us all feel like

Goldsmith’s village boys in presence of
k
their school-master Lamong

whom
“ still the wonder grew,

How his small head ooold carry all he knew.”

I cheerfully concede to “a. a. p.” what common fairness de-

mands, that my assertion that the resolutions of his Lodge, “ vir-

tually condemned the new Constitution,” was too broad. I should

have said they virtually condemn some of the essential features of

the new Constitution. This retraction, however, does not alter the

relative position in which his Lodge stands to the Order, in the mat-

ter of premature action, and forestalling of opinion. Let any un-

biassed mind read those resolutions, standing as they did in your

columns, “ without note or comment,” and the only inference which

that mind could draw, would be, that they would prove potentially

instrumental (whether so intended or not) in “ exciting strong pre-

judices against the new Constitution,” or rather, against some es-

sential features of it. I did not impugn the motives of those highly

esteemed brethren—on the contrary, I disclaimed the thought, but

I did condemn as unfair, such hostile action before the subject of

such action should be brought tangibly before the Order. “ a. a. p.”

defends this premature action by the plea, that those who framed

those resolutions had perused the new Constitution, and had also

been fully enlightened by the wise commentaries thereon “ of mem-

bers of the Convention itself.” This is doubtless true, but does this

justify the body by whom those resolutions were “ unanimously

adopted” in acting upon isolated portions of a document they had
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never seen, (and which was then only about six hours old,) without

knowing the relation in which those portions stood to others in the

instrument 1 The brothers who stood up before the Lodge as ex-

pounders of the new Constitution, are men above reproach, and

whose word, in matters of fact , no one would for a moment ques-

tion; but when fact and inferential opinions are woven together, it

is wisdom, to say the least, for men to examine cautiously for them-

selves, before making solemn resolves that are to go forth with pow-

er of expression proportionate to the high character of the source

whence they emanate.

But allpwing it to be just and prudent thus to pass judgment, it

seems to me there is no just ground of defense for the act of promul-

gating this judgment to others thus prematurely. If the members of

that Lodge were content to predicate action upon the truthful asser-

tions of “ three or more'* individuals, very well ; but they had no
right, measured by the standard of common fairness, to excite pre-

judice and alarm elsewhere, before the new Constitution was pub-

lished.

The plea of “ a. a. f.” that the call upon the sister Lodges to send

delegates to a Convention to co-operate in “such measures as may
be necessary,” was only a precautionary movement, has no force

whatever ; for the resolution of the G. L. authorizing the Conven-

tion, makes it obligatory upon all the Lodges to refrain from action

upon the new Constitution, for at least two weeks subsequent to the

reception of a copy thereof. If, therefore, six hours is ample time

for the Lodge to which “ a. a. p.” belongs, to form a calm and de-

liberate judgment, h« must allow that the most “ obtuse” of the other

Lodges may be expected to form a tolerably correct judgment with-

in a fortnight, and have time also to appoint delegates to a counter

Convention to concert measures to prevent the adoption of the in-

strument. But let this pass. I have spoken freely and candidly ; if

I have erred, charge it to the head, not to the heart.

My friend, “a. a. p.,” and another correspondent, and member
of the same Lodge, “ w.,” cites me to the bar of Truth, for assert-

ing that “ the new Constitution does not deprive the Subordinate

Lodges of a single right they now possess—that it fully guarantees to

the Subordinates, the right of representation in the Grand Lodge

;

and that it does make the representation strictly- in proportion to

numbers.” Let us see whether I am veracious or not. And let it

be remembered, that when I speak of the Lodges, I mean all the

Lodges in the State, and not the Lodges of New York City exclu-

sively, to whose interest solely the opponents of the new Constitu-

tion seem to refer, apparently forgetting that those of both city

and county are all of the same family—that each Lodge is but an

integral part of a great unity, and that the “good of the whole”

should be the true motive to guide us in our actions. That short-

visioned philanthropy, which cannot lookbeyond the circumscribed

area of its own arena of action, and views with jealous eye all co-

workers in the moral vineyard, hath no “part nor lot,” in the fun-

damental principles of our Order ; and yet, it is a lamentable fact

that this shortsightedness, and that most pernicious sentiment— the

canker at the root of all honest justice—“our Lodge, right or

wrong !” bears potent sway in certain quarters, and weighs like a

millstone upon our real prosperity. But to the question.

Lodges are not deprived of the rights they now possess. I believe

this assertion is questioned only in the matter of representation.

At present, each Lodge possesses the right of having as many repre-

sentatives in the Grand Lodge as it has P. Gs. Will they be really

and substantially deprived of this right by the new Constitution 1

Clearly not, but on the contrary, this right will be more practically

exercised than it is now. By virtue of certain conditions, each

county in the State forms a District, the Past Grands of the Lodges

therein constitute a committee, entitled a District Grand Commit-
tee, to which is delegated the following powers : Bach District Grand

Committee shall have power to make rules for its own government

subject to the approval of the Grand Lodge ; to admit as members
of the Grand Lodge all Past Grands belonging to Lodges in the

District, on producing the evidence required by Article I, Section

3, (certificate of membership in good standing,) of this Constitu-

tion ; to conler the Grand Lodge degre*. upon all new members

;

to recommend the granting of charters for new Lodges, to be lo-

cated in the District ; to consider, determine, and redress all appeals

and grievances originating in the District ; to settle disputes and

controversies arising between Lodges in the District ; to grant dis-

pensations for the admission or reinstatement into Lodges in the

District, of expelled members, or members of expelled or suspended

Lodges ; to permit public lectures, addresses, and processions in the

District ; and to provide for the necessary expenses of such Grand
Committees, and have such other powers as may hereinafter be

granted.

Now it will be perceived by this, that every species of business

which concerns a Lodge or an individual, and in which a Lodge
can participate by representation, is transacted by the D. G. Com-
mittee, which is composed of all the P. Gs. of every Lodge in the

District—each Lodge is represented not only by “ at least one,” but
by every one of its P. Gs. What more than this can a Lodge rea-

sonably require 1 The business of the G. L., under the provisions

of the new Constitution, will be of such a general nature, that no
special benefit can accrue to any Lodge by having a representative

there from its own immediate body. Everything relating to its own
individual wants will be done in the District Committee, where all

its P. G.s may be present and act, and wherein it can be far more
justly and efficiently represented then it can possibly be now in the
G. L. where sectional feelings necessarily prevail. And then, in

the choice of representatives in the G. L. in these respective Dis-
tricts, every member of every Lodge has a voice, and, therefore, the

Lodges are not only fully represented by all their P. Gs. in all mat-
ters of individual interest, now acted upon in the Grand Lodge, but

they are also represented in the G. L. itself by men of their own
choice. If, therefore, the new Constitution does essentially or prac-

tically deprive the Lodges of a single right they now possess—if it

does not fully “ guarantee to Subordinates the right of representa-

tion in the G. L.,” then I am unable to comprehend a fair logical

deduction from facts.

Again, under the present system of centralization of legislative

and executive power in the G. L. located here, it is next to impos-
sible for many—indeed for a majority—of the country Lodges, to be
fairly represented. Many of them are situated hundreds of miles
from the seat of government, and can ill afiord to pay the expenses
of a representative or representatives hither, out of their slender

means. And frequently, too, it is impossible for them to get a P. G.
to leave his business and come at all ; and then, when he gets here,

what security has he that before he can get a single proposition be-

fore the G. L. in which his own particular Lodge is concerned,

some city member, renowned for extreme courtesy and tender anx-

iety for equal rights, will not move an adjournment for perhaps a
week or a fortnight 1 which is carried, and the representative returns

to his constituents, and has the mortification of being able to only

report progress (1) so far as his representation is concerned. To
our shame be it spokfn, this is the history of a very great deal of the

representation from the country at present ; and so long as matters

relating to the interest of Lodges, individually, shall be acted upon
here, so long the country, outnumbering us in population, will sel-

dom have an audible voice in the proceedings of our Grand Lodge.

And in cases of grievance, what a farce—what a mockery of justice

is our present system ! Why, parties from remote sections of the

State are literally “ transported beyond the high seas” for adjudica-

tion, and may as reasonably expect justice as did our revolutionary

fathers. For these evils—for this crying injustice, the D. G. Com-
mittees offer a remedy. The whole State will be fairly represented

—partial legislation will cease—juntas of those who are ambitious

of rule will be broken up—causesfor just discontent will disappear,

and our profession of harmony and brotherly love will become a
beautiful reality.

“ a. a. p.” and also “ w.” deny that representation is inproportion

to numbers. At the present moment it is not so, I admit ; but the

new Constitution, if adopted, will probably remain the embodiment
of the organic law of the Order for twenty yeara or more ; and in

less than three years representation will be strictly in proportion to

numbers. Therefore, regarding that instrument as prospective in

ita operations, it is strictly true, as I have stated,—it makes repre-

sentation strictly in proportion to numbers. Your correspondent

“ d. f. b.” has so clearly demonstrated this point, that I cannot do
better than to recite bis statement.

“ According to the county system, giving each county having one
representative and one for each 600 members, the inequality which at

first appears in favor of the country, will in a few years (and before

any change can be made in the proposed Constitution) disappear.

Compared with last August, New York will have 21, Kings 4, and

the country 66. Taking the same increase for the succeeding ft

years, as for the last year, (40 per cent) and supposing the increase

to be equal in each county, and the result will be as follows:

1847... ...New York 29
1848... ... do 40

1849... do 66

•Again, under the new Constitution, every 500 which New York

or Kings gains, will give an additional representative ; whereas there

are 13 districts in the country, which if they increase 400 in each';

20 which if they increase 300 in each ; 9 yhich if they increase 200

in each ; and 3 which if they increase 100 in each, or in all 13,800

members, will gain no additional representative. Thus every year

under the new system will tend to make that equal which at first

appears unequal, while every year under the present system only in-

creases the inequality in representation. Under the new system,

commencing with the next Annual Session, New York and Kings

can prevent any organic change to their prejudice, as.a two-third

vote cannot be got without them. In addition to this, the country

never will be fully represented. Ten country delegates were absent
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from the Convention. In New York and Kings the representatives

can always be on hand.*’

I intended to have said something in relation to the entire jus-

tice of the taxation proposed by the new Constitution, but I have

already trespassed too much upon your space.

Yours, fraternally, b. j. l.

New York, Dec. 7th, 1846.

Mr. Editor : Your polite tender of the use of the columns of “ the

Golden Rule” for any remarks I might feel disposed to make upon the

New Constitution adopted by the late Convention, is duly appreciated

on my part, and when I shall have heard ox read any remarks which

would seem to demand or entitle it to my attention, or require a
t

my hand as an humble member of said convention, a replication in

a formal way, I shall most certainly avail myself of your kind and

respectful invitation. I may say this much, that in my judgment

no necessity as yet exists that I should intrude any remarks lupon

the attention of your readers in reference to anything I may have

said or done , in the discharge of my duty as a member of the con-

vention. When that necessity shall have been created, I shall meet

the crisis promptly and fearlessly. * Till then I shall neither be

persuaded by soft woids, nor be driven by frothy and angry denun-

ciations, to run at uncertainties, or fight with such as are beating

the air. There is a time to speak, and so there is a time to be

silent. There is also a time to act, but previous to this, it is not

only a matter of imperative duty, but a part of true wisdom to ex

amine well the step we are about taking, unless we may say and do

that in haste which we may have occasion to repent of at our

leisure. There is nothing to be gained by being in a hurry to place

ourselves before the public ia the way of offering excuses, and

pleading circumstances in the way of self justification for our acts,

when those acts have neither been condemned or approved by those

to whose intelligence and judgment they are to be submitted, and

whose action when made known will not only be the “ ultimatum,”

but obedience thereto be the “ sine qua non” gf the most refractory.

I did hope that the constitution to be submitted to the subordi-

nates would at least have been printed
,
read and examined with

thoughtful care and deliberation, before it would be met with un-

comprising hate and hostility. However, I did suppose, that what-

ever an individal here and there might say, that subordinates, at

any rate, would not in their collective capacity have risen up in war
against it, until the matter in dispute should have been officially

transmitted to them, and treated with at least the ordinary courtesy

of having it read and referred to a special committee to report

thereon. This is what our laws direct this is the ancient usage of

the Order in reference even to matters of comparative moment. It

would seem however that modem usage treats more weighty and
momentous matters with far less respect. So the world gpes, and
is likely to go. Be it so. I do not know that in the end much will

be lost by this locomotive haste to condemn persons and measures
without hearing ; it may bring upon us with lightning haste a health-

ful corrective.

I do not wish lo be understood as censuring others for pursuing a

course of action directly opposite to that which I propose as a self-

governing principle. I only intend to say, that it seems marvelously

strange that some intelligent and worthy brethren permit themselves

to say, and also put in print, statements that certainly differ widely
and essentially from what others, placed under similiar circumstan-

ces, think. It is well for us all that an opportunity will be offered

to place matters in their true light, and when that period shall have
arrived, misstatements intentionally or otherwise made will meet
with their proper correctives. I shall not permit myself to do

what I disapprove in others. I shall therefore bide the time, when
the instrument bo much denounced and despised by Bogie, aad ex-

tolled and respected by others, shall have come legitimately before

Meridian Lodge No. 42 and shall have been treated in the way and
manner laid down by our laws, then, and not till then shall I feel it

my duty and privilege to say and do what I think the occasion de-

mands. I may then feel it my duty to condemn what I think was
improper in the conduct of the majority of the convention in refer-

ence to the “ way and manner” they procured the adoption of the

constitution as it is. But whatever may be the views I entertained

then y
and do still entertain in relation to certain persons and things,

this will not prevent me approving and defending what is right,

though wrong may have produced the right.

I am glad, and with emotions of pride and pleasure record the

fact, that Meridian Lodge has not committed herself by resolution,

or by word or act in this matter. Its journals are not loaded with

denunciations against it, nor has her moments been spent in utter-

ing fulsome praise, or hasty anathemas upon those who were mem-
bers of the convention. She has not prejudged or condemned be-

forehand a ftiatter involving such deep interests to herself and other

Lodges. Nor do I know what the ultimate action of .the Lodge
may be, for although she has stood by me through evil and good

report, and loaded me with all the honors she could confer, yet 1
have not the presumption to announce beforehand her actions ; this
much I will say, that her actions will be a fair and honest expression
of opinions after a deliberate and careful examination of the docu-
ment. I have not the disposition myself, nor yet the vanity to suppose
that I or any other Representative is the keeper or controller of the
judgment of a Lodge of intelligent men ; and for this reason I have
not had conversation with four members of the Lodge upon the sub-
ject, nor do I intend to meddle with matters that belong to others.
It is for Lodges and members of Lodges to read for themselves; and
it is highly improper to forestal the judgment by placing WTong and
far-fetched issues before them. Whatever action my Lodge shall
take upon the measure I shall respect her decision, however I may
differ in opinion upon the subject. One thing I will now say, that
I did not, while acting as a member of the Convent ion, feel that any
particular section of the Order baa prior claims upon me ; to act pure-
ly for the good of the Order generally was my aim and desire, and
after a careful review of my own course, I feel that the proud con-
sciousness of having done the very best that I could do under the
circumstances of the case, is a sufficient support and satisfaction to

me. Perhaps the time will come when many will find it unwise to

be unduly excited about matters that require great care and thought
to arrive at a proper issue. When the time to defend the course of
the New York delegation shall have arrived, I may be induced to

occupy your columns with a few further remarks. Till then I shall

calmly read, and listen to the teachings of all, in hope that I shall

in the end be profited and instructed by some.

.
Yours fraternally, W. W. Wallace.

Bro. Winchester: I ggrceive in your last issue, a communica-
tion from Bro. Coffin, of No. 78, in which he corrects an error in my
article of the previous week, where I refer to the final vote in the
Convention on the new Constitution. I most cheerfully acknowledge
the error, and hasten to correct it. Wi^en I penned that article, I

had not the Journal of the Convention before me, and I had forgot-

ten the precise character of mv excellent brother’s potest. I attrib-

ute my error to the fact, that my mind was bo distinctly impressed
with the solemn comp ict into which the New York Delegation and
a few others, entered into the previous day, by which we agreed
upon 900 as the basis of representation, and delegated one of our
number to present that to the Convention as our ultimatum, so far

as representation was concerned, that I had entirely forgotten that

any brother had subsequently changed his mind, and acted counter
to the terms of the compact. I supposed the protest in question,

was similar to the written reason for retusing to vote, submitted by
another brother. Hence my error. Yours fraternally, b. j. l.

(O-fhe letter of our Washington correspondent, towhom we are

under so many obligations, will attract the attention of members of
the Order. From it, it will be seen that a seed of Odd Fellowship

has fallen in the Sandwich Islands, where it has taken root, and is

likely to flourish. We hope the M. W. Grand Sire will see to it at

ondfc, and have the little foundling properly taken care of.

Ocj* Truly, they must have had a great time at the Odd Fellows*

Fair in Louisville, on the 10th ult. Had even a hint of half its glories

been shadowed forth to us in advance, we should have been tempt-

ed to be present, without an invitation ! So magnificent an affair

must gTeatly cement the Order in that region, and rivet the bonds of

Friendship, Love and Truth more firmly among all who had the

happiness to be present—ladies included of course.

flnj-Hinraan Lodge, we learn, had a very interesting time last Mon-
day evening in the conversations on the subject of the loss of the At-

lantic, tec. Next Monday evening, Gun Cotton, now making so

much noise in the world, will be the subject of conversation.

The Apolloneons.—During the past few weeks the mueic-loving

portion of our community have been filled to a surfeit with the per-

formances of numerous be-heralded and be-puffed “ stars” from
abroad. But on Tuesday evening last, at the Tabernacle, a whole

galaxy of stars ,
natives of our own State, unexpectedly and almost

unheralded, shot before us—revealed theirpresence and power to the

delighted eyes and ears of an enraptured audience, and at once
wheeled into the heart’s orbit of public approbation. It is composed
of a sweet little angel of a girl and four boys, all of whom have at-

tained to unusual perfection on the several instruments they play

upon. Their performances were from the most difficult composi-

tions, and were executed with a truthfulness, sweetness, and finish

that can hardly be excelled by any talent we have yet heard in this

country. The musical critics—the “ properly constituted authori-

ties”—endorse their talent as containing an abundance of pure, rich

ore. They are natives of our own State, and we hope to see them

appreciated as they deserve to be. ,

They sing again at the Tabernacle, on Tuesday evening next,

when we hope they will have a bumper.
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Ntow from tfje £oi>ges.

NEW IOBX.
Proceedings of the Grand Lodge.—The R. W. Grand Lodge

of New York held an adjourned session at their Room, National

Hall, Canal street, on Tuesday evening, December 8, Joseph R.

Taylor, Grand Master, presiding, and a crowded attendance.

After the reading of the minutes and the admission ofnew mem-

bers, which consumed one hour and three quarters, the Grand Mas-

ter called the attention of the Grand Lodge to the necessity of so

amending the constitution of subordinates, as tp conform its pro-

visions to the law of the G. L. of U. S. altering the terms to six

months. The subject was referred to a committee of three, consist-

ing of P. Gs. Dikeman of 107, Davis of 1, and Coffin of 73.

The following appointments of D. D. G. Masters were made by

the Grand Master and confirmed by the Grand Lodge: .TohnW.

Dwindle fpr the District of. Monroe, in place of Hiram Leonard,

resigned. Gustavus A. Rogers for the District of Steuben.

The rulea were then suspended, for the purpose of offering certain

preambles and solutions touching the late convention, and the

constitution of the Grand Lodge proposed by it.

P. G. Sutton of No. 9. then proceeded to read the Preambles and

Resolutions, which strongly condemned the proceedings of the

Convention, declaring the constitution adopted by it null and void,

as conflicting with the charter of the Grand Lodge, and provi-

ding that hereafter no amendment shall be offered to the present

constitution except at the Annual Session by the Representation of

two Lodges, when ii shah be iaid over to the next Anuual Session,

at which it shall require the votes of tipee-fourths of the Grand

Lodge by representations to adopt it.

A motion to amend by laying the subject on the table until the

Lodges had voted on the new constitution, was made, which was

subsequently cut of! by a call for the previous question.

The question being takfen by representation of Lodges, resulted

as follows : Ayes 140, Noes 118. So the preambles and resolutions

were adopted.

The Grand Lodge then closed the November Session, Ayes 93,

Noes 76, the vote being taKen by representation of Lodges.

The next session of the Grand Lodge will commence on the first

Wednesday in February, 1847, at 10 o’clock, A. M.

The Convention of Past Grants, called by Hinman Lodge, met

at the Grand Lodge-room, National Hall, on Saturday evening last.

The meeting was called to order by P. G. A. A. Phillips, who

stated the object of the Convention. Delegates were present from

63 out of the 59 Lodges in the city, and from Crusaders Lodge, Wil-

liamsburg. The Convention wap organized by the choice of P. Gs.

W. L. Boggs, of No. 57, Chairman, John J. Davies, of No. 1, Sec-

retary, and W. H. Dikeman, of No. 107, Treasurer. The greatest

unanimity prevailed in regard to (he subject which brought them to-

gether, and the “ most unqualified disapprobation was expressed by

all of the general features of the so-called new Constitution.” Com-

mittees were appointed to prepare a plan of action for the Conven-

tion, and also to draft a form of Protest under which those Lodges

opposed to the Constitution may vote when it comes before them,

and to prepare an Address to the Order under this jurisdiction. The

Convention then adjourned to meet at the same place on Saturday

evening, the 12th iust. at 7 o’clock.

Brockport Lodge No.258 was instituted at Brockport, Monroe

county, on the evening of Nov. 11, by D. D. G. M. Hiram Leonard,

of the District of Monroe, assisted by P. D. D. G. M. McCollum,

P. Gs. Amsden, Bowen, &c. The following officers were installed

to serve during .the present term: R. S. Blossom, N.G.; C. G. Sad-

ler, V.G.; H. Field, Sec.; Dr. H. L. De V. Wilder, Treas. The Lodge

commences under the most auspicious circumstances, and is thought

will rival any of its sister Lodges in the District. Night of meeting,

Wednesday.

I3F
9 Stirling Lodge No. 190.—The Lecture of P. G. James

Crane, M.D., advertised for last Monday evening, was postponed.

It will be given at the Lodge-room, Montague Hall, Brooklyn, on

Monday evening next, 14th inst.

CONNECTICUT.
City Lodge No. 86 was instituted in the city of New Haven, on

the evening of Dec. 2, by the M. W. G. M. Prelate Dkmick, as-

sisted by Grand Secretary L. G. Peck as D. G. M., P. Gs. N. C

Hall as Grand Marshal, F. Croswell as G. Warden, S. Bishop, as

G. Treas. and Geo. Lines as G. Guardian. After the ceremonies

of institution, solemn and interesting, the following officers were

elected and installed in ample form ; Thomas C. Hollis, N.G.; Joel

B. Foote, V.G.; Andrew L. Brown, Sec.; Noah Chandler, Treas.

We are happy to learn that City Lodge, the fourth in the beauti-

ful city of New Haven, commences its existence [under the most

flattering circumstances. The brethren cbmposing it are of tried

fidelity, and will place this Lodge on an elevated position. May
they prosper abundantly, and bring forth much fruit.

WISCONSIN.
Madison, W. T. Not. 18, 1846.

Dear Sir and Bro.—Your devotion to, and interest in the Order,

as also of your numerous subscribers, prompts in writing to ytm in

regard to a very important meeting of delegates from the several

Lodges in the Territory, held at the Capitol, for the purpose of ta-

king measures to secure the establishment of a Grand Lodge. Rep-

resentatives appeared from nine Lodges, leaving one unrepresented.

They were in session during the evening of the 17th and morning

of the 18th, and after considerable discussion and frequent balloting,

a petition was prepared and signed by every representative, asking

for the opening of a Grand Lodge, to be located at Milwaukie.

Thus is a question settled that we feared would prove a great barrier

to the progress of the Order in the Territory, and considering the

fact that several of the Lodges will have to send their Past Grands

some 200 miles, their delegates yielded to the necessity of the

case with a better grace than could have been expected, and during

the whole session acted in a manner highly creditable to themselves

as well as honorable to the Lodges they represented. Their sacrifices

to the welfare of the Order will be grateiully remembered by the

Lodges, and we have every confidence, that before one year rolls

round, any doubt yet remaining in their minds in regard to the

policy of the location of the seat of government of the Order, will

entirely be eradicated. The Convention adjourned with the great-

est good feeling—just such a feeling as should prevail among Odd

Fellows, to meet again at Madison, whenever a dispensation is grant-

ed for a Grand Lodge. This arrangement was adopted to secure a

general attendance of the Past Grands from all the Lodges, in the

organization of that body. The idea is a new one, that of opening

the Grand Lodge at any point other than that selected for its perma-

nent location; yet it must be decided by the M. W. Grand Sire,

whether our wish in the matter can consistently be complied with.

Yours, in F. L. and T. w.

Texas.—We are happy to hear of the progress of the Order in this

young sister of our confederacy. We make the following extract

from a letter from L. P. Sundberg, Esq., G. Master of Texas,

dated Galveston, Nov. 20, 1846. “The Order here is doing well

and increasing. We have in contemplation the erection of a new

Hall on a lot of ground kindly donated to us by the City Com-

pany.”

Clifford Lodge No. 181, of the State of Pennsylvania, was re-

cently instituted at Dundaff, byD. D. G. M. St. John, who installed

the following officers: Wm. H. Slocum, N. G.,* Elisha Phinney,

V. G.; S. B. Wells, Sec.; J. M. Chittenden, Assis. Sec.; Solomon

Bolton, Treas. A large number of visiting brethren were present.

FESTUS: A POEM. By Philip lames Bailey Bairister at Law Fourth

American Edition. Boston : B.B. Mussey. 1&17. 12mo. pp. 413.

We are greatly pleased to see that this poem has reached a fourth

edition so soon after its publication in this country. It is an extra-

ordinary production ;
a poem of the first class for grandeur and

beauty of thought and language. There has been nothing like it

since the days of Milton ;
and in the healthful and hopeful philoso-

phy of it, it is far beyond “ Paradise Lost.” We say extraordinary,

for this is in its teachings; in the greatness of its exceptions; in

the glowing richness of its descriptions, whether of the outer or in-

ner world ; in the wealth and wild magnificence of its imagery, and

the royal prodigality with which the most beautifu and startling

figures are scattered through it broad-cast ; and finally in the glori-

ous issue of its plan—the oneness of God and man, and the reign of

perfect harmony in the universe. To give anything like a descrip-

tion of ihe poem would be out of the question. It must be read to

be understood ; and he who reads it through with a clear insight in-

to its purpose and meaning, will rise from it with a great hope, if

not a great faith, in his heart.
. *

It has received the most unmeasured praise of the great and good

of England Elliot says “ it contains poetry enough to set up fifty

So^s •” and Mrs. S. C. Hall that " there is matter enough m it to

Stoat a hundred volumes of the usual pros^ poetry. It *“9®

of the moat wonderful things I ever read ;” white

ha vii “ there is no more enthusiastic admirer oi resius man my

stff ” The “ Britannia” pronounces it “ one of the most striking,

more appropriate or acceptable to an intelligent woman.
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BUSINESS NOTICE8.

MAGNIFICENT STEEL ENGRAVING.

r^On* mw sad fcosuttfol CERTIFICATE OF MEMBERSHIP, which

fcjw. to the hand* of the Engrarerfor tm month*, is now completed, at an

of more than ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS, and is to thehand, of the

fttour. Impressions will be taken a* fa*ta* is possible, comutent with perfect

^noe of execution ;
and Agent, will be dispatched to erery State to the Union,

as soon as sufficient supplies can be struck off.
,

_
Gentlemen of the highest character, and of the most critioiltute In theFtoe

Arts hare pronounced this Engraving unsurpassed as an effort ofgenius, both for

JtabUnty of arrangement and design, as well as for it. elaborate aeration and

finish It seems to us that, for the purposes for which it is intended, this Cer*

S^e^exUd. A. an oSmnwnt for the parlor, It wUJnot suffer to

•omparison with anj Engraving of the same size which has ever been produced

^This beautiful specimenof art is from the&vn'n of Bro. Strphzn H. Gimbeb,

favorably known as one of the best line engravers in America-equalled by few,

fizoelled by none. To him, also, is due the arrangement and principal designs,

which give to the whole tmUe ensemble so pleasing an effect. This work of Bro.

Gimber cannot fail to add largely to his already well-earned reputation as an

artist, as well as entitle him to the regards of our whole Brotherhood.

We have neither time nor space to give a minute description of this superb

picture, even were it necessary,-which it is not, as every brother of theOrder

lm have an opportunity of judging for himself. The size of the plate is 18 by

22 inches nearly ;
an excellent size for the best effect in framing. All the Em-

blbms OP thbObdbb are embodied in the picture, together with large vignettes

illustrating the most prominent duties and principles of Odd Fellowship.

fvy Copies are ready at the Office for subscribers and Brothers in this City

and Brooklyn. Price One Dollar. All net* subscribers, paying a year in ad-

vance, and old subscribers renewing for the year 1847, will be entitled to a copy

^Th^price of PROOFS, on extra superfine linen paper, will be |2 each without

deduction to subscribers. The number of proof impressions will be limited

to a f«w hundreds, and early application must be made to secure copies.

RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS.—The yearly volume of the Goldbn

Bulb being about to close, we earnestly call upon all those brothers whose sub-

feriptions will expire on the first of January next, to renew the same as early as

they conveniently can, by a further remittance in advance.

Let every brother who has been satisfied with our paper for the year past, and

who sincerely believes its wide circulation will exert a beneficial influence upon

the prosperity of the Order, do all in their power to add to our list. Each pre-

sent subscriber can easily obtain one or more names to send in with his own, if

he will only make the effort. A new volume, printed on new and beautiful type,

commences en the 2d of January, 1847, which will be an excellent time for new

subscribers to begin. _

READING, Pa -—Subscribers in the Borough of Reading can pay to Rev.

Bro. A. B. Gbosh, who has kindly consented to act as our agent We hope to

have a large increase for the coming volume from the brethren there.

Back numbers of the present volume, containing the capital original ro-

mance Of “ WlLFBBD MONTBESSOB, Ob THE SBCBBT OBDBB OP THB SsV*Nr

san be supplied to all new subscribers. We hope our friends will use their in-

fluence to increase the number of our readers.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

BEAUTIES OF ENGLISH HISTORY. Edited by J. Frost, LLD. New
York : Harper A Brothers, Ciiff-sL

This little volume embraces some of the choicest passages, or

more properly anecdotes, of English History from the time of the

Druids down to the reign of Victoria. It is illustrated with a large

number of wood-cuts. The style is familiar, and the work is ex-

tremely well adapted for the young, while the more advanced will

reap instruction and amusement from it.

BEAUTIES OF FRENCH HISTORY. By the Author of the Beauties oC
English History, Ac. Harper A Brothers, New York.

This work forms an agreeable fireside companion, containing a
succinct account of the most pleasing portions of French History,

from Clovi9 ,
the first French king, to the death’of Louis XVI. omit-

ting entirely the horrible scenes of the French Revolution, and con-

cluding with anecdotes of Napoleon’s brilliant career. Parents

would do well to place this book in the hands of their children,

who will thus gain a knowledge of the bright side of History, and
be afterward “better prepared to encounter the reverse of the picture.

CLASSICAL ANTIQUITIES: Or, A COMPENDIUM OF ROMAN AND
GRECIAN ANTIQUITIES; with a Sketch of Ancient Mythology. By Jos.

Salkeld. Harper A Brothers, New York.

This work is designed principally as a manual of Classical An-

tiquities for the pupil, and is sufficiently divested of the Latin and

Greek words to make it perfectly intelligible to the common reader.

Being condensed into a small compass, it must come into general

use. In no work can so much information of this character be found

in so small a space.

GLIMPSES OF THE WONDERFUL New-York. Wiley A Putnam,

161 Broadway. 1847.

Here is an annual for the little folks, the beautiful pictures of

which, and the many wonderful things it contains, will cause it to

drop down like welcome rain among them about Christmas time.

We commend it to the special attention of parents.

PICTORIAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
Nos. 12 and 13 of this publication are on our table. Good as ever

MARRIAGE S.

Nov. 24, at Freehold, N. J.by Rev. J. Putnam, P. G. BARBARIE THROCK-
MORTON, of Monmouth Lodge No. 20, and’ Mies SARAH WOODHULL,
daughter of the late Dr. Gilbert Woodhull, all of Monmouth county.

Nov. 25, at Auburn, by Rev. Bio. D. W. Bristol, of Ithaca Lodge No. 71, Bro.

MARK PERKINS, P. G. of Schuyler Lodge No. 147, and Miss ELIZA R.

daughter of David Schroabi, both of Utica.

Ntcrologp.

Candle Moulds.—Happening into the Plumbing establishment of

P. G. Abraham Brower, 244 Water street, recently, we were po-
j

litely shown some specimens of Candle Moulds, which, for quality

and finish, are certainly superior to any thing of the sort we ever

saw. The interior of these moulds possesses the finest polish, which

must give the most beautiful surface to candles cast in them. Their

excellence commanded a silver medal at the late Fair—a flattering

testimonial of their value. If the unqualified recommendations of

such large manufacturers as Messrs. Hull, Brown, and many oth-

ers, are of any worth, these Moulds possess decided advantages over

all others. We heartily commend them, not only to Candle Manu-

facturers, but to families who are in the habit of making their own

candles. One of these articles would be invaluable in the country;

entirely avoiding the weary process of dipping.

The Boston Olive Branch.—We have inadvertently neglected

to notice the appearance of the Olive Branch in an entire new

dress. It is an excellent Family Paper, and we rejoice in its pros-

perity. It has the largest circulation of any paper in New England—

a fact which sufficiently demonstrates its popularity.

The Home Journal.—George P. Morris and N. P. Willis,

Eaqs. have again become associated in the publication of a weekly

paper in this city with the above title. It takes the place of the

« National Pr«to,” and is elegant in appearance, and captivating in

its matter and manner. We know of natwo gentlemen connected

with the Press, who better understand the art of making an inter-

esting paper, than Messrs. Morris and Willis.

Alderman WILLIAM BURBANK, of Brooklyn, aged 40 years, lost his lift

in the wreck of the Atlantic. In the death of this estimable man, his family

has lost a devoted husband and father, the community a valuable and useful

citizen, the city of Brooklyn one of its most laborious and able officers, and the

Odd Fellows a noble hearted brother; who, in all his life honored the name he

had taken upon himself. Bro. Burbank was in every way a usefril and good

man, and there are very few among us who can moke his place good.

He was a man who, if known, one was obliged to love. He had a heart full of

human kindness, and of the largest benevolence. He was an affectionate hus-

band, and a fond though faithful father; and his domestic life was beautiful os

the sunli gbt. The poor and unfortunate always found in him a friend, who not

only gave the best advice, but followed It with needed assistance
;
and hundreds

in this department will greatly miss the encouraging word and the helpinghand

of our departed brother. As a man of business, few could accomplish more in

the same time. He was always at work, and seemingly never weary.

His associates in every department of life will bear witness that no one was

more efficient and active in work
;
no one more ready to surrender his individual

interest and convenience to the public good
;
and no one more courteous in man-

ner, more firm in purpose, or mere unswerving in his integrity and devotion to

principle.

u They will hear witness”—we should rather have said, they hare borne wit-

ness already, the most frill and hearty. We have seldom seen a more prompt,

spontaneous and general expression of feeling, than has been oalled forth by the

death of our worthy brother. The resolutions pubBshed by the Board ofAlder-

men, ef which he was President; the Board of Education, Ac.; the testimony

of the public press of both parties
;
and the expression of public feeling at his

funeral, all show the high estimation and affectionate regard in which he was

held by his fellow citizens. His funeral was attended by the City Government,

and various public bodies, under a military escort, consisting of one compahy

from New York, and two or three from Brooklyn, accompanied by two bands of

music, whose mournful strains added greatly to the solemnity of the occasion.

A discourse was delivered by Bro. T. B. Thayer, pastor of the religious society

with which Bro. Burbank was connected, and chaplain of Stirling Lodge 19<V

of which he was also a member. The burial servioe of the Order was observed

at the grave, and, notwithstanding the unfavorable circumstances, the darknea

and the storm, was not without its effect on those present. May the great Dis-

poser of events grant that the death of our beloved brother may be rightly im-

proved by us all, and may his graoe, and the divine strength of Faith and Re-

signation, be given abundantly nuto his bereaved and sorrowing widow aad

children.
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V Lady— mad Encampments.

B
OtVNE & Co. Aeoount Book Manufacturers,

149 Pearl street, corner Beaver, are prepared to

famish Constitution and Roll Books, Minute Books,

Black Books, Question and Visitors, and all other

Books and Stationary required for the use of Lodges

and Encampments. N. B. Orders for the above sent

by »*>ii promptly attended to and forwarded with

dfoptoh/ de 12:1m

Benj. Underwood, •

TTEARTH RUG AND DOOR MAT MANUFAC-
11 TURER, rear 61 Morton street, N. Y. Rugs
and Mata made to match any pattern carpet, at the

shortest possible notice. City and Country Mer-

chants are respectfully invited to examine. Rugs
and Mats sheared and repaired. del2:4t

Dental Card.

S
W. JUDSON, Surgeon Dentist, 166 East Broad-

• way, N. Y., will be happpy to see and wait upon
his friends, and brethren of the Order generally, in

any department of the Dental Art, on moderate
terms. »ov7:3m*

Peter Westervelt,

C
ONSTABLE, and Agent for letting Houses and
Collecting Rents, Notes, Accounts, Ac. Desk at

Marine Court. Residence at No. 104 Hammond-
etreet. nov21.-6m*

Cash Tailoring* 127 Fnlton-street.

S
ANFORD, BROTHERS, have just opened an en-

tire new stock of Clothes, Cassimer8,and Vestings,

ef every variety and style, which they offer to their

friends and the pnblie at very low prices. We would
rimply say we can suit the most fastidious as to fits,

stvle^and workmanship. Please call at 127Fulton-st.

N.B.—Constantly on hand every variety of gen-

tlemen’s outfitting. Marcus b. sanpord,
26:3m* ANSON P. SANFORD.

Samuel Hammond A Co.,

IMPORTERS OF FINE WATCH-
ES, No. 44 Merchants1 Exchange, 1st door in

William street. Have constantly on hand a large

and valuable assortment of FINE WATCHES ef

their own importation, which they are now selling at

lower prices (when quality is compared,) than car be

purchased of any dealer in New York. A written

warrantee, in all cases, will be given to the purchaser.

S. Hammond having attended solely to the repair-

ing of Chronometer, Duplex, and other fine Watches,

in the late firm of Benedict St Hammond, will con-

tinue to give his undivided attention to that branch

ef the business, in connection with his present part-

ner, whose reputation has long been established,

having worked for the last ten yean for the trade in

tfris city. ' m23:tt

Davis Sc Brynan,

Manufacturer op masonic
and ODD FELLOWS’ REGALIA and BAN-

NERS, No. 2, Hart’s Buildings, South Sixth street,

ene door above Chesnut street, Philadelphia. Re-

galia and Banners of every description, either plain,

painted, or embroidered in gold or silver. Samples
may be seen as above. Also, every variety ef Naval
and Military Gold and Silver Embroidery, execute^

to order, at very reduced prices. octlfttf

Odd Fellows9 Regalia, Philad’a.

J
W. A. E. D STOKES, 194 Market street, Phil-

# adelphia. Manufacturers of REGALIA, SASH-
ES, ROBES, &o., for Lodges and Encampments.
The members of the Order, Lodges and Encamp-
ments, wishing to purchase a SPLENDID AR Tl-

CLE of REGALIA
,
at a very low price, can be ao-

eommodatedby calling at the store, where they will

flTwi a great variety, adapted to the different degrees

and ranks in the Order. Orders from a distance at-

tended to with punctuality and despatch. octI0:tf

John Osborne.
TLfANUFACTURER of REGALIA,
JjA No. 99 Madison st.

f
N. Y., would state that

he manufactures every description ef Regalia for

Lodges and Encampments, and will be happy to re

eeive orders from the Brotherhood, for furnishing

all articles required by the Revised Work.

Regalia at Syracuse.

WILLARD St HAWLEY manufacture all kinds

of Regalia for Lodges ai 1 Encampments, to or-

dee. Likewise furnish all the necessary trimmings

for new Lodges. -
o!7:tf

Fir*. E. Hoyt,
DIE2AND CAKE BAKERY, No. 249 Grand street

i N. Y. P. 8. Weddings and Parties supplied at

fhe shortest notice, with all kinds of CAKE. ap4:ly

Harper9* Celebrated

C
OUGH REMEDY, for the cure of Coughs, Colds,

Sit., for sale, wholesale and retail, at 1G6 William

St. N. Y. by Mrs. A. Harper. nov7:tf

levels

O
F Choioe, Rare and rrag Exotic Flowers,

made up in a style to please the most fastidious,

may always be had of the subscriber, at a few hours’

aodoe. He also has for sals a general assortment of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Plante fur

Rooms and Green-houses, Agricultural and Hortl-

oultural Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Roots, eto. etc.

n21tf JAMES HOGG, Seedsman, 602 Broadway.

The mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
A-J Office No. 11 Wall street. This institution is

distinguished from all ethers, at home or abroad, by
»U, or most, of the following peculiarities

:

1. Where the premiums are over $50, it requires
only one muirter part in CasJi, instead ofthe whole.

2. It allows the Assured to pay yearly, quarterly,
monthly, or weekly.

3. No part of the profits are withheld—or diverted
flrem the Assured, either in charity

,
or otherwise.

4. It has no loan, either nominal or real

,

to na

y

interest for; having a a sufficient capital tanded,
from premiums received.

5. The Assured can withdraw his profits, or leave
them to accumulate, year by year, at his option.

6. It assures to the age of 67, instead of stopping
at 60.

7. It declares the profits yearly
,
instead of once in

five, or seven years, and Issues scrip yearly to the
Assured, for the estimated profits, bearing 6 per cent
interest

—

which scrip is redeemed in cash, when the
profits amount to $200 ,

000
,
or is allowed to accumu-

late, at the option ofthe Assured.
8. It’enables a man to provide for bis wife and

children, in such a way, that although he may lose

every thing, they are safe ; and all persons, whether
married or unmarried, to provide for Old Age, Sick-
ness, and Want

,
as well as for Death.

9. The Assured can surrender the policy at any
time after the first year, and receive its equitable

value.
10. At any time after the first year, the Assured

can borrow, on the scrip issued, two-thirds of its

amount, so that he has nothing to fear from a
Change of circumstances, or inability topay the pre-

mium.
11. Directors and officers are chosen yearly; and

the Assured votes according to his interest.

12. The funds are all invested in United States,

New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts stocks,

and In real estate in New York and New Jersey, i

wholly unincumbered, and efdouble the value loan-

ed; or leaned to the Assured as above.
13- It pays no Directors, no Auditors, no Solicitors.

It lends money to neither.

14. It does not reckon the Assured a year older!

than he is—but from six months less to six months
more, so as to equalise the estimates between all

parties.

16. The rates are lower, the expenses less,and the

profits burger than with Foreign Offices; invest-

ments here yielding irom b to 7 per cent—abroad
only 3 per cent—to say nothing of 33% per oent re-

served; nor of interest allowed to those who furnish

a “guaranty capital,” at the rate of 6 per oent on
every hnndred pounds subscribed, for every ten

pounds paid in /

16. Instead of encouraging, every precaution is

taken to prevent a forfeiture of the policy.

17. The liability of theAssured is limited by law,

tb the amount of his premium note. m9:tf

Wager’s Air Tight Cooking Stove.
rpHlS celebrated cooking stove has been used in a

JL large number of families in this oity, during the

last year, and has given the most perfect satisfac-

tion. For saving fuel, and in all kinds of cooking,

it cannot be excelled by any other stove. References
will be given to all that wish, and the stove warrant-

ed. The subscriber would invite all In want ofa good
cooking stove to call and examine this stove, which
will be sufficient to satisfy any one of its superiority

over all other stoves. Also a new and beautiful pat-

tern of Cast Iron Gothic Air Tight Parlor Stove, a
superior article, together with stoves for Hall and of-

fice. For sale at 248 Water st. bv
E. W.>: tf M. SAVAGE.

Philadelphia Hat Sc Cau^tere.
'T'HE subscriber respectfulfyKlrfmnfA his friends, and the public in general, &al he
has opened the New Cheap Hat & Cap Store, No.
106, N. 6th-st. 2 doors above the “Odd Fellows’’ new
Hall, where may be had all kinds of Hate Caps See.

wholesale and retail, cheap for cash. Merchants and
other are requested to call and examine before pur-
chasing elsewhere. [m23.*tf] F. W. CORINTH.

To Encampments and Lodges.

T
HE Undersigned will keep constantly on hand a
tall assortment of Books, Paper, and general Sta-

tionery, and solicits a share of patronage. He will

supply new Encampments and Lodges with every

article they mar need, on the most favorable terms.

W. H. TmVNskN D, Stationer, 19 Wall st

Philip Larhardt.

Draper and tailor, No. 74,
West Broadway. A large and Fashionable as-

sortment of Cloths. Caseimeres and Vestings, eou-

sfcautly on hand. ap25:ly

N. OR R,~
ENGRAVER
ON WOOD,

No. 90 Fulton-St.
NEW YORK.

Orr’s Instrcntive and
Amusing Library for Chil-

dren. For sale, Wholesale
and Retail. n21:tf

Dr. Juines Ashley,

PHYSICIAN AN D SURGEON

,

Ne. 40 HUDSON street. Office Hours— 9 A
ML and 6 P M. dl31y

Coffee and Biniiur Boom.MOTICE.—E. J.MERCER, respect-A1 fuljy informs his friends and the publio, that
having purchased from his partner, J. F. Green, his
entire interest in the Coffee and Dining Rooms, cor-
ner of Nassau and Ann streets, trusts the estab-
lishment will continue to receive not only the sup-
port of his friends, but also be reoemmended to the
patronage of his friends’ friends, as he assures them
all his energies will be devoted on his part to make
his Dining Rooms second to none other in the elty.

N. B. The Ladies’ Coffee and Refreshment Rooms
will still be continued as heretofore, under the espe-
cial charge of Mrs. Mercer. Private entrance, 21
Ann street. augl:tf

Regalia.

T
HE Subscriber informs the members of the Order
that in addition to his stock of obeap Dry Goods,

he keeps constantly on hand the varlons articles

used in the manufacture of Regalia, and furnishing
such as Scarlet and Blue Merinoes; Scarlet, Blue,
White, and Black Kattinetts; Scarlet, Blue, and
Black De Laines

;
Velvets, Linens, Fringes, Ribbons,

Ac., of the proper shades, which he will be happy to
dispose of at a small advance. Orders from a dis-

tance promptly attended to. WM. C. FLANIGAN;
S5-6ms. No. 190 South Seoond street, Philad’a.

Lewis Child,
TI/TERCHANT TAILOR, (Successor
-IvA to I. Townsend fc Co.) No. 132 Bowery, be-
tween Grand and Broome streets. N. Y. A tall as-

sortment of cloths, Cassimeres, Vestings, Ac. m2rtf

J. €• Booth Sc Go.

CASH DRAPERS and TAILORS,
187 Broadway, have received an additional sup-

ply of choioe Cassimeres Linen Drills and Vestings,
to which they would invite particular attention. Our
stock now comprises the richest assortment of goods
ever before offered in this oity, and having great fa-

cilities in buying, both here and in foreign markets,
we are enabled to offer them at prices much lower
than the usual rates,

There are seme who imagine that goods in Broad-
way must be dear, but we would assure such persons
that our prices (at all times low) were never so low
as at the present: and that since our removal, by our
much increased business, we have been enabled to
reduce our rates, while at the same time, the style
and workmanship of our garments have been very
much improved. We would invite all these persona
te give us a call, and be disabused at once of all such
erroneous impressions.
The Cutting Department is under the supervision

ofMr J. LEE, whose name is a sufficient guarantee
of its being properly and efficiently conducted. jel3tf

Fall Fashions.
mHE CHEAP HAT AND CAP MANUFACTO-
J. RY, 72% Bowery, between Walker and Hester
streets, is now ready to serve all who may want a
good and cheap Hat or Cap. Having on hand an
entire new stock of Hats and Caps of nis own man-
ufacture, he is determined te sell them at a very
small profit Silk Hats.of the latest fashions, of
superior quality, from $2,00 to 3,59 ;

and Fur Hats
from 2,50 to 5,00. Children’s Hats of all kinds, and
the latest patterns. Hats made to order at the
shortest notice. Don’t forget the number, 72%
Bowery, New-York, sign of the BIG HAT.
sept26:tf HENRY SHAW.

Classen9e
T7ASHIONABLE VISITING
A? CARD ESTABLISHMENT. 25 per oent be-

low his usual prices. A Plate and 50 Cards printed
for $1,50; the best Enamelled Cards printed from
Engraved Plates at 50 cents per pack. A SILVER
DOOR PLATE furnished aud beautifully engraved
for $3. Engraving for the ,Trade equally low, ai
('LLASSEN’S old stand, No. 1 Murray-street, cor-

ner of Broadway. mdOtly

D
FI. Rice,

RAPER AND TAILOR, 57 Ca-
mlft4m

wedding Cards.
WEDDING,INVITATION, AND
V V VISITING CARDS. The subscriber exe-

cutes in a superior stale at short notice and on
reasonable terms,SILVER DOORAND NUMBER
PLATES, of sterling silver of extra thickness, and
warranted.
ARMS, CRESTS, AND CIPHERS on seals, on

tone, brass, and silver.

COUNTING HOUSE, Consular, Notaries, Se-

riety, and LODGE SEALS engraved in a superior

wanner, at moderate prices.

CARDS printed from plates shady engraved, on
:xtra porcelain eardsJbejVearfaJffij foghly enameled,
it short notioe, by BOLEN, Engraver and Printer;

104 Broadway between Wall and Pine sts. N. Y.
Card Cases, Envelopes, Note Paper, and fine Cut-

lery, &o, janlO tf
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M

CENTBAL I. O. O. F. REGALIA

Manufactory, Utica, n. y. Erery ar^cie

for Suordinates and Encampments furnished.

Charges very reasonable. Orders solicited.

de&3m Address ISAAC TAPPING.
' DELICIOUS TEAS AT THE
ANHATTAN TEA STORE, 224 Division street,

near Suffolk. Oolong, very good at 35 cts., ex-

cellent at 6# cts.. very superior ai 62 eta. Young

Hyson, good at 50 cts, fine at 62 cts, superfine at 75

cts, and first chop not to be beat at 88 cts. Also, the

rery best Old Hyson at 75 cts, worth ftl. Coffee—
The very best old Government Java, Sumatra and

St. Domingo Coffee very low. Recollect 224—sign of

MissAfong Moy, the beautiful Chinese lady. de!2:tf

Dr. Townsend’# Compound

E
XTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA. This Extract

is put up in quart bottles—it is six times cheaper,

pleasanter, and warranted superior to any sold. It

ourea diseases without vomiting, purging, sickening

or debilitating the patient. The great beauty and

superiority of this Sarsaparilla over all other reme-

dies is, while it eradicates diseases, it invigorates the

body. It is used successfully in the removal and

Permanent cure of all Diseases arising irom an im-

pure state the blood, or habit of the System.

OPINIONS OF PHYSICIANS.—Dr. Townsend
is almost daily receiving orders from Physicians in

different pasts of the Union.

This is lo certify that we. the undersigned, Phy-
sicians of the city of Albany, have in numerous cases

prescribed Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla, and believe

ft to be one of the most valuable preparations of the

Sarsaparilla in the market
H.P. PULING, M.D.,
J. WILSON, M. D.,

R. B. BRIGGS, M. D.,

P. E. ELMENDORF,M. D.

Albany, April 1, 1846.

Dr. Seymour, the writer of the following, is one of

the oldest and most respectable Physicians in In Con-

necticut Hartford, Ct May 21, 1846.

Dr. Townsend—Dear Sir : “ Townsend’s Sarsapa-

rilla” finds a ready sale in Hartford—is highly es-

teemed by all who have made use of it, and we have
reason to believe its good qualities will be dnly ap-

preciated by a discerning pnbiic. I have daily calls

for it, and hope you will be fhlly remunerated for

yoor exertions to render service to the afflicted. I am,
sir, your obedient servant, H. Seymour. M. D.

6rEAT MEDICINE FOR FEMALES.—Dr.

Townsend’s Saasaparilla is a sovereign and speedy
cure for incipient consumption, and all those diseases

to which females are liable, and fur the general pros-

tration of the system, no matter whether the result

of inherent cause, or causes produced by irregularity,

illness or accident.
Nothing can be more snrprising than its in-

vigorating effects on the human frame. Persons all

weakness and lassitude before takiug it, at once be-

come robust and full of energy under its influence.

It immediately counteracts the nervelcssness of the
female frame.

It will not be expected of ns in cases of so delicate

a nature to exhibit certificates of cures performed,
but we can assure the afflicted, that hundreds of
cases have been reported to us.

Principal Office, 126 Fulton street, N. Y., and 105
South Pearl street, Albany, and by Druggists gen-
erally. dec 12

Something Truly' Valuable.
TO THE AFFDICTED.

AMONG the various diseases which have baffled
the skill of. the most eminent of the medical pro-

fession, and for which science has hitherto failed to

find a remedy, most prominently stand Soorbotic
complaints, such as Scrofula, or King’s Evil, Leprosy,
Erysipelas, or St. Anthony’s Fire, Salt Rheum, Tet-
ters, etc. etc. The discovery, therefore, of a specific
lbr the cure of these fearful and distressing maladies
most be hailed by all classes as a public blessing, and
such has DINGLEY’S CELEBRATED COM-
POUND been found by those who have experienced
its happy and beneficial effects. It is also designed
for the cure of White Swellings, Uloers arising from
Scrofulns swellings or other causes, Fever Sores, Can-
cerous Affections, etc. Hundreds ofindividuals have
used it for these complaints with the most perfect
success. The proprietor has permission to refer to
person who have used it, to establish these facts.
Price $1 per box, with_particulardirections for using
it. To be had of the Proprietor, only, at No. 6 Ham-
ilton-street, near Catherine

;
where also can be had

that cheap, safe, and deservedly popular Family
Medicine, well known as DINGLEY’S UNIVER-
SAL OINTMENT, for the speedy and effectual cure
of Burns and Scalds, (when slight seldom more than
one application is required to effect a cure,) Cuts and
other wounds. Ringworms, Barber’s Itch, Scald-
head, Sores or Eruptions on the fece, head, ears, etc.
This inestimable unguent is prepared on strict phar-
maceutical principles, and has been constantly and
extensively used in this City, and other sections of
the United States, during the last eight years, always
giving entire satisfaction. To be had of the Proprie-
tor, only, at No. 5 Hamilton-street, near Catherine,
New-York. Price 25, 31 or 50 cts. per box. de2:tf

Extraordinary Remedy
FOR CONSUMPTIONS, COUGHS, COLDS,

BLEEDINGS OF THE LUNGS, BRON-
CHITIS, WHOOPING COUGH,

INFLAMMATION OF
THE LUNGS, Ac.

DR. LAENNEC’8 COUCH PILL8
Have, since their introduction iuto this country,

obtained a celebrity, co-extensivc with the renownof

the inyentor, the celebrated Dr. Laennec, of Paris,

author of various StandardWorks on Diseases of the

Lungs, and well known, also, as the inventor of the

Stethacopt.

The cures performed by the use of these Pills, in

this city, and throughout the country, are truly as-

tonishing, and could not be credited, were it not that

the testimony is so clear and unimpeachable—some

of which, from gentlemen of the highest standing,

and physicians, we are not permitted to publish, but

which will be shown by the Agent, at his office.

Cases of the severest character, of mariy years

standing, which have defied the skill of physicians,

have been entirely cured in a few weeks. Five cases

of Whooping Cough, one an infant only three

months old, were cured in one family in Brooklyn,

whose names have been left with the agent. Common

Colds, however severe, give way to this medicine al-

most Instantly. Not an instance is known, in whkh

the Cough Pills have been tried, of a fhilure to effect

a speedy cure. Their effect is wonderful, and ex-

hibits the great skill of the inventor, and the power-

fill, yet perfectly safe remedies, drawn from the Ve-

getable Kingdom, whieh were used by him.

The COUGH PILLS can be given tt> children of

all ages with perfect safety, and with a certainty of

most beneficial results. These Pills are not cathar-

tic, but act powerfully and specifically upon the

Lungs and their appendages, restoring them to a

healthy action.

Among the numerous testimonials received we have

room only for the following:

LETTER FROM JAS. B. DEVOE, Esq., Grand
Warden of the Grand Lodge ofthe State ofNew
York, of 'the l O ofO. F.

New York, March 30, 1816.

To J. Winchester, Esq., Dear sir : With much
gratification. I have the pleasure to inform you that

Dr. Lacnners Pills have, 1 believe, effected an entire

cure of the distressing cough with which I have been

afflicted. And in the hope that this may meet the

eve of some fellow creature who may be similarly af-

fected, I am induced to dtate a few of the circum-

stances attending my case, and recommend him to

make a trial of your Pills. About the first of Jan-

uary last, I caught a severe cold, which I did not pay
proper attention to

;
and it finally resulted in inflam-

mation of the lungs, accompanied by a very trouble-

some. short, dry cough, partial loss of voice, and great

debility. I was induced to try Dr. Laenuec’s Cough
Pills. 1 obtained a box, and took them according to di-

rections. My eough gradually left me,my voice and
strength returued. and I think I may uow pronounce

my lungs perfectly sound. My lungs have always

been very weak and susceptible of disease, but 1 now
think that they are stronger than they ever were.

I did not take quite a box, in the whole. Should this

meet the eye of any one suffering with Cough, Cold,

or any disease of the lungs, I think 1 aau unhesita-

tingly recommend the use of these Pills.

Yours, very respectfully, J. B. DEVOE.
Prioe $1 a box, with directions for nse. Sold at

wholesale and retail by J. WINCHESTER, 31 Ana
street, General Agent for the U. S.

Also, at Ring’s, 182 Broadway ; Marrener, Lock-
wood A Co, 459 Broadway

;
Bryan 7 15 Broadway;

Guion’s, cor. Bowery and Grand
;
Coddington’s, eor.

Hudson and Spring; Van Hovenburgh’s, 171 Divis-

ion. In Brooklyn, at Hannlgan’s Book and Period-

ical Store, corner of Fulton and Tillary-streets, and
S. P. Leeds, cor. Court and Atlantic, and at the res-

idence of the General Agept, 274 Jay street.

KF* Dr. LAENNEC’S FAMILY PILLS, a mild,
safe, and effective cathartic, an infallible remedy for

Dyspepsia, Erysipelas, and all derangements of the
stomachs and biliary oragns. For sale as above.
Prioe 25 cents a Box.

Mutual Benefit
T IFE INSURANCE COMPACT,
JU No. 11 Wall st. Issued during the mouth of
July 146 new Policies, vis:

Manufacturers.... 7|

Mechanics 18]

Clergymen 8
Physicians 4

Lawyers 121

Professors 3
Agents 7

Total....

Ladies 1

Students 3
Clerks 9
Cashiers 1
Memberof Congress 5
Sec’y Ins. Co 1
Other occupations... 6

146
New policies issned in the

first quarter of the year,

1845, vis:
May 58

J*i* 54

New policies issued in tbs
first quarter of the year.
1846, vis:
May. »

V

June 181
July 77 July. 146

Total policies In 15 months 2235
ROBT. L. PATTERSON, President.

BENJ. C. MILLER, Secretary.

Jos L. Lord, Agent
Jambs Stbwabt, ML D., (No. 621 Broadway^

Medical Examiner. auglfcu

Plano FortfltMusic Sc Fancy Goods.

C
HOLT, Jr., Agent for L. Gilbert’s nano Fortes,

i Boston, has opened a Were Room at 156 Fulton
street, two doors east of Broadway. A supply of
Gilberts Instruments now on hand. He sells also
Bacons A Ravens Pianos and T. Gilbert’s, with the
celebrated Coleman Attachment—a splendid onelust
opened, Bl’k Walnut Case. Parlor Organ*, and Se-
raphines. All kinds of Music for the Piano Ac., In-

struction Books for various Instruments, Violins,

Strings, Ac. Pianos tuned—Piano Stools andCovers.
Also, rerfumery, Fancy and Shaving Soaps, Ex-
tracts, Toilet Powder, Ac. sep!23m

C
ONSTITUTIONS, By-Laws, Blanks, etc., for
Lodges and Encampments, printed at short notice,

at this Office.

Mechanics’ Tools,
A A FULTON STREET. The snb-T a seriber keeps constantly receiving large addi-

tions to bis assortment of Mechanics’ Tools, and
general Hardware, and respectfully Informs all

wishing to purchase, that he has as good an assort-

ment of goods as any house in the trade, particu-

larly of the best quality of goods, which he offers at
such prices as he hopes will be satisfactory to all.

Mechanics of all kinds can be supplied with a full

assortment of Goods, most op which abb war-
ranted. A full assortment of Coopers’ Tools,

which are all warranted, as are also his best quali-

ties of Planes, Saws, Files, Chisels, Braces, Bits, etc.

Agent for the sale of McLaughlin’s Patent Mortis-

ing Machines
;
also many other artioles not gene-

rally kept in Hardware or Tool stores. A large as-

sortment of patterns of the celebrated “ Tally B<?
Razors, with a printed and certified guaranty ac-

companying each, an important thing to those whs
wish a really good Razor, as the price will be returned
if the razors are not good. Tool Chests furnished
with Tools from eight dollars to one hundred—al-
ways kept on hand suitable for mechanics and ama-
teurs. Cut nails and general Hardware at the
lowest market price. HENRY F. FA1RBANK,
ap 1 1 44 Ful ton st

.
(between Pearl and Cliff,)N. V.

05P* For Onb Dollar, post paid, a box of these

Pills, with directions, will be sent bymail to any part

of the United States.

DF“ Those wishing the agencyof these Medicines,
for towns, counties or States, will address, post paid,

J. WINCHESTER, General Agent,
de5:tf 30 Ann street, N. Y.

Regalia.

M I. DRUMMOND, No. 389 GRAND STREET,
• has on hand, always, P. Grand’s and Scarlet

Member’s REGALIA. Lodges and Encampments
fhrnished according to the Revised Work. D5tf

JOHN McNICOL, Stereotyper and
Printer, No. 11 Spruce street, 4th story

Cheap Book-Bindery,
1 Afi CHATHAM-ST., cor. of PearL—The subscri-

1U0 her respectfully informs the public that he is

row prepared to do every description of Book Bind-
ing in the best manner, and in every variety of style,

low for cash. Harper’s Bible handsomely bound, at
various prices. Blank Books ruled and made to or-

der. Music, Periodicals, and Books of every descrip-
tion, bound cheap, and at the shortest notice.

ol7 OWEN C. OWENS.

ImportanttoTravelersandHouse-
keepers.

LIFE and PROPER-
TY PRESERVERS. Patent
Self-Cooking Revolving pistol*.

Manufactured, wholesale and
J. G. BOLEN, 104 Broadway,

Between Wall and Pise sts .New Yerir
retail, by

janlOtf

Panclny Academies*

S
HAKSPEARE HOTEL cornerof Duane and Wil-
liam'streets. Mr. G. Robertson respectfully an-

nounces to his brethren of the order, and the public

in general, that his classes are now open at the above
rooms Wednesdays and Saturdays, and at the NOR-
THERN EXCHANGE, 273 Bleecker street, Tues-
days and Fridays, for giving instructions in the
various modes of the above accomplishment. Hours
ofattendance for Ladies, Misses and Masters, from
3 to 6 P. M., Gentlemen from 8 to 10 in the evening.
Mr. R. will have the pleasure of introducing in
his academies a variety of new and fashionable Ball
room and Fancy Dances, with the graceful Redowa
Walts as now danced in the saloons of London and.

Paris. Private Instructions given to pvpils at any
hoar to suit their convenience. Classes at Semina-
ries taught on reasonable terms. Mr. R.’s class at

the Lyceum, Jersey City, will open on Thursday,
October 1st. For more particular information please

Academy,apply at Mr. R.’s residence and Private
82 Canal street, New York ©33m*j
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CHAPTER XLIII.

—

the doom of Alfred tricky.

Oif parting with Caplin De Ruyter at the entrance of the

Franklin House, Alfred Tracey crossed Broadway and sauntered

alowly toward the Park.

It was at dusk—but the sidewalks were thronged with pedes-

trians, and the pavements clattered as usual with the rattling of

carts and the rumbling of omnibuses. The lamplighters were

lighting the street lamps, the gas-burners glared already in the

plate glass windows of the magnificent shops. Broadway shone

as at noon-day. The steeple of Si. PuiiFs loomed up boldly and

distinctly against the sky, whose fleecy clouds were still partially

illumined by the rays of the sun. At the corner of Ann street, a

band of music stationed in the balcony of the American Museum,

were playing a series of National airs aud marches. •

In front of the Park Theater were four large lamps, lighted

with gas. The doors of the pit were not yet opened, and a

crowd of men and boys, wmitiug for that event, obstructed the

sidewalks. Alfred Tracey pushed through tbe(9)»&nd mounted

the steps leading to the main entrance.

The boxes were just beginning to fill up, as the young man
entered the theater. He selected a pleasant seat, near the cen-

ter of the second tier, and reclining his head upon the railings

which separated the box occupied by him from the adjoining

one, he gave little attention to the concourse of people who
flocked into the theater.

The play announced in tho bills wasihe tragedy of Macbeth

—

the part of Macbeth by Mr. Charles Kean, aud that of Lady Mac-

beth by Mrs. Kean. At the commencement of the performance,

Alfred Tracey remained in the position we have described, but'

tbe nature of the plot, the fo£e and beauty of Shakspere’s poe-

try, and the masterly delineations of the characters by the prin-

cipal performers, aroused him from the revery into which he had

fallen.

At the close of the second act, Captain De Ruyter made his

appearance in the lobby, and Tracey left his seat to converse

with him. The captain communicated the result of his visit to

Wilfred Montressor—adding, after he had finished the details of

bis brief interview :

44
1 have an engagement with a friend, which compels me to

cut you and the Keans daring the remainder of the evening. In

the morning, too, I shall be very busy, in putting things in a pro-

per train to admit of my absence for two or three days. If you

have any wish to see me to-morrow, ere the time fixed for our

departure in tbe cars, you will find me on board tbe Miranda.”
44

1 shall probably see you in the morning. If any thing hin-

ders me Iroui doing so, I will meet yon at the Franklin House

in time for the cars.”
44 Ye*, yes.”
44 And you will attend to

”

44 The pistols, et cetera ? All is right on that head. I have

spoken to Barrett. Good-night, Tracey,” said the Captain, ex.

tending his hand.

Captain De Ruyter departed immediately, and Alfred Tracey

returned to bis seat in tbe theater.

As soon as tbe tragedy was concluded, the young man strolled

across the Park to Florence’s saloon, and drank freely at the bar.

From thence he proceeded up Broadway with the intention of

visiting the Club House. The state of bis mind was such that

he craved continual excitement. He sought to dissipate unplea-

sant reflections by a resort to the most desperate remedies. The

intemperate use of alcoholic drinks had not been a vice of bis

past career ; but his indulgence at dinner, and his repeated liba-

tions during the eveniug, had deranged his faculties and visibly

affected his person. There was a wildness in his glance and an

unsteadiness in his gait which indicated a condition of incipient

intoxication.

As he passed the door of a basement in the vicinity of-Oanal

street,over which was painted, in large letters, 44 Bowling Saloon,”

lie felt once more the raging thirst for strong drink, which is the

consequence of unlimited indulgence. He hesitated an instant,

and then descended the steps to the saloon. The first apartment

was a room about twenty feet square, occupied as a bar-room.

Alfred Tracey drank a glass of brandy and water, and brush-
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ing ftgttfnst a circular table, around which three or four persons

were reading the newspapers, walked through a narrow passage-

way leading to an apartmentio the rear, some sixty feet loug, iu

which were two bowling alleys. Two persons were playing on

one of the alleys—the other was unemployed. There were a

number of arm-chairs in front of the alleys, but as if preferring

not to be seated, he reclined against one of the columns which

supported the floor of the apartment overhead. While he was
thus observing the game of the two players who were engaged

in bowling, two or three of the spectators glanced towarajum,

and finally rose from their seats and carelessly approached him.

They were genteelly dressed, but their features manifested that

they also had been paying their devotions to Bacchus.
“ Will you play a game of ten-pins, sir ?** said one of them, ad-

dressing Alfred Tracey, respectfully.

“ No, sir. I never play,” replied the young man, with some
thickness of articulation.

“ It is nothing to learn,” said the other speaker, he and his

6ompanioas pressing as if by inadvertence more and more close-

ly toward' jilfred Tracey. 44 Any one can play at ten-pins.”

“I do not feel inclined to play,” said Tracey, with an effort to

sustain himself completely erect. •

“ I aretiot offended,” rejoined the first speakers “ I

have 'SeWyftf^fag with my friends here till they are fatigued,

aud as feaw you were alone 1 offered to play with you.”
“ You are leaning upon me,” said Alfred Tracey, turning to

another of the trio.

•« Beg pardon, sir,” replied the person, coolly, at the same time

moving toward the passage-way.
44 Come along, Vesey,” said the third stranger, taking the man

who had addressed the first inquiry to Alfred Tracey by the arm.
44 He don’t wish to play. You won’t be able to get another match
to-nigbt. Come along—let us have a lark.”

After a slight show of opposition, the man yielded to the en-

treaties of his companion, and, preceded by his associates, left

the bowling saloon, not without a respectful bow to Alfred Tra-

cey, which, half unconsciously, he returned. The young man
stood looking at the players until the game was finished. On re-

turning to the bar-room ho perceived that it was nearly deserted

by its customers, only one person being seated at the table. He
approached the bar, and poured out nearly half a gill of brandy,

to which he added a little water. He swallowed the draught;

and replacing the tumbler on the counter, turned on his heel and
walked, with a reeling motion, toward the door.

44 One shilling, sir,” said the barkeeper, a youth of nineteen,

in a slightly elevated voice. 14 You did not pay for the other

drink.”
44 The devil I didn't !” said Tracey, turning angrily toward the

speaker ; then, as if recollecting himself, he added :
44 Oh ! I for-

got,” and commenced fumbling in his pockets.

Finding no change in his vest pockets, he sought for his wallet,

which he usually carried in his pantaloons pocket, but if was
missing. Half-sobered by an apprehension of its loss, he renew-
ed the search with more deliberation.

44 Somebody has robbed me!” he exclaimed, earnestly.
44 Robbed you!” said the barkeeper.
44 Yes—in this very place.”
44 Impossible.”
44 1 felt my wallet safe in my pocket a miuute or two before I

came hither, and now it is gone—gone with two hundred and
forty dollars.”

u It won’t do, my cove,” replied the lad. 44
1 have had to deal

with suoh fellows as you before to-night. Robbed, indeed. Fork
up that shilling and go about your business.”

44 You young rascal,” said Alfred Tracey, “ how dare you talk

to a gentleman in such a way 7”

44 A gentleman !” said the boy scornfully.

At this moment, however, the person who was reading at the

table, rose and advanced toward the barkeeper—whispering in

his ear

:

44 It mAy be as the gentleman says, Nelson—did you see those
three chaps who passed through the bar-room, ten minutes ago 7

One of them is a regular pickpocket, aud has been two or three
times before the police, but has always managed to get off for

• want of evidence.”
44 Are you certain that you had your wallet in your pocket

previous to your coming iu the saloon ?” said the barkeeper re-

spectfully.
44 Quite certain.”
44 Has any one been very near you 7”
44 The men in the back room who wanted me to play at ten*

pins*” rejoined Alfred Tracey gloomily. 44 They crowded against
me. I see it now. The rascals have picked my pocket.”
The individual who had just left the table nodded at the bar-

keeper, and winked knowingly, as much as to say

—

44 1 told
you so.”

Leaving the bar, the young man approached Alfred Trace), J pack.”
aut

|
deferentially

: ^ y Hardly a minute elapsed; ere
I of triumph

4 Pardon me, sir, for doubting your word then taking a lamp

from the counter, he added :
44 Come and let us look* ah

room; perhaps the pocket-book has dropped on the flow.” S
The search proved useless; the pick-pockets had escaped with

their booty. •
.

V
44 Don’t trouble yourself about the brandy,” said the bStfifcdpdr

as he returned to the bar-room and deposited the lamp again upon
the counter.

44 D—a the brandy,” exclaimed Alfred Tracejr abruptly; but
hesitating to expose his feelings in the presence of strangers, he
moved toward the door. . it.

_
With cursing in his heart, he left the bowling salooncrTsaac

Barnaby, at midnight, entirely penniless. On reaching the side-
walk, he mutteied in half audible tones, the most frightful ex-
ecrations. Stnng with the loss of his available funds, and fore-
seeing at a glance, the difficulties to which he might be exposed
under his present circumstances, €§ acted like a madman. He
shook his nst at the skies, and conra the Fate or Destiny which
wras his only God. •

He abandoned his intention of visiting Colonel Water’s, and
returned at*a slow pace to his quartern at the Franklin Honae.
After finishing the bottle of Madeira which had been partly
drunk during the consultation between Captain De Ruyter and
himself, he retired to rest. It was nearly morning, however,
ere be wMdft^ed to exchange the tossing and turning of on-
easy for the repose of actual slumber. -And even
then his were hideous phantoms, which, though failing
to rouse his wearied frame from sleep, diminished greatly its

power as a remedy against physical exhaustion and mental un-
easiness.

* * •

The sun was high iu the heavens when Alfred Tracey awoke.
He dressed himself leisurely, Notwithstanding the lateness of the
hour, at the same time revolving in his mind what course he
should pursue in regard to his stolen wallet, and also the means
of obtaining an immediate supply of ready money. There Was
little doubt that Captain Do Ruyter would loan the amount
he desired, but, though unscrupulous and unprincipled, he shrank
from avowing his necessities to his friend. Besiderf, he sudden-
ly recalled to mind the^&istence of an indebtedness in his favor
yrhich might perhaps be available.

Having takenj light breakfast, he proceeded at once to the
busineskof the morninjg He sallied forth into Broadway, and,
after a brisk walk of three minutes duration, stood before the gate

'

of a narrow alley or court opening between tyvo brifck dwellings
in Beekman street. Entering the gate he proceeded alonj^h®
paved alley jintil at the distance of twenty yards from the^bet
he discovered a two story building, constructed originally with
the design of concerting its apartments exclusively into law offi-

ces. At the end of the building toward Beekman street there m
were two chambers on thalower floor, whose doors were adorn-*
ed with as many ly* si^n, to which the words attorney and
connselor-at-law mig^t be^ilainly deciphered. At the other ex-
tremity, the lowers^
whole depth of

room.
f

As Alfred Tracey passed through the wide entry into which
the law offices of Bartimus Jones andaPatrick Donelly, respec-
tively, opened, the peculiar click of billiard balls^mnded in
his ears. He mounted a flight of stairs leading to a corridor of
six or eight feet in width, on each side of which, at regular dis-
tances, were door#of ordinary dimensions. He proceeded along
the corridor until he arrived at the third door on the left, #hen
he stopped and rapped gently at the door.

44 Euter,” said the voice ol a person from withpi*
The young man opened the door and entered pn apartment of

moderate size, whose furniture consisted of a cherry table, half
a dozen chairs, a washstand, fcasin and towel, and a couple of
settees, with greeu cushions, ranged against the wall, the cush-
ions being of coarse cotton twilling of a faded green color, stuff-

ed with moss. There was, besides, hanging against the wall a
looking-glay with a coarse picture of a Swiss Cottage in the up-
per division, and a cracked mirror, one corner of which was en-
tirely wanting in the lower.

A well dressed man was seated at the table with a portion q#
a pack o> cards in his left hand—theYemainder of the pack wai%
spread uponjSI table before him. As the door opened, he look->
ed up, and recognizing his visitor, simply remarked :

*

44 Good morniug, Tracey,” and resumed the dealing of the ~

cards,
J

44 At your studies. HarkerT” said Alfred Tracey, with a forced
smile which had the expression of a sneer.

The person at the table was indeed no other than Captain Har-
court, alias John Harker, the alias being, however, bis real name,
whose swindling propensities were exposed by James Fogle at
the Club House in Broadway. p

I have just got the clue to one of Sam Percy’s tricks,” re-
plied Harker; 44 so just sit down for a minute till I ran off the

night
er sjWy codsisted of a single room extending the
the^uddinJs, rented gpd occupied as a billiard

?
arker continued with a smSfe

*-
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“That’s it; Sam Pefcy won’t come it over me again on that

tack. What say yon, Tracey ?” he added, gathering up the cards,

quiet game this morning V*
' “ No, Harker," replied Alfred Tracey, “ my call is one of busi-

* Basiness V9

** The world has treated me badly in money matters within

a day or two, and I want to get a hundred doliara or so from you."

A slight cloud passed over the features of John Harker, but it

vanished instantly, and he replied,

1 told you, Tracey, when you insisted on restoring the money
to that Willoughby—a fellow as rich as Croesus—that we want*

«d it more than he, and that it would be much more sensible to

divide it fairly between us^that is, you and Harry Orme, and I.

He, Woiloughby, would never have made A fuss about it ; I read

his character at a glance : he would rather have lost five times

the amount than suffer it to be known publicly that he had
Associated, even by accident, with the fraternity."

“It would not have done, Harker. You know I am not

squeamish about trifles ; but it would not have done. You were
introduced by me, and if I had not pursued the affair closely,

. notwithstanding his disregard of money, he would have suspect-

ed me."
“ Well—and so you sacrificed hundreds for his flttpon—much

good may it do you. I see," continued Harker wttv some bit*

terness, “ that you have taken a great notice to the big bugs,

lately."
“ I am a free man," rejoined Alfred Tracey with a slight man-

ifestation of hauteur—very slight, yet sufficient to nettle the gam-
bler—“ and I presume have the privilege of choosing my asso-

ciates." -
“Yes, yes ; cut us all," replied Jack Harker in a tone of irrita-

tion.
“ Who talks of cutting you ?’’ said Tracey quickly ;

“ but this

is nothing to do with my business here." »
“ I have no money to lend you," said the other doggedly. "I

pay my way in these deuced hard times, a?d that is the best I

4*n do.”
“ Bab Jack. You are always in funds, and as you talk of pay-

ing your way, you must be conscious that I do not ask this mon*
<ey of you as a loan."

“ How thqp ?’’ M.*
“ As a debt."
“ Very good, Tracey, very good," replied Harker laughing

;

“ and pray, how much am I indebted to you V*
14 Here is my memorandum," said Alfred Tracey, producing a

dSmall blank book, many of whose leaves were filled with names
figusMB|^kncU. “ Here is the page."

JohnHSQP#ook the book from the hands of his visitor and
scanned the page, item by item, with a supercilious smile, hum-
ming at the same time an air from Norma.

44 So—balance ogainat Jack Harker, one hundred and thirty

doliara—always pay my gambling debts, Tracey, you know that

;

but let me compare, let me compare."
Harker produced his pocket book, and searching the loose pa-

pers, found a memorandum of his own, which he compared with
that presented by Alfred Tracey.

44 All right, Tracey," continued the gambler, “ except one
item. I don’t understand the debit, May 29, of one hundred and
fifty dollar^I^

44 A huaiStemid fifty to a hundred, in the match between
Oeorge HarWJrald the Frenchman."

“ Have you got that down ? that was a sham bet."
44 A sham bet?" ^ ys
“Yes; as you know very^ell ; made to blind the granger

who was be|^)g with Harry Orme."
** I know no such thing." %
u So, my good fellow," continued Jack Harker, you perceive

your own account, that you are the debtor instead of the

creditor." . «

“ That’s a mistake, Harker. Do you deny this debit of one
lumdred and fifty dollars!"

* I do." A
“ And you won’t pay it ?"
gt No.

i
41 On what ground 7"
44 That it was a sham bet," replied Harker contemptuously,

“and you know it."
44 You are a liar and a swindler !" said Alfred Tracey, with the

most provoking coolness.

The countenance of John Harker^banged in a moment, from
an expression of contemptuous indifference to that of savage fe-

rocity. The blood rushed impetnoualy to bis face, till every vein

became turgid and swollen, and his features assumed a dark livid

hue. It was this peculiarity of his occasional fits of anger, which
bad given him the soubriquet of Black Jack. He started from his

seat, approached within one or two paces of his visitor, and said,

• in a guttural voice, with a kind of jerking expression on every
syllable

:

44 Take back those words, Tracey. I have borne insult* from
my victims, but," he added, with a horrible oath, “ I will not
bear them from an accomplice like you."

“ Will you pay me?" demanded Alfred Tracey, coolly, pointing
to the balance in his memorandum book.

“ Not a cent."
44 Then I repeat," said the other, with a sneering, fiendish smttfy

“ you are a liar and a swindler !"
r

A small hatchet, such as are employed by carpenters and other
handicraftsmen, with a keen, polished edge, ana a hammer head,
was lviug upon a chair near John Harker. Under the impulse
of violent passion he seized the handle of the hatchet and struck
Alfred Tracey a violent blow upon the head. *

An instant afterward the gambler, though destitute of acute
sensibilities or strong principles, would have given worlds, had
he possessed them, to recall the fatal blow. .With a sickening
emotion ef horror he had felt the head of the hatchet sink deep-
ly intejhe scullof his visiter.

Alfred Tracey fell heavily upon the floor, and for several sec-
onds remained completely insensible. Then, with a succession
of low* feeble groans, he raised himself ou his knees, and pawed
the with his hands. His eye-balls rolled wildjy in their soc-
kets, and his features twitched convulsively. He articulated in-,

distinctly, but audibly

:

Mercy, mercy
f
mercy, Mr. Montressor ! I did not intend to

murder her.”

The thoughts of John Harker turned instinctively upon the
importance of escaping the terrible consequences of his crime.
The blood, the brains of his victim were oozing from the fearful

wound he had inflicted. Nothing could save the life of Alfred
Tracqy. But who could predict that his mutterings and groan-
iugs might not turn into shrieks and execrations in the death
struggle which was rapidly approaching !

Again the gambler raised the hatchet and dealt acrushing blow
upon the scull of the wounded man. Another, and yet another.
The rolling of the eve-balls—the convulsive motions of tho arms
aud muscles of the face ceased—the suppressed groans died, ut-

terly away—the disfigured corpse of Alfred Tracey, ghastly aud
bleeding, was stretched upon the floor.

CHAPTER XLIV.

—

the murderer and his victim.

The deed was done.
During several minutes, John Harker stood gazing upon the

lifeless remains of Alfred Tracey. Then, as if suddenly recol-
lecting himself, he sprang to the door of his apartment, and turn-
ed the key in the lock.

He left the door and cautiously approached his victim. A
vague fear seized him. Tracey might not yet be dead. He
feared every instant to hear a faint groan or a gurgling inspirar
tion— to see him toss his arms irregularly—perhaps turn toward
him with his glaring eye- balls, and curse him with the withering
glance of a dying man.

Vain fears

!

And yet, with what a sensation of pure ummingled joy would
the murderer at that moment have beheld the corpse of Alfred
Tracey rise up and stand before him a living man, with the
faculty of speech, and the power of motion ! How gladly now
would he endure insult after insult, rather than the burden of
overwhelming guilt A venial crime which dexterously trans-

ferred the contents of a stranger’s purse to his, might have caus-
ed him, perhaps, a smile of triumph ; but the taking of life, the
penalty of murder, he shrank alike from the contemplation of
the deed, and the exaction of the penalty.
He was, as it were, stunned and bewildered by the sudden-

no* and the enormity of the crime into which bis passion had
betrayed him. The provocation was great ; but the retaliation

so far transcended bis desires or intentions, that he could not ac-

count for the impulse which had nerved his arm to strike the
tal blow. Had he really killed his victim ? Was it not a horrible
iclream, an illusion of the fancy T ,l \~

He knek by the side of the corpse, and layin^riajbantl mfmk 1

the shoulder*)! the murdered man, shook him repKtddtyy.
“ Get up^Tracey ; I bear dtunaiice against you for your bitter

words. Get up; I hit you harder than I meant—but you will
live yet, my good fellow, you will live yet. Get up.”
The limbs of the corpse were stiffening already—and as the^

gambler gazed fegHuly at his victim, he perceivedttbat the jaws
were firmly set, add that the hair^ in the vicinity of the wound*,

*'

was matted with gory clots. Upon the floor near the head of the
murdered man, was a small puddle of dark venous blood, >

John Harker rose from his kneeling posture with a shudder,
threw himself upon one of the settees, and covered his face with
his hands. But he could not shut out from his vision the specta-

cle of horror which he had conjured op by his deadly violence.

The fiendish smile of Alfred Tracey—the murderous blows—the
ghastly wounds—the imploring gestures—the contortions of the
death agony—the blooa, the mangled remains—singly, or in

combination, were incessantly before his eyes. He turned hie

face downward, and pressed closely to the coarse cushion of the
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settee—but uselessly, if bis object in so doing was to escape the

appalling spectacle.

And all the while the 'summer sun dafrted his bright golden

rays through the windows of the apartment ; and they danced

with the moats and glistened upon the smooth floor, and played,

as it were, with the ghastliness of the dead. Out of doors the

air was filled with the buzz and hum of insects, beasts and men.

some near and some remote, blending their indistinct noises into

the murmur of a great city. Yet the trill of a Canary bird, in a

cage suspended in the rear of a dwelling-house in Beekman
street, at times, sounded clearly and melodiously; and from the

precincts of a garden in the vicinity came the shouts and laughter

of children at play. And, momently, also, was heard the light

click of the billiard-balls in the room beneath, and the tread of

the players as they passed around the tables.

At length the agitation, the terror of the murderer began to

subside—the coniurings of the imagination became less power-

ful, if not less hideous. His mind grew capable of reflection

—

the necessity of determination and of action forced itself upon
his judgment. The body of a man bearing the incontestible

marks of deadly violence, was in his apartment. What course

was it incumbent on him to pursue. Should he voluntarily go

before thejpoliee,and avow to the ofllcwi of the law that he had

taken the-me of Alfred Tracey in self-defense ? Would his story

in all its details be believed, or, if believed, would it save him

from a verdict of manslaughter and a long, weary imprisonment

in the State prison ? Then, on the other hand, what mercy could

he expect if he attempted to conceal his crime and tailed in tbe

attempt t His memory recalled the fate of numerous criminals,

who had, in this manned, subjected themselves to the extromest

penalty of the law ; and if he were disposed to make the attempt,

now could he hope to remove the corpse of his victim from his

apartment, without awakening the curiosity or exciting the sus-

picion of his neighbors.

It is not strange, perhaps, that Harker hesitated in arriving at

a decision. The taint of suspicion had already fallen upon his

character. Even in its most favorable aspect the killing of Alfred

Tracey would render him a marked man. His present associates,

as guilty as himself of minor offenses against the law, would
abandon him under tbe odium of an accusation of murder. The
more he reflected on the subject, the more he felt inclined to

hazard the attempt to conceal his crime from human eyes. As
yet no person was cognizant of the death of Tracey, much less

of his ogency in producing it.

The air of the apartment became sultry and oppressive. He
bethought himself of going forth into the city aud of seeking ta

restore by fresh air and active exercise the equilibrium of his

mental faculties. So he rose, and averting his face from the

corpse, moved toward the door. He unlocked the door, and en-

tering the corridor carefully, locked it on the outside, and put

the key in bis pocket.

As he stepped from the porch to the paved alley, he perceived

the marker of the billiard room near the door, at the other ex-

tremity of the building, sitting upon an empty beer barrel, whis-

tling Bory O’More, and keeping time by drumming with his fists

and thumping with his heels against the head ana sides of the

barrel.
" Fine day, Mr. Harker,” exclaimed tbe young man, with a

shrill, wiry voice.

“Yes; very fine, Abel,” said Harker, turning toward Beek-
man street.

“ I say, Harker, there was a devil of a noise up stairs, half an
hour ago. It was in yonr room, wasn’t it ?”

The gambler paused on hearing these words, turned about

and approached within a few steps of tbe marker.
“ You heard it, Abel ? Yes, yes, it was in my room. I was

trying to put a pine box, filled with truck of one kind or another,

on the upper shelf of the closet, and it slipped Out of my hands
upon the floor.” . > .

“ It sounded more like a sack of wheat, or a man knocked
down in a fight than a box, and I was going to run up stairs and
inquire about it^ but I was busy just then.”

“ It wa# nothing but a box, Abel,”jtfid John Harder; “so you
would have had your labor for yoial4 pains.”

11 What is the matter with you, Harker? You look strangely.”
* “ Do I ?”

“ Pale and lantern-jawed, and bad out of the eyeB.”
“ No wonder,” said Harker, “ I was up nearly all night.”
“ You don’tsay ?” replied the young man with an affected drawl.

» darker was turning away, when a thought suddenly occurred
to him. *

“ Whose barrel is that Abel—is it Marvin’s ?”

.
m Ye. sir.”
u Won t he sell it? I want it for a particular purpose.”
“ Going to kill a hog, and salt him down, eh 7”

“ No, no, Aoel ; but I am in earnest about the barrel
;
what is

it worth 7”

“ A dollar, I reckon.” *

“ Tell Marvin that I want it, when he comes in, will you ?”

The young man, by wa^r of reply, gave an affirmative nod, and
Harker left him, proceeding along the paved alley to Beekman
street

Unnatural, unearthly, nhantom-like, appeared the street and
the buildings on either side, and the carts loaded with merchan-
dize, and the pedestrians hurrying over the sidewalks. The dis-
traction of his mind modified the action of the senses. The fa-
miliar objects which surrounded him presented a new picture to
his imagination. It Beemed to him as if he were dreaming of a
strange city in some far distant land ; or, as if he were wander-
ing among specters in a realm of shadows and illusions. Ho
paused in wonderment to look at a man in a common working
dress, with a spade in his hand, who walked before him. The
minute details of common things attracted his notice. He re-
marked the changing shadows which the moving wheels of the
carts continually passing and repassing threw upon the pavement—the trifling eddies of aust ana rubbish which the light summer
breeze whirled through the air near the surface of the earth

—

the inequalities of the stones in the paved street—the names and
devices upon the signs which were stcuk over the doors and
windows of many of the buildings. The glare of the sun upon the
pavements, and the stoops, and the brick walls, and roofs, was
bright and dazzeling; but he saw, or fancied that he saw, dark
blood red spots here and there upon them, continually moving, in
singular contrast with the surrounding brightness.

He sauntered into the Park. The fountain was playing, and
he seated himself on a bench near the fountain, and watched the
rising and tailing waters, as they broke into foam and spray. At
length, shuddering, he withdrew his gaze, for amid the glitter-

ing foam he perceived the pale countenance, the struggling form
of Alfred Tracey.
There came strolling along the gravelled walk a group of

merry children, and they stopped to behold the fountain, laugh-
ing and talking as merrjr children always do.
Back to tbe days of his early youth, flew the thoughts of John

Harker. He recalled the memory of his mother, and bethought
him of the hours when she rocked him to sleep, singing to him
the songs of the nursery, and when she taught him to repeat af-
ter her, the words of prayer, hnd when she exhorted him to
avoid wicked children and wicked practices. IJe thought of his
school days, when with a score of playful boys and girls ho went
to school in the old stone school-house in the chesnut grove,
where his father and mother had gone school 'before him.
The blackberry frolics, the boyish games of moonlight summer
evenings, the chesnut pickings, the slidings down Clover hill

upon the snow ; all these scenes rose vividly before him. He re-
membered how, as he grew up, he had toiled in the fields and
forests, that surrounded his native village, how he had hunted
and shot woodcock and quail, how he had goi^MAfspinning-
visits and quilting-frolics and singing schools with Jne prettiest t
girls in tbe neighborhood, how ue bad dressed himself in his
best attire on the Sabbath, and walked by the path along the
brook with his sisters and cousins and sweethearts to the village
church. Then he recalled the growth of his discontent and am-
bition, his adventurous visit to New York, the gradual inroads
upon his early principles, which the strength cf his passions and
the evil example of others had produced. And now what re-
port of him would go back to bis native village where his pa-
rents still resided, where his sisters, comfortably settled in homes
of their own, were bringing up their children in the practice
of industry and virtue, where the playfellows of his boyish days
were planting and reaping the harvests of their jjfetile fields in.

honest independence ?

These thoughts were painful and depressing. Harker rose
from the bench and lefttjie Park, to mingle with the great tide
of human existence that continually floats through Broadway.
But amid tbe crowd he retained bis individuality,4fcot vaguely,
but fully, perfectly ; he was* as it were, alone. He felt no in-

terest in the aims, the excitements, the pursuits of others. The
guilt resting on his soul, the danger impending over him, became
in turn, the subject of his contemplation.

Occasionally, as he wandered through the streets of the lower
art of the city, he stopped at one of the hotels or drinking
ouses on his route, and slaked his thirst with the contents of a

tumbler filled to tbe brim with gin or brandy and water. He
felt no hunger, craved no food. Nor did he experience any in-

toxicating effects from the spirituous liquors of which he bad
drank so freely.

About the middle of the afternoon, the murderer, restless, aud
as yet doubtful and irresolute, found himself near the ferry at the
foot ofCourtlandt street. Tbe bell was just ringing and seemed
to invite him to fly, at least for a time, from the city, which, in

his imagination, resembled a huge slaughter-house, crowded
with bloody victims. He passed on board the ferry boat, and
was rapidly borne across the broad river to Jersey City. Au in-

stant—only for an instant—as he heard the noisy music of the

steam-car, tbe thought flashed across his mind that bis wisest

bourse was to escape immediately to the interior of the country,

and leave the evidences of bis guilt behind him.
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Ad hour afterward, on approaching the depot of the New Jer-

jmj railroad, after a solitary walk in the environs of Jersey City,

lie perceived a group of three or four gentleman conversing near
one of the large fluted columns of the building. As he passed

them, one of the group uttered distinctly the name of Alfred Tra-

cey. A feeling, more powerful than curiosity, induced Harker
to maneuver as dexterously as he could to obtain a position in

which he might, without attracting notice, overhear the conver-

sation which was taking place. His efforts were partially suc-

cessful. The first words he was enabled to hear were spoken
a stout, fine looking man.

!

44 I have not seen Mr. Tracer to-day.”
44 Not seen him?” responded another gentleman.
44 No, Mr. Gardiner.”
41 The can are on the point of starting.”
44 1 am aware of it, ana I cannot explain the cause of Mr. Tra-

tjey's absence. I will not sail him my friend until I have some
explanation of his extraordinary conduct.”

44 It wreir extraordinary.”
44 1 Mr mm last night at the Park Theater, and informed him
my Arrangement on his behalf. It was agreed between us,

unless he found it convenient to call upon me this morning, that

we should meet at the Franklin House at three o’clock, in time
to dine, and take the cars at the appointed hour.”

The conversation fell into a lower tone, and for several minutes
Harker could distinguish only here and there a single word.

44 1 begin to suspect that Tracey is a coward,” remarked the

first speaker, in his usual voice. 44 If so, I have done with him.”
44 We cannot complain of you, Captain De Ruyter, but the con-

duct of your principal
*

Here the conversation became again inaudible, drowned, as

it was, by the shrill piercing sound of the locomotive. A mo-
ment afterward, the dull, heavy reverberation of the heavy train

rolling over the iron rails sounded in the distance.

The gentlemen who had been conversing together, moved to-

ward the ferry, evidently with the design of returning to the city

of New York. John Harker fcdkiwed them, but he heard no-

thing further that seemed to b^P any.reference to Tracey, ex-

cept a whisper, inadvertently loud, from one of the party, Wil-
fred "Montressor.

44 Your reasoning’ll Just, Gardiner. Tracey has not dared to

free me, less perhapl from cowardice than the consciousness of

his infamous conduct.”
The portion of the conversation which John Harker had over-

heard, satisfied him that the gentlemen in the steamboat hod
been waiting at the depot for Alfred Tracey in order to fulfil an
appointment. He was also satisfied that no suspicion existed of

the cause of his absence. Nor any clue by which to trace him
to the building in the rear of Beekman street. The idea of con-

fessing his guilt or attempting to palliate it by an ingenious plea

of selfdefense, had at this time entirely vanished from the mind
of the murderer.

It was nearly dark when he arrived in Beekman street, and
crept slyly cautiously along the alley toward the building in

which lay the corpse of his victim. He entered the front door
unobserved, and stole, on tiptoe, through the lower eutry. The
doors of the lawyers' offices were closed, but the voices of at

least two persons could be heard distinctlyfrom the office in the

rear. Harker listened.
44 You were in the Circuit, to-day ?”
44 Yes, a few minutes.”
44 Have they got through Dingle's case yet V*
44 Not they. The State is hardly through the examination of

witnesses.”
44 It will go hard with him. The judge is against the prisoner,

I hear.”
44 Graham is doing hif- best. I should not wonder if he got

Dingle off with a verdict of manslaughter. There is no dispute

•bout the killing ; but from tbe cross-examination it is evident

that the defense intend to insist that the Dutchman pushed Din-

gle before the latter struck him.”
b 44 Manslaughter—ten yean in the State prison, perhaps—it is
v
tihnost as bad as hanging.”

44 8oitis.”
John Harker slunk up stairs with the caution of a thief, the

words of the speaker ringing in his ears. 44 Ten years in the State

prison —almost as bad asnanging.” He unlocked the door of his

apartment and stole warily into the presence of the dead. There
it was, near the center of the room, the corpse of Alfred Tracey,

a dark, motionless object, almost invisible to the human eye.

But the murderer felt that it was there—the testimony of the

tenses was os nothing to the moral instinct, if such a phrase may
be permitted, which recognized the presence of tbe lifeless vic-

tim of ungovernable passion.

He grouped his way across the apartment to one of the settees,

and seating himself thereon,waited—waited patiently and silently

hour after hour. In the course of the evening some person came
to the door and knocked, but he uttered no invitation to enter,

and the visitor went away. He looked out of tbe window

—

there were lights in the neighboring dwelling—he listened—*
there were players in tbe billiard room underneath—and so he
waited till the lights should be extinguished and the players
should go forth—perhaps at midnight or later. What words can
describe the feelings of that man ? immoral and vicious though
be had been, during his weary watch with the dead, in that soli-

tary apartment—the pangs of remorse—tbo shudderings of fear
—the apparitions of horror which assailed and tormented him.
Oh ! let him who stands in the vestibule of crime and is dazzled
by the false glare of honors gained by hypocrisy, and wealth
procured by fraud, remember that within are the caverns ofshame
and terror and despair.

At length the lights were extinguished, and the players went
forth. Au was silent. The murderer rose, lit a lamp with a lu-

cifer match, and carefully closed the window shutters of the
apartment. He had nerved his mind by dint of extraordinary
efforts to tbe fulfillment of the dreadful task which be had im-
posed upon himself—and thenceforth there was no flinching

—

no hesitation—no external signs of fear. He descended the
stairs and opened the door leading into the paved alley. No hu-
man eye met his. No human ear heard his footsteps. He has-

tened toward the further extremity of the building, took up the
beer barrel he had partly purchased of the marker, and earned it

up stairs to his apartment. By the aid of the hatchet with which
Alfred Tracey had been killed, one of the barrel heads was
speedily removed.
Two hours—two hours of ceaseless, fearful toil, and the work

was done. *

The corpse of the murdered man, horribly mangled—his

clothes, even his watch—so cautions was tbe murderer in con-
cealing the evidence of bis guilt—were slowed in .the barrel

—

the barrel head was replaced, and the bung driven in tightly.

The stains of blood were carefully washed from the floor, and
from tbe hatchet, and a few hairs stiffened with gore, were
gathered and burned in the flame of the dim flickering lamp.

It was bravely and cunningly dona.
But will no circumstance unforeseen—improbable perhaps

—

reveal to the eyes of man, the crashed and mangled body, though
hemmed around with thick slaves of oak, and hooped with hoops
of iron?

Tbe judgment of God has overtaken Alfred Tracey.
Will his murderer escape ? No.
A brave and a cunning man is John Harker, but no bravery

nor cunning gives impunity to crime.

CHAPTER XLV.

—

thk scythe sweeps on.

At an early hour of the same evening, a servant entered the

sitting apartment of Owen Tracey, ana placed in the hands of

the merchant a package of letters, which had just been delivered

by the letter carrier.

Owen Tracey abandoned his occupation—he was inspecting

one of his old ledgers—and commenced the perusal of the let-

ters.

The countenance and bearing of the merchant had changed
but little since the previous day. There were the same hollow-

ness of the cheeks, and falling of the lower jaw ; the same evi-

dence of mental disquiet ;
but his eyes were less wild and glar-

ing, and his movements were torpid and slow, rather than abrupt

and impulsive.

He read the letters singly, and methodically folded each one

after he had finished its perusal, and endorsed upon the back the

name of the writer and the date of its reception. He had in this

manner disposed of oue half the package without appearing

greatly interested in the views of his correspondents, when he
perceived a note addressed to him in the familiar hand-writing

of Francis Mortimer, the stock broker. He clutched it eagerly,

broke the seal, and read as follows

:

“Mr Dear Mb. Tracbt:
1 have made diligent inquiries this afternoon in relation to the

Wexford Railroad stock, offered by Parkinson and Robert Boyd
& Co. They have possession of a large number of shares which

they are willing to dispose of at current rates. But the rates are

high, my dear sir ; and besides, I am clearly of the opiuion that

these shares, as well as those you purchased yesterday, form a

portion of the stock belonging to Wilfred Montresser, Esq., which

ia our projected operation we imagined upon satisfactory grounds

to be entirely out of the market My opinion is based upon the

general current of events, within the last two days, and upon pri-

vate information, which I cannot prudently question. I will see

you%s soon as practicable ; but I tell you, frankly and honestly, that

our enterprise has failed, and that, m my opinion, the sooner wo
abandon it, the better it will be for our reputation and our pock,

ets. Of course there must be heavy losses—it is the fortune of

war. Deeply regretting the information which I am compelled

to communicate on your account as well as my own,
I remain jour obedient servant, Francis Mortimer.”

[

44 Ml mi ii losses—heavy losses—thousands upon thousands,” ex-

I claimed the merchant, angrily. He started from his seat, crom-
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pled the note in his hands, and threw it upon the floor, stamping

it violently beneath bis feet.

“ Heavy losses, indeed ; all my ready money invested in

worthless stock—I dare say it will turn out to be worthless

—

my notes, too, floating around Wall street—and there is the death

of Mountjoy’s daughter and Alfred ”

The merchant sank into his arm chair and pressed his hands

firmly against his temples, as if he were suffering a severe head-

ache.

At that moment the door of the apartment opened and Mrs.

Tracey presented herself.

“ What do you want ?” he demanded harshly, turning sudden-

ly toward the door.
“ I heard a noise, and I thought you might perhaps require

some attention.”

“Some attention ?”

“ You have been ill, Mr. Tracey, for several days, and I really

begin to be alarmed about you/ 1

“ Don’t trouble yourself on my account,” said Owen Tracey
impatiently. 41 There is nothing the matter with me—nothing at

all, and you know I hate to be pestered. If you are a doctor,”

continued he with a sardonic laugh, extending his hand, “feel of

my pulse.”

Mrs. Tracey took the hand of her husband and laid her fingers

npon bis wrist
“ I am no doctor. Mr. Tracey, but your skin is dry and feverish,

your pulse irregular, sometimes very rapid, and then slow and
scarcely perceptible. You need medical advice. Will you not

allow me to send for Doctor Jones ?”

“No, madam, I will not,” replied the merchant decidedly, but
with less impatience and irritability of manner. “ My health

was never better than it has been during the past week. I have

had many things, however, to vex and distract me ; and now I

have business on hand which must not. be neglected. The
only request I have to make, Mrs. Tracey, is that you will leave

me alone during the remainder of the evening.”

Mrs. Tracey retired, not wholly satisfied with the representa-

tions of her husband, but she did not think it best to chafe his

temper by opposing his wishes. She remarked, however, as she

left the apartment:
“ Do not apply yourself too closely to those musty books and

papers.”
As soon as Mrs. Tracey had retired, the merchant rose and

strode across the floor with irregular steps.

“ What do women know about business 1” he said chuckling.
“ Yet the more ignorance, the more presumption. I am able,

thank God, to manage my own affairs.”

The merchant seated himself at his desk, and after perusing, a

second time, the note of Francis Mortimer, leaned his head upon
the desk with a sense of drowsiness. Then he aroused himself,

and running hastily remaining the other letters, he resumed his in-

spection ofthe old ledger, which still lay open before him.
Hour after hour passed in this tedious monotonous employ-

ment
At length it became necessary to refer to some old papers tend-

ing to elucidate the subject he was investigating. Owen Tra-

cey, taking a lamp in his hand, proceeded to a small room about

ten feet square, without windows, or any other means of access

to air and light, except the door leading from his private sitting

room.
On entering the small chamber—closet it might be called

—

the merchant closed the door cautiously. The room contained

an iron safe, a large pine box, and several coats, vests, and other

articles of dress, hanging on pegs, fastened to the wall. The
merchant removed the lid from the top of the box, without the

least difficulty. The box was nearly filled with loose papers,

huddled together as of no real value.

As the merchant bent down to examine the papers, he felt a

peculiar sensation t>f dizziness in his head, attended with acute

pain.

A twitching, convulsive motion of the lips; vertigo and blind-

ness quickly succeeded. He staggered against the wall, and
strove, instinctively, but vainly, to sustain himself.

As he sank insensible—perhaps lifeless—on the floor, the

lighted lamp fell from his hand and fired the combustible con-

tents of the pine box.

Alas ! for Owen Tracey.
(Conclusion next week.)

Kien-Luno, Smpeeok of China.—

O

ne day the old Kien*Lung,
Emperor of China, asked George Stanton how medical mea were
paia in England. When the system wai explained to him, he
asked if there could be a single Englishman in good health. “ I

will tell you,” said he, “ how I treat my physicians. I have four,

to whom the care of my health is confided. A certain sum is

given to each weekly ; but as soon as I am ill, the salaries are

stopped till I am well. I need not tell you that my illnesses are
not long.” By this it appears that the medical care of tjp celes-

tial emperor is no joke.—[Medical Times.

Popular flTiacellang.

Force or Ridicule.—On the whole, I suppose men are and
will ever be as various as they ever were, though we* talk of cer-

tain ideas and manners as being prevalent at certain seasons of
human history. It seems as if the men of our day cared above
all things for the.opinion of those about them; so that men will

be anything—sober or profligate, homely or ostentatious, merry
or grave,—rather than be wondered or laughed at. In our time,

it is the greatest of all misfortunes to man, woman, or child, to

be ridiculous in the eyes of neighbors. So, when the restraint

of opinion is withdrawn, the incidents which occur are very strik-

ing, whether they are of a noble or ludicrous character. An in-

stance of each lies before me.
Lieut. Anneke, a Prussian artillery officer, ofthe highest honor,

has refused to fight a duel. He wqs challenged merely on the
ground of being the bearer of an unacceptable letter, the writer

of which refused to fight Lieut. Annexe’s refusal was on the

ground that dueling being now a mere custom arising out of an-

tiquated prejudice, is a brutal act, unworthy an enlightened man
in our day. The Court of Honor at Munster has decreed, by a
majority of twenty-seven to three, that Lieut. A. be dismissed

the service, be having virtually dismissed himself by avowing
opinions which, however reasonable, are opposed to the arrange-

ments of the king, to whom he has swern fidelity ; and Lieut. A.
is dismissed accordingly. Peace be with him,—that peace which
the world, old or new, cannot take away

!

Last week, the engiue-driver and stoker of a train on the Great
Western Railway made themselves shockingly ridiculous. They
both got into a passion, and fought desperately on the engine,

while it was going at the rate of thirty miles an hour. It wax
impossible to get at them to stop them. Such a stage was per-

haps never before chosen for the exhibition of silly passion. At
last, the engine-driver, finding himself worsted, stop]>ed the en-

gine, in order to throw his adversary off, when the guards inter-

fered, and delivered over the foolish grown babies to the an*
thorities, who will hardly again intrust the lives of travelers to

men who cannot rule their own spirits. There are not many
men who would like to go to sleep, and open their mouths ana
snore in the market place ; not many men who would like to act

Pantaloon, or any sort of fool, on the boards of a theater ; and it*

rather surprises one that there should be two on one engine wba
could make themselves so excessively ridiculous, as angry men
always are, on so very conspicuous a theater. How ashamed
they will be td think of it, as long as they live.

[Harriet Martineau.

The Sexfs in Russia.—The men have much the advantage

over the women iu good looks ; their features are for the most
part finely proportioned and well chiseled ; a good gray eye,

small but well-formed nose, short upper lip, ana well-propor-

tioned chin, are the distinctive marks of the pure Sclave, un-

tainted by German or Kalmuck blood ; this, added to light hair

and a curly beard, makes a very handsome face, expressive of

much determination and quickness. Among the poorer serfs,

however, these beauties are hidden by dirt and hair that looks

as if it was never meant to be combed. I do not believe it ever

is; and the accumulation of filth hoarded on the mugik’s person

and sheep-skin is beyond all description. The finest old men I

ever beheld we met wandering about the villages on the road ;

their flowing white hair and beards, in many cases, hung round

most Rembrandt-like faces. The male sex among the serfs, with

the greatest want of gallantry, keep all the beauty to themselves;

for positively nothing can be uglier than the Russian women

;

their faces are large, their noses flat, and their cheek-bones high;

and as to figures, Dy the bones of Venus ! I never saw such de-

secration of the human form divine. How they get themselves

into so inhuman a shape, I cannot conceive ; their waists seemed
to me to be above their breast; where the rest of the body was,.

I cannot tell—for the gown hung perpendicularly from this un-

natural part down to their heels : the foot is, I ouinot describe

their appearance, as never were daughters of Eve less favored

with beauty
;
and during the whole journey from St. Petersburg,

to Moscow and back l did not see one pretty girl.

[St. Petersburg and Moscow.

Franco English.—A curious specimen of this occurred the-

other day. A French gentleman, rescued from a ducking in the

Thames, and taken to an adjacent tavern, was advised to drink,

a tumbler of very not brandy and water, and thus addressed the

waiter who was mixing it:

—

41 Sir, I shall thank you not to make
it a fortnight" “ A fortnight,” replied Joe, “hadn’t you better

take it directly ?” “ Oh yes,” said Monsieur, “ directly, to be
sure, but not a fortnight—not too weak.”

Tears do not dwell long npon the cheeks of youth. Rain

drops easily from the bud, rests on the bosom ol the maturer

flower, and breaks down that one only which hath lived its.

day.—[W. S. Landor.
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INEZ .

JT THOMAS BUCHANAN BEAD.

Down behind the hidden village, fringed around with hazel brake,
(Like a holy hermit dreaming, half asleep and half awake,
One who loveth the sweet quiet for the happy quiet’s fake,)
Dozing, murmuring in its visions, lay the heaven- enamored lake.

And within a del! where shadows through the brightest days abide.
Like the silvery swimming gossamer by Dreezes scattered wide,
Fell a shining skein of water than ran down the lakelet’s side.

An within the brain by beauty lulled, a pleasant thought may glide.

When the sinking sun of August growing large in the decline,
Shot his arrows long and golden, through the maple and the pine

:

And the russet thrush fled singing from the alder to the vine.
While the cat-bird in the hazel gave its melancholy whine

;

And the little squirrel chattered, peering round the hickory bole.
And a-sudden, like a meteor, gleamed along the oriole :

There I walked beside fair Inez, and her gentle beauty stole

Like the scene athwart my senses, like the sunshine through my soul!

And her fairy feet that presped the leaves a pleasant music made.
And they dimpled the sweet beds of moss with blossoms thick inlaid:

There 1 told her old romances, and with love’s sweet wo we played,
Till fair Inez’ eyes, like evening, held the dew beneath their shade.

There I wove for her love-ballada, such as lover only weaves.
Till she sighed and grieved, as only mild and loving maiden grieves;
And to hide her tears she stooped to glean the violets from the leaves.
As of old sweet Ruth went gleaning mid the Oriental sheaves.

Down we walked beside the lakelet
:
gazing deep into her eye.

There I told her all my passion ! With a sudden blush and sigh,
Turning half away with look askant, she only made reply,

“How deep within the water glows the happy evening sky !”

Then I asked her if she loved me, and our hands met each in each.
And the dainty, sighing ripples seemed to listen up the reach,
While thus slowly with a hazel wand she wrote along the beach.
“ Love, Hke the siky, lies deepest ere the heart is stirred to speecn !”

Thus I gained the love of Inez—thus I won her gentle hand

;

And our paths now lie together, as our footprints on the strand ;We have vowed to love each other in the golden morning land,
When our names from earth have vanished, like the writing from

the sand.

MARRIAGE.
BY HABBIBT HAHTIHSAU.

All institutions that have existed long among men, have had
their origin in nature ; and it is only by keeping withip a certain

degree of nearness to nature, that any institutions cau be preser-

ved. In proportion to tbeir departure from nature, is the cer-

tainty that they will fail and perish. Of existing institutions,

none is more clearly traceable to nature than that of marriage :

and indeed, from the clearness of this—from the fact that the
numbers of the sexes are equal at the age of twenty-one (though
varying somewhat from this before ana after)—from this indica-

tion that there is one man for one woman at the proper time for

marriage, it is usual to speak of marriage as a divine institution,

independently of what is said of it in the bible. But how mar-
velously and bow mournfully have men contrived to perplex
and corrnpt this simple and natural relation! For ages past,

there have been marriages for state policy, marriages for cdn-
nexion, for money, for estates, for every convenience, down to

that of the poor ditcher who declares, “ I was, as one may say,

devoured with varmint, and I married a wife to keep me clean.”

The notion of marriage for convenience has now such complete
possession of the general mind, that a true love marriage is al-

most as a matter of course opposed, in those ranks of society

where others than the immediate parties claim to be consider-

ed. And the consequences are such as appal the heart of every
thinker. It has become the rule through many gradations of

society to love in one place and marry in another ; and this un-

1

avowed bigamy of course destroys the proportion under which
alone marriage can be general and pare. Of all infectious evils,

laxity of morals is the most so : ana the laxity here spreads, till

the very idea of pnarriage is corrupted and debased. We hear
ofsales of a wife in Smithfleld, the ignorant parties often really

believing such sales to be legal ; and the cases of bigamy are

becoming frightfully common. Aud see what can happen even
in America :—“ At Philadelphia, on Monday, one German sued
another for five dollars, the price of commission for procuring
the latter a wife. The objection was, that the charge was too

high. The plaintiff proved that the defendant stated his wish
for a wife;—the former, in half an hour, brought a German, to

whom the defendant was married in three days. The plaintiff

was allowed his whole claim.”

In another rank, we see at this moment what happens. The
potentates of Europe, and the politicians of Spain, have long
teen contending as to whom the little Queen of Spain should I

marry. It appears that she wishes to marry a cousin, who wish-
es to have her. She is compelled to marry another cousin—his
brother. All night were her mother and other advisers bnsy in
persuading her—in overcoming her repugnance to the marriage.
A.t seven in the morning, she went to bed, overpowered and
wretched. She is only fifteen years old. Her sister is only
fourteen ; and she mast be married too, to please the King of
the French, who wants to marry his youngestnon into Spain.
Is any one irrational enough to expect fidelity in marriages thus
made in markets and palace chambers 7 And does let the con-
tagion of inconstancy spread ? And are we then to wonder at
the increase of bigamy, of seduction, of child-murder, and of
gross profligacy 7 Marriage, which was designed to protect the
sanctity of the love of one man for one woman, has become the
very means of obstructing such love, and destroying the sancti-
ty of it. To the pure ana simple, it may be all that it ever was

:

but to society at large, that which professes to be its chief moral
safeguard has become a fatal snare. If it be asked, “ what is to
be done 7” the answer is the old one which will never wear out

:

those who have grace must be the salt of the earth. Every man
and woman who duly feel the holiness of that love which gives
birth to human life, and who enter upon it with conscience and
affections as awake as passion, may and will countervail a world
of mischief done by profligacy. Every pair who uphold in their
lives the true, original idea of marriage must command such
sympathy from the best hearts as will shame tlio trafficking of
toe worst. If there are yet among us enough of the simple and
the pure to reinstate the institution of marriage in its original
sacredness, and separate it from its impious alliance with world-
ly interest, it may retain its name and place. If not—if the cor-
ruption spreads, and mamage is the name given to that legal
prostitution which induces the illegal, some new name must be
found for the genuine and holy marriage which must always re-
main while God ordains aud nature exist*.—[The People’s
Journal.

Female beauty.—Those who are accustomed to enlightened
views cf female beauty, well know that there are different kinds
of personal beauty, among which, that ofform and coloring holds
a very inferior mnk. There is beauty of expression, for instance,
of sweetness, nobility, of intellectual refinement, of feeling, of
animation, of meekness, of resignation,mid many other kinds of
beauty, which may all be allied to the plainest features, and yet
may remain to give pleasure long after the blooming cheek has
faded, and silver gray has mingled with the hair. And how far

more powerful, in their influence upon others, are some ofthose
kinds of beauty ! For, after all, beauty depends more upon the
movements of the face, than upon the form of the ieatun s when
at rest ; and that, a countenance habitually under the nfluence of
amiable feelings, acquires a beauty of the highest order, from the
frequency with which such feelings are the originating cause of
the movements or expression which stamp their character upon
it. Who has not waited for the first openiug of the lips of a cel-

ebrated belle, to see whether her claims would be supported by
“ the mind, the music breathing from her (ace and who has not,

occasionally, turned away, repelled by the otter blank, or worse
than blank, which the simple movement of the mouth, in speak-
ing or smiling, has revealed 7 The language of poery describes

the laugh as indicative of the vulgar mind; and certainly there

are expressions, conveyed even through the medium of a smile,

which need not Lavater to inform us that refinement of feeling,

or elevation of soul, has a little to do with the fair countenance
on which they are impressed. On the other hand, there are
plain women sometimes met with in society, every moment of
whose features is instinct with intelligence who, from the gen-
uine heart warm smiles which play about the mouth, the sweeet-
ly modulated voice; and the lightning of an eye, that looks as if

it could 44 comprehend the universe,” becomes perfectly beau-
tiful to those who live with tnem and love them. Before such

I

ntensions as these, how soon do the piuk-and-white of a mere-

y pretty face vanisn into nothing !

Profanity.—A man ofsense will never swear. The least par-

donable of all vices to which the folly or cupidity of man is ad-

dicted, is that of swearing. Could he who so freely indulges in

pfofanity and indecent language—in fine, could the profone

swearer behold himselfin a glass as others behold him— he would
shrink from hisfown image as from a thing of contamination. In

other vices, more or less excuse of some kind msy be found—
the gratification of some passion, or indulgence of some appetite,

may be pleaded as a palliation ;
but in this vice are no mitiga-

ting circumstances to be found—no plausible pretext for such

A barrister observed to a learned brother, in court a short time

since, that the wearing of whiskers was unprofessional. 4
* Right,”

Replied his friend, 44 a lawyer cannot be too barefaced”

Children have more need of guides in reading, than in walk-

ing.
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THE EARTH AND THE STARS.
BY CHARLES MACKAY

Said A© Earth to the Stars, “Oh my sisters,

Fellow-travelers through this dread immensity,

Send a voice to my spirit and declare,

If, serenely as ye smile on me, and fair,

Ye are dwellings for all miseries, like me?
u Oh tell me if in you, my glorious sisters,

Bales a tyrant like the one enthroned here ?

If Death has ever entered in yoar climes,

And suffering, and calamity, and crimes

Ever tob you of the children that you rear?

“ Oh tell me if in you, my myriad sisters,

The weak are ever trampled by the strong?

If malice, and intolerance, and hate,

And warfare, and auibition to be great,

Ever cause the right to suffer from the wrong ?

“ Oh tell me, silent sisters, are ye happy ?

Are the multitudes that live beneath your skies

Full of knowledge, unaccursed by such a ban
As man has ever issued against mau

;

Are they happy, are they loving, are they wise ?”

Said the Stars to the Earth :
“ Oh mournful sister.

Rolling calmly through the calm infinity.

We have rolled for couutless ages on our track.

Ever onward—pressing onward—never back ;

There is progress Doth for us and for thee.

" There is neither standing still nor retrogression

In the laws of eternal governance

;

And death itoelf, which prompts thee to repine,

Is no evil unto thee nor unto thine,

But a step from good to better ; an advance.

“ Thou wilt make, oh thou foolish little sister,

The full cycle of thy glory, in thy time;
We are rolling on in ours for evermore

;

Look not backward—see eternity before,

And free thyself of sorrow and of crime.

“ God who made thee, never meant thee, mournful sister,

To be filled with sin and grief eternally

;

And the children that are born upon thy breast
Shall, in fullness of their destiny, be blest

:

There is progress for the Stars, and for thee/’

Prosperity and Adversity.—The state of our existence
upon earth is perpetually marked by the mixture of good and
evil. Prosperity and adversity are so associated in our life that

they may be said to be placed the one over against the other.

Generally speaking, the lifo of every man is a mixed state of
good aud evil ; of days of enjoyment and days of trouble. There
is nothing permanent in the state through which we are passing.
Elevation, riches, pleasure, reputation, strength, beauty,—all

that we possess—all the external and accidental circumstances
of our present existence,—are either precarious with respect to

their duration, and may be taken from us in a moment, or are
susceptible of great changes aud alterations. Sometimes the ob-
jects of enjoyment are taken from us ; aud it frequently happens,
that even when they are continued, we lose a taste for them, and
become iucapable of enjoying them with comfort. Take a
eneral view of the scenes of human life ! How is it disturbed

y a multitude of unforeseen aud inevitable revolutions which
dissolve families, disperse individuals, and turn opulence and joy
into distress and sorrow ! The healthiest constitutions, the most
shining reputations, the most solid fortunes, and the purest do-
mestic comforts, are subject to painful vicissitudes. They some-
times decline gradually, and sometimes pass rapidly from one
existence to another, as a serene sky is suddenly overcast by a
rising storm with clouds and darluiess. On the other hand,
scenes of adversity and distress are often followed by prosperous
days. At the moment when a favorable change is little expect-
ed, the storm ceases, the clouds are dispersed, and the despair*
ing mariner enters, with pleasure and surprise, into the desired
harbor. Thus, in the diversified scene of human life, if there is

a “ time to weep,” there is, also, a “ time to rejoice.” Many
favorable changes, and unexpected deliverances, after sorrow
endured in the night season, bring comfort and joy in the morn-
ing.

Unearned Money.—However common may be the desire of
sudden wealth, vet it may be safely affirmed that money is never
so much enjoyed, or so pleasantly or judiciously spent, as when
hardly-earned. The exertion used in obtaining it is beneficial
alike to the health and spirits. It affords pleasure in the con-

templation, os the result of effort and industry, a thing which un-
earned money can never impart ; and the natural alternation of
labor and relaxation tends to preserve the body in health, and
keeps the mind from the injurious extremes of either parsimony’

or prodigality. Unearned money, on the contrary, as it is ob-

tained without an effort, so it is often spent without a thought.

There is no healthful activity used iu acquiring it; no putting

forth of those energies, the use of which tends so greatly to ele-

vate and purify ; no skill or perseverance called into action ! and
it is seldom that it is possesed to any great extent without inju-

ring the possessor. It induces a distate for labor and activity

;

it lulls to ignoble rest in the lap of circumstances ; it allures to

float along with the stream, instead of the healthful labor ofstem-
ming the tide of difficulty; and he bad need be something more
than mortal who can possess much of this unearned money with-

out being in his moral nature somewhat paralyzed and debased.
Naturally rampant as are the weeds of sloth and sensuality in the
human heart, that condition of life in which there is not only
work to be done, bat work which mutt be done, will be the

safest and the best. Money seldom makes men better, either

pbysicially or morally, and often makes them worse. Seldom
does a man become more healthy in his body as money increases

;

seldom does his mind become more powerful as bis parse be-
comes heavier ; not always does his heart beat more benevolently

as his wealth accumulates. But if money, even when laudably
gained by wholesome exertion aud enterprise, be of doubtfol or

injurious effect upon its possessor, doubly hazardous and painful

must be the possession of that money which is unearned and un
toiled for, and which only leaves the disposal of time at the mercy
of idle dreaminess or ingenious mischief, and cherishes the growth
of those rank weeds of the heart which are most successfully

checked by wholesome exercise and occupation.

Fanaticsim in Religion.—A man must be very bold who can
look upon the preseut activity of fanaticism in this country, and
express bis decided conviction that i o serious evil is to be ap-
prehended from it. To many persons it appears an object ofse-
rious and rational alarm. There is no characteristic of danger
which it wants : it is subtle, rapid, secret, seductive, and utterly

inexpugnable by reason and argument. It breaks out, not here,
where there is reason and education to restrain it; but it begins
in poverty, in darkness, and in disease, working its way upward
and poisoning every thing that is good and happy in our nature.

As it ascends, it takes all sweetness and comfort out ofreligion,
and make earth, a hell, God a tyrant, and a man a wretch. It is

a dismal thing to see the fair works of nature marred ; it is not
pleasant to look even at a faded flower or a brighted plant ; but
of all the wretched spectacles, the most wretched is to behold a
mind blighted by fanaticism,—suspecting its reason, suspecting
its happiness, panting for misery,—seeking for safety in tears and
in sadness,—believing that mau will be cruelly iudged for every
gleam of happiness which shoots across his mind ana gilds his ex-

istence with its passing splendor. It is impossible to describe
the gloom aud the misery which fanaticism is everywhere pro-

ducing, or the degradation of human reason and the destruction

of comfort by which its course is marked. And the grievous

misfortune is, that there is no remedy. What answer can be
made to a mistaken enthusiast, who refers yon to his impulses
and feelings ? In what way is it impossible to illumine an under-
standing which supposes religion not to consist in what you do,

^ut in what you believe ; not in performing the Divine command,
but merely in admitting it to be divine, though you disobey it?

One perceptible consequence of these mischievous doctrines is,

an increasing cry agaiust morality and moral doctrines ; so that

it almost requires an apology from any teacher of religion if ho
wishes to enforce anything useful and practical from the pulpit.

We might snppose, from such notions of the Christian faith, that

Christianity was a set of speculave disquisitions, where, if a man
only agreed with the barren and useless results, he was left at

liberty to follow the devices of his own heart, and to lead what
manner of life his fancy or bis passion might dictate.—[London
Dispatch.

Insanity.—Cases ofinsanity from over exertion ofthe faculties of
the intellect occasionally present themselves. They are produ-

ced by exertion too long continued, even in powerful mmas, and
by new and anxious studies in minds of less power for which snch
studies are too much. The fear always is that a kind of paraly-

sis of the mental faculties is established, and that the mind may
never recover. Very strong brains do recover, however, ifwar-

ning is taken in time, and rest submitted to ; but if the warning
is neglected, |the strongest will fail. In many such cases mor-
al commotions have been a part of the cause, but mere intellec-

tual labor will alone produce the malady, and the prognosis in

such cases is not favorable. The history of some of the most dis-

tinguished English writers of our time illustrates this subject

strougly and plainly. In some the mind has been destroyed
piecemeal by paralysis, and in others it has sunk at once into op-

pression and stupor, never to be removed.
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Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them.”

NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, DEC. 19, 1846.

To Uobbbspokdknts.—

'

tt
- M.” of Whitehall, and “ S.” of Syracuse, will see

the impropriety of inserting their communications, after having observed the

proceedings of the Grand Lodge upon the subject of the New Constitution. The
proceedings of the Convention have been abrogated, and the Constitution fells

to the ground, and is dead. We know not whether there is to be a general or

partial rernrrectlon of it, or neither.

We have received a communication animadverting somewhat severely on an

article by “ b. J. l.” in last week’s Rule. The author complains of what he re-

gards as an unkind personal allusion on the part of b. j. l., and complains In a

spirit and language, which we are confident he would not, on a reconsideration,

approve as judicious, or likely to correct the wrong, if one was intended. But
we are sure none was intended. We are authorised to say that nothing in the

shape of personal allusion was designed
;
and that nothing was farther from the

writer’s intention than that of wounding the feelings of any brother, on the one

side or the other of the question. We are confident this will be satisfactory to

our brother. And for this reason, and becanse our readers generally can have
no interest in these personal controversies, we withhold the publication of his

strictures. A kind word and a forbearing spirit are never without a reward.

We think there is a little too much sensitiveness on these and similar matters

;

and we shall have a word to say by and by on this point, in the way of oounsel,

and in the hope of doing something toward correcting the growing evil

DEGREE LODGES.

There seems to be (and, certainly, there is room for) a diver-

sity of opinion in relation to the utility of Degree Lodges. That

they are encroachments on the rights and privileges of Subordi-

nate Lodges, is not clear to our miud. Whatever they may
have been, when first introduced, it is certain that now every

Subordinate goes into operation, knowing that Degree Lodges

are a part of the Institution, provided for in the Constitutions

and Laws ofthe State Grand Lodges, and sanctioned by the usages,

charge*and lecture books of the G. L. U. S. As well might we
call for the abolition of Encampments—for they, too, are “inno-

vations on the ancient usages”—and they, too, confer degrees

which, originally, were conferred in some other department, be-

side monopolizing (under the new work) explanations which

should be given in the Degree Lodges.

But that Degree Lodges have somewhat of a tendency to

lessen the excellency of the work of Subordinate Lodges, is un-

deniable. Many members cannot find leisure, and others lack

inclination, to spend more than one evening in the week in a

lodge-room ; consequently, these attend their Subordinate only,

and soon ** grow rusty” in the work of the degrees, and forget

the lectures thereto pertaining. But it may be doubted whether
these same members, or others equivalent to them in number,

would not leave Subordinate Lodges every evening, before the

time allotted for conferring degrees, even were that work re-

turned again to the Subordinates. If so, (and we have been in-

formed by old members, and by brethren from jurisdictions and
districts where Subordinates- confer the degrees, that it is so,)

there would be nothing gained by abolishing Degree Lodges,

and requiring the degrees to be conferred in Subordinates.

Beside, the evil complained of can be reached in another

way—one which should be adppted in every jurisdiction, as it

has been in the Slate ofNew York. Let the application for certi-

ficates for degrees from Subordinates, be balloted for, only when
the Subordinate Lodge is open in the degree balloted for. This

will compel eaoh Subordinate to open, at each meeting when

certificates are granted, in each degree iu succession. If the ex-

amination is then made strictly, of every member in the room,
all present will be kept bright in the work. Some inconve-
nience is undoubtedly occasioned to those members who have
not taken their degrees, by beiDg compelled to leave the room
defting this portion of the Lodge business—but the advantages
to the degree members, is, that the drill is gone trough with
earlier in the evening, than it would be if the Subordinate acted
in the capacity of a Degree Lodge. We think, therefore, that

on the whole, the advantages overbalance the disadvantages.

There are some special reasons which may be urged in favor

of Degree Lodges, which, as we have never beard them publicly

stated, we desire to present in this place.

I. They bring together in one Lodge, and under a new or-

ganization, the members of different Lodges. There is a spirit

of emulation in our Lodges, which soon grows up into an esprit

dii corps
, and even into cltmiskness. This, among Odd Fellows,

operates very much as do the distinctions of nation, party and
seot, in the world at large. A clanish Odd Fellow is very apt

to feel that his Lodge is the Order

;

or, at least, the only portion

of the Order worthy of his labors and his affections. Members
of other Lodges are scarcely Odd Fellows, in his estimation

»

or, at least, are very inferior as such, to his fellow members.
Those who advance onward into an Encampment, composed of

members from different Lodges, or those who visit neighboring

Lodges frequently and keep their eyes and ears open, will soon

learn that there are other Lodges in the Order besides their own,
and other Odd Fellows who can and do truly prove themselves

such, beside “ our members.” But comparatively few enter

the Encampment, and for those who do not, the Degree Lodge
is an excellent substitute. Iu it, they meet, mingle, and work
together, and are forced, as it were t into a more familiar ac-

quaintance with each other, not only as men, but as Odd Fellows.

And as in our Lodges, the distinctions of tribe, sect, party and na-

tion are laid aside, and men meet each other merely as brethren;

so in a Degree Lodge will disappear the cfanishness and rivalry

which, belonging to separate Lodges, is apt to create in certain

minds. Of course, we speak only of Degree Lodges which are

composed of the merffbers of various Lodges ;
aud, in our opi-

nion, no Degree Lodge should be instituted in any section where

there iffbut one Subordinate Lodge of the Order.

II. Unless meetings are held by Subordinate Lodges for the

special purpose of conferring degrees, they must always be con-

ferred at a late hour at night, after the other business is gone

through with, and the officers and members are weary and

sleepy. In all such cases, there is an inclination to be brief, or

hurry through the lectures—and consequently the degrees are

but half conferred, and in a very bungling manner. But in a

Degree Lodge, the officers are generally selected for their ability

as readers and speakers, and their facility in imparting the in-

formation to be communicated. The work is begun early in the

evening, and conferred in a leisurely and proper manner. The

candidate has time to see, note and remember every item com-

municated, and every caution given. And the whole business

is concluded at a decent hour, and our families are not tired out

waiting for our return, and the public not rendered suspicious,

or dissatisfied with our late hours. For, say what we may, the

keeping of late hours by members of any society, has a greater

tendency than any other thing to render the wife and children,

or parents, and brothers, and sisters, averse to the Association

which requires such a tax from its members. Nothing looks

more suspicious to neighbors and the public ; and few things

operate more strongly to deter “ the right kind of men” from

uniting with ns. Now if each Subordinate Ledge confers the

degrees on its own members, this evil must be inflicted, or spe-

cial meetings be held. If special meeting^ are held by, say

three or four Lodges, each, each meeting will be very thinly at-

tended, and there will be a waste of three or four times as much
time, labor, lights and fuel, as would have been necessary to

iuitiate the whole number at one meeting of a Degree Lodge

—

while, as
t
before remarked, in the latter case, the degrees will

be conferred by an abler and more experienced set of officers

and the whole number will be uniformly instructed.

III. By the institution of Degree Lodges, the Grand Lodge is

relieved greatly in the duty ofconferring the past official degrees,

and a regular register of degrees conferred, is secured. Perhaps
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we can best convey this argument in an illustration, by relating a

fact of but recent occurrence. A brother who bad passed the

chair* in a place where there was no Degree Lodge, and no Lec-

ture Master qualified to confer the P. S. and P. V. G. degrees,

bad them conferred at a session of the G. L. of the State, by an

officer whofcwas deputed for that purpose by the G. M. After

aome time this P. G. removed to another State, in which the P. 3.

and P. V. G. and P. G. degrees were necessary to render eligible

a candidate for any office in the Grand Lodge. On comparing

notes with P. Grands who (he was credibly informed) had

obtained those degrees, he found that they had a different icord

for P. S., and a different sign for another, while the word for a

a third, had been lost by himself. Thus matters remained until

the new work came into operation, when he was informed that

new instructions had restored the work of the Past Official de-

grees to the form in which he had ^peived it. Shortly after this,

an insinuation was started, that be had not received one of those

degrees in a legal manner—or could not give evidence that be

had legally received them. Every man who values his repute,

tion for strict honor and integrity, may imagine the feelings of

this brother. However, he supposed that proof could easily be
obtained, and the unjust and ungenerous suspicion be put to rest

forever. But, after a long correspondence, and no little labor im-

posed on a generous friend, it was found that no minutes were
kept of the conferring of those degrees, in the Grand Secretary’s

Records—the Grand Master, after keeping the certificates on

hand for nearly two years, wanted the barrel for some other use,

and destroyed them ; and the worthy officer who conferred the

degrees on a whole crowd at the same time, could not be ex-

pected to remember conferring them on that particular indivi-

dual. The person thus unjustly suspected of getting that degree

by dishonorable means, (and of lying in professing to have ob-

tained it regularly !) may exhibit the work, as practiced in three

different States (and different work in each /)—that will only in-

crease the suspicion ; for it is not his work that is called in ques-

tion, but the manner in which he obtained it Had those Past

Official degrees been conferred in a Degree Lodge, the Records
thereofwould have fumishd the testimony which, in this instance,

was found only by accident among the unfiled documents that bad
escaped the general destruction, after the lapse sf considerable

time, and after occasioning much mental suffering in the breast

of this brother.

This single case should never have occurred for the want of a

few lines in the Grand Lodge Records. As long as those side

degrees are retained, and are made qualifications for places of

trust and honor, records of them should also be kept, so that

when memory fails, or differences in work calls for proof that

they have been received, the Record may vouch for the veracity

and integrity of a brother.

Other reasons in support of Degree Lodges, as needed and
useful institutions in our Order, might be adduced—bufrthis arti-

cle is sufficiently prolonged, and undoubtedly the active minds
of brethren will follow out the train here laid down, until they

embrace them also. a. b. g.

PRACTICAL ODD FELLOWSHIP.

An incident connected with the melancholy disaster of the

Steamer Atlantic, has just reached us, which we will give as

affording a striking and convincing refutation of the oft repeated
assertion, that Odd Fellowship is local and sectional in its

benefits, charities, and good deeds.

Among the passengers lost from that ill-fated steamer, was
Mr. Cunningham, a young West Indian, whose family were re-

siding in this city. The fact that he was an Odd Fellow, was
accidentally made known to some members of Templar Lodge,
No. 235, in this city, and a special meetingwas immediately called,

at which it was at once resolved to assume the responsibility of
searching for, and the expenses of interring his remaios, should
they be found, and of throwing the mantle of Odd Fellowship's
sympathy around the bereaved widow. A committee was ap-
pointed to watch each of the Long Island trains as they came in,

to receive the remains should they came on, which duty was
faithfully performed for more than a week.
Meanwhile, one of the Lodges in New London, we regret we

cannot name it, unconscious of the course adopted here by Tem-
plar Lodge, had taken precisely similar steps, with the addition

of offering a large reward for the recovery of Mr. C.’s remains.

All hope of recovering them is now abandoned, but the prompt-
ness with which these Lodges, so widely separated, came for-

ward in the same cause, goes very far to disprove the unfounded
calumny, that Odd Fellowship knows no^ties beyond the halls of

each Lodge Room. The bereaved widow has our warmest
sympathy jQ her affliction, in which we feel well assured we but

echo the sentiments of every Odd Fellow.

ODD FELLOWSHIP IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE.

Severe and protracted sickness in the family of the writer, from
which he has not been exempted in his own person, has delayed to

this late hour the following items, and the acknowledgements that

accompany them. There is an old adage which says “ Better late

than never,” and in the hope that its spirit may plead ray apology

for presenting “ stale news” to the readers of the Golden Rule, I

proceed as follows

:

On Friday, July 17ih, 1846, at the request of the R. W. Grand
Lodge of Tennessee, 1 repaired to Nashville, (distant from my resi-

dence by water communication about 800 miles,) for the purpose of

addressing the brethren on the occasion of the anniversary of the

Grand Lodge. The members of the Order were assembled from
various parts of the State, and at ten o’clock the procession was
formed, large in numbers and imposing in appearance. After march-

ing through some of the principal streets, it entered the Methodist

Church, which is large, and was filled with a highly respectable au-

dience. Several odes were sung, a prayer offered, and an address

delivered by the writer of this article, which, whatever may have
been itsmerits or demerits, was fortunately delivered to an audience

sufficiently polite to listen with marked attention to the end. The
congregation was then dismissed, and at 4 o’clock the Order assem-

bled again and repaired to the City Hotel, where a Bumptuons din-

ner had been prepared. Ther£ were present, beside the Order* a

number of invited guests, among whom we noticed his Excellency

Gov. Brown, Rev. Dr. Wharton, and several distinguished men
of the State, who contributed much to the enjoyment of the occa-

sion by the zest with which they entered into its festivities, and the

pleasing and complimentary off-hand speeches with which they en-

tertained us.

The whole affair passed off admirably, and there is no mistaking
the signs which indicate that the course of the Order in Tennessee
is onward and upward. 1 cannot close this hasty notice without ex-

pressing my grateful sense of the true hearted hospitality and mark-
ed kindness with which 1 was greeted at the Capitol of the noble

State of Tennessee, and the great liberality with which the brethren

remunerated my services. To G. M. McNairy, P. G. M. Calhoun,
P. G. Trigg, and several othere, I am indebted for many acts of

personal courtesy and kindness ; and if the brethren enjoyed half as

much in receiving, as 1, in making the visit, none will regret that

it was made.
Leaving Nashville by steamboat down the Cumberland river to

its mouth, thence up the Ohio to Louisville, remaining there a few
days, and thence by land 30 miles, I arrived at Shelbyville, Ky., on
Thursday, July 80th, 1846, where I had engaged to address Howard
Lodge at the celebration of its anniversary.

The procession formed at 10 o’clock, and proceeded to the Metho-
dist Church, where, after an ode most exquisitely performed by the

choir, an address of great merit was delivered by Rev. Mr. Miller,
the pastor, who was followed by the writer in another address. At
the close of these services, the procession formed and repaired to

the Hotel kept by Bro. Hastings, where an excellent dinner was
served up, and as usual on such occasions, eaten with a good relish.

It was a season of much enjoyment, and there can be no doubt that

the Order in Shelbyville is in good hands. Howard Lodge is wor-
thy of the name she bears, and I predict for her a long career ofuse-

fulness and prosperity. Leaving the brethren here with a grateful

sense of their kindness, I returned to my home via Louisville and
Cincinnati.

Wednesday, Nov. 8tb, 1846, 1 repaired to Louisville, at the invi-

tation of the R. W. Grand Lodge of Kentucky, for the purpose of
delivering an address on the occasion of the dedication of a new
and splendid Hall just erected in that city. The brothers from dif-

ferent parts of the State, with not a few from Indiana and Ohio,

were assembled, and at 10 o’clock a large and imposing procession

was formed, and proceeded through several streets to the Hall,

where the ceremony of dedication was performed, in the presence

of a densely crowded auditory. After which an address was de-

livered by Rev. Nathan Hall, and another by the writer, which
were listened to with attention and respect.
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The Hall is a noble monument of the zeal and devotion of the

comparatively few brethren by whom it has been erected. Ita di-

mensions are about 80 by 65 feet, if I remember rightly. It is three
stories high. The first story is occupied by several stores and a re-

fectory. The second is a large and splendidly famished Hall, with
a magnificent chandelier in the center, and is designed for concerts,
public lectures, balls, and other similar purposes. The third story
is divided into two Halls, with spacious ante-rooms, for the use of
the Grand jmd Subordinate Lodges and Encampments, which are
furnished with much taste and judgment. It is an edifice of which
the Order in the State and City may justly be proud, and I trust it

will long stand and shed abroad its influences for good upon those
for whose use and benefit it has been erected.
Leaving the kind brothers at Louisville, much obliged by their

kindness, I returned again to my home, and thus endeth my jour-
neys, in the cause of Odd Fellowship, for the present. How long
I shall remain at rest it is difficult to tel), for I have been so long a
kind of missionary at large for the Order, that the Brotherhood have
come apparently to think that they have a right to claim my ser-
vices, and being of an easy turn, it is difficult for me to refuse their

solicitations. i.-d.w.

0DD-FELL0W8HIP IN PENNSYLVANIA.
—

— pHJLADBLPHIA> X34S.

Dear Sir and Bro.—In fullfilment of the promise m&de to you in
my last, I have the pleasure to inform you, that on the 18th day of
November last. National Encampment No. 47, was opened and duly
constituted by the officers of the Grand Encampment of this State,

and the following Patriarchs were, after the usual ceremonies, duly
installed into the respective offices, viz : Wm, O. B. Merrill, C. P.;
Josh. Brown, H. P.; Wm. E Conkling, S. W.; W. D. Shuster,
J. W.; S. P. Morris, Scribe; T. H. Marston, Treas., and Wm. F.
Bhrodin, I. Sent. This Encampment meets statedly on the 1st and 3d
Wednesday of each month, is located in the district of Spring Gar-
den, and from the well-known reputation of the petitioners as Odd
Fellows, I do not hesitate to say that the charge committed to their
care is properly entrusted, and that no act of theirs will bring dis-

credit upon themselves or the Patriarchal branch of our Order.
On Saturday the 28th of Nov. I started in company with P. G.

Patriarch Larger, ofour city, to visit Montrose, Susquehanna coun-
ty, for the purpose of constituting St. John Encampment No. 60,
taking in our route the boroughs of Pottsville and Wilkesbarre. At
each place, on our arrival, we were greeted by those who have
united themselves in the Bonds of Friendship, Love and Truth, and
bid a hearty welcome. The route from Pottsville to Wilksbarre is

by stages, a distance of 64 miles, through the coal regions; and if
you can imagine the worst road in creation for stage traveling, then
you may be able to form some idea pf the road. We left Pot&ville
about 6^ o’clock in the evening, and did not arrive at Wilkesbarre
until Sunday evening about 7 o'clock, traveling all the time. On
our arrival at Wilkesbarre, we were met by several Brothers of
Wyoming Lodge No. 30, (who had previously been apprized of our
coming) and received from them a real Odd Fellows’ welcome.
On Monday morning, we left for Montrose, accompanied with D.
D. G. M. A. Yohe, of Luzerne county, and B. Hooper, of Phila-
delphia; traveling, all day, as far as Springville, (within 10 miles of
our destination,) where we weie forced to stay over night ; and the
next morning we proceeded to Montrose, where we arrived about
10 o’clock, A. M. and were greeted by the brothers of Montrose
Lodge No. 161, and the petitioners for the Encampment, who did
everything in their power to render our stay pleasant and agreeable.
After having refreshed ourselves, we proceeded to the pleasing
duty of constituting St. John Encampment No. 60, and installed the
following Patriarchs into the respective offices, viz : Thos. P. St.

John, C. P.; R. J. Niven, H.P.; M. C. Tyler, S. W.; W. Follet,
J. W.;. W. F. Bradley, Scribe, E. Fordham, Treas., when we ad-
journed until 8 o’clock, and proceeded, with our esteemed brother,
T. B. St. John, D.D.G.M. of Susquehanna county, to his residence,
where we made the acquaintance of his estimable lady, who had
bountifully provided the table with everything which is pleasant to
the sight and agreeable to the seoses, and partook of dinner. Again
we proceeded to the Lodge room, and conferred the Patriarchal
degree on five^ applicants ; and having given the Patriarchs such
instructions as were deemed useflul, we closed the Encampment

;

and after tea, we visited Montrose Lodge No. 161. Here we were
»Ct by the brethren with that spirit of kindness and Brotherly Love
which is the true characteristic of real Odd Fellows. After hearing
from them a statement of the condition of the Lodge, (which will
not suffer in comparison with other Lodges in the State,) and giving
them such advice and instruction as was useful, we left them, wefi
satisfied with our visit, and pleased with the gentlemanly and cour-
teous conduct of the Brothers of Montrose Lodge. Long will the
recollections of this visit be engTaven on our minds, and particular-

ly, that to the domicil of our Bro. St. John, who, with his inesti-
mable and highly accomplished lady, did everything to render our
stay pleasant aod agreeable while with them. Long may they live
to enjoy the blessing, of this life, and may their zeal in the cause'
of our Order never abate.

We left Montrose on Wednesday morning, and after a hard day’s
journey, arrived in Wilkesbarre, about half-past 8 o’clock, where
we proceeded immediately to the Lodge, (which was in session,)
and spent a short time with the Brothers of Wyoming Lodge No.
88, whom we found to be in a flourishing condition. This Lodge
was fir* organized some time about the year 1830 or 31, and after a
short time was suffered to go down

; but was, sometime about Au-
gust, 1846, re-organized, through the exertions of Bro. Stephen
Vaughan, and four others of the original members. The Lodge is
now considered one of the most flourishing in our State, numbering
some 200 members, and accessions being made to their numbers
nightly. They have leased the upper room of a new store in the
Borougb, and are fitting up a splendid Hall for their accommodation,
which they expect to occupy about the middle of January next.
The Encampment, also, in this place was organized sometime last
August, and now numbers about 80 members. Their officers are,
H. B. Wright, C. P.; James P. Dennis, H. P.; A. Wood, S. W.;
E. L. Dana, J. W.; W. H. Alexander, Scribe, and W. F. Dennis,
Treas.

On the next morning, Thursday, we left Wilkesbarre for Phila-
delphia via Pottsville, and after a tedious journey we arrived at
Pottsville, about 11| o’clock, P. M., and left next morning for
Philadelphia.

Allow me to say, that throughout our visit, everywhere we were
met by Odd Fellows, who kindly greeted us ; but to Dr. Andrew
Yohe, D. D. G. M. of Luzerne county, we are much indebted for

his uniform kindness and gehtlemanly deportment during our visit,

kindly extending to us those attentions, which, to the way-worn
traveler, are so really grateful and pleasant, and which makes a path
(otherwise uneven and thorny) a pleasure to pursue. Long may he
continue in his work of usefulness to the Order, and may his future

be all that his friends would wish, or that would make life happy
and joyous.

But I am admonished that it is time to close, lest I should appear

tedious to your readers and troublesome to you ; and in conclusion

will say, that in every part of this jurisdiction Odd Fellowship is on-

ward. We have three applications for Sub. Camps, to be presented

to the Grand Encampment this evening, and seven applications for

Subordinate Lodges, to be acted on by the Grand Lodge, on Mon-
day, the 21st inst. Yours, truly.

EufiuA.—If we may be allowed to judge of this place, by the in-

telligence and zeal of the Odd Fellows there, it must be a beautiful

and thriving village, filled with noble-hearted and generous meu ;

and ladies, lovely, polished, and worthy to be held in the highest

esteem for their virtues. There are two Lodges in Elmira—Che-
mung, No. 127, and Newton, No. 254—both enjoying a high degree

of prosperity. When we mention the (to us) gratifying fact thatwe
have in Elmira already about tixty ntbacribers, and a promise of con-

siderable accessions for our new volume, it will readily be taken for

granted that the brethren there take an active and lively interest in

the progress and welfare of Odd Fellowship. May their shadows-

never be leas 1 .

News from tljt Cobgcs.

NEW YOBS.
Extract from a letter, from a brother, dated Waterloo, N Y^

Dec. 11.—“I prize your paper highly, both as a faithful record of
Odd Fellowship, and a family paper ; and trust you wili be amply
sust^ned in your efforts to increase its attractions and usefulness.

The progress of our Lodge is
4 slow but sure.’ We havq had diffi-

culties to surmount, but are now in a fair way to triumph over them

all.”
.

NEW JERSEY.
Bordentown, N. J., Dec. 7, 1646.

Dear Sir and Bro.—It gives me pleasure to state, that the inter-

ests of our beloved Order are prospering ip this vicinity, and that

our advance in the noble cause of Benevolence is “ right onward.”

On the 23d January, 1843, the standard of Odd Fellowship was first

planted in this town by the institution of Bordentown Lodge No.

16 ; since then the progress of onr Order, and the extension of ita

pure and exalted objects have been wonderful indeed. No. 16 now
numbers about 125 respectable, active and intelligent members ; has

a spacious and handsomely furnished Hall, with two large dwellings

underneath, besides a large and rapidly increasing Education, Lodge
and Widows and Orphans’ Fund. On the 11th of November last, a

second Lodge was regularly instituted in this town by virtue of a
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Dispensation from our M W. Grand Master, and the following

named gentlemen were installed in their respective offices, viz : Col.

Jos. W. Allen, N. (>.; Lieut. A. A. Harwood, U. S. Navy, V. G.;

Whitall Stokes, Sec.; John E. Edwards, Assis. Sec.; Joseph Mil-

ler, Treas.; Rev. R. H. B. Mitchell, Chaplain. On the evening of

the. installation, 16 members were admitted by card, and 6 initiated.

Since then, several more have been initiated and admitted by card,

making the number of members at this date nearly thirty. This

Lodge is hailed and known as Mystic Lodge No. 46, and holds its

stated meetings on Wednesday evening. Everything connected

with this Lodge indicates that it will be prosperous, harmonious and

successful ; and that the work of the Order will be well and dili-

gently performed.

The principles of Odd Fellowship are rapidly spreading in the

western part of this State. New Lodges are springing up in various

sections, and “ good men and true” are rallying around our peace-

ful standard. Yours in the boods, o. s. c.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Proceedings of the Grand Lodge.—We are indebted to Grand

Secretary Jones for a copy of the printed proceedings of the R. W.
Grand Lodge of Massachusetts, at its quarterly session, held in the

city of Boston, on Thursday and Friday, Nov. 6 and 6, 1846. It

forms a document of 48 close pages. We condense all matters of

general interest to the Order.

The Report of the Grand Master, Rev: E. M. P. Wells, is clear

and perspicuous in its statements, and presents some good sugges-

tions. We annex the following extract*.

In calling your attention to the state of the Order in Massachusetts, I am
aware, that, at first blush, it will appear to be in a less prosperous condition than
it has been the lew years past. We may, however, remember that all the heat,
excitement, and huuaing at the commencement of a race, are not so much a

f
iroofof valor as the steady though quiet perseverence of the middle of the course,
t is this which gives hope of “ enduring to the end. 77 The flush of prosperity

looks gayer, but does not prove soundness like the enduring of adversity. The
The merry noise of the builders of a hospital sounds more as if something was
doing, than does the quiet and order of its wards, after it is filled with the sick
and suffering. Yet the real excellence is more in the latter than in the former.
Thus we, in the bustle and excitement of erecting our edifice by the initiation

of numbers, seem to be doing more than now, while we are engaged in taking
care of them—keeping the edifice in good order and usefulness, by attending to
the morals and manners, the health and happiness of its occupants.
The state of the morals and manners is to be judged of more than by any oth-

er one thing, from the number of expulsions, providing the discipline is strictly
maintained. Now the expulsions fbr the last quarter have been less by ten per
cent than the average for the five quarters previous, and the discipline, since I

have been acquainted with the Order, has never been stricter than at this pre-
sent period. To carry out this system of discipline to the fall extent of our
principles, which are borrowed from the strictest requirements of the New Tes-
tament, will be the preservation of the right hand of the Order.
Our care for the health and happiness of our brotherhood we must judge of

more than by any one thing from the amount given and done to promote health
and happiness. There has been giTen in charity for the last quarter $11,030,
which Is more than five-elevenths beyond the average on the five preceding
quarters.
Thus far, then, we have done well. But I feel it my duty here to call your

attention to a subject which has occupied much of my thoughts and some ofmy
anxieties for the year past. As Odd Fellows, we promise welt We have pro-
mised to take care of each other, by the payment of certain benefits and ex-
penses. It is well. But beware lest we be hereafter upbraidingly told, “

It is

better not to promise, than to promise and not perform.” See to it that we be
not hereafter compared to the son, who, when his father said, “ Son, go work to-

day In nyr vineyard.” answered, “ I go, sir—but went not.”
Odd Fellowship has promised certain things, and this Grand Lodge is the

guardian of Odd Fellowship in this State. It is our duty, therefore, to see that
the pledges which have been given in the name of the brotherhood, be redeemed
in good frith. Otherwise, whatever blame may be cast upon any individual
Lodge for not fulfilling its obligations, must ultimately come, with its wither-
ing force, upon this body, for allowing our dependencies to lead others to trust to
them in the season of sickness and the day of death, and then fail them in their
extremities. A result like this would be neither Friendship nor Love, and sure-
ly not Truth. If this is ever done in this State, the guilt must be laid at the
door of this Grand Lodge. For it is a principle ofcommon law, that, to have the
power to prevent an evil and not prevent it, js to beguilty of the evil We have
the power now to prevent this evil. Let us do it, and at ouoe, or we may see the
stain of broken frith cast upon our escutcheon of honor and our pure banner of
Massachusetts trampled in the dust.

I speak advisedly on this subject The evil Is not the creature ofmy fears
nor of my imagination. Would to God it were. But many of us know from the
state of the funds of our own Lodges, that even now while we have yet Hit few
who are suffering from the decrepitude of age, those fnmls are diminishing. The
D. G. Masters ofthe 1st and 2d Districts report to me that Lodges in their Dis-
tricts are even now, as it respects their ftmda, falling in the rear of their former
good condition; and I know that other reports might with equal truth have con-
tained like accounts.
The evil, then, exists. Can we remedy it I Yes

;
calculations have frequent-

ly been made on the sntyect, upon which the healths of Individuals may safely
he insured. From estimates 1 have made, and from information obtained on the
subject, I am satisfied that men of the ages and circumstances of those compos-
ing our Lodges generally, paying $3,00 per annum, can be insured to the amount
of *4,00 per week, during sickness, except very petty disabilities, and that this
amount will also defray the economical expenses of an establishment ofan office
or Lodge. And further, that, aside from the current expenses, $4,00 per annum
will insure such a class of men against sickness at $5,00 per week.

'

I therefore recommend to your consideration such alteration of the Constitu-
tions of Subordinates, as shall require the payment of a certain sum. quarterly,
which shall only be used to pay the specified benefits, unless otherwise specially
permitted by the Grand Lodge.

The Grand Representatives, Parmenter and Drew, presented
their report of the doings of the G. L. of the U. S. in brief. They
pass a flattering and well deserved encomium upon the Grand Sire
elect, p. g. M. H. R. Kneass, of Pa., as “ one of the most distin-

DEN RULE.
guished men in the Order, and most competent, from the excellence

of his private worth, his superior talents, his sound judgment, and
his experience in the Order, to sustain honorably the duties of the
office to which he has been elevated.”

The G. Reps, commend the proposition for Subordinate Lodges
to work in the fifth dedree, although rejected by the G. L. U. S. by
a large majority. The presentation of the Watch to Grand Cor. Sec.
Rldgelt is spoken of as an “ expression of hearty affection and
gratitude toward one who has infused into the Order the excellence
and energy of his own character, and of his enlarged and liberal

opinions ; and who has ever used the authority of his high official

station, not merely for the discharge of his immediate duties, but

in giving to the Institution a determinate and elevated character
and influence.”

A charter was granted for Fraternity Lodge No. 118, located at

Salem, which Lodge has been duly instituted.

A resolution was adopted, requiring the voting for certificates of

degrees to be with balls, three black balls to preclude the certificate

from being granted.

Permission was granted to Wantastiquet Lodge No. 6, Brattlebo-

rongh, Vi. to initiate such candidates residing in Mass, as would be

better accommodated at Brattleborough than elsewhere.

An amendment was offered to the Constitution of the G. Lodge
providing for semi-annual instead of quarterly sessions.

P. G. M. Thompson submitted the following preamble and reso-

lutions, which were adopted

:

Whereas, doubts have arisen in the minds of some of the Brethren of Friend-
ship Lodge, as to the existence of any law prohibiting Subordinate Lodges from
regulating the time and frequency of their own meetings.

Resolved, as the sense of this Grand Lodge, that all Subrrdinate Lodges un-
der the jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge of the United States, are bound by a
well-known and established custom of the Order to hold their meetings at least
once in each week

;
and that this custom is so well established as to have be-

come a law which no Grand or Subordinate Lodge can change or alter in the
least degree, without the consent of the highest tribunal of the Order.
Resolved, That any Lodge under this jurisdiction that shall knowingly violate

this well-established law, renders itself liable to the loss of its charter.

P. G. Sibley moved the following resolution, which was adopted:
Resolved, That hereafter no charters for Dew Lodges be granted hi Towns, or

a Town, within five miles where a Lodge or Lodges now exist, unless the num-
ber of members of each of said Lodges shall be equal to two hundred

;
and that

it is inexpedient to grant any more charters for the City of Boston.

There are 116 working Lodges in the State, a synopsis of whose
reports for the quarter ending Sept. 80, presents the following re-

sults: number initiated 897; rejected 16 ; admitted by card 87;
withdrawn by card 91; reinstated 4; suspended 74; expelled 9;
deaths 17 ; number of contributing members 12,128 ; amount of re-

ceipts #17,550.96 ; amount paid for benefits #8,880.66^ for funeral

benefits #940 ; for other charitable purposes #2,246.53.

KENTUCKY.
Grand Encampment.—We are indebted to the politeness of Bro.

Shaffner for the printed proceedings of this R. W. body, at its

semi-annual communication, held in Louisville, Nov. 6. The ses-

sion was quiet and harmonious, and the Patriarchal branch is pros-

pering. The difficulty with Olive Branch Encampment No. 6 was
settled, and that Encampment exhonorated from blame. The ag-

gregate number of initiations during th« term which closed October

1, was 68, being a considerable gain on the preceding term. The
whole number in membership is about 200—revenue #700.

OHIO.
Moi:nt Vernon, Dec. 1.—Extract from a letter of the above date

:

“ Our Lodge (Marion No. 13) is going on prosperously. We have
commenced the building of a Hall, 20 by 40 feet, and expect to have
it finished by the 1st of April next.”

MICHIGAN.
Grand Lodge.—Our thanks are due to Grand Secretary W. J.

Baxter, Eeq , for the printed proceedings of the November session

of the Grand Lodge. Our attentive Detroit correspondent has an-
ticipated most matters of interest to the general reader. Since the
close of the session, a new Lodge has been opened by dispensation
at Paw Paw, Van Boren county, under the name ofPaw Paw Lodge
No. 18.

GEORGIA.
Extract ofa Letter dated, Savannah, Deo. 10, 1846.

“I yesterday wrote out a dispensation for a new Lodge to be lo-

cated at Waynesboro*, in the county of Burke, and to be hailed as

Ridgely Lodge No. 13, after the lamented Capt. Ridgely. The Or-
der is in a very flourishing condition in this State.

Yours, truly, in F. L. and T., j. h. l.”

CANADA.
The Patriarchal branch of the Order is making rapid advances in

Canada. Hebron Encampment No. 6, was constituted at Peterbo-
rough, on the 24th of October, by a delegation from the Grand En-
campment. Moira Encampment No. 7, at Belleville, has been ap-

plied for; and a dispensation has been issued for an Encampment
at Stanstead, which it is expected will be opened early in January.
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THE GOLDEN RULE,
NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1846.

THE CERTIFICATE.
We hare the pleasure of informing onr readers and tbe Members of the Order

throughout the Union, that onr beantifnl Certificate or Membership, en-

graved on Steel, is now published, and oopies may be had on applica ion at the

Office. Subscribers who receive the Golden Rule of the Carriers, by the

week, will be supplied at the reduced price, by giving their order to the Carrier

by whom they are served.

Agents will immediately be dispatched to the various States, for the purpose

ef receiving Subscriptions and delivering Certificates. As the press can only

furnish us with from 100 to 140 impressions i n each twenty-four hours (working

night and day) there must necessarily be a considerable delay in filling the orders

already on hand, amounting to some thousands of oopies. We beg our brothers

in distant places, to be patient, therefore, for no effort will be spared to serve

them at the earliest moment.

Snbstffbers and Brothers in the city would do well to call early, and obtain

their copies. Those in the country who have an opportunity to send by pri-

vate hand, are requested to do so
;
as it is impossible to forward so large an En-

graving by mail, without entirely ruining it. Frames furnished, of beautiful

patterns, at mannfhcturers’ prices.

We hear that reports are in circulation in this city that the price of the

Certificate will be reduced below the terms already published. This is a mis-

take, and those who propose waiting for such reduction, before purchasing a

copy, will have need "of Job’s patience to carry them through their self-imposed

probation. The fact that we have already put the price, to our subscribers, at

nearly tbe actual cost of making copies, is the best evidence we ean give of our

desire to confer a benefit on the brethren, rather than realise a profit for onr

large outlay. We have got np this Splendid Enqravino almost solely for

subeeribers to the Goldrn Rule, as a New Year’s Present por 1847.

ACT* Brothers wishing to advertise during the coming year, must give early

notice, as our space is limited and fast filling up. The opportunity which onr

columns afford, of making their business known to a large and Influential body

of citisens, is rarely met with by advertisers. Terms reasonable.

RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS.—The yearly volume of the Golden

Rule being about to close, we earnestly call upon all those brothers whose sub-

scriptions will expire on the first of January next, to renew the same as early as

they conveniently can, by a farther remittance in advance.

Let every brother who has been satisfied with our paper for the year past, and

who sincerely believes its wide circulation will exert a beneficial influence upon

the prosperity of the Order, do all in their power to add to our list. Each pre-

sent subscriber can easily obtain one or more names to send in with his own, if

he will only make the effort. A new volume, printed on new and beautiful type,

commences ou the 2d of January, 1817, which will be an excellent time for new

subscribers to begin.

py Subscribers who haVe not yet remitted for the present year’s subscrip-

tion, are requested to forward the amount without delay. Remittances by mail,

post paid, will be at the risk of the office. Let each brother obtain an additional

name to send in with his own. ^

THE APOLLONEONS.

Mr. Editor.—Having attended the performances of the Apollo-

neons at the Tabernacle, 1 desire to occupy a small space in your

paper, to point out some of the effects they produced, and in the

spirit of fair criticism, to speak of some of those they failed to pro-

duce, in consequence of their inexperience.

In criticising the performances of these juveniles, I shall not loose

sight of their age, nor of the impression we may expect them here-

after to produce, as exponents of the national capacity for music.

Being Americans, natives of our own State, we ought to foster

and encouarge them to persevere in their practice—not to pamper

them with ideas of perfection, for they will find perfection is a goal

never yet attained.

I would speak particularly of their concert at the Tabernacle on

Tuesday evening kof last week, as I have a more .distiiict impres-

sion of their performances at that time.

The opening overture, “ a Quatour,” was performed in a manner

to perfectly astound all, who had not previously heard them—and

would have passed as a very creditable performance by older heads.

The most proqnineut feature was the Violoncello ; the youth who

has made this the instrument of his choice, in my opinion manifest-

ed the greatest skill on that occasion. His tone is, in its general

character, good ; remarkably so for a youth. The greatest excep-

tion is in his fortissimo. Here it was a little fizzy, and not quite so

good as his Mezzo-forte and Mezzo-piano. He throws too many

false harmonies with his principal note. This is occasioned by a

too feeble pressure of the finger, and an unsteady bow. Situated as

I was, immediately under the dome of the house, I could hear every

false intonation. He has a just conception of his instrument, and

if not deterred from practice by injudicious praise, will make him-

self master of it.

I have dwelt upon this instrument thus much, in order that I might

encourage him to persevere. There is a long journey before him,
which he has started upon joyously. May he persevere and study
the great master, and not imbibe a notion that he is already perfect.
The first violin also manifested a degree of descrimination which

ia very remarkable in one so young. He made many good points

;

as also the youth who performed the Aria Varie by De Beriot. I

would suggest to him to practice the staccato bo as to render his
performance less hurried, and a more careful examination of thqse
poiftts where an ad libitum movement, or a little retarding the time
so as to relieve the monotony of the movement.
The piano forte playing of Miss Anne Marie, and I believe Mas-

ter Cole, gave me much satisfaction, they both gave evidence of
great conception—the variations from La Cenerentola were really

beautifully executed, the little Miss manifested a strength of touch
remarkable for one so young— there was no violent motion of the
hand, it was executed by the fingers only.

The violin did not make any great point in his part, indeed the
arrangements left him no chance for display

; he, however, sustained
bis part creditably, and kept his instrument in a proper subjection.

As I have before remarked, these young artists are natives of our
own State, they possess remarkable talent, and I am sure that all

who go to hear them will be agreeably disappointed, and will find

less of a juvenile performance than they might reasonably expect.

The vocal powers of the whole troup fall far short of their instru-

mental, find although they produce very pleasing effects by their

unity ofvoice, yet they do not seem to discriminate so closely as in

instrumental music ; this was evident both in the^solo and quar-
tettes, the pronunciation of the word battle, where the syllables

are on equal notes and nearly equal accent, must mar the effect

notwithstanding the perfect harmony of voice. As I hope to hear
them again, I forbear to remark further on their vocal powers.

. Musicds.

Wedding Cards.—Bro. J. G. Bolen, 104 Broadway, gets up the
prettiest and most tasteful Wedding Cards that can be imagined.
Gentlemen who contemplate committing matrimony, as well as

others who desire elegant address cards, would do well to drop into

his establishment. Bro. Bolrn has a fine assortment of Fancy Ar-
ticles, Fine Cutlery, &c.. suitable for Holiday Presents.

• -

Fancy Articles for the Holidays —Persons desirous of supply-

ing themselves with fancy articles and perfumery for the approach-

ing Holidays, are commended to Johnson & Co. 35 Cedar street,

where they will find as profuse a variety of choice, rare, and exqui-

site goods as can be found in the city. See Advertisement.

The Covenant for December, closing the present volume, hasnof

been received. We learn from our cotemporaries, that many im-

provements are promised for the ensuing volume, which will great-

ly enhance its value. A long and prosperous life to it.

Holiday Presents.—The noblest and most valuable Holiday Pre-

sent that we know of is Harpers’ “ Illustrated Family Bible.”

The most beautiful edition of the Sacred Scriptures that has ever

been issued in America, it possesses a worth far beyond that of all

the annuals published.* We heartily commend it to ParentB who

desire to make a worthy present to their families.

Pathetism.—Dr. Ashley is applying this new science to the cure

of diseases at his residence, 40 Hudson street. He sayB invalids

derive great benefit from it—and we would believe what Bro. Ash-

ley says about it soon as any other man in the city. The doctor

possesses zeal and discrimination. We hope he may be the means

of doing much good, and would recommend the invalid to give him

a call.

Silver Plating Fluid.—This is a great article for the ladies, and

the inventor is certainly deserving of their thanks. With it they

can fci a few moments render their worn or soiled plated ware equal

to new, as bright and as polished as the day when it was first pur-

cnased. A capital thing for the approaching holidays. See the Ad-

vertisement of J. J. Brown & Co. in this paper.

Mr. Sunderlind’s Lectures continue to attract crowded audi-

ences at Mechanics Hall, 474 Broadway. He meets with the de-

cided approbation of his hearers, as will be seen by the complimen-

tary resolutions in another column. His Lectures, some of which

we have attended, are decidedly interesting.

Dr. Labnnbc’s Cough PiLLS—This medicine is acquirings reputation of

be highest character for its extraordinary efficacy in the cure of Coughs, Colds,

Consumption. Ueeding of the Lungs, Ac. The relief is immediate-and these

Ills may be taken at all times, and by infknts as well as adults, and in no in-

tone* fuillto rive almost instant relief. The Whooping Cough is cured by

Zn.W Sold at 30 Ann-st by J. WINCHESTER, the General Agent.

Price $1 a box. These Pills ean be sent to any part of the United States,

y mail. Orders enclosing One Dollar, (postpaid) will be promptly answered.
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mrnTiT t>ttt>T TP A TTflltf Q CHEMISTRY OF THE FOUR SEASONS, Sprino, Sommer, Autumn am©
B Ja W X U UlilvAlluii o. Winter. An Essay, principally concerning Natural Phenomena admitting

„ r>noT-TDP P»i r rw thf ROMAN Of interpretation by Chemical Science, and Illustrating passage! of Scripture.

HISTORY OF CIVILIZATION, FROM THE FALL OF THE ROMAN By Xhonias Griffiths, Professor of Chemistry in the Medical College of St
EMPIRE TO THE FRENCH REVOLUTION. By F. Omsot, rrjme

Bartholomew’s Hospital; Author of “Recreations in Chemistry,” and “Chem-
Minister of France, etc. 4 vols. 12mo. Appleton a Co. low.

iatry 0f^ pour Seasons.” Philadelphia : Lea 8c Blanchard.

This great work is at last completed, and it is amply worth the This
-

g a p0puiar treatise upon the interesting science of Chemis-

the long waiting we have had for it. It ia the only work on the ^ daaaified according (o the seasona. The experiments are ex-

subject that ia worthy the name ; and will live as a monument ot
jn a comprehensive manner and in a style so familiar as at

fame to Guizot when the mere circumstance of his being Prune
once to ^ intelligible to any one. We know of no work from

Minister of France will be forgotten, or counted as small dust in the w|,j>c|1 go much information can be gained as from this. We can-

balance. The first volume, which was published some years ago,
QOt gjve jn t^c brief notices, we are compelled by our limits to

is a general History of Civilization in Europe ; rapidly sketched in
begtow opon ncw publications, so good an idea of this work as wc

all its great features and developments, from the breaking up of the
8h0uld t>e pleased to do. We can only strongly commend it to the

Roman empire, till the modern kingdoms of Europe, with their pre-
attCntion of all who love to experiment in the mysteries of nature,

sent distinguishing characteristics and elements, emerged from the
jga delightful occupation, and the merchant, mechanic and work-

political and social chaos caused by that event. The other volumes
jngman WOuld find their minds greatly improved, and their hearts

are a history of civilization in France, selected from the other Eu-
e ievate(j by spending a short space of time in practicing upon the**

ropean kingdoms by the author, as most fully and harmoniously de- deeply interesting and beautiful experiments.

veloping in its life what he regards as the two lading P™CI
|***^ ECLECTIC MORAL PHILOSOPHY, prepared for Literary Institutions and

a perfect civilization, the social and individual elements. U! course ^ By Rev. J. R. Boyd. New York : Harper 8c Brothers,

the connection of France with the life and nations of Europe, was
This book professes to be a compilation from the principal writers

such, that the plan gives in fact a tolerable view of general civiliza-
Qn etj,ic8, as Paley, Whewell, Wayland, Channing, Abercrombie,

tion, while it professes in the last three volumes to be connoe to ^ . w *

ltb such observations from the compiler as his conscience

France.
. and his experience as a teacher, deemed necessary to adapt the

To attempt to give anything like an analysis of the work in our
t0 the wan t8 of the times. For some things we like the

limits would be impossible. We dan only say it is worthy of Gui-
vojume has very good suggestions on many points. But it is

zot, one of the first minds of the age, whether viewed as a Stales-
narrow an(j exclusive in its conception, and in much of its doctrine,

man, Historian, or Scholar. It seems to us to leave little to be done
not gome of its premises, nor, if we did, should we

in the department occupied. The field is completely reaped, leav-
its conclusions. It is well enough for those who agree in

ing next to nothing for the gleaner who may follow. We have never theological opinions and speculations with the author; but in our

read a work which has given ns clearer ideas of the true social con- opinion the work is not broad enough for general circulation and

dition of Europe in the middle ages than this of Guizot ;
nor one adoption. -

that renders a more just account of the true mission of the Church THE rose, OR AFFECTION’S GIFT, FOR 1847. Edited by Emily H
in that great night of anarchy, lawless violence and feudal oppres- Marshall Illustrated with ten elegant steel Engravings. New York: I>.

sion. We have felt a debt of gratitude to the author ever since read- Appteton * Co. PhUa*Hphia : George S. Appleton,

ing the first volume : and the last volumes will add to it greatly- This is a beautiful little Annual, and is happily named Its con-

and we know not how to repay it better than by earnestly commend- tents are varied, the tales possessing a striking interest. There are

ing the work to all, for diligent perusal and study. It is like a gold ten fine steel illustrations, as follows : Selim, Makanna, Carl Blu-

in that great night of anarchy, lawless violence and feudal oppres- Marshall Illustrated with ten elegant steel Engravings. New York: I>.

sion. We have felt a debt of gratitude to the author ever since read- Appteton fc Co. PhUa*Hphia : George S. Appleton,

ing the first volume : and the last volumes will add to it greatly- This is a beautiful little Annual, and is happily named Its con-

and we know not how to repay it better than by earnestly commend- tents are varied, the tales possessing a striking interest. There are

ing the work to all, for diligent perusal and study. It is like a gold ten fine steel illustrations, as follows : Selim, Makanna, Carl Blu-

mine in this age of trashy reading ; or to the thirsty mind like a well ven and the Strange Mariner, A Visit to Empoongwa, The Funeral,

ofcoofwaieHn 8 parched desert. AfricaaGirls The Wagoner, The Soldier’s Return Polar Star, The

The style of the work is admirably suited to the dignity of the Laplander and his Bride. Both the Printer and Binder have per-

eubiect It has, if we may so express it, an architectural grandeur formed their duty in the premises. We trust this Rose will deck, the

about*. You
&

see the foundation laid broadly and firmly ; and then, center-table of many fair friends, and prove truly Affection’. Gift.

resting on this, the magnificent building slowly
Mr. Sundsrland’s Lectures.—

P

reamble and Resolutions adopted by a
and beautiful proportions, till at last, filled with awe and admiration, audience In attendance on Mr. Sunderland’s Lectures, in Mechanics’ Hall,

vou naze on its perfected glory, and wonder at the skill and power New York, on Friday evening, Dec. 11, 1846. offered by Rev. Zenas Covel
;
John

F. Priggs, Esq. in the ohair: “Whereas, Mr. La Roy Sunderland has ptn-
01 the builder,

, . . « r ooka vjlt* duced results in his Experimental Lectures on the Human Soul, which, in the

The four volumes maybe had, bound in clotn, tor we
0pjn ion 0f this audience, fully establish Pathetism as the true soieooe or mind;

advise our readers by all means to secure them, and give them a and that Mr. Sunderland’s knowledge of his subject eminently qualifies him for

, , . imparting to others the philosophy upon which this science is founded ; and. In
week 8 stuay. view of the great good which a more general knowledge of this subject would be

MESMERISM AND SWEDENBORG; or the Relationof the Developments of the means of doing in the community at large, in the facilities it affords for ren-

Mesmerismto the Doctrines and Disclosures of Swedenborg. By George Bush, denng persons insensible te pain, while surged options‘"*P«^nn«d[upon
V* v‘

ir . ptlhn«h«rf Kv John Allan 139 Nassau street them, as we have repeatedly seen it done by Mr. Sunderland before his public

w* f •

}

A A «u; a mmnrknhle audiences in this city
;
and, on this account, (whether the theory be true or not,

We cannot at present give an extended notice ot tnis remarKame
in consideration of the great and increasing interest now manifested on this

work. It is destined to excite no little attention in the scientific as subject, both in this country and in Great Britain, enlisting, as it seems to have

oa thpftlnairnl world Prof Bush aims to elevate the phe- done, the attention of some of the most distinguished of the medical profession,
well as the theological world, rroi. OUSH bidu io e.evnie u.c

especially in vi6w of the great good which it seems to promise in the relief

nomena of Mesmerism into a higher plane than that on which they
of hui^ SUffering, therefore,

have hitherto been contemplated. He connects these phenomena “ Resolved
,
In order to meet the wishes of many who have not been able to

with those exhibited by Swedenborg, and endeavors to establish an witness his experiments, Mr. Sunderland be, and is hereby requested, to deliver
witn tnose exuiuueu uy owcucuvu s , another Course of Lectures in this city, as soon as may smthie convenience;

identity between them, by which he seeks to prove the truth ol the preambie and resolution be published in the city papers.”

revelations of the latter. The Appendix of the work relates more
b_mbm^[AMES ASHLEY, Secy,

particularly to the mesmeric revelations of A. J. Davis, the noted
'

clairvoyant. The work is fall of merestviewit in whatever light
tM, clt „ Mr. JAMES scott

you may ;
and we commend it to the thoughtful attention of the

AfiRAMS’ Mi88 SAJAfi G . ASHMEAD, youngest daughter of P. D. G. M.
public. Ashroead, of 178. “ Iris” please copy.

WORKS OF THE PURITAN DIVINES—BAXTER; with an Essay on his A bountiful token of rememberance accompanied the above; and we wish the

lUfoTMiidstry and Theology. By Thomas W. Jenkins, DD. Ac. Wiley 8c parties, what all who know them will cordially agree they deserve, a long and a

Putnam, Broadway. happy life. One thing furnishes strong proof that this will be their good for-

This volume is made up of selections from the writings of Richard tune— they remembered the printer. AU suoh prosper—so says our D-

Baxter, embracing “ Making light of Christ and Salvation,” “ A De<

Call to the Unconverted,” “ The Last Work of a Believer,” and mw
c. 14, in Brooklyn, by Rev. Bro. T. B. Thayer, Mr. HENRY GAR NETT, of
York, and Mias RACHEL M. VANDEVEER, of Brooklyn.

“ of the Shedding abroad of God’s Love on the Heart,” together At a stated meeting of Bordentown Lodge No. 16, 1. O. of O. F. held on Mon-

-.i it au „* Prtvrto n o „ i k ** Tf ia on Avn«»llpnt day evening, Not. 30, 1846—on motion, a Committee, consisting of Brothers
with Short Meditations of Romans v. 1-5. It is an excellent MJhlon h^Imou, Alfred Thompson and P. G. Daniel S. Mersbon were ap-

work for showing the style and strength of thought of the old sturdy pointed to draft and report Resolutions expressive of the sense of this Lodge on

Puritan Theologians of the Cromwell era. The sketch of the Life, the decease of our worthy friend and Brother, Josiah Chapman. The Com-

Ministry and Theology of Baxter is done in excellent spirit, and is and promWn*
very interesting to the general reader. There is a noble appeal for member of this Lodge has been announced this evening, Therefore,

religious toleration on pages xlvi—xlviii. We hope the readers of Rtrolved. That this Lodge sympathixe deeply with the relatives of onr de-

the book will be profited by it. The statements of Baxter’s liber-
in thi* “d » •*“ •»—

•

ality to the poor make us love the man more than ever. See page Resolved
,
That we will, as a slight but sincere tribute of onr respect for the

xxxvii deceased, wear the usual badge of mourning, for thirty days, and that the Hall

be clothed in mourning for six months.

The New York Illustrated Magazine for January, 1S47, has Revived, That acoppy of these resolutions be forwarded to the relatives of

Urtrtrt w T^xrlrtr tr p>rt .ho nnhlialtpro Tt illnafTnipd our deceased brother, signed by the officers of this Lodge, and that they been-
been 6ent us by vv . Taylor & Co., the publishers. Jt is lllustrat d

in full upon the minutes, and published in the Bordentown Palbidinin

with four steel engravings, (including the title-page,) and contains aBd \n kbe Golden Rule. GILBERT E. TAYLOR, Secy.

the usual quantity of literary matter. Dec. 1, 1846.
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Xo"l^>d4®« few® Encampmenta.

B
OWNE 6c Co. Account Book Manufacturers,

149 Pearl street, corner Beaver, aro prepared to

furnish Constitution and Roll Books, Minute Books,

Black Books, Question and Visitors, and all other

Books and Stationary required for the use of Lodges

and Enoampments. N. B. Orders for the above sent

mail promptly attended to and forwarded with
de 12:1m

399

Beni. I nderweod.

Hearth rug and door mat manufac-
turer, rear 51 Morton street, N. Y. Rugs

and Mats made to match any pattern carpet, at the

shortest possible notice. City and Country Mer-

chants are respectfully invited to examine. Rugs
and Mats sheared and repaired. de!2:4t

Dental Card.

S W. JUDSON, Surgeon Dentist, 165 East Broad-

• way, N. Y., will be happpv to see and wait upon
ltks friends, and brethren or the Order generally, in

any department of the Dental Art, on moderate

tonus. nor? :3m*

Peter Westervelt,
—

pONSHBLE, and Agent for letting Houses and
lj Collecting Rents, Notes, Accounts, &c. Desk at

Marins Court. Residence at No. 104 Hammond-
nov21:6m*

Casts Tailoring, 1 27 Fulton-street.

S
ANFORD, BROTHERS, have just opened an en-

tire new stock of Clothes, Cassimers,and Vestings,

of every variety and style, which they oflbr to their

friends and the publio at very low prices. We would

simply 6ay we can suit the most fastidious as to tits,

style, and workmanship. Please call at 127 Fulton-st.

N.B.—Constantly on hand every variety of gen-

tlemen’s outfitting. MARCUS B. SANFORD,
g26:3m* ANSON P. SANFORD.

Samuel Hammond A Co.,

I
MPORTERS OF FINE WATCH-
ES, No. 44 Merchants’ Exchange, 1st door in

William street. Have constantly on hand a large

and valuable assortment of FINE WATCHES of

their own Importation, which they are now selling at

lower prices (when quality is compared,) than can be

purchased of any dealer in New York. A written

warrantee, in all cases, will be given to the purchaser.

S. Hammond having attended solely to the repair-

ing of Chronometer, Duplex, and other fine Watches,

in the late firm of Benedict A Hammond, will oon-

tinue to give his undivided attention te that branch

of the business, in connection with his present part-

ner, whose reputation has long been established,

having worked for the last ten years for tke trade in

this city. m23:tt

DavftsA Brynan.

Manufacturer op masonic
and ODD FELLOWS’ REGALIA and BAN-

NERS, No. 2, Hart’s Buildings, Seuth Sixth street,

one door above Cheenut street, Philadelphia. Re
galia and Banners of every description, either plain,

painted, or embroidered in gold or silver. Samples
may be seen as above. Also, every variety of Naval

and Military Gold and Silver Embroidery, executed

to order, at very reduced prices. octl0:tf

Odd Fellows’ Regalia, Philad’a.

J
W. A. E. D STOKES, 194 Market street, PhU-

« adelphia. Manufacturers of REGALIA, SASH-
ES^ ROBES, Ac., for Lodges and Encampments.
The members of the Order, Lodges and Encamp-
ments, wishing to purchase a SPLENDID AR TI-

CLE of REGALIA
,
at a very low price, can be ac-

eommodatedby calling at the store, where they will

find a great variety, adapted to the different degrees

and ranks in the Order. Orders from a distance at-

tended to with punctuality and despatch, octlthtf

John Osborne,
TLTANUFACTURER of IlEGALIA,
JjIjL No. 99 Madison st., N. Y., would state that

he manufactures every description of Regalia for

Lodges and Encampments, and will be happy to re-

oeive orders from the Brotherhood, for furnishing
all articles required by the Revised Work.

Regalia at Syracuse.

VILLARD A HAWLEY manufacture all kinds
of Regalia for Lodges and Encampments, to or-

der. Likewise furnish all the necessary trimmings
for new Lodges. o!7:tf

Mrs. E. Hoyt,
DIE1AND CAKEBAKERY, No. 240 Grand-street

JE N. Y. P. S. Weddings and Parties supplied at

the shortest notice, with all kinds of CAKE. ap4:ly

Harper 1

_

C
OUGH REMEDY, for the enre of Coughs, Colds,

Ac., for sale, wholesale and retail, at 166 William
st. N. Y. by Mrs. A. Harper. nov7:tf

Bouquets

O
F Choice, Rare and Fragrant Exotic Flowers,
made up in a style to please the most fastidious,

may always be had of the subscriber, at a few hours’

notice. He also has for sale a general assortment of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Plants for

Rooms and Green-houses. Agricultural and Horti-

cultural Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Roots, etc. ete.

s21tf JAMES HOGG, Seedsman, 562 Broadway.

Dr. Townsend’s Compound
E
XTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA. This Extract
is put up in quart bottles—it is six times ch^per,

pleasanter, and warranted superior to any sola. It

cures diseases without vomiting, purging, sickening
or debilitating the patient. The great beauty and
superiority of this Sarsaparilla over all other reme-
dies is, while it eradicates diseases, it invigorates the
body. It is used successfully in the removal and
Permanent cure of all Diseases arising irom au im-
pure state of the blood, or habit of the System.
OPINIONS OF PHYSICIANS.—Dr. Townsend

is almost daily receiving orders from Physicians in
different parts of the Union.
This is to certify that we, the undersigned, Phy-

sicians of the city of Albany, hare in numerous cases
prescribed Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla, and believe
it to be one of the most valuable preparations of the
Sarsaparilla in the market.

H. P. PULING, M. D.,

J. WILSON, M. D.,

R. B. BRIGGS. M. D.,

P. E. ELMENDORF.M. D.
Albany, April 1, 1846.

Dr. Seymour, the writer of the following, is one of
the oldest and most respectable Physicians in in Con-
necticut Hartford, Ct. May 21. 1846.

Dr. Townsend—Dear Sir: “Townsend’s Sarsapa-
rilla” finds a ready sale in Hartford—is highly es-

teemed by all who have made use of it, and we have
reason td believe ite good qualities will be dnly ap-
preciated by a discerning pnblic. I have dally calls
for It, and hope you will be folly remunerated for
your exertions td render service to the afflicted. I am,
sir, your obedient servant, H. Seymour, M. D.
GREAT MEDICINE FOR FEMALES.—Dr.

Townsend’s Saasaparilla is a sovereign and speedy
core for incipient consumption, and all those diseases
to which fomales are liable, and for the general pros-
tration of the system, no matter whether the result
ofinherent cause, or causes produced by irregularity,
illness or accident.

CCT’ Nothing can be more surprising than its in-

vigorating effects on the human frame. Persons all

weakness and lassitude before taking it, at once be-
come robust and full of energy under its influence.
It immediately counteracts the nervelessness of the
female (same.

It wilT not be expected of us in cases of so delicate
a nature to exhibit certificates qf cures performed,
bnt we can assure the afflicted, that hundreds of
cases have been reported to us.

Principal Office, 126 Fulton street, N. Y.. and 105
South Pearl street, Albany, and by Druggists gen-
erally. dec 12

mechanics’ Tools.
A A FULTON STREET. The sub -

Tl seriber keeps eonstantlv receiving large addi-
tions to his assortment of Mechanics’ Tools, and
general Hardware, and respectfully informs all

wishing to purchase, that he has as good an assort-
ment of goods as any house in the trade, particu-
larly of the best quality of goods, whioh he offers at
such prices as he hopes will be satisfactory to all.

Mechanics of all kinds can be supplied with a full

assortment of Goods, most of which arb war-
ranted. A full assortment of Coopers’ Tools,
which are all warranted, as are also his best quali-
ties ef Planes, Saws, Files, Chisels, Braces, Bits, etc.

Agent for the sale of McLaughlin's Patent Mortis-
ing Machines : also many other articles not gene-
rally kept in Hardware er Tool stores. A large as-

sortment of patterns of the celebrated “ Tally He?
Rasors, with a printed and certified guaranty ac-

companying each, an important thing to those who
wish a real ly good Razor, as the price will be returned
if the razors are not good. Tool Chests furnished
with Tools from eight dollars to one hundred—al-

ways kept en hand suitable for mechanics and ama-
teurs. Cut nails and general Hardware at the
lowest market price. HENRY F. FA1RBANK.
apl 1 44 Fulton st. (between Pearl and Cliff,)N. Y.

Philadelphia. Hat Ac Cap Stare.rPHE subscriber respectfully informs
J- his friends, and the public in general, that he
has opened the New Cheap Hat A Cap Store, No.
106, N. 6th-st. 2 doors above the “Odd Fellows” new
Hall, where may be had all kinds of Hats Capa Ac.
wholesale and retai I

,
cheap for cash. Merchants and

other are requested to call and examine before pur-
chastng elsewhere. fm23:tfj F. W. CORINTH.

Fall Fashions.

T
HE CHEAP HAT AND CAP MANUFACTO-
RY, 72% Bowery, between Walker and Hester

streets, is now ready to serve all who may want a
good and cheap Hat or Cap. Having on hand an
entire new stock of Hats and Caps of his own man-
ufacture, he is determined to sen them at a very
small profit Silk Hats, of the latest fashions, of
superior quality, from $2,00 to 3,50 : and Fur Hats
from 2,50 to 5,00. Children’s Hats of all kinds, and
the latest patterns. Hats made to order at the
shortest notice. Don’t forget the number, 72%
Bowery, New-York, sign of the BIG HAT.
sept26:tf HENRY SHAW.

Coffee and Dining Room.
lVTOTICE.—E. J.MERCER, respect-
-L v fully informs his friends and the public, that
having purchased from his partner, J. F. Green, his

entire interest in the Coffee and Dining Rooms, oor-

ner of Nassau and Ann streets, trusts the estab-

lishment will continue to receive not only the sup-

port of his friends, but also be reoommended to th<

patronage of his friends’ friends, as he assures then
all his energies will be devoted on his part to make
his Dining Rooms second to none other in the oity.

N. B. The Ladies’ Coffee and Refreshment Room!
will still be continued as heretofore, under the espe-

cial charge of Mrs. Mercer. Private entrance, 21

Ann street. augl:tf

THE Subscriber informs the members of the Order
that in addition to his stock of cheap Dry Good*,

he keeps constantly on hand the various article*
used in the manufacture of Regalia, and furnishing
such as Scarlet and Blue Merinoes; Scarlet. Bine
White, and Black Rattinetts; Scarlet, Blue, and
Black De Lainea

;
Velvets, Linens, Frinks,Ribbons,

Ac., of the proper shades, which be will be happy to
dispose of at a small advance. Orders from a dis-
tance promptly attended to. WM. C. FLAN 1GAN;
85-6ms. No. 190 South Seoond street, PbiladV

\fERCHANT TAILOR, (Successor
to I. Townsend A Co.) No. 132 Bowery, be-

tween Grand and Broome streets, N. Y. A full as-
sortment of cloths, Cassimeres, Vestings, Ac. m2:tf

T
T° Let.

HE rooms lately fitted op by Excelsior Lodge,
corner of Nassau and Beekman-sts., on Saturday

evening of each week. For particulars apply to the
Trustees, at the rooms, on Friday evenings. n214teod

Classen’s
T7ASHI0NABLE VISITING
JL CARD ESTABLISHMENT. 25 per cent be-
low his usual prices. A Plate and 50 Cards printed
for $1,50; the beat Enamelled Card* printed from
r*

ej Plates A 50 cents per pack. A SILVER
PLATE furnished and beautifully engraved

for the,Trade equally low, at
CLLASSEN’S old stand, No. 1 Murtay-street, cor-
ner of Broadway. m30:ly

Wedding Cards]
TflTEDDING,INVITATION, AND

t VISITING CARDS. The subscriber exe-
cutes in a superior style at short notice and on
reasonable terms, SILVER DOORAND NUMBER
PLATES, of sterling silver of extra thicknaff and
warranted.

'

,

ARMS, CRESTS, AND CIPHERS on seals, on
stone, brass, and silver.

COUNTING HOUSE, Consular, Notaries. So-
ciety, and LODGE SEALS engraved in a superior
meaner, at moderate prices.

CARDS printed from plates already engraved, on
extra porcelain cards.both surihoes highly enameled,
at short notice, by BOLEN. Engraver and Printer,

104 Broadway between Wall and Pine sts. N. Y.
Card Cases, Envelopes, Note Paper, and fine Cut-

lery, Ac. janiOtf

^ „
" Philip Qarhardt.

P)RAPER amd TAILOR, No. 74,^ West Broadway. A large and Fashionable as-
— ..— Broadway. A large tuu a Muiunsoie as-
sortment of Cloths. Cassimeree and Vestings, con-
stantly on bond. ap25:ly

N. ORR,
ENGRAVER
ON WOOD,

No. 90 Fulton-St.
NEW YORK.

Orr’s Instrcutlve and
Amusing Library for Chil-
dren. For sale, wholesale
and Retail. n21:tf

Dancing Academies.

S
HAKSPEARE HOTELcorner of Duane and Wil-
liam'streets. Mr. G. Robertson respectfully an-

nounces to his brethren Of the order, and the public
in general, that his classes are now open at theabove
rooms Wednesdays and Saturdays, and at the NOR-
THERN EXCHANGE, 273 Bleecker street, Tues-
days and Fridays, for giving instructions in the
various modes of the above accomplishment. Honrs
of attendance for Ladies, Misses and Masters, from
3 to 6 P. M., Gentlemen from 8 to 10 in the evening.
Mr. R. will have the pleasure of introducing in
his academies a variety of new and fashionable Ball
room and Fancy Dances, with the graceful Redown
Walts as now danced in the saloons of London and
Paris. Private instructions given to pnpils at any
hour to suit their convenience. Classes at Semina-
ries taught on reasonable terms. Mr. R.’s class at
the Lyceum, Jersey City, will open on Thursday,
October 1st. For more particular information please

apply at Mr. R.’s residence and Private Academy,
->2 Canal street, New York o3:3m*

Importantto TravelersandHounr
keepers.

LIFE ato PROPER-
TY PRESERVE*^ Patent

Self-Cocking R.volving pistols.

Manufactur'd, wholesale ana
J. G. BOIJ5N, 104 Broadway,

janiOtf Between Wall «nd Pine sts New X ork

Digitized byv^ooQle



400 THE GOLDEN RULE
OAKES FOR THfi HOLIDAYS.

THE Subscriber would respectfully inform his

friends, and those wanting Cakes for the coming
Holidays, that he is now ready to receive the orders

of his numerous friends, and wishes particularly to

invite the attention of the ladies to hiB Ornamental
Cakes of every kind, and he does not hesitate to say

that his Ornamental Workman is the best Artist in

the city. Ornamental and Fancy Cakes from two

pounds to any size ordered.

R. GILMOR, 191 Greenwich street,

del9:21 between Fulton and Vesey.

PERFUMERY
-
ANDFANCY GOODS,

S
UITABLE for Holiday Presents. The subscri-

bers have on hand an extensive assortment of

the above named articles, at very low prices, to which
they call the attention of dealers.

N. B. Particular attention paid to supplying La-
dies’ Fairs for benevolent purposes, with articles in

our line, which will yield them a handsome profit

del 9:21 JOHNSON A Co. 3B Cedar st up stairs.

THE ESORITOIR,
AR. TRAVELERS’ POCKET COMPANION.—
U Uniting the entire requisites of a Portable Wri-
ting Desk, containing a Letter Balance, a Pen, an
Inkstand, a Silver Pencil Case, a dozen Steel Pens, a
Letter Seal, Memorandum Tablet and Blotting Card,
a 12 inch Measure. India-rubber, fifty Wafers, three

sticks of Sealing Wax, two Wax Tapers, fifty Pro-
methean Lights with material for ignition, a recess
for Letter Stamps

;
and an ingeniously constructed

Almanac. It is suitable to the reticule of a lady, the
pocket of the gentleman, to the tourist, and to the
man of business, and varies in size from a Daguerro-
type case to th&^of an octavo volume. Price from 2
to 8 dollars. JOHN J. BROWN A Co.
del9:tf 122 Fulton st. near Nassan.

SILVER PLATING FLUID,

O
R PURE LIQUID SILVER, for restoring old
Plated Goods of any description, to their original

beauty and color. We have been selling this article
for the last two years, and gradually increasing its

valne, until we now consider Its merits as fully es-

tablished. We warrant it to put on pare silver, and
entirely restore Castors, Cake Baskets, Candlesticks,
Military Equipments, Carriage and Military Har-
ness, Ac., and to plate with pure Silver any article

composed of Brass, Copper, or German Silver, or the
money will be returned. It is pnt up in small bot-
tles at 25cts. each, or in dozen boxes at a liberal dis-
count to dealers. JOHN J. BROWN A Co.
d«19:tf 122 Fulton st. near Nassau.

THE SUBSCRIBERS
WILL close off the balance of their large stock of
IT Fancy Cassimeresand Vestings at a great sacri-

fice. Those in want of & fashionable pair of pants,
or a fine cassimere vest, would do well to avail them-
selves of this opportunity. Also a fine assortment of
Sacks and Office Coats at rednoed prices.

J. C. BOOTH A Co. 187 Broadway,
del9:tf opposite John street.

WOMAN AND H£K DiSJtiASijb,

From the cradle to the grave.—
Adapted exclusively to her instruction in the

natural laws of her system and all the diseases of
her critical periods, by Edward H. Dixon, M. D.
pp. 325—price $1,25. For sale at retail, and to the
trade, by Chas. H. Ring, corner John st. and Broad-
way. The character of this work is pre-eminently
moral, and it should be possessed by every intelligent
woman.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
Dr. Dixon has lent a deep interest to his work, and

is doing good service by its publication.—[Boston
Medical Journal.
The prudent and careful mother may consult this

work with great advantage to herself and her chil-
dren.—[New York Albion.
The author Is a practical surgeon of long standing,

and a pupil of Dr. Mott He has handled the vari-
ous subjects with great delicacy and care, yet with
an apparent desire to communicate truth with the
utmost force and earnestness.—[Evening Post.

Dr. Dixon has treated his subject in a sincere,ear-
negt and thorough manner.—[Tribune. del9:lt*

CENTRAL I. O. O. F. KEGALIA
"H\ANUFACTOR Y, Utica, N. Y. Every article
ill for Subordinates and Encampments furnished.
Charges very reasonable. Orders solicited.
de5-3m Address ISAAC TAPPING.

DELICIOUS TEAS AT THE
MANHATTAN TEA STORE, 224 Division street,

near Suffolk. Oolong, very good at 35 cts., ex-
cellent at 50 cts.. very superior ai 62 cts. Young
Ilyson, good at 50 cts, fine at 62 cts, superfine at 75
cts, and first chop not to be beat at 88 cts. Also, the
very best Old Hyson at 75 cts, worth $1. Coffee—
ihe very best old Government Java, Sumatra and
ht

;
Domingoi Coffee very low. Recollect 224—sign of

MissAfong Moy, the beautiful Chinese ladv. de!2:tf

ltf I. DRUMMONoffi'a 30£KxRAND STREET,
p - Grand’s and Scarlet

f JL
Ef

i-
ALIA - and Encampmentsfurnished aoegnling to the Revised Work. D5tf

Stereotyper andU Printer, No. 1
1We street, 4th story

Two Beautiful Octavo Volumes

ON AGRICULTURE

I

To farmers—Owners ofLand—Gentlemenwho
Cultivate a Garden.

PETZHOLDT’S LECTURES TO FARMERS
ON

AGRICULTURAL CHEMESTRY,
AND

THAER’S PRINCIPLES OF AGRICULTURE,
Are published oomplete and entire, and bound up

together in one volume of upward of 600 popes, and
together constitute the first volume of the Farmers’
Library.
The taste for Scientific Agriculture in the United

States has created a demand for the very information
which these Lectures of PETZHOLDT supply.
“ The motive,” says the author, “which has induced
me to prepare such a Course of Lectures, is the com-
plaint I have heard from many of you, that, being
unacquainted with the elements of Chemistry, you
have found it difficult to understand the questions

which are at the present moment so warmly dis-

cussed, respecting the theory and practice of Agri-

culture.” This work being less scientific and tech-

nical In its language than Liebig’s work, is on that
account better adapted for the use of general Farm-
ers, and ought to be first read. The author in his

Preface says that a tlperusal of this work with ordi-

nary attention will furnish the necessary amount of
chemical information for the purposes of the Farmer.’
So much for Petzholdt.

As to the work of Baron Von Thabr, it Is consid-

ered the most profound and comprehensive, and at

the same time the plainest that has appeared in any
language, and by competent judges pronounced the
most finished Agricultural book which has ever been
written. It was originally written and published in

the German, translated and published in the French,
and afterward in the Englishlanguage. The Londou
edition is printed in two octavo volumes, and is sold

at about $8 per copy.
Von Thaer was educated for a Physician, the prac-

tice of which he relinquished for the mefee quiet and
philosophical pursuits of Agriculture. Soon after
he commenced farming, he introduced such decided
improvements npon his farm, that his famesras soon
known from one end of Europe to the other. The
most celebrated farmers of England, France, Den-
mark, Germany, Ac. courted his friendship, and bis
writings were everywhere sought and studied.

THE JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE
Is another most valuable Book, and contains about

600 pages, and is bound up to match Petzholdt and
Von Thaer. This volume contains a vast variety of
useful and practical information, including Prize Es-
says and Agricultural Discourses. It is embellished
with numerous Engravings. The two volumes to-

gether will form a most valuable accession to the Li-

brary of any professional or private gentleman. To I

all persons engaged in cultivating a form or a garden
it is indispensable.

In reference to these two volumes of the Farmers
}

Library and Monthly Journal of Agriculture, now
bound up and ready for sale, Hon. N. S. Benton,
Secretary of the State of New York, writes to the
publisher as follows

:

Secretary’s Office, Dept of Com. Schools, \
Albany. Jnly 15, 1846. $

I have examined, with as much care and attention
as my time would permit, the first volumes of the
Journal of Agriculture and the Farmers? Library

,

published by Messrs. Greeley St MeEl rath, N. Y.,
and do not perceive any objections to their introduc-
tion into the School District Libraries of the State;
and I can have no doubt this work would prove val-
uable acquisitions in aM, but especially to those
where the subject of Agriculture excites the attention
of the inhabitants of the District.

N. S. BENTON, Supt.Com. Schools.

The Dept Supt. of Com. Schools of the State of
New York, writes as follows

:

Secretary’s Office, Dept, of Cem. Schools, )

Albany, July 9, 1816. j
Greeley St McElratii :

Gentlemen

:

I should be happy to see this work
(the Farmer*1 Library a d Journal qfAgriculture)
in every School Library in the State : and I hope you
will be able to afford it at a price which will place it

at the command of the rural districts especially,
where I am sure it cannot fail ofbeing highly appre-
ciated and extensively read. Works of this descrip-
tion are, in my judgment, eminently suitable for onr
District Libraries; and 1 know of none more useful
or practical than the present. Its execution is ex-
ceedingly creditable to the publishers; and the vast
amount of interesting matter comprised in its pages
cannot fail of insuring it a wide circulation sftnong
the agricultural community—the bulwark of the
State. Very respectfully,

S. S. RANDALL, Dep. Supt. Com. Schools.

These two beautiful volumes may be obtained
through any Booksellers in the United States.

GREELEY St MoELRATH, Pnblishers,

___ Tribune Blldings, New York.

Dr.JamesAshleyt
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,A No. 40 HUDSON street. Office Hours— 9 A.
M. and 5 PM, d!3 ij

Who Wants to Bnr a Cowl
A TREATISE ON MILCH CCWS, whereby the
Quality and Quantity of Milk which any Cow will

S
ive, may be accurately determined, by observing
fatural Marks of External Indications alone; the

length of time she will continue to give Milk, etc.
B/M. FRANCIS GUENON, of Liborne. France.
Translated for the Farmers’ Library, rrom the
French, by N. P. Trist, Esq. late United State*
Cousnl at Havana. With introductory Remarks
and Observation* on

THE COW AND THE DAIRY,
fiY JOHN 8. SKINNER, EBITOR FARMERS’ LIBRARY.

|

Jlluetrated ioith numerous Engravings.
OCF Price for single copies, neatly done np in pa-

!
per covers, 37% cents. Library edition, full bound

.
in cloth and lettered, 62% cents. The usual dis-

1

coant to Booksellers, Agents, Country Merchants and
j

Peddlers.

j

This extraordinary Book has excited the attention
! of the ablest agriculturists of the country. Five
i Thousand copies were sold in the first four weeks of
its publication in New York. The Publishers have
received numerous testimonials ss to the usefulness

|

and accuracy of Guenon’s Theory, while othe»,from
1

partial experiments, have doubted its accuracy. The
practical remarks, and the useful information con-

,

tained in the first part of the Book are worth more to
any Farmer than the whole cost

|

Country Merchants visiting any of the Cities, can
' procure the Work from Booksellers for those who
may wish to obtain it. Please send on your orders.
Address GREELEY & McELRATH,

Publishers, Tribune Buildings, New York.

History of the Silk Culture*
THE SILK CULTURE IN THE UNITED

.STATES—Embracing complete accounts of the la-
test and most approved mode of Hatching, Rearing

j

and Feeding the Silk-Worm, Managing the Coeoon-
ry, Keeling, Spinning and Manufacturingof the Silk,

|

etc.—With Historical Sketchesof the Silk Business;
(Natural History of the Silk-Wsnn, the Mulberry,
etc. Illustrated by numerous Engravings of Ma-
chinery and Processes, and Manuel of the Silk Cul-
ture. Price 25 cents : five copies for $1.

GREELEY & McELRATH,
Tribune Buildings, New York.Human Rights,

ESSAYS ON HUMAN RIGHTS AND THEIR
POLITICAL GUARANTIES. By Elisha P.
Hulbort, Counselor at Law of the City of New
York. 1 voL 12ino.

Its several chapters disenss the following topics : l.

The Origin of Human Rights
;

II. The True Func-

I

tion of Government; III. The Constitution of Gov-
ernment

;
IV., V. Constitutional Limitations and

Prohibitions; VI. The Elective Franchise; VII.
'Rights Emanating from the Sentiments and Affec-
tions

;
VIII. The Rights of Women

;
IX. The Right

of Property and its Moral Relations
;
X. Intellectual

Property.

{XT’ The Work is printed on a fair, large type, and
sold retail at 50 cents per copy.

GREELEY St McELRATH,
Tribune Buildings, New York.

Price Reduced.
ANEW EDITION OF CURIOSITIES OF LITER-
ATURE, and the LITERARY CHARACTER IL-
LUSTRATED. By I. C. D’Israbli, Esq. D.C.L.
F.S.A. with CURIOSITIES OF AMERICAN
LITERATURE. By Rufus W. Griswold.

A new edition of this splendid work is now
ready for the trade. In one very large, royal octavo
volume, elegantly done op in cloth. Price for single
copies, *2 50. A liberal discount to Booksellers. For
the amount of reading matter contained in this vol-
ume, and the costliness of the paper and binding It
is certainly one of the cheapest books at |2 50 that
has ever been offered to the public. No Library can
be complete without a oopy of this work, nor will any
gentleman or scholar be without it who can afford so
trifling a sum as that which will now procure it. The
very high price at which the work has heretofore
been held has prevented anything like a very general
circulation. Orders may be seat to Booksellers or
directly to the Publisher.

GREELEY A McELRATH.
“ This is a work too well known to require specific

criticism. Perhaps there is not in the world another
volume which combines so much and such various in-
formation concerning authors and their productions
as this one of D’Israei.”—[Knickerbocker Mag. for
March, 1846. de5:2t:eow.

Wager’s Air Tight Cooking Move*
T
HIS celebrated cooking stove haa been used in a
large number of families In this city, daring the

last year, and has given the most perfect satisfac-
tion. For saving fuel, and in all kinds of cooking,
it cannot be excelled by any other stove. References
will be given to all that wish, and the stove warrant-
ed. The subscriber would invite all in want ofa good
cooking stove to call and examine this stove, which
will be sufficient to satisfy any one of its superiority-
over all other stores. Also a new and beautiful pat
tern of Cast Iron Gothic Air Tight Parlor Stove, a
superior article, together with stoves for Hallaad of-
fice. For sale at 248 Water st. by

*26: tf E. W. M. SAVAGE.
Ml. Mice,

PJRAPER AND TAILOR, 57 Ca-
A-J uni Street
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WILFRED MONTRESSOR;
OB,

THE SECRET ORDER OF THE 8EVEN.
BOMAJTOB OF MYSTEBY AND CRIME.

AT THE AUTHOR OF “ FLORENCE DE LAGEY, OR THE COQUETTE,” ETC-

SurtwmittFtiroiriat.

CHAPTER XLVI.—the rbscui‘-the journal.

It was nearly midnight.

Many were the persons who trod the pavements of Broadway

and the great thoroughfares of the city at that unseemly hour.

The theaters, and other places of public amusement, had just

thrown their crowds of visiters into the public streets. Strangest

«nd travelers—some in search of hotels, and many desirous,of

improving their time the utmost in studying the ways of a

great city, were hurrying hither and thither as impulse or fancy

directed them. Groups of young men, clerks, mechanics, and

others, who had been confined, during tho day, to their stores

and workshops, were indemnifying themselves for previous self-

denial by indulging in the fan and frolic of midnight revelry.

Nor were the numbers small of a class of females, many of them

young and handsome, who, at the corners of the streets, even in

the heart of the city, boldly encountered the gaze and solicited

the attentions of the profligate and licentious of
.
the other sex.

The policemen, at a slow, regular pace, paraded along the line

of their respective stations—the standing army of the city, or-

ganized to protect the inhabitants from rioters, and thieves, and

incendiaries.

Suddenly, in the vicinity of A street, the alarm of “ Fire”

was raised by a policeman on duty. The flames were already

bursting from the lower windows of a brick building in the ad-

joining street.

M Fire 1 fire! fire !” an appalling sound to the sleeper, who is

aroused at midnight from h peaceful slumber, and listens, half

suffocated with smoke, to the crackling of the flames and the

wild roar of a hundred voices.

It was the residence of Owen Tracey, the retired merchant.

Presently the alarm bell of the district began to ring, and soon

followed the rattling noise of the fire engines, drawn at full speed

over the pavement by the hardy firemen, arrayed in leather caps,

red flannel shirts, woollen trowsers, and coarse, heavy boots.

The throng of spectators, also, increased, until the street, on

either side of the burning mansion, was literally blocked np^with

the assemblage.

A wild, imposing spectacle—a fire at midnight in the midst of

a great city; the broad avenue, with its brick palaces; the

crowds of people with their faces uplifted toward the conflagrn

tiou ; the bold, adventurous firemen
;
the engines glittering in

the blaze of the burning house ; the red flames, now darting from

the windows and doors with impetnons fury, and now creeping

along the wood-work, dazzling, yet destructive ; the alarm of

women and children weeping over the approaching desolation

of their homes ; the scores of bewildered and excited men car-

rying out rich, costly furniture, and* heaping it in irregular pile#

in the street. None of these elements were wanting.

The firemen were preparing to attack the enemy which their

gallantry and determination had so often conquered. But it was
evident, at a glance, that no exertions could save the house of

Owen Tracey, in which the fire had originated. The flames bad
already passed to the second story, and were rapidly extending

to the adjoining buildings To save these buildings and thus ar-

rest the conflagration seemed to be the plan of action prompted

by the skill and prudence of the engineers.

At this moment a loud shriek from a window in the upper

story of the burning mansion arrested the attention of the vast

throng of spectators in the street The form of a woman, ar-

rayed in her night clothes, was seen distinctly, standing by the

window.
“ A ladder, a ladder,” shouted a hundred voices.

The firemen ceased playing for an instant, and a large ladder

was raised, the.upper end of which reached nearly to the roof

of the bailing. Then a strong, active fireman mounted the lad-

der.

"Quick, quick,” shouted the voices underneath, u or the wo-

man will burn to death.”

The fireman pushed on, but ere he had mounted half the dis-

tance to the third story he was driven back, scorched by the

flames and blackened by the smoke.

One of his comrades made a similar attempt, and persisted in

it until bit bands were blistered by the heated rounds of the
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ladder, and bis.hair and eye-browa singed by the fire ; and be

too was driven back.

Another shriek.

“ She will perish," murmured the voices of the people.

At this moment a man pushed through the excited throng, and

rushed toward the ladder. He was attired in the drew of a citi-

zen, his coat buttoned tightly around his waist, his hands pro-

tected by thick buckskin gloves, and his face by a species of

mask. Up the ladder he went with a determination of bearing

which seemed to defy the destroying element that raged in his

path. The excited multitude shouted to him, “ Go on, and the

firemen blunted the sharp forked tongues of fire by dashing

against his person a steady stream of water. For an instant he

was lost to the view of the crowd, enveloped in flame and smoke,

and the assembled thousands were hushed in breathless silence.

“ There he goes!” was the universal exclamation, as his form

was discovered upon the ludder above the cloud of dense

smoke.
Amid the shouts of the multitude, the adventurer leaped

through the open window into the chamber, and stood by the

side of the woman.
. .

He tore off the mask, which greatly impeded his vision and

breathing.
Again—in a chamber lighted only by the lurid glare of the

flames—in the immediate prospect of a horrible death, Mrs. Tra-

cey recognized the features of Wilfred Montressor.

‘‘Mr. Montressor!” exclaimed the lady in a tone of surprise.

“ I am herq to save you, madam, if possible—but there is no

time to lose.”
“ There is no hope,” said Mrs. Tracey, with an effort at calm-

ness. “ Descend the ladder at once, or we shall perish to-

gether."

The words trembled on his lips :
“ Time was when even such

a fate would have bad its consolation but he uttered them not.

It was a moment for action rather than speech.

“ The door leading to the entry ?" he exclaimed.

A gesture from Mrs. Tracey was her only answer.. He sprang

to the door and opened it A clond of thick suffocating smoke

filled the passage-way, and rushed into the apartment. He closed

the door and approached the window. The face of Mrs. Tracey

was very pale and her limbs trembled. She strove to sustain

horself with becoming fortitude, but a death by fire is so fearful,

so appalling.

“Escape in that direction is impossible," said Montressor. “It

is impossible that you should descend the ladder.”

“ Fly and save yourself,” said the lady entreatingly.

“ Is there a passage way from this room to the garret which

does not communicate with the principal entry ?”

“ Yes, yes.”
“ Where?"
“ Yonder door."
“ We must grope our way thither, Mrs. Tracey. It is the only

avenue of safety. I will support you, madam," said Montressor

gently, as he felt her hand tremble in his grasp ;
“ but I must re-

ly on your guidance to find the passage-way. ?

With a singular agitation of maimer, Mrs. Tracey paused and

exclaimed:
“ My husband—has he scaped ?"

“ I have not seen him, Mrs. Tracey.”
“ He was below stairs in his private apartment.”
“ He must have escaped then, at the first alarm," whispered

Montressor.
Montressor and Mrs. Tracey soon reached the garret by means

of a circular flight of stairs, leading from an apartment in the rear

of the building. The door which communicated with the prin-

cipal stairs was fortunately closed, as Montressor bad hoped.

The smoke, however, was gradually insinuating itself through

the crevices, and a peculiar smell oi burning cloth was diffused

through the garret.

A dull light from without penetrated the garret windows, and
redeemed the spot from total darkness. With some difficulty,

however, Montressor discovered the steps leading to the trap

door in the roof. The door was fastened with a strong padlock.

After a moments search ho found a heavy iron bar which he in-

serted between the trap door and the clasp which was fastened

to it. The clasp yielded to several vigorous efforts, and the trap

door was deliberately opened.

The appearance of Wilfred Montressor and Mrs. Tracey on the

roof of the burning mansion was greeted by the assemblage in

the street with shouts of exultation. There were al*p a number
of persons on the adjoining building, who rushed forward to of-

fer their assistance.

The flames, mean while, were sweeping along tho gutters, and

the air sparkled with the fiery scintillations of the consumiug
timbers.

“Fear not," whispered M ntressor; “ the danger is over.”

Toe efforts which Mrs. Tracey had made to sustain herself in
lhe fearful crisis, was followed by a marked reaction. Her

strength failed her and she would have fallen, had not Montres-

sor upheld her.

A book which she had grasped with one hand, or perhaps had
concealed in the folds of her dreas, dropped with an audible

sound upon the tin roof.

Her consciousness was partially restored by the sound, and she

muttered indistinctly—but yet, so as to be understood by Mon- ,

tressor

:

“ Preserve it—read it."

Mrs. Tracey was conveyed, in a state of insensibility, to the

residence of a friend at some distance from the scenci of the con-

flagration. The medical kuowlege of Doctor Everard, and the

kind nursing of Mrs. Dermot, the mistress of the house to which
she was removed, restored her in a few hours to the conscious-

ness of existence and the memory ofher escape from an impend-
ing and horrible death.

Wilfred Montressor returned to his residence, with a sense of

triumph, which revealed the true magnanimity of his character.

He had avenged his wrongs by saving the life of the woman who
had betrayed his trust ana embittered months, aye, years of his

existence.

He opened the volume, which Mrs. Tracey had confided to

him, with a curiosity not nnmiDgled with interest. The night

wore on, but still he perused page after page with intense, with
increasing earnestness.

It was a journal, in the hand-writing of Mrs. Tracey, imbody-
ing the history of her life and the state of her feelings during a
period of nearly six years. We extract such portions only as

nave a direct bearing on the details of our narrative

:

“ November, 1840.

“ My feelings toward Henry Neville, (* nnder that name/ ex-

claimed Montressor, with a sigh, ‘ I presented myself to Mary
C&tneron/) are different from those which I have ever felt for

any other person. He interests me deeply. The most trifling

circumstances become important, where he is connected with
them. I listen to him with unspeakable delight when he is pre-

sent, and 1 think of him continually in his absence. What does
it mean ? Can it be that I love him ? Oh ! no, no, he has sever
8jtoken to me of love—neves. Why should I love him.”

“January, 1841.

“ He is a student. My dear mother has remonstrated against

bis attentions to me. She objects to the narrowness of his for-

tune, and to his manifest disregard of the importance of worldly
position. She still laments the splendor of the past when my
lather was the culminating star among the princely merchants
of Boston. Her ambition is now conconlrated os me ; and yet
I do not think she would require me to sacrifice my affections to

'

the desire of wealth or the pride of station."
, “ February, 1841.

“ To-night Henry avowed frankly andopenly his ardent attach-

ment to me. His words were endearing, his manner was a rare

compound of gentleness and dignity. My heart flattered strange,
ly, but its fluttering!, though embarrassing, were joyfnl. I was
confused from an excess of feeling. I hardly know what reply
1 made to his protestations; but 1 fear that he took encourage-
ment from thi agitation which I manifested. Yet why should I
fear, when he has told me that be lores me, and when I am con-
scions of my warm affection fur him T He is so noble, so gener-
ous, so kind; how can I do otherwise than love him?”

“April, 1841.

“We converse together, we read together, we confide to each
other the bidden thoughts which have never fdund utterance be-
fye to iportal ears. Can the bright sunshine of such an intimacy

be clouded by doubt or distrust? I fnow not My mother,

though she does not openly oppose my preference for Mr. Neville,

sometimes shakes her head and asks me if I have learned hie

birth, his history, his connexions. I have no doubt, no distrust,

but I would that my mother** scruples were overcome.”
* June, 1841.

“ I know not how or why, but I feel a presentiment ol evil in

the presence of Owen Tracey. He is an acquaintance of my
mother’s, but I have never seen him nntil within the past week.
8trauge and ridiculous as it is, he seems disposed to offer, in his

blunt way, the most marked attentions." If it were not for the

presentiment, to which I have adverted, I should laugh heartily

at the absurdity of the idea, and yet I most tell Henry of tho

conquest I have made of a man old eoough to be my father. How
foolishly lam writing! In troth, I am sitting at my desk to

while away the half boar between tea and the anticipated visit

of him who is dearer to me tnan life. Why should I seek to con-

ceal a seutimeut which is the pride of my soul and the joy of my
heart f Chare existed for months in the atmosphere of lore, and
have learned to esteem the worth, the generosity, the tenderness

of Henry Neville as of greater value than all the treasures of

earth."
“June. 184L

“ Mr presentiment of evil was correct
“ This morning my mother called me to her private apartment

and informed me that she had a GommuuioatioU to make to me.
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44 1 attended her accordingly, and attar some preliminary re-

marks, the bearing of which I could not distinctly perceive, she
informatme that Mr. Owen Tracey had been pleased with my
person and manners, and had authorized her to make a proposal
of marriage to me on his behalf.

44 1 laughed heartily ; but insensibly a sense of terror stole over
me as I perceived the serious expression ofmy mother1

* counte-
nance.

44 4 Be reasonable, Mary/ said she, * Mr. Tracey is a very re-

spectable merchant, a man of property/
44 4 But, dear mother/ I exclaimed iu undisguised astonishment,

* Are you really urging this proposal on me V
u 4 I am/ said my mother with energy.
44 4 And Mr. Neville?*
44 4 A romantic affair which ought to have been broken offlong

ago/
44 4 1 love him, however, my dear mother/
"'Do not say too much, Mary/ said my mother. '1 have

promised your band to Mr. Tracey/
M 1 was struck dumb with horror.
44 ' Yes/ continued my mother with energy, * I have acted for

yon. I feel for your despair and agony, but I ask you to sacrifice

yourself for me, for the mother who bore you and nursed you
in your infancy, and has watched over you kindly and tenderly

until now/
“ Her voice sank almost to a whisper, as she continued

:

“ < Mr. Owen Tracey has in his possession a secret which he
threatens to expose unless you become bis wife ; a secret which
will condemn me to the scorn and contempt of the world. My
life is in your hands. Confirm the solemn promise I have made
to him, or I will die in your presence/

" I swooned.
“ When I returned to consciousness, my mother was standing

over me with a glass in her hand.
44 * Jt is poison/ she murmured in a hoarse whispaf. ' Shall I

drink it, Mary ?’

44
I shook my head feebly.

“ ' You will marry Mr. Tracey V
•* 4 Yes, mother; do what you will with me/
u She sank upon my bosom with a burst of inexpressible

Sat I was calm, my fate was sealed and it became neccesaa-

ty for me to act.
44 Mr. Tracey soon afterward made his appearance. He was

closeted a few minutes with my mother ere he was presented to

me. I resolved to make an appeal to his generosity and his

f
ride, even while yielding my assent to my mother’s commands.
told him that I had neither respect nor affection for him ; I be-

sought him to release me from the promise which had been ex-

torted from me.
44 He refused bluntly and decidedly, but without any expres-

sion of anger or bitterness.
44 A terrible task devolved upon me—that of writing to Harry

Neville. I coaid not see him—I dared not. -

44 1 shed no tears while writing the brief note which most cause
him to despise and hate me.

44 1 dared not act otherwise. I have promised to become the

wife of another ; and I must sustain the purity and honor of my
sex.

44 1 was calm then, I am calm now, while penning these details

of the circumstances which have destroyed every hope ofearthly
happiness. When I am dead, this volume may reach the bands
of Henry Neville, and convince him that I have been the object

©f pity rather than of censnre.

The day after to-morrow

!

• Jons, 1811.
44 My mother died in my arms.

• * * • • • •

44 In her dying moments, she confessed that she had deceived
me in stating ibat Owen Tracey possessed any secret in relation

to her, or had threatened to expose her in any way. She con-

fessed that her object in deceiving me was to break off the con-

nection which Existed between Henry Neville and myself, and
to induce me to marry a man of reputed wealth.

• * • • # * *

44 1 forgave her. 8he Was my mother and dying.
44 1 was rejoiced even, since my fate is sealed, that* the harden

of atrocious wrong was removed from my husband. By the

power of moral considerations, and not by physical force, have I

been driven to this marriage. I know the suffering that must
result from it and will not complain weakly aud cowardly. 1

must school my feelings^to the performance of ny duties.

We* pass over the desultory record of the sentiments and emo-
tions, the experience and studies of Mrs. Tracey during a period

of fire years.
Jobs, 1846.

44 Last night at Mrs. Willoughby’s assembly I met Wilfred Mon*
treason

“I was surprised, almost overcome, for at a glance I perceived
that Mon tressor, the traveler, a gentleman of reputed learning
and genius, and of enormous wealth, and Henry Neville the stu-
dent, were the same person.

44
1 rallied as quickly as possible and participated in the con-

versation which ensued, but I remember scarcely a word of
what was spoken. Enough transpired, however, to convince me
that he regarded me with indifference, perhaps with contempt.

44
1 have been interested heretofore in listening to the com-

ments of Mrs. Willoughby on her absent favorite Wilfred Mon-
tressor. I comprehend clearly the motives which induced bim
to address me as a poor student rather than as a gentleman of
education, family, and fortune.

44 Tho deception, trifling as it was—bat let me not forget that
I am the wife of Owen Tracey/*

* * * * * * •

44 Jans, 1846.
44 1 do not understand the conduct of Alfred Tracey. He de-

sires friendship and sympathy from me. He regrets the follies
and indiscretions of his youth. He expresses himself warmly in
regard to me—perhaps too warmly. He claims the privileges
of a brother/***««•»*

ff jQM 1840L
* 4 Can it be possible that Wilfred Modtressor believes \hat I

resorted voluntarily to that bouse of infamy ? Was it not enough
that I endured the insulting harshness of a villain, and the sneera
of merciless rowdies ?

I must meet him occasionally. I cannot, I ought not to un-
dergo bis withering sarcasm—a sarcasm of manner if not of
speech; his cool contempt—a contempt manifested under the
forms of ceremonious politeness.

44
1 wrote yesterday in my journal the particulars of my inter-

view with Alfred Tracey.
7

44
1 have reflected deeply. Mootressor has not banished as

entirely fromltis thoughts. He condemns me, perhaps, but he
watches me*; ha is interested in my destiny.

44
1 will be just toward bim, as well as toward others. The

necessity of concealing from him the motives of my conduct ex-
ists no longer.

In this journal are recorded the events of six years of my
existence. J

I will transmit it to him as the jostification of my acts the
indication of my fame/*

CHAPTER XLVII.—the misting of thi sivkn.
At the circular table in the octagon chamber sat Wilfred Mon-

tressor, robed in the vestment of ceremony of the Secret Or-
der of the Seven—the silk hood being thrown back over his
shoulders.

The rays of colored light from the shades of the bronze ohan-
delier, shone with a curious effect upon the table crowned with
implements, the arm chairs, the rich tapestry and carpeting of the
chamber.
By the side of Montressor stood Hamet the Georgian yonth, in

the garb of a messenger.
The man of thirty-five, and the youth were silent—the scene

recalled the memory of Zorah, the page of Montressor.
44 The lady Zorab, my mistress/* said Hamet weeping.
44 She has left us, Hamet/* said Montressor gravely; 44 And her

mntderer **

Hamet turned eagerly toward the speaker.
44 Her murderer no longer pollutes the earth with his presanoe.”
44 The master has slain him,” exclaimed the Georgian fiercely
44 No, Hamet/*

8 7

The countenance of the yonth manifested the most intense in-
terest in the words of Montressor.

44 The justice of God/* said the traveler, 44 has been quicker
than the vengeance of man. The murderer of Zorah has termi-
nated his earthly career by a cruel and violent death, inflated in
cold blood, by one of bis associates.**

A ferocious delight beamed on the features of the Georgian
youth.

44
It is wrong, perhaps/* said Montressor, 44 to rejoice in the

occurrence of a deed of violeuce which rids the world of a brafell

ruffian, but Alfred Tracey has left none to regrot or to lament
him. In this I rejoice, truly, that the responsibility of avenging
the death of Zorah rests Upon me no longer. The most hardened
and guilty men are instrumentsin the hands ofProvidenoe ; while
they plot against the lives of their fellow men, from hatred or a
desire of plunder, their malice and wickedness are overruled to

the satisfaction of the Divine Justice/*

Montressor was silent* but after a moment’s pause he condo
ued

:

44 The brethren of the Order of the Seven will soon arrive. To
your post, Hamet. Be secret, be vigilant, be faithful, for on these
virtues depend the greatest achievements of human action/*

Hamet retired, aud the traveler in a musing posture sat leaning
against tho circular table.
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But little more than a week had elapsed since the establish-

ment of the Secret Order of the Seven.

How many startling events had occurred, how many subjects

of reflection had arisen.

One after another they were recalled to his memory—the death

of Zorah ; the arrest of the burglar ; his confession ; the suspicion

of Alfred Tracey’s guilt, and then the certainty of it; the appa-

rent infidelity of Mrs. Tracey ; the insult and proposed duel

;

the rescue of Mrs. Tracey from the flames of Owen Tracey’s

mansion : the journal containing the record of her innocence ;

her sufferings, and her love ; and more recently the resuh of in-

S
uiries by the officers of the law, establishing, beyond dispute,

ie murder of Alfred Tracey by John Harker, under circum-

stances of the most atrocious character; and the death of Ow£n
Tracey by fire; some remains of his person, his watch, and a.

few trinkets that he usually carried with him, having been dis-*

covered among the flames.

Montressor was roused from his revery by the sound of foot-

steps in the ante-room. He bad little time to adjust the hood of

the vestment of ceremony over his features, for almost imme-
diately the door of the octagon chamber opened, and a person-

age, arrayed similarly to Montressor, entered the apartment.

And a strange voice was heard, saying

:

44 Behold! the First.”

The personage took his seat in one of the arm-chairs near the

circular table.

Presently, another personage, similarly arrayed, entered the

octagon chamber.
The strange voice was heard, «aying:
44 Behold ! the Second.”
The personage seated himself at the circular table.

Others followed, at brief intervals, until at length the door of

the apartment opened a sixth time, and a personage, arrayed in

a silken vestment of ceremony, entered and seated himself at the

circular table.

And the strange voice was heard, saying

:

44 Behold ! the Sixth.”

The seven chairs were occupied.

The sittere in them were silent.

Wilfred Montressor, in a slow, measured voice, addressed his

companions

:

44 Brethren : the Seventh is ever in the midst of you.”

The strange voice was heard, saying

:

44 The Seventh holds the key to the mysteries of the Secret

Order of the Seven.”
Montressor continued

:

44 Brethren : the golden key is the emblem of the power of the

Seventh.’’

And taking a small golden key from the circular table, he
added:

44 Brethren : the bane of society is deception and falsehood.
44 Deceivers and liars stand in the tribunals of human justice

;

in the seats of parliaments and senates ; in the palaces of kings

;

in the temples of God.
44 Therefore dynasties perish, senates become corrupt, and na-

tions decay and are forgotten.
44 Deception must be encountered by vigilance, and falsehood

by the tests of experience.
44 If there be false pretenders, to-night, in this chamber, in the

seats cf true brethren, the key will detect them.”
And the strange voice was heard, saying:
44 Each one of you repeat, audibly, the watch-word of the

evening, according to your number.”
And the seven personages, commencing with the first, uttered,

successively, a word of the sentence

:

44 May—you—seek—true—excellence—rash—youth.”
44 Brethren,” said Montressor : the initials of the words is the

key, and the key is mystery.
44 Ye are true—not false.
44 To-night the Seven are convened, at the desire of the Sev-

enth, that ye may learn the results of the combined action of the
members of the Order.

44 But be not curious overmuch.
44 Knowledge is power, yet power does not always confer hap-

piness.
44 The myriads of human beings act continually from impulse,

from hope, from the mere necessity of action.
44 Alas! for the farmer, if he knew, when sowing his seed, that

die increase thereof would be parehed by the sun and mildewed
by the rain.

“ Alas! for the soldier, if he knew, when going foifh in the
pride ef manhood to win glory on the tented field, that he should
tall a prey to wasting fever or sudden pestilence.

44 Alas ! for the mother, if she knew that the babe she fondles
so tenderly, and cherishes so proudly, would grow up to man-
hood to be a hissing and reproach among the people.

44 The strange voice was heard saying,
44 The future is wisely concealed from man, but the past is a

mirror in which he may dimly behold it.

44 Brethren,” continued Wilfred Montressor, taking a book from
a drawer in the circular table, 44 in this book are contained the
names of the Seven, and a record of their acts and their jpings.

44 It is not meet that ye know one another.
44 It is impossible that the Seventh should preserve the secret

of bis name in the turmoil of incessant action.
44 The Seventh is Wilfred Montressor.”
Thereupon, Montressor, with the small volume in his hand, re-

lated minutely the circumstances and events which bad attended
the action of the "Seven. He dwelt upon the results of thir com-
bined movements—results which the ordinary agencies of wealth
and power and crowned heads have been unable to accom-
plish. Yet, so skilfully were the details of the narrative woven
together, that not one of the personages could conjecture the
identity of any of the actors other than himself.

Montressor replaced the volume in the drawer of the circular
table, and looking around him, inquired.

44 Brethren, are ye content?”
The six personages bowed in silence.
44 In the days that are coming, as in the days that are past, if

any brother is pining in sickness or distress ”

There came from behind the tapestry of the chamber, the echo
of a strange voice saying,

44 The Seven will aid nim.”
44 If any brother is in danger, of person or property, from the

assaults or artifices of open or concealed enemies *
’

Again came the echo,
44 The Seven will aid him.”
M If any brother is striving to obtain wealth and distinction,

among his fellow men

—

!

44 Tne Seven will aid him.”
44 If any brother is deeply and irreparably wronged, if he is

attacked by slanderers or dishonored by pretended friends—
44 The 8even will aid him.”

• # • # » # •

One by one the six personages rose from their seats and de-
parted through the door, leading to the ante-room.

Montressor was alone in the octagon chamber.
* * « # * * •

Thus closes the Romance of the Secret Order of the Seven.

NOTE.
BY THE AUTHOR.

Dbae Reader,

—

Six months have elapsed since the occur-
fence of the events related in this veritable Romance. And ah-
though our story is completed, we feel desirous of imparting to
you all the information we have been enabled to gather in rela-
tion to the fortunes of the surviving personages.
Hugh Simonson was convicted of burglary, and atrocious as-

sault and battery, before the Recorder, a few weeks after his ar-
rest, and sentence to the State prison, at Sing Sing, for five years.

In the case of Andrew Williams, indicted for burglary, a nolle
prosequi was entered on the record by the district attorney, with
the consent of the court, in consideration of the circumstances
attending the commission of the offense, and of the information
frankly communicated by him to the police. He is now living
in the country, with his children, who, by the will of Owen Tra-
cey, are entitled to the inheritance of a considerable estate.

Caroline Percy has been transformed, by the magical power*
of the Rev. Mr. Wigbuiy into Mrs. James Pettigrew, but she is

still artful and ambitious, and leads the auctioneer—(he has late-

ly turned his attentions, by the by, to patent medicines)—an ex-
citing, stirring sort of life.

#

Jack Highflyer and his squad still congregate at Bill 8mith’s
porter-house in the Bowery.
The stock broker is still operating in Wall street. Mark Mas-

ters, the police officer, may be seen daily in the vicinity of the
Tombs, and Doctor Everard, the idol of his patients, still believes
in animal magnetism, and to this day argues gravely upon tbe
wonderful resultB produced by that science on Miss Caroline
Percy.

John Harker was convicted of murder in the second degree ;

the jury believing that the killing of Alfred Tracey was done in
a paroxysm of auger, and sentenced to the State prison for life.

Frederick Willoughby has beoome strongly attached lb Helen
Everard—has won her heart, and plays a losing game at chess
with the most amiable temper.

Wilfred Montressor and Mrs. Tracey are in daily intercourse,

under circumstances which permit them to refer to the past with
entire frankness.

Sir Walter Scott*—Tells a story of a gentleman, who, irri-

tated at some misconduct of his servant, said 44 Either you or I
must quit this house.” 44 Vera weel, Sir,” said John, 44 where
will your honor be ganging tull.”

Solar Spots.—An immense solar spot, about 30,000 miles in
diameter, is now visible between the sun’s center and his eastern
limb. Several other spots of less magnitude, which recently
crossed the sun's disk, have now disappeared.
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Stye /cmtilg Circle.'

FRIENDSHIP, LOVE AND TRUTH.
WRITTEN FOE THB OOLDIN RULE.

Of poverty and pain,

Can ease the bed of suffering,.

And bid hope smile again.

'Can cheer na in oar onward way
Where’er that way may lie,

Smile with us in oar happy hoars,

And share oar misery.

JBut more than this can Love bestow,

A Brothers mindfoi Love

!

It gives to Friendship’s smile a glow

Like sunshine from above;

•Red Bank, N. J.

And bids us by each other stand,

In all our Joys, in all our needs.

When Truth cements this holy bond,

This golden chain of mystery !

it stretches far, O far beyond *

This world of sin and misery,

And like the electic wires doth roll

Throagh thy realms Eternity

!

Those magic words, which on each soul

Are writ by power of sympathy.

b. v. z.

Friendship can smooth the ragged path I It warms the heart, it prompts the hand,

To noble thoughts and kindly deeds,

For the Oolden Rule.

THE SOCIAL NATURE.
u Who can School the Heart’s Affections?”

Mankind are naturally social beings, and seem to possess a se-

cret instinct, which leads them to seek for diversions and occu-

pations in the midst of each other. This feeling, therefore, is

evidently right, and if properly cultivated, would doubtless do

much to promote the harmonious development of the whole char-

acter. But who understands how to cultivate the social nature

properly? Who understands how to select those truthful com-

panions who travel in paths of brightness and beauty, where faith

ecattereth doubt, where love banisheth fear, where hope gladdens

the whole life, and energy and enthusiasm dissipate ennui and

indifference T These are questions of great importance, and happy

are they who can comprehend their significance and act accord-

ingly. Every individual who has any influence upon another's

character, does something to school the affections either for good

or for evil. All with whom we associate are constantly uttering

thoughts and opinions which must necessarily, in some degree,

influence our views and feelings. In fact, our associates usually

• contribute very materially, though perhaps indirectly and im-

perceptibly, to the growth ©r barrenness of our hearts and minds.

How very important, then, becomes the seleotkra of our friends

and intimate companions. The heart is the great fountain of life.

We generally go wherever it urges us, and follow wherever it

leads, either to joy or sorrow, bliss or despair. How evident,

then, it is that the influences which surround the heart should he

such as to school it to the love and admiration of the good, the

beautiful, and the true. But how shall these influences he creat-

ed ? How shall we learn to love the good and the trne, rather

than the false, the vicious, and the unnatural, when we are sur-

rounded by so many de]eterious and unfavorable circumstances?

-Certainly not by having truth and goodness presented to us in

coarre, disagreeable, and absurd forms, or by being drilled and

lectured by the cold, the formal, the prejudiced, and perhaps the

heartless ; for error itself, when carefully polished, is more at-

tractive than truth and goodness disguised in such inconsistent

colors.

No. Truth and goodness, to win admiration and secure perse-

vering followers, must he exhibited in their simple, natural, and

artles# dresses, surrounded by their joyous and loving votaries

;

and then no honest and sincere heart can refuse to love such

transcendent blessings, and to aid in their extension. In under-

taking to guide the heart's affections to the goal of real happi-

jiess, this course must almost invariably be successful, especially

if adopted when the mind is just budding into thoughtfulness and

opening to life, and before it has been instructed in selfish prin-

ciples and false philosophy. The young naturally love all that

is good and beautiful, and if parents were not so often deficient

of this love themselves, we should see more of its fruit springing

up in their children. But how cau the affections of those persons

jbe properly schooled, who have never been aware of the beauty

mid grandeur of the world within and around them ? Who never

felt that life is real and earnest ?—that tney have a work to do

and a mission to execute ?—who, having eyes, see not ; and ears,

.hear not ? Truly, it requires more than ordinary effort to arouse.

this large class of people from their torpor and lethargy; and yet
it is the part of the true spirit to have confidence in the ultimate,

consummation of every thing that ought to be accomplished, and
to believe that pure, honest, and devoted labor will surely meet
its rewards.

Faith is the capacity of mankind for improvement, and faith in

the belief that God is always ready to lend his aid in every good
effort, is essential to all who would labor in the vineyard of truth,

or correctly school the affections, and with such faith, no earnest

laborer can ever despair. w. u. w.

THE BRIDE.
The vow has been taken, the blessing is o'er

!

And the home of her childhood shall know her no more ;

She has flown to her chamber one moment to hide
The thoughts crowding thick on the young, blushing bride.

There is joy at her heart, and all peacefully flow
The currents that well from her bosom of snow,
And calm is her eye iu the fulness of bliss,

For she asks not if Heaven he more happy than this.

Vet pensively sad falls the shade of the lid
#

O'er the heateh of that eye by its long lashes hid,

As the cloud-shadows fall o% the ripe harvest field,

The tender young’grain from the moonbeam to shield.

What mist with its moisture is dimming her gaze f

What thoughts casts a shade o’er her brightest ofdays?
The voices of childhood iu wild echoes come,
With the thought of her mother all lonely at home.

Oh, blame her not, lord of her destinj ; thou
Who rulest the sun ofl er happiness now !

The truer the tone of her heart-cords may be
To the soft claims of childhood? the truer to thee !

HOUSEKEEPING—MAN AND WIFE.

A house is divided into two halves, the outside and the inside.

To man belongs the former, to woman the latter. Whether this

be a law of nature or a law of custom, ‘some have disputed ; hut
we think that there can bo little doubt about it. Were it not a
law of nature, it would have been resisted by some people. Its

universal adoption and prevalence proves it to be an established

natural Apt,—a law which neither act of parliament nor custom
has power to repeal. The outside of the house consists of all

such productive labor as supplies the materials for domestic com-
fort, and the inside consists of the preparation, arrangement, and
distribution of such materials for the good of the family ; two
very distinct offices, and nature has very kindly and very wisely

provided a sex for each. The two sexes are only in their proper

sphere when respectively superintending these two departments,

and each is evidently out of place and somewhat uncomfortable

when trespassing on the other’s ground. But there is a natural

tendency to trespass notwithstanding. Wives are proverbially

fond of giving advice and doing a little business in the masculine

department, and men are no less proverbially tempted to belie

their sex, and take upon themselves such authority in the house-

keeping line as reminds us not a little of the bull in the china

shop. A kitchen man is a very troublesome fellow, more espe-

cially if he sits all day in the arm-chair by the fireside, advising,

directing, grumbling, criticising, and commanding. His wife

must be possessed of a most remarkable passivity of nature to

endure it*with patience, and he himself gains little by it, except,

perhaps, it may be the dishcloth pinned to his- coat tail by some
wag of a girl, who has courage and independence of spirit to

beard the lion in hie den. A wife who interferes with her hus-

band's workman is equally insufferable, or who comes between
the husband and his customers to show her own talent for busi-

ness, and the incapacity of her lord and master. There may at

times be a necessity for both these exchanges of relationship, but

they are always accompanied by disagreeable feelings, and dis-

creditable to one party or both.

The principal source of all conjugal discord is nkraey. If the

twain can come to an amicable understanding upon this subject,

married life may be said to have removed one of the most insu-

perable obstacles to domestic comfort. We believe that in gene-

ral there is very little method or system pursued or agreed upon

between man and wife in this department. Life in general on

the part of the wife is a perpetual struggle to obtain by hook or

by crook, by bold demand or by gentle persuasion, a little more

if more is to he had ;
while the husband pursues a system of

dogged resistance to all her demands, grumbles at her extravfr-

gance, talks of his approaching ruin, boldly expresses his deter-

mination to stem the current of disastrous outlay, and ends at last
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by doling oat the money as a culprit submits to the noose, be-

cause he cannot help it

Young lovers begin domestic life with a sort of romantic at-

tachment. They do not dream of the possibility of quarreling

about such a trifle as money. The bridegroom vows at the altar

to endow his bride with all his worldly goods. What is his he
there declares to be her own, and a generous love forbids him to

believe that he will ever accuse her of robbery for clearing his

pockets on some festal eve, when he has a bottle of something in

his head, and she has her usual coolness and art, and calculates

on his powers of miscalculation.. The evil steals on the pair by
degrees. They begin in ignorance, and they teach one another

by mutual experience ; but they teach in anger, and not in love

;

and every lesson that they learn is a step of alienation. When
a man has a wife in whose economy and prudence he can con-

fide, the most perfect system of domestic finance, we believe to

be that in which he consigns to her sole and irresponsible man-
agement, per week, per month, or per annum, whatever regular

sum he can afford for housekeeping. This avoids all those petty
questionings about what she did with the bank note, and what
with the shilling, and how she accounts for fhe odd sixpence,

besides the swearing, and the scowling and the sulking, which
often put a stop to social intercourse for the day, or give rise to

petty recrimination, which breaks the spell of young love for

ever, for there is no diamond oement that can ever mend it

again.—[Family Jerald.

Manners and Morals.—Whafris the difference between good
manners and good morals? Will good manners make a man ?

or must he be possesed of good morals also. If good manners be
genuine they are good morals, for they are founded on the law
ofjustice and kindness. But there is much base coin in circuia-

lation in the sphere of manners, and there are many pretensions

to goodness therein which cannot be admitted. There is not a
thing so offensive as a false heart refusing in a polite manner, to

do asimple and easy action of kin loess. It reminds us ofoue lady
abusing another in the most ceremonious style, curtesy ing with
great dignity, but at the same time, with a contemptuous sneer
upon the lips, and a most reverential madam” upon the tongue,

j

Most ladies would prefer a corporeal onset. But they know one
another’s feelings, and that this mock civility is the most galling

and effectual vengeance they can take. The good manners of
many people are somewhat of this sort : heartlessness clothing
itself in the garb of kindness, and pretending to feel deeply for

you, when it wishes you to Coventry or Jericho. Now, this we
call bad manners, and yet men who can play this part well, and
44 bow you out,” as they say at court, are supposed to be very ac-

complished, finished gentlemen. After all, it come^ to this

:

that good morals are good manners. You will find no better
standard for manners than this. But still, there are degrees of
goodness; there is a more or less graceful manner of showing it;

and the more graceful is better than the less graceful. The best
manners, therefore, are the more graceful good morals. We can-
not admit any falsehood or heartlessness into the idea of good
manners. These invariably defile them, however pure they may
seem; invariably deform them, how beautiful soever, how grace-

ful soever the air which they employ, or the dress they put on.

SouND.-VThe difficulty of ascertaining the direction of sound,
is well known. “ This seems to be judged of,” says a shrewd
writer, 44 by the right or left ear receiving the stronger impres-
sion ; which, however, can only take place when the sound’s
source is in a plane, or nearly so, with a line passing through
both ears. It is familiarly known that a person in a house can-
not, by the noise of an approaching carriage, judge, with cer-

tainty, whether it is coming from the right or left. He accurate-
ly judges it to be approaching, passing, or receding, as the case
may be, by the gradations of loudness ; but is unable to decide
with certainty whether its approach or recession is from up or
down the street.” * This uncertainty, with respect to the direc-
tion ofsound, is the foundation of ventriloquy. For the purpose
of illustration, we quote the following cases from Mr. Dugald
Stewart. This authority mentions his having seen a person who,
by counterfeiting the gesticulations of a performer on the violin,

while he imitated the music by his voice, riveted the eyes of
his audience on the instrument, though every sound they heard
proceeded from his own mouth. The late Saville Carey, who
imitated the whistling of the wind through a narrow chink, told

Mr. Stewart that he bad frequently practiced this deception in
the [corner of a coffee-house, and that he seldom failed to see
some of the company rise to examine the tightness of the win-
dows, while others, more intent on their newspapers, contented
themselves with putting on their hats and buttoning up their
coats.

Those who are eager after praise, show that they are poor in
merit.

Horsemanship is that which a young prince learns the best, be-
cause his horse flatters him not.

Popular JUttoccltanj),

A LONDON LYRIC.
(Out doors.)

The winds are bitter; the skies #10 wild

;

From the roof comes plunging the drowning rain ;

Without,—in tatters, the world’s poor child
Sobbeth aloud her grief, her pain !

No one heareth her, no one heedeth her

;

But Hanger, her friend, with his cold gaunt hand,
Grasps her throat—whispering huskily,

•
<4 What dost Thou in a Christian land

!”

{In doors.)

The skies are wild, and the blast is cold ;

Yet Riot and Luxury brawl within :

Slaves are waiting, in crimson and gold.

Waiting the nod of a child of sin.

The fire is crackling, wine is bubbling
Up in each glass to its beaded brim

;

The jesters are laughing, the parasites quaffing
4 Happiness,’

—

4 honor,’—ana all for him

!

( Without.)

She who is slain ’neath the winter weather,

—

Ah ! she once bad a village lame,
Listened to love on the moonlit heather,

Had gentleness—vanity—maiden shame

;

Now
, her allies are the tempest howling,

Prodigal curses,—self-disdain,

Poverty—misery ;—Well, no matter,
There is an end unto every pain

!

The harlot’s fame was her doom to-day.

Disdain,—despair : by to-morrow’s light

The ragged boards and the pauper’s pau

;

And so she’ll be given to dusty night.

Without a tear or a human sigh, -

She’s gone,—poor life and its fever o’er.

So,—let ner in calm oblivion lie ;

While the world runs merrily on as before.

( Within.)

He who yon lordly feast enjoyetb,
He who doth rest on his couch of down,

He it was, who threw the forsaken
Under the feet of the trampling town

;

Liar—betrayer—false as cruel,

What is the doom for his dastard sin !

His peers, they scorn ?—high dames, they shun him T
—Unbar yon palace, and gaze within.

There,—though his deeds are all trumpet sounded.
There upon silken seats recline

Maidens as fair as the summer morning,
Watching him rise from the sparkling wine.

Mothers all proffer their stainless daughters

;

Men of high honor salute him 4 friend

Skies! oh, where are your cleansing waters?
World ! oh, where do thy wonders end!

NEWSTEAD ABBEY.
Newstead Abbet is a noble pile ; and as associated with the-

name of Byron, must, for ages to come, be a bouse of renown.
We went leisurely over it ; and then adjourned to the grounds.

Every object seems to recall the poet and his writings. There
is the nobly proportioned ruined arch, magnificent even in de>-

cay, through which the wind sighs so wildly, and which the bard*

has vividly described in a fine stanza of one of the most objec-

tionable of his poems. The lake too, in which he and 44 Boat-

swain” used to gambol, was before us—a broad sheet of water,

and covered, when we saw it, under the influence of a fresh

breeze, with mimic waves. Looking full upon this lake is the

poet’s bed-room. The furniture in it, as having been used t>ir

him, naturally arrests attention. Its value consists entirely wittr

its association with Byron. It is old, ill-used, and shabby. We
saw the monument raised by the poet to his favorite, 44 Boat-
swain," and the tree where he had carved his own and his sister’s

name (Mrs. Leigh,) the sister to whom he was so deeply and
deservedly attached—was specially pointed out to us. Near a
path leading to the plantations, are two trees which grow dose
together—so close as to suggest the idea that they spring,

from the same stem—brother and sister. On one of these may
be read, carved by the poet

—

4 * Byron, 1813. Augusta.” Frail

memorials of fervent affection ! The greatest possible care is

taken of these trees ; and no effort deemed superfluous to secure
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them from desecration and injury. In fact, one of the many ex-

cellent traits in the present owner of the Abbey is the jealous

vigilance with which he keeps up all that Lord Byron valued ;

cherishes whatever is connected with his name or fame ; attends

to his old pensioners
;
provides for the comforts of former favor-

ites ; and, with a magnanimous self-denial which no other than

a truly noble spirit could exercise, is content that the old and
popular phrase should still pass current—“ Newstead Abbey and
Lord Byron :” instead of being superseded by*' Newstead Abbey
and Colonel Wildman.” No relative could be more tender of

the poet’s fame, or more attached to his memory, than his true-

hearted successor and former school-fellow.

The chapel and cloisters are very perfect and striking. The
former, dim, gloomy, and sepulchral; lit up invariably with

lamps during tne celebration of divine service. Here we wes%
shown the stone coffin whence Byron drew the skull which he
mounted in silver, and used as a drinking goblet. Now of this

far-famed drinking-cup one word. Despite the costly manner in

which it has been mounted, and the elaboration of art bestowed
upon it, and the lines written on it, and the penchant of the poet

for it, it is a very disagreeable affair ; and though ranked among
the memorabilia of the Abbey, the sooner one is able to dismiss

it from recollection the better. While passing through the

cloisters, one of our party asked the gray-headed, grave-looking
m«n who preceded us as our Cicerone, whether “ the Abbey
was quiet in the sma* hours?” The conductor was silent. He
affected not to have heard the question. But I was persuaded

he had, and had understood it. Of the same mind was the fair

querist; for she quickly renewed her question, with the addition-

al remark, that she had heard that Newstead had, occasionally,

its unearthly visitants. Still the guide preserved silence. But
the lady, with true feminine perseverance, reiterated her in-

quiries, and those in so determined a tone that reply was indis-

pensable. “ It is troubled at times,
**
said the old man reluctant-

ly, but firmly. “ By whom ?” The response was boldly and
sturdily given this time. “ By those who cannot rest in their

graves, and won't let other honest people rest out of them.
Folks do come again that shouldn’t ! That’s the fact ! and there’s

no denying it. These cloisters are the place they’re particular-

ly partial to. The colonel won’t have it so. But they come for

all that An old monk ’specially. One of the Duke’s people

saw him. It nearly killed the man ; he wasn’t himself for hours

aAer ! I’m not surprised—not I. Blessed saints !” (I inferred

from this ejaculation that he was a Romanist! “ To hear of

such things is bad enough ; but to see—oh aear ! oh dear !**

The amusement caused by this avowal to some of our party was
marvelous. The lady, however, who had elicited the history

was much too absorbed in pursuing it to heed our indecent mer-
riment : with the deepest gravity sne resumed—“ Have you ever
seen any thing strange?’’ “No! thanks be praised, I never
have ; but I've heard enough. The sighs—the shrieks that I’ve

listened to before now. My very marrow has been chilled with-

in me.” “ And how do you account for it ?” “ Why,” returned

he, with earnest sincerity, “ I lay it, in part, to the wickedness
of the late lord—a sad one he undoubtedly was—and in part I

lay it to the skull. Bo long as that skull is kept above ground,
that old monk will walk about and claim it.” •* Oh! Ah !” cried

the wag of the party ; “I understand you now perfectly! you
mean that the skull belongs to the old gentleman—the walking
monk—and that he feels himself rather at a loss, and uncomfort-
able without it ?” The guide’s indignation was extreme. “ Oh !”

cried he, angrily ;
“ if you make a jest of this, IVe done : but at

any rate you might, methinks, find a fitter place to talk in this

fasnion on such a subject.” And out of the chapel and cloisters

he very unceremoniously bundled us : nor would he open bis

bps again during the remainder of the walk !—[Stray Leaves
froma Free Mason's Note Book.

THE ST. BERNARD DOG.

Thisx dogs do not always escape being overwhelmed by a
sadden avalanche, which rails, as is most usual, in the spring of

the year. Two of the domestics of the convent, with two or

three dogs, were escorting some travelers, and were lost in an
avalanche. One of the predecessors of these dogs, an intelligent

animal, which had served the hospital for the space of 12 years,

had, during that time, saved tne lives of forty individuals.

Whenever the mountain was enveloped in fogs and snow, he set

oat in search of lost travelers. He was accustomed to run
barking nntil he lost bis breath, and would frequently venture
ou the most perilous plaoes. When he found his strength was
insufficient to draw from the snow a traveler benumbed with
cold, he would run back to the hospitfd in search of the monks,
One day this interesting animal found a child in a frozen state

between the bridge of Drouaz and the Ice-house of Balsora. He
immediatelybegan to lick him, and having succeeded in restoring

animation, aril the perfect recovery of the boy, by means of his

caresses, he induced the child to tie himself round his bid/. In

this way he carried the poor little creature, ts if in triumph, to
the hospital. When old age deprived him of strength, the Prior
of the Convent pensioned nim at Berne by way of reward. He
is now dead, and his body stuffed and deposited in. the museum
of that town. The little phial, in which he carried a reviving
liquor for the distressed travelers whom he found among the
mountains, is still suspended from bis neck. This story of this
dog has been often told, but it cannot be too frequently repeated.
Its authenticity is well established, and it affords another proof
of the utility and sense of the St. Bernard dogs. Neither can
the benevolence of the good monks be too highly praised. To
those accustomed to behold the habitations of man, surrounded
by flowery gardens, green and pleasing meadows, rivulets wind-
ing and smiling over their pebbly bottoms, and groves in which
songsters haunt and warble, the sight of a large monastery, sit-

uated on a gigantic eminence, with clonds rolling at its foot, and
encompassed only by beds of ice and snow, must be awfully
impressive.

Tet admid these boundless'labyrinths of rugged glens and pre-
cipices, in the very rudest seasons, as often as it snpws, or the
weather is foggy, do some of these benevolent persons go forth,

with long poles, guided by their sagacious dogs. In this way
they seek the high road, which these animals, with their instinc-

tive faculty, never miss, how difficult soever to find. Ifa wretch-
ed traveler has sunk beneath the force of the falling snows, or
should be immersed among them, the dogs never fail in finding
the place of his interment, which they point out by scratching
and snuffing ; when the sufferer is dug out, and carried to the
monastery, where means are used for his recovery. The follow-
ing interesting anecdote is another instance of the charming
fidelity and sagacity of a dog:—In crossing the mountain of St.

Gotbard, near Airola, the Chevalier Gaspard de Brandenberg
and bis servant were buried by an avalanche. His dog, who
escaped the heap of snow, did not, for some time, quit the place
where he had lost his master. This was, fortunately, near the
Convent. The animal howled, and at last ran to the Convent,
and then retained. This he did several times. Struck by his

perseverance, the next moiydug the people from the house fol-

lowed him. He led them directly to the spot, scratched the
snow, and after 86 hoars passed beneath it, tne Chevalier and
his servant were taken out safe, having heard distinctly, during
their confinement, the howling of the dog, and the discourse of
their deliverers. Sensible that to the sagacity and fondness of
this creature he owed his life, he ordered, by his will, that he
should be represented ou his tomb with his dog ; and at Zug, in

the Church of St. Oswald, where he was buned in 1728, they
still show the monument, and the effigy of this gentleman, witu
the dog lying at his feet.—[Foreign Paper.

A Good Foundation foe a Romancx.—The N. O. BeIta says
that a few years since, a Sergeant in the army at Fort Leaven-
worth was arrested on a charge of having stolen money from
Lieut T., an officer at that station. He ran away, was followed,

arrestested, money found upon him. The lieutenant, on bearing
of his arrest, disappeared and was supposed to have been mur-
dered. The Sergeant was brought up for examination. The
proofs were exhibited to him. the money, his flight, &c. ; his only
reply was, “ Where is my accuser ? Bring him before me ana
/ou shall see who is the thief.” But Lieutenant T. could not be
found. The Sergeant then confessed that he had been bribed by
Lieut. T. to desert and take upon himself the infamy which just-

ly belonged to the lieutenant himself, who was a defaulter to the

government, and wished to cover his crime by the alleged rob-

bery of the Sergeant : that he had given him two hundred dol-

lars and a horse, to fly from the fort, which, after a severe con-

fllict with conscience, he at last consented to do, but that before

he had been gone many miles his horse broke, ane be was over-

taken and arrested. On the 1st of October last, as the Mexican
force was marching out of Monterey, one of the officers under
Gen. Worth, whose troops were drawn ap to’ salute them, recog-

nised in one of the Mexican Colonels a familiar face, whick
proved to be that of Lieut. T. ! The Delta says : As soon as the

Mexican’s eye fell upon the faces of the two Americans, he was
observed to grow deadly pale, and to pull his cap over bis eyes

and to turn away. Bat the Americans had seen enough to sat-

isfy them that the Mexican Colonel was no other than the rene-

gade Lieut. T ,
lor whose crime a poor man now suffers, the

infamy of imprisonment in the penitentiary of Mioouri. An in-

spection of the Mexican military roll, and inquiry among tho

Mexican officers, confirmed the truth of the personal observation

of our officers. We understand that this evidence will be laid

before the Executive for the purposeof obtaining a commutation

of the punishment of the unfortunate Sergeant, the victim of the

infamous treachery and villiany of this base officer, who, to the

crime of having disgraced his country’s uniform and betrayed its

confidence, adds the eternal infamy of the parricide and the

traitor.

Poverty is a crime which is severely punished by society.
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NEW-YORK, SATURDAY, DEC. 26
,
1846.

A SOCIABLE TALK WITH OUR READERS.
THE PAST AND THE FUTURE.

The present issue brings the fifth volume of the Golden Rule
to a close. We cannot permit the opportunity it offers to pass,

without an expression of our thanks for the Past, and of our hopes

and purposes for the Future. The success of the Golden Rule

has been beyond our most liberal expectations, and the increase

of its circulation in the brief period we have been connected

with it, has been probably without a parallel in any similar en-

terprise. It is true we have spared no labor or expeuse to make
our Journal acceptable to its readers, and we knew somewhat of

the people to whom our appeal for encouragement was made

;

but even with this we hardly looked for so ready and general a

response as we have met at the hands of the brethren and the

public. We return our hearty acknowledgments for the gener-

ous patronage extended to the Rule, and we hope to show our

appreciation of it by increased diligence and liberal encourage-

ments for the future.

Wr
e are well aware that our Journal has not been faultless; i

and those who are at all acquainted with the many difficulties
!

attending the commencement of a ne\tf enterprise, and the

length of time necessary to complete extensive arrangements,

such as we have entered into, will not wonder at this. It is im-

possible that new machinery, even before it is oiled, can run as

smoothly aud quietly, as after it has gotten into perfect working

trim. We hope to be able in the coming volume to remedy
most, if not all the evils of the past.

But, since, notwithstanding its confessed imperfections, the

Rule has received such a cordial and extended support, it de-

monstrates beyond question one thing—that a publication of this

character is wanted. It is manifest that the Order calls for, and
is ready to support, a journal which shall illustrate and defend its

great principles and teachings in an able manner, and furnish the

news of its progress, and record the leading events of its passing

history—while, at the same time, its literary and moral character

shall be such, that every brother may feel that it is honorable to

the fraternity it represents, and a welcome visitor, and a pleas-

ant instructor, in the family circle. This is what we intend the

Golden Rule shall be ; and to this end all our energies and
means are, and will be, directed ; and as an earnest of what may
be expected, and as proof that we mean to respond to the gener-

ous encouragement received, in the same spirit, we give the fol-

lowing brief statement of our arrangements for the next volume,

to open on Saturday, January 2, 1847.

I. Odd Fellows’ Department.—In this field of labor we
have completed arrangements for editorial and news matter on a

broad scale. In the Editorial
, we are to have the assistance of

some of the most distinguished writers of the Order ; men who
are known alike for their talents, for their zeal in the cause of

Odd Fellowship, and for their experience and accurate know-
ledge of all the usages and details of the government and work
of the Order. So that, thus aided, we shall be able to furnish

information to newly constituted Lodges and inquirers, on doubt-

fill points of usage or work
; and to give the brethren able essays

illustrative of the great principles and aims of our beloved and
noble Institution. Among the contributors in this department
are Bros. M’Cabe, Wiluajison, AtLee, Grosh, Thayer, &c.

In addition to these, we have correspondents in all parts of the

country, who will furnish the News of the Order ; the institution

of Lodges and Encampments, celebrations, the progress of the

cause, items of history, incidents and anecdotes illustrating the

influence and operation of the Institution, &c. So that, in the

course of the year, our readers will hear of the condition and pro-

gress of the Order in almost every part of the world, and from

many portions almost weekly. Indeed, we mean the Rale shall,

as far as possible, be a complete Register of the increase and pre-

sent condition of Odd Fellowship, at any given time, throughout

the world.

II. The Literary Department.—Under this bead we have

ample means to make our journal all that can be expected. The
names of contributors of original matter, are a host in themselves

—Herbert, author of “ Marmaduke Wyvil,** the " Roman Trai-

tor;’' Burdett, who will furnish a large measure of excellent

reading, already in preparation ; the author of “ Wilfred Mon-

tressor,” whose productions are marked with so much dramatic

interest; Mrs. Kirkland, Mrs. Ellet, Mrs. Setmour, Gkacb
Greenwood, Mrs. Ore, <Src. &c. It is enough to mention only

the tames of such contributors as these, to satisfy our friends that

the' will be abundantly served with the best of intellectual food.

We Bball have original tales and sketches of the first order in r

literary respect, and of an elevated moral character, such as may
be read by every member of the family, from the eldest to the

youngest, with profit and pleasure ; essays aud dissertations on

the various subjects of general literature ;
moral apologues and

fables, after the manner of the Germans ; historical and biogra-

phical articles; sketches of men and manners, &c. And the la-

dies may bo sure that with so large a representation from their

sex they will not be forgotten. Their wishes and tastes will

always be consulted.

In addition to this, we have made arrangements for a supply

of most of the popular literary magazines of England. From

these we shall make choice selections, filling up our popular mis-

cellany with the productions ofsome of the first minds in Europe.

Articles ou the various Arts and Sciences, their progress and

history, new discoveries and inventions, Astronomy, Chemistry,

Natural History, Philosophy, Poetry, Travels, Sketches of dis-

tinguished personages, of manners and customs, &c. will appear

in this department—embracing the useful and amusing, the

learned and the popular.

Under this head also will be found notices and reviews of New
Books, extracts from their pages, and brief statements of their

contents, and their value to the purchaser; presenting in this

way the spirit of the literature of the day, and a record of the is-

sues of the press, in the several departments of knowledge. This

portion of our columus will be found very useful to the general

reader and purchaser, giving them, as it were, a miniature view

of what is going on in the literary world.

III. The Family Department.—What we have already stated

in regard to our designs and means, leaves little to be said under

this head. It will be seen that we intend the Golden Rule

shall be as good a Family Journal as can well be made with

abundant materials, and diligent devotion to its interests on our

part. We mean it shall be an agreeable and welcome visitor at

every fireside to which it may come—that each member of the

circle shall find in it something to meet his or her wants; some-

thing to instruct and amuse, making the evening hours pass

pleasantly, leaving sweet memories behind. We mean it shall

be such as our brothers shall be proud to*acknowledge as an Odd
Fellows’ Literary Family Journal.

The next volume will appear in entirely new type, of a beau-

tiful face, and clear as the sunshine—and from time to time will

present handsome illustrations of the subjects treated in its pages.

‘ Indeed we have spared nothing in the way of labor or expense

to make the Golden Rule an Odd Fellow’s Gem. We are con-

fident from the experience of the past, that our exertionB will be

met with corresponding encouragement from the Order and from

the Public. We enter upon the new volume with the brightest

i prospects, and with every thing to make ns faithful ; and we
trust, gentle Reader, that onr journey will be a pleasant one, and

(
that we shall come to the end of it mutually satisfied, eeeh with

the other.
*
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BITES OF SEPULTURE-GREEN-WOOD CEMETERY.

Soke weeks since, accompanied by two esteemed and distin-

guished friends of the medical profession,—Prof. Charles Lee,

M.D., editor of the “ New - York Journal of Medical Science and

James Ashley, M.D., we visited, for the first time, the beautiful

and quiet shades of Green-wood. The two gentlemen just men-

tioned were of the Committee, appointed by the members of the

profession, sometime ago, to procure a monument for Samuel

Forry, M.D., who, during a portion of his brief life, was one of

its brightest ornaments. The monument is constructed of the

purest white marble,—contains appropriate inscriptions, beauti-

ful in their simplicity and brevity, and will occupy a very con-

spicuous place in this lonely necropolis. The monument is wor-

thy of him whose memory and genius it will perpetuate, and

honorable to them whose hearts prompted the work.
.

Green-wood is more extensive than any other cemetery in the

United States. It contains 185 acres, admirably locate dupon a

ridge of hills, around which appear, as an immense panorama,

the Cities of New-York and Brooklyn,—the Bay with its thou-

sand ships,—the shores, and hills, and plains of New Jersey, and

the dark blue waters of the Atlantic. The valleys, the deep

dells, and the hills, are adorned with an innumerable variety of

beautiful trees and shrubbery. And thofe trees and flowers

which have been planted by the hand of art, have been admira-

bly chosen, and with reference to their symbolical meaning. All

parts of the universe are symbols, and were intended, no doubt,

by the Creator, to reveal each its peculiar idea or sentiment.

There is a mysterious relation and correspondence between all

the forms of the outward and inner world. The- spiritual,—an

eternal element or substance,—is incarved in every visible thing,

underlies all forms, and reveals itself in every tree and flower.

Through all time, and in all lands have the prominent features

of the universe revealed the same thoughts and sentiments to all

earnest hearts. Ever has the mountain been the symbol of pow-

er, and durability ; the oak, of firmness and confidence ; the va-

rious evergreens, of immortality ; and the drooping elm and wil-

low have always been the emblems of a profound sorrow and an

eternal sympathy. As we stood upon the summit of the highest

hills, in Green-wood, and gazed upon all these emblems, natural

and artificial, which every where met the view,—emblems of

Hope, and Faith, and Immortality, of undying affection, and ten-

der sympathy, and everlasting Love,—we felt that there, indeed,

was the place, where the toil-worn and weary life-pilgrim could

lay himself down, without a fear or regret, and among sweet

flowers, and green trees, and the music of the birds, find that re-

pose which the world, perhaps, had ever before denied him.

One reason why we have been accustomed to look with so

much terror on the grave, is the dreadful gloom in which hnman
inventions have shrouded it. The funeral emblems and rites of

the old Fagans were veiy beautiful and hopeful, as were also

those of the Christian church for many centuries. But, for the

last two centuries, men seem to have lost much of their deep and

earnest faith,—they have seemed to doubt whether the idea of

immortality be a verity, to deny the unity of the race, and the

continuity of the life of humanity, and have boldly asserted that

the departed are nothing to us, and that we are nothing to them.

Consequently there has been a corresponding change in funeral

rites and emblems. Lonely, dreary, and desolate by-places have

been selected as appropriate homes for the dead ! And in our

older grave-yards, skeletons, and death's heads, and other devices

-of kindred character and equally terrific, are the only designs to

be found upon the tombs. We have ever reprobated these un-

christian practices. We do not thiuk it is right to throw gloom

and terror around our supreme home, or to marshal an army of

hideous specters around the beds of the dying, orthe graves of

the loved dead. We should rather wish to remove every gloomy
token,—and to take from the grave’s brink the thorns and briers,

and plant in their place the flowers of hope, and trust, and love.

We would, if we could, rend from the sculptured monuments,

which cover the dead, the grim and spectral images of despair,

and fix in their place the symbols of a Hope, that burns more and
more brightly through the ages, and of a Love, which is as per-

petual as eternity ! We would quiet the fears of believers, and

bring to their bosoms a calm and enduring faith in the Invisible,
|

and imperishable trust in the Father of the world. We would
so quicken their faith, that it could penetrate the veil of eternity,

and see the generations of the wise and good who have adorned

the centuries of the past, re-youthed, aud clothed in forms of im-

mortal beauty, and renewing and continuing the sweet commu-
nions which commenced on earth.

Death ought not, therefore, to bo represented in a terrible, but

in a beautiful and gentle form. Greenwood, Mount Auburn,

Laurel Hill, and many other cemeteries do this, at which we re-

joice. The adorning of our graves, surrounding them with all

that is beautiful in nature and art, takes away more than one half

of the terror of death. Let, then, these rude, irrational, and ter-

rific emblems, too long tolerated among us, give place to those

which are of a more Christian and hopeful character. Let the

rose, the honey-suckle, the lily, and the amaranth bloom around

the graves of our loved friends, who have preceded us to the

mysterious land. Let groves of Nature’s loveliest productions be

planted there, and adorn those places sacred to the dead.

Thus on every returning spring, each swelling bud and open-

ing flower will seem to declare, that the night of death will end

in a glorious dawn, and that “ beauty immortal awakes from the

tomb .” Thus every mind which softly breathes through the green

foliage, and fans the verdant coverings of the departed, will sound

as the voice of God, or the Archangel’s trump, commanding the

dead to rise !

O let us bury, then, our loved ones where the tall aud ever-

verdant tree will wave its sympathizing branches over their

heads, and where the sweetest and most beautiful flowers will

scatter their fragrance around their graves. Then will holy and

trustful thoughts anil bright hopes hover over those tombs, as

crowns of stars. The grave will be glorified ! It will no more

be looked upon with a timid eye, aud a trembling heart, as a

dreary, merciless gulf, which swallows and retains all that we

j

hold most dear, but as it really is, and as prophets, and saints,

and sages have ever named it,

—

The Gate or Eternal Life !

We were pleased to see, in Greenwood, several large and beau-

tiful burial lots, set apart for the use of Odd Fellows. Odd Fel-

lowship cares for the d^ad, and, moved by its spirit, many of the

Lodges of New York and Brooklyn have provided a “ final home”

for the brother and the stranger in these beautiful shades.

J. A. Perry, Esq., the Controller of the Grounds, is deserving

much praise for the exquisite taste and artistic skill he has dis-

played in their arrangement. He is ever ready to assist the

purchasers of lots, in adorning them, in furnishing designs for

monuments, and in the selection of appropriate shrubbery.

Greenwood promises to be the most beautiful, as it is the most

extensive, cemetery in the United States.

ODD FELLOWSHIP AND POLITICS.

Recently we gave an extract from the oration of Rev. G. B.

Jocelyn at the celebration of Wabash Lodge, la. We give an-

other selection below in reference to the fears of some good peo-

ple, that Odd Fellowship may be dangerous to the Government,

or may be made a political engine. The objection is well met

in the following, while it at the same time forcibly exhibits the

pripciples and influence of our Institution in regard to the matter

in question

:

“ The tendencies of Odd Fellowship, in a political point of

view, may be estimated by the humanizing influence it oxerts

over the angry passions ana discordant dispositions of ouf nature,

and the wide dissemination of that moral virtue which is* the true

cement of our civil institutions. That feature of our institution

which secures to the orphan the blessings of an education, if it

had no other merit, should endear it Jo the heart of the patriot

and the philanthropist Education is one of the chief agents in

the maintenance ot both religious and political liberty—it is the

sworn foe of both the fanatic and the demagogue—without it no

people can properly estimate rational liberty, or long remain a

free people. In the very nature of things, the influence of Odd
Fellowship as a dispenser of education, will be felt in

.

those

classes of society which are most generally deprived of its ad-

vantages, and who can estimate the moral force and stability it

will thus impart to the Government, by exalting the majesty of

the laws, ana surrounding the chair of the Chief Magistrate with

a pure and enlightened constituency ? The mind of a nation is

its noblest treasure—and in proportion as it glows and glitters
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with the luster of such jewels, will be the permanency of its in-

stitutions, and parity ofits administration.
44 1 know that it is the cant cry of the demagogue, that such

societies as ours are dangerous to Government. This objection

might be urged with some show of reason in an arbitrary Govern-

ment, known only to the people by its exactions and oppressions

;

but in a country like ourB, where every citizen is a sovereign,

and the magistrate only reflects the will of the people, by whose
free suffrages he has been raised to office, and to whose ranks

he must return by the operation of a Republican rotation—the

objection savors of distrust in the capacity of virtuous citizens, to

uphold and maintain the Government they have created. The
records of history show that the most objectionable forms of se-

cret associations in the old world, have ever been leagues formed
against oppression, and in all their political interferences, they
have invariably done battle in behalf of popular rights—much
more must an Order

,
the constitution of which precludes the in-

troduction of political or religious discussions in its Lodges* and
which, while it cherishes the most exalted sentiments of patriot-

ism, inculcates the most elevated moral duties—be regarded as

conservative in its tendency.”

Grand Lodge or British North America.—From the pro-

ceedings of the Grand Encampment of Canada, in another col-

umn, it will be seen that the act of separation passed by the G.

Lodge of the United States, has been carried into effect, and

British North America constitues now a distinct sovereignty in

Odd Fellowship. We are confident this measure will not only

contribute to the prosperity of our beloved Order in British

America, but greatly enhance its usefulness. We hope, as soon

as the new Grand Lodge gets completely organized, to see Lodges

instituted at St. John, Fredericton, Halifax, the West Indies, &c.

There is a large field for the Grand Lodge of British North Ameri-

ca to work in, and we trust she will encircle it with the triple

links of Odd Fellowship as rapidly as circumstances, and the

good of the Order, shall sanction.

LETTER FROM LONG ISLAND.

The following letter we have received from one of our corres-

pondents, with a request to publish it. We do so ; declaring how-
ever, that we cannot fully endorse all he has said, as being exactly

suited to our views of the case.—[Ed. G. R.

Patcbooub, L. I. Deo. 23, 1846.

Bro. Winchester,—In common with many others, I was much
surprised to find in the Iru of last week, an article affecting to can-

vass some portions of the Constitution for the G. L. of this State,

recently completed by the Convention constituted for that purpose.

When matters and interests materially affecting the Order, are fairly

^nd candidly discussed, and distortions of the truth of the questions

refrained from, by the periodicals devoted to Odd Fellowship, no-

thing but good, and a thorough knowledge of the subject can result

from it; but when facts are mis-stated, wrong deductions given, and
ominous hints thrown out, for which no one is responsible, it is ap-

parent to every reflecting mind what the result must be.

The article referred to states, in effect that the Order in this State

is in anything but a harmonious condition, and hints that “ a special

session of the G. L. of the U. S.” has been asked for, to devise

some means to secure harmony among us, and throw its protecting

arms around a district that is in a very precarious situation

!

Why, my dear Bro. Magers, we were not aware of the fact, until

informed of it from abroad, that the Order here was in such a pitiable

condition, and that the principles which we profess to govern U9,

have been so entirely lost sight of in
44
the recklessness of our mad-

ness 1” We solemnly assure you, that no such suicidal purposes

as you have conjured up in your over-zealous article for our benefit,

hRye even for a moment found harbor in our thoughts, and nothing

is farther from our intention than to use ourselves up 44 Kilkenny-

cat” fashion. Besides, my dear sir, you have got hold of the wrong
end of the story—you are on the wrong side of the stumbling block
to the adoption of the Constitution. Suffer me to put you right.

The only real bone of contention consists in the objection of the

Lodges in the city of New York, and in counties adjacent, contain-

ing a majority ol the members in the State, to be taxed per capita

for the traveling expenses of delegates from a distance, without be-

ing allowed a proportionate direct representation in the Grand Lodge.
And this objection was the sole cause of the rescinding the section

amended at the last annual session, and restoring the original sec-

tion; which effectually cuts offany amendment of the Constitution as
it now stands for at least eighteen months. This is the true state of
the case. And, if it were not now unavailable, as the proposed new
Constitution by the act referred to above (demonstrates, something
might be said as to the wrong position of the article on the appoint.

ment of District Grand Committees, which you have quoted and so

freely commented upon. New York generally canvasses all ques-

tions affecting her interests freely and openly ; and should lowering

clouds sometimesobscure the horizon, no fears need be apprehend-

ed. It is quite probable, that a compromise between the opposing

elements will be had ere long, on the point of the basis of represen-

tation, and the new Constitution become the law of the Stale of

New York. Much might be said to show that the Iris has taken

an entirely wrong view of the case, and has manifested a great deal

of uncalled-for sympathy and alarm.

Ask the Editor of the Iris , Mr. Editor, to be careful hereafter

how he grasps a subject without being acquainted with it in all its

bearings, as the effect might be, in some future instance, disastrous

in the extreme. Perhaps I may have something to offer hereafter,

which may tend to enlighten the hazy horizon of Baltimore.

Blub-Powt.

Netoa from ttje Cobges.

NEW YORK.
Grand Lodge.—The Grand Lodge of New York held a Special

Session on Friday evening, Dec. 18, Grand Master Taylor presiding.

The only business transacted was the reception of the report of a
Special Committee appointed at the last session, to prepare amend-
ments to the Constitution of Subordinates, conforming to the re-

quirements of the lawi changing the terms from three to six months*
This done, the G. L. adjourned.

Grand Encampment.—The Grand Encampment of New York
held a Special Session, on the 14th inst. G. Patriarch Barnard pre-

siding—and granted a Charter for Excelsior Encampment No. 43*
to be located at Kingston, Ulster county.

De Kalb Lodge No. 226, was instituted at Durhamville, Oneida
county, November 6th, when the following brothers were installed

into the respective offices: Warren Norton, N. G.; Orrin Collins,

V. G.; J. L. Tinker, Sec.; H. D. Cook, Treas. Night of meeting
is Wednesday. Since the Lodge has commenced its work, we hear

that it is doing remarkably well. It will undoubtedly strive to be
equal to any Lodge in that flourishing District. We wish the mem-
bers much prosperity.

CONNECTICUT.
We are indebted to our valued and attentive correspondent at

New Haven for the following intelligence

:

Quinebaug Lodge No. 34, was instituted at DanielsonviUe, (Kil-

lingly,) Windham county, on the 10th of September last, by P.G.M.
John L. Devotion. More than a hundred membere ofUncasLodge
were in attendance on the occasion. The petitioners, as well as

those initiated, were among the best and most influential citizens,

and the prospect is fine for a good Lodge. Night of meeting, Thurs-

day.

Columbian Lodge No. 36, located at Litchfield, was instituted on
the 10th Dec.* inst., by P. Demick, M. W. Grand Master, assisted

by John Greenwood, jr., R. W. Dept. G. Master, Saml. Bishoe,
R. W. Grand Treasurer, and D. D. G. M. Pemberton, of No. 21,.

(Nosahogan Lodge at Waterbury,) and several P. Gs. and members
i of said Lodge. Eighteen members were initiated, and ten received

the Degrees. The following brethren were elected and installed in

ample form : Lemuel O. Meafoy, N. G.; Francis Bacon, V. G.;
Philip Wells, Sec.; David O. Buckley, TreaB. Few Lodges have
been instituted under circumstances more favorable than this. It

already numbers among its members some of the moet substantial

citizens, and all of them are men of sterling worth. Its prosperity

and usefulness cannot be doubted.

Another Lodge is soon to be opened at New Canaan, Fairfield

county, and one at Tariflville, Hartford county, of which our cor-
respondent promises to apprise us in due season. There is some
doubt whether these will be instituted before the session of the G. L.
which takes place in January.

* It will, perhaps, be noticed, that although this is No. 35, it was not instituted

until after No. 36, (City Lodge, New Haven.) This is owingto the fact that tbs

petitioners for No. 35 were not ready to he instituted before No. 36, though the

dispensation Vks granted first

MISSISSIPPI.
Grand Lodge.—Our thanks are due to Grand Secretary Dices

for a printed copy of the proceedings of the R. W. Grand Lodge of
that State, at a special meeting held Sept. 16th, and jthe quarterly

communication held at Natchez, Oct. 19 and 20, 1846.

At the special session, acting Grand Master 1X>niphan, under a
resolution of the G. L. appointed P.G. A. M. Winn special D.G.M.
with full power to receive petitions, grant dispensations, and open

new Lodges in the Eastern part of the State

In pursuance of his instructions, and in furtherance of the objects
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ofhis nyssion, Bro. Winn visited Columbus, on the 80th September,

where, on the 1st Oct., he proceeded to institute Columbus Lodge
No. 20, on which occasion the folio wing officers were elected and
installed: Thomas H. Capers, N. G.; George H. Foote, V. G.; F.

S. Scull, Sec.; Gideon B. White, Treas. Twenty-two petitions for

membership were presented and acted upon, and thirteen of them
initiated. Subsequently the V. G. and Sec. having resigned, E. W.
Harris was installed V. G. and 1m D. Carrington, Sec. The Lodge
commenced its career with every prospect of great usefulness.

On the 6th October, P.G. Winn instituted Wildey Lodge No. 21,

located at Aberdeen, Monroe county, and installed the following

officers: Samuel T.^Sappington, N. G.; Lawson Elder, V. G.; J.

M. Hamilton, Sec. and J. D. R. McHenry, Treas. Ten candidates

were elected and initiated, and on the succeeding two nights, ten

more were admitted and instructed in the mysteries of the Order.

On this night, the officers, (thinking perhaps that they had a little

too much work on hand,) resigned, and were succeeded by David
Clark, N. G.; J. M. Anderson, V. G.; Henry Stevens, Sec., and
L* E. Houston, Treas.

At the regular session, these proceedings of Bro. Winn were ap-

proved, and charters issued for said Lodges. A charter was also

granted for Tappan Lodge No. 22, to be located at Franklin, Holmes
county.

The Grand Lodge resolved to hold semi-annual instead of quar-

terly communications hereafter.

There are now 19 Lodges in Mississippi, and the Order there ap-

pears to be in a healthful condition. Only thirteen Lodges reported

for the quarter ending Oct. 1. The increase in these was 53, and
the number of contributing members 533. Revenue $1939 ; bene-

fits, &c. about $450.
a

CANADA.
Grand Encampment—{Condensed from the Odd Fellow? Record

for Nov.)—The R. W. Grand Encampment of Canada held an ad-

journed session at Montreal, on the evening of Oct. 10—M.W.G.E.
Matthews presiding.

After the transaction of a little preliminary business of no general

interest, G. Rep. Dunkin reported verbally the fact of hie having at-

tended the late session of the G. L. of the U. S. and the favorable

action of that body upon the joint application of the G. Encampment
and G. L of Canada to be erected into a sovereign jurisdiction, and
proceeded to lay before the G. Encampment a certified copy of the

charter for the Grand Lodge of British North America, bearing date

Sept. 24, and which had been drafted by order of the G. L. U. S.

The charter was referred to the Committee of the Whole, which
committee reported to the Grand Encampment the following joint

resolutions, which were adopted :

Resolved*—Provided the R. W. G. Lodge of Canada shall concur—that this

JL W. G. Encampment hereby accepts as duly authenticated, the certified copy
of the Charter, ordered fbr the “ Grand Lodge British North America.” by
tht Grand Lodge of the United States, wnicn has been laid before this Grand
Encampment by its Grand Representative to -the said Grand Lodge of the
United States.

Resolved,—Provided the R. W. G. Lodge of Canada shall ooncnr—tha the

oourse of action proscribed to be taken upon and after the receipt of the Original

egsuch Charter, by the Resolutions of the Grand Lodge of Canada, of the 9th
nJttmo, and of thisGrand Encampment of the 1 1th alt, be and the same hereby
gtoeoted to be taken upon and after the receipt of the said certified copy ofsuch
Charter, excepting only, lint, that the surrender of the present Charter of the
Grand Lodge of Canada, for the said new Charter of the Grand Lodge of British
Jfnrth America, be hela to take effect, on such day not later thanMonday the
16th day of November next, as the said Grand Lodge of Canada, may, by vote,

determine
;
and secondly, that the first meeting of the Grand Lodge of British

North America, be convened by theM. W. Grand Sire for Tuesday the 19th day
gt January next.

Resolved.—Provided the R. W. G Lodge ofCanada shall concur—that during
the interval to elapse before such first meeting of the Grand Lodge of North
America, the M. W. Grand Sire be, and he is hereby authorised and empowered
to commission any worthy Brother or Brothers,being members in good standing
gt any Lodge within this Jurisdiction, to open Lodges, or otherwise to tr

'

act under such instructions not repugnant to the Rules of the Order, as th
M. W. Grand Sire may issue In the premises, for the interest and advance,
of the Order, in any part of the Jorisdiction of British North America, or
where, in any looality not being within the Jurisdiction of a reoognised So'

dgp Grand Lodge of the Order.

Resolved,—That a copy of these Rsolutions be forthwfife communicated to the
X. W. Grand Lodge of Canada for its consideration.

On motion of G. Rep. Dunkin, the latter elause of tbe By-Law
relating to balloting for candidates, was amended by adding after

the words “ declared rejected,” the following: “And no other or

further action upon any such ballot shall be had, unless upon tho
declaration forthwith made of one or more Patriarchs, as the ease

may be, that he or they have voted, or believe that he pr they have
voted, in error, in which case the C. P. may declare the ballot ir-

regular, and regard it as null and void.”

The Grand Encampment then adjourned to meet upon the call of
the Grand Patriarch, which meeting took place on the evening of

October 30.

The dispensation issued for the opening of Wellington Encamp-
ment No. 5, was confirmed.

The Grand Scribe laid before the Grand Encampment a commu-
nication from the R. W. Grand Secretary of the R. W. Grand

Lodge op British North America, informing it the Grand Lodge
of Canada had on the 24th Oct. concurred in the first of the resolu-

tions of the G. Encampment, adopted on the 10th October.

The Grand Patriarch laid before the Grand Encampment the fol-

lowing communication

:

Office of the R. TV. Grand Lodge ofBritish North America, I

Montrbal. October 29, 1846. (

Sir and Brothbr,—I have the honor, by tne direction of the Most Worthy
Grand Sire, to inform yon that he has received a duly authenticated copy of the
Charter granted by tbe Right Worthy Grant Lodge of the United States, at Its

last Annual Communication, authorising the erection ofu The Grand Lodge of
British North America,” M 1111 Independent Sovereignty in Odd Fellowship, in
compliance with the application to that effect, of the Right Worthy Grand
Lodge, and Right Worthy Grand Encampment of Canada, made in terms of
certain Resolutions passed by those Bodies respectively, on the 9th and 11th
ultimo.

You will accordingly lose no time in communicating this foci to the Grand
Encampment, and to the several Subordinates under its jurisdiction

;
and in so

doing, you will further lay before them the following particulars of information,
vis

:

That in pursuance of the Resolutions aforesaid, and the subsequent actionhad
upon them by the said Right Worthy Grand Lodge of the United States, the
Charter heretofore held by the Grand Lodge of Canada, is to all intents and per-
poses surrendered, and the new Charter aforesaid is adopted in lieu thereof.

That until such time as otherprovision shall be made in that behalf, by the
Right Worthy Grand Lodge of British North America, the seal heretofore used
by the said late Grand Lodge of Canada, is, and will be, tbe temporary seal of
the said Grand Lodge of British North America; and tbe Officers and Commit-
tees of the said late Grand Lodge of Canada, the Officers and Committees of the
said Grand Lodge of British North America, as though no such ohange of Char-
ter had taken place—the Grand Master and Deputy Grand Master, however, at
once assuming the style of Grand Sire and Deputy Grand Sire.

That it is, and will be, the duty of the Committee for the Supervision of Laws
of Subordinate Lodges, to prepare a draft of a Constitution for the said Grand
Lodge of British North America, and of forms of Constitution or other regula-
tions for the guidance of Subordinate Grand Lodges and Grand Encampments,
and to report the same for the consideration of the said Grand Lodge of British
North America at its first Session.
That for the several purposes, firstly, of adopting s Constitution for Itself;

secondly, of deciding the limits of the several Superior or Grand Lodge and En-
campment Jurisdictions into which British North America shall be divided

;

thirdly, of chartering such Grand Lodges and Encampments as it may be desi-
rable. in the first instance, to erect in and for the same or any of themf and,
fourthly, of enacting such forms of Constitution, or other General Regulations
as it may be deemed requisite forthwith to enact for the guidance of such Grand
Lodges and Grand Encampments. The said Grand Lodge of British North
America, at its first meeting, will consist of the several Officers, Elective and
Appointed of the Grand Lodge and Grand Encampment of Canada, and of such
other Past Grands, having the Royal Purple Degree, as may have been, or may
be, duly returned by any Lodge or Encampment within this Jurisdiction, to be
members of the said Grand Lodge or Grand Encampment ef Canada, in the

manner prescribed by their respective Constitutions and Rules, or as may be

duly returned, in like manner, by any such Lodge offincampment, to be mem-
bers of said Grand Lodge of British North America.

That the first Session of the said Grand Lodge of British North America, con-

stituted as aforesaid, will be Tield at Odd Fellows’ Hall, in this City, on such

day as the Most Worthy Grand Sire may appoint, not being less than six, nor

more than twelve weeks from this date
;
and that formal notioe will be duly

given ofthe day to be so appointed, not less than six weeks before such day.

And lastly, That nntll such time as other provision shall have been made in

that behalf by the said Grand Lodge of British North America, the same is, and
will be "bald to act under the Constitution of the Grand Lodge of the United
States, with the exceptionof the Second, Tenth, Eleventh, Fifteenth and Seven-
teenth Articles thereof, and subject to the necessarychanges of the Preamble
and Fifth Article, and to snoh modification of the Third and Sixth Articles as
shall devolve the dnties of Grand Secretary on one person only

;
and likewise,

under the several By-Laws, Rules of Order, and other Regulations of the said

Grand Lodge of the United States, so fop as the same may admit of being ap-

plied. I remain yours, in F. L. and T. J. CUSHING, Grand Secretary.

On motion of G. Rep. Dunkin, seconded by Rep. Edmonstone, It

was then
Reeolred

,
That the M. W. G. Patriarch do forthwith tender to the M. W.

Grand Sire of British North America, the surrender by this body of the Dispeu-

satten under which it is constituted, and do cause the Grand Scribe to eommu-
nicate the notification received by this body of the organisation ef tttf Grand
Lodge of British North America, to the several Encampments withinihis Ju-

risdiction, and to inform them that this Grand Encampment having consequent-
ly ceased to exist, they are under the Jurisdiction and control of the said Grand
Lodge of British North America.

That the several Officers and Committees of this Grand Eneampment, do make
all needfdl report, and surrender all required books, papers, and effects of this

Grand Encampment to the said M. W. Grand Sire of British North America.

S

ereupon„ the M. W. Grand Patriarch declared the R. W.
!
Encampment of Canada to be in virtue ofthe above Resolu-

duly"and legally dissolved.

“ Burial op an Odd Fellow’s Wipe.”—Under this title our fra-

ternal cotemporaries are publishing a “ beautiful tribute to Odd Fel-

lowship fronl the pen of the Editor of the New Orleans Tropic.”

The article alluded to, which is indeed a “ truthful exhibition of

t ie spirit of our Order,” originally appeared in the Memphis Enqui-

rer, and was occasioned by the death and burial of Mrs. D. S. Wil-
der, tOtWhose memory the brethren of Memphis paid so coble a
tribute of respect in the absence of her husband, and their brother.

It was copied into the Golden Rule, under the head of “ Odd Fel-

lowship at the Bed ofDeath,” on the 11th of April last, page 243t

volume four. We presume the Editor of the Tropic, in copying it,

had no intention of passing it off as original.

0(f- We perceive that Rev. Bro. Fisk is about to begin anew
weekly Odd Fellows* paper, and we hope he may succeed. Bro. F

.

has more experience than any man we know of in starting new pa-

pers.
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IMPORTANT TO 8UB8CRIBER*.

Thb Prospectus accompanying the present number is commended to the

earnest attention of oar readers and friends. In it will be found a programme

of what we intend tbe Golden Role shall be hereafter. If our Subscribers

have been satisfied during the year that has oloeed, we mean to add largely to

that sadsfiwtion in the year that is about to dawn upon us.

We hope, therefore, that few will be induced to part company who have jour-

neyed with us thus for. On the eontrary, we ask the aid of every brother in

extending the circulation of our paper, and thus enlarging its field of useful*

ness. Each one can, if he chooses, influence a brother who is not now a sub-

scriber, to become one. Many good brothers have sent us considerable lists of

new subscriber

t

for the oomiDg year—will not all follow their example ?

As with this number tbe terms of many expire, we solicit a prompt renewal.

This is necessary in order that our edition may be regulated. Should any wish

to discontinue

,

we beg that immediate notice will be given. Letters enclosing

remittances (post-paid) will be at the risk of the office.

THE CERTIFICATE.
* We have the pleasure of informing our readers and the Members of the Order

throughout the Union, that onr beautiful Certificate of Membership, en-

graved on Steel, is now published, and copies may be had on applies’ ion at the

Office. Subscribers who receive the Golden Rulh of tbe Carriers, by the

week
,
will be supplied at the reduced price, by giving their order to the Carrier

by whom they are served.

Agents will immediately be dispatched to the various States, for the purpose

of receiving Subscriptions and delivering Certificates.

HEW YORK AND BROOKLYN.—Our yearly Subscribers in these cities

are notified that it is necessary by our terms to renew their subscriptions im-

mediately, if they desire the Golden Rule continued. To ascertain their

wishes in the matter, our age ate will eall upon them during the week.

CANVASSERS WANTED.—Several active, intelligent, gentlemanly men,

members of the Order, are wanted to obtain Subscribers, and for the sale of

our Splendid Certificate of Membership, in this City and Brooklyn.

BROTHERS OF NEW YORK.—There are over 10,000 Odd Fellows in this

City, and we ought to have a Subscription of at least 4000 at home. If our

friends will take the matter in band, eur present list can be doubled in a week,

and the pleasure enjoyed 4>y them, will be diffused among thousands of others.

Who, among our brothers, cannot afford a sixpence a week for a periodical de-

voted to the Order he loves T

Brothers wishing to advertise during the coming year, must give early

notice, as our space is limited and fast filling up. The opportunity which our

columns afford, of making their business known to a large and Influential body

of citizens, is rarely met with by advertisers. Terms reasonable.

~~~~

NEvTcHrIctMA Y^.^ICKENS?
The London papers announce as in the press, and will be pub-

lished in tbe present month of December,

THE BATTLE OF LIFE,
By Charles Dickens, the author of those delightful Christmas

stories, 44 The Christmas Carol,” 14 The Chimes/’ and 44 The
Cricket on the Hearth.” This will undoubtedly equal any of his

former efforts in this happy vein.

Ever watchful for the instruction and amusement of our read-

ers, it is our design to issue this work entire in a

DOUBLE NUMBER OP THE GOLDEN RULE

!

on the week following its receipt in this country, toward the last

of January. This will enable us to preserve our usual vat}f(B|

of fresh and interesting matter. Of course a heavy extr^^.
pijibe will be involved in this enterprise ; but we incur it^Hn
fully, determined to spare no expense in our efforts 'to

our generous subscribers. >

fy As we design to print only a small numberof papers over

the quantity required by our present patrons, new subscribers

who. intend to honor us by taking the Golden Rule, are request-

ed to forward their names and money without delay, in order to

insure the receipt of the first numbers, including the splendid

work of Dickens.

MARIAN DESMOND; OR, THE HAPPY NEW YEAR.

Next week we shall commence an Original Story, with this

name, written by P. G. Charles Burdett, expressly for the

Golden Rule. It will occupy two or three papers only. Bro.

Burdett is well known to our readers ; and they will welcome
this beautiful story with manifest pleasure. We intend to illus-

trate it with one or two fine Engravings from original drawings.

Rhinkbeck Lodge No. 162.—Some little time since, a atyght but
disagreeable misunderstanding arose between the Committee of
Correspondence of this Lodge and oureelves, and a paragraph ap-

peared in our paper, intimating that the committee and Lodge
had misapprehended our motives and misinterpreted our lan-

guage. We have since had the pleasure of a personal interview
with a majority of the Committee and several brethren of the Lodge,
and we are happy to state, that the Committee disclaim, both for

themselves, and the Lodge, any intention of imputing to us di»>

honorable motives or unjust actions, and consequently our intima-

tions were unfounded. Tbe whole matter originated in one of thoee

little misun derstandings which will sometimes happen, like a
cloud thrown acoss the clear sky, obscuring for a moment the

brightness and warmth of the sun, only to make its blessing more
appreciated when the cloud has passed away. The cause of the dif-

ficulty having been removed, we make this amende honorable with
the sincerest pleasure, and trust that nothing will hereafter occur to

mar our future intercourse, and that this little trouble will result

in uniting us more closely in the bonds of Friendship, Love and
Truth.

We are glad also to leatn that Rhinebeck Lodge continues to be
prosperous and' harmonious. Long may it remain so.

Terpsichorean.—A great deal of excitement has existed for a
week or two past, in consequence of the Viennese Dancers; but if

the admirers of imported novelties, in our metropolis, would once in

a while settle down to sober reality, they would find talent far supe-

rior to any from abroad, at our very threshold ; albeit it does not
come heralded in starring capitals and ominous black letters. The
exhibition of dancing at Bro. Past Grand Whale's last Soiree

,
was

equal, if not superior, to anything of the kind we have ever seen ;

and the “Redowa Waltz,” as danced and taught by Mr. W. and
daughter, was universally pronounced to be the most chaste, grace-

ful, and beautiful conception in the art of dancing, ever accomplish-

ed. The youngest daughter of Bro. W. presents an extraordinary

instance of precocity ; she is just past four years ofage, and executes

with astonishing precision and eloquent grace, all the different dan-
ces. By the way, Bro. W.’s School, at Constitution Hall, Broad-
way, which is the largest in the Union, is progressing admirably;
and the pupils, from 10 yeare of age to that of maturity, are rapidly

acquiring a complete knowledge of all the most fashionable styles

of dancing now in vogue, under the careful and effective instruction

of-Bro. Whale and daughter.

Long Stories.—We believe oiv readers, as well as ourselves,

have a dislike to long-continued stories, however great may be their

merits. We shall, therefore, publish no story in the Golden Rule,

which will occupy more than three or four numbers at the farthest.

In this way we shall be enabled to give a greater number of good
stories, and add greatly to the interest of our sheet.

Regalia Presentation. splendid set of Regalia was present-

ed on the 6th Nov. by the members of Toronto Lodge No. 15, to

S. B. Campbell, Esq., late N. G. of the Lodge, as a token of per-

sonal esteem and respect, and as an acknowledgment of the great

ability he displayed as the presiding officer of the Lodge. Appropri-

ate addresses were made on the occasion, which was one of much
interest, and will be long remembered by those present.

I Wilfred Montressor.—

T

his romance is concluded in this pa-

pier; and all our readers will agree with us in pronouncing it a tale

/of surpassing interest. It will soon appear in book form, with some
[new illustrations.

.
Mechanics’ Advocate is the title of a new weekly quarto paper,

I
established at Albany, by Bro. John Tanner, Publisher of the

jtoL’’ and late Editor of the “ Mechanics’ Mirror.” It ia de-

inivrests of the Mechanic, “ Mutual Protection,” (the

fe of a new Society we believe,) and the Elevation of Labor.

It is an interesting and able conducted sheet, and we doubt not, will

do much good. We wish it and Bro. Tanner abundant suecess.

Graham’s Magazine, for January, 1847, comes to its reader^ in a

double number, containing 84 pages. The illustrations are an ex-

quisite mezzotint, a beautiful steel title-page, and a plate of fashions.

.Besides contributions from Cooper, Bryant, &c. this number com-
mences the Prize Story tor which #200 was paid. W. H. Graham,
Tribute Buildings.

The Columbian Magazine for Jan. 1847, commencing a new vol-

ume, contains articles by Mrs. Kirkland, Mrs. Child, Mrs. Osgood,

Mias Sedgwick, and many others. The illustrations are a fancy

sketch of the Storming of Palace Hill, at the battle of Monterey,”

designed by Matteson, “ Harvey Burch and the Skinners,” and a

Fashion Plate.

The Gavel for Dec. is received, containing its usual variety and

interest.
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The St<jry of a Penny 261

The Perilous Rescue 263

The Castle of Zohawk 277

Hampshire**,.. 12 124

Jersey. 29 46 108 123 1 10 157
_ New
fe Ridgely 26 New
List oTli* legates 314 364

Letterfrom Long Island 410

1

North Carolina 141

Morality of Odd Fellowship. . .105 Ohio 12 93 141 1

'

McKeever’s Ded. Address. • . .206
M’Cabe’s Philadelphia Oration204
Michigan and Wisconsin 218
Middlelowd, Conn .330

Nep. Lodge, No. 152-155 232 282
New YorkO. F. Hall 250
New York Degree L. No. 1. . .380

New Con. cLi. N. Y 329 345
O. F. a BontPuf Pol. Union. . . 42
Ostentatious Goodness 57 73
O. F. vs. Chrisitianity 73
O. F. and the Church 106
O. F. vs. Dueling 106
O. F. Library Association* -12l

O. F. in Newport.... **** ....281

O. F. in Scotland 282
O. F. Directory 296 298
O. F. in New York 329
O. F. and Religion 232 359

Odd Feuowship in Northern
N. Y 45

Pennsylvania.. .12 29 61 76 98 122

140 141 157 186 238 297 816 330
331 395

Rhode Island 157

Tennessee 124 158 394
Texas 12 381

Vermont 76 109 173

/irginia. .109 140 141 158 196 332
349 350

Wisconsin 123 1% 173 331

Miscellaneous Editorial.

Another Great Question Set-

tled 13
Concert of the Orpheans 28

General literature.
A Ghost Story 151

A Race for a Bride 279
Autumn 280
An Apparition
Antwerp 367
Anecdotes of Ventriloauism. .874

^Ld-el-kader 373
^iy 72 279 391

343

Chapter on Giants and Dwarf.- 167

342

Res XU 372

^Rraordinary Spectral Appear-
Mpance 39

Extraordinary Ice Cavern 151

Knqoette and Politeness. . . . . .311

English Opinions of America.373
Functions of the Brain 326

Force of Ridicule 390
Female Beauty 391

Fanaticism 392

Halls of the Montezumas 7

Hyenas and Baboons 190

How to make Married Life
Happy 325

House Keeping—Man and
Wife 406

Insanity
Marriage *

Newstead Abbey ...406

Prepossessions and antipathies 71

Power of a Mother’s Love— 72

Popnlar Miscellany.
A Tender Wife [dO
AGem 56
Agriculture 70
A Butterfly’s Moral 118
An Ingenious Test 120
Anecdotes 136 359 371

....197

....230
Ascent of Mount Blanc 280
A Peculiar Situation ........ .264
A Good Riddle and Answer. .264
Autumn Wind 312
A Royal Quandary 827
Anxiety — 828
A Remarkable Fact 328
American Chivalry ..856
A Good Foundation for a Ro-
mance 407

Babies in Church 120
Bathing 246 280
Break Bad Habits 312
Benjamin West 875
Battle of Hastings 375
Curious Sight at Palermo. ... 66
Children 56
Consequences of Indulgence. . 56
Canine Jealousy 88
Clothing—EfTect of Habit. ...119
Censorship Police Outwitted. 152
Commercial Value of Insects. 168
Cheering Influence of Sympa-
thy 184

Children’s Happiness 362
Canute Reproving his Ccu-

tiers 264
Center of the Universe 278
Curioas Love Story * . . . . 295
Canadian Adventure 310
Conversation . gW^.312
Curious Clock ^77343
Curiosities for the NewMube-
um ..295 310

Domestic Help 56
Dog Breaking 278
Discovery of the new Planet. .333
Envy and Egotism 8
Eastern Peasant Women 53
Energetic Spirit of Americans 87
Earlier Maturity of Women*. 103
Employment * ....120
Ebbing and Flowing Well. ...168
Etiquette 164
EstnerLevi — 246
Eugene Sue and the UnknownSlO
Friendship 5
Forbidden Knowledge 24
Forcible Argument 70
Flight of Birds 101
Female Attire l95 311
Fools of the Stomach 875
Good Sense 56
Good Advice 119
Good Sense of the Ita.ians. . .152
Give no Pain 378
Gnn Cotton 294
Hints to Young Lad-.es 103
Happiness 120 263
Hints on Matrimony
Home Affections...... .^ll§
Hint for the Ladies.’. 811*

Half of the Profit. ... J 37fr
Improvement in Publid Morali-

ty 341
James Cook 375
Kien-Lung 390
Lucky Penny 70
Ladies Shoes 72 325
Law 136
Love for Children 136
Licensed Victuallers 230
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IfODg Evenings 310

Moral Courage 6

Moral Arithmetic 8

Mothers.... 8

Military Pohteness 8S

Mesmeric Phenomenon
gj

Merit and ita Reward 88

Mutton Mill JOZ

To a* iiflknt 38
The Prisoner 101

The Syren 134

The Unfaithful 15ll

The Captive Dove 193
The Heart is ever Young* 229
The Traveling Card 307

Heroes and Hero Worship..
History of Civilization
(talv. Spain and Portugal

Music.
Matched
Money •••••••• :•.;. 5S
Money Value of Life 32j}

Marie Antoinette.

Manners and Morals 406

Newspapers. .... • 150

Nobility of Blood 341

f Narcotics .343

Old Age......;.. SdS
Oliver Goldsmith 13b

Old Jokes 327

Poetry in all Things 103

Physiology of Drowning 120

Pleasures of Active Lite 136

1S2

Power of the Voice over Chil-

dren. 22
Population of Rome
Passive Resistance W8
Rothschild’s Fortune 40

Rules for the Ladies 40

Russian Soup. • • 70

Russian Civilization 843

Russian Serfs 390

Rasaian Justice 4

Statues 18

Scraps of Fun 22

Squeezing the Hand % . . 24

Symbols 88

Southern Boundary of Texas. 102

Signor Blitz ...152

Something for all 197

Speaking Plain 264

Substitute for Gun Powder. . .294

Statistics’*** 310 357

Sound 406

The Moon in Lord Rosse’s
Telescope 70

The Few Grains of Wheat.. . .246

The Turks and their Wives. .310

The Wife 358

The Harvest Mouse 358

The Wife of the Christian. .. .358

The Barometer 373

United States and Mexico 8

Vocal* Music Conducive to

Health.. 56

Varieties 150

Ugfpl Information.

Albumen a Cure for Dysenie-

Blackberry Syrup «.126

Best Water for Plants 246

Cause of Double Flowers 119

Cure for Diarrhoea 142

Cement or Glue 142

Cider
For the Lad ies 6

For Killing Rats 277

How to Enlarge Vegetables. .369

Mode of Fixing Pencil Draw-
ings. 343

Ne'w Kind of Polatoe 88
Potatoe Pudding 24

The Yellow Locust*. 40

To Restore Flowers 103

Unfermented Bread 327

Valuable Recipe for Dysentery
142

Wash for the Teeth 162

Selected Poetry.

A Dream of the Past 6
(

An Unknown Language 6,

A Mother’s Lament 136

A Song 230
Autumnal Foliage 2S0

i

Adieu 295
A Child Praying 312
A Thousand Years Ago 326
A London Lyric 406
Beautiful Flowers 152
Charades 2l6 357
Count Arnaldos 375
Deeds and not Words 101
Dedication Ode 203
Evening 343
Friendship, Love and Truth. .102
Fortune 230
Hymn at Buffalo Celebr ation. 123
He that is without Sin, &c. . .324

l Live to Love 328
I wish I were a Child Again. .355

Inez 391
La Fata Morgana 71
Lines to the Eolian Harp 279
Lucy’s Song 311
Love. 811
Midsummer 49
My Heart is like the Bee 87
Mine is Thine 167
Morning. . H 293
Night 278
Not to Myself Alone 356
Oh how 1 Love to Listen 53
October 280
On Receiving a Gift 294
Ode for an Agricultural pel. . .841

On Time 358
Pleasures of Memory 39
Parting and feting 184
SummerFields.*.. 24
Semblances—a 8onfc. .... 40
September 166 194
Sympathy .• ^343
The Fairy Gift of Dreams. Tr. 22
Two Little Birds 56
Thg Happy Day & 72
The Balm of Speech 88
The Blind Girl’aLament 102
Tlitr Music World 119
The Language of Song 136
The Golden Age is Coming
Yet 151

The Moonbeam 184
The Death of the Flowers— 295
The Moss Rose....

-1

311
The Burden of the Bell 372
The A9h and the Holly 373
The Earth and the Stars 392
The Bride 405
Work from the Soul |g

Italy, Spain and Portugal
Introduction to French
Jay's Exercises
Letters on Moral Duties, &c.

.

Life Pictures
Leontine
Memoirs and Essays
Mysteries of Tobacco
Myrtis and other Etchings
Mrs. Southey’s Poems
Mesmerism and Swedenborg.
Notes on the Northwest
Ollendorff’s French Methodl4
Ormond
Papers on Literature and Art.
Popular Lectures—Lardner. .

.

Primary Lessons
Pictorial History of England.
Rationale of Crime
Shores of the Mediterranean

.

School Die. of Greek, Ac
Sybilline Verses
Statesmen of England. 125 187

318 Schiller’s Thirty Years’ War..31S
398 Sartor Resartus * 384
231 The Connection of the Phys.
366 Sciences 46
318 The Fair Isabel 78
78 The Floral Fortune Teller 75
142 The Language ofGems 78
231 Treatise on the Rifle, Ac 94
231 Temper and Temperament 125
231 The Eclogues of Virgil 188
318 The Convict’s Child 187
318 The Odd FrHows’ Offering. ...187
398 Two Lives, &c 231
318 Tasso’s Jerusalem Delivered. .231
231 The Early Jesuit Mist-ions,Ac247
78 The Water Cure—Gully 247

231 The Trees of America 286
247 The Sufferings of Christ 286
318 The Odd Fellows’ Token 286
334 The Cricket on the Hearth 318
366 The Old Cro’ Nest 334
14 The Auto Biography of Goethc366
78 The Tortoise Shell Kitten 366
78 The Home Journal 382

231 The Rose for 1847 398
302 Wit and Humor 366
247 Works of the Puritan Divines
.318 -Baxter 398

Sacred and Mis. Poems.

.

Something for Everybody

.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
THE COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS OF THOMAS CAMPBELL. Witt
aMemoir of his Life, and an K*say on his Genius and Writings. Illustrated
with Fine Steel Engravings. New York : D. Appleton A Co. 200 Broadway.
Philadelphia: Geo. & Appleton, 148 Chesnut-st.

There is no need to say a word of the Poetic Writings of Camp-
bell, for we are suje we could say nothing that could increase their

popularity, or the well-earned fame’of the departed poet. The vol-

ume contains all Campbell’s later Poems—with a very interesting

biographical sketch. It is embellished with several flbe steel en-
gravings—that illustrating the well known song of “ The Soldier's

Dream,” is exquisitely touching and beautiful. The volume is got-

ten up with much taste, and is well printed, in clear legible type, and
is worthy a place in every man’s library.

WALTON’S LIVES OF DONNE, WOTTON, HOOKER, HERBERT, AND
SANDERSON : with some account of the Author and his Writings. By
Thomas Zouoh, DD. Wiley A Putnam, New York.

This is a new edition, illustrated with notes, and is very well got
up in the mechanical department. As to the biographical and lite-

rary merit of the Lives, those who are judges, vouch for the excel-

lency thereof. They are surely written in a kind and pleasant spirit,

and give us the character, Qgperience and doings of those who were
acknowledged of all as good men. Such biographies are always
useful and acceptable. Richard Hooker’s name is well known in

the religious world, as tHI author of a valuable and learned work,
“Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity.** Our readers will find it to tbeir

profit to peruse these short sketches of thosp who deserved well of
their fellows.

THE EMIGRANT. By Sir Francis Bond Head, Bart New York: Harper
A Brothers, 82 Cliff-st

4

Original Poetry.

An Offering 38

A Morning Dream 85
Bowery Boy’s Song 131

Forget-Me-Not 19

Friendship, Love and Truth. . 65
405

Love’s Melody. 19
Lament over a Mother’s Grave273
Life, a Dream 307

Mv Childhood’s Home 150|
Odd Fellowship—an Epigram. 65
On Seeing Two Yeung Girls
Laughing 310

Our Broiher Sleepeth 139
Song of the Western Land... 49
The Last Message 1

True Love is Never Forgetful 1

Literary Notices.

Animal Magnetism 14
Altowan % 231
Anatomy of Woman 231
A First Book ofLatin 23L
A History of the Am. Rev. . . Jj/m
Amv Herbert
Biblical Legends, Ac
Beauties of English Ilistorj^r -

Beauties of French History^H^
Boston Olive Branch
Classical Antiquities
Chemistry of the FourSeasons39™
Domi-B*^Mb‘*uapt Book 14
Domhey Fboi 302 366
Devotional Family Bible 3lS
Elements of Military Art, A<r. 14

Expedition to Borneo 142
Etchings of a Wnaling Ci wse.247
Experimental Researches, Ac.366
English Synonymes 366
Eclectic Moral Philosophy. . .398
French Domestic Cookery .... 78
Father Darcy 187
F**stus, a Poem 381
Guide to Camp Dunes, Ac. ... 46
Golden Maxims 366
Glimpses of the Wonderful.. .382
lloch< laga 231
Hazlitt’s Spirit of the Age.... 286

This is a very valuable book. The author, well known in this

country for the conspicuous part he took in suppressing the 44 Patriot”

outbreak in Canada, possesses all the English characteristics of pre-

judice And hate of Republican Institutions, and talks largely of ** Bri-

tish enterprise, British mercy, British honesty, British generosity,

British valor, and the inestimable superiority of British Institutions.”

Notwithstanding this, (to which we have not the slightest objec-

tion) and the acknowledged politico-historic character of the work,

^possesses great interest, and is interspersed with many interesting

H^ts, told in a pleasing, off-hand style. We have marked
^^^Htoiasage?, which we shall extract hereafter.

DNS
;
or, GUIDE TO WISDOM aS\) VIRTUE,

k of either sex. Selected mainly from the writings
I Harper A Brothers, Publishers, 82 Cliff-at. New

comprise more than a hundred arti-

cles, alloW^^^^^Pied to convey lessons of Wisdom and Virtue.

They are mostly of a narrative and anecdotal character, each em-
bodying an interesting incident, illustrating in a most attractive and
agreeable menner, the lesson intended to be unfolded. It is an ex-

cellent little work.

RUPERT SINPLAIR, OR THE FAITHLisS WIFE. By^be author of
“ Ten Thousand a Year.” New York : Richards A Co., 30 Ann-st.

The announcement of a woik from the pen of the author of ,c Ten
Thousand a Year,” will be sufficient to attract an army of readers,

Thistaldqiossessea all the vigor of that gupit romance. The book
includes ibiee other stories by the same author,—“The Criminal,**

ihe “ Left-Handed Glove,” and the “ Mourner and the Comforter.”
The latter, which has appeared in the Golden Rule, is an exquisite

story, and is wonh the pi ice of the book.
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